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By JOB COHEIf

^he pleasures of the proletariat

ire becoming more expensive ev-

year, according to' A1 Taxin,

Managing director of Unity House,

forest Park, Pa., a resort operated
by-th,e International Xiadies Gar-
fceJnt Workers Union;'primarily for
4ts;ji[ienibershlp,’ •

I'Uast' season,
,
Says Taxin, Unity

ipent approkimateljr- *|30,000, for

the-entertainment of its patronS'ge,J

WittL bulk of it goin^ to variety
talent. Figure is expected to go
pii^er 'in subsedufinl ie^sons be-
pause of the fact- that Unity Will
start work this fall oii St -^jOO.OOO
i(he>tre seating' ' •>

'
’

; completion of* the nbw
hpU^e^^tTnity will Seek to £ave the
resort become a focal poitit in the-
atrical labor circles. 'The new the-
atre-will become' the bait tO lure
labor' conventions and conferences.
Hejtel.may convert to all-year op-
eration to accommodate ' the cori"
veiition trade.

'

'

'

‘ The ILGWU already *
is • one of

the largest talent users in -the en-
tire labor movement. The- union
not; only is an important vaude and
legit buyer but has operated its
own FM statiop (WFDP; .K.Y.),
which it recently closed down; pro-
duced '“Pins . and Needles" and
wept into film production via
‘ With These Hands."

.

With a theatre of its own, Unity
is again expected to go for its OWn
production. Taxin and* producer-
bopker Herman Fialkoff ^te talk-
ing, about a resident company for
the

. theatre in the near future.
Playwrights, lyricists, composers,
|tc,„ will be encouraged ‘ to write
Jor production at Unity. Should
any - major efforts come out of

(Continued on page 14)
\
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$20,000 for an Act?

It s Murder for Eyeryone,

• Sez Miami’s Weinger
fay of paying $20,000 for

i
according to Mur-

'with Ned
operates Copa City,

who is in

thft
prior to departing for

S declared that Copa City
down to playing,, the

seSnn season in and

Velon^ m any,, new names de-

he’li^’h
after them, but

too apff; rely on the same

Wpf«„
the season,

to ’ Pft ^4. uneconomical

level extreme top

shelleH
The last time he

^or Dannv^rr .or over was
that kinH^ that with

mSe the club ’can’t

neither JaJTth!^’
what's more,

tt’& by mnfnof Consequently,

custom consent that this

Act? out.

^nd of
command that

ee, he declared,, have to
(Continued on page 63)

Disk Cleavage
New line of thinking has

. cropped up in a couple of the
major record companies that.’s

developing Into a surefire at-

tention-getter. Columbia and
M-GJ-M ha'^^e lieen dressing
their album cpvbrs with eye-
appealihg models’ who. display
plenty^6f cleavage and s.a^ One
exec explained the new prac-
tice with, ^‘if music wPu’t get
’em;—sex wlU-^nd it worked
'with- t^e^po9ke.b-b<^

Col is uslhg' the s.ex allure

. on its recently released “Quiet
'“Music" album, while ,M-G-M,
which spearheaded the trend,

is'repped by s0xy covers on its

“Danger," “Have You Met-Miss
Jones" and “Music By Offen-

• bach and Btrauss" albums.

Hollywood, July 1.

Only 40% of the televiewers are

regular picture-gpers, it is disclosed

in seventh annual tele-census con-
ducted by Woodbury College under
the direction of Prof. Hal Evry.
Percentage is based on interviews
by students with more than 5,000

set o'Wners in the 16 economic dis-

tricts of L.A., the fringe area of

San Bernardiho, the hay area of

Frisco and the areas adjacent to

Sait Lake and -Phpenix.
Survey reported that 60% hard-

ly ever gq to the movies as a fam-
ly ever go to.filmeries as a fam-
owners watch TV every day In the
week. On the picture attendance
breakdown for L.A., 2.6% said they
see three pictures\a' week; 2.9 at-

tend twice a week; 13.3 onee a

(Continued on page 14)
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25 Radio Shows a Week
For ]\Ipls/ Cedric Adams

Minneapolis, July 1.

With the addition of a new Sun-
day, Tuesday and Thursday 16-min-
ute show, sponsored by Blue Cross-
Blue Shield,' Cedric Adams, WCCO
ace -personality, sets a new high
record by far for any one individ-

ual's number of ether programs
here.

’

Adams, who also is the local top-
drawer newspaper columnist and
whose income, mainly from radio,

has. been estimated to be well in

the six figures, although he has
only one CBS network show (with

another coming up), now will be
on the'air here more than 25 times
weekly. His new- show, “Cedric’s
Musical . Guests," breaks a record
he always has held in this respect.

By HERMAN A. LOWE
Obicagp, Jhly. 1.

TheyTe already
venflon overture one radio; aii^L TV
from Chicago. Th^ .curtain isr ‘due

to. go up next Monday on
of the twin main events,. 'wWn the
Republicans

.
Unveil.

^
their 1952

mbdeLpolitical cbnclaye.
,

This Is the year that-istbe btpadr
casters, popping with pride , and
confidence, are dusting ;pjB[' Holly-
wood adjectives like, “aupetcol^
sal”^ and “unparaUeled" ^'desetiW
their.^;.arr.^ngements fpni 'aqdip and
video ubV^ageu <

They're set.to blanket eyCry nook
and cranny of the nation with radio
blow-by-blow accounts and expert,

commentary.
(Other convention stories in

Films and Radio^TV depts .

)

They’re ready to tell it with pic-

tures ' as well as words to about
60,000,000 Americans who- will

gather at television sPts to Watch
and listen.

They’ve collected the biggest and
flashiest 'aggregation of news re-

porters,* commentators and trained

seals ever to represent the indus-

try at any kind of event.

They’re bringing about $4,000,-

000 worth of broadcasting equip-

ment to Chicago with thei%

They’re causing concern to such
bigtime competitors as the press

(Continued on page 63)

Berk’s Switch To

Situation Comedy
A revamped Milton Berle show

is in the works for next season.

Berle, together with the William
Morris Agency, is already scout-

ing a new set Of iVriters in order

to facilitate a switchover to what
eventually may be a situation

comedy.
‘

Change has been in the wind for

more than a year, but hasn't been
acted upon because -of the fact that

Texaco, sponsoring the show, as

well as Berle, were loathe to dis-

turb a setup that resulted in the

top Nielsen spot. However, as the

rating slipped in the middle of the

year, it was felt that the time was
propitious for the change.

For the time being, it’s planned
to continue the variety format, but

switch into the situation setup
gradually. Under plpns now “being

blueprinted, top guest talent will

still be -used.

In line with-the guest policy, the

Morris Agency recently sent a list

of all major vaude acts to Myron
Kirk, Kudner agency vice-president

ip charge of the Berle show, for

approval in advance of next sea-

son. Step was reportedly taken be-

cause. of the conflict betv'een the
(Continued on page 63)

N* ¥. City ki financieris In

Age Old. Story
HpUvwObd, July i,

nec - Sunoj^ t (219) •tr tMKe-

*

ibore JJowl, I;^.i Angeles, ex*^

plained jkrhy |ie wiHi'i: ajs suc-^

ceikiful a singer ak^Misa Gat’-

landr'
r Looking at. the guest >6f
honor^ Bhrns said, “I could
have been a great star Rke
you, but X .wasn’t as lucky
you. When yoii were, 1.9,- Louis
B.'iMaytr '.heard' you. Sing; and :

signed .ybu^at ‘.i5>0!00 .a -week,
“When. 1 .was 10, Mayer Was

10." ^ :

U. S. Birtkate
America's shifting birthrate may

provide a cue to a brighter, future
for Hollywood’, in the view of some
industry observers.

;
B.o:’ present-

ly is being hit by the " slump in

births during the depression -’30s,

they opine, and , will
^
eventually

profit by the - current proUfi’eity of

American...couples. .

*
•

’ *

Bob Wjp)y, head of the south’s
Wilby-Kincey . circuit, put the
thought into -words last week in an
interview with the WairSt.'Jourpal.
He was primarily' aiming to e)cplain

the comparatively good „hi2 being
racked up by drive-ins.

.

~
•

“The liigh birthrate,'! he de-

clared, “has hurt four-wall theatres
more than' anything 'else. Throw
the kids in the car and go to a
drive-in. It settles the sitter prob-
lem."
Going beyond Wilby’s explana-

tion, the number of new-born babes
produced each year cab, have a se-

rious e'ffect on pix b.o.’s, because

(Continued on page 62)

17,900,000 TV Sets

By Convention Preem
Confirming industry ‘ predictions

that there will be 18,000,000 tele-

vision receivers °ih’ circulation' by
the time of the political conven-
tions, -the .NBC- research . depart-

ment this week revealed that a
final count, for the moptX of May
showed 17,^27,300 sets, a boost of

336,500 over the preceding month.
Figure, consequently, is .expected
to reach 17,900,000 by" next Mon-
day (7), when the Republican con-
clave tees off in Chicago.
There were only 420,000 "XV sets

throughout the country at the
time of the 1948 conventions. 'Some
70,000,000 viewers wiU Watch the
conclaves this year against 1,000,-

lOOO in 1948^

' N* Y. City government, seeldng
to retain a large portion of tele^^

vision fiinj production in the east,
is mulling, fee idea of . lining up a
group

,of AtuQuieia to bankroll con-
structlon. of M aUper--vidflilm stu.dio
in Manhattan. . “With the city cur-
rently hard'^pressed for funds, it's

-hoped that the; Indie .syndicate
Could biiild the studio and then
turn it oVet 'to the city for ad-
ministration, with the city in turn
leasing it to vid^lm producers.
Commerce Corntnlssioher Walter

;T. Shirleyj wheJs -apearheading the?

city government’s role In the latest
eastern' film; :pr<>auction. push, re-
vealed that tW'^cpinhtlttee Termed
last week tn work out fee project
has two- or three sites in mind in
midtown Manhattan. He said that
the committee, which is being
chairmanned by James A. Sauter,
USO-Camp Shows pr'exy, hopes to
stay in Manhattan, since the actors
who would be -Used .in vidpix invar-
iably Want to remain close to
Broadway and the radio-TV net-
work Studios.
After huddling with the pro-

ducers’ . committee last v/eek to
launch the operation, Shirley took
the plans to Mayor “Vincent R. Im-
pellitteri and said that the mayor
is willing to go along along on any
reasonable project. ' Commissioner
reiterated that one of the big prob-
lems in setting the, plan In work is

the launching of a publicity cam-
paign to combat fee “good public
relations job” being done by Holly-
wood to boost its vldfilm produc-
tion, Committee estimates that the
TV film production business could
be worth $2,OOO,OO0,0(>O in the -next
five years.

Shirley noted, incidentally, that
Commissioner of Parks Robert
.Moses had lined up 15 sites out-

side ‘Manhattan- for the proposed
TV City," in which all four major
networks Were interested several
years ago. . Four nets, however,
turned down^.all 16 on the basis
that they were not acceptable.V—
‘Cue for ’52' i

Newsstand Sale

of CouYention
Timed for the Republican con-

vention in C/lii next week, a new
tune, “Our Cue for '52—^Let’s All

Vote Republican,", rolled off the

presses this week with copies be-

ing vended by,lop,.00‘0 n.ewsstands

of the American News Co.

Cover. features, an anti-Adminis-
tration cartoon by C. D. Batchelor,
N. Y. News artist. Idea for the song
and cartoon was hatched by “Walter

E. Schneider, once an editor of the
Philadelphia, Evening Ledger, Edi-
tor & Publisher and NBC press
department, and now a flack in

Gotham. . Schneider wrote words
and music, promoted coin from a
Philadelphia GOP angel and pub-
lished the tune under his own
imprint.
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Tourists’ h&
By GENE MOSICOWIT2 4

Paris, -June 24.

With the tourists pouring in

nitery tills should be jingling if

the tourist still has anything left

after food, hotel, shopping and

culture gawking has been paid for.

Reinscli, Salter Co-Heads

Of Denny Show Biz Unit

Washington, July 1>

Democratic National Coihnilttee

»« .ppolnUd Leonard Reln««

blshed and in general Waiting for and James 3auter as co-chairmen

the traveller to unfold the bx. of its entertgini^cnt industry com-

Starting at the top of Paris, mittee. Vice chairmen will be an-

geographically, is the Butte Mont- nounced shortly.. The entertain^

martre overlooking the rjoftops industry committee will be
and housing as its main point the

^ u\r
Sacre Coeur, built as a mark of asked to set up show bii facets

their humiliation by the French of the Democratic national con-

after their defeat by
,

the Pr.us- vention in Chicago and for the

sians^in 1870 The self-deprwiation
pj.„idential campaign itself.

has evaporated and the section It-^

self is a colorful area and was the Reinsch ..former radio

JAGlCSHAfi^bUN
Musical .Director of
LouU de. Rochement's

.^Waik'Eaat on -Beacon**

sen IS a coionui area anu

old guard, Picasso, Max Jacobs,

Matisse, . Renoir, Utrillo, Modigli- ns general manager of the Cox

in? JnH ^adio stations. He is in charge of

commune of Montmartre, Their convention.

motto was “Nuts To. Paris"
.
and producer and USC^«mp Shows?

even went so far as refusing to pay P«xy, has

city taxes and, in general, haras- Democratic National Committee

sing the brethren downstairs. To- tor several years.

day there is still an honorary
mayor of Butte Montmartre. i II iL AIJ T * 4'

The Place de Tertres is an out- All iM UMl lOUrtfl
door terrace in the center of the

Butte and is a nice place for

lunching. The big nitery there is
i ' iv • n

Patachou, run by Maurice Che- Pm. P|Mk PBriit NmSOD
valier’s protegee, Lady Patachou. FCall I *1 15,

She built this finely panelled By TOM CURltSR
room around an old bakei^ which p.Hb Juhp 2fl
is still in her domain and dis- ^

^
^4- After' .their experience with

.
'

i It I d
^‘Wish,. You WeiB Here," produced

Jessel Up$ 20lh Fadeont;

• Readies Visit to Israel “
44
-

Hollywood, July 1. of the comp^coted: nature of the

George JessePs final' Checkout production. Including a real swim-
date from ‘ 20th-F6x will Sept, mlng pdol* onstage. But hence-

i Producer’s pact runs until next forth they*11 sec
.
that no such clr-

January, but tlncc h* has no pro- cumsUnces^ wlscf \

duction obligations at the moment. During the three and a half

he’s taking off early to make a visit weeks of paid previews, which took

to Israel, When he returns, he'll Jhe place of^e road tryout, every

make a speaklhB' behalf reyi#i6n of the book or music, cast

.of the new state. chaise Q,r„ e>^n .alter^ bit of stag-

. Jessel joined the studio 10 years ing became a hot flash for the gos-

ago today. Shubert Alley and

Jessel, accompanied by his 11^ Sard! s bar. Some professionals

year-old daughter, Jerilyn, will *PPartntly made a minor career of

leave Wew York by air Sept. 5 for a^ndinr;.p.re^ew performances.

London. He’ll arrive in Israel a ^then rushing off t^ spread the lat-

week later and be there for seven «*t tidlnp on how the venture was

days. Planned for diim is aa.inten-

slve tour of immlgtn*it centres, ag-

prpgressing. Instead of doing the
doi6toring>‘ In the comparative se-

7TT1 fJiT77
XUMCiJJiUS* Xlic uiB iikwaj

1 ' IV • Cl
*

Patachou, run by Maurice Che- Pm- P|Mk PUriit NmSOD
valier’s protegee, Lady Patachou. FCall I *1 15, JC«5UU

She built this finely panelled By TOM CUR'ItSR
room around an old bakeiY which p.Hb Juhp 2fl
is stm in her domain *nd dis-

Grand Prlx (28), the

rerunflL loTm. Tnd’S* go"; rritTut"u”.^urt^W^^
f‘?^^whh'‘"i'^rfra*n«*«12")‘‘*W ‘he ouSst ind \he tou*rfS^tak«,.

S‘,'mpC. P^aUciJ:: “5.o^t®Zf ’nl?erh‘.d"‘rS.".n‘J
!«; a wood showwoman and has de-

authority that never had ftp many

veloped V perfect timing and de- Pa^sports been issued as this year

live^, making her a top spot per- ^ast year a pasa^rt-lasue llgures

sonality performer. She glidhands have hten doubled
’“Jsoned tourist there is at least one.

WashipgtPh, .July 1.

Television is beginning to get

rolling worldwide, according to- a

series of reports collected, by the
U. S, Government from various mft-

tions.

xicuUural settlements, housing
projects^ orphanages, rehabilitation Manhattan con-

institutions and other facilities ^traction P^J®ct, with g capacity

financed by . United Jewish Appeal »udlen<^ nf .ftidfwalk superintend-

f„„HB entn voicing. penaimifttic comment,
* Another negative factor in the

s^uatlon was thkt when the musical ’

^ finally -opened, about half the ad- -

Happiness^ owedisn nc, vance sale ,had been used up by

I n* . . ift 1- r f pfevlewa. leaving relative-

I First at Bernn restiTal; ly utti* to eny th* s(io»f over

.B B • B1 iih traditionaUy grim J[uly period in

I>, Wplr lillllltrV AljUl HlflFn the ^ unfavorable re-
-nCUji 'l/«UDliy Al5u iuau views. At the moment, the remain-

Berlln, July 1, ing advance reportedly^totals aboutBerlin, July 1, ing advance reportedly^totals about

The second Berlin International $100(000 mostly in August, Septem-

with verve and chirps, with fine

coordination and movement that
enhances her songs. She bounces i^aris, iParis, a generous city, will wel-

with "TrouIaU,” "The Kid of Paris” come and deiight moat of them as

and gives a witty takeoff of "I’m French capital is a must to all

In Love," interpolating English ^^o come to Eurotm. Police have

lyrics into French, She no longer
*>“" "

B, cuts off neckties of sulky patrons f smoothing the way

Iwho refuse to get into the act.
«“> the. visitor^ but some old coine-

Dance music is good and atmos- .^"0 'y*”! new ones still

IFohi^r^ Bffrp^^ahlp flourish .and prosper. Description
wDance music is good and atmos-
W phere agreeable.

There are many small bars scat-

tered around the Butte, gpod for a

ons and several new ones still

flourish .and prosper. Description
of leading ones may offer helpful
warning to the uneducated.

Datirfg back to the dark ages is

European countries just getting Film Festival wound up here last her and intb Q^stpber. That reduces

started abe following the ’ 625-line Wednesday (25) with the screen- the amount to, a .illpa.margin per

system which is well established In ing of Walt Disney^s “Nature’s week. In addition, it's expected

that continent. However, there Half Acre’’ and *‘Three Women,’’ that since they caphpt get refunds,

are indications that the U. S. stand-, a 'French production. Fete opened many of the ticket-holders may, as

ai'ds of' 525-line definition will bc June 12. There was no jury apd is usual in, such, circumstances,

established in a large part-i-if not no awards were officially made, make exchang;es .for later per-

all—^f 3duth America, ' but the public was aske.d to vote formarices, if necessary repeating

At the same time, t^k continues by coupon on its favorite pix. The„ the procedure until the show has

of an international video transmis- Swedish-made “One Summer of closed,

sion operation which would origi- Happiness" was rated No. 1 pic- Buny Revising

nally link the U. S. and Britain ture, with “Fanfan la Tulipe"
^

Despite the generally bearish no-

and probably other nations, later (Kllmsonor), a ' French-made pic, tices, co-prdducer Logan, who also

on. The international link would second. Latter also won laurels co-guthored the book, directed the

use a combination of cable' and at the Cannes Film Festival^ show and staged the .dances, went

radio facilities via Canada, Green- “The Well" (UA) finished sixth to work this week to revise the

land and ' Iceland. Some reports and “Death of Salesman” (Col) story line and make changes in the

have this getting under way ex- was seventh in the public ballot- staging, chiefly. Jn the line of

perimentally sooner than most peo- ing,
.
the two American pix run- strengthening the romantic ele-

ple realize. ning neck-and-neck, “Cry Be- ment and punching up the action.

Two South American countries— loved Country” (UA), a British- Six rewritten and restaged scenes

Colombia and Venezuela.— had made, was third. Fourth- .was were inserted last night (Tues.).

made arrangements - to introduce “Stimme des Anderen,” a German It’s hoped that the RCA-Victor al-

video. The Venezuelan Govern- Pic, while “Miracle of Milan," bum, which was recorded Sunday
(Continued on page 60) from Italy, was fifth. " (29) and is due for quick release,

video.
(Continued on page 60)

drl^nk and the sampling of the art ‘Teelthy’’ postcard sale, still a
crowd, French pic crowd hangs out thriving hit, working the arcade of

the rue de Rlvoli and the Made-
A quick slide, downhill run or leine district heavily,

taxi glide takes one into Pigalle, or Corner money exchange Is .
al-

“Pig Alley” as it is known to the most always phony. Hawkers usu-
GI. About 200 years ago this sec- ally pay off In fake coin or in war-
tlon was a mart for artist’s models, time francs which have been re-
The artists inspected the gals in called and are worthless. Tourists,

Organized Labor Mnllins
(p . mt 9 C • rounded out the top 10 in this tab- However, in view of the notices

llO to iD^trC LAOiPSlflC Ulation, . Last-named is being dis- and the mild audience reaction, ef-

liMin iifii n 1
<^ributed in. the U. S. by RKO. forts to buy back from RKO the

IATNF MrMl) If ill S||Rr|r On the fest’s final day, Columbia screen rights to “Having Wonder-inl IHU ff lUU|iaiB
ijj “Salesman." Because ful Time," the 1936-37 Arthur Ko-

,
Minneapolis, July 1. shown without German subtitles, ber play on which the musical is

Plans to get organized labor be- the audiences voting on it had dif- based, are in abeyance. An offer
hind a "Go To The Theatre" cam- Acuity in understanding the film of $50,000 wan made for the rights,
paign for legitimate houses 4s well fully. But this was a handicap for but was nixed by Howard Hughes,
as film efiporiums are expected most of the films, since a large head of the studio. The company
to be one of the orders of business number were shown without Ger- originally paid $87,500 for the
when Inti. Alliance of Theatri- man subtitles. Some pix had property, and made a picture of It.

cal . Stage Employees and Moving French subtitles which helped, but Ironic aspect of the “Wish You
Pictures Machine Operators hold for the most part few of the view- Were Here” premiere last Wed-
their biennial convention here ers were able to understand the
Aug. 4-8, according to Bill Dom dialog. “Rashomon” was screened

(Continued on page 62)

nelly, arrangements chairman. with French titles. This probably

pic, while “Miracle of Milan," bum, which was recorded Sunday
from Italy, was fifth. " (29) and is due for quick release,

“Three Forbidden Stories" (Ital- may also help the ticket sale,

iah), “The Deserted Farm” (Mexi- especially in view of the quality
can) and “Rashofiion" (Japanese) of the Harold Rome score,
rounded out the top 10 in this tab- However, in view of the notices
Ulation, . Last-named is being dis- and the mild audience reaction, ef-

tributed in. the U. S. by RKO. forts to buy back from RKO the

Minneapolis, July 1.

(Continued on page 62)

Berle on Paris TV
Paris. June 24.

hoping to; get black-market ex-
change rates, still fall for this one.
Black market rates, with the num-
ber of tourist dollars available and
on the increase,' have fallen almost
as hard as the tourist: falls for the

Milton Berle, vacationing here, street money exchanges. Ljist
went on French TV gratis Tuesday, -February the dollar on the b.m.
(24). Appearing on Roger Feral’s brought. 490 francs; today it brings
noonday program, Berle ad-libbed 388 and try and get it. Official ex-
In English with Feral while inter- change rate is 350. Some hotels
preter explained lingo to audience, give 346 on Express and travellers'

Berle finds TV here very primi- cheques, 'claiming it is ft service to

live and believes it should be cash them.
turned over to sponsbrship by pri- Fortune-telling come-on in some
vate companies. This, he says, restaurants is as old and success-
would bring about competition ful a racket as French postcards,
and enforce improvement. French This is usually worked on middle-
TV—as is case with French and age femme tourists.

British radio—is government- Tipping and cover-charges are
owned and all advertising ii^ for- often tricky. Tourist should always

Aug. 4-8, according to Bill Don-
nelly, arrangements chairman.

(Continued on page 62)

* Organization leaders believe it suffered in rankings as a result, as
_ - . -X 1 .X £ A • AS. M . . .... '

Dani^ Kaye's $34,532 In

14 Sliows New All-Time

Coin Record in Dublin

bidden. (Continued on page 52)

SnbsctipHon Order Form
Enclosed find check for %

Please send VARIETY for yws
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devolves upon organized labor to. “The River” (UA) which was
do its bit in helping in a practi- shown in original form,
cal way to combat TV and other Actually the Best 10 list reveals
boxoffice inroads, and ,boost *sag- eight of the winning pix had
ging theatre attendance, Donnelly titles. .

• '

announced. ‘ C* Coleman,
“If only for selfish reasons, our commander' in Berlin, pre- Dublin, July !•

heads have let it be known that
rented the David O. Selznick Danny Kaye’s closing here Sat-

they will do what they can to aid the German film, “Heart urd^ (28) at the Theatje Royal

theatre-owners in* their fight for ^”5 World. Together with the saw his 14 shows gross 12,690

survival,” said Donnelly. “With ®ther countries, it pounds ($34,532), a total never be-

the present trend unchecked, before a U. S. juiy fore seen in this city. It even

there’ll be more unemployment ^
‘Ii!.

the top film will be caused the nationalized bus sys-

Dublin, July 1.

Danny Kaye’s closing here Sat-

there 11 be more unemployment
for our members."'

It’s hoped to line up unions out-
side of those affiliated with films
in a proposed campaign to encour-
age theatre attendance, according
to Donnelly. One suggestion, he
said, was that the families of tis

many union members as possible
pledge themselves to attend at
least one show a week.

tern to re-sked so that second house

audiences could get home. It was

ri» >P'1 j^*Li probably the most successful per*

rndrs udrldlld inbotc appearance engagement m
n XK 11 A Dublin’s, theatrical history.

On Coast Pulls, $25,000 h,S’k"o'u]r5"b;"hi?i‘iiVoiosSg nl^h”
Hollywood, July 1. with the audience refusing to allow

A capacity crowd of 800 attend- to leave the stage after the

ed the testimontal dinner to Judy P«rfofn'«n«. Over 1,000 Ian»

Garland tendered by the Friars .at jinother hour sang tradi-

the Biltmore Bowl on Sunday (29). tional Irish ballads. ,

Organization realized an estimated During the week, which started

423,000 which will be distributed w*"*
';^’''’””;^i°bei‘ng

among vanous charitable organ!-
.j; honorary Catholic Boy

zations. Scout, over 10% of this city o

Aniong those paying tribute to 500,000 persons paid admittance to

the singer were Frank Sinatra, the 4,000-seat Royal to

Rosalind Russell, George Burns, twice-nightly show put bn by

Geor.gc Jessel, Lt. Gov. Goodwin J. with a top of $1.04 and
. u

Knight, Eddie Cantor, Ezio Pinza, of 35c. Kaye started his

Olivia De Havilland and Marie concert tour Monday (30) m
Wilson. Idiff.

Every Bit^Hclp#
Hollywood, July 1,

There will be plenty of talk-

ers at the Republican and
Democratic national conven-
tions in Chicago, including
Francis, the Talking Mule.

Four-legged .thesp will drop
in on both political huddles in.

the course of an eight-week
tour plugging “Francis Goes to

West Point,"

given the Gold^ Laurel.



Prenes’ Eagk Eye on
Kew order in lllm production, tha! of endowing each pic with

n^vrimum production value! for every dollar invested, is resulting

Jrt^more frequent hops .to the Coast by company presidents who

if douarter in N; Y. They watit to be on the scene to continually

mor^foi>th<^money objective as' an economic niust in the

riirently depressed market.
- * .

Particularly reflecting the new trend is Nicholas M. Schenck,

^resident of Loew’!-Metro, He haa been at the Culver City lot the

nast month, and will remain there for at least the balance of this

u^ek before returning to his Gotham office. Thereafter, Schenck

olans to trek weSl at the rate of once every eight weeks. This is a

big switch for the Loew’s topldck who, in past, entrained to the

studios about once a year.

Barney Balaban, .who is now In Blurope, similarly has been spend-

ing more time at the Paramount lot and will continue to do the

Lme in the future,, it's expected. Par’s sales execs also will be on

the production scene more often,

Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox topper, plans a flight to L. A. shortly

after the upcoming holiday weekend, for huddles on future lens-

ing. Skouras likewise is on the; list of frequent N. Y.-to-L. A.-ers.

Kate J. Blumberg spends a substantial part of his time at the

Universal lot and Harry M. Warner and Columbia's Harry Cohn
headquarter on the Coast. Ned E. Depinet hops west at relatively

short intervals for studio topper Howard Hughes.

D.G. Newsreel Reps Converge on Chi

In ‘Big Test' Vs. Video at Powwow
Washington, July 1. -

Capital newsreel reps were gath- l^i
erlng cameras and • Wits today rllDl IWWICS UfOp
(Tues.) in preparation for their Wa«T,incrfnn t,iTv 1

rek to Chicago for one of the Wasnington, July 1.

toughest assignments yet to con- Film Industry dividends amount-

front them. Vets of many political ed to $9,901,000 for the first five

conventions, the boys ' know they months of this year, U. S. Dept, of

are facing a severe test of strength Commerce reported last week. For

with television, and are getting to the same period last year, the.fig-

the scene of action early to work ure was $10,392,000. During May,
out special angles and feature 1952, picture corporations reported

stories. - dividends of only $114,000 to their

Somewhat aloof froni the general stockholders, compared with $211,-

feeling of worry and tension is 000 for the same month of 1950.

fox Movietone which long ago The publicly reported dividends
Jumped on the video bandwagon iii any industry amount to about 60
via its TV-newsreel alliance with or 66% of all dividends in that in-

Unlted Press. 20th's Tony Muto dustry.
has been in Chicago almost a week
now, lining up his record crew

i ^ ^
about two dozen lensers, tech- I/f’f’ I?_ || ^
nicians, editors, et al. The UP-Fox f 1^1^ NnODIlOr U.Ua
Movietone TV reel, which has been U1UV|/I1V1 VeVe
averaging four shows nightly,

•
,gs . convention ,tep-up o£ re- P TKpofrp TV

In preparation for the big show, w/UvO flllvUilV f

Movietone has leased Crescent
Laboratory in Chicago, will process U • ^ HH
and edit footage immediately and npOITIIIff IVlAVPIin
ftir express the finished reels to llVttl lilt IflVfVUp
subscribing stations. They will
work hand in glove, of course, with Washington, July 1.

(Continued on page 21) 20th-Fox’s demonstration of
- larc£#»_<;prp<»T« r'nlftr

AvcraKuig lour snows mgntiy, •

gs . convention ,tep-up o£ re- P
ThpatfP TV

In preparation for the big show, w/UvO flllvUilV f

Movietone has leased Crescent
Laboratory in Chicago, will process U • ^ HH
and edit footage immediately and ||P2)ini10 IVlAVPIin
sir express the finished reels to llVttl lilt IflVfVUp
subscribing stations. They will
work hand in glove, of course, with Washington, July 1.

(Continued on page 21) 20th-Fox’s demonstration of

Eidophor large-screen color teleM * f Ti* n the • Federal Communications
in^ 0l 1 1C NlMfM Commission last Friday evening

n nun • here as boosting the

oeen; amau Reactaon To ch«nce for *ettmg
' early hearing on theatre TV

nnwnkisaf Wnll Ql Vnrn phases. The six Commission mem-
1/UnllUcdl ffdll uL IdlU bers who journeyed to New York

Film shares on the New York for fhe demonstration expressed
Stock Exchange, while plenty weak themselves as very impressed with
in recent months, at least aren’t Eidophor.
Soing much lower in the immediate ( Other news of Eidophor on
future, according to financial an- popo 5 )

.

flysts. If anything, some incline Only last week, producers and
is anticipated along with the ex- oirtiibitors joined in a request to

pected traditional rise in theatre ^he FCC to reconsider its recent
business after midsummer postponement of theatre tele hear-

However, there mav hp cnmp higs until next January, Industry
sporadic dips in the meantime, the.FCC to schedule in Oc-
such as Loew's slip of 37l^c dur- a minimum of eight days of

Shares Closed testimony of engineering.and ac-

$12.50 yesterday (Tues )
countmg aspects of big-screen

market prfces^^has ^beSi Tea^ched is still considerable

reneotld ^
as to whether the

St Journal news story Fri-
(Continued on page 18)

‘ unent exhibition’s ups

ly
^°stly downs. Normal-

Porbf? <

account of gloom as re-

haJp
financial daily would

a bad effect on film-stock
(Continued on page 18)

Washington. July 1.

*'We'll fight censorship In what-
ever forin it takes,’' Eric Johnston
declared today (TuejU..); ihji^ply to
the statement . here last Week' of
Charles A. Brind, Jn, counsel for
the New York Board of Regents,
which wields the blue pencil in
that state. Brind had asserted that
even if the Supreme Court throws
out all motion picture pre-censor-
ship, New York State has no in-

tention of tossing its shears away.
Brind predicted hjs state would

immediately order licenses for all

theatres, thus holding an axe con-
stantly over the head of exhibitors
by making them- responsible for
what they showed: In addition, he
said, voluntary state censorship
will be ,offered to the film produc-
ers who want to take advantage of
it. . - .

Motion Fictiire Assn, of Ameri-
,
ca prexy, who is in Spokane on
personal business, declared
through his office here:
"The film industry, which how

has ' political censors throughout
the country on the run, has no
intent of retreating. We’ll continue
Eureka copyrighted the film in the

(Coniituied on page 16)

Seek High Ct. Aid

In ‘Ecstasy’ Snarl

Washington, July 1,

The Supreme Court is asked, in
briefs just filed, to take jurisdic-

tion in two suits involving owner-
ship and control of the old Hedy
Lamarr starrer, "Ecstasy.”

• Gustav Machaty, author and di-

rector of the film, which was made
in 1931-32, seeks to restrain Astra
Pictures, Michael M. Wingate and
Martin Licht from infringing on
the copyright he says belongs to
him. He also wants an accounting
and damages.
Machaty gave Elekta-Film of

Czechoslovakia worldwide distribu-

tion rights in 1932, Elekta licensed
Eureka to distribute the film in

America for five years, commenc-
ing in 1934. Then, says Machaty,

(Continued on page 14)

Bhiinberg Due m N. Y.
Nate Blumberg, Universal prexy,

arrives In New York from the Coast
next Tuesday (8). He’s been at

the studio for the past several
months.

Although annual meeting of U’s
stockholders will be held in Wil-
mington, Del., on that day, Blum-
berg is hot expected to attehd.

Topper has not appeared at these
palavei:^ in the past and it is doubt-
ed that h« will change the practice.

Due on SchenckV
Return to N. Y.

ChJtrles' C. ^Moskowitz, Loew’s-
Metro’ treasurer and y.p., returned
to New York last weekend, follow-
ing four weeks of Culver City meet-
ings designed to effect significant

economies in studio operations.
Prexy Nicholas M. Schenck will

remain west for aj least the balance
of this week for further huddles
with production top brass and per-

sonnel.

Moskowitz declined comment on
outcome of the sessions so far, and
indications are that the company
will refrain from giving a report
clarifying any new lensing policies

until Schenck’s windup of the pro-
tracted conferences. . Schenck will

be back at the Gotham homeoflice
sometime next Week, it’s expected.

Schenck and Moskowitz went to

the Coast for. the parleys May 30.

Howard, Dietz, ad-pub v.p., joined
them • a few days later to partici-

pate in the early phases of the
meetings, and returned to his N. Y.
quarters.
During his stay west SchOnck

has been interviewing numerous
M-G’ites, including • department
heads, producers, directors, play-
ers and cameramen, at his studio
office, on ways and means of cut-

1 ting costs in line with depressed
market conditions.

' A plan for closing 100 of th« 570
theatres in New York’* four prin-
cipal boroughs has been presented
to operators of all the important
circuits in the area • by Harry
Brandt. Head of the Brandt chain
is selling the scheme on the basia
that shuttering competitive thea-
tres would put the remaining ones
on a more profitable level,.

Ingenuity of the plan is thatJt
calls for conversion of the house*
that are closed to commercial pur-
poses, such as supermarkets, In or-

der to permanently get them out of
the way as theatrical competition.'
Brandt proposes that the conver-
sion in each case be paid for by

‘

owners of the formerly competing
houses that remain open in each
situation.

For example, if there are three
theatres close by each other and
all doing poor biz, Brandt suggests
that the three owners get together
and decide which one should shut-
ter. That would be determined by
its losses, its situation In regard tb
product, its- location, its age and
condition, and whatever other fac-
tors apply.
. With theatre A thus closed, own-
ers of B and C would foot the

(Continued on page 16)

P.O. Dept, Police Hunting

Authors of Vulgar’ Tracts

On ’Latuko’ Documentary
Postal authorities and“' Newark,

N. J., police arc attempting to
track down the person of persons
who recently distributed "vulgar”
circulars about "Latuko,” the Af-
rican documentary, to newspapers
and various

.
pressure groups.

Throwaways 'were printed without
the knowledge of the management
of the Newsreel Theatre in New-
ark, where the flJm started its sev-
enth week yesterday (Tues,).

Distribution of these unauthor-
ized circulars was branded by Nor-
man Elson, prez of Guild Enter-
prises, operators of the Newreel,
as an "obvious effort to discredit

(Continued on page 21)

National Boxoffice Survey
Heat, Pre-Holiday Cut Trade; ‘Scaramouche' First,

^PaP Second, ‘Clash^ Third, Xydia’ Fourth

Goldwyn Mapping Fall N.Y.

Stay on ‘Andersen’ Dally
(Continued on page 18) Samuel Goldwyn is expected in— New York early -in August. After

IjKiiav i f ^ brief stay, he’ll leave from there
wUCj UIl to Europe ^or two months or so of touring

On * 1 ii ' 1 ) ri-i • Europe. Producer’s plans, how-^ hni^hlhAAfl Fllminff ever, are still in the tentative stage.

Walt n-
^ * UUIlUg

Present idea is that he’ll return

land Eng- to New York about October from

Queen Mnr
(Tues.) aboard the abroad and remain for several

Britain arrival in nionths, working on the publicity-

tion on'
begin pfoduc- advertising campaign for "Hans

Flower ” n
^*^^2hthood Was in Christian Andersen.” Color musi-

E>isnev
^^yfive-action film . cal, starring Danny Kaye, is now in

^ork onnfFS- week in New final editing stages and will be re-

RKO execs leased by RKO for Christmas.

Fobin Honi? ” “The Story of George Slaff, Goldwyn’s counsel

ballv uj Vd aide, arrived in New York from

Pfeemed in which the Coast last week; and will re-
h Gotham last week.

,

main east until after the film opens.

Combination of record heat and
customary slow pace prior to a

holiday week is producing lagging

grosses this week at key cities cov-

ered by Variety. Although rains

broke the backbone of Mother tor-

rid spell, the fact that many first-

runs are awaiting arrival of the

July 4 weekend to spot in their

strongest fare is cutting into na-

tional gross total.

“Scaramouche” (M-G), which had
climbed to .fourth spot last week,
is moving up to No. 1 spot this ses-

sion. "Pat and Mike” (M-G),

which was first a week ago, is fin-

ishing second with another healthy
total. Third money is going to

"Clash by Night” (RKO), second
last round.

“Lydia Bailey" (20th), fifth last

session, is capturing fourth position

while "Winning Team” (WB), with

some better individual showings, is

doing well enough money to cop
fifth spot.

"Kangaroo” (20th), in 10th slot

a week ago, will be sixth this

round. "Outcasts of Poker Flat”

(20th), making a much better show-
ing this stanza, is' finishing seventh.

"Man in White Suit” (U) and
"Walk East on Beacon” (Col) round
out the Top Nine list in that order.

"Denver and Rio Grande” (Par),

"No Room for Groom” (U) and
"Encore” (Par) are the runner-up
films.

Several new entries are display-

ing future possibilities. "Where’s
Charley?" (WB) looms big on the

basis of smash total being garnered
opening round at the vast N. Y.
Music Hall, where it opened big

even in the face of hottest June
weather New York has had for

years. "Robin Hood” (RKO-Disney)
was smash on all three of its initial

playdates in N. Y., L. A. and
Toronto.
"Anybody Seen My Gal” (U),

which opens at N. Y. Mayfair this

week, is socko opening week in

L. A, "Washington Story” (M-G),
new entry this frame at N. Y. State,

teed off big in Washington. "Crip-
ple Creek” (Col), also new, is rated
okay in mild Frisco. "Down Among
Sheltering Palms” (20th) shapes
oke in Toronto. "Sally and St.

Anne” (U), likewise new, is termed
okay in very sluggish Baltimore.
. "Wild Heart” (RKO) is termod
nice in Boston. "Ivory Hunter”
(U) looms fine in Frisco. "Outcast
of Islands” (UA) is^ perking this

session, being nice in Toronto and
big in N. Y.

"Greatest Show” (Par) is rated
big in Chi. "Carson City” (WB),
fair in Denver, looks, okay in Cin-
cinnati. "Hoodlum Empire” (R«p)
is fair in Denver.

“Lovely to Look At” (M-G)
shapes neat in Philly. “3 for Bed-
room C” (WB), fine in Cincy, is fair

to dull in three other keys.
"King Kong” (RKO), out on re-

issue, looks great on "CincY move-
over and big on second Detroit
week.

(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 6-9),
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At least 34 ot the 38 theatre* f
carrying the Hay Hobinson-Joey

Maxim fight via large-screen tel^

Vision last Wednps4ay night (25)

earned a profit on the event, wiUi

several of them, petting up to

$3,000, according to; a roundup of

reports from houie managers. Rec-

ord earnings point up the fact that

theatre TV, now that exhibitors

have learned how to price Hud bal-

lyhoo their special shows,; Will* be

a lucrative new ’ source of income

for them,
Total gross in all 38 theatres

hit over $200,000 and, with several

^ of them forced to sell standing

room, the total attendance was

well over 125,000, or triple the

number which paid their way into

Yankee Stadium, N. Y., to see the

fight in person. This factor under-

scores the validity of predictions

that fight promoters might well hit

a’ $1,000,000 gate within the fore-

seeable future, when /enough' the-

atres are inter-connected from

coast to coast to pad out the of-

ficial take at the gate.

Two-day postponement of the

fight from the originally-scheduled

June 23, because of weather,

forced one theatre to withdraw

from the web set up by Theatre

Network TV to carry the event.

That was the house in Providence,

which had cleared coaxial Cable

lines for the original date, but Was-

forced to turn them back for prior

broadcast network commitments
on Wednesday. It*s pointed out,

Incidentally, that the 38 theatres

interconnected represented 25 dif-

ferent circuits, including suqh as

|lKO, Warners, Loew’s, United
Paramount,' Walter Reade, etc.

Theatres .were not leased for the

night by TNT, as had been believ-

(Continued oh page 20)

Coast Theatre

Picketing Halted
Hollywood, July 1.

Federal Judge Ernest A. Tolin

yesterday (30) issued a temporary
order restraining the Wage Earn-
ers Committee from picketing
Loew's State Theatre' here. Action
was brought by United Artist.*

Theatre Circuit, the house operator,'

charging that picketing, going on
since February, was heightened
last week with the booldng of

"Pat and Mike.” Former State Sen.
Jack B. Tenney, repping WEC,
argued the group was within its

rights in picketing the theatre to

prevent bookings of plx ."which in

their opinion are deleterious to the
welfare of the U. S.”

Plaintiff’s attorney, Charles H.
Carr, charged the group was trying
to. set up its own censorship;
pointed out that the group’s pri-

mary grievance was with Dore
Schary; that the theatre was an in-

nocent third party, and pressure
thus was a "secondary boycott,”
which is illegal. Tenney said the
group planned more widespread
picketing in the future; claimed
WEC members were "patriotically
upset” over consistent film industry

(Continued on page 16)

Mono Brass in Huddle

With ABPC bn Program
Walter Mirlsch, Monogram Pic-

tures production chief, planed to

London Friday (27) wheye he’ll

join prez Steve Broidy and other

company officials. Group is aboard

to discuss their filmmaking pro-

gram with Associated British Pic-

tures Corp,
One piicture has already been

completed under the program and

the Mono-ABPC estecs are scanping

stories fbr suhse<iuent films. Prior

td leaving for London, Mirisch hud-

dled with staff producer Vincent

Fennelly, who left New York over

the weekend for the Coa^t ,to prep

The Eyes of Texas,” a Wayne Mor-
ris starrer.

Paris to

Wblflblai«.Calis
• Miurlce N. Wolf, ^tro

tor rtlaUpnl’ ata/fer, hU sli

ing dJite* lined, up with cominti-

nity. grbupf for August.

RfeTL' lecture on the ' Industry

generally in Hammopd. and South

Bend, Ind., and Watertown, Og-

densburg^ Massena . and * Carthage,

N. Y,
^

‘Claii’ 2i ‘Bejwpn’ 3i ^306’%
June’s 10 Leaders

3 Schwartz Pix in Works

With Start on ‘New Haven’
Arthur Schwartz trained from

New York yesterday (Tues.) for
the Coast, where hte’ll start writing
the tunes for Paramount’s "The
New HaVen Story.” It will be one
of three pix in production simul-
taneously for which Schwartz will

have penned the music.
The other two films, both ready

to go, are Metro productions. They
are "I Love Louisa,” being directed
by Vincent Minelli, with Fred As-
taire, Nanette Fabray, Cyd Charisse
and Oscar Levant in the cast, and
"Dangerous When Wet,” starring
Esther Williams.
Robert Emmett Dolan, better

known as orch leader, composer
and arranger, will produce "New
Haven Story” (tentative title). Gin-
ger Rogers, Donald O’Connor and
William Holden will be starred in
the yarn about a legit tryout.

Schwartz also has some legit

plans, but is keeping mum on them
at present.

Paris, July 1.

Negotiatiops for a
,

new U.S.-

French film agreement hit an im-
passe this week that almost tpr-

pedoed the talks. Instructions

from New York to Anierican in-

dustry reps to keep at' the nego-
tiations have salvaged them, hoW-.

ever, and the French' have now
agreed to come up with a revis(ed'

proposal for a pact.

point on which the powwowS
broke down was French insistence
on a reduction of - Yahk film im-
ports to about KK) a year, accord-
ing to reports. Last agreement
called for 121, The Americans in

present talks have been asking for
unlimited imports, but 140 at the
very least.

Also tossed in the hopper again
by the Paris contingent is. a re-
quest for a subsidy by American
distribs to French producers. It’s

not called a subsidy now, but
whether under a camouflaged title

or not, it would require a donation
of 100,000,000 francs ($285,000) by
the Yanks. That wouldn't be used
directly to boost production, ac-
cording to the French, but is a
'minimum amount required to
maintain a promotional and sales
setup for Gallic pix in New York.

In any case, the State Dept.,
which is conducting negotiations
for the U. S. industry, has re-,

mained adamant against a subsidy
in any form, as has the Society of
Independent Motion Picture Pro-
ducers and an important segment

'(Continued on page 14)

CORKERY TO JOIN MPAA

AS Asst, to McCarthy
Robert Corkery, who was for-

merly in U. S. Government service

in Germany, reportedly will join

the staff of the Motion Picture
Assn, of America this week, as as-

sistant to John G. McCarthy, di-

rector of the internatiorial division.

It’s understood he’ll replace Ted
Smith, who has been reassigned as

Continental rep of MPAA, head-
quartering in Paris.

Corkery until recently has been
handling problems of displaced
persons for the Government in

Germany. He has had no film ex-
perience.
Smith will go to France in about

two weeks. He returned last week
from seven months in the Far East.
He was working on a tax and re-
mittance problem in Indonesia,
which is now believed close to
being solved, and labor difficulties

in the Philippines, which have
been cleared up.
George Canty, who came to

MPAA from State Dept, film posts,
will continue on the New York staff

of the international division. Irving
Maas, who recently joined the
staff after six years as v.p. and
general manager of the Motion Pic-
ture Export Assn., will leave
New York shortly to represent the
MPAA in Japan on a permanent
basis. He’s awaiting the return of
Richard McDonnell, who’s in
Tokyo for MPAA on a special
problem of thawing coin.

Theatres wiU probably, hav^ an-

other; fight 'to, themaelye^i when
Rocky Marciano; .meets Barry Mat-

thewH at Yankee . Stadium, N. Y.,

July 28. International Boxing.

Club, pleased with results of the

Sugar. Ray Robinson-Joey Maxim
bout last "Wednesday (25), iii lean-

ing toward a similar setup for the

Marciano-Matthews fray.'

That would mean an exclusive

for theatrei^ equipped with large-

screen tele, followed ' by a two-reel

compilation of highlight rounds
for subsequent showing by Other'

houses. As with the Robinson-
Maxim battle, home television and
radio would be liixed.*

IBC was highly pleaded by re-

sults on last week’s fight. The ra-

dio-TV shutout gave the promoters
a gat^ of more than $400,Q()0, a

new record for a light-heavyweight
Championship bout. Fight drew
47,983 pktro'ns.

In addition to the coin at the

gate, IBC got, better than $100,000
as its share of theatre TV income.
Affair was carried by, 38 houses in

24 cities, and most of them did
sellout biz. New York was blacked
out.

It will take some time to com-
pute the financi^ tally on the fight

films, but they've been doing yery
well, partially . because of the un-
usual finale in' which Robinson was
knocked out by the heat rather
than by Maxim. It's anticipated
income for the club will be be-
tween $50,000 and $75,000.

Joe Roberts, who produced the
reel in association with the IBC,
disclosed this week that 310 prints
were used, far mote than orig-

inally anticipated (though a lot

less than the 1,200 used by RKO
when it had rights to the Robin-
son-Randy Turpin battle last year)
Pix were in Broadway houses by
2:15 p.m, the afternoon following
the fight, in Boston by 8 p.m. aild

the Coast the following morning.

Broadway Ron Seen For

‘Miracle’ After Art House

Date; May Be Roadshown
‘’The Miracle” probably will

play a Broadway run following its

present engagement at the Paris,
N. Y., and may he seen in other
cities on a roadshow basis, accord-
ing to distrib Joseph Burstyn.
Roberto Rossellini-Anna Magnani
pic, which was the basis of an his-
toric U. S. Supreme Court censor-
ship decision recently, is currently
in the third week of its return date
at the Paris.

Engagement at the art house has
ppved som^hat disappointing. It

hit $9,700 the first week and about
$7,500 the second. It’s felt that on
basis of recent publicity, the pic
will do better in a Main Stem
house than at the Paris, where it

was playing its preem date when
pulled as a result of a New York
State censors’ ban 18 months ago
Meantime, Burstyn continues to

get unexpected and unsolicited
financial contributions in appre
ciatory letters for the long, costly
fight he made in carrying the case
to the High Tribunal. Latest
which arrived on Monday (30)
came from a • GI on Koje Island
Korea, with a check for $7.

Letter from PFC Raymond A.
Carr mentioned that he was en-
closing $5. On the bottom was a
P.S., which read: "The additiona
$2 is from Raymond’s father.” It
was signed by the boy’s mother
Letter from the soldier to which
his mother had added the P.S
said: "(Congratulations on winning
‘The Miracle’ case before the Su-
preme Court. Because of the big
expense involved 'in carrying a
case to the highest coiirt, I have
enclosed a $5 check toward ex
penses.”

General publicity on Burstyn's
"The Miracle” victory with leaflets
and lobby displays has been sug

(Continued on page 18)

Skirts Ahoy" (M-G).
Clash by Night” IRKO ) .

"Walk E; on Beacon” (Col).

‘^About Pace” (WB).
"Pat Slid Mike” CM-G).
"Man in White Suit” (U).

‘Bed Mountain” (Par).

8.

“Kangaroo’« (20th).

9.

“CArbine Williams” (MG).

10.

"Lydia Bailey” (20th).

L
2 .

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7.*

Grail OH More

Hot First-Rnns
Hollywood, July 1.

Changing exhibition pattern for

first-run engagements, with drive-

ins moving in • on conventional

houses, was further emphasized
over the weekend when it was re-

vealed that ozoners have grabbed

two additional Paramount releases

for initial screenings on a
.
day-

date basis with Indoor houses.

Films, both figured as practical-

ly surefire boxpflice winners, are

"Jumping Jacks,” the Martin k
Lewis starrer, and "Son of Pale-

face,” re-teaming- Bob Hope, and
Jane Russell, who scored in the

earlier "Paleface.” Ali;eady, three

ozoners were successful in outbid-

ding conventional situations for

Par’s "The Greatest Show On
Earth,” and Will play the film’s

regular first-run dates in this area

on a dayndate basis with three

indoor emporiums.
The Olympic, Gag# and El

(Continued on page 21)

The ntUonal boxoffice for J„„.
uiiully «W month, suffered mowMverely than In previous ye.w
becaUM of hot weather
toUUrtor' tlie. ^onth of Jun?
cording to Reports from VARitYY
correspondents, in; •25 represenh
tive -ker cities, showed receiptuh*
lowest since, early last Decemb*.?
Only- the. closing week was anv‘
where , near normal. Cool, rainv
weather a couple ^weekends oJL
many- keys an upbeat, though not
enough.

’ With lagging biz, only the very
strongest pictures garnered boxof-
flee laurels. "Skirts Ahoy” (M-G)
was . June champion, shaping up
about as expected, judging from
playdates late in May. The Esther
Williams starrer finished first twice
and was among, the top grossm
all four weeks last month. -

"Clash By Night” (RKO) wen
second place on Vahiety’s top lo
list,' while "Walk East on Beacon”
(Col), also a promising entry late

in May, captured third spot.

"About Face” (WB), strong in

the elosing week of May, pushed
up to fourth position, indicating, as

with the leader, "Skirts,” that the

public goes for light fare in the

-summer. ‘Bat and Mike” (M-G),

getting under way as the month
closed^ wound up fifth by dint of

landing first in the final week with

soipe big shpwings.
‘.‘Man in White Suit” (U), dis-

playing marked strength for a Brit-

ish ‘pic playing almost exclusively

in arty theatre^ is sixth place win-

ner. Flimi was 11th last month.

"Red Mountain’^ (Par), with a flock

of bodkings one week, displayed

enough strength to. take seventh

money. “Kangaroo” (20th), which

started out slowly, picked up to

finish sixth, one week, and was near

it .another stanza.' It landed eighth

position.

.

. "Carbine. Wlilllams” .
(M-G), sixth

in May, was ninth, while "Lydia

(Continued oh page 22)
''

NO STRINGS ON SAVINGS

IF TAX IS REPEALED
Organized film, industry will

refrain from any set policy regard-

ing the savings which will come,
if repeal of the 20% Federal ad-

missions tax is accomplished in the

current drive. H. A. Cole and Pat
McGee, head* of the campaign,
which is underway carrying the
Council of Motion Picture Organi-
zations banner, stressed in New
York that exhibs will be free to

pocket the difference between
ticket price and the tax as it now
stands, boosting the price in the
same amount that the tax is lopped
off, or passing along the saving to

the public.
McGee, Who is head of Cooper

Foundation Theatres, Denver, an-
ticipated that in some of his situa-

tions which are in the throes of
downbeat .economics, the amount
of the tax cut will be added to the
theatre price. In others Which are
doing Well, the price will remain
the same with the public saving
the tax coin.

32^G Hazard
Los Angeles, July 1,

Wynn Rocamora filed suit against
29th-Fox in .Superior Court, ask-
ing $32,500 for personal injuries.

Talent agent claims he was
wounded when struck by an iron
door while walking in a studio hall-
way.

N. Y. to L. A,
Louise Beck
Jerry Bergen
Bill Doll
Stuart Erwin
Margaret Ettinger
Vincent M. Fennelly
Irving Fein
Benny Fields
William Goetz
WilUam M. Judd
Lois Mann
Caren Marsh
Arthur Schwartz
Blossom Seeley
Jule Styne

Europe to N. Y.
Jack Buchanan
Mary Ellen Chase
Alfred W. Crown
C. S. Forester
Leopold Fx'iedman
William Goetz
Jack Hylton
Arthur L. Mayer
Isaac Stern

N. Y. to Europe
Gene Cavallero
Ted Cott
Meyer Davis
Walt Disney
Lynn, Farhol
Ed and Pegeen Fitzgerald

Morton Gottlieb
Barry Gray
Sara Greenspan
Peter .Lind Hayes
Mary Healy

'

Moss Hart
Constance Hope
Joseph M. Hyman
Colin .

Keith-Johnston
Boris Karloff
Howard Lindsay
Gertrude Macy
Walter Mirisch
John Perona
Friti Reiner
Dick Rubin
Gen. David Sarnoff
Pincus Sober .

Uoro^hy Stickney
Spencer Tracy
Margaret Truman
Lawrence Weingarten
Igor Youskevitch

L. A. to N. Y#
Jay Adler
June Allyson
Phyllis Avery
Valerie Bettis
Bernard Carr
Carl Clauson
Dan Dailey
Walt Disney
Paul Douglas
Joanne Dru
L. Wolfe Gilbert
Vonne Godfrey
Alex Gottlieb
Sir Cedric Hardwicke
Bob Hope

• Lou Irwin
Irving L. Jacobs
Lew Kerner
Patric Knowles
Robert L. Lippert
Bob Longenecker
John Monk
Charles C. Moskowitz
George Nasser
Ezio Pinza
Dick Ptwell
Milton R. Rackmil
Gregory Ratoff
Philip Reed
George J. Schaefer
David Schine
Lou Sherrell
Ralph Smiley
Robert Strauss
Ed Sullivan
Ltawrence Weingarten
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Tdlor provided by Eidpphor larfe-screen tel# in demonstrations

h the 20th-rox homPoffice, which began last week, proved excel-

both in fuU.tonea and subtle shadings. Flesh tones were par-

JtMilarly ^ood w**** P«rf<>r*u«rs using no tosmetics and gals

relv regular street makeup^ The 29-minute demonstration show

at times so radiant as to give almost a trl-dlmensional effect,

^The color proved considerably better than what CBS was put-

^ on the air for home tele and sn improvement on what BCA
demonstrated for theatres last year. At times it approached the

auality of Technicolor, but like all rainbowed tele, It doesn't seem

ible to maintain consistency. The tints wobble somewhat. .

‘
20th-Fox prez Spyros Skouras explained that the model being

demonstrated was ‘still In the laboratory phase, but that production

output M^ould have most of the bugs eliminated. The flaws, how-

ever are not In any sense too great and even the present, set is

commercially practical. The only really serious limitation Is a

tendency at times for all or part of a sceiie to go off foCUs mbmen-

^Fwt action across the screen causes the colors to break up into

their components for. an Instant, which is a defect for which the

remedy is readily known. It results from 20th’s decision to com-
promise on an eight megacycle width band. A band can accept

^ly a certain amount of information at a time, and if 20th used a

10 megacycle widths the breaking up of the color would he largely

Eliminated. However, there's a considerably added charge by
American Telephone Sc Telegraph for wider band facilities. 20th

is trying to get down to a still cheaper six megacycle channel, but

feels the eight Is a practical compromise at the moment.
The demonstration show was femceed by. Kyle MacDonnell, out

of TV. Talent Included teiper Georgie Tapps, comedian Jay
Marshall, a trio of singers doing a *'Faust" aria, dancers Mai^
Baye &; Naldi, the Beatrice Kraft East Indian terpers, dramatic

players Anthony Ross and Joan Chandler, eight line girls and two
boxers in a one-rounder. Sammy Rauch produced and Arthur
Knon designed the sets. Herb.

Eidephor lletiini to Show Biz,’ Sez

Skonri^T Exhibs Divide on Merit
By VERB GOLDEN 4

Spyros Skouras promised exhibs

last week that 20th-Fox would bhild

26 shows for transmission over the
system before it offered Eldophor
large-screen color tele equipment
to theatres. The 20th-Fox prexy, in

answer to queries from exhibs at

one of a series of homeofflee dem-
onstrjttlons of the Swiss process,
said also that negotiations are in

progress to have 500 sets of equip-
ment ready in 18 months.
. Manufacturing will be done for
20th by General Electric. Skouras
said that after the initial 500,
they’ll be pouring out of GE at the
rate of 30 or 40 a week. He proph-
esied that 7,00Q to 8,000 .'would be
in use In seven years.
Skouras said that he was already

in negotiation with Richard Rodg-
ers and Oscar Hammerstein 2d,
Irving Berlin and other Important
produceris and writers to prepare
the live show's which will be .offered
vhen Eldophor is available. ' Plan,
he added, is for each show to run
two Weeks, thus providing a year's
stage show “product,”
The 20th topper declared he

did not see Eidophor as a means
w transmitting sports or special
events, but as a “return to show
Dusiness in theatres.” His thesis
IS that film houses have historically
required some supplemental plus
'*iue, whether it was live shows,
ands or dishes, and that Eidophor
ill provide this added quantity.

Adequate Relief?
the promise of shows

TnH
talents of Danny Kaye,

Garland and Dean Martin and
exhibs at the demon^

(Continued on page 18)

T»lk Plainly, Simply,

Asks Anti-Trust Judg
Federal Judge Samuel Kaufma

in New York District Court las

Metropolita

roDoul! ofJ;he Me
^8 450 onn

to revise it

^i^ti-trust complair

concisf"^?®
i^ajors into “simph

mad*^ u Court's ruling wa
with the d<
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i^iotion to strike out cei

In the complain

mit Metropolitan to sul
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lure, “j; emphasized that “lei

'llera’rv flights c

«iJle which pe.

*liould
original complain

Plaintiff."
^X0ltled.” Basis of th

is
charge tha

product. secure first-ru:

equitable

Lucky ExKib
At an Eidophor demonstra-

tion at 20th-Fox last Friday
(27), an exhib arose to ask a
question of Spyros Skouras.
He began: “Will it be necesr
sary in order to get Eidophor
teception to be near a TV
transmitter? My theatre Is 150
miles from the nearest sta-

tion.”

^Congratulations!” shouted
someone from the audience,
practically breaking up the
session.

20th Clampdown

On Adjustments

Of Rental Deals
A1 Lichtman, 20th-Fox distribu-

tion, chief, admitted this week that

the company was clamping down
on adjustments of film rental deals.

He denied,
.
however, reports from

the field that 20th had adopted a

hard-and-fast policy against adjust-

ments.
“It’s not a policy,” he explained.

“If we find that an exhibitor has
agreed to terms that prove definite-

ly out of reason, we’ll take care
of him. • However, we do want to

cut down on making each deal

twice — once before the picture

is played and once after,”

The vet distrib compared the re-

negotiation of terms frequently
sought by exhibs to buying a 'heck-

tie, wearing it for three weeks and
then deciding you paid too much
for it and seeking a refund.

In those cases where an adjusti

ment of terms appears merited,
Lichtman said, the homeoffice will

rea,dily authorize the branch to

make it. However, he indicated, ‘ad-

justments will be harder to come
by in the future in anything less

than unusual situations.

Youngitein^g Field Hop
Max E, YoUngsteln, United Art-

ists. v.p., left Hew York Monday
(30) night on another field hop to

conduct branch sales meetings In

connection with the current TJA
sales drive.

He’ll have sessions in Philadel-

phia and Washington. Pittsburgh
also will be included, if he can

squeeze a full-day conclave in be-

foi'e the weekend.

As Result of Senate Small Biz Probe

Theatre Owners of America and
Allied States Assn, are acting as
one. While Allied and TOA (and
TOA'S predecessor outfits) have
been rivals down through the years,
the two national exhib orgs have
been' behaving like honeymooners
lately.

Tliis came into focus as the en-
tire trade got together in a com-
mon effort to. map a system of in-
dustry arbitration. Allied-ites xnd
TOA-ers were in the Same camp, on
all issues, as they were taken up
at the three-day conclave in New
York two weeks agp. What minor
differences did develop were quick-
ly resolved. Thus, it was Allied
and TOA virtually functioning as
a unit, sitting across the negotiat-
ing table

. from the distributors.
( Incidentally, the 10-man "commit-
tee named to draft a new set of ar-

bitration proposals went into its

hrst huddle in N. Y. Monday (30)
and will continue such meetings
until conclusions are reached.)

Allied and TOA, additionally,
haven’t been at serious odds on an
industry matter in months. Not
like the old days, when an agree-
ment, between the two would have
been as rare as a threatreman
happy about business conditions. •

Working together in the cam-
paign to repeal the 20% Federal
admissions tax are Pat McGee, long
identifled with TOA, and H. A.
Cole, for years a key figure in Al-
lied at the policy-making level.

Seen as partially responsible for
the new romance is the fact that

(Continued on page 60)

Treasury Delays

20th Divorcement
Fact that 20th-Century FqX Film

Corp. will continue in business as

the same corporate entity, although
divorced from do/nestic theatres,

was behind the past week's delay
in obtaining the Treasury Dept.'s

okay pn the divorcement and the

issuance of new- stock to investors.

In the case of the previous RKO
and Paramount reorganizations,
each was dissolved and two nCw
companies were established.

However, since the time when
those two outfits split; 'the reve-

nue act was amended to require
the formation of only one new cor-

poration. Thus 20th stays as is,

and its theatres subsid, National
•fheatres, becomes the single new
corporation growing out of divorce-

ment.
Treasury’s approval is awaited on

the issuance of the National stock

to 20th’s stockholders on a tax-free

basis. It’s the first time that the

new revenue ruling has applied to

a film company and Treasury is giv-

ing the matter more than the usual
amount of time. However, the de-

cision is expected momentarily-
Almed-for date for the divorce-

ment was last Saturday (28), But
National has been operating inde-

pendently, in large part, for the

past month and the few days' delay
in the formal severance is not re-

garded as significant.

Rila’s ‘Affair’ Gets Class B

Rating; Ditto 4 Other Fix

Four Hollywood films and one
Italian import were rated as Class

B. (morally objectionable in part

for .all) by the National Legion of

Decency this week. Columbia’s Rita

Hayworth starrer, “Affair iii Trini-

dad,” was rapped Jor “suggestive

lines, costuming and dances.”
“Don’t Bother to Knock,” a Mari-

lyn Monroe-Richard Widmark star-

rer from 20th-Fbx, drew objection

for “suggestive sequences,” while
“We’re Not Married,” from the

same studio, was criticized for its

“light treatment of marriage.”
Other B pix were “Nightmare in

Red China” (Indie) and the Ital-

ian-made “Sky Is Red” (Realart).

On the Double
L.O* Angeles, July 1.

iSomethlng -unusual in show
business, a double biU. with
double credits, is being’ shown
in three local theatres.

Films are “Has Anybody
Seen My Gal?” and “No ]^oom
for the Groom,” .Both were
produced' by Ted Richmohd,
directed by Douglas Sirk and
written by Joseph Hoffman.

Eastern Pa. Seen

Complete Break
Rift between. Allied States Assn,

and its “^suspended” afflliatp, Al-
lied Independent Theatre Owners
of Eastern Pennsylvania, this week
took on the appearance of a com-
plete and final divorce. The East-
ern Pa, unit of Allied had differ-

ences with the national org over
Support of the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations some time
ago, leading to its suspension.

Delivering the blow which makes
the full disafiiliation apparent was
Sidney Samuelson, head of Eastern
Pa,, via a publicly-stated, sharp dis-

agreement with Wilbur - Snaper,
prexy of National Allied.' Samuel-
son, in his most recent organiza-
tional bulletin, refrained from men-
tioning Snaper by name. But he
cited “exhibitor organizations and
exhibitor leaders” who haVe been
supporting National Screen Service
in its monopoly fight with the Dept,
of Justice. Samuelson sides v'ith

the Justice Dept.

Samuelson’s bulletin ' came out
shortly following the appearance of
tradepaper ads, iaserted by NSS,
in which a letter by Snaper criti-

cizing the Government action was
reproduced.

^
Snaper. had written

the letter to^Herman Robbins, NSS
prez. ‘That Samuelson had Snaper
in mind as he ''penned Ihe anti-NSS
bulletin was regarded as an obvious
conclusion.
^stice Dept, suit versus NSS

charges monopolistic practices in

restraint of trade.

U Opens Fla. Exchange To

Ease Atlanta Overload;

RKO, UA Only ‘Holdouts’

With opening by Universal of an
exchange, in Jacksonville to serv-

ice state of Florida and parts of

southern Georgia, RKO and
United Artists remain the only top
filmeries without direct represen-
tation in Florida. With its Atlanta
exchange overloaded, ‘ Universal
joined the other companies and
launched its Florida operation
last week, with Bufford Styles

heading the office. Joe Kelly con-
tinues as head of the Atlanta of-

fice, which formerly serviced all

the Florida points.,

Distrib outfits discovered about
three years ago that their Atlanta
offices were carrying too heavy a

burden in servicing both Georgia
and Florida. Paramount was the
first to open a separate office

there, and Warner Bros, and Metro
(Continued on page 60)

^Bcn Fish Anni Drive’
RKO’s sales push on Samuel

Goldwyn product during the
months of July and August will be
titled “Ben Fish 30th Anniversary
Drive,” in honor of the producer’s
brother. Fish, in the industry for

30 years, is a CJoldwyn sales rep.
Drive will be for Goldwyn's re-

cent products, consisting of “En-
chantment,” “My Foolish Heart,”
“Edge of Doom,” “Our Very Own”
and “I Want You.”

Industry execs conjectured this

week that the upcoming film trade
practices probe by the Senate Small
Business Committee could possibly
lead anywhere, from a beneficial
exemption from some dictates of
the anti-trust laws to some sort of
Government-appointed .public serv-
ice commission to oversee exhib-
distrib business conduct.

Tx'adesters said there’s been an
absence of official advice from the
Senate group on the likely course
of its investigation, other than that
hearings will be conducted in some
key cities, beginning in Xyos Ange-
les, in the fall. There have been
no statements oh wKo'll be called
to testify at these sessions, and
what line of interrogation will he
followed.

However, some execs figure th^t
the probers will be In search of
problems besetting small indie ex-
hibs. According, to one highly-
placed film man, the Senate quiz-
zees will find that -Vhat’s now le-

gal under the courts’ interpreta-
tion of the trust laws results in eco-
nomic hardships fox; theatre pwners
and distributors alike. No one likes
competitive bidding or the quick
playoff of pictures, but the.se con-
tinue in practice as a direct result
of the Court orders.” He added
that the small exhibs as well as
well-heeled circuit, ops suffer from
the bidding and rapid playoffs.

Vneound .Conduct

Thus, it’s reasoned, if pi’actices

demanded by the anti-trust statutes
are found to lead ‘to otherwise un-
sound business conduct which hurts
the film trade and the public as
well, some changes in the law
might result.

On the other hand, some indie
ops have been sugB<^sting a Gov-
ernment commission to the extent
that curbs wopld be imposed on the
amounts of- rentals coin demanded
by the dlstribs, similarly as a pub-
lic utility^ outfit’s rates are fixed.

It appears as extremely remote

(Continued on page 14)

NameWm. Ziminerman Aide

To Robt Mbchrie at RKO

On ‘Special Problems'
Complete dependence of top

sales execs on constant legal ad-
vice under present distribution re-

strictions is further evidenced in

the upping of William Zimmerraan
this 'sveek to assistant to Robert
Mochrie, v.p. and general sales

manager of RKO, The post is a

new one.
Zimmerman is a lawyer who has

been with RKO fojr 18 years. He
has beeh functioning as an exec
in the sales department since 1946,
specializing in pi'oblems created by
selling under regulations imposed
by the consent decree. His new
title actually will mean little

change in function, but is recogni-
tion of his service and will give

him more authority and scope.
Zimmerman’s duties will con-

tinue to be those of attorneys At-

tached to most sales departments.
These include helping to" formu-
late distribution policies with legal
aspects in mind, resetting of exhi-
bition policies in towns upset by
bidding or run changes, detei'min-
ing on multiple runs and numerous
factors concerned with bidding.
Zimmerman is a graduate of Am-

herst College and Harvard Law
School.

Balaban Lists 38,500

Par Shares With SEC

,

Washington, July 1.

Barney Balaban, president of

Paramount, has registered 38,500
shares of Par common stock with
the Securities & Exchange Com-
mission for trading on the New
York Stock Exchange. Stock is

owned by Balaban and his wife.

Registration is a legal require-

ment and does not necessarily
mean that Balaban, who is now in

Europe, has intentions of any im-
mediate selling.
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Ch«i*«y?
(SONGft—COliOE)

(Briy#i-Ma«e>

Kiy B^Ifer ifta*.e tel-

9*<5k Jtupeplc; iui^ltee

Warner Bros, production and release.

Stars Ray Bolder; features AUyn McLerie,

Robert Shackleton, .Horace .Cg>per, Mary
Germaine, Ma^aretta ^ott, Ji^ward Ma^

rlon Crawford. XHreet^ by
ler. Screenplay, John Moilks, Jr,,

on musical pl»y of »*"* v ‘“t*'
and. .lyrics, I^ank Loesaer; ^eortt.

Abbott; camera (Tephnicolor), Erwin HU-

ller; editor, Reilnald- MUla:
“"f

production nunlbers, Michael Kidd, musi

cal director, Louis Levy. Previewed in

New Yorlt June 17? '32, Running time,

f-7 MINS, *
Charlev ,

Bplger
AUyn McLerie

Jack .
Robert SMbkleton

viti V
* ’

* Mao'' Germaine
fipettigue •y;**®*'***,*

Xtona Lucia Matgaretta Scott

Sir Francis Howard Marion Cr^iord
Brassett Henry Hewitt

wnidnson H. G. Stoker

Photographer .Martin MUler

Warner Bros, has'a winner in its

Technicolor jCilmusical version of

'‘Where’s Charley?” Based on the

Broadway musical success, tunefilm

emerges as a gay spoof and delight-

ful romp. It's appeal is universal,

having entertainment values for old

and young, for sophisticates as well

as naive. It should prove Warners’

big money-maker of the year. '

Duplicating his legit triumph in

the lead, Ray Bolger terps, clowns
and warbles in a heart-winning, in-

gratiating manner. A first-class

ifcrper, and a .comedian with (great

sense of timing, he also handles the
Frank Loesser tunes competently,
despite a limited set of pipes. His
singing of “Once in liOve With
Amy” comes olf as fresh and ap-
pealing as it did on the stage. It’s

gecko.
Also on hand from the original

Broadway cast is Allyn McLerie, as

Amy, Bolger’s vls-a-vls. Femme
shares the terp-tune duties with
Bolger perfectly, and appears
headed for big things in pix. (War-
ners signed her' to .a longterm pact
as result of this plc)< Horace
Cooper, a 70-year-old trouper nuk-
ing his film debut, and Robert
Shackleton are also holdovers from
the original cast.

Story, based on Brandon Thomas’
hardy perennial, “Charley's Aunt,”
is pure corn, but com of the
tongue-in-cheek type. Well-known
faix:ial yarn presents Bolger, as
Charley, and Shaclcletbn, as Jack,
as mommates at Oxford back in
the Victorian era. Expecting the
arrival of Charley’s rich, widowed
aunt from Brazil, Dona Lucia d’Al-
vadorez (Margaretta Scott), they in-
vite their gals, Amy (Miss McLerie)
and Kitty (Mary Germaine) to their
rooms. Unexpected delay of the
aunt’s arrival leaves the boys with-
out a chaperone, apparently a fate
worse than death In those days.

In a spot, Bolger dons a feminine
costume and poses as his aunt.
Further complications arise With
the arrival of Spettlgu'e (Horace
Cooper), uncle of Amy and

, guardian of Kitty, and Sir Francis
Ghesney (H. Marion Crawford),
Jack’s father. Learning of Dona
Lucia s wealth, both ' oldsters
ardently woo the disguised Bolger,
leading to a series of hilarious com-
edy situations. Highlight laugh-
wise in the wooing campaign is the
scene in the ladies’ dressing room
between Bolger and Cooper. Latter
scores as an old roue on the make.

Story and musical numbers are
blended expertly. Filmed at the
Warner studio in England and on
location at Oxford U.. pic encases

t
tunes, most familiar be-mg Once in Love With Amy,” “My

J^rllng” and “Make a Miracle.”
JLne John Monks, Jr., screenplay
folloM's the George Abbott stage
book closely David Butler, mark-
ing his 35th annl in films, cele-
brates auspiciously with crisp, in-
telligent direction.

Predominantly British chorus
verve and

spark in the tune-terp production
numbers. Supporting cast is also
firsteate. Shackleton is properly
handsome as Jack and handles the
love ballads nicely. Miss Germaine,
a blonde, English looker, is an okay
ingenue.

^
Miss Scott and Cooper

® performances.Erwm Hiller s Technicolor cam-
eras show the players, backgroundsand costumes to advantage, andother technical aspects are on the

side. •

Ganzer In for Herbert
On Windup of ‘Island’

Hollywood. July 1 .

Paramount upped Alvin Ganzer
from first assistant to full director-
ship, and assigned him as a re-
placement for F. Hugh Herbert as
director of “Pleasure Island.”

was stricken suddenly
and taken to a hospital in Santa
Monica, where he will remain for
pveral weeks. Ganzer has about
two weeks of shooting to do on
Island.”

yarn, ;iteirring'’V«n

/poliile#

son.

Hollywood, .Jun« 27.

M-G-M r«l«aM ot I>or« iSkhafVJpvoduc-
tlon* Star** Vaii Johnaon^ NWl#
Loul* Calhern; feature* Sidney Blacknier,

Philip Ober. Patricia Collin**, Moroni Ol-

aen, Fllzabelh Patteraon. Reinhold Schun-
2*1. Written and directed by Robert yi-l

rbah; camera, John Alton; ^editor*, John)
Piinnin*. John Durant; mUakj, -Conradi
Salin'ger. Rrpviewod Juna 18, *32, Itun*.

nln* lima, it MIMS.
Joseph T. Greshajn Van Johnson
Alice TClnkaly .Patricia Neal
Charles W. BlrcK Louis Calhem
Philip Emery .Sidney BlacKmerl
Gilbert Nuhnally. ..Philip Ober
Miss Galbreth Patricia ColUntfe
Speaker Moroni Olsen
Miss Dee Elizabeth Patterson
Peter Krallk Reinhold Schuniel
Caswcli .Fay Roope
Bin Holmby Dan Riss
Mrs. Varlck Joan Banks
John Sheldon Raymond Greenleaf,
Rodney Delwlck ^.Gregory Marshallj
Seovefnry Perry Sheehan
Mr. Vvatkins, Mailman. Jimmie 'Fox
Mrs. BIroh ...Katharine Warren

The current election year hub-
bub and nation^ capital ^tting
may ptove of help to “Washington
Story’s” chances. It manages to be;

fairly agreeable Aim entertain-

ment most of the time, although!

way overboard on talk, and shapes
to passable possibilities in regular
release. •

^ ^

Van Johnson aii.d Patricia Neal
provide the boy-mects-^rl angle
which Robert Pirosh has develojied
rather obviously in his 'screen

story. Just as obvious is Pirqsh’s
Attempt to make a .case for elected
representatives and against politi-

cal commentators who sensational-
ize bribery and other Government
corruption. This signlAcance. would
have been strenj^hened^ Aad he
used more objectivity and less

rancor in stating the case.
Johnson is a boyish Congress-

man who is the target of Philip
Ober, columnist whom the solon
is suing for slander. Miss Neal
plots' with Ober to get something!]
on the Congressman, using the‘
ruse that she plans a seil» of
article.s showing Con^esainen .in a
favorable light as hard-working,’]
lionerf representatives of the
pie. It’s no surprise that the ^close

'

as.'Jociation necessary for the ar-
ticles convinces her that Johnson
is true-blue, and at the Anale she
supports him when he votes
a.crainst his home town on an issue
of national importance

Pirosh 's direction guides the
story thi'ough scenes designed to
.show Congress and its various
committees in action. On this

score, film does help to enlighten
the public on . the behind-the-
scenes work that goes on in the
national capital. The Dore Schary
nroduction also furnishes a tour-
Ist’.s eye-view of the cimital and its

buildings, but producuon and di-
rection miss on giving the film
sto'w quality:
Trouping is agreeably paced to

answer the not-too-exacting de-
mands of the script. Johnson and
Mi.’^S Neal make a pleasant team,
and there are a number ot other
'I'ood performances to help carry
the picture.. Louis Calhern shows
up excellently as a Republican
Congressman who furnishes John-
son with a friendly rival. Sidiiey
Blackmcr is good gs a lobbyist.
Ober, with nasal-toned speech,
thin mustache and thinning hair,
'^ets over a portrayal of a news-
naper-radio commentator constant-
ly attacking Governmental . mis-
deeds. Others provide acceptable
sunoort.

Technical assists • are well-val-
ued. including John Alton’s Icnsing
of the Washington scene and play
ers. Brog.

Barbed Wire
(SONGS)

Above-average Gene Autry
oatuncr; okay for western film
spots.

Columbia r^leaa* of Gene Autry pro-
duction. Star® Autry, Directed by
George Archainbaud. Screenplay. Gerald
Gera.^hty; camera, WllUam Bradford: edl-
or, Jamca Sweeney; mualc. MUcha Baka-
clnikoff. Tradeshown in N. Y., June 27,
52 . Runnln* time, 41 MINS.

Autry Gene Autry
„®«ttram .Pat Buttram

»aj Kendall Anne James
TInele .l^ohn Copeland ... .William Fawcett
. te\e Riittledge Leonard Penn
Au.?ust Gormlpy Michael Vallon
”«!7y Terry Frost

Clayton .Moore
Ed Parker..? Edwin Parker
Handley .Sandy Sanders

This Gene Autry oatuner is one
of his better western efforts. It

!
h,';s the singing cowboy balladist

. in more action and more plausible
I
.‘^'Illations than usual. Pic will be

i

ok-y where oatoperas are liked.
Yarn spots Autry as a cattle

buyer who finds that his source of
.'supply for steers in Texas .has
dried up. He learns that a feud
between new homesteaders and

! cattlemen in^ the Lone Star state
has resulted in the former actually
forcing .the big. cattle owners to

,

ri-nn running their herds up north
;

to 'vansas and Nebraska,
Further delving by Autry shows

4 that it’s more than just a range

Lov# Allflir
“’ifttyii Love Affair/’ • ’

.Britlah-rtu4(fe film

the Beacon and Mldtowii. Th**
ateea, N. IT., today (Wed,). WM-
reviewed in Variet.Y. ApCll
1947 under its .original

of “The Courtneys of Curzon
'

St.” Snader Productions is dis-

tributing the- Anna Neagle-
Michael Wilding .sitarrer in

.

the 0. S.
Yarn deals wifh R, man Who

married ' beneath him'. ' But-

'yvhile Miss Neagle is known
to American aiiaieitces. Cane
observed, “no film mere Biit-

ish in style . Sfid... sentiment
ever has crosse'd the Atlantic.

It may pall Xor a special brand
of salesmanship.”

Abl

(Ltnie Ijont ei:#fy
(HEWAN)
(SmK0 .

• Mexloe ORy, June 24,
ProduCcioM# jCaeariMr

I'eleaa*. Stara F*dro Infatitc-^and Sai'ita

Motttlcl; feature* Armando Sllyeatre; Ri-

cardo E. Gonzalc*, Jose 'PUlldo. Directed
by Miguel Zacariaa. Screenplay, Alvaro
Galvex y Euente*, Pauline Mk»1PJ *«»-'

era, Gabriel Figaeroa;-^- gfiuaic.

Eaperoh. At ^ne Palacl*
City. Running time, 9S MlWf. ,

war, and that Leonard, Penn, rich*

ranch owner, has. dreams of .b.uild-|

ing a railroad oyer the land that;

he and his henchmen have claimed;

as homestead plots, Thete -un-j

relenting work in fencing oft huge|
areas of land with barbwire pre-|

vents the range men from driving,

their cattle north to the markets.
Autry uncovers the plot and;

thwarts Penn and his gang -after a

;

gunfight and several rounds of

fistic^s.
Autry is his customary cowboy.'

self here. He chips in with two,]

good tunes, “Mexacali Hope” .and

“Old Buckaroo,” with his ballad- ii

ing worked in more easily than, in

some recent pIx. Pat Buttram,- as-

his friend and U. JS. Government
land agent, supplies the comedy

]

relief. Lone femme is Anne
James, who goes 'through the mo-
tions of being a weekly newspaper
editor. Penn is sufficiently con-
niving as the wealthy ranchman

j

who sets up the: phoney .home-
steaders. in order to get land for
hi* planned rail line. William
Fawcett heads a stahdard support
cast,

Armand Schaefer has given the
film sufficient production, while
George Archainbaud directs with
intelligence. Gerald Geraghty’s
story has a few unusual angles for
a cowboy -thriller. William Brad,-
fprd’-s lens job is okay, while
.Tames Sweeney has edited sharp-
ly. Wear.

Ble SHe»4lfge
(The Border of Sin)

(GERMAN)
Paris, June 24^

CCC release of R. A. Stemml* produc-
tion. Stara Dieter Borsch, Inge Egger.
Written and .directed hy R, A. Stemtnlc.

S
amcra, Igor Oberger; editor, Walter
Gskosky. At Marbecuf, Paris, June 16,

'32. Runnin'g time, 9« MIN*.
Hana .Dieter Borsch
Miarianne ..............i,..*.,. Jnge Egger
Ki'app...... ....Jan Hendriks
Use Ise CoUende

Pic is late in its theme of the
delinquents left in the wake of the
war. Made simply and directly,

it has some stirring scenes and
some interesting moppet treat-
ment. In general, the film has
only language-spot opportunity in
U. S.

Film unfolds in. a border Ger-
man town where poverty leads the
children into wholesale smuggling
with the full sanction of the par-
entS^T In this group is a girl who
is supposing her family with the
father in jail. Into this comes an
idealist teacher who. wants to study
and remedy these pitiful condi-
tions. Here the vehicle falls into
a conventional love affair and
blunts the originality of locale
and theme.
There are some fine scenes as

the children scoot across the Sieg-
fried line and some hairbreadth
moments as they scoot under on-
coming trains to evade the customs
men. Direction is- good in a jour-',

ni^listic way but dbps not get into
the dramatic core of the story.
Dieter Borsch can’t do much with

the vague roljc of the teacher.
Inge Egger shows promise as the
snauggler with a case of conscience,
while Jan Hendriks, is properly
ruthless as the gangleader and
seductor. Lensing shows limited
budget in its murkiness. Editing
is fine and helps build the best
moments of chase and escape in
the film. Moppet work is fine.

Mosk,

Secret FlIgHt
“Secret Flight,” a British

import which preems today
(Wed.) at the Beacon and Mid-
town Theatres, N. Y., was re-
viewed from Hollywood by
Variety in the issue of Oct. 3,
1951. Sir Ralph Richardson
stars in this * Two Cities-J.
Arthur Rank production.

In appraising the film, Whit
thought that “American thea-
tregoers will find little to in-
trigue them . . . film is about
as old hat as anything which
has come out of the Isles in
years, everything about it

being dated.” Story concerns
British scientists developing
radar. Union Film Distributors
is releasing in the U. S.

This i* * Mexican western with
ballading. But it i« good enteT-

j

tainmeut, the curxent film pllck

here. Starring Pedro Ihfainte, who
is 'tailor-made for the top role^ a
typical cowboy, quick on the draw
and lover of women,, cards ahd Te-
ligion. He sells three songs In his
characteristic humorous style. Sa-
nta Montiel, Spanish singer-

dancer, also socks over a couple of
tunes.

Miguel Zacarias does well in-

deed as producer, adaptater and
dif^or. He get* much out of the
comedy drama of everyday Mexi-
can ranch .life, of another day,
withoutehaying to drag in the sor-

did. Stress is on fun and action.

The ' st^ecoach holdup is handled
with high comedy*

Miss MoRtiel comes to Mexico
to claim an,,i;iherttance and, after

the usual complications, falls in

love with Infante. He chase* her;,

but yam winds up by her chasing
him! Topper here in vaude, niter-

ies and on radio, she has great
pipes and also can dance. Her
acting in this Is surprisingly good.

Much of the pic’s charm is due
to lensing by Gabriel FigueroW,
many time* winner of Mexican
prize*. Doug.

Martto £ Moglie
(HuslMuid and Wife)

(ITALIAN)
• Genoa, June 24.

RKO relcaaat of CoatcUaRoiie' yroauc-
tion. Star* Eduardo DcFRlppe, Tina Pica,
Titina DeTilippo, Luciana Vadovelll. Di-
rected by IMuardo DeFilippo. Screen-
play, DeFiUppo, Diego Fabbr^ '•nd Turl
Vaaila from “Tonio," by Guy. DcMailpas-jl
aaat and a. play by IBduardo da FIUpjm; v
camara.' Enzo SaiaSn. and Ludovlca nr

|

vonl; mualc, Nino Rota; editor, Gisa Ra-
dicchi-Levl. At Nuovo Odcori; G6noa.
•Running iime, ’•I MIM*.

Tonio
Tonio'. . Eduardo de Filippo
Hi* Wife ;...Tln* Ac*

Genarlnlelle
Genariniello jEduardo DeFilipp*
Hi* Wife Titina DeFJHppo
Girl Next Door . .Lucian* Vedovcili

matter' how skillful fu
photographer, editor or common.

Twin-episode item shape* as
slow-moving local fare,, with sli^t-
ly better chances abroad. Might
do as mild art house entry in U. S.

Based on a Maupassant tale, the
first story tells of a paralyzed and
bedded husband whose wife has
near-fanatic love for chickens. To
utilize her henpecked spouse’s bed-
time, she blackmails him into a
chicken-hatching scheme in which
he’s to do the hatching. Threat-
ened with starvation, he agrees, and
with the whole village waiting ap-
prehensively, the chicks are ^ally
born, . eyeryohe agreeing it’s a
miracle.

In the second featurette, adapted
by DeFilippo- from -his play, “Gen-
ariniello,” he teams with his real-
life sister Titina in a Neapolitan
love triangle. True understanding
and affection of his wife finally
end a family fight over her mate’s
middleaged fiirtation with the girl
next, door, .Stories are simple, but
acquire depth via characterization.
Opener, has richer story value,
comes off better than the alimmer,
more obvious follOwup. Both are
too long.

DeFilippo’s direction is uneven,
sometimes overstatic, and he often
lets his actors get out of hand.
Technical credits 'are okay, with
Nino Rota’s music in tune with
story and setting. Hawk.

Gottlieb, Rose Huddle

On ‘Broadway’ Pic Plans
Indie producer Alex Gottlieb and

Billy Rose began huddles in New
York this week to map plans for
the lensing of “Tales of Broadway.”
)Pic, to be based on four stories au-
thored by Rose, is next on Gott-
lieb’s sked. He arrived in Gotham
from the Coast Monday (30) for the
confabs.
' Meanwhile Rose, who has an-
nounced plans to enter indie film
production, states he’s going strict-
ly solo with the project, that is, re-
fraining from any financing or dis-
tribution deals. Legit producer ac-
quired rights to “Carmen Jones”
from Oscar Hammerstein,' 2d, and
revealed he'll produce it with an
all-Negro cast.

fator, fight films can be no bettw
than the bout- itself. That prove!
•all' too .Evidimt in. the currents
available 2a-minute reel on the

Wednesday (15)..= -
’ ' last

There is ho more than mild ev
^cUement in the tvw reels, although
there’s a - good- bit of interest
watching fitri; tiie referee andthen .Robinson being kayoed bv
the blistering lfi4-degree heat in
the ring. -Since, only five rounds
are jshown, they

,
are well-selected

to indicate Robinson’s immediate
primacy over Maxim in stanza*
ont and two; the most active of the
middle rounds (seven): refers*
Ruby. Goldstein’s “defeat” in the
tenth (along .with the start in the
same Tbnnd of Robinson’s wilting)
and the . final (13th) stanza when
Robinson llteraflly melts from heat
exhaustion.

Joe Roberts, who produced the
film in association wdth the pro,
inoters, International Boxing Clnb
had the ' Ohoice, as in previous
fights, of eitber 'presenting five full

!FoUnds,. .or editing clips from all the

{rounds ( totaling 39 minutes ) down
to IS .mintites of actual punch<
jsliitfing. Maximum length for a

whole film of this type to please

exbiba juad to make print coeti

reasonable is .20 minutes. In addi-

tion ; to the 15 'minutes used up
by the five full rounds in the pres-

ent pic, there, are a couple minutei
of intr^uctlpn at the weighIng-in

(which -la '=pure waste) and lomt
interesting Rootage of Goldstein’s

fadeaway and Robinson's inability

tb grt off hto itool when the beQ

for the T4th Taitg.

•Ciiatomer* Always Groan

Whether >they wee full rounds,

as in this iwrrion, or bits and

picees of rounds, as in some past

pix, the customers always groan,

Actually, the' full-round method

gives a much more accurate over-

all impression of battle—or lack of

battle, in this case. The fight could,

be made to appear to have consid-l

erabiy . more action 'if only the aei

tion 'Spot* from each round weis

selected—but the result would be

a false picture. Whether it would

be better commerciidly is another

question,

lit this case,, there are audible

howls ' in theatres when the pic

jumpii from round two to round

seven, then to 10 and then to 13,

ActuMly, from one who witnessed

the original at Yankee Stadium,

t^atre customer* are missing

nothing tv not seeing the in-ber

tween stanza*. They merely prove

that Maxim isn’t much of a champ,

no matter what the final result.

Particularly commendable in the

films waa Roberts’ alertness in pick*

ing UP Goldstein’s fade as the 10th

round closed. Apparently sensing

that Ruby had lost his bounce, he

had his cameraman train on him

and vcaught the official getting «
ammonia capsule from the medico

and then being relieved, with

Miller coming in to sub for hW,

'Except for a few seconds of

closeup in the last round, all tne

camera shots are from middle a»"

tance. That makes for

monotony that editor Larry Sher-

man might have eliminated vflW

some interesting facial closeu»

BiU 'Chorum's commentary is

quatc. It is Justifiably sparse, but

appears to be a bit too much w/

the-cuff, as though he were s

ing the fight pic for the first tlmt

when his voice was recorded,

may be' so, as a matter of

since all emphasis was on sp

in getting the films Into /

theatres by 2 p.m. of the day i

lowing the fray.
,

.

Background crowd noises, inc

dentally, also appear to have h

dublied in with speed t’ather t

realism in mind. They go tiP
.

down in volume at wholly ly

vant times. That’s
the

since, as -has'been PP^tited ou » ^ ,

b.o. value of the
it-

by the intrinsic* of the fig

self, .rather the
production.

^

All-N.Y, ‘Taxi’ Locale

Hollywood, July 1'

For the first time two ye^

20th-Fox will make a Piu^,ure en

ly in New York Film, titled Taxj.^

will star Dan Dailey, witl

“If I come up with a good pic- stance Smith as top
T» " coiri TJrtco “TMi .'f Original plan was to sho

. ^

the backgrounds In

Last-'Fox picture to be
J tgefl

pletely there was Four

Hours.’^

ture,” said Rose, “I’ll open it at ^
Ziegfeld Theatre in N. Y. (whi
he owns) and out of my office take
care of the booking and exploita-
tion of the first-run engagements.”
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Product to Dominate FaD Releases

Tinted action product, apiced|

iih . Captain Kidd llaTOr, doml- 1

*‘
5. thf faU retdaai alatee of

rS during th« Septertber to De-

pember atanza are nine pi* de-

Sd to the derring-do of buc-

Mneert. Warner Broa. and Coluin-

i. ha« three pirate plx each

Sversal follows with two, and

ffn has a lone entry* The

Srivateer parade la In keepin^l with

the desire for many-hued cos-

tumers stressing action, apparent-

ly Hollywood’s answer to the

vInUge black-and-whltera on video.

Kble in the fall akeds la the

tact that color is the rule rather

than the exception. During the

Seotpmber-December, period some

of th^- production outfits have only

one hitw pic listed. Paramount,

for example, .with eight pix set for

release during that time, has seven

in color. Warners slate is the

same. Metro has seven out of 11,

Columbia five out of 11, 20th-Fox

six out of 11, RKO four out of

seven, U seven out of 11, and UA
two out of eight.

’

'

.

Buccaneer Binge

On the pirate hinge are. the fol-

lowing films:

Warners; “The Crimson Pirate,’’

itarring Burt Lancaster; “The Iron

Mistress,” starring Alan- Ladd, and
"Abbott it Costello Meet Captain
Kidd.”

' o •
.
-

Columbia; “Captain Pirate,”

“The Golden Horde,” lllmis^ation

(Continued on page 21)

<

Varners Revamp

In Upstate N, Y.
Albany, July 1.

Further contraction and revamp-
ing .of the Warner Theatres upstate
operations were effected with the
sale, effective today (Tues.), of the
Keeney, Regent and Strand in El-
mira, to John Osborn, of Wheel-
ing, W. Va,’,- and of the Diana and
Bark in Medina to Dipson The-
atres, of Buffalo, and the transfer,
July 15, of supervision of 'WB
houses in Clean,• Dunkirk, Hornell
and Jamestown to the Pittsburgh

Psborn operates five situ-
ations in the WheipHng area, ac-
cording to word here. .

The theatres being placed under
the guidance of zone manager
M. A. Silver in Pittsburgh are now
directed from Albany by Charles
A, Sniakwitz. Several women- em-
ployees in the local . offices ‘ have
. 80 , Before the bookkeep-

,1 ,5 .
*1 *ccounting departments

1
New Haven

th
• 23 worked in

headquarters. It had
shiunk recently to seven.

adHini!
^^^ustry. reports of

1*' the offiiig.

mahL wi’ western district

WDawi In Elmira,
»PPaiently is out.

the
circuit owned two of

Medina^
^ ^^loiira" and one in

lease t
others on

^''cre Inn
March, two houses

the sal/nf
string with

'nd Tpmni
nn the Babcock

Wellsvllle to Max
booker for

C n
^supervise 10

Tran4r of
Utica.

‘tepartmAhf contact

‘f
fPP?iWtol^ HaO
'bee^n

“Happy Time”
^adio Citv^

York’s
Metro’s to follow
line Latter is on
Char Warner’s “Where's

Hall^in should hit

1?
^he first

nr October,

since to play

yea?s "S-
®®ngs- for Me”

prodifnH
* Lanier’s second

fj's first waf
i.'^opgh TTnu released
“"fo In 195^5"^ A,-tistj. It W.J

King Bros, in Turkish

Tie for 'CamivaT Pic
*> .

Hollywood, July 1.

Turkey will be the scene of “The
Carnival Story,” first picture to be
produced abroad by the King Bros.
Maury Kihg leaves for Istanbul
next week to make arrangements
for a September start.

Film will be made in cooperation
with Andfilm, a Turkish company,
which will put up part of the bank-
roll. King Bros, will furnish the
scripts, stars, director and crew.
While abroad, Maury King will ne-
gotiate for production of “The
Giant Killer” in Italy and “The
Young Toreador” in Spain.

Lapinere-Bellfort

Tiff Sees Wailman

Replacing Former
Paris, July 1.

Replacement of Elias Lapinere
by Carl-Gerhard Wailman as
RKO’s general sales manager for
Europe and the Near East cli-

maxed a long-smoldering situation

involving a clash of personalities
between Lapinere and Joseph Bell-
fort, company’s general manager
for the European division. Blow-
up occurred during the recent Con-
tinental visit of international top-
per Phil Rcisman, who decided to
sustain Bellfprt.

Final decision to shelve Lapinere
apparently was handed down only
a. few days ago since as early as
last week Lapinere had been
quoted in stories

,
out of Paris .on

plans for RKO’s upcoming ' Euro-
pean sales drive. Furthermore, a
special “Lapinere Week” Sept. 14-

21 was to spark the general release
of top RKO product simultaneously
in all countries.

Quick alteration will probably
be niade, shifting the drive stanta’s

appellation to “Wailman Week.”
Wailman, former general man-

ager for Scandinavia, is a vet of

.the RKO organization and has the
longest service record on the Con-
tinent. He began his industry
career at RKO's New York ex-

change, transferring later to the
homebffice where he handled pub-
licity and promotion for RKO films

distributed in Sweden. In 1935, he
was assigned to organize and man-
age the RKO „office in Sweden,
holding that office until his recent
appointment.

Lapinere, vet Continental indus-

stryite, formerly was with Metro
and Paramount in Europe. He
joined RKO about four years ago,

serving as general sales manager'
as well as pub-ad topper.

AD-PUB SEMINAR PLAN

GOTING OKAY IN TRADE
Idea of an industry seminar to

concern itself exclusively with the

trade’s ad-pub operations advanced
further this week as Robert J.

O’Donnell and H. A. Cole, key fig-

ures in Theatre Owners of America
and Allied’ States Assn., respec-

tively, got underway with a study

of its possibilities.
' Plan originated with Max E.

Youngsteln, United Artists v.p.,

who .believes the entire industry

should be apprised of problems be-

setting the ad-pub department of

the film companies. He also ex-

pects that the proposed seminar
might work out new promotional
approaches to the public.

Cole and O’Donnell last month
hosted the COMPO Showmen of

Texas conclave in Dallas, where
standard film ads were rapped by
actor Ronald Reagan. For that

reason Youngstein forwarded his

semiiiar idea tO therm

No New Reissues Rush Despite Yong’

Success; Special Type Seen Needed
, 4“

CUT IN BUDCCT
Washington, July 1.

Hollywood will be asked to come
to the aid of the State Depalt-
ment’s international picture pro-
gram which faces a severe cutback
due to budget reduction.

Film program, headed by Her-
bert Edwards, wilt be slashed be-
tween 30 and 35%. State will in-

form its Industry advisory panel
about the rituation and ask for
suggestions and wlftt assistance
Motion Picture Assn, of America
and other branches of the film in-

dustry can give it.

Representing theatrical branch
of plx on the panel are Y. Frank
Freeman, for the major producers;
Gunther Lessing, the independents;
Frank Capra, .motion picture indus-
try committee; Ned Depinet,
COMPO; Edmund Reek, the news-
reels; and John McCarthy, MPAA.

Non-theatrical members of the
panel are Gordon Bigger,' Joseph
McPherson, Peter Mooney, Ralph
Steetle, Donald White and Walter
Wittich.

Congress cut State Dept.'s over-
seas information program to $86,-

600,000, instead of voting the $133,-

272,000 requested by the Adminis-
tration. Department is pro-rating
this cut. Thus, the motion picture
section, which spent about - $10,-

000,000 during the fiscal year end-
ing yesterday (Mon.) and whfeh
asked $10,600,000 for this new fls

(Continued on page 53)

Adjourn Ireason Title

Suit; Exhibition Barred

Except Current N. Y. Rim
Hearing for a temporary injunc-

tion in the suit of author Albert
E. Kahn .against the film, “High
Treason,” was adjourned to July

11, on condition ' that defendants
will not distribute or exhibit the

pic anywhere except in the' New
York City theatre where it is now
showing. Defendants in the case

are the J. Arthur Rank Organiza-
tion, producers of the film; Pace-
maker Pictures, and Arthur Mayer-
Edward Kingsley, U. S. distribs of

the pic.

Adjournment was granted on
request of attorney Louis Nizer,-

repping the Rank organization.

Nizer told the court that he re-

quired the time to get affidavits

from England to dispute Kahn’s
claims of “unfair competition” in

the use of the title “High Treason,”
which is title of t book authored
by Kahn in 1950. Latter seeks to

enjoin the Rank outfit and U. S.

distribs.from using the title.

Postponement of the hearing,

okayed Monday (30) by Justice

(Continued on page 21)

j

Berger Beef at Par Star

TV Competition to Pix B.O.

Minneapolis, July 1.

Bennie Berger, Noli;h Central
Allied president, has taken Para-
mount to task for “poor foresight

and judgment?’ in permitting its

top stars, Bing Crosby and Bob
Hope, to appear on a free show
Saturday night at expense of the-

atres’ boxoffice, as it did in the

June 21 telethon.

“Neither my organization nor I

am averse to the presence of film

stars on such fund-raising activi-.

ties as that of. the Olympic games,”
Berger pointed out. “But it ap-

pears strange to us that studios

can’t be more careful in the choice

of days of the week for such TV
or radio activities.

“It seems to us that Paramount
erred grievously in not insisting

that the TV marathon be staged

on a Monday or Tuesday night,

when it wouldn't have hurt thea-

tres nearly so much. As it was,

the film industry probably would
have been money ahead if it had
made an outright $1,(K)0,(>()0 dona-
tion to the fund.

Show didn’t start in Minneap-
olis until 10:15 p.m.

Prep BaU-Arnax Film

Reissues on TV Success
Success of th^ husband-and-wife

team of Desi Arnaz and Lucille

Ball in the “I Love Lucy” video
series has prompted two filmeries

to weigh reissue of films starring

the principals.

Columbia is prepping a pack-

age starring both personalities sep-

arately. Pix are “Holiday in Ha-
vana,” starring Arnaz, and "The
Fuller Brush Girl,” starring Miss
Ball.

Being considered by RKO are

“Look Who’s Laughin’’ and .“Two
Many Girls,” in both of which Miss
Ball has a leading role.

1st Round to RKO,

AsSimmonsNixed

On Seeing Books
Hollywood, July 1.

Motion to inspect RKO records,

including Howard Hughes’ Income
tax, denied by Federal Judge
Ernest A. Tolin, is regarded as a

major victory for the studio in the
case brought by Jean Sinimons
seeking to prevent studio from
claiming that she is under con-
tract. Judge also' quashed a sub-
poena calling for the records.
Judge commented' that “there’s a

tendency in thjs case to forget con-
tract action. I think we'll find this

to be a case to be .decided mostly
on law of contracts.”

Martin Gang, attorney for Miss
Simmons and Granger, exploded
his bombshell demand for a scru-

tiny of the RKO-Hughes records
last week to counter clefense con-
tentions that the plaintiffs came
into court with “unclean hands” In

respect to capital gains provisions
of the

.
deal. In an affidavit filed

with the motion to Inspect, Gang
charged that RKO “has been en-

gaging in capital gains transactions
as a lure and bait for- motion pic-

ture stars for a. considerable pe-

riod.” He added that Miss Sim-
mons and Granger “were baited
into entering into negotiations by
minds well versed in a cunning
study of our income tax structure.”

Gang maintained that the rec-

ords he sought would establish that

RKO had made capital transactions
between itself and Hughes and
firms in which he was interested,

and that capital transactions had
been made with WaUer Kane for
“services which he Seems to have
rendered without compensation.”
Affidavit also charged that the rec-

ords would show that Milton Pick-
man violated his “fiduciary rela-

(Continued on page 20)

U CAPSULES 40 YRS.

IN GRATIS ANNI SHORT
“Then and Now,” a nine-minute

short giving a capsule history of 40

years of Universal throifgh ex-

cerpts from the studio's top pic-

tures, will be released shortly by
the company^ Pic starts with a clip

of the first film ever made by the

studio and ends with a segment of

its current biggie, “The World in

His Arms.”

Company has not yet set a dis-

tribution policy, but it appears un-
likely that it will attempt to Sell

the footage. Feeling is that U will

let exhibs have the short gratis,

hoping that it will serve as a trailer

for “Arms/’

Footage contains clips of both
silent films and talkers, and in-

cludes scenes from “All Quiet on
the Western Front,” “Phantom of

the "Opera,” “My Man Godfrey,”
etc.

Current success of RKO’s 18-

year-old reissue, “King' Kong,” has
created no new rush to film vaults
by other companies. Considerably
larger number of re-releases are
being sent out this year than last—

•

when there were almost none—^but

most of them were set prior to the
“King Kong” showing.
Past six months had already seen

a careful combing of film libraries,

but present experience has made it

evident that product for reissue
must have some exploitation value.
RKO proved that not only, with
“Kong,” but with Walt Disney’s
“Snow White,” which caught fire

recently In Its third time Around,
Film distribs are unanimous that

to achieve above-average success
with an oldie t^y require a pi^
that is unusual, of sensational an^
gles, or both and which lends Itself

to a hard-hitting bally drive. Bpth
“Kong” and “Snow White” fit those
categories. In addition,' they ap-
pealed to a completely hew gen-
eration for whom the plx were
completely novel. Sans the unusual
or sensational angle, it ie doubted
that these pix would have scored as
greatly as they did.

Conversely, it’s pointed out that
RKO would not have hit the bulls-

eye if it had not backed “Kong','

and “Snow White” with an exploi-
tation drive usually reserved for a
first-run “A” pic, Company shelled
out a reported $50,000 in five ex-

change areas to launch “Kong,”,
concentrating heavily on TY and

(Continued on page 20)

RankU Stock Coin

Into Genl Fund
London, July 1.

I Sterling equivalent of the "ap-
proximate $2,700,000 which .T,

Arthur Rank is receiving for his

Universal Pictures., stock is going
into the treasury of his General
Cinema Finance Corp. It will be
used for general purposes, which
means it will go a considerable way
toward reducing the Rank empire's
outstanding indebtedness.
Most of the coin "is understood

already to have been paid, which
brought it under the •wire to be
credited to GCFC’S 1951-52 fiscal

year accounts. Fiscal period ended
last Friday (27). Statement for the
year, which should be much im-
proved by the cash resulting from
the U deal, will be issued in Sep-
tember or October.
The dollar payment by Decca

Records for the U shares auto-
matically goes into the British
Treasury’s dollar account. Bank of

England, in turn, credits Rank with
sterling. That’s normal procedure,
unless any British dollar-earner
can demonstrate to the Treasury
that expenditiRe or investment of

U, S. receipts wiH, earn a further
substantial number' of dollars.

Rank made no effort along that
dine.

Rackmil Back From Coast
Milton R. Rackmil, prez of Decca,

returned to New "York from “ the
Coast last night (Tues,), He had
been there about a week, working
frequently at the U studio on a
TV film project.

His plan is to remain east no-w
until after U’s annual stockholders
meeting next Tuesday (8) and
the company’s board meeting dur-
ing the ensuing week. He’s slated
to be elected a director and then
named prexy of U.
** - -

-I

Time* Call for *Cry’
“Cry the Beloved Country,"

which United Artists is distribut-
ing for Lopert Films, is back to
that original title.

Following some engagements,
the pic had been given a differ-

ent label, “African Fury.” Reason
for the switchback, it’s said, is to

stress to the public that the film
is based on the Alan Paton best
seller which carried Ate . .

title.

Ol
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M, Itobin Hood’

Los Angeles, July 1.

With three money pix among
new bills, firstrrun boxoffice • is

perking up this week. Story of

Hobln Hood," in two theatre^, is

taking a smash $33,000 while

“Lydia Bailey" looks nifty $20,000

also in two houses, being especially

strong downtown.
"Anybody Seen My Gal wi^

“No Room for Groom" well sold,

is heading for sock $23,000 m three

spots, .two being small .bouses,

“Winning Team" shapes mild $22,~

000 or near in three locations. Pop-

scale run of "My Son John is

fairly okay $8,000 in two^ sites.

“Models, Inc." is slim $14,000 for

six days in four houses.

"Pat and Mike” looms nice

$10,000 in two sites for second

week. "Man in White Suit con-

tinues neat in fifth round at Fine

‘ Estimaiet for This Week
Los Angelesr Chinese, Loyola,

Kitx (FWC) (2.097; 2,040; 1,248|

1,370; 70-$1,10 )— “Models, toe.

(Mutual! and Taba:^" (Rep).

Slim $14,000. in 0 days. Last week,

LA, Chinese, Uptown, Loyola,

“River" (UA) and "Red Planet

Mars" (UA), $25,500. Holds at U^
town for second week for Ught

$4,500, including m.o. to Vogue
(FWC) (885; 70-90),

Hollywood, Downtown, Wilier
(WB) (2,756; l.'75'?;„2,344;

70-$l.lQ)

—"Winning Team" ,(WB). ^^Mild

$22,000 or near. Last week, "Stonn
Over Tibet" (Col) and "Red Snow"
(Col), only $14,000.
Loew'B State, Egyptian (UATC)

(2,404; 1,538; 70-$1.10)— "Pat and

Mike" (M-G) and “Kough, Tough
West" (Col) (Loew'f only) (2d wk).

Nice $18,000. Last week, $25jKX);

Hillitreet, Pantages (RKO)
42,752; 2,812; 70-$1.10) — "Story

Robin Hood" (RKO) and "Water
Birds" (RKO), Smash $33,000.

Last week, "Outcast Islands” (UA)
and "Confidence Girl” (UA), $16,-

400.
Log Angeles Paramount, Wllshlre

(UPT-FWC) (3,300; 2,296; 7(L$1.10)— "Lydia Bailey" (20th) and
“Fighting Rats Tobruk" (LA. Par
only); Nifty $28,000. Last week,
LA. Paramount. Hawaii, "Walk
East on Beacon" (Coll and "Mon-
tana Territory” (Col) (2d wk), $15,-

500. Wilshire, "Ivory Hunter" (U)

(5th wk), $1,500.
Hawaii, Rialto (G8cS-Metropoli-

tan) (1,106; 840; 65-$1.10)—"My
Son John" (Par) and "One Big Af-
fair” (UA) (Rialto only). Okay
$9,000. Rialto subsequent-run last

\V6C}c

United Artists, Hollywood Para-
mount, Four Star (UATC-F&M)
(2,100; 1,430; 900; 70-$1.10)—"Any-
body Seen My Gal” (U) and, "No
Room for Groom" (U). Sock $23,-
000 or close. Last week^ UA, Hol-
l3^0od Par, "Scarlet imgel" (U)
and "Just Across Street" (U) (2d
wk-3 days), $3,200. Four Star,
“Encore" (Par) (8th wk), $2,900.

Fine Arts (PWC) (679; 80-$1.20)
—"Man in White Suit" (U) (5th
wk). Neat $3,800. Last week,
$4,300.
Canon (ABC) (520; $1.20)—"Na-

vajo" (Lip). Fair $2,700. Last
week, "Prize" (Indie) (5th wk),
$ 1

,000.

Rain Helps Hub; ‘Heart’

Nice 16G, ‘Scaramouche’

Trim 2716, rigbter’,12G
Boston, July 1.

•*

Rainy Sunday helped "Scara-
mouche" at Orpheum and State
and “Wild Heart" at Memorial but
other downtown majors are rela-
tively slow here currently. "Cali-
fornia Conquest" at Met and "The
Fighter" at Paramount and Fen-
way looks on the sluggish side.
"Encore" at Exeter is holding fair-
ly well in third frame.

Estimates for This Week
^

Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 50-95)—"Sal-
ly and St. Anne"'(U). Opened to-
day (Tues.). Last week, "Outcast
of Islands” (UA) wound 2d wk-
10 days), slim $5,500.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (682;

50-90)— "Tomorrow Too Late"
(Burstyn) (6th wk). Off to $2,400
following fine $3,700 for fifth.

Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
“Just Across the Street" (U) and
“Oriental Evil” (Indie) split with
“Comanche Territory" (U) and
“Tomahawk" (U) (reissues). Slen-
der $6,500. Last week, "Red River"
(UA) and "Tulsa” (UA) (reissue),
$7,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)—

“Encore" (Par) (3d wk). Off to
(Continued on page 22)

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $441,596
(Based- on 19 theatres)

Last Year : .$482,80$
(Based, on 17 theatres)

‘Oove’ ^nooth

$S,l)00 in Omaha
Omaha, July 1.

Despite the heat ' and rain,

"Green Glove" looks smooth at the
Omaha this session. "Kangaroo”
paired with "Oklahoma Annie" at
Orpheum started out fairly good.
"Clash By Night" held up well in
its ‘second week at the Brandeis.
The State’s "Red Mountain” shapes
sturdy.

Estimates for This Week
Omaha (TristateS) (2,100; 16-70)

—"Green Glove" (UA) and "Mu-
tiny" (UA). gimooth $8,000. Last
week, "Lion and Horse" (WB) and
"Hoodlum Empire" (Rep), $6,500.
Orpheum (Xrisiatesl (3,000; 16-

70)—^"Kangai^"' (20fh) and "Okla-
homa Anme" (Rep), Good $9,000,’

Last week, "Lydia Bailey" (20th)

and "Slaughter Trail" (RKO), ditto.

State (Goldberg) (865; 25-75)
"Red Mountain" (Par) and ^"Tomor-
row is Another Day" (WB). Good
$5,000. Last week, "Wild North”
(M-G) (2d wk) and "Two Dollar
Bettor" (Realart), $3,800.
Branded (RKO) (1.500; 16-70) —

"Qastu By Night" (RKO) (2d wk).
[.Still solid at $5,500. Last week,
$6,500.

‘Scaramouche’ Wow 19G

Leading L’ville; lydia’

Fair $9,500, Bronco’ 6G
Louisville, July 1.

Biggest noise of cunfent week is

"Scaramouche" at Loew’s State,
smash $19,000. This is something
to shout about in the midst of 99
degree'weather which has the town
almost on the ropes. Rialto is

doing fairish with "Lydia Bailey”
while the Mary Anderson with
‘"Sound Off” looks brisk..

Estimates, for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 54-

75)—"Bronco Buster" (U) and
"Scarlet Angel" (U), Okay $4,000
or near. Last week, "Atomic City"
(Par), $3,000.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;

54-75)—"Sound Off" (Col). Good
$6,000. I>ast week, "3 for Bed-
room C" (WB) $5,500.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
54-75)—"Lydia Bailey" (20th) and
"Peek - A - Boo” (20th). Fairish
$9,500. Last week, "King Kong”
(RKO) and "Leopard Man” (RKO)
(reissues), $9,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 54-75) —
"Scaramouche” (M-G). Overrid-
ing hot spell for sock $19,000.
Last week, "Pat and Mike” (M-G)
and "Lady Says No" (UA), $18,000.
Strand (FA) (1,200; 54-75)' —

"Half Breed" (RKO) and "Target”
(RKO). Medium $4,500. Last
week, "Frontier Gal” (Indie) and
"Canyon Passage" (Indie) (re-
issues), about same.

Port. Porb; ‘ClisF Fast

$12,000, ‘Skirts’ lOG, 2<I

Portland, Ore., July 1.

Many first-runs, have new prod-
uct here this week, and biz is perk-
ing at most theatres. Coin is.

pouring into downtown theatres
for a change despite the continued
warm weather, ^‘Clash By Night"
and "Bcaramouche" loom as best
betss. "Skirta Ahoy" is the .ace

holdover.

Emilmatei far This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,850; 65-90)— "Winning Team" (WB) and

“Silver City Bonanza"’ (Rep). Oke
$8,000. Last week, "Scarlet Angel"'
(U) and "Pool ofi London" (U)„

$6,000 .

Guild (Parker) C400; 65-90) —
"‘Encore" (Par) (3d wk). Solid

$2,000. Last week, $2,500.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,850; 65-90)

—"Skirts: Ahoy" (M-G) and "Any-
thing Can Happen" (P.ar) (2d wk).
Tall $10iK)a; La*t week, $13,500,

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65-
90)—"Clash By Night" (RKO) and
"Jet Job" (Mono), day-date, with
Orpheum. Excellent. $4,500. Last
week, "Kangaroo” (20th) and
"Brave Warrior" (Col), $3,400.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65-

90)—"Clash By Night" (RKO) and
"Jet Job" (Mono). Big $7,500 or
over. Last Week, "Paula" (Col), and
"Clouded Yellow" (Col), $6,000,
Paramount (Evergreen) (3AO0;.

65-90).— "Outcasts of Poker Flat"
(20th) and ' ""African Treioture"'

(Mono). Fine $6,500. Ijist week,.
"Kangaroo" (20th). and "Brave
•Warrior" (Col), $6,000,
United Artiata (Parker) (890; 65-

96)—^"Searamouche" (M-G). Socko
$11,000 or close. Last week, "3 to
Bedroom C" (WB), $3,200.

‘Robin Hoof Hot

$17,51111, Toronto
Toronto, July 1.

In a frame that Is only poor to
fair for newcomers, "Robin Hood”
is the only big spot. "‘Down Aniong
Sheltering Palms" looks oke at
two houses. Holdovers are skim-
ming the cream, notably "Pat and
Mike" and "Skirts iJioy," both in
second week rounds to good re-
turns.

Eatimatea for This Week
Great,. ]>owntewn, Glendale, May-

fair, Scarhore, State (Taylor) 863;
1,059;. 955; 476; 698; 694;. 35-60)—
"The Brigand’^ (Col) and "Yank in
todo-China” (Col). Oke $13,000.
Last week, "Brave Warrior" (Col)
and "CapUve City" (UA), $12,500.

Eglinton, (TP) (X,080; 40-80) —

•

"Outcast of Islands’" (London) (2d
wk). Nice $7,000. Last week, $7,500.
Hyland (Rank) 1,500; 50-70) —

"Magic Box”' (Rank) (2d wk). Ta-
pering to light $3,800. Last week,
$5,000.

.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 50-80) —

"Robin Hood’" (RKO-Disney). Big
$ir,500. Last week, "Half-Breed"
(RKO), $9,000.
Loew’a (Loew) (2,748; 50-80) —

"Pat and Mike’* (M-G) (2d wk).
Holding at nice $10,000. Last week,
$11 ,000.

Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90) —
"No Room for Groom’" U). Light
$8,000. Last week, "T Believe in
.You" (Rank), $6,000,

Shea’s ' (FP) (2,396; 40-80) —
“Dream of Jeanie" (Rep). Sad $8,-
000. Last week, "Kangaroo" (20tH),
same.

Tivoli, University (FP) (1,436; 1,-
558; 40-80)—^“Down Among Shel-
tering Palms’* (20th). Okay $10,000,
Last week, "3 for Bedroom C’*
(WB), $6,500, -

Uptown Loew) (2,743: 40-80) —
Skirts Ahoy” (M-G) (2d wk). Good

$8,500. Lash week, $12,000.

July 2, Ij>s^

Key City Glresset

Estimated Total Gross
This. Week $1,786,606

(Based on 22 cities, 172; the-

atres, chiefly firit nitts, inpZtid-

ing N. Y.) *
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year -

, $2,623,066

(Based in 2Z cities:, and 191
theatres.

)

H.0.S Slow Up Del.; ‘Women’-F^ Pix

Fair $8,000, ‘King Kong’ Tall 1(G, 2d
Detroit, July 1.

Plethora of holdovers is slowing
down biz this week. There are only
two newcomers, "No Room For
Groom," which is slim at Michi-
gan, and "Outlaw Women" with
Robinson-Maxim fight films, which
is fair at the Madison. The hold-
oyers mostly are- dragging but
"King Kong" still is good at the
Palms.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,00G; 70-95)

—•"Macao” (RKO) and "Confidence
Girl" (UA) (2d wk), Down to $14,-
000. Last week, oke $21,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) 4,000;

70-95)—"No Room for Groom" (U>
and "Scarlet Angel" (U). Slim $16,-
000. Last week, "Winning Team"

"Atomic City" (Par),
(WB) and
$14,000.
Pabns (UD) (2,961; 70-95) —

tJF
^^tKO) and “LeopardMan (RKO) (reissues) (2d wk).

Down to good $14,000 after tre-
“lendous $30,000 first week.
^

Madison (UD) (1,900; 70-95) —
O^paw Wom.enV (Lip) plus Robin-
son-Maxim fight films. Fair $8,000.
tost week, “Storm Over Tibet"

(Coi),.

United Artists U(A) (1,900; 70-95)

2d wk). Off to
$a,poo. Last week, big $12,500.

^

Adams (Balaban) 1,700; 70-95)

—

Scaramouche” (M-(J$) (2d wk).
to $5,000. Last week, okay

Washington^ July 1,

The^heat wave is proving a boon
to most ,midtown houses, ‘with

populace stejring air conditioned
relief from sizzling streets. Most
exhibitors kept smiling over-
weekend. "Washington Story,'

launched., by a preem glittering

with Congressional brass, is* a late

comer with Saturday preem, but it

shapes as week’s big leader. An-
other hefty newcomer is "Never
Take No lor An Answer,"' loud at

Lopert"s Dupont. "Outcasts of

"Poker Flat" with vaude topped
by Rudy Valle* and Dorothy Sar-
noff started out big, but is taper-
ing to passably nice session.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-95)—

"Outcasts t)f Poker Flat” (20th)

plus vaude.. Nice $19,000. Last
week, "Scarlet Angel” (U) plus
vaude, $23,000i
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 50r85) —

"Never Take No for Ani Answer"
(Indie). Sock $5,500, crix raves
helping. Stays. Last week, "Na-
vajo" (Lip) (2d wk-4 days), okay
$2 500

Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 50-85) —
"Just This Once" (M-G). Fine
$10,000 for 6Vi dsys, excluding
night of Robinson-Maxim televised
fights. Last week, "No Room for
Groom" (U), okay $8,000.

'

MetropoUtan (Warder) (1,200;
50-80)—"The Fighter" (UA). A
Kttle better than, recently with
$5,000. Last week, "Flaming
Feather" (Par), $5,700.

Palace (LoeW’s) (2,370; 50-80) —
"Washington Story” (M-G). Tops
town with big $18,500. Probably
holds. Last week, ^Scaramouche’^’
(M-G) (3d wk), $10,000.
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 50t$l)

—"Marrying Kind" (Col) (4th. wk).
Brisk $6,000, bettering last week’s
$5,800. Stays.
oWarner (WB) (2,174; 50-80) —

"‘Scandal Sheet" (Col). Okay4X0,-
QOO.^ Last week, "3 foJ^ Bedroom
C” (WB). $8,000.

Ontario (K-B) (1,424; 44-74) —
"Time for Men Only" (Par). Pleas-
ant $6,000. Last week, ""Captive
City’* (UA), nice $6,700.

‘loYc’-litclier Hep lOG,

Seattle; ?at’ Sock 14G
_ ^

Seattle, July 1.
Return of Nellie Lutcher with

surrounding acts onstage at Palo-
mdr is boosting "Love Is Better
Than Ever" to big session here this
week. Greatest gross is being
racked up by ""Pat and Mike"
which IS socko at the Music HaU.
Clash by NighL" which was great

guns at Orpheum opening week,
still IS good on moveover to the
Blue Mouse.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800: 65-

S0i-T“Cl^h by Night" (RKO) and
Stolen Face (Lip) (m,o.). After

looks good
Across

Sfreet" (U) and "Tahiti Honey"
(Rep) (2d wk), $1,900.

(Evergreen) (1,829; 65-
90)-- Kangaroo” (2Qth) and "Dead-man a Trail" (Mono) (2d wk). Fancy

^^st week.
Evergreen) (2,366;

S5-90)— Lydia Bailey" (20th) and
Anyttong Can Happen"* (Par) (2d

wk). Okay $7,000 after $9,300 last

toberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)
Groom" (U) and

Ma^m-RoWnson fight pix planed
pPObing. Slow

r’7?/ ^‘Outcast of Is-
“Captive City'*

(UA), $4,500^
JJJwsiojaox (Hamrick) (850; 65-90)— Tembo (RKO). Okay $3,500.

Sorrow”
(Indie), $1,800.

(Hamrick) (2,282; 65-
90)— Pat and Mike" (M-G) and

i (Continued on page 22) i

Shuttering ^*

Kmm summer
poor has wilted dowiS
operations to four hoS alow. Twin

,
closings were

.Returns from! curmit
below Jast* Week’s overaU^E.^'^*
""Winning Td«wt’* holds slight
over “Carson City" for this^wcelf*,lead but ^ only fair "3 for- iV

& the other new bill &
Moveovfcp of "King

^alkhig up. a, great Lyric coiS af
revival in the Trgt

- Eaihuatea for This Week
(3,100; 55^5U

-‘'Scaramou’w'

f(3,M0, no€ indu'd In,
•J(rednMd«T-.. C25 for Robffi
'Mirxlm. ilght telecast to m ^
house- at $2.46.admission. It wmCtocy^a first theatre TV show juS

^ an all-round winner.
Grand (HKO) (1,400; 55-75)-.''3

for Bedroom. C” (WB) and "Stolen
Face" (lipL

^
Fine

, $8,000. lS
week,.. "Sound Off" (Col) ai3
"‘M<mtana Territory" (Col), $6504
, Lyric (HKQ) (1,400; 55-75®

<^p) and "LeopardSOlKO) (reissues) (m.o.). GrSt
$8,(K)Q. Jjist week, ""Geisha Glrf
(Indl*) and "Oriental Evil" (Indl*)
split with "Gang War" (Indie) ani
""fiad KlUer" (Indie). $4,000.

palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)-*
"Garson' City" (WB). . Okay lift.

600. Last week,
.
"‘King Koni"

(RKO) and “Leopard Man" (RKO)
(reissues),' atomic $20,000 and
town"* tope for some time.

"Gred^’ Oke at $11,000,

‘Hiiiier*% ‘Lydia’ 135

San Francisco, July 1.

Despite the record 27-hour palsy

telethon over the weekend, biz gen*
erally is okay here this session,

"Cripple Cre^’* paired with “]W-

rate submarine" at Orpheum and

"Ivory Hunter" shape as best hetj

of newcomers. "Lydia Bailey”

looms mild at the Fox while "'3 for

Bedroom C" is. only fair at St.

Francis. "Man' in White Suit" still

is rated nice in eighth week at

Stagedoor.,
Eailmaiea for This Week

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65-95)—^"Body Snatcher" (RKO) and

"Walked With Zombie" (RKO) (r^

Issues). Poor $5,000 in 4 days. Last

week, "'Sound Off" (Col) and

‘Brave Warrior** (Col), $10,000.
Foxr (FWCb (4,651; 65-95)-

"Lydia Bailey" (20th) and "Kid

Mohk Baronl" (Mono), Mild $13,*

OCX) or near. Last week, "Winninf
Team’* (WB> and "African Treaj*

.lire" (Mono), $10^506.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95)—

"Scaramouche” (M-G) (2d wk).

Held at $17,0.00; Last week, seek

$30,0QQ.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)—

"To Have, Have Not" (WB) and

"High Sierra" (WB) (reissues).

Fair $11,000. Last week, "Carson

City" (WB) and "Death of Angel”

(Indie); $12;000 In 8 days.
St, Francis (Par) (1,400: 65-95)-

"3 for Bedroom C" (WB). ’Fair

$8,500: Last week. "Glory Alley”

(M-Gl (2d wk), very quiet $7,000.

Orpheunt (No. Coast) (2,448; 61^

95)—"Cripple Creek" (Col) and

"Pirate l^bmarine” (Lip). Okal

$11,000. Last week, "Storm Ovtf

Tibet" (Gk)I) and "Red Snow" (Col),

United Artists (No. Coast) (U07;

65-95)—“Ivory Hunter" (U). ,F^

$9,000 in 8 days. Last week, ‘‘Fight*

er" (UA) and "Red Planet Mars

(UA) (2d wk), $4,500 in 6 days.^^^

Stagedoor (A-R) (370; 85-$!)-

"Man In White Suit" (U) (8th wk).

Nice $3,300. Laat week, same.

Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)-

"Simple Case of Money" (In^e)*

Gdod $2,700. Last week, ‘‘Mr. Lora

Said NO."- (Indie) (4th wk), $2,000.

Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)-

"Pool of London" (U) (m.o.) (8th

wk). Okay $2,500. Last week,

$2,500.

^Scaramouche' Fine In

Buff,13G;^BediW6G
Buffalo, Jufy 1

Maxim-Robinson fight

helping "Scaramouche" to sturw

week at the Buffalo this ,

best results in city. ‘SS
Warning" looms ok^,
but "3 for Bedroom C
at Center.

shapes

Estimates for This Week ^
Buffals (toews) (3,p0();

’Scaramouche’* (M-G) plus t

Robinson fight pix. Fine 5 ^
better. Last week,

(Continued on page
or
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Vaations; ‘Scaramoncfae’ LoodSlW,

.
July 1.

peMS^d'ito p?rtfoirSfiSTt^re

«'Scaramouche”
should catch a bright

^Kan'^aroo” at WoOda ahouW regis-

tS Olay $21.00«i '‘W.ft feat on

Beacon Street’* at the tJnited

Artists also seems oke ^th.#l3»000;

Among the holdovers "Never
Take No For Answer’* Is nice at

the Surf. "Outcasts of Ppk0r Flat"

and "Young ^arface" ‘it Orand
looks strong Mdover weeic
"Denver and Rio' Grande” , and
"Atomic City” at Roiusevfclt' looms
moderate on holdover "Greatest

Show" at Palace;, should get the
Kiddie trade for excellent ^18,000

on its eighth week.

Estimates for This Week
Chicaro IB&K) <3,900; 55^98)—

'Tat and Mike” (M-G) plus Billy
Williams Quartet onstage <2d wk).
Holding to okay $39;000. I^ast

week, $40,000.
. Grand (RKO) (1,500; 55-98)—
"Outcasts of Poker Flat" (20th). and
"Young Scarface” fIndie) (2d wk).
Nice $8,000 i|i sight., Ijust week,
$12,000.

Palace (EifeD (2,500; 9e-$1.25)—
"Greatest Show” '(Par). .(8th wk).
Heavy school trade may tilt this to
big $18,000. Last week. $18,060.
Roosevelt (BfcK) (1.500; 55-98)—

"Denver Rio Grande” (Par) and
"Atomic City” (Par) (2d wk). Okay
$9,000, Last:.week $12,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-98)—

"Scaramouche” (M-G). Strong
$18,000. Last week, "Lydia Bailey”
(20th) and "First Time” (Col) (2d
wk), $9,000.

Surf (H&E Balaban) (885; 98)—
"Never Take No For Answer” (In-
die) (3d wk). Slaying on very well
with $3,700. Last week, $4,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55-

98)—"Walk East on Beacon” (Col)
and "Without Warning” (UA).
Okay $13,000. Last week,
Hunchback Notre Bame” (RKO)
and "Cat People” (RKO) (reissues),
$7,000.

Woods) (Essaness) (l-;073; 98)—
* Kangaroo” (20th). SUrang off
well with $21,000. Last week,
Belles on Toes” {20th) (2d wk),

$12 ,000 .

World (Indie) (587; 98)—"Bitter
Rice” (Indie! (reissue). Fast $3,500.
^I^^week, "Navajo” (Lip) .(2d wk),

^

Ziegfeld (Lopert) " (485; -OS)—
Anything Can Happen” (Par)

(4th wk). Light $3J)Q0. Last
week, same. House closes for
summer July 6. .

Heat Clips indpis. fiiz

But ‘Scaramooclie’ Lush

$12,000; Team’ Slow 9G
Indianapolis, July 1.

Torrid wether is keeping biz
down at most first-runs here this
stanza, drive-ins and other out-
door competition benefiting. But
Scaramouche” is going great at
oews to lead town by comfort-

Jble margin. "Winning Team” at
ndiana looks slow. while ''Denver
*nd Rio Grande” at Circle h

. mild.

Estimates for This Week
(Cockrfli-Dolle) (2,809

(pI!?
^ ‘ Denver Rio Grande*

MnV "Atomic City” (UA)
fiaiu Dairt week, "Lydia

Shel? <20th) and "Scanda
^beel (Col), $9,500.

(C-D) (3.200; 50-76)—

len p Team” (WB) and "Sto-
.(Lip). Slow $9,000. Last

"wIm and
Fbrl (reissues),

dav ^ Satur-

swirr,!!* j when house wasswamped hy storm.

^Loew's) (2,427; 50-76)-
^caiamouche” (M-G). Hefty $12,-

week, "Girl In White”

“S-nM- 50-76)—
(RKO) and "HI

We, • u So-so $4,500. Last

"Flipiif
Dsage’\ (Mono) and

“gnt to Mars” (Mono), $4,000

Estiniates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the varl-

-ous key eltles, are net; i. e.,

WitticNit the 10% tak. Distrib-
uton share on met take, when
playing ^rcentage, hence the
estimated figures are net/In-
come. ’

The parenthetic admission
prices, Jhowever, is indicated,
include the U. R. amusement
tax.

“Pal’ Powerful

illDOO, PInlly

Philadelphia, July 1.

.The heat wave exacted a ,toU
from new bills here this week,
even cutting into the top new-
comer, "Pat and Mike” at the
Boyd, However, pic still will come
through with a fine total. The fight
plx helped "Lydia Bailey*’ to stay
high In second session at the Fox.
"Winning Team” is rated. nice at
the Hanley. "Atomic City” suf-
fered when the Stanton air-condi-
tioner broke down and steamed the
bouse for next 11 days. '-‘Narrow
Margin” and "Encore” both got
fast,breaks in arty houses.

Estimates for This Week
Arcadia CSAS) (625; 854L20)—

"Scaramouche” (M-G) -Od wk).
Fast $13,000. Last week, $14,000.

Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—"Pat
and Mike” (M-G). Fine $17,000.
Last week, "3 for Bedroom C”
(WB), $9,000.

Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)-n"Lydia
Bailey” (20th) <2d wk). Held at
$15,000, Last weekj fast $17,500.

Goldman (GJoldman) (1,200; 50-

99)-^“Clash by Night” (RKO) (4th
wk). Off to $7,500. Last week, big
$11 ,000,

Masibaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—
"Dream of Jeanie” (Rep). Sad
$5,000. Last week, *Tvory Hunter”
(U) (2d wk), $9,000.

Midtown (Goldman) (1,200; 50-
•99) —«Mutiny on Bounty” (UA)
(reissue). So-so $4,500. Last week,
"Brave Warrior” (Col), $6,500.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50-

99)—"Lovely To Look At” (M-G)
(2d wk). Neat $14VOOO. Last week,
$18,000.
Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99) —

“Winning Team” (WB). Fine $16,-
000 or near. Last week, "Outcast
of Islands” (UA), $12,000.

Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99) —
"Atomic City” (Par). Dull $5,200.
Last week, "Red River” (UA) and
"Tulsa” (UA) (reissues), $5,000.

Studio (Goldberg) (500; 55-99)—
"Encore” (Par). Good $3,800. Last
week, “Man in White Suit” (U)
(7th wk), $2,800.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 50-99) —

"Narrow Margin” (RKO). Hefty
$5,500. Last week, "My Son John”
(Par) (8th wk-4 days), .$2,000.

World (G&S) (500; 50-99)—"Miss
Italia” (Lux) (2d wk). Nice $3,000.
Last week, $3,500.

‘ScaTamovche’ Doll 100

s In ProY.; Team' $7,500
Providence, July 1.

Summer finally hit with a
vengeance here ' and the first

fairly nice Sunday and weekend
In months had only the roads and
beaches playing to SRO. "Scar'a-
mouche” looks to get top coin at

Loew's State, but very mild. "Win-
ning Team” at Majestic . shapes a
bit better.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-66) —

"Scarlet. Angel” (U) and "Just
Across the Street” (U). Slow
$5,000. Last week, "Carson City”
(WB) and "Wall of Death” (Real-

art), $6,000.
Majestic (Fay) <2,200; 44-65) —

"Winning Team” (WB) and "Bal
Tabarin” (Rep). Fairish $7,500.

Last week, "Ivory Hunter” (U)
and "Bronco Buster” (U), $4,500.

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65) —
"Scaramouche” (M-G). Dull $10,-

000. Last week, "Outcasts of

Poker Flat” (20th) and "Love Bet-
ter Tlian Ever” (M-G), $7,500. .

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; .44-

65)
—“Paula” (Col) .and "Montana

Territory” (Col). Opened Monday
(30). Last week, "Atomic City”
(Par) and "I Surrender Dear”
(Col) (reissue), blah $3,500.

mRAMOUCHr BEATS

ST, LOO HEAT,HOT 17G
St. Louis, July 1.

- Only "Scaramouche”' is showing
any ' ability to combat the "terrific
hot weather here which hit a new
season high of 104 degrees last
Sunday (29). It shapes solid at
Loew’s. Other first-run biz appears
going down as fast as the mercury
goes up. "Clash -By Night” is

fairly good on moveover at Ambas-
sador. "Man in Wliite Suit” con-
tinues big in two houses for third
round, -

'

Intimates for This Week
Ambassador (FAcM) (3,000; 60-75)

-"Clash By Night” (RKO) and
"Loan Sharif’ (Lip). Fair $8,500.
Last week, "Kangaroo” (20th) and
"Winning Team” (WB), $9,006.
Fox.lr&M) (5,000; eo^W)^"San

Francisco Story” (WB) and "Valley
of Eagles” (Lip).- Opened today
(Tues,), Last week; *‘Lydia Bailey*
(20th)' and "Rose of Cimarron”
(20th), fine $15,000.

iUoew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
"Scaramouche” (M-G). Solid $17,-
000. Last week, "Harrying Kind”
(Col) and "Yank, in . Indo-CMna”
(Col), $14,500.
Miaaouri (F-H) (3,500; 60-75) —

"Denver • Rio (irande” (Par) and
"For Men Only” (Lip). MUd $10,-
OOO or less/ Last week, "Clash By
Night” (RKO) and "Loan Shark”
(Lip), $13,000.
Pageant XSt. L. Amus.) (1,000;

75-90)—"Man in White Suit” (U)
C3d wk). Still stout at $2,500, after
$3,000 for second frame.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;

75-901—"Man In White Suit” (U)
(3d wk). Holding at big $3,500 after
$4,000 second .session.

‘Groom’ Good1%

Smash $150,01)0,

‘

‘Nellie’-kdiow-Daniel$Good65G

Denver, July 1.

In. a fair to slow week in most
first-runs, previously strong hold-
overs are staying an additional ses-
sion. "Pat and.Mike” looms fine
at Broadway, and "Man in White
Suit” shkpes strong at Vogue, both
holding for third stanzas. "Carson
City” is rated fair in two hoses.
Best showing of new p|x>duct is be-
ing made by "No Room for Groom,”
good at Paramount.

Eatimates for This Week
Aladdin (Pox) (1,400; 40-85)—

“Hoodlum Empire” • (Rep) and
"Oklahoma Annie” (Hep), day-date
with Tabor, Webber. Fair $6,000.,
Last week, “Montana Territory” i

(CoD^and "Yank In Indo-China”
(Col), $6,500.
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 40-

65)__“Pat and Mike”. (M-G) (2d
wk). Fine $9,000, and holds again.

Last week, $13,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; -40-85) —

"Carson City” (WB) and “Bitter
Springs” (Indie), day-date with Es-
quire. Fair $12,000. Last week,
“Paula” ((^1) and "Sound Off”
(Col). $12,500.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 40-85)—"Car-

son City” (WB) and "Bitter Spring”
(Indie). Fair $2,500. Last week,
"Paula” (Col) and '‘^und Off”
(Col), $2,700.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 40-85)—

"Clash By Night” (RKO) and "Dou-
ble (Confession” (Indie) (2d wk).
Off to $6,500. Last week, mild

$10 ,000 .

Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 40-

85)
—“No Room for Groom” (U)

and "Luck of Irish,” (Indie). Good
$12,000. Last week, "Sniper” (Col)

and "Harem Girl” (Col), $11,000.
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 40-85)—

"Hoodlum Empire” (Rep) and
“Oklahoma Annie” (Rep). Fairish

$6,500. Last week, “Montana Ter-
ritory” ((Col) and "Yank in Indo-
China” (Col), $6,000.
Vogue (Pike) (600; 60-85)—"Man

in 'White Suit” (U) (2d wk). Fancy
$2,200, Last Week, $3,200.
Webber (Fox) (750; 40-85)—

‘Hoodlum Empire” (Rep) and
"Oklahoma Annie” (Rep), Fair $3,-

000. Last week, "Montana Terri-

tory’* (Col) and "Yank in Indo-
China” (Col), $2,700.

‘St. Anne’ Okay $8,000

In Dim Balto; ‘Alley’ 5G
Baltimore, July 1.

No lift is indicated in offish

trade still sloughing the downtown
sector here. Best of. curjfent ac-

tivity is reported by "Sally and
Saint Anne” ab Keith’s. "Pat and
Mike,” went into a holdover at

Loew’s Century, along with “Lydia
Bailey,” at the New, but both are

doing mildly.
Estimates for This Week

Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20
70)—"Pat and Mike” (M-G) (2d

wk). Not getting far at $5,000
following nice $7,700 opener.

Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-

60)
—"Sally and Saint Anne” (U).

(Continued on page 22)

With the return to more normal
temperatures after the hottest

weather of the year and. launching'

of several strong new bills,. iBroad-
way first-run theatres are giving
a good account of themselves this

session. Several are being helped
by vacationing students, while
Ibe influx of additional vacation
visitors is being *>€1160106 in a
heavy Pl*iy on stagefilm shows.
With two successive days when the
mercury officially went to around
97, degrees, 4eluxers were bound
to suffer, especially houses launch-
ing new programs.

Cooler weather Satur^lay^ and
considerably milder days the first

of this week brought relief to the
boxoffice. However, probably be-

cause of air conditioning lure;;,

some spots suffered more vyhen
the mercury dipped lower over
the weekend ' than on the torrid
weekdays.

New * champion is "Where’s
Charley?” with stageshow at the
Music Hall. Although opening in

the sweltering weather last ’Thurs-
day (26), 'this combo is soaring to

smash $150,000 on Initial stanza,

and appears in for a healthy run.

pacemaker for straightfilm biUs
is "Story of Robin Hood,” which
is heading for socko $35,000 at. the
Criterion, biggest- at this house in
months.

"Wait ’Til Sun Shines, Nellie,”
with launching of iceshows and
Billy Daniels topping stageblU,
loojw to reach good $65,000 in first
round' at the Boxy. Other new
bills are not so good. "3 for Bed-
room C,”' which was expected to
cHdk in N. Y., Is highly disappoint-
ing at $9,000 or less at the Astor.
"Dream of Jeanie” also was light
with $6,000 in six-day run. at the
State, being replaced yesterday
(Tues.) by "Washington Story,”

"Clash By Night” with stage-
show headed by Les Paul Ac Mary
Ford, Joey Bishop and Ralph Mar-
terie band looks to hold at nice
$59,000 on second week .at the
Paramount, and goes a third.

“Pat and Mike” continued sturdy
with $23,000 in second round at
the Capitol, and holds over a third
week. "Just Across Street,” with
eight-act vaudeville policy, likely
.will hit okay $14,000 at the Palace
in usual weekly change.

Besides the new bill at the State,
the Mayfair is bringing In "Has
Anybody Seen My Gal” on Friday
(4). The Globe launches "Lady in
Iron Mask” on the same day.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.50)

—"3 For Bedroom C” (WB), Ini-

tial week ending today (Wed,), is

heading for less than $9,000, dull.

Holds, In ahead, “Outcast of Is-

lands” UA) (6th wk), $6,700,
Beckman.(R&B) (550; 85-$1.50)—

"Never Take No For Answer” (In-

die) (10th wk). Ninth stanza ended
Monday (30) was $4,000 after $4,-

200 for eight week. Stays.
Capitol Loew’s) 4,82(); 70-$1.50)

—"Pat and Mike” (M-G) (Sd^final

wk). Initial holdover round ended
last night (Tues.) held at sturdy
$23,000 after $33,000 for. opening
week.

Criterion (Moss) (1.700; 50-$1.80)
—"Robin Hood” (&KO-Disney).
Initial stanza ending today (Wed.)
heading for smash $35,000 or possi-
bly better despite its having open-
ed In torrid heat. Holds, natchl
Last week, "Red Planet Mars’ (UA)
2d wk-5 days), slow $4,500.

, Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)—“Outcast of Islands” (UA) (7th

wk). Despite dieat, holding well at

$6,000, now that it is not playing
day-date with Astor. Sixth round
was $5,000.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.50)

—"Scarlet Angel” (U) (2d wk). Ini-

tial holdover round ending tomor-
row (Thurs.) holding at $6,000 after

mild $7,(>00 in first week. "Lady in

Iron Mask” (20th) opens Friday (4).

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-$1.50)
—"Winning Team” (WB) (2d wk).
Second stanza ending ‘tomorrow
(Thurs.) is off to $7.0(W after mild

t
10,000 opener. "Has Anybody
een. My Gal” (U) opfens Friday

(4).

Normandie (Normandie Theatres)
(592; 95-$1.80) — "Encore” (Par)
(14th wk). The 13th frame ended
last night (Tues.) continued strong
with $7,500, after $8,200 for 12th
week. Stays. HacT been holding
we'l despite heat but was hurt
over weekend.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 75-$1.40)
"Just Across Street” (U) and 6 acts

: of vaude. Current stanza ending
;tomor’’ow (Thurs.) *s heading for
okay $14,000, Last week, "Con-

fidence Girl” (UA) and same vaude
policy, $16,000.

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 80-$1.80)
—"Clash by Night’.’ (RKO) with Les
Paul A Mary Ford, Joey Bishop,-
Ralph Marterle orch heading stage-
show (3d-final wk). Second round
ended last night (iSxes.) held nicely
with $59,000 after big $80,000 for
first Week-
Park Avenue (Reade) (583; 90-

$1.50) — "Island Rescue*’ (U).
Opened stoutly Monday (30). In
ahead, “Actors and Sin” (UA) {4tli

wk-10 days), .'big $11’,600, Could
have continued except for a locked-
booklng on "Rescue.’*

Paris (Indie) (568; $1.25-$1.80)—
“Ways of Love” (Buratyn) (3d wk).
First holdover session ended Sun-
day (29) is holding great at $7,500
after $9,700 opener.
Radio City Music H*ll (Rockefel-

lers) (6,945; 80-$2.40)—"Where’s
Charley?” and stageshow. Soaring
to socko $160,000 in initial weelc
ending today (Wed.). Naturally is
holding indef, In ahead, "Lovely
to Look At” (M-G) with stage bill
(4th wk), $131,000, a bit over hopes.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$2.20) —

"Wait ’Til Sun Shines, Nellie”
(20th) with iceshow headed by Arn-
old Shoda, Tdxle plus stageshow
topped by Billy Daniels, ^Hitting
good $65,000 or near in first stanza.
In ahead, "Diplomatic Courier”
(20th) with stageshow headed by
Kathy Barr, Helen Wood, Jay Mar-
shall, $55,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.50)— "Washington Story” (M-G).
.Opened here yesterday (Tues,). In
ahead, - "Dream of Jeanie” (Rep),
light $6,000 in six days.

Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50) —
"Man in White Suit” (U) (14th wk)
The ,13th round ended Monday
(30) holding strongly at $9,800
after $11,000 for 12th week. Con-
tinues indef.

Trans-Lux 60th St. (TAD (453;
90-$1.50)—"Narrow, Margin” (RKO)
(9th wk). Shapes to land $3,400
after fine $3.8()0 for eighth frame.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;

90-$1.50)—"High Treason” Undie)
(7th wk). Sixth session ended Mon-
day (30) held big at $5,800 after
$7,000 for fifth.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 70-
$1.50) — "Walk Bast on Beacon”
(Col) (6th wk). Fifth session end^
last night (Tues.) still was In the
chips with $12,000 after strong
$14,000 for fourth. Continues.

Blistering Heat Bops

Mpls,
;

‘BrWnd' NG 5G,

‘Angel’ $5,500, ‘Tibet’ 4G
Minneapolis, July 1.

Blistering heat over the weekend
Is not conducive to theatregoing
here and some unimpressive new-
comers are slowing lumstlle activ-
ity, Fresh entries like '‘Scarlet
Angel.” "Clouded Yellow” arid
‘‘Brigand”-‘'Brave Warrior” are all

lagging. Holdovers of "Wild North”
and "Scaramouche” in their third
and second weeks respectively are
doing okay. Johnnie Ray and a
supporting stageshow, opens Friday
(4) at Ratfio City.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1:600; 50-76) —

"Laughter in Paradise” (Indie).
Dull $3,000. Last week, "Tales of
Hoffmann” (UA) (2d run), $4,000.

Gopher (Berger) (1,200; 50-76)—
"Wild North” (M-G) (3d wk). Okay
$3,500, Last week, $4,300,

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76) —
"Bowery Boys” (Mono) and "Wild
Stallion” (Mono). Fair $4,000. Last
week, "Models, Inc,” (Indie) and
"Finders Keepers” (U), $3,000.

Radio City tPar) (4.000; 50-76)—
"Scaramouche” (M-G) (2d wk).
Good $7,000. Last week, $12,000.

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 40-
76)—"Brigand” (Cpl) and "Brave
Warrior” (Col).. Sad .$5,000. Last
week. "Walk East on Beacon” (Col),
$7,500.

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)—
"Storm Over Tibet” (Col) and "Red
Snow” (Col). Rex Reason, "Storm”
star, here in person opening day.
Mildish at $4,000. Last week, “To
Have, Have Not” (WB)* and "High
Sierra” (WB) (reissues), .$4,000.

State (Par) (2,300; 50-76) —
‘.‘Scarlet Angel” (U). Tepid $5,500.
Last week, "Ivory Hunter” (U),
$4,700.
WorM (Mann) (400: 85-$1.25)—

"Clouded Yellow” (Col). Passable
,$3,000. Last week, "Rashomon”
(RKO), $2,500.
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Paris, June ,24. 4-

Unifrancfr Film has release4 a

list of French films which received

the biggest break in the foreign

market. Tfie list does not give a

clear idea about the ideal export-

able pic mainly .because there is a

variance between popularity and
quality. With the French interest-

,
cd in upping exports,' this 'list natu-*

rally is being studied closely here.

Of the 440 films exported, only

30 received *10 bookings or better.

Oh strength of their, dates the pic-

tures were rated first as to Ulms
with international star names in

them; second, pix that are typically

French and* national in .spirit and
which proved to be more universal

in appeal and pIx with strong social

themes or that are just good in

general film qualities.

Of the first category "Atoll KJ’
with Laurel and Hardy, is doing
well. It is a Franco-Italian copro-

duction. "The Strange Madame
X," with Michele Morgan and
Henri Vidal, had 12 bookings.

"Portrait of an Assassin" has the

names of Eric Von Stroheim, Ar-
letty, Pierre Brasseur to trade on.

Maurice Chevalier is repped by two
films, "The King" and "My
Pomme." "Lost Souvenirs," a pic

with four stories , put together via

.four objects in the lost and found
office, had the boxoffice names of

Gerard- Philipe, Edwige Feuillere,

Pierre Brasseur, Daniel Delorme
and Ives Montand to get it intd

top-booking category.
Second grouping has such films

as "Without Leaving an Address,"

a fragile story of a Country girl

looking for her seducer in. a big

town; "Night Spot," which has a
lot of bare' breast and midriff but
otherwise Is tedious; "Paris
Nights," "The Prisoner," "The
Renegade," "Judicial Identity,"

"Maya" and "Watch Out for

Blondes." All fall into the more
or less sexy or sensational category
which lend themselves to hypoing.

Third category has some out-

standing quality films lauded by
crix and festivals alike. "Justice

Is Done" Is an attempt to study
the intricacies and weaknesses ‘of

human justice. "We Will Go to

Paris" is an unpretentious musical
that clicked here and abroad. "An-
dalousle," a Franco-iSpanish musi-
cal In color, went over well in the
South American market. "The
Cage for Girls" is a study of girls

behind bars, being too preachy to

make much dent on the U. S. mar
ket, but has done well elsewhere.

Soi Hurok Sets Barrault

U. S. Tour Details in Paris
Paris, June 24.

Sol Hurok has just wrapped up
negotiations here for transporting
the Jean-Louis Barrault legit

troupe stateside next fall. Reper-
toire has not been decided as yet.

Troupe of 30 will play Montreal
Oct. 14, then go to N. Y., where
It will open Nov. 11 for a four-week
run. Theatre hasn’t been set as

yet. Lee Shubert is affiliated with
the venture.

Impresario Hurok is also looking
at the Latin American Ballet here
for a possible U. S, tour. He's also

interested in the Marcel Marceau
Mime Co., which opened here at

the Theatre Sarah Bernhardt to-

night (24). Marceau how has a
company of 20 and performs com-
plete mime plays. He does "The
Overcoat," based on Gogol, and
"Pierrot de Montmartre," a more
modern interpretation of the old
Pierrot, plus his well-known num-
ber as Rip, the little man. Mar-
ceau’s is one of the first mime
groups to go into big theatre.
Hurok planes to London June 27

for a huddle with Shubert. He
comes back to wrap up his Paris
affairs July 7.

Sumac Reget for London
London, June 24.

Because of her success in Eng-
land currently, Yma Sumac has
been rebooked by Harry Foster to
return here next year for 14 weeks.
She Is 'due to come back early in
May.

Miss Sumac goes to Paris, open-
ing at the Empire, in Maurice Che-
valier’s show for seven days, in-
stead of the Lido, where originally
booked. Empire management would
like her to stay indefinitely, but
prior commitments make it impos-
sible.

Small to London For
Prod, of 2 Brit. Pix

•London, June 24,

Edward Small is due. here this

wecl^ from the Continent to launch

production of two British pix. First

will be "Khyber Pass,’’ to be lensed
in Technicolor in India, hut with
studio work to be completed in
London.. The" second will be
"Charge of the' 600," which will
also be .filmed- partly on location.

Small, who .will stay in London
for about a week, •(VIll have con-
fabs with ,his foreign chief, Moe
Rotman, ;who has set tip his
European headquarters here.'

Free-For-All Battle

Over Sunday Pix Shows

,
Looming in Queensland

Brisbane, ,Jupe 24.,

Vexed , question of . Sabbath
•screenings throughout the impor-
tant. Queensland territory is .seen
likely' to develop into a free-for-all
battle within the next few weeks,
according to tho.se familiar with
what i^’ developing there;

.

ISuriday film shows have been op-
erated for some time in key vaca-
tion -spots on the South Cpast, In-

clvidinif the popular 'resorts of Copl-
angatta and Southport. Recently,
however, cert|dn exhibitors have
begun a Sabbath bid within a few
iriiles of the city proper. This new
n^ove is irksome to the major loops
and semi-major interests, who op-
pose the Sabbath operations gen-
erally, •

Charles Munro, who operates a
strong loop from the Brisbane sub-
urbs to as far north as Cairns, said
that if the minors go ahead with
Sunday playdatCs, he will imme-
diately pxake plans to throw open
all his houses iii opposition. He
has no intention of watching his
trade slip away because of Sabbath
suburban spread.

Understood -that powerful trade
unions will oppose a general Sab-
bath spread in this territory. . A big
conference of all exhib interests is

set for Cairns early next month,
and it is expected that plans will
be blueprinted for blocking Sab-
bath operations.

Taboo in Sydney
Sydney,. June 24.

Following pressure from the
Theatrical Employees’ Union and
recent legal, action, Sabbath shows
are now taboo here. Both,U. S. and
British distributors declined to sup-
ply product to the Sabbath bidders,
product coming only from one for-
eign source.

Original Ballet Rnsse

In Return Mexican Tour
Mexico City, June 24.

The Jate Col. de Basil's Original
Ballet Russe has been inked to play
Mexico by Francisco Sierra and his

wife: Espeyanza Iris,' ex-operatic

singers, who are now impresarios.
Troupe is scheduled to open at

their name house here, Teatro Iris,

in August; play some dates here,

and then go on the Mexican road.

Troupe played'the Palace of Fine
Arts (National Theatre) here eight

years ago, with success..

Costlr Arg. Pjc

Looks B.O. Winiier

Buenos ^ircs, June 24
"Dishonor," the most costly film

yet produced'’ by an Argentine
studio, has been doing exceptional
biz at the Gran Rex Theatre here
in the last fortnight,

.
Now: the pic

is being, prepared by
.

Ihterameri-
cana fop release in

. the U. S. It

Will be taken north...after July 10,

by Clemente and Jose Lococo,
owners of the Lococo Circuit of

first-run theatre*.' The Lococos
offered to take it to the U. S. for

showing to American film indu*-'

try execs as proof of . the progress
achieved in local production.
Although the film has been

grossing well here, actually it*

main draw Is an all-star cast,

which include* Fanny Navarro,
Tita Merello,

.
Mecha Ortiz, Alda

Luz. ’Golde Flaml and Rosa- Rosen
plus actors like George Rigaud,
Francisco de Paula and Guillermo.
Battaglia,

.
As president of the

Eva Peron Entertainment Guild;
Fanny 'Navarro has the strongest
role. The film hasf considerable'
propaganda content implying that
prison life for women in .Atgen-
ina was cruel before the Peron
regime, but ha*

,
changed radically

under his wife’s inspiration, .

"El Baldio" (Lumiton),'^ released
his month at the Opera, is another
propaganda, pic, being intended to

show the attractions of life in Ar-
gentina for immigrants from Eu-
rope. Considerable footage is

taken up .with views of hospitals,
orphanages, etc., built by Eva
Peron. This opus has not had
much local success. Foreign pro-
ducers who have been working in
Argentine film studios for some
years are beginning to find the
constant surveillance and interfer-
ence irksome, and are .looking
around for opportunities to trans-
fer to other countries.
In the meantime the major

studios, Emelco and San Miguel,
continue shuttered. Emelco’s fi-

nancial position was actually
stable enough to have allowed the
studio to continue in operation,
but the bankruptcy proceedings
were hastened by a group of major
stockholders who are desirous of
buying in the studio’s assets
cheaply.

Windup of Irs
•^“"® 24.

Patricia. KeaJ Leads • «i thi,

USO Unit to Par East throughout the Aussie^SS
m , f n.

' Balance Of year points to evenTokyo, June 24. boxoffice via imported"
Patricia Neal, WB. star, is set ductlons.

to head the first U^O Camp Shows "Kiss Me, Kate" is currently h
Celebrity unit to tour the Far East

Melbo*v^Sic™ u”nder\?‘
Command since the Betty .Sutton banner with additional

'

troupe speiiit the Easter holidays ahead ih this
here. Scheduled to arrive ip July ^^Brigadobn," under sarne^m
with Miss Neal are Johnny Grant, rnent, had a W-rnomh
West Cpast disk jockey; Ginny continues powerful

‘

Jacksom^ TV vocalist; Pat Moran, Zealand"''™"
^ m New

stunter for Jfilms; Joy -Windsor The British' comedy, “SeaKulu
singer who has appeared at Giro s over Sorrento," current at^^tS
and Moepmbo, and accprdipnist Comedy, Melbourne, l^kr l v!Tony Lavellp.

. further solid- trade under the Wil!
liamspn baimer. •

Longhair
- dare has been lush

with grand opera at the Tivoli
here, under the, sponsorship of th#
Natlohal Opera, Group, The Kous.
neteova Ballet i* due soon under
the same sponsors. Probably the
bigge'st -smash hit in the ballet
field is the Borov^nsky Ballet up.
der the Williamson management,

Show Biz Gott All Out

In Support of Le Clerc

Garden Gala in Paris i

Paris, July 1,

The biK benefit, ‘.‘Kermesse Aux
Etoiles" held here June 28-3() at the Another winner, is the National

Garden of the Tuilleries had .show Ballet Co. at the Princess,

hi* going all opt to Ml the-eo«e« ^*^^^0^0^.
of the aid committee of the Le plenty, of . longhair monev is

Clefc
.

Division. This, is the fifth helping- the Shakespearean John
big bazaar -arid a series of. stands Alden troupe via the Williamson
has stars selling, products donated -management. . It is presently In

by manufacturers and enticing, the Brisbane playing "Merry Wives of

crowds by giving autographs with Windsor" following clicks in Syd-
each purchase. hey and Melbourne.

Many • international stars attend- Wrap-up of th.e. first half of the

ed'. Among the U. S. were Clark, year shows aoUd biz for the David

Gable, - Orson Welles, • Gregory N, Martin Tivoli vaude-revue loop.

Peck, Danny Kaye, George Raft, Martin begin* second half span

Claudette Colbert, Gene Kelly, with, one of the biggest shows yet

Gene Tierney, Errol r Flynn and itttported Down. Under, the British

Evelyn Keyes.. GilUc-show biz peo- Fohes Bergere, due at Tivoli hen

pic included Edith Piaf, .Simone early in July.

Simon, Jeari-Pierr^ Aumont, Pan-
icle Delorme, Pierre Brasseur, I i l •, «•,
Claude Dauphin, Ludmilla Tcheri- LOlMlOll LCKlt BltS
na and Noel-Noel. y- 7 t
The Baron de Rothschild is offer- _ - „ .

London, Jime 24,

ing a dqor prize ,of a full blooded

of'thfGrlSd ^ di^uw for t,iftwn the winners of the Grand
jjjg jvfCA. agents . . . Robert Mor-

Prize race, ley quits his ’star role ih "The Lit-

An amusing sidelight to celeb' in- tic Hut" at the Lyric, July 28, with

vites was the refusal of badboy ex- Robert Flemyng- replacing . . , Jei-

convict writer, Jean Genet, whose *1® Royce Landis returns to New
refusal was in keeping with his un- York in early August for a holiday,

orthodox personality. He got some intends to return to London to

more notorious publicity when he a ^W show In the fall,
*

refused to go because as af convict -
Wai^a PauI to produce ^new

who served time for desertion and
as a man who despised all military
greats and heroics he felt he would
not be too welcome. As an ex-^on-
vict he also stated there would ^
the danger of his picking pockets
and snatching handbags. Also as a
notorious glorifier of eroticism he
would be autographing only por-
nographic books which might shock
the clientele. And then in typical
Gallic fashlOQ he begged off in dis-
tributing mimeographed copies of
this letter to all his friends and ad-
mirers.

Legit Shows Abroad
LONDON

(Week ending July 5)

(FigureK Indicate opening date)
''After My F«*hlen," Ardb. (5-21).
"And Jf* te #<(," Strand <l0-2i-01).
"»et Yeur Life," Hlppodronje (2-27).
"Cell M* Madam," Collsacum (3-2ti).

Duchess (3-19).
"Ixcitament," Casino (3-19).
"Oav De«," PUicadllly (ff-lO).
"UttU Hut," Lyric (10-13-90).
"Lendo'n Laughs," Adelphi (4-23).

** CeleneU," Wyn. (6-6-Sl).
Masbeth," Shakespeare Mem.

"Meet Callehan," Garrick.
"Mr, Pickwick," Westminster.
Much Ade Nothing," Phoenix.

' Murder In Metlev," -Fortune (6-18).

) C*r‘!.** 'Wales (7-4-51).

•til* X*'"*' S*voy (12-12-51).
"ReluOant Heroes," White. (0-27-50),
'Ranch In Rockies," BmpresaT (6-11).

aorrento," Apollo (0-20-50),

„J*"t?l Drury Lane (11-7-51),"IW^ l^dness," VaudeviUe (5-28).
aycemere Tree," Aldwych.

''

•? Moon," Haymarket (0-2-51).
-^’vrnoY," St. James's (4-0)."Woman of Twilight," Vic. Pal. (6-18).
735," Comedy (6-18),

Zip Oots a Million," Palace (11-7-51).
-5***,", Criterion (6-30).

' Trap,^' York's (7-1).
Two eontltmen," Old VIc (6-30),

'MEXICO CITY
(Week ending June 21)

"Color of Skin," Colon.
y'^*' the Ilf," Ideal.

Tartu ffe," Mollcrc.
Racks," Bolivar.

;E^w*rd'i Sons," Caracol.
"Adela's (Jiq^" Chopin.

SCOTUND
(Week ending Juno 28)

Lyceum, Edinburgh.
CI0M," Royal, Glasgow.

ddXv* Loflins/ MetcVipole. tiJaNtfow.

,,Vm Moon," Alhambra, Glas.
All Murderers," Byre, St. And.

PARIS’
(Week ending Jun« 14)

"Amant de Mmt. Vidal," Antoine.
"Rack Street," Fontaing.

‘
*1,^ V* Anges," AiAbassadeurs.
St.-Ameur, ' (Casino Montparnasse.

D eloguee de* Carmelites," Hebertot,
•“ a DormI," Huehefte.

"Den D'Adele," Wagram.
Con a L'Ant," Comedle.

"Duchoes D'Alguos," Michel.
''Dugudu," Bruyere.
"Iloctro/' Noctamtaules.

Galte. Montparnaijse.

S St Martin.
Paris," Casino de PArls.

St. Georges.
' Horitioro, Mathurins.

,
Paralt," Nouveaute*.

' M*«»»«th," Renaissance.
V. Colombier.

Calotto," Michodlere.
"Occup^Tol Minimum," Palais-Royal.

Madomolsollo," Varletes.
Pommo Loth," Montp.-Baty.

"PUIn Pou," Empire.
Terre Comw* An Clel," Athenee.
“•* Awtrey' AteUer.

"Tout Pour Illo," Bouffes.
Mogador.

Vrale Polio," Folles-Bcrgere.

'Shadow' Folds in 8 Weeks
Manchester, June 24.

After a run of eight weeks, the
now comedy-thriller "Shadow of a
Man," which starred Sonny Tufts,
folded at the Opera House here
June, 21. Play had been destined
for the West End in London. It ran
into spotty notices from the crix
on its warming-up tour.

i
Tufts starts filming soon in a

' new British pic about the dam-
' busting exploits of Guy Gibson.

MADRID
(Week ending June 21)

Pelece," Alcazar.

"•Twe MM I lens fer Twe," Fuencaral.
Infanta Isabel.

YIelettes," Lope de Vega.
'^Thls Wey t* Andeluzla," Price.

*

OIrl Rull Fighters," Zarzuela.

BUENOS AIRES
//w, .

ending June 14)"MI Suegre," Apolo,
teWMen," Ateneo,"De Rspene Liege," Argentine.

^SF*^**,* '*• Astral,
Amer," Casino.

Comedia.
Checi-a ei Peleeetel," Cornice,

bT nLoJi'! CorrlmtM.

nr,;;;a
;
La Maleuerida," Odeon,

,
Tlcrra del Destine," Pueblo,

^^••^•r^lded," Empire.
;
Ladronclte," Splendid.

LasaUe.
"Medea," NueVo.

•" Smart.
Amer," Vers."La Vtrdad Ires Tw," Pat.

.AUSTRAXIA
CWeck ending Juno 13)

Sydney.
"Kiwis," Empire, Sydney.

"icu?*igu
Mercury, Sydney.

'ft*^***'. ^^Aiesty’s, Melbourne,

bouroe**^
* Serrento," Comedy, Mel-

show by Janet Green titled "Teddy
Bear’s Picnic." It goes into re*

hearsal end of August, with Rvy
Rich directing . . . Marguerite PI*

azza'g TV appearance has resulted

in legit offers. Tom Arnold want!

her to star in a new show in the

West End next year. Meanwhile,

American singer has gone to Paris

and will visit other parts of the

Continent.
*

Odilon piwy Due
London, June 24,

A further*installment against the

dividend arrears pn the 6% pref-

erence stock in J. Arthur. h,ank’j

Odeon Theatres, covering the half

year whi(Sh ended .in July last year,

Is to be paid in the near future.

Since last September two years

of arrears have Been cleared oft

Total value of the preference stock

is $7,700,000.

Naw Aussie Setup for Wilcox

Sydney, June 24.

The Herbert Wilcox tieup ww
Republic will see a distributioa

switch of the Wilcox-Anna Neagie-

pix In Aussie. This output was pr^

viously through London Films on

Universal distribution. New tieup

now means that product will he ms*

tributed via aOth-Fox, to . which

public is allied. ,
...

Release wiU- be through tw

Hoyts pic circuit, the same as u •

der the former U tieup.

British City Bans ‘La Ronde’

Stoke, England, June 1A<

Complaints received jh

ma patrons here have resuiieu.

the banning of the filiu«

Ronde." ,

J. E. Hulme, chairman of ^
Stoke-on-Trent Watch Comm tee.

said the film "is nothing but
,

glorification of sex an(l seduct •

But the committee will view

film.
^

Piddinjrtons Retiring In Sept*

Belfast, June

Sydney and Lesley

Australian tliought-rcading • j

rently playing vaude in h

will retire^ from show biz m
tember.



Ldm>6H' OFI^iei

f' sfi Martib't'

Of Cooperation for All Branches

Mexico City; June 24,

Facelifting

ihid time featuwtf^ streamUning^
^ pnding mdnop<?ltesf In produc-

fii disWbution antf ejcWbiUon is

Sfthe DTOcess of'beinE uMdert«k*ii

«aln President Miguel:- AJe-

at 'the two*®up,>tetvlcw

S reps of alt teaUelies ot the-

Side, ineludinKlabnr. Qkayed, con-

Snally, the

Lpers drafted to .rehaWUtate the

W? »d agreed to **«’
races in toe bit H*- told the in-

aSstry reps that he hopes fflm

hiz will be running, ttmoothly by

rwac 1 when the n^ president

fakes over for the next six-year

The new program- ffeAtiires;

Three top studioSy Chtimbusco,

Teocyac and Satr ’Aiig^ Xnn; arer

to ^rm operating;- companies- that

will regulate all- phases of’ produe-

tidn* each company Will- form dis-

tribution service for pix in^ Mex-

ico* the government: • (through- the

National Cinematographic Board)

will rule production on the baiSis of

balancing it as to output and dex

mand (labor will befhUy protected?

in' this setup)’. Bllminatlonv. /of-

financing Individual eXhlbitbrs, vvill'

be covered by blanket llnanclhg. of

the industry through its; own: baiik;

the semi-official Bhhca Nacional

Cinematografico, or-4»y private in--

stitutions.
’v

'

.

Studios’ companies will be iner-

cantlle firms, capital ' of each hew-

ing provided 5(f50 by 'the studiok:

ahd biggest prodddiigl producers;

producers will- pay- fhk stiidlbs’'

through thte companier'and the stu-

dios will deposit thosi*payments-in

the bank. bistfibUtldn compilmibs’

setup will be ' at cost for* servicing

Mexico so as riot to cut producers’

profits while present distrihutiori

service for the TX. B. 'and else-

where abroad -will, continue. Pro-

gram sponsors say thls^dist^ibut^on

will 'be a big lift to marketing pix

at home and abroad.
Government, through the NCB,

will control production on the basis

of the studios, the 'bank and labor
to decide just what each year’s outt

put must be. Control will apply
only to government-flinanced films.

Programists figure that under their

plan each pic will cost $69,300, with
coin being written off within 10
months in Mexico, Program, calls

for an annual top of .96 officially-

financed pix.

NCB is mulling requests by some
producers that the bank forthwith
provide $2,890,000 for pix- produc-
tion. Other producers object on
the ground that- tlie plan is too
much like a government subsidy.
They also argue that this much
coin would only make 12 pix, a
mere drop in the bucket of pro-
duction.

Icfwa GirllGgbkiidm '

Get Biid from ScoU
Dundee, Jttne 24.

The civic authorities here have
unanimously voted against a- visit

of the “Scottish^ Highlanders” Pipe
Band’- from Iowa State TJ, unless
private individuals- care toi focft tke
$'750> bill. The- outfit, consisting of
65 femmes, claims tn be the' latest
and most expensively-dressed in
the world.
' Proposed trip oj&. the gals- to the
Auld Dang Syne land has caused
much controversy here. CoMedlans
are cracking gags about ’em. In
the “Half-Past Eight” revue at the
King’s Theatre; Edinburgh; Hanry
Gordon, Scot comic, is offering' a |

new- number,, “I’m the Oldest Lady
Piper in the Towa Pipe' Band.”*

* Paris, June 24.

'The Council of' Ministers here
approved the replacement of Michel
Fourre-Cormcray by -Jacques Flaud
asithe director of the* National.Cen-
ter of Cinema'this Week. This move
had’ been bruited’ around; for weeks
and came just when the Franco-
American pic accord talks had
started into full swing..

The post that Fourre-Cormeray
held' will not be filled until the
talks are over because he is playing
an important role in the confabs
as heaid of the French contingent.
His ousting primarily stems from
the charge that he was unable to

handle the Commie elements in the
film -industry.

'

One of the last agreements of

the NCC^ under Pormeray was. td
put into effect the d'ecistpn of the
Syndicat of Cinema Production on
the problem of tlie exhibitors’ de-
mands for permitting houses to

hiive two new programs weekly
rather than the one now 'in effect.

Groups came ta the opinion that

the one week minimum w'oUld have'

to be kept in most houses fo avoid
establishing' a buyer’s market and
creating a need for more pix at a
time when the Frencb government
was demanding a cut in American
product at the accord talks.

BBG-TV TO SHOW PARIS

NIGHT SPOTS IN AfnrON

British Equity Demands

Halt Legit Shows’ Plans

ToCashinOnTVBally
London, July 1.

After the boxoffice spurt that
followed the telecasting of an ex-
cerpt from “Reluctant Heroes” a

;

ww weeks back, a number of West
:

End managements have taken -the

;

initiative to cash in on this free
commercial. Four shows have been

;
lined up for July but there are un-

;

likely to be any more jfifter that for
' some time. '

»
,

E
The difficulty that has- arisen is

i making of either
,
the

British Broadcasting Corp. or of
;
Tendon legit managements. It is

to a dispute over what
nould be paid to the artists, which

nfitt
initiated by demands sub-

^

muted by British Equity. They are

!

^ i^iniraum of $44 for each

r rtin #
^ against the normal stu-

- hv Compromise offer

: Th ¥ thespers’ union.

UraneL- •
shows scheduled for

month are “Bet

menf-^T^®,
tonight (T^jes), “E;ccite-

VernnoI^^T^,^’ *"^wo Gentlemen of

MimS;..
"Zip Goes

will be - ^ T-

from Glynde

20. in addition theri

oners performance of th
«pera ‘Macbeth”
tourne July 25

Previouslj

Heat E™toager Europe and

fonmnnv l!
last week

Schuler.^ Hichard W.

London, July 1.

A difect transmission from the

leading night spots of Paris will be

a highspot of the Fr'anco-British

week which will be featured on the'

British Broadcasting Corp.-TV pro-

grams beginning next Tuesday- (8):

The week will culminate with the

July 14 celebrations which will in-

clude a march past at the Arc de
Triomplxe,' arid a torchlight proces-
sion at night. The program will

last until nearly midnight, or .more
than an hour after normal BBC
closing, .time, .

'

,

The- Franco-British tieup Will

open with an interview . by the

French Ambassador in London, and
is to 'be followed by a talk by the

British Ai^bassador in Paris. Pro-

grams during the week will high-

light Paris as a ‘city of the arts, as

a centre of elegance and a hub of

gaiety. Program is rieingjointly ad-

ministered by the- BBC and the
Radiodiffusion et Television Frjan-

caises.

Command Film Shows’

Net $439,000 Since ’46

London, July 1,

Since the Royal Command .Film
Performances were started in. 1946,

a total of $439,060 had been added
to the’ coffers of the Cinematograph
Trade Benevolent Fund. These
.figures were given at the annual
meeting, of the fund by Reginald- C.

Bromhead.

Bromhead confirmed that the

queen had consented to become a

patron of the fund ahd would at-

tend this year's gala Oct. 27. There
would also be replica shows in

Leeds and LiverpooL

inturnationajl

Clements Doing Tours^
In London as ‘Mamage^
A new version of a play that ran

on Broadway last year for nine
weeks is scheduled to open in
London after a short provincial
tour. It is based on a French stage
play by Jean Bernard Luc. The
American version was called
“Faithfully Yours,” and starred
Robert Cummings and Ann Soth"
erft.

The British translation will be
known as “The Happy Marriage.”
It has been adapted' by John. Clemr
ents, who will, star In it with his
wife, Kay Hammond.

ToYe » Indies’ Clieko

Bitf Sets Paris Opera

N«t
Baris, June 24.

First revival of Rameau’s opera,
“Love in the Judies,” staged’ orig-
inally in 1735, has already cost the
Paris Opel**' $120,000 and the bills,

are still rolling in. Payoff is tin-

predictable, as it will take- months
[to discover what’S what* financially;
.Government automatically foots all-

[

the Opera’s layout, but production
•marks high m postwar thealnrical-

expenditure.
^
Show would prob-

ably' be prohibitive for any inde-
pendent, un-subsldized French pro-
ducer.

Gala* opening Friday (20) • saw
the President and all top govern-
mentf .officials bn 'hand:- Opera
lasted four hours, starting 4t 8:30,
with only one brfeak. All singers
and members of Opera ballet^corps
were mobilized _fof ev«;nt. Opera’s
chief designers-^M. M: Arbus, Jac-
ques DUpont, Wakhevitch, Gazou,
Fost, Moulene and Chaelain-Midy—all contributed -to the lavish
staging. Serge LIfar dancers in
it, and with A. Aveline and H. Lan-
der arranged the choreography.
All the troupe’s top singers are in
the cast.

.

Plan is to run the show as it now
stands until the Opera closes for
a summer holiday. Next season
one of its four acts will be staged,
each Tyesdhy night, with a* Ballet
program making up the rest of
,biU. “Indies” i^ a big click right
now, but its high running cost
makes a- complete payback an' un-
likely prospect. Big buildup and
good, notices helped, as tickets arp
hard to come by now, as show has
roused both natives and tourist in-

i

terest.

Paris, June- 24.

Pic on the life of Gallic painter
Toulouse-Lautrec went before the
Technicolor cameras here Monday
(23). Four weeks of exteriors will

be done, here and seven week stu-

dio schedule will unwind in British

studios. Pic is a Romulus-Huston
production making it an Anglo-
American production like the pred-
ecessor, . “The African Queen.”
United Artists will distribute.

John Huston is directing and also

scripted along with Anthony Veil-

ler, Veiller is also producing, Jose
Ferrer i§ playing the dwarf painter.

Colette Marchand, in her first big

film role, is doing the role of

Charlet, the prostie friend of

Lautrec. Zsa Zsa Gabor is to play

Jane Avril while Suzanile Flon,

French thesp, will play Myriamme,

Welles Readies ‘Caesar’

For Production in Rome
Rome, June 24.

Orson Welles, here from Nice,

has revealed that he is going to

ready his. own production of “Ju-

lius Caesar,” which he will produce
and direct. All lensing will be dbne
in Caesar’s home town,' Rome'.

Welles, claiming he is tired of

playing Brutus, will play thb role

of Anthony. He is negotiating with
Alec Guiness arid Trevor Howard
for other leading parts;

Crowd scenes start July 12. John
Sheppridge, Welles’-, assistant and
film editor, plane^ in from Baris

to assist on final plans.

Welles said that he is not a mem-
er of any producer organization in

America, and, hence, it was not

necessary to register his intentions

of making “Caesar.” Asked about
“Othello,” Orson was happy it had
won recognition at the Cannes Film
Festival. He said a major Ameri-
can company has m'lde a bid to dis-

tribute it in the U. S.

0

Labor Partv Raps Govt.

London, July 1.

Refusal of the government to

pro.secut« the Empire, Leicester
Square, Metro’s main showcase
here, for quota default, was chal-

lenged by the Labor opposition in

the House of Commons; last Thurs)-

day (26), but Board* of Trade
prexy Peter Thorneyeroft stood
firjn on the recommendation hand-
ed to him by the Films Council.

Stephen Swingler, • who. raised
the questibn; asserted that the-

Coundrs advice showed a complete
contempt for the law. Thorncy-
croft retaliated by reminding tlie

House that his. decision was based
on. advice' given by the Films Coun-
cil which was set up by the Labor
Government.

a-

^ London, July ,1.

With prosecutions pending - for
quota default on the supporting
program, London exhibitors are
hitting out against the unrealistic
nature of this aspect qf the Films
Act which requires British the-
a-fcres to show 2fi:% BWtish-made
product in the second feature cata-
gory.

In reviewing dftfauTts by exhibi-
tors in the 1950-51 quota year, the
Films Council agreed tha^ most-
cases •-of failure to' meet the de-
mand on first feature*; were due to
reasons beyond the* exhltorf .control.
But they considered' that violations
on the supporting quota merited
l^rosecution. Among thoae singled
out for legal action was the J. Ar-
thur Rank Organhcatlon, with Sev-
eral of its theatre* toi be brought
before the courts,.

At the half-yearly meeting of the
London and! Home' Counties branch
of the Cinematograph Eiahibitors
Assn. Chairman Charles; H. “V,

Brown figured that altogether there
were only 26 'second features of
over 5,000 feet available in the
year ended last October. A fur-
ther 36 featurettes (3,000 to 5,(XW.
feet) were available at the same
time.

Genoa, June 24,

The patriotic film is on the up-

beat, in Italy, Shelved since Fascist

days and the wartime period, the

flag^vaving themes, already done

extensively in many Italian publi-

cations, are- being taken up with in-

creasing frequency by local pic

planners^ Preceded some time ago
by “The Flame That Never Dies,”
glorifying the. Carabinieri Corps,
other subjects stressing heroics
have recently been completed or
are being planned. Already in the
can are such films as “I Sette Dell
Orsa Maggiore”. (Pontc*-DeLauren-
tiis), starring Eleonora- Rdssi and a
group of navy officers; Clnes’ multi-
episoder,. “In Days,” which
spotlights the heroism of a Sar-
dinian, drummer boy.

Lux Filriis has two such items
ready for release: Pietro Germi’s
(‘The- Bandit of Tacca Del Lupo”
and “Carica Eroica,” directed by
Francesco DeRoberds, latter .about
a heroic Italian cavalry charge on
the Russian front during the last

war. Manderfilms is^ prepping
“Black Feathers” for an early start

on location in a World War I battle

area.

; Among other pix slated to spot-

light. heroics or patriotism are

Flora Films’ “Lieut. George,” with
Massimo Glrotti and- Eduardo Cian-

elli, and Colamdnici’s “The Plave
Legend,” to be directed by Ri.ccar-

do Freda. Last named deals with

the battle on the Piave river in the

first World War.

YANK'ANGEL’BIGDRAW

IN NEW BERLIN GUISE
Berlin, June 24.

Paul Gordon, .
who produced

“The Bad Angel,” by Victor Clem-
ent and Francis Swann, at the

Phoenix Theatre, Hollywood, in

1946, staged the. same play here
under title of “Der Gotlose Engel.”

Comedy, which deals with gam-
blers, is- a big draw at the Berlin

Komoedie.
Gordon also is prepping a series

of tele films. He expects to be
back in the U. S, in late fall. .-

ABPC Net $1,432,100

In '51-’52, Off $420,000
London, July 1;

With trading profits amounting
to $5,554,000, the Associated Brit-

ish Picture Corp. results for the
year ended last March 31, show* a

decline of $420,000. The dividend,
however, remains at 20%, the di-

rectors having announced a final

payment of 12V^% following the
interim divvy of 7V^% agreed on
several months ago.

Taxation cut into more than h*lf

of the trading profits. Amount to

be paid to the treasury exceeds
$2,360,000. After payment of in-

terest and allowing for deprecia-
tion and amortization, the company
had a net profit of $1,482,100. Fig-

ure for the previous year waff $1,-

858,000.

The branch chairman pointed
out that a* large number of these
featurettes were documentaries
whldli could not ‘ be classified as
enteatainment, and that it was un-.
realistic to put in shox'ts to make
up the program. 0

Certain, exhibs, trying to keep
on the right 'side of the law, had
been putting in second feature re-
issues- but Brown thought this
could' be* damaging to other the-
atres, who might be forced to do
the same;

Lesser to Make ‘Chiffon’

In Btitoin With Dayis

As Stor; Also 2d Film
London, July 1.

Two British coproduction ven-
tures are being, lined up by Sol
Lesser, who came back to London
bn a quickie from the Continent
last week. After a short stay, he
checked out for Scandinavia but
will return to finalize details.

First of the two will be a pic-

turization of Lesley Storm’s “Black
Chiffon,” which was a hit on the
London stage two seasons ago.
Flora Robson starred in the legit

verslbn, but the screen role will be
played in London by Bette Davis.
Production is budgeted at upwards
of $550,000. Lesser is contributing
the dollar expenditure which in-

cludes the star, property, script and
director; Film will be produced in

Britain by Sydney Box, and besides
Miss Davis it is likely that an all-

British cast will be reeruited.

'

Compton Bennett is the likely di-

rector.

A distribution deal is now being
negotiated and -it is probable that
it will have a world-wide outlet
through Columbia.

The story rights were acquired
by Lesser from John Wildberg who,
wliile having no active interest in
the production, will participate in
the profits. Miss Davis, too, shares
in the earnings of the film. Part
of her salary is Iri the nature of a
deferrment.
Second production slated by Les-

ser is based on the Thomas Buchan-
an novel, “Civilian Clothes,” which
will be brought up to date. No
deal has been made on distribution
or stars.

Lesser also revealed that his Hol-
lywood outfit was prepping a docu-
mentary production entitled,
“Queen to Queen,” which would'
trace British history from the reign
of Queen Victoria to the present
time. It would be available for
American TV at the time of Eliza-
beth’s coronation next June, and
would be given British theatrical
distribution at the- same time.

Benny to Be Queen’s Gu6st
Glasgow, June 24.

After ' his July 14 week at the
Empire Theatre here, Jack Benny
will plane to Holland to be the
guest for a few days of Queen
Juliana and Prince Bernhard there.

They first met in 1948 and again
earlier this year in Los Angeles.

His date here will be Benny’s
first time in Scotland.
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The product Paramount has concentrated into the

six months starting in ifuiy, is, we beiieve, without

precedent in our industry. Every singie one of the 13

pictures scheduied is the kind of top box office mer> .

chandise that in the past was considered as a ^‘special."
I

Plus values abound big stars — big production ~~ A
MUSICAL A MONTH ! AND 9 OUT OF 13 ARE IN

COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR!
With these pictures, released one right after another,

the months ahead can be the most profitable in the

history of exhibition. So we say: ''Let the flags wave for

the biggest six months iine-up of money-making attrac- /

• j 1 1 1

1

PERLBERO-SEATON^S

by TtCRNiCOlOR

Starring

Betty Hutton
Halph Meeker

SM/7H
Color by TECHNICOLOR

larr

Yvonne DeCarlo^John irelai

James Craig f Forrest Tucker

Lyle Bettger« Richard Arlen

Nat Holt Production



f m
li

itarrlng

Ijiurenes Olivier

Jennifer Jenes
with

Miriam Hopbine
lEddie Albert:

IBettf' Hutfoh:

4i(tiiel Wifde

chaHten
DorothyLeim^r
Gloria

James Stewart .

V • / .

starring

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
co-starring

Mona Freeman

starring

Bob Hope
Jane Russell

Roy Rogers
and

‘Trigger’^

pins

n Payne * Arlene Dahl
Cedrle Hardwieke
Francis L. Sullivan
Willard Parker^ .

hm H. Pine and
lam c. Thonnas Production

starring

Charlton Heston
with

Susan Morrow
Peter Hanson
Joan Taylor

starring

Bing Crosby

Jane Wyman
Ethel Barrymoro

•hrrlng

^hn Payne with

Deinaresl
Agnes MoorehiMid
«*chard Arlen
Msan Morrow

JljJiam He Pine and
c, Thomas

*^r®duction

sterring .

Glynrs Johns

Higol l^atrick

J^ay Walsh

Boland Culver

starring

Bing Crosby

Bob Hope
Dorothy Lamour
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Help Upswing in

Big upswing in Paramotint’s-f'

l^oss business was attributable ib
|

large part this week to the fact,

tl-at the company had a total of

eight films which went into release

over the past 12-month period, and

each of these chalked up domestic

distribution revenue of over $3,-

000,000. That’s strictly blue-chips

coin, particularly in the current

market.

Bist of big money-makers for the

July 1, ’51-June 30, ’52 season com-

prised “That’s My Boy/’ “Here
Comes the Groom,’’ “Place in the

Sun,’’ “Detective Story," “My Fa-

voiite Spy,’’ “Sailor Beware,’’ “Red
Mountain’’ and “Greatest Show on
Earth.’’ /

'

$10,900,000 Year’s Increase
In the first half of that full-year

selling period "Par’s total gross

business climbed to $49,'70Q,000.

The six moidbs of the previous

year brought $42,400,000. Thus the

gain amounted to $7,300,000, Last

half of the 1950-51 frame gave Par
about $44,800,000. Last half of the

new selling year» ended Monday
(30), is figured to have resulted

in a gross take of an estimated

$48,400,000, bringing the total 12-

n*onth increase to $10,900,000.

Par’s other sources of income
must be considered, of course, such

as Canadian theatre holdings and
its stock in DuMont Laboratories,

But in any event it’s clear, ob-

servers say, that a string of eight

pix drawing above $3,000,000, in

some cases well above that level,

in domestic rentals alone, is plenty

impressive and contributes greatly

to the financial upbeat.

“Greatest Show’’ wound up in

the golden circle of big click pix

op the basis of only 306 pre-re-

lease engagements. These were in

top theatres where unusually long

runs were registered. Cecil B.

DeMille production is now swing-

ing into general release.

Omaha Pix Assessments

Cut Due to Slipping Biz

Omaha, July 1.

Assessed valuations on all ex-

cept three Omaha film theatres

were reduced from 10 to 50% by
the appraisal board . of the Board
of Equalization." Reason given was
“declining, business.’’ Theatres

freely showed their books to press

their plea for a cut in the tax,
" Three houses not cut were those

being leased by the operator.

Hollywood, July 1.

Chill WiUs, the voice of Francis

the Mule, signed for ji featured

role in Metro “Small Town GirF’

M 1* 1 ' Y* - ...Tom Neal and Barbara Peyton

WB Canadian Sales Force

Conclave Set for Toronto
Conclave of its Canadian sales mittCe of the Screen Producers

force will be held by Warner Bros. Guild, . .William

in Toronto July 8-9. Ben Kalmen- gie “Fair Wind
son’ distrib chief, will head th,^ Republic., .Jon $ pep odd and

hoifieoffice. delegation which WiU
I^^^LSck

attend. In addition to key sales You ’^tak

execs h o pub and ad toppers are

expected to be on hand.
novel by Lea Sayagev

Last week Kalnjenson and. Roy jr0|,tt Hodiak will co-star with
Haines, western division sales man- John Derek in. Columbia’s “Am-
ager, were in Chicago, to set up bush at Tomahawk," to be directed

dates for “Where’s Charley?’’ etc. by Fred F. Sears. . .Rod Rijdwing
plays a sharpshooter in the Gene

Thi Nation, in a special issue last week devoted to civil i,

and threats thereto, lists what are purported to be five quest)n«o
all studio employees on “American Legion lists” have been ren« ,

^

to answer. Persons on the lists, handed to the studios a coudIa
ago, are alleged by the Legion to be suspect regarding frieS^*
toward Communism*by’ having been members of so-called “suCf*'*

Tine Films Fest
T *•

PreppedbyPar

Autry starrer, “Winning of the
West," at Columbia. Louis Let-
tierl drew the moppet role- in

“Stop, You’re Killing. Me” at War-
ners ... Columbia’s “The Outlan-
ders” will be released as “Hang-
man’s Knot”. .. Chuck-Walters will

direct “Dangerous J-When Wet,”
starring Esther Williams, at

Metro. . .When Tib Dsmoue is dis-

charged from the Aimy, he will

play the. male lead opposite Jane
Powell in Metro's “Baby Needs

^ Bhoes”. . .Metro took aix option on
Films which In past wom.big crit- Marjorie )£inhau Rawliur

ical acclaim are shortly to be of- novel, -“The Sojourner/V
fered by Paramount under a “Fes- John Houseman /will produce
tival of Fine Films” ^banner—or Metro’s “Easy to liOVe/’. starring
some similar title—to exhibs fcr Lana Turner. ..Marilyn .Monroe
midweek and off-4i«ie dates.' Idea, will sing “Miss,” a new tune by
which already has received notice Lionel Newman and HaVen Me-
of some exhib approval, originated Quarrie, in Metro’s ’^Niagara” . .

.

with Dick Frank, Par’s branch Paramount lifted Ernest Lehman’s
manager of Indianapolis. ' writer option and assi^ed.-him to

«« Vile, nwn cATif ft,if 5,
sctipt “South Sca Story’L . . Sam

Frank, ® Marx and Jerry Bresler credited
letter to. theatremen in his area

co-producers on Columbia’s “As-
which suggested booking the p^ signment — Paris”. ...Kenneth
for the off-time.penqds which are. (Garnet signed a producer-writer

to the Nation, are; (1) "is xnis soc’ w ’ Tue reasons for
organizations cited In the charges.” (3) “Th« people who invltp^ .

to join.” (4) “Did you invite others to join?” and (5) “Did you
When?”
Mag’s section bn films is bylined “X,” which it explains k ti,

pseudonym for “a group of top-flight writers who have important
ions in major Hollywood studios.” Piece details the industry’s % ‘

)easement” of various groups that have investigated or charged tS
^

|dm colony with harboring Communists, • starting with the House
American Activities Committee prjihe in 1947. It points out that
matters stand today, Hollywood is using half a dozen blacklists as wSi
as supplementary graylists based upon the vaguest sort of innuendo^
Adding that studios are hiring their own- investigators. Nation artlci*

remarks: “Quite likely the talent scouts who once signed up yoiuJJ
starlets are now combing the country for promising ex-FBI men”

*

Windup paragraph states; “It is the opinion' of the seasoned if not
shell-shocked observers out here that if the industry goes all the wav
with, appeasement of the Legion or any other pressure group on th«
setting pf . standards for employability, it will finally deliver Itself to

the Sokolskys, McCarthys and Wage Earners Committee. After that

there can only be darkness and television.”

Screen Actors Guild and lATSE were deeply interested by the an.

noimcement that John Carpenter .would produce and star in a serlei

of six caters, “The Fighting Marshal,” for Royal West Produptlons
Spokesmen for the two groups declared Carpenter would have to put-

up the .coin in advance for each picture. Some time ago he made “Son
of- the Oiitiaw" »nd ran out of money. Jack Schwartz, who took over

the ' deal at the time, also ran out of cash and his contract With the

unions and guild was voided. To date, Royal West Productipns hai

no contract with SAG. ^

George Eastman House^ of Photography at Rochester, N. Y., will he

open all summer. Ah architectural landmark built by Eastman in 1905,

it now contains exhibits spanning mote than a 100 .years of photographic
development, and is chartered by New York U. as a non-profit educa-

tional institute. Dryden Theatre, ^an adjimct of Eastman House, will

continue its matinee screenings of historical films on Saturday and

Sunday afternoons.

pact at Columbia

Anii-Trust Law
Continued from pace 5

Paris Impasse
Continued from page '4

of the Motion Picture Assn, of

America.
This threw another spike into

the negotiations, although how
much of the subsidy proposal was
a French bargaining tactic and
how much was serious remains be-

clouded. The French didn’t want
to give in on granting an equal or

greater number of imports without
something in return.

Subsequent scheme is definitely

out now, however. Proposal which
the French are now concocting
apparently is aimed at getting
them some other form of conces-
sion if they relent on the number
of import licenses.

Talks are in a temporary hiatus
while the French cogitate, and
MPAA rep Fayette W. Allport re-

turns to his headquarters in Lon-
don to tend to biz piled up there
and to make a quickie trip to
Brussels on another problem. Al-
fred W, Crown, SIMPP rep, ,who
was prepared to leave for New
York today (Tues.), is understood
staying on under instructions from
•Tames A. Mulvey, chairman of the
SIMPP distribution committee.

It’s expected now that the talks
may go on for another two weeks.
Industry reps (both French and
American) are only sitting in as
advisers. Principal negotiator for
the Yanks is Henri Labouisse, of
the Paris Embassy staff.

About $5,000,000 in annual earn-
ings in France by the American
industry is involved in the talks.
U. S. distribs are continuing to im-
port pix currently under a tacit
extension of a pact which expired
just one year ago—June 30, 1951.
It set the 121 figure and permitted
free remittances until last Decem-
ber, when all coin from France

'6 was cut off.

usually slow at the b.o. They’d be
aimed at the so-cUlled discriminat-

ing audience. Frank’s suggested

lineup included “Trio,” “The Heir-

ess,” “Sunset Boulevard,” “Sep-
tember Affair,” “The Big Carnival”

and “Sorry, Wrong Number.”

Allied Theatre Owners of Indi- that such Government intervention

ana quickly endorsed the plan, for could evtji^r come to be in the pix

it is “quite logical that such a poll- field, even though a strong pitch

cy would cater to patronage that for it is made by the indies, say
are the most vocal in their criticism distrib execs,

of the industry and your theatre. Senate’s small-business investl

that are the formers of public opin- gators were prompted to add the

ion and generally regarded as a film industry to their list by indie

major part of the Tost audience.’ ” theatremen, particularly those in

imA-r
organizational bulletin,

present practices are
ATOI also advised exhibs contem- putting them out of 'busi-
plating -the, fine films policy, to Dbpt. of Justice originally
study the possibilities in release ag^ed to cure the exhibs’ ills
charts of other distribs. The trade declined to take any actioij.
association offered a list compris-
ing “Death of a Salesman,” “Pan- 4-

dora and the .Flying Dutchman,” Senate bleUtllS tO Ooabt
“Red Badge of Courage,” ‘The Indie SqUeCZC Claims
Great Caruso,” ‘iRashomon,” “Kon- ^ 1 1

Tiki,” “14 Hours,” “Cyrano de Ber- .

Washin^on, July

ifprnA** anri “<=?tr<^pfrnr Nann^d De- .
Crilbert W. Long and William, D.

gerac and btreetcar Named De
investigators- for the Senate

Small Business Committee, will
Par homeoffice toppers, apprised probably go to the Coast early next

of Frank’s fresh bid for more busi- week to begin probing cjfiarges

ness, were sufficiently impressed to that the .majors are again squeez-
adapt it to a natidn^kl basis. ‘How- Ing indie ejchibitors, despite their

ever, additional pix will be added anti-trust decrees,

to the roster. Including “Mating Long and Ainis will spend the

Season,” “Encore” and probably I’cmsinder of this iveek conferrmg
others Anti-Trust Division officials

^ til® Justice Dept.. They want a
If the operation clicks for Par, background of information about

rival companies could be expected the decrees and alleged violations
to borrow the idea for their own of the trade provisions sections. In
use. L. A. they will meet with officials

of the Southern California Theatfe
- , - ,

Owners Assn., who have been agi-

Varipfv lllinc fa Mrirlr tating for an investigation.
I allvlj vlUUo lU lUaln. Los Angeles is the first of sev

orii A—I -j. D'li. II i ®ral cities which the corainittpe in-

/i)tn Annl hi ntt meet yesUgators will visit prior to pub-
u T 4. it 1 -11 li® hearings. Senate Small Busi-

Variety Clubs International will iiess Committee okayed the probe
mark the founding of the orgamza- last week,
tion at a three-day meeting in Pitts-
burgh November 21-23. Show biz
organization was established In
Pittsburgh 25 years ago. Banquet
will climax three-day session. "Va-

riety toppers are arranging with

‘Ecsiaey’ Snarl
; Continued from t>ai:e 3 ;

studio execs for the presence of a U. S., and Elekta licensed a prede-
Hollywood star contingent. cessor company of Astra as exclu-
As part of the 25th anni activi- sive distributor for five years

ties, International Chief Barker commencing in 1938. In 1947, Ma
Jack Beresin of Philadelphia has chaty refused to recognize Astra’s
been conferring with postal offi- contract and relicensed Eureka to
dais about the Issuance of a special distribute in the U. S.

postage stamp commemorating the Machaty claims he is the rea
founding of Variety. owner of the fjOlm> but the U, S

court of appeals in 1947 found dis
tribution rights continued to be
held by Elekta, the general dis-
tributor.

Astra Pictures, which holds a

Tokyo Tent Gets New Quarters
Tokyo.

Tent No. 40, Variety Interna-
tional, local organization of Japa- .. . -m ix , ,

nese and American show biz fig-
u®®ns® from Elekta, has filed the

ures, headed by Chief Barker N. second suit. It wants to enjoin
Kawakita, moved to new quarters Eureka Productions, Jewel Produe
recently. Previously meetings were tions, Samuel Cummins and Rose
held in Tokyo American Club. Chatkin from distributing under
Move celebrated by gala open the deal they made with Machaty.
house attended by top Japanese Parties want the Supreme Cour*
artists who contributed floor show, to untangle the snarl*

Ann Arbor Exbibs Fight

New City Amusement Tax
Ann Arbor, Micl^., July 1.

Butterfield Theatres, Inc., op-
erator of four film houses here,
has filed suit designed to blopk
anpther proposed city amusement
tax.

Charging that a proposed 10%
amusement tax, slated for a
vote in the Aug. 5 primary elec-

tion, is • substantially the same as
a proposed city charter anlend-
ment which was defeated in a city
election April 7, the “theatre pp-
eratetrs asked an injunction against'

the city.

Survey Lists

Continued from page 1

BigGoin
Continued from page 1

Unity, there will be possibility of
a Broadway production.

Undei' the present setup, there
are considerable headaches at
Unity, in setting suitable talent.
Because of the mixed membership
in’ the. union, TaXln and .Fialkoff
attempt to biclude at least one
Negro iact b'n every Saturday night
vaude show. Because virtually the
same”' vacationers return year in
and year ciut, no more than a small
perce'ntage ' of the acts .appearing
one seasofi’ may be booked for the
next year. Acts must also be
screened for offish material, be-
cause of the family trade there,
and JOtiy brack that may be con-*

struecl as a racial slur is strictly
verboten. '

•

At the same time, the entertain-
ment diet at this spot must be suf-
ficiently varied to take care of all
tastes. Aside from the Saturday
night variety shows, there’* a legit
show during the week, comprising
a road company of a Broadway hit.
In addition, there are Sunday
afternoon miisicales In the out-
door amphitheatre and dances at
its lakeside theatre.

Capitalist Gains
.
The union, strangely enough,

must cater to the capitalists as well
as the proletariat. There’s a large
pe;’centage of cloak-and-suiters
who come to Unity regularly. These
manufacturers pay the non-union
rate which is considerably higher
than the : tariff for. ILGWU mem'
bers. There's also an intermediate
rate which members of other un-
ions pay. Obviously, the capitalists
provide dn important part of the
resort’s revenue. Consequently,
some of the talent bought for the
spot are standard in the N. Y.
niteries.

T^in and Fialkoff will spend
considerable time during the win-
ter Scouting acts not only for Unity
but for acts to be bought for vari-
ous union functions.

week; 7.6 two a month; 12.3 one i

month; 34.6 hardly ever, and 26.7

never. In Frisco the "hardly

evers” were tabbed at 42.1.

Tele-lookers approximating 73%

of the interviewees said they would

not pay $1 per person at a picture

theatre to see a telecast of a ma*

jor sports event, yet 55% are will-

ing to pay $1 per program to see

a m^ijor sport event on their home

set -if not otherwise available.

Favorite programs of the 5,000

samplings "are “I Love Lucy,”

wrestling and Red Skelton, in that

order. Asked what they do when

their sets get out of commission,

41% said th^y turn to radio, 19%

read, 6% watch their neighbor’!

teleset, and 5% go to the movies.

Moral standards of programs

should be the responsibility of the

stations, it was -held by 61%, and

the chief family problem Is. pro*

gram selection. It was held hy

43% that TV poses no family i^olh

lems of aiiy kind.

Asked which education course

on video they would favor most,

24% said music. -Not interested in

,

any course was the reply ^
Of the 5,000 owners polled, mo
have telephones.r Key to

TV programming, said 25% of the

country’s TV editors, is the han-

dling of commercials. Subscription

teievisloh was voted by 17% as the

solution to better shows. Censor*

ship was favored by 9%.

Anderson In as

District Mgr. for Wamefj

Art Anderson has been

midwest district manager for Wa^

ner Bros., succeeding Harry

Seed, who has been granted w

indefinite leave of absence due

m health. Anderson, formerly

acting prairie district manag 1

will make his headquarters

Chicago. _ .V

At the. same, time, Ha'l

returning from a leave of ab

will resume his duties as the

iPany's prairie sales topper,

^headquarters in St. Louis.

WB’s sales

son aimounces- that the Ml
^

lis branch office

midwest district, whl^ no

prises the Chicago. De^ro^
waukee and MinneapoHs b

Prairie district will be

of Des Moines, Kansas Ciiy. ^

and St. Louis offices.
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Hike Being Asked

By N.Y. Boothmen
A 15% package ^eal hike is be-

ing sought by Local 306, Projec-

.
tionists Union, International Al-

liance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployees, in preliminary talks with

New York circuit operators. In

Initial skirmishes which have been
going pn for a few weeks, booth

union isked for a 13% wage boost

and an-, additional 2% for its wel-

fare fund. Latter contribution

from theatre ops now stands at

5%,
Talks are being held with Loew’s

and RKQ Theatres. Pact set with

the two big chains usually serves

as a pattern for the N. Y, circuits,

with Skouras, Randforce, Century,

etc., following the Loew-RKO
terms. Separate negotiations will

be held with the Independent The-

atre Owners, headed by Harry
Brandt. Ops of Broadway houses,

excepting Brandt- theatres and the

'Criterion, will take part in the

confabs, sitting in with the Loew
^and RKO negotiators as has been

the custom in the past.

Russell Downing, Radio City

Music Hall prexy, has usually rep-

resented the Broadway exhibs, but

he hasn’t entered' the negotiations

as yet. Union execs have been
dickering with Joseph Vogel,

iLoew's theatres topper; Sol

Schwartz, RKO prexy, and Maj.
Leslie Thompson, RKO labor re-

lations chief. Exec board of Local

300, headed by prexy Herman Gel-

ber and biz agents Steve D’lnziUo
and Harry Garfman, is speaking
for the union.

Drawn Out Meets

Negotiations between ‘306 and
the exhibs have, in the past, been
prolonged, often extending from
six months to a year. .However,
there is hope this year of winding
up the sessions soon after Labor
Day, Several more meetings will

be held before the official end of
the summer season, with the main
bargaining conclaves set for early
September.
Although early talks have been

of a parrying nature, circuit heads
reportedly have not taken too
kindly to the idea of a coin boost.
It was pointed out to the. labor
.jgroup that an increase at this time
would be “actually suicidal” for
the union. Company execs . said
that theatreowners should be seek-
ing a reduction in the light of cur-
rent biz conditions, but are willing
to maintain the status quo. Al-
though the issue hasn’t been in-
troduced yet, it’s expected that the
theatre ops will ask for a slice in
the number of men manning the
booth, a move that the union has
indicated it will oppose.

/

Another Pix Group Rebels

Ysi MPIC ‘Loyalty Board’
Hollywood, July. 1.

Another film group, the Society
of Motion Picture Art Directors,
has rebelled against the “loyalty
board,” proposed by the Motion
Picture Industry Council. Its mem-
bers refused to vote on the propo-
sition in its present “indefinite”
form. Spokesman for the SMPAD
declared the MPIC plan is not
specific, and added that “when it

is blueprinted so that the present
ambiguities are eliminated, then
the members will be able to make
a decision with sound judgment
that, is not at present possible.”

Meanwhile, the Screen Writers
Guild’s executive is understood to
be generally opposed to the plan
and is putting it 'before the mem-
bership for a final vote. The pro-
posal can be killed by one veto by
any of the 12 MPIC member
groups.

Koster to Direct 20th^s

Big'-Budget ‘Evangeline’
Hollywood, July 1.

Henry Koster has been assigned
to direct “Evangeline,” slated as
one of the biggest productions in
20th-Fox history. Start of the film,
based on the Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow poem, has been post-
poned until next spring because of
the exten.sive preparation involved.
Samuel Engel will produce, in

Technicolor, from a script by Elea-
nore Griffith. Debra Paget will
play the title role.

PHILLY EARLE SEEN IN

FOLDO BY NEXT APRIL
Philadelphia. July 1.

Although the. Earle 'Theatre,

Warner vauder here, npw shuttered

for the summer, wiU reopen in the

fall, word is that next April will

see the demise of the 11th & Mar-

ket St. stronghold of live shows.

Warner lease with the Grant

Store chain expires in April, and
negotiations are at a standstill. All

the circuit intends to re-sign for is

its administration office space on

two floors. Exhibs want to give up

operation of the theatre and also

to get out of management and rent-

ing Of remainder of the seven-

story Earle Theatre Bldg.

When Grant originally bought

the property over a decade ago, the

chain’s idea was to put in a depart-

ment store. Plan was since shelved

and the Grant people were happy

to retain Warner as a lessee.

Chances of lease renewal are slim,

however, even for two office floors,

as the 'Earle Bldg, is heated through

the theatre.

E Ozoner Raps Bidding

System Via Open Letter

Chicago, July 1.

In an open letter to generaLsales

managers of the film distributors,

a week ago, John Reckas, owner

of the Starview Outdoor Th.eatre,

Elgin,* 111., castigated the present

bidding system and asked for an

immediate throwing open of the

companies’ books. Claiming
,

that

competitive bidding is not, peir se,

evil, he said the secrecy around the

bids and the refusal of the distribs

to allow the exhibitor to see the

winning offer or offers, is" destroy-

ing the faith of the operator in the

industry.

• Reckas indicated that the motion
picture companies were .hiding

facts to’ prevent the theatres from
knowing how to buy intelligently,

and he warned that this attitude

would boomerang. Operator, who
with his brother built the ozoner
three years ago, said his files would
be open at all times and he was
not ashamed of the business he
was doing. He pointed out that

several weeks ago he played
“Greatest Show On Earth” in Elgin
on a first-run basis (Chicago area
drive-ins regularly play day-and-
date with the Loop houses, or im-
mediately following), and that for
the 12 days he racked up a huge
$12,000. Guarantee to Paramount
was $7,000 and the Starview paid
an overage on the guarantee.

Mass. Bill Exempts Ushers

From 75c Minimum Wage
Boston, July 1.

A bill setting a mandatory 75c

an hour minimum wage for Massa-
chusetts workers generally, but

exempting film Ushers, among sev-

eral other classifications, was
passed in the State Senate last

w*lek by a one-vote margin.
Amendment exempting ushers was
introduced by Sen. George J.
Evans who stated that “film the-
atres are getting enough competi-
tion from television, and should
receive some consideration.”

Bill, as amended, now goes back
to the House for okay, with indi-
cations that the bill will be passed
in order to break the stalemate
that has blocked the bill for two
years.

Coast Cartoonists Nix
Wage Offer by 5 Studios

Hollywood, July 1.

Wage proposals by five major
cartoon studios were turned down
by Motion Picture Screen Cartoon-
ists, Local 839, with the possibility
of a strike* unless the producers
give in. Involved in the dispute are
Walt Disney, Warners, Walter
Lantz, Metro and United Produc-
tions of America.

Local 839, which recently re-
[

ceived a vote of support from the
Hollywood AFL Film Council, is-
sued a statement carefully avoid-
ing the word “strike,” but an-
nounced it will insist on the lATSE
formula of 10% or 24c an hour,
whichever is the greater raise. It
also demands that the increase be I

retroactive to the expiration date I

of the old agreement.

Plan to Shutter
|

bill for conversion of the house
to some other appropriate use. B
and C, Brandt claims from experi-

ence, might then well go from red
to black ink, since only two houses,
instead of three, would he divvying
available audience and product.

One, of the angles, he' points out,

is that programs would he better,

since less film would he required.

Owner A, on the other hSnd) by
having his property converted for

him, wouldn’t be penalized for get-

ting rid of his business and help-

ing B and C. Brandt pointed out

that, in one spot, which he convert-

ed himself, he is now getting $19,-

1

000 a year rent, as against a top

profit of. $16,000 when the house-

was operating.
"" '

Brandt took his Idea tp Joseph
Vogel, head of^Loew’s circuit, and
Sol Schwartz, prez of RKO The-
atresl He offered in each case

where he was in competition with
the two chains in Manhattan,
Brooklyn, Queens or the Bronx, to

close his house if they’d pay for

the conversion, or chip in for con-

version of one of theirs, if it was
agreed that would be more profit-

able all around. -1

Vogel and Schwartz reportedly
told Brandt they* would consider
the idea, although they were du-

bious about anti-trust angles ahd
other factors. There has already
been a wait of. more than a month,
which may mean their- considera-
tion has turned to a nix.

•In the meantime, ho'wever, Sam
Rinzler, head of the Randforce cir-

cuit in Brooklyn, was attracted to

the plan. He and Brandt are slated

to . get together shortly to go over
their various situations.

,
Brandt’s plan is an aspect of a

nationwide move to trim houses
that are outmoded either physical-
ly or by population shifts. There
has been a considerable number of
shutterings this spring, and more
are anticipated.
Brandt feels that the effects of

TV and other competing entertain-
ment forms are only part of the
reason for bad biz in some of his
situations. More important, he
feels, has been the shift in.popula-
tion in New York. Many urban
arpas have seen declines -in' popula-
.tion or else inroads of a much low-
er economic level of dweller. On
the other hand, suburbs have been
expanding rapidly. Brandt feels
that this has left some areas over-
seated, .and it is in these that he
thinks the shuttering of houses is

feasible in order to make the re-
mainder more profitable.
.There’s not 100% agreement

among exhibs, Incidentally, on
Brandt’s thesis. .One of the dissent^
ers is Philly circuit of Jay Eman-
uel, who’s also partnered 'with
Brandt in the Trans-Lux chain. He
claims that there’s not a situation
in the U, S. where, as the result
of one house closing, the remain-
der did any better.
“Fewer houses operating simply

means less gross,” he declared this
week. He pointed to the Philly
situation, where three of Para-
mount’s key nabes recently turned
out the lights. Other theatres in
the area haven’t shown a single
cent Increase, Emanuel said.
He added that the Par closings

have cost the distribs some $150,-
000 a year in film rentals. On a na-
tionwide basis, he declared, this
means substantially less take for
Hollywood and poorer pix as a re-
sult.

4 Cincy First-Runs Left

As 2 Downtowners Close
Cincinnati, July 1.

Darkening last week of the 2,-
OOq-seat Capitol and 1,500-seat
Keith’s came on short notice, and
left only four first-run houses in
the downtown section. Announce-
ment of the action by Nicholas
Shafer, president and general man-
ager of the operating companies,
was made scarcely 24 hours before
Keith’s closing Wednesday night
(25). The Capitol closed the
following night.
Shafer said last summer’s experi-

ence and poor business during the
present heat-wave induced his de-

j

cision for the closings, intended
to run until mid-Aughst or early
September. About 60 employees are
affected in the two houses.

Operations headed by Shafer in-
clude the downtown 2,10(lrseat
Shubert, which has been dark for

I

more than a year. The three the-

j

atres were taken over by his in-
terests from RKO Theatres in di-
vorcement from RKO Pictures.
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(For the Week Kitding (i)

Weekly Weekly Weeldv Tucs.

N. Y. Stock Exekangfo

Vol. in
/IDOs

High Lo'w Close

ABC $ • » 23 -SMi 5% 91/8

3414
34%

CBS, “A” .... 38 36 84%.
CBS, .... 15 35^^ 34%
Col. Pic . . « . 16 im 11% 11%

8%
44^8

Decca ... Ill QV4. 8%
Eastman Kodak , . . . 386, 44% 42%
Loew’s . . . 262 12% 12% 12%
Paramount .... 88 25% 24% 24%
Philco .... 180 3334 32 33%
RCA ... 401 27% 26% 26%RKO Pictures .... 153 4% 4 4%RKO Theatres: •

»

3% 3% 3%
Republic •. .... 27 3% 334

S’i's
Rep., pfd . • . . 8 9% 934
20th-Fox .... 207 16% 15% 15%
Un. Par. Th ... 267 13% 13% 13%
Univ , . . . 39 13% 12% 1234
Univ, pfd. ... 2.4 61 60 60
Warner Bros . • . . 92 1234 •lS%' 12%
Zenith

N..Y,i-Ciirb Exchange

. • (• 58 82% 80% 82

Du Mont ... 36 16% 16 16%
Monogram ... 8 3% 3% 31.1)

Technicolor . . . 20 21% 21% 21%

Ovcr-the-Coimter Securities Bid Ask
Cinecolor 1% 1%
Chesapeake Industries (Pathe) . .

.

334 4%
U. A. Theatres 4% 55/8

Walt Disney 7% 8

{Quotations iurnished by Dreyfus & Co.)
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‘No Censorship By Subterfuge’
V v - ---

.
" ' ' Continued from page 3 - - -

t

to fight censorship no matter what
form it takes, whether it is open,
as in the past,- or by subterfuge,
as Brind suggests,”*

states with no censorship, the

standards of the states which do

have censorship govern what goes

on the screen.

Johnston’s office al§o added, that

the MPAA, hoped within a few
weeks ’ to be ready to spring its

test of pre-censorship in Ohio. It

will start by getting an exhi'b to

show a newsreel which has not
first been submitted for official

O.O., claiming the right of freedom
of the press as set forth in the
recent “Miracle” decision by the
Supreme Court.

Test is being lined up in Cin-
cinnati . by MPAA’s local counsel
there, Murray Seasongood (work-
ing with the Association’s general
counsel in New York, Sidney
Schrsiber.)

1, me inausiry secreuy preiers
advance censorship, although ap-
pearing to oppose it publicly.

2, Without political censorship,
the Motion Picture Industry Code
would be weakened, with pressure
already started to water it down,
as a result of the “Miracle’.’ ver-
dict. (He. said he had evidence,
but' would not present it.)

3, New York State has been re-
ceiving protests about films load-
ed with Communist propaganda.
(Asked the names of the pictures,
he said he didn’t have the infor-
mation.)
During the question and answer

period, Kenneth Clark, Motion Pic-
ture Assn, of America's top flack,
challenged Brind’s stand, and ac-
cused him of raising ghosts and
claiming they were. live sins of the
industry. Telling how the Supreme
Court had unanimously rebmffed
Brind in its “Miracle” decision,
Clark continued, hoped my
friend had taken a lesson from the
‘Miracle’ case. It is just as wicked,
just as wrong for a censor to stand
at the shoulder of a motion 'pic-
ture producer, as to stand over the
shoulder of an editor and say what
he may print.**’

In arguing the necessity of con-
tinued censorshipf Brind told of

days in motion pictures
when, according to him “Actresses
swam in the nude. Off-color ref-
erences became' the rule. Box-
offices discovered that some types
of people would run to the sensa-
tional. Sometimes the title was
salacious. Other times there was
no way of telling, before a person
viewed thg picture, that it was not
decent. Ordinary, respectable citi-

^^PPy in becoming
part of such captive audiences.
The morals of the children were
being contaminated.

Morons and those persons whowere easily influenced in direc-
tions not conducive to good citi-

subverted.
Prosecutions under the penal lawwere ineffective.”

_

‘False Security’

pictures are so

ci thanks to cen-
sorship that people have a “false

security” and believe cen-
sorship IS not, necessary. He
claimed, however, that even in

“If the present statute should be

declared Unconstitutional,” he con-

tinued, “no illusions should be

cherished that that v/ould be the

end of the matter. Organizations

which are thoroughly behind the

present law would immediately in-

sist upon the enactment of a

statute which would meet the

terms of the decision, whatever the

decision of the court might be.

“Furthermore, there are other

motivating forces. It is a safe bet

that, irrespective of protestations

to .the contrary, it is doubtful as

to whether the Motion Picture

Code would, continue in its pres-

ent form if the statutes mandating

decency were declared unconstitu-

tional. There is great pressure

now upon the industry to lighten

up on its provisions. Furthermore,

because of television, the motion

picture houses are not being filled,

and the time Is ripe for more

salaciousness and more flamboyant

advertising.

“I would prognosticate that In

New York State the Motion Pic-

ture Division would be confinued

and the review carried on in the

same manner as now, on a volun-

tary basis.

. “Then I believe that the statute

would require the licensing of all

motion picture houses. Any mo-

tion picture theatre presenting a

film which would contravene the

statute, Would find its license re-

voked. The motion picture indus-

try, in my judgment, would be

much worse off under those cir-

cumstances.”

Halt Picketing
'

,
Continued from page‘'4

fonte drive-ins open “J^cks

uiy 23 for a two-week run, dajj

ating with the Rialto, Hollywood

aramount and Loyola, all epnven-

onal theatres. The Olympic an

1 Monte, along with the

iring of “Communists, fehO]

•avelers, and persons disloy

) the U. S. or suspected of sue

isloyalty,” and listed

le Un-American Activities Co

dttee and California

merican Committee,” of when

e had been chairman.

“Of course,” commented Tolin.

a lot of these reports are oefa

)ry statements which. I

oul'd b6 libelous unle.‘?.s p^] „

y privilege.” Tolin told Tenney.

[ think your clients are w’rons ,

lis situation.” Tenney
)r a bond of $50,000, beca®

you can’t put a

jeech.” Judge snapped, vv

it bonds to penalize
, fj-

) protect the loser again-st 3 >

ancial loss. I don’t .see how

m be any. loss here
get

ickets are salaried.
’’

t $2,500.
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[and with pride!)

iitOVlLY TO took AT
f (Technicolor)

Here's great news! First engagement following the Music

Hall rocks Philadelphia. Tops "Show Boat” by |89. Three

day total is second highest non-holiday M-G-M gross in 3

years, beaten only by Mario Lanzst personal appearance!

. Starring Kathryn Grayson • Ked Skelton • Howard Keel * Marge and Gower

Champion • Ann-MilletL’ with Zsa Zsa Gabor '• Kurt Kasznar

Hf

PAT AND MIKE”
. *•

Biggest M-G-M first week in 11 months

at Capitol, N.Y* Everybody’s eager to

see the picture that Time Magazine

calls: "One of the season’s gayest

comedies” and syndicated columnists

like Louis’ Sobol rate as: "The happiest

picture of the season,” Just what the

fans ordered for summer diversion.

Starring Spencer Tracy • Katharine Hepburn

co-starring Aldo Ray • with William Ching

“IVANHOE”
(Technicolor)

M-G-M's Giant Spectacle that broke a 23 -year-old

record in its World Premiere engagement has won
the acclaim of the entire trade press. Variety says:

"In the same lavish class as 'Quo Vadis ’ Big scale

Technicolor box-o'ffice natural that cannot miss.”

Boxoffice Magazine says:"Star-studded, magnificently

produced, superbly photographed Technicolor box-

office winner.” Film Daily says: "High spot of the

film year. Will shine brightly and long.” M. PI Daily

says: *^Just about everything an enthusiastic show-

man could hope for.” Film Bulletin says: "It will

be one of the biggest grossers in movie history.”

M. P. Herald says: "Guaranteed to any audience,

anywhere, .anytime. They'll tell their friends about

it.” Showmen’s Trade Review says: "Big in every

sense of the word.” The Exhibitor says: "Outstanding.

Big box-office.” Daily Variety (Coast) says: "Top flight

spectacle for solid box-office returns.” Hollywood

Reporter says: "Magnificent epic that should be

packing theatres for long, long time to come.”

Starring Robert Taylor • Elizabeth Taylor • Joan Fontaine * George

Sanders • Emlyn Williams

/'
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Pie Shares

Local merchants across the coun-

try, whose business is effected by

the volume of traffic to and from

theatres, may be asked to lend sup-

• port to exhlbs in their -campaign

to repeal the 26% Federal -admis-

sions tax. Heasoniug behind the

idea is that nearby st^re-owners

stand to profit a« long r as exhibs

remain in business and continue to

lure the public out of the homes.

If the theatremen are forced to

close—as many say they .will if the

tax relief is not fo]rthcoming-M)ther

business enterprises will lose po-

tential patronage.

plan, as it now stands, has no

‘‘official” status. There’s some

exhib sentiment for it, but it has

yet to be passed along to the Coun-

cil of Motion Picture Organiza-

Contlmwd from page 3

prices. But Friday 'brought little

trading in
.

pic shares, consistent

with the entire market, which saw
little buying and selling activity,

and the few price changes recorded

were only in minor fractions,

Loew’s led the list in common
stock volume, with a total of 4,500

shares exchanging hands for the

day, and with no price change at

all. Only 100 shares each of Uni-

versal and Columbia were traded,

and each dropped only one-eighth

of a point. Changeover in U’s pre-

ferred was heavy, amounting to 11,-

000 shares, and the price went up a

full point, closing at |61. All other

fi}m issues were virtually inactive

and recorded insignificant changes
in prices.

Trade financial men believe that

investors are hep to the fact that

the strong assets of various pic

corporations more than justify

prices at present levels and higher.

Further, stockholders and brokers
already have had their full share
of gloomy reports concerning the

trade and the Wall St. paper’s sum
up was, in a sense, antl-climactlc

ope’ «o
muvvv xitJrtucw wj

effect upon trading.
H. A. Cole.

A Switch In Plait

If the suggestion reaches the

stage of formal approval by the

Journal devoted the whole of its

first column on page one ttf its the
atres story and close to the eClijiva-

lent' of another full column on a

it read “Movie Misforturie,?’ in
boldface type. Then, in the lines

of under-heads; “Attendance Down
slide Breeds a New Hound of The-
atre Closings—^Bflg Chicago Picture

COMPO group, it would represent jumpover page. Leader line atop
a slight departure from the origi-

nal overall plan. COMPO com-

mittee decided two weeks ago to

refrain from asking public support

in the anti-tax project Exhibs, __
undfer the approved program, will palace Goes Dark; Seattle House
contact the nation’s legislators to jjas 33% Dip in Receipts—^But

impress theni with the tough prob-

lems facing theatre ops today and

with the need for tax relief. Get-

ting the merchants into the act,

it’s figured in some quarters, Coydd

mean so much more weight behind

Has 33% Dip in Receipts
Drive-ins Buck the Trend,’*

Piece led off with the closing of
the Oriental, Chicago, as one of
25 spots in tjie area which have
shuttered this year.' “What’s hap-
pening in Chicago is happening

the industry’s push to kill the 20% nil the way from Boston to
levy. Los. Angeles, a Wall Street Journal

Meanwhile, Theatre Owners -of checkup finds,” the daily related.

America prer Mitchell Wolfson has Paper thereupon went into de
expressed the fear that success in tail on theatre conditions in nu
repealing the levy might be fol- merous key cities across the coun
lowed by new burdens to take its try, quoting many exhibs who said

Par Shipped ’45
Eidophor ‘Back to Show Biz’

Continu«4l lyom. pzgt S

stratlons were not completely sold tangible on which tb .hang hopes
on Eidophor. They were greEltly for the future of theatres,

impressed with the quality of color Every pr'omlnent exec in fiim<i

and image,, but they appeared un*^ and associated industries was in.
certain' that any large-screen ^de- vited to attend one of t?ie demon

. .. There was also

Washington, July 1.

Evidence was .
given the FCC

mad?^seven^years^ago^ ^^^e couid provide adequate relief {Rations, xnere was aiso many
Paramount Pictures in the Swiss for present difficulties. . newspapers and, radlo-TV people

Aside from proving th?t Sido^ as well as opinion-makers in every
phor Coiild be the answet electroAir field. Members of the Federal
cally to large-screen color tele re- Chmmunlcationa Commission and

Eidophor. system of thefitre TV,
cuiTently being demonstrated In

New York by 20th-Fox, but that

wartime and other circumstances

apparently interfered. .

Testifying' at Commission hear-

ings on Par anti-trust; issues be-

fore examiner Leo Rjesnick, Dr,

Adolph Rosenthal, formerly re^

search director for ' ScOphony

Corp. of America, said he learned

about the Eidophor system early

in 1945 arid urged that Scophoriy

look into it aYid provide a .labora-.

tory for research. Paramount at

the time; together with General

Precision Equipment Gorp... which

held 10% of stock of.20th-Fox,

were 50% owners of Scophony.

Under questioning by Commis-

qulfements, the series of 20 dem- number of Congressmen came up
onstrations that started last Wed- from Washington en masse last Fri-
nesday (2.5)' have .^mostly .served day (27) evening for a showing
only to intensify pro arid con argur fdUowed by a buffet supper.

’

ments on the .values of
.
theatre TV. /Although exhibitor response to

The pros, led by Sypros Skoiiras Eidophor was mixed, trade reac-

and seconded by his., brother^ tion generally was better than that
Charles, .head of National Theatres* of outsiders. Most of the latter

see a tremendous b.o, potential id viewed Fidopbor as a direct at*

the spontaneity of vast live shows tempt to compete with home tele

on the screens of thousands of the- iijd took a dim view oh that score.”

atres. ,
* Among them, was the Wall St.

The cons take the.-view that, no journal* but numerous other
matter how^ fabulous tlm show, it pajpers

,
carried more Optimistic

can’t be- half' as good as Hollywood reports. •

can do «ri Skouras had no positive answer

slon-c-ou^.ef Max' Paglin. Dr. thfentotaiS;
H^aenth.1. who Is now yoepe. to .TS

Eidophor may be in actual fulltime
service. “The only thing to do is

fight it through until then,” the
20th prez advised.

Exhibs were also disturbed by
the fact that some theatres will
have Eidophor and others won’t—
and those that don’t will face not
only the conipetition of home TV

charge of research fort Freed Ra- the' time'. Is convenient and;”

dio Corp., cited a mqmO to Arthur
jf desired,- repeatedly.

Levey, head of* Scophony., sayiUg-

he had read technical articles

about Eidophor principles and tl^at

he believed them susceptible
.

.of

practical use. His memo fmther

stated: “I would not at all. be

surprised if some company or

would in the near future

Everyone -admits, cons as Well as

the pro#; that early iii Eidophor’s

use it will have a certain curi^ity

value as a b.o. attraction. Wnen
that wears off, however, the ag’in-

ers- claim, an old maxim of
;
show

biz ' will tsdee hold. That is, that
group would in xne near luturc r , , .. . vue cuiupcuuoii nome iv

Stro^pce. this invention to
tod to ot^V in. toe toentra around

houses obviously couldn’t have the

same programming, Skouras said

he hoped RCA and other systems
woruld develop, In order that nu-

merous shows would be simulta-

neously available ‘to competitive

place Imposed by local govern-
ments. “We must make sure,” said

Wolfson, “that if the present Fed-
eral amusement tax is eliminated,

that we have so educated, the

American public and its represen-

tatives, that this discriminatory tax

is not picked up by cities or states.

the going is plenty rough.

o7unr.^--for- totoer^ irreceren"ils
]

and commercial _ enterUtoment,

Rosenthal that his suggestlCn to .Offset. Home TV7

the Scophony board that it provide In the back of everyone’s mind,-

a laboratory for work on Eidophor of course, is wfiether this can be a

and other inventions, brought “the successful offset to home TV, espe-

stereotyped reply that It is impos- daily when the latter is to be seen theatres.

sible to engage .skilled engineers in color,-. Going furttier along that Hot only did Charles Skouras de^

and secure priorities for cquipriierit line, the -ques^ton *ris^ to. the. sessions that he was
during wartime.”

,

=
'

.
compeUtive values of Eidophw as

jj^^ious to have tlie first output of

In a later entry in the Scophony against' subsmption TV, 5uch as -Ei^QpUor receivers for his National
file, dated Aug, 10, 1945, Paramount s Telemeter, which wril

theatres, but Harry Arthur, Jr.,

suggested that Dr. Rosenthal wn^ provide a boxoffice for entertain-
pj-ez of Fanchon & Marco Theatres,

to Dr. R. Sanger of the Swiss Fed- ment m the home, ^ arose to ask that his order be put
eral Institute of Technology m Skouras, in replay to an exhib jn the first.

Zurich, where Eidorphor was devel- query, said lie didn’t know yet how
oped, to determine possibilities of much the equipment would c6st for

FCC Eidophor 0
CoMtiaiitd. pAjec

,0.

' I

Commission will advance the hear-J
I think this is just as important as- ings, the. first-hand look at the ad-‘
any problem with which we are vanded’ state of theatre, tele 6b-
faced.” viously had Its effect’ on the FCC

Wolfson, in a formal press state- members. Justification became
ment, said that TOA will give its more evident to them of the ip-

full support to the COMPO com- dustry’s plea that continued post-
mittee, “and will continue its own ponemepts in the

.
years that

have passed since the hear^gs
were ordered ar^ “a Ijeavy bur-

Jocal and regional tax elimination

effort in coordination, with other
interested segments of the indus-
try.”

’Miracle’ N

Continued from luire 4

who
deci-

^®ri.’

Particularly elated appeared to
be those Coirimlssion members who
voted to authorize commercial use
of CBS color for home TV, since
Eidophor uses the CBS sequential
system. Commissioner Robert
Jones^, who "played a leading role
at FCC hearings on tint, felt the
demonstration vindicated his stand
in behalf of CBS color, despite
difficulties which have prevented
its use for home Video.
Some Government people felt

that Eidophor develdpment would

gested by a former exhib,
hailed the Supreme Court’s
Sion extending to films the consti-

tutional guarantees of free speech
and press press as “epochal.” Sug-
gestion was contained in one of

many letters of praise received by . -

Burstyn and his attorney, Ephraim home pastel TV
London. through the public seeing it in the-

TVhv>r”biri°now Commissioner Frieda He.nnockwho operated in Denver put now ngVo/j t)** ip^tpi* Gnidma-rv

•‘Leafletf
*
or^^dod^ei?**

numher Pfques-
tlons regarding -spiectrum -space re-
quirements of Eidophor. - '^idth of
the band required of theatre TV
(Eidophor needs -eight to 10 meg-
acycles in ihe microwaves, Gold-
mark said), may become the decid-
ing factor in whether FCC allo-
cates special channels for theatre
TV.

^en. Charles .Toeby (R., N.H.)
and Eric Johnston, prez of the Mo-
tion Picture Assn, of America, were
among those who went up to 20th
with the FCC. In addition to Jones
and Miss Hennock, the Commis-
sion w.as r^resented by chairman
Paul . Walker . and Commissioners

printed, giving the history of your
victory. Also, pertinent excerpts
from the Supreme Court’s epochal
decision. These should be given
out with every admission ticket,

and should be entitled *A Simple
Lesson in Americanism’.” As an
expression of his. esteem. Young
sent along a dollar “as a token gift,

towards meeting your legal ex-

penses.”

As a result of their fight, Burstyn
and London received other acco
lades last week, being honored at

a luncheon by the International
Motion Picture Organization, a

group of foreign film distribs, and George Sterling, Rosel Hyde and
the Metropolitan Committee for

Religious Liberty. In accepting a

testimonial scroll, Burstyn declared

that he had carried, the fight to the

Supreme Court because he felt that

Robert Bartley, as well as by gen-
eral counsel Benedict Cottone and
various staffers.

Others who went up from Wash-
ington included Nicolas Zapple

he had “done nothing wrong. Every administrative assistant to the Sen-
time I had to submit a film for cen- ate Interstate Commerce Commit-
sorship, I felt I was in an illegiti- tee; Kurt Borchardt, staff aide to

mate business and that being in

that business was a crime. So I

felt that it was about time to try to

restore a little dignity to this busi-

ness. I think we have now achieved
this.’

the House Interstate Commerce
Committee; Joyce O’Hara, Kenneth
Clark and Ed Cooper of the MPAA
Vincent Welch, counsel for the
MPAA, and a number of consult
ing engineers.

exploitation in the U. S.

The Eidophor epis.ode came kt a

Ime when Par and GPE were near

the end of their relations with

Scophony. In May, 1945, the Jus-

ice Dept, started looking into the

situation, and Paul Raiboufn of

Par and Earl G. Hines of GPE re-

signed from the Scophony board.

Par and GPE diverted their Inter-

ests in Scophony by a consent de-

cree in 1949.

Dr. Rosenthal testified that he
saw an Eidophor demonstration for

the first time last Friday (27) in

New York (his previous mforma- projecting regular 35m black-and-
tion was from technical journals)

and that results were beyond his

expectations. “At first/’ he said,

“I didn’t know whether it was tele-

vision or color film. It was just as

good as color ' film.”

Hearings will' be' resumed
Wednesday for further oross-exam-
ination by Par coimsel Paul Por-
ter of Levey, who has testified that

Par used Its interest in Scophony
to suppress patents in home and
theatre TV. Levey now heads
Sklatron Electronic & Television
Corp., which acquired Scophony
patents and which is developing
the Subscriber-Vision system of
pay-as-you-see video.

Big Screen TV T^ted

In Londnn Shows Good

But Variable Definition

London, July 1.

Big screen TV has come to Lon-

don’s West End for a week. This

is the first public demonstration of

theatrical tele apart from the daily

programs featured at -the South
Skouras also mentioned the hope

|
Bank telekinema at the 1951 Fes-

tival of Britain. Programs are

being featured nightly at the

Odeon, Leicester Square, a J. Ar-

thur Rank theatre, using the or-

ganization’s Cintel equipment.

Screen is 21-byl6 feet, and defini-

tion' is 625 lines. Demonstration

a theatre, but that coinputations

^re now being made. Earie I. Spon-
able, 20th’s research chief, ex-

plained that the set is about as big

as a standard projector and could
go in a regular booth.' He opined
that when RCA, Paramount or any
one else makes its large-screen col

or system available to exhibs, 20th
would undoubtedly get together
with them on standards so that a
theatre wouldn’t have to have a

variety- of machines in its booth..

that Eidophor would be used for

white or color film from a -central

source so that other projectors
might be made unnecessary. As to

whether Ediophor could handle
Technicolor pictures^ Sponable
said: “We hope not to degrade the a^closed "circuit with a base
quality of. the film.” j^eht in the theatre used as a

Sponable also said that the CBS stijjdio.

(sequential) system of a color
wheel rather ; than an electronic
tube method of adding color to the
b&w Eidophor was being used “be-
cause it is more commercial at the
moment.” The research chief add-
ed that he felt this would continue
to be so for some time.

In answer to another question.

First demonstration was given

at the preem of “The Importance,

of Being Earnest,” and apart from

the fashion show which is to be

the nightly feature, there were

added interviews with some of the

stars present in the theatre. Defi-

nition. was variable but mainly

good, although the picture lacked
Sponable said th.e present Eidophor brilUance of the newsreel that
model cou^ld be used continuously preceded the demonstration. Close-
only for 35 minutes. After that, ^„ ^ad surprising clarity, but the
the rarbon has to be trimmed. To pf^oducers were too ambitious m
avoid use of two machines,. as in frying to achieve silhouette effects
the case of regular film projectors, ^hese were poor and Indistinct,
he said another method of feeding PfinlD
carbons was being worked,, on for Although upng similar q

but working o

IS uopeu lo get a span oiir-: definition

four or five hours of continuous better than a private

play, tion of the cup final on 425 ime»

20th Showmanship which was shown two yj^^s ago to

AS impressive as the device it-

self was 20th’s showmanship in
newspapermen.

demonstrating • it. Exhibition Was
on the screen of the company’s
large projection room and the live
entertainment shown was origi-

nated in its Movietone Studios two
blocks south. The show itself, put
together at considerable trouble
and expense by Sammy Rausch,
booker for the Roxy, N. Y., was a
highly entertaining affair, aside

Skiatron-Hanovia Tie

To Aid in Production
' Skiatron Electronics & Tele-

)^‘uiv thrtoduftorar'’moderirSdTphor working-on a higher num

LTou" ee Tweo fas s”t 1 dSi ‘o ‘

with Hanovia Chemical & Manu-
facturing, Newark, N. J„ under
which it will use the Hanovia plant
for the manwfacture of its patented
products. Hanovia has purchased
a minor stock interest in Skiatron
and will have representation on
the Skiatron board.
According to Skiatron prez Ar-

thur Levey, the joint working ar-

rangement clears the way for the
manufacture of compouent parts
for Subscriber-Vision, In anticipa-
tion of the formal test of >the sys-
tem in the N. Y. City area later
this year. Company has been con- from beihg designed to indicate the

ducting experimental work on the various possibilities of the system.

system for more than a year.
Levey said a number of other

Skiatron products will also go into
production promptly, including
dark-trace tubes fof radar, sound
synchronizers for home film pro

Skoliras, as a result of the dem-
onstrations, has won considerable
praise in the trade for the good
public relations job on behalf of
the industry. The showmanship has
indicated that the tele threat to

jectors, components for Skiatron’s films Is not being taken lying down,
theatre TV system, etc. and that there is at least something

Buffalo Area Exhibs

Appeal Majors’ Award
Buffalo, July 1.

Bordonaro Bros, of Clean have

appealed trthe U. S. Circuit Court

at New York City the recent deci-

sion in their favor in the U. S. P?s-

trict Court for^the Western District

of New York A- Buffalo against

Paramount, RKO and
Bros.

The jury last month
$7,500 to the plaintiffs

treble damage suit for
^ ^

Bordonaros operate the Palace

Clean.

Warner

avpaided

in their

$161,592.
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r Theatre Profits on Fight
^o|it]iiu«4 ftoiA 4

eel in Home quarfceri, IniUad, fNT
serviced them with the.bout* slitii-

lar to the Way .in which any broad-

cast network feeds shows to its

affiliate stations,

^ Philly Areata 2!0G Take
Phiiadelphla, July 1.

'Warner circuit clocked up two
capacity houses and one near-ca-

pacity for the teleast ojE the.ttay

Robinson-Joey Maxim hght .(25) for*

a grand take of close to $20,000.

Stanley Theatre in Philadelphia

sold out its 3,000 seats .two weeks
in advance and, in-raddition, played
to 275 standees for a total take of

$0,800, .Sellout at the Stanley, in

Philly, proved of enormous help to

the Stanley, Camden, more than
COO locals purchasing tickets here
to view the fight across the river,

Stanley, Camden, went clean of

its 2,200 seat# and with .standees

netted $6,000. Third Warner house
in area to run the telecast was the
Stanley, Chester, which sold 1,760

tickets for a gross of $4,840. Lack
of air-conditioning in the Chester
house may have been partially re-

sponsible for failure to go clean.

Both Chester and Camden Stanleys
staged a fight telecast for the first

time.

90% For Day^n
Dayton, July 1.

About 90% of the 2,700 seats at

the RKO-Keith's hfere were , filled

for the first theatre TV show to

reach the city, according to Goodie
Sable, manager. Most of ithe -audi-

ence gathered early and- saw the
film, “Red Mountain" before the
Maxim-Robinson fight.

The film was repeated after the
bout, with about 40 persons staying
for it.

for as low, as $1.60 near the Up-
town Theatre,

^

Reception was excellent, with no
reported < breakdowns or interfer-

ence, but customer reaction was on
the dull side.

^ .—I

D.C. Record Good
Washington, July 1.

Although only one of the three

houses offering large-screen TV of

the Robinson-Maxlm fight last week
was a sellout, the combined audi-

ence' was the largest ever to . view
a televised prize fight for pay in

this town. Sellout was at the Lin-

coln Theatre, with Negro clientele,

which got $3 for orchestra and
boxes and $2.40 for balcony.

Loew's Cajgitqh- in Its first experi-

ment with large-screen video, sold

2,600 seats, well short of its 3,400-

Beat capacity. Keith's fell about
100 tickets short of its 1,900-seat

capacity. Twice previously, Keith’s

;had sold out, including standing
room. Capitol and Keith’s were

]

scaled at $2.40 for the entire

theatre.

charge ever levied for such ap
event In Albany^

Patrons from cities as far iis.

Syracuse (150 miles) bought tickets

for the Maxim-Robinson engage-

ment: The Grand was the only, up-

stote theatre carrying the fight.

Ne Net Reissues tash
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Chicago Racks Smart
28G in 4“Hou9e Showings

Chicago, July 1.

Chicago theatres racked up a re-
sounding $28,737 for four-hoose
showings for the Maxlm-Robinson
fight. Three ‘Balaban & Katz
houses were sold. pUt, Marbro,,Up-
town ahd TIyoU, and 1,200 seats

'were taken - of the paramount's
1,900 in Hammond,’ which Is right
In the heart of steel strike. All
these houses Were at $2.40 tab, tax
Included. Essaness Crown, 1,200-

seater with a $3.60 admission tab,

had 1,079 payees for $3,537 take.

Both the B&K and Essaness cir-

cuits plugged the match heavily
with newspaper space and teevee
and radio spots. In addition, Es-
saness used sound trucks and other,
exploitation to cover the Loop
area, pointing out that its location
was the nearest to the downtown
area. No theatres were used in
the Loop, and grosses suffered in
most of the spots there. Crown had
only about half its seats sold be-^

fore the day of the fight, but extra"
heavy exploitation had large lines
before the window before 5 p.m.',

when the seats went on sale.

Tivoli, B&K southside nabe
house, and on the fringe of the
colored section, was sold out the
previous Friday, and the other two
circuit spots, Uptown and Marbro,
were almost entirely sold day be-
fore the fight. Though announce-
ments were made when bout \7'*s

cancelled Monday (23), few returns
were made. An amusing sidelight
was the scalper situation, with the
local boys cornering blocks of seats
which they were trying to sell up
to $5 for a $2.40 ticket. However,
at the last moment the peddlers got
scared and were offering the ducats
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Twin Cities’ Showing:

Nets MAC Small Gain
MinneapoliR, July’ 1.

Exclusive theatre 'telecast of the.

Maxim-Roblnson fight in two Min-
nesota Amusement Co. (United
Paramount Theatre’s) Twin CiUes
theatres attracted. 2,500 to the "lo-

cal .4,000-seat Radio City and 1,600
to the 2,300-seat St. Paul Para-
mount at $2.40 a throw. According
to * Harry B. French, MAC presi-
dent, it netted a small profit for
the circuit, **the extremely high
expenses involved cutting deeply
into the grosses and preventing
much of an earning margin,”

It was the second exclusive, the-
atre big-screen telecast for Radio
City and the first for the St. Paul
Paramount. Other Radio City tele-
cast, the Pep-Saddler featherweight
championship bout, drew only 1,500
people and left the house well in
the red.“

There were no reserve seats and
the advance sale was small. But
after the Radio City bpxoffice
opened at 6:45 p. m., two cashiers
were kept continuously busy hand-
ing, out.the ducats^
The telecast received heavy ad-

vance
.

plugging. It was advertised
in the newspaper^ and by trailers
on. all MAC Twin. Cities theatres’
screens, starting two weeks before
the bout. Also, tickets were placed
on sale at all MAC theatres, and
cards in the cashier booths adver-
tised that fact. The circuit also put
out 1,000 cards and used a sound-
truck the day of thp fight. The
newspaper sports sections also
were generous in calling attention
to the theatre telecasts.

Local, fight circles feel that the
2,500 Radio City turnout indicates
that the large fight dosages the
public here is getting on TV has
made many fight fans and there
will be a growing ^d profitable
audience for the exclusive theatre
telecasts of the big—and particu-
larly championship—^matches.

Okay Omaha Results
Omaha, July 1.

The Robinson-Maxlm fight drew
a little under 2,000 viewer^; to the
3,000-seat Orpheum Theatrat at
$2.40 a head, for approximate $4,-
800 take. There was no advance
reserved seat sale. Boxoffice sale
was practically the whole thing. Be-
fore the fight went on, the 1,500-
seat first floor was nearly filled^
only a few scattered side ^seata be-
ing empty. The mezzanine was
about four-fifths filled, but 'the bal-
cony had few tenants.

District manager William MIskel
and house manager Stanley Black-
hum were Well pleased with re-
sults. Opposition Was the Chjico
Vejar-Chuck Davies battle on home
TV and. a wrestling match at the
auditorium. Oddity of thg even-
ing was the fact that 'only a hand-
ful remained to see the regular film
program, to which all wer6 invited.
Results Were successful enough to
presage other- such attractions.

^ _ radio apots. A similar sum was

images on the Gran’d'a glRW. probably IP^ht oh /’^iiow White.”

screen were not as clear, sharp and Metro for about a year ha's been
steady as' they had been on . the toying with th« idea Of roiaatting

two previous telecasts. WM ^Trader Hoim,’Va 1931 entry which
particularly noticeable .on longer apparently contains successfut lh‘

shots, where a li^ze draped the' -^^jjants. Company had a humber
upper half of the screen, and.when. prints made up, but ran Into
distortions crary-L^uilted. The 'latter eohaiderable dldVculty with the
apparently caipo from projectioii

jpiipd. track, * and decided to drop
machine trouble, which could not project^
be corrected. The picture went off nut
for a second midway.

Kionc Hem y***
^

Audiences in competing first-run

theatres were-’ rather light. Blow- “Gone ^th the. Wind, is being

ever, managers explained that this -withheld for several more yetos.

was due to the humid weather, and, La$t taken off the market in 1950,

perhaps, to comjpetition from. It prpbably won’t be released again

hbmetavern telecasting of a bout. Vntil 1954. . Company feels that

in Detroit. plenty more coin can be siiueeSted

out of “GonCj,” if sufficient time is

Big Detroit Success allowed to lapse ^tween showiiufs.

Detroit, July 1. Meanwhile, it has experimented

Theatre-TV of the Ray Robinson- with a sextet of oldies, coupling

Joey Maxim light -heavyweight -‘The • BMtmah Always- Bifigs

championship bout (25) Was a big' Twice wi^ A Womans Fa«,
success in Detroit. It was viewed tWo Judy Garland starrers; and a

by 8,611 fans in three theatres. At of Bed Skelton 'pix.'Nonet of

$2.40 a seat, total gross was $20,- the put achieved any marked fufc-

666.40. * cess and ^je being played, around

Capacity audiences saw the fight )piecemeal without any Undue fan

at the United Detroit Theatres- fare.
* , . , ,

'

4,000-seat Michigan and 2,961>seat ,
.Af a

.
result of the ahpwlngs of

Palms. Many more fans had to be *bdse put, company s attitude is

turned away at these two houses ^bat it doesnt pay to release

because standing ’ room • was |iot‘;®Bl^® if it just takes up playing

sold. The nabe Eastown had 1,650 timcy .. Feeling is -that if an exhib

customers. 500 less than cabacitv.^. can-t make a 'profit, why load him
with a reissue.

Toledo’s Two-thirds House I
Pe*pite Metro’s lacklustre experi-

Toledo, July 1. |ence, there has been an upbeat iji

three Ways: 1,. Advertising, via
newspapers, handbills, street stunts
and television. TV ads were nat-
urals, he feels, “because that sort
of violence goes ovjEir' with TV au-
diences’’ and'.it :jppeals to young-
sters. 2. A fantasy, always appeals
and this one

. people had
never seen. 3, Mops afid long lines
at the theatre created talk, which
In turn, excited curiosity and
brought more, people to the wicket

HMMM MMW

..Cuini
BTlIicnT

Despite sweltering temperature* reissue* thi* year, with the ma-
and an attractive fight in nearby Jority .

shedded for the summer
Detroit (Chico Vejar vs; Chuck mouths. Bx<^pt for Paramount and
Davies) which was received on Universal, all the majors have a

Toledo TV sets, the premiere of few on their slates. 2(>th-Fox has
theatre TV at the Rivoli here, last six out, having scheduled two for

Wednesday (25) filled about two- each, month, starting with May.
thirds of the 2,500-se.at house, rc- They are “Lxura,’' “This Above
cording to' manager, Howard Felg- All," VLeave Her. to Heaven," “The
ley. The air-conditioned theatre Rains Came,’’ “The Black jSwan’’

was a comfortable 80 degrees, and >ud “Shores, of Tripoli."

the equipment worked perfectly, RKO, lacking first-run product
About half of the audience re- for some- time, has been active re-
mained to see the film attraction, issue-wise. “Kong” has been cou-
“The Leather Pushers," after the pled with “The Leopard Man” in
M^m-Robinson go, dual situations. Previously it had

expressed satisfaction issued “The Hunchback of Notre
with the television performance Dame" and “The Cat People ’’

- It
and considered the initial attrac- has “Body Snatcher" and “I Walk
tion a success. With a Zombie” upcoming. ,Get-

,
ting away from -the weirdies, it has

Hub Almost. Capacity been Weighing such combos as
Boston, July 1. “Top Hat," Fred Astaire-Ginger

Theatre-screen telecast of the Rogers starrer, with, “Suspicion ’’

flagship,
a , X

l»®t>0-seat Pilgrim, big’’ with “Too Many Girls."
pulled almost scapacity biz at both Wampre )«;

situations. Postponement hurt fY^ro Humohr^v
^^^^umg

somewhat, for many out-of-towners “High Sierra” ^and
were unable to stay over the extra Have Not

"

days and received refunds, while “George
local fans annarentlv nonlpfl nff ...ix,-

Washington Slept Hereapparently cooled off,;,ith “You’re In" the Army Now"during the interim, for there was and a cnnnla TrSn ^
no terrific last minute rush for lumbia
ducats. 'An added attraction at the

(jf “Holidav
State was the appearance' onstage fujiS
of fisticuffers Willie Pep and Tom- flnt mitmy Collins, who submitted to brief arfaij,

’

interviews by WMEX sportscaSter
Frank Fallon. ’ Alfred Hitchcock

Reception at the State, the first ;yRnishes,’’

time the recently installed RCA Sfoha?
equipment had been used, was ex- liouse

cellent, while the pic at the Pil- chgagen
grim was slightly hazy but not suf- Tf-l'

Trans Lux 60th St.

ficiently so to raise squawks, al- iJP t ^ *
though criticism of camera work Hp^Act

houses were wiiewas audible. Both
scaled from $2.40 to $3.60.

Big-Screen Theatre TV

Due in Houdon by Fall

Houston, July 1.

Latter stars Fred Allen and re-
portedly contains some new- se-
quences.

Columbus Record Set

All 7.
Columbus, July 1.

All house attendance records
were broken during the first week’s

R. J. O'Donnell, veepee and gen- showing of “King Kong" and “The
eral manager of the interstate The- Leopard Man" at the RKO Gband.
atre, Circuit, announced that big- The gorilla thriller was held for aii
screen TV for theatres will come extra four-day run ending last -Sat-
here before opening of the football
season.
The screen will be installed in

one of three theatres, Metropolitan,
Majestic or Kirby, In addition to
football, other sporting events and
special programs will be telecast.
Opening of the TV cable set for

today (1) was one of the reasons
given for the go-ahead on installa-
.tion.

Capacity Albany House
' Racks Up $3,600 Take

Albany, July 1.
A capacity audience of 1,505 paid

$3,600 to witness the telecast of
the Maxim-Robinson content in the
non-air-^'onditioned Grand Theatre
on a six4.1ing night. Tap was $2.98
for unreserved seats, the highest

lAFFMOYIK^S lOTH ANNI
Laffmovie, on New York’s 42d

St. grind row, marks its 10th anni
July 4. It will celebrate With a
special program of the “funniest"
pix which played, the house dur-
ing the decade.
House was launched in 1942

by James Mage, a transplanted
Frenchman.

urday (29), but the boxoffice did
not hold up quite as well. Never-
theless, in those four days if did R
better business than any first-rim
film the Grand, has played lix the
last few months. ’

During the first week’s run,
lines ^tended for a city block in
length until merchants complained
the queue blocked their entrances
and police handled the crowds
(60% Juveniles) from then on.
House seats 1,150 and averaged

5,7i)0 customers a day for a week
for a gross of between $11,000 and
$12,000, nearly double what’s con-
sidered a good week at the Grand
Business in popcoim, candy and
soft drinks was sock, manager
Harry Simons reported.

RKO city manager Harry Schrei
ber explained the phenomenon

RfiO'Simmons
Cotttinue4 froma page 7 ss

tlonship" with Granger,, whom he
l^ad served as an agent, by giving
information to RKO for which the
studio paid him.

.

In asking for records of deals,
Gang indicated -his hope to prove
hat capital gains deals were of*

fered to Ingrid Bergman, John
Wayne and Ann Blyth in return for
their services; the Bergman deal
nvolving RKO purchase of stock in
Sierri Pictures, the indie formed
by Miss Bergman, Walter Wanger
and the late Victor Fleming for
the production of “Joan of Arc."

Hughes’ income tax returns, it

was
,
contended, would .reveal the

manner iii which he listed his trans-

actions .with the studio.

Final witnesses for the plaintiff

were William Morris,agency veepee
Biert AUenberg and agency exec
Robert M.: Coryell. Latter’s testi-

mony was used to corroborate pre-

vious accounts
,
of the lengthy nego-

tiations between the studio and the
plaintiffs for Simmons’ serv-

ices in a contract to begin when her
old contract with J. Arthur Rank—
which Hughes had purchased—ex-

pired. Bxpiratidn date was yester-

day (30).

Four-hour cross-examination of

AUenberg by defense attorney W. I,

Gilbert, Jr., provoked considerable
bickering, with the generally un-,

ruffled AUenberg occasionally los-

ing his patience and getting some
of his feelings into the record.

Gilbert Springs Surprise
The most . noticeable occasion

was just before . he was excused
when Gilbert sprang a surprise in

the form of a pencilled memoran-
dum on a sheet of paper bearing
the inscriptioh, “From the desk
of Bert AUenl^rg." Figures on
the paper represented notations

made'\ during one phase of the'

negotiations between RKO and the

plaintiffs for a contract with Miss

Simmohs, the deal calling for the

purchase of a house and book in

addition to her services. AUenberg
was asked if Hughes’ aide Walter

Kane had been in. his office whei
those notations were made.

“Obviously," Snapped AUenberg.
“This piece of paper couldn’t have

flown otit of my office into his

pocket" • -

The answer was stricken from
the official, record on a defense

motion,
:

. On another occasion, AUenberg
was reciting the events of one

of . the . final meetings before

Hughes called the deal off on the

grounds that, as written, it was

“Ulegal.".

Hughes had asked/that Alien-

berg come to the meeting with tax

expert Samuel Berke, and Gilbert

tried to find put if AUenberg had-

n’t reaUzed, from his request, that

Hughes was implying some prob-

lem had come- up in the negotia-

tions.

“It’s very difficult to unde^
stand;" said AUenberg wearily,

“what goes on in Mr. Hughes’

mind." •

Gilbert objected, but AUenberg
was aUbwed to continue. -

“All I know," he testified, “is

that' he Wanted to" have a tax man.

So," shrugglofi, “I’ brought a tax

man."

'

Defense will \^d its cross-ex-

amlnatibh of Coryell today, and

probably' start own case tomorrow
(Wed.) morning. Court has a: crimi-

nal trial skedde'd fob week, so

a recess 'of this case wUf be taken

with Hughes probably coming to

testify around July 16„ ., .
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the large VP ataff fvering *11

Sases of the pdllUcal battle.

The other f^uf iwriijor companies,

,

sans TV ties, will Past pro-

redure and j|iir .
e3tW«s- their cans

of mm to H. % Pthces for editing

and processing,.' Their crews aver-

age 10 to 13 ‘hiehv a somewhat

smaller representation than in '48.

Trpws in all cases are combos of

the Chicago, Washington and 3Sf. Y.

staffs, with companies varying in

choosing the ’ Chicago and 0, C,

bureau chiefs to take charge of the

coverage. Some feel' it fair to hand

this chore to thfe man in the local

office, others choose ‘the Washing-

ton rep on the theory that he is

most familiar With the major politi-

cal figure involved.

In the case of Bob Denton, Para-

mount; George Dojfsey, Warnei^
Pathe, and Movietone's Tony Muto,

the Washington newsreel bureau

heads double as studio reps, so

their Jobs will be twofold—News-
reel coverage and guarding com-
pany interests. Actually, latter con-

sists mostly of taking care of com-
pany brass and reporting back to

the homeoffice on developments
affecting company policy,

Poolinr Arrangemeiit

Physical arrangements for cov-

erage at the international Amphi-
theatre, scene of the actufil con-
vention and balloting, is a pool
effort, with Warner’s George Dor-
sey in charge. Otherwise, it’s every
crew for Itself in breakneck com-
petition wltli each other as well as

with video. •

Dorsey, who trekked to Chicago
last month to .niap out . arrange-
ments, left today to. get there early
enough to check on .stich details as
lights, platforms, sound lines, and
stands, according to the .plan he
had already wox'ked out with- the
GOP National Committee, The
audio facilities are in a pool ar-
rangement vdth common lines to
all stands' shared i)/’ the reels, TV
and radio.

’

All newsreel companies will have
special Convention' editions. Howi-
ever, whether or not there will be
extra releases, above the normal
two-a-week, will depend on what
happens in Chi. The reels will un-

doubtedly concentrate on feature
stories, and on the type of crowd
picture impossible for the small
TV screen. The picture people are
banking bn their greater flexibility,

sans the, neavy equipment de-
manded by TV, and on' the -advan-
tages of selective editing ‘ and
careful pi'uning. It shapes as a
race between speed and the advan-
tages of extra time.

Crews will be led by the follow-
ing: Muto, Movietone; Dorsey, War-
ner-Pathe; Fred Fellinger, Para-*
mount; Floyd Tranham, .Universal,
assisted by. James Lyons; Charles
Mack, Metro's News of the Day.

P. 0. Dept.
'Coutinuei) from pafo 3

the management and was inspired

by malicious thought.” The the-
atre’s advertising campaign, he
added,- has been carried on with
dignity and adheres strictly to poli-
cies of the American Museupi of
Natural History, -vhicli is sponsor-
ing the picture.

Throwaways reportedly used
such phrases and catchlines as “See
men in the complete nude” and
“Better than you would see In a
Turkish bath.” • Postal inspectors
were requested to trace the authors
of the circulars, inasmuch as the
material was sent through the mail.
Addres.'^es of newspapers and.^sun-
dry organizations Written in
longhand, but the matter contained
no return .address. Only a small
amount of blurbs, it’s understood,
was printed.

Editorial Stand
’

' Mailing of the circulars came
several weeks after screenings of
“Latuko” .in New Jersey wdre made
possible by Superior Judge Whiter
Freund’s decision restraining New-
ark police from interfering. Court
held that there was nothing im-
moral about the film, as Newark
Public Safety Director John Keen-
an had charged.

Upon receipt of the throwaways,
some Jersey newspapers, such as
the Bergen Evening Record in
Hackensack, editorialized that

Keenan is on the “right track’* in
suggesting that legislation be
passed to permit exhibition Of c'eii,v

tain films “under educational au-
spices rather than presented- with
commercial ballyhoo , . , One sus-
pects it is the theatre, individually
as it transgresses, that should be
controlled, not the art form at its
source.”
Point that the anonymous au-

thors of the circulars had in mind
is obvious—^to direct attention
where it wmuld hurt the theatrt the
most, and at the same time place
it in an almost Indefensible posi-
tion, Meantime, ' Elson Is... taking
steps to acquaint the Jersey press
with the facts of the case.

I

Coast Ozonors
Lrr Continued from page 4 1

were successful in obtaining!
“Show.” Grabbing off “Paleface”
for the ozoner field were the
Olympic and El Monte. They will
play it starting Aug. 20 for two
Weeks along with the Rialto:,
Vogue, Fifth Ave. and California
Theatres.

Also significant in the changing
exhibition pattern under Par’s ex-
panded first-run zone formula is

the entiy of conventional houses
nti previously handling initial
runs of pictures. The Rialto, while
occasionally handling a pre-re-
lease, upped scale date for a film,
usually plays a downtown subse-'
quent run. The Fifth Ave., in
Inglewood, joins with, the Cali-
fornia, Huntington Park, - to be
among the first nabe houses get-
ting an initial crack at top prod-
uct.

Also of note in the bidding for
these two Par releases is the fact
that no Glendale house submitted
an acceptable bid. Distrib has
sought a |5,000 guarantee for a
two-week run, plus thd ante of
$750 first-week and $250 second-
V ek advertising coin^

Rialto is the second downto^vn
operation of Metropolitan Thea-
tres to win films recently in corn-

petition with other houses. With-
in the past two weeks, the Ofphe-
um grabbed downtown first-runs

on 20th-Fox’s “Wait Till the Sun
Shines, Nellie,” opening July 3,

and Warners “She's Working Her
Way Through College.”

CtttttliLued ' from pai[« t

of the Frank Yerby best-sreller, and
“Prince of Piratts,”

Universal; “Yankee Buccaneer”
and “Against All Flags,” Errol
Flynn starrer.

RKO; “Blackboard ’ the Pirate,”.

Added to this list' Is “Captain
Kidd,” a 1944 Benedict Bogeaus
production for which Sol Lesser
last week acquired the reissue
rights.

Only 20th-Fox and U have an-
nounced 'definite slates for the
September-Deeember stanza. Other
companies have product lined up,
but haven’t revealed actual release
dates, Metro has disclosed six pix
fox\ September and October, two
less than for the same period a
year ago. Among the sextet are
“The Merry Widow,” starring
Lana Turner, and “Because You’re
Mine,” a Mario Lanza starrer.

28th,'s Tl Fix

Twentieth-Fox’s 11- pix for the
final four months of 1952, three
less than the same time of ’51, in-
clude “O. Henry’^ Full House,”
starring Fred Allen, Anne Baxter,
Jeanne Crain, Farley Granger,
Charles Laughton, Oscar Levant,
Joyce McKenzie, Marilyn Monroe,
Jean Peters, Dale Robertson, David
Wayne and Richard Widmark;
“Way of Gaucho,” starring Gene
Tierney, and “The Snows of Kili-
manjaro,” starring Gregory Peck,
Susan Hayward and Ava Gardner.

U’s 12 pix, one more than last
year, include “Untamed Frontier,”
starring Joseph Gotten and Shelley
Winters; Bill Mauldin’s “Willie and
Joe Back at the Front” and .“Be-
cause of You,” Loretta Young-Jeff
Chandler starrer.

WB’s slate has “'Springfield
Rifle,” Gax'y Cooper pic; “The
Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima,”
and “April in Paris,” starring Ray
Bolger and Doris Day. . -

Par’s September-Deeember re-
leases include ^'Just for You,”
starring Bing Crosby, Jane Wyman
and Ethel Barrymore; “Somebody
Loves Me,” film biog of Blossom
Seeley, starring Betty Hutton, and
“Road to Bali,” with Crosby, Bob
Hope and Dorothy Lamour. Lat-
ter is the first of the “Road” series

in color. On "RKO’s slate ir#
'

“Lusty
, starving Robert

Mltchum, Susan Hayward and Ar-
thur Kenuedy; .“AndrocIes and th«
Lion,” Gabriel Pascal px'oductibn,.
of the G, B., $haw play, and Samu-
el Goldwyn’s “Hans Christian An-
dersen,” starring Danny Kaye.

,

Col's slate includes “Affair In
Trinidad,” starring RUa Hayworth;.
“The Fourposter,” Stanley Kratner
productioia starring Rex. Harrison
and Lilli Palmer, and .“The Happy
Time,” Kramer pic with Charles
Boyer and Louis Jourdan, UA’s
sked will see the retux'n to the'
screen Of Paul Muni in “Encoun-
ter.” Also set for release during’
the latter quarter of ’52 are “The
Thief,” starring Ray Milland, and
^‘Planter’s Wife,” Claudette Col-
oert starrer.

‘Treason’ Sait
Contlttu*4 from t ;

'

.

Charles D. Breitel of N.Y; Supreme
Court, caused considerable differ-

ence of opinion between Nizer and
Arthur Kinoy, attorney for Kahn»
over Interpretation of the judge’g

ruling. Kinoy terms the couit'n

ruling “a temporary restraining

order pending the full hearJUxg on
July II,” while N^zer contends it

is a simple adjournment. On
Nizer’s. request for an interpreta-
tion of “distribute,” Judge Breitel
said that a salesman “may, solicit
distribution but may not distribute
—may not distribute or exhibit. He
niay. solicit for purposes of dis-
tribution and exhibition, pending
the determination of .the motion.”

Film, a spy thriller made by Roy
and John Boulting for Rank, is

currently In a long run at the
Trans Lux 52d St., N. Y. Kahn is

demanding an accounting of profits
made' by the picture and damages
for wi'ongful use of the title in
amount of $500,000. His complaint
alleges that the film is “calculated,
intends to and does deceive the.
public into believing that the said
film is phased Upon dr related to the
literary production ‘High Treason'.”

'4
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Of Propbriiei;

Par, U-l

Wild BUI Elliott, Monogram’s
western star, will accompany the
“Jimmy Fund” Drive group which
will visit exhibitors in three north-
ern New England states for the

Children’s Cancer Research Foun-
dation this week: starting July 14.

Mono publicist Harry Coldstein
ailsO 'Will make the jtmket.

Everett Walsh named executive
art director of Columbia. Post has
been vacant since death of Jack
Meyer last year, Walsh, former
art director of Buchanan Agency
and Warner Bros., takes over at

once.
John- Endres, manager of Cal-

derone theatre, Hempstead, L. I.,

copped first prize of $150 for best
campaign developed by a Skonras
circuit manner on “The River”
and “Green Glove,” United Artists

combo. Second money went to

Philip Chalton, manager of the
Ward, Bronx.
I - ^

' DENVER
Robert Selig, executive veepee

of Fox Intermountain Theatres,
reelected president of board of
trustees at University of Denver.
George Montgomery will * per-

jsonally appear at world preem of
^“Cripple Creek” at the Paramount,
July 10.

Steve Ward quits as Paramount
salesman to build a drive-in near
Silver City, M.
John Roberts, Jr., and his

brother Gene, are managing the
Valley Drive-In at Ft. Morgan dur-
ing their vacation for their
father, John Roberts, Sr., who
owns theatres there and in Brush,
Colo.
Don Lappin resigned as Broad-

way manager.
Joseph Kaitz, booker, has moved

from Paramount to Metro.

Mrs. Maria Black, former manager
suffered a heart attack.

Hollywood, July 1,

Hollywood studios arc showing a

After numci^ous applications and tendency to liquidate story proper-

hearings extending over about ties for which they have no Jmnie-
two years,. Associates Theatres of

production plans, a trend at
Independence, Mo., had Its appli- .

caUott for a drive-in in the Inter- variance mth the old custom of

City district taken undv^r advise- hanging onto* scripts indefinitely,

ment by the Jackson County plan- While all the studios don’t feel that

ning commission, J. A. Becker, way,. Paramount and Universal-In-

circuit president, said the invest- ternaticnial are putting sueb prop-
ment would -be more than $1001000. -erties on the opeh market.
^ Paramount is reported offering

BMkCT OTesented^a Laura Holison’s "Celebrity” and

petition of 2i property owners Vera C^pary’s “Happy Days

who would not oppose the theatre. Here Apin" for sale. tJ^ndmtood

Battle ^or permit to build a “
drive-in in rural Wyndotte County,.

Kans., was won by the applicant ^
last week. Application before Scott Fitzprald’s “fiablyon Re-

county commissioners went past a visited.” It recently sold “A Dike-

required fiO-day waiting period ly Story” to RKO. Also reported

without action and thereby was on the market are UI’s “Song of
granted by default.. George Ben- Norway,” “Gus the Great” ^and
nett, the applicant, will go ahead “Purple Mask.”
with construction. The Park Board
voted unanimously against the
project, and property owners in the,, ^
area protested it.

| wMIM Bi 0

ST. LOUIS
Harris-
700-car

Turner-Farrar Theatres,
burg, Hi., building new
ozoner between Harrisburg and El-
dorado, 111.

Harry Blount opening ozoner
near Potosi, Mo., July 2.

Jim Tapella and Bess Schulter
opened their Tanecohio Country
Club operation near Forsythe, Mo.,
in the Ozarks.

Joe Schoenhopft,. southern Mis-
souri salesman for Metro, con*»
valesqihg after an illness of two
weeks.

DALLAS Continued Irom pace 4

The recently formed Texas (20th) was lOth. Latter pic.

Drive in Theatre Owner’s Associa-^ like ’Pat,’ was just getting around
tion will hold its first formal meet- ^^s the month closed,

Ing here, Jufy 1«, . - “Red Ball Express” (U), which
The I4n Oaks Baptist Church was third in May, headed the run-

purchased the Lindale in Houston nerup pictures for the past monl^
for about $125,000 from OH Thea- “Encore” (Par), “Dream of Jeanic”
tres, Inc.

Tbie King Drive-In opened at
Houston, June 25,

Apollo Anius. Co., owners and,
operators 'of Fiesta Drive-In, San
AntomOj turned over operations
of oxoner to the El Oapitan Drive-
In operators there.

The Apache Drive-In opened at
Center, Texas, by Mac Riley and.
Bryan and George Smith. The;
Smith Bros.- also operate the Bio
and Crystal theatres there.

(Rep). and “Girl In White” (M-G)
were the other runnerups.
Besides “Pat” and “Lydia,” there

were several other pix which were
launched near the end of last
month that showed real boxoffice
potential

“King Kong” (RKO), out on re-
issue for the second time within
five years, looked like a hoxojffice
giant, judging from four key
preems last week. It was hot in
all four spots, and looks to continue

T’lJrir’ Ar'A subsequent engagements.
Pic promises ta be ia smash profit-

Newest lists ef closings include maker for RKO, despite a big out-
the Duchess, New Windsor; the= lay for extensive bally and adver-
Stadium, Evanston; the Rex, Rock- tising, since this represents nearly
ford (only scheduled to be closed all the expense for the company.
July (Hfi);^Mi*slssippi, Keithsburg,
and

.
Town Hall, Hanover, all in

Illinois.

Piccadilly doe*' a single feature
stint with “Lydia Bailey,” and may
continue the same policy.

State TheajfcteA Benton Harbor,

MINNEAPOLIS
Windstorm- demolished Milford,

Minn., drivein. No one was injured.
Charles Perri’ne, Minnesota

Amus. Co. executive, sufficiently
recovered from heart ailment to
do part-time duty.

Jerry Gruenberg, United Artists
salesman, resigned to become man-
ager of three Milwaukee theatres.

Marilyn Rogers, N. Y. and Holly-
wood model, of “Lovely to Look
At cast, here for three days of in-
teiwlews and modeling to plug
Metro picture.
WUUiam Crouse made Reposition

In his anti-trust conspiracy suit
major distributors and

Minnesota Amus. Co. from whom
he seeks more than $1,000,000
damages.

CALGARY, ALTA.
City councU at Edmonton voted

down a bylaw on second reading
that would have permitted smoking
in the balcony oP theatres that met
certain specifications. Request for
smoking privileges had been made
by Walter P. WllsOn, rep of
Famous Players Canadian Corp.
with -specific references to the new
Paramount theatre. Main reason
advanced by aldermen in opposi-
tion to the bylaw was the difficulty
of enforcing non-smoking regula-
tions.

The Moose lodge at Medicine
Hat plans to buy the Empress The-
®tre buUding from Famous Play-
ers Canadian Corp., for an 'undis-
closed amount and renovate it to
use as a social centre. Empress
has been used in recent years for

.
stage productions.

KANSAS CITY
Managerial moves in tweJ art

houses here this week. Rudy Hoe-
sulte is new man at Warwick house
which Fox Midwest recently
turned from subsequent-run into
arty theatres; takes over from Bob
Hockensmith, resigned. Hoeshulte
came In from San Diego where he
was with Fox West Coast,

William- J. Gabel moves in to
handle reins at Klrao Theatre for
Dickinson circuit for which he for-
merly was district supervisor. He
takes over from Bill B’acI', who
came in recently when his mother,

‘Luvely* Lomk* Nikie

“Lovely to Look At” <M-G) prom-
ises to do -well, judging from ini-

tial Rates. “Biplpmatic Courier
(20th) also looms good, although
getting oflf mildly on its initial

Mich., anti-ti^st action was settled ^aydate and ^parently being hurt

out of court last week. oy its title. “Scaramouchc” (M-G),

B&K- refurbished the United which finished fourth the last w€«k
Artists and -the Chicago, Loop June, showed real ^ength for

houses. session, really the first one out

To lure kid trade, the Palace is
to any extent,

giving out free popcorn at show- Outcast of Island” (UA), which
iiigs of ‘.‘Greatest Show.” continues doing* strong trade on
RKO. Grand Theatre petition for Arts in N. Y.,

es^ended-rtfns was put over to Aug. indicates it will do nicely aroundj
the country. It picked up some
solid coin in tile final week of the
past month, to land ninth place for
that stanza. “The Fighter,” from
the same distributor, also shows
signs of picking up,

“Wild Heart” (RKO), also new,
landed a fair session In Buffalo
but did little elsewhere. ’“Ways of
Love” (Burstyn) was big on its

opening in N. Y., following a favor-
able Supreme Court decision on
its controversial “Miracle” seg-
ment. “3 For Bedroom C” (WB).
which was

.
obviously disappointing

oh first playdates, managed to do
okay biz In several spots.

“Carson City” (WB> finished
eighth one week as a newcomer
last month, but never showed any
strength, “W-ait ’Till Sun Shines
Nellie” (20th), also new, failed to
Shape up as well as expected.

‘Glory Alley” (MrG) turned in
some nice sessions last week, but
seldom displayed any big strength
“Outcasts of Poker Flat” (20thX
although coming through with
some okay totals, for the most part
was largely mild to drab. “Afri-
can Queen” (UA) added some sub-

Sol Lesser Productions bought
|
stantial money during the past

19 hy Judge Michael Igoe.
Judge Harry Fisher, Cook County

circuit court, ruled that the.Double
B'Corp., present operators of the
shuttered Oriental Theatre, could
not personaliy be held liable for

any actions in operation of the
house, but said that books of the
corporation -should be open to any
bondholders wishing to inspect the
records.

John Infield named manager of

the WB Gosmo and Richard Galvin,
manager of the Frolic.

INDIANAPOLIS
George Reef, formerly with Al-

liance in Terre Haute, took over
the Hippodrome, Sheridan, from
Mrs. Hilda long.
Switow circuit closed the Stran'd,

Shelbyville, for facelift, shifting
its first-run- policy over to Rltz.

Walt Wolverton, manager of
Circle, had- Gene Nelson in. town
for preem of “She’s Working Her
Way Through College.”
“King Kong,” out on reissue at

Indiana, biggest thing to hit town
since weather turned hot.

BOSTON
.(Continued from page 8)

about $5,000 following okay $0,800
for second,

Fenway (NET) (^,373; 40*45)—
“The Fighteri’ (UA) and “Maytime i

in Mayfair’^ (Realart). Slow
$3,500: Last week, “Carson City”

(WB) and “Man on Run” (Indie),

$3,600.

MemerUI (RKO) (3,000; 40-45)—
“WUd Heart” (RKO)/and “African
Treasure” (Mono). Nice $16,000,
Last week, “Lydia BaUey” (20th)

and “Kansas.
.
.Territory” (Mono),

$14,000.

MetroiMlitan (NET) (4,367; 40-85)—^‘California Conquest’^ (Col) and
“One Big Affair” (UA). Slender
$10,000, Last week, “3 for Bedroom
C” (WB) and “Tale of Five Women”
(UA), $9,500,

Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)-;-r
Scaramouche” (M-G). Best in
Some time at nice $18,500. Last
week, “Carbine Williams” (M-CJ)

and “Talk About a Stranger”
(M-G), $12,000.

Paraittouni (NET) (1,700; 40-85)

—“The Fighter” (UA) and “May-
time in Majtiair’.’ (Realart). So-so"
$9,500. Last week, “Carson City”
(WB) and “Man on Run” (Indie),

$8R00.
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)—

Scaramouche” (M-Gl, Nice $9,000
shapes. L.ast,week,” Carbine Wil-
liams” (M-G) and “Talk About
Stranger” (M-G),. $7,000.

K.C. UiafT; ‘SCARIEF

MILD $11,000,W 7fi

,
Kansas City, July 1.

Theatres cannot rack up more
than mild hiz, with one or two ex-

ceptiijnsi in the face of the pro-

longed h^ wave here. Product

is fairish which hurts. Newcomers
“Denver & Rio Grande” at Para-
mount and. “Scarlet Angel” at the
four Fox Midwest first runs are
only so-so. “Pat and Mike” in
second week at the Midland is
pleasing. Near 100-degree heat has
prevailed for over a month,

Estimatea f«t This Week
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 65-85) — I

^‘Oliver ’IVist” (Indie). Second time
at house. Oke $1,400. Last week,
“Isle of Sinners” Hndie’), $1,500.

'

Midland (Loew’s) (3'.500; 50-69)—
“Pat and Mike” (M-G) and “Man
With My Face” (UA) (2d wk). Nifty
$9,000. Last week, $16,000.

Mis^ui (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)—
“To Have, Have Not” (WB) and
“High Sierra” (WB) (reissues) split
with “Frankenstein” (U) and
Dracula’’ (U) (reissues). Light
$5,500. Last - week, “Paula” (Gol)
with kiddie revue onstage, $6,000.

Paramount (Tri-States) (IJKH);:!
50-69)—^“Denver Rio Grande’’ (Par)
and “Atomic City” (Par). Fait
$7,000. Last week, “Winning Team”
(WB), $7,500.

Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra-
,^ada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
^00; 1,217; 50-75)—“Scarlet Angel”
(U) and “Just Across Street” (U)
with Robinson-Maxim fight pictures
added. Modest $11,000. Last week,
“Five Fingers” (20th) and “Return
of Texan” (20th), $12,000.

Voine (Golden) C550; 50-85) —
“Saraband” (Indie) moderate

in White
Suit (U) (11th wk), long successful
run ended with $1,200.

Warwick (Fox Midwest) (900; 50-
subsequent-run

policy this week, as
circuit .gives up ait-film policy

V "Encore” (Par)
(4th wk), light $1,100. .

BALTIMORE
(Continued from page 9)

Nicely sold and leading currp»,f
Ust wlHi. ok,y $8,000 or near S
-week, -TighteitiMJJA), $4,600.

Mayfair- (HieksO' (980; 20-70)
“Glory Alley” (M-G) plus Maxii;;:
RoKinson fjghfc pix. Okay $5,000
Last w-eek, “Grisen Glove” (UA)
$4,20<),

.New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)^
Lydia Bailey” (20th) (2d wk) Off

to $4,5001 following nice $7 000
preem. ’

Stanley (WBl (3,280; 25-75)
“Frankenstein” and “Dracula” (Ui
(reissues). Blah $5,500, Lacf
week, “3 for Bedroom C” (WB) no
dice at $6,8W but Maxim-Robinsoa
fight on TV at a $2.50 per ticket
added an additional $7,500 ca-
pacity,

Toim' (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-70)
-“Half-Breed” (RKO). Dim $4-

Night”
RKO) (2d wk), $5,300.

SEATTLE
(Continued from page 8)

“Glory Alley” (M-G). Socko $14,000.
Last week, “Skirts Ahoy” (M-G)
(4th wk), ^,300.
Otpheum (Hamrick) (2,599; 65«

90)—“Winning Team” (WB) and
“Confidence GirP (UA). Passable
$8,500. Last week, “Clash by
Night” (RKO) and “Stolen Face^’

(Lip), $10,500.

Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; C5-

$1.25)
—"Love Better Than Ever”

(M-^) plus Nellie Lutcher, others
onstage. Big $10,000. Last week,
Birth of Laff Stats” (Indie) and
Musical -Sensations” (Indie),

$7,000 at 45-70C scale.
Parainouat (Evergreen) (3,039;

65*^90)—“Models,' Inc.” (Indie) and
Diamond City” (Indie). Drab

$4,00(1 In 6 days, and pulled. Last

week, “Fightet” .(UA) and “Red
Planet Mars” (UA), $6,200.

NEW^ MECHANICS

STHl AT ODDS ON PACT
Although negotiations have been

going on Bince the beginning of

the year, N. Y. Studio Mechanics

Union, Locjd '52,. International Al-

iance of Theatrical
.
Stage Em-

ployees and the five theatrical

newsreel companies have not

reached an agreement on a pact

to replace the one which expired

Dec. 31, X95L
Union, which reps electricians,

soundmen and grips, is asking for

10% cost-of-living hike. Al-

though talks have been prolonged,

union biz agent Daniel Doran

riressed that no deadlock had been

reached.
Recently, the newsreel outfits

concluded a. deal with the N. Y.

Motion Picture Film Editors, Local

771, LATSE, calling for a two-year

pact xut*d 1D% boost. Union is cur-

rently confenring with and

DuMont.

LOS ANGELES
reissue rights to “Captain Kidd,
produced by Benedict Bogeaus in

1944 with Charles Laughton and
Randolph Scott starring.

Jack Broder, head of Realart
Films, announced nine releases for
the next three months.

Robert Ti. Lippert set Oct. . 17 as
U. S. release date for “Johnny the
Giant Killer,” animation ,vfmatures
filmed in France with. an^English
sound track.

Mich. Allied’s Oct. Parley
Detroit, July 1.

Michigan Allied’s annual con-
vention Will be held at the Hotel
Tuller Oct. 20-22.

Wilbur Snaper, National Allied
prexy, will address the convention.

month, although it now has about
finished its biggest key city dates.

“Belles on Toes” (20th), 'which
landed fourth spot in May, did
nicely one week during the past
month. “Young Man With Ideas”
(M-G) wound .UP seventh another,
session. “Valley of Eagles” added
further to. its .

grossing potential
with a show of strength a couple
of weeks in June.
“Half-Breed” (RKO) never

seemed to get started, only in the
final, week of the month showing
much draw. “Scarlet Angel” (U)

was mainly fair to mild en its ini-

tial playdates. ‘“Califomia Con-
quest” (Col) showings ranged fair

to- good.

. BUFFALO
(Continued from page 8)

Bailey” (20th) and “Glory Alley’
(M-G), $10,000.

^

(Par) (3,000; 40-70)-
“Rodeo” (Mono), Bob Crosby on
stage. Getting so-so $8,000 in ^

days. Last week “Denver Rio
Grande” (Par) and “Africa Treas-
ure (Mono), $9,000 for full week.
Center (Par) (2,000; 40-70) -

3 for Bedroom C” (WB) and
“Models, Inc.” (Indie). Thin $6,oS)
Last week, “Captive City” (UA)
and “Red Planet Mars’* (UA)
ditto.

Lafayette (Basil)’ (3,000; 40-70)
‘Scarlet Angel” (U) and “Just
Across Street” (U).. Limp $7,00a
Last week, “Storm Over Tibet”
(Col) and “Brave Warrior” (Col)
(5 days), $5,000.

Cent.) (3,000; 40-
70)_ Without Warning” (UA) and
‘‘Strange World” (Mono). Oke
$9,000. Last week, “Wild Heart”
(RKO) and “Here Come Marine”

I (Mono), about same.

De RodieflMnt, Transfilm

Id ^OG Prodoction Deal

Richard de Bochemont, former

exec producer of March of Time,

joined Transfilm, Inc., this week.

Transfilm veepee William Burn-

ham .revealM that de Eochemont

will bring his current film -ac-

coimts along with him to Trans-

film. Around $500,000 in commer-

cial pix production is involved m

the deal.
. j

De RoChemoiit, who resigned

from Time, Inc., when that com-

pany ended the theatrical MUi

series end of. last year, will act as

producer as weU as consultant on

new biz matters. He recently

finished plans for two TV pro*

grams slated for fall release.

•De Rochemont is planning to

produce a feature film in ’53 basea

on a novel by Henry James, witn

filming to he done in Europe ana

tht-U. S,

IA Local Wins 1-Sided

Election at Coast Lab

Hollywood, Jtily I*
,

Laboratory Technicians Loca

683 (lATSE) won a three-to^ne

.victory in an NLRB representation

election at Hollywood Film Ent

prises Lab, one of the last ope

shop labs in Hollywood. Vote t

12 for IA, and four for no unio^

according ‘to 2leal Fairbanks, sp

cial IA rep,' making Local 6°''. ^
bargaining agent for all major

here-.
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Parsonnet N. Y. Telefilm Studio In
Tlf r*i Tl J IT L

TV rum Producers Near Pact

Production of television films in|

tiie east is booming and the trend

to vidpix won't switch the TV capi-

tal from Gotham to the Coast, ac^

cording to Marion Parsonnet,

whose studio is cTOently the most

active in the telefilm field in New
York.

Parsonnet, wno was one of

Metro’s top writers for seven years,

is running his studio at dull ca-

nacity with productions lined up

for the next eight months. Shoot-

ing started last week on “The Doc-

tor” new series for Procter Sc

Gamble, and in August lensihg will

resume on the second cycle of 13

pix in the “American Wit and Hu-

mor” program which the studio is

turning out in partnership with

March of Time. • Also, in *the works

is a stanza in which Arlene Fran-

cis intei-views celebs in their

homes. Already released is “Hol-

Ij^vood Off-Beat,” a Parsonnet pro-

duction syndicated by United Tel-

evision Programs.
Reason why Parsonnet is sold

on Gotham as a telefilm produc-

tion centre, aside from the fact

that closer liaison with- the agen-

cies is possible, is that “a better

grade of acting is available in the

east.” “Too often the perform-
ances given in Hollywood are

stock,” he told “ViARiETY Monday
(30). "On the other hand, in New
York we can get artists, trained in

legit, radio and in live television:,

who can really^ give sensitive full-

blown characterization.’' Similarly

with writers, we’ve dound that

ihere is a greater vitality in the
scripts written here. It’s just a
better climate for the dreatlon of
ideas. Working, with men who’ve
scripted for live TV we’ve gotten a
sounder product.”
Parsonnet, who points out that

(Continued on page 37)

Win TV, Bui

Then Again, Not
Hollywood, July 1.

• Although it has made the plunge
Into television through its subsid-
iary, United World, Universal-In-
ternational apparently still isn’t
anxious to have its contract stars
appearing in vidpix.
As a result, the CBS television

of “Our Miss Brooks” has Robert
Bockwell in the male lead—only
change in the cast, headed by Eve
Arden, which has been playing the
comedy on radio. AM version’s
male lead is Jeff Chandler, under
contract to U-I, which ntxed his
appearance in the show for tele-
vision.

TV Film Music Library

Launched by Uuitec
Newest television film musi(

iiorary, for use by video stationim programming disk jockey shows
«as been launched by United T'V
Programs, indie vidfilm syndica
lion outfit. Pix are being producer
y Ben Frye, exec producer o

Studio Films, Inc., Solon, O.
According to MUt Blink, UTI

exec veepee, his outfit will providi
subscribing stations with th<

of merchandising aide;
for AM transcription

stributed by Standard Radu
transcriptions. UTP's sister com
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plans to market thi
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P&G Sets Unique

Pattern onTV Pic"

‘Doctor Series

Procter Sc Gamble has set a novel
pattern for “The Doctor,” new vl,d-

film series which will go into the
Sunday 10 p. m. slot on'NBC-TV
in the fall, permitting the soap out-
fit to establish' sponsor identifica-

tion with a narrator and also en-
able It to peddle the films to other
bankrollers for subsequent runs.
Dramas will be Introed by the

medico, an urbane philosopher.:and
collector of stories, with a strong
interest in people. Framework of
the physician-narrator wilThe kept
by P&G, but the dramatic portions
will be made available for re-runs
by other spenders, who would natu-
rally devise their own, host.

Financial setup on the half-hour
vidpix stanza has the specific brand,
Camay soap, putting up the bulk of

the coin, with Procter Sc Gamble
Productions, subsidiary dl. tlie soap
company, investing the balance.
This permits the Camay account to

back a more expensive show,- with
PrfeG Productions able to hold on
to the subsidiary rights. If the
brand alone had to foot the bill, It

couldn’t get a series of the same
quality and still hold the re-run
rights, from which there is a large
coin potential.

Before P(fc(GP was set up, the soap
firm got its first and- second.groups
of “Fireside Theatre” telefilms

from Gordqn LeVpy and Bing Cros-

by Enterprises for abo,ut $4,000-

$5,000 less than, they cost.LeVoy
and BCE to make,, but thos.e two.
firms retained subsidiary rights

which later proved a bonanza.
“Fireside” is now being lensed by
P&GP, which keeps the residuals.

Filming started last week at Par-
sonn&t TV Film Studios in N. Y.,

with Marion Parsonnet as producer
and also supervising the scripters.

He will get a percentage of sub-

sidiary rights. Supervisor for Ben-
ton Sc Bowles agency is Wilfred
(Wiff) Roberts, who was the ac-

couni exec for Camay at Pedlar &
Ryan and who moved over to B&B

(Continued on page 38)

KELLOGG BUYING

‘SUPERMAN’ VIDPIX
Kellogg’s Cereals will expand

its television sponsorship this fall

via a deal to bankroll the new
“Supetman” vidpix . series in a

number of selected markets. Films
are being produced by Matty Fox's

Motion Pictures for Television,

with the Leo Burnett agency han-
dling the Kellogg account.

Specific number of outlets on
which Kellogg will place the films

hasn’t been determined, but they’ll

be booked on a spot, rather than a

network, basis. Deal gives the

cereal outfit two science fiction

TV shows, since it Is also bank-
rolling “Space Cadet” thrice

weekly on ABC-TV, Latter show
moves to NBC in the fall.

«

9

Don Sharpe shapes up as top
man in the vidpix parade today, his

multiple programming-production,
affiliations* in this new facet of

show business virtually making him,

a one-man industry.

From his, initial “getting-his-TV-
feet-wet” days, some two years
back, when he envisioned a bigtime
TV film era and proceeded to blue-
print the transformation of his
“Dangerous Assignment” radio
show into a vidpic syndicated prop-
erty, Sharpe today is involved in a
bicycle routine that’s practically
leaving others breathless just
watching.

All told, the Sharpe scorecard
on telefilm properties, either
through personal representation ,or

as producer and .partner, adds up
to more production footage per
year than any major Hollywood
studio boasted in its pesik year.
The Sharpe batting order ap-

proximates the following:
His multiple NBC-TV tie-ins in-

clude the Brian Donlevy-starring
“Dangerous Assignment,” one of
the web’s more profitable syndicat-
ed shows. On the upcoming NBC-
TV syndicated film agenda is an-
other Sharpe radio show, the Joel
McCrea “Texas Rangers.”

Three NBC Tie-ins

With Douglas^ Fairbanks, Jr.,

Sharpe sits down with NBC execs
this month to finalize the deal on
the three series being turned out
by Dougfair Productions (most of
them to be shot abroad). Sharpe,
a partner in the enterprise along
with Fairbanks and yeepee Alex-
ander McDonald, has already de-
livered the pilot on each of three
shows, which- includes “Douglas
Fairbanks Presents,” a regular the-
atre presentation which, in itself,

represents a $1,500,0'00 investment.
Fairbanks Avill star in the series.

Other two arc “Silent Men” (adapt-

ed from the Fairbanks radio series)

and “Foreign Legion.” The three
shows will either go network or
move into the NBC syndicated
roster.

, Four Sharpe shows are on the
Official Films agenda. These in-

clude “Four Star Playhouse,”
which has already been sold to

(Continued on page 38)

Threatens Suit Over

‘Medal of Honor’ Vidpix;

Series to Roll July 8
Hollywood, July 1.

Rivalry between a pair of telepix

producers planning series based on
winners of Congressional Medal of

Honor has reached the legal stage

with W. R. Frank’s attorney, Rob-
ert Butts, advising A1 Rogell if he

produces such a series it will be
considered “unfair competition,”

and Butts will “find it necessary to

go into court to obtain a restrain-

ing order.” Frank is set to roll such

a series July 8 at General Service

studios.

Butts says he acknowledges Med-
al of Honor and yarns are public

domain, but asserts Frank has pri-

ority on series that he announced
series first.

Rogell, however, contends Vet-

erans of Foreign Wars, with which

he has tie-up, put Medal of Honor
series on radio year-and-a-half-ago,

and consequently has priority. He
says he fully intends to shoot ser-

I

ics.

Meanwhile, Frank inked Reg-
inald LeBorg to direct first four

TV pix.

Mitch'* Pitch
Maurice Mitchell, topper of

Associated Program Service,

has coined a slogan to tout the

Encyclopedia Britannlca Films
APS distributes:

He says, “They’re ideal for

TV operators who feel the
public wants something more
in films than Blood, Sex and
Steers.”

Arthur Murray
tltfCHSiltX

to Raise a

Rating in a Flurry^
^

A ' A A

In thd 7th Annual

Radio-Television Revietv

and preview
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N.Y. Vidstations

Favored on Pix
•

Distributors of feature films for
television are complaining, in a re-
newal of an old gripe, that New
York City is paying relatively less
for celluloid

, product than any
other market in the country. Sortie
are even suggesting that the reels
be withheld L'om Gotham stations
for a few weeks to force up the
price.

A few distribs have, said that
they are de-emphasizing sales to
N. Y. vidstations and concentrat-
ing their efforts out of town be-
cause of the situation. They say
that a second run of a good grade
film will get about $250 on a N. Y.
channel, while it Will bring con-
siderably more on an L. A. outlet,
and relatively higher prices—in
view of the smaller number of sets
in circulation—in other areas.
The Gotham film buyei’s admit

that they are paying relatively less,

but they say that this is because
it’s one of the few -areas where
the men purchasing pix have been
in the -field for sortie time and
know the ins-and-outs -of the busi-
ness. They have a sharper knowl-
edge of the product' they are pick-
ing up than film buyers in the
hinterlan’ds, many of whom are
newcomers.
Another aspect is that Manhat-

tan film buyers have direct per-
sonal contact with the distribs, and
thus can engage in bargaining
which is difficult to do by mail
or phone. Additionally, they have
more firms to deal with and there
Is greater competition among the
sellers, tending to keep prices
down. Further, the distribs like

the idea of getting a screening in

N, Y., which raises their product’s
prestige in the sticks.

EDUC’L FILMS MAJOR

TV PAYOFF IN TOLEDO
Toledo, July 1.

WSPD-TV. the Storer station

here, is racking up its second high-
est daytime rating with education-
al films on its “summer television

school” project. Series, which
started a couple of months back,
is designed to give young viewers
a continuing contact with educa-
tional material during the “school’s

out” season, and is backed three
times a week at 9:15-9:3'0 a.rii. by
the hoard of education with the
medical society getting fcredit the
Other two days.

Pix involved are, the library of
100-odd reels of Encyclopedia Bri-
tannica Films, distributed through
Associated Program Service. Pro-
ject has gotten hefty plaudits from
Parent-Teachers Assn, and other
public-minded organizations.
Same films are being used in a

twice-weekly evening science pro-
gram, which Is sold on a partici-

pating basis and currently has a
waiting list of sponsor*.

Hollywood, July 1. ,

Following months of negotiations
and expiration of its contract with
the Screen Actors Guild, the Al-
liance of Television Film Produc-
ers is near agreement with SAG.
A majority of producers within
the group has agreed on the most
Important Issue at stake—addi-
tional payment to actoxTS for re-
runs of telepix, .

"Producers had steadfastly re-
fused to budge in resistance to. the

'

repayment issue, but opposition,
fell apart when it was disclosed
that some motion picture studios
are near a deal with SAG which
would give additional coin to ac-
tors on vidpix reruns.

Hint of an approaching deal was
given last week when SAG agreed
to a few more days of talks, al-
though the deadline was June 24.
Meetings are being held continu-
ously and signing of a pact is ex-
pected as soon as details are
worked out. SAG is adamant in
its refusal to budge on the princi-
ple of additional payment to thesj^s
for vidpix returns.
An Alliance producer said Sun-

’

day (29) that the Alliance is con-
senting to the principle, with only
details left now. Meantime, film
studios are continuing talks with
SAG for the TV pact. They met
Friday and again Monday, with Co-
lumbia, RKO, UI, Republic and
labor rep Charles Box^n, of the
Association of Motion Picture Pro-
ducers participating.

.
They are

now seeking an exact formula on
the definition of subsequent runs.

‘Jewel TheatreV

Telepic Sponsors
Two firms with almost competi-

tive' status, Hamilton Watch and
International Silver, have signed
to bankroll a new serle's of half-
hour vldpfx dramas on a- spot basis
throughout the country. Telefilms,
produced by Screen Televideo, will
probably be titled “Jewel The-
atre.”

Hamilton, through BBD&O, and
International, through' Young Sc
Rubicam, will alternate as spon-
sors each week,^ Twenty key mar-
kets have already been lined up
for the pix.

STEVENSON YARNS FOR

ENGLISH VIDPIC PROD,
H611ywood„ July L

Vidfilm package bas^d on 52
short stories by Robert Louis
Stevenson is being put together for

**

production in England, by Sam *

Saxe, who headed Warner produc-
tion in the British Isles In 1938-39
and was • board chairman of War-
ner Bros. Ltd^ Saxe has been ne-
gotiating for several months with
relatives of the author who control
all rights.

Present plans are to put the tele-
film series before the cameras in
England late this summer.

GE Buys ‘Ozzie’

Hollywood, July 1.

“Adventures of Ozzie and Har-
riet” will be filmed for television
on ABC next fall, with General
Electric sponsoring.
Combined TV and AM deal is

being presented on 20 alternate
weeks at $35,000 for both media.
Sponsors are being sought for 19
open weeks,
Maxon agency made the deal"for

GE.

Pincu*' Vidpic Unit
Norman and Irving Pincus, pro-

ducers of “Ellery Queen” and “Mr.
I. Magination,” are forming a TV
film pi'oduction unit.
Norman Pincus is leaving short-

ly for the Coast to wrap up ar-
rangements for the new setup, in-
cluding a studio lot, production
personnel and talent for some
projected series.
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TELEPIX
AMOS ANDY
With Tim Moore, SiMincer Wil-

liams, Alvi* ChU4ress, Eti^ies-

tlne Wade, Johiihy 30ee, Amanda
Randolph, Horace Stewart^

others -

Distributor; CBS-TV
Drodticer; Jimes Fonda
Director: Charites jBarton

Writers: Bob Ross, David Schwartz-^

30 Mins.; Thurs., *:30 p.m. (alter-

J

nate weelcs)
BLATZBEER
CBS-TV, from N. Y.

{Wcintrauh^ >

With the first 26‘week series of

^‘Amos ’n’ Au’dy'^ vidpix success-

fully completed the preceding

\veelc, CJBS-TV and Blatz Beer,

preemed a new cycle Thursday]

night (26) which, judging from the

initial Installment, should grab off

iust as high ratings as the first

batch. With the same standout

Negro cast, production crew and
filming facilities, the Freeman
Gosden-Charles Correll creation

embodied most of the same
chucklesome characteristics which

have made their radio series a win-

per for 26 years;

While some vociferous^ critics,

among both Negro and non-Nc^o
organizations, blasted the vidfilm

series originally as perpetuating

the Negro stereotype, the new sea-

son’s preem demonstrated that it is

non-injurious entertainment It’s

MO more a stereotype production

than is ’’Goldbergs.” And despite

the hassle over civil rights cur-

rently engulfing the nation in this

presidential election year, ‘Amos
V Andy” isn’t going to influence

any viewer one way or the other.

If anything, the series shrewdly

brings out some of the best char-

acteristics of the Negro.
Success of this TV film series

probably lies in the hep scripting

& Bob Ross and David Schwartz.

East week's stanza was loaded

with funny situations, clever dialog

and a climax which, though
telegraphed, still carried plenty

of punch. It revolved about the

Kingfish entering the hospital in-

surance business as an easy way
to make a fast buck and his en-

suing troubles when he* convinced
Andy, as his first client, that he
had gallstones. Show kept viewer
Interest all the way.

.

'

As in the . original series, the

cast, personally selected by Gos-

den and Correll, embodied almost
perfectly the various voices used

by the team on their radio show.
Thus, Tim Moore was a .standout

Kingfish, and Spencer Williams
brought plenty of laughs to his

role of Andy. Alvin Childress

played Amos, Ernestine Wade was
Sapphire, Kingflsh’s wife; Johnny
Lee was Calhoun, the lawyer, and
Horace Stewart played Lightnin’.

Commercials for the Blatz brew
were standard but gained effec-

tiveness via their low-voiced pitch-

ing. * StdL

RACKET'SQUAD
(Blood Money)
With Reed Hadley, Martha Hyer,
Tracey Roberts, Pat Wall*, Jim
Haywood, George Lloyd, Frank
Soannell

' Producer: Showcase Productions
(Hal Roach, Jr., Carroll Case)

Director; James Flood
Writers; George C. Brown, Ed
Seahrook

30 Mins.; Thurs., 10 p.m.
PHILIP MORRIS
CBS-TV, from New York

(fliooo)

Now in its second year on TV,
“Racket Squad” is still “exposing”
confidence games as a “public serv-
ice” by sponsor Philip Morris,

f
Program retains the same format
With Reed Hadley essaying a police
captain who outlines an incident in
which the public was victimized. A
flashback then illustrates what
actually happened.
On Thursday’s (26) edition the

unscrupulous methods of clip joints
came in for analysis through a yarn
tagged “Blood Money.” A soldier,
fresh out of the Army with $1,800
in severance pay, was steered to a
saloon where he was rolled. With
the aid of his girl friend, who^
played detective, along with the
help of local authorities, he re-
covered his money.

Dramatic portion of this Hal
Roach, Jr. production was com-
petently played. Martha Hyer, an
actress fairly well known to film-
goers, was good as the femme

Sherlock while Tracey Roberts, an-
other thesp from films, impressed
as a “glamour gal.” Name values
of the players, curiously enough,
are ’minimized for the, cast credits

are quickly thrown on the screen
in difficult-to-read type,

Althonugh “Racket Squad” story
material is said to be culled from
“official files,” it’s rather, hard to

account for the gullibility of some
of the confidence victims. It would
follow that if they’re dumb enough
to fall for the amateurish lines of
the con men, then they deserve to

be swindled. At any rate, the series

adds up to fair entertainment and
,some viewers may profit by Had-
ley’s admonition: “Hang on to your
wallet the next time you meet a

sharpie!” Gilb.
H I f .

THE BEST OF GROUCHO
With Graiicho Marx, contestants
Producer: John Guedel
Directors: Bob D w a n n, Bemie
Smith

30 Mins.; Thurs., 8 pan.
DE SOTO-PLYMOtJTH DEALERS
NBC-TV, from Hollywood

(BBDtcO)
For its summertime fill the

“Groucho Marx Show” (also tagged
“You Bet Your Life”) has chlled
the choice half-hours of the comic’s
two-year span in the vidpix trough
and is pltchin^^ them as “The Best
of Groucho.” The worst of Groucho
is a lot better than the best of
many another buffoon, This one
was reasonahjbi'' .good -Groucho,
which meant loads of chuddes pro-
duced by the fronter via three sets
of man-woman contestants.
As per usuah the quiz portion is

SALES and DISTRIBUTION
TELEVISION FILMS
1i% F«« Cliurqs

epHtoif

McCONKEY AKTiSTS
7«M HoIIywmkI aiY4. Hollywoed M

4 ofgcM pivt South Amoricfl

only an excuse to give Marx a van-
tage point for an attack on the

laugh aneter, tMie host pays almost
no attention to the straitlaced fa-

cets of the block, merely going

through the motions of secret word,
progressive buildup of moola, jack-

pot question, etc. To him they’re
so much applesaqce; the laugh’s

the thing and. Marx' is master of

the situation. .Film treatment (by

Filmcraft Productions) malces it

that much better in every way.
Tran.

FRONT PAGE DETECTIVE
With Edmund Lowe, Pamela Dun-

can, Hal K. Dawson, Rodney Bell,

Sara Haden', George Pembroke,
Karen Randle

Distributor: Jerry Fairbanks
Producer: Fairbanks
Director: Arnold Wester
Writert^: Gene Levitt, Robert
MItcher

3t .Mins., FrL, 3:3t p.nt.

RAYCO '

DuMont, frmn N. Y.

(Robert B. Grady)
If “Front Page Detective”' is to

nab a steady viewer following it

had better come 'pp with sharper
story lines and hypo its thesping
troupe. .The 3(l-mmute adventure
aired Friday (27) was a dull affair

which the actors seemed to realize
and refuse to help.
•Plot followed a Hollywood’s,!

grade B pic meller groove and
offered little excitement in the
sleuthing, .gunplay or fisticuffs.

1

Yam centered on Edmund Lowe’s
attempts to track do-wn a black-
.malier-murderer, It’S uncovered

that a playboy is blackmailing
himself so that his rich, miserly
sister will shell out .more coin.

Story is' a weak attempt that^s

never believable.

Lowe gave his role as the front
page detective an unimaginative
portrayal which was matched by
the rest Of the supporting players.
Behind the camera-work, too, was
slipshod and oftimes embarrassing.
The Rayco plugs were delivered

with plenty of impact at the quar-
ter-hour break. Gros.

an Operative. Her initial case in,
volves ^ Ben Astar) who
ha* reported $35,000 brooch m

lets the hea?J
midce some oUiOk passes, deck her
out in a mink coat, wine and dine
her. Then ottt ttf hlsf former flamM
tips tlurt the jewelry actually^
not swiped but was^planted on an-
other of Astar-s stable. Not a veiv
convincing .script..

^

,
It’s strictly ja .superaeUI opus,

but Miss Leslie scores nicely as
the steno-into-T-giri, with Astar
registering amusingly as the
femme-chasing heel and Brodie
adequately putting over the chief
investigator role, production was
above par.
Edition starts off with a prolog

in which Irene Dunne plays a
scatter-brained Insurance sales-

;
woman. In a fantasy setting she
tries, and fall*/ to sell insurance to

' an Oriental and to a gal under a
beauty pimlor hairdryer. But the
man la shot dead and the hair,
dryer explodes, and Miss Dunne
qiiip* that in their condition they
couldn’t pass a physical exam--
setting a Hght^iomcdic tone for
the iinden ease. Miss Dunne also
signs off the story against a sur-
realistic.- atmosphere, to fair ef.*

feet. Her segments were written
by Luther Davis and directed bv
Phil Brown. Bril.

SCHLITZ PLAYHOUSE OF
STARS

(The Von Linden File)
’

With Joan l^slie, Steve Brodie, A.
Ben Astar, Harold J. Kennedy^
Jack Mulhall, Claire Garleion^
Frances Chaney, Irene Martin,
Benny Burt; Irene Dunne, hos^
teas

Producer: PSi TV Prod. (Edward
Lewis)

Director: Eddie Mann
Writer; Ahen Kandel
30 Mins.; Fri., -9 pJU;.

SCHLITZ BREWING
CBS-TV, from New York

{Young k Ruhicam)
“Sehlitz Playhouse of Stars” o'f-»

fered an entertaining, If frothy
private tye vehiclo. Friday (27) in
the “Von Linden . File.” The em-
phasis was mostly on' cuteness,
with only a soupcon of suspense,
and while hot a sock comedy it

made passable light fare.
Yarn deals with a crime-busting

investigator for an insurance .com-
pany (Steve Brodie) who makes his
pretty secretary (Joan Leslie) into

TY Films In Production
no of Friday^ June 27 ==

» ARROW PRODUCTIONS
KTTV Studiog. HoUywood

"KAMAa oa THI JUNCLK" 3« half-
hour junale adventure telepix series
winds July 10. Producers: Harry S. Roth-
schild, Leon Fromkes.
Film Producer: Rudolph Flothow
Director; Wally Fox

ATHENA PRODUCTIONS,. INC.
California Studios: Hollywood

Three aerie* of 13 chapter plays each
"SON oa aoaiM HOOO'^ akedded to A-
rin shootina latter .part of June.
Produeer-dlrector: Clifford Sanforth
Associate producer: A1 W^en
Assistant director: Nate Barrasez
Writer; Howard Taturence Field

JBREAKSTON-STAHL PRODS.
General iService Studios; Hollywood
^'SAPARI BILL'^ series of 26 half hour

telepix te begin shootlna July 1. Loca-
tion shots to be filmed In British X:art
Africa.
Martha Hyer heads cast, parts to £11.
Predueer-directer: Brcakston-Stahl
Associate .producer: Irene Breakston
Technical executive: John R. Carter

FILMCRAFT PRODS.
*491 Melroae, Hollywood

GROUCHO MARX starred In 3* halfkour
audience participation lUait prodnetioM. to
be made -ence a week for NBC. DeSoto-
Plymouth sponsoring.

^'THK BICKKRSONS" series of 3S
hour comedy telepix now shootinX- Fhil
Rapp is writer-director.
Producer: John Guedel
Film producer; L lindenbaum
Directors: Bob Dwan. Bernia Smith

WILLIAM F. BROIDY PRODS.
Sunset Studio*. Hollywood

"The Phantom Pirate" series of half
hour adventure telepix now shootin*.
Robert Stack heads cast with parts to filL
Executive producer: William F, Broldy.
Producer;. Wesley Barn^ .

Associate producers: Bob Halley, Hugh
Kinz

Director: Frank HcDonald

FLYING A PRODUCTIONS
6020 Sunset Blvd.* Hollywood

"AHNII OAKLtY" new series of 92
half-hour videoaters now shootin*. Gall
Davis, Billy Groy head caet. Parts to filL

Second series of 53 half-hour Gene
Autxry Western telepix shootin*. Gene
Autry, Pat Buttram set leads.
/'RANGE RIDER" shootin* .Second se-

ries -of 93 half-hour videoters. Jack X4a*
honey, Dick Jones head cast.
Producer: Louis Gray
Directors: Wallace Fox, Geo. Archainbaud
New series of half-hdur western dramas

entitled "DEATH VALLEY DAYS" now
shootin*.
Producer; Darrell ’McGowan
Director: Stuart McGowan

JACK CHiyRTOK PRODS.
General Service Studios. Hollywood
"L'OKE RANGER" half hour series of 53

videoaters now shootin*. John Hart* Jay
Sllverheels set leads.
Producer; Jack Chei'tok
Associate- Producer: Harry Poppe.

COURNEYA PRODUCTIONS
United Producers Studio

Shootin* "Noah Beery, Jr. Adventure
Scries," 36 IS-minute telepix.
Cast: Noah Beery, Jr., Ann SavUle. Jack

Harris, Norma Fenton.
Producer-director; Jerry Ooumeya
Supervisin* £lm editor: Jimmy Moore

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
RKO-P.->the. Culver City

Shootin* "REBOUND" scries of half
hour adult idramas sponsored by Packard
Motor Car Corp.
'Executive producer; Basil Grlllo
Producer: Bernard Girard
Director: B. Girard
Half-hour series of comedy-drama for

"A CHAIR ON THE BOULEVARD."
Producer: John Nasht
Half hour series of adult drama films

for "CROWN THEATRE" shootin*.
Producers; Richard Dorso. Bernard Glraffl.
"THOSE WERE THE DAYS" half-hour

telepix series now shootin*.
Producers: Bernard Girard. Richard Dorso
"CORNY JOHNSON" series of half-hour

comedy pbe now shootin*.
Producer-director; Bernard Girard-Rlch-

ard Dorso.

W. R. FRANK PRODS.
General Service Studios: Hollywood

. Group of 4 30-mlnute "MEDAL OP
HONOR" telepix becin shootin* July 4t.

"The Rodri*uez Story" Is title of first pic
to shoot.
PiH>duc«rs: W. R. Frank, William Dean
Director: Reginald LeBor*
.Production Manager: Bart Carre

GROSS-KRASNE, IfNC.
General Service Studios: Hollywood
Now shooting "BIG TOWN" series of 24

half hour telepix sponsored by Lever
Brothers. PaMck MeVey and Jane Nigh
set leads.
Producers: Jack J, Gross and Philip N.
Krasne

Director: £. A. Dnxmnt.

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.
600 Taft Bldg., HoUywood

Art Linkletter starring in a series of
104 15-mlnule yMplx titled "LINKLETTER
AND THE KIDS."
Producer-directon Maxwell Shan*
Associate produccii;: Irvin Atkin*

HOUR GLASS PRODS.
810 N. Highland, Hollywood

Shooting ^'MAN Of TOMORROW" Borlo*
of 15-minute telepix.
Producer: Wanda Tuchock
Director; George deNormand

INTERSTATE TELEVISION
Monogram Studios: Hollywood

"DAUGHTERS OF MAgS," starring
Ethel Barrymore, shooting in "ETHEL
BARRYMORE TELEVISION THEATRE"
series.
Producer: Lee Savin
Directors: Lewi* Allan, Will Jason

JERRY FAIRBANKS
6052 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

Casting; Ken Dyson
"AMERICA FOR ME," half-hoUT video

film for Greyhound, starts shooting July 7
with John Archer starred.
"MAGIC WHEEL/' half-hour video film

for National Cash Register, starts shoot-
ing July 14.
Director; Albert Kelley
Assistant director: Joe Boylo

'

Production supervisor: Raovil Pagcl

FRANK FERRIN PRODUCTIONS
652* Sunset Blvd., HoUywood

'Sting: Virginia Maxxuca
"SV. ' ED'S GANG" series now shoot-

ing. K 'nncil, Nino Marcel head cast.
Prodr '^tor: Frank Fcxxln
Associ: -rlucer: Ralph Ferrin
Assistant director: Don Olsen

EDWARD LEWIS PRCDS.
Motion Picture Center. Hollywood

Series of 13 half-hour telepix featuring
Irene Dunne as fcmcee now shootin*
Producer: Edward Lewis
Production manager: William Steven*

PHILLIPS LORD PRODS.
visual Drama Studios: Hollywood

"GANGBUSTER" series for NBC-jrV.
sponsored by Chesterfield, now shootin*.
Producen PhllUps Lord
Dli'cctori Lew Lander*

MARCH OF TIME
369 Lexington AVe.. N. Y.

"AMERICAN WIT AND HUMOR" se-
ries of 26 balf-hosir pix. Thomas Mitchell,
narrator, with cast including Gene Lock-
hart, Jeffrey Lynn, Arnolo klose, Ann
Burr and Olive Deering.
Producer: Marion Parsonnet
Director; Fred IStephani.

ROLAND REED PRODS.
Bbl Roach ‘Studios; Culver City

Now shooUng "MYSTERY THEATRl"
series of SO-minute situation eomedies,
»'roducer; J, Donald Wilson
Director: Howard Bratherton
"MY LITTLE MARGII" ^ri«* of half

hour comedy telepix now shooting,
paries Fatxell and Gale Storm head cast.
Philip Morris sponsors.
Producer; Mai Roach
Director; Hal Yates

REVUE PRODUCTIONS
_ Kaglo Lion Studios: Hollywo^
Half-hour series Of adult drama tel*-

p^Ix now shooting for Revue Prods.
Producer: Revue Productions
Directors: Richard Irving, Norman Lloyd.

HAL ROACH PRODUCTIONS
Ilal Roa<m Studios:. Culver City

"AMOS 'M' ANDY" aerie* of character
comedy telepix now shootin*. Sponsored
by Blais Beer for CBS-TV.

Moore, Spencer Williams, Alvin
ChUdresa, Ernestine Wade, Johnny Lee,
Horace Stewart.

Supervlapra: Fre^an Gosden, Charles
CorrelL Sidney Van Keuren

Director: Charle* Barton
Production executive: James Fonda
Assistant director: Emmett EmersoM

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS
Goldwyn Studio, Hollywood

, 15 oafer
^leplx. Vidpix are half-hoiu- each. Roy
^Cers, Dam Evans topline. Pat Bradym support. General western parts to fUL
Sponsored by General Foods for NBC-TV.
Producer; Roy Rogers
Awoclat* producer; Jack Lacey
Director; Bob Walker

SCREEN GEMS
Hollywood

.
JJ^MN HOHEYMAN" half-hour drama:

shootm* for D^ont's "CAVALCADE OFAMERICA" series.
^oducer-dlrector; Jules Brlcken ,

’

Assistant director; Eddie Seata

SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS.
^agle Lion Studios. Hollywood

. -P^’^ALCADR of AMERICA" serie* of
^If-hour drama telepix shooting.
Producers: Gil Ralston, Ja^ucs Braunsteln

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
,,^Hal Roach Studios, Culver City

,
^^^kET SQUAD" series resume

series^
In August, half hour telejplx

Producer: Hal Roach, Jr.; Carroll CaseDJrecton Jim Tinlln*

UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC.
^Universal International Studios,

Hollywood
. FIGHTING MAN," series of 13

will begin shooting July

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.
r* Hollywood

THEATRE" series of half-hour adult dramas no'^ preparing nextseason's group of 23.
next

Producer-director: Frank Wisbar
Associate producer: Sidney Smith

WEATHER TELEYISON PRODS..
INC.

Hollywood"RO** LADY" series of half ’h/virp
sophisticated co^medlenow shooting.

Langan, Ririiard

SfeKii. j".
reducers: Jack Wrather. Robert MannAssociate pr^ucer: Sherman A. Itorris

ZIY TV
Hollywood

Jded lor Ju5i*ah?ot£*®'^

eShJi!
®*^''^**

CHEVRON THEATRE
(The Trail)
With DoiwIrii feimedy, Willlaa
ChBllGG, Gthcm
Prodoocr: EgWig PrBductions
DirectoFf RlGhat^ Xrviiif
Writer: Fraaik Rhri
30 IHBiul; -PH.^ f p.m.
CHEVRON STATIONS
KTLA, HoIljrwGod

Revue Productions, MCA’s vid-

pbc subsidiaiy which turns out th*

“Chevron Theatre” series normal*

ly ai? oomtedlc. or straight dramatlu

farcj goeg far afield in this entry,
coming up with a boss opera, but
“The TraJOl” proves to be one of
the best of this series this season.
It'* a fast-movlniT oater, based on
a substantial script by Frank Burt,
and offers a pleasant change in

diet for the televiewer accustomed
to more sophisticated entries from
the Chevron aweepstakes.

Narrative is centered upon in-

vestigation of a Wells-Fargo hold-
up in which a man is killed by a
masked bandit. Sheriff's son is the

prime suspect, and all evidence
points his way, right up to dra-

matic finale where killer is con-

nered in hideout by the sheriff and
a w.k. gunslinger on the side of

the law. Showdown discloses the

kiUer is not the sheriff’s son, and
he’s gunned down by the law in

escape attempt after shooting the

sheriff. Script packs far more dy-

namics than the average oater.

Douglas Kennedy, who has man-
ners and appearance of a younger
Fred MacMuixay, registers strong-

( Continued on page 28)

Ncw'York
Perless TV signed five more mai^

kets for its initial package of 26

feature films, bringing the total to

21 . . , Screen Gems, Columbia Pic-

tures’ Wholly-rowned vidfilm sub-

sid, has launched a monthly news-

letter for clr^lation to 700 sen-
sors and agencies . . . Actor Jack

Lloyd pacted for a role in Univer-

sal-Internatipnal’s “Fighting Man
vidfilm series

.

. Sterling TV has

acquired rights to “The Jonathan

Story,” new 15-minute vidpix soap

opera written and produced by

Vance Gooden and Bill Wilkins.

Hollywood
John Shelton has lead in “The

Trial,” Edward Lewis Production
telepic being shot in Mexico City

as part of Schlitz Playhouse ot

Stars series . . . “Big Town pro*

ducers Jack Gross and- Phil Krasne

leave for Gotham for huddle with

Lever Bros, execs . . . Bob Berfcr

back from sixweeks film-selling

junket to- 20 TV markets for StanU-

ard Television . . . Johnpy Inori-

sano finished role in iiv TV s

“Boston Blackie” at California

studios', > .. Lew Kemer, coast reP

of Motion Pictures for Television,

left for week or 10 days of con

fabs with MPFT topper Matty rj*

in N. Y. . . . “The Lady or the

Tiger,” Frank R. Stockton OT*
lined up by Columbia’s vidp

subsidiary, Screen Gems, as pa

of “The Ford Theatre” seriej

Jules Brlcken produdng ... See

(Continued on page 38)
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—Iky Laughed at Clqip’

This week’s crudil meeting of CBS aflttliates and the network

echelon, which will have a vital bearing on the future economic

etfttns of the radio: industry as a whole, recalls how, more than two

vears ago, KOttr'Clipp, general manager of the WFIL statlpns.

(AM-TV) In Philadelphia^ Initially set the pattern for the “radio

rate structure of tomorrow.”^
' ‘ * *

•

At that time Cllpp’s move toward a downward readjusctment of

nighttime rates and a recognition of daytime radio's new-found

impact was regarded as incredible. Initial broadcasters' reaction was

to laugh it off as th^ gropings of an alarmiist. But Clipp, already

entrenched in higtime 'TV,, saw the Shifting audience and rating

trends and proceeded to set WFIL's economic house in order.

Time apparently has justified Clipp'a reappraisal of AM in the

face of the TV ascendancy. If the broadcasters arc no longer

“laughing it off'’ but. in turn still nurse those early fears '^and re-

sentment, the swe*ping CBS rate readjustment* despite affiliate ’

resistance, has virtually “conditioned" the industiy to the changes

in store for radio.. n

„ J

T '

I ,

NBC’s DanielBooiiers Scout Everybody

/In a duly 1 “declaration of Inde-

pendence " almost 150 C^S Badio
affiliates uuaidmously resolved

yesterday (Tues.) to call on the

network to abandon its plan to cut

rates, to rescind the 10% rate cut

that CBS instituted exactly a year
ago and to raise daytime rates at

least 20%.
What happens when the affiliates

•call in the Columbia brass today

(Wed.) for a face-to-face showdown
is something ^else again, however.

For it's generally believed that, re-

gardless of how firm the affiliates’

Hollywood, July 1.

There won’t be much talent run-

ning around loose after the NBC
boys with the butterfly nets cage

their catch. Trappers; Joe Bigelow,

Norman Blackburn ' and Ed Sobol

have ferreted out a' half-dbzcn per-

sonalities new to 'i:V . to fill the

odd hours around convention time

along Lake Mich. • •

Not even songwriters were
spared. Set for a network ride on
a one-shot test Campaign . are

Hoagy Carmichael . and Jimmy
McHugh. Theyll vary the then-I-

wrote pattern by bringing on sing-

ers and the such to palaver about
sharps and flats;

After ABC’s Charles Underhill
caught and found wanting the Band
Box nitery comics, Billy Gray,. Ben
Lessy and Patti Moore, JTOC’s
triumvirate will give them a trial

spin in the hope that they can
fracture the setsiders like they do
the fast crowd that packs the Band
Box every night. Walter O'Keefe
as “Mayor of Hollywood" and Jack
Paar, quiz master, are practically
set for multiple slots weekly.

Carroll Carroll
hoc Ml •WN «R Hie

subject «i ex|M'esteil In

IC$ a Lack of Vision^

Not Television
t

* *

•He -of tbe MMiy .Interestlim

•ditMfM fMterot In tbe

7ih Annual Radio-^TelevUion
Review & Preview Number

*f
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ANTA Pacts Top

Names for 25(1

Not to miss anyone that might
be a sleeper, Bigelow remembered
that Jack Douglas, the comedy
writer, once did a comedy turn
on radio with a stand-up monolog.
So he takes a turn at yocking be-
tween disk dervishing. For July 4,

they decreed, what would be better
than a military band so they’ll
bring to Hollywood the U. S.
Marine band from Camp Pendle-
ton down the coasts
Every night club and college

campus within a day’s ride is being
scouted by the Daniel Booners and
those that show even a tinge of
talent are routed into the studio
for an audition! When they get
through scouring the promised land
there won’t be enough left for the
others to worry about.

Crosby Deal Set

For Coa-Cola
Bing Crosby has been signed for

radio and television by Coca-Cola
ior next year, deal calling for one
am show wqjfkly. It probably
h^eans the end of Mario Lanza's
enure with Coke, his pact running
until September.

probably is taking th
time formerly hel

tuUk
Bergen when he wz

Ma?. outfit. Bi

tiir/*?^\
Crosby’s producer, n

Monday ft-om Elko, Nev
skied to go over the di

ans of the pact with the Groane

Friedman Exiting NI
resigned

NBC-TV.
the web’s lat.

ttint 5 Friedman'!

mar’s
producer of

C.entcen."

ture^ n?o
to announce h

plans shortly.

TV Drama Series

American National Theatre and

Academy will return to television

this fall with a new series of half-

hour dramatic shews, which will

spotlight some of the top actors and

playwrights in the country. Series,

which is now being pitched to

prospective sponsors and agencies,

carries an estimated $25,()()0 week-
ly talent and production price-tag,

from which ANTA will derive a fee

to further its work of bringing
more legit to more people.

Producer of the series will be
Richard Harrity, the playwright
who produced, the ANTA video
shows on the NBC network during
the 1947-’48 season. In a unique
deal, he’s lined up some of the top
directors in the business to rotate

on the show each week. These in^

elude David Alexander, who staged
the current Broadway click, “Pal
Joey," and the recent “Somerset
Maugham Theatre" for NBC-TV;
Yul Brynner, now on leave from
CBS-TV to play on Broadway In

“King and I;’’ Fred Coe, producer
of NBC’s “TV Playhouse;’’ Sidney
Lumet, now directing “Danger" for

CBS-TV; and David Pressman, who
directed the original “Actors Stu-

(Contlnued on page 36)

JACK RYAN RE

W

CHI JOB AFTER 15 YRS.
Cliicago, July 1.

Jack Ryan, public relations di-

rector of NBC’s Central Division

for the past 15 years, has resigned
effective Aug. 15. To make sure the
resignation stuck, and to assure
Immunity from the persuasive pow-
ers of Harry Kopf, NBC veepee,
Ryan sold his house before telling

the boss he quit.

During the latter part of next
month, Ryan will move to the
Coast. His plans are otherwise un-
announced. No successor has been
named as yeL

stand, CB,S Is determined to effect

a drastic nighttime rate slash, pur-
ported in some quarters to l^e from
40%-50%. The answer,, will be
forthcoming by tonight.

• It’s a move which may have deep
significance for the future of.AM,
sitoce it was CBS' “rape of the
rates" last year which had all net-
works following suit. Meeting,
which drew 143 station toppers to
the Hotel Ambassador, N. Y., who
account for 90% of CBS’ dollar
volume, was marked by a strong
demonstration of solidarity and
firmness. This show of unity is

expected to have its effect on the
web’s brass—William 5. Paley,
Frank Stanton, Adrian Murphy and
Herbert V. ALkerberg—^who will at-

tend the session today (Wed.) to air

their side of the case.-

“Should the network stm push
its plans to axe rates, wee’ll decide
our own course in an afternoon ses-
sion," an affiliate' spokesman said.

The group is a “rump," unofficial
body, distinct from the Columbia
Affiliates Advisory Board, which
does ndt deal with the financial and
business sides of network-affiliate
relationships.

Called by 10 key CBS stations
“to deal with the current emergen-
cy any way we could,” the rump
group is to be made permanent.
“We’ll be around as long as there’s
an emergency, but we hope there’s
an end to that pretty soon,” a
spokesman said.

Attendance was .a welcome sur-
prise to those who called the con-
fab. Delegates not only paid their
own way but also a $10 registration

fee to cover expenses of the meet-
ing.. Stations from as far away as
California Were represented, with
Texas heavilV repped. Alaskan and
Canadian stations had observers
present.
Key point In the resolution was

the demand of affiliates that CBS
stop its efforts to establish the
price affiliates are paid for carry-

ing network shows, and that these
should be established bilaterally

by the network and stations. CBS
has the contractual right in pacts

with the • majority of stations

(about 160) to set rates unilateral-

ly, but not for at least eight key
outlets. However, affiliates hope
that this declaration will stop the

web from exercising its legal right

to determine the rate.

As -evidence of their strong feel-

ing, the affiliates moved to sign

the resolution individually. Many
stations which didnT attend sent

wires endorsing the purpose of the
meeting. Non-attendees are being

(Continued on page 36)

Gleason’s Billing

Something of a precedent is

being established in Jackie
Gleason’s vaude aUd presenta-

tion house tour this summer,
prior to debuting hi$ hour-long
Saturday night TV show for

CBS in the fail. •

It’ll mark the first time -that

a headliner will get marquee
billing as a network television

star. For a while there were
some L o e w ' s managerial
squawks, with an attempt made
to confine the billing to CBS
and eliminate the word “tele-

vision." However, Gleason
won out and the full identity

will remain.

IS

Blueprint. Asb CBS to End ‘Bind’

Rate Cuts, Stress on ‘Rocket’ Ratings
#
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Four NBC Radio

Affiliates Hike

In the wake of the current CBS
attempts to institute a cutback in

nighttime rates, four NBC stations,

including one p.&o. operation,

have boosted their nighttime rates

to a* new high, effective this week.

Web spokesmen in N. Y. attributed
the rate hikes to the -fact that the
stations have long been under-

1

priced in relation to rates on com-
peting network outlets in the same
markets, and in relation to their

increased circulation.

.

Illustrative of .the situation is

KPRC, Houston, which has not re-

vised its .rates since October, 1939.

Houston outlet upped its gross
Class A hour charge from $234
to $280. NBC o.Sco. outlet is

KNBC, San Francisco^ which hiked
its rate from $414 to $475. Other
two affiliates are WOAI, San An-
tonio, up from $306 to $340, and
WKY, Oklahoma City, up from
$252 to $280.

‘FOOD MAGaCIAN' FILES

500G SUIT YS. NBC
Chicago, July 1.

Osborne Putnam Stearns, who
for five years cooked by ear on

WMAQ, Chi, as “The Food Ma-

gician," last weel: filed suit against

NBC for $500,000 in Chi federal

district court before Judge Walter

La Buy.

Stearns alleges that the station

made .him change his format tp a

mere reading of recipes,, thereby
causing a severe drop in his rat-

ings, which in turn caused his can-

cellation.

Network execs aren’t too con-

cerned with the suit. Comments
ranged from “the program merely
outlived its usefulness," to “if the

talent on every show we dropped
sued us and won, we’d be bankrupt
in a week."

Johnson Wax Expands

News for Chi Politicos

Johnson’s Wax, which currently
backs the 10-minute news on
Mutual at 5:50 p.m., will expand
to a quarter-hour at 5:45 p.m. dur-
ing the three-week period of the
Republican and Democratic na-
tional conventions.

Special convention newscasts
will start Monday (7) and run
through July 25. Titled “Five
Men Report," series will feature
Frank Singiser, Cecil Brown, H. R.
Baukhage, Holland Engle and
FrancU Coughlin.

In » hard-hitting realistie speech

that won loud praise lErom the CBS
Radio affiliates meeting in N. X*

yesterday (Tucs.)> Victof^ A. Sh(Ol4«^,

veepee-director of WHAS and
WHAS-TV, Louisville, laid down «
five-point plan to save radio.
The Sholis platform' is: (1) end

the reckless price war by making
na further blind rate cut; (2) stop
under-the-table deals as of now;
(3) take the lead in. underwriting*
and developing, sound research,
that will measure the value of. ra-
dio as an advertising medium;
(4) halt the use of “pocket p^ce"
ratings, and other ' research of lim-
ited and questionable value as
AM’s principal selling tools; and
(5) take the Initiative in r«‘^*^oring

standards of good broadcasting.
Sholis started out by stressing

the affiliates’ “sincere respect" for
the CBS top brass. “For many
years a mutually satisfactory re-
lationship has existed between the
network and its affiliates," he said.

“We earnestly want it to con-
tinue.” Calling Columbia the “num*
her one network,*’ ...he said, “we
must now accept the responsibility
of providing leadership for the in-
dustry. In retrospect it is obvious
now that this meeting should have
been held some two years ago."
He recalled' that two years ago

NBC announced its intention to
cut rates, based, on thp Inroads
made by TV in each s.peciflc radio
market. But the NBC affiliates
"Would have none of it and stopped
NBC cold," he added. Then, he
went on, CBS wired affiliates it

was cutting their rates—morning,
noon and night—for the affiliates,
while advertisers were getting an
afternoon and night cut. The web,
Sholis declared, explained that the
cut was made to “take us. out of
the clonk-and-suit business" and
“was not an adjustment for TV."

‘Old School Tie’
Outlets accepted the move, the

WHAS topper said,' “primarily for
the reason of ‘the old school tie’,’*

not because thev found any Justifi-
cation for it. He noted that out-
lets were merely accepting an ac-
complished fact, since the web had
mailed letters to bankrollers giv-
ing them the cut before wiring the
stations.

The competition promptly fol-
lowed suit, Sholis stressed, and to-
day, 16 months later, the “situ-
ation is worse. The deals are not
only still with us, but they’ve sunk
lower into the sub-basement."
Reviewing NBC’s projected ^‘cco-

nomic plan" to readjust rates,
which was abortive, he said CBS
followed by rewriting its contract
with affiliates: (1) revising the
method of computing percentage
payment to the affiliate so that
both the net and the station would

(Continued on page 35)

On Tatkr Series
Although original overtures for

acquisition of the TV rights ta
“Ltie With Father", were initiated
by NBC, it now lo'oks as though
CBS will grab off the property for
the upcoming video semester.
NBC rejected as too steep the

amount of coin entailed for the TV
rights to the ex-legit property,
which set a long-run mark for
Broadway. Understood that Mrs.
Clarence Day, widow of the author
of the original “Father" series, who
has control of the rights along
with Howard Lindsay and Russel
Crouse, who did the legit adapta-
tion, wanted $500,0(>0 as her share.
In additional, it would IfSive neces-
sitated bringing Lindsay and
Crouse into the picture on an ad-
ditional fee basis.
With NBC passing up the deal

CBS has subsequently moved In,
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NBC-TV, in gaining rights Jast-^

week to the National Collegiate

Athletic Assn/s fall football sched-

ule, pulled almost a
,

complete

switch on the money-only policy it

had previously established in bid-

ding for top sports events-rand so

managed to win the righte away

from competing nets who had bid

more in actual coin.

Web in its presentation to the,

NCAA* substituted .
originality for'

money and so, for the first time, is

not being blamed for setting a dan-

gerous overpay precedent for the

rest of the industry, as happened

when it got the World Series, Hose

Bowl, etc. In terms of money, NBC
bid only the minimum asked by

the NCAA, or twice its hoi^ly

Class A time rate, whereas other.,

nets are reported to have bid two-

and*a-half times their Class A rate.

Web instead placed major emphasis

on what it thought were ’reasons

why it should, get the plum instead

of its competitors.

History of NBC’s successful cam-

paigning goes back to mid-April,

when prexy Joseph H. McConnell

Issued a blanket memo to all de-

partments that he wanted the foot-

ball this year. In 1951, NBC walked

into the NCAA with a blank check.

Sports chief Tom Gallery, public

affairs exec Davidson Taylor and

other department heads figured

that all webs this year wQuld have

access to the same number of - sta-

tions, the same sponsors’ and- could

off.er about the same amount > of

money. As a result, they decided

to gd ahead with the minimum bid

and attempt ' to work out a ’ more
comprehensive and original presen*

tatlon on What the NCAA could

gain by granting the-rights tO’NBC.

Result was a fullscale pfeserita-

tion which included a complete pro-

jected schedule of all major college

games the web would like to pick

up (an especially tough assign-

men this year because the NCAA
has ruled that no college can be in-

cluded more than once during the

season); a complete schedule o

small college games, which the web
will make available to stations on
a local pick-up basis, if they would
rather jfiave .them than the major
game, and plana for promotion, re-

search and press campaigns.

Now that it has won the rights,

NBC’s next move will be to line Up
a sponsor or sponsors to bankroll

the grid schedule,’’ As revealed in

Variety several weeks ago, the

football package would cost a single

advertiser about $4,000,000, or

miore than twice what any of the

network bankrollers are paying for

the conventions this year. As a

result, the sale to any single spon-
sor would make It the highest sin-

gle package deal in advertising his-

tory. NBC has its eye on several

car companies, but expects finally

(Continued on page 38)

Velotta Protests In

N.Y. Taxi Hearing Ban

Thomas Velotta. ABC news v.p„

.ast week protested to New York’s

Mayor Vincent H. Impellitteri on

deputy Charles Horowitz

ordering tape recording equipment

of WJZ from the Board .of Esti-

mates’ hearing bn Increasing taxi

fares.

Velotta called the action “a de-

cided Infringement on the freedom

of communication and expression

as well as an impingement on the

efforts of WJZ to carry-out its pol-

cy of affording maximum public

service through • coverage and

broadcasting of matters of public

interest.”

WJZ correspondent Julian An-

thony was told to get his gear out

of the hearing, as .a I’esult of which

a half-hour shoy which had been

scheduled for that night, Friday

(27), v)as cancelled. • Velotta said

that the deputy mayor’s action Was
“in distinct contrast” to the city’s

attitude when the outlet recorded

and aired the board’$ hearirfgs on

the city budget on three .days in

April. Anthony asked several of

the board members to bring up

the question as to whether he could

record the session, but all refused

to bring the issue to a vote.

HARRY SALTER
MUSICAL DIRCCTOR
Sto|i the

Allen Competing

With Himself?
There’s a possibility that when

Fred Allen preems his Tuesday
night at 10 television show on NBC
in the fall for Old Gold cigarets,

the radio version, which OG has
also bought, may also go into thej
Tuesday 10 o’clock segment. That
would be accomplished through
the simple expedient of taping the
sound track of the filmed ’TV show
and giving it a simultaneous
spread. Similar process is used
on the Groucho Marx show, but in
the case of the latter his radio pro-
gram is heard on Wednesdays and
the TV version on Thursday.

There have been cases, as with
Arthur Godfrey, of doing a simul-
taneous live show, but this would
be the first instance of a filmed
program competing back-to-back
with a sound version of the same
personality.

Should Allen wind up
, Tuesday

nights on radio, it would give
NBC a triple programming conti-
nuity reminiscent of the bigleague
wartime days when Tuesday on
NBC led Wie Hooper parade. Dean
Martin & Jeri*y Lewis go In at 9
o’clock for Chesterfield (Bob
Hope’s longtime spot); with Fibber
& Molly re-slotted for 9:30, and
Allen at 10.

NBC-TV this week moved toward

the solution of one of its chief

sponsorship problems pn its eiurly-

bird “Today” show, by wrapping up

the sale of' a five-minute strip on

the shpw to General Foods. While

the 7 -to 9 a. m. cross-the-boarder

had previously, been showing a

profit, the web had .not been able

to crack the top spending advertis-

ers of GF’s class. As a result, it

hopes that the GF sale will open

the gates to a flood of other big-

coin bankrollers.

GF, through Young & Rubicam,
bought the strip for an original 13

weeks, at an estimated cost for the

cycle of $175,000.. On a. 52-week
basis, that would total, well over

$500,000. NBC sales execs hence-

forth will pitch the fact that, if an
advertiser like GF, interested only

in l?uying On the best cost-per-

thopsand deal available, purchased
“Today,” then the show definitely

pays off for its sponsors. . GF will

plug Jell-O Pudding and its cereals.

NBC this week also sold a strip

on the show to Polaroid for a spe-

cial six-week campaign for its Land
Camera. Deal is * considered sea-

sonal, since camera manufacturers
traditionally do their heaviest ad-

vertising during the summer
months.

LOEW'S THEATRES SETS

6 WEEKS OF TV SPOTS
Loew’s Theatres, one of the top

N. Y. filmery circuits, which got

its feet wet in television plugging

via a buy of WOR-TV’s Happy Fel-

ton show, plunged further into vi-

deo this week by pacting for a six-

week series of spots on WCBS-TV,
key station of the CBS-TV web in

N. Y. Outfit is one of three new
spot bankrollers which the station

lined up this week to take ad-
vantage of the 45% discount offer
on daytime plugs to any sponsor
buying 12 or more per week.

Loew’s deal, placed through
Honahue & Coe, calls for two spots
daily six days each week, starting
July 7. Maxwell House, which al-

ready had four spots weekly on
the station, rounded, out its quota
of 12 by signing a 39-week deal
calling for eight more announce-
ments each M'eek. Rival Dogfood
pacted for 12 daytime spots week-
ly for 52 "weeks, starting July 20.

Sari Francisco, July 1.

‘ Twenty-seven, hours on the air

$401,500 bn the tote board. And
uncounted dollars still to be tallied.

Those . are the statistics socked

home by the KGO and KGO-TV
Second Annual Cerebral Palsy

Marathon that sweht through this

city, like a hurricane frbm 9 p. m.,

Friday, until Saturday midnight

and transformed a widely adver-

tised “Celebrity Parade” into a uni-

versally applauded, heart-warming

“People’s Parade.”

.It made television history here.'

It tbpj^led Milton Berle’s telethon

endurance record and topped it by
three hours. It pulled in more do-

nations than any ’non-network tele-

thon on record, far- exceeding the
$350,000 netted by the Bob Hope-
Jack Webb Cerebral Palsy, telethon
in Los Angeles.'

“Dragnet’s” Jack Webb came
home to co-emcee the show with
Lee Giroux, the local TV Acad-
emy’s “Man of the Year’’ for 1952.

Webb and Giroux worked the en-
tire show, never leaving camera ex
cept during the longer floor show
numbers.

Evangeline Baker and Fr.eddy
Jorgensen kept pace on radio, fill-

ing with commentary and inter-

views whenever the impact of video
out-weighed the audio.

Talent by the star-studded doz-

ens flew from Hollywood to help
the cause, including Margaret
O’Brien, John Agar, ’ Hal Peary,
Janet Waldo, Johnny Mack Brown,
Cliff Arquette, Benay Venuta, Ros
coe Ates, Walter Slezak and Anita
Gordon.

Local nite. spots had almost 100%
representation. The Ice Follies en-
.tertained, later passed baskets at
their own show, and returned with
$2,000 collected from their audi-
ence. Other groups did the same

—

Bimbo’s 365, Sinaloa, Forbidden
City, Italian Village. When the
show was running long, • several
floor shows left their clubs and
came back for another turn.

Local entertainers appeared and
re-appeared—Jack Ross. Keriny
Burt, Miguelito Valdes, Joaquin
Garay, Nancy Andrews, April Stev-
ens, Patsy PArker, Barbara Mcrit-
chle, Dorothy Baker, Geraldine
Farmar, Rusty Draper, Earl
“Fatha” Hines, Armand Girard,
Paris Sisters, George Cerruti, Ted
Johnson. Employees from every
rival station were on hand to help
in some way.

Two to Make Reddy
Tom Reddy’s “Top -of the

World” stanza, which started
on ABC radio, Isn’t heard in
New York because the “Tom
Reddy Show” is aired on the
web’s Gotham key, WJZ, at
the same time.
Reddy is heard live on the

local outlet, 11-11:30 a.m.
cross-the-board, while his net-

work program of interviews
from the Empire State Build-
ing observation tower Is

beamed via tape at 11:15 a.m.

pinff CrosWi windup for Chesterfield 'hst week included a
comedp insert 'with Ken ^arp'enter on h^s eiffote cancellation and
“aotta-0efra-spo.n3?.or’' pitebV Fpfccpti that it never' got on the air, the

client registering a balk. Following are extracts of the deleted

script:

Carpenter; Have you got a sponsor line(3[ up yet?
^

Crosby: (Cpies) (Sings) ^’If Youi- Sponsor. -Whites
; ^ patter of

Good-bye’* < • • „ ,

,

Carpenter: Ay, ay, ay , . . Bing, you mean Chesterfield has given

you the gate? >
.

.

Crosby: No, no, no, Chesterfield didn't give me
.
the gate . . .but

they did send me a telegram which - said: “FOR THREE. YEARS
YOH have SOUNDED OFF FOE CHESTERFIELD . . . NEXT
YEAR, SHOVE OFF” , . . It was a nice, friendly- telegram, but to

^^C^^eriier: Oh Bing, I can’t believe the Chesterfield people sent

you a wire like that.
, ,

Crosby: Of course, not . . . I’m just kidding . . . just trying to light-

en our tragedy . . . Seriously, Ken, the Chesterfield people are sorry

—they’re just sorry that th6y can’t get together because they want

a television show. '
.

Carpenter: Why don’t ydu do television?

Crosby: No time, Ken . . . you see, with pictures and radio, and

Jooking for a sponsor for radio, my time is full

^
Carpenter: Well, look, if you don’t get a radi<rsponsor, will you

do tele-vision?

Crosby: I'm not gonna forsake radio . . . still lots of grand people

tune into this grand mediuriT.' '

Carpenter: Sure, but what about a sponsor?

Crosb:^rBtii*F,“but what about a sponsor?

Crosby: Ken, we’re here to entertain the folks now . .

,

Carpenter: Okay^ let’s forget, about opr problem.'
*

* Crosby: Sure . , . I do feel though Ken, .like pausing for just a

mom^nT; for^some refreshment . . . would you mind running next

door and getting me a Coca-Cola?
Carpenter: Not at all.

Crosby: Oh say—and as long 'as you're going- to the -restaurant

you might as well bring back a delicious, shimmying dish of

Jell-0 .

Carpenter: Oh yes sir! Yes sir!

should I bring back a bar of soap?
Crosby: I don’t think that will be necessary, Keri .

.

haven’t had any nibbles ..from any of the soap people.. .

Carpenter: Are we that washed up?
Crosby: Oh, look out . . . no, not at all ... T got a terrific offer to

go on the air for a French firm ^ . a big PariS: company.
Carpenter: Oh, perfume?
Crosby: Snails.

Carpenter: Snails?
Crosby: Yup, Sulette’s Soigne Succulent Snailsl-

. Carpenter: Things are slow aren’t they? But Bing, look, very

few people in this country eat snails.

Crosby: Yeah, but wait till we go on the air .for these snails—

everybody’ll be eating ’em.

Carpenter*: Oh no, I won’t.
Crosby: The average snail tastes like it was manufactured by the

United States Rubber Company.
Carpenter; United States Rubber Company? Are they still inter-

ested?
Crosby: Sending out a feeler-

:

. . but don’t worry .

.

Peggy (Lee): I’m sorry to hear that this is your last broadcast.

Crosby: This is the last broadcast of this season, Peggy , . . we’ll

be back on the air in the Fall.

Eeggy: Oh . , . Who is your sponsor going to be?
Crosby; Well Peg, I can’t divulge- the name of my new sponsor

yet . . . because I don’t know who it is yet.

Peggy: Well, you don’t seem to be worried.
Crosby: I have superb control . . . really, Peg, I’m not worried . .

.

because tomorrow morning I’m heading for the ranch in my Hop-
along (Dassidy hat, my Levis and my Westex Boots,

Peggy: Now there’s a nice list of sponsors.
Crosby: Could be.

» And as long as I’m going out,

or a box of.spap chips?
so far we

Htq^eralds Discover

20% U.S. Customs’ Tax

On Foreign Taped Shows
Ed. and Pegeen Fitzgerald dis-

covered that there is a 20% duty,

predicated on the value of the

commercial radio time, on all tape-

recordings made abroad and
shipped back for broadcasting.

U. S. Customs assesses the taped

interviews on the commercial

value of the time-slots. Accord-

ingly, the Mr. and Mrs. team will

only originate one broadcast to-

morrow (Thursday) morning from
Capt. Manning’s quarters aboai’d
the new S.S. United States, and
then 'proceed on the maiden voy-
age, essentially as a holiday. If
there is • a means of getting ship-
board taped-interviews back to
their WJ2i, N.Y., origination point,
without that 20% customs rap
they will proceed as originally in-
tended. It is stin in the process
of rationalization.

If the taped broadcasts are con-
sidered as news they probably can
be brought in sans duty. In 1949-
50, MBS gabber Cecil Brown
fought out the issue with Customs,
claiming that tapes which had been
impounded pending valuation con
stltuted “extinguishing of the
news.” He argued that it was like
taxing an Associated Press news
wire. As a result the ruling was
changed and on his round-the-
world four-month trip last year,
Brown sent back his tapes without
any hitch.

Also aboard the maiden voyage
are RCA board chairman Briga-
dier-General David Samoff and
his wife; John (El Morocco)
Perona, and a flock of military and
naval brass, socialites, et al.

Mutual $ Cuffo

Talent Spread

Mutual has grabbed itself a flock

of major entej^iners for a 12-weck

summer ride bn % practically cuffo

basis through the simple expedient

of remoting the talent headliners

appearing at Atlantic City’s Steel

Pier. Program, tabbed “Dancing by

the Sea,” will be further embell-

ished by some production values,

with the network pacting Al Owen,

of WMID. Atlantic City, for pro-

duction, script and emcee chores.

Show will feature pier bands and

stage headliners along with name

entertainers appearing*in clubs at

A. C. and Wildwood. Among bands

scheduled are Louis Prima, Tommy
Dorsey, Tony Pastor, Billy May,

Ralph Flanagan, Buddy Murrow

and others. Patti Page, Tony Ma^
tin and Johnnie Ray are among

the stage personalities set.

Show will be aired from 5 to

5:45 Saturday afternoons, starting

this Saturday (5).
• CBS Radio is also .“P

the name bands from Steel

as a half-hour segment of its

a Sunday Afternoon” spread.

LacyU AM-athon
Jack Lacy, disk jockey chairn^n

of the N. Y. Herald Tribune Fresn

Air Fund, will conduct an am-

athon for the fund on his „

WINS program next Wednesaay

(9).

Lacy program, which
.

starts a

12:30 p.m., will spin platters J

quested .by dialers who L
or more to the cause.

phones will be set up in an adj



Washington, July 1,

Trfevision in»y pretty much a. network and big town mo-

nftlv at the' poUtkal «>iive;ntions, but when it comes, to sound

thev’U be there from Keokuk to Kankakee.

^^Rroadcast atat^nt in the medium size and smaller, cities are all

fta move in on. Chicagoi, with tape, platters and even direct

back home. • tt ia admitted here that many a convention ex-

"ijisive will be picked up by such stations, despite the competition

nf their high powered metropolitan rivals.

some of the mote colorfully named non-metropolitan

/•jHes whose broadcasters are accredited to the political hassles are:

niiwein and Keokuk,. Xowa; Siloam Springs,. Ark.; Bozeman and

Sssoula, Mont.; Avinget, Tex.; Kankakee
, and Blue Island, lU.;

Warsaw Ind.; X*dy)Mnith, Wis.; Bowling Green and Campbellville,

vv Tuialoosa, Ala,: Pocatello, Idaho; North Wilkesboro and South-

s’ Pines, N. C*;. Galjipolis. and Moorhead and Willmar, Minn.

B oasters to

Washington, July 1.

Keep hands off TV and let audi-

ence*conscious broadcasters Work

out program problems oh* the me-

dium. This was the appeal which

tbe broadcasting industry'made to

Congress last week as the House
Interstate Commerce' subcommittee

investigating immoi^af and 'Offensive

programs completed the first phase

of its hearings.
,

’

At a session last Thursday'- <26)

to hear testimony from the Na-

tional Assn, of Hadio- and TV
Broadcasters, John E. Fetzer, chair-

man of the Television Code Beview'

Board, pleaded for patience with

the new and dynamic medium.
“After all,” he told the Committee,
“television is a mirror of the genius

and talent and of the thought of

the American people. Its level can

be no higher than the general

level of education and culture of

our people.”

Fetzer, who owns WKZO-TV in

Kalamazoo, Mich., • rerhlnded the
Committee that • TV has “multitu-

dinous problems” in programming
and developing program personnel.
“Many programs on the'*air today

are only temporary adjimcts to a

finer plan of development that will

evolve from practical operating ex-

perience,” he said. “It should- 1^
remembered that talent Irt Tf
reaches a high mortality rate.”
To illustrate his point,

.
Fetzer

noted that the combined output of
Hollywood film studios in 1951 was
432 features or, 684 hours of enter-
tainment or only enough for one
TV station for six weeks. “In
other words,” he said, “the entire
motion picture yearly output of

(Continued oh page 38)

K&E Lops OS

Kenyon & Eckhardt,. which gaye
vp two major accounts within the

if a lopped six radio-TV
staffers off its roster during the
ast week. Ageiicy thus follows
le pattern set recently by both
oung & Rubicam and Weintraub

in trimming its staff in line with a
cutback in billings.

Tfan ®
,
voluntarily resigned the

it -had, with the
billings plum swinging

had
Burnett, which already

loct th®
account. K&E also

y -250,000 Piers Beer busi-
V'hich transferred over to

Scripfar'

Mannie Manheim

‘Puffing and Sipping

On TV*
* A

MU «mhsIh« bytlN* $r»ry Ih th«i

7th Annual Radi<a-Televi$ion

Review & Preview ISumher
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Chicago, July 1.

Threat of a strike was aVeftei

yesterday (Mon.) when ABC and

NBC came to terms \\dth radio

newswriters of NABET, with a

formal - contract to be signed, at

their mutual convenience.

Pact, which runs until January,
1954, calls for $105 weekly the
first year, $120 the second and
$135 thereafter. Salary, however,
is subject to ’review on Jan. 4,

1953.

Other ..network concessions, in-

clude two consecutive days off

each ‘ week, . and 10% additional
pay if any part of tour of duty
falls within 2 to 5 a.m.

f hilco Adds to Coverage

^
With ABC HilfStrip

ventinn°'/'y^^ backing the con-

^inuu bought a five-

ABc cross-the-board. on
Hili’e

• Show will be Edwin C.

'vhich News,”
P-ni sinf

^ ^he 10:30-10:35
opposite

commentnrl
-Montgomery quickie

Hill hac I on NBC.
^un\bei'

^^oeen broadcasting for a
sponsors on ABC, al-

*^hain.
^ P^’®sent he is not on the

Kelly lipped at WMAL;

New Asst. Manager
Washington, July 1.

Charles L. Kelly has been
named assistant general m,anagejJ
of stations WMAL-AM-FM-TV
here. Stations, ABC affiliates, are
owned by The Evening Star. Mah-
lon A. Glascock has been upped
as director of radio and television

sales for the Star stations.

Kelly, WMAL program director

since 1949, was previously pro-
gi'am-production manager of Du-
Mont TV in New York and pro-
gram - production manager of

WNBW, the Washington outlet for
NBC television.

]?^G*s current administrative re-

appraisal and repatterning, sparked
by the recent appointment of Syl-

vester L; (Pat) Weaver' as veepce
in charge of both radio and tele-

vision operations, with Frank
White as general manager for both-

AM and TV, has
. served to h,ie(h'

light an existing confusion within

the organization in regards to dual

veepeeships and duplication of

functions among key personnel.

It's anticipated that, in a further

expansion of the current executive

reshuffling, an attempt will be

made to resolve the Siamese com-

plex; that appears to find some of

the network administrators mired
in a state of flux.

Where other networks are con-

tent with one finance adnunlstra-

tOr, NBC actually has two key execs

functioning within that area. They
are Joseph Heffernan, v^p. in

charge of finance, and Joseph Mc-
Donald, who was brought over from
ABC as veepee-treasurer of the
NBC organization.

NBC employees also see a need
for some clarification of the
owned-and-operafed” ' divisional

setup, with two' veepees now func-

tioning in that area; James Gaines
is the network's key o ^ o man.
But. another y.p., Carleton Smith,
who was head of NBC's AM-TV sta-

tion relations before Harry Bannis-
ter was brought in, has been moved
into the a- & o setup as,- well.

Madden-Frey in Sales

The situation in TV sales has
been a . source of some confusion.

Edward A. Madden is ,the veepee
in charge of television sales, with
the additional title of “operations.”
But also carrying the. title of v.p. in

charge of TV sales is George Freyi
who in turn reports to Madden.

Similarly, two veepees function
within the area of public relations-

press; namely, Bill Brooks, who has
the top p.r. ranking, and Syd Eiges,

who reports to Brooks.

It's to be noted .that none- of

this pertains, as' in the ca^e of CBS,
to any “split down the middle”
technique, which obviously entails

the designation of separate veepee-
ships for both AM and TV. In the

case of NBC, the duplications en-

compass the same areas of opera-
tion. "

.

Similarly there are two general
executives in TV—;Davidson Tay-
lor, Jr., and A. A. Schechter. The
TV news operators report to Tay-

lor. The operators of the early

morning “Today” show (which is

basically news) report to Schech-
ter. Slightly confusing the picture

IS the fact that while TV news
chief Bill McAndrew reports to

Taylor, 'the head of AM news

—

Henry Cassiry—^reports to Charles
(Bud) Barry, radio programming
veepee.

Mean-v^le the status of Charles
R. Denny, executive vice-president,

now that the Weaver-White combo
heads up radio-TV,* continues to

prompt considerable conjecture
around the network.

T
*‘Where Are the A<3cP

Oypaiei Playing Tanight?^^

Lester Gottlieb
(CIS KckIm Prdamm V.P.)

* * *

«ii fMMiliiy kyHM ImIwc In th*

TthAnn^ial Radio<>Televi*ian

Review Ab Preview ISumher
'##

DUE SOON

TV 'Omnilms’ Sets

Budd Getschal on Own
Getschal A Richard ad agency

h^s been dissolved, with Budd
Getschal, former head of the out-

fit, setting up a new agency under
the name of the Getschal Co. He’ll

be prexy, and is retaining the
predecessor’s staff and accounts.
New firm also lined up two new

clients, signing to represent Fed-
eral Home Products on all media,
and Joy Hosiery for radio and
TV.

Genesis
Minneapolis, July 1.

In one North Dakota town,
Litchfield, 340 miles distant

from KSTP-TV and WTCN-TV
here, there’s already one tele-

vision set. The filling station

proprietor, who owns it, has a
huge and co.stly aerial and
claims he.’s able to get. “about
an hour a week” of reception.

He's a wrestling fan and par-

ticularly happy when he’s able

to receive those shows out of

the Twin Cities.

So far the existence of the

one TV set hasn’t hurt business

at the single Litchfield movie
theatre, the set owner's two
sons being among the regular
patrons of the showhousc.

First network television show to
• «

* ' >

be produced by the Ford Founda-

tion will be an hour-and-a-hall

weekly peries of varied fwmats,
which will be written, directed
and acted in by some of the top
U. S. and foreign talent. Titled

“Omnibus,” the series will be aired
Sundays from 4:30 to 6 p. m. via
CBS-TV, starting Nov. 9.

As detailed last week in Variety,
the show is to be available for
sponsorship, .which will give the
Foundation’s Radio-TV tYorkshop
a chance to recoup its pi’oduction

costs and give CBS a chance to ob-

tain Its time revenue. Unde.r plans
set this week, the series will be
offered to five participating bank-
rollers, each of which must be ac-

ceptable to the Foundation.'
Alistair Cooke, chief correspond-

ent in the U. S. for the Manchester
Guardian and winner of a Peabody
Award this year, Is to. be emcee.
Shows are to be both live and film.

Now in .the works, according to

Workshop director Robert Skudek,
are three original plays by Max-
well Anderson; five short French
ballets now being produced in

Paris; a special video series by
maestro Leopold Stokowski; exam-
ples of how film is used in medical
research and in industry; a series

of plays by James Agee, plus occa-

sional films made by the American
Museum of Natural History, the

N. Y. Zoological Society and other
American and foreign institutions.

In addition to tliese, Richard de
Rochemont, formerly -producer of

March, of Time, and Jean Benoit-

Levy, will present individual shows
on “Omnibus.” Besides Saudek,
the permanent staff of the show
Includes John Coburn Tumer, Sau-
dek’s assistant, and Franklin Hel-
ler, now on leave" from CBS-TV.
Initial "Omnibus’* series is planned
for a 26-week run.

Chicago, July 1,

’ Shrewd maneuver by Guy Ga-
brielson. Republican national com-*

mittec chairman, forced the televl*

Sion networks to toss in the towel

temporarily today (Tues.) On" their

attempts to cover the GOP com-

.

ihlttce hearings at the Hotel Hil-
ton here. Barred from the con-
tested delegate hearings, conse-
quently, the TV Webs settled for
moving their cameras into a session
being 'held by party bigwigs on the^
civil rights Issue.

CBS-TV and NBG-TV both- set
up their cameras In the committee
hearing room early this inorning.
CBS went on the air from there at
11 «a.m, but NBC, considering the
proceedings at that time too dull,
to televise, didn’t bother to do
pickup. Promptly at 11:30 when
it looked as though the -session
might get Interestingv Gabrieispn
calle.d a temporary adjournment.
Then, when the session reconveneid
at 2 p.m., the nets found that the
committee chalnhan had moved in-
to a different room and had locked
the door on them.
NBC sneaked a radio- mike into

the second roor- and attached it to
a tape recorder,. Through that ruse,. ’,

the web was able to pick up some
of the talk for a playback on its

regular news shows. Mike was sub-
sequently spotted, though, and dis-
connected. While newspaper re-
porters were permitted into the
hearing room, meanwhile, all still

and newsreel ^ cameras w'ere
banned, same as 'the TV lenses, -

Prior to the session's convening
this morning, backers of both Sen,
Robert A. Taft and Gen. Dwight D.
Eisenliower, chief GOP candidates,
placed the blame squarely on the
other for the nix on TV’ing the
hearings. Both said they them-,
selves w'ere in favor of It, but could
not go against tlie wishes of the -

committee .execs. Sub-committee
has been formed, meanwhile, to in-
vestigate the situation, but it is not
expected to act until the meetings
are concluded.

ERNIE SIMON'S 35G

WGN EXCLUSIVE PACT
Chicago, July 1.

Ernie Simon, one of Chi’s better-

known disk jockeys and teevee per-

sonalities, w'as. signed to an ex-

clusive WGN contract last week, it

was announced by the station's gen-

eral manager Frank P. Schreiber.

Although details of the pact were
not revealed, it’s reported Simon
will get a minimum of $35,000 an-

nually.

Simon was a longtime disk jock
on several Windy City radio sta-

tions; his five .years on WBKB’s
“Curbstone Cut-Up” on WBKB
make him *a video veteran. He
starts his new activities with a 2

to 3 p. m. d.j. stint on WGN, and
the station has tele plans for him
in the fall. He’ll be available for

web programming on both Mutua
and DuMont, with which WGN and
WGN-TV are affiliated.

KeHogg(hm)
Biz to Buraett

With Kenyon & Eckhardt hav-
ing resigned its share of the Kel-'
logg account, the cereal sponsor
has put all its brands into the Leo
Burnett agency’s basket for ad-
vertising in the U. S. and Canada,
effective Oct. 1.

Move was expected in the trade
since Burnett had recently picked
off part of the Kellogg’s billings.

The new brands, including All
Bran, Pep, the Variety package.
Bran Flakes, Raisin Bran, Shred-
ded Wheat, Gro-Pup and the com-
pany’s feed division, will give Bur-
nett an additional $3,000,000 an-
nually in bilUngs. it's estimated.
It has been handling Corn Flakes
and Rice Krispies.
Move will end snafus such as the

Battle Creek outfit battling ' itself

last fall, when a' Burnett-placed
kidstrip was on Mutual and a K&E-
handled kidstrip was on ABC, both
in the same 5:30 p.m. period. The
MBS-Burnett entries remained on
while the ABC-K&E shows were
eventually yanked.

Burnett’s $35,000,000 Billings
Chicago, July 1.

Leo Burnett agency’s annusd
billings will swell to an estimated
$35,000,000 in October when it

adds the $3,000,000 allocated to the
Kellogg Co. products wlflch were
formerly handled by Kenyon &
Eckhardt.

Burnett also gets Kellogg feed di-

vision appropriations for/nerly

placed by Klau-Van Pietersom-Dun-
lap.

Burnett got into thq Kellogg pic-

ture three years ago. New prod-
ucts added by the October switch
are All Bran, Gro-Pup, Pep, Raisin
Bran, Bran Flakes and Shredded

i Wheat.
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Tele Foliow-Up Conmtent

Edward iL MurroW, with a

chance to score with a one-two

parlay on CBS-TV's Now'
Sunday (29), made only the second

half of the show pay off—his covn

crage of a mock atom bomb attack

on N. y. City. First half of the

show, in which he flew out fp Den-
ver for an exclusive filmed inter-

view with Gep, DjWight D.'Eisen-

hower, missed fire, mostly because

both the questions he fired at the

general and the latter’s answers

were strictly political platitudes,

A-bbmb segment, however, had all

the suspense aiid thrills of a Hol-

lyAYOod super-production, besides

underscoring sharply this country’s

vulnerability to an enemy air raid,

which Murrow blamed mostly on a

lack of volufiteer civilian spotters.

Marrow and his 'co-producer,

Fred W. Friendly, had CBS coni-

mentator Harold K. Smith flying in.

a B-29 from a Fpropeah base, with

a film cameraman also On board to

record the aotlon. Murrow him-
self was on a jet interceptor, one
of several I which caught up with

the bomber over Connecticut but
which was not able to interfere

with its bombing
,

run,
.
Through

carefully shrewd editing of the raid,

last Wednesday (25), the suspense
mounted gradually ‘ as the B-29
with its two escorts approached
Manhattan and finally Simulated
dropping its A-bomb just, a block

from the Empire State Building.

Depiction of how the bomber could
escape the Army’s radar net and
the intricate manepverings con-

fronting the civilian defense volun-
teers in tracking its course was ef-

fectively projected.
Eisenhower interview was set up

at Iko’s invitation, with Murrow
having flown to Denver Thursday
(26) to huddle with the GOP Presi-

dential candidate in the backyard
of his in-laws’ home. Fifteen-
minute bit served to get across

Ike's family personality but, ex-

. cept for a few cracks at Sen.
Hobert A. Taft, his chief contender
for the nomination, he hadn’t much
to say. The gardener was brought
out for a few lines of dialog and
Mrs. Ike served them some iced
tea, which Murrow and the general
apparently enjoyed because the
weather was hot. It would seem
that Ike missed a good bet to get
in some real politicking via the
Interview

One of’ the .CBS-TV film projec-
tors, incidentally, broke dow dur-
ing the show, forcing Murrow to

deliver the Alcoa commercial liVc.

As usual in such cases, the plug
was far more effective that way.
Stanza was the last of the' season,
and Murrow tossed in a neat pitdi
on how nice it had been to work
for Alcoa duklng the season. Show
v/111 be back for the same bank-
roller In the fall. Stal

viewed saying “thanks'' was left on
the soundtrack, tipping the dub-
blrtg-in device.
•There were a, couple of switch-

ing miscues, with the film' npt com-
ing in on time, and for a moment
a shot of Edwards butted into, the
commercial.

t

NBC-TV's “Camel .Newsreel
Theatre,” to mark the launching
of nightly pickups from the C^ast,

moved commentator John Caincron
Swayze to < Hollywood. Monday
night (30), for a highly-interesting,

quarter-hour session. • To show off

TV's on-the-spot capabflities,

Swayze's Initial appearance was
preceded by live skyline pickups
from N. Y., Chicago and Omaha,
with the Hollywood cameras then
bringing him ‘into view on the slde^

walk before the NBC studios at

Sunset and Vine. (Similar stunt

had been pulled by Edward R.
Murrow On hia "See It Now” via

CBS-TV, but .it’s still tremend-
ously effective.)

Swayze’s first news story para-

doxically was the fire which swept
through the GreenpOint 'section of

Brooldyn Monday afternoon and it

seemed slightly '‘• strange to haVe
him introduce • film clips of the

fire 'from the sunny Hollywood
streetcorner. ' Rest of the show
was up to the usual VCarayan”.
standards, including, live picJwps
from Chicago and Washington’ on
current events, and films on Sec-

retary of- State Dean Acheson’s
landing in Berlin and the anti-

Syhgipan Rhee riots in Seoul,

Korea. During this time, Swayze
spieled from, a desk inside the

NBC studios. He was supposed to

run back outside again, to intro-

duce the new Miss Universe for a

surprise windup, hut Kis timing
was off and- there was an em-
baiTassed pause ‘while confused
voices of ‘ the crew came in ' over
the

;

audio system;

sWayze will work^ from Holly-

wood for the remainder of this

week and then move to Chi for

originations there during the poli-

tical conventions,' ^ Stal,

The new • S.S. United States
luxury liner got its TV shakedown
Saturday night (28) when “Your
Hit Parade” show made its finale
videocast of the season via a live
pickup from the ship. With each
production number staged in a dif:

fereht part of the liner, the
cameras were able to spotlight the
richly appointed staterooms, res-
taurants, bridge and decks. It was
a cleverly executed stunt in which
the ship’s decor served as a lush
background for the show’s rundown
of the liit songs. As .usual, Dorothy
Collins, 'Eile6n Wilson and Snooky
Lanson (in a commander’s uniform)
ably handled the vocals while the
ballet troupe performed an attrac-
tive number on deck.
Show had an overall holiday at-

mosphere that got the show off to a
fast finish before the vacation sea-
ison and provided an additional pro-
motional fillip to the United
States. Herm.

New setting has been given
Douglas Edwards on his cross-the-
board news .stint for Oldsmobile
on CBS-’fV. It’s a- simpler back-
ground, which provides an unclut-
tered appearance, and the nows
spicier was lensed almost continu-
ously in close-ups. Effect was good,
giving greater emphasis to the
items and eliminating distracting
props. Similarly, the baseball
scoreboard has a cleaner,* more
legible format.
Edwards continues an effective

gabber, with a sincere, forthright
manner. On^tlie show caught Mon-
day (30) he had some good film
footage of the big Brooklyn fire
(altlmugh not as much or as dra-
matic as that on the NBC-TV
“Camel News Caravan”), an Im-
pactful segment on an attempted
assassination of Republic of Koro.a.
president Syn^an Rfiee and an in-
terview with peneral Eisenhower.
Latter had the general' seated si-

lently while Edwards interpolated
a question that Ike answered. How-
ever, voice of the actual intei-^

Worthington (Tony) Miner, who
got oif to a slow start in his first

assignment as NBC-TV producer
with 'the jpreem of his “Curtain
Call” series two weeks ago, head-
ed back: to the right track with the
second stanza last Friday night
(27). Only reason that he didn’t
go all the way- was the fact that he
picked a particularly slow-moving
and .off4he-beaten-path story, via
his own adaptation of an old legend
by , Lafeadio Hearn, titled “’The
Sour of the Great Bell.” As played
by a good Oast' topped by Boris
Karloff and newcomer Rainionda
Orselli, the show generated a quiet
type of jvarmth and chaim but,

overall, failed to register too
strongly.

'

Story of a Chinese girl’s devo
tion to her father, the legend told
of the father, an ancient Mandarin,
being ordered by his lord to make
a tremendous bell of brass, gold
and silver. Girl learned that the
three metrils would not unite un-
less they

.

were idlxed with the
blood of a virgin, so threw herself
into the molten mass just before
it was poured into the molds. Cen-
turies later,, according to the leg
ehd, her sighing voice can still be
heard each time the bell is struck.

Cast, under the capable direction
of Kirk Browning, furthered the
fairy-tale aspects of the story with
their fine thesping. Karloff under-
played his role to just the right ex
tent as the' Mandarin. Miss Or-
selll, . one-time premiere danseuse
with the San Carlo Opera, didn’t
have much chance to dance but
scored with ’her thesping. She’s a

looker and, based on her work in
this show, is definitely a comer.
Richard Purdy, as an ancient sooth-
sayer; Ethel Everett, as the girl’s

maid; Robert Dale Martin, and
David Pfeffer rounded out the cast.

Show carried the usual top-
drawer Miner production mount-
ings, including original music by
Lehman Engel and sets by Harry
Horner. Dance of the metal work-
ers, created by ' Felicia Sorel,
didn’t show much. RCA-Victor, as
sponsor, confined its blurbing to

;

an opening pitch by Tony Martin
!

foi the new line of record-players
' and a final plug for air-condition-
ers. Fact that the bankroller per

! mitted the Bho\Y to roll through
with no break for a middle com

,

mercial is to its credit. Stal.

SCIENCE LABOKATORY
WHh jbr. T«hi Gr«iWy
DIrecior: liiliir.ElleMm
!• Mini., Moii-ihni-Fri., (t;35 'pM.
KELVINA’tOJR-WHlRLFOOL
DEALERS

KRON-Xy, Eranelttcd
‘With solid shbwmanaJtiip, a “this

is-how-you-do-it" technique and
a comparatively healthy bank-
sponsored budget, Dr. Tom Groody
helped make KijrO-'IV’s "Science
in Action” the inost honored and
.frequently .awarded * tele’show in

this area.
;

A while back lie broke with the
California Academy of. Sciences tq

venture on his own With this- “Sci-

ence Laboratory” daily 'strip in
capsule form. ‘ After ebasting on
sustaining coattails for.a^few
weeks he nabbCd a brace of spon-
s6^^^ who pitch, easy coifimercials

yH capitaliie on Groody’a scien*^

title tojpics. .

•Calm, comfortable and cqmpe-'
tent in appearance, pipe-smoking
and smock-clad, Dr. Groody takes

the world as his oyster: and unveils
fascinating pearls of knowledge

—

from snakes to, heart beats, from
body, temperatures to blood pres-

sure, He presents his material in

short, easy-to-digest doses, ampU-
ties it . with .

pictorial evidence —
models, drawings, diaoramas,
maiJS«

,
He scorns an;^ kind of a script,

ties his topics' to the news when-
eyer possible, always includes per-
tinent weather data.

On a recent show. (27) he dwelt
on man-made camouflage com-
pared with “disrupted coloration”
common, to animal life. With card-
board .models he gave grai^ic ex-
amples-^giraffes, tigers, birds,

•frogs, .deer and sloths—showing
how they were, epneealed in their
native habitat,

.
though gawdy and

easily seen
,
elsewhere.

Materia) is eyeful ' interesting to

all ages. Qroody's personal TV
aplomb gives it a additional video

,

impact, Dwit.

LET THEM BE HEARD
With Robert Eddy; others
Director: Tom Weatherwax
30 Mins., 'Wednesdays, 9 p.m.
Sustiinfng
KGO-TV, San Francisco
Mast exciting controversial

panel show to hit local screens
in many a memory.
. Project is joint public service
program engineered by KGO-TV
and CJolden Gate. College. Robert
Eddy of the GG faculty acts as

moderator, picks torrid topics
from the current events file and
tosses them to gents well equipped
to unravel the pro and con argu-
ments.

Kickoff topic, “Should There
Be a Change in the Political Party
in Power?,” was raw meat ma-
terial for Republicans Charles
Travers and Roger Lapham, Jr.,

(son of the ex-Mayor) and Demo-
crats Robert 1. McCarthy and Irv-

ing Rosenblatt, Jr. Speaking for
themselves as active party - work
horses (but not as spokesmen for
candidates nor confined to ques-
tions submitted by viewers), they
were in a position to knock them-
selves out with off-the-cuff ad
libs. And they did.

On the opener (25), Eddy, a
mild-mannered moderator, was al-

most overwhelmed by the bom-
bastic explosive power of his
panelists. He used a buzzer to
silence the verbiage when it got
out of bounds, but frequently
found' himself so engrossed in the
heated arguments he forgot to ap-
ply it.

•

Show is basically sound be-
cause long-range format holds
strictly to highly controversial
material with qualified locals in
free-for-all repartee about topics
on which they are autliorities. The
absence of a national “name” is

not a detriment if participants are
ardent, eloquent and fortified with
factual data as these men were.

. Tom Weatherwax' slighted the
end men, Travers and Rosenblatt,
with camera angles limited to pro-
files, and Lapham, Jr.’s name plate
read “Latliam, Jr.,” but otherwise
preem had tip-top verbal voltage
that made 30 minutes seem like 10.

Dwit

Tetepix Reviews
Cdtttluue^ lr«m i»ai:* 74'

ly, as the gunman on the side of

the law, and William Challee de-

livers in role of the sheriff. Stroth-

er Martin contributes a neat char-

acterization as the town 'Smith.

Richard Irving has directed with
skill, and achieves cohesion, which
sustains Interest all the way, Ells^

worth Fredericks' camera is
:
pene-

trating. -Daku.

MIRAGE
(Fireslile Theatre)
With Marjorie Lord, Bill Hcnir.
•therr

Producer-director: . Frank Wisbar
Writer: Margaret B. Wilder
30 Mins,; Tues„ 9 p.m.
PROCTER S: GAMBLE ,

NBC-TV, from* Hollywood
, (Compton)

Scripted by' 'Margaret 'Buell

Wilder from a Bret Hartc original,

“Mirage”, is the mildly, diverting

story of a femme miffed by hef

husband’s • inattention, and : fits

smoothly into ;tbe pattern esta^
lished -by Frank .

Wisbar • fqt his

“Fireside Theatre” senes for P&G.
Unpretentious tale has a desert

locale, and weaves about wife of a

miner, rfnd' her attempt to escape

from boredom.

The. femme’s an ex-circus pe^
former, and when an escaj^d

killer (a circus nian) makes ms
way to the cabin in the. desert, .she

helps him and plans to lam across

the border with him, figuring her
husband doesn’t love her anymore,
•Then her spouse shoots a cOp who
is. making passes at her, she’s

aware of his love, and all ends

well. It’s like making four the hard

way.
Wishar’s direction Is superior at

this sort of story, and he deftly

makes the most of what is actually

a featherweight vehicle. Ben
Kline adds considerably on the

technical side with his, sharp cam-
era work. Other technical credits

are tops. Daku.

GRUEN PLAYHOUSE
(Bird of Prey)
With Patrick O’Neal,' Elisabeth

Fraser, Bobby Hyatt, others
Producer: Revue Productions
Director: Norman Lloyd.
Writer: Nelson Bond
30 Mins^; Tues., 10 pjm.
GRUEN WATCH CO.
KTLA, Hollywood

There’s decidedly limited appeal
in this tale of Irish superstititions,

aimed at tlie leprechaun' circuit.

Fantasy strays off-limits in its

search for something different, re-
sult being a tedious half-hour with
little to commend the telepicttire.

Ne’er-do-well member of Irish
family in Philly of 30 years ago
warns kin when his nephew be-
comes ill that a bird of prey, token
of death, is hovering over the
house. This is not calculated to
get the uncle in good with the
folks. Fantastic finale sees bird,
whicli resembles an eagle more
than a legend,, entering sick room,
with uncle' grappling with it, and.
both plunging through window.
Kid’s sickness ends, the uncle’s
dead, and the televiewer’s mysti-
fied.

Pafrick O’Neal, Elisabeth Fraser
and Bobby Hyatt are okay in the
leads. Direction by Norman Lloyd
is slow-paced. Daku.

SlINKIST PREMIERE PLAY-
HOUSE

(Like the Rich People)
With Bob Sweeney, Barbara Whit-

ing; Damian O’Flynn, Ruth War-
rick, Tom Powers, Tommy Bond,
George Slocum

Producer: Gil Ralston
Director: Arthur Ripley
Writer: Frank Moss
30 Mins.: Fri., 8 p.m.
SIUNKIST
KTLA, Holl3r»vood

(Foote, Cone Si Bolding)
Gil Ralston must be blueprint-

ing a future in teaming for Bob
Sweeney and Barbara Whiting.
Their humor is .bubbly and the

New Orleans—Joseph Beal has
been named production manager
for tVDSU-TV hefe. Formerly a
programming consultant for the

t station, Beal prior to that was' a
.
director for the School of Radio

i Technique, in -N. Y*

DIANA & MUSICAL ESCORTS
With Diana Thomas, Nelson Press-

ly, Pat Baxter, Bob Lorenoe, A1
Goetz; Brooke Taylor, announcer

Producers:' Herman Spero, Robert
Burton

Director:.Betty Cope
15 Mins.; Fri., 6:45 p.m*
ROGER JEWELRY STORES
WEWS, Cleveland

(Clifford It Thomas)
Here’s 15 minutes of pleasant,

easy-to-takc evening music featur-
ing Diana Thomas and her harp.
For musical escorts she has Nelson
Pressly, 'clarinet; Pat Baxter, vlbra-
harp; Bob liOrence, accordion, and
A1 Goetz, bass. 'The quartet are
all accomplished musicians and
their four evening offerings arc an
c.xample of the high quality music

I
that is evident in many of the com-
'munities outside New York. Press-
ly, who arranges the music for
Miss Thomas, serves as the group’s
tlein man.

Audio-wise, the offerings leave
nothing to be desired. Visuallv, the
program presents the usual prob-
lem of how to show four musicians
without becoming boring. In an
effort to realiije a change, pro-
ducers Herman Spero and Robert
Burton have resorted to lighting
effects, using dimouts and silhou-
ettes. The results, visually,
achieve a break in the straight
presentation, but the break is
short-lived.

Production ind direction are
smooth and commercials by Brooke
Taylor show the usual • Taylor

. smoothness. Mar/c.

contrasting talent* play off well
against ^the other.
.Sweeney, late of a

. partnership
with Hal March",, is a' rubbery-
Diced miBoic with * a Skelton-like
flair for physical ^comedy. The
Whitlnfg twig..kid.‘.^i» -pf the chii*^
Ing Margaret/ is the teen-aged es^
sence of the

:
playful junior miss

which she essayed on radio. She’s
pert and pPuty. and a good little
afctres$ to boot. ,

This fragment of fiction con-
cocted by Frank ;Moss fits like a
dove’s tail to, their flippant man-
nex’isms. .. Story

,

pits a pair of
youngsters from the other side of
the tracks against a brace of swells

the brink of estrangement.
When their motorcycle ploughs
into the house of her dreams, she
is taken in to .be treated. Through
her feigned injuries and the aid of
ar sympathetic medico., she spends
the night in , luxury unknown to
her. Romantic fervqr of the young
’Uns infects the Samaritans and the
breach is healed.,, :

It's diverting humor that the
situations generate and the team-
ing gives it bright display. Ruth
Warrick and Damian O'Flynn lend
forthright assirtance and the di-
rection of Arthur Ripley levels off
the sprightly tempo. Sunkist
makes much.ado about protopec-
tines, but they’re still oranges. •

Helm,

THE UNEXPECTED
(Witeh af iha Eight Islands)
With John Kellogg, Paula Drew,

other* '

Producer: tiv TV
Director: Eddip-Davis
Writeiis: Jerry Lawrence, Robert
E; Lee '

30 Min*., Fri;, 8:30
ACME BEER ; .

KECA-TV, Hollywood
“The .Witch ; of the Eight Isr

lands,” based upon a Robert Louis

Stevenson story, . bears too fan-

tastic a plot to rate, as suitable

telefilm fare. . More a literary sub-

ject than one for projection on

any screen, its tale of a magic bot-

tle possessing the properties of an

Aladdin's lamp In granting its

owner whatever he may wish is

the type of material which retards
rather than advances television as

an entertainment medium.
A sailor buys the bottle from a

wealthy man, to whom it has
brought only unhappine.ss after

great riches, and the curse which
has accrued to It down through
the^^centuries attaches to him after

he, TOO, has come into wealth and
a happy marriage. Plot then fol-

lows his efforts to sell the bottle,

after -evil has befallen him. Script

discrepancies, however, hash the

unfoldment of events so that the

viewer little knows nor cares what
is happening,

John Kellogg offers a good
enough performance as the sailor,

and Paula Drew is his wife, but

neither has much chance with the

material handed them. Jerry Law-
rence and Robert E. Lee appar-

ently found the Stevenson' subject

too much for them In their script,

and Eddie Davis wasn’t able to sur-

mount the writing in his direction.

Technical departmehts are stand-

ard. Whit.

Ford FouhdatiojD Post

Exited by James Young
James Webb Young has resigned

as 'consultant to the Ford Founda-

tion on Mass Communications, ef-

fective Aug. 1. Robert Saudek, for-

mer ABC public affairs v.p. and

now director., of' the foundation's

Television-Radio "Workshop, will

continue the workshop along the

lines mapped out by the pioneer

advertising exec.

Young, when he joined the foun-

dation early last year, did so only

on the basis of his being a con-

sultant since he was not able to de-

vote full time to the project. At

that time he’ said he could stay

!
only a year. His resignation, made

because of his personal affairs,

comes after has put in about lo

months with the foundation.

Greenhut’s MCA Shift

In another reorganization at

Music Corp. of America, *Jenn

Greenhut has been named super-

visor of all variety shows and vi

head, the package departnieat.

Sale of vaude talent to the var

-

ous variety shows has been sluiic

to the act dept, and will be super-

vised by veepce Larry Barnett.



'VKIJRVISION UtiVlBWS SW>;

StnUMSE SHOWCASE
Jimmy McHuarh, Benny Ktf-

Tbln, Bell iSisters, Btuce Perry
tru^Unir

'

Producer: Joe BIrelow
30 Mins.; Mou.» Wed,, Fri., 1
Sustaining *
NBOTV, from Hollywood
^'Summer Showcase" fits

p.m.

Into

,„p.s peize l-^Wf

EJwk ’h. ELBE* COW.
55c-TV, from,
•

'

{fjClOiS At-

^

,.•
" ^

wptl-TY 'Add* ' Vnothei- juve }»>« pattorn of NBC-TV’«Jo« Bige
ip;rrib-iY

^ _ low experimentation with new tal-

orlginatioU;
the 11 t w

Coast. It shapes up as,

„py(l»c pri?^ to Join Its Paul an okay session which will be on
*VWeeii. Club" and for about three weeks when the'

inriutema
ToUcast Paar-Walter O’Keefe show

t-youth on takes over in this time slot,

from Philly's Tovm Hau* Pud s format on this series will vary
Party" is a junior of the

show, depending on
adult

participation shows, a f<^^
the. guests. The initialer (30) was

which po’^uiits the informally draped around song-

loot and Jd^htionln^the sj^dsors ^^ter Jimmy McHugh who ;rem-
product as frequently inisced about his hit tunes and in-

J IS-minutc’ seg^ntJM times py troduced a couple of guests. Among
Sctual count). The sprouts how- the latter, RCA Victor’s juve sing-

ever, seem to go this as ]^uch
team, the vBell Sisters, were

as their older cduntermirt^ Show standout in their belting of "Ber-
is patently aimed at kias,^w^aie

»» their own composition, and
as much entranced ;WRhttie penny McHugh’s standard, "On the Sun-
Jroduct as vdth the prugr^m- the Street."
Todd Russell > enm«es ^th an McHugh was also spotted in an

“Oh Boy, are we - g®idg to nave amusing sketch about how he came
fun" manner, as he startejhe quar-

t^ write "I’m In the Mood For
ter-hour scramble for dollar miJ^s

j^ove" with Dorothy . Fields back in
and gum. Pud, the d^uboie-

the 19̂ 0’s. Benny Rubin served as
» «ood ““o-Jy “4 B™ce

to the audience. There Is a search

for dollar bills hidden^ beneath the

seats, which proved singularly un-

successful. Balloons^ are broken

without employing the hands and

there is a standard moppet game
“Same Says," winner of which

cops $5.
, . 1. j XI-

For home viewers there is the

answer to a charade (Sir Walter

Raleigh) coupled with a letter

“Why I Like Dubble-Bubble," for

a iackpot of hrand-Huame products,

GiaiDIN<J LIGiCr 1 ADlg STAB SUMMER BEVUE
With Joitfc AIIIhohe Herb Helsoii, With Mr. Ballautlne, Have Gar
Susan Ddualai, Lyle Sudraw*
Charita Bauer

Bradiieer: Dave ILeaau
Director: Ted Corday
Writer: Ima Bhilllps
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-FrI„ 2:30 p.m.
PROCTER & GAMBLE
CBS-TV, from N. Y,

i Compton)
One of the longest-run radio

soap operas, "Guiding Light" has

roway, G^rda ' Gibbs, Yogi
Berra, Oliver WakeUbld, Paul
Stefliu .Danean, ’Aeromaidaca,
Dean Elliott Pfeh

Producers-DIroetorsr Pete Barnuut,
Joseph Sauiley •

.

Writers: Joe Sieiu. Will Gllekman
Pariiolpatlng •

Mini., Sat., t p.m.
KBC-TV from New York
The "AH Star Summer Revue,

the hoVweather replacement for

Perry wrapped up this bit with a
strong vocal on "MoodL" Session
-was easy-to-take throughout,

Herm.

MRS, AMERICA SHOW
With beauty contestants; eufcees,
Barbara Welles, Dan McCullough

Director: Anthony Ellis

30 Mins!,; Sun., 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WOR-TV, N. Y.

„ ,—r "Mrs. America Show,”' which
estimated at a value of $250. Emcee preemed on WOR-TV Sunday night
Todd, to spur oil' his on, his youth- ^29), was a badly produced, ragged

affair that would hardly encourage
viewers to make a point of tunjng
in save for friends or relatives of

,
- the participants. Half-hour pro-

mercial surrounded by packages of gram is produced by Mrs. America,
gum. For the party atmosphere, in cooperation with Palisades^

jiyuv4> r
ful correspondents; also gives a

half-dozen reason for liking
“dubble-bubble," and takes time
out to do an unadulterated com

die guests wear paper hats.
. Amusement Park. It’s to be of

Gctfffi,
1 eight weeks duration in which New
York City's entry in the national
"Mrs. America" 1953 i^als will be
chosen. '

Initial show had four housewives
on hand along with their respective
husbands and children. WOR-TV
staffer Barbara WeUes interviewed
the galy while Dan McCullough
quizzed thfe hubbies as to their

etc. Miss Welles

CONCERT IN THE PARK
With Alfredo Antoniul Orch, Carol
Reed

Producer: Dan Gallagher
Director: Ned Cramer
39 Mins., Sat., 3:36' pjn.
WCBS-TV, from N<bw York
"Concert In The Park" has jjackgrounds,

basic ingredients for the making tried hard to draw out individual
of a pleasant summer afternoon preferences as to homemaking and
series but on the basis of its preem hobbies from the contestants. Her
stanza Saturday (M) it’s still got a approach was sound enough, but

been duplicated for TV by Procter the NBC-TV "All Star Revue,” has

3c Gamble as the first AM daytime that should haiH
pity Inhabit this time slot and keep

s r al to get the combined spread. porlod warm fur the fall and
Show preemed on CBS-TV Mon- winter sea:^on. This mixture of
day (30) with the same writer, Irna lesser-known and recognized talent

Phillips, and the same- cast leads l^hen

and looked as though it will
service to the tele Industry- by

achieve the same mid-high ratings proving that several newcomers can
it’s obtained on radio.' Fact that the, carry the bigtime.

'

video version is to follow the siune 'However,- the initial session rfe-

.x., AB/r vealed several bugs. Program went
basic story line as its AM sister, ppt of its way to Waste its oppor-
however, indicates that it won’t
pick iip many viewers from the
radio side.

Preem had no leaddn to indicate
that it was a first, merely picking

tunities by failing -to show many
of its peirtormers up properly and
with .a lack of suitable writing and
production.
For .example the things they did

to Mr. Ballantine shouldn’t happenup the yarn as though viewers had iven to B S Pullv ThV
seen a preceding stanza last Friday. maSciSti mov^d £s vahS ort
imtialer had Joe Roberts separated wjjfa *'**,

fall^ to
his wife. Meta, who's having IKL ea Sin.

nightmares over fear of.how their
wlW tw«^

daughter, Kathy, will fare in Joe’s
hands. Kathy, in turn, is giving Joe jou-t There was*iSso* rantdnit
trouble by wishing to move into
her own apartment and substitute

wouw nave been better

college for a career. Sounded x>ave Garroway carried the bulk
rather schmaltzy, but the ground-
work has been laid for succeeding
stanzas, which, after all, is and al-

ways has been the format for these
soapers.

of the show. The dentist bit' that
he did on his own- stanza was the
highlight of his efforts. His em
ceeing proved effective and he
made a generally good impression.

Jone. Allisph and Herb Nelson, His cracks about New York in the
doubling from the radio version, summertime shouldn’t endear Him
registered capably as Meta and Joe,
while Siisan Douglas made for an
attractive and personable Kathy.
Lyle Sudrow and Charita Bauer
play Meta’s brother and sister-in
law, respectively. While it’s diffi-

to that portion of the entertain
ment industry that rely on a heavy
tourist trade. It was his only de-
parture from good taste on the
show.
Program also integrated Its com

long way to go. The initialer was
okay musically but all other de
partments Impressed ’as if they
were just feehng their way around
Once viewing values are added and
the femcee chores of Carol Reed

some of the hausfraus obviously
were reticent and ill at case»

Although it follows that neo-
phytes would be camera-shy by na-
ture, this could be overcame to
some extent by some rehearsal in

given a bit more life, series has a advance. Likewise, McCullough
fair chance to catch on. ' could also profit by "Some pre-pro-
Miss Reed, another Philly ref- gram briefing for his inability to re-

® been picked up' by member names created an embar-
WCBS-TV, hosted the m.usical rassing situation. Whatever con-
stanza a la the Garroway- groove, tinuity the show had Was further
t>ne was easygoing, charming and marred by the unceremonious in-
casual but it was pUt on a little sertlon of animated Ballantine Beer
too thick and only slowed up the spot announcements at two differ-
pace of the program. A bit more ent points.
spirit would help glue tpe viewer. ppr the record, viewers are re-
Alfredo Antonini conducted a 28- quested to mail their votes in to
piece orch against a park motif, in the station for'whom they consider
his familiar lush styling. Each the best of the .femme quartet,
number made for pleasant listen- Winner of each weekly show Will

which shots to linger on oi? skip ticipants, Incidentallyr are selected

;
by an elimination contest at Pali-

However, Antonini’s orch rendl- sades Park. Gilb.
tlons compensated with schmaltzy

culUo judge the production credits merclals with the comedy routines
on the basis of a single installment, ©f Britisher Oliver Wakefield. He
the two sets used on the mltUler, did an unfinished scht^ce routine
plus camera work ancL other mount- which embeUiihed the acceptabil
ings, reflected careful planning on ity of the Kellogg spiels,
the part of producer Dave Lcsan There was only one major st-
and director Ted Corday. tempt at a sketch, a baseball bit
P3cG is sponsoring

,
"Guiding that didn’t come off for the simple

Light" as a permanent replacement reason that it wasn’t essentially
for "First lOO Years," which was funny. The Yankee eatcher, Yogi
TV’s first soap opera. Compton Berra, was completely wasted—-but
a|pncy handler this one for Crisco what else could be done with Berra
nd Ivory, while Benton Jk Bowles in a situation of this kindT

Variety talent included Georgia
Gibbs, who did okay with her two
numbers; the Kanazawas, who also
registered with risley, and the Ac-
romaniacs with a" fine line of fast
moving gymnastics.
The Paul Steffin Dancers showed

themselves to, be' skilled’ dancers.
The number obviously in the Jack
Cole idibm was their best. Jose,

and Ivory, while Benton Jk Bowles
had "Years" for Tide. Stal,

renditions of the' "Pop Pop Polka,”
Summertime," "Falling In Love"
and ‘Zigeuner" among others.

Gros.

HOFFMAN SPORTLIGHT
With Harold- S«h«rwitz, guests
Director; Jim Wells
15 Mins.; Fri., 7:30 p.m. (CST)
JOE THIELE, INC.
KEYL-TV, San Antonio

This is a studio-produced sports
show which fills a need to sports
fans in that it attempts to bring
a full coverage through a sports
authority, national and Texas
sports plus film coverage of the

SPORTS-SCOPE
Jith Guy LeBow
Producer: Albert Black
Director: Frank Robert
uaK^I? ’ Thurs., 11:15 p.m.
SURVEY’S SEA FOOD HOUSE
WARD, N. Y.

^ “Sports-Scope" is tacked on to sports activities.
Barry Gray’s 11 p.m. show on Du- Scherwitz, sports editor

JJont s N. Y. flagship which should
,
local newspaper, sports au-

2 ve It more viewers than it would J?ority and. columnist is featured,
otherwise rate Guv T.eBow a He has an informal style and

.
routine rounder-upper of the speaks with authority and convlncf
sports situation who for this com- iogly. He puts his various guests
Parative brief outinc does too o^se and in the brief time al-
much reading. A gal assistant is lotted seelns to relay a lot of to-
Strictly a prop. formation to the viewers with ref-

i--};®Bow went througli the base- to sports,
oail scores, reviewed the Maxim- • Intro to the film clip is also done
Bay fracas, touched on baseball novel manner There’s^ a
peculiarities (Rube Waddell, etc.) Projector on the desk front which

i.n-betweened with crustacean Scherwitz speaks and he invites
cm chat plugging the sponsoring the viewers to sit back and enjoy
restaurant. some of the home movies that he's

Studio interview was with mid- shot during the past week on the
meweight Rocky Castellan! in a dull local scene He gives out with

ana a. session not helped by a the commentary.as the film unreels,
rioseup of the -fighter’s clasped, Commercials are for Hoffman
«agety fists. Covering the results Teleyision sets and are given

Giant-Dodger game that “live" from the studio with dis-

la^'tig (26), LeBow admitted a play of TV receivers and a living

sooL” statistics except the J-oom. surrounding.
he had to do was* pick Show is we ’-paced and camera

off the air or
— ' ’ ' -- -

liour previously.

ANN VERONICA
With Margaret Lockwood, Enid
Lindsey, Anne Rawsthome,
Christine Silver, Henry Hewitt,
Alexis France, Una Venning, Rob-
ert Eddlson, William Mervyn, Vi
Stevens, Robert Harris, Diana
Calderwood, Graham Leaman,
Cicely Paget-Bowman, Edwart
Weatleigh, Sonia Moray, Anthca

^ Holloway, Ann St. Barbe West,
Claude Bonser, Kenneth Hendel,
Malcolm Black, Kenneth Dight

Producer: Campbell Logan
120 Mins.; Sim., 8:35 p.m.
Sustaining
BBC-TV, from London
The quality of their drama pro-

ductions has been thp consistent

strong point of British TV, Plan-

ning, preparation and rehearsals

are comparable in time, if not in

expenditure, with a standard West
End presentation, .and the finished

product, with a potential audience

of between 3,000,000 and 4,000,-

000, is naturally greater than that
reached by the average commer-
cial show.

Choice of productipn varies
greatly, and with only a single
channel, an attempt has to be made
to satisfy varying tastes. The BBC
however, does not shrink from the
ambitious and tries its hand with
Shakespeare, Shaw and Ibsen, as
well as with the more modem and
frequently less classical writers. Its

latest drama production is an
adaptation of H. G. Wells’ "Ann
Veronica" by Ronald. Gow, and the
play is distinguished because it

marks the starring debut of Mar
garet Lockwood in this medium.
The story of the militant young

suffragette who breaks away from
parental domination and ^is pre
pared to face ‘ hardship and strug-
gle in pursuit of h^ ideals makes
a great vehicle for Miss Lockwood
who reveals a high thesping qual-
ity coupled with genuine sincerity.

Performance is noted also for its

period integrity.

The Wells novel is adapted to

make good 'theatre' and the use of

film sequences and back projec-
tion provide a broader canvas than
could be expected on the stage
The acting standard is above av-

SUMMER SCHOOL
Direcior: Thoinsg FreebAim-Smiih
Producer: f$iarlei Vanda •

30 Mins.; Mon., Wed.,\Frj[*)' 3:30 p.m.
CBS-TV, from Pblladelpbla

Summer School" Is another at-

tempt to inject some educational
material Into commercial videocast-
ing schedules. This effort, however,
is not likely to enhance the future
of educational programming. It is

too obviously stamped with that
self-conscious "this is education”
approach and makes no forward
step in the Imaginative utilization
of the TV for straight informational
purposes. This snow is aimed at
the kids, but neither the title nor
he format for this series is calcu-
lated to hit the mark.

air or TV at lea.'^t a
Trau.

shots are well done,
quate for the show.

Sets are ade- erage and Campbell Logap has di-

'Andy. rected the piece adroitly. Myro.

INFORMATION PLEASE
With CllfUn FadlMUttx *mttH

Franklin P, Adaini, JnluL Klerm;
James 'MIebener* $ueit

Prndueer: Dan ‘Onlenpaut
Dlreeior: Bruce Anderson
86 ,Mlns^; Sun., 9 ^p.m.
GENERAL ELECTRIC
Cli$‘‘TV» from New York

iBBDkO)
Dan Gdlenpkul’s "Inforination

Please,” the 4addy of all qliiit

shows, which for more than a dec-

ade was a weekl:^ for the

more literate radio listener, made
its TV bow last Sunday (29) on
CBS-TV as the X3-week summer
replacement for Generil Electric’s

Fred Waring show. ' Clifton .
Fadl-

man, doubling on the Initial stanza

from his regular! "This .1$ Show
Business" confertnclerlng, is back
at his old emcee Stand (he’^ pre-
siding over the first eight pro-
grams), as are two of the oldtinie

Info" vets—Franklin P. Adams
and John Klerann Rounding out
the panel of experts as the first of
a weekly seriel of guests was
James hHchener, author of "Tales
of the South Pacific."
As a TV entrant, "Info" makes

.practlcally .no concessions to the
newer slght-and-^ound" medium.
Nor, for that matter, to the chang-
ing tastes since its radio heyday.
True, -it is literate gab as projected
by a group of warm, animated In-
tdlectuals who enjoy delving into
their craniums.

Their encyclopedic minds and
the speed and deftness with which
they can articulate' their wealth of

knowledge is as startling to TV
viewing mortals as it was 15 years
ago 'ria the AM kilocycles. That
Fadlman combines both a personal
magnetism and unusual ability is,

of course, no sui’prise to the TV
audience. Kieran, with his com-
plete ease, lack of self-conscious-

ness and his ebullience (not to

mention his - almost-fabled mem-
ory) remains one'! of "Info’s" vital

components. F^P.A. Is a distinct

>ersonalit'y who- never projects

limself—yet definitely belongs in

:he charmed circle, - Michener, too,

Itted into the cerebral pattern as

though he were a longtime panelite

on the show.
"Info," on the other hand, makes

no pretentiohs of being anything
but a rtiowcase for picking the
brains of some extraordinarily gift-

ed people. There are no gimmicks,
rto fow-cut femme jfatales, no prizes.

It retains its Intellectual Integrity

and as such should recapture its

audience. But It Will be a limited

segment of the TV viewers who
will content themselves with this

hon-gimm'icked form of entertain-

ment offering little in the way of

visual values. "Info" Is still an in-

teresting and entertaining show
and it would be unfortunate if this

limited audience were not to be
"considered Inrthe scheme of TV
patterns.

, ,

Thejre’s something of a Ripley, in

sports announcer Red Barber
showing up doing the GE commer-
cials. Baseball or iceboxes, the

Barber can do no wrong. Rose,

CANDIDATE CLOSEUPS
With Don Hollenbeck
Producer-'writer: William R. Work-
man

30 Mins.; Fri., 10:30 p.m.

Sustaining
CBS-TV, from New Yoijk

Series of four broadcasts, each

profiling two candidates for the

Presidential ' nomination, was

launched Friday (27) by CBS-TV.
initial mistake Is the setting of it’s a creditable job, as narrated

this series in a classr<mm of the
|^y Hollenbeck, a gabber' who

Lower Menon School of Ardmore, on/i intpUicJArttiv
Pa. (CBS’ PhHly affiliate WCAU- n^oduced bv WiLTV is picking up the show in coop- On
eration with the school). All the Close-
boredom and rigid inactivity of the Bubjects of Can^^

conventloiial classroom are rees- Jr
^

tablished on this show and the kids, ,!!,+. Horn
who are now,^on vacation, aren't Two J5-mmute docu-

likely to come off the streets for I”®?! YhJ'rop
this sort of thintf leading contenders for the GOP

Secondlv the material is being nod. Heavy use of film clips was

presented in straight lecture form ^ ptvfn^^some^ eo^od*^Sfmt^^
with some elementary visual aids, tSifinen*
such as blackboards, slides fincf

pBaracters^of the ^

other simple devices. This is ap-
propriate to the classroom setting ^nd '

but contributes nothing to vitaliz-

ing the atmosphere. The central through fhe niud ^d, garbed m
deficiency in this show stems from cap and gown, speaking at Colum-

the assumption that if it’s enter- bia U. Some of ^^^e old footage

taining it doesn’t have to.be edu- "was used in excellent fasMon, -as

cational, and if it’s educational it when a sequence on the ^nator

doesn’t have to be entertaining, fishing was greened with Hollen-

It doesn’t have to be tuned in making analogies to Tafts

either. political angling.

On the initial stanza. Dr. Armand eniphasis is on the person-

N. Spitz presented' a brief insight alities. ’ Some - material from the

into the nature of astronomy. He aspirants policy speeches w^^ im
addressed a collection of children eluded, but mostly the program

in the Ard,more school classroom concentrated on the human in-

who were expected to understand ^rest, anecdotal aspects ^d only

such terms as "infinity” and "gal- touched on the more significant

axy." Spitz had a pleasant, though elements of the candidates. Visual

somewhat professorial, manner aids Were ^cldng; charts.^, could

that would have been , okay in a have been effective m showing the

,
lecture hall. Video, however, defi- sebreboard on delegates. On me
fhitely requires something more. 'whole, though,, this was a strong

Herm. entry.
‘
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Fort Monroe, Va., July 1. •

The battle, between members of

the FCC over the wisdom of the

lift-freeze l!V. allocation plan en-

fpred another round here last week

-when Comr. Kosel Hyde told the

Virginia Assn, of Broadcasters that

handling of TV applications with-

out the plan would involve insur-

mountable problems and delay sta-

tion constrUctio.A-’fo^ years.

Without ia assignment plan,

Hyde told the Association, the

Commission Would Wind, up, with a

proceeding that would ^be “admin-

istratively unfeasible, economically

wasteful and so demanding in time

as to make the recent freeze appear

as a brief interlude,^’

As in the case of a recent speech

by Comr. George Sterling, Hyde
did not mention the name of his

fellow commissioner, Robert Jones,-

who has been attacking the plan as

Inequitable in its allocation of

channels and unfair to the small

citiest

Hyde gave five reasons why an
assignment plan was regarded as

essential in handling TV applica-

tions after the lifting of the freeze.

First, he said, was the need for

avoiding an “administrative mo-
rass." Second was the importance
of making the most efficient use of

TV channel space. Third was the
desire to protect the interests of

the smaller communities through
specific assignments for them.
Fourth was to assure reservation of

channels for noncommercial edu-
cational Stations. Fifth’ was to pre-

vent international ' complications.
Maybe the plan isn’t perfect, said

Hyde, and maybe some “rough
spots” are to be expected in “any
plan of this magnitude,’’ .However,
he asserted, the majority of the
Commission felt “it was more im-
portant to have a good plan imme-
diately . . . than a more perfect
plan sometime in the indefinite
future.”

Without an assignment plan,
Hyde told the broadcasters, one TV

(Continued on page 37)

Southwest Primps

For C-Day on TV
Dallas, July 1.

The cable has arrived to the
southwest with the first programs
relayed down the line today (Tues.).
WFAA-TV here and WBAP, Fort

Worth and KPRC-TV. Houston,
opened the day at 7 '«.m. Witli Dave
Garraway and “Today.” KftLD-TV,
here joined the cable for its first
program at 8 a.m.
WOAI-TV will sign on weekdays

now at 12:45 p.m. and join the
cable at 1 p.m., while KEYL-TV-
will join the cable daily at 10;3()
a m. with “Search for Tomorrow,
in San Antonio.
At present programs are being

microwaved to WBAPtTV, WOAI-
TV and KEYL-TV, with I^RC-TV

(Continued on page' 38)

‘Guess What’ as Summer

Sub for Mogen-David
“Gues.s What,” a riew panel quiz

snow starring Dick Kollmar as
nioderator, has been set by Mogen-
^avid Wine as summer replace-
ment for its “Charlie Wild, Pri-
vate Detective” on the DuMont
ro,

preems next Tuesday
lo and w'ill hold down the Tues-
day night 9 to 9:30 slot for eight

y
eeks, until “Wild” returns in the

on the preetn wilL in
Quentin Reynolds and hi

Peine; literary agen
y;i^^.^iinna, and N. Y. Journal

teenage editor Bett:

Wi.iV packaged by Larr;
Rosenberg Produc

^ visible t
panel

thp 1^0 identif;

by
based on clues furnishei

..i p., ^ ^ I-IIM I

^Today^ Bodes an
Encouraging Manana

says

A. A, Schechter
(NBC-TV Exteutfv* frotiuctr)

/
iV * *
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First Post-Freeze

TV Outlet May Go

To KFEl Denver
Washington, July 1.

• Likelihood that radio station
KFEL in Denver may get the first

TV permit imder the new alloca-
tion plan and be the first new TV
outlet on the air in the post lift-

freeze period appeared today as
applications .filed with the FCC
showed, no contestants for Gene
O’FaUon’s V. bid for channel 2 in
Colorado’s capital city.

All other commercial VHF chan-
nels assigned to Denver are being
contested. Metropolitan Television
Co., who recently bought NBC’s o
and o station KOA, It is under-
stood, will battle KMYR for chan-
nel 4. Alf Landon, former Kansas
governor, is also expected to file

for this channel.
Two applicants have already filed

for channel 9. They are Empire
Coil Co., which. owns WXEL' (TV)
in Cleveland, and radio station
KVOD in Denver.

Station- KLZ, affiliate of CBS, is

expected to have competition on its

bid for channel 9 ’from Denver
Television Co., ' a new company
composed of local business men.
There may be other applicants

for channel 7 and 9.

As’ far as can be learned here,
there will be no applications in the
immediate future for the two UHF
commercial channels assigned to
Denver. Desire for network affilia-

(Continued on page 35)

Authors League, RTDG

Win NBC-TV Contract

For Writers, Directors
In joint negotiations, the Authors

League of America and Radio-Tele-
vision Directors Guild have won a

new contract for staff ' writers and
directors lit NBC-TV news and spe-

cial events in N. Y. Pact went into

effect yesterday (Tues.) and runs
through March 31, 1953, and re-

places the first contract which ex-

pired Monday (30).

In the new pact directors are
upped from a minimum of $^145

weekly to $175 and writers are
boosted from $145 to $165 imme-
diately and 1 i $175 on next July 1.

Both unions have a “guild shop,”
requiring staffers to be members
of the unions.
The writers and directors will

both get commercial fees. These
will, at present, be subject to indi-

vidual negotiation, since the over-

all freelance and other scales are

not fully set. The wrKers, but not
the directors, got a shift differen-

tial, with extra coin for late-night

and early-morning work. Talks
were handled by Evelyn Burkee for

the ALA and by Newman H. Bur-
nett for RTDG. Talks were held
jointly by ALA and RTDG since

the staffers work is so 'closely inte-

grated.

FCC fears that ’the networks are
monopolizing production of tele-
vision programs, at the expense of
the independent packagers and ad-
v’ertising agencies, are countered
by a study made for the National
Assn, of Radio & Television Broad-
casters. However, some indie pack-
agers maintain that the webs are
wresting control from them and
the agencies.

Survey, made by Ross Reports
for the NARTB, shows that NBC-
TV and CBS-TV control less than
half of their commercial shows and
only slightly more than 50% of
their total programming. ABC-TV
and DuMont, according to the Ross
data, produce only a “minor per-
centage” of the programs they
beam.

Chief reason for the swing away
from network-built packages, which
had been growing and causing con-
cern both to agencies and indie
producers, ijs the trend towards
greater use -of vidpix. Since the
films-for-sale are being turned out
for the most part by indieS^ and
agencies, and only to a minor de-
gree by the skeins, the scales are
tipping in the direction of non-
network program control.

Some packagers say that.the sta-
tistics don’t adequately reflect the
trend, since they lump together
inexpensive and big-budgeted air-

ers, programs in cream and class

C time. If shows which are the big
guns are considered, the . network
dominance would be revealed
more sharply, it’s argued, and these
are the programs which enable net-

(Continued'on page 3T)

‘Process Time’

Finds 400 Filing

For TV Stations

Washington, July 1.

"With applications pouring in at

the- last minute as the FCC pre-

pared to begin processing under its

TV lift-freeee procedure, more than
400 applicants had filed for new sta-

tions as Commission offices closed
j

last night. Count was still far short
of the 1,000 applicants the agency
had expected by today, but many
more are likely to be brought in

before the week ends.

Although processing officially be-

gins today, it is considered doubt-

ful that any applications will be
ready for consideration -of permits
until the Commission holds its reg-

ular meeting next Realizing

this, radio lawyers aipe^ot worried
about being too late on applications

getting first priority' treatment

—

those from areas without TV serv-

ice.

Until the Commission has handed
out a permit for a particular chan-

nel assignment, agency officials

pointed out, applicants may still

file for that channel.

An analysis of 379 applications

received since the freeze was lifted-

April 14 showed that 191 are from
new applicants and remainder from
among some 500 long-standing ap-

plicants who are required to amend
in conformity with new allocation

plan.

Applications for new stations in-

cluded 14 for cities in State of New
York, two in New Jersey and seven
in Connecticut.

ABC-TV Personnel Revamp
Organizational revamp is being

effected at ABC-TV program de-

partment, Harold Morgan veepee in

charge of the program department,
will head up the production- end
and Charles Underhill, national

program director, will he heading
up the programming phase.

Previously Underhill had been
handling development of new pro-

grams.

‘Gamble for SurvivaV

in Radio-TV
cU«d by

G. W, (Johnny) Johnstone

* * *
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Camel Renewals

Pour $10,000,000

hto NBC Coffers

> A single bankroller. Camel cig-

arets, handed NBC a renewal pack-
age

.
this week totaling more than

$10,000,000. That’s the estimated
annual billings on the two radio
.arid two TV shows which Camel
’currently sponsors on NBC and on
each of which it picked up its op-
tion for an additional year..

Shows are “Grand Ole Opry” and
Vaughn Monroe, both aired Satur-
day njghts on radio; the “Camel
•News 'Caravan,” a quarter-hour
cross-the-board show on TV, and
“Your Show of Shows,” Saturday
night video production in which
the ciggie firm bankrolls the first

half-hour. Camel, of course, also
has several other shows • on CBS
radio and TV. Esty agency handles
the entite account.’
“News Caravan” represents prob-

ably the most expensive single-
show outlay by a TV client. In ad-
dition to the five quarter-hour seg-
ments, Camel buys the package
from the networks.

Benton’s ^oke* Probe

Gets Senate Group Okay;

50G Budget Proposed
V Washington, July 1,

Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee has approved the Benton
resolution to probe . “Voice of
America” and other government in-

ternational information media, and
has recommended a $50,000 budget
for the investigation.

Senator William -Benton (D.,

Conn.), father of“ the resolution,
was foimerly Assistant Secretary
of State in charge of the foreign
information* program. He believes
State Department has failed to get
the best out of “Voice”; Benton
wants all the international infor-
mational media combined into one
independent agency. Benton is-

sued a statement in which he rec-
ommended a $300,000,000 annual
budget for such an agency.

Smilin’ Ed to Beam On

Radio for Brown Shoe
Brown Shoe Co,, which has spon-

sored Smilin’ Ed McConnell on
CBS-TV for a number of months,
branched out into radio this* week
by pacting to bankroll an AM ver-
sion .of the show on the CBS Radio
web starting in August.
Show will move into the Satur-

day morning 10:30 to 1'' slot, re-

placing “Quiz Kids,” now on a sus-
taining basis there. Radio edition,

which is to be a completely separ-
rate production from the TV ver-
sion, will precede the TV stanza
by only an hour, since Brown re-

newed only last week on the Sat-

urday morning 11:30 to noon per-
iod for TV.

i4- ABC-TV has dispatched letters
to all stations In one- and two-sta-

tion markets hitting the “artificial

and temporary* monopoly” that re-

sulted from the TV freeze and
asking the outlets to clear more
time for ABC programs. Majority
of • stations have replied, with a
variety of reactions ranging from
friendly sympathy to caustic com-
ment, while most hedged on the
question on giving ABC-TV more
clearances.
The network asked stations to

let It know vdiat time It could
get from the outlets. In most ques-
tions, stations answered that it all

depended on the specific programs
offered.

The ABC letter, which was
signed by

,
TV veepee Ernest Lee

Jahneke, said that the problem of
one- and two-station markets would
be around for another 24 to 3®
months, despite the FCC’s thawing
of the freeze. It said that this con-
dition “created special responsibili-
ties for you along with the diffi-

culties we have suffered.'* The sta-
tions’ “over-abundance” and ABC’#
“scarcity” were neither desirable,
Jahneke 's letter read. The failure
of ABC-TV to get more station
Clearances than it has obtained, it

continued, places a “limit on
•ABC’s ability to compete.” o

The letter went on that ABC
“recognizes your desire not -to re-
strain competition by freezing out
a network competitor” and asked
the stations what “amount of 'time
in desirable time segments” the
web might expect to get in the
fall.

Letter was identical to all sta-

tions, with a minor change in '‘the

case of stations which are in the
basic network of another skein.
Each letter listed the specific ABC-
TV shows which the outlet is tak-

(Continued on page 37)

CBS-TV Fingers In

6 O&O Outlets?
‘CBS-TV, in announcing its inten-

tion of filing for TV station in St.

Louis, will have a finger in six
o.&o. operations if It’s granted the
construction permit, despite the
FCC’s limit of not more than five

stations to a single customer. Rea-
son Is that the web will have mi-
nority interests in two stations
which, under the FCC interpreta-
tions to date, can be combined for
a single ownership status.

Currently, CBS-TV owns out-
right WCBS-TV. N. Y., and KNXT,
Los Angeles. It has a 47% inter-

est in WTOP-TV, Washington, and
has on file with the FCC an appli-
cation to acquire a similar minori-
ty interest in WTCN-TV, Minneap-
olis. And, if the FCC finally okays
the ABC-United Paramount Thea-
tres merger, CBS hopes to buy
UPT’s WBKB, Chicago, which the

(Continued on page 38)

Strike Snags Ballantine

Deal on CBS-TV ‘Songs’
Ballantlne’s, in pulling out of ks

projected sponsorship of CBS-TV’s
“Songs for Sale” at the last minute
last week, did so because of a sud-
den strike at its Newark plant and
not because the web could not
clear a sufficient number of sta-

tions as previously reported, CBS
execs said this week,
Web said the Ballantine’s adver-

tising chief was on his way to the
J. Walter Thompson agency to

place the order with CBS, when
he was notified that the plant had
been struck. As a result, the brew-
ery was forced to change its mind.
Web had cleared time on 28 stations,

two more than the bankroller or-

dered. Ballantine's had planned to

buy 45 minutes of the show, now
aired Saturday nights from 8 to 9,

on a special nine-week summer
deal. As a result, if the strike is

settled soon, the deal may still go
through.



dedicated the world’

most complot>

radio and television statiotf



On its 30th anniversaiy of broadcasting, WCAU opened the

doors of its great new radio and television center with the finest

facilities in the world. Here is the ultimate in electronic achieve-
\

ment, which will result in great advancements in the programming

of news, entertainment, education, and service to the community.

There's everything at hand to increase our ability to produce
t * ^

the best local programs in Philadelphia and to further our reputation '

for creating shows for the CBS network;

We could not dedicate such a building without considering the

responsibility it presents. Ours is a powerful voice . . . and ours is

the preciousy\merican heritage of free speech. Both must be carefully

safeguarded. Therefore, this great building is dedicated to the-

people in this area that we serve, with the pledge that WCAU and

WCAU-TV will always be "Speaking for Freedom.”

SHAKING FOR FREEDOM

Philadelphia bulletin radio and television stations
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WFAA SOTH ANNIVERSARY
With Miirtin Ctmiibeir, Adam*

Colhourt, Viw Eindhc, »»!«
Yvans> Eddifj Dunttf Jlmwlc
Jefferies, Fred 1/Owery; others

Produccrs-directors: Karl Lam-
berta:, Ralph Widman

Writer: Claudine Shannon

60 Mins.; S,un. (39)/'jf:30 yfJXi.

Sustainini;
WFAA, Dallas

Special ..hpur-loni, 30tli., -annl

airing “WFAA Yesjterday- ^and.

Today," added up to slick produc^

tion, tinged with nostalgia, as past

and present staff artists of

las Morning News' 50,000-watt AM
clear channel outlet recounted

three decades of air service to the

southwest. Impact and progre^ of

radio and WFAA’s growth since Its

debut June 26, 192| in a 9x9 fwt
shack atop the old News' building,

were unfolded by a procession of

announcers—^headed by the alrers

first spieler, Adams Colhoun, now
retired. Power hikes and booming

biz moved WFAA to larger Baker

Hotel studios, before its June, 41,

move to present penthouse studl(^,

which were the world's first AM
polycylindrical studios for acoi^-

tics. Station has been an NBC af-

filiate since 1927.

Announcers Norvell Slater, Joe

Pierce, Elmer Baugham,
tine. Buggies Palmer and Bill Wol-

fert alternated at Introiiig offerings

of yesterday's stars, pianists Vin

Lindhe, Bera Meade Grimes; vocal-

ists Dale Evans, Peg Mordand,
Cass County Boys, Bel Canto Quar-

tet; whistler Fred Lowery, and con-

gratulatory messyfes from former

staff announcers Eddie Dunn, Jim-

my Me^in and ex-emcee Jimmie
Jefferies, originator .of WFAA’s 23-

year-old Early Birds, live daily

breakfast show. Station manager
Alex Keese and program director

Karl Lambertz, both ex-staff orch

leaders, at WFAA, added an eye-

moisterlng violin duet of “Anniver-

sary Waltz."

Current staff artists filled last

half of the anni airer, with vocals

by Claire Stewart, Johnny Nolton
and Mary Lou Singleton; instru-

mentals by pianist Joe Reichman,
new staff deejay, and Billy Mayo’s
Quintet; fillips from comic Ben Mc-
Cleskey and cautsic d. j. Reuben
Bradford.

Martin Campbell, WFAA’s man-
ager for 20 years and now director

of radio-TV properties of the News
introed the paper’s prexy, E. M
(Ted) Dealey, who paid tribute to

WFAA’s listening audience for ful-

filling the prediction of his late

publisher-father, George B. Dealey,
wo, in a 1922 radio address, said:

“If we obtain the good will oJ^our
listeners, we are content. This sta-

• tion belongs^ to the people of the
southwest."

Closer was “Auld Lang Syne"
chorus by all current staffers.

Producers Lambertz and Wldman
rate kudos for a top presentation.
Both burned midnight oil collect-

ing and. assembling the . many
waxed messages from now famous
ex-staffers in N. Y. and on the
Coast. Slick editing jelled this

anni program into a memorable |
hour saluting radio, past andT
present. Bark.

WELCOME, NEIGHBOR
With Leon Payne, Jack Gwynn, Im-

perials
15 Mins., Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 1J.:45 a.m.

(CST)
IMPERIAL SUGAR
WOAI-TQN, San Antonio

Three times weekly over the sta-

tions comprising the Texas Quality
Network comes this series featur-
ing Leon PJiyne, nationally known
blind singer in a program of songs
of the west, his own compositions
and a hymn. It’s a well balanced
airing and gives Payne an oppor-
tunity to display his many talents.

He has a mellow voice, easy on
the ears and sings the songs that
best suit his voice. His background
provided by the Imperials, a mu-
sical group of six musicians, is also
easy on the ears.

It’s a pleasing program which
should find a soft spot in the hearts
of the housewives who may be pre-
paring the noonday meal. *Soft.,

pleasing music and the type of
songs that Texans like best.

Payne was heard in three songs,
the best of which on this airing
was “I’ll Hold You in My Heart."
He was joined by members of the
band in a pleasing rendition of the
hjnnn “Farther Along." The band
was spotlighted in “Avalon.”

Jack Gwynn turns in a fine job
as m.c. and commercial announcer.
Commercials might be shortened
just a trifle as the two heard were
slightly overlong. These were in

addition to the musical jingle
which opens and closes the airings.

Commercials concern the product,
pure cane sugar which is a Texas
product refined at Sugarland, Tex.,

and the savings to the housewife
in her food budget if used properly.

' Andy.

MR, BOSTON
With Jamc* M. Curley; Georg*

Curley

30 MiMs,; Sun.-thru-Fri„ 5:30 p.m.

Sustaining

WBMS,. Boston , . .
, t 4.

IN NEW YORK CITY
mentary series by Massachusetts

. Yorklisteners to stomach Ted Cott, WNBOWNBT ntenager, and Dick Rubin, Music Corp. of

EDlip: DUNN JSIHOW
Writer-producer:. Dunn
Dlrectof: Bob Greinej

*

00 Mins.; Mon,-thru-Frl.^ 2 p.m.

Sustaining
WJE, N. y.

J., .u
Wisely proceeding on the theory

From the Production Centres
’ »
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exrGovorrxor James. .M, CiirleyvJias in the hfternboh,- ABC flagship America AM-TV agent, sail on the S.S, United States for Europe to-

be^'^^tehed^it^'k -diily^'cxbept WJZ set the -"Eddiei/Dunn Show niqrrow (Thurs.).,.,Jrean Hetsbplt, star of ‘‘Dr. Christian," will be

dotnrdflv halfnhour- taping, with -for th^-;£irst’90. minutes in of speaker at Denmark's dOth annual celebration of America’s Inde-
pendence Day at Aalborg. , . .Jack Kimey cited by the U. S. Army and

WmSam^this type^^
' Air .'Force fo? his work as director, of “Proudly We Hail" transcribed

or a i^rogram 0 yp^ ^w favef is
^ Perry series . beamed on some 2,000 outlets .... CBS sports counselor Red

Curley, also four times^mayor^ot ^ such^pMter faves^ as Ferry
gigged to lecture at N. Town Hall in December, as one of

S-atiricalVowesrind ^“on Monday’s ’'(3m“preein Dunn |"toptotefon Ms winterttae ..Kol«rt Crier
,

program recaps one of his'^more tossed off pleasantries about how Kenyon & Eckhardt set . . .

.

Adnenne

famed speech^ via the persuasive his stanza was named, the fact that Rayan, Jimmy Monks, Mildred Clinton and KoraceRraham have been

voice that swayed local voters for this is “National Petunia Week^^ cast for “Front Page Farrell John Thomas has joined “Stella

so many years. In addition to the ^ variety of quips—some good. Dallas" Eldon Hazard, CBS Radio network sales manager, to De-
brief speech, Curley usually m- mediocre. But he kept the troit last week to spiel on web’s “More Thau Meets the Eye" promotion
eludes one or more anecdotes con- chatter in restraint and- put the

nf mMct Samuels, formerly handling retail sales at WOR, has been

^nfs^olid ^insfght added to WJZ in the same capacity, vice Joseph Wei«*nherg, who shifts

“y pMitlcal intri^e Ind Mnlr- concLed. to ABC radio^pot sales . . . 2:athmary, co^^^^^^ for.

workings figures to hypo the listen- pipes him in from 3;30 to 4. merly did work for .^socia^d and Lang-Worth transcription libraries,

ership of the show once the na- Tinney also in the hucqlic named to head Up Charles ‘Michelson s music scoring division Judy
tional conventions get under .way holds down the 4 to 4:30 seg- Ann, daughter of ABC-owned station’s veepee Ted Oberfelder, who
and undoubtedly will influence Gilb. often appeared on “Quiz Kids," proved herself a real-life quiz kid.

many local voters at the November
elections.

graduating last week from high school with honors Broadcast Ad-
vertising Bureau prez William B. Ryan addressed the Virginia Assn.

of Broadcasters Thursday (26) Claire Himmel, research director for

WNEW, and Jacques Rene Horn, Of Associated Metals, charting August
nuptials Maestro Hank Sylvem writing score for a musical comedy,
“Hearts and Flowers," scripted by Malvln Wald. . . .Dennis James pinch-

hits as emcee of ABC’s “Stop the Music" Sunday (6)^ while Bert Parks

Musical portion, via platters, is JAZZ NOCTURNE
introed by George Curley, whose With Jean Tighe, Mac Pern
veice and style closely resemble Singers, Sylvan Levin Orch
his father's" and consist of sham- Producer: Jack Irish

rock-tinged melodies, aimed at the 30 Min8.;^Mon., 8 p.itt.

hSiy Cuplev'** **"Jam'*NoMura^”*first of the takes a summer vacation. .. .D«yid K««iii.n and Fr«nol» de S»le« added
hearts belong to Curley. Ehe. Jara Nocturne firs^^M ^tne

Trent" . . . ; Pat Hosier has Joined "Our Gal Sun-

been blocked in on Mutual’s pro- day”, ; . .Announcer Bill La*ar back from a trip to Bistnark, N. D., and
STRAWHAT CONCERTS gramming sked to replace the va- Milwaukee Tedd Lawrence this week launched cross-the-board

With Alfredo Antonin! orch; War- cationing M-G-M produced shows, stanza, “Luncheon at. Guy Lombardo's," orighiating from the band
• ren Sweeney, announcer preemed Monday (30) with a pleas- leader’s East-Point House eatery on Long Island, over WGBB, Free-
Producer-dhrector; Oliver Daniel ing half-hour stanza of mood port; N. Y.
30 Mins.; Tues., 10 p.m. ' rhyttims. Stanza was tastefully ,^4 Pegeen Fiiagerald, WJZ and WJZ-TV gabbers, sail on the

CBsf frSm N. T. ?a?eTespu” soTe'’-*obs?ure pftto
Stort*

fu«Z CBS^RaX^^4t?^iXat Co^^ h^rs^
^ ^ ^ jockey of WHAM and WHAH-TV, off on an. eight-week cruise into

certs” rriSd to’th! Mr TueJdv wWbler Jean Tlghe was a bit Canadiau wsters on his yacht "Tec-Vee". . B^ Grjy^

night (24) with Aifredo Antoninl pretentious in her gabbing chores will suspend from July 7 to Aug. 20 whU* the gabb^ takes his summer

leading his staff orch through a but hit nicely in her piping as- vacation in Europe Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson 8t Mather has elected

nicely-paced repertoire of tunes. Signments. Miss Tighe has a good Anderson F. Hewitt board chairman and chief exec officer, with David

Once a listener tuned in, it made blues quality and belted out sudh Ogilvy, former jsenior v.p., moving up into Hewitt's previous post as

for okay listening but the show tunes as “St. Louis Blues,” “What prez. ,, .Toni Gilbert's segment on WJZ’s “Spotlight New York" this

certainly doesn’t present any in- Is This Thing Called Love" and 'week expands to twice weekly, Mondays and Fridays at 10:30 p.m
ducement to swing* the dial over to “More Than You Know” with Robert Thompkins, eX-J. Walter Thompson AM-TV pubUcity depart-
CBS’ way. At best, it’s an okay PrpP*r feeling. Her workover of rnent, has switched to Benton & Bowles flackery Cocktail party will
filler for the dog-days. Great Day was packed with today (Wed.) at the Savoy Plaza for. Jane Todd of San Fran-
Show presents somewhat of a jjst. blieii win lots ot tans via

cisco,, winner of the annual “Wendy Warren and the News" femme

wS7bl"obtafned\r“more™lsUy Mac Perrin Singers delivered a
Ch»le» Stark WINS disk Jock, and wRe Diane (of

lnd“at less exnense via a S cute workover of "Play a Simple fon? CMcks and a Chuck vocal group), oft to Cape Cod for two-week

iockev program^ No attempt was' Melody” and were okay in a choral
i j, a. x 4. 1. nir j. ' vt. it/r

made^on the new season’s pr^m chore at the opening and closing Walter Lewis will do a special broadcast from the Metropolitan Mu-

last week to give it?anv personalltv. cf the stanza. Topflight orch back- seum of Art exhibit at Hofstra College over WHLI tomorrow (Thurs.)

Announcer Warren Sweeney in-^ of Sylvan Levin’s orch sparked at 2:4^ p.m Rosemarie Boyd, of ABC personnel dept., has left the

troed each number In accepted the session and heightened its lis- web; she’s expecting her first child Willy Ley, the rocket expert,

style and the orch played it. There' tening appeal. Orch was standout launches a weekly science show on ABC this Saturday (5) at 4:15 p.m.

weren’t even any vocalists involved, to an excellently arranged ^‘Dark- Bill Bems will produce.
Ostensible answer is that the mu- town Strutter’s Ball.”

sicians, being on staff, get paid
anyhow so the web might as well -nirvTc
take advantage pjf their weekly
checks by putting them to work. Mom-Frl' 11 p.m
Show replaces the web’s usual particinatinr

Tuesday night dance band remote WVNJ, Newark

Gros.

us HOLLYWOOD . . .

Ted Bliss, veteran radio director and late with Young & Rubicam,
was elected prez of Hollywood local of Radio and Television Directors

Guild. Named to the national hoard were Ivan Green, Max Hutto,

, - t X.- -x. XI , 1 X1- XU ” —I . Gordon Hughes, Dick Mack and Bliss Vote of annual award to Paul
in this slot, so it ties in 'with the cafe disk jockey show is tne Price, radio-TV ed of tabloid Daily News, by membership of Radio and
program schedule. As such, it subject of various shifts. No sooner TV News Club, whipped up a small tempest when Dave Anderson, prexy,

vacated than another made some such remark as “over my dead body he getfe it." He didn’t
ably won t picK up any eiinei._ restaurant installs a turntable op- like some of the things written about the club by Price so at last week’s

erator. With late business at a awards dinner he must’ve played dead. . . .Bud Edwards, former ABC
program chief here, set up an agency on the strength of landing the

d^eeiav^^^
retrogression with the million-dollar Maler brewery account. He took with him ABC’ei*s

NG-we*;! entrv in thi<? field is
Yandiveer, Rollo Hunter, Jack O'Mara and Ernest Felix. Last

Paul Denis former tradepaper week they lost the account Harry Malzlish. caught the other stations

editor, radio and gossip columnist happing and sewed up for KFWB the exclusive broadcast, telecast

who has a long and varied . back- endorsements for Florence Cliadwlck's swim of the Catalina chan-

•n. xy. XI- t- X ground in show biz chronicling, nel July 3. He stands to make a nice bundle on it John Gucdcl rea-
^ngram moves off the beat^ He’s also authored several tomes, soned he should b* closer to CBS Television City^because of his sev-

path by presenting a news round- ope dealing with the gastronomic eral shows on the net’s radio and TV skein so he’s putting up his own

wp^p -tasto of cclebs. Thus in his present building within shouting distance. Art Linklettef and Irv Atkins are

’SecTS
to use a major partners in the project. .. .NBC’s Fred Wile and NBC’s Bea Cantcr-

Snorters as
background. bury will be stitched in N.Y. July 17 . , .KFWB will cover the Olympic

reporters
.
^s Dems, from one of the Games by having each day’s taping flown here.

Stal.

HEADLINES AND BYLINES
With Howard Maschmeicr, Con

Heffernan, others
IS Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 6 p.m.
Sustaining
WPTR, Albany

director . of
events, talks with
they write stories for the neit| oia'eif-'l^Uwrnfi “in“thT TimTs
morning’s editions. * ^ .. —
or

orning’s editions. A spontaneous'. Blue Ribl^rL
igination, it authentlcaUy re- SS?Sf«!l^Jt he’ll turn thfl'^tlme IN SAN FRANCISCO . . .

fleets some of thp excitement and sector into a studious discussion
drama of the city room. Occa- sUnza. Ifli his opSog remarks he Yernon Esgar, FCC co-ordinating engineer, briefed Chamber oJ^ Com-
sionally listeners eavesdrop on an d^elt on -'4he venerability of this merce Electrical Industrial Section on “conelrad," the controlled electro-
mportant story in the njaking. restaurant, segueing into some of i^^gnetlc radiation air alert system Convention-l)o.und Bob Letts
Show has a certain unevenness, its former diners, foremost among covered locally on KNBC by Joe Gillespie on vocals and Dick Leonard

whom was Victor Herbert. From on typewriter Jay Thompson, former teen-age emcee, on leave from

na£?alne^ss^ a^nd L 'noiritv^wMch
this start, he shifted to the Ameri- Armed Forces Radio Services at Panama, taping shows at KNBC and

m:mrs?udio D^ckuDsS can S^iety of Composers, AuthoW’ swifting them back to the Canal Zone ... .'Vacationing brass; Lloyd

O Williams managing editor of
Herbert Yoder to Denver, Arthur Hull Hayes to* the Mother Lode.... Dave

the Hearst daily, is^understood to otto A ^nSbach^^Siciety’s^n^rexy^
replace vacationing Red

have suggested the format. sooL on the collectio^^^^
Blanchard, the glad-lib deejay on KCBS .... Carroll Hansen and D^mk

Maschmeier usually starts with composer-performer Mel'^ Tortne eye-witness the Olympic finals for their

Cliff Carroll, who recounts P. 1 chimed int^
sports shows .... George Thomas Folster, NBC Tokyo correspondent,

positions. He follows with City Denis handles a guest well get- ® JL”
a 50-foot yacht, reported (via Coast. Guard) that all was

Editor* Con Heffernan, outlining ting a good bit of information out Si ^iu-Pacific . . . . More KCBSing: Producer Pede Worth named
the assignments on which various of an interview. He's still a green peflice commissioner; Emy Gates out with ap appendectomj^
men and women are working. Hef- hand at this program, but he’s Fairbanks upped to promotion writer Sassiety item: KNBC
fernan, incidentally, displays an likely to get along in the medium. Engineer Phil Ryder’ to wed Ruth Berglund July 26.
excellent radio voice. Maschmeier Jose.
then walks around, chatting with flV' CVtXC Jr'tl
rcDorters at their tvoewriters He • • •

fhf qSaiy of gA"“er ®*ld'crooer“b2cTf a” “Ss

?rLram choicelv snotted ori 30 Mins. the po itica conventions. . . .Adrian Miirphy in town. CBS tossed a

marlIv cevWs Albany m?v London cocktail party. .

.

.Don Coleman, number two flack at WGN, off to CampK elemlits of weitaJws fo? J Stanza caught the spirit of vaude, RfPley for two weeks with his national guard unit. He’^ a Lt. .

.

Join
nave elements oi weakness tor a

introduced and riickly em- Moore and his “Ladies Fair" program cast each gave a pint of blood
50,000-watt station. However, it is

iistenable. MaschWier iraUrt^^^ H»1I longtime Brit- after his air appeal for blood donors. . .

. ’’Werco:nI"TJaveiers’’ starting

competent, if in spots slightly V.
actively its sixth year on NBC for P & G. .. .Jackie Rudolphy of Mutual vaca

bongj'. Roar of presses, which linked with show promotions. Sur- tioning in Wisconsin ... .'WBBM’s John Harrington Saluted Rockffu’d.

were a distraction, seems to have P^^^se element was also well mam- m,, on his Saturday (28) show.... Paul Gibson flew his 'own plane to

been reduced. Jaco, (Continued on page 38) Omaha for a WBBM broadcast.
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Thomas F. Q’Nell, ^r.% extended power over the Mutual network
further reflected last week when the MBS stockholders elected

Ward Ingrim, «eeutive v.p. of the Don Lee Network—^part of

^Neirs General teleradlo empire—^a member of the board of directors.

Other board members are O’Neil, chairman; E. H. Antrim, WGN, Chi,

vire-chairman; WlUet H, Brown, of Don Lee; H. K. Carpenter, of WHK,
• Cleveland; Benedict Gimbel, Jr., WIP, Philly; J. R. Poppele, WOR,
w y* Linus Travers, Yankee Network; Frank Schreiber, WGN, Chi;

William Fineshriber, Jr., MBS exec v.p.; Theodore Streibert, WOR,
jr y,, and James E. Wallen, secretary-treasure of MBS.
Board also elected two new MBS officers, Poppele as engineering

•VO and Julius F. Seebach, Jr., program v.p. Both had previously
• hS WOR veepees' and were brought into Mutual last month as part

of the WOR-Mutual integration.

Pointing up the trend of soap operas toward dealing with more
mature and real problems, CBS’ "Second Mrs. Burton” has expanded

its "Family Counsellor” feature from a bi-weekly to weekly basis.

Segment is a thrce-and-a-half-minute interview tailpiece on the

Wednesday edition of the daytime serial and discusses questions such

as the worthy causes, cooking, public service messages and similar sub-

jects of general interest to women. For example, on the July 16

broadcast, Albert Komfeld, editor of House & Garden mag, will spiel

cn "life with children.”

At first Young /k -Rubicam agency feared that the distaff dialers

might object to having the >washboard weeper trimmed for the gab
sessions, but the feature has brought favorable audience response as

evidenced by a large mailbag.

Daily highlights from Ihe convention of the National Assn, for the
Advancement of Colored People were beamed on seven days, ending
Monday (30), over WLIB, N, Y. Proceedings of the confab were taped
and flown froA Okihnoraa City to the indip outlet, for beaming the

.following evening,

. Material Was edited by Walter White, NAACP exec secretary who

. is also a WHB gabber, and Henry Moon, NAACP public relations

. director, who acted as the station’s correspondents.

Radio and television industries last week were kudosed by the Amer-
ican Cancer Society for the plugs they aired on the recent ACS fund-
raising drive. Walter King, AM-TV director of the society, reports that

during the ’52 ACS campaign, the broadcasters gave 346 cancer plugs

on AM nets, compared with 240 the previous year, and TV webs beamed
208 messages, compared with 135 last year.

These figures don’t Include special web broadcasts, or plugs and pro-
grams aired at the local level.

Philco has established three $1,500 engineering scholarships at Lehigh
Dnlversity. Dr, Martin D.- Whitaker, president of the University, said

the scholarships will be given annually for, the next four years.

Leslie J. Woods, iphilco v.p., said the grants were made because
"there may be a decline in the number of new engineering students in

the next few years,”

Sholis' 'Save, Radio’ Blueprint
—

=

Continued from page Zi '

fare equitably ih the event of a

cut; and (2) asking all affiliates to

give the chain the unilateral right

to fix the rate at which a station

would be sold on the network, "so

that CBS would be in a position of

flexibility to meet any hare-

brained rate slash. Virtually all

of ydu have signed this new con-

tract.”

The new type of pact was Inked,

according to Sholis, because the
outlets were demonstrating their

confidence in Columbia, placing it

in a position to compete with NBC.
NBC outlets, however, forced the
web to abandon its project. "We
are not beyoiM learning a lesson
from those living on the other side
of the tracks,” Sholis said. "I pro-
pose that we act in. a similarly

sound and courageous manner.”-
Sholis cited a story which ap-

peared some weeks ago in Variety
on CBS’ intention of cutting rates
25% and perhaps up to 50% iu
certain time periods. Price cut-
ting was not the answer then and
is not the answer now, he de-
clared. "The alarming fact is that
NBC and CBS.seem determined to
fight this price war to the death

—

of the last affiliate. If CBS initiates

another, round of rate cutting, the
other networks will follow. No-
body will gain in the long run.
How long can you continue selling
® 69c tube of toothpaste for 29c
before people begin to4>oliove it’s

only worth 29 cents?” he asked.

Affiliates’ keynoter called on
CBS board chairman William S.
Paley to "tell us tomorrow there
will be no rate cut.” He said no
intelligent broadcaster would over-
charge a spender, "but it would be
equally stupid and equally suicidal
to cut rates out of fear, panic, in-
tiniidation, desperation or a mis-
guided desire to keep up with a
rate-cutter down the street . . . The
advertiser is as much concerned as
We in keeping radio a healthy med-
ium to help him sell his products

a profit.’’

Paley should announce that Co-
lumbia is a "No Deal” network,
Sholis argued. ’"Nothing could be
more salutary than an announce-
ment by CBS that heimeforth no
advertiser can expect any rate con-
cession, special discount, talent
contribution or anything else not
published on the card and offered
10 all advertisers . , . No medium
can remain vigorous in a 'fire sale’
aimosphere or in. the situation re-
sulting from a rate reduction based

on an arbitrary formula pulled out
of the air. Our problem is to re-

store respectability to the network
business.”
He didn’t point, the finger only

at the skeins. "Too many station

operators have been equal^ casual

about their rate card,” he regret-

ted.

Columbia was urged to take the

lead in "underwriting and develop-

ing sound research that will meas-
ure all the dimensions of radio,”

to find "for the first time,” radio’s

true value* and impact.

Sholis scored the fact that CBS
is backing Standard Audit and
Measurement while NBC is back-
ing Nielsen ‘ Coverage Service,

"both designed to measure the
same thirig, only with a guarantee
that the figiures will not match.”

"Radio in the beginning set its

rates by instinct,” the station-

spokesman declared. "Rates stood
still w.hlle the medium continued
growing.”

. 'KFEL
I- —r: Continued from page 31 a-—
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tion and fear that Denver may not

be able to support five commercial
stations are believed to be the prin-

cipal factors behind applicants’ un-

willingness to go into UHF even
though permits can be* had without
going into hearing.

If there is no last minute con-

testant for channel 2, FCC’s chan-

nel-by-channel allocation plan will

have proved, at least in the case

of Denver, its value in getting sta-

tions on the air fastest. Prior to

adoption of the plan, agency had
been considering lumping all VHF
applicants in one hearing pot if ap-,

plications exceeded available chan-

nels. Advocates of this system

claimed it would be fairer to ap-

plicants but FCC feared it would
tie up all applications in hearings

and delay construction of stations.

Under the Commission’s lift-

freeze procedure, processing of TV
applications begins today (1).

Where two or more applicants file

for the same channel, hearings will

be scheduled but additional appli-

cants may still come in before

hearings are actually held. Where
there is only one ap^icant for a

channel, the agency is free to hand
out permits immediately if the ap-

plicant meets legal, technical and
financial requirements.

MUTUAL’S CHI POLITICO

CONTRIB VIA DAILIES
^
Bob Schmid, Mutual’s ad-promo-

Hon v.p., has lined up an ambitious
project whereby the web on the
Presidential conventions will sup-
ply daily columns ,by-Jlned hy
MBS personalities, to 150 dallies.' •

The cuffo columns vriU be sent
out by pre-paid wire, special deliv-
ery or airmail, will cover behind-
the-scenes activities and will be
tailored for the individual publica-
tions by including items on their
local delegates and politicos. Su-
pervising the operations at the con-
vention will be Frank Zuzulo, MBS
press director, aided by Hal Gold,
Harry Algus and Bill Diehl, who
will travel from the web’s flackery
in N. y.
Network brought its affiliates in

on the plan, and the local outlets
made arrangements with papers in
their communities. Mats and pho-
tos have been provided so that the
papers can promote the features,
and photos of the commentator-
columnists with local personalities
will also be sent out from Chi.
Among the gabbers taking part are
Cecil Brown, Cedric Foster, Frank
Edwards, H, R. Baukhage, William
Hillman, Les Nichols and Fred
Van Deventer.

Detroit—Jerry Crocker, former-
ly of WERE, Cleveland, WCUE,
Akron, and WMOA, Marietta, has
joined WJBK and WJBK-TV as an
announcer-disk jockey.
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Sufi Scripters W#oiit

: At Wel»s Seen Averted

With today (Wed.) as “strike

deadline” set by the Radio -Writers
Guild against the networks, it

looked yesterday afternoon as.

though a walkout of staff scripters

would be avoided.

A meeting between the webs apd
the union Monday night (30) ended
nest midnight, with most of the
fringe issues cleared up. However,
the two basic problems—those of

commercial fees for ’news writers
and final salary determinations

—

*

were beifig>tackled at another ses-

sion yesterday afternoon and eve--

ning as Variety, went to, press.

, Arnold’s *Super Circus’
Arnold bread has bought the last

half-hour of "Super Circus” on
WJZ-TV, N. Y., starting Sunday
(6)v via Benton & Bowles.

The ABC-TV show is on a co-op
basis for the summer. Mars candy,
which regularly has the 5:30-6 por-
tion, is on hiatus. Canada Dry has
the 5 p.m, half-hour on alternate
weeks.

American Federation of Radio.
Artists is expected,. behind
the Cornell U.-UCLA' j^fessors’
blueprint for a talent mei^ger and
If the fout other 'eastern branches
oT the Associated Actors & Artistes
of America' 'also adopt the plan, a
full-scale wedding of the perform-
ers’ unions may be effected.

. AFRA national laoard members
are being polled by. rnail on the
professors’ plan, which has had
some revisions from the proposal
made two months back. If the
board approves, the radio union’s
membership will be canvassed in a
mail referendum. Other unions
concerned, including. American
Guild of Variety Artists, American
Guild of Musical Artists and Ac-
tors Equity Assn, have npt yet
moved on the plan.

The college labor • relations ex-
perts’ amended plan calls for the
establishment of a one-card union.
One local will be established in

each city with artists from all fields

belonging. Most significant change
in the plan is that machinery has
been proposed for' putting the mer-
ger into effect should all five

branches accept the plan.

This Cittlls for the branches and
.Television Authority* In which all

(Continued on page 36)
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Who is he? He’s the American Farmer, the

current American capitalist. He’s the real

owner of his own business—and farmingJs big

business today,
tiff

He makes a lot, he saves a lot, he spends a loti

He’s your best prospeaive customer.
4

One-tenth of all these prosperous prospects for your

product live in WLW-Land—One^tenth of America.

The best way to reach them is by Radio . . . and the most

effective and economical radio in this area is WLW.

The full story of ‘Tour Best Customer’

all the facts and figures—is on film. Ask to see it.

WLW Tbe Nation's Station

WLW
loaa • losa

fC
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Jay.,^»i§icy i^0
Maiihunt,Mpreeminfe (5lr

on NBC-TV . . . Hollywood thesper

James Cebastian, known as the

“Apollo. Man/' In. Gotham for

some vidpiO work .*
. . Staiirt S^eJ-^1

tel, producer-quizzer pf- AB.C-Tv .s

“Hot Seat/’ off to Chicago for the

airer’s special edition ihfiday (4) on
eve of the GOP convention . .

Sweets Co. of America has re-

newed “Tootsie Hippodrome” over

ABC-TV for 26 weeks, effective

Aug 3 . , . Reed Hadley, star of

CBS-TV’s “Racket Squad,” visited

N. Y. last week and guested on
sponsor Philip Morris’ AM series,

if'Playhouse on Broadwi^y/’ before
returning to Coast today (Wed.) . .

.

Jan Murray and his wife Toni» who
recently formed Jantone Enter-
prises, plan to enter vidpic produc-
tion . . . Cpl. William F. Burke, Jr.,

former assistant director on the
Jimmy Durante and Ed Wynn
shows, is now touring Europe with
EUCOM headquarters’ AM-TV sec-

tion.

Tidewater Oil renewed DuMont’s
“Broadway to Hollywood” for an
additional 13-week cycle . . . First

show scripted by Michael Dyne for
Worthlnrton (Tony) Miner’s “(Jur-
tain Call” on NBC-TV, “Azaya,”
Will be aired Friday nig^t (4), He
was erronoiisly credited with, hav-
ing written “The Promise,” which
launched, the series two weeks- ago
, , . Gregory Raioff, George Jessel,
Sir Gladwin Jebb and Howard
Lindsay-Russel Crouse coming up
In that order as guest panelists on
CBS-TV’s “Information Please” . . .

Lieut. Dody Sinclair, former staffer
with WJAR-TV, Providence,, serv-
ing aboard an aircraft carrier in
the Mediterranean this- summer
. . . Sofia Bros, pacted for 13 weeks
of spots on WPIX’s Ted Steele
show. Agency is Warren, Jackson
A Delaney . . . WPIX publicity
staffer Carol liCv.ine heading for a
six-week vacation in Europe July
9. She’ll visit former NBC con-
tinuity writer Helen Miller, now

in.^permany. . . Show of Shows
.i>roidu'jter;Ma| 'dpini( a by-n

,

ling jided Esquire on - Mar*

fuirite gqpraho it>if thj| ^o>f
. Alan Neuman replacing Larry'

Schwab, Jr., as producer-directot,

of ,NBC’s “Lights „Out”^ ^ Freef

;

lahee ' Eiric Arthur'^has ah
original on NBC’s “ICraft Theatre’^

tonight (Wed), titled “A Time for

Turning.”

K(5rO-TV'* Cerebral Palsy tele?^

thon — Maroedea >McCaiiibrldge,

Marahall Thampaou, Mill Blihap,

Bddla Braekau* JMadyan!t
,
6’BileB,

Harold Peary, John Agar, Jimmy
MeHugh, Ben Alexander^ Anita
Gordon. . .£ 1 e a n o r Montgomery
and Virginia Johnson set up out-
fit .to service sho'vvs with TV props

^ ^ j State- •, . College i launched six-

week workshop. W^h Dr, Tom
GirdMy, Blue .Wright^;Buss Bakgr,
pd...Smljibi Eyaugollue Baker and
Eddie lli'olatt xgpt:eseuting lecturers

lrom.:tfi^:TV:,indusfry.

Best Foods Recoa^rs,

RepactiM Garry Moore HEARING POSTPONED
. M jr»*i « U. k , «« a • • A

Eileen BARTON
Coral RtcorflHiig Artist

Direction: MCA

Hollywood
AI Goodman, art director of

KECA-TV, named to hoard of So->

ciety of. Motion Picture Art Direc-

tors'. , .Al Fischler ankled Snader
Telescriptions to join KLAC-^TV as

account exec, and Joe Coffin, for-

merly head • of channel research
department, joins s^les . , .KECA-
TV’s Bill Gwinn and family left on
vacation trek to Jackson Hole,

Wyo., returning to “This Is My
Melody” July* 18. . John Cameron
Swayze in from ‘N, Y, for coast-to-

coast preem. of VCamel News Cara-
van” on NBC-TV, and later in week
goes to Frisco . . . “Louisa May Al-

.liifott,”' first in series of telefilms

tagged “Famous Americans,” bows
on KECA-TV tonight (Wed.)...
Jack Gardner named newscaster
for “Alka-Seltzcr Newspaper of the
Air” on KHJ-TV, and George Mar-
tin, Jr., is newsreel-ed.., .Ed Kem-
mer of KECA-TV's “Space Patrol”

to Reading, Pa., on vacash. . .Frank
DeVol’s KTTV show kined for au-

ditioning as possible fall entry . .

.

Pacific Wines sponsoring “Yester-
day’s' News” on KLAC-TV. .'.Korla

Pandit, hows in on KTTV for three-

a-week series beginning July 6,

Descanso- Gardens sponsoring .

.

Affiliated Gas Equipmfent picking
up tab for KLAC-TV’s Sunday
night feature film. . .Roller Derby
videobuted on KTLA . . . Elton Rule
exits KLAOTV to join KECA-TV
sales staff.

San Francisco
KROW, Oakland, petitioned FCC

to restore its TV application to the
docket along with others extant at

time of 1948 freeze. Petition

argues that new applicants be ex-

cluded from new hearings, also

asks-FCC to r«)eal ruling reducing
six local VHF commercial chan-
nels io four. ..KPIX crew, gun-
ning for a July 1 debut of its new
Mt. Sutro antenna, handicapped by
continuous ,fog, making work on
the steel tower wet, shppery^and
unsafe . . .Grace Lawson,'Hollywood
TV cook,, in for a weekend, will re-

turn for a month’s summer siesta

. , . BAETA; local TV school group,
ratified bylaws, divided member-
ship into university-college, city

and rural groups, assessed mem-
bers 25c per pupil for first year of
TV operation, limited voted priv-
ileges to one vote per 5,000 stu-
dents. . .KRON’s cartoonist,
George Lemont, shifts to KPIX,
July 6, with a newie, “Uncle
George’s Cartopn Club” . . , Art
Primim, veteran'^KYA newscaster,
preemlng a ddily “Newspaper of
the Air” before; the KRON lens
. . Add Hollywood . importees for

Chicago
Jack Brlckhouse arid Aifch Ward

have a ‘new “Sport's Page” on
WGN-1^ . »

Studs Terkel-and
Win Stracke headlining “Mifte and
Men” for 'two weeks at Michigan
Shores strawhatter .

'.

. “Impact”
Monday (30) fed by WENTl-'rV to

AB(i!-TV web gave viewers a be-

hind the scenes look at the radio

and teevee facilities at the In-

ternational Amphitheater , . . Eddie
Duceite back on his WNBQ cooking
show after the emergency .ap-

pendectomy . , . Don Herbert,. NBC-
TV’s “Mr, Wizard,” talked before

the Wisconsin State Teachers Col-

lege last week . . . Standard Oil of

Indiana picked up the ‘ tab on
Clifton Utley’s newscasts three
nights a week on WNBQ . . . Hal
Fisher doing “This Is the Story”

on WFBM-TV, Indianapolis . . ,

Chicago Boys Clubs* gave an award
to WGN-TV’s Kay Middleton, i . .

Muntz TV will increase produc?
tion to 20,000 sets a month in Sept.

. . . Bud Ellingwood, after two
years in the Signal Corps, is back
.at his WGN-TV director’s chair . .

.

“Quiz Kids” starting on NBC-TV
next Monday (7) . . .WENR-TV now
feeding two hours of. “Wrestling
from Rainbo” to ABC-TV.:.Wednes-
day nights ... Super Circus’
Mary Hartline now marketing a

Mary Hartline doll .... WENR-TV
got a 52-weelc renewal on the
“Sachs Amateur Hour,” which is

simulcast over sister station

WENR.
t

London
“The Nantucket Legend” by

George Lefferts, which won a- prize
in America for the best TV play of

the year, is to be screened on the
British network next Sunday (6).

Piece is • being directed by Fred
O’Donovan and Will star Herbert
Lomas. . .Next edition of “Show
Business,” the Vic Oliver monthly
program, will feature Jack Watting
and Phyllis Calvert who will play
their original parts in a scene from
“Flare Path.” They’ll be introduced
by playwright Terence Rattigan

Best Foods, which had notified

CBS-TV that it Was pulling out of

the Garry Moore daytime show

after 'the July 15 broadcast, has re-

considered and is now taking only

{I two-month hiatus.

Bankroller wiU return to the

show Sept. 15, picking up a quar-

ter-hour segment of the show once

weekly, which is the same schedule

it now has, Show at that time will

be trimmed from an hour to a half-

hour cross-the-board.

WLIB Sets Kid Show
For Negro Market

A kid show for the Negro mar-

ket is being added to WLIB’s

(N. Y.) block of programs beamed
to Negro dialers. Stanza starts

Saturday (fi) at 9:30-10 a.m. ^

It will be handled by Lorenzo

Fuller, who left the role of Sport-

in’ Life in “Porgy .and Bess” In

Dallas to take on the assignment.

Stahza will include kldisks, inter-

views and gemotes from the Har-

lem Y.

‘Hike Ratos’
Continued trom pafc tS

AFRA

Your Top TV
Salef opportunity

Continued from page 35 ' -i

the hranchos are represented,
electing delegates to a convention,
in proportion to the membership
in good standing, with the conclave
drafting the constitution of the
One Big Union. All branches ac-

cepting the plan Would bind them-
selves to live up to the result of

that convention. However, should
only four (or fewer) branches ac-

cept the plan,,, the whole thing
would fall through. •

If that split eventuates, it’s like-

ly that AFRA and TVA would take
steps to effect a two-way merger.
Another change made from the

first draft proposal of the profes-

sors is that the board of the pro-
posed integrated union would he
cut from' 20(1 to IQO members. Rep-
resentatioh’ would )»e on the basis

of one'delegate for each 200 mem-
bers, with a total membership-in-
good-stahding of 20,000 perform-
ers envisaged.

Dnes Scale Setup
It was also decided to drop the

dues scale ais proposed by the Cor-
nell-UCLA team in favor of per-
mitting the convention to deter-
mine the specifics. It was recom-
mended that dues, when set up*, he
keyed to the individual’s incijme,

with a floor and ceiling set.

The professors drew up a ballot

for the referendum, with the mem-
bers of the various unions to vote
on this specific plan, as is and with-
out qualifications. ^It Is this ballot

which AFRA is voting on and
which the other ' unions may also

send out.

Technically', TVA wasn’t asked
to poll its membership on the
plan. However, since TVA will be
sending delegates, the live video
union will probably get its mem-
bership to vote on the bltieprint.

AFRA' and TVA memberships
Voted overwhelmingly last March
to have a two-party blending by
July 1 if a five-branch consolida-
tion wasn’t affected. While no ac-
tion was taken on that wedding,
the two groups would probably' get
'together if the profs’' ^lan doesn't
get accepted all around.

sent a copy of the resolution fpr^

their signatures.

Five points of the resolution

are:

(1) That CBS immediately launch

a program of sound qualitative re-

search, establishing radio’s real

value;

(2) That the network and affili-

ates take the initiative to strength-

en the standards and practices of

good broadcasting;
*

• (3) That CBS should abandon
its efforts to set fates unilaterally

for the affiliates;

(4) That a concerted effort of

certain advertisers for further rate

cuts should be firmly and finally

rejected and that the July (’51)

rate cut should be rescinded, and
(5) that CBS should oopsider the
advisability and necessity qf in-

creasing daytime rates at least

20% above the level existing be-
fore the 1951 cut. .

George B. Storer, head of Storer
Stations, opened the meet as chair-

man. However, because of his sis-

ter’s death Monday night (30) in

Chicago, he left. John Patt, of

tlje Gk)odwill Stations, then took
the chair.

During the course of the ses-

sion, some delegates asked: “What
happens if we hold the line on
rates and lose business?” A chorus
of voices shouted: “Lose business.”

’ Philadelphia, July i
The Govetrtmeht’s anti-trust suit

against thfe • National Football
League, slated for June in the U. S.
District Court here, has been set
back until October. The postpone-
ment means that a decision on the
pro grid league’s broadcasting and
TV blackouts will not Come until
after the end of the' season.
The case has. wide interest to the

sporting world and television in-

dustry, since a decision, would af-

fect not only pro football but the
college game, prize fights and other
sports events which now restrict

radio or TV broadcasts to certain
Cities and localities.

Judge Allan K. Grim, who an-
nounced the postponement, said

he had scheduled the case for June
because of its importance, but w^s
unable .to hold ' the pre-trial con-
ferences having been tied up in a

five-week ciyil suit. Judge Grim
and .the attorneys involved have
slated a pre-trial conference for

Aug. 6, and all interested parties

have* been notified.

Mutual All-Star Preview
Mutual .will air a special broad-

cajst jprevieWilig the All-Star Base-
ball Game on Monday (7) at 8-

8:30 p.m. Gillette is bankrolling,
.the. actual' ballcast the- following
afternoon.
Taking part pn the preview will

be MBS exec v.p. William H. Fine-
shriber, Vlr., baseball commissioner
Ford -Frlckj team managers Leo
Durocher and Casey Stengel and
some of the stars.

Jack McCoy to Coast
Jack McCoy, emcee of “Live

Like a Millionaire,” has informed
Masterson-Reddy-Nelson, packagers
of the NBC show, that he’s leaving

the show in order to return to the
(joast.

He’ll bow out as soon as replace-

ment is found. McCoy has. been
emceeing stanza since it started on
the Coast two years ago.

Houston—Tim Osborne has been
upped from chief announcer to

program director for KTHT here.

ANTA
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dio’’ on TV and DuMont’s “'Cos-
mopblitan Theatre.”

Designation of the network to
carry the showw will depend on
which bankroller buys it. But
whichever web gets it, it will mean
that a staff director from some
competing web will be working the
series. Such a situation, it-'s be-
lieved, hasn’t previously occurred
in TV but' is being made possible
this time because of the -show’s
connection with ANTA. •

Pick of one-act play material is
to be made "avi^ilable to ANTA
through a deal worked out with
Samuel French Co. and the Walter
Baker Co.,* publishers of most one-
act plays

. in this country and
abroad. During the last 25 years,
for example, the two firms have
published more than 5,000 one-act-
ers, which have been sold for pro-
duction to more than 150,000 legit
organizations, forming virtually a
pre-sold audience for the aeries.
While no talent commitments

have yet been set, it's expected
that most of the thesps who have
appeared on ANTA productions in
the past will also be available for
the TV show. Among these are
Judith Anderson, Ethel Barrymore,
Bobby (^lark, Judith Evelyn, Nina
Foch, Sir Cedric Hardwlcke, Au-
drey Hepburn, Rex Harrison and
Lilli Palmer, Peter Lind Hayes and
Mary Healy, Jessica 'Tandy and
Hume Cronyn, Peggy Wood, etc,
Vinton Freedley will be associate
producer with Harrity.

Other credits set so far by Harri-
ty include Paul Lammers, as pro-
duction supervisor; Leo Kerz, as
scene^ anp costume .designer; Max
Meth, as musical conductor, and
Tjieodore. Apstein, as script editor.
Henry Souvaiiie is handling tlie

i
package.

» 4 Reasons Why
Th« far*mo»t national and local

advortitor* wao WEVD y«ar aftor

y»«r to roach tho vast

Jewish Market

of Metropolitan New York

1. Top adwh programming
i i. Strong aUdionco impact

D 3. Inhoront lUtonor loyalty

^ 4. fotontlal buying power

F “ Send for a copy of

S ‘WHO’S WHO ON WEVD’
Honry Oreenfield, M«n. Dir.S WEVD, 117-11? Wo»t 44th St.

Now York 34

RADIO-MUSIC QUIZ:

Who does the music for

“DREAM HARBOW^ — Heard

Mon., Tues., Wed., on ABC?

See Page 38

APT. FOR RENT
4aTH ST. EAST

2 roomt,- kltchenotto, furnUhed.

$135 month, lieate.

Immediate occupanCy.
‘

MRS. DETMOLD, EL 5-T927

HY gXRDNER seyki
'

. If had to happan . . •

TY. Caiiirnarcials C ^
with Vafta

^Sclentlflc appeel.
rrof. J. Karas. Sox VR

-

7151 .
VarletV'

154 W. 4*th St.. K. Y, 36
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Inside Stutf-Television

Warwick Sc Hollywood, got the Sweepstakes Trophy for the
overall entry in the television awards at the 49th annual conven-

flnn of the Advertislnif Assn, of the West here last week. Award was
filmed tfommercials for Pabst Beer, produced by Five-Star Produc-

5<nns Hollywood. Pabst commercials also i:ot the award in the Na-

Sonai Advertisers catego^.

There was no award given for commercial radio programs in cities

flf over 100,000, but KOPO, Tucson, garnered a first award for commer-
plfll programs in Cities under 100,000. Kadlo trophy for best overall

entry went to k;ERO, Bakersfield, Calif., for station’s • Golden Crust

Bakery program; program also got first award. for' commercial spots in

dties under 100,000.
;

I •

Two Chicago tele prograips--“Studs’ Place” and ^‘Kukla, Fran and
Q^e”—were among the winners in the annual audio-visual communi-
cations awards madfe by the Illinois Institute of'Technology last week.

Burr Tillstrom accepted for JCFO; Studs Terkel accepted the ^iwaird for

Television Airshows, packager of '‘‘Studs’ Place.” Other citations went

to Crawley Films, Walt Disney Productions, Florez, Inc., and United
Auto Workers.

' '

Standards for shared station identification spots, proposed by the
National ,Assn. of Radio & TV Station Representatives after meetings
with leading advertising agencies^ have been approved by a sufficient

number of tele stations to put them into effect. Group of eight NB.C-
TV outlets and a large number of other stations have voiced their ap-

proval of the standards for the 10-second spots.

As one answer -to the - difficulties encountered in keeping fresh a
half-hour local video show cross-the-board, Margaret Arlen will .stavt .a

new weekly film . featuretjte series on her program today (Wed.) via

WCBS-TV, flagship station ;of the CBS video web in N., Y. She's, lens-

Ing the films herself and, for the duration of the summer, is basing
them on how N. Y. viewers, can entertain themselves inexpensively*

Thus, the preem stanza features The Cloisters, Manhattan museum-.
. Idea is based on. the success Miss< Arlen had with the film- she lens'ed

for her show, during her recent junket to Europe.

ABC-m ‘Don’t Freete Us (hir
, Continued from 31 —
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ing and the times that they are
|
ened.” It's arguOd further

aired.

The missive riled a few opera-

tors, who rankled at the word
“monopoly,” although ABC is em-
phasizing that the . "monopoly or

duopoly is not of the. station's own
choice or creation.” One station

answered that he had carried a
large number of ABC-TV shows,
but that these had been cancelled

off the web. To this the chain
answers that while this particular

station may have taken the pro-
grams, it was the overall lack of

clearances that- brought about the
denrise of the programs.

What angers ABC-TV exempli-
fied by the fact that it has an
order for one time period in which
another web has just received a
cancellation. Although it has been
querying multi-affiliated stations,

some are apparently holding op6n
the slot until the othch skein gets
a client for it. "We don’t mind
competing with the other nets,”
an ABC spokesman told VAniETY
this week, "but we are sore at not
getting a fair shake.”

‘Only Hurtina: Yourselves’
ABC feels that stations "freezing

out” the network are hurting them-
selves in the long run, since "to
the extent that there are fewer
networks the stations’ trading posi-
tion vis-a-vis the networks' is weak-

IMUklO-TBUBVISraiW.

Partonnel
Coutbtued froM pare I

FOR SALE
Immedtuf* pesfOscUH, former home
noted American ectresi. Compact
Coloniel 10 yr«. old. Living room,
dining room, panelled library,

screened terrace, lavatory, kitchen,
Pnntry, laundry, 5 bedrooms, 3

baths, 3 fireplaces, two-car garage.
Located on 3 high level acres.
Round Hill section, Greenwich,
Conn. Near f'arkway, 50 minutes
N. Y. High first mortgage guar-
anteed Reasonable terms. Ask-r
Ing $50,000. Owner, Box Y-8B4,
Variety.

1 54 W. 46th St., New
York 36. N. Y.

RIDGEFIELD, CONNECTICUT

37 ACRE ESTATE
®«aotlfullv furnished colonial house,
modern equlfiment. Terraces overlook-
ns distant hIMs. Elevation 1000 feet.
Large swimming pool. Tennis court,
uucst, studio, carefeker'a cottages.
Toolhouse. Oreenheuse. Small lake.
;,:®^**'».vegetehle gardens. Fruit er-
nard. Must hm seen te he appreciated.

Invithd. Phone LA-rchmont 2-

ca ^,•*.'^'‘0 V- 43052, Variety,
•s-t W. 44th St., New Yerk 34, H. Y.

APTS. FOR RENT
I Vi-XVa ceeMs,' Flr»r uccHpuncy.

qhlef Mlfli^hrlihddl. Prem
’Uf. Supt* hr RRfMr 7.f40g,

12*«A$T faND muT
New Y*fli

ened.” It's argued further that
should the' number qf networks be
Cut, it would -not help sponsors.

Typical of the replies to the ABC
letter was one from a one-station
city which answered 'that it carries
all of the .20 top-rated programs.
To this ABC replies that the rat-

ings really reflect only the coverage
they get, that proj^ams which get
clearances get ratings. So if the
programs which get the ratings get
clearances, this attitude seqms to
be' freezing ABC jout in a vicious
circle, ABC feelsr

The same station noted that in

the past 3'ear the time it had
cleared for NBC-TV had dropped
3(!)% and the time it had' cleared
for CBS-TV had increased 25%.
But, ABC-TV wants to know, how
much time are you clearing for us?
Additionally, ABC wants the time
in desirable periods, since delayed
broadcasts - in off-periods don’t get

big audiences.

Many of the outlets said they
made their choices, not on the
basis of which network originated

a show, but on their concept of

the public’s desire and of the pub-
lic interest. Then why weren’t
more stations cleareB for "Cela--

nese Tlieatrc?” a web topper won-
ders.

Chain’s letter to stations asked
merely for a "reasonable assign-

ment” of time and for what slots

it might get. However, it’s under-

stood, maj'ority of stations would
not commit themselves and an-

swered only that they would give

ABC-TV fair consideration. "How-
ever, that’s all we want,” the ABC
exec told Variety, "a square deal

so that we have a chance to grow.’’

Hyde
Continued from page 31

station applic*ati6n would have in-

volved io many applicants in so

many cities that a "mammoth”
hearing would be required before

an 'examiner "undoubtedly endow-
ed with the wisdom of Solomon.”

Assuming this examiner was stble

to come up "with some kind of

proposed decision,” Hyde said, the

result would be an assignment for

a large part of the United States

for a band of channels. This deci-

sion, he continued, would be sub-

ject to exceptions from each of

the many applications, oral argu-.

ments before the Commission, and
a final decision which could be

thrown into litigation lasting

"years.”
•The assignment plan, Hyde de-

clared, should "conduce tc efficient

handling of hearing cases .and to

just determioatioris . . . The issues

will be simplified, usually to^ com-
parative examination of applicants

for the same channel in the same
citv. The number of spartlcipants

wiil be. limited .and the costa in

time and money vastly reduced
from what would otherwise be ex-

pected,”

he' has spent considerable time on
the Coast and that he expects to
add facilities there also., says that
contrary to accepted belief there
is no shortage of technicians in' tlie
east, although there aTe fewer -top
men than in Hollyvt'ood, • Ood^
cameramen, soundmen and grips
are available, altho.ugh -there aren’t
enough assistant

. electricians.

.

Major difficulty, from the point
of view, of

. specialists, is the prob-
lem of maintaining continuous pro-
duction .so that the crew • can be
kept going. However, he now has
a steady sked and- has guaranteed
his crew six months of work (in
.which period he can lay them off
for a total of six weeks).

;

A minor obstacle is unio.n regqr
lations on overtime .work after
5:30 p.m., w'hich Inakes location
shooting after dark expensive When
compared to lensing in L. A.. Pah-
soiinet feels. He adds that if the
unions revised sopie of their rules,
more production wbiiid take place
in the east.

•
: .

*
. !

’ *

The Parsonnet studios were com-
pleted in, February,. 1951^ in a. sep-
arate building at the Pepsi-Cola
plant* in Long Island City, across
the East River from midto'v^ Man-
hattan. Pepsi site wai^-ohosen^be^
cause Parsonnet was making a se^
rles of 40 quarterrhour yidpix- for
the soft drink, starring Faye Emer-
son. Studio, has two , large stages,
full carpenter and scene building

’

facilities, and a big set dock. It’s

equipment Is said to be the most
modem in the east.

; . Seiiarate' corporations . were Or-
ganized covering- the Studio ahd
the production outfit. Thus', |on
deals In which the production firhi

is partnered with ajiother com-
pany, the studio gets its usual
rental fees.

Parsonnet joined with MOT for
"American Wit,” which stars
Thomas Mitchell as narrator in
half-hour v 1 d fi 1 m s dramatizing
yams from humorists such as Mark
Twain and Josh Billings. Pix;
which were budgeted at around
$16,000 apiece, go into release in
August.
As part of his expansion, Par-

sonnet has recently added Henry
Morgenthau, 3d, former producer
of the Eleanor Roosevelt show on
NBC-TV and "Vanity Fair” on
CBS-TV, as executive assistant.
He’ll co-produce the Arlene Fran-
cis entry, of which a pilot film has
just been completed, and is at,

present concentrating on "Doctor.”

Web’s Who, Us?’
—

"

Continued from pajfe 31 7
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.

works to clear stations and to dom-
inate the prime time periods.

Further, it’s the indies’ Conten-
tion, as the webs get into film pro-
duction and syndication they will

also move for domination of vidpix
as well as live. They also raise

the question of whether it’s in the
be.st interests of the Industry for

the same organizations to be pro-

ducers and di.stributors—the con-

cept which brought about the di-

vorcement moves in the film busi-

ness. <• .,

Breakdown on Gqptrol *

The breakdown of c.ontidl on 217
shows, both commercial .-iand sus-

taining, reveals tliat hjBG-T.V leads

CBS-TV. DuMont and ABC-TV, jn

that order, in number of, web-pro-
duced programs:

N«l Ind. Agcy.
Fred. Frod. Frod.

ABC ....... 7a8'/<) 27(71%) 4(11%)
DU.AI 1.3 (36%) 21 (58%) 2 ( 6%)
CB.S 34(40%) 28(37%) 10(14%)
NBC 38 (52%) 25(34%) 10 04%)
Lumping all the chains together,

42% of programs were web-con-
trolled, 46% were independently
controlled and 12% were agency-
controlled. Considering commer-
cial shows only, 34% were under
network aegis, 49% bullf. by indie

packagers and 17% under the

agency’s wing.
Since there is a complexity of

uetwork-agency-packager-talcnt re-

lationships in video, the Ross
roundup admits, it’s a "touchy
proposition” to determine actual

control. In many cases there is,

overlapping. However, the criterion

used in the study was: who con-
trols the idea, who* hires and pftys

talent and supervises production
details, and could the show be
moved to another network?

Cleveland—^Ddn Yamell is leav-

ing WHK for Leech Advertising
Agency. Yarnell will continue his

televi.sion program howOver at

WXEL.

A Happy Fourth of July

ITS ‘INOEPENOENT’S” lAY
V-' *

^ ... Wlidii id 'jNttWdd (bvduiH
’

iar.y on* mo'Hittd, of " comni«NkoiFioii f*
. cliwdfW

'

udofifr itsolf to tho inWooNCo cif otkor motliikiii it b#'*

kooVdi us td osk whtro is Rodito ^olud?

Wo kold '^oso truths to bo soil ovidoNK

.

« • * *

Radio is i.Osinf its Network itroN^th*- jjlotwork Rt’o-*

qraiNi OTO '^olug to tolovisiou oud sa aVa uotwbrk lUtoN-*

or$^ Elf yau con s«o Jack RoNNy or Tollulali, of MHtoNi >

ioflo, you^d rathor soo thorn thon liioroly hoar thoinj
* ^

iut radio is ondowod with cortaiu uRalioiiablo H^htSi

and to socurN thoso righH wo submit that it lay Its foun*

,
datioN ON thfio |>riHciplos,

Roeognixo that radio has lOft tho living roomk moro
thOn half of a/r U. S. radio lltfoitliig (including. non-TV

homos) is dono outsido tho living room, most of It Id thd

kitohon. ,
In TV homod 77% of radio liitoniNg tokosjblooo

ON xocoiidory sotx, and ovon In radio-only homos 5t% of

fodio listonino is dono outsido thd living room: (Sfdrodt

Amoficon Rosoardh Ruroou > Survoy jointly sj»onsorod by
CiS and NRO:

Rotognixo' that in |oavin<| tho liyino room radio is bo»

com.ino d oompanien, a sort of oudlblo wrist Watoh (CIS
says that thoro art 41 million loeondary sdtik tn hodlids,

Z3 million in ’cars, but only 34 million living room idts,

and that 100,000 ^cfock rodlos or# sold ovory. month)*

Which moons that poopio want to know tho timo, an t

want radio to givo it to thorn.

WCCC, on indopondont, in Control Connocticut
^

fw^oro the ORIGINAL DOCUMENT that formed the basi$

of the Oeclaration at Independence wos lint written and

hai long since been forgotten} gives theni the time^

news, ond weather every fifteen minutes all day, every

day. This feature which we call TNT (time, news, tem-

perature) is building stotlen loyalty, instead of program
loyalty. We feel program loyalty is staying right in the

living room with that monster, TNT also helped WCCC
win last April’s Yoriety plague award for Small Station

Showmanship.

Rut not only TNT is building WCCC. Good eld fash-

ioned Yankee stubbornness is building.it too. We made
up our minds that we "love that format”. We keep it the

same, so as not to^confuse the growing number of per-

sons who toll us they turn on WCCC in the morning, and

leave it on. because "you con always get music.”

Again, since radio is leaving the living room it is be-

coming "companionate”-—an accompanying element to

other things—the kitchen,' the car, the bedroom, the bdr«

What do you tunO for when you are doing other* things?

A.' bockgrouiid. ' What makes . tha best background?

MUSIC.

' WCCC’s music Is chosen by a musical dirOcy|f? who is

a musician, who con program music in a wdy^^at keeps

you tuned all day.

So Mr. Advertiser, if you want to know whot happened

to radio, jiist look outside the living room, and—just

listen to the music!

It^s true in Hartford, and In many other markets, large

ond small. This Fourth of July finds, independents

stronger than Over, with more, new methods of increas-

ing our gudiOnce >tiil further.

And for the support of this Declaration Mr. Adver*

tiser, if you want fo reach the audience that It still with

radio, use the little music and news firecracker in your

. iCity. You'll find that today and every day is Independ-

ents day*

WCCQ Hartford

,
"Th»r9'M TNT •fi‘ CCC"

IN NEW YORK, CALL INPIE SALES

IN.ROSTOH, CALL RETTELL-CARTIR
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Radio Reviews
Continued froMii uAfe 34

taincd, artists not being announced
beforehand. Program had nmeh
pace and liveliness^ plus good iiw

formal-style script linldttg up the:

^^First guest %. 'CUff

comedian, who offered a skittish

trailbr tilting, at stars entertaining

the troops in medieval style., He
gagged about the disconcerting'

things that happen in show busi^

nessi singing a number called

“We're Going to Have Some
Trouble with the Band." Emcee
thert introduced Charlie Chester;

EngHsh comic, \frhom he described

as "the champ. of bad gags." He
did commendable humor chores.

Program was closed, by George
Mitchell Glee Club, singing tunes

made famous by Henry Hair* BBC
Dariee Orch two decades- back.

Choral group gave fine rendering

of. the traditional Scottish oldie

“Loch Lomond" and also sang a

new song “Lady Love," ending ivlth

their own arrangement of band-
maestro’s signature tune "Here’s.

To the Next Time."

FRANK &*JACKSON
With Frank Harden and Jaeksoir

Weaver
Director: Bill Brown
30 Mins.; Sat.» 2:30 p^nt.

Sustaining
ABC, front' WashinftoM

Latest entry in the comedyi-
disk, jockey sweepstakes is Frank
& Jackson (Frank Harden and
Jackson Weaver). According to an
ABC handout they began their

joint careers oh Washington's
WMAL only six weeks ago, and in

that short time have become the
“most popular show" on the sta-

tion. But in preeming on tlie ABC
net Saturday (28) their humor was
more strained than of the relaxed,
spontaneous, variety.

Half-hour stanza had the team
turntabling. such tunes as a Don
Cornell version of "I'll Be Seeing
You" and Leroy Anderson’s "Belle
of the Ball." Betwixt platters they
"tongue-in-cheeked the Washing-
ton scene" with a briefle soap
opera and served up a variety of

imaijyjary characters designed to*

promote a spirit of levity. Show
would be more effective with a
le.ss hectic, harum-scarum ap-
proach. Gilb.

MIDNIGHT RENDEZVOUS'
With Bill Hastings,. Jerry Romano,

Rick Williams, Bob Austin
60 Mins.; Sat.,. 12 (Midnight)
TOWPATH INN
WPTR, Albany

Live entertainers at Jerry Roma-
no’s Towpath Inn, Albany-Troy
Road, take origination from there
out of the class of the recorded
progi’ams, with which the Area is

saturated. Bob Austin, WPTR an-
nouncer, does spin platters, but it

is the organ playing by Bill Has-
tings, the warbling of Romano, and
the occasional pianoing by Rick
Williams that give the show dis-
tinction.

Hastings, who has been appear-
ing in Capital District night spots
for two years, manipulates the
Hammond with Unusual style and-

skill. He sounds off the beaten
track. In solos, in accompaniment
for Romano, and (on last block
heard) ip a dun with Williams of

VNight und Pay," Bastings jjeejned

io gd a; litflic far' .n 'a showy
fangement of “Kiss of Fire/’- the
melody being obscured. He regis-
tered solidly vfirii -“GQt Yo.ii Uhd#r
My Skln'^and otber nuihberij; Fitr-
ing with Williams came through
smoothly,
Romano is a vigorous balladeer.

He includes "All In a Day," com-
posed by Hastings. 'Austin features
an Informal, mildly kidding ap-
proach. His voice: is clear but a bit

twangy and hard; softer tone and
flexibler projection would .be ad-
visable. Selection of vvaxers, on
one shot, was. unorthodox and a
trifle loud'. Pickup of audience
noise should be checked. Plugging
for Towpath Inn* Is. not too- in-
sistent. • Jctco.

tiipk Chatter
— Continued fron*., page 24

Douglas back from N. Y. where
he narrated 58 one-reel telefilms

for Electric Industry . , . Leo
Rogecrans of Jerry Fairbanks In-
ductions skied to Cleveland on biz

. . » L. A. manufacturer Phillip

Sockett is prexy of WllshirC' Tele-
vision Productions, but won’t par-,
ttcipate ' in operations ' beyond in-,

vestment of $200,000^ exec pro-
ducer-v.p. David X. Miller to be*
in charge . , . Derwih Abrams and
Tommy CarJr to • direct 56 "Hopa-
long Cassidy" telc'pix rolling Aug.
4 at Newhall by William Boyd
Productions, for NBC-TV, Harri-
son Jacobs and .

Sherman Lowe
are scripting,’ Gleii Cook is pro-
duction manager, and Bob Stabler
associate producer . , . Shooting be-
gan this week at General Service
studios on new fall telefilm Series
of George, Burns and Grade Allen,
with, initial release set for October,
Carnation Co. and B. F. Goodrich
Co. sponsoring, Ralph Levy pro-
ducer-director ... Telepix pro-
ducer Jack Wrather and wife,
Bonita vGranville,^ to Tulsa, , where
he has bought channel KOTV . .

.

Gotham video producers and writ-
ers John Kuller and Sherry Alli-
son due in this week to be asso-
ciation producers for Howard
Welsch on upcoming “The Damon
Runyon Playhouse" series . . .

Peggy Castle drew femme lead in
"Babe," Screen Televideo telepic
rolling at Eagle-Lion studios . , .

Sol Dolgin and Lou Wdner of
Cisco Kid Products in from Omaha,
after arranging personals for
Duncan Renaldo . . . Ellis Dungan
left for India to shoot background
for three mpnths for 28 Frank
Ferrin telepix, "Smilin’ Ed’s
Gang," on CBS-TV . . . Scripts of
15 of 26 in “Trouble With Father"
series starring Stu Erwin finished,
roll July 7 under ageis of Hal
Roach, Jr. and Roland Reed . . .

Louis D. Snader acquired TW
rights to Gian-Carlo Menottl’s film;
"The Medium"

tempo heightened at ..Ilal Roach
lot, with seven J'Hystery Theatre
vidpix beghming, . al^o "Amos ’n*

Andy" resuming .and; group of

six "My Little Margie" telcpix.,.
Adrian Weiss cutting attcT dubbing
131, “Craig Kennedy, Criminologist”

series, starring Donald Woods . . .

Edgai* Bergen producing 13 half-

hour vidpix at Denver, using
.pike’s. Peak as « bockgM
^’'oducer-dlrector, aa^
in -the' series. „ „

Charles Gibbs drew the fea-

tured role in ‘.‘Condemned Man,"
next' ip ^A’pex’ JLone;; Ranger tele-

film.’' sertesf . . . Jarok Dwy will play

the top comedy lead in ‘^Holly-

wood 6116," new vldpic series

which Joan HarriLon will produce
. . . Naney Hale, a member of Para-
mount’s "Golden Circle" until re-

cently, was. signed for the femme
lead opposite Roso Ford In "Jef-

ferson Davis," fourth in the series

of DuPont "Cavalcade of Amer-
ico" vidpix whii^ Screen Gems is

producing . . . James Duim and
Eleanor Donohue will play a father
and daughter team in "I Want to

Be a Star," which Artists Ltd.; will

produce foi'’ the Irene Dunne-Ed
Lewis Schlitz Playhouse. Kath-
erine and Dale Euhson are script-
ing the new series. . . . Harry
Ellerbe signed for "Homecoming,"
with Leif Erickson and Helen
Wesie^t in the Schlite Playhouse
series . . .. Gene Lockhart will star
in’ "A Matter of Circumstance,"
one 'of Pennant’s "Date With
Destiny" series.

. Production

FftG
Continued from page. 23

with the, accohnt
. when PAcR de^

cided to exit the agency biz.

Medico role is being' handled by
Warner Anderson, fqrme’r Metro
contract player.’ Directors include
Bob i^drich, who was associate di-

rector on Charles Chaplin’s last

two films, and Rodney Amateau.
John Cromwell, another Hollywood
director, also megged one of the
first shows.

Pix are being lensed on a skeff
of one day’s rehearsal and two. or
three days* shooting. Emphasis is

being placed on the scripting, rath-
er' than on stars, on the theory that
the life of a strong yarn is longer
than the life of a marquee name.

NBG-TV-NCAA
Continued from page 2S

to line up several bankrollers on a
participating deal.

Package price breaks down as
follows : NBC’s Class A rate for the
network is $54-,000. Figuring each
game at two hours, that would
make the rights about $100,000 per
game or, on a 12-game schedule,
about $1,400,000. Another $1,500',-

000 would be charged for time, and
another $500,000-$750,000 for pro-
motion, agency commission, etc.

Once it has the sponsors, lined
up, NBC must then go out and dick-
er individually with each college
whose game it wants to televise.
Final schedule, as a result, will not
be known for some time.

Sharpe
Continued from page 23

Singer Sewing Machines apd is set
fpr CJ^rXy in .the fall. Series,
originally dbnA ou radio, will ro-
tate .Charley? Boyer, Joel McCrea,
Dick Powell, and. possibly Rosalind
Russell, with'pjther stars also set.

Other Sharpe shows set with Of-
ficial include the Robert Cummings
situation comedy, “My Hero’’;,
"Terry and the Pirates," based on
the comic strip (this one has al-
ready been sold, but client is being
kept under wraps), and a dramatic
series called "Impulse," currently
being peddled to prospective bank-
rollers.

Sharpe is exclusive representa-
tive for Desilu Productions, which
produces the top-rated ‘T Love
Lucy” vidpix series on CBS-TV (he
rates the bows for conceiving it),

and also negotiated the deal for
the "Our Miss Brooks" transition
into TV films. Latter has been
bought by General Foods, also for
CBS.
Meanwhile, Sharpe is still play-

ing the bigtime circuit in AM with
his “Dangerous Assignment,”
"Texas Rangers," "Nlghtbeat,"
“Defense Attorney," “Silent Men"
and Dick Powell’s “Richard Dia-
mond."

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
Ntw York Los Anpel«t Sob Fronciscil Chtcogo

Heustou—Rita Zenzen, of Chi-
cago, has been named to the post
of promotion director for KXYZ
here.

Shift Probe t# N.Y^
Washin^bh,, July %

'

'

House Interstate* 'Cdmiherce
Jiubcommlttee investigating

radio and TV foi* imhioral and
offensive programs is^ plan-

ning t<^ hold- its next hearings

in New Yoi'k City, probably in

September, Varxett learned

today, It’s understood the

Committee -intends tO' go fur-

tlier into Crime programming
and shows criticized for "bad
taste,"

HearingSr will probably wind
up in Washington with sessions

on educational programs or

lack ;Of same, withr testimony
by the FCC and the Joint Com-
mittee on Educational Televi-

sion. Committee is required tO;

make its report te Congress l^y

January.
jl. I J imnmmii. iii Ml nl. m—

‘Km|i HanAs IMf
I-—‘j ConUnueiK fronn 2T

feature films would run a TV sta-

tion for a little over a month and
'a half. I cite that as an example
of the complications in. program
planning.
To develop the variety of pro-

grams- required for TV, said Fetzer,

“is an endless job that demands
scores of hours of rehearsal for
every hour that was- required to

produce thk -same; effect in radio,’

Admittedly,' TV i)r6grams range
from Grade A presentations to the
mediocre and sometimes downright
bad."

Fellows Testlltes

The industry’s position was also^

supported by Harold E. Fellows,,

prexy of NAR'TH, who told the
committee that some of the protests

regarding T'V programs results

from pressure campaigns. Some
petitions reaching. . Congress, he-,

said^ follow a stereotyped form

[

"and tend to rise* and fa-U in vol-

ume as the campaign pressure is

turned on and off from national'

headquarters.”
Fellows said that he has heard

that postcards sent out by organiz-

ers for mailing to Congress have
been filled in by some people with
the name of the ipv^show "Kukla;
Fran and Ollie,” ‘an NBC puppet
program.
Regarding the issue of offensive

shows, Fellows pointed to the re-

cent Supreme Court decision in the

"Miracle" film case. The definition

of "offensive,!* he declai’ed, "may
and usually does vary from com-
munity to community depending on
a wide variety of factors."

Fellows said he was in agreement
that there are limits of good taste

in programming but he emphasized
that station owners are keenly
aware "that every receiving set is

equipped with the convenient
means of turning their program of-

ferings in or out" and are making
a sincere effort to meet the prob-
lem through self-regulation.

Rep. J. Edgar Chenoweth (R-
Colo.), a member of the committee,
disagreed with Fellows regarding
pressure on Congress in connection
with the inquiry. "There are sei’i-

ous, substantial, well-founded ob-

jections on the part of reasonable
American citizens," he said.

And Rep. Joseph P. O’Hara (R-
Minn.) joined in to say, "unless

there is some improvement of pro-
igrams and ads, there is going to be
something done legislativewise."

But Rep. Arthur G. Klein (D-
N.Y.), whose solution to- unaccept-
able programs is to "turn the d

—

thing off,” came to Fellows’ sup-
port. The committee has received
"thousands" of letters, he said,

•from the "lunatic fringe."

Soutliwesl TV
Continued- from page 31

me oiuy uuiiei wiin a coaxial cor
nection from Dallas, which is th
hub for the TV system.
At Fort Worth, a crew of tecl

nicians installed a 6 x 8 foot re
flector screen approximately 27
feet above the gi’ound on the oui
let’s 502-foot antenna. The scree
will pick up the signal from th
Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.’i
Haskell Exchange Bldg., in Dalla'
and bounce it to an eight-foot par:
bolic antenna some 12 feet abov
the ground located just to the we*
side of the building. It will char
ncl the .signal into WBAP-TV
transmitting equipment.
As is the case in several othc

installations, this is a temporal
arrangement. At WBAP-T'V, th
permanent microwave tower wi
be located southeast of the bulk
ing on WBAP-TV property.
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Philadelphia, July l.

Offers of $100,000 for the tele-

vision and* radio rights to the- Kid
Gavilan»-Gil Turner welterweight
championship bout have been nixed
by promoter Herman Taylor, who
says ke wants to* see what the
match will draw at the gate on its

iherits, when the scrappers meet at

the Municipal ‘ Stadium here.

July. 7.. .

Bout iff beinit staged in a.ssocia-

tlon with the Philadelphia In-

quirer Charities, Inc. Taylor also

announced he had thumbsed-down
a bid to ohamieL the fight. Into 70
theatres, via TV. "There will be
no home ojc theatre television, nor
any radio broadcast of the fight,”
said the PhiRy promoter, announc-
ing his: decision was .final.

Taylor told interviewers he "was
not>gaihst progress,” .but he be-
lieved his- fight (“the greatest of
the year”) will"draw more money

,
without the reyeniie front outside
sources. Taylor expi^cts a crowd of
more than. 40,000 at the- Stadium,
due to the enormous popularity
’here of- chailengi^r' Gil Turner,, a
local, boy, ^ .

Promoter Taylor
wouldn’t say how ’"much, his hlankeft
refusal of aircoverage was due to
the ingenious locals..who managed
to bring in the telecast of the Wal-
cott-Chai’les bout • in . the N, Y.
channels when that match was
blacked out here early last month.

.

CBGOAO’t
Continued from imse 31

projected combine must sell, since

ABC now owns WXYZ-TV, Ch'u

Thus, the St. Lqo station, if okayed,

would constitute a sixth operation.

Web to date h^^s. optioned some
property In the southern part of
the- city for construction of a trans-
mitter, but has not actually filed

its application. Web spokesmen
said that it has not been deter-
mined yet which channel they will

seek but that it will undoubtedly
be a VHF, rather: than a UHF.
That means that CBS will have a
fight on its hands, since there are
presently seven other applications
in the hopper for the two commer-
cial VHF channels assigned- to St
Loo when the freeze*was lifted.

Merle Jones, veepee of CBS-TV
o.&o. operations, incidentally, was
formerly general *

. manager of
KMOX, the CBS Radio*-owned sta-

tion in St. Loo.
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WRITERS’ NEW PAYOFF

Rumors; ‘To Give 'Em What They Want’
.Dave Kapp, ex-Decca Records

V

•veepee and now recording chief for ^ • -' ¥ i . /«
KCA Victor, fto wntrart coiHic Jackie Gfeasoii

As Maestro on Cap Set

for two years and the erroneous

rumors about him exiting the com-

pany have become something of a

Tin Pan Alley mystery on both

coasts, since the false reports have
originated from both the . Lindy's

and Brown Derby belts. As a mat-

ter of record, BQA Victor's chief

of artists & repertoire, George
Marek, and RCA veepee Manie
Sacks, who brought Kapp into the

organization, point to his currently

releasing and soon-due ..output as

evidence to the contrary.

It is axiomatic in the record husi

ness, as with the picture business,

for example, that if .it's a best

seller the distribution’ oi’ganiza-

tion (along with . everybody else)

takes bow for merchandising.' Jf

it's a flop; it's the "fault", of the
producer. In the record business,

of course, it reverts to the record-

ing chief. ‘
,

The RCA Victor pop product, in
recent months/ has been under
unusual spotlight, in .:betwecn;. the

exit of Charles Greah and Kapp's
advent, because the company
traditionally has shied away from
"mickey mouse" records— crack-
ing whips, echo chambers, hand-
slapping, wailing singers and the
like. .

Realistically, of late^ Sacks has
proffered the idea .that "if that’s

what the public wants, let’s give
’em mule cries and holy-roller
stuff," but at the' same time "the

entire RCA org- adheres to the
more orthodox style of dlskery, al-

though it also has been producing
some of the freak forms of pop.
recordings which Ifas been so much
the vogue of late.

Kapp's experimentation with
the Perry Como-Eddie Eisher duet
on "Maybe" and "Watermelon
Weather," while only a slight de-
parture from

,
the oldline, conven-

tional etchings, has been paying
off with over 300,000 disks sold in
the last five weeks. A better tip-
off .on the prevailing wind was',
however, Kapp’s Inking of -Lily
Ann Carol, ex-Louis Prima vocal-
ist, who is definitely in the "noisy"

(Continued on page 46)

Jones New Cap

Pop Head in East
In a reshuffle of Capitol Records

New York division last week, Dick
Jones, eastern artists and reper-
tory topper, took oyer the pop a. &
r* post held by Dave Cavanaugh.
Cavanaugh was shifted to Cap’s
Coast branch wher^ he’ll take over
the Wddle division reporting to
Francis Scott.
Move is in lin§ with Cap’s cur-

rent buildup of it’s kidisk depart-
undetermined yet as to

Whether anyone will be brought
Into the N. Y. headquirt.ers to re-
lieve Jones of the pop. a. &
duties.

r.

VAUGHAN, COLE, KENTON
SET FOR FAU PACKAGE

for a Sept, 19 kickoff,
the fall edition- of "The Biggest
Show of 1952". already has lined
up Sarah Vaughan, Nat (King)
Ole and Stan Kenton as topliners.

supporting acts are yet to be
which was produced
^ud Cress Courtney,
^ 10-week tour with

n dates already set.

An K .

^ being booked on a co-
^ betweeh the Gale Agency

9,®ueral Artists Corp, "Biggest

in iQt;i
idea was launched

The spring '52

^®^^ured Frankie Laine,
sud the Billy May orch.

S2 nnn racked up more than
52000 000. The current edition

seven evenings and four
uialinees a week.

Comedian Jackie Gleasftp -will
head up an 'orch for a series of
albums to he released by Capitol
Records. Diskery inked the comic
to a three-year pact last week.
Albums, which’ll be tagged

"Jacki.e Gleason Presents," will
feature Gleason batoning a 40-
piece orch, Initial release is due
in September. Gleason plans to
plug the ' albums and the

.
tunes

he records on his CBS-TV series
beginning in the fall.

Field Narrowed

In Quest For

U.S. Army ^ng
Execs of the major disk com-

panies and a music biz commit-
tee, which have .been searching for
an "official'' U. S. Army song, have
currently harrowed down the. field

to five' or six entries which will
be "tested In the field." Although
Guy Lombardo and his band vocal-
ist, Kenny Gardner, volunteered
to cut the demonstration disks, the
Industry committee feels it would
be psychologically better if either
Vic Damone or Eddie Fisher, both
how serving in the Army, made the
demos.
Search for Any Army song is be-

ing made at the behest of Frank
Pace, Jr., Under-Secretary of the
Army, who contacted the top six
disk companies along with Otto A.
Harbach, American Society of Com-
posers, Authors & Publishers *

prexy; Carl Haverlin, Broadcast
Music, Inc., prez, and Irving <!:ae-

sar, writer and publisher; Pace
contended that although other
wings of the armed services de-
veloped songs into official service
themes, the U. S. Army has not
come up with one in its 177 years
of existence.
Pace pointed to "The Marine

Hymn” for the Marines (also "The
Caissons Go Rolling Along"); "An-
chors Aweigh" for the Navy and
the "Air Force Song" for the Air
Force. Pace, incidentally, did not
mention ."Sound Off” which was
usJed widely as an Army marching
song in World War II in the cate-
gory of an "official" song.

Present plans call for circulating
the five or six songs under consid-
eration among the troops and if the
latter "take” to one number, it will
be designated as "official.”

Freed Troupe in Ohio

Tour Cleanup in BidTo

‘Bring Back Dancing’
Cleveland, July 1,

Extending his campaign to "bring

back dancing” in this area, Alan
Freed, WJW disk jockey, went on
troupe last weeTc and played to

healthy crowds in three? northern

Ohio ballrooms, Freqd, one of the
promoters of the sellout "Moondog
tour with his "Moondog House"
Coronation Ball" in Cleveland a
couple of months ago, did a 30-min-
ute deejay session from each of
the ballrooms.

Freed’s troupe comprised The
Swallows, vocal quintet; Edna Mc-
Griff, vocalist, and Buddy Lucas
orch. Over 800 customers were at

the Crystal Beach Ballroom, Lo-
rain; 2,350, at Summit Beach Ball-

room, Akron; and 1,500 at the new
Avon Oaks Ballroom, Girard.

George Avakian, Columbia Rec-
ords artists and repertoire topper
for pop albums, heads for the Coast
this week for recording sessions.

After more than 18 months of

discussion, the writers classifica-

tion committee of the American
Society of Composers, Authors &
Publishers has finally come up
with a modification of the coin
distribution plan which has been in
operation ' since ' October, 1950.
Plan has already . been green-
lighted by the Department of
Justice, under a "we do not disap-
prove" formula, and is expected to
be ratified by the full writers com-
mittee at a meeting, today (Wed.)
in New Yorkl

Plan was devised by Stanley
Adatns,, chairman of the committee,
and Mack* David

.
with suggestions

by Hans Lengsfelder, Pinky Her-
man, Johnny Redmond, Maurice
Barron, Mickey Stoner and other
writers incorporated. Although de-
tails of the new plan are being
kept under wraps until it is okayed
by the committee, it is- known that
the new plan reestablished an
"availability" category in the pay*-

off breakdown.
The revival .of the availability

factor, which was dropped, in the
1950 system in favor of an 80%
performance and .2^0%. seniority ba-
sis, is expected to help the older
writers who suffered most under
the performance accent.- Availabil-
ity will give weight to the age of
tunes still played.

'

Proponents of the plan state that
it will improve the coin status of
90% of the ASCAP' writers.

,
Un-

der the 1950 System, over 75% pf
the writers suffered decreases in
income, some of them . being ex-
tremely severe among the older
writers who were unable to keep
up the modernday plugging pace.

The new plan will be broken in
on the ASCAP writers via member-
ship meetings during the next
couple of weeks. L. .Wolfe Gilbert,
Coast ASCAP rep; is Currently in
N. Y. to study the plan

,

and will
report back to the Coast writers at

a July 16 meeting.

Victor to Push

Catalog in Britain

In line with RCA Victor’s new
plans to release the British Gram-
ophone Co.’s His Master’s Voice
disks in the U. S. on a regular dis-

tribution basi;^, Victor has arrang-
ed for heavier distribution of its

catalog in Britain.' The Gramo-
phone Co. is a part of the Elec-
trical & Musical Industries (EMI)
combine with which Victor has a
reciprocal deal.

EMI, . meantime, is planning to

enter the slow speed field for the
first time this fall. Victor re-

leases will he marketed On the con-
ventional 78 rpm Shellacs together
with the 45 rpm and 33 rpm disks.

British Decca was the first English
label to switch to the long play
platters which have been gaining
acceptance rapidly despite the
relatively high cost of British LP
players.

Hope Joins Crosby, Lee

In ‘Bali’ Score Waxer
Hollywood, July 1.

Bob Hope, under an exclusive
wax pact to Capitol Records, has
been loaned to Decca to te.am with
Bing Crosby- and Peggy Lee on'

a

six-sided album from ParamOunt’s
"Road to Bali." Decca made no
effort to get Dorothy Lamour, co-
starred in film, since it’s building
Miss Lee. Chirp switched firom
Capitol recently and now has
"Lpver" riding high.
Last Crosby-Hope album paring

was decade ago on "Road to

Morocco"' and was Crosby’s best
selling filmtune album. Hope will
dujet with either Crosby or^Lee on
at least four sides.

‘Out-of-Town’ Mob

Bombs Juke Firm

Minneapolis, July 1. ,

Unable to find any clues to the
perpetrators, local police advanced
the theory that "out-of-town rack-
eteers" Were responsible for a
bomb being set off in the entryway
of the Lieberman Music Co., local

distributors of jukeboxes and other
coin-operated machines.
Detective Inspector Charles Weth^

erllle told newspapers that "con-
flicts in distributing the coin-oper-
ated machines in other cities, per-

haps Chicago, may be the cause."
He said there is no. known friction

among local distributors.

The bomb was left in the entry-
way about midnight by two men
who drove away in an automobile,
according to witnesses. It blew out
the glass front of the pinball and
jukebox firm, shattered five large
plate glass windows and left a hole
in the sidewalk about three feet

across and several feet deep. Police
said it apparently was dynamite.
Pieces of the door frame were
blown across the street and pinball
machines ' were damaged or de-
stroyed, but nobody was hurt.

Officials of the firm could ad-
vance no reason for the bombing.
However, It was the second time
within a month that a violent at-

tack on the firm had been reported.
On the other occasion .45 revolver
slugs were shot through all of the.

windows.

Crackdown by the American
Federation of -Musicians last week
on the making of foreign recordings
by maestro Artur Rodzinskl
brought Into the open* a long-brew-
ing fight by AFMliprexyxJames C.
Petrillo to pi^otect American musi-
cians from the inroads of overseas
disks'. Move against Rodzinski' is

seen as the opening gun in a new
showdown war against wax Imports,'
whether ' AFM members are con-
ducting or not, .

The ban bn Rodzinski, who 'un-'

der contract to Remington Rec-
ords, simply extended the AFM
prohibition applied to several other
batonists in the last year, including
Artie Shaw, Tutti Camarata, Andre
Kostelanetz and H, Arthur Browri,
conductor of the- Tnlsa Philhar-
monic. Motive behind the ban' is

the fact that Eu|:^pean musicians
work at scales far below the U. S.

rates and that.AFM members have'
been losing jobs as, a resdlt of the
competition with lower-paid musi-
cians.

,

' '

In the past, the AlBM put up no
objections to U. !$. maestros who
cut mastery abroad;. It was part of,

the union’s internationar cultural
exchange program and played an
insignificant

,
part in the total

American market. The adyent of
long play records, however, saw. a-

mass influx of European recordlngif
in the U. S. market, partiqularly in
the longhair field, which have cut
seriously into sales of domestic
recordings.*

As the initial step, Petrillo is us-
ing his authority to prevent AFM
members from going abroad to cquj
duct forelgn-staffed orchestxW.'
This ban has been effective up to

now with all previous prohibitions
being adhered to. Disk companies
have not. been willing to buck the
AFM* ruling since it would .mean

(Continued ’On page 43)

SuitYk Attdr^tf Sisters

GUY MITCHELL INTO

PALLADIUM IN JULY
Further pointing up the role -of

disks as star makers, Guy Mitchell
has been booked, into the London
Palladium for two weeks starting
July 21. Peter Lind Hayes and his
wife, Mary Healy, are scheduled
to wind up their Palladium stand
on that date,, but.they may be held
over together with Mitchell.

Mitchell broke through on wax
early last year with a succession
of such hits as "My Heart Cries
For You," "The Roving Kind" and
"My Truly Truly Fair.” Most of
the tunes, were published by Sant-
L'-Joy, since Mitchell is hooked up
to the music firm via his personal
manager, Eddie Joy.

Hollywood, July 1.

Lou Levy filed a |500,000 dam-
age suit against the Andrews Sis-
ters as .Individuals, in Los Angeles
Superior Court, seeking protection
of his interests as 25%^owner with
the Andrews Sisters in the Eight-
to-the-Bar Ranch, Inc. Levy is

asking for a complete accounting
of monies allegedly diverted since
January and an injunction to re^
strain them from rendering their
seiwices to any employer but the
corporation.

This action is sepaltate from his
legal move a few weeks ago in
which he asked they be removed
as directors of the corporation and
that the corporation be placed in
receivership. New suit -charges
they diverted, substantial earnings
which belong to' corporation. Levy
asked the court to set aside recent
default judgment of $157,630
against the corporation in favor of
sisters as individuals. The judg-
ment was granted by default when
trio, as majority stockholders in
the corporation, declined to an-

Coast AFH Bails

Fore^ Tracks
Hollywood, July 1.

Mu.sicians Local 47 exec board,
in anticipated crackdown on telepix

producers and nets, has adopted
motion nixing members of union
from in any way taking part in-

work on foreign tracks, bridges
and cues. At Santa Rarbara recent-
ly, American Federation of Musi-
cians took up resolution asking
member of Congress to intro bill

to prohibit importation of such
tracks, and AFM’s board is now
studying resolution.. .

Tunestors have been consider
bly worried -for some time becauM
telepix producers are using for-

eign tracks insteads^ Uve musi-
cians, and. this wjll^^hind move
of Local 47 to to rescind
fixed 5% format but' proxy
James C. Petrillo that drive.
Board aljto pr%enU members

from cutting muHc .‘sound track
into telefilm; acting in advisory,
capacity on such tracks; woi'king
in stations and selecting recorded
Incidental music for live AM or
TV shows.

I

PUBS BID FOR RIGHTS

TO ‘CALLAHAN’ THEME
. •> ..r

London, July 1.

A group of American publishers,,
including Bourne, Southern and
Leeds Music, are currently bidding
for the rights to the theme music
of the Peter Cheney legit detectiYi|^

drama, "Meet Mr, Callahan,”
Tune,' written by Eric Spear, is

being touted as the successor to
the "Harry Lime Thefiie’’ in the
pic, "The Third Man."

It’s understood that Leeds has
the inside track on acquiring the
tune’s U. S. rights. Tune is being
published in Britain by Dave Toff.

It’s JCoffs first since exiting as
.swer action they brought as in-

|

liead of Southern Music’s office in
dividuals. 1 this countiy.
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RIAA Project to SjM^ Disk Biz

'3CH'^ move to buclc tRe anticipated +'

eummor slowdown^ major diskers

Rave initiated heavy promotional

campaigns and giveaway deals to

maintain sales'- at a steady level.

Special merchandising lehemes
have been ntilia«d attcceaafuUy for

the past couple of years and re*

tallers have been using the hot

weather period to pick up bargains

oh standard merchandise*
Columbia Records has come up

with a special merchandise pack*

aglngi program for its dealers. Un-
der its new plan, retailers will be
able to biiy selected groups of sin-

gle platters in both the longhair

And pop-hillbilly fields of a “two*

Tor-three” basis. The packages have

been preselected by Columbia, and
will comprise standard selections.

Other diskeries, including Mercury
and M-G-M Records, are also using
similar deals for sales bait,

RCA Victor has already pencilled

in the heaviest advertising schedule

in its history for a third-quarter

period. Campaign will cover Vic-

tor’s full line, including video,

radio and disks, and will blanket

the national mags and radio-Ty
media.
The whqle disk industry, mean-

time, is setting up a cooperative

advertising and publicity campaign
to be launched in September. Proj-

ect has been mapped by the indus-

try promotion committee of the
recently-formed Record Industry
Assn, of America to sell dlsjts to

the public. Campaign will be
financed through members of the
association setting aside a certain

percentage of their advertising

Budgets.

Brit. looters Dofy Ban

On Jazz Concert After

Union Nixes U.S. Musicians
London, July 1.

‘

’‘''’a group of union musicians de-
fied a Musicians Union ban when
they appeared with American
music men at a Jaw concert Satur-
day (28) at Festival Hall. Union
members who went on despite ban
were Ronnie Simpson’s orch and
blues singer George Melly; They
appeared with the George Webb
combo which comprises union and
non-union musicians. Singer Neva
Raphaello, who holds a Variety
Artists Federation card, also par-
ticipated.

While a similar situation was
developing last year, the National
Federation of Jazz Organizations,
who sponsored the concerts, with-
drew the foreign artists and made
It an all British show. This year
they stood firm and went ahead
with the engagement of pianist
Ralph Sutton and singing-guitarist
Lonnie Johnson. Two British
bands maestroed by Humphrey
Littleton and Keith Christie had
been booked to appear With the
Americans.

Apart from their consistent at-

titude towards American mu-
sicians because of the refusal of

American Federation of Mu-
sicians to agree to reciprocity, the
main beef of the MU Is that both
the NFJO and Ministry of Labour
Axed up the' .‘permits over their
heads and thbte'.was no oppor-
tunity for -jpipior consultation.
Hardie Ratclii^e; the MU general
secretary told.rVAWETY last week-
end that the first communication
received from the NFJO came to
him last Wednesday. He wrote on
Friday (27) confirming the .bar
on his members working with
foreign musicians, and advised the
organization that If the two Amer-
icans worked on Saturday, none
ot tlie British" musicians would be
allowed to appear In the second
concert on the Monday (30) irre-

spective of whether or not any
foreign artists were used.

Philly Orch Ends Season

With $20,300 Deficit
^ Philadelphia, July 1.

The Philadelphia Orchestra
ended its 19521-’52 season with a
deficit of $20,300, Orville H. Bul-
litt, president of the Orchestra
Assn., reported at tlie group’s an-
nual meeting.

Bullitt told the association mem-
ber’s that the orchestra last season
had conducted no > public appeal
for sustaining funds, although a

few friends had come forward
with generous gifts.

Ray’* Other ‘fry’, .

• Cleveland, Julj^ 1.

The^“Cry”-heard at tlie welcome
party for Johnnie Ray waa not the
musical type when the Cleveland
Phonograph Merchants and Colum-
bia Records honored the singer at

the swanky Beechmont Country
Club.
The sob* began when Ray«failed

to mingle with the assembled
guests, including disk jockeys, etc.

They grew louder when the pub-
lic address system konked out,

leaving such vocalists as Harry
Belafonte, Billy Shepard, the
F()ur Lads, Paul Wliite. ' Buddy
Greco and Lee Sullivan without an
audience, and they reached a cres-

cendo when Bill Randle was uitro-

diiced as the “greatest disk jockey
in the city,”

Ray was subsequently honored as
“King of the Records” and given a
plaque for putting new life in the
record business.

Duboime^ASCAP

Petition by Perry Alexander,

Dubonnet Music headj for afnend-

Ing the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and ‘ Publishers

antitrust decree has- been set for

hearings on Oct. 21 by Federal
Judge Henry Goddard, Alexander
is asking the court to amend the

ASCAP decree to block the pix
company music siibsids from ex-
ercising any control in ASCAP mat-
ters.

Case was referred td Goddard
because of the latter’s participa-
tion in the original antitrust hear-
ings against ASCAP, Goddard said
that his adjournment of the hear-
ings on Alexander’s petition to Oc-
tober did not imply any recogni-
tion by the court that Dubonnet
has any place in a ease involving
amendment of the XSCAP decree.
Previous court rulings have indi-

cated that individuals ‘cannot ap-
peal for modification of the decree.
Such amendments can only be pro-
posed through the channel of the
Department of Justice which orig-

brought the action against
ASCAP.

BestBritith SiMt Sellers

(Week ending June 21)
London, June 23,

Auf Wiederseh’n .....Maurice
Blacksmith Blue* . , , . Chappell
Never F.p.«H.
Ay-round The Corner. . . .Dash
Won’t Live in Castle . Connelly
Tell Me Why. .......

.

.Morris
There’s PawnsRbp . .Ctoephonic
Wheel of Fortun#. iv, Victoria

Blue Tango. . .Mills
Cry ' . . .F,D.&H.
Be. Anything Cinephonic
Unforgettable . . .

.

.Bourne

Second 12^
** •

Kiss of Fire Duchess
At Last .Pickwick

,,Be Life’s Companion. .MorHs
Gandy Dancers' Ball., Disney
A Guy Is a Guy Leeds

,

Anytime Vicldria
Slow Coach Sterling
Dance Me Loose Magna
Saturday Rag Fields
Homing Waltz Heine
Mistakes Wright
Please Mister Sun . . , Chappell

Deeba’s New Longhair

Series 16 Back breads

Of Indie Long-Play
In a move to buck tlie inroads

being made by the Indie label com-
panies in the long-play classical
disk field, Deoca Records is launch-
ing a new series of longhair re-
cordings. Series, which’ll be de-
voted to the shorter classical
pieces, will be placed in the disk-
ery’s Gold Label catalog.

Initial release Includes waxings
made In the U.S. of works of Beet-
hoven played* by Joseph Fuchs
and the Little Orchestra Society;
selections of Puccini, Verdi, Char-
pentier and Bizet played by Cama-
rata and hi« orch,
Decca has also tied Up with

Deutsche Gramaphone, German
diskery, to release its etching in
the new series. Included in the
preem release " will be waxings
made by the Berlin Philharmonic,
the Munich Philharmonic and the
Bavarian Symphony Orchestra of
selections by Mendelssohn, Weber,
Strauss, Rossini and Liszt. Decca
is prepping a big promotional and
exploitation push on the series.

Kern-Hammerstein Night
The first Kern-Hammerstein

Night in Stadium Concerts’ history
is skedded for July 12 at Lewisohn
Stadium, N. Y. Frederick Dvonch,
pit conductor of the legit musical,
“King* and I,” will lead the orch,
Jane Pickens, Carol Bruce, David
Poleri and William. Warfield will
be guest soloists.

A concert version of “Show Boat”
will be given on the second half of
the program.

.Hr HERM SekORNFilib.

Bell Siatera-Menrt, Bene Orch:
“Hang Out the Stars”-“Wise Lit-

tle Echo” (Victor). BeU Sisters,

Victor’s juve duo, are solid envies
in the “hew sounds” sweepstakesf.

“Stars” is one of those surging,

more- than -slightiy noisy sides

which packs plenty of wallop; ac-

cording to current market require-

ments. Henri Rene’s background
is particularly tricky on this side.

Reverse is a change-of-pace slow-

tempoed item which serves as a

pleasant pretext for the use • of

echo chamber effects;

Fran Warren: '‘What Is This

Thing Called Love”-“Wish You
Were Here” (M-G-M>. This work-
over of the Cole Forter standard,
“What Is This Thing Called Love,”
is a big mistake. It’s in the Feggy
Lee “Lover” genre but this side is

even more pretentiously artificial

with little genuine excitement to

compensate for the butchering of

the melodic line. Fran Warren
registers much better on the re-
verse with a sensitive rendition of

the title song of the” legit musical,
“Wish You Were Here.”

Sunny Gale; “I Laughed at

Love” - “Father Time” ' (Victor).

Sunny Gale, who broke through
with “Wheel of Fortune” on the
Derby label, gets excellent show-
casing on this initial disk for Vic-
tor. “Laughed at Love” is a stand-
out rhythm ballad that’s vividly
projected via Miss Gale’s metallic
pipes and a solid orch and vocal
background. “Father Time” is a
less impressive side but Miss Gale
again belts in arresting style.

Ralph Burns orch laccomps,

Kay Starr; “Fool, Fool, Fool”-
“Kay's Lament” (Capitol). -“Fool”
is A routine rhythm and blues
entry which Kay Starr rides with
her usual stylistic attack. It’s an
okay .rendition but this side lacks
the necessary novelty to make any
noise. “Kay’s Lament” is. in a
similar groove and might catch on
in specialized juke situations, but
has little appeal for the straight
pop spins.

Vic Damone: “RQsanne”-“Take
My Heart” (Mercury). “Rosanne”
is a lovely ballad which gets its

top chances with this Vic Damone
cut. Dumone pipes it with an im-
usual lyric quality and gets rich
backing from a chorus and Nor-
man Leyden’s orch. “Take My
Heart” is in the big ballad genre,
and Damone is again in top vocal
form with an appropriately
schmaltzy rendition,

Don Cherry: “Pretty Girl”-“My
Name Is Morgan but It Ain’t J. d*.”
(Decca).’ “Pretty Girl” is a cute
piece of material, in the Calypso
vein, with chances for a mid-hit
position. Cherry bounces the
clever lyric brightly with a good
guitar background. “Morgan^’ is

an oldtime music hall number too

P'smEfr
10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines week of June 28

I 1. HERE IN MY HEART (6)

f 3. DELICADO (5) (Witmark)

4.

5.

• & AUF WIEDERBEHN SWEE^fHEART (2> - (Hill-B)
4k • *•

. ,

II 7. LOVER iZ) (Famous):

S. FM TOURS (8) (Algonquin) .

I 9. I’LL WALK ALONE (10) (Mayfair)

t 10.

6

2 .

(Mcllin) Martino BBS
}Tony Bennett Columbia

KISS OF FIRE (9) (Duchess) ImUy^Eckst^e -
) Tony Martin Victor ^

"

[Percy Faith Columbia
/
Stan Kenton Capitol ‘

^WALKIN’ MX BABY BACK HOME (6) (DeSylva-B-H) Johnnie Ray Columbia
Half as much (3)[ (Acuff-R) Rosemary Clooney Columbia

etooor*********

I
Vera Lynn London Z

{Eddy Howard Mercury
Peggy Lee-G. Jenkins . .

.

.Decca

J
Don Cornell Coral

"

^
) Eddie Fisher Victor --

j
Don Cornell Coral 1

(Jane Froman Capitol +MAYBE (1) (Robbins) p. Como-E. Fisher Victor

Second Group

+ BLUE TANGO (18) (Mills)

-t t t t » •» -J * V » t 1 1 * ^ f f-tt-t-r-ffr ^

\ Leroy Andqrson Decca
I
Hugo Winterhalter Victor

WATERMELON WEATHER (Morris) P. Como-E. Fisher Victor

BE ANYTHING (fi) (Shapiro-B) I
Hotoard Mercury

(
Champ Butler Columbia

A GUT IS A GUY (9) (Ludlow) Doris Day Columbia
t WHEEL OF FORTUNE (17) (Laurel) Kay Starr Capitol i
- BLACKSMITH BLUES (11) (Hill-R) Ella Mae Morse Capitol -

CARIOCA (T. B. Harms) Les Paul Capitbl Z.

smoke rings (Amcr-Acad) Les PauUMary Ford ....Capitol
“ YOU (Republic) Sammy Kaye Columbia
• “ SUGARBUSH (Sohirmer) Frankie Laine-D. Day .. Columbia

PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA (6) (Oxford) Guy MitcheU-M. Miller Columbia Z
FORGIVE ME (7) (Advanced) Eddie Fisher' Victor

f ME TOO (Slmpiro-B> Kay Starr Capitol

T ANYTIME (14) (Hill-R) Eddie Fisher Victor t
I- [Figures in parentheses number oi weeks song has been in the Top 101

dated in melody and lyric to mean
much.
Helcu O’Couttdll; “Zing a Little

Zong-“Body ‘ and Soul” (Capitol).
“Zong,” froip the paramount pic
“Just^for You,” is a light rhythm
number with a cute lyric. Helen
O’Conxxell, however,, warbles it
with a strong bieat for good impact.
Dorothy Loudon’s slice for Victor
is also catchy and should give Miss
O’ConneU’s version a run for the
spins. On the Capitol flip, Miss
O’Connell gives an effective
straight slice of the standard.
“Body and Soul,”

*

Alan Dean: “I’ll Forget You”-
“Luna Rossa” (M-G-M). Alan Dean,
British singer recently pacted by
M-G-M, has been obviously Influ-
enced by the U. S. trend in male
vocalists. On “1*11 Forget You,”
he belts in tearfully sentimental
style Which is okay Commercially.
Dean is standout on “Luna Rossa,”
another big ballad based on ’'an

Italo theme. This is a pounding,
open-voiced slice with a high po-
tential.

Hadda Brooks; “Remember”-
“I’m Still in Love” (Okeh). Al-
though Hadda Brooks’ wax output
has been confined to a relatively
narrow circle of cognescenti, she
rates wider play in view of the
click of other blues singers. This
is a sample of Miss Brooks’ tricky,
but tasteful vocal attack. Her
slice of the Irving Berlin standfurd,
“Remember,” has a haunting bal-
lad quality while on '[the flip she
hits on a straight blues item.
Herb Lap.ee: “Lonesome and

BlUe”-“Alone” (Mercuiy). "Lone-
some” is a commercial item which
has been relegated to the blues
and rhythm field for the most part.
This slice by Herb -Lance has
strong chances for the pop field,

the lyric getting a i>6werful belt-

ing in a duel between Lance and
an unbilled femme singer. Lance
also gives an effective rendition to
the oldie on the reverse.
Aime Shelton: “Lili Marlene's

Lulfaby”-“And the Angels Sing”
(London). “Lullaby” is a so-so

piece of material but Anne Shel-
ton!s open-voiced etching gives it

impact. It’s not slated for much
in this market. JVIiss Shelton also

pipes the standard on the reverse
in her usual excellent style, Stan-
ley Black’s . orch backing up
solidly.

Platter Pointers
Tommy Edwards has a strong

sid6 in “The Greatest Sinner of

Them All” (M-G-M) . . . Junic
Keegan gets only fair results out
of “Walk Away With a Smile”
(Decca) . . . Another excellent slice

of “High Noon” by Billy Keith for
King . . . The Orioles, blues and
rhythm combo, click on “Getting
-Tired, Tired, Tired” for Jubilee

. . Bernice Farks has an okay cut

of “Walking My Baby Back Home”
(Seger) . . . Bill Kenny saddled
with a mediocre tune in “Sorry
You Said Goodbye” (Decca) . . .

Jan Garber has a neat slice of “So
Madly in 'Love,” Roy Cordell vo-

calling (Capitol) . . . Billy Bowen
has a clever tune in “Diamond
Mine in Madagascar” (M-G-M).

Atlantic Records has packaged
two, firstrate jazz albums in "Sid-
ney Bechet and Muggsy Spanier
Duets” and “Yancey Special,” both
making collector's items available
to the general market. Three RCA
Victor folk artists, Eddy Arnold,
Pee Wee King and Hank Snow,
are each showcased in listenable

“Country Classics” sets . . . Mary
Small has an okay side in “Im-
mediately” for jCing . . . Helen
O’Connell is saddled with a medi-
ocre item in “One, for the Wonder
of Your Kisses” (Capitol) . . . Bob
Anthony arid the Laurie Sisters

have a good side in “I Can’t Con-,

trol It” (Derby) . . . Bud Brees, a

Philadelphia disk - jockey, im-

presses nicely with - his bouncy
workover of “Remember Me
(Deger) . . . Laurie Payne has a

good versiop of the folk-styled

tune, “Chimlney Smoke” (London)
. . . Cliff Steward, and the San
Francisco Boys give afiother of

their rousing vocals on “Mandy
(Coral) . . . Tommy Dorsey orm
has a smartly tailored side m
“Deep in the Blue,” Frances Irvin

vocalling (Decca) , . Another
okay cut of “Watermelon Weather
by the Lawrence Welk orch for

Coral . . . Dinah Washington has

one of her better sides in “Mad
About the Boy” (Mercury).

. ,

Standout folk, western, vrfigi-

ous, blues, rhythm, etc.: The Pin^
toppers, “The Irish Polka” (Coral)

. . . Anita Kerr, “A Promise and a

Prayer” (Decca) . . . Tiny Brad-

shaw, “Rippin’ and Runnin
(King) . . . Martha Carson,
Gonna Walk and Ta^k with
Lord” (Capitol) . . .

Slim” “Never Let Me Love’ (Mpr*

cury) . . . Faron Young, “Foolish

Pride” (Capitol)

"I’m
My
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TOP TAUNT AND TUNES

Compiled from Statistical Keports of Distribution
*

EncompasHng the Three Major Outlets

Coin Madines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

for

WEEK ENDING JUNE 28 —
WOTU: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is

arHved at 'Under a statistical system poviprisina each of the three major sales outlets enxu

merated above* These findings are correlated with dxcta from wider sources, which are exclusive

withi VAHimt. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT
veloped from the ratio Of points scored: two ways in the case of talent idislcs, coin machines i,

and three ways in the case of tunes i disks, coin machines, sheet music). '

POSITIONS
This
wetlu wcelu

1 2

2 1

3 3

4 7

5 5

6 8

7 3

8 .e

9

10 4

POSITIONS
This Xast
week. week.

TALENT

AKTIST AMD LABE1L TUND
PERCY FAITH ^Columbia) Dellcado

AE MARTINO (BBS) Here in My Heart

JOHNNIE ray (Columbia) •. Walkin’ My Baby Home

ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Columbia)
jioteh-A^e'^*^

GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury) Kiss of Fire

VERA LYNN (London)
‘^’swTithlSt

^

DON CORNELL (Coral)
jl’m Yoms"^””*

'

‘PEGGY LEE-G. JENKINS (Decca) : Lover

PERRY COMO-EDDIE FISHER (Victor) jKmelon We»+ber

UEROY ANDERSON (Decca) Blue Tango

'tunes

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

4

5

3

• «

7

6

9

8

TUNE
iTTRs nii* Trmii!

PUBLISHER

T¥l?.Rir. TM ATV MF.ART Mellin

ni<!T.TrATTn ?

rnr
RTTTir. TAKflrt . Mills

AUF WIEDERSEHN SWEETHEART
WALKIN’ MY BABY BACK HOME
WAT-R AS MTTr.lT

Hill-R

DeSylva-B-H

TT.T.WAT.IC ATJ^NE
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Survey of retail sheet music

sales, based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 citf«*

and showing comparativt sales

rating for this and last week.

National

Rating

This Last

wk. wk.

Week Ending
June 28

Title and Publisher

1 1 "Kiss of Fire” (Duchess) • • 2 1 1 1V
1 2 7 2 2 1 1 110

2 2 "Blue Tango" (Mills) • • 4 5 2 3 3 1 3 3 1 tf 4 3 94

3 4
””

"I’m Yours" (Algonquin) • • 3 2 4 10 # • 4 4 • • V 4 64

4 5 "Here in My Heart" (Mellin) ,

.

• t 6 3 7 • • 6 2 1 tf a 2 8 62

5 6 "Delicado" (Remick) • • 5 7 10 • • 10 6 .
« tf 4 Z' tm b 49

6 3 "Be Anything" (Shapiro-B) « • • • 4 6 4 9 8 • » 5 8 • • 5 2 48

7
'

11 *‘Auf Wiederschn" (Hill-R) • • 1 6 « 2 • • • • 1 • • 5 lU 4 * ti 46

8 4 "I’ll Walk Alone" (Mayfair). .

.

• » 10 .

.

3 » • • • 3 10 7 7 2 3 lU 44

9 7 "HaU As Much" (Acuff-R) • » 7 8 • • • • » 5 5 8 3 4 • • m 4 37m a "A Guy Is a Guy" (Ludlow) . .

.

» • 9 9 9 5 5 • • * « 10 • • 8 • • 22

llA' 12 "Walkin’ Mt Baby Home" (D.B.H.) 8 • • 5 • • ma 4 4 8 • • • • • • Bl 16

IIB 9 m 1 w* 1 1» »W ‘Ulfii'i rt hft inllll • • • • 6 • • • • 9 9 9_ Bmm
10 "Forgive Me” (Advanced)^ . . .

.

» • • « 0 • • « • 8 a « • « * • Bi1
13

la.

12
1 O

"Anytime" (Hill-R) 0 • • • • • • « • 9 4 9

4

• • * •

R • • •

m •

m o

• •

9

• •

• • 9

It’s FAR Musie
In order not to (jause confusion

with the Big ^TDhreo, combine (Rob-

bins, Feist Miller), Jack Robbins
and Leonard Feist will call their

new partnership venture, F&R
Music. The full names of the part-

ners, however, will he printed on
the .sheet music. Leonard Feist

_S/the son of the Leo Feist, founder
of the Big Three firm which bears

tiis name.
The F^R firm is planning to

concentrate on educational music
along with showtime scores with
activity in the pop field in the

background.

Bandleaders Eye

Best Bet on Wax
Despite the big orch push being

prepped by the record .companies,

some name bandleaders are at-

temptin^to veer away from disk-

ing pacts so that they can cut their

own etchings and distribute the
platters via an indie label. These
bandleaders claim that orchs are
still the stepchildren of the disk
companies and it's to their advan-
tage to push for theinselves,

Chie l:^dleader pointed out that
an orch pactee still has to shell
out his |)wn loot to hypo a plat-
ter. Top example of a bandleader
digging Into his own pocket for
disk exploitation-promotion is Ray
Anthony’s recent drive . on “At
Last." Anthony kicked in with al-

most ^10,000. The bandleaders feel
that if it costs that much coin to
plug a platter etched on a ma-
jor label, they’re better off in busi-
ness for themselves. •

Spearheading the move to^ndie
orch waxings is Woody Herman.
Herman, whose pact with M-G-M
Records recently expired, has been
holding out on renewing with
M-G-M or ankling to another disk-
ery. Meantime, he’s been cutting
some sides on his own and if the
initial run-off, platters make any
noise in the market, he'll distribute
them on his own label. Orch men
on the loose or between pacts are
eyeing the outcome of the Herman
try. His first platter 'is expected
to be out within the next couple
of weeks.
Disk company execs, however,

claim that the drive to Indie wax--
ing will be limited to name lead-
ers only. Orchs that’vc yet to hit

the bigtime are dependent on disk-
j

ei^ backing and distribution. Only '

flaw here is that the majors are
signing few of the young name
leaders. In' some cases the new-
comers have Shelled out their own
loot to wax masters on a gamble
that the .master-s and the orch will
be. picked up by a record company.
'One such gamble that paid off

recently was Tony Aquavlva’s who
shelled out a hefty sum to wax a
couple of masters. Last week
M-G-M Records bought the Aqua-
viva sides and inked him to a long-
term pact. Diskery is also prep-
ping a big drive on the initial sides
which’U be released next month.

Publishers and record company

execs are looking to I+atln-Amcri-'

can siyled. tunes to 'birjr tbe bix

through the j^unimc);.. TK
ho (Upbeat in. Latino numbers ha*

developed when the U, 45. pop out-^

put was at a low ebb and they’ve

managed to Instill life into the

music Industry uniil the big hit

came along. Music men cite the

resurgence of soutli-ofv^th.e-border

items during the Broadcast Music,
inc. « American Society of Corn*

posers, Authors and Publisher*

war more than a decade ago as a
top example of Latino number*
keeping the music indui^ry hio^^
ing. It was then that "Frenesi”' and
"Besame Much©’’ broke out.

During the past few months the

chile number* again have been
dominating the market. Such:
Latino - flavored .

tunes a*

"Kiss of Flre,^ "Delicado," "Mi
Capital,” "Poinciana” and *^ora
Than Love” have been getting a
big

,
push on both pub and ’ disker

level*. Many of the Latino stand-
ards are also due for a revival
drive this isununer, R R, Mark*
Music, for instance, set* new disks

on the fave "Peanut Vendof” and
are propping a big campaign. Tun*
was cut by Dean Martin, for Capi-
tol Records and Ralph Marterie’i
orch on the Mercury label.
Pubs are also getting plenty of

play on ih^r Latino catalog in that

European market The chila

rhythms are steady clicks in Eng-
land and the Continent and have
been riding hi^ for the past 10
years. In Pr*ni(?e, for example,
"Voyage a Cuba" (French tag for
Irving Fields* Miami Beach
Rhumba) has been covered by 27
different waXlngs. <

In the drive to get more Latino
songs on the tJ. S. market, pubi
are digging into Brazil for Baiao-
styled tunes. It’s a new Brazilian
rhythm with a syncopated quality
that fits easily into current pop
tastes. Although -^'Blue Tango" is

the work of .^erlcan composer,
Leroy Anderson, It, too, follows
the Latino pattern, and has been
a solid click for the past four
months. The Decca etching of
"Blue Tango" recently passed th*
1,000,000 mark.

Schwann Infringement

Suit Ys. Goody Settled

W. Schwann, publisher of a long
playing record catalog, wrapped up
his copyright infringement suit

against Sam Goody, N. Y. record
retailer, last week in N. Y. Federal
Court when Goody agreed to settle

the action by agreeing to pay dam-
ages and counsel .fees. Action,
stemming from Goody’s distribu-

tion of a disk catalog similar to

that of Schwann’s, was due to come
up for trial in October.

Federal Judge Vincent L, Lie-

bell also granted a permanent in-

junction against Goody, barring the
defendant from advertising or dis-

tributing his catalog. Although
Goody denied pirating Schwann’s
catalog, the N. Y. retailer discon-

tinued selling his catalog when the

suit was Initially filed late last year.

Tecimkality Results

In Duniissal of Mellow

Try’ infringement Suit

Throu^ a technicality, the suit

of Mellow Miisic against Central
Songs and Capitol Records alleg-

ing that the tunc, "Try," infringed
on "Cry," was dismissed in N. Y.
Federal Court last week. Action
was dismissed on the ground that
Mellow Music, operated by Perry
Alexander, failed to annex copies
of the sheet music of both songs to
the complaint.
With no recent case invloving

this point having occurred recent-
ly, music industry lawyers wer*
particularly interested to lesma
whether the rule—^that sheet music
In infringement cases must be at-

tached to the coirfplaint--Hrtill pre-

vailed in Federal*Court. Federal
Judge Thomas F;^Mdrphy gave no
opinion in the case but gave a
memorandum rullnS-that the mo-
tion by Capitol to diimis* the com-
plaint for failure to Attach th*
sheet music was granted. Alex-
ander can bring the suit again by
amending the complaint by attach-

ing copies of both songs.

"Try’’ was recorded by Stan Fre-
berg as a gag disk for Capitol after

Johnnie Ray’* cUck on Columbia
Records with "Cry."

1

Cugat Troupe SetRor

Id European Junket
Xavier Cugat has l^eeri pacted by

French promoter Jules Borkon for
a European tour beginning in F€?b-

ruary, 1953. ‘ Pact, which wa*
inked in New

.
York recently, calls

for a 15-wcek trek at a guarantee
against percentage. Although the
dates have not yet been set, tour
is expected to tee off in Paris the

last week in February.
Tour will be the Latino leader’*

initial European venture. He’ll

travel with a company of 30. Bor-
kon also handled Duke Ellington’*

European trek in 1950.
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On the Upbeat

Nfcw York
George ShtMtUkg into Birdland,

N y July 3 for three -weeks . , .

I^at (kinr) Cole opens at the Tif-

fanv Room, Los. Angeles, July a
forWee week^r . , . Billy May orch

jnto the Steel Pier* Atlantic City,

July 11 . . - Jferi Sootherji begins

a two-week engagement at the Wil-

lows Room, Rochester, N, Y., July

7 . , Johnny Jarvis* 'singing ac-

cordionist, at the President Hotel,

Atlantic City, ior the summer . , .

Sammy Kaye oi-ch booked to play

for the Republican’s convention

eve celebration at the Conrad Hil-

ton Hotel, Chicago, July 6.

Symphony Sid’i All Stars into

the Ebony Club, Cleveland, June
30 for one week . . .lElliai Lawrence
orch, currently at the Hotel Stat-

ler, N. Y., opens at the Paramount
Theatre, N.Y„ July 23.

Sol yaged’s Jazac Trio back at the
Aquarium Restaurant, N. T. . . ,

Alan Dean into the Ranch House,
H. L, for one week beginning June
29 , . . Ermll Gamer opened a
three-'week engagement at the
Embers; N, Y., June 30 . . Ella
Fitegerald into the Club <86,

Geneva, N.. Y., June 50.

Chicalto
Disk jockey show finally made

it at the Chicago when Frankie
Laine pulled out of July 18 date.

Howard Miller, Marty Hojran, Jim
Lounsberry, and Frank Reynolds
will emcee lineup of Toni Arden,
ErroU Garner, and Bobby Wayne , .

.

Ray^ Cura has been set at the
Turninn, Sioux City, Friday (4), for
two weeks . . . Mary Mayo chirps at
the St. Anthony Hotel, 'San An-
tonio, July 10. Connee Boswell
has a week at Chesaning, Mich.,
Monday (7).

Betty Reilly inked for the Baker
Hotel, Dallas, Aug. 4... Chuck
Cabot batons at Balinese Room,
Galveston, July 17 indefinitely. .

.

Roy Eldridge and Coleman Haw-
kins settle down at the Capitol
Lounge July 20 for six w^eeks . .

.

Jimmy Dorsey picks up the Aug. 8
weekend at Edgewater Park, De-
troit . . . Jan Garber has a week at
the Forest Park Highlands, St.
Louis, Aug. 1-: . .Don Grimes back
at the Baker, Dallas, July 21 until
Sept. 4. . .Ralph Martetie has a
frame at Peony Park, Omaha, Aug.
13 . . .Bill May comes around the
territoi-y with a weekend Aug. 8
at Walled Lake, Mich ... Marion
Morgan has a Canadian engage-
ment at the Commodore, Windsor,
July 28 for two stanzas, . ,Les Paul
& Mai-y Ford, after headlining the
Chicago Theatre Aug. 1, go up to
Radio City, Minneapolis on the
8th.

Jerl Soutliem in for 10 days at
. (Continued on page 46)

I
Aussie Bestsdiers

Sydney, June 26,

Ken Taylor, In charge of Mc-
Dowells Record Centre here, ma-
jor wax sellers, lists the 10 top
tunes cuiTently favored in the ter-
ritory.

“Cry,” Johnnie Ray; “Little
White Cloud,” JRay; “Turn Back
Hands of Time,” Eddie Fisher;
“Black and White Rag,” Winifred;
Atwell; “Any Time,’^ Fisher; “La-
Ronde,” Jan Rosol; “Brdkenrtcart-
ed,” Ray; “Tulips and Heather,”
Perry Comb; “Please. Mr. Sun,!’
Ray.

I
Petrillo

- Continued from page 39 —
that the union would block all
domestic recordings as well.

Petrillo’s next move is expected
to be in the direction of trying to
halt the virtually free importation
of foreign recordings. Since these
are handled mostly by indie, labels
who do little or no recordings in
the U. S., the AFM will have to
make a pitch for CongressionaL
legislation to block such imports,’
except under special circum-
stances.

What the AFM wants to elim--
inatfi is the .practice of. recording
“expensive symphonies and com-'
plete operas through air'checks nf
European broadcasts. It’s known'
that some platters have^ been able
to buy complete longhair works,
running up to two and thrAe hours:
in length, for as little as $200. All
that’s involved is |)aying a radio
producer of. longhair program a
sum of money for the rights to
the broadcast.

In the Rodzinski instance, the
union slapped the ban on his re-
cording in Europe last February
but the maestro went ahead with
his conducting in a Vieirna longhair
group despite the prohibition. If

the AFM lifts Rodzinski’s card
and prevents him from conducting'
the Seattle Symphony next March,
it’s expected that a court fifdit will
ensue. ’

j

Remington Records, meantime,
is claiming that the AFM is

criminating against them since it

has permitted conductors associ-

ated with other labels to wax
abroad. Remington 'pointed out
that, like the major labels, it .also

does extensive' recoi’ding in this

country and pays its 5% to the
Music Performance Trust Fund.

PWHy Orch Backs AFM
Philadelphia, July 1.

Harl McDonald, manager of the
Philadelphia Orchestra, has lined
up solidly behind Musicians Union
president James C. Petrillo in the
attempt to curtail making of rec-
ords abroad by American conduc-
tors and musicians. The Philadel-
phia manager also revealed.he was
responsible for Instigating this lat-

est Petrillo move.

McDonald said he didn’t favor
prohibiting foreign recordings, but
that “he wanted to see American
symphony musicians protected.”

His concern stemmed from a visit

to a music shop in which he saw
works "that the Philadelphia Orch
had recorded being offered on for-

eign waxings that were “-dirt;

cheap.” ){

The imports wer^" made ..abroad,;

at reduced rates/ ^dDoU&M'
dared. “Our rninlmuin .sicale fdr*

two-hour record^pg i s&.ssiob. !
.».is

:

$38.50,” he said. “Topflight conduc-
tors have been going ‘ to "Vienna

and Paris where the musicians are
paid ^6 for a half-day session.”

McDonald took his squawk to

Petrillo, pointing out that it might
cost the PhiUy Orch $8,000 to*

make a recording, which a foreign
band taking as much time could
do for $2,000.

Vet Hula Maestro

Back in AFM Fold
Honolulu, June 24.

Andy Cummings, one of Hawaii’s
veteran maestros, fias been rein-
stated by the musician’s union. He’s
resumed as leader of Royal Hawai-
ian Hotel band.

. Cumramgs was a victim of a
strike called by the Hotel and Res-
taurant Workers Union against
Matson’s three beach hotels. Cum-
mings was leading Royal Hawaiian
Hotel orchestra—‘until he declined
to cross a culinary workers* picket
line. American Federation of Mu-
sicians prexy James C. Petrillo

personally ordered the suspension
and the reinstatement came after

1
three months.

The top 30 iongp of weeh fmore in ca^e of tics), based on
copyrighteii Audience Coverofre Index A Audience Trend Index,
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Pootman,
Direetpr. AlphabeiicuUy listed,

H Sttiwey Week of June 20-26

A Girl A Fella and A Beach Umbrella Valando
Am I In .Love—t*‘Son of Paleface” Famous
Anytime HiU & R
Be Anything (But Be Mine) Shapiro-B
.Blue Tanga Mills
Delicado Reniick
For the Very Firiit Time Berlin
Forgive Me Advanced
From the Time You . Say Goodbye Pickwick
Glorita Life
Here In My Heart... Mellin
How Close. ; Life
I Understand '.

. . . Feist
If Someone Had Told Me Witmark
I’ll Walk Alone—t“With a Song In My Heart”.... Mayfair
I’m Confessin* ! Bourne
I’m Yours '....Algonquin
It’s a Sin To Tell a Lie ; ; . BVC
Just a Little Lovin’ Hill . & R
Just For You rBurvan

. Kiss of Fire Duchesi
Lover Famous
Maybe '. Robbins
So Madly In Love Shapiro-B
South Peer
To Be Loved By You Remick
Up and JPown Mambo-. , . Life
Walkin’ My Baby Back Home ^ . BeSylva-B-H
Watermelon Weather : Mtorris
Whistle My Love—t“Robm Hood” Disney
Why Did You loave Me. .Roncom

. - Second Group
A Guy Is m Guy Ludlow
Blacksmith Blues • . HUl & R
Busybody Alamo

. Easy Street • Johnstonc-M
I Don’t Mind * . .

.

Duchess
I May Hate Myself In the Morning Laurel
In the Good Old Summer Time Marks
Lady Love—t“Sound Off” ... . . r Cromwell
More Or Less Cosmic
Once In a W^llp Miller
Padam Padaih Leeds
Singin’ In the Rain—t“Singin’ In the Bain” Robbins
Sleepy Little Cowboy Beacon
Somewhere Along the Way United
That’s the Chance You Take Paxton
There’s Doubt In My Mind Broadcast
Vanessa^. .' Morris
West Of the Mountains... Goday
Wheel of Fortune ,* Laurel
Where Did the Night Go Chappell
You’ll Never Walk Alone Williamson

Top 10 Songs On TV
A Guy Is a Guy Ludlow
Be Anything (But Be Mine) Shapiro-B
Blue Tango Mills
Gandy Dancei’s’ Ball - Disney
Here In My Heart Mellin
If You Go Pickwick
I’ll Walk Alone Mayfair
I’m Yours Algonquin
Kiss Of Fire Duchess
Hover Famous

FIVE TOP STANDARDS
A Wonderful Guy Chappell
Bye Bye Blues Bourne
Getting To Know You . .

Williamson
June Is Bustin’ Out All Over Harm*
Star Dust Mill*

^ unmusical. * Legit musical.
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Krupa’s Nip Kick
Tokyo, June 24,

Along with etching several XT. S,

standards during hte tour here last

month, Gene Krupa and his trio

cut two originals, “Stompin’ On the
Ginza” and “The Badgers’ Party
Under the Moon ” plus a treatment
a two traditlon'al Japanese tunes,

"’Moon Over Ruined Castle” and'
“Tokyo Express.” Krupa waxed
the sides for the Victor Recording
CJo. of Japan in its Tokyo studios.

Sides will be released both in

Japan and in the U. S,

Although the recording field re-

mains domiiiated by vocalists,

there’* still plenty of opportunity

for an/oieh to break through on
-disks—'according to Billy May, Cap-
itol Records orch pactee. The re-

cordings, May said, was definitely
part of the combination of factors
that brought about bis current
prominence in the danceband pic-
ture.

May, who beaded out on a three-
month One-nighter and . location
trek last week, said that the im-
pact made by his initial Cap wax-
ing* about a year ago convinced
him that there’s still a big dancing

[

market around the country. He
pointed out that there arc more
bands working this summer than
in the past five or six year* and
that the inigority of the orchs have
wax clicks to their credit. “I don’t
expect the band -biz to come back
with the force it had in the- 1930?,”
he added, “but it's Jiealthler this
year than It ha* been in a long
time and it’s mostly due to the
concentrated effort made by the
diskerles to build orch properties.”

Most of the record companies are
now working tie-ins with the band
agencies to promote the band’s
one-niter and location engage-
ments via a hefty plugging attadc
on the disk jockey, distributor and
record retailer level. May believes
that hi* b.o. power has developed
strongly through this plugging
technique and that a bandleader
has to get around to the jockeys
and distributors to spark the drive.
Another strong promotional out-
let, May added, is TV. “I don't be-
lieve that a band should take a
permanent slot on TV,’’ he said,

“but an occasional one-shot has
solid ’promotional .values.”

Because disk* are So important
in stimulating interest in a travel-
ing orch. May added ihe bandlead-
ers should avoid making gimmicked
or echo-chamber, effect etching*.

make ah- exciting record,”
l|e Said, ’“but tba o^h wlU be head-
;ing fbjpvlots of trouble on the -road
when Jhi? pubilic tasks for- a rendi-
tion,* ifikc/the one ton the record.”

May also jointed to growing
crop of new yourig sideihen as. an
Important factor in revitalizing the
band picture., “There are plenty
of kids around the country,” he
added, “who have strong potential
to develop into top sidemen.” Most
of them are off the exhibitionist,

undisciplined kick and willing to
apprentice and learn, “I’ve 4een
a lot of them work,” he added,
“and it wouldn’t' surprise me if the
maiority of them will be out with
bands of their own in a few years.

Coral’s Sumac Album
Yma Sumac, Peruvian thrush

whose four-octave range has been
showcased in a couple of click

Capitol Records albums, is now
having her earliest platters pack-
aged in a set by Coral Records.
Early Sumac etchings, made in Ar-
gentina several years ago, was
made available to Coral via the
latter's deal with the Latin Ameri-
can Odeon Records labqL

Coral is projecting a big promo-
tion for the Sumac album on basis

of initial orders from distribs and
retailers.

Most of 'the major dUk convP**.

nies are vi^ering to the old shovi

biz makim tlu^t two names are het*

ter than one, ! In an;;.nttfanpt t<

pull thje di^.|bu*iness out of itt

spiral, the diskers Rteadlly oou*

pling their top name* for strongei

sales impact.

Recent success of the RCA Vic*

tor tandem, Perry Como and Ed-

die Fisher, on “Maybe*^ nnd “Wat-
ermelon Weather” is spearheadini
a further push on the two-mam*
policy. Columbia plans to gei

Marlene Dietrich, a.,recent pactee
off to a fast start by teaming hei
with Rosemary Clooney fot Rfej

Cnl -disk preem. Along the #am€
lines Decca paired. Bing CTrosbj

with Peggy Lee shorBiy ^ter Mist
Lee ankled Cjapltol for a Dccc|
pact. Col is- also |>i:^ppiiig, a bi|.

spla?h for it* new male vocalist

Jan Ai^en, by etching him ’witli

his sister, Toni Arden.
'

The dual name, platters give thi
diskers plenty opportunity foi

promotion and there’s plenty oi

demand from the companies’ dis*

tribs for the two-name stress. Al-
though some of the “duo-disks’'

haven’t been outstanding entriei

on the retail level, the diskers feel

that the platter get* more action
than if it were etched by a single

artist.

Some of the disk matings be-
ing readied for additional sessions
ai’e Frankie Laine-Doris Day;
Laine-Jo iStafford; Guy Mitchell-
Dorls Day (Columbia); Tony Mar-
tln-Dinah Shore (Victor); Bing
Crosby-Jane Wyman; Crosby-An-
drews Sisters; Dick Haymes-An-
drews Sisters . (D.ecca)j and Alan
Daie-Connie Haines for Coral,

Agreeement last week between
the Songwriter# Protective Assn,
and the Music Publisher* Protec-
tive Assn, on a formula to cover
disputed royalty payments is now
expected to pave a clear way for
SPA^s audit of the publishers’
hooks. Although initiated last year,
the SPA checkup was partially sty-
mied by squawks from several pubi
which led to the SPA-MPPA nego-
tiations.

General opinion among pubs and
writers is that the SPA-MPPA
formula, which covers Ave disputed
years before the hew SPA contract
went into effect in 1947, is fair and
workable in apportioning the
.writers’, share on song mag publica-
ditors, Ed Trauhner and Dave
tion royalties.. It's understood that
pubs who objected to the SPA au-
Blau, will now waive their ob-
jections. «,

,
• • ’ *

4 Bazookai lake Music

For/Sing^ Conuc' As

. Baadi Refuse to Play
• Philadelphia, July 1.

Comedian Guy Marks is learn-

ing that any ' roughhouse routin«
involving the musicians union
isn’t likely to be too funny. Marks
and banmeader Howard Reynolds
had an altercation during the last

night of his engagement at

Palumbo’s.

Conflicting reports on the scuf-

fle backstage had Marks claiming
he merely pushed the maestro,
while Reynolds said the comic
’threw , an unfunny haymaker at

him. Dispute started when the
band played . Marks’ finale music
to get him Offstage. odMarks said
he was on only 12 minutes; Reyn-
olds averred- the comedian had
been on 45 minutes.

Reynolds tdok the complaint^to
Local 77, AFM, and when Marks
opened at Ciro’s last week, Ned
Brill’s band refused to play for

him.' Marks is doing his comedy
and Impressions to the backing of

four bazooka players, all friends

who came to his aid. Although
caught in the middle, Ciro’s is

honoring contracts of both the
comedian and the tooters. Band
plays for the dancers whed Marks
is off.
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Although * ilock of Nat (King) Cole’* Ci^pitol records currently on

release gives co-hlUing to -the Billy May orehr orch leader doesn’t come
in for any share of the royalty take. Platters were cut almost a year

ago before May, who then did the orch hackings for the Cap artists,

broke out as an important hand entity. Diskery, however, is cashing

in on his recent upsurge, by giving, him the co-billing. Most recent

Cole-May release Is"Walkin’ Hy 'Bahy Back Home” backed by ‘ JFanny"

Pfc, Vic Damone,. who recently returned from Germany to wax
recruiting disks for the Army, is moving out fast on the first Mercury
Eecords platter etched since his return. Pamone cut 'Take My
and “Rosanne” for the diskery and the platter topped 45,000 $ale$ m its

first three days on the market.

Opening of the Warner Bros. “Where’s Charley?” pic at the Music

Hall, N. Y., last week has cued Decca’s revival of a tune from the

original legit score, “Once In Love With Amy.” Ray Bolgerri star of

both of the legit and pic versions of “Where’s Charley?,” waxed the

tim^ At4he same time, E. H, Morris, publisher of the legit score, is

planning aiibbher drive on the “Where's Charley?” tunes, including

*‘My Darling, My Darling,” the original plug ballad.

Decca is also reissuing an etching of “Wait 'Til the Sun Shines,

Nellie,” by Bing Crosby and Mary Martin In conjunction with the 20th-

Fox, pic at the same time. Number was sliced by Crosby-Martin in

1942.

Major Diskers Covering

Femme Air Force Tune
Record companies are going all

out on “The Girls Are .'Marching,”

tune which is currently being used
in the drive to recruit women in-

to the U. S. Air Force. Song was
etched initially for the Air Force
by Pfc. Vic Damone who was
brought back from Germany a
couple of weeks ago for the ses-

sion.

Since then Damone has cut it

for Mercury and the rival diskers
have hopped ort with covering
platters. Already lined up for re-

lease on the song are The Mari-
ners for , Columbia; Hugo Winter-
halter for RCA Victor; and LeRoy
Holmes for the M-G-M labels Tune
was penned by Jule Styne, Betty
Comden and Adolph Green.

Buddy Laine Into Rice Hotel

Houston, July 1.

Buddy Laine and his orch, a
newcomer to the area, opened on
Thursday (26) at the Empire
Room of the Rice Hotel here.

. Elaine Foreman is vocalist with
band.

Stellman Wants
ISngar Blues’ for UJK.

London, June 24.

Marcel Stellman is due in N. Y.

Friday (4) to negotiate the sale

of U. S. rights to “Sugar Blues,”

a British gimmick disk waxed by
Frank Ross (4e La Pierre).

Disk, which is released in Britain

on an. indie label Melodise, is

Ross’s first recording in .about 30
years in show biz. A 12-piece band
does the backgrounding. Clarence
Williams wrote and published the

tune In the U. S.

Monroe’s Summer Tour
Following a month’s vacatiorji

through June, Vaughn Monroe hits

the road again with his band to-

morrow (Thurs.), Monroe is booked
through July, with August dates
still being pencilled- in. The trek
will take him through New Eng-^

land, Canada, Michigan and some
eastern states.

Monroe will return to N. Y. in

September, when he goes into the
Starlight Roof of the Waldorf-As-
toria Hbtel for the -entire month,

Vv/iTH
ftod his ORCH^TRA

„.G M
OROS

Disk Comiiitmes* Best Selleirs

I CAPITOL artist
:: L TAKE MY HEART A1 Martino

I NEVER CARED
7. %. IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME. . . .Les Paul-Mary Ford

SMOKE RINGS
,

^ .

1 'I’M CONFESSIN’ Les- Paul-Mary Eord I
''

"

‘ gar'Iomda
'

- 4. 'WALKIN' l^Y BABY BACK HOME. .Nat (King) Cole -
FUNNY,.'; '

.

-
^ ’ S. WHEEL OF- FORTUNE Kay Stari*

^

:: I WANNA LOVE YOU

COLUMBIA

1.

BOTCH-A-ME Rosemary Clooney

ON THE FIRST WARM DAY
- Z. HALF AS MUCH Rosemary Clooney |

POOR WHIP POORWILL
- 3. WALKIN’ MY BABY BACK HOME. Johnnie Ray -4

GIVE ME 'TIME
.

.

4. DELICADO Percy Faith f
:: FESTIVAL

5. HIGH NOON Frankie Laine f
BOCK OF GIBRALTAR

«

«

- CORAL
- 1. THIS IS THE BEGINNING OF THE END Don Cornell 4
^ :

I CAN’T CRY ANYMORE
- 2l AUF WIEDERSEHN,’ SWEETHEART .... ..Ames Brothers f
:: BREAK BANDS THAT BIND ME
” 3. I’M YOURS Don Cornell

MY MOTHER’S PEARLS
'

4. RHODE island REDHEAD Teresa Brewer
EN-THUZ-E-UZ-E-AS-M Eileen Barton

:: K. CRAZY CAUSE I LOVE YOU Ames Bros.
STARDUST

Leroy Anderson hk
•<-

Peggy Lee-G. Jenkins --

t DECCA'
1. BLUE TANGO

:: BELLE OF THE BALL
"

' ». LOVER
^

' YOU GO TO MY HEAD
:: 3. GOD’S LITTLE CANDLE . . . . Red Foley-Anita Kerr Singers

SOMEBODY BIGGER THAN YOU AND I

:: 4. BLUE TANGO Guy Lombardo J
AT LAST. AT LAST

- 5. I’M YOURS Four Aces t
I UNDERSTAND ^

« >

” MERCURY
.L 1.-KISS OF FIRE Georgia Gibbs t
^ A LASTING THING
I 2. BE ANYTHING '..-.

. .Eddy Howard 4
_ SHE TOOK
J 3. ONCE IN A WHILE . Patu page t
;;

I’M GLAD YOU’RE HAPPY WITH SOMEONE ELSE
- 4. AUF WiEDERSEHN SWEETHEART Eddy Howard
:: I DONT WANT TO TAKE A CHANCE
- 5. TAKE MY HEART .Vic Damone -

ROSANNE

t M-G-M
.. 1. HOLD ME CLOSE TO YOU Billy Eckstine "

IF THEY ASK ME
- 2. WHAT IS THIS THING CALLED LOVE. . ... . Fran Warren -
;;;

WISH YOU WERE HERE •
. .

3. KISS OF FIRE ‘. ..Billy Eckstiiie
NEVER LIKE THIS

->• 4. SATURDAY RAG Jack Fiha and Orch. -•

:: SOUTH
5, HARLEM NOCTURNE David .Rose, and Orch

ON A LITTLE COUNTRY ROAD IN SWITZERLAND

f RCA VICTOR
. . *

.

H. 1, MA'YBE Perry Como-Eddie Fisher IIWATERMELON WEATHER ^
2. LADY'S MAN : .Hank Snow

r MARRIED BY THE BIBLE. DIVORCED BY LAW ^

3. I’M YOURS Eddie Fisher
JUST A LITTLE LOVIN’

4. SLOW POISON Johnnie & Jack ^
:: HEART TROUBLE

5# .>VANi|s.SA Hugo Winterhalter-
vSQlSi^HERE ALONG THE WAY
M »

.
» » 44 >.M » *4 4 M 4 t

Britisk Mttsiciaus Uuion

Sets Dinuer for Davis
Meyer Davis will be tendered a

dinner by the British Musicians
Union in London next Wednesday
(9). Maestro, who will have three
orchs on the superliner United
States regularly,' is making the
round-trip for the ship’s maiden
voyage, leaving tomorrow (Thurs.),
and will conduct £^boa^d.

He’s also to be guest of legit
producer Jack Hylton during the
two days (8-9) in London before
the return trip.

Dallas Dates

^ Dallas, July 1.

Baker Hotel has signed Jan Au-
gust for its Mural Room, July 7-19,

[

succeeding the current Andrews
!
Sisters. Bob Cross orch is being
held over.
Nick Lucas has a fortnight, July

21-Aug. 2, with songstress Betty
Reilly set for /.ug. 4-16. Ted Lewis

_

orch and revue are dated for Nov.
20-29.

Ray’s Coast pates on %
Hollywood, July 1.

•

Johnnie Ray' Will ‘play a series

of percentage jdates' on the Cpa^t'

Singer has been pacted for the .Fox.
San Francisco, -week- of Nov. -26 on
a straight 50-50 Split. House rec-

ord of $104,000 is held by Martin
& Lewis.

Ray has also been set for one-

nighters at Mission. Beach, San
Diego, Oct. 17, and • Balboa Ball-

room, the following- night, both at

$3,000 against 60%', with house fur-

ishing a scale, band. .

,

’46 HERMAN CONCERT
In line with the current upbeat

around the counti-y, M-G-M is
hopping on the

. bandwagon with
a forthcoming release of Woodv
Herman’s 1946 Carnegie Hall
N. C., Concert. It’ll be issued in
two albums.

Besides Herman, albums will
feature such top jazz exponents as
Red Norvo, Chubby Jackson. Flin
Phillips, Bill Harris, Pete Candoli
and Sonny Berman.- •

r

#
-

Doris Day, Crosby, Cole .

Top Nip Disk Lists

Tokyo, June 24
“Goodnight Irene,” which peo-

ple back in the U. S. buried 19
months ago after four months of
juke, box and radio spins, is still a
big hit in Japan record sales.
Doris Day, meantime, holds the
top slot in waxed- vocal sales, fol-
lowed clbsely by Bing Crosby and
Nat (“King”) Cole.

Hits last longer here than in
thc'U. S. “Chattanooga Shoeshine
Boy,” now virtually forgotten by
most Americans, is

. still holding
its own in the top brackets of the
hit parade. “If,” a ballad which
came out about a year ago, also
Is mdintaining steady sales pace
here.

Greenberg: Sues H&R On
‘Wiedersehn' Copyright

Abner Greenberg head of Man-
hattan Music and a music industry
lawyer, filed suit in N. Y. Federal
Court this week against Hill Jc

Range Music and a flock of disk-

eries, charging that the current
hit, “Auf.Wiedersehn, Sweetheart,”
infringes on his copyright. Green-
berg contended thatr he wrote a

song titled “Auf 'Wiedersehn, We’ll
Meet Again” in 1928.

Greenberg is asking for an in-

junction, ^ accounting of the

profits and damages.

American premiere of the Puc-
cini Mass taking place in Grant
Park, Chicago, July 12-13. Prin-
cipals are Gabor Carelli, Louis
Sudler ' and

.
Wellington Ezekial.

Johnnie’s Sept. Jaunt
Dallas, July 1.

Johnnie Ray will be presented
on a double bill with the Ray An-
thony orch at th‘e‘ Sky Club here,
Sept. 26-20. The ‘ Show Will hlso
play San Anto'hio, ‘ Sept. 22; Hous-
ton, Sept. 23; ' SlireVep’ort; Sept.
24, and 'Oklahoma ' City,’ Sepr. '25.

'

Dale Belmont will emcee the
local show.

A

MERCURY ARTIST

Introducing her

New TV Show

July 8-7:45-8 p.m. EOT

for

CHLORODENT
ONCBS-TV

Tuesdays and

Thursdays

Current Hit
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K9|I|i Solid
; Continued from page

genre which has been selling re-

cently.

Another In the same, groove is

Sunny Gale, the metallie-volced

thrush who clicked with .“Wheel of

Fortune" for the indie Derby ikbel.

Miss.Gale is another “new' sounds"

entry. The Bell Sistprs\ who were

inked before Kapp’S entry into

Victor, are again scheduled for a

big play and their latest etching
using an echo chamber on one side,

“Wise Little Echo," and a hopped
orchestral background on the
other, “Hang Out the Star^." Vic-
tor is understood readying a big
promotional splash on this cou-
pling.

(The fact that it is commercial
ts, of course, attested to by Jim
Conkling, prer of Columbia Rec-
ords, where: business is up, and
where recording chief Mitch Miller
has been so successful with his un-
orthodox style of waxing. Same is

true with Capitol Records and, in a
lesser degree, at Mercury in recent
months).

Marek, unofficially,Jhas discussed
matters with the top music pub-
lishers, expressing wonderment as
to “where will the ‘standards' come
10 years hence?", on the- theory
that the more recent pops have
been freaks of no particular
durability.

Martin Block, of late, has played
disks such as Sammy Kaye’s “You"
(based on a “La Boheme^' theme)-
(Columbia) and expressed surprise,
“why isn’t this 'way up there; the

E
ublic surely doesn’t Want it all to
e whipcracks and echo chambers."

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

A HIGHIICmT For E..ry Prroijrdni

It Happened
In

Monterey

ffaiional

Purvey oj reUiil dUk heat

sellerM. tntMed on reports oh-

tained from leadinp stores in

12 citie$ and sfioufing com^
parative'.' sales ratino for this

and tost! toe.ek-

. i-

Week EDduig

0) a

<

.

a
1 s
A ^

3 I

a I.

rl

This Last
wk. wk. Artist, Label, Title

FEKCY FAITH (Columbia)

1 1 “Dcllcado"^39708 1 2
' AL MARTINO (BBS) ^

“

2 2 “Here in My Heart"—101. 7 4

JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)

3 4 “Walkinr My Baby Home"—39750 2 8

VERA LYNN. (London) -

4 5 “Auf Wiedersehn"-1227 1

GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury)

5 6 “Kiss of Fire''--^fi23 ... « ^

LEROY ANDERSON. (Decca)

6 ' 3 “Blue Tango"—40220 9. .

.

ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Col)

7 8 “Half As Much"—39710 6 5

DON CORNELL (Coral)

8 8~ “I'm Yours"—60659 10 3

DORIS DAY (Columbia)
9A 11 “A Guy Is a Guy"—39673

TONY- MARTIN (Victor)

9B 9 “Kiss of Fire"—20-4671

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

10 10 “I'm Yours"—20-4680
ROSEMARY CLOONEY (CoD

11 “Botch-a-Me"—39767 /.... 4 ..

PEGGY JLEE-G. JENKINS (Decca)

12 13 “Lover"—28215 3 7

P. COMO.E. FISHER (Victor) .

13 13 “Maybe"—20-4744 8 ..

EDDY HOWARD (Mercury)
14 16 “Be Anything"—5815 9

ELLA MAE MORSE (Capitol)

15 14 “Blacksmith Blues"—1922
TONI ARDEN (Columbia

16 12 “Kiss of Fire"—39737 i.

JANE FROMAN (Capitol)

17A .. “I'll Walk Alone"—2044
BOBBY WAYNE (Mercury)

17B 15 “i'm Sorry"—5819.'. . .
DON CORNELL (Coral)

18 . 15 ““I'll Walk Alone"—60659..

1 1
« "’S

I 3

O
O
o,

^ a.

8 ^
« I
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i ^

o
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3 o

^ Xfi

1

1

T
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1: ^ i t.f «^ m
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a a
M a

3 4 2 7 2 10 5' 1 4., 80

2 2 9 2 6 1 2.. 7 8 71

9 .. 3 3 8 5 ^
. . l’ .. 1 2 9

2 . . 5 54

1 51

,. . . 4 .. 6 X 4 4

4 8 8 .. 3

10 . . 4 6 .

.

10 6 9' .. 4 3

.. 3

3 8

8 . . 10 . . 10 . . 7 1 6

1 .. 1 7

8 ., 6 2

5 .. 3

79.... 9

. 3

8 .. 5

6 . . 4 . . 10 . . 10

6 9 9

8 19

. 15

2 9

6 ..

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

WITH A 50NO IN

my heart

ian* Fromoit

Capitol
BDN-309
KDF-309
L-309

JOHNNIE RAY

ALBUM
Columbia

CO-6199
C2-88

B-2-88

SiNGIN' IN THE BIO BAND BASH AMERICAN IN
RAIN

Hollywood Cat!

M-G-M
M-G-M-ai3

.K-113
E-113

Billy May

Capitol

KCF-329
DCN-329
L.329

PARIS
Hollywood Ca«t

M-G-M
E-93
K-93
M-93

Upbeat
Continued frOm par*
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AUDITION
RECORDS
High Fldolify Pise and
Tapo Mquipmont
Sfem.vay Grand
Studio -i(nd Tape
Facilities ,,, $12 per hr.

©MS Rtcording Studios
11 WIST Htk STRKKT
Now York 11, H. Y.

OR 5-2317

the Skyway Club, Cleveland, July
21 . . . Charles Chaney into the Cir-
cle Club, Dubuque yesterday for
14 days . . . Duke Ellington does a
theatre stand at the Seville, Mon-
'treal, Aug. 21 and follows with
another one at the Casino, Toronto
. . . Betty McGuire and her Belle-
tones contracted for at the "Warren
Air Base, Wyoming Sept. 5 for two
frames, . .Terry Gibbs up north to
the Colonial Hotel, Toronto, Sept.
25 for two weeks.
Ran Wlldp pacted by the Gen-

eral Artists Corporation \ahd' Is
playing Army Air bases in Texas
„ , . Mourie Lipscy, Music (Dorp, of,

America Chicago veepee, heads for
three-month business and pleasure
trip in Europe . Beachcombers
join the Tommy Dorsey show at
Edgewater Beach July 4 for a
month and then go into the Park
Lane, Denver, Aug. 15 for two

BMI Sit/

IN THE GOOD

OLD SUMMERTIME
rubli>H*d by Mark*

Rtcordfd by
.i* ii

U* Pa«l-M«ry

Andraw. J

I*clM*Iv«ly tIc«Bj*d by »MI

BROADCAST MUSIC INC.
NIWTOli . CnCAOO • HOllTWOOO N

frames . . , Dolores Hawkins does
two weeks at Eddys', Kansas City
July 18 . . . Bobby Wayne follows.
Beachcombers into Park Lane
Aug. 29 . . . Benny Goodman into
Blue Note Aug. 15 for two stanzas

r , . . Cuban Village switches policy
- and will be known as Le Bon
r Chance.

.Boston
Jack Edwards orch reopened

Shelton Roof , . . Ruby. Newman
returned to Terrace Room, Hotel
Statler, for summer . . . Dave
Lester set to baton at Frolics,

, Salisbiiryi (Beach . . . Saxist Tommy
- Vitale band returned to Hugo’s
5;^Lightib^y»^,^ohasset, June 21 for
3 third’^Seaisbn . . . Felix Catino re-
t turned to Lobster Pot, Province-
c town, June 28, marking his seventh
5 season there ... Although Gunther
s Fritx band remains at Hub’s Ba-
t varian Rathskeller for summer,
1 fiddler George Marshall received
c leave of absence to lead group at
) Marshall House, York Harbor, Me.,
and saxist Bob McKay ditto to join
Tony Bruno crew at Capt. Peter-
son’s Cape Codder Hotel, Fal-
mouth.

Trumpetman Sylvio Scaff and
his trio installed at Colonial Room,
Manomet, for summer . . . A1 Na-
varro opened at Maplewood, N. H.,
June 27. Spot is operated by man-
agement of Mayflower, Palm Beach,
Fla., where Navarro's six-piece
band^ spent the winter . . , Harry
Marshard with 15 men off on two-
week tour of deb parties in "Wash-
ington, Wilmington, Pittsburgh,
Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati, De-
troit, New York and Greenwich.
. . . A1 Vega Trio slated to remain
at Hi-Hat this summer , , . Mar-
shard office has set Adrian Zing as
maestro at Poland Spring Hotel,
Tommy Girard at Nantucket Yacht
Club, Bob Taylor at Moby Dick's,
Nantucket . . . Don A Miguel move
into Hub Room, Shenaton Plaza,
where they’!! alternate with Paul

Clement Trio , , , Allen Smith take*

over keyboard in Sheraton-Plaza's
Merry-Go-Round, replacing Neil
Phillips, who has opened a new
spot in the White Mountains.

Kansat City

©

« i.

Johnny Pineapple orch and re-
vue holding currently in the Ter-
race Grill of Hotel Muehlebach.
It's a repeat date, the crew having
been here for the" first time last
summer . . . Jimmy Nelson and his
dummies return to Eddys' July 4
second time in the club. Betty
Norman will chirp on the same bill
. . . Tommy Reed orch moved from
Jung Hotel, New Orleans, to Shep-
pard Air Force Base, Wichita Falls,
Texas, June 29, 'and back south to
Pleasure Pier, Galveston, July 11
for two weeks.

Dallas
Andrews Sisters opened two

frames last week (25) in Baker
Hotel’s Mural Room; Acts due here
are Nick Lucas, July 21-Aug. 2;
Betty Reilly, songstress, Aug. 4-16’,

revue, Nov.
. . Sl^ Club’s Johnnie Ray

dates, Sept. 26-28, will have Ray
Anthonyjs orch backing. Joe Bonds,
Sky Club owner, has set Ray for

I""
Antonio,

Sept. 22; Houston, Sept. 23; Shreve-
poi% Sept. 24 and Oklahoma City,
Sept. 25 . . . Woody Herman orch

aub°^
®^e-niter Aug. 29 at Sky

W«4»iiBaJAy. Wr 2. X<>S2

PITCH MERGER AaiN
N«ro

Other pitch to ihuilctans Local 47
i*/ 'board is now

weighing the proposition, but it’s

^^^5**^* come
P^**^*'’ Judging from record

of^all those made in the past. Negro
local has tossed many a plan at 47.but they've all ^en stymied, usu-

^.technicalities; or just plain
'Chill.

Benny Carter heads 767 commit-
tee, and Marl Young presented de-
tails of pewest.plan to 47. Under
the proposal, 767 would turn all its
awets over to local 47, realizing
that prohlei^ are “In the main
financial," the committee said.

Weston (irabs 18 Tunes

On European Junket
Hollywood, July 1 .

Total of 18 published tunes and
four ' manuscripts were brought
back from Europe by Paul Weston
who IS planning early publication
here. Italy contributed 10 ballads
including one which is currently a
hit in both Italy and France. Seven
songs and the manuscripts came
from England and in France Wes-
ton acquired the rights to an in-
strumental novelty he'll record
shortly.

'Yank tunes, ate currently enjoy-
ing unprecedented popularity in
Europe, he reported. In West Ger-
many, American tunes with Ger-
man lyrics are topping native selec-
tions.

Hob, AFM Sponsor Concerts

(Boston, July 1 .

Deal has been set by musicians
local 9 toppers and Hub’s Mayor
John B. HynCs for a nine-week se-
ries . of two-hour .concerts at Park-
man Bandst^d in Boston Com-
mon.

City will underwrite four weeks
of the series, which got underway
yesterday (30) with the Music Per-
formance Trust fund paying for the
remaining five.

IFf Madle by

JESSE GREER
Program .ToM«y Yostordoy*!

Rim FROM
RANSAS CITY

FEIST

m

A Groat Novolty Song

“THERE’LL BE

- NO NEW TUNES

ON THIS OLD PIANO”
(Tkif Old Plano of Mine)

‘Racordad by

FREDDYMARTIN
ON RCA-Ylctor

iULL'S-EYE MUSIC, INC.

5525 Salma Ava., Hollywood 28

America's Fastest

“ Sdling Records!
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2500 SONG WRITERS

WORKING

AAR. SHOWMAN
Suppose you put the country’s 2500 leading song-writers on your

payroll to create the music your customers demand. Picture the

size of yoiu* payroll I But there is a simple way to get the same
result at a nominal cost.

The way, of course, is through an ASCAP license, which gives you

ready access to the hest-loved American music ... an unparalleled

catalog containing fens of thousands of compositions of the more
than 2500 leading American song-writers . . . the favorites of the

a

past half-century.

In brief, you get the MUSIC that has made the field of entertain-

ment one of America’s ^eat Industries. MUSIC is the lifeblood of

radio and television, vnight clubs and tavernsj restaurants and hotels

wherever Americans ^wbile away their hours of rclaxation;^^--^• . .

il ‘"i-''

The creative talent that makes MUSIC good business for you is

available at low cost. Look at it this way . . . the total royalties paid

to writers and copyright owners last year through ASC4P by all

commercial users of music are only a fraction of a cent of each

dollar spent on entertainment by the American public*

An ASCAP license is the biggest bargain in" entertainment!

This is tht second of a series of

advertisements telling the story of ASCAP

s

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS, AUTHORS AND PURLISHERS

STS MADISON AVCNUE, NEW rOAK 23, NEW YODK
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A. C. RHz Sold

ForWm
Atlantic City,”July 1 .

NX Stale Sets Third

Hearing on 'AeriaF Law
Albany, July 1.

The State Board of Standards

and Appeals, which held Its second

hearing here^last week on a pro-

The 17-story beachfront
.

Bitz- posed code to supplement the new
Carlton Hotel 'M’e’jte;;!‘5va$‘Ssold, last Ten Byck Law requiring safety. de-

^ vices for aerifillsts working more
than 20 feet, will conduct a third

hearing July 16.. The .statute be-

comes fejETective’tddfi'XXT.uej?.).

Industrial Commissioner Bdward
Corsi can Immediately proceed

witK its enforcement, but there is

doubt he will do so. The Labor
Dept., according to a statement

made at the first hearing, lacks the

trained personnel to move at once

in this field. There is also sure to

be a strong movement by ‘outdoor

representatives to’ have the law re-

pealed at the i953 session of the

Legislature.

week (26) after riidntliS of negotia

tions by the J. Myer Schine inter-

ests for a reported' $3,750,000

Purchasers, who will take posses-

sion tomorrow (Wed.), are Harry

L. Katz and Edward Margolin, own-
ers of the nearby Ambassador, and
Albert P. Orleans, a Philadelphia
builder and contractor. They plan
extensive renovations including the
building of a swimming pool and
a cabana club. , All personnel will
be retained.

Katz is co-owner with his
brother, Emanuel, of the fire-dam-
aged St. Charles Hotel here and
the Fleetwood Hotel in Miami
Beach. Margolin is owner and
builder of large apartment develop
ments in the Philadelphia area.

Schine interests bought the ho
tel in 1946, price tag at- that time
being a reported $2,250,000. Deal

Diego’s Spaghetti Talent Cy En,pi|.j RoOlll'S Swilch
. San Diego, July 1. >r * I t

Benny's Spaghetti House, a pop- [O Slip IH LoS toaValdS
ular eatery on this city’s Broad- *

. v / w
way, has added entertainment in Chicago, July

its. Florentine Boom. In order to bring Los Chavales
Don Howard, singing disk jock- de Espana group into the Palmer

on KSDO here, is emcee and House’s Empire Boom here Sept,
vocalist with Juan Panelle, piano, 4 for their only other engagement
and F:fahk Watts, bass, rounding in this country, Merriel Abbott is

out trio^

Kefaurer Quivers Shake

Ky. Ciuhs, Lookout House

- Folds, Blames Heat]

Cincinnati, .July 1.

Kefauver quivers, which have
toppled casino and bookie activi- _
ties in the Cincy area during recent -headlining' currently and go into the
months, are extending to the nitery ^ith Noonan & Marshall;

switching her summer bookings.
Singers, currently at the N.Y. Wal-
dorf-Astoria, will end six-month
stay here.

In effect, Miss Abbott is elimi-

nating one’ of her revues by push-'

Ing current show for five weeks, in-

stead of four, and also doing the
same with the next revue. She’s’

also doing a very rare thing (for

her) via extending an act into the
next bill, Mata & Hari; Latter are

WILDWOODi N. J., BANS

‘PEEP SHOW’ AS TENTER
Frank Sennes’ attempt at being

a tent impresario in Wildwood,
N. J., faces some serious obstacles

belt on the Kentucky side of the
Ohio River.
Lookout House, Covington’s ace

plush cafe, closed temporarily
Sunday night (29). Jimmy Brink,
head man, announced that the fold-

ing was due to slowing patronage
and a community water service
shortage which hampered the
spot’s cooling system,..

Lookout House’s latest. bill was
a three-week engagement of the

Estelle Loring, and George Pren-
tice, July 31.

MINSKY BURLEY IN FALL

SET FOR ADAMS, NWK.
The Adams Theatre, Newark,

formerly an important vaude cen-
tre and nov on a straight pix pol-

will return to stageshows in^lalso Includes adjacent property on which may ultimately force him to Frank Sennes Latlh-American re-

abandon the project. Sennes. a vue starring Dlosa CosteUo. North-
operated as a nitery.

NICK
LilCAS
San Diego County'Fair

Del Mar, Calif.

July 3 thru July 6

Bdokec/ by

HOLLYWOOD THEATRICAL AGENCY
Ho|lyw»«d

Cleveland booker, wants to set up
“Peep Show” in a tent, but the

city has refused to grant him a

license because it might create a

‘carnival atmosphere.’’ Feeling is

ern Kentucky's oldest class nitery, SMsto'ltUefortlM
it has presented top names for om I'^sky. it s reported tnat JNew

“clfnUnSng in operation on the ‘bj production. New-

outskirts of Newport is Beverly ^Tk already has the Empire on a

.In Twia Cities

Minneapolis,
.liiiy jExcept for theatre, bars and .few mrnor spots, the Twin Citi«with a’ population of around

000.000, will bo without a.‘y Wstroi
Placing acts the rest of the slm!

past 14 year,the Kotel Nicollet Minnesota Ter*race Is housing the Dorothy Lewis
ice show for a summer run. Follow
ing a policy adopted last summer
the Hotel Badisson Flame Ronm
is eliminating its floor-show for thp
heated .period, but will have theBamon Noval band, temporarilv a?
least. The- latter, a seven-pLce
novelty and dance combos, opened
last week and was favorably re.
ceived. Noval is also a singer.
One of the town’s most popular

'eating and entertainment places
Schiek’s,* has been offering cap’
suledymuslcomedies with a cast of
six singers the past three years
The city’s '.largest nitery, the
Minneapolis Flame, presents “mu-
sical capsules” with a large orch
and four singers, each show being
devoted to. a particular composer.

that opposition.,' of nitery owners Hills, another swank layout, which policy.

caused the ban .on. the show.

Sennes is partnered with Dave
Lodge, a Philadelphia billboard

advertising man, in the project

Some months ago Sennes leased

the “Peep” title from Mike Todd

is currently presenting a show with Opening of the Adams Theatre

deAroo. & Gee, Tanya & Biagl, bwle^ue wUl mark the first

Tong Bros., the 8 Lucky Girls, em- Minsky label on T marquee in the
A. V/AA^ VAAW Vf MVeAk.^ >.AAAA».^| \^A4A .4.^ 'WT t • IV ^ J Y

cee Art Craig Mathues and Gard-
ner Benedict’s orch.

Mayor Fioreile H. LaGuardia drove

Smaller Kentucky niteries with form of entertainment by

and formed a unit which played Tloor-s'hows have dwindled since

cafes under that label.

Booker’s immediate problem is

to get enough dates to keep the
show‘stogether until late -August,
when he’ll put the unit back on
the nitery circuits. Otherwise, he’ll

have to break up temporarily. He
enlarged this display for the out-
door stand.

Acts in the layout include the
Albins, Valdes- & Lucille,

Linda Bishop.

the national anti-gambling crusade
took root.

refusing to license theatres for
burlesque.
Harold.Minsky instituted a modi

fied form of hurley some years ago
when he operated the Carnival, in
the Hotel Capitol, N. Y., for a brief
time.

Presently, the second hurley
house within easy, reach of New

Bob Hope has been certified as [York City is the Hudson, Union
candidate for the- presidency of the

|
City, N. J.

HOPE'S CANDIDACY AS

AGVA PREXY OIHCIAL

m
0!

CarraMy

WHITE GUARDS
A . Cireait, Fain

FOSTER AGEHCY, LONDON,

American Guild of Variety Artists.
and

I
He’ll run against incumbent
Georgie Price.
Hope’s nominating petitions

were received last week by the
union. There were 250 signatures
with only 200 required. Ballots

Wittereid Sets U.S. Line

For Palm Beach, CannesNiteries Near St, Loo
Warned on Stag Stuff

St. Louis, July 1. ing the union time to query all formo7e than a
St. Clair County Excise Commis- candidates on' their acceptance of n wS?- 5?

,„471 .XA + 1, f- A « 1 4.U f
Wittereid, U. S. Impresario

S' "bo has been ofSeratihg In France

sloner Ben F. Day, Belleville. Ili;, office in case they’re ele'bted and onen^at’the^Pata’BMrh r^l1nn°
last week warned owners of niter- also to check th,e validity of slgna- CanncfjSv 12

* ^ ’

ies and taverns in the area that tures. tt^ iv. a

they would be jeopardizing their Deadline for receipt of ballots ican Guild of VarSv
licenses if they permitted the stag- will be about. 30 days thereafter, cover sMa?v and h-ansLrtJ ?n
Ing of stag shows. Warning came Honest Ballot Assn, will again su-

^ ° transportation.

after beefs had been, made that pervise the elections.
Charles F. Norton, Jr., owner of

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Bronchof of Tboatrlcals

GLASON^S FUN-MASTER
THl OKlelNAl SHOW BIZ SAG flU

(Tho Sorvico of th* Slirs)
35 ISSUES $25

First 73 Fllos ST.Of. All 35 Issues $25.00
Slnsly} S1..05 Each IN SEQUENCE Only
(Bo«l|tning with No.- 1—No Skipping)

• 3 Bkt. FABODIES Mr book $10 •
• minstrel budget $25 t
• 4. BLACKOUT BKS., oa. bk. $25 •
HOW TO master THl CEREMONIES

(roifsua), $3.00
giant classified encyclopedia
OF gags, S3«4. Worth over a thousand

MO C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
200 W, 54 Sh. Nrw York 1 9 Dopt. Y

Clrclo 7-1130

Now Appoarlh)

CASINO TRAVEMUNDE
Garmotiy.

the Shamrock Club, in East St.

Louis, had permitted scantily clad
dancers to perform.

Norton escaped punishment on
claim that a' group of East St

Sam Shayon Returns

To N,Y., as Act Agent
Sam Shayon-, former Fanchon &“s Place hut Ma^o

it. H? ‘be nature of the ing law on the Coast for several
entertainment they planned to pre- years, has returned to New York
sent. — permanently and will oppn a talent

agency. Shayon, after leaving

Current in the Emerald Room w^s the Coast office mana-

of the Shamrock Hotel, Houston, Agency.

dian JaoTr TTiit-a t* 'fli
*

1^ f

exams, he rapped theatrical clients.
Qidn iDurftntj witl^ Sh3.yon \(l6cidcci to roturn 63st
Wynne orch.

’
' '

.J.to
,
be near his daughter, who is

abdiit to become a mother,

JACK DENTON
WORLD’S GREATEST COMEDIAN

But Means Nothing
on Mars

RANDY BROWN
"THE TEXAS HUMORIST”

cMrrantly appoaring

ZODIAC ROOM, CHASE HOTEL, ST. LOUIS

•^v

Thabki f Mr. Harold Koplar and J. J. (iooklt) Ltvin
of Hio MutMal Enrorrainmonr Agency, Chicago

Saranac Lake
By Shirley Houff

Saranac Lake, N. Y., July 1 .

Bob Harris and wife in to chat
With Bob Hall who is shoeing
marked Improvement,
Edwin E. Rowland received the

green light and is off to spend the
summer in New Hampshire. Ditto
Eddie Stott who lias returned to
his home in N. Y.

„ Morris Dworski, bacteriologist at
Will Rogers, has returned to work
after several weeks’ illness.

^
Jdhnny Long orch did a one-

nighter at Saranac Lake Hotel
ballroom.

Birthday greetings to Dr. Wil-
liam K. Stern.
Those skedded for surgery in the

near future are' Ray Van Buren
Derby. Showing splen-

did Improvement are Eleanor Aud-
ley, Helene Baugh, Jack Wasser-
man.

This cplumn’s regular, Happy
Benway, IS expected to return nextweek after a much-needed rest
Write to those who are ill.

Roily Rolls, who winds up at the
Chicago Theatre tomorrow (Thurs )
will plane out immediately in
order to make a July 7 date at the
Palladium, London. •

;

‘Ice Capades" Pacts 3 ‘

World Title Winners
New edition of the 'Arena Man-

agers Assn.’s ‘“Ice Capades,” which
goes into rehearsal next month in
Atlantic City, will have the 1 -2-3
world champ skaters in its lineup
for the first time.
The three major prizewinners at

the world title meet held in Paris
last March have been cornered for
^is show. Latest to sign is Sonya
Klopfer, who was runner-up to Jac-
queline duBief. Virginia Baxter,
in third position at that competi-

burned pro recently to
join “Ice Capades.”

WANTED
Expvrl*nc«d R^nd- Show and Publlclly

Man -to act av unit Manager and Ad*

yanca Man for uhlgua prontable long

farm Flctura and Personal appearanc*
•atpp.

SCREEN CLASSICS, INC.
1432 Cantral P'kway, CInn., O.

CompUta Air>-conclirionad night club,

SaaKng BOO, Haart of Broadway.

Nawly complataly decorated. Coif

$500,000 to duplicate. Very reason-

able' far competent party. Box W
1634, Ml W. 41*t St,

GIRO
RIMAC

Original Latin American Rhythms
with

Reinita — Rubita — Charley Boy
JUST CONCLUDED 4 months in Rraxil: Dominican

SS L
Cuba; Th# Arntrican Musicol Club,

rittsburgh; Copacabana, Montr*al.

NOW
PALACE
NEW YORK

CIRO RIMAC
33 Wo$t 43ril Stroaf
New York. H, Y. ENdIcott 2-7460
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ARENAS’ SAD
See Custom-Built Bills as New Lure

For Niteries in Headliner Scarcity

With the scarcity of headliners,

cafemen must hank on Individual-

Ized custom*-huilt operations, ac-

cording to several showmen. Day

of buying acts on a hit-or-miss ba-

sis with a talk-over rehearsal is

over say bonifaces and talent

agency men. Since the. star attrac-

tions are not easily obtainable for

nightclubs, operators feel that

every act should be built up in

importance so that featured turns

can get the benefits of better pro-

duction trappings. ^

^

Talent agency meft declare that

unless these steps are taken im-

mediately by owners 4II over the

country, the nitery. business may
be lost by default.

According to Tony Cabot, of Ca-

bot & Michlin, bookeys Of the

Schlne hotel .chain,,, the bistros

must compete with ine
.
Superior

production seen on, television. Au-
diences are more crlticall than ever,

and unless the operator can come
up with new presentation ^gimmicks

' (Continued on pa^d' ,'63)

—' *

Heat Beats Big Top
In New Hjly<tj^1Stand

New Haven,' July 1.

Playing its annual staUd here
last Friday (27), RingUngr-Barnum
Circus ran into the

.
year’s • most

brutal heat, result being a light

matinee and only a- three-quarter
tentful at night.

^
Show came in this yeay. under

sponsorship of West Haven Fire-
men’s Assn., a new wrinkle for the
big top hereabouts. It’s a pro-
cedure which the outfit has been
following pretty generally under
canvas for several seasons and ac-
cording to reports, with' favorable
results.

. ... 2 on a Match •

San Antonio, July I
The 1952 edition of Dr. Neff’s

“Madhouse of Mystery” has
been booked for ^the Majestic
Thejitre on two successive mid-
nights, July 4-'5. There will
al^o be a spook film, “The
Spider Woman Strikes Back.”
Show has been booked for

other key' Interstate circuit
. houses throughout Texas.

Loewis State, Warner Bid

For B'way Presentation

Of Fall Tolies Bergere’
Doew’s State and the Warner

.Theatre, both Broadway houses,
are bidding for the “Folies Ber-
gere,” which will ' be brought to
the XT: S. in the fall by its pro-
ducer, Paul Derval. Derval, prior
to his departure for France last

week, inspected the facilities of
both theatres, ‘ but made no de-
cision as to which he’ll move into.

Loew’s State has been devoid of
stage shows for some years. Loew
circuit toppers are reported warm
to any proposition that would spell
greater boxoffice for the house.
About a year ago, they were study-
ing the revue idea, but decided
against it. It’s believed that this
is the first proposition being con-
sidered to lease the house to an
outsider.

The Warner Theatre closed early
last month and the Warner cir-

cuit has been attempting to un-
load the property.

Arenas and auditoriums through-
out the country are going through
an extremely tough period. A se-
ries of crises in many showspots
has come about for several reasons,
including the severe competition of
television, lack of suitable attrac-
tions and a deepening dej^ession
in many fields of sports,

^
The large arenas for a time be-

came prosperous eaily in the tele-

vision days, ’'Video made roller
derbies, wrestling and minor prize-
fights popular. These activities pro-
vided several nights a week at high
rentals. However, these sports have
declined in popularity, and hockey
hasn’t been paying off as it should.
Basketball scandals of the past two
years have also cut into the gate of
that sport, with the result that arena
ops had to turn to show business
events increasingly. However, the
major shows can only hit a limited
number of cities with the result
that many auditoriums in smaller
towns hit a paucity* of rentals.

This state of affairs has been a
costly matter to taxpayers in many

(Continued on page 63)

La Vie, N.Y., Closes
In a surprise move, Monte Pro-

ser’s La Vie en Rose, N. Y., decided
to shutter- last night (TueS.). De-
cision was made to forestall any
Josses resulting from the July 4
weekend when most of their regu-
lars will be going out of town, and
many will stay away for the better
part of the. summer. Spot is set to

reopen Sept. 4.

Adman Milton Blackstone is Pro-
ser’s backer and dominant owner.

Despite Opposition to Loal Setup

LA. Par Sets 3d Bill

Under Name Policy
Hollywood, July 1.

In the third booking under new
policy of playing stageshows when
top names are available, the Los
Angeles Paramount has set Nat
“King” Cole, Peggy Lee and Don
Rice starting Aug. 22.- The house
will furnish the band to backstqp
this General Artists* Corp. package.

Other bookings previously set-

are Xavier CUgat, who tees off the
policy July 18, and Lionel Hamp-
ton, Sept. 22.

•

Ohio Sets 60-Day freeze

On Liquor Licenses To

Study New Legislation

Columbus, July 1.

Ohio Liquor Board last week
(2*?) slapped a new. 60-day freeze
on beer and wine permits for car-
ryouts* and by-the-glass sales in the
state. , Board acted under “state
of emergency” declared by Gov.
Frank J. Lausche on its request.
Officials Indicated action was ne-
cessary because flood of permits is-

sued recently would set a record^
if continued.

Board said it would use the
treeze period to introduce perma-
nent regulation which would im-
pose the freeze indefinitely. New
applications will be filed, but the
1,200 now on hand will be ’procr
essed and permits issued where
regulations are met.

Executive Board of the American
Guild of Variety Artists this week
voted to go along with the current
one-card blueprint with certain

reservations. .-Vaude union is op-
posed to the scheme on several
counts in the overall merger plan.

One major objection by AGVA
would be the establishment of lo-

cals, which means fhat organiza-
tions in each city could act autono-
mously. AGVA favors the branch
system whereby all policy matters
are controlled by the parent organ-
ization. However, AGVA Will fore-
go its objections until the merger
is discussed in convention.

To further the amalgamation,
AGVA at the July 17 meet of the
Associated Actors and Artistes of
America, parent org of the per-
former unions, will as]|f that meet-
ings explaining the merger to the
memberships of all 4A branches,
he held In various cities. This se-
ries of round-robin confabs were
passed upon several months ago,
but were never carried out. AGVA
will ask that these circuit spiel ses-
sions start as soon as possible.
AGVA prexy Georgie Price ap-

pointed himself, Manny Tyler,
Dewey Barto, and one of the union
counsel to comprise the committee
to talk at these meets. Spokes-
men for the other 4A branches are
still- to be appointed.

Dalla<’ New leer
Dallas, July 1.

New ice show opening Thursday,
(3) in the Century Room of the
Adolphus Hotel is “Shipwreck,’^
replacing “Summer in Texas.”
Dorothy Franej*is producer and

cast includes Peter Killam, Jack
Sttand, Julie Jacks, Marilyn Scai>
borough, Patty Greenup.

AM PLEASED TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO THANK
4

FOR PROVING ONE OF THE BIGGEST SUCCESSES IN THE

RESTAURANT and ASTUR
(LONDON)

IPs a Pleasure to Prolong Your Engagement to Six Weeks

My Thanks Also to:—

BARRON POLAN (Jane Morgan's Personal Manager)

MAURICE WINNICK,

JULIE OLIPHANT (Publicity)

HARRY MORRIS
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Los Angeles,' June 28.,

Carmen Torres, Judaic Bergen
Orch (15) with Bob Lido; $1^5,0,

$2 cover. *
"

' The short .bookini^f of Carmen
Torres, sultry singer of Continental

songs, should "give this Dlush room
a breather betweeh the liist “closed

record stand of Frankie Lalne and
the upcoming . dance beats of

Freddy Martin and his crew.

Not that Miss Torres hasn’t the

voice and looks to sell a number,
but. this almost-sedate room needs
better-known talent to generate the

excitement necessary to lure
younger cafegoers into its confines.

Miss Torres’ ample voice and
feminine charms were well dis^

played at Thm’sday’s (26) teeofif.

An attack of laryngitis, which laid

her low for the Friday-Saturday
shows (27-28), failed to diminish
her power and range to any ap-
preciable degree, her voice filling

the large room to the far comers
and pleasing the too-few payees
that turned out to look and listen.

Unfortunately, she won’t be in the
Grove long enough to build any
sizable following.
Her clear

,
coloratura soprano

gives dramatic rendition to .six

songs during her 28 minutes under
the spotlights. She opens with
“Te Fuiste” and preceding her
closing “La Vie En Rose” are such
nunil^rs as “La Mer,'”' “Toda La

rATKlCE :^AN

HELENE and HOWARD^
Opening July IT [2 weeks)

LAST FRONTIER HOTEL
Lai Ya^ai, N«v.

Dir,: M.c.A.

Par. H«A tom SHEILS

JAY MARSHALL
A STANDARD ACT

WITH
LOEW STANDARDS

LOEWS

CAPITOL
Waililii9toN, D, C.

MdNaganifat:

MARK LEDDY .

Laaa Nawin«a

Grant's Riviera
' RIfTAUKANT AND SAR

1 $• W. 44 Sh, New Yark LU 2-44tl

WHEHC SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

* TALENT CONTEST *

MONDAY NIGHTS
RWk«; frai«Mienal faRaifRinafit ^

Ou|i|le«t« friiM aeiraRl, la Mm Cm *1 TIm

IN THl HIART OF CHICAOO^t LOOP
ti««r tha ChIcafO/ Harrii, falwyn and
CrUngar Thaatrai, and adiacanl ta all
talavlsion •tatlgns it'i tha

RANGROFT HOTEL
If W. Randolph Jt. Franklin a-47t 0

Spaclal Ratal for Show Folk
Ntwiy Dacoratad Naw Managamant

Vida” and “Reviens A-Moi.” Tunes
are all on the love-lament side, and

with her voice and appearance,

both extremely favorable, she

should break up the stint with

something, livelier, hapjuki' and
more idmiiiar; J^eaVeat to-tofe was,

“The ManT'Ldve^Tn-th'g^^ ! ,

Despite*. 'dnly '.ii' $hort ,
i^ehearsal

tilde, . JGddie .Be^fgJhan orch' .gives

Miss Torres .fimf;ra,te backstpppjng.
on difficult "“^angcnients, • and'l

manages to lure most of the table-

holders onto the floor for dance
sets. Brog.

Sjpfivy’s Katst Paris
Paris, June 25.

Spivy, Michael Rayhill, Peter
Howard, Ed Stein; $1 minimum.

Spivy, who left her Spivy's Roof
In N. Y„ has gone underground
here in her downstairs nitery off

the Champs Elysees on Rue Quen-
tln-Nauchart, Word-of-ixjouth and
relaxed atmosphere have fast made
this the after-hours mecca for the

American show biz crowd here.

Drinks are reasonable and snacks
of hamburgers and chile con came
are in evidence. Spivy gladhands
with verve and table-flits to give

all and sundry a warm welcome.
Toprists and regular French
clientele are hi abundance.
Peter Howard and Ed Stein have

a limitless repertoire on. the double
pianos that makes for good lis-

tening, Michael Rayhill,* youbg
U. S. warbler, is a re^lar here
now after stinting at.the Drap d’Or.

He has fine presence, looks and a

romantico voice in the musicomedy
vein. Lad creates a good impres-
sion with “Bewitched,” “There’s
Nothing Like A Dame” and “Too
Marvelous.”

Spivy floats into the JlmcUght
to give out with her suggestive
lyrics. Her charming, top presen-
tation and gurgling good humor
sock over the material for a beg-
off. She chant’s the “Madame’s
Lament,” about a gal who never
got upstairs. “The Bearded Lady
and the Surrealist” is a solid yock-
ery about the very sad love affair

of this weird duo. She pounds out
“Satire on Harper’s” and “Why
Don’t You” to general hilarity.

.Room is well decorated and lit

and was SRO when caught. On
walls are a group of paintings done
by Illustrator Woop depicting the
ancestors of Spivy, ranging from
a harridan royal madame to a stern
Grenadier. Spotlighting them at
intervals is good for laughs. Spot
is open all night every night.

..

Mask.

Top^R9 San Diego
San Diego, June 25.

The Show Timers, with Pete
Matz; Jimmy Turner, Boh Hull,
Jack Nye Orch; $2., $2.50 mini-
mums.

After six months of preparation,
the Show Timers made their nitery
debut in A, -J. Kahn’* class spot,
result being a solid click. Often
disappointed with previous break-
ins brought to this city, ringsiders
keep returning to witness a rare
and exciting 'Show biz event—^the

birth of a topflight act.

Attractive group comprises
Dolores Bouche, Loren Welch arid
Johnny Perri, with Pete Matz, a
top musician, on 88 (see New
Acts). Difficult backing is cut well
by him and Jack Nye’s first-rate

house band which also plays for
terpers. .

Jimmy Turner opens the .show
with his two dummies, Chester and
Gwendolyn, in ventriloquiai^ l^urn,

then for , epcore makes curious
switch, singing “September Song”'
solo in pleasant style.

'

Bob Hull plays organ in lulls.

In Blackout Bar, Betty Hall Jones
continues her good-humored,
crowd-pulling banter and keyboard-
ing. Don.

'jPalmer Clkt
(fiMPYRE ROOM)

- Chicago, June 26.

ikTata Sc Hari with Lothar Perl,

Bill Bradley and George Tomal;
Rudy Cardenap, Helen Wood^ Felix

Knight, Eddie O'Neal Orch (12);.

$3,50 minimum, $1 cover,

Merriel Abbott has abandoned
hep pegular ‘standard names for the

summer, ,
along with her line, filling

jit with a. vaude-type hill for the

•cityVs visitors -and delegates to the

iHrtionab; poUtical conventions.

^Withr the;.exception of the Mata
i Hari group, there’s nothing top-

drawer, but it should satisfy the
conventioneers and might pull in

some of the steadies, who will want
to see the sock miming of Mata &
Hari.

Team, vacationing from the
teevee “Show of Shows,” work
thi’ough the bill • and have the

tough task of teeing off. Assisted

by Bill Bradley and George Tomal,
the^come out equipped with jer-

seys and football helmets and run
the gamut of the various sports as

depicted by the newsreels. Satire

is hroad .and gets them a big hand. -

/They come, back at end of show
with, a new number here, a bit of

Indian dance hokery with femme
showing off some amazing control

work- Bradley and Tomal relieve

the pair witli a short terp which
gets some laughs..
' Mat* Ac Hari return for their
almost classic “Carnegie Hall”
routine alternately imitating the
various members of the orch, the
conductor and audienc^. Stint gets
them off with hefty applause. A
special nod is rated by Lothar Perl,
who not only conducts the band
during their number but wrote
most of the music.

Rudy Cardenas is one of the
most adept jugglers and works at

a breathless pace. There’s no let-

up or buildup with the lad rushing
into one trick after another. While
he worics with the ordinary sticks,

wands and balls, his dexterity is

way above the average. He does
running flips to pick up ball with
a mouth stick and exhibits some
amazing body control to flip the
spheres on his anatomy without
using his hands. His human pool
table with string pockets around
his body Is a smash.
Helen Wood is a refreshing miss

making her first supper room ap-
pearance here. Miss Wood> re-
cently- in “ParJoey,” is a vivacious
charmer but has to work hard to
overcome an initial defect—she
starts her turn with a blasting
vocal of “Got to Dance,” which is

best left unsung. However, the
redhaired youngster registers in
the terp department. Her sexy in-i

terpetation of “St. Louis Blues'^ is
tops, complete with bumps and
grinds' that captivate seatholders.

Felix Knight is the lure fbr the
older set and the delegates. Hand-
some -singer belt* out several
operatic, standards, but he’* best
with “September Sohg” and “Song
of Songs.” Hi* comedy attempts
are feeble and inappropriate and
his political parody on '““Clancy
Lowered the Boom” will probably
be better received when the con-
vention hordes invade the city.

Eddie -O’Neal is celebrating his
third anni with this show. Orch
leader has built up a sizable fol-
lowing with hi# excellent library,
besides doing a fine job on back-
ing the shows. Zabe.

Flamingo,
'

. .

‘ Las Vegas, June 26.
' OHen it Johnson Revue with
Marty May, June Johnson, J, C.
/IT*/.,...

Young,- JTcaii Olsen
.
Ah.*!'- Charias

Senna, with, of ,course, the hcRd
men, Ole Olsen and: ehic ^lohnson.

Norma Miller Dancer* heat np
premises with civalcade 6f period
terps to terrif mitts. Sketch with
0. & J., Marty May and June John-
son is standby of judge, prisoner,

and swish cop. Gruesome hokuRs?
takes over, topped by John
Ciampa’s overhead swinging on
long bar togged as gorilla. Screams
from distaffers accompany this

cutie. ,
*

,
*

Pitchmen fill their alloted time
capably with screwball kazooing.
Martha. King takes far too long in

her song spot, hitting some off-key.

notes the while. • June & Chic
Johnson reprise their slot machine
i^and gambling dialog, from last ap-
pearance here, .Tag IS different,

having Chic open s.uit of armor
alongside of stage to extract hot-'

tie of coke
’Marty May buMs into good

•laughs with his easygoing monol-
ogy, mimicry of radio singer*, and
fiddling* Norma Miller zooms on
with her gang to wow with a West
Indies killer-dlUer terp fling. Im-
po*sibly riotous “Flower Song,”
deadpanned by Marty May and
Chic Johnson,' is returned this-

time aroirndt for a peak score.

Nina Varela booms out in at-

tempted iong while Chic snatches
off Wts of her skirt, with payoff
windowshade sight gag. Ole Ol-

sen take* over to intro Flamingo.
Starlet* • partner - grabbing from
house .arid - melee onstage. This,

segues Into pair’s customary “door
prize” collection of giveaways, and
curtain speech. Will,

4

InUt Far Vegan

,

La* Vegas, June 24.

Jackie Miles, Mitzi Green, John-
son it Owen, Bill Johnsfyn, Arden-
Fletcher Dancers (8), Carlton
Hayes Orch (IT ) ; no cover or mini-

mum.

! .ATfifeir. Clidk MiaiHii
Reach, Julv i

AR-Giri “hLK,
.pftam” -.M><th .EucIyn, Maria
ine;. -A' Night InliaS-’ fe’
prodiiceaL’and staged by Cnrha *

Tenv l^ez Orcli;% , $4^,?^!$;

.
Jack Goldmp has gone all ouf

!? presentation of Idouble feature in units; either onJcould easily be considered a hmproduction for any dub in thiarea (with certain additions) suramer. or winter. It’s chance-takins
and may not pay off, but he’ll afways, be able to point out that MsClover Club presented that doublefeature for first time hereabouts

T.
value there’s thePhil Spitalny group. It’s an eye-ami

production the vet bt.toneer has set up, with the allfemme Instrumentalists, vocalists
.and soloisU handling the careful
blending of musical ideas for fun
impact. “

solo spots
choral .wmk i.<j intellig^t,

ly achi^ed and displays showman-
Femmes are

tastefully and colorfully costumed
for the eye- appeal. Working m
Confined space their tier arrange-
ment i* equally effective in focut'
Ing attention.
High spots in the hour-long show

Maria (Cai-uso), new to the
group and a solid hit via her so-
pr*ttoings;The zingy drum work of
Viola; bras* .section's “Old Ken-
tucky Hofeie’^ aVrangement; and
Lomste I^JtemWay, who al-
most stole the first half of the show
with hertoj^ technique and shad-
ings.
Maxine add* build with revival

(Continued on page 51)

THANK YOU:

ELAINE CARVEL
For yowr support with your groat

singing stylo -at tho Chox Faroo.

Wish you all tho succoss you dosorvo.

jUfUfUf. %ma4iie

Olsen-, Chickic Johnson, Pitchmen
(3), jNina Varela, Leonard Sues,
Martha King, Norma Miller Danc-
ers (10), Billy Young, George Day,
Barbara Young, Maurice Millard,
Billy Kaye, Jean Olsen, Charles'
Senna, John Ciampa, Stewart Rose,
Flamingo Starlets (8), Matty Mal-
neck Orch (10); no cover or mini-
mum.

Combination of Mitzi Green and
Jackie Miles, having been a suc-
cessful teaming at the N. Y. Copa,
works out much the same in this

oasis. Gauging any sort of biz ba-
rometer from ''marquee, strength
would be difficult these days when
murlst travel is filling Vp all spots.

But the Desert fnn stanza will re-

ceive its Capacity shar’e for certain

with such well-knowns as come-
ons.

Miles works with his insinuat-
ing whispers, -wending through his
masterful pattern of funny stories

and situation*. His standby is the
track tout arrowing into* disserta-

tion on comic strips and taxes, and
he hits peaks with warble of “Can’t
Give You Anything But Love.”
Second set i? the Milestone race-
bettor and prayer, sequeled by the
hilarious Viddishisms in- his clas-

sic AuttyxSketch. Big yocks dot his

um all the way, with neat ovation
capping the works.,

’ *

Either Miss Green was off form
at show caught, or audience gave
only moderate enthusiasm to • her
parodies and impressions to make
the deuce spot in the show lack
sparkle.

The Green standard opener,
‘Lady Is a Tramp,” moves into her
Berle ribbing which encases Rich-
man, Garbo, Cantor and Sophie
Tucker. Parody on “Whiffenpoof”
is intro to “I Married an All-Amer-
ican,” containing a clever idea.

Impresh of Joe E. Lewi* doesn’t
raise the laugh quotient as it

should. Hokum windup is tribute
to the Palace in “Two-a-day,” with
arade of Helen Morgan, Eddie
•eonard, Fanny Brice, Jolson, and

echo of Garland.

Johnson Sc Owen steam up open-
ing segment with some neat calis-

thenics on horizontal bars. Injec-
tion of comedy gives lift to their
bag of tricks. Bill Johnson, no
relation to the gymnast, weaves in
and out as fair emcee, striking up
vocals during Arden-Fletcher line
rounds. These are well executed,
particularly the Latin gadabout
featuring Fluff Charlton. Will.

Flamingo frolics for three
frames with the Olsen & Johnson
madantics, for solid insurance of
capacity biz. Tops in this brand
of low comedy, O. & J. string their
bits, sketches, solo spots and slap-
stickery into a 7b-minute session.
Yocks. are

.
peppered all the way,

and overall reaction is sock.

Forepart of the bake is intro of
quickie routines, slam-bang non
sense and plenty of noise. J. C.
Olsen opens with his very funny
“Cry,” using spray spectacles,
and Leonard Sues goes on deck
trumpeting a hot “Hallelujah.”
Flamingo Starlets, actually excess
dressing this show because of
Norma Miller group, boogie law
down

^

“Sixty Minute Man,” with
warbling by Stewart Rose. Fol-
lowup razzle-dazzle moves so
rapidly, tablers are kept swinging
heads in all directions. Features
June Johnson, Chickie Johnson,

I Billy Young, George Day, Maurice
Z.'Iillard, Billy Kay^ Rarbar

Milbourne

Christopher

Th« only maflictan featured at bolli

the 1*52 Society of. American Magi-

cians^ Convention in Boiton and The

IntoriMtioiHiI Brotherhood of Magi-

cians' Convention, Hotel Jefferson,

St. Louis, July 3-5.

NAOMI
STEVENS
"Chants with a CIibcIcI#”

NOW PLAYING
3r<i RETURN DATE

DUNES 4ILUB
VIRGINIA REACH

WHEN IN BOSTON

ff't tha

hotel AVERY
Avery S Washington Sts.

Tha Hamm at Show Folk

only *1 (minimum)
is all H cost* now to have oor pr**>

clipping service per month (plu» « f«v/

cents per clipping).

NATIONAL TRESS CLIPPING SERVICI

P.0, Box 65M, Chicago SO, III.

TANYA
AND

BIAGI
Dtfjic* SflfiVJsfs

#

C«rrenf/y

iEYERLY HILLS

COUNTRY CLUB

NEWfORT, KY.

m

Thank* to Fronk Senna*
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Reviews
ColkilliVMd ffOBi ]MiC« S#

Clover Mlapii
. -Ohost mdtt$ In THe Sky’'

Mcked^y the choir. Toijper in the

• wio spotting is Bvel^; and her >no-

;C°ng. She's. an able, ]bow artist

:Sd knows her way .round pro-

ffction of her ««<lhenc€ to hit

'hsteners for mountinir mtte, TJnit

,S with "Nation.l Emblem
•Kch" and- earns encore, si^cial-

rj written .tune, dedicated to

.'Miami, that makes for palmlngj

brief intenhission -for

chmge of setup, - tablehoWers find

‘a complete switch in tem^^ and

ideas with the Garlyle-staiged A
Havana” Jee XJnit Re-

, views) that keeps them toigued
. all the way.

B1 Hamcfeo, Law
Las Vegas, June 25.

Hoagy Carmichael, Condos if

Brandow. BiU SWpp«r ^oncers
• (4) El Rancho Girls (5), .Boo

MorW* .Ofch (10).;

no cover or miitimum, •

Name valne of Hoagy Car-

michael is potent enough to insure

packed rooms for duration of this

shebang. Condos Sc Bfandow con-

tribute a fair share In making the

whole deal Highly diverting.

Carmichael has eleffed enough
tunes to keep him going for a full

hour or more. During his 25-

jninute stint here, he trots out the
‘

top faves for sujreflre. reaction.

Manner of presentation, however,
seems contrived. "iVants to im-
press with his down-to-earth, corn-

pone on the Wabash gab^ but only
succeeds in slowing down the show.
Drawls in one mike and larjQy

ankles back to Steinway for his ext

hlbltions. Should remain at the

keyboard for everything. Garb
Includes a shapeless linen fedora,

a prop which seems' to get in his

way at times when decision to

leave it on or take it off con-
sumes effort.

Once started on tlie keyboard,
. and hacked by small combo fojc

orch plus his own guitarist. Bob
Morgan, he makes up for lost time.
Big salvos greet every tune, *‘3ut-

.
termilk Sky,” “Huggin* and Chalk-

. in’,” “Rocldn* Chair,” “Georgia O4
My Mind,” “Little Old Lady,”
"Lazybones,” ‘KJool Cool Cool of the

. Evening,” “Wouldn’t You Like To
Be a Whale?,” “Hong iCpng Blues,”
and whopping mitts for “Stardust”
at windup.
Condos & Brandow display, their

usual versatility for top reaction.’

Casual gab style, contrasted by
speedy tapterps, get’s duo under-
way after “Dance Your Cares
Away” warble. Condos flicks the
parquet with his neat. ‘ soft-shoe
turn; Brandow follows with his
fine impresh of LPUis Armstrong
vocal and trumpeting, joined on
coda by Condos. At the 88,
Brandow’ bleats “Ace In the Hole,”
accomping the Condos interps, and
top spot of act segites from this—

.
Brandow’s lightning- miniature
stair legmania.

Bill Skipper’s foursome aug-
.
ments house line in some interest-
ing modem choreo. ’ Two males,
two femmes leap into, “Manhattan”
theme for starter arf<i bring down
J-^rtain with, vivid and fraptic
Trinidad” stomps. Group should
work on ideas 'in slower -tempos
•Within, routines to. provide'T mor6

Otherwise, you and
• abilities carry ,them, over nicely.

Will.

last Frontier, Laa Ve^na
.

Las Vegas, June 27.
Lorraine Cugat Orch (10), with

Van Alexander conducting, Conti-
nentals (4), Estelle SlocLn, The
Leonards (2), Jean JDevlyn Girl
newue (11)^ i^an Maointyre, Don
oaKer; no cover, or rhinimum.

Capitalizing upon success of

wifr
^ Cu:gat at this same nitery

bonifaccs booked his ex--

Allen three month’ll

if u attracts ihe curious bUt
caught, Miss Allen mfcr^ly

wmdered on and off in role of
She didn’t even front her

chore being capably.-
Van Alexander. Revi-^

v/SiS .
^ce currently underway,

receive Latin fan-

i
chirp, more So as
presence in the

Thus given a reason to

hnr ’ cemphy femme will use
f
^ voice and

tiiP
table-sitters through.

.

"MPpy 60 min. stanza.
click here is due to

Emir ^ array of ttih’es.

rat/ numbers at great
“Boutonniere,”

sen fronting “Casey at the Bat,”
followed by Latin medley featuring
tenor Ben Cru56 and foursome- giv-
ing highly rhythmic sounds to
“Cumbanchero.” Football saga is
back in novelty vein, having all
four as inebriated college pros. Re-
ceptlQp is tops for every ditty.

Estelle Sloan , gives exhibit of
superb terps during her deuce.
Chirps “BalUn’ the Jack” to begin,
then demonstrates. Doffs bouffant
skirt to receive whistles as fine
ganis twinkle through “Cecelia,”
“Syncopated Clock,” and an Irish
jig.

;

Curry, Bjrd & Leroy have serv-
ices of a terrif plant in house to
win top favor. Bumbling drunk
pulls plenty yocks offstage and on
as ,he aids Curry in tossing Miss
Byrd all over the place.

.

Leonards are spotted within the
Jean Devlyn line, grabbing orbs
with their adagio flings in opening
“Jungle” spell. Dolores Frazzini
doubles from terping in line to so-
pranoing effectively. Finale Is
colorful Spanish routine with
Leonards doings a bullfight choreo
to “Malaguena,’^ Flashy costuming
aids production greatly.

Lorraine Cugat orch is booked
for a month, with other acts hold-
ing fortnight contracts. Alexander
is one Of the better ' batonneers
and arrangers from the flicker
city. His know-how with notes and
measures is a potent spark to this
chapter. Takes a breather during
Continentals’ inning while their ac-
comper, Ivan MacIntyre, slides in
for background 88ing and conduct-
ing. Don Baker diapasons at the
Hammond for intermissions. With

Hotel, 1L» A.
. BILTMORE BOWL

Los Angeles, June 24.
Irene Ryan, Tippy k Cohirut, Los

Gatos (3), Dorothy Dorben’s Ador-
^les (12), Hal Denoln Orch (12),
Gene Ban Tno (3), Irene King;
?l-;¥1.50 couen

with this clientele, brings o\|t the
hoofers en masse*. ‘Iren# King
doubles over from the ensemble
to vocalize with Derwih and pro-

jects an appealing Voice., Derwin
also takes a few choruses with in-

gratiating purr and personality.
Helm.

Boniface Joe Faber must’ve

;

figured here that if you don’t give
them too much in the first show
they’ll stick around for the second
‘and the bar trade will get more
mileage out of the tray jugglers.
Whether it works- out like that is
too early to tell for this layout is
anchored for six weeks,
• Despite the brevity of the acts,
it’s a well-packed and rounded
show, with a diversity of entertain-
ment that should satisfy all moods
and tastes.

.
Headlining is Irene

Ryan, who has been around show
biz a good many years and has a
knack for making her mimicry pay
off. From an opening note of simu-
lated sadness she segues into
rollicking song and buffoonery. She
came off to a good round of pawr
pounding and took three, encores
at show caught. Her impressions
of young singers is her sock-in-
trade and she balances these with
a run-through of oldies.

Tippy & Cobina, a brace of edu-
cated chimps, are taken through
their paces by the Vieras. Even
though they’ve been around on TV
and other night stops, they’re still

solid laugh-getters. By. just look-
ing mad they can Wallop the sit-

ters for howls. Their banana- eat-
ing contest is a smash bit. The
Los Gatos trio of tumblera and
balancer# are expert and last
workers.

Flash line of Adorables Is well
frocked and drilled for their two
numbers, Dance music of Hal Der-
win and Gene Bari, no small item

witKfast Hawaiian cowboy tune,
overtones of Texas, Finale, li ..n

tern and trhythm number • wltla

native girls beating out the rbytlm
via bamboo batons and the Hawai-*
ian gourds, uli-uli.

Show is nicely costumed througb-
“ Illy

.(TERRACE GRlLD)
Kansas City, June 27.

Johnny' jPlnjeipple'
.
Orch (

^

Soufh PaciilcRepue^* UHth Hhtive
Chris'. (5) ;

^2‘ minimum,'
' *

In, one of its infrequent policy
switches, the Hotel Muehlebach
has gone to floor-shows for tlie

current three-week stand in^ its

Terrace Grill, a repeat date by the
Johnny Pineapple orch and “South
Pacific Revue.” Change was made
since orch and show come in one
package, and summer flavoring of

entertainment fits the room and
the season. Biz is holding its own.

Pineapple carries bevy of five

native girls with the band, and
from combo fashions a halt-hour
Hawaiian show twice nightly. Leads
oil with the femmes in hula as he
vocals welcome tune, and solos

“Little Grass Shack” in his own
acceptable fashion. Kealoba of the
troupe is featured in '^To ’ You
Sweetheart, Aloha,”, doing native
terp to backing of Pineapple vocal
and orch. “Cockeyed Mayor of

Kaunakakai” gives comedy an in-

ning with Ulaiani, *

Francis Raclmo of the orch steps
out for “Maul Chimes,” ably done
on electric guitar, and duo of gals
follow in ancient hula. In “Hawai-
ian 'Wedding Song” vocals are
‘featured, Pinneapple dueting with
Ihelani; number coming off first-

rate. Gal warblea a favorite Island
song of a, great city, and follows
with Hawaiian terp to “Dancing
Under the Stan.” Leader warbles

out, Pinea^plle adds an unusual
good Vocal, snd orch is acepm'^
plished at island music, making n
well-knit show in 30 minutes.

Del Mar, Cal, FairBows

To Peak Pull; To|> Acts
Del Mar, Cal.. July 1.

San Diego (lounty Fair opened
to record crowd Friday (27J'%ifh

14,121 persons. Event
.

js slated

for 10 days. Previous dpenlng-day
mark was 13,30() in 1049.

In addition to usual gallus-snap-

ping events, top show blr acts Will

appear, Including Ina Ray HUttob’s
band, Spade Cooley Show, 'Hilo

Hattie, and. Cynthia A. Kay Stroth-
er, the teenage Beil Sisters who
composed “Bermuda.” Danny To-
paz, San Diego organist, also in-

cluded in free shows given twice
daily.

Stay 20-Day Workhaiise

Sentiince of Stripper
Minneapolis, July 1.

Although pleading that her
“exotic and character dances” ar#

“art” Jeanie Andrews, appearing
at Phil's nitery here, was given a
20“day > workhouse sentence by
Judge Luther Sletten In municipal
court.
The judge,* however, stayed the

sentence for one year on condition
that the performer “clean up her
dances.”

<

ARTIE
“MR. KITZEL”

AUERBACH
:/ -

m

do1*^

A

“ ‘Meester* Kitzel needs pO in-

troduction to listeners of 'the

Jack Benny radio program. One
of the greatest masters of dia'*

lect in show business, Kitzel,

born Arthur Auerbach, took the

rafters apart with one of the

funniest solo comedy routines

to hit town in a long time.

“Kitzel’s play on Words, espec-

ially his’ hilarious comments
anent Las Vegas, kept natives

and visitors alike in gales of

laughter.”

Las Vegas Review-Journal
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.^Artie Auerbach,

to***-*!**

hoSffJ with Jay-Moffet’s

the m Cowhand,” ^‘Flight of

calling for Bob
set

^ expert whistling. Second
rousing comedy with Gar-

'AAUO XJ.UCJI weivii,

fesslonally, has moved ih dialect

and all. His interpretation of

facts and foibles of the day to-

gether with a dialect commen-
tary of some obnoxious and
laughable' persons, easily recog-

.nizable, . was productive of

laughter< .

“No. mere monologist, Auer-

bach is philosopher and ob-

server of persons and things.

His contrast of Omaha and Hol-

lywood together with a running

fire pf kidding about Hollywood
characters was one* of the high-

lights of a funny routine.’

Omaha Evening World-Herald
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NKW V6kK CITY
.Mu«lc Hall (I) S

4 Step Bifo»

Tom it. Jittiry

Nofmali‘’t^att
Corps de Ballet
Rockettes
Sym Ore

yalac* (R> 4
3 Holly SU
Paul White
5 4c S Arthur
3 Aruauts
L Bleanaa Circus
Benson it Mann
Yvonne Clayal it

Farrar
Paramouni’ (P) 1

Paul it Ford
Joey Bishop
Tommy Edwards
Pelro Bros
R Marterle Ore

Rdxy (I)'
4- •

ArAold"5hoda
Trixie ,.

^rutfgier

Billy iMnlMS
Awra McLaughlin

BALTIMORE
' Royal (i) 4

Ruth Brown •

Willis jlackson Ore
HoweU A Bowser
3 Glenna
Eddie- Rector
Nudy Williams ^WASHINGTON

Howard (I) 4
Wynonle Harris
Larry Darnell
Aniilc Laurie
Crack Shot Co
Princess Margo
Myers A Walker
Dud Bascomhe Ore

AtrsmiiiA

Royal (T) 39
Wally Boag
Pan Yue Jen Tp
Lowe A^Ladd

.

Rehlta Kramer
Bouua
Rey Overbury A

Suaette
Robert Simmons
Margaret Monson
3 Show Girls

"

13 Adorable!
MILBOURHR
Tivoli (T) U

Tommy Trlnder
4 Botondc
Halatna A Kouarski
Prof Olgo
Carl Ames
Royston MacGregor
Harry Moreny
Lloyd Martin
Toni Lamond
Peter

4 Singing Girls
4 Show Girls
4 Dancing Boys
2 Utility
12 Adora|>les

SYDNEY
Royal (T> 39

Jimmy -Hanley
Babs Macklnnon
Rosemary Miller
Peter French
June Lansell
Valerie Keast

TIvoU (T) 39
Paula Hhtton
Walter Gore
Henry Danton
Strelsa Heckelraan
Lynne Golding
Leon KeUaway
9 Soloists
Corps de Ballet

BRITAIK

Asten
HIppodt'ome U) 39
Albert Burdon

RLACKPOOL
Opera House (1) 30

Irtster Ferguson
Terry-Thomas
Semprlnl
Dandy Bros
Harry Bailey
Pamela Kay
Corps de Ballet

Regency. 8
Albert Madand
Magyar Dancers
30 Tiller Girls

Palace (1) 39

CarroU Levis Co
Marla PetUli
Pop White A

Stagger
2 Grecos
S A R Jenks
Cyclo Bros
Tower Circus (I) 30

Charlie CalroU it I

Smiths
Knies French
Horses

^ , .

Oscar Konyots Lions

Gt Alexander Tp
Victor Julian Pets
Enles Animals
4 RWhayi
3 Lorandos
Mars Tp
Arrlgonls
3 Hopes
Jimmy Scott
Fly^nc Constellation

Little Jimmy
Annettes

Clrcnscttes
,

Winter Cardens •

' (1) 39
Frasers Harmonica
Co

Freddie Sales
Sallcl Pm*pets
Fay© A Tamara
Marlon Sanders
Billy McCormack
Kathleen Gray
Doreen Hinton
8 HlllblUles
12 Beau Belles

RADFORD
Alhambra (M) 39

Les Trols Poupee
Pat Kirkwood
Paula Coutts
Dr Crock Co
Nixon A Dixon
Mooney A King
BerylsA Bobo

Brixton ^
ImpVbsS (1) 39

Terry Q'NeU
Dixie tRoae ,

Luzltii*^A Lfcmkow
Darbah' Wendy
Cooper Twins
Musical Pardoes
Dolores Whiteman
He Verc Tele-Belles

CHELSEA
Palace U) 39

Winters A Fielding
Nell A Newington
SAP Kaye
4 Musical Derricks
Phil Lester
DeVere Dancers

• CHISWICK
Empire (S) 30

Alfred Marks
Julie Andrews
Bel Argay
Mundy A Earle
Bela A Mary
Dave A M’'tireen
George Elrlck
He Vero Girls

DERBY
Hippodrome (S) 30

Sam Kern
Peggy Leslie
Artemus
Dunn A Grant
Terry Moore
Gaye A Van
Jenny Sandler
De Yon** A Delysia

EAST HAM
Granada (I) 30

Eddie Gordon A
Nancy

H A A Ross
Don Arden
Noel A Novelty
Peter Dare
Susie

Palace (I) 39
Reg Varney
Ballet Montmartre
Earl A Oscar
Peter DuJay
En'Oranadas A
Peter

^reli<\. -
AlaJi Ritchie
Carter A Rjunr
Syd Jejfirey

PORTMOUTH
Theatre Reyaf

(M) 39
IAS Davis
Radio Revellers
Dolalre
Forsythe A Scamott’
Lawman A Joy
Adelaide Hall
Clifford Stanton,
Ladd Lyon
scunthdrpe
Savoy (I) 30

Harry Shiels
Prince Nareda Co
Van Luin
Vera Demonte
William Greer
Rex Deerlng

SHEFFIELD
Empire (M) 39

Laurel A Hardy
Lonsdale Sis
Lorraine
Kenways
Elray A Dorothy
Cingalee
Jimmy BUlott
Reid A Dorothy
SHEPHERDS RUSH

Empire (SK 39
Kitty Maaters
Billy -Nelson- „
Chuck O’Neil*
Jimmy Robbing
3 Imps
Roy Jefferies
BlRy Morris
Peter Foy
Babs Warren*
De Vere - Girls
SUNDERLAND
Empire (M) 39

Tom Moss

39

Betty $lado V
, ;

SHver Chords

'

Rob«)^< "r '.'‘M

A1 Shaw
Shenton Harris

SWANSEA
Empire (Mk30

Welsh St Singers
Leslie Adams
Davies A Lee
De Lelo BaUet
Andree'g. Beaiities
Ford A Sheen

WOLVER-
HAMPTON

Hippodrome (1)

Hetty King
Turner Layton
Georgie Wood
Albert Whelan
Dick Henderson
Marie Uoyd Jr
Keefe Bros A
Annette

Shane Sis
• WOOD GREEN

Empire ($) 39
Gwen Liddle
Anton Karas
Keppcl A Bettr
BUI Wpddington
Bobby Dennis
Doreen A Victor.AAV Farrell
Richard Sis.

YORK'
EmEIre (I) 3t

Frank O'Rrlan
Jack Mayer

.

IjCs Trols
D’Artognans

Peggy Stone
.

.

Gordon’s' Night
Birds

Ricky Howard
Iren* Bruce 7
Harry Humphreys
Len • Hargreaves

mWZMLAMn

EDiNiURGH
Empire' (M) 39

Leslie Hatton
Fred Kitchen
Helen Ford
Beryl Walkley
FINSBURY PARK
Empir* (M) 39

Dorothy Slqulres

fs'i&r '

G Martin
Hackford A Doyle
Allen Bros A June
De Vere Dancers

GLASGOW
. Empire (M) 39
^rtUtt A Ross
Kenne Lucas
Jones A Foss
.Llazeed Arabs
Le* Symmetrlcalg
Barry O’Brien
Le* Morgan

. GRIMSBY
Raia^ce. (l) 30

Alyce Dcy
Jackie* Todd
Haynes A Gardener
MeltonesBab Adams
Audrey Mann
Dave Stari'
Vooalalres
Funfair Adorableg

hackney
Empir* (S) 39

Georgie WlUiams '

Bob Grey
Mavis A Robey
Day A Toni
Jacoby
Rita Kotchlnsky
Barry Brian
Helen Gay
Gordon Girls

LEEDS
Empire (M) 39

Hutch
Jimmy James Co
Eddie Calvert
Malcolm Mitchell 3
Peggy CaveU
Olga Varona
Helga Barry
Mills A Bellta

LEICESTER
Palac* (?) 30

Tcsslo O'Shea
Morris A Cowley
Allen A Barbara
French A Joy
Alan Rowe
Linda A Lana

LINCOLN
Royal (iT 30

Ossie Morris
Rita Page
Harmonica Hot

Shots
Maurice Keary
Vic Silver
Rhoda Diane
Don Stevens
Dancing Klngettes

LIVERPOOL
Empir* (M) 39

Lena Horne
2 Sterlings
Jack Parnell Ore
Angelos
Song Pedlars
Condons
Morocainbe A Wise
^ ..

LONDON
Palladium (M) 30
Jack Benny Co
Dennis Day
Charllvels
Maj Britt
Billy Russell
Frank Cook
Alfroros
Palladium Girls
Skyrockets Ore
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome (S)
Josef Locke
Alan Clive
Carsony Bros
Walter Nlblo
Harry Benct
Les Marchlslo
Frances Duncan
H A A Ross

NORWICH
Hippodrome (i)
Joe Black
Peter Dare'
Miriam Pears*MAS Davies
Billy Bartholomew
NevUle WiUlams
New Embassy
Lovelies
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 30

4 Graham Bros
Joau- Keen

'. WELLINGTON
$t Jam*s IT) 39

Armand Perren.
B Fayes
Pat Gregory
Gcrd BJornstad
Chribi

•

Marika Saary

PhllUp TappiJii

J
irim de jTong
acques Cartaux

Jlmtaay Klder
Joe 'Whitehouse
Clsgy Trexiholm*
Terry Scanlon. .

Guus Brox A Myrna

Cabaret BiOs

SHW lOItK CITV

BIrdland
Dinah Washington
George Shearing 0

Blue Angel
Eartha Kitt
Josh Whit*
Lita Terris
Orson Bean

Bon Solr
Mae Barnes
Hamlsh Menzels
Kirkwood A
Goodman

Jimmy Daniels
3 Flames
Norene Tate
Garland Wilson

Copacahana .

Joel Gray
Nancy Donovan
GalU Galll
Clark .Bros
Peter Hanley
Betty Johnson
Madllls
M Durso Ore
F Marti Ofc

El ChICQ
Roslta Rios
Ruth. Vera
Ramonita y Leon
Los Xey
Enrltiue Vlzcano O
Eduardo Roy

Embers
ErroR Garner

French Casino
Glnette Wander
Harry Seguela
Jane Laste
Laura Tunis!

HavanarMadrIrf
Carlos Ramirez
Rene Touzet
Lupino-A Urbino
Jose Curbelo Oro
Hotel Amiuissador
Jules Landc Ore

. Hotol Astor
Carmen Cavallaro

Hotel BUtmore
Michael- Kent Ore

- Hotel Edisen
Henry Jerome Ore
hotel New Yorker
Bernie Cummins 0
Roymayne A Brent
EUmar
Jack Rafflo^r
Joan Walden
Adrian RoUinJ 'Prlo

Hotel Roosevelt
Lenny Herman Ore

Hotel St. Regis
Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Ore

Village Bam
Peggy Norman
Teddi King
Bourbon A Balne
Zeb Carver Ore
Pete Rubino
Village Vanguard

30

30

J>orothy Greener
Harry Belafonte
Roye* WaUace
Clarence Williams

Walderf-Asterle
Chavales de Espana
Trim Reyes
EmU Coleman Ore
Miecha Borr Ore

Hotel Statler
EUlott Lawrence CL

Hotol Taft
Vincent X^opez Ore

Latin Quarter.
Darvas A Jxilla

Royal Ashtong ' -

Danielle Lamar
Steeplechase
Willie Shore
MarUyn Ross
Cqllette Fleuriot
Marilyn Hightower
Andre PhUlppe
Art Waner Ore
La .Vie En Rost

Mel Torme
Joyce Bryant
Van Smith Trio

Lo Rupan BItu
Ronnie Graham
Janet Brace
Julius Monk
Norman Paris 3

Riviera
Zero Mostel
Georgia Gibbs
WiU Mastin 3
Amin BrosW Nye Ore
Campo Ore

Leon A Eddie's
Eddie Davis
Sherry Britton
Elaine Sutherland
Rena Foley
Bobby Byron
Oliver Ders*
He. \ Fifth Avt
Bob Downey *

Harold *FenVUl«
Hazel Webster >•

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks

.

Jkckle PhlUlpi **

Larry Marvin
Joe LaPorte Oro
D’Agulla Ore

Park fhoraton
Irving Fields

Two Guitars
Arena Raiie
Elena A Anatolo
EU SpiVak
Mischa Usdanoff
Michel Mlchon
Kostya Poliansky

Versailles
Stuart Harris
Emile Petti Ore
Pauchlto Ore

Wivtl
Sal Noble
Bob iieo

MoHto Ctrit. '

Day A Alya,,
Am* Bamaii I

' Kojiy'l
Joe Dl Leila
Terry
]^l*g Dfeketw
The Whispers

, ,
Nautilus Hot*!

Jack WakeEeld.
Leon Kramer
The Bradys CD
Freddy Calo Ore

Faddock tlifh'

.

IrlSiA^ian,.-'.^ .

rush* iJine
Rbzahhe- *

- . •

Connie Del Mont*
Ernie, Bell' Ore ?
'Ban MarfM Hot*f
Mao'-Pepheir ' •

The- Jesters: .'-.r/v

Jackis A Michael
*

Jeanne Christian
*

Ramona
Steda
Red Thornton.
Sehaw Puppets :

Freddie- Daw jOre
Gaiety Club

Tommy Raft
Olga Barrett
Lori Iris .

Georgia Peech
Che-Che
Lynn Clayton
Gaiety GUIs
Green Hair Girl
Laha*
Rose Ann
Florence Jennings .

Bob Morris orc
Jewbl Bex

Francis RusseU
Bobby La Marr
Danny A Doc Bey

Hop CbinrUg Or*
"ohnliw H«««l
PhU Brito
Yvonne DeLani .

Tony Matas
'

Randum -

,
*

,
Loon A Iddfo's

Bobo B^or Royii*
Murray Bwanoed
Kddio .Guort^
JacUo Gordbd .

Jackio KUE
.

Chucki* Tontaln*
Larry Soldln Ders.
fans touel Hot*l

The RivoroS (S)

Howard Brooks
Bifdio Bnydor
Salases Ore
Ann Herman Ders

Boxony Hotol
Henri Rooo
Val Olmart Ore
Taho A Dee
Jules DeSalYO, Ore

- Bhoro Club
Haven A Held
Rosalia -A Carlas
MlSafil’ Selker.O^o

Shoremode
Preacher RoUo 8

Tony Fastoris
Jackie Small
Chi-Chi Lavem*
Kitty O’Kelly
Jamie Lynn
Pat Pascall
Kenny Lynn . .

Vagabonds Club
Vagabonds <4)

Marla NegUa
Sunnyslderg '

Geo Horton
Frank Linale Orc
Bobhy'True Trio

C^HICAaO

Blackhawk
Kay Coulter
Kenny Bbweri
Grant Kasthanz
Pat Carroll •

Dave LeGrant
Barbara Cook
Mariann D’Or
Carl Sands pr*

Choa Faro* .

Jimmy Durant*
Hplli^wood Cover
OirU (S)

Candy Candida.
Eddie Jackson
Jack Roth
Jules Buffano
Elaine Carveri
Johnny Martin
CheX Adorable! (8)

B 'Farnon Orc (8)

Cenrad Hlltod Hot'l
Adele Inge
Eric Walt*

Diana Grafton
Charles A LuclUo
Cavanaugh

Dennis A- Darien*
Marie McClenagban
Yvonne Broder
Philip ' Fraser
Terry .Taylor
Donald Tobin
George Zak &
BoUlevar^earS .(0)

Frankie Mafters O
Edgewater Beach

Xavier .
CUgat Ore

- with ‘Abbe Lanct
Los Barancos (2),

Dulolnat Otto Bo-
Uvar, and El

.

Gringo
-Palmer Houtf

Felix KxUght
Mata A Harl
Rudy Cardenas
Helen Wood
Eddie OfNeal Ore

XOS AgCELES

Ambassador Hotel

Carmen Torres
Eddie Bergman Orc

Bar of Music
Doodles A Spider
Eileen Scott
Felix Decola
Benno Rubinyl
Eddie Bradford Orc
B Gray’s Bandbox

Billy Gray
Patti Moor*
Ben Lessy
Pepper Sis (3)
Bob Durwood
BUI How*

Blltmor* 4101*1 ,

Irene Ryan
Tippy A Coblnk
Los Gatos O)
Hal Derw'in Orc

Caf* Gal*
Sheila Barrett
Jean Arnold
BUly Barnes
Joyce Jameson

Giro’*
Peggy Lee
Stop Bros.
Dick StabU* Ore
Bobby Ramoa Orc

Mocambo
Mary Kaye Trio
Austin Mack
Eddie OUv*r

.

LAS VEGAS, HETABA.

Desert Inn

Mltzi Green
Jackie Miles
Johnson A Owen
Ardeh-Fletcher
Dancers

Carlton Hayes Orc
^El CertAX

Donild Novls
Martha Davis
Instrumentalists
Alice HaU Quartet,

Flamingo
Olsen A Johnsun
RevUe

Moro-Landlg
Flamingo Starlets

Matty Malneck Orc
Last Frontier

Freddy Martin Orc
Merv Griffin
Murray Arnold
Martin Men ^
The Leonards
Jean Devlyn Girl
Revue

El Ranch* Vega!
Hoagy Carmichael
Condos A Brandow
£1 Rancho Girls
Buddy Bryan
Ted Fin lUto Ore

Silver Slipper

Kalantan
Hank Henry
Roberto
IsabcUe Dawn
Jimmy Cavanaugh
DoUy Lee Line
George Redman
Pud Brown

Dlxlelanders

Thunderbird
Les Baxter Chorus
A Orch

Nancy Andrews
Evic A Joe Slack
Notables -

Bonnie A Brooks
Johnny O’Brien
K Duffy Dansations
-Al Jahns Orch

JDOKOTin: ^AltNOfF
Mgi •

1

15 Miim.
Cipitol,

^rhls li^porothy Jnitlil

foray iato. vaudd sincp hPr concdrt

and Broadway click (shc^i played

top cafes for about five years). She

is a top-drawer performer vith a

voice*, and . style suitable for . any

stage-^a class entertainer with

plenty appeal for the masses.

Chantoosey wisely avoids the eiv

rors of most concert singers, and
sticks to the"pop tunes best suited

for this type audience. She makes,
a haridsome entrance well-matched
by a 'full set of pipes with wide
range and an appealing quality of

warmth. Her .experience in such
shows as “Kosalinda” and the more
recent ^'King and V* shows* up in

her flair for the dramatic and in

her ability to brings meaning to

lyrics. Wins the audience imme-
diately and holds them throughout,
a feat unusual for femme singers
in this house;

Sticks to' showtimes except for
one .delightful departure into folk
songs via the Scotch /‘Laddie.’*

Though not’the standout of the act,

Izflter olicks with payees. Best
are “Kiss of Fire,” whi«i has never
been handled more beautifully on
the local scene, and her ‘'King and
T'. show-stopper, “Something Won-
derful.*' * Phrasing and feeling are
particularly fine in both numbers.
Tecs off- with “So In Love” and
winds up withf “Something Won-
derful.”

Songstress adds life to perfom-
ance by, stepping away from mike
now and then' and adding a few
stepsr and twirls to the orch accopi-

paniment. 'Actually, with the vol-

ume of her pipes, she could well
try one number sans mike. '

This is no mere song stylist nor
current disk vogue. Miss Samoff is

a live, vibrant performer with an
innate dignity -and a natural style

of her own, * Capitol stubholdcrs
give her unusually hefty reception,

THE SHOW TIMERji
Revue
35 Mins. ,

Top’s, San Hiero
A. blend .pf. bright talents make

this act a potent bet for the big-

time. ' Dolores Bouche and Johnny
Perri, a former “Our Gang” young-

ster, did the remembered “Psycho-

pathic Me and Neurotic You’* in

‘Lend an Ear,” and Loren Welch
sang in ‘'On the Town” and Menot-
ti’s “The Medium” and “The Tele-
phone.”

PiaAist-backer Pete Matz studied
in Paris, where he accomped the
Peters Sisters, w.k. from Cab Cal
loway days. Music is by Arthur
(“New Faces of 1952”) Siegel, spe
cial- material by Jeff Bailey, chore
ography Tiy Roland Dupree.
Youthful act is very smart, im-;

maculately clean, often funny, at
all times entertaining. Good-look-
ing performers complement each
other neatly. They dance, sing, act,
combine on broad comedy and in-
cisive satire alike in expertly staged
revue without ho-hum lulls too
often found in latter type of pro-
duction.

Snipping of a few obvious gag-
lines and less hurried intro should
put well-versed unit into shape for
big. league. Potential Is here for

eissiki'MuXxnzib
IBmmM
IrMIlki.

"

CaiteG, TGrAiiil#
Game BBucy „cul*nt^i, piui «

blBiid of eyB-roUing ^ckedneK?

deMvtry. that * BhoUld mako thi*
young French^anadlan chanted
an immediato and. fast bet for nlv
stage or any other medium. Bob
Crosby’s warbler on his “Club 15 J

broadcasted
with.’ Mario Lanza, is breakintf

here that, when caiS?
ke^: her on-stage for an enthusi-
asUo audience istint that still had
ttie customers begging for more.
This gal IS a sensation.

Pert "and.impudent, but with a
ladylike class that proves she’s
only -warm-heartedly kidding, she
immediately establishes, from her
run-on entrance, why she has been
such r Boetepric success in recent
months. With no desire for freak
stylistics, -she 'just stands up and
sings, this time without her own
piano-accomp. Her gowns are out-
standing • and .she takes a girlish
pride in exhibiting them.

In saucer-eyed style. Miss Mac-
Kenzie bounces, on for her “I'm in
Love with Life,” complete in
gorgeous golden. gown, segues for
tempo qlunge into a slow “Tm
Yours,” then into the lilting “La
Fiacrei’ which^ originally identified
her hoopla singihg style. She pays
neatly-EPpkem tribute to the cour-
age- pf Jane Fromah in . a medley
of that star'? .hits, including “With
a Song in My Heart” and “ril
Walk Alone,” does a hot rhythm
of “Watermelon Weather” and
“Silver and Gold” and begs off to
her' tradenlarked “Johnny.”

In Eli of these; she retains her
reputation .as a Tel«ed and happy
personality, with an individual
styling that sound? like no one
else’s, plus her innate showman-
ship. ' MeStoy.

ANDRA McLaughlin
loe Skating-
7 Mins.
RQXy, N. Y.
Andra McLaughlin, formerly fea-

tured in the “Hollywood Ice Re-
vue,” .steps .'out- as a smart single

In the current Roxy ice layout. A
looker with a physique to match,
she.' generates plenty* of eye ap-
peal with her snap'py blade capersn

She’s billed as a rhythm skater

and features a fast jitterbug hoof-
ing routine, including some
Charleston licks. She carries it off

at a solid pace throughout and
registers as a strong' specialty turn.

Herm.

Rodeo Cowboys Union

•Wins 25C folra Purse

From N.Y. Garden Mgt. I Sll^udshaveTt
*'’““•

miami-miami beach
Bar of Music

BUI Jordan
David Elliott
Lee Sherwln
Lon Vogle
Van Kirk

Beachcomber
Freddie Bernard
Steve Gainer
The Sobeys (2)
Norma Parker
Kings A Their

Ladles
Casablanca Hotel

Sammy Walsh
Monica Boyar
MUt Roberts Orc

Clover Club
Phil Spltalny Ore
Evelyn
Maxine
Carlyle Havana Rev
Tony Lopez Orc

Dslmonlco '

Jack Almeda
Crayton A Lopez
Carlos A Mellsa Ore
^ El Mamba
George Mann.
Latln-Amcrican Rev
_

.Five O’clock
Martha Raye
Jackie Kannon
Ben Yost 6
Len Dawson Orc

Frolic Club
Kathle McCoV
Don Charles Orc

Lombardy '

Don Baker Orc
Henry Taylor
Julio A Mao
Martinique Hotel

Manolo- it Ethel
Danny Yates Ore-
Del Breece
Rose A F^ul
Vincents

• The Championship Rodeo at

Madison Square Garden, N. Y,, this

fall will be out an unanticipated
$25,200 before the gates open as a

result of a ^‘strike” by the cowboys
on the purses for each event.

About a month ago, the Rodeo
Cowboys Assn., headquartered in
Tulsa, Okla., sent word to the Gar-
den management that the $75,600
boodle scheduled was inadequate.
Garden veepee Ned Irish and long-
time rodeo manager Frank Moore
hustled out to the oil capital to

confer with RCA prexy Bill Lin-
derman, who’s also a top con-
testant.

. The hassle was resolved last

week, when the Garden agreed to
add $25,200 to the. 1952 purse,
making a total of $100,800. The
added fiigure is a compromise, since
the cowboy union -had held out for
$29,200 extra and the Garden had
offered $.16,800, The supplemental

GABI
Songs
8 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.

In her debut at the Palace, GabI,
self-styled French singer (she’s the
daughter of Solly Pernick, busi-
ness manager of Local 1, Interna-
tional Alliance of Theatrical S.tage
Employees), is only mildly effec-
tive as a purveyor of the oo-la-la.

She’s got a pleasant piping quality
which she enhances with a cute
growl for s.a. impact, but it still
doeSn,‘t pull her above the so-so
level. It's an average turn lack-
ing the distinction or excitement
found in so many other “Pari
sienne” warblers.

Her- songalog follows the fa-
miliar Frenchie ' pattern. She
opens with a rhythmic “There’s
Something About

, - Paris” (pro-

monies will be apportioned over follows

the five major events plus the wild Pigalle, into which she iu

horse race.

Laszlo Halasz, former N. Y. City

Qpera Co, music director, will be

guest conductor with Les Concerts

Sympiioniques de Montreal,** July 8.
1
proved.

into
tersperses' weak carbons of Che
valler and Piaf, and closes set with
a too hBavily accented Americaii
tune, “Why Shouldn’t I.” Encorq
is an okay rendition of “Fjfi.”

Gal’s -a big blonde* and a looker.
Gowning,, however, should be ira

Groj.

LAURIE*LAYTON
Songs •

7 Mins.
La Vie en Rose, N, Y.

Laurie Layton,, an attractive

blonde, has the start of an act that

shpuld take her places along the

Intimerie route. Miss Layton has

a good delivery of standards and

shows well-tutored tonsils. She

also shows- a dramatic sense that

adds to her value in the small

rooms.
Miss Layton is well coilfed and

garbed and,- is eligible for work in

otheT chichi spots. Jose,

Tourist Gyps
ContjtnueE from page 3

study restaurant checks to note if

service hasn’t already been adde^

Otherwise double-tipping, not ob-

jected to by waiters, occurs. Cer-

tain niteriies Stack table with cham-

pagne bottle or bottles (usually

champagjne Is, pf second or third

class). This is automatically

francs ($15), Othpr drinks or bet-

ter. champagne can be obtained u
tourist is insistent. ,

Cafes don?t like serving food on

terrace, as there is no cover

charge at outside cafe tables.

suit is that, they refuse to serve

much more than coffee, drinks ana

ice cream. Ask foy a plate of straw-

berries and there will be a uwl

Passport scandal of two years

ago stiU serves as object lesson in

thinkfing twice. Racketeer had act

of waiting by exit gate of arriving

boat-trains in stations. As tou^

ists, bewildered by customs ana

other red-tape,' came through, no

would demand: “Passports, please.

Passports, please.” Travellers obe-

diently came across and surren-

dered traveling papers. They

we.re returned. Hot American P« '

ports sold for $2,000. at the tim .

Swltcli-of-francs racket was

worked by some Americans un

police wised up. The
would buy N, Y.-to-PariS'Rir- tickets

with black market francs, and ti

resplLthem at great profit througn

: an agent in N; Y.

/
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Murpby’i 7tk ‘Aqilikow^

Goldmine Comlm of H^O

‘‘Where'S' Charley?'* (WB), re-

viewed in current issue.

AH Mil intro to tjhiO water turn by
Min# faring and Wayne, but li

sufficiently good to stand on its

own. The showbacking is by Fred
Gulley's orch, and John McKnight
d^s the commentary In an engag-
ing manner.

y,, the Seventh .year, .Producer

jjlliott Murphy has been combln-
Stitts and proceedings arc

ing stage and water aeti Into a designed along lines of a revue

happy and prosperous combination i^hoard ship. Jose.

»t the Flushing Meadows Amphi-

theatre, Htmll, N.
;ftose show at the 193B-40 x^, ;

i.
f^pieasure Bound/' produced hy

Worlds Fair. Murphy’s Aquashow jc^eon Leonidoff, with The 4 Step

has reached the status of a going jgyos.. Tom tc Jerry, Kohert Shack-

concern that’s become .a weather- icton, Norman Wyatt, Choral Fn-
oermitting. goldmine }n this. area, semhle, Rockeites, Corps de Ballet;

It's a display that draws rej^at settinys, James Stewart Morcom;
trade even though the format has costumes designed by Frank Spenc-
become fairly well set. Net result executed, by. H. Rogge; lighting

is a pleasant evening in ;the open,
effects, Bugene Braun; special

With each ' succeeding year, lyrics, Al SUtlman; dances,,Jlussell

Murphy has been ’ investing larger Markert; Music Hall Symphony
turns in his acts*. He now buys Orch .directed by Raymond^ Paige;

the top talent available for this

session and the headliners are be-

ginning to respond. Prospect of

easy hours with one show nightly »?pieasure Bound,” the Music
is a lure that -many succumb to. Hall's hew stage layout, Is a topi-

The outlay for top talent is made cal presentation that neatly blends

possible by the large capacity of some seaside scenery with the

this spot. With 8,272 seats, Murphy rousing pageantry of colonial Wil-

can come • out ahead (weather i^r- Uamsburg.. Beach resort sequences

mitting) at admissions from oOc in this Leon Leonidoff production

to $1.25 plus tax. It’s the low-price are refreshingly executed while the

policy that's become pne of the historical Williamsburg scenes tie

major factors in inducing family in with Friday’s (4) Independence
trade. . Day' observance.

The current display compares An old-fashioned steam train,

excellently, with .previous Murphy moving slowly- across- the stage
efforts. The layout is well paced -yyith a load of holidayers, serves to

and has the right proportions of get the session underway* Rock-
aquatic and landlubber .acts, The ettes follow, with their sock pre-

cision, work .in dances by Russell
Markert. Also in the beach motif

Elliott Murphy Production, with are the acrobatics, of Tom & Jerry.

Jack Carter, Borrah Minevitch Posing as lifeguards, the male team
Harmonica Rascals with Johnny snappily contribute a flock of

Puleo; Di Mattiazzis (2), 5 Aman- somersaults, lifts, etc., on a

-

special

dis, Basile k Martinet, Fred Culley stand for a tidy audience salvo.

prch with Gordon Goodman; John *>On the’ BoabdWalk”^ bit cap-
McKnight,- Aquadorabies (24), tures the flavor Of Atlantic City
Aquazanies (Frank Campin, Jim -vvrth beach umbrellas, bathers and
Cosmoe, George' Bronks, George posters'-plus realistic wave effects
Cronin, Lee Levin,- Smiley Can- in the background. For this pro-
non), June Earing, Bobby Wayne, duction number Robert Shackleton
Hazel Barr, Betty. Harrison^ Whttey creditably warbles some special
Hart, Stan Dudek, John Faiixiras> lyrics that weave in excerpts from
Marshall .Wavne, Clint Osborne, such “girl” • -tunes as'”Margl
Len Carney, Fitxstminqns SUters “Rosalie,” etc. He also does a
(2); dances, 'Bobby Knapp, mting “Here in My Heart” and
Opened June 24, '52; 11.25 top. joins with the choral ensemble in

a brisk “How High the Moon.”
Pour Step Bros., standard Negro

divers are virtually the same hoofing turn, provide a change of
who've played here the past few pace between the show’s • two
seasons. This contingent hasn’t de- themes. Though their spirited
veloped any new twists to the high- stepping and challenge work are'
board capers, but the dives are familar to most vaude patrons, the
done virtually to perfection and group manages to endow the rou-
are always applause-wixmig items tines with an aura of proficiency
on this display. The Aquazanies, that’s invariably good for top re-
a troupe of comedy divers, how- turns

«rs. The comedy Ml. »« expert iJd

well »nLved““*’ ««U.tlc sets, It'^re^rl.lntt » tri-V I conceived. umph of Music Hall presentation.
Despite the fact that they com- RaHet, in billowing red and white

prise only one element in the reversible skirts, supply a patriotic
show,, its probable that they are fiujp does a reprise of historical

fi?®
attractions m scents behind a scrim. But the

the spot. The plungers present a pjece de resistance is some excel-

V® lently sifaiulated fireworks over the
“governor’s palace.”

’

Wayne, Whitney Hart, Betty Harri-
son, Stan Dudek,' John Edwards,
£llnt Osborne’ and Len Carney.
’The comedy contingent comprises
Frank Campisi, Jim Co'smoe,
George Cronin George Bronks Pleasure Bound,’ is one of

the Hall’s better hot weather stage

Billy Daniels with Bctinv Payne;
Pat Henning. Arnold jShoda, And7*a'

McLaughlin, Triric, Jay Conley,
Gae Foster Roxyettes, H* Leopold
Spitalny Singers; “Wait ‘Til The
Sun Shines, Nellie” (20th-For), re-
viewed in Vajoety May 28, ’52.

Along with resumption qf the
ice. shows for the summe]^’ season,
booker Sammy Rauch has lined up
a potent bill for the Roxy’s current

!

stage attractiofi, It’s solid all ^he
way with plenty of speed, spectacle
and prod.uction gloss to furnish
first-rank variety values.

Topllner Billy- Daniels shows his
class by closing this show ori a
climactic peak after following one
of the better ice presentatloiK and
qomedian Pat Henning. Wbrking
with . his pianist and arranger,
Bepny Payne, Daniels socks across
a songalog with an impact that few
modern-day Vocalists can equal.

Daniels sells every second rand
it makes no difference whether it’s

a ballad; a rhythm niimbei^ or an
item like ‘^My Yiddislie Mama.” He
delivers eight numbers, duetting
with Payne on a couple, and finish-
ing off with his smash trademark,
“Old Black Magic.” Latter tune is

aided and ‘abette.d considerably by
|

the production background in
which the whole Roxyette line
shadows the Daniels’ gesturing. It’s

a begoff routine. ' •

Pat Hepning, who was here the
last time as the' -betw^en-changfeS
comic for Josephine Baker,, again
hits with his patter and mimicry
turn. ' Henning's ’ routine has re^-

mained intact for the last; couple
of years but it's the kind that
doesn’t grow stale .with repetition.
He's still working the eyebrows

J
ag, the series of short carbons of
immy Cagney, Edward G. Rpbah-

son, Lionel Barrymore, etc’., and
his finale impression of an Irish
parade.
The bladestcr .performers cover

.the show’s foresection with another
well-balanced layout; In the open-
ing spot, Andta McLaughlin essays
some rhythm skating with plenty
of eye appeal and high s.a. rating
(see New Acts).

Trixie, a standard ice performer,
is another standout with her tricky
juggling stunts. Gal tbsScs up six
plates, juggles strawhats and bal-
ances a ball on top of a stick in
several variations while moving on
the ice for strong mitting through-
out.

In the ballet genre, Arnold
Shoda caps this part of the show
with his hoofing finesse. Coming
on after a “Kiss of Fire” produc-
tion number featuring Joy Conley

J

as solo vocalist, Shoda gives a
superlative demonstration of ice-

stepping to a bolero number. It’s

a dramatic item. A dance duet by
a couple of unbilled male skaters
to “Walking My Baby Back Home”
also hits nicely.

Overall production on the show
is excellent from th# costuming to

the line’s choreography. Opening
number, “Ragtime Cowboy Joe,” in
which the line does a western
routine, is especially effective.

Herm.

‘delivery stands way above the ma-
‘tariaL Gabi, blonde chanteuse, is
reviewed in New Acts,

In the next-torclosing niche, Ed-
die White hits mildly with '^^tage
patter. His yams concerning
mother-in-law, family, etc*, follow
a well-trod path but he hits hard
on each and manages to tickle aud
trisibilitics. Also belts but “Glory
of Love*' and “Wait For Me, Miry”
in the Accepted minstrel manner.
The three Edwards Bros, ,dose

neatly with some classy aero §tunts.
Their biz of opening with brief
piano interlude lends a surprise
note to the topnotch balancing
which follows, Jo Lombardi’s
house band backs in top-drawer
style. ’ Gros.

Lee Levin and Smiley Cannon.
In. addition, the precision ’swim

filing of the 24 Aquadorables is
of spectacle proportions. Routines
are well designed and are run off
with a smoothness that belied the
customary opening-night rough
spots.

offerings. Gilb.

CwpUol, Wash.
Washington, June 29.

Rudy Vallee, Dorothy Samoff,
Paul Gray, Mage k Karr; ''Out-
casts of Poker Flat” (20th),

This is a. class show, and it is

luring the carriage trade to the
big TF St. showcase. Headliners
Rudy ‘Yallee 'and Dorothy Sarnoff
(latter new acts) would rate at-

tention an the best niteries. Oh
Capitol stage they .garner kudos
with; routines skillfully tailored for
pop tastes.
Rudy Vallee starts a bit slowly

with the bobbysoxers of today.
However, he gradually wins them
with his smooth and easy style
arid builds for a boff finish. His
is’ certainly pot the “family type”
entertainment beloved of this
house, particularly since he can’t
resist tossing in a blueish gag here
and there, a la his supper - club
routine. And style Is definitely far
more sophisticated ‘ than th6 usual
fare here. But 'Vallee continues to

be ah entertainer of polish and
grace, with a keen sense pf timing
arid showmanship in every Inch of
his Esquire self.

At show caught, he failed to
wear the bright red dinner jacket
which set the galleries agog in
earlier shows. His bright, blonder-
than-ever hair and his immaculate
attire are well suited to the act.

Warms up with .his theme song,
‘My Time is Your Time,” and
goes on to a cOmic tuim about a
two-headed girl, with a nonsense
recitation to music. Actually, this

is low comedy contrasting effec-
tively with his elegant air, but it

falls flat with Capitol payees, who
take their humor in less subtle
fashion. Really gets going with . a

the original category. I^his it •
‘

fairish acL which might: gain with
more experience.

Earlier half of the, progratn it

closed by a 20rminuti stint froni
the Jack Famell Music Makers.
This is a youngs noisy combo which
again has the front-stall stubhold-
ers looking for ear-wool, ^though*
it may'sonnd okay in far rea^ea
of the house^ FavfieU> hlpasieiiE' ani

ace drummer, does a session at th*
.sticks^ • and engages •. ip .dnet^ -

“Take A Letter Um G»nith;” with
new chirper Lorna .’IjlaVe»A^^ VocaL
chores are also taken care of by.:

the singing group, vthe Bong Bed^*‘

lars, two guys and two femmes>.
whose novelty number is ’‘Ojck
Robin,” -

Paula . Coutts, young gal from,
Australia, proves herself ; fairly,
adept at juggling in her afteij-the-

interval spot’. Femme 'weart top-
hat, tails and Ughts

;
and sports

.
an ‘

unusual head of ’brunet .,curls.; Clay-t

ton A: "Ward, show opeh’ers, are av*-

erage hoofers, the distaff member’i
tapping easily outclassing her old-
er and rather breathless partner.

"

Miss Horne again receives a
warm welcome ’ in her’ headlining
act, in which she is

, bcautifvUly
gowned and uses histrionics to
marked degree* She sways her
fans with “Beale Street Blues,”
“Jericho,” “Lady'Is^a Tramp” and
“Bewitched.” *

, Gor^

A Night lat Hmvmnji
(CLOVEH CLDB, mIaMX)

Miami, Jtlne 29.

Mercedes k Juancito, Peggy
Genders k James Viera, June Terry

Tomack, Jerry Paulox, LygUn' Lora,
Roberto Iglesias k Aida, Sunny
Rios, Dolores Harper i6ith Clyde
Booker k Lou Smith, Nand Dark-
en Jack Laihe, 'Rosemary Furh*
'mann, Barry Bel Rae, Fred Keck,
Adrienne Shields. Produced and

.

staged by Carlyle; choreography,
Peggy Genders; wardrobe, Mm'e.
Bertha; music and lyrics, Carlyle,
Charles Scheuer.

Cusiito^ Toronto
Toronto, June 28.

Giselle MacKenize, Bobby Win-
ters, Grace k Mickey Carroll, Joe
Laurel, Billie k Gene Lambert,

pquad is. topped by Jimmie Cameron, Archie Stone
me individual aquaterps of June House Orch; "Okinawa" (Col).
naring, who does a pleasing Jsolo
in the pool and an okay duo with

,,
__

assistance by Bobby JKnapp. The .

Fitzsimmons Sisters (2) make a
lively spl&sli in tiliftii* snot show find 'the former AtAirio Lflozs

>??“ ssiia" e
Casino. She is surrounded by a

the shmi? a stage package which, in swlft-me snow was lengthened by the rUvpi^itv never allows a let
presentation of former Olympic

Paced diveisity, never auows a lei

champs, Carter came on at about *
^ h-,nnv

1̂

^^® when many had their fill Grace & Mickey Carroll, a ^appy
of show. He had to work furiously 9.9 of kids, open
to arouse interest, but ultimately jitterbug tap, then into energetic

tlio mob. He did comparatively occentics with a finish to

in a spot as large as this ?arade of ttip

where broad sight stuff, is needed "Via girl s doll dance and boy s arm
to. get across. jerking trooper.

The Minevitch Rascals have little. doe Laurel, Scots com^iaff, ttoes

difficulty albeit some of . the sub- drunken patter a terrific j^lcepff

Reties in Johnny Puleo’s panto- pP
• ure lost. This mouth-organ Billie & Jean Rambert
mob passes muster both musically fine slow-motion aoro^tics

comcdiciillv for too rosulls the tftblCf plus lots l)f comedy

^
Openers in the vUe^coSent hiz Bobby Winters ia a ptoaser

are the Fk^e Am'andis, a skiUed .>vith his nonchalant gum-chevdng
teeterboard turn who pull some amid juggling of clubs, tennis balls

f.^^®tknt stunts and hit a top mit- and tamborines.
img. The Di Mattiazzis (2) similar- As singing m.c., Jimmie Cameron
:J;..^®poive a top applause quotient admirably ekippers the bill, with
'Vito their mechanical doll act. . all- acts getting neat support from
X. ‘^pother turn Is by Basile k Mar- the vArchie Stone house orch.
tifiet, whose ballet serves -primarily-l • -MeStayi

Pnlace, N. Y.
Wong Sisters (2), The Work-

mans (2)', Sully k Thomas, Gabi,

Ross Wyse, Jr., k June Mann, Ciro
Rimac k Co.* (3), Eddie White,
Edwards Bros. (3), Jo Lombardi
Qrch; "Just Across The Street"
(U), reviewed in Variety May 28,
'52.

The Palace has come up ^vith a
lightweight bill this time out. How-
ever, it’s an okay eight-actervWhich
never hits the peaks but- gravels
smoothly in a pleasing groove.
One of the high spots is tlie Giro

Rimac turn. Coming up sixth,

Rimac switches pace of the show
with' an exciting Latinp routine.

He’s assisted by two femme lookers
and an agile male terper in a set

that includes south-of-the-border
dancing and singing. It’s a color-

ful • and rhythmic quarter-hour
good for solid mitts. Rimac sparks
th'e act throughout and hits big hs
he works through ‘the Brazilian
samba with one of the gals and a

jitterbug challenge with the male
aide.

Ross Wyse, Jr., & June Mann,
who precede Rimac, are also clicko

in their comedy acroterplng bit.

Each piece of business is deftly

executed to nab top aud response.

Wyse and his pard, a king-size

miss, create a ludicrous picture as

they attempt to go through some
of the more difficult terp patterns.

The. two Wong Sisters, Oriental
acrodancers, tec off easily in

brisk turn. It’s routine stuff but
it moves fast and the gals are easy
on the eyes. The Woriunans, Dave
and Dotty, are spotted in the deuce.
Their standard novelty miisicale is

a surefire pleaser. Duo get some
interesting sounds out- of glasses,

Swiss cowbells and a silly offbeat
instrument called a thistle-whistle.

Sully 8c Thomas follow with an
I
average comedy set in ’ which the

Carlyle, vet stager—locally and.
in Havana—has come up with a
unit idea that makes for fast, furi-
ous and colorfully authentic Cu-
bano dance and song,* With som#
.alteration, notably along the coin-

- _ _ _ ,
edy line and revision of the .“book’*

sample of his virtuosity pn the in the early portion, it should be a
sax, much to deUght of the mature welcome attraction for

,

the bigger
section of the galleries, spots looking for new faces and
From here on in, Vallee has the ideas.

large house wito Basically, the revue features 'a

''’^sit to three top Havana spots, and
conccntratcs on presenting the type

of his past hits of show featured in each. Them^
I m- In Love With You, serves to present the talent in tem-rLover,” .

change of pace that add to
Lattw medley strikes a nostalgic and-interest build, plussed by th#

authentic air of the native sonc-
warhling and styling for any time dance versions
or place. Wraps it all up with the

versions.

“MAine Stein Song,” with a hep
^

Outstanders are easily Roberto

clapping gimmick added, and .walks Iglesias Sc Aida. Their specialty

off with his cocky nonchalance to Js flamenco dancing with .the male

tune of much’mitt action.

Comic Paul Gray does fine with the kind seen in these parts m
a music-hall type of routine. His years. A lithe, fiery heel-^d-toer,

gags are gently paced and mild,
Jj®,

works his ideas up to palm-

hut they register well, and there’s bringing pUch to wrap up the pro-

a constant accompaniment of audi- ceedlngs. Two routines, are Imaginr

ehce giggles. His act is varied with ftive with technique on the cas-

i few impressions, mostly for tenets adding to overall impact.

.

aughs, of the Ink Spots and Ronald Cock fight routine, featuring Do-
Colmiin, and some sentimental lores Harper (ex-Katherine Dun-
tunes, plus a good bit of double ham dancer), is another highlight,

talk. His closing tune, “Back in She works with two lads, Clyde
Youii Own Back Yard,” has a good Booker Sc Lou Smith, and staging
bouncy ring and gives him fine is daring and breathtaking, holding
sendoff, * the eye and bringing thp^table-
Mage A.Rarr make suitable pace- pounding. Rest of cast out

setters with their pleasant line of their assignments In fine '‘'f^oshion

songs ahd dance. Their tOrping is with the finale, “"Sun Ba
best part of the aet, and they Aye,” an exciting lyric-daubo-mu-
garner In^ response for some fast sic invention that winds group
footwork.^ Lowe. r..

into high returns. vv

Costuming is bright and'^'differ-
ent and overall production values
are carefully utilized to take ad-
vantage pf the sometimes limited
space .when the full cast is on stage.

Empire, Oln^gew
Glasgow, June 24.

Lena Horne, Clayton k Ward,
Evy k Everto, Morecambe k Wise, x x j

-

Jack Parnell k Music Makers, with With addition of some comedy se-

Jimmy Watson and Ronnie Scott; •S'^f^®®’ v, ^®x ®-^fi
The Song Pedlars (4), Paula ffntel rooms looking for unit ideas.

Coutts, Bill Matthew Orch; twice .
Lary.

nightly.

For her second week here, Lena
Home, a top favorite with Scots,

has the small advantage of a riight-

ly stronger support bill than in her
first week’s stint. But the acts,

on the whole, are not in any top-
grade class, and with Miss Home
out, the names would have littlb

drawing power.
Best in the smaller plass is a

O’stas Aid
Continue* from

id'
I

.

pate 7 p-

cal year, is to be pillowed only about
$7,000,000.

Since Edwards* unit has been be-
low authorized personnel strength,
there will not be too much drop in

Continental turn, Evy & Everto, a personnel.’ Howbver, the produc-
boy and gal who use unicytles and tion an,d distribution of information
bicycles of unusual design arid va- and propaganda pix will be but
riety. Their strangest riiachme is back by more than 309o for some
an LrShaped unicycle cm whkh the areas of the globe> Attempts will

be made to keep the cuts small for •

sollSy
^ ^ the “countries in the Far East, Mid-

Morecambe Sc 'Wise are boys die East and some.parts of western

from the north of England. They Europe, where this Government Is

register* adequately with gags and trying its hardest to’ counteract

routines^ not all of the latter In Communist propaganda.” • ^
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Widow' $21,000, Toronto; Other Bams
New Hope, Pt., Jiily 1.

"Count Your Blessing^/' Aew
hayseed dornedy by Carl 'Mild Ppr*
oth'y Allensworfeh which played ' a

debut at Backa' County Playhouse
last weeki grossed g . snappy $6,200,

Compared with house 13-year rec-

ord $6,800, set the week before by
Kitty Carlisle in "Lady," - was
promising sendoff for the comedy.
However, producer Theron Bam-
berger and director Erra Stone
arc withholding future plans pend-
ing, rewrite.

Currently at the Playhouse is

"Lo and Behold,” John Patrick
play with resident actor Bonald
Telfer and Katharine Bard in top
spots, director is Robert Caldwell.

I .1 W .if

*Widow" 210, Toronto
Toronto, July It

Smash first-week opening, with
a gross of $21,000, marked teeoff
of the second season here of

Melody Pair in midtown Bufferin'
Park, with arena-style tent load-
ing off with "The Merry Widow,”
co-starring Irrsu Petlna, Robert
Shafer and Lois Hunt. On the first

stanza of an 11-week, musical com-
edy schedule, this is just $123 un-
der the house record scored last

season in the concluding week of
"Show Boat.”
With the second and third pro^

diictlons, "Kiss Me,- Kate*^ and
"The Great Waltz," already rack-
ing- a 60% sale, plus' some^ 800 sea-
son subscribers at $3.40 to $1.50
(including tax), it looks like a ban-
ner tenure for the 1,640-armchair
tent installation. .

*Happy Time' $5,60#, Olney
Olney, Md., July L

Samuel Taylor’s dramatization of
the Robert Fontaine novel, "Happy
Time,” chalked up a pleasant $5,-

600 last week at the Olney Theatre.
Although that

.
was considerably

less than Joan Blondell grossed the
previous week in "Come Back Lit-
tle Sheba,” its modest cost, sans
star, left a comfortable margin of
profit for the management.

Strawhat really gets into stride
with the Franklin-Banilova-Slaven-
ska ballet package, preeming to-
night (Tues.) with a healthy ad--

Vance. Ballet troupe is starting a
summer circuit tour with the local
appearance.

'Berkeley' IQG Tenthouse
Chicago, July 1,

Tenthouse Theatre, Highland
Park, -111., rang up a fine $10,000
for the third production of the
season, "Berkeley Square,” which
closed June 29.
Theatre in the round this week

features "Ladles of the Jury.”
.

t

'Carmen Jones’ SG, Hub
Boston, July 1.

"Carmen Jones” in first week of
Boston Summer Theatre pulled
only $5,000. House scaled at $1.20
to $2.80. is a 917 seater.
County Playhouse, Lee Falk and

A1 Capp’s new spot in Framing-
ham opens tonight (Tues.) with
Melvyn Douglas In a new play,
"Season with Ginger,”

'Brooklyn' 35G, Balias
Dallas, July 1.

A Tree Grows In Brooklyn,”
starring Shirley Booth, drew a fine
$35,000 for its first week at the
State Fair Musicals, through Sun-
day (29).

Aboul^- 20,000 patrons attended.
Ml’ )« . ^

. Bus Beal for N. J. Barn
New Hope, Pa., July 1.

St. John ’Terrell,, who runs ex-
cursion.!.buses from Philadelphia
and Trenton to boost attendance
for* each show at his 1,520-seat
Music Circus at Lainbertville, N. J.,
across the Delaware, is advertising
a day-long excursion to this area
for July 4. Advertisements in Philly
papers plug not only current show,
"Carousel,” but also other attrac-
tions both sides of the river in-
cluding New Hope Fair, a speed-
boat regatta, etc. Price of $11.10
includes lunch, dinner and show.
Busload business, started by Ter-

rell three years ago, is in tryout
stage at Bucks County Playhouse
here, with one bus scheduled to
bring patrons from Phillv Mondav
(opening) nights. First week, two
buses were needed.

J. Allen Bowers is in charge of

physical production, ^nd Borah Z.
Buimah is «

State’js other slrawhatters^ are
the, fiam'iS-featuring ,. GJfn^::« .

Bon
S\^aiiri’s 'Hilltop Thkatfe'at^Ltlther-
ville, and the Mountain Th^tre at
Braddock Heights.

Coincidental booking of "The
Happy Time” last -week at b^th Ol-
ney and Hilltop didn’t aftect either
b.o., both houses reporting |;ood
business.

'Brir.' at Gateway
• Atlantic City, July 1.

"Brigadoon,” first musical dcf'the

current seasonr will be offered by
the Gateway Musical Playhouse in
suburban ^mcirs Point tomorrow
night (2). Four other musicals and
four straight plays are stated for
the season.
Jonathan Dwight^ legit-pix direc-

tor-producer, has taken the old
night club, Gateway Casino, and
transformed it into a legit theatre
seating 800. It’s located midway,
between here and. Ocean Cifyr. td
draw from both, . jfesort areas.
Dwight has put out nearly $35,000
in renovating the s]^t.

Assisting Lwighl, whn also
operates 'a winter theatre in Flor-
ida; are Edrie Sellick, music dircc-

(Continued on. page 58

j

Fourth Md. Barn
Baltimore, July 1.

New addition, the Pine Tree
Players, at Avondale Farms, on the
Baltimore - Washington Highway,

'

one mile south of Laurel, will
bring the state’s total of bam em-

'

poriums to four. New group, made
up of selected talent from a wide
assortment of college campuses,
will open tomorrow (Wed.) with
"My Sister Eileen.” Co-producer
Rudolph Puglicse is the director.

For Mnsical Tygmafioa'

Lead hf Westport Stint

Westport, Conn., July li

Dolores Gray’s appearance . in
"Pygmalion” at the Country Pla;sr-

house here was essentially 'a

gamble by the shapely .tunester
for the Theatre GuiId'’‘S' Contem-
plated musical version of the
Bernard Sh^w play. Although she
knows tliat;.Mary Martin is the
Guild’s first choice, because of her
profitable personal following. Miss
Gray asked for this chance to
show them.
Consensus was that Miss Gray

gave a sharp, glowing impersona-
tion that consolidated all- of the
impressions that her's Is a firih
talent. It was her first major legit
role and, directed with great care
by John C. Wilson, she definitely
made a strong bid for the musical
a year away. Theresa Helburtt, co-
director of the Guild, monitored
the Westport performance, and
Frederick Loewe, who mil do the
book to Alan Jay Lemer’s music,
was here also.
Miss Gray’s Eliza Doolittle con-

trasts notably with the memorable
phonetic heroines of VRygnialioin”
the past three decades, bringing a
more romantic note to the proceed-
ings than is generally delivered.
Lynrt Fontanne was more Indig-
nant than romantic, and RUth
Chatterton in the late Auriol Lee’s
excellent production was somewhat
stagey*. Gertrude Lawrence’s more
recent Eliza was highly competent,
as was to be expected, but with no
surprises.
Rummaging in the vaults, Wil-

son came upon the script used by
Mrs. Patrick. Campbell in the ini-
tial production, to which a cur-
tain line was added at rehearsals
upon her demands. Tills line
breeds the speculative nOte*'hf ro-
mance that is oftentimes missed
in revivals. And WiiSori ahd Miss
Gray pounced upon it happily.
The skillful, determined

,
MisSJ

Gray left no doubts 'Of -her *d1U&'
to meet.tlie demands of om? of the
best' roles In current theatre. To
fortify her preparations, she ob-
tained a showing of Wendy Hil-
ler’s film version of a decade ago
and listened to a taping of Lynn
Fontanne’s radio stint for the
"Theatre Guild of the Air.” But,
ably seconded by Wilson, she
brought her own flourishes to the
pai't, and neatly took her place In
an illustratious gallery of Shavian
ladies. Miss Gray is highly popu-
lar in London and it is easy to sus-
pect that her public there 'would
like her Miss Doolittle.
Of the others recruited by Wil-

son for this Westport airing, Bram-
vvell Fletcher stood out with his
picturesque performance of Eliza’s
gaudy father. Fletcher is a paint-
er of some note offstage and he
used the hues of his pallette to
effect a striking makeup. The al-
ways a u't h e n t i c Viola Roache
added to the revival’s worthiness,
but Tom Helmore was not up to
standard as Professor Higgins.
When Guild co-director Law-

rence Langner returns from Lon-
don next' week he will have dis-
cussed the musical "Pygmalion”
with Mary Martin, Bight now,
Dolores Gray almost has the job,

j

DouL J

Melody Fair, opening last night

(Tues.) outside DanburY^ Conn., is

capitalized at $56,000. General
partners in the venture are James
Westerfield, who will stage ihe tent

‘musicals, and' Stephen Rose, who-’H

be producer.. Backets include Hose,

with a $1V000' inv^Stnqent; Andrew
Geoly,' of Eaves* Gbstume, $1,000;

ringer Jim Hawthorne, $1,000^ and
souvenir progtain agent Arthur
Klar, $2,500.

Westerfield was -stager and was
partnered v/ith Ben Boyar two
years ago in Melody Grove, -a mu-
sical teijit located on the. Danbury
fair grounds. That was' capltalt

ized at $40,000, ' .but flopped at a

loss- estimated at $50,000. Lajit

summer a different management
offered weekend musicals at the
fair grounds.

Set to Return
There were two*' closings! last

week. Both were hit shows', ,
both

scheduled for reopening later this

summer or in early fall. One was
"Point of No Return,” which shut-

tered .SUiturday night. (28) at the
Alvin, N. Y., for a five-week hiatus.

The other way the' second company
of ‘^Mpon Is Blue,” which ’folded
•the same night at the Harris, Chi-
cago.' It's to be put on again in
the fair, to tour the midwest and
southwest;

"Point,” Paul Osborn's dramati-
zation of the. John B. Marquand-^
best-seller, starring Henry Fonda,
hay played '29 weeks thus far, earn-
ing a profit of about $55,(K)0 on an
.investment, of $1(10^000; • After a
brief return -run on' Broadway
starting Aug. 4, the Leland Hay-
ward. pi-oduction will probably be
sent on the road with Fonda con-
tinuing as star.

"Moon,” the second company of
the F. Hugh Herbert comedy;
played 61 weeks in Chicago. It has
thus far distributed $155,0(30 profit
on its $60,000 investment, and has
an estimated- $10,006.additional as-
sets. Meanwhile, the original pro-
duction, presented by Aldri^ &
Myers, in association with Julius
Fleischmann, continues on Broad-
way, and a new company, starring
David ^Niven and Diana Lynn, has
been, formed by the Actors Co., at
La Jolla, Cal., and will tour the
Coast cities and the northwest.

Ltneoh Shines Apin In

111. as 'Forever This Land’

Bows Its Second Season
By yiRGINIA DAVI§
New Salem, 111., July 1.

On the hottest day of the year,
June 27 (110 degrees in central
Illinois),. "Forever This Land,” Il-

linois’ historical symphonic drama,
opened its second season in New
Salem State Park. Gov. Adlai Ste-
venson said, in opening the event,
which he has been active in spon-
soring, '“tell all your friends to
potnel'Affd if you don’t like our air-

bondifibhin'g, neither-do I.” (Earlier
in'lhh ’day he ' had declined, as
usual, ‘t& "accept a draft.”)

But the crowd of about 1,800
(capacity 3,000) liked the show. It
was re-establishing contact with
pioneer traditions, as the governor
put it. In this area, where Abra-
haip Lincoln’s name is on every
signpost, out where his personal-
ity is still elusive, it was satisfying
to see the scenes of his six years
in New Salem within the setUng
of the park and village itself.

The forces which acted on him
in his twenties are revealed; the
importance and beauty of the land;
the growth, and decline * Of the
towns Jis people moved west; his
studies of grammar, surveying and
law, with the encouragement of
the schoolmaster; - his experiences
as storekeeper, postmaster, rail-

splitter, corn shucker; his discus-
sions with Jack Kelso, the village
philosopher (this character acts as
narrator during the play); tlie kind-
ness of Ann Rutledge; his captaincy
in the Blackhawk Indian War.
The show is expertly mounted,

played out of doors on three stages
in the spanking new Kelso Hollow
Theatre. Written by Kermit Hun-
ter, 'author of "Unto These Hills”
and. "Horn in the West,” outdoor
dramas produced in North . Caro-

( Continued on page 58)
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Investment
! Distributed profit to date
Total gross for last five weeks ..................
Profit for last five weeks
Total profit to date
Gertrude Lawrence’s share (5.%, per contract)..,.

Cash reserve ;

Balance avaUable for distribution

$360,000
100,000

258,494

49,141

261,053

13,053

25,000

123.000

"POINT OF NO RETURN’'
(Asi of June 21/ •*5Z)

Investment » $100,000
Capital returned to backers 100,000
Total gross, for last four weeks- ; 93.832
Profit for last four weeks 3]89o
Total profit to date 56,177
Bonds and deposits - isisoo
Cash reserve . , ? 10,000

Balance available for distribution 30,877

"AFFAIRS OF STATE”
(Closed)

Investment $50,000
Distributed profit as of Dec. 29, ’51 206,000
Additional profit as of same date 50,760

Loss, for final 16 weeks of N. Y. run closing March ff, '52 159
Loss' for first six Weeks, of tour, as of April. 19, '52 2,561
Income from souvenir books 462
Undistributed profit as of April 19, ’52.; 48,502
(Includes $4,600' advance to co-producer Richard W. Krakeur, as his

share of profits, secured by personal note.)

,,
"STALAG 17”

(June 17, ’52) '

Investment - $50,000

flneludes. show’s 40% share of $110)00ff film saje)

Distributed profit 72,495

'Prepaid tour expose ; 1,869

Bonds and deposits ^ ; 8,860

Additions assets* ; 81,538

"ONE. BRIGHT DAY’'
(Closed)

.

Investment
J9roduction cost

(Includes tryout loss, pre-opening expense)
Total gross pf Broadway run (SVz’ weeks, closing April. 12,’ ’52) .

Loss on Broadway run
(Includes closing expense)

Advance from stock; forrign rights .

.

Deficit
Returned to backers
Balance available ' /v . . . .

.

L

$75,000

58,348

40,440

9,226

1,180

66,394

8,250
•356

Morton GottReb, general man-
ager for

.

Gilbert Miller, sails for
Europe tomorrow (Thurs.), on the
maiden voyage of the United
States. He’ll be gone about six

weeks . . . Milton Baron, general
manager' and production associate
of Jose Ferrer, on a fishing vaca-
tion at Phoenicia, N. Y. . . .

Stage msnager - scripter Robert
Downing writing a’ series of pro-
files for his hometown paper, the
Cedar Rapids' Gazette, on lowans
in the theatre.

Critical click of Katharine Hep-
bum in Shaw’s "The Millionaires”
in London last* week ’apparently
means that the Theatre (^uild will
go ahead with tentative plans to
present the production on Broad-
way next fall, or whenever the star
is available. Incidentally, the play
was' tried Out at the Westport
(Conn.) Country Playhouse in 1938,
with Jessie Royce Landis in the
title part.. . . Producer Alexander
H. Cohen has opened an office on
Madison Ave., N. Y. . . . Herman
Bernstein, gertteral, manager, for
Leland Hayward, and Warren
O’Hara, house manager of the Al-
vin, N. Y., sail tomorrow (Thurs.)
for a two-week vacation in Havana
. . . Claire Luce will play the
femme lead in "Jezebel's Hus-
band,” opposite Claude Rains.
Ben Washer, currently vacation-

ing at Westhampton Beach, L. 1.,

v/ill pressagent "Deep Blue Sea,”
Terence Raiiigan’s London hit,
which Alfred dc LUgre and John
C. Wilson will produce on Broad-
way in the fall, with Margaret Sul-
lavan in the role created by Peggy
Ashcroft . . . Bill Doll left for the
Coast over the weekend to plant
national publicity for "Top Ba-
nana,” "New Faces’* and the tour-

I
ing "Porgy and Bess.” While there,
he and his actress-wife, Caren
Marsh, will visit her parents . .

Carmen Capalbo, stage manager
for S. Hurok, recuperating in
French Hospital, N. Y., after minor
surgery . . . Judith Evelyn, who re-
cently closed in "The Shrike,” va-
cationing in France.
Producer Gertrude Macy, who

planed yesterday (Tues.) to Europe
for a month’s vacation, V'ill. visit'
London to arrange a West End edi-
tion of "I Am a Camera,” ,Tohn van
Druten hit which- she and Walter
Starckc • are co-presenting at the
Empire, N. Y. . . . After a show-
catching orgy in London, theatri-
cal attorney L. Arnold Weissbcrgcr
.visited Paris and is now in the
south of France . . . Carol Chan-
ning, who recently closed in "Gen-
tlemen Prefer Blondes,” vacation-

ing in Bermuda . . . "See How They
Run,” Philip King, farce originally

produced in London* In 1945 and
presented extenrive^y in strawhats
in the U, S-, has been acquired for

Broadway by Peter Glenn and
John Yorke.
Anthony Qufnn is propping a

fall tour of Cervantes’ "Don Quix-
ote,” i;a which he'll star, with Akim
Tamiroff. as Sancho Panza. Preston
Sturges is adapting .the play for

arena- presentation.
Jus Addlas has been signed to

direct “Jose|>hine,” new Sally Ben-
son play which is slated to bow at

the Booth Theatre, N. Y., Oct. 1

after ‘ tryouts in .Boston, Phila-

delphia and Hartford. Thaddeus
^ski will produce; SJeript is based
bn five F. Scott Fitzgerald stories.

Albert Liitville, currently play-

ing in "A Tree Grows in Brooldyn”
at State Fair Musicals, .Dallas, will

b.e held over -for a role in "The
Student Prince,” July 7-20. Frank-
lin Kennedy, chorus regular in the

summer musicals, has been upped
to tlie Detlef role in "Prince.”

Kennedy had
,
a daily LBS radio

show until the net folded in May.
William' WariHeld and Leontyne

Price, who play the title roles of

the current "Porgy and Bess,” be-

came engaged last weekend.

Foote Dickering Booth

For Ferber ‘So Big’ Drama
Dallas, July 1.

Horton Foote, author of "The

Chase,” melodrama which had a

brief Broadway run last spring as

a production of Jose Ferrer, vvas

here last weekend to confer with

Shirley Booth about starring in "So

Big,” a musical version of. the Edna
Ferher novel,, for which he has

written the book. Actress is cur-

rently playing her original role of

Aunt Cissy In. the State Fair Musi-

cals revival here of "Tree Grows m
Brooklyn.” Foote lives In Phoenix.

If Miss Booth were to do the

Foote play, it would presumably
have to wait until at least next

winter, and possibly indefinitely

after that. Actress is first com-

mitted to play the lead in
' "Time

of the Cuckoo,” Arthur Laurents

drama to be produced by Robert

Whitehead and Walter Fried,

Malcolm Atterbury. actor-owmer

of the Albany, N. Y., Playhouse,

will be In the supporting cast tor

Dorothy Gish in "The Man.”
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Equity.

Coolto Idea

With the passage yesterday

/Tues) of the deadline for adop-

}lon of a five-hranch merger of

the eastern performer., unions,

Sospects for, affirmative action on

the moposal on ,the part of Actot^

Eouity are figured increasingly re-

mote. Despite vo^te on .^everal oc-

casions by the Equity 'Oouncll m
favor of such a tieup, the legit

union’s governing body is now
understood to be only lukewarm

on the subject.

It’s considered significant that

at this critical period in the situa-

tion, Ralph Bellamy, recently

elected Equity president and here-

tofore believed to be a strong pro-

ponent of five-branch merger, has

gone away on a six-week, vacation

cruise. The council is nqt expected

to take any vigorous stand on the

matter during his absence.

Recent appointment of 'Newpoid

Morris as special assistant to

Bellamy, specializing on the

merger, has apparently brought

little tangible result. Angus Dun-
can, acting executive secretary

since the exit of Louis iM. Simon
last spring. Is regarded as favor-

ing the five-branch; merger and is

said to be supporting Morris on
the question. But Rebecca Brown-
stein, the union’s attorney, is un-
derstood to be opposed to the idea,

as are several other Icey members
of the staff. Miss Brownstelh,' In

particular, has reportedly had sev-

eral tactical skirmishes with Mor-
ris on the quesRbn.
Although- there’s b^cn no direct

expression of council sentiment oh
-the merger proposal recently, it's

figured that the group’s' moOd may
have changed since thejlast annual

(Continued on page, 58)

’Bit Hajrer’ Mrs. FDR Joins

John Golden Ahinini’ For

His 78th Birthday Fete
John Golden was .hosted at jl

luncheon at Satdi's, N. Y., last

Thursday - (26), tossed by Elliott

Nugent, Martha Scott and Robert
Breston, stars of *‘The Male Ani-
mel,” which <5olden • is producing
at the Music Box- Theatre follow-
ing its two weeks’ City Center run
last spring.

Occasion was the showman’s 78th
birthday, and fellow guests includ-
ed stars of previous Golden pro-
duction was hre working in town.
Nugent emceed the affair, with
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt on hand for
the celebration. She qualified -as
a Golden “player,” since ^he went
on in a bit for Myrna Loy when
“The Army Play by Play” was done
for the late President Roosevelt at
Hyde Park. Gertrude Lawrence
brought along a Siamese crockery
cat similar to the tabby of “Susan
and God.”
Golden sang a Chinese song he

wrote many years ago and did a
little reminiscing on his past the-
atrical experience. At the lunch-
eon’s close he was unanimously
nominated for IT. S. President.
George Abbott (“I used to get

$15 a week and felt overpaid,”
he said); Ruth Gordon, Claudia and
Ralph Morgan, Peggy Wood, Fran-
cme Larrimore, Eddie Dowling
Frances Starr, Helen Claire, Helen
Menken, Bert dLytell, Paula Stone
(representing her dad, Ered, and

Carol), Donald Cook, J'ules
Munshin, Chester Morris,* Harry
Townes, Regina- Wallace, Matt
Briggs, Dorothy Blackburn 'and
Louis Lotito were also in attend.-
^ce. Lotito was bookboy at the
Hippodrome as kid on Golden mu-
sicals. The “Male Anipiiar* cast
presented the producer wiiJi a sil-

(Continued on page 57)

Greensboro Arena .to Bow
10-Week Run With ‘Horse’

Greensboro, N. C., July 1.

Carolina Arena Playhouse
Will open here July 8 for 10 weeks,
according to Frances Newton, pro-
uucer. Troupe claims to be the
only professional resident company
oetween Lost Colony and Chero-

Opening show will be “Three
Men On a Horse.” Playhouse has
a gating capacity of 300.
Director will be William Toben-

New York, who directed
Jie Green drama, “Faith of

.^^jhers,” during its two-year
n in Washington. Marty Jacobs

roof technical di-
rector.

Pi^nsTf LEGITIMATB S5

Miami Cameo Darkens As

Fixer Naish Cancels Date

^ Miami Beach, July 1.

Cancellation'.by J. Carroll Naish
of date to play lead In “A Slight
Case of Murder” caused darkening
of Cameo Playhouse,- with the big
July fourth weekend coming up.
Producers Sandy Scott and Nick
Condos will keep house dark until
mid-July, when

. Martha Raye
comes in with “Annie Get Your
Gun.”
Producers had looked to a

healthy week’s business what with
Naish stealing Ideal reviews in pic
“Clash, by Night,” He had been
committed to' the date by William
Morris agency, but wired denial of
booking. Cameo .Playhouse." ops
had taken -a licking on, last week’s
production of “The iPlay’s the
Thing,” with Uta Hagen, Luther
Adler, Romney Brent, ' Herbert
Rerghof and Paiila Laurchce, and
were Iq^king to recoup dn«'‘A
Slight (Jase of Mutder.”

*• In a move to hypo 'buslnfiss at

his two-ply shows at the Marine
Stadium, Jones Beach, L. I., pro-
ducer Michael Todd is doing what
He describes as “bringing the box-
qfficc to the people." In a deal
with George R, Skouras, of Skour-
as Theatres,^. 'he has arranged to
use the boxoffice of the -closed
Rivoli Theatre,, N. Y., to sell tick-

ets for his “Night in Venice” op-
eretta and! ' the marine circus.

He’ll also use the boxoffice of vari-
ous dark Skouras houses, on Long
Island for ^similar sale. *

Iri Addition, • the producer will
send promotion reps by gondola
to various Long Island shore towns
to ballyhob ' “Venice" and the
sVimmlng. show. -He’s "convinced
that in good weather there’s ample
business from what he calls the
“captive audience" ' of regular
Jones Beach visitors, including
tourist^. But from the first, - the
headache in the operation has been
the possibility of rainy, or. even
cold and threatening weather. He
hopes to counteract that adverse
factor by pushing ticket sales at

the boxojffices of the Rivoli on
Broadway and the other Skouras
theatres, plus other special ar-

rangements he hopes to make.

. Although attendance was large'

at the .Rodger;?-Hammerstein night
Monday (30), the first of an an-
nounced series of weekly concerts
at the Marine Stadium, Todd
would prefer to present “Venice"
that night, making it a scvfcn-

nights-a-week show. However, that

would require a waiver of Equity’s
six-night rule, so he will appeal
to the union for necessary permis-
sion. Even the nightly operation,

he notes, would involve only seven
performances a week, as “Venice"
plays no matinees.

Swim show, which is under
American Guild of Variety Artists

jurisdiction, 'will • be presented
every afternoon at the water sta-

dium, starting tomorrow (Thurs.).

New Haven Pops in Okay
Start With Jane Pickens

New Haven, July 1.

Annual Pop Concert Series got

off to an okay start at the Yale

Bowl last Tuesday (24), pulling an

estimated 11,000 patrons to pro-

gram headed by Jane Pickens,
with Harry Berman , conducting the
New Haven Symphony.

Balance of schedule includes
Benny Goodman (July 8); Sarah
Vaughan and Barber Shop Chorus
(22); Earl Wrightson, Carolyn Long
(29); Jesus Maria Sanroma, Con-
chita Gaston, with Emerson Buck-
ley conducting (Aug. 12); Charles
Kullman, Mary Henderson, with
Frank Brieff conducting (24),

Series is managed by the New
Haven Junior Chamber of Com-
merce. Richard C. Lee is repeat-
ing as master of ceremonies. Scale
has :F1-20 top.

Loder-'Min^’ Tees Off New

Mt Kisco Sbrawhat Mgt.
Westchester Playhouse, Mt.

Kisco, N, * Y., which has been op-s

crated by various managerrients in
the last 20 years, has been leased
by Barton H. and John P. Emmet,
and opens, next Monday (7) with
a revival of Terence Rattigan’s “Q
Mistress Mine,” -starring: J!ohn
Loder. An eight-week season of
guest-star revivals will close Aug,.
30. Top will be $3.60, ' ^

Frank Fleming is resident direc-
tor.

lOO&PhiOy Playhouse,

first City-Underwritten

Legit, in Impressive Bow
Philadelphia, July 1.

Philadelphia’s first theatre-in-

the-round drew unanimous ap-.

proval at its debut last night ("30)

before a toggy. audiehce of first

families' ' and political lights. No
dissenting voice greeted the final

blackout of “Gqodbye My Fancy,”
starring Sylvia Sidney and Conrad
Nagel to launch the first municipal-
ly-spbnsOred theatre in the United
States,

Mayor Joseph .SilDClark, Jr., and
other speakers pointed out the

appropriateness of a city-sponsored-
theatre here, in a town which
houses the Walnut St. ,a;'heatre,

oldest playhouse in the English-,

speaking world. • Structurally, and
from location standpoint, the play-
house in Fairmount - Park is an-

asset to all.' Prices of $1 to $2, .with

.

only 13 . rows, insures adequate
vision and hearing.

'In- its own way, the Playhouse
represented^ a theatrical - miracle.

Site of the project was bare ground
five,weeks ago. Although no official

csti'inates Were available, price of

operation . was estimated at $1()0,-

000, Theron Bamberger, Playhouse
producer, palled the turn when he
said he doubted if private enter-

prise could ever have put up any-
thing comparable.

I. D. (Ike) Levy, TV film prod-
ucer and former CBS director,

called the Belmont sho^vplace the
finest thing of its kind in the
world. All speakers paid tribute

to John B. (Jack) Kelly, of Philly’s

famous.,theatrical family, to whom
the Playhouse in. the park -repre-
sented a life-long .dream. Kelly
urged the circus tent be used
before and aft^r theatrical seasons
for operas, folk dances add amateur
theatricals, and juvenile boxing
shows.

Nagel, speaking for the cast, said

“Most of us have played summer
theatres all over the country and
have never seen anything like this.

Showers in the dressing room alone
were enough to win the silent sup-
port of the actors.”

La Jolla, Now Out of Debt,

Opens 6tli Coast Season
La Jolla, Cal., July 1.

La Jolla Playhouse, out of the

red with its $15,000 debt paid back
to David O. Selznick, oi>ened its

sixth summer season tonight (1)

before a sellout house. David
Niven and Diana Lynn are stars of

the first offering, “The Mpoh .Ia

Blue.” Producers Richard ^Wdriph,
Richai’d Myers and Otto PremiiiLger

will take the show on a Coast tour
after a week’s run here.

, With Gregory Peck and Dorothy
McGuire absent, Mel Ferrer is

running the Playhouse. Nine plays
will be given, seven of which were
announced.

“Remains to Be Seen” will open
Tuesday (8), its first production on
the Coast. Monica Lewis and
Carleton Carpenter will co-star.

Groucho Marx will appear in “Time
for Elizabeth” July 15. Show was
written by ' Marx and Norman
Krasna. Also planned are “Affairs

of State,” .“The Happy Time,”
“Strike a Match” and “The Lady's
Not for Burning.”

James • Neilson, on leave of

absence from Columbia, will direct

all La Jolla plays, and Ruth Burch
will be casting director. Most
recent addition to staff is Ariel
Ballif, who replaces Bob Lee, now
in Europe. Ballif will do sets. Lee
Thomas returns as business man-
ager.

Second annual Friends Fund
campaign of the N. Y. Philhar-

j

monic-Symphony Society, to raise

j

$150,000 towards the orchestra'’s
annual 'deficit, . is now being
mapped for fall. David M, Keiser

I again will head the drive.

^Wnliee Indian Drama

T^x-Exempt; 3()G Gain
'Greensboro, N, C.,-July 1.

Officials of the Cherokee Histori-

cal Assn., sponsor of the Cherokee
Indian’ drama,' “Unto These Hills,”

have received a $30,000-a-year
bonus.
It^came in form of a wire from

Sen, Willis' Smith, telling the offi-

cials that the drama has been ex-

empted from the Federal admis-
sion tax by the Internal Revenue
Bureau.

Officials -of the association,

headed by president Harry Bu-
chanan of Hendersonville, esti-

mated that the tax ruling will

mean between $30,600 and $35,000
a year in increased revenue.

In what’s believed to "be the first

such action by an employer organ-
ization, the League of - N.' Y, The-]
ati-es has joined Actors Equity in

a resblution , condemning black-

lists. Although thA wording of the
statement remains to be drafted,
repi'esentatlves>0,£ the. two ^oiips
have already agreed in principle
on the proposal, which is expected
to be along the lines of the Ameri-
can Ciyll Liberties Union policy
on the subject, -

'

In general, the resolution wIU
probably condemn all blacklisting
on • principle, no matter of what
political complexion. In addition.
It is expected to* parallel the ACLU
attitude supporUng the inherent
right of any group to picket, re-
gardless of political partisanship,
or whether for. or against black-
listed individuals or controversial
ideas. ,

The League-Equity statement
will be in line with the basic stand
of both the actor union, and Au-
thors League of America.* In
various resolutions passed by the
membership and approved in prin-
ciple by the council, Equity

, has
Insisted that no actor should be
denied employment because of in-

clusion of his name in any black-
list. The League, of which the
Dramatists Guild Is a part, has ar-
gued that in professional matters
writers should he judged on the
content and quality . of their
WTiting, regardless of political af-

filiation.

In commenting on the League-
Equity move, one prominent
League member asserted, “Such a
policy is essential If the theatre, is

to continue as an independent art,

medium of creative expression or
even as a healthy business. Black-
listing is a

,
subversive, un-Ameri-

can practice which tends to de-
stpy the Constitution, Bill of,

Rights and, in fact, “ the entire
American tradition of fair play and
4jaw apd order. Blacklisting is a
totalitarian tactic that gives aid
and comfort to Communism."

New basic contract between the
Di-amatists Guild and League of
N, Y. Theatres is understoi^ to, in-
volve several concessions, ;to ease
the royalties on mbderate-g^ssinlf
shows; especially on tfie rohd, plus
a i’cvlsed wrinkle designed tq elimi-
nate the possibility of a repetition,
of the “Ring case." Agreement is

reportedly all negotiated, with only
a few minor technicalities to be
worked out by the lawyers for the
respective groups. It will p\-obably
be signed before the start Of the
fall production season*.

One of the changes in 'the jfiact

is understood to be a reduction In

royalties on top-grossing musicals,
which under the- upped b.o. scales
of the last few years have - given
authors of such, shows an unprece-
dented financial cleanup. Also, the

'

revised deal is said to simplify the .

procedure by which tho producer
of a lessei>draw sho:A^ can obtain
royalty cuts or waivers in ox’der to
keep it running.
On the other hand, the ne.w rules"

reportedly call for . Increased ad-
vance royalties and give additional
breaks to playwrights, including
payments to the author of a flop

show in return for the manage-
ment's right to retain his share, of
subsidiary Income without having
to play the former threcrweek niin-

Imum, In general’, the changes are
aimed to improve the position of
the young or not-yet-established
authors. »

The new contract Is understood
to emplpipize the “seiwice" nature
of the production agreement be-
tween Author and managemont
That is, it spells out in greater de-
tail tho author's duty to attend re-
hearsals, .do '-rewrite, etc. This is.

figured a step toward avoiding the
possibility of future anti-trust suits

again^it the Guild, along the lines
.

of the “Ring case.” Although the
Guild ultimately won that litiga-

tion, it was long and costly and had
a disruptive effect on the theatre.

It’s understood the new pact \vlll

.

retain the Guild-shop proviso that
was a factor 'in the “Ring case."

That is, Guild members will not be
permitted to sign production conr
tracts with managements that have
not signed 'the basic agreement.
And signatory managers will not
be permitted to sign production
contracts with non-member play-
wrights. However, this clause has
also been redrafted to avoid future
anti-trust suits.

Barns Going Thataway;

Maplewood (NJ.) Folds;

Cragsmoor Stays Dark
First major casualty of the straW-

hat season is the Maplewood (N.J.)

Theatre,
.
which folded Saturday

night (28) after ei^it weeks’ oper-
ation. Spot was Under management
of Broadway producer Albert' H,
Rosen and. his associate, Albert H.
Lewis, it was capitalized at $^5,000.
Opening May 3 with Judy Holli-

day in “Dreath Girl,” the Maple-
wood venture played to generally
skimpy business, aggravated by the
management’s inability to book top
name draws. 'The closing :bill \yas

“Cocktail )Party‘,’’ with Dennis King,
Estelle Winwood and v; Margaret
Phillips. --

Rosen and Lewis announced In-'

tention of reopening th«> house o»
a guost-star stock basis neXt sprihg.
The spot has been under various
managements in recent years, with
in-and-out results.

Ballet Riisse Pacted

For Hollywood, Frisco
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, has

just inked two engagements for the
summer. Troupe will appear at
the Greek Theatre, Hollywood, for
two weekends . (eight perform-
ances) starting July 9. Then it

moves to the Curran, San Francis-
co, for a two-week stay, returning
to N. Y directly after.

Coast will get a heavy dose of
clfisisic dance this summer, as Bal-
let Theatre moves into the Holly-
wood Bowl for two weekends of
dance, directly following Ballet
Russe 's Greek Theatre stay.

Ballet Russe, incidentally, re-
ports no bookings yet ‘for the regu-
lar 1952-53 fall-winter season. Sit-
uation Is unusual in' that the
troupe, in previous 1*4 years of
touring, has had its season’s book-
ings all set by the previous April.
A separate entity, called the Ballet
Russe de Monte (IJarlo Concert Co.,

Which Ballet Russe .impresario
Serge Denham is recruiting for Co-
lumbia Artists Mgt., for the bu-

1 consulting his fiancee, has been
Ireau’s Community Concerts loop,! optioned for Broadway production

i.s, however, reported all booked al-
! by the new firm of Ruth Siaa^r

1 ready. I and Frank Bradley.

Early Clrari;iigMM>r Cropper
Cragsnxpor, N. Y., July 1.

The Cragsmoor Summer Theatre
came a cropper last week before
even opening for the season. The
£(pot, taken over recently by Dee
Hollahd, folded during rehearsals
of the initial bill, a revival of
“Happy, Time." . Company will be
paid off from the bond previously
posted with Actors Equity.
Cragsmoor was operated last sea-

son by Raul Foley:

'Bearding' for B’way
"The Bearding of Johnny,” com-

edy by screenwriter - playwright
John Rodell about the complica-
tions arising when^ a young man
decides to raise a * beard without
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crlttft IjOcIcc)# Also Jftck Cassidy

is ingratiatiiifif as the juvenile lead

«t^tS”^o?mu»icai comwiy hi tWo »ci*, (created In the orimal Jy the late
?r?rj __ AutTmt* Vniv*v-*ii ulaV. *THavlni 4-Ujm ThIac riai'RnlrfV

Fireirodis in flose Bfitc

Sased"on‘A^& Jolm—then Ji;les-Garfield)
Wenderful Tim*/' b^k

Jjy ^ acceptable £

,
the comedy lead;

u. Paul Valentine isvokay as a
Vafenthie.^^^ri^^CSiw £fd'*dinc?2'‘b'y tiohing Lothario; Harry Clark is

io«”nfwttini)*.S*dnrtti^ satisfactory as the heroine's dis^

Mstumw. carded hanpei Sammy Smlt^hvis be-

«; *4 resort Ar, and

Sun. At^periti. N. Y.. Jutte 25, '52; parkins IS coiivihcing as the;

$7.20 top.
vhtricia -Marand spot's muscleman. They're all

rhfel^ fee” y,’.
’.r. Ml.-J»ck Cassidy good enough, but none of them

ray Fromkiri
M'.

a?mus really knocks over the audience,-

?>Wv S»s‘''’‘*V.V.V.V.ra^ MThe swimming pool, the most

hiTS Gr^n .*.' ....John F^kin# spectacular element in the prqduc-
Lou^ndei cTark tion .provides a stunning novelty

Fabricant......^..... Argt-$ct finale. But al-

Soffit ‘
V.M’.*.*.,,...*.TKUiAe Gordon though some attempt has been

‘evaS^ AiJuer made to tie the action relating to

^ R*y "^Yson it into the basic story, it remains

sid pretty much incidental.
Xenny •

*^Miian Chiefly because of the swimming
.‘.‘.'M.*.*.’,*.*.*.’. Tom Ayr* pool, which required elabdrate

Henrietta’. ’.V.V. MarUn construction work on the theatre
^u»sie "’"^naivna Lowe stage (and an increase in the stage

shTriey
”

*. M
M

*, MM ’.
Sybu Lamb hand bill , each week) “Wish"

Lena ^
* ouite^^Ann’^rnir couldn't be 'taken on the road for

• • • • ® a tryout. Instead, the management
iftw*Giri -Fiotence' Hende^n substituted the Unprecedented
Girt Diver., , wiiand series of paid previews, some sold

Diver ""‘.’.‘.‘MM'Joaeph Thomas to theatre party organizations and
Walters: Gu* Giordano. Stan Grover, sonic to individuals On Hayward’s

Bill Hogue, Leo K^wort^
^'SS^^^steeie’ private mailing list.

Isjf,/"" LflhM
Athletes, guests, staff “iembers; Nancy reliable as to reaction, the in-

ISl^oAs.'^iSa’R<2e/M^^^^^
town revisions and east changes

^ Don Fatcrson, WaUy Strauss. caused endless xmfavorable com-—— . , ment from the Shubert Alley Cas-

Dfespite the extreme pro and con

Tenorts of Broadway klbirters who limma^ performances, in some

law it during its three and a haif cases three and four times..

«7oIvc ftf nrf^vlews “Wish you Although the screen rights to

Were Here’^ is neither a wonder "Hwing Wouderfui Time'- were
wntjleal nor a fiasco. It's a reason-^ Hold years ago, the rights- to this

?wv ATiinvflble show with a pleas- musical adaptation should be worth

iX S mofpheric *'®’^ “Wish" appears to

songs, a likable if somewhat light- J>e admirable sci^n material, par-

weight cast and a provocatiye.nov- 'jyuuld probably

elty an actual onstage swimming then be cast with stars. Hdhe,

pool. - .

“Wish." rarely builds up much
momentum, however; never fully

captures the audience, and plainly

feels the lack of stars. Although

there is potent material in the

show, notably in the comedy and

the songs, there’s no one in the

cast who has the necessary com-

rence.

L«Sit Followups

.Faint Ynnr Wngon
(SHtJBEBT, N. Y.)

Eddie Dowlings recent takeover,

Knktion'' oT^talent . and personal ^our Wagon.” of the lead

^a^nA+icm tn take command of cresrted by James Barton, gives

and audience So “Wish” musical a slightly different but

?£KiSS2l«
IShi“
"

Tvfg. m'lidpal Ig adauted from to the rowdy playing of Olga San

*‘T2vinv”wonderful Tim&” Arthur Juan, who originally had the part,

K^herts^straight comedy^ which was Nola Fairbanks, who followed.

? moderate luccesfS thTm ^.Dowling and Miss Crowley com-

season getting almost unanimously to give the Frederick Loewe-
la,r«nnKi« r^ntWs flud ulavlng 46 Jay Lerner show a much
weeks to $8,000-$9,000 grosses, gentler quality than in its original

There wL also a road company and conception. Howling, particularly

an RKO film edition. ThlJ musical Provides a wlstfulness that is .

io TkHtnjirlv a Joshua Lo- uiaTked switch from the more ro-

gS^^ operation since he has collab- Se w
sxMiL •k'nhP^r nn the book, table 4s the fact that either way

Snrlner^ with Leland Hayward in musical's good points and bad

?he%rednrtton^nd"Ls points are equaj^ diseernibk^^

directed it, but also staged the

baL'’S“!?lvi‘s1?-St 5te”?.^atTnT on»tS £°et®1t%a%?^?.
TOth tLYxrention of stiirioSd; U«»Uy written lor Barton. wh5 lorS rlglsterefte secSndfS years has ^en noted for his vaude
load there'-? not a Genuinely first- drunk act. He got tremendous roars

‘iSilonal SormaLV in >” version,-while Dowling's stew

fi. .hSw and Sot «en M^f Bond « » “ore pleasant, easy-going Utflew Th. ahd? atSv and ner- “«»• As lar as voices go, there’s

mnalUv '*that' suggest^ 'potential ”ot much to choose from between

^rrinm
“ ' suMes's poicmiai

Barton was louder

Wvon an “Wish” is a moderately “ore easily heard; rDowling

divertPnl ind iSo^WeShSrXhe » '“<^1 set of plMS that alld

CaTsSttf . resort locale and the corobipe.however.a bitof-sweet-

*.;?rt^^^S' Bre^rSirfSSwy Miss Crowley doesn't get the

v nn.mi 1‘oehs that Olgi San Juan-did and
Jmdn&’:a/t5iv2;''\hL°'S?a . /Sdnate' doesn’t woMc so hard' for them

uiore timid, nice-gir
nameiq. Chick Kessler, in the origi

type, .rather than the

' Westhampton, L, I,, July 1,

Mike Todd's al ftesco musical V
offering at Jones Beach is a’ .spec-. jCauns«id. .«*w Arthur

tacnlar ertMvagaiaa. probably one % wartiiS!'-
of the most pretentious outdoer iS*i.. mSwhouiw, J»«« _
musical presentations in. the coun- Henry

to., Goo/music, fine singing and w«m«
>aazzlii^ co>$tumes una sets are en- cH»irtey sfimtoa ......Lnwiwwoe ik^ow
fiahcea by mnuspal, striking back- Ben stwuon -

gfonndin&>A dated hook and
corny, humor are offset by the D*n
lifting music, to make the produc- MaJar

tion, a little-known Johann Strauss. .V.’.V.M.V.’.mT iiften ©Irr
operetta, a spectacle worth seeing. st»cey Jen«i

To be presented nightly (except ,

Mondays) throughout the summer Edward Caulfield, Whose 'Bruno
at a >4.80 top in the new 8,000- and Sidney” had a run pf afx pert

seSter, '$4,000,000 Marine stadium, foritiances -in the season of 1048-

“A Night In Venice” has the 40 and was the last play to be
bulky daily Jones Beach bathing done by New Stages, has provided

crowd, the many adjacent vacation- radio actor-announcer Kon Baw*
eer-hulging Long* Island towns, 'son with “Stacey. Jones” to open
and 'N, Y. City residents and visi- his second season ' Monday (30)

tors for potential customers. Nov- at the 'W’esthampton Playhouse,
city and glitter of the production The farce about the Long Island

might to attract; such Imponder- Railroad is not likely to create

ables as weather, traffic conditions any h®w goodwill for the bowed
down commuters' curse,

- . w, . . “Stacey Jones” stars a local resi-A fligliT, in Vent«« tjent, Arthur Treacher, and what
Jones'Beach, L.I., N.Y., June 556. few laughs the hatd-wptkihg com-
ivuchart T(i>dd prerientktion of musical edian and Other such pros as How-

ard Smith, Buss Brown, Alonzo
Thomas jia?tta* new bSk and lyriw S Bosan, Ralph Bell and Robert Pat-
Uuth •$e Thomar’Martin. Staged by Jack ten get are obtained by .gags xec-
Donohu*. Seta and costumes. Baoul Pene ftofnl-rnHl/* nnlv +n thA Ineal Ventrv
DeBoia; choreography, Jamea Nyaren; ognizawe oniy to me lOcai gentry
condui^e-r, Martin. At Mar^^ Stadium, who are forced to Spend much

of their time on the 'Cannon Ball
Express.

Caulfield has written with such,

lack of clarity that he should

e - r.^1 * - -tr follow the last curtain with an il-

CiboiJttl M *. *. *. '.
; ; iJSr^JdrbiSks lustrated lectur<L with charts, show-

ConturJo ..Michael Boberts ing.lhe relationships of the various
people who drift in and out of his

SSTiTl^’.V.V.V.M.’.V.M.V. jLk Se Pla;j'. and. clearing up his plot,
Barbara - Guen Omeron which seems more complicated
Afrlppina Rose Perfect than “HamlAt ”
Scraftna..,., Betty .Stone xx • ,x ui
Nina Laurel Hurley Treacher, flattening out his
Danco^.... .....G^rUi Gilbert British aCcent, does not play the

Stoji"*" ™<= role. "SUcev Jones’’ “ay,be
Charlea Booth. Walter Brandin, Donald a pun On “Casey JoneS, ’ but it haS
Jg^wbirat, pi^p Douglass, John Trydei. nqthing to do with railroads. It

is the name of an a^-minded 16
Michaoi -Roberts, Howard Shaw, Cartes year-old ox^phan about to be

.

Trehy, John Trehy, John adopted by Treacher's daughter
A deal is made with the head of
a Southern orphanage by the
daughter’s husband to exchange an
old boxcar, the Phoebe Snow, for
the child, because the gent is r
cbllector of old boxcars and the
Phoebe Snow seems to be the eol-

nal edition), is accurately and col

orfully transferred from the Kobe
play. Moreover, Harold Rome has
come up with perhaps his best
score to dnte; Logan’s staging, in-

cluding the vivid dancing, is one
of the most brilliant jobs he's

ever ^^on''. and Jo Mielziner has
contributed appropriately decora-
tive scenri'y.

Rome’.s songs have more dimen-

tomboy
roughneck. It’s a fair-enough
change, although by switch in man-
ner of playing of both this and the
Dowling role, there’s a loss of
vitality, which is felt. Herb.

li, N. Y., June a6. '62;Jones Beechr L.
$4,80 top.'

Jimmy
Marl* Thomas
S«u. Biurtoldi.. David Kurlan
Sen. Lorenzo.. Arthur Newman

Casanova

Zadorzny, Alah Lowell, Francis" Mona-
chino. Max Alperstelu, Glenn Bif(gatn.
Bill Carlson, Matthew FarruKlo, Frank
Finn, James Galvin. Duke Glddens, Nor-
Tnan Giffin, William Golden, Joe Greg-
ory, Kurt Kesrter, Charles Kuestner/ Al-
fred Morgan, Roland MUes, Bernard Rat-
rtdn, Abram 'Tamres, Deloyd Tibbs, Nor-
man Worwlck, Benjamin Wilkes, Jennie
And«a, Betsy Bridge, Sara Carter. Olga

eridka Fondo, Nell Foster, Teresa Gan-
non. -Marie Gibson, Teresa Gray, Ruth
Kelly, Rthel Kerner, Helena Lawrence,
Mary Le Sawyer. • Helen Oliver, Edith

Wadsworth, Julie WlUiams,
Betty Winsett, EUnor Winter. Sara Bet-
tis, Matilda Broadman, Elinor Daniels,

%if***4r*^***^ Fisher, Fred- lector’s item among them.
The British comedian is not

found in a butler’s role, but as
a worker on the L.T.R.R. and
heads a household, all employed

X , X. - - t»y the line. There is also a middle-

iwvit aged Southern belle, but what she
Moore.%^S?es Pa^ge,®^oeU ^PrtoSi^^ doing in this menage could
frothy Shawn, Dorothy Siegfried, Betty never be figured OUt.

®*Dancer« ^john”Ari*it^e^*H^be?t B comes to its senseless
Alfredo Corvino, Peter Deign, Phlf^er- taste end With "the daUgh-

Joseph ter receiving a telephone call from
Leavitt. Carl Luman. Don- hp.-,. dnotnr tAlHntf hAr that ehA ieaid Martin, Lee Murray, Louis Shaw, Jim OOClor teuing ner xnai .sne IS

Smith, EsteUe Aza, Virginia Barnes, Ann Pregnant, indicating that all her
Cowan, Wilma Curley, battles to adopt the boy wereCatheryn Damon, Loma Delmaestro, riAArllARQLo^se Forrand. Penny Green, Maria Har- j ^ -

rieton. Ruby Herndon, Emiika Huiova, Richatd Bums designed and ex-
ecuted a bright and sunny set and*

SiaSr. R«th Bamon. wife of 'the pro-
Irene Minor, Zebra Nevins, Christy Peter- ducer, directed as though She

wmiJ^^Dorts^Wright^”*^
Va^bor. Nikki knew what the play was about.

Treacher showed that he is a
witty and humorous man in his

For|<y uml Bess
(OPERA HOUSE. CHI)

Chicago, June 25.
In this superb revival of the No.l

sion and vitaMty than any show American folk-opera, Cab Calloway
score he has done, even topping has now taken over the role- of

“Call Mo Mister” in this regard. Sportin’ Life, villain of the story.

Among the impressive lineup, the With the all-around top-drawer
standard pops are likely to be acting and singing in this produc-
“Goodbye Love,” “Shopping tion. the mugging and . overacting
Around*,” “Could Be,” “Where Did of the ex-maestro are a jarring,

the Night Go?”> “They Won’t Know unnecessary note. Dramatic pace
Me,” “Summer Afternoon,” “Don of the show 'is suddenly put aside

Jose” (from Far Rockaway) and the when the former “scat” singer
title tune, and there are apt show takes over the spotlight. It be-
numbers in “Camp Karefrec,” “So- comes a vehicle for Calloway.
ciiU Director,’-! “Mix and Mingle,” There are times when Calloway
“Certain Individuals,” “Relax” and delivers lines with vividness, espcc-
*‘Flattery.” ially in the last scenes, as he

Besides Miss Bond, who brings tempts Bess away from Porgy.
technical precision and persuasi've Rest of the cast is near sensation-
poise to the role of the heroine’s al. Gmup works far better 'than

and middlebrow-music resistance curtain speech opening night. His
will have their effect. Overall b.o. own lines were ^the only funny
appeal looks good. ones spoken the whole evenifig.

'

Show’s chief draw -is the specta- "^“Stacey Jones” will probably be
cle angle. It is presented on a con- driven off and buried in the sand
Crete offshope stage 104 feet wide, dunes after its week here, and
with a circular 76-foot revolving Treacher can go on his summer
stage in the center, and a 10(Moot theatre tour with “Qn Approval,”
lagoon separating stage from the feeling he has at least done his
stadium 'customers. Planes flying civic duty. Vern.
overfleadj blinking autos passing

viaduct in the background. Season With Glniler
^nfiapce the unusual water-land n/r.. r. or,
se.ftiiig,. Use of the lagoon for the

Ogunquit, Me., June 27.

passmg back and forth with prin- ander. stars Mclvyn bouglas; features
cipals, for a water tableau (that on Bowleg Directed by Don Herscy;
Op^nlujC? niffllt went aslcew) hpi^ht*- ^ Coursey, Al Pl5tyhous6, Ojfun*

A J
neigni quit. Me., -June 23, '52; $3 top.en the novelty. Add to an oversize Lizzie Lcora Thatcher

operetta of over 100 actoi-s-danc- Agnes CarroU. Polly Rowles.
ers-stngers such extraneous effects "oXcmS ::;:
as A mammoth fireworks display to Virginia ("Ginger”) Carroll Elizabeth Ross
close the first act; acrobats, turn- Nancy Deviih

blei^, even the dove-fancier, Tommy Green '.'.‘.’.*,’.’.*.‘.'.’..*"'®Wy^Jamos
Rosita Royce, for a brief, non-stnp Rob wiison Roland Wood

author diies better with tb-.
more difficult adult material tha^
With the >td stuff, which should b«more remediable than the revei^*
rituatiqn might be.

Rlght/guy, smalltown banker
D^glas has been taking possibW
subversive sentiments of the found-
ing fathers anent personal liberty
seriously, and popping off in this
^elrt in xpeecbes before serviPA
clubs and hikh-school assemblies
His private crusade has the usual
unfavorable reaction in the usual
quarters, Which nrily strengthens
his determination to -continue, it's
when his three teenage daughter^
begin putting his theories into ac-
tion in the heme and outside that
the accumulating smugness is ruf-
fled.

Tomboyish, 89-pound moppet
“Ginger,” played by Elizabeth
Ross, decides that dad’s sentiments
provide sanction tor her to try out
for a hl^-school athletic squad
traditionally limited to members (if

the other gender. Up to here, the
author Had something. But -when
the kid's selection turns out to be
a contact sport, namely, varsity-
football, not even a casting of Mil-
dred, (Babe) Zaharias' would save
the subsequent proceedings from
invading the region of silliness.

Sticking to his guns, Bouglas man-
fully" tries to enjoy the develop-
ment, gaining the sympathy of the
right-guy coach, likeably played by
Wayne Uarsoh, who permits the
•sprite to make the team, even
though at* no time Is the kid repre-
sented as having the e(iulpment or*
ability for even a cheer-leader’s

job.
“Ginger” does deliver a touch-

down finally, anJ in the last min-
ute of play, out it turns out that

her team was >64 poipta ahead any-
way, and her would-be opposition
interceptors Were so convulse^
with laughter that they were pow-
erless to stop her.
FoBy Rowles, playing the wife,

turns in a Standout performance,
ably seconding Douglas. In fact,

the realistic connubial moments,
including a -finai curtain that could

be blue without the fast staging

provided here, l<^d the production
the entertainment values that sent

'era home happy here. Possibly a

further -writing-in of this side of

the business would strengthen the
script, as might the substitution

of a non-contact sport tend to bring

up the moppet end.
Miss Ross, although okay on size,

doesn’t convince as the athletically

over-ambitious sibling. (Inciden-

tally, the situation is finally re-

solved by the kid’s sudden decision

to be a girl and 'have dates, which

normal development saves her

father’s job, hisjcthics, the town’s

equanimity, and may even result in

her having a little brother later.)

Her sisters, acted by Gena Row-
lands and Nancy Devlin, adequate-

ly 'caTry' out- their limitc/. chores,

while Leora Thatcher, the maid,

works a thin role into three dimen-

sions. Others, notably Billy James

and Roland Wood as boy teenagers,

carry conviction In minor roles.

Don Hersey’s -staging is well-

paced, and - wrings plenty of

laughs out of bits of business

worked out without the help of the

author. The single set might have

been borrowed from the local high-

school dramatic society at less ep
-pense. A banker never lived in

this poverty-stricken interior.
Don.

experimentally romantic, somewhat
trampish friend, Patricia Marand,
is appealing as the ingenue (cre-

ated in the original play by Kath-

most Metropolitan Opera presenta-
tions, with William 'Warfield. Leon-
tyne Price and Helen ColberJ' de-
serving special nods. Zabe.

moment, and the 'eye-ear appeal is

apparent.
Distance of stage from audience

militates against any intimacy,
which the customers don’t expect
in this situation. For tlie precise,
there are rented binoculars at-
tached to the seats.

“Venice” isn't a major Strauss
work. The music is good, but there
are only one or two -outstanding
numbers (like “Come, My Be-
loved” and “Don’t Speak of Love
To Me”), and the new book and
lyrics by Ruth and Tliomas Martin
are trite, corny, and dull. Todd,
however, has given “Venice” a
glitteringly lavish production.
Raoul Pene DuEois’ sets make a
full city out of the stage, with
streets, houses, towers, balconies
and quays, while the revolving
stage works m'rac’cf. DuBois' cos-

(Continued on page 57)

Coach Blake Wayne Carson
Ed Johnson Frank MUan

Opener of this class strawhat’s
20th season shapes as a neat sum-
mer vehicle for Melvyn Douglas,
but it’s unlikely as presently con-
stituted to ride beyond the barn
circuit. Lightweight script doesn’t
prevent easy-going customers here
from enjoying themselves noisily
throughout, however. After dip-
ping Tuesday biz, sudden influx of
phone and mail reservations sent
house SRO for balance of week,
prompting a yanking of newspaper
advertising.

It’s the teenager “Junior Miss”
and “Kiss and Tell” pay-lode that
'S being dug, with added overtones
in the '"Male Animal” style of
su’iurbanite liberalism. What pro-
vides some basis for hope in a re-
write job is the fact that the

Come Bit C|i • • • Ring
XWIcel

Princeton, N. J., June 30.

Herbert Kenwith production of

in three act* (fdur scenes) by Miles Man
der. Fred SclrfUer «nd Thomas DuwW
with .special adaptation by Mae Wen.

SUr* Miss Weat. Directed by Kenwitn,

CarllsH Dale • • Nae
Annette Thercse
Mike Hannlijanv. .Jeronje Gordino

Twllby

.Low Raker. ...David

A}f,v,/cTaK

,V.V. Jon Anton

Wickwlre.'.’.’.’.’.'.'.'.'.’.V.'.V. .
MiUej

V’*VV.V'.’;. B. J C»
General Housenborough . Richard Bowler

Despite the lure of a top name

and this strawhat’s completely

ovated cooling system, “Come On

Up. . -Ring Twice!” failed to score

at the boxoffice. Poor showing,

however, can't be attributed to a

lack of drawing power on P

of Mac West who, as the

ment pointed out, shattered *

ords for a one-'week
of a straight play in a summer
atre when she appeared heie

summer. Scorching heat wa\e

(Continued on page 57)
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Toinnd Hayward and jrpshiia togap/have another gilt-edged array of

for thPix production of “"Wish- You Were Here,” which opened

T?cf week at tj»e iinpetial,, H. Y. Investors in the $250,000 venture

inMude the shov^’a presa^ent .Leo, Freedmati, $5;000; Arthur. Koher,

M adaptor of the hook from his own play, ”Ha^g Wonderful Time,”

tin 000- Mary Martin, $1,250; her manager-husband, Richard Halliday,

*1 Luise M;$ilkoic,= e3tecutlve secretary, representing the Authors

riamie $1,250; Henry Fopda, $2,500; Jo Miehdner, who designed the

itidriction, $5,000; EUiabeth,. Mary Ellin and Linda Beflin, daughters

??^Trving Berlin, $2,900 each; WUUam and James Hammei-steln, sons

A# Oscar Hammerstein'2d, $1,250 and $2,5Q0, respectively; Dorothy

?Mts )
ffammerstein, $2,500*

Also Mr«* Richard Hodgersi $6,000; Herman Bernstein, Hayward’s

wnpral managejF, $5^000; lighting technician Edward Kook, $5,000;

Joseph Haren, partner, of film producer Hal WalUs, $5,000;, theatre-

owner Howard §1 tjullmani, $10,000; Henry'^JAffe,; Hayward’s attorney,

attorney Harold' Stem, representing playwright-producer Russel

rrouse $l,25or'Tiove)ist-playwright Irwin Shaw, $;i,5Q0; NBC telefilm

ipad Robert W. Samoff, $500; A, Gerald .Bentfaali son. of theatrical

iccountant Charles Renthal,
' $1,250; Marie Miles, secretary to the

show’s composer, Harold Rome, representing a syndicate, $6,250; Hay-

ward and his: wife,. $2,5QQ. each; publisher Fleur Cowles, $1,250; various

relatives of co^producer, corauthor and “director Logan,, a total of

S3 175, divided among. IL individuals, including' Logan personally,

$2o!o(K), and his wife, Nedda Harrigan, $16,875; Sermay. Barta, of Chai»-

wcU Music, $2,580«

^Also company manager Abe Gohenv $1,250; CBS executive Daniel

O’Shea, $2,500; attorney Morris Schrier, representing Music Corp. of

America, $5,000; Judith Qsborn, daughter of playwright Paul Osborn,

$2 500* theatre executive Louis A* Lotlto, $2,$00; film director Anatole

Litvak, $2\500; producer-theatreowner Attthqny Rl Farrell, $5,000; Mar-
ghall Jamison, Hkyward's casting director, $2,500; Mrs.. Bennet Cerf,

$1 250; KStharincb Jiu Karan; daughter .of director Elia Kazan, $1,250;

Samuel Becker; Xxkgan’s attorney; $1490; George^ Schler, husband; of.

costume designer Valentina,; >L250; screenwriter Alan Campbell,

$2 500; actressi Margalm GUlmarfr, ,.$2,500; ex-bandleader . Zinn Arthur,

$2’50o’ Mrs. Ben. Sq^enberg, wife of the publicist; $^; accountant

Bernard J. Ikis, $J<,25P; RCA president Frank M: FolsOm, $2,000,* Mrs.

Isaac D. Le^,. u^e of the head of’ Qfflcial Films, $1,000;. Emanuel
Sacks, representing RCA-Vlctor, which; has the original oast album
rights, $20,000; Sacks personally $7,000* and, TV-caster and disk jockey

Barry Gray, $1,250.,

Edward', Everett Horton’s return this week to the Spa Theatre, Sara-

.toga Springs, N., Y., in “Nina,” rather than “Springtime for Henry,”

produced an editorial (27) In the Sfchenectady Union-Star. Titled "Di-

vorce, pr Just Separation,” it said the actor’s appearance in a new play,

"is news. More than 2,000. times the poker-faced comedian, who at one

time was on the Way tu becoming the most famous summer resident at

Lake George, has played, ilenry.’^ He had reached a point where rcr

hearsal before opening the season was hardly called for. He will be

welcomed back to the summer theatre' circuit, but things will hardly

be. the same with Edward Everett Horton and ’Henry DewUp’ divorced.

Is it a ‘trial separation?””
I ^

Chicago Sun-Tildes, In an editorial last'week, plugged the U. S.

State Dept.’s moVe in helping to send “Porgy and' Bess* abroad for the

Berlin Festival. late in August. Daily pointed out the most effective

way of combatting, Gbmnumism w^fr to-.have the musical, written by. a

Jew and done by Negroes, don^ right under the noses of the Reds.

Folk opera, is mirfently at the. Chicago Opera House for a four-week
«t^.

A noted Broadway playwright and Hollywood screenwriter imd his

then-wife, a legit-film actress, are said to be the real-life prototypes of

a new play, "Sweet Lorraine,” by Abby Mann, and Bernard Drew, to be
tried out next week at the Lakeside Th.eatre, Landing, N. J^, on Lake
Hopatcong, Nancy Coleman, will guest-star in the femme lead- She’s

"Wife of 'Whitney Bolton, drama critic of the Morning Telegraph,

Distributed profit on the No. 2* company of "Moon Is Blue,” which
closed Saturday night (28) in Chicago, is. $155,000’ thus fw. Figure
was Incorrectly quoted in. last week’s issue as $56^000. Original .capi-

talization for the Aldrich & Myers production was $60,000 and', as of

last May 31, the undistributed profits amounted to- $14,202,

‘Cat Ik FaMIe’

So-S« 6.0. at St. Loo
St. Louis, July 1.

Toiling through sizzling tempera-
ture, Jerome Kern’s “Gat and the
Fiddle” wound up its fourth pre-
sentation, since 1933, at the Munici-
pal Theatre Assn.’s alfiresc.^ -play-
house in Forest Park last Sunday
(29) with a fair $34,500. Despite
heat piece drew 48,0()0 customers.

“Bose Marie,” Rddolph - Friml
musical, opened a*dnc-week‘'£rame'
last night (Mon.) ’ in < S\;()blt.mlfag

weather. Piece drew ill opefiihg
night mob of 8,100 and a gross of
approximately. $3,000.

MITROP'S ITAid RIEFRISE

Dimitri Mitropoulos, musical di-

rector of the N. Y. Philharmonic-

Symphony, has been ..invited to
conduct again hcxt May at La
Scala, Milan,

He’ll also conduct again at Florr
ence, batoning the Italian prem-
iere of Milhaud’s "Christophe fJo-
lomb” at the 1953 H’oTence Mag-
gie Musleale.

Venica’
Sm Contlmiedt front page 54

tumes, always, rich and "tasteful,
Sfometimes dazzle.

singera play the leads,
Nola Fairbanks as Ciboletta, Jack
Russell as the Duke, Thomas Hay-
warn as Mario and Norwood Smith
as Caramello being standouts* Miss
'Fairbanks i& attractive; and a fine
wmedienne as well as good singer.
Hayward’s "Come, My Beloved

”

j’ incidentally,, from a. moving,
gondola in mld-kgoon, is

,
a. treat.

^^^^ewd singing and group dance
ensembles ara. the big pull; how-

• ever, with a second-act ballet open-
ed sparked by Gloria Gilbert and a

corps da ballet, twirling on a
^volvlng stage, being the show-
copper. Miss Gilbert, in a dazzling

twrific^
Lop-like spins, la simply

J® earful as well as
the ampUficatiojOL making

nL the songs and melodies
canned, and a- little ear-

it's, toned down,
good* An expert orch

guidance of Thomas Martin
score

,

effectively.
Even’s choreography suits

arena, and Jack I>onohue*s

Tha pace and style,

bur- Todd magic sliows up
^®^®* Bron.

Ghi Strawhat OpB Map
Small-Fry Trade Shows

Chicago, July 1.

Strawhats operators in the Chi-

cago area *re making a bid for

small-fry patronage. Two produc-

ers are setting up separate produc-

tions for the 'juve trade,

Marshall Migatr, owner of Salt

Creek, Hinsdale, wiU have two per-

formances each Saturday, and Herb
Rogers, Tenthouse, Highland Park,

111., starts an afternoon series each
Friday.

Straw Reviews
Conti]UM>4 fromi page. 54

responsible for sparse attendance,
producer Herbert Kenwith said.

As Carliss- Dale, a colorful ad-
venturess„in present-day Washing
ton, Miss. West scored solidly with
enthusiastic theatregoers who
braved the sizzling nights to see

the show. Her humorous, tongue-
in-cheek style of thesping—^which

proved definitely in the standout
class—rates kudos. And this de-

spite the handicap- of a trite, so-so

script definitely unworthy of her
talent and ability. Supporting cast

of 16 men and two women ^do right

by the star, with special nods to

Saul Davis, Willis Claire and Ro-
setta Cra^ord. Kenwith’s direc-

tion, one of the show’s strong as

sets, is- exceptionally good. John
Boyt’s single setting of the living

room of a smart apartment hotel in

Embassy Row is another bright
spot.

Though the production has just

preemed in the east, Miss West
starred in it in Chicago and on the
Coast in 1947. At best, Main Stem
chances are dubious and Holly-
wood definitely niL Shane,

mmm First S, Itale’ ll>>^

»‘S«

WmChi
Chicago,, July 1.

Mercury In the high 90s hit the
boxoffice here last week, with the
Wednesday matinee (25) especially
weak. Cooler weather over the
weekend helped somewhat. "Forgy
and Bess” opened Wednesday .for a.

three and a half-week stand toi

critical acclaim in, tiie Opera.
House. Reviewers rayed in ihoat,
cases, and although the musical,
started slowly the b.o. should' re-
flect tl»e- fine notices.
"Moon • Is Blue” ended 6L week,

stand Saturday (28) with slim, busi-
ness;

Estlmaiea for Last Week.
/'Bell, Book; and Candle*” Sel-

wyn (18th wk) ($4.60; 1,000).
Dipped a bit to $12,000.
"Ghya and Boils,” Shubert (I7th

wk) ($6; 2,100). Matinee trade is

off, but*there’s lots of strength left
at $43,700.
“Moon la Blue,” Harris (61st wk)

($4.40; 1,000>. Closed its long stay
with slight $7,5001
“Porgy and Bens,” Opera House

($5; 3,600). Opened 'Wednesday;
first five performances

.
register^

slow $12;700, but notices ai^ Word
of mouth should boost receipts. -

Hardware Store to Hoise

laacliester ‘HaU’ ISiow
Hollywood, July L

Elsa Lanchester- will play 55
cities along the revived Chautau-
quA Circuit next fall in a. "Private
Music HaU” presentation, of spec-
ial material, under aegis of Paul
Gregory.. Production will play the-
atres, banquet halls and armories
seating less than 1,500 — and- in

one town will utilize a hardware
store as a theatre.

Circuit to be followed is that set

up by Gregory for Charles Laugh-
ton’s reading, tour and played suc-
cessfully by "Don Juan In Hell.”
Miss Lanchester will be accom-
panied by pianist Bay Henderson
and a male quartet, in a series of

music hall songs and material, she’s

used locally at Turnabout' Theatre.

‘Bil Player’
Continued from 55

ver framed photo of the cast and
crew, plus a leather-bound book of
scene shots. Look magazine lenser
Charlotte Brooks snapped the af-

fair on an exclusive ba$is.'i<m ^an

upcoming Golden layout, -ui.o:

Rodgers ‘Shanghaied;'^''
'•

Oscar Hammersteln 2d kridj wife
Ddbothy took the direct ' at^xbach
in getting Richard RodgeMVL^i^'his
50th birthday "surprise” party
Sunday evening (29). At a loss for

a better way to get him aboard a
New York sightseeing boat on
which the shindig was held, they
told him the plot and got him to

agree to let them blindfold him
while they drove him to 42d SL
and the Hudson in a cab.

About 150 of his friends and
cast members *of his shows were
on board to greet him. Catered
dinner and an eight-piece Emil
Coleman band were provided for
the trip to Sneeden’s' Landing,
N. Y., where the passengers were
m position to view a fireworks
display for Rodgers on the Jersey
shore.
Among the other stunts ar-

ranged was a detour to a pier at

158th St. About 15 kids from two
R&H shows, "King and F* and
"South Pacific,” were assembled
there to sing to Rodgers a number
of his tunes.

Baritone Igor Gorin will be the
guest soloist on "The Telephone
Hour” Monday (71 on NBC, with
the Bell Symphony Orchestra, di-

rected by Donald Voorhees.

•Broadway hit thfe’ sehsiobial. skids
last "week. The general attendance
slump' nipped all except th'e '^big
thrde” sellouts. Of the under-
capacity draws, the long-run leader,
"South Pacific,” was affected the
least Business was generally lively

Monday and Tuesday nights (23-24)

and at the Wednesday matinee
(25), but sagged thereafter, with
stifling weather an aggravating
factor.

The total gross for all 15
shows last week was $397,900, or
74% of capacity. Week before
last, the total for all. 15 shows
was $409;000> or 78% of capacity,
a decline of 1% from the preced-
ing week,
A year ago Iasi week the total

for all 19 shows •was $471,500, or
70%, a drop of 4% firom the
we.ek before.
Business is expected to- droop

further this week, with particularly
slow going over the weekend, in-
cluding the Fourth of July holiday.
Conditions may be even worse the
following week, when television
coverage of the Republican na-
tional convention in Chicago. wlU
probably get public attention. Ac-
cording: to-, previous years’ preced-
ent, no substantial improvement is

due until the first or second week
of-August.

'

The only recent entry, last week’s
"Wish You- Were IRire,” drew a
generally unfavorable press, but
registered a sizable parb'Week
gross, with the advance sale ap^
parently a,' major factor. Window
trade since the opening has been
brisk, however.

"Point of No Return” shuttered
last Saturday night (281, but re-
opens in- five weeks. "Mrs, Me-
Thing” continues through July 19,
then goes- to Central City, Col., for
a short engagement, after which it

resumes Its Broadway run. At
least one show is a possibility to
fold this week.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy) (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC (Mmical Comedy), MD (Musi-
col Drama),, O' (Operetta),
Other parenthetic designations

refer, respectively, to top^ price;
niimher seair, capacity gross and
stars. Price includes 20% amuse-
ment tax, but grosses are net: i.e.,

exclusive of iaxi

“Fourposter,” Barrymore (36th
wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $24,996) (Betty
Field, Burgess Meredith). Aboirt
$14,300 (previous week, $17,300).
“Guys and Dolls,” 46th Street

(84th wk) (MG-$6.60; 1,319; $43,-
904). As always, $44;400.

“I Am a Camera,” Empire (31st
wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; .l',0«2; $24,908).
Nearly $10,800 (previous week,
$14,400).
“King and L” St. James (66th

wk) (MC-$7,20; 1,571; $51,717)
(Gertrude Lawrence). As usual,
over $51,700; Celeste Holm took
over the femme lead last night
(Tues.), while Miss Lawrence takes'
a six-week vacation.
“Male Animal,” Music- Box (9th

wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $25,903) (ElUot
Nugent, Martha Scott, Robert
Preston). Almost $16,500 (previous
week $17,900).

' “Moon is Btae,” Miller (69th wk)
CC-$4'.80; 920; $21,586) (Donald
Cook, Barry Nelson, Maggie- Mc-
Namara). Nearly $9,700 (previous
week, $11,600).

.“Mrs. McThing” Morosco (l»th
wk) (CD-$4:80r 912; $26,800) (Helen
Hayes). Over $20,200 (previous,
week, $21,800); exits July 19 for
a short guest-run at Central City,
Col., then 'resumes here.
“New Faces,” Royale (7th wk)

(R-$6; 1,035; $30,600); Approached
$29,300 (previous week, $30,100).
“Of Thee I Sing,” Ziegfeld (8th

wk) (M(:-$3.60; 1,628; $31,000)
(Jack Carson, Paul Hartman).
Almost $16,400 (previous week,
$20,700).

“Paint Your Wagon,” Shubert
(33d wk) (MO$6; 1,361; $41,770)
(Eddie Dowling). Nearly $23,100
(previous week, $26,200).
“Pal Joey,” Broadhurst (26th

wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,160; $39,602)
(Vivienne SegaL Harold Lang). As
usual, over $40,000; two leads are
now billed above the show title.

“Point of No )Re^n,” AMn
(29th wk) (D-$4.80-$6; 1,331; $37,-
924) (Henry Fonda), Approached
$19,600 (previous week, $23,200);
shuttered Saturday night (28) for
:five-week layoff; financial details in
.separate story.

“South Pacific,” Majestic (167th
wk) (MC-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Martha
Wright, George Britton). Over
$43,800 (previous week, $44,100)
“Top Banana,” Winter Garden

(35th wk) (CD-$6.60-$7.20; 1,519;

$51,8^1) (Phil Silvers), Approached
$30,35o. (pr*€Vious
Jack Carter takes over as star July
21, when Silvers leaves for a four-
week vacation.

*

“Wish You Were Here;” Ltiperial
(1st wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,400; $5i;847).
Opened Wednesday night (25) to •

one favorable notice (Chapman*
News), six pans (Atldnion, Times:
Coleman, Mirror; Hawkins, Worli^
Telegram. & Sun; Kerr, Herald
Tribune; McClain, Jourpal-Amerilr
can; Rice, Post) and one indecisive
(Pollock, Compass); first five jwr-
formances grossed almost $27300,

'

plus $10,000 for two paid previews:
the b.o., sale perked Monday night
(30).

Los Angeles; July 1,.

Legit blossomed here last week
as a pair of newcomers started l<r

cal nma. Leader was “Call Me
Madam,” which got off to a $52>
500 start in the first of its five
weeks; at, the 2,670-seafe .Philhar-
monic Auditorium as., the second
offering, of the Civic Light Opera
Assn., season.

"SUlag 17,” which bowed
Thursday night (26) to. launch it!

national tour,, grabbed a. good $9,^
500 for the first three days (four

g
erforminces) of the two and one-*'

alf week stand at the 1,636-seat
Biltmore.

"Christopher Cojumbus Brown,”
all-Negro musical fantasy, bowed
at the 400-seat Las Palmas last

night (Mom) having been post-
poned from last week.

IN SAIT LAKE CITY WEEK
Salt Lake City, July 1,

"South Pacific,” starring Janet
Blair and Webb Tilton, played a
six-day, eight-performance stand at
the Capitol Theatre here last week
to a,, bulging' $52,400 gross. House
was practically sold out In ad^
vance, with only lowest priced tix

available after the opening.

Company moved to San Francis-
co where it opened last night
(Mon.) for a four-week stand.

Robert Q. Sets CU Area

Mark With 28G ‘Charley’

Chicago, July 1.

Robert Q. Lewis, set a silo boxr
office record, hereabouts for a
straight play at Chevy Chase,
Wheeling, 111., last week for a nine-
day run of "Charley’s Aunt.”
Comic racked up a record $25,653
for 13 performances, although he
had to interrupt the run to fly

into New York last Wednesday (25)

-to emcee a television show. Tent;
seating over 1,000, was practically
SRO at all times. .Comedian has
been booked for a retUrii ’date in

the show the we^k of July' 14-20.

Phil Tyrell, managini( /producer,
has rebooked the TV st^ for a
week, starting July 15, lA-ihe same
farce. John Ireland and Joanne
Dru are current in "John Loves
Mary.”

Cnirreiit- Road Shows
{June 3Q-July 12)

“Bell Book and Candle” (Joan
Bennett, Zachary Scott)— Harris,
Chicago (30-12).

“Call Me Madam” — Philhas>
monic, L. A. (30-12).
“Good Night Ladles” — Hanna,

Cleveland (30-5); Cass, Detroit (T-

12).
'

“Guys and DoUs’i—Shubert, Chi-
cago (30-12).

“Moon is Bine” (Diana Lynn,
David Niven)—La Jolla Playhouse,
La Jolla, CaL (1-5); Alcazar, San
Francisco (7-12).

“Porgy and Bess”—-Civic Opera
House, Chicago (30-5).

“Song of Norway”—Curran, S.F,
(30-12);

“!^uth Pacific” (Janet Blair,
Webb Tilton)—Opera House, S. P.
(30-12):

“Stalag 17”—Biltmore. L. A. (30-

12).
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D. C Arena Theatre Clicks Despite

Competition^ 'Darling of Embassy Row
Washington, July 1.

With the question of <whethcV ot

not the nation's capital can stfpport

two legits' still unanswered, > :third

theatre is winding up its- second

year of modest hut successful ex-

istence. Arena Theatv^r town’s

,247-seat theatre-ln-the-round, cel-

ebrates its second anniversary Aug.

10 with its ledgers firmly in the

black and its position in the com-
munity's cultural life solidly estab-

lished.

Started on an investment of $15,-

000 raised by popular subscription,

at $50 per share, Arena is the

brainchild, of two former George
Washington U. Drama Dept, staff-

ers, Edward Mangum and Zelda
Fichandler.

Mis^ Fichandler, who took over

as sole managing director when ill

health forced Mangum to set up
shop in Hawaii, boasts that. In less

than two years, the group has ad-

vanced to an all-Equity status, has

been in the black for three out of

four productions, and has made
back its total investment with
enough left over to declare a small

d^idend. Best ot all, id a town
noted for its tough critical corps,

it has won consistent praise for

high calibre of its efforts. Current
show, John Patrick’s “Hasty
Heart,” directed by Alan Schnei-

der, hit the critical jackpot with
four raves ahd no dissenters.

‘ Diplomatic Advice

Interesting angle of the growth
of the little theatre group is* its

international aspects. It’s the dar-

ling of Embassy Row, and numbers
the British Ambassador and wife;

and Madame Bonnet, wife of the

French Ambassador, a* jregular

customers. Even the Soviet Am-
bassador came for “Inspector Gen-
eral,” apd at one time or another,

it has had reps from every Embas-
sy in town. Foreign diplomats,

more accustomed to the Idea of

repertory theatre thaq Americans,
have shown their enthusiasm by
even giving free t^hnical advice

for certain plays.

Average run for the first year
was two weeks. As theatre grew
and audiences expanded, this has
been nushed up to four weeks, with
an all-time high set by “Three Men
On a Horse,” which ran for 10
consecutive weeks.

Operation is unique, remaining
unaffected by general tenor of show
biz or the other legits. With a top
take of $2,600 and a weekly but
of about $2,000, this is smalltime
stuff, but substantial in its effect

on the community.
Scale of house is to be upped

from $1.90 to $2.40 for Fridays and
Saturdays, starting next week.
Week runs from Tuesday through
Sunday, with Saturday matinee.
Salary ’ scale is the Equity mini-
mum, a straight $55 for all 10 full-

time employees, with a sliding

scale for jobbers. Recent additions
to staff include Catholic tf.’s Alan
Schneider, director of the current
play, who will start full time after

his summer of civic repertory in

England, and Cody Pfanstiehl, local

radio publicist, who is outside press
consultant. Theatre is air-condi-
tioned, but takes August off as va-
cation for the staff.

Arena, modest in size, has caught
on as a community institution and
seems fast on the way towards a
national rep for top-drawer reper-
tory theatre.

'Hamy,’ ‘Liyes’ Stir

Seattie Strawhatters
Seattle, July 1.

Two area strawhat theatres get
started this month,' with the
Mercer Island Summer Theatre
kicking off with “Haiwey” on July
15, and the Surrey Playbarn July
24 with Noel Coward’s “Private
Lives.”
Summer theafre fare here also

features weekly operation of three
U. of " Washington drama school’s
theatres, Penthouse, Showboat and
Playhouse, and al fresco produc-
tions at the Aquatheatre by the
Park Board’s “Music Under the
Stars” troupe.

'Millionairess’ a j^adi

In London for Siiburn
London, July 1.

George Bernard Shaw’s comedy,

“The Millionairess ” opened at the

New Theatre Friday (27) with

Katharine Hepburn contributing

an outstandingly vital performance.

Her portrayal lifts the play to fx*ont

rank success and makes it a surefire

heatwaves heater for as long as 'the

star desires.

Excellent support from Peter

Dynele'y, Cyril Ritchard, Irene Sut-

cliffe, Campbell Gotts and Bertram
Shuttleworth, among others, along

with sharp direction by Michael

Benthall capitalize upon Shaw's

pungent and penetrating humor.
Revival is presented by Tennent
Productions, Ltd., and is set for a

limited season,

Mpk Choralaires fiiuiUy

Get European Jaunt Set

After Coin, Plane Snarls

Minneapolis, July 1.

By the skin of its teeth, the

Minneapolis Choralakes, local 45-

person singing group, is getting

abroad to participate in the Wales
international music contest and to

give concerts In Scotland and Eng-
land.

The group's campaign to raise

the necessary $22,000 finances

ended $7,000 short. It
.
refused a

local brewery sponsorship which
would have provided the additional

sum. Then plane, reservations

were cancelled and the jaunt

called off.

However, after local newspapers
publicized the situation, additional

donors came forward with the

$7,000. Then the group found
that plane reservations were Un-

available.

At the 11th hour, TWA advised

that a special plane w'ould be sent

across to carry the singers. North-
west Airlines also furnished a spe-

cial plane to carry them to New
York.

The Choralaires are scheduled,
to give nine concerts in England,
Scotland and Wales in 12 days. Bob
Mantzke, the director, is the son of

Frank Mantzke, former Universal
branch manager here and in Mil-
waukee, and now head of a film

buying and booking group and
theatre circuit.

Cherokee Indian Drama
Bows in Third Season
Greensboro, N. C., July 1.

“Unto These Hills,” Kermit
Hunter’s historical Indian drama,
opened Its third season on the
Cherokee, N. C., Indian Reserva-
tion, Saturday (28). Show will un-
fold nightly at Mountainside The-
atre for nine consecutive perform-
ances, and thereafter except Mon-
days through Sept. 1.

:

Drama played to 151,774 persons
for a record attendance last year.

This season it has a rescoring of
Cherokee composer Jack Frederick
Kilpatrick’s mood music, a revised
Battle of Horseshoe Bend scene,
and an enlarged cast. With prac-
tically the entire original first-year

cast hack, the acting company num-
bers over 130, largest yet, of which
more than 70 are Cherokee In-
dians.

Director again is Harry Davis,
John Shearin is back from A year
of stock in Korea and Japan to

again play Tsali; Ross Durfee is

Junaluska; Robert Tedder, Will
Thomas; Bernard Barrow, Major
Davis; and Don Treat, John Ross.
Peter Strader is the shouting Rev.
Schermerliorn, and Josephine
Sharkey, the homespun Mrs. Per-
kins.

Four of the' principal speaking
roles are played by Cherokee In-
dians whose forebears lived the
storj' that is being recreated.— II 11 1 1

SIBYL BOWAH
SOUTH SHORE MUSIC CIRCUS

Cohasstt,

Brit. Renews Permits

Of Yanks in ‘Pacific'

London, July l.

British Equity Council decided

today (Tues.) not to oppose re-

newal of labor permits for Amer-
ican members of the cast of “South

Pacific,” at the Drury Lane here.

Except for 'Bette St. John, who al-

ready has been replaced, and

Archie ;
Savage, whose pagt has been

wrilien .&Ul, the U, S. players in

the shoV' JOfC .thhs allowed to re-

main three more jrtvoiiths, after

which their status will be reviewed

again.
It had been feared that if, at the

suggestion of Equity, the Labor

Ministry had not renewed the per-

mits of the Americans, the Rod-
gers-Hammerstein musical might

have had to close.

THEATRE AND UBRARY

NAT’L POWWOW INK.Y.
The Theatre Library Association

holds its national meeting today

(Wed.) at the N. Y. Society Li-

brary, 53 East 79th St. Margo
Jones, Clarence Derwent and Rok
ert C. Schnitzel* will speak for the

theatre. Katharine Clugston of the

Library of Copgress, Sarah Chokla

Gross of' the Broadside, and Paul
Myers of the N. Y. Public Library,

will compete the roster. George
Freedley will preside.

Edith Crowell of the N. Y. So-

ciety Library and Elizabeth Bar*

rett of the N. Y. Public Library

will be hostesses at the reception.

Theatre and library personalities

will be present.

Barn Notes
Don Farnworth and Joan Bow-

man, who’ve danced in Broadway
musicals, inaugurate their newly-
formed dance team this week at

the Balsams, Dixville Notch, N. H,
Team will also do choreography
and be featured in two musicals
at the Great Neck, N. Y., Summer
Theatre, this season.

Walter Pritchard Eaton, vet

drama critic and Yale' Drama
School staffer, sidelined with
laryngitis . . . “Ramshackle I n n,”

second offering of the Berkshire
Playhouse, Stockbridge, Mass.,

opened last week 'to a crowded
house after star ZaSu Pitts recov-
ered just in time from pt.omaine
poisoning, which." caused her hos-
pitalization'. . .Charva Chester is

advance stage managed for “Ram-
shackle Inn.” John Babbinirton, of

the Charleston Dock St. Theatre,
is on front office staff for the
Berkshire Playhouse.

Jobn Loder In “O Misti’ess

Mine,” opening production of the
SaCandaga Park, N. Y., Summipr
Theatre this week, is supported by
Ruth Altman as leading lady.

Others in the company are Joyce
Lear, Peter Brandon, Adnia Rice
and Kathleen ClayiKml, Eddie
Rich, producer of the new straw-
hat, presented Loder in a 4()-week
tour in the comedy.
Mary Hunter staged “Idiot’s

Delight,” current week’s bill at the
Westport (Conn.) Country Playr
house, co-starring Luba Malina and
Scott McKay . . . Marblehead
(Mass.) Playhouse, occupying the
local high-school auditorium, is

under management of William B.
Cowen, Jr., with Florence Gillmore
as pressagent . . . The Westport
Country Playhouse is having a
lobby exhibition of sketches by
theatrical cartoonist Al HirscbfCld,
author of “Show Business Is No
Business” . . , The Arena Theatre,
Rochester (N. Y.) stock company
which recently went Equity, last
week repaid the backers $1,000 of
their $6,000 investment.

Lincoln
Continued from page

lina; directed by William Macll-
wlnen, and acted mostly by nearby
college students, the show has
pace, variety and color.

There Is^ music, also by Hunter
(old hynrns and folktiines largely),

beautifully siing by ah acapella
choir from the U. of Illinois. There
are good dance sequences by
Charles Conklin, using Indian and
square dancing motifs. Costuming
by Fairfax Walkup is colorful and
lighting is effective.

Liffcon is played by a young
Springfield lawyer, Harlington
Wood, Jr., almost a dead ringer.

Ho does well, though he’s some-
times w^ooden. Of the others, Gor-
don Oasheira, Dorothy Silver and
Harry LaTicr are outstanding in a
generally good cast.

ij
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lI«U-P«at Elglit
Glasgow. Jun? 20,'

Stewart Cruikahank M
Howard Sc Wyudham rew**. StatffJJby
Heath Joyce, haucea by !

louirhby, Orch dhj^ctfd by JMck B6l*a'

worth. At Theatre hoyal, GlaasoW,

..This is fairly bright revue. fare,

with much emphasis bn the
tacular. It adds up to entertain-,

ing stuff, though .sbme of the

sketches could do with* crisper tag-

lines. Large cast is exti-emely ver-

satile, costumes ai-e of high qual-

ity, and the . dancing of Abton &
Yolette is a standout.'

Show, hoWever, is heavy-handed
in opening half, with poorest

sketches making for heavy going

and the laughs coming with diffi-

culty. Despite this handicap, Stan-,

ley Baxter, young Scot comedian
making his bow in the bigtime,

acquits himseH well, particularly

in solo spots. He’s at his best in

silent mime as a young lady bath-

ing herself, and he works well in

sketches. With more definite style,

he should soon be
.
a leading Scot

comedian. ^ ^
Teaming with Baxter and George

Lacy, prominent English comic, is

not the best matmg, ' however/
Their Dame comedy has too much
of a Jdnship. Obviously, Lacy is

featured as co-star to buttress .the

new Scot comedian. This timid
policy doesn't pay dividends. Star-

ring of Baxter as solo top would
have been a hold and much-appre*
elated move. On his showing, he’s

fit to head any No. 1 Scot revue^
Bond Rowell, longtime foil to

comic Jack Anthony, has now
joined the Howard & Wyndham
outfit and brings much experience-

to feeding the new young comic.
Cicely Hullett is an experienced
comedienne, with a vefy nice ap-

pearance.
George Lacy himself has a good

solo spot, revealing that he's as
fine an artist as ever. There Is haiv
mony from a new English act, the
Four in a Chord, and Andrew Mac-
phe^son handles the Scottish songs
in excellent voice. Gord.

liiebe bei Kerzenlicbt
(Love at Candlelight)

Zurich, June 20.
Albert Pulmxnn production of comedy

In three aoti by Steji^iied Gever. Di-
rected by Xrhard Sledel. Set by Hermann
K^gihenn, At Theatre am Central.
Baron Rommer Frame Dehler
Count Sandor Walter Roderer
Counteca Sandor.. Hedda Ippen
Marla Crete Heyer
Baatlen Wolfyany Dauscha
Delay ‘ XllMheth Arnold
Chauffeur .*. . . .£nzo Frtlni

With a little more wit and imag-
ination plus better workout of the
characters and a few good tunes
this could serve as a good plot for
a musical comedy. In its present
form, as a'straight comedy, it rates
little more than a few chuckles and
is only mildly entertaining. Clev-
erly adapted and rewritten, it

might have moderate U.S. chances.
Plot concerns an ambitious

chambermaid who poses, as her
own employer, a glamorous coun-
tess, in order to get acq^uainted
with a baron known as a ladykiller.
She doesn’t know, though, that the
supposed baron is only the latter's
butler and that the baron has been
carrying on an affair vdth the
countess for some time.
The performance Is generally

satisfactory and makes the most of
the thin material. The “serving”
couple, played by Grete Heger and.
Wolfgang Dauscha, rates top acting,
honors. Franz Dealer loolw suave
enough to convince as the baron,
while

,
Hedda .Ippen, as the genu-

ine countess, is eyefilling. Erhard
Siedel’s direction Is adequate and
Hermann Eggmann’s one set has
style and atmosphere. Me^ro,

(Faith, Love, Hope)
.

Vienna, June 1'

Play in one act (6 scenes) by Odon
Hori^th Produced by Kleines Tlu
in Konzerthaus. Directed by Mic

»€ts by Harry Gluck.
Poschl, Harry Glocl

Kurt Hadleckor, Carl Merz, 'Rudolf
ner, Klaus Scholz. Lotte Neumayer.
Bukovics. Josef Gmeinder. Anton
dolph, Elfriode Trambauer, Karl MltMaria Urban, Rudolf Schonwald, >
ander l^rszt, Wolfgany Litscliauer,
Kuntz, l^lch Margo, Walter Weber.
lUcines Theatre In Konzerthaus, Vie

Qiea,xiorvain
“Faith, Love, Hope.”

leii oe
His ]

have decided what the playw:
probably would have denied-
it Is a finished play. Seen he)
its first production, it seems i

like a sketch for a play that
writer meant to fill in later. I
the bare outline of a powerful
moving drama. But as .seen in
excellently mounted and acted
formance, this offers no more
some sharply etched char;
studies against a somber 1
ground of the tragedy of the
tie people.”
A very ordinary girl, effect

portrayed by Trude Poschl, is

lilay'S ^central figure. The scrint
purpttTts to show how she is e?
lushed and dragged to destruction
by; '.bureaucracy, the .little S
paragraphs of the law that nS
llfe^ a labyrinth for even the sure,
fopted in the .police states. bI
cause she peddled corsets withoui
a license she has beefi fined. bS
cause she Was fined she cannot get
a license, because she cannot m
the licence she steals. And becau*;®
she has stolen,, the one man who
cares for her, a« egotistical young
policeman, dares not marry her

The Kleine's Theatre ensemble
Vienna’s most talented dramatic
.group offers refreshingly modern
performances in contrast to the
.customary . Austrian heaviness
Kehlihann's direction is sldllful’

the sets effective on the tiny staep
Miss Poschl is superb; the rest of
the cast falls a little short. But
there’s nothing for Broadway.

hra.

EijNily

Contluuedl from page 55

a,

election, in which the conserva-
tive forces won a sweeping victory,
In

;

general, the conservatives tend
h) be against merger, with the
progressive element favoring it.

littpracilcal Plan?

'Aside from the financial aspect
of the matter (Equity has the larg-

est treasury of any of the per-
former unions), the conservative
resistance to the merger was ap-
parently expressed by Sidney
Blackmer in % speech before the
Coast chapter last spring. Actor
termed the plan impractical, and
added that the members of such
affiliates as the Ameiican Federa-
tion of Radio ,Artlsts and the
American (5uild "of Variety Artists

are “performers” rather than ac*

tors. ’

,

With AFRA and Television Au-
thority set to try to push through
their proposed separate merger,
the key to the situation appears
to lie with AGVA, which has heavy
voting strength and the balance

of power in the Associated Actors
8c Artistes . of America board.

Thus, although the parent organi-

zation has the authority to halt the

TVA-AFRA hitch, it cannot make
such a move without AGVA’s ap-

proval.

AGV.^ however, apparently

favors
.
the TVA-AFRA merger,

provided it can bt a party to it.

But ^A'-AFRA heads, under the

leadership of George Heller, TVA
executive secretary, are aware of

AGVA’s numerical strength, and
are understood ,to be fearful of

being 'swallowed up If the vaude-

niteiy outfit were to become part

of a three-way outfit.

That tends to make Equity the

key to the problem. But Equity,

despite the several-times record

vote of its council, is still cautious

about morger. This stems from the

: traditional stand-pat attitude of its

veteran members, plus an anxiety

io hang on to its substantial bank-

Toll.

‘Blessings’
Continued from page 54

tor, who will also appear in the

role of Fiona in the first show, and

Zack Waters, Broadway character

actor, who is company director and

wdll stage the musical shovi's.

Stanley M. Pontiere is acting as

production manager.
James Brock is doing the chore-

ography for the first show, while

Almon Boyd Smith designed the

•sets, and Bonnie Smith the cos-

tumes. Ed Hogan will conduct the

Leads in ‘‘Brigadoon” include

tiex Bqrke, William Peters, Senta

on EhDfenfiied, Edrie Selllck, Beth

>arks, Ed McKean, Tom Miller,

ames Brock, Almon Boyd Smith,

lonrad Eaddy, Norman Bacon,

Villiam Caldwell and John Grasso.

Dwight is offering season seats

or $17.60 and $13.20, with singles

it $2.40 and $1.80, tax included,

n addition, 300 seats for each per-

0)rmance are offered for $1.20.

Spot will play five nights a wee^
Vednesday through Sunday. Foi-

owing “Brigadoon,” which closes

lunday night (6), will come
ifesterday,” July 9-13; Lady m
he Dark,” (16-20); “Arsenic and

)ld Lace,” (23-27); “Best Foot For-

vard,” July 30-Aug. 3; “See How

Dhey Run,” (6-10);

Joes,” (13-17); “Detective Sto^,

20-24); “Finian’s Rainbow, (^^
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“CHARlErS AUNF
Oin^ctvAl by

CLARK GORDON

Cast In ordtr of app«aranc«
Jottt Chasney WILLIAM ALLYN*

TED LIS$

Chorley Wykaham ' JOSERH EMMET
lord Fantourt Bobbarl.y ROBERT Q. LEWIS^'

*^‘«y Vardun RO JUSSMAN
^y Spattlgu* FRANCYNR SEMMONS
5'r fronds Chasnay ..IRWIN CHARONC
5»*ph«n Spattigy* ARTHUR O'CONNELL*
*'o Delahay JEANNE JERREMf
I’oio luda D'AJvadorax...s RUTH lAllEY

* permanent tourino company
^urnniar Stock tour nrrangad by STEPHEN ROSE

3/T3E

Opening JULY 6th

Norwich, Connecticut

SUMMER THEATRE
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SewAvd Sues Wilkerson .

Thomas E. Seward .filed suit

agaiust WEliam E. Wilkerson»
ownejf and publisher of the Hol-

lywood Eeportei*, seeWng sf set-

tlement of Jhis contract. .

Seward, who recently anlded the

trade paper, wants $125,00():.f6r his

estimated 38% of the stock. Wil-

kerson is reported to have offered

over $50,000. Case coines up
July 9.

Busy Bids On 'Frank'

Doubleday has received queries

on dramatic rights to “Anne Frank:

The Diary of a Young Girl, from

a large number of producers.

Amortg those who’ve expressed in-

terest are Maxwell Anderson and
the Playwrights Co., Lemuel.Ayers,
Julian Claman, Kerhiit Bloom-
gai’den, Cheryl Crawford, Walter
Fried, Max Gordon, Leland Hay-
ward, Joshua JjOgan, Norman Eose,

Theatre Guild, Shepard Traube,

Eobert Whitehead and ANTA.
There have also been some

dickers from Hollywood studios.

On TV and radio, bids are being

held in abeyance until dramatic
rights are sold. Publisher has in-

vited Otto Frank, father of the

author (latter was killed by the

Nazis), to come to the U. S. from
Europe to participate in the nego-

tiations:

Col. Barney Oldfield Upped
New roster of U, S. Air Force

f

>romotions threw a wide enough
oop to pick up Col. Barney Old-

field as chief of public information

for General Laiiris Norstad's Hq
Allied Air Forces Central Europe
in Fontainebleau, France. ^
An ex-VARiETY hand, Oldfield

has been in, or journalistically and
public relations-wise around the

edges of the amusement industry

»ince 1930. He was a film editor

and columnist, had 889 stints of

consecutive nighttime yatata on
radio, pulled two years in the
Warner Bros, publicity department
in Burbank, and is presently holdr

ing open, house for the Air Force
for those with a few paragraphs to

fill.

Still toting the 23-year old port-
able Eemlngton,- plastered with the
stickers of 26 countries, on which
he i\Tote his first of many pieces
for Variety, he barges about Eu
rope like commuting in from West-
chester. The old files show, his

presence all the way from the
premier of a Phil Stong pic in Des
Moines, through the liberation of

Paris, the cave-in of Hitler's “ice

cream front" in Copenhagen, find-

ing Dr. Josef Goebbels’ bed, the
arrival to occupy Berlin, with *the

first troops into Seoul after being
backed up with them to the stand-
fast In Taegu, Korea, etc.

Extreme mobility of his present
labor Is Illustrated in the fact that
he is in Europe because, just arriv-
ing back from Korea in time for
Christmas dinner, 1950, he was
hurried up on the wav to Washing-
ton to catch a plane for Paris New
Year's Day to be an advance man
for General Eisenhower's whirl-
wind NATO tour when he took
command. •

fqotie with both sides during World
Wat II and woimd up before a

German firing squad. House Je

Sets will launch second. Both
Skedded for spring.of '53.

Alexandrov sail$ from Cannes
July 13 to spend fodi" months in-

Library of Congress, Washington,
doing research on historical novel,

“The Eed Empress," a story of

Empress Catherine and the j^oung-

er John Quincy Adams who, at age
of 'l9, wa&the fledgling Eepublic’s
ambassador to Imperial Eussia.

iSturgls' Saranac Stint

Norman Sturgis, who was
stricken with TB while on the ad
staff of Life 'mag two years ago.

has now been completely cured at

Saranac Lake, but has taken up
permanent residence there to be-

come pubEcity man for the town
and its medical services.

He works under the direction of

WllEam C, White, son-in-la^ of Wil-

liam Morris, who was one of the
founders of the Will Rogers Hos-
pitsd in the community, and whose
son, William Morris, Jr„ still main-
tains a home there.

CarrolPa Pari* Degree
Joseph Robert Carroll, quondam

moppet magician, was given a Doc-
tor Music degree by the U. of Paris,

recently.
Carroll, who as a teenager played

USO-Camp Shows and got a mas-
ter’s degree at ‘the New England
conservatory of Music by. playing
nitery and private dates, was the
only American there to be given
a doctorate in music for 1952. His
254-page thesis, written in French,
a requirement of the U. of Paris,

has been accepted for publication
for the spring of '53 by Editions de
Tranquilite. The subject is a his-

tory of Byzantine liturgical music.
The doctor is still in good stand-

ing with the Society of American
Magicians and International
Brotherhood of Magicians.

In-

the

. '
'""'" '

v:
publishing firm; Among new H-W
releases is “Revolt on the Painted
Desert,'' by Earl Haley, former
Hollywood produce! and assistant

director to Cecil B, DeMEle.

TV No« filobai
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Hollywood
Though I personally have romped the ojmsh ranges of life and lettm

like an unroped bronco for 40 years, I always feel a cold chill of feav
for those who have enjoyed the security of a nice Warm box stall

ment has signed a contract for con- now want out. •
.

•

'

struction of a $500,000 government This feeling resolves into chills and fevers when I read of a picture
station at Caracas. It is expected star who has been on* one solvent lot for 10 years or so, and Is now
to be ready by the end of Noyem- using every legal device to break the home ties and try his hand at
her. British Marconi is to install free enterprise. ,

commercial video station, also at it is easy fdr actorf* to b« beguiled by their, press notices and forget
Caracas. -This will be ready about that some of the lines they are reading are actually wflections from
the same time. Definition of the those in th^ir own faces, and that the skills of makeup men in hiding

^ those lines cannot be carried on forever. It is one of the ironies of
their profession that when they are young and handsome they get paid
little for knowing less, and when they know more, and are worth more
the lines begin to show, and soon it is time for them to think about
running things from behind th| camera instead of in front of it.

But now and then one emergen from this complicated network while
still young enough to knock off 'several millions on his own. In this

exclusive fraternity Alan Ladd, I suspect, would be head man. After

stations has not been disclosed.

City of Bogota, Colombia, will

get the first TV transmitter in that
country. It is to be according to

the U. S, 525-line standard. The
equipment and an order of 5,000
receivers have both been con-
tracted to British manufacturers.
Idea is to have a pilot transmitter grossing $60,000,000 for Par in a flock of pictures which were mediocre

St. L. Daily Hikes Ad Rate
The St. Louis Globe-Democrat,

only a.m. paper in this town has
notified all advertisers that its

rates will be hiked a flat 10%
cross the board starting Aug. 1.

Increased costs of materials,
wages, etc., are given as the cause
of the boost. Entertainment adver-
tiser's, particularly the motion pio^-

ture theatjres, will be hit hardest
as they uo\v pay the highest rate.

Lauterbach Award
First annual Richard E. Lauter-

bach award, made to the American
who has via his writings, made the
“most substantial contribution to
the cause of cjvil liberties," will
go to U. S. Supreme Court Justice
William O. Douglas.
Douglas will' get the $1,000

award on returning from his for-
eign travels in the fall. Member-
ship of the Authors Guild, which
ballots for the winner, cited the as
sociate justice for his lecture at
Brandeis U., later published in the
New York Times magazine as
“TheJBlack Silence of Fear,"

Alexandrov’s Projects
Victor Alexandrov, one - time

Warner Bros, flack and later Holly
wood screen'writer, has just deliv-
ered scripts of two books, “Chaos
Through Victory” and “The. Gen-
eral” to his French publishers. The
former, a sequel to his<ifirst book,
“Joui-ney Through Chaos,” which
was published in the U. S. by
Crown (with an introduction by
Upton Sinclair) goes to Caiman
Levy. The second is a con.siderably
edited diary of General Kyrille
Vlassov, Russian soldier who played

CHATTER
Herbert Eau in Hollywood

terviewing film names for
Miami Daily News.

Louis Sobol in Hollywood to
round up film chatter for his
Hearst-syndicated N. Y. column.

Charles Laughton wrote a fore-
word for a special edition of Shaw's.
“Don Juan in Hell,” to be published
by Dodd, Mead 3c Co.
Vantage Press is publishing *T

Found America,” authored by
Philip L. Gabriel, Los Angeles
show business investor.
“The Landsmen,” novel by Peter

Martin, American Broadcasting Co,
script ed, will be published hy Lit-

tle, Brown this month.
Louis Kronenberger's “The-

Thread of Laughter” and Nofman
Katkov's ‘Tabulous Fanny Brice”
on Knopf's summer-fall list. '

Dick Fehr, pubUc relations v.p.

at Doherty, Clifford Sc Shenfleld,
has a piece, on a new version of
baseball in Redbook.for July.

Jean Ennis upped to publicity'
director of Random House, vice
David McDowell, who is now devot-
ing full time to editorial projects.
Kay Ashton-Stevens back . to

Chi, after a week's huddling with
publishers on some of her late
husband’s writings for book pub-
lication.
Lawrence Lader’s . story on th«

Palace Theatre, and Grady John-
son’s profile on Marlon Brando,
are in tlie July issue of Coronet
magazine.

David Karp will have his first

novel, “The Big Feeling,” pub-
lished by Lion Books this fall.

Karp writes for the “Aunt Jenny”
radio program.

F, Hugh Herbert completed an-
other novel, “Loose Leaves' from a
Ring Thing,” told in the. form of a
young girl’s diary, for publication
by Random Hbuse.

Louis Messolonghites upped to
asst, exec editor at King Features
Syndicate, In N. Y. He’ll also be
in charge of KFS coverage at both
politico conventions in Chi.
“Hollywood Boulevardier,” hu-

morous Hollywood column. ' by
radio-television comedy writer
Herman El.ler, debuted July 1 in
some 40 newspapers.

Barnet Biro, currently appear-
ing in “Idiot's Delight" at the
Westport (Conn.) Country Play-

-| house, has sold a story based on
his Navy experiences to the Vet-
erans of Foreign Wars magazine
for September.
Joe Shallit, former Philly

Record staffer, is about to have
his fourth whodunit published by
LIppincott. It’s' tabbed “Kiss the
Killer." He’s also started a series
of short mysteries in the Philly
Inquirer Sunday magazine. First
appeared 1,'ist week.
George West has been upped

from sale.s manager to general
manager of House-Warven, L. A.

working by fall, with 30 receivers
spotted in public places. Later, a
Iw transmitter will be installed,

part of the cost to be paid from
the sale of the 5,000 transmitters.
The Mayor of Bogota is u<fgo-
tiating fox* a commercial manager
to travel to the U. S, ^and England
to contract for films, and pther
types of programs.

In Norway, a bill has been intro-

duced in the Storting (Parliament)
asking 600,000 crowns to pay, for
the first year of a two-year experi-
mental 'TV transmission period.
Recommendations will be submit-
ted for regular video service fol-

lowing conclusion of the trial

period, A Norwegian firm plans
to manufacturer 100 TV receivers
this fall, and use of American films
for the test broadcasts is under
consideration.

Swiss Government has pur-
chased British made video equip-
ment and will inaugurate televi-

rion with a station at Zurich.
Transmission is expected to begin
in August, coincidental with the
Zurich Fair.

Itidy has one experimental sta-

tion at Turin, with Rome telecast-
ing to begin this year. The experi-
inental station at Milan Will telc^-

cast program again this year in
connection with' the Milan Fair.
By the end of this year or early in
1953, Milan is expected to go on
the air with a regular service.
Plans are also completed for ex-
perimental stations at Como and
Alessandria;* they are expected- to

at best, he said said 'goodbye to all that, and is now freelancing with
all the recklessness of a king of England forsaking Buckingham Palace
for Windsor.

^ In all his years at Paramount, he never had -an Academy Award
picture, but he never starred in a picture that lost money either. I

don't know if any other star Can niake .that statement. He has been

1

panned by the critics and has been shortchanged often in co-stars.

This' Ladd Fop Hire.

The Ladd wRo started out at Par as a grip and worked up to $300 a

week When his pictures were grossing $3,0(^,000, now works for $150,000

guarantees* against 10% of the world^ gross. That's what he got

for “The Iron Mistress” at Wam«^. ' On his next one, called “Desert
Legion,” which starts July 7 at Universal-Intematioiial, he is taking no
salary but 50% of the profits. That one can bring him a nice piece of

change for years. -

When he completes “Desert Legion,”- Ladd is going to England to

make a picture, and plans to take his whole family. That means his

wife and their four children. They wiIl:tour Europe looking for places

where the climate approximates what was once sunny California and
where they can sop up some culture. For this young man began to

work as soon as he finished high school, and worked so hard in the next

20 years that he never had the time to see the melancholy wonders of a

dying continent. . ^

He will learn a lot, for he is a singularly graciotts, soft-spoken and
attentive fellow.* The world may lock upon him as a glamorous star

but he has no illusions about what he is. “Just plain lucky” is his

idea of Alan Ladd. Dotted all over Europe he will find a friendly

press below hysteria which his fans will release at the sight of this

slender, blond, tanned athlete, whose two-fisted activities are con*

fined to the screen, 1 don’t think he's evei* been in a nightclub brawl

and not much in nightclubs either.

Only the other day, as further proof to his character, if not his suc-

cess, I made a date to talk with Ladd. I had rtiet him at a few of the

nicer social gatherings at the homes of nicer people, but I still wanted
to see just what made him tick. Before we could set a place to meet,

he fractured his right hand In the last day's shooting of “The Iron

Mistress.”
By the tirne he was well enough to move around, I didn’t feel so hot,

and he immediately offered to come up to Bedside Manor after luncheon

for an hour or two. He arrived as much on time as a radio commer-
cial, with his. bandaged and splinted hand sticking in tlie air.

Of course it was only a coincidence, but the first big thing that

happehed^ after Warners signed this hottest property in town was a
by 1954. Bulk of the Italian equip
ment is being bought from British
manufacturers.
• Director of the Indonesian
broadcasting service has just com-
pleted a three-month visit in this
country, maiply to’ get ideas about
television for use in that coun-
try. The initial plan in Indonesia
is to use video for educational pur-
poses and to have it connected with
colleges there.

U’s Fla. Exchange
Continued! from pace 5

followed soon after. 20th-Fox
moved into Jacksonville last Feb
ruary and Columbia came in a

$1,000,000 fire. He's been pretty hot all his Rfe, because he was bom
in Hot Springs, Ark., and was raised in North Hollywood before that

metropolis of the San Fernando Valley surrendered to the smog, fog,

grog and hog-eat-hog that is slowly making it the Pittsburgh of the

west, He was a good all-round athlete in high school and holds the

50-yard free-style Interscholastic swimming record. He was also the

Coast diving champion in 1932 and still looks as if he doesn’t weigh

an ounce over 150 lbs.

He graduated from high school when the degression was at its

worst. He had got a job on a North Hollywood throw-away, dug ditches,

and got hired as a studio grip. Not until then did he decide to become
an actor, and he starved and studied for several years.
Sue Carol, a former star, who was then an actor’s agent, heard him

on a radio show. He was playing a dual role, a man of 60 and his son.

She sent for him, liked him from the first moment he entered her

office, and for the next two years they bucked a mighty strong current,

with no luck. Then he got the lead in a little thing called “This Gun
For Hire.” It made Ladd a star overnight.

One Gun To Riches
Shortly after the picture was completed, he and Sue Carol were mar-

ried and she turned his contract O'V'er to another agency, but has never

ceased to be the girl behind the gun. Everybody thinks of him as a
few months later. Republic main-
tains an exchange in Tampa. Fox,

.
_ „

Warners\,and Par maintain full- screen killer, but for the record, he played a killer only once, and that

fledged shipping, inspection and was in “This Gun. For Hire:” In fact, he doesn-’t even own a gun, and

bopldhg services in Jacksonville, this monograph must have made it clear by now, doesn’t even shoot

off his mouth, being hard at it to be the best actor he knows how.whilb the other companies employ
the facilities of Benton Bros., local
film shippers.

Florida biz, incidentally, has
been better than in most states.
State has also seen a tremendous
growth in drive-ins, expanding
from seven in 1946 to 153 in T952..
This increase alone was sufficient
to overload the Atlanta offices and
cause the filmeries to establish a
film row in Jacksonville.

Allied-TOA
;;;;s Continiied from pace 5

Allied’s new • president, Wilbur
Snaper, headquarters in N. Y., and
has had friendly relations with top
TOA-ers who reside in the east.
Previously, the Allied prexies were
hinterlanders not immediately ac-
quainted with the N. Y. area and
its TOA inhabitants.

TV Angle
On another count, former Allied

prez Trueman Rembusch and TOA
exec committee chairman S. H. Fa-
bian, who had been strangers pre-
viously, managed to find consider-
able area of agreement between the
two orgs when consideration first

was being given to exhibitor’s pe
tition to the Federal Communica

He answers every bit of fan mail, and pays five secretaries to

that it all goes out to those who were kind enough to write to him. Qn
being asked if he were the only grip who made good, he said he won-

dered about that too, and hadn’t come across any. “Wasn’t Fred Mac-
Murray a grip?” he asked. Actually, MacMurray was lower than that.

He was a saxophone player.
Asked If he were happy to be a freelance, he said he was always

happy with a home base, and feels that the studios treated him very

well. Though he got $300 a week when his pictures costing around

$375,000 were grossing millions, he’s still happy to about the same
degree as when his pictures, now costing $1,300,000, bring him around

$300,000 a picture.
“This Gun For Hire" grossed $8^500,000, but he never expects to do

quite as well as that again, though in this business, as he says ever so

softly, you never can tell. But whichever way it goes, he’ll go along

with it, for it is the only business he knows and he never ceases to

be grateful for how kind it has been to him. Some day the Academy
will get around to awarding guys like this. _

tions Commission for special tele-
vision channels.
United Paramount Theatres pres-

ident Leonard Goldenson’s blasts
at upped-admission-scale films, and
other raps at the dlstribs, also have
served to bring' Allied and TOA
closer. Goldenson, biggest circuit
operator in the TOA fold, via his
complaints, was on the side of Al-
lied,, which never hesitates to ver-
bally slap the film companies for
practices which it believes are un-
fair. .

^

Some of the basic big factors be-
hind the hand-in-handing include

divorcement and sluggishness at

the boxoffice. ’ Freed from affiim-

tions with the major film com*

panics, the national circuitSv suen

as UPT, are without restraint m
taking defiant stands against di^

tribs. TOA’s membership includes

the larger chains, while indie

exhibs for the most part are on

the Allied roster:
. , ...

There’s been a realization by i

two groups—^large and sniaiJ

hibs—that they’re being ^n^cfd w
buck the same tides, and ^ner

apparently a growing sentiment

cooperative effort.



’L. Mayer returned ever
* two-month

®'?2fi?cer Twcy off oit th«' Queen

•?!?.s!i“''
”;”’ “

drew well leat weekend «t^ nearby
Del Mar Hotel theatre^restaurant
>Hlla Mae Morae slated for one^'

iiighter with* Jerry Fielding*$ urch
i^turda7 (S) at Mission Beach Ball"
room.
Pave McIntyre named radio-TV

editor of San Pietfo Tribune, suo-
ceeding Charles Hull, who returned
to reportorial staff.

’*fl^.Einc* «how .life piib-

to JPoris .Sotarday (28)

London

Mempliis

*Co'medIan 5?®*

rdwljoy) iu fbr surgery at Eye and

^ Infirmary ' following a taxi

*'l!a^ence Welngarten, • Metro

A^exec produce^ sail^-
SlArroW (Thurs.) on the maiden

Se of the United States.

Morey Goldstein, , vee^e and

rial sales manager of Mono-

cram Pictures, confined tq his

Sme with virus pneumonia.
.

Met Opera c-onducfor Erlfiz

Keiner. sailing tomorrow (Thurs.)

to' Europe on the United States.

Hc’U fill ‘several engagements in

Paulette Goddard, novelist Erich

Maria Hemarque and Frieda Hem-
.. -'^prano, en

[euw Am-pel onetime Metopera soprano, en

foute to‘Europe on the Nie

*^Igor Youskevitch^ istar of Ballet

Theatre, is flying .to London to-

morrow (Thurs.) to start work m
SrSene iSly film, ^‘Invitation

to the Dance.’*
^ ^

Mrs. Mary A. Beery, widow of

the late Wallace Beery, jfailed Sat-

urday (28) On the Caronia, With
daughter, Carol Ann* for a 36-day

North Cape cruise.
^

Louise (Mrs. Martin) Beck to

penver, to -visit with -playwright

Mary Chase (“Harvey’O, and
thence to. Frisco and L. A. on busi-

ngs and a holiday.

Harry M. Kalmine, Warner Bros,
theatre topper, named chairman of
the homeoffice division of film in-

dustry's. drive in behalf of the 1952
Joint Defense Appeal,
Robert E. Sherwood and Sam

Spewack appointed chairman and
vice ' chainnan respectively of the
newly-formed Theatre Committee
for Averell Harriman.
Barry Gray closes- shop at Chand-

ler's this weekend and is off -radio-
TV for six weeks on a motoring
holiday through Spain, - Italy,
France and Germany.
William M. .Judd, of the Judson,

O’Neill ic Judd division of Colum-
bia Artists Mgt., to the Coast last,

weekend for two weeks of confabs
with artists and managers,-
John (Er Morotcb)' Ferona on

the maiden voyage of the SS U. S.,
^d Gene (Colony) Uavallero also
leaving this week but oh -a slow
Swedish freighter on a holiday.
Plncus Sober, attorney at Metro's

homeoffice, will- accompany the
U. S. Olympic team to Helsinki
next week. He's president of the
Amateur Athletic Union of New
yprk.

Kurt' Kasznar, Metro .player,
and Leora Shephard

,

Dana, legit
sw, off to Mexico City on a wed-
j

^ They were married Sun-
day (29) at Cold Spring Harbor,
ii. I.- '

William Goetz, Universal's pro-
fluction topper, returns to the
Coast today (Wed.) after a stop-
ov« in New York foUmving his
return from a three-week Euro-
pean jaunt.

.V
Kields and Blossom Seeley

a Coast next Wednesday (9)
to record a Decca album of tunes

.Paramount’s ‘.‘Somebody
Me*' Pi-c follows their

showbiz careers.

„ press agents swamped
newsmen by 33-8 in a baseball (?)

fiJ?®
the Publicists Guild out-

Kamber’s Wayne
over the ‘weekend.

TIrman credited the
.pitchers (eight of

a “no-outer."
®^own Meloney, hus-

Rose Franken,
Whose TV “Claudia” series he di-

davHph?^®
near-mugged, in broad

CRq Vi'^n he came out of the

SS on 9th Ave. and
and

kicked one in the groin

away
““““

San Diego
By Donald Freeman _

HoWwo^od'rheatre!^

at'fef Doll liol^ over

er
(28)

played one-nlght-
I

J at Mission Beach Ballroom.

motff^t in the Act” extended

tiaclo^ft,f5^"typo house, the Coro-
ihe Coronado—across
l“^y from here.

c Hutton and Frank Fontaine

By Matiy Brescia-
‘

Jan Garber orch at Claridge Ho-
tel Magnolia Hoof. -

- Grill Williams to Hotel Peabody
Plantation Garden,
Harold •Krelstein, WMPS prexy,

to -Washington for TV filing.**

Ai-ena Theatre moguls, legit pro-
moters here, open season again this
fall. ;
Jim McCarthy, local Warner

house manager, on vacash ,ih Wis-
consin.

Brace Collier, foimer LBS sta-
tions relations director, now on
WHHM sales staff.

Hal Benson, former WMPS staff*^

er, to WMPA, .Aberdeen^ Miss., as
manager, and Charlie Britt, anoth-
er WMPS staffer, to Fred Zlv.
Theatre bix here, which ^was

dealt stiff blow by., recent, city bus
strike, now on comeback trail de-
spite' the hear 100-degree heat
scorching, natives.

Lind^eir nelson, sportspieler and
former football director of the ill-

fated IjBS web, now hack on lotal
front after a stint as NBC's’ -ad-
vance director for the U. S. Open
Golf coverage at Dallas. ' Nelson is
doing dally ballcaste for WHHM
here in the interim, . • *

Piris
JoHn -Ringling Nbrth due in July

15 for -Supervision -of Miles' White
costumes for next year’s circus.

•

Katherine Dunham to^ Copen-
hagen, Olso and Helsinki for sum
mer tour before going, to Egypt in
fall.

Tennessee Williams settling on
left-bank for session of. work on
new play to* be rea'dy for next N.Y.
season.

Tito Rossi to accompany annual
bicycle race across France, Tour
de France, singing In all important
towns en route.

Hilda Simms huddling with
Anita Loos on possibility of dusting
off the old Loos legiter, “Mont-
parnasse,” for possible production
here.
Orson Welles, has finally found

the gal he would like to have play
“Salome” in a proposed forthcom-
ing pic. Comely gal is Yannick
Muller.

.

Femandel starrer “The Little
World, of Don Camillo” breaking
records on its initial dates here at
Colisee, . Gaumont Palace and
Berlitz.
Anita Loos, who ' adapted “Gift

of Adele” In time for late summer
strawhat tryouts,- off to Italy to do
another French script,

' ‘Darling,
Darling,” for J’ohn* C. Wilson.
French government has .spent

40,000,000 francs ($70,000) for
huge revival of “Indes .Galantes,”
Rameau opera not played since
1723. Entire* opera company has
been mohiliied for the spectacular
production including^ alL opera’s
ballet companies and designers. .

Spiegel planed to Home last
weekend.

Sally Gray inked for. femme lead
opposite George Raft in “Traitors'
Highway.” - •

Ciss and Ben Henry’s son,. Bill,
engaged to b* married. He is just
out of the Army,

„ Biog of J. Arthur Rank by Algn,
Wood due for early publication by
Hodder & Stoughton. '' "

.

The mayor of Nottingham has
sent/ 30 yards of * embroidered
Robin Hood lace .to the mayor- of.
New York; .,

Archie Robbins, who played ca'br
aret in the. West End last year, re-
turns to London for a two-week
run at the Palladium beginning
July 21.
Gene Kelly due hack July.l from

Paris, where he is holidaying, to
start his Metro picture, “Invitation
to the Dance.’-’ Shooting is to roll
in August after three weel« of re-
hearsals.

Jack- Buchanan sailed "on the
Queen Elizabeth and will do guest
performances on American TV be-
fore taking short vacation, On«his
return he will fill a cabaret date at
the Cafe de Paris,

Jack Benny has booked a Brit-
ish violinist, Teddy Johnson, to
take the place of Dennis Day when
he plays Manchester and Glasgow
after his current Palladium 'stint.
Day is to vacation in Dublin’ and
Rome.
A musical isalute to Britain by

USAF concert band and symphony
orch, which was first aired by the
British Broadcasting ,Corp. last
month, is to be repeated on four
successive Mondays beginning
July 7.

Hyman Zahl off to Blackpool in
time for the opening of “Happy
Landing,” the George and Alfred
Black, show starring* Ronnie Ron-
alde, at ‘ the ‘Winter Gardens ' for
summer season. Zahl then goes to
the Isle of Man to see his show,
“The Merry* Go Round,” which
stars Albert Modley and the Apple-
tons. It opened the summer run
June 2ff. .

uled to appear in -Wales interna-
tional music contest and to - give
concerts In Scotland add England,
Will have to call trip off-'l^aMSe
it’s $7,000 short of needed • $22,-
000 finances. Group, which heists
Chicago Musicland Festival aiid

Minneapolis Aquatenhial avirards,'

rejected brewery sponsorship
which would have provided baL
ance of money.

iW
1 .

’
; -The’koyalPmJSicr^^

•don in 'first Swiai M Tahhalle
£!oia ‘oU.t. / *.

Rosario. & Antonio made initial

Swiss bo'W at Corso Theatre to sell-

out house and rave reviews.
Kirsten Flagstad inked for one

concert at Tonhalie with a lieder
program. She will also appear at

the Lucerne longhair festival this
August, • '

Swiss' musical comedy, “Little
Niederdorf Opera,” by Paul Burk-
hard and Walter Lfesch, is the top
hit of this year’s legit season at
Schauspielhaus.
New Swiss pi'e. “Palace Hotel,”,

produced by ;
Gloriafilm Zurich,

now in its 6th week at Rex Zurich.
In its flri^t two weeks, it grossed
$21,000, an all-time record. ^

“Hotel Sahara,” Yvonne de Carlo
starter, .just finished its 26^week
run .at Wellenberg Zupich, with
more than 500 .performances. It

was the longest run of- any picture
in this country.

Atlantic City

Rome
By Helen McCJill Tubbs,

Jean Marais here for film work.
Signe- Hasso arrived tp make

some TV shorts* here.
Edward Small In from N. Y.

looking over possible picture pro-
duction here. '

-

Nat Karson and his Empire Girls
in from London for date at Casino
"delle Rose, outdoor nightclub.

Alida Valli planed out for Madrid
where she will star in a' film with
Mexican actor Pedro Armendarlz.
Audrey Hepburn in for femme

lead opposite Gregory Peck In
“Roman Holiday,” to he made here.
Gene Melford arrived to direct

some shorts and documentaries for
co-producers Robert Edwards and
INCOM.
The Frank Chapmans (Gladys

Swarthout) have taken a villa for
the summer. They are doing a
series of TV films here.

Georges LaFaye Compagnie du
Capricomo marionettes from Paris
and Dennis Carleton, singer, share
featured billing at the Cabala Club.

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway

Univ. of Miami presenting “Both
Your Houses” at Ring Theatre.
Vagabonds shuttered their club

while they play four-day. date at
GOP convention.
Miss Raye rehearsing “Annie Get

Your Gun” company for two-week
Cameo Playhouse run mid-month.
Martha Raye, out for five days

because of illness, back at her
Five O’clock Club. Comic Jackie
iCannon in new ^ow.

By Joe W. Walker
Mary McCarty into Ritz-Carlton

grille.

Kiki Hall into Jockey club for
season. *

Chris Powell and Blue Flames
into Yacht club.

Patti Page into Steel Pier vaude
with Johnny Long orch in hall
room.
Gene Nelson here Sunday (29)

as his latest pic started nm at
Warner’s.
Joey Adams and Tova RonnI

played Israeli.Revue at Hotel Tray-
more Sunday night (29).

Jack Beck, manager of Globe
Theatre burlesque, honored follow-
ing opening with party at Jack
Carr’s bar.
Dutch Kitchen, popular down-

town night spot run by Lew Mathis,
marked 20th birthday Friday (27)

with Lee Rogers.featured.

PhihdelpUa
By Jerry Gaghaii

The Russian Inn- and Palumbo’s
joined the list of cafes shuttering
for ,;the aummeh (26).

Herbie Collins hand has returned
to Wa?wick Room, at Hotel War-
wick, with Eileen Byrne fea-
tured vocalist.

Freddie Baker's qiuartet, lull Out-
fit at Latin Casino (which shuttered
June 20) has switched to the '500

Club, Atlantic City.
Joe Mass, weekly newspaper

publisher, has purchased Lou’s
Moravian (musical bar) from his
brother-in-law, Bam Lerrier.
Paul Whiteman and Bose Bamp-

ton will head the list of guest stars
at the Republican Unity Dinner
at Convention Hkll, July 19.

Bellevue-Stratford Hotel has dis-

continued the Weekend • dance mu-
sic for the hot weather, with Lou
Chaikin’s Concert Trio as replace-
ment.
Jack Steck, WFIL-TV program

director, * to- produce “Night of
Stars,” Municipal Stadium climax
to American Legion’s state con-
vention here, Aug. 8.

Frank Ta^ljnt divorced.
Edward Dmyttyk jreturned from

Israel.
Andrew Stone to*. Seattle

'

cation.
Dick Andersoii to Mexico on va-’

cation.
Lon Chaney to Mexico City for

TV Work; ’
.

* *'*

i Bhlrliiy Thonias divorced Waltfer

‘White Jr.
^

steyt:' "Cdcfirarf ‘ laid *uP'“l_
pofebtf ’

.

•>(,

; : Aghes' Henry
.
recovering

rtiiifor' surgery.
‘

Spencer Tracy left for a vaca-^

tion in Europe. ,
•

,
Dixie Crosby out of the hospital

after a checkup.
Ann Harding recovering from va

tumor operation. . v *

Joe Frisco ih town after .16
months of touring,.-

,
William Edmunds in towh- after

two years in. N. Y.

,

Dick Haymes opens his next tour
July 17' in Montreal, .

Marjorie Main up and arojind
after '•minor surgery,
Richard Ney In town after a

long stay in Europe.
Marih^ ..Maxwell heading cast

for the strawhat circuit. :
>

liana Turner, to Reno, to estah*
lish six weeks’ residence. •

Samuel . Goldwyn home from a
two-week Hawaiian vacation,
Roberta Peters filed suit* to di-

vorce Robert Merrill in Juares.
Dennia Morgan in town after

two’ weeks of fishing in 'Wisconsin. <

Betty Hutton and Charles O'Carr
ran spending a month at* Lake-

Terry Turner in from Y. for
studio huddles With Perry Llebcr
at RKO..

'

Ollyia De Havllland will file suit
to divorce Marcus Goodrich, in Los
Angeles'

Leo Carrillo .readying a me-*
morlal dinner in honor bf Sid'
Grauman. «

Margarita Padilla to'Mexicb City
for a recording session With her
sister, Maria,
Herbert Kline to Mexico City to

'

prepare a September preem for
“The Fighter.”
Walter Pidgeon led a troupe of

entertainers to Travis Air Base
and Fort Ord,

Chicago
Marlon Brando visiting his folks

here.
Melinda Markey did a support-

ing role to Dorothy Gish at Salt
Creek last week.
Gene Raymond and Geraldine

Brooks at Salt Creek silo, Hins-
dale, 111., in “Voice of the Turtle.”
Joanne Dru and John Ireland

making the summer strawhat stops
with current stay at Chevy Chase,
Wheeling, Dl.
Hiram Sherman, who* .closed’. iu,

“Moon IS Blue” last Saturdar(26)r.!
flew to England for the.’/.GlyhC'-:’

bourne Music Festival and* planes'
back.to this country week ratCr fbr
role in “Wizard of Oz” at-'DAllAs
State Fair. .

•

Minneapofis
By Les Rees v

Sonoma & ponrad* info Rogers
Tiitery.

Marigold Ballroom has Whoopee
John’s band.

Schiek’s nitery offering capsuled
“Brigadoon.”
Les Brown Into Prom Ballroom

for one-nighter.
Weela Gallez continuing, at Hotel

Minnesotan Panther Boom.
Edyth Bush Little Theatre hold-

ing over “Two Blind Mice.”
Local summer “opera in con-

cert version” season at public park
opened with “Martha” to be fol-

lowed by “Faust.”
Mary Seibel, actress daughter of

Ev. Seibel, Minnesota • Amus. Co.
pub-ad head, again playing leads
with Old Log summer theatre.
Maureen Cannon, appearing at

Hotel Radisson Flame Room,
planed the 2,000 miles to N. Y.
and hack on the weekend just to
do the minute Goodyear Sunday
TV commercial.

Minneapolis Chdralaires, ace lo-

cal. 44-piece singing group, sched-

Lisbon
By Lewi* Garyo

“Panic in Streets” (20th) doing
well at Politeama cinema.
Two pix how ate in production-

at Lisboa Filmes studios with sub-
sidies from the government.
Company of the Teatro Nacional,

starring Amelia Rey-Colaco and
Raul de Carvalho, left for a three-
month tour of the Azores and
Madera islands.

“Le Nid,” by Andre BIrabeau,
starring Assis Pacheco, Renato
Paulo, Lucllla Simoes e Maria
Domingas closed after a month at
the Avenida Theatre.

Brazilian - songstress Dalva de
Oliveira and Argentine comedian
Tito- Clement left for London to
appear for British Broadcasting
Corp. and cabaret dates.
Tenor Alberto Ribeiro, guitarist

Mario Ramos and pianist Tavares
BelO off to Latin America to fill

contracts in radio,- televisibh and
niteries • starting from Caracas,
V'AVijdvl-IA'Ia '

'

/‘Je VAinals Trop,” the comedy
by Je‘Ain Guittori* until recently at
St, Georges Theatre, Parts, is in its

fourth week at the Teatro Varie-
dades here. It stars Vasco Santana
and Maria Lalande.

Reno
By Mark Curtis

Joe E. tiewis at Cal Neva, Lake

.

Tahoe,
Chuy Reyes playing at -North

Shore Club, Lake Tahoe.
•Bill Clifford’s oreft due back In

Riverside after the Ted Lewis
show.
Mert Wertheimer, owner of Riv-

erside Casino, in Canada for fish**

ing trip, t . . *

2(>th-Fox will start filming “60

Saddles for Gobi” near Pyramid
Lake, July 7.

Bob Howard replaces the A1 Mor-
gan-Helen O'Connell show at Gold-
en, today (Wed,).
Ted Lewis into Riverside for un-

precedented three weeks. Olsen &
Johnson next up, July 17.

Sahatl’s State Line Country
Club has the Sportsmen and comic
enny Kent. Lined, up for July

is Dorothy Dandridge, with
Henry King’s orch on stand.

Wnlport, Conn.
By Humphrey Doulens

Skitch Henderson and Faye Em-
erson buying a house in New
Canaan.

Oscar Levant soloist Saturday
(5) in Connecticut “Pops” concerts
at Fairfield.
A1 Hirschfield having .first show-

ing of his theatrical drawings in
lobby of Country Playhouse.

Queenie Smith staged the
dances for this week’s production
of “Idiot’s Delight” at Country
Playhouse.

Mr. and Mrs. John C. Wilson off
to London in time to catch Noel
Coward’s final * performance at
Cafe de Paris and to see his new
“Quadrille.”
Robert Merrill, Tlctot Borge.

Christie MacDonald, Moe Gale?
William Gaxton, Victor Gilbert,
Dorothy Fields, Fannie . Ferher
Fox, Horace MacMahon, Lucille
Lortel at “Show Boat” opening (1)

at Melody Fair,

Barcelona
By Jbaquina C. Vld»l-Gomi»
The vet singer Bella Dorita back

again at Bagdad Gardens nitery,

Paulina Singerman, legit actress,

with the play “Let’s Divorce” at

the Barcelona.
Film season for this summer

appears to be rather drab, and
reissues of hit pix will bi^.'ujSed by
many houses.

“ ’’’

Armando Palado-Valdi^^'' hovel,
“Sister Saint Sulpice,” to* 'be made
into a film with Jorge Missal and
Carmen Sevilla.

‘ ^

The Coraedia has the n^w legit

play by Antonio Bueno Vallejo, “In
Burning Darkness,” with" Luis
Prendes in the lead.
Adrian Izquierdo, manager of

Antonita Moreno, and former man-
ager of Conchita Piquer, in town
to produce show, “The Gold Ring,”
by Ochalta and Valerio. Antonita

‘

Moreno is starred.

Portland, Ore.
By Ray Feves

Walter Hoffman, Paramount
field man, in town for a few days.
Arthur Duncan, Madelayn Man-

ners and Tommy Smith opened at
Clover Club.
Ellen Sutton, Burton’s Birds and

the O’Dells held for a second week
at Amato’s Supper Club,
The George Mayer Trio working

a return 'dAte at Jack Lawler’s
Tropics before beading for Lake
Tahoe.
Ann Blyth heads a caravan of

eight UI stars comihg to the J. J.

Parker Broadway Theatre for
world preem of “The World in His
-Anns,’^



et

the nude end then whiriced them

off to paint them. Some probably

trekked up to thie Butte to be alone

and founded the artist eplony.

Then somebody with btt sense buUt

a bistro ai^hhd one of the showy

nudes and the Plgalle'. of today was

on the wayl'
.

, ,

'

‘

^

’

This was once the swank rendez-*

vous section of Paris hut is now
more the tourist trap giving the

picture of “Gay Olde /aree.

Babes, “feelthy" postcards and

champagne run .riot in the (Quarter,

Place Pigalle houses the Naturistcs,

a rather seedy nudist nitery with

listless girls. It does not offer

enough to be worth the $1.75 cov-

er charge and ensuing tab.

The PigaUa» which is catacorner,

and? also . on Place pigalle, has a

more atmospheric feeling of old

Paris,’ with ah’ offbeat decorated

room looking like m lush set from

a Tennessee Williams’ opus. A
raised glass stage with constantly

shifting lighting holds a bunch of

gyrating gals with breasts bared

and managing to* keep In time on
their pirouettes. Singers aro fair

and there are some interesting off-

beat effects witb.phospherescently

treated costumes that give eerie

effects with the lights down. They
shuffle out a ludicrous symbolic

piece about a man who must
choose between a roulette wheel
and the chesty chorines. The gals

get the nod. This club belongs to

Nachat Martini, one of the top

street showman, who remodeled
this into "a fairly successful nude
joint. He also has the Sphinx
across the street, on Rue Pigalle,

a rather drab place that gives the
impression that the girls had run
across the street from Pigalls to

get into the act. They gyrate with-

out any terp know-how with some
singers who are bearly bearable.

Tariff is 3,500 francs ($10) for

champagne and starts at 700 ($2)

for mixed drinks. Martini is the
man who leased Billy Rose’s Dia-

mond Horseshoe, N. Y., to trans-

pose It into the French Casino.

Martini has taken over a complete
Gallic crew and intends to feature
the good old French can-can and
chantoosies.

Thrushes at £ve

Also on Place Pigalle is the Eve,

which Is a good few notches above

its neighbors.. House is smartly

decorated and lit, and the show Is

well garbed and produced! The

gals look be1;ter and tastier and

the singers sound better. Choreog-

raphy by Joan Davis is good and

keeps moving on the small floor-

lighted stage. There is $1.75 cover
charge and champagne starts at

8,500 francs ($10). This is worth
a visit when Pigalle bound.

The Nouvelle Eve down the
street at 25 Rue Fontaine, is run
by Rene Bardy, who also manages
the Eve. Club is ultra swank and
decorated with finesse. Costumes
are lush and gals outstanding. Gen-
eral terplng and show numbers are
adequate. Atmosphere is rich and
cordial with a 1,200 franc ($3.50)

admission charge before even get-

ting into the fine fastness, and then
the tab tablewise is 4,000 francs
($12). Place has nifty taxi gals.

Howeve]^/ they are fine looking
but just ,a gal’s company, includ-
ing only 'patter and dancing, costs
4,000 francs. They also drink your
liquor a dot and are specially,

chosen. Tliey look like sorority
girls. Extras such as programs,
pictures and flowers hawked by
winsome lasses mount tlie tab
skyhigh if one is not careful. Sur-
rounding streets house the various
Pigalle clip joints which are only
worth a look-see for the curious
and should be done when sober.
A visiting N. Y. producer wandered
into one of these clippos in a
slightly ha2y state one night and
soon champagne bottle corks were
dipping like fireflies. When he
finally got into focus five cham-
pagne bottles were lined up on the
linoleum before him and every
hanger-on was toasting his health.
He managed to stop the opening of
the sixth bottle and staggered out
minus 25,000 francs ($75) and a
wiser man.
The redone Moulin Rouge, on

Place Blanche, is a bit too chrome-
plated to jibe with the atmosphere
of the Gay 90s and the can-can.
However it 1$ a good place4o dance
and the can-can chorus is one of
the best in France. There is a 200
franc (00c) entrance fee and tabs

are average, mixed drinks starting

at 350 francs ($1)4 1

There are the usual panrfr and

lesbos joints in the belt, the best

known beini Mouije# on Rtie ‘Pig-

aUe, Chw'TotttoiliVdn Rue Pe !War-

tyri an4"Da Mete A^r, They’re

worth af curio peek. Tabs are ,ayei?-

age but there, la n fendeocy to

clip if you don’t watch. Somej
adroit practices dn clippos is to

empty part of the champaghe
while couples are dancing, keep-
ing glasses constantly filled, and
gliding in a new one before or-

dered, depending on tourist toler-

ance to get away with it.

The B^l Tabarin is* one of the

staider w.k, cabarets that main-
tains a steady b.o. Entrance is 600

francs ($1.80) and most tourist

parls-by-night bus trips haye the

’TatMirin on their agenda. The
chiimpagne is 3,600 francs ($10)

and the show is usually interesting.

Show changes every few years and
is mostly dependent for appeal on
the intricate mechanisms and pro-

duction numbers that surround the

show. There are large ceiling: lifte

which descend with bevies of semi-

dad lovelies in pretentious sym
bollc pageantry. There is also a

floor elevator 'for more’ of same.
There are various good acrobatic

acts; girls look good and terping

is fair.

The pkzlcato circuit of the
gilded G-^strings is also located in

this area and is worth a visit for

the violins and lush atrnosphere.
These White Russian-run dubs are

costly, blit clientele Is usually car-

riage trade. Monseigneurs is on
Rue .Amsterdam; the Scheherazade
at 3 .Rue Liege; and another in
this category but, In a different
quarter, is the Dlnarzarde at Rue
De La Tour In the EtoRe district.

Headlining Is Amru Sani, the In-

dian songstress with fine chassis
and delivery who doubles in the
Chevalier show, "'Plein Feu.”

Before leaving Pigalle one is

usually clutched at by the joy gals
infesting the street. There are also

the shady characters offering the
proverbial postcards and forbidden
scenes.

Grand Boulevard Spots
Leaving Pigalle and still going

south past the Gare St. Lazare
leads into the Opera belt and the
Grands Boulevards. There are
some clubs located along here but
few worth the trek. The Club De
L’Opera at 19 Rue Joubert, is a
pleasantly animated boitte glad-
handed by trpdper - chantoosey
Suzy Solldor. One can dine, here
reasonably or just drink a nitery
tab. Miss Solidor delivers her
songs in fine manner, and eye ap
peal is added by the statuesque
O’Dett. Coming up the Avenue de
rOpera, towards Palais Royale, is

Chez Gilles, which is a cabaret-
restaurant type nitery. One can
eat at nine, with the show com-
prising a series of sketches and
singers—on the whole h good bal*
ance. Standouts m^e the fine Gal-
lic street ballading of Mouloudji,
comic antics of Gerard Sety, and
the sketches of Jean-Marc Thi-
bault.

Further up the street is the
Richelieu Comedie-Francaise thea-
tre and, at 18 Rue BeaujQjCais! is
La Plaijcher Des Vaches, ^a* St^
Germaln-Des-Pres type of cellar
club which seems to have-.beett
transplanted .uptown,- Then going
through the Tuilleries we cross the
Seine and hit Left Bank territory.
The most important top atmos-

phere draw for the tourist gawkers
Is the St, Germain-Des-Pres exis-

tentialist district. Located at the
crossing of Rue ’ de Rennes and
Boulevard St. Germain its side-
walk cafes are usually loaded with
visitors who seem to be waiting for
something to happen. Actually they
don’t see much but some strangely
garbed youngsters, bearded intel-
lectuals, American' students a

hangers-on.
The main literary cafes are the

Cafe Flore, des Cafe, Deux Magots
Royal St. Germain-Des-Pres c

Brasserie Lipp.
Jean-Paul Sartre used to write

at the Cafe Flore and here the
bonanza started. The real exis-
tentialist sect who followed the
master’s writings started a center
here and spent their nights at the
cellar club called The Tabou. Mag
articles and the Sartre appeal soon
made this a tourist mecca.
Present existentialist set, in

most cases, do not even know what
the philosophy means and Sartre
has publicly disowned them. The

existentialist Is now a dishevelled

youngster needing a haircut If a

boy, and longhaited and bUck-
garbed if a girl. If neither, they

are still in good evidence and usu-

ally gather at La Heine Blanche or

the Montana Bar. ^

Cellar Roltei

Cellar clubs are the Rose Rouge,
Fontaine Des ' Quartres Saisons,.

the VIeux- Colomhier, Club St
Germain^Des-PreS • and the Arle-

jquitt. Club Germain-Des-Pres
on Rue St. Benolt‘>as a smoky at-

inhsphert’’'wtth drinks starting at

two bucks and kldk jiving like mad
with their version of the stateside

jitterbugging. Appeal is mostly at-

mosphere and music of Claude
Bolling and his orchestra. .

Club Vieux Colombier located

on Rue 'Vieux Colombifer is an-

other music appeal spot which fea-

tures Sidney Bechet on the so-

prano sax and the best jazz orch

in France, Claude Lutcr, Place is

usually packed and empty bottles

hanging from the ceiling Vibrate

from .the jive. H your eardrums are

fragile and you are claustrophobic

you can skip this one. The Rose
Rouge is one of the better clubs

there and features a fine offbeat

cabaret show that is worth the

squeezing and sweating that must
accompany it. Club Is not aircon-

dltiohed, and usually has a

squashed crowd 'With a lot of literal

elbow-rubbing. Drinks start at $2
and the show at midnight. It

opens with naive warbling bf Pico-

lete, a chunky adolescent who is

a fave here on naivete and fresh-

ness. This is 'One of the few spote

she can draw at. Next is the fine

Yves Jply troupe featuring their

marionettes and hand magic. Four
sets of white gloved hands cavort

on a black background. They dance
poetically, satirize and fascinate

—

fine offbeat number, - Next is the

fine Yves Robert group in a clever

takeoff on various types of films.

The same plot is shown as it would
be done by various directors. Re-
sult is yock-laden show filled With
belly laughs and good humor.
Though a facile type of humor It

is done with taste and comes off.

Closing the show is Juliette Greco,

who has become the symbol of St.

Germafn-Des-Pre$. A country gal

who made good, her black garbed
figure in slacks and sweater, pale,

languid face, long black hair and
laconic renditions of songs about
frustrated love and tragedy have
become a quarter staple.

The Club Fontaine Des Quatres
Saisons, at 59 Rue Grenellej is

similar to the Rose Rouge but with
a more breathable atmosphere.
Run -by Jacques and Pierre Pre-
vert it. gets the more Intellectual

Left Bank set and gives a good
cabaret show. Show starts with fine

mime of the Etienne Decroux
group. They give interpretive ren-
ditions of a factory, an evil

spirit tormenting a man, and a
mock duel in the woods. Excellent
sound effects ' compounded of

scrapings, grunts and guitar pluck-
ing accomp the numbers. Black
tights with white borders give an
interesting plastic affect to well
coordinated miming. Enid Mosier,
light-skinned American singer, is

up next with a good fey type song
stint. She is laconic and impassive
as she undulate's her well stacked
chassis to the underplayed but
passionate song material. She has
a pleasing..,voice and it is under
fini^ control. She pleases the crowd.
.Nejetwr^ig; ‘ the Grenier-Hussenot
troupe who give a takeoff on the
life of / the average mlddleage/i
coupl'i?

.
who , are beginning to tire

of each other.. The Boys of the
Street give fine renditions of Gal-
lic street numbers. They are well
disciplined and get all the color
and humor out of their material.
Most of the above clubs have a
membership fee which is 2,000
francs ($6) a year. They always try
to stick newcomers with at least a
sixmonth card which goes for 1,000
francs. This adds a cabalistic ap-
peal, helps the revenue and also
helps them to control crowds if

necessary. However the 'Yankee
dollar is open sesame into any of
these caves.

The Lower depths
Continuing the journey south

takes one to Montparnasse which
gave up the ghost to St. Germain-
Des-Pres some years ago as the
top curio tourist draw. This section
still has the young art crowd apd
the famed literary cafe, The Dome,
but little in the way of nitery. ap-
peal. Most of the spots such as
College Inn, "Venus and Jockey
Club are akin to the spots in Pig-
alle. Jimmy’s is a good spot for
dancing.
Coming back up Boulevard St.

Michel takes one to the district of

the qldeiive.fppU. Streets her# ere
honeycombed with subterraa^iutt

depthu and m&uy jiave- beeii tran^-:

form^ Into cave ojae

gets atmosphere and old French
folk and drinking songif There are
the Caveau De La Rouler the

Caveau. Des Oubliettes, and the.

Caveau de La Huchette worth a

look-see for the carryings-on.' AH
are located in*the Place St. Michel
area. On the Hue De La Huchette
is the El Dia^ebf, ew Arabian eat-

ery, featuring exotic foods and some
lithe, Middle Eastern belly dancers.
The patrons stuff money into the
belt of the cooch. dancer and are

rewarded with a tatoo on the back
of the hand by an undulating belly.

On the Rue De La Harpe is the
sepia Rose' Rouge, rhn by ex-dancer
Feral Benga and featuring a. fine

North African dance group.

Recrossing a . bridge and the
Seine, and going northwest takes
one to the Champs-Elysces and
the lusher nitery belt. On the Rue
Ponthieu is Le Carrolls, run by
Frede and Annabella, which is a
fave spot of visiting thesps. Fea-
tured now -is a sultry Brazilian

Singer,^, Marga Llergo. .On Rue
Pierre-tlharon is, Carrete’s, the
plushery getting the after-theatre

carriage set. A group of th^ee clubs
on Rue Arsene Houssaye-ere in-

time spots and are usually good for
an after-theatre snort and have off-

beat- amusing shows. They are
The Night Club.'v.the Ville D-’Este

and al^ve all L’Admiral with a
zany show good for yocks animated
by a talented young troupe headed
by Roger Pierre, Jean Richard and,.|

Jean-Marc Thibault. Another lush-
ery is the Drap d’Or. Georges
Ulmer an ^ngagaing warbler and
songwriter who does English as
well as French songs with ‘.verve
and humor, preceded Edith Piafs
return here.

The Lido is still the big cabaret
draw with its Pierre Louis-Guerin
& Rene Fraday revue.

An offbeat atmosphere place is

Chez Renee Bel, at 19 Rue Dea-
corabes. Appeal is mostly jsud par-
ticipation, with the smart clientele
indulging in such games as the best
gams, or the loveliest bosoms—and
all this without getting rowdy or
tasteless, thanks to Rene Bell. An-
other offbeater is the Carrousel on
the Rue Colisee. This is a well de-
signed, smart nitery featuring a
female impersonator show. SjEow
is for the most part individual rou-
tines by uncanny female Imitators
who sport lavish costumes. The
real girls in the show can hardly
be told from the Ump-wristers.
Champagne starts at 3,500 francs
($10) and this spot is well worth
an evening. j

U. S. Acts in the Act
Closing this nitery tour Is a

peppering of the scattered clubs
that are run by Americans for
everybody. Hopping Left Bank
again there is Chez Inez on Rue
ChampoUion. Inez, a dusky warbler
has had this boite for some time
and now offers fried chicken,
reasonably priced drinks and a
pleasant. Informal atmosphere. She
sings- In a relaxed, ingratiating
manner for pleasing results. On
the Rue Abbaye is the little Abbaye
Club, run by Gordon Heath ana
Lee Payant. Boys keep their club
SRO every night and have a fol-
lowing of French and American
fans. They sing English, French and
American folk songs and have an
impressive repertoire. Mitting Is
muted, due to the neighbors, to a
subdued snapping of fingers. Dick
Edwards has his Ringside Club on
Rue Therese near the Opera, and
features the slimmer Peters Sis-
ters, Edith and Joyce, who vocal
agreeably. A jump to the Champs-
Elysees sees the Mars Club at 6
Rue Robert Estienne, amiably
gladhanded by Ben Benjamin and
featuring Bobby Short, recently of
the Bar of Music in L. A. Short
has a robust, pleasing personality
and gives a fine piano accomp to
his well modulated warbling. He
projects well - and holds ’ and
pleases the crowd. The little room
is well decorated, drinks are rea-
sonable and hamburgers are good.

Jean’s Intrigue, on Rue Colisee,
features American sepia artists
Quentin Foster, -Lobo-Nocho and
Aaron Bridgers, Foster and Nocho
give good accounts of themsleves
vocally and Bridgers plays an ex-
cellent piano. At the Calvados on
Rue Pierre lere is Charlie Beal at
the piano with a good repertoire
and delivery and patter. Spivy’s
East Side Club, on Rue Quentin-
Bauchart off the Chamos-Elysees,
is decorated in taste anH style by
the irrepressible Spivy. It’s a fine
all night rendezvous spot for late
stayer-uppers and a haven for the
other entertainers - who drift in

Wtdneijay. July 2.

(heir- Club
on by word-of-iB6uth.~’with‘"il!j
»nra a .i«ttowshi7 spi™about tha'beirded lady aJX

'

the surreaUst and the gal
didn’t wt out oi b*d but
»Wful d»y, with bubbling
<Qod humor and amusing saheW
ness^'Whlch makaa her a top
»<>“»llty entertainer.' Drlnfa
rewnaMe, at « and up, and the
chile, con <;ame Is good. .

.

Nlterles in Paris offer some.

'

thing for everybody. IVeU choiet
they can usually give what Is dS
sired,>ltV the average tabs star^
ing at 3,W francs ($9) and run-
ning up depending on the localltv
and tourist vigilance. ^

Cotttlttuetf front page 1

of weli-rlqiowh theatregoing habits
o^the American public. Basically
it lies in the fact that teenagers
and people in their early 20's are
the filmeries’ most consistent cus-
tomers,,

Peak age for film attendance is
19. It builds up from about 15
and slants slowly downward after
19 until approximately 30, when a
sharper decline sets in. The over-
30 set has long been known in the
trade as “the lost audience.”

The birthrate sank precipitously
In about 1932, when the depres-
sipn began making child-bearing a
luxury many couples couldn't af-

ford. In 1936, the rate dropped to
a low of 16.7 births per- thousand
papulation. - Important rise began
in 1941, when it went to 18.8. It

co)ritinued • tc rise through 1943
(21.5), but then slumped (to 19.5 •

in ’44) because of the war, until

1946, when the big upturn really

came. . The rate bounced to 23.3.

. All-time record, was hit in 1947
With a rate of 25.8 births per thou-

sand population. The figure has •

hovered‘ within two points of that

record eveif since.

Interpretation of the figures Is
’

quite obvious; ‘The crop of babies

born—or, rather, not born-—be-
tween 1930 and 1940 would be in

the 12 to 22-year age bracket now.

That means that the size of the

group in the peak theatregoing
’

years Is below normal—and it is

being felt at the h.O.

Baby-Sitter Angle
Theatres, however, are unfortu-

nately being hit doubly by the

birthrate phenomena. The big har-

vest since 1946 means the exist-

ence of a vast population of parents

with children at the age where

they require baby-sitters. Ma and

pa have to forego altogether go-

ing to films or they are at least

seriously deterred by the added

expense of a sitter.

Ease with which kids can be

tossed in . a car and allowed to

sleep, w^ilfr their parents watch

the show, is part of the explana-

tion, as Wilby pointed out, for cur-

rent success of the drive-ins.

Looking ahead, however, this

new crop of youngsters may mean

a brighter future for theatremen^
if they live that long. The prod-

uct of 1941—^when the birthrate

upturn set in—^wUl be 16 in 1957.

The peak?—if American habits and

modes of entertainment haven t

completely changed by ‘ then-—

should be reached theoretically in

1966, That's when the record num-

ber of 1947 babies will be at their

top filmgoing age.

Now if someone can figure out

what theatremen do in the mean-

time, their problem will be solved.

Wish Tryout
Continued from page 2

nesday night (25) at the Imperial,

N. Y., was that after the Shuberts

had spent a claimed $150,000 on

renovations to the house, they ap-

parently decided to economize on

the ice bill. Although it was one

of the hottest nights of the season

so far, the cooling systeni was

seemingly turned down and tne

theatre' became acutely

fortable, particularly during tne

second act. ^ .

Moreover, in contrast to tn

dressed-up appearance of tn®

atre lolDby, the sears had tint bee

reupholstered or repaired.
*

al first-nighters expressed nnno^

ance at paying $7.20 each In sit

forward-slanting seats in nn maa -

quately-cooled house. In the ca

of the cooling system, one prnfes

sional playgoer estimated that t

saving on the ice bill

amounted to a maximum nf $ »

compared to a gross of arou

$7,000 for that performance.
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Th- biggest Htw fact oi 105*, pi

iJjS, is that televialon hi# cnme

Lf ate. It has every major political

camp concentrating serioualy an

o7best to use it not’.pnly .at -the'

conventions but in toe camj^ign-

ing fo follow next falL, ^ J. I^n>
ird Beinsch, specUl TV consultant

for the Democrats putt It, ^^ew
ognlze the impact ot televlaiom The:

basil of all our programnMng will

be how to make, the best impact oh

Ihe AmericaA people^*'" •

At both the Hepuhlican .and Dem-
ocratic headquarteri here, they

aren't telling the deUii# hut both

party organization!, iiialat
.
they will

come up with new wrinkle* in

video programming at Chicigo

which will be '"turprlae*'' aud
"novelties.’*

>
This year, far more than at *ny

previous convention, the hma*
gathered in the convehtidn hall

mil be playing to, the great outM

side audiences rather than to the
delefates, alternates and guests

within the auditorium.
To report and record these po-

litical dramas is requiring "broadcast
staffs undreamed of, just a few
yean ago. Final flgure* show 734
reporters and commentators; 4§7
technicians, and 681 producer^, ex-
ecutives and staffers a'ccredlt(^ for
the Republi<^n national conyehtlmi.
They represent. 311 different radio
and TV networks, stations, broad-
cast service organizations, and for-
eign broadcasters.

For the Democratic convention,
the executive committee of the
radio-television galleries of con-
gress has accredited 731 reporter^
and commentators, 469 technicians
and 683 executives, producers and
other staffers. ^
The major networks are doing it

up brown. NBC has accredited 258
personnel, exclusive of 26 people
for NBC newsreel. ABO ha* j»c-
credited 241. CBS ha* 254 radio
andwTV people accredited, iffutual
Broadcasting •received accreditation
for 138 radio people and DuMont
TV working closely with IVGN in
Chicago, has 77 on the accredited
list.

There will be radio correspond-
ents from nearly every state in the
Union.

Flock of Marquee Value* •

Among the big name, radio and
iV reporters, Commentator* and
color feature people, who’ll be
packing Chicago next week wUl he
Bob Hope, Hedda Hopper, Walter
Winchell^ Drew -PeVrson. Bill
len^, Kate Smith, Fulton -'Lewis,
Jr, Mary Margaret McBride, Mar-:
"" j^Ki'onsky, LoweU Thomas, Bert.
Andrew^ Gunnar Back, Kenneth

^^^khage, Morgan Beat-

Ph.
Brooks, Tris Coffin,

W Danton Wal.-

Efi’ T 5
^onsidlne, Walter. Kron-

Sn!’ ^Imer Davis, Bill
Edwards, John m-

Fielding Bl-

Gr..,a
Granik, Ben

Harkness, Ray
Howa’

Hillman, Quincey

MniiA*
B^altoohom, Claude

Hazel Markel Robert
Montgomery, Edward R. Murrow.

trep
^

T
H®®dy, Martha Roun-

Gpn;^.
Boyen, Eric Severeid,

Swavfp
^kolsky, John Cameron

Sp!: G. Swing. A1
Sfpf • others,

in
and WAFM-TV,

Sparkman of that

gks''^
Toliver them exclusive- an-

big
,

prpAt • v^il have W come ,ln

'prestige and public service. They
vmn’t be' able to make it in dollars.

Technically, ;no; radio audience*
'arill be .outside, the Teach of thii

AM broadcasts, and. 107 oL the 108
commercial' TV stationi; wlU be
hooked" in for some dr aU’ of the
conventloris.

;
v'

^
‘

.

The tegular telecast^ will run
nine diours a day» commencing at

I2:af0* p. ,m. CCDTi» tbe con-
-.vention sel^lon* open. The ’4ong
stretebe* wUl provide a real chal-

la^tfge for the .yifeba* Four year*
ago .the TV camera* often ipiiay^

on empty aeat*> ana, sometimes
felled ^ to give " a ptbper' senae of

wbatever drama wai' happening bn-

ihe>flpbr; Thia time, .the TV ex-

pei1# >aay they've, k bag of new
trick*. They promise to make It

jnletesting' all the ivay. for the
.audiences. •

• ThejChicigo Amphitheatre, beat-

ing dniy'velmut 12,000 as agginat
.over 10,006 in the larger-Chickgo
stadium, Vai aeleeted fbr the con-
ventions .because It Waa more fa.-

vorahiy^iet^p for television cov-

erage. So TV Will be out to prove
next week that It was* worth- while;

The television folks don’t seem, toe
least hit disturbed. They are sure
they^ll do It,

. .

' *

BIRTHS
I

Mn > and* Mrs.. Bxul Hero; Van
Nuys, Cal., June 22. Mother is
Rathryn Steele, actress; father is

a composer.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Cathey Bui>

row, Jr., son, Sant# Monica, Cal„
June 20. Father is sound effects
editor, at ,20th-Fox.
Mr, and Mrs. Robert A. Fuller,

daughter, June 26, .- Englewoibd,^',
N. J. Father is publicity chiei fonl
WCBS-TV, N..Y.
Mr. aud Mrs, -Drew, Van

.
Danij

son. Red Bank,, >!,• J..* June 2^,
Father is persoiin^ director ‘Sq'r.

ABC network in N. X . . % : ;

Mr. and Mrs, .Raul Gordon,
daughter, Hollywood, June 21rf>i

Father is a TV producer,
. Mt. and Mrs, Milton L Kudin,
soHr .Hollywood, June 26. Father
is theatrical attorney.
Mr. and Mr*.' William Hurst,

daughter, Lk>$ Angeles, June 25.
Father* is a radiorXV agent,
i Mr. and MT&. Irv Gltlin, dangho
ter, K. X, June 27. Father 1# CBS
pmacerrwriter.
Mr. and Mrs/Don Norton, daugh-

ter, Chiugo; June 12. Father i*

WBKB dk^tor.
Mri and Mrs. Walter MCGraw,

daughter. New. York, ’

‘June 29.
Parenta are partners in McGraw
AaSbeiates, radio-TV packagers.

m coverage.
Nothing like

namps Toundup of,

ever h
^®^ding for Chicago ' has

Place ^

abol?® $7
controof sponsorship

^ tWs show of

canS’ naturally have had to

Volumn°^/ almost equally large

With
^®6ular business. What

I
i4«U. iU

their added expenses, tb^ir report.

ftr*Mt
Centiaue# from pa** 4*

town*. During the immediate imst-

war era, there was a rash of arena
construction, many of them' being
war memorials which were sup-

posed to be selfdlquidatlng;* The.
public treasury is oehihd the eight-

ball on many of these projects.

Although this downbeat, results

from general economic conditions
in the held, much of it is due to

;he inexperience of municipalities,

in the arena field. Jobs in these
struciures became and still are po-
litical plums. Many who were ap-

pointed to head the buildings kn^
little about booking or operation
of such a structure. Many were
unhep . in showbusiness, sports or
maintenance. Thus operation be-

came Costly.'^

;[ndications..^of the plight- of vari-

ous buildings' is - seen in the fact

that -the Sioux City (Iowa) Audi-
torium has been placed on an inac-

tive basis for the time being. Spot
is operated by Siouxland Activities,

non-profit organization composed
of local businessmen for the pur-

pose of promoting theatrical and
sports shows. Decision to put the
corporation, on an

.
inactive basis

until refinahcinlh;.can be. arranged
was forced by a ^disappointing sea-

souiwhich resulted in a |35,000 loss

for the past 11 month*. Manager’*
cohtract, as well a* contract* he
signed for the arena were Can-

celled. Auditorium^ a 5,3w*seateT,

was built two years ago at a cost of

13,500,000.
Many other spot* are in. * »imi-

lat predicament. Many ,of these
arenas - are .looking for showmen
who .can lead .them out of thClr

present financial plight
The situation -holds mainly In the

smaller towns.. The arenas in larger
cities arc atill considered . profit-

able. In season, events have, to be
booked up months in advance. The
'major arenas in the major .cities

still pay dividends^

2061or. a* Aet?
from pAfe ;

be caught between television and
pietdre commitment*. They point
to their heavy tax load and try

to beg out of any personal appear-
ances. When they do- consent, he
said, it's because they’re friendly
With the cafe owner.
Weinger also pointed out that

when the top level of names are
hooked, the resort- speculates
heavily on the salary being paid.

Thus, when it’s known that 020,-

UOO or over is. being .shelled out,

many potential patron* are afraid

to come in since they feel that
the prices that must be charged
are absolutely prohibitive. <

For these, reasons, he declared,
Copa City will have to settle down
to a 10-week season annually. He
said the club Is staying closed
until after Christmas,
Weinger came up last- Saturday

(28) following rumor* on Broad-
way that he had died. He felt he
had to come up to .disprove the

OmIom Biiil Sinw*
* ^ ^

CoubevHl from pa** Hi.

if not, new talent, there’s little in-
centive for going but to cafes.

-Same Old Act

ILod Walter*, Latin Quarter,

N. y., operator, says, that many
cafes have been selling the same
talent with the same acts for many
years. It’s little wonder that . busi-

ness ;in many hiteries is falling dff,

he” observes, "Macy’* couldn't get
away with , selling the same lium-
bers season in and out, and: neither
can night clubs.”

The' C&M office has been "wo*'k-4
ing on the theory that band* im(.

well as the routines of actg should.
k)e order-built for the room, Catmt/
says, that the acoustics of no two
rooms are alike, 'and thus oi^*
must be modulated to meet each
room’s requirements. Office has
been building bands for the Schine
chain and doing well.

Cabot also pointed .out that the
Versailles,. N. '*Y., In the .^absence
of. major headliners, produced its

own unit, .shuttering last week
(24) after a run of 576, perform-
ances which started Oct.. 14. Nit-'

.ery will again use a similarly tailor-

made unit in the faU.

Feeling is*that more hiteries will

have to go in for production ideas

made to order for their own sit-

uations. . The Latin . Quarter has
done well with big shows and for-

eign talent. The Miaml^Beach edi-

tion of that spot battled top-do-
mestic names with a bik production
show and foreign turns, and did

better than most clubs at that re-

sort

The next few months may, see a

battle between (a) bankrolls able

to buy the headliners and (b) Inr

genuity* Both are potent weapons
in a joust of this kind.

ANNK AVRBK
Anne Grosvenor Ayres, veteran

author aud theatrical publicist,^

died June .26 In AsheidUe, v, ;c,
MiiMt Ayr«a >vas ,a pioneerJk s^aw-
hat. theatre .plToihotton/ and'/was
'credited iVith thefinitlal success of
toe Cape' Flayh'ouse, pennS*; Mass;,‘
dlqd toe.'Cbbntry Piayhousel^ West-
•pqrt,- Goitn.

In 1932 she opened her own barn
theatre, the Croton. River Hay-
house, Harmon, N. Y. Her last

Broadway pres* assiknnient was
for Marc Connelly’s production: of
"Having Wonderful Time” in 1937.
In -recent years,- she. had penned
miMt short stories and rxdlo serials.

XTiider the • pseudonym of Hollis
Starnes, ' she wrote a series, ol

short stories tagged "Kitty KH-
fekther” for the^PT Y. Daily News.
She was ' the daughter of the late

Atherton Ayres, j^ttish theatrical
.producer.

. t
A dk’dkher survlyesl . .

CHARLES W, WlNtBK
;
Charie* R^ Wlttjlef,. 76; veteran

vaude*;performet; who ..was teamM
with Williani' Green^aldt for more
than

. 50 years, died June 29 in
Redondo Beach, Fla/
Winter and ‘Mreenwaldt, who

billed themselves ak, Williams 6c

Charie*. ' w e r e ecCentrlc musical
clowns. The duo started their act
in 1894.and continued' together un-
til last year whep ill headto forced
their retiremehL The act Was
origihaUy, known as DeltorelU &
Glissandos, then Del 6c Gliss and
later Williams U Charles. . In. re-
qient years they had appeared on
radio and Ip films.

Surviving , are his wife, two
daughters and five stepdaughters.^

in the -east and more 'recently at
Coast ‘nltevies^ died June ..1^ in
Hollywo«^. ^Buryliicd by his.wife,
.the former iPdna epkey^ .

;i|5Sie^eld FpBijes”* bai^rlnav

• iDailhertBe 'Steffan,''58,' pe^&pe'f
•director of. Miami Valley Bfoad-
'lasting * Cdrp.. '- Which' • dpeitateA
WHIG and WHIO-TV Dayton, O.,
died June 20 in that -city. Father (.<

and two brotoer* survivei,

John C. Stuber, 69, former Tole->
‘do musician, died in Sp.rtnifielu»
O., June -27, He had played, in

’

the Zenobia Shrine, band atV the
Valentine, Keith and Baramopnt.
Theatres.

Berle’s Switch
•J

Continued from page^ 1

ELMO LINCOLN
• Elmo Lincoln, 03, original Tar-
zan of -silent pix, died of a heart
attack June 27 at his home in Hol->

iywood. His * real name was -Otto
Elmo Linkenhelt; He first played
the jungle hero In 1918 and con-
tinued until 1923 when he went

I'into* business in Salt Lake City.
Lincoln returned to Hollywood

10 years later and appeared occa-
sionally in pix. His last job. was
portraying himself in ‘The Holly-
wood Story.” In 1949 he appeared,
in a Tarzan pic but Lex Barker
^as in the title role.

Surviving are his mother, a
daughter and two brothers.

THOMAS J. O’ROURKE
Thomas J. O’Rourke, 66, owner-

manager of the Gaiety, Minto,
N, B., died Junn 21 in .that dty.
He had been in theatre opera-
tion for 45 years. Before taking*

over at Minto, he was owner-man-
ager of the Gaiety, Falrvllle,v N. B.,

lessee of the* -Palace, St. John.,

N.' B., and had managed theatres
in Yarmouth, N. S.

Surviving' are his.wife, two sons
and two daughters* „

HARRY BL FLAOLElk ,

Hany Harkness Flagler, 81,- fon-

mcr prez of the , Philharmonic-
Symphony Society of N, Y:, 'died.

June 30 in New/Bdrk: He became
proxy of toe Symphony Society of

N. Y. iii 1914 abd held the same
post when it merged with the Phil-
harmonic in 1928. He resigned in

1934. s.
Three daughters survive.

MorrI* Lewhi, 59, cellist with’
the PhUadelphia Orchestra for 241
years, "’died in West Philadelphia
June 23. Surviving are his brother
Leon, also a cellist, and two sisters.

Laurie Mellla,. 80, w.k. for his
cat roles in British pahtomlme,
died in Brbeton, England; Jube 16.
He.was also known on the stage, as
Kyoto,^

Herbert Jfaeffner, Viennese con-
ductor, died of a heart attack June
28 in Salzburg, Austria, while lead'*
ing a concert sponsored by the in-
ternational Society for New Music.

-—---—

s

Mr*. Ruth Leytem 56, former
music arranger for legit produc-*
tlons and one of fhe first theatre-<
party booking agents, died June
28 in New York,

Harold C. Wunseh, 52, news edi-
tor of the Kallet* Theatres’ Station
WKAL, Rome, N. X, died June 7
in that city. Wife and daughter
survive,

Mra Adelaide W. Ullricb, former
actress Who played leading roles In
stock companies, died June 27 in
Philadelphia.

Mother, ...82, of Irene Stegman.
(Mrs. Leonard Howard), former
musicomedy actresa; died in St.
Louis June 8/

George B. Considtne, 41, Veteran
Sports reporter and brother of col-
umnist Bob Considlne, died In
Washington June 29.

Eddie Arden, 44, • s^tage and
screen actor, died of a heart at-
tack June 23 in Hollywood.’

Svdttd Cade, 75, Danish legit and
film director, died June 25 in
Aarhus, Denmark. He Worked in
Hollywood from 1922 until 1929.

Berle and the Morris office oii' one’

side and Kirk on the other; m re-

1

gard to guest talent. It’s 'been'

charged that the ad agency fn^-

quently cancelled acts at the last

minute and thus left holes in the

production that had to be plugged

virtually at curtain time*

Switchover to a format which

will make writing one, of the most
important elements, will preclude

the necessity of having as many
outside acts, but it was felt that

show designers would, feel lots

safer if they had a list of eligible

turns that could be booked with no

fear. of a final turndown.

It’s anticipated that most of the

writers that, have been working
with Berle will be let out. The
present scripters have been doub-
ling at being performers. However,
it was a known fact that Berhs. did

most of the scripting and had the

typewriting squad whip it into

shape. Any sketch that the writers

turned in would undergo whole-

sale revisiorts by Berle, At the same
time, Berle did most of the produc-
tion and direction by himself.

One of the aims in the cmxent
change will be to delegate fln^al

I>owcrs to .
others. Thlk • step will

leave Berle in the clear to con-

1

ccntrate'on performing.

ETHEL TILLBON CHART)
. Mrs, Eth'el Tiltson.Hart, 75, light
Opera lyric soprano, died

.
June 25

'jh .San. Francised. She performed
from' 1900 uhtil 1912 when she Was
Se'verly burned in a backstage fire

In -Syracuse, N; Y., where she was
appearing in "Show Girl.”

'

She was the wife of the late mu-
sic conductor, Charles Hart.

CHARLES DEARDOURF
Charles Deardourf, 74, retired

Metro exploit'eer, died June 24 in
Cleveland.
He had worked out of the film

company’s Cleveland office for
some 30 years before retiring two
years ago.

Gene Howe, 56, editor of the
Amarillo (Tex.) Globe arid. News,
ended his own life with a b.ullet,

June 24 , in Amarillo, K^e was
chairman of the board of the
Globe-News Publishing Co., which
operates KYFO, Lubbock, and
KGNCi; Amarillo. 'Wife and
daughter survive.

Albert E. (Abe) Andrewii(> 69, who
formerly conducte.d an outdoor
sport*

,
radio show oyer WOWO_

Fort Wayne, lud., who for 15 years
write a sports column lot the Fort
Wayne Journal-Gazette, died June
24 in that city. Wife, tWo sons and
two daughters survive.

Hal Marston Sqnlre, 60, master
electrician for Stage presentations

MARRIACp •

Elizabeth Lee Leighton to Mi-
chael Kapp, New Rochellef. N. X;
June ' 15. Groom is son of Dave
Kapp, RCA Victor pop artists and
repertoire chief.

, '‘Mrs/ Anthony J.-Canney^ to Vin-
^nt R. McFaul, Buffalo, June 28.
Groom is general manager of
Loew's Buffalo theatres.

Jacqueline Bundt to.Lt Randall
O'Dea, Jr., Indlanajpolls, June 25,
Bride played Ado Annie In njK
tlohal company of "Oklahoma” last

season.^

Barbara Janet Burris to William
Herman, Scarsdale, N. Y., Jun'e 29.

Bride is a radlo-TV actress;, groom
is In NBC makeup departnotent.

Regina Bahlmari to Blip MtilU-
kin, Baltimore, June 29,">l ^oom
is currently on Broadway i-hr.r’New

Faces.” ' ^
Belle Pasternack to Herb^^l^an,

Carson City, Nev,, June She’s
film studio secretary; he’s. *

radio-TV actor,

Jean Parker to Robert Lowery,
secret marriage, Miami, May 29,

1951, just announced. Both are
film players.

Lee Hogan to Dr. Alonzo Cass,
Los Angeles, June 27. Bride is an
announcer at KNBH there.

Ginny Simms to Boh Calhoun,
Las * Vegas, June 27. She’s a
singer.

Lucille Moriarty, to Richard A.
Klunk, Columbus,^June 28. Bride
is former assistant promotion di-

-rector for'WBNS there. >

Eileen Ragovin to Norbert Beck-
er, Chicago, June 25, GrooxA is

Warner Theatre manager there.
Bever^ Wills to Lee Bamber,

Carson (Jlty,* Nev.,. June 22. Bride
is an actress, daughter of Joan
Davis.

"

NelUe Morris to Ramsay Wil-
liams, June 27, New York. Bride
is in media deepartment of Young
6c Rubicam ad agency; groom is

TV actor. •

Celeste Wingate Maypole to Jack
Mcaklh, Hollywood, June 23. He s

an orch leader.
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iT^liome* and publicitv-seekers^

vdlunteer large gifts,that they

hiye ho Intention of ^ ever making
ere causing networks and stars to.

reappraise the 'economics of' the

roirathOn cliarity Video ..shows

which have heportie popular In the

past couple- of i^ears.- . Throwing the

spotlight oh thi telethon* at the

moment is the disclosure that of

the over-r-$l»002,000 ipledged on
the Bob Hope-OBing Crosby/. oVerv
nlghter recently, ohiy^ aboht; 30%

.

Will he collected.

"With ;«taggerihg production,,
telephone, . time- and : taimnt '^OOsts,;

it's possible that ' CostS'vOf ;piutf;^:

oh the shows- may be higher’ thah’
the sum collected. ’ Cost:^ ’are In-

creased by the fact that the chari-
ties themselves must spend edh-
siderable money in following up
pledges in attempts at making col-
lections.

•'According to Asa Bushnell, of
the U. S. Olympic Committee, the
Hope-Crosby telethon will -bring in
only $300,000—and Hope ahd
Crosby, can get that .amount any-
time by playing .a couple audi-
toriums without the bother to other-
stars who are cahv.assed to appear
and the great Expense of network
facilities. The Damon/ Runyon
Memorial Fund, for which Milton'

(Continued bn page 49)

ktantlTes’or'No’Yote

()ii Public Questions With

Latest Pay-as-You-See
New facet* hasi been added.. -to

Telemeter, pay-as-you-see TV sys-
which Paramount holds a

50% interest. It’s a polling, device
by which tM iSubscribers will- be
«ble

^

to register an
; instant **yes’\

or no” vote to any • proposition
put before them Via. television.

Carl Leserman, "who with David-
Uoew IS .Par’s partner in Telemeter,
wsclosed on his ‘ arrival : in ' New
ork from the Coast this week, that

com, receptacles now. being manu-.
kistallafion ‘ on sub-’

would haye the
buttons. He* said the

Pmilng device was suggested by a
enpneer and could be added

•Fau^^
little extra cost that it was

?(ir, worthwhile as a public
service gesture.

there’s a special
IL will normally

weeks to get all the
answers In on any poll. The “yes"
X, IS punched in the tape

shft!
in the coin box what

em'n
subscriber is buying. The

will be col-

a’ 11
are collected, so

Ifitr
™Pli^S can be had day follow-

tfw. ^nd there would be a

Week^^^^^®
available at end of a

New York for

ot pi.® Balboum', v.p,

be aA other matters. He’ll
®ast about a week' or 10 days.

Wiiichdr«i .

Gtue]^ XM^eriiie Mebbe
, Cruen Watcjhi has bought Walter
h^^inchell for a twp-way spread on
ABC radio and tele networks, with
Lambert Pharmacal (Listerine) in-

terested in picking up the tab for
the alternate wce)?s in both mei^ia.,

The time slots have no,t definite-

ly beejtt ; decided . u^n, since tbjr

deal* hasn’t .jelled; all aroi^ipd, .

HCMiaEZFJiniBL'ilIISiG

WtlFbe i^iit^d in - a simtilcast, aj

though some other arrangements
inay be made.
Agency on Listerine is Lambert

& Peasley, while McCann-Erickson
handles Gruen.

By GEORGE ijgOSEN

/ Chicago, July 8,

.
The GOP convention wasn’t

day old before the T'V' networks
were certain of one thing—that,
far from making money nr break-
iiig even on their sponsorship coni-

m^ments, the final balance sheets.

wqUld. show a loss -that, in the.ag-
gregate, may total in excess bfi

^,000,000. .

'
,

\^"Jusl*how s'everjC the rap will be
:'in d^'nge '''huej»}iU.ri^ypn-. ,th't^^

,

^ ^ Gph'Me^chil
n|iu(..,;.fhli.''v'.week*'' .utiid'' during.

^

' which in

Washington, July 8.

Federal Communications Com-
mission package hearings on the
Paramount anti-trust case were'
called off suddenly today (Tues.),

with indications that the FCC may
drop the entire proceedings and
grant the American Breadcasting
Co.-United Paramount Theatres
merger.

It was learned that the FCC
general counsel Benedict Cottone
conferred with parties to hearings

, and ‘ suggested that Paramount,
ABC and UPT petition the FCC to

drop the anti-trust issue and re-
move the case from examiner Leo
Resnick. FCC was reportedly im-
pressed * with • the fact that some-
thing drastic would have .to be
done immediately to -rescue the
ABC network fVom its present fi-

nancial straits.

Earliest that the Commission
can act on the petition is next
Wednesday (16), when it holds its

regular weekly m.i^eting. It would
then take probably until Aug. 6 to
review the proposed findings. FCC
could then approve the merger at
that time by a simple notice and
issue its decision at a later date.
This procedure would give ABC
the chance it has asked for to have
the merger approved In time for
it to set Its fall programming
plans.
CBS also took part In the peti-

tion, since approval of the merger
would automatically give that, web
an okay on its projected buy of
WBKB, Chicago, now owned by
UPT. Theatre chain would be
forced to divest itself of the outlet

under the FCC’s no-more-’ h ^m-five

(Continued on page 16)

pocket time*lihd-talent' rebate*' to
clients.

Within' three hours after the com
vention opened Monday ii), l^BC
prexy Joseph H. McConnell was
doing a scratch pad-and-pencil rou-
tine when ithe network took its

first unexpected pre-emption
,
rap

to the tune of $58,h00-—the pro-
tracted opening day hassle over
temporary seating of disputed dele-

gates knocking - such lucrative

items as the Kate Smith summer
show and the Colgate-sponsored
“Big Payoff” off the NBC-TV
channels.
One major CBS exec ventured

the belief that, when the final

score Is tallied, the $2,500,000 that

Westinghouse is plunking down
for its two-convention radio-TY

(Continued on page 36)

Demands Legion

‘Put Up or Shut

Up’ on Red Claims
Hollywood, July 8.

Presaging possible legal action
against the American Legion, Se-
lena Royle sent an “-open letter” to

the Legion yesterday (Tues.) vir-

tually demanding that the vets

group “put up or shut up” on
its listings of filmites charged
with possible disloyal activities. Let-
ter appeared as an advertisement
in Daily Variety and offered
the Legion an opportunity to “af-

firm or deny” responsibility for

rumors which might be responsi-
ble for keeping her from working
in pix.

“It has been reported that the
(Continued on page 16)

Ripens With Age
Paris, July 8.

Milton Berle, interviewed
here last week, was asked to

comment on having Bishop
Fulton J. ’Sheen as his Tues-
day night competition.
•Cracked Berle: “We’re both

using old material.”

RCA Letter Mislaid

SdCapCets Cantor
/Hollywood, July 8.

Not knowing that R(jA’s Manie
Sacks would be .briOg.tng. out with
him to Hollywood a contract

for the blopic score'^.Eddie Cantor
-signed with 'Capitol -Records’ vee-

ipee ahd recording chief, Alan Liv-

ingston. The Wiarner Bros, screen

blbg on ’.‘The. Ed^ie Cantor Story”
ivjill be .VaxeA „b!if jQap, lii Holly-

wood; despite Gahtor-aT'recent disk-'

ign associations wltb -RC^^ Victor

and his curreht NBC-
for another yeafi

A mislaid letter from RCA in

New York caused Cantor tp be-
come Impatient and sign with Cap,
especially in ligiil of some unusual
intra**trade concessions on Record-

ing orchestral fees and the like.

Chi ‘Goon Squads’

To Get on Camera
Chicago, 'July 8.

Despite .weeks of advance prepa-
ration, the radlo-TV netwo’rks cov-

ering the Republican convention
here have discovered one important
angle was overlooked. That’s some
means of protecting newsmen con-
ducting corridor interviews, partic-

ularly those televised “q. & a.” ses-
sions, from being bounced around
by the “goon squads” obviously or-

ganized to “invade’^ the telecasts.

As the delegate dogfight between
the Taft and Eisenhower forces hit

the “no holds barred” stage, the
partisans of both camps put the
physical squeeze on the TV com-
mentators by a series of planned
“invasions” of the various off-the-

cuff shows picked up by the cam-*
eras strategically located in the
halls of the Conrad Hilton Hotel,
convention beadquaifers.
During several web pickups the

(Continued on page 6)

Kaye’s Frisco 2-Weeker;

N. Y. Palace May Follow
Hollywood, July 8.

A deal was ’closed today (Tues.)
by the William Morris Agertcy that
will bring- Danny Kaye to the Cur-
ran, San Francisco, in his own
variety revue opening Sept. 7 for

20 performances in 15 days* Frisco
Light Opera Assn, sponsors,

While terms are not yef set, it’s

understood Kaye will bo guaran-
teed $28,000 against 70% of the
gross, or option of playing at
straight 75-25 split. ^

Kaye's Curran date may be fol-

lowed by four weeks at the New
York Palace.

With all signs pointing 'td tbie

1952-53 season being the besi' ^jt^
mercially in television hlstbry; tbp
execs of both CBS-TV ahd N»G-TV*
are asklhg, “What's all thlS^ about a
‘soft’ market for TV -Sponsors?’*

To date, witti;/:mpre than two
months of selling still to go before
the season officially, starts in Sep-
tembeic; - NBC is dusting -off its

nighttime SRO sign,a.nd CB3 isn’t

far behind. And' ^Ith .several top
bankroUers known - to

)
5e shopping

for programs apd nbtlvorh time, it

looks as though ABC anti DuMpnt
will also capi.l;a.li3e ;Oh the market’s
bullishness,

NBC, enjoying ope of its biggest
single wick's sales eiforts last

'week, Closed the lists Oh its Satur-

day night • “All Stab Revue” and
•“Show bf Shows” and .also inked
Anheuser-Busch fOr a, quarter-hour

,

show once weekly. As result, the
web, in its Class A evening time,

still has' available only the Wednes-
day evening 8 to 9 hour,- And hopes ’

to have a bankroller inked by next
week for the Worthington (Tony)
Miner show to go in there; alter-

nate Week availabilities . On “One
Man’s Family” and the new weekly '

half-hour “Kukla, Fran, 4c Ollie,”

and a quarter-hour segment in the

7:15 to 7;30 p.m. strip.

CBS is not far behind on the

sponsorship score. That web, after

inking several new bankrollers dur-

(Continued on page 49)

GOPoIiticos Are 'Slim

Pickin's’ ior Niteries,

Fix, Hotels, Legit in Chi

Chicago, July. 8.

Delegates to the Republican con-

vention .are evidently awaiting

the return of prosperity—^that is,

the Republican kind. ThC politicos

aren’t ' spending their money for

any entertainment.
,
Instead, they

seem to be looking to the various

candidates for cuffb drinks, food
and acts.

So far, the Taft forces made the

only big splash, spending a report-

ed $15,000 for three days of Sam-
my Kaye and four days of the

Vagabonds. Eisenhower backers
used Lou Breese’s ^nd at a Black-
stone Theatre reception Sunday
(6). Hotel managers are getting a
financial headache from the free

^bars scattet^d around the various
'headquarters’ ante-rooms.

The noise and commotion in the
hotels caused one worried man- -

ager to remark, “The veteran
groups In ' convention are bad
enough, hut tame by comparison to

these pseudo-playboy politicians.”

While hotels take unusual precau-
tions durihg conventions, this one
calls for delicacy of handling due
to the national interest—and pub-
licity*

With the exception of the Con-
rad Hilton, which is the hub of the
politicos, hotel supper rooms re-

ported no increase over the week-
( Continued on page 6)
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Total of 84 important film the-+'

otm- Sherwood, Kazan Ready
^

000, will be made available to
KlirOI>6ail ClfCttS PiC

king-size corporations, Government K ,.* 11 .

agencies or other interests who Robert E, Sherwood, is due- in

can adapt the facilities of the New York ^rom London If.

houses, all of which are equipped when he will confer with Elia

with large-screen television, for Kazan on a film project the pair

their purposes. The TV installa- are readying for 20th.-Fox pro-

tions make for the key factor. duction. Sherwood i* currently

United Paramount Theatres, via working on 'the screenplay; which

an elaborate brochure sent to ad Kazan will direct,

agencies, business units and edu- known as “Man on a

Tight Hope,» is . story about .

dramatic visualization, the inti- European traveling circus. There s

macy of a personal meisage, in- a possibility it may bje filmed on

eluding two-way conversations, and Continent. K^zan returned to

the selectivity of a mailing list, currently

OTT Ss tSXX" wfth TV commuting betwoou New York and

could be used for sales meetings, his Newtown, Conn., summer home,

product showings, stockholders Venture with Sherwood will be
meetings, group training, national of many projects he is

conventions, etc. presently lining up. following the

Circuit execs stated that since film stint, he will begin work on

the theatres are of various sizes directorial chores for Tennessee

and locations, the cost of jrenting Williams' new legiter. After the

any number of them could not be Broadway- job, he expects to be-

iramediately determined. But in gin work on another fiM.

general, it’s said, expense per unit

would be low enough to fit the

budget of any potential user.

UPT itself has 14 theatres with

TV equipment, each seating

around 3,000. Chain is not acting

as agent for • the remaining 70

spots, but believes these could be

lined up to provide a nationwide

network for the customer.
series of studies of

The idea the principal media of mass corn-
time that such a number of big

^ ^ -M-otioric
film houses would be put to use munication, United Nations Edu-

for any program other than enter- cational. Scientific and Cultural

tainment. Organization (UNESCO) has just

published a TOO-page, worldwide

analysis of news •films. Titled

“Newsreels Across the World,

“

TITANIf Fll M tome was written by Swiss film
zuino 1 11 Anil/ ntiu BaechUn and Mau-

rice' Muller-Strauss, writer- and

4 4 4 M M» «i fi By Frank Scully

JACK SHAINDLIN
Musical Pireetpr of

Louis do Roohement’n
*'W«lk Ea*t on Boacon”

Film as News Vehkle

Explored by UNESCO

In New World Analysis
Paris, July 1.

WEBB TO STAR IN

Hollywood, July 8.
nr JbJbigVX

Clifton Webb gwas set by 20th' fii^i historian. English adaptation

Fox to star as an American million- is by James Beveridge, European

Hire in “Nearer My God to Thee,” reP of Canada’s National Film

story of the Titanic sinking. Title
®oar .

r Ir ,1 i 1, ... X., r^«c In exploring the film as a ve-
is tied to tlie by^n sung by p - news, book states that the
sengers as the ship sank,

world’s 100,000 theatres have a
Charles Brackett is producing, weekly attendance of 216,000,000,

with a Sept. 15 start slated. Wal- most patrons see newsreels
ter Relsch, who just returned from regularly. Situation stems direct-

1

w ,*it l n •

a 10-day N.Y. research trip, is
jy from the pioneering of the V amIt

Gaumont in
| Jflllll" 1 dllll UCI ICO

France, Oskar Messter in Ger-
v« w» « XA1 * 9 many, Thomas A, Edison and later

flayes-nealy rleasing the Biograph and Vltagraph com
j ® panics in the U. S.

Hollywood
By a fortuitous concatenation of events, as Prof. Charles Austin

Beard used to say when explaining politieal ropery on the interna-
tional level, the macemen who compose YAWRiiXY^Si copy desk take a
vacation just when, exceptionally good pictures come into release As
these muggs think I am entitled to an ' opinion about as much as a
cold statue of Stonewall Jackson, it is my good fortune that they are

en vacance at the mo; Otherwise I would not.liave. the chance to tell

my devoted public that if they want laughs while Tweedledum and
Tweedledee battle in Chicago for the fattest swindle sheet in the

world today, don’t walk, run to the nearest uncobwebbed Bijou
playing “Sally and $aint Anne,” as dreamed up; by Jim O’Hanlon
for Univcrsalvintemational.

,

In Us rougheut way, it’s more fun than “Going My Way” and “You
Can’t Take It With You,” and before any deputy /axeman on the copy
desk can blue-pencil such an opinion, they might as well know that

I have already got a temporary injunction returnable in 10 days
'

against my celling of opinions from live to nothing a year.

The hoke in “Saint” was mixed by a master bartender. I could

almost see him toying with the idea of adding the pupils of one of

the olive-eyed’ damsels to a drink and calling the whole. thing a new.
Martini, and then throwing the whole thing away -because the picture

was in black and white. So he turned to merging magic- with the art

of boxing and, produced as 'hilarious a double knockout as the screen

has seen since. Chariot fought his way up from the ftoep: 40 years ago

in what 1 guess will remain the all-time classic of comedy fights.

Strange- Bedfellows On All Eloori

This O’Hanlon, aided toward the end by one Herb Meadow, must
have defied a front-office edict, for he mixed politics and religion

and played, them’ both for unbarbed, relaxing laughs. The politics

happen to be on the aldermanic level,, which is about as low as you
can get, but anybody, who thinks there ..is essentially any difference,

between what goes on in a ward and what goes on in Washington
must be a life-member in the Dopey Voters League, and would find

no solace in my ribald company. (I just got elected chairman of the

^ r..-. Hollywood contingent to the County Central by a sweeping plurality’
The generally good- weather pre-

9023 votes, and thus could view all the political finegaling in

vailing over the long July 4 week- ««sany” with the amused detachment which goes so well with victors.)

end helped resort-' operators re- The picture was produced by Leonard Goldstein and directed by

COUP to some extent, the losses Hudy Mate. I don’t know Goldstein but I knew Mate as a cameraman
in France. I believe Harry Lachman brought him over to Fox from

during the long string ot rainy
certainly has proved in this pic that alien com is no source

weekends. In the Catskill borscht melancholy to his direction. He has carried a gay touch all the
-

belt, hotelmen hit a temporary way. He moved a large cast (and even the house where they all lived)

ttipee of nrosneritv. Thfe large 'along at a pleasant pace all the way.

did fnrnawav busings and T^e picture stars Annie Blyth and Eddie Gwenn. but the story’s
spots did turnaway bus s ^ t^e thing. In general, I’m allergic to programmers . which in our
the smaller hotels had comfortable

set we call “Begorrah. Fix.” But I found Gwenn’s brogue,

houses. Complaints were at. a ^ygn with a pipe in his mouth, easier to understand than Barry

minimum, buslnesswise, through- Fitzgerald’s, possibly because Gwenn, though London-bora, got his

nitt thp area accent by a sort of osmosis from the late G. Bamum Shaw, who
our me a

. once told a theatre manager who suggested that perhaps Gwenn could
Hbwever, the

f
feel th^

replaced in a Shevian play, “No Gwenn, no play.”
the season’s total will be below Talk English
that .l^st year, Shaw having learned English, likq all Irishmen, as a -foreign lan-
Weekend biz of prior

^ guage, talked it beautifully, with jupt enough* brogue to soften the

JnArffiv edges of the more buttural Saxon phrases of the mongrel
conations generMly are not con-

of mankind.
ducive to capacity ope

^5 foj. Blyth acting the part of an Irish colleen who believes
The operators say this lethargic saints can still work the more prosaic miracles, that is no acting

V Seen Diving

situation prevails during every early scenes of the picture where she plays an 11-

presidentlal election year.

Reds Use Sons’ In

year old schoolgirl, she’s the best kid since Laurette Taylor first

played “Peg O’ My Heart.” She hasn’t played such a part since she

was 11 years old. 'That was in a legit of “The Watch on the Rhine.’’

Miss Blyth comes- through beautifully. Thouh in her 20s she is

really a seasoned trouper and shows it against such a veteran as

Gwenn, who celebrated his 60th year as an actor during the shooting

of “Sally and Saint Anne.”
Incidentally, one of the nicest touches in the picture gets lost in

the- laughs. She offers to pray for the intentions of a delicatessen

enterpreneur, obviously a Jew, and he raises the question as to how
much good appealing to Saint Anne can 'do for the likes of him.

It produces a prolonged bellylaugh, so long in fact that most people

^ w I n 11 1 *
panics in inc u, o.

At London railadmm Palance of the publication dis-

- , T V o cusses the world newsreel industry
London, July a. presentation and content of

Peter Lind Hayes & Mary Healy, newsreels. It also contains a
who opened at the Palladium here wealth of tables and graphs as
yesterday (Mon,), earned pleasing well as studies of news films in
reception, but the act needs re- France, Uruguay, Egypt, India and
routining before duo can make the the U. S. Production and distribu-
sock impact their talents deserve, tion are dissected 'especially with
Man-and-wife team scored with a ^ view to companies, economic
wide range of material and charm- structure, filmmaking methods,
ing qualities. Show sagged midway censorship and rental systems.

Touching on the growing com-
to keep the laughter rolling.

petition o£ television, book points
Roily Rolls hit the jackpot with out that of all types of film, news-

si new set of comedy pianistics, reels are most threatened by TV’s
Rest of the show includes Brit- progress. Seriousness with which

Ish comic Jimmy Wheeler; Ganjou the new medium is regarded is

Bros, ie Juanita, adagio; Tommy seen by the reels’ refusal to co-

Cooper, comedy magico; Hassan operate with the BBC’s Television
Ben All Troupe, tumblers; Eliza- News shortly after the war. BBC
beth & Collins, wire walkers, and retaliated by forming its own
the Rosinas, aerialists. newsreel unit.

Vienna, July 1.

Arthur Miller s play, All My hear the little girl’s explanation that Saint Anne was the

Sons,” has been adopted by local mother of the Blessed Virgin, a Jewess. In fact. Saint Anne, a mother

Soviet Information Center for live under the old law was the first saint under the new, a fact that Miss

production in its permanent seribs Rly^-h knew both as Miss Blyth and as .Sally O’Moyne, the character

r.* ««+t portrays inr “Sally and Saint Anne.” •

of anti-American stage prodim-
laughter steps on the point and just about obliterates

tions. It will be presented to cuffo it. Certain areas of Christianity are completely ignorant of lovely

audiences at the Center’s excel- touches like this. Chesterton once said that it was silly to say Chris-

lently-equipped theatre, in a trans- tianity had failed, because the simple fact was it had never been

lation by Berthold Viertel, direo- P*®**"'® w®*! illustrates the point. It’s our picture of the

tor-author who returned -from the

Sub»eription Order Form
Enclosed find check -^for $

'please send VARIETY for

7/9

To
CPlease Pi»{nt Nome)

Street

City. . Zone .... State

.

Rt9Mlflr Subscription Rofts

Ono Yoar«»»$10*00 Two

Conodo ond Foroign—$1 Additional p«r Ytar

P'SmEff ib«.

1 54 West 4«Hi street New York 34, N. Y.

U, S. to his native Vienna after the

war.

Probability is that the “Death of

a Salesman” author or his agents

were not even consulted by the

Reds here. It’s been their habit

to simply grab U. S, plays which

suit their line and put them on in

Info Center or Commie-operated

Scala Theatre without permission

and without paying royalties. Plays

by Clifford Odets, the Kanins,

Howard Fast and Sidney Kingsley

have been thus adapted, some-
times with rewriting to turn them
into sharply anti-Capitalist and
anti-U. S. documents.

“Born Yesterday” for Instance
was converted from a comedy into

a deadpan piece in which the gal
was merely a downtrodden daugh-
ter of the people whose eyes were
opened by a Communist writer as
to how she was being exploited by
the capitalist junk dealer and his
Ilk. Other standard numbers on
the Soviet repertoire are the Rus-
sian-written “Meeting on the Elbe”
and “The Russian Question” which
picture Americans in the blackest
possible terms.

Commie press, announcing the
“All My Sons” preem, said it was
for his authorship of this play that
Miller was “persecuted by the
notorious anti-American Activities
Committee.”

May Theatre Admission

Taxes Off; Cabarets Up
Washington, July 8.

Theatre admission taxes col-

lected during May totaled $25,-

221,000, a substantial decline from
the same month last year, when
collections were $28,686,000, ac-
cording to monthly report of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue; Taxes
on roof gardens and cabarets
totaled $3,821,000, a slight gain
over a year ago.

Reflecting reduced demand for
TV sets, receipts from manufac-
turers’ excise taxes on radios,
phonographs, etc., totaled $10,704,-
000, a drop of $6,622,000 from
May of 1951.

6 MO. L. A. 1ST RUNS UP
Los Angeles, July 8,

Boxoffice receipts for the first

half of 1952 in Los Angeles first-

run film houses were 1.5% ahead
of coiTcspondlng period last year,
although grosses for the second

I

quarter were 5.6% behind the sec-
ond quarter In, 1951.
Six-month total for the de luxe

theatres this year amounted to
$4,314,500, compared with $4,250,-
000 in 1951. Coin collected during
the second quarter of 1952 amount-
ed to, $1,097,500. Last year It was
$2 ,011 ,

100 .

FIREMEN TO RESCUE

FOR BEllNEn BLOWOUT
Fayetteville, N. Y., July 8.

^ Local firemen not only got in-

to the act, but they saved it at

.

last Thursday night’s (3) perform*,

ance of “I Found April,” starring

Constance Bennett, at the Famous

Artists Country Playhouse here.

The volunteer smoke-eaters came

through with emergency lights

and enable*d the performance to

go on after an electrical storm

knocked out the regular house

lighting.

When the storm blacked out the

theatre, resident manager George

Englund called the local fire com-

pany, which sponsors the Play-

house. Within a few minutes the

volunteer firemen arrived and

strung fire floodlights* along the

balcony rail, using power from the

fire engine generator. The show

started a half-hour late and, alte

about 40 minutes* performance, tn

regular lights were restored an

the show continued according

specification.

Miss Bennett made a thank-you

speech at the final curtain. ^
were no demands for refunm
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Imerlcan film e<»np»nle| mn+
.tha^«cn 425,000,000 and $26,-

1

& in remitUc« trprt 3rit-

Sh?'Tls year—the largest o£ any

Smonth period since 1M7. Yank

MCM tte viewing with trepidation,

wever negotiations for the newSu S. agreement that wlU he-

effective Oct 1, They fear£ S not be able to get an

Soal amount of coin, out, although

it has become vital to faeplng ttelr

overill operations in the Wack.

Remittances from BritaiH. for the

year ending Septa 30 probably will

be considerably larger than the

total net profit from worldwide op-

erations of the 10 top companies

for the 12-month period. British

remittances will account for about

20% of the approximately $1:^5,

000,000 expected from the entire

foreign market.
,

American companies will be for-

tunate in that they will have no

blocked balances in England as of

3ept. 30. As a matter of fact, a

number of companies will be over-

drawn. This favorable situation

for the American distrlbs has a

number of causes.

First is that the British b.o. has

held up well and Holljjjwood has re-

tained its knowhow in making pix

that are popular in England and
are able to get a goodly chunk of

theatre income. As a result, there
Will be a total of between $40,000,-
000 and $42,000,000 earned for
lheir‘“New York account” by the
majors.

Secondly, Yank firms have gone
to considerable trouble to fulfill

(Continued on page 18)

McCarthyAimsBill

At ‘Red-TainC Pix
Washington, July 8.

A bill prohibiting exhibition in
educational institutions or use by
Government agencies of motion
pictures based on scripts written
by persons, with Communist or
Communist-front connections was
introduced In closing sessions of
Congress by Sen. Joseph McCar-
thy (R.-Wis.) and referred to the
Senate Commerce Committee. Sen.
William Benton (D.-Conn.) prompt-
ly labelled the measure ” a very
dangerous proposal.”

Sen. McCarthy told the Senate
he had his staff pick names of
script writers who prepared films
listed in a catalogue entitled **edu-
cational film guide.” His staff,
McCarthy said, found *‘a fantastic
picture. We submitted 17 names of
individuals who prepared scripts
for educational films used in the
Indoctrination of American chil-
drw, and of the 17 names sub-
mitted to the House Committee on
Un--American Activities. We find
that eight have very extensive rec-
ords of Communist-front activi-
ties.”

A report from House committee
^ case, as inserted in

(Continued on page 6)

Pacific Drive-In Chain

Installs Bank Night
Installation of Bank Night in 17
oners of the Pacific Drive-In cir-

uit iij this area aims another blow
theatres. Although

chain is launching the
at the height of the

season; it has its eye on
tiiA

youths, with the hope that
receive such at-

that patrons will risk

Coin
^ ''^eether for a chance to win

thp
.^tght has been active in

for cA Pedro Drive-In

Intf
^osults there cue-

stunt +1
°Pe^^tiQn of the giveaway

circuit. Each
Bant ^500 to get the

rolling, adding

nor Th ®\^iweek there is no win-
house wiU

individual and not pooled.

H'wood Paycbecks Up
Hollywood, July 8.

Eilm Industry paychecks rose
again in May, hitting an average
of $112.61, compared to $110.40
for April, and $103.72 for May,
1951.

California Labor Statistics Bul-
letin reported workers averaged
41.4 hours at $2.72 per hour, as

against $2.71 for 40,8 hours in

April*

hdustry Poised

Two-pronged Attack fo strike

down the censorship of films in
Ohio will be made as part of the
industry's effort 'to eliminate the
scissors wielders throughout the
U. S. Supplementing the Motion
Picture . Assn, of America’s an-
nounced intention of testing the
right of Ohio censors to approve
newsreels pj^ior to their showing
will be a case involving the feature
pic, “Native Son.” Ephraim Lon-
don, attorney who successfully
argued “The Miracle” case before
the XT. S. Supreme Court, has been
retained by Classic Pictures, dis-
tributors of “Native Son,” to seek
an overruling of the order banning
its exhibition in Ohio.
Under Ohio law, any person dis-

satisfied with an order of the Dept,
of Education, the state's censoi'shlp
body, can appeal directly to the
Ohio Supreme Court, the highest
tribunal. Consequently, London
will submit briefs to the court in
about two weeks. He has learned
that the court’s docket is clear and
.expects to argue the case in Sep-
tember. It is anticipated that Lon-

(Cpntinued on page 18)

Metro R^rted Buying

'Kate' for lOOG Plus %;

Jack Cummings' Produces
Metro is close to inking a deal

for the film rights to “Hiss M6,
Kate,” the musical which ran 1,077
performances on Broadway and is

now touring the U. S. - Purchase
price reportedly will be $100,000
plus a percentage of the picture’s

profits.

Of the coin, 60%^.will go to au-
thors Bella 5ind Samuel Spewack
along with composer Cole Porter,
Remaining 40% will be split be-
tween Lemuel Ayers and Saint
Subber, the show’s producers, and
their backers.

Projected film version will be
produced for Metro by Jack Cum-
mings. Additional songs will be
written by Porter, who cleffed the
music for the original which open-
ed in December, ‘1948, with Alfred
Drake, Patricia Morison and Lisa
Kirk in top roles.

A big hit abroad, “Kate” has
just paid another $12,000 melon to

its investors. Latest divvy brings
the backers' return to $1,050,000
on an investment of $180,000.

By HERB GOLBEN
Revolutionary p e r i q d through

which the picture induatrjr is now
racing has made the crystal ball
a rudimentary appurtenance on
any executive's desk. Gazing into
this haiidy Instrument, It's easy to
see considerable of the future in
sharp focus and another hefty por-
tion in at least vague outline.
On one point the crystal is quite

clear. That is, as someone put it,

“the picture business is not re-
signing from the world”—there
will always be one. It may be on
a somewhat different level, but
there, will be Hollywood to con-
tinue to, make pictures and thea*
tres to play them. '

‘

That’s not Pollyanna-ism, but
hardheaded fact. Somewhere
around 45,000,000 people a week
are buying tickets to theatres in
the United States, That’s down
from the perhaps 65,000,000 during
the peak years (those 90,000,000
figures were never more than a
pressagent’s dream), but any re-
tail industry that sells 45,000,000
of its product for cash every week
at an average of about 46c each,
still has pretty impo:^tant cookies.
Ask any businessman.
The crystal ball makes - pretty

clear, too, what the reduction in-

film patronage since the war calls

for. That’s simply—although it’s

hardly simple—a re-gearing of pro-
(Continued on page 16)

Scribes Protest MPIC

Loyalty Board; Wedge

,
For Pressure Groups

Hollywood, July 8.

Protests against the Motion Pic

ture Industry Council’s proposed
loyalty board were made at a meet-
ing of the Screen Writers Guild by
Mary McCall, prexy, and Dudley
Nichols. These were in response

to an appeal by Ronald Reagan,
head of the Screen Actors GuilS
and one of the sponsors of the

MPIC plan.

Reagan explained that the plan

is the only one presented thus far,

and that MPIC is ready to accept

a better one if it can be found.

There was no vote on the subject,

(Continued on page 13)

Perlberg Joins Seaton

To Prep ‘Boy’ in France
William Perlberg, Paramount

producer, and Arthur Jacobson,
his assistant, arrived in Gotham
from the Coast yesterday (Tues.)
to join director George Seaton,
who hopped into New York a
couple of days earlier.

Perlberg and Seaton sail for
France Friday (11) on .the Liberte
to start work on their next, “Little

Boy Lost,” Bing Crosby starrer*

which will be shot partly in that

country. Jacobson goes to Paris
via plane.

'Wind' Makes It

“Gone With the Wind,” which
has played and re-:played in all ma-
jor countries except one since it

was lensed by David O, Selznlck in

1939, is finally set to complete its

blanketing of the world.
Metro will distribute the epic in

Japan for the first time, beginning
with Tokyo openings in Septem-
ber,' Titles will be used and a
three-month promotional campaign
is now underway.

Yanks May Toss

1st Team Into

Paris-n.S. Talks
With negotiations at a stalemate

and the French taking an adamant
stand, Yank distrlbs may be forced
to throw their* first team into

Paris talks on a new Franco- U. S.

film pact. There’s possibility that

Eric Johnston, John G. McCarthy
and James A. Mulvey may head
for France next week to pick up
the negotiations at point at which
they hit a dead-end a week ago,

Yanks grabbed something of a

tactical advantage at the finale of

the two weeks of hpddles by walk-

ing out on the French, when the

latter insisted on being what the

Americans felt was overly-tough.

French were taken by surprise by
the move.

Paris negotiators’ proposal that

the present ceiling of 121 Ameri-
can Imports yearly be cut to 90

.was at the nub of. the breakdown
in huddles. French indicated they
might be willing to come up from
that low number — which some-
what stunned the U. S. team —
but at cost of a limitation on re-

mittances' of earnings.

Actually, the French phrased it

the other way. They hinted they’d

be liberal on the matter of re-

mittances (which could total $4,'-

500,000 to $5,000,000 a year) if

(Continued on page 13)

Crossing up the trade’s pessim-
ists who had anticipated disastrou*
influences on the boxbffice, radio*^
TV coverage of the Republican na-
tional' convention appears to b*
having little effect. In some spots,
as a matter of fact, theatre busi-
ness has. shown some improvement
this week and in other areas tber*
has been no effect at all,

.

United Paramount Theatres, op-
erating over 650 houses, regis-
tered a 6% attendance Increase on
Monday (7) over the corresponding
Monday of last year. Incom*
around the RKO chain was* steady
for the most part and in some
situations in New York, Brooklyn,
New Orleans and San Francisco an
Improvement was noted. The War-
ner circuit's revenue for Monday
compared favorably with last
week’s take.

Robert Weltman, UPT v,p„ has
it figured that presidential con-
claves actually stimulate the .b.o,

“People want to escape the grind
realities of politics and in so^ doing
they attend, theatres,” he observed,
UP.T attendance figures come in
daily from a list of key houses in
a number of cities 'from coast to
coast. In large measure they re-

(Continued on page 13)

National Boxoffice Survey
July 4 Up* Biz; ‘Robin’ No. 1, ‘Scaramouche’ 2d,

‘Nellie’ 3d, ‘College’ 4th, ‘Cla»h’ 5th

The long July 4 weekend is giv-

ing most key cities covered by

Variety a real hypo this session

although some localities were hurt,

starting Monday (7), by the Re-

publican national convention and

interest in it via TV and radio. A
few keys had the benefit of a break

in the extended heat waves.

“Robin Hood” (RKO-Disney),

which hinted unusual promise last

stanza, soared to the first spot na-

tionally. The adventure pic, made
in England, ranged from fine to

terrific in more than seven key

cities covered by Variety. The
ability of the film to hold so strong

in its second N.Y. week tipped the

type of draw because many
straight-films were faring badly

“Scaramouche” (M-G), champ
last week, is a strong second cur-

rently. Third place goes to “'Wait

'Til Sun Shines, Nellie” (20th),

playing in some 10 keys. “Work-
ing Her Way Through College”

(WB) came up smartly the first

week out and is hitting fburth

spot.

“Clash By Night” (RKO), near

the top for several, weeks, is wind-
ing up fifth while “Pat and Mike”
(M-G), second a week ago, will be
sixth. .“Winning Team”^ (WB), a bit

laggard previously, is showing
more stamina this round and will

take seventh money.
“Has Anybody Seen My GaV’

(U), just starting this session, is

showing enough to, capture eighth

With Han on Pix
New policy under consideration

for the Roxy, New York first-run

now severed from 20th-Fox under
the divorcement decree, will have
the house In virtually direct com-
petition with Radio City Music
Hall for top product from all

principal film companies. Roxy in
the past has been an outlet for
20th’s pix almost exclusively.

Tipoff on the booking pattern
for the future is that the Roxy
appears angling for films which
normally figure to play the Hall.
Overtures already have been made

(Continued on page 16)

position. “Lydia Bailey” (20th)

and “Lovely To Look At” (M-(^)

round out the Big 10 list in that

order. “Skirts Ahoy” (M-G) and
“California Conquest” (Col) are

the runner-up pix in that sequence.
Possibly the most promising new-

comer, aside from several landing
in the Big 10 ratings this week, is

“World in His Arms” (U), which
was launched pre-release in some
50 northwest cities. It is rated
nifty in San Francisco, is tall in

Portland and great in Seattle.

“Diplomatic Courier” (20th), also

new, shapes good in Cleveland.
'‘Washington Story” (M-G) looms
sluggish in Cleveland, dull in N.Y.

but still okay in second Washing-
ton, D.C., week. “Francis Goes To
West Point” (U), rated fancy in

K.C., is neat in Indianap.olis and
smash in Omaha.
“Red Mountain” (Par) looks fine

in Montreal and okay in Omaha.
“Ivory Hunter” (U), big in Cleve-

land, is okay in Seattle. “Half-

Breed” (RKO) is rated good in

Cincy and tall in N.Y.
“Where’s Charley?” (WB) shapes

socko in second session at N.Y.
Music Hall. “Outcast of Islands”
(UA),^still big in N.Y., is fair in

Toronto.
“Wild Heart” (RKO), good in

Boston, looms fair in Providence.
“Red Ball Express” (U) shapes
fast in Philly and Denver. “Crip-
ple Creek” (Col) is good in Boston.

(Complete Boxoffice Reports
on Pages 8-9 )
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WitH recent modification of .ihe-

National Production Authority’s

Iban on color tele, Paramount is

pushing ahead with plans for its

Laurence Chromatic ’Tube. An-
nouncement is expected shortly of

several projects now being worked
out in much secrecy.

'

One of the plans is believed to

be large-scale demonstrations of

the tube. .More importantly^ how-
ever, is the possibility that Par may
begin manufacture of the device

for home viewers. It is claimed

that tube will work with black-and-

white as well as color, so TV set

owners who want to be insured

against ‘the future—-when tinted

telecasts are resumed—can ' do so

by purchasing Chromatic receivers

kt very little more than ordinary

b-Jkw sets.

Dr. Ernest O. Laurence, who
Invented the tube, arrived in New
York over the weekend for confabs

with Paul Raibourn^ v.p. of Para-

mount. Laurence and three other

scientists own a 50% interest in

the gadget. They headquarter in

Chromatic’s lab in Oakland, Cal.

NPA, in lifting the home color

ban, laid down as a condition to

manufacturers of sets regulations

which other rainbowed TV outfits

have admitted they can’t meet. Par
feels it can. Laurence’s trip east

for laying out of plans is the result.
' NPA regulations provide that

production of tint equipment not

divert .
defense manpower, that it

not delay production of electronic

products for the military, that

Government contracts not, be re-

fused because of color TV produc-
tion and that no additional allot-

• ments of controlled materials will

be required.
Chromatic tube is also applicable

to large-screen theatre tele and
Par’s announcement may also in-

clude plans for production along
that line.

Lem Nixes Release Oi

Films to Tele; Sees Less

Coin Than From Reissue
London, July 1.

His films will not be released to

television in the foreseeable future,

Sol Lesser declared here this week.
Indie producer said he felt that the
potential revenue from video was
comparatively insignificant, com-
pai;ed with the normal reissue
market.
Speaking of changes in Holly-

wood in an interview here, he
opined that mass production of pix

is ending. Apart from a handful
of the majors, production—and in

turn exhibition—will follow a more
selective pattern. Lesser said. His
idea Is that pix have been exhaust-
ing their commercial potential far

too quickly, through playoff not
being channelled through proper
houses and over a long enough
period of time.

In support of his contention.
Lesser cited two outstanding post-

w a r British productions, “Red
Shoes” and “Hamlet,” both of

which had been major dollar
earners for the British motion
picture industry. They had done
well, but in his opinion could have
done far better If 'their earning
power had been spread over a
period of years instead of jiist 12
OP 18 months.
Lesser and Hollywood attorney

Mendel B. Silberberg, who has
been accompanying him on a tour
of Europe the past six weeks, are

due Ih New York July 23. They
are leaving from France on the
Liberte.*

Lesser will be. In New York just

a few days before taking off for the
Coast.

Einfeld Huddling In

Munich on 20th Pix
Charles Einfeld, 20th-Fox ad-pub

V.p., is in Munich for huddles with
20th sales reps in Germany and
exhibs on the company’s forthcom-
ing releases.’ He’s giving special

attention to the German preem of

“The Snows of Kilimanjaro,” Dar-
jryl F. Zanuck production, which
will open simultaneously in a num-
ber of key cities around the world
in November.
Einfeld winds up his Munich con-

fabs today (Wed.). Next hop on his

four will be to Switzerland.

Complete SAG Suport

On Movietime USA Tours
HoUywoo.d, July 8.

Fledge of complete support for

COMBO’S 1952 Movietime USA
tours was yoted unanimously by
directors of the Screen Actors
Guild.
Committee named to plan par-

ticipation in the tours consists of

Ronald Reagan, Walter PIggeon,

Richard Carlson; George Murphy
and Kenneth Thomson.

Natl Uieatres

Seek Telemeter

Hollywood, Jqly 8.

Deal is in the making with
Charles Skouraf, National Thea-
tres prexy, by which NX would
become franchise-holder for Tele-

meter in one of the circuit’s Cali-

fornia towns. The subscription TV
devices would be put in there for
experimentation as a followup to

Telemeter’s trial run in Palm
Springs next February.

Skouras has evinced _a large in-

terest in the pay-as-you-see gadget,

which is half-owned by Paramount,
as he has in Eidophor, theatre tele

system to which 20th-Fox has U. S.

rights. He’s first in line to re-

ceive the Eidophor machines when
they’re ready.

NT would get a 50-year fran-

chise on Telemeter, and would pre-
sumably branch out and buy the
rights for additional towns if the
initial trial proved successful.

Telemeter’s plan is to offer exhibs
throughout the country first crack
at buying the franchises, since ifA

figured '(1) that as showmen they’d
be logical operators of the devices,

and (2) they’ll require another biz

to compensate for the dent Tele^
meter could put in their theatre
grosses.

A franchise-holder would be re-
sponsible first for selling TV set

owners ‘ on installation of the
gadget for accepting coins, which
would unscramble Telemeter shows
coming over the air. Charge per
installation is now being figured
at $7. Franchise-holder would
llkewdse have the responsibility of
making the collections from coin-
boxes in homes.

There’s a probability that he’d
also do the programming—^that is,

select pix to be transmitted on the
(Continued on page 13)

UPT EXECS HUDDLE ON

NEW PRODUCT IN DEI
Detroit, July 8.

United Paramount Theatre ex-
ecs met In Detroit for two days
last week to discuss new produc-*
tions for the summer and fall sea-
son, and methods of presentation
which will be accorded them.

Reception of the big screen tele

presentation of the Robinson-
Maxim fight, which filled United
Detroit Theatre’s Michigan and
Palms to capacity, was a bright
conversation piece, too.

Some discussion was on whether
or not the theatres should furnish
tele sets for lobbies during the po-
litical conventions. No agreement
was reached, with most waiting to
see how much interest would be
engendered by the political shows.
Host to the gi-oup was Earl J.

Hudson, president of United De-
troit Theatres. Attending were
Edward L. Hyman, veepee of
United Paramount, of New York;
Simon Siegel, comptroller of the
national corporation, also of New
York; . Eugene Street, general
manager of Paramount Theatres,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; Ira Epstein,
general manager, Monroe Amuse-
ment Co., Rochester, N. Y.; Arthur
Krolick, general manager, Para-
mount Theatres, Buffalo; Ben Ro-
senberg, general manager, Penn-
Paramount Corp., Wilkes Barre,
and Selig Sellgman, Northip The-
atres, Cincinnati,

I
PasotlStaHs 'GaiAi*

Hollywood, July
Sl)lft^n fiabriel Piutcal'x produc*

tion program set “The Story of

Gahdhl”^ back until * next year,,

with George Bernard. Shaw’s “The
Devir? Disciple” slated as his next

venture.
Gandlii picture was postponed

because of .the amount of prepara-

tion required. Pascal recently pxlt

the finishing touches on “Androclcs

and the Lion.” *

N.Y. Bijou, Aslor

Unusual New York dual booking
has been lined up by Warner Bros,

for “Our Lady of Fatima,” religloso

pic which the company is hailing

as another “Song of Bernadette.”
Film, in WarnerColor, is set to

preem in August day-and-date at

the Bijou and Astor, both City In-

vesting Co., houses. Former, a
legit house converted to films,

operate on a two-a-day policy, while
the Astor will follow a grind rou-
tine.

Booking is similar to that ar-

ranged by Metro for “Quo Vadis”
last November, when the pic ran
simultaneously at the Astor and
Capitol, with the former on a road-
show policy. While AiStor and Capi-

tol are six blocks apart, the Bijou,

on West 45th St., Is around the coi^

ner from the Astor. Consequent-
lyi New York’s film row will be
observing with considerable inter-

est the Warner experiment. Bijou,

incidentally, has been shuttered for
several months. Last pic to play
the house was **Cry, the Beloved
Country."
Exact opening day of “Fatima”

depends on the ruh of WB’s “The
Story of Will Rogers,” which pre-
cedes “Fatima” at the Astor. Since
closing down of the Warner Thea-
tre, WB’s N. Y. flagship, the com-
pany has been- extremely active in

placing product in other Broadway
theatres. While the Warner Thea-
tre operated, WB rarely placed its

films in another house. Recently,

however, it had five pix on Broad-
way simultaneously.
Warners apparently is not going

steady with any of the Broadway
showcases, booking its film all over.

It has had deals with the Music
I

Hall, Mayfair, Astor, Globe, Par-
amount and Palace. Its closest tie

so far has been with the Astor,

with three pictures in a row set

for that house. “3 For Bedroom
C,” the Gloria Swanson starrer,

will be followed by “WUl Rogers”
and then “Fatima.”

Author’sWidow Sues 20th,

Publisher for $21,500 In

’Rifles' Kx Rights Snarl

20th-Fox and Bobbs-MerriU Co.
were named defendants in a $21,-

500 damage suit brought in N. Y.
Federal Court Thursday (3

}
by

Dawn Mundy Provost. Widow of
Talbot Mundy, who authored
“King of the Khyber Rifles,” she
charges that since 1951''^Bobbs-
Merrill has falsely represented that
20th owns the film rights to
“Rifles.”

After copyrighting the book in
1916, Mundy assertedly assigned
film rights to 20th in 1928. How-
ever, Mrs. Provost claims that she
acquired the renewal rights to the
work in 1944 upon expiration of
the original copyright. Moreover,
she contends, the major was will-

ing to pay her $2,000 on a “tech-
nical assignment.”

But, according to the complaint,
Mrs. Provost .rejected 20th’s offer
of $2,000, since Bobbs-Merrlll re-
portedly demanded half of the
amount as an agent’s fee. Under an
alleged agreement with Mundy, the
publishing firm was to receive 50%
of whatever sum the film rights to
the work brought.

Europe to N, Y.
“

George C. Arthur
Barney Balaban
John Burrell
Chester Conn*
Ed and Pegeen Fitzgerald
Ted Friend
C^da Glenn
Signe Hasso
Michel Mok
Robert E, Sherwood
Harold Thackrah
Florence Vandamm
Kathleen Winsor

Itiiicriry set for Bob Hope, who’s Just completed his assicnm*»„i
In paramount's j'Rood. to Bali,” ^akes it clear that Hope’s on
hop. He planed into Gotham froia Hollywood last Wemiesdav
played a benefit (cerebral palsy) golf game In Monticello. N v
Thursday, and another in Philadelphia Friday. At this point
squeezed in^ some .promotional work for Par’s “Son of I^leface^
and then trekked to Chicago,. This, week he’jji, doing a radio-TV
commentator serieg on the Republican fcoltivention in Chi, then tn
Columbus, O., where he’U Visit relatives. Hope follows this with
a return to Chi, and coverage of the Democrats’ conclave He’n
spend the wfeek of July 27 in Penver (more golf)^ and then wine
hack to the COaa(t to guestar at a Veteicana’ convention on Aug 4
On the following day Hope, heads for Gotham again and boards

the United States Aug.. 8 for a ID-day tour of France and Italy
via auto. He has tenta^ve plans .to do a series of one-nighters’
commencing Aug. 23 in Norway,; Sweden and Scotland. He’ll be
in London, beginning Aug. 30, for two .weeks at the Palladium, a
flight to Paris comes in about this poifit to meet Bing Crosby
(more golf, presumably) and the two will jump',back to London to
play another charity tournajnent. Hope, will leave England for the
States Sept. 23.

'

I
"‘

. '"t*

Fox West Coast Sells

Oakla^ House for 250G
Los.A-ugeles, July 8.

Franklin Theatre,, a Fox West
Coast property in Oakland, was
sold for upwards of $250,000 to-

John M.. Sousa under terms of

the Federal consent decree.

Peter A. PeCencie obtained a
longterm lease from Sousa and
will operate the 813-scafer under
an' art policy. Building also con-

tains nine stores.

UA Burned Over

Pathe Suit; Preps

Counter-Action
Plenty burned over the New York

Supreme Court action against the
company filed by Pathe Industries,
United Artists toppers this week
began preparation of a counter
suit against Pathe. In the Pathe
complaint entered last Thursday
(3), it’s asserted that UA failed to
turn- over distribution revenue cov-
ering the licensing abroad of Eagle
Lion Classics pix prior to the take-
over by UA of ELC. Latter was a
Pathe subsid. Pathe claims $835,-
000 is due to it via' ELC as dis-
tributor of indie product and as
outright owner of various pix.
UA acquired ELC on April 28,

1951. Pathe takes the position that
deals for licensing pix in foreign
territories were set prior to that
date, but the distribution coin was
forwarded ta UA instead of Pathe.
Latter wants its share of alleged
monies owed it plus other amounts
which it, Pathe, wants to send on
to the indie producers as their
divvy.

Particularly vexing the UA-ites
was timing of' the action, plus fact
that Pathe had UA’s bank accounts
attached in the amount of $230,000.
Suit was filed at 4:45 n.m. July 3,
on the holiday eve. Attachment
factor was completely unnecessary,
UA officials said, and Pathe must
have been aware of this.

530G io Be Sought
As result of the suit, UA presi-

dent Arthur B. Krim and top-level
associates were forced to interrupt
the.weekend holiday to come Into
Gotham to post a bond. This re-
leased the comp,any from the re-
striction on its cash at hand.

Actually, UA admits there are
certain amounts due Pathe. But
the dlstrib also avers that Pathe
owes it a hefty wad of cash. This,

(Continued on page 6)

N. Y. to L. A,
Jules Alberti
June Allyson
Steve Broldy
William Gargan
Frances Goodrich
Albert Hackett
Radie Harris
Dave Kapp
Michael O’Shea
Harold Mirisch
Dick Powell
Victor Raeburn
Manle Sacks
Spyros P. Skouras
Michael Wilding

Harrisburg, July 8.

In another move in the widening
circle of exhibs. throughout the
country experimenting with ad-
hiish price-cutting as a means of
perking the b.o., the Senate The-
atre here slashed its adult scale
by about 30% last week. Jay
Etnanuel, operator of the house, ex-
pressed himself today (Tues.) as
pleased with the results.

Emanuel said that the house had
grossed about the same amount as

the I^ew’s and two Fabian houses
in compeftition with the Senate, but
that his, theatre had played to more
people. He took that as a good
sign.
'

‘“WeYe getting people back ta

the theatre and that’s what
counts,” the vet exhib declared,

“I don’t have any use for the emp-
ty seats, so I am better off filling

them at a lower price. When we
get people back irito the habit of

movie-going, the grosses will go u]^

commensurately, despite the lower
admission prices.”

. Emanuel, who was playing RKO’s
'“Clash By Night” over the holiday

weekend, admitted that the added
patronage had a profitable angle in

candy and drink sales, but declared
that was a secondary consideration.

^'That's not our business, that’i a

sideline,” he explained.
Senate, which Instituted the new

scales last Wednesday (2), adver-

tised them as applicable for the

month of July only. Results will

determine whether they are made
permanent.
Matinee tap was scaled from 50f

to 34c, evening fee from 70c to 50c

and kid prices from 20c to 17c at

all times. Figures include tax.

' N. Y. to Europe
Harry Adler

. Gertrude Berg
Millicent Brower
Kitty Carlisle
Jack Connolly
Mildred DiU^g
Mae Frohman
Rita Gam
Robert Goldstein
Barry Gray
Moss Hart
Joseph B. Hyman
Benson Inge
Stanley Kramer
.Sidney Limxet
Betty Maywood
WiRiam Perlberg
Martin A, Ragaway
Tex Ritter
Frances Robinson
George Seaton
John Sebastian
Pincus Sober
Georgie Tapps

L* A, to N. Y.
r

Henry Beckman
Valerie Bettis
G. Ralph Branton
A1 Calder
Gary Cooper
Paul Douglas
Sam Fuller
Zsa Zsa Gabor
L. Wolfe Gilbert
George Glass
Alek Gottlieb'
Rotus Harvey
'Dick Haymes

• Stanley Kramer
Phil KJasne
Robert L. Lippert
Lauritz Melchior

‘
• Gabriel Pascal
Tex Ritter
Constance Smith
April Stevens
-Carmen Torres



Scramble for Top Product in Philly Robert Lippert Unloads Ist 2 of 28

Sees Record Advance Guarantees
Philadelpbia; July B.

Pressure for top prott^ct in

Anwntown first-runs her*, has he-

tme so acute that . -bids are in-

duding advance guarantees of pro-

portions
unprecedented in this

;rea A high waS' reached last

week when National Theatres’ Fox

tcaulred two Paramount pix for a

run of 10 weeks at guarantee for

Se combo of $65,000.

The films are “Jumping Jacks,”

Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis-starrer,

which opens tomorrow (Wed.) for

i minimum of six weeks with a

guarantee of $37,500 to the distrib,

and “Son of Paleface,” Bob Hope-

starrer, which follows “Jacks.”

"Paleface” Is warranted a mini-

mum of four weeks and $27,500 in

film rental.
.

The 10 weeks of playing time

grabbed by Par at the Fox will

put 20th-Fox in a new situation

for first-run playing time here.

House has normally played 20th

product in the past, but with the

operation of the divorcement de-

cree, it must be sold, competitively.

Warner Bros, is being forced

into bidding for. product for its

Stanley and other houses, since

that appears to be t^e only way
to assure Itself of top films nowa-
days. Old system of splitting

product has just about' broken
down completely as a result of
bidding demanded by the Arcadia,
by Harry Brandt, operator of the

(Continued on page 16)

Rackmil Formally

Elected to U Board,

To Presidency Next
Wilmington, July 8.

Decca prez Milton Eackmll was
present at Universal’S annual
meeting of stockholders here to-

day (Tues.), watched himself be-
come formally elected to the U
directorate but remained silent
through the session. The U board
will meet in New York on July 15
to elect Rackmil to the presidency
and Nate J. Blumberg, present
prexy, to. the board chairmanship.
Decca has voting control of U via
its purchase of heavy blocks of
stock from J. Arthur Rank and
Various U toppers.

All other candidates for the
board were incumbents and were
reelected at today’s session. Only
other business was the defeat of
a proposal to hold the annual
meetings in N. Y. in the future.
This was advanced by Lewis D.
Gilbert, minority shareowner,
and management asked for a nega-
tive vote.

Total of 864,885 shares were
represented at the meeting, the
peatest amount in many years,
John J. O’Connor, v.p., presided.
Among those present was Henry

^ Angeles investor who,
« became known, owns 25,000 U

shares. When Gilbert
asKed about Blumberg’s absence
irom the session. Sugar rose tc

he had two “satisfactory”
meetings with Blumberg and he
could confirm that the prez is ill,

told. Sugar
1^,^2,900 shares as of the rec-

for the meeting but since
^icreased his ownership.

Poit
^ ,^uestion

. by Gilbert on
status, O’Connor replied

Hank is no longer a

o
In answer to another

stated that U's reissue

ci'Paf
Realart provides a

siyiount of revenue than U
the corporatior

hself handled its reissues.

REPUBLIC’S NET
379G FOR 1ST H

1,1^?,'•‘1 25, with a
Fedcra

rtax provision of

830.

Ss^

Q* & A«
Wilmington, July 8.

Minority stockholder at Uni-
versal's annual meeting here
today was curigus about film-
maker Leonard Goldstein’s de-
parture from the company. He
queried: “Since he was making
money for us why did we let
him go? Was he temperament-
al?”
Adolph Schimel, U's chief

counsel, replied: “Well, he’s a
producer and if he’s a producer
he’s temperamental.”

$2,700,1)1)0 Paid

RankbyDecca

ForU Shares
Decca Records was revealed in

papers filed with the Securities *
Exchange Commission last week
to have, paid J, Arthur Rank a
fraction more than $20 per share
for the British film tycoon’s hold-
ings in Universal Pictures. Total
purchase price was disclosed to
be $2,700,000.
Of that sum, $2,200,000 was in

cash and $500,000 was represented
by five $100,000 non-interest bear-
ing promissory notes dated June
19, 1952, and payable yearly on
the anniversary date. Decca ac-
quired 134,375 shares from Rank,
which, at $20 per share would
have, totalled $2,687,500.

Total cost to Decca of acquir-
ing its 42.3% interest in U was
$7,037,425, report to the SEC .dis-;

closes- That includes, in addition
to the Rank shares^ 271,800 previ-
ously acquired, plus 37,500 ‘War-
rants,

Tabulating backwards from the
figures available in the report, it

appears that Decca paid for the
271,800 shares purchased first”

about $15.25 each and for the war-
rants about $5 each. These hold-
ings were obtained from proxy
Nate J. Blitfnberg, production
chiefs Leo Spitz and William
Goetz and other U ctxecs, plus a
small amount bought on the open
market.

New Capital
|

The Decca figures are contained
|

in a prospectus which the diskj
company filed with the SEC on the
new stock issue it announced June
19. The to’aal issue will be 258,883
shares. It should bring the com-
pany between $1,750,000 and $2,-

000,000 in new capital, which will

be used for general purposes.
Present Decca stockholders will

be entitled to purchase one new
share for each three now held
(originally announced ratio was
one to 2.85). Price at which they
may be bought will be set by

(Continued on page 49)

RKO, Goldwyn Execs To

See 'Andersen’ on Coast
Key RKO execs and toppbrs of

the Samuel Goldwyn office in New
York plan to leave for the Coast
around July 15 for their first view-
ing of Goldwyn’s latest, “Hans
Christian Andersen,” now com-
pleted.

Group includes Ned E. Depinet,
RKO prez; Phil Reisman, foreign
sales chief; Robert Mochrie, domes-
tic distribution head; James Mul-
vey, president of the Goldwyn com-
pany, and A1 Crown, Goldwyn sales
manager. Crown returned to N. Y.
Thursday (3) from Paris where he
was engaged' in re-negotiation of

the* French-American film trade
agreement.
Reason for the trek west is that

Goldwyn has only the work print
of “Andersen” on hand. He’ll hand
this over to Technicolor for dupli-
cates following screenings for the
easterners.

OF e.O. DECLINE
New York may be the first

double-feature territory in the
country to return to single bills,
if a campaign now being staged
by circuit operator Harry Brandt
bears fruit. Brandt, who recently
went to the major New York
chains with a plan for eliminating
100 theatres, has also broached to
them his plea for ending the twin-
features.

The vet theatre op has found
even less support for his plan to
throw out duals than for shutter-
ing houses. He’s found some in-
dies ready to go along , with him
on closing down competitive the-
atres — and. the idea of convert-
ing some of their weekly loss-
takers must appear equally attrac-
tive to RKO and Loew’s but
Brandt has iound little sympathy
for killing double features at this
time.

The 100-theatre plan and elimi-
nation of duals are both, of course,
result of the misery that has hit
exhibs in the metropolitan area.
Moves are a reflection of the cast-
ing about in their minds, for a
cause and an answer to weakening
biz.

Brandt is ready to take to a
soapbox to espouse the end of
duals. He feels that they are as
much to blame as any other
single item for the slipping b.o.

His diagnosis is that they cause
the production and exhibition of a
lot of poor pix that disappoint
audiences and turn them from
films.

Brandt took a proposal to RKO
and Loew’s that they eliminate
twin bills, and he promised that
the 170 theatres represented by
the Independent Theatre Owners

(Continued., on page 13)

See Tilted Scale On

‘Hans/ ‘Ivanhoe’

Two new films this, week ap-
peared headed for advanced admis-
sion scale playing time, via the so-

called pre-release system of distri-

bution. Metro’s “Ivanhoe” and
Samuel Goldwyn’s “Hans Christian
Andersen,” latter an RKO release,

both apparently are down for top
terms in licensing deals.

“Andersen” is expected to swing
into release in late fall and prob-
ably will play a number of key
spots at the tilted prices. Film is

now completed and the work print

will be delivered to Technicolor for

lab work toward the end of this

month.

Exact type of handling hasn’t

been fully decided for “Andersen,”
for the reason that James Mulvey,
prez of the Goldwyn organization,

and RKO heads have yet to view
it. But advices from the studio on
the calibre of the pic, plus its high

budget—over $3,000,000 in nega-

tive costs—indicate upped scales

for at least the “pre-release” en-

gagements.

Metro, in its handling of “Ivan-

hoe,” is to some extent following

the pattern established by “Quo
Vadis.” New film is being shown
only in theatres for exhibs, instead

of the regular tradeshows in

screening rooms of exchanges. Pic,

additionally, will be* tested in five

Loew's theatres later this month,
as had been done with “Vadis” 'be-
fore the policy for the latter was
determined.

263 H'wood June P.Aa’ji

Hollywood, July 8.

Total of 167 Hollywood players

made 263 personal appearances on
39 patriotic and benefit progi^ms
during the month of June, accord-
ing to statistics issued by the Hol-
lywood Coordinating Committee.

Since June, 1946, prexy George
Murphy announced, HCC has
booked 13,230 free appearances by
entertainers on 4,532 public serv-
ice events.

Exchanges in Move tofix Backng

WB Opens Canadian

Sales Force Conclave
Two-day conclave of Warner

Bros. Canadian sales force gets un--
derway today (Wed.) in Toronto
with Ben Kalmenson,’ distribution
v.p., presiding.

In addition to Kalmenson, home-
office execs attending include
Jules Lapidus, eastern and Cana-
dian division chief; Norman Moray,
short subjects topper; Bernard R.
Goodman, supervisor of ex-
changes; Howard Levinson, of the
legal department, and Larry Golob,,
eastem publicity director.

Mono-AA Execs

Hypo Fihniiig With

England’s ABPC
Joint production program be-

tween Monogram-Allied Artists and
Associated British Pictures Corp.,
which has seen completion of only
one film since the deal was set in

1947, will now move at a faster
pace. Mono-AA prez Steve Broldy,
who returned to New York Mon-
day (7) after several weeks of hud-
dles in Britain with ABPC officials,

disclosed upon his arrival that two
films will go before the cameras
in the near future.

In company with veepee Harold
Mirisch and foreign chief Norton
V. Ritchey, Broidy sailed for Eng-
land June 11 for a series of story
confabs with ABPC. They were
later joined by exec producer Wal-
ter Mirisch. Discussions resulted
in mutual selection of six stories

considered suitable for filming.

Among the sextet is “Yellow
Knife,” which ran as a Satevepost
serial.

Walter Mirisch, who remained in

Britain, will choose two yarns from
the six for production this year,
before returning to the U. S. July
22 on the Liberte. Sole pic to be
finished under the joint program
is “24 Hours in a Woman’s Life.”

Shooting on the Technicolor ven-
ture wound up recently. Based
upon a Stefan Zwelg story, it co-

stars Merle Oberon and Richard
Todd.

Following their arrival on the
He de France, Broidy and Harold
Mirisch will ‘train to the Coast to-

day (Wed.). Although abroad about
11 days, the execs stayed in Britain

with exception of a short trip to

Paris. Ritchfey, incidentally, will

tarry abroad until next week, when
he’s due to plane back to the U. S.

Kramer to Israel

For ‘Juggler’ Pic

Stanley Kramer and his indie

production partner, George Glass,

arrived in New York from the

Coast over the weekend. Kramer,
accompanied by his wife, former
Universal starlet Ann Pierce, pulls

out today (Wed.) for Europe on the
Queen Mary. Glass will return to

Hollywood end of the week.
Kramer will bfc abroad about six

weeks. Early part of the trip will

be a pleasure junket—a first time
abroad for both producer and wife
—and it will end up in Israel,

where Kramer is planning to pro-
duce “The Juggler.”

Glass is east for confabs with
Columbia on pub-ads campaigns
for “Happy Time,” which goes into
the Music Hall, and with United
Airtists on -“High Noon,” which is

about to go into release.

Columbus’ 19th OTSoner
Columbus.

New North-Hi Drive-In, the
city's 10th, was opened here. It

has a 700-car capacity and was
brought in by H * S Theatres,
owned by Lee Hoffheimer and
Albert Sugarman.

Hollywood, July 8.

In first step of a plan to unload
his 28 exchanges around counti*y
for $1,000,000, Robert Lippert has
sold his Dallas and Memphis offi-

ces. He’ll angel production of two
$1,000,000 pix annually with ex-
changes and exhibs participating
in financing.

Dallas and Memphis setups were
sold for approximately $70,000 and
Lippert planed to N. Y. today
(Tues.) for huddles with reps of
his other exchanges. It is expected
that the Memphis and Dallas deals
will serve as patterns.

In all negotiations, attempts will

be made to tie in exhibitors with
employees of present exchanges.
Switch will bring down cost of op-
erating exchanges and will permit
individual exchanges to book pix
separately,

Lippert wants to give present
employees opportunity to go into

business for themselves. Exchanges
will participate in backing two “A”
pix Lippert will finance each year.
The first, “Dorothy arid Land of
Oz,” is set for November start.

Lippert already has bank com-
mitments for half the coin and will

get deferments with various ex-
changes providing the remainder.
Dallas, for example, being consid-
ered 5% territory, will put up
about $25,000 with coin coming
from five circuits and exchanges.
Lippert’s Dallas deal was half cash,

half notes.
»

Hughes to Give His Side

Of Simmons Pact Talks

In LA. Federal Court
Los Angeles, July 8.

Howard Hughes will take the
stand this week in Federal Court
to testify In the final round of Jean
Simmons’ legal battle, which seeks
to restrain RKO from telling the
world that it has her under exclu-

sive contract. RKO chief Is due* to

make a personal appearance Thurs-
day (10) and explain the strange

contract negotiations between the

film star and studio.

Hearing was resumed today
(Tues.) with R. Ross Hastings, RKO
executive, on the stand, this time
called as an adverse witness by the

plaintiffs. Among the witnesses

slated to testify tomorrow Is 'Wal-

ter Kane, Hughes’ personal rep,

who will precede his boss on the

stand.
Before the weekend recess the

.

chief witness was Samuel Berke.

tax expert, who explained U. S. tax

laws as they applied to the pro-

posed contract under which Miss
Simmons and her husband, Stewart
Granger, were to have sold RKO a

house and a book as part of the

deal.

In response to questioning by

W. I. Gilbert, Jr., defense attorney,

Berke said; “I considered myself

merely a bystander, since I was
only interested in possible tax con-

sequences, but when it appeared
that RKO was going to make a Fed-

eral case out of it, I began to pay
more attention.”

He declared that the deal, as

(Continued on page 18)

PREP LAST MONTEZ PIC

FOR 20TH RELEASES
Deal is in the making by which

20th-Fox may distribute in North
and South America the last pictui'e

in which Maria Montez appeared
before her sudden death a few
months ago. It is “Thief of Venice,”

made in Italy by a group headed by
Robert Haggiag.
Film has already been distributed

by 20th in some foreign areas. New
deal being worked out by Haggiag
In New York now is for the western
hemisphere, but may also include
some additional foreign territories.

Long delay in making a U. S. dis-

tribution
^
arrangement resulted

from necessity of dubbing some of
the pic from Italian
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The Mig Sky

Kirk Dourlas starred

stirring, overjeng version

old northwest hestsellcr. Good
entry.

in

of

RKO release of Winchester Pictures

ffloward Hawks) producUon. Stars Kirk

Douglas, Dewey Martin, Elizabeth
Threatt, Arthur Hunnlcutt,;^ fea^res
Buddy Baer, Steven Geray, Hank Wor-
den, ^Jlm Davl*. Directed by Hawks.
Screenplay, Dudley Nichols,

novel of same name by A. B. Guthrie,

Jr.j music. Dimitri Tlomkln; camera, Rus*

Bell Harlan; editor, Christian Nyby. Pre-

viewed in New York, J^uly 7, '52. Running
time, 1^0 MIHS. ,

Deaklns Kirk Douglas

SoSne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

Dewey Martin

Teal Eye Elizabeth Threatt

zib . ............ .Arthur Hunnlcutt

jSnMi,

X.nbadl« ...Henri Letondal

MacMasters P*ul ]^ees
Moleface Frank de Kova
Dongfaw Guy WUkerson

Howard Hawks has spared noth-

ing in the filming of A. B. Guthrie,

Jf.’s, novel. "The Big Sky,^’ except

the cutting shears. Pic is' a gi-

gantic outdoor epic, but Its impact
is dissipated by the marathon run-

ning- time of 140 minutes, also

making it a difficult mass selling

entity. In attempting to give the

tome a faithful pic translation,

Hawks has put more than is need-
ed into the film and could easily

scissor 45 minutes without disrupt-

ing continuity or losing any val-

ues. Clever pruning could make
this a major b.o. entry.

Kirk Douglas as. the pic^s^ only
name player should provide suf-

ficient marquee lure. Big role is

tailor-made for Douglas, who is

cast as X Kentucky mountaineer.
Story involves his joining a keel-

boat expedition up the Missouri
Hiver in the 1830s. Backgrounds
serve both for eye-filling outdoor
photography and raw action. spec-
tacle.

Story line centers on the 1,200-
mile trek up the Missouri from St.

Louis to the Blackfoot Indian
tribe in the northwest. • Expedition
is headed by French fur trader,
Jourdonnais, excellently played by
Steven Geray, The long trip Is

filled with the usual obstacles,
warring Indians, treacherous white
men, nature's forces, etc., but the
expedition gets through, and Ge-
ray Is able to trade with the .Black-
foot tribe on friendly, profitable
terms.
Femme interest is supplied by

newcomer Elizabeth Threatt, who
plays ' the daughter of a Blackfoot
chief being returned to her tribe
by Geray. Miss Threatt, a fashion
model in New York, gets little to
do but look pretty, an assignment
she fulfills handily. Yam also in-

cludes a romantic sidelight be-
tween Miss Threatt and Dewey
Martin, who’s cast as Douglas’
pard. Martin marries her and re-
mains with the tribe when the
others head back to St. Louis.
Troupe Is uniformly excellent,

with Arthur Hunnlcutt a standout
as a veteran s^out and trader. Hank
Worden is also effective as an In-
dian aide. Douglas turns in an-
other toDflight thesping job. and
Buddy Baer is okay as Geray’s
right-hand man.
Hawks’ direction accents the

mood and atmosphere of the saga
for sock results. Dimitri Tiom-
kin’s background score is in tune
with action and setting. Other
technical assists are top-drawer.

Gros.

music and the star teaming of

Lana Turner and Fernando Lamas,
Its chances appear good*

Zingy, sophisticated humor
marks the good-natured handling

of a story that could easily have

been old-hat, but treatment wisely

avoids any burlesquing of the

mythical kingdom basis of a plot

that has a rich, and merry, widow
being pursued under orders by a

dashing count, who must marry
her to save his country from bank-
r'.ptcy.

Six songs • are featured and all

fall soothingly On the ear. Some
are given the added value. of visual

treatment In production numbers.
For romance, sweet or with sex, are

"Girls, Girls, Girls," "Villa,
’’

"Night" and the title tune. For
lively bounce, also with a full quota

of s.a., are "Maxim’s’- -and "Can
Can.” The latter is in the hotcha
groove, elegantly staged. “Maxim s’

with lyrics by Paul Francis Web-
ster, is a spirited -number, getting

the full treatment of girls. Title

number is backed by^ gracefully

waltzing couples and beautiful

costuming and colors. Most of the

vocal chores fall to Lamas and his

voice comes over easily and with
appeal. He and Miss Turner also

are featured in the waltz number
and both could be better dancers.

Miss Turner is gowned to a

fetching farc-thee-wcU as the

merry widow lure.d back to the

country of her late husband under
belief he is to be honored. She
falls easily into the role’s- demands,
and adds her own brand of punch
to the romantic passages with
Lamas, the pursuing count who is

acting Under orders of Thomas
Gomez, king .of the bankrupt Mar-
shovia. Lamas makes a colorful

romantic picture in his costumed
character. Jd the same time he
keeps it believeably within* reason.

Screenplay by {Sonya Levien and
William Ludwig# and Curtis Bern-
hardt’s direction, are generously
endowed w'ith humor, without over-

looking the main- objective of ro-

mance. Richard Haydn is the high-

scorer for chuckles as Baron Pop-
off, whose duty it is to bring -the

widow and the count together in
Paris. Not far behind him, though,
are Una Merkel, as^ the widow’s
travelling companion; Gomez and
John Abbott, the Marshovlan Am-
bassador.

There’s a lot of sly sophistica-

tion in a Paris police station scene
between Lamas and Marcel Dalio
while the former is looking for a

girl whom he knows as Fifi, but
whom is actually the merry widow.
Sujata shows up in the "Villa”
number as the gypsy dancer being
wooed by Lamas. Additional
femme appeal comes from, Lisa^

Ferraday as one of the Maxim’s
beauties. Others contribute
caoably.
Joe Pasternak gears his produc

tion to amour, beauty and music.
All three are supplied in genei>
ous quantity. Players, costumes and
settings treat the eyes as lensed by
Robert Surtees. Play of colors
throughout the film is vivid. Jay
Blackton’s musical direction and
the dance staging by Jack Cole
are among the worthy contribu-
tions that help this one add up to

104 minutes of light, enjoyable film

entertainment. Brog,

animal trainer In the circus), the
|

non-com immediately thinks he’ is |

being ribbed. But when Fagan, the

lion, gets out of its cage and prowls
the woods, the animal becomtis the

object of an intensified hunt by
the Army. -Finally caged again, it

ultimately is located by Carpenter
in an ideal home after much fan-

fare by the Army publicity staff.

Fagan calmly releases himself from
his new cage and starts huntinti^ for

his master with uproarious results,

as he tangles with the sergeant

leading a detachment on troop

maneuvers. Climax is as hair-rais-

ing and pathetic as it is unusual,

with a typical Hollywood twist to

bring a happy conclusion.

Actually, the film’s star is Fagan,

.he animal being so well trained

that it never gets out of character

as the affectionate, well-instructed

pet of the Army private. Stanley

Donen deserves laurels for his

skillful integration of animal scenes

with a moving story. He never
permits the pic to become maudlin
or unconvincing. Apparently, many
of the vocal effects coming from
the beast are neatly dubbed in,

A. Arnold Gillespie being credited

with the special effects. These are

topfight all the time.

Carpenter, a comparative new-
comer, appears ideally cast as Pvt.

Floyd Hilston. the lion’s master. He
creates the illusion of having had
the beast as x pet and playmate
since a boy, being the slightly

dumb lad who is too busy with the

animal to take much note of the
glamorous Janet Leigh. Even so,

a w^l-defined, if slight, romance
is developed between the two, with
the girl finally being won over to

his belief that Fagan is more than

a dumb beast- She’s effective as

the singer, who visits an Army
camp as an entertainer.

The sergeant whom Wynn por-

trays ‘is more believable because
played with restraint. With one of

pic’s top performances, Wynn gets

a full qu6ta Of laughs as the baffled

non-com. Parley Baer, as the tough
animal trainer, makes almost a bit

part standout Wilton Graff is ex-

cellent as the colonel, while sup-
port is topped • by Richard Ander-
son and Ellen Corby.

Besides Donen’s direction, Har-
old Llpstein’s lensing and George
White’s editing also are firstclass.

Edwin.H. Knopf supplied excellent

production values. Wear.

Juneiion. City
(SONGS)

Beisert Ifwi’siiilt

Wayne Morris in poor wesiern
_

feature for lesser situations.

’ Hollywood, July 3.
Monorram release of Liaduloy Farabus

production. Stars Wayne Morris, Virginia
Grey;, features Georre Tobias, Anthouy
Caruso, Emmett Lynn, John Doucette.
Directed by George Blalri screenplay, W.
Scott Darling; based on novel 1^ Ken-
neth Perkins; camera, WiUlapi Slckner;
editor, Leonard Herman. * Previewed
June 30, '52, Running time, 7* MIHS. . .

Ford Smith Wayne Morris
Mary Smith Virginia Grey
Ghazili George Tobias
Hassan Anthony Caruso
Leatherface Emmett Lynn
Kafan John Doucette

The Merrv Widow
(SONGS-COLOR)

Gay, sophisticated film treat-
ment of the Franz Lchar op-
eretta, with Lana Turner, Fer-
nando Lamas; Chances good.

Hollywood, July 8.

At
release of Joe Pasternak produc-

tlon. Stars Lana Turner, Fernando
Lamas; features Una Merkel, Richard
Haydn. Thomas Gomez, John Abbott. Di-
rected by Curti.s Bernhardt. Screcnnlay,
Sonya Levien, William Ludwig; based on
operetta by Franz LeHar, Victor Leon,
Leo Stein; camera (Technicolor), Robert
Surtees; editor, Conrad A. Nervlg; mu-
sic, Lehar; lyrics, Paul Francis Webster:
musical direction. Jay Blackton; mu*!icr’i
number created and staged by Jack
Cole. J^evlewed July 2, '52. Running
time, 104 MINS.
Crystal Radek Lana Turner
Count Danllo Fernando Lame
JaUy Riley Una Merkel
Baron Popoff Richard Haydn
King of MarshovU Thomas Gome-
Marshovlan Ambassador ... John Abbott
Poll^ Sergeant Marcel D?lio

King Donovan
Marquis Do Crillon Robert Coote
G^ypsy Girl SujaU
Marcella Lisa Ferraday
Kunjan.v Shepard Menken
Major Domp Ludwig Stossel

F«iirlo8« Fagan

Keenan Wynn, Janet Leigh in
comedy about pet lion and the
Army; okay grosser.

Metro release of Edwin H. Knopf pro-
duction. Stars Janet Leigh, Carleton
Carpenter. Keenan Wynn. Directed by
Stanley Donen. Screenplay by Charles
Lcdcrer, based on story by Sidney
Franklin, Jr., Eldon W. Griffiths; adapta'
Hon, Frederick HazUtt Brennan; camera
Harold Llpstein; editor, George White
Trade,':hown In N. Y. July 2. '52. Run
nlhg time, 79 MINS.
Abby Ames Janet Leigh
Pvt. Floyd Hilston ... Carleton Carpenter
Sqt. Kcllwin Keenan "l^nn
Capt. Daniels Richard Anderson
Mrs. Ardley Ellen Corby
Nurse Barbara Ruick
Mr, Ardley John Call
Owen Gillman ............ Robert Burton
Col. Horne Wilton Graft
F-mll Tauchnltz Parley Baer
Cpl. Geft Jonathan Cott

Although on its third • time
mround as a motion picture, "The
Merry Widow" still rates as en-
tei*tainment, thanks to a treatment
that gives it a fresh look. The

, . .

period of the Franz Lehar operetta 1

private finds himself involved in
is particularly adaptable to Tech-

''' ""

nicolor and lushly elegant produc-
tion trappings, both of which are

Metro has concocted a novel,
funny comedy meller here, about
a pet circus lion that goes into the
Army when its master is inducted
A bit lightweight on boxoffice
names, this nevertheless looms as
a sturdy grosser.

Idea of a lion, which has been
the pet of a young man since It was
only a few days old, still behaving
like a lovable pet dog when fully
grown, is treated here with ludi-
crous results. Carleton Carpenter,
as the beast’s masteT, is shown
using it in a circus as a comedy
act. But when he joins the colors
and insists on taking the beast
along (unknown to the Army), the

Routine Charles Starrett west-
ern for programmer bookings.

Hollywood, July 3.

Columbia release of Colbert Clark pro-
duction. Stars Charles Starrett; features
Jack Mahoney, Smiley Burnette, Kathleen
Case. John Dehner, Steve Darrell, George
Chesebro, Anita Castle, Sunshine Boys,
Directed by Bay Nazarro. Written by
Barry Shipman; camera,' Henry Frculich;
editor, Paul Borofsky, Previewed July 2,

'52. Running time, 54 MINS.
Steve RolUnsi

. .Charles Starrett
Durango Kid) ,

Smiley Burnette ‘ Smiley Burnette
Jack Mahoney Jack Mahoney
Penny . Kathleen Case
Emmet Sanderson John Dehner
Black Alurphy Steve Darrell
Sheriff Jeff Clinton ....George Chesebro
Penelope Clinton Anita Castle
Ella Sanderson. Mary Newton
Bleaker Robert Bice
Sheriff Hal Price
Sandy Clinton .....Hal Taliaferro
Jarvis Crl« Alcalde
Kecly Bob Woodward

used to advantage. Another plus

one predicament after another.
When Carpenter tells the tough

sergeant (Keenan Wynn) that he
wants to find a home for his pet

U the romantic appeal ' of tlie ; lion (instead of selling it to. a harsh

Routine cater action of the also-

ran’ category barely gets "Junction

City" by in its classification as

western programmer. The pace is

slow and the plot very involved
making for a long 54 minutes that

will have even the not-too-exacting
Saturday matinee kiddie trade
squirming.

Enough plot complications are
introduced to take care of severa
programmers of this type, but they
principally boiF down to Charles
Starrett’s efforts to prevent the
murder of a young .girl by crooked
relatives who want to gain contro
of her gold mine. Script has the
appearance of having been written
to order to tie together a series of
unrelated sequences, some laid in
the story’s current period and
others flashing back into earlier
times. The mixing of footaae may
be economical, but it’s not good
motion picture making.

'Stqrrett goes through his famil
iar dual role of regular citizen and
the masked Durango Kid with lit-

tle chance to make anything o.

either character. Smiley Burnette
throws in some comedy and two
oater songs. Kiddie fans of Jack
Mahoney's TV "Range Rider’l
series will be shocked to sec thi;

script make him out a sap. Kath-
leen Case, the girl; John Dehner,

.

Steve Darrell, George Chesebro

.

This is an unconvincing west-

ern that attempts, but poorly,^ to

add a new anglA Short on action

and long on talk, "Desert Pursuit"

may pick up sdme feature book-

ngs in lesser situations.

Script# direction and playing
plod through 70 minutes of a plot

that finds x miner, loaded with
gold, and a girl flee;ing across

Death Valley while pursued by
three Arabs mounted on camels.
The camels and Arabs were left-

overs from those imported by the
Government at ' the time it was
figured the hump-backed mounts
would be the solution to domestic
desert travel,
Wayne Morris .

and Virginia
Grey are the couple being chased.
Pursuers are George Tobias, An-
thony Caruso and John Doucette,
the Arabian heavies. Pursuit and
the talk that ensues is never be-
ievably staged, nor does it carry
much interest. During the lengthy
chase, story has. the heavies mis-
taken by Mission Indians

.

as thd
Three Wise Men during a Christ-
mas Eve ceremony, but the same
redskins aid' the Couple the next
day to wipe out the chasers.

Georjfe Blair gave pedestrian
direction to the Lindsley Parsons
production, on which Morris and
Ace Herman served as associate
producers. The W. Scott Darling
script from the novel b/ Kenneth
Perkins never comes to life. Cam-
era work by William Slckner is

very good in showing off outdoor
scenery. . Brog,

Chi ‘Gebn Squads’—
“ Coiitlnued from page i -

past week, the "flying squads” an
but broke up the telecasts by theij
.jockeying for position before the
cameras. They seemed to have aa
uncanny knack of locating

the
^ shows and arrived on the scene
armed with placards for their

favorites. Although the groups, for

the‘ most part, were kids hardly of

voting age. they were herdfed by
an older politico acting as floor

director;

Friction between the hyper-en-
thusiasts and the working TV gab^
bers generated big sparks during
the convention' cut-in on NBC-TV’t
"We tfie' People" Friday night (4)

Clifton Utley, Chi NBC newsman
and- the delegate he was interview'
ing were, both soundly punched
from the rear, by someone in the
jostling melee.

After several days of being
bumped around by what he de-
scribed as "political "goon squads”
Utley is urging the web to pro-
vide its roving commentators with
bodyguards of football propor-
tions.

Not .only are the uninvited "per-
formers" tough on the newsmen
and their vide.o guests, but they
actually hartn their own cases.

Utlfcy opiiies. "With the whole
country watching these unruly
demonstrationr on TV, these goon
squads may be harming their re-

spective, candidates," Utley said.

McCarthy Bill

Goutinued from ilasc 3

the Congressional Record, con-
cerned. Robert S. Lynd, who,
McCJarthy said, is engaged in prep-
aration of films for Encyclopedia
Britannica Films, Inc., owned by
Sen. Benton.
"When we find an organization

preparing films for the young peo-
ple of the United States,” McCar-
thy said, "and when we find the
films being prepared by men pres-
ently engaged in Communistic ac-
tivities, I think steps should be
taken to prevent the shipment of
those films in interstate com-
merce.”

Sen. McCarthy asked that the
Senate Judiciary Committee as
well as the Commerce Committee
study his proposal and "examine
this educational film guide and
take the trouble to see how many
of the organizations preparing
films are following* the same line
that the Encyclopedia Britannica
is following, Namely, the hiring
almost exclusively of men with
fantastic records over -a number of
years in Communistic activities or
Communist-front activities.”

Sen. Benton said McCarthy’s
proposal "and its sponsor repre-
sent the spirit of Fascism on the
floor of the U. S. Senate,” joining
with Communism to empower the
state to censor the media of mass
communications. "Who is to be
the censor?" Benton asked. "Who
is to decide whether this film is
Communist, whether that man is a
Communist writer, whether this
film should be barred or that man
should be prohibited?"
Benton said that Prof. Lynd

served -at Columbia University un-
der the presidency of Gen. Eisen-
hower and, with his wife, wrote
the book "Middletown." Lynd,
said Benton, was a consultant on
two educational films entitled "The
Growth of Cities" and "The Arter-
ies. of Cities." Judging frohi their
titles, said Benton, these films
"would hardly sound like Commu-
nist propaganda even to a man who
sees a Communist under every bed
and table."
Lynd was selected as a consult

^t on the films, Benton added, by
Western Electric Co., subsidiary of
American Telephone & Telegraph

and others fill typical western char-
acters.

Benton said he would gladly
show the films to any Interested

The stock story and production senator so that he may judge for
gets that kind of direction from

j

himself the nature of the alleged
Ray Nazarro. Len.<5ing and other

j

Communist threat which they con-
technical credits are in the same

j

tain. The charge is, of course, man-
vein, Brog, J ifestly preposterous." •

GOPolilicos

end.

Continued from pa^e 1 ss

Although Jimmy Durante at

the Chez Paree did ropes-up bu,

not much of it was attributed to

he convention. Chi's famous—

and infamous—strip and clip

joints with their "girlie” shows

didn’t get the play expected; sev-

eral of the operators complained

these guys must have brought

their wives."

Legit suffered bitterly. Satur-

day night, usually a sellout, saw

many empty seats. And "Porgy

and Bess,” the only Sunday legiter,

didn’t see any marked upswing In

biz. Company managers blame

this on the feeling that the pre-

convention hubbub was the actual

getaway of the confabs, which ac-

tually started yesterday (Mon.).

This entire week will find brutal

b.o. take when the local citizens

and visitors alike are glued to

their radio and teevee sets.

While pic houses had a slight

upswing in box office 'activity, the

July 4 weekend is normally one of

thfe best grossers of the year. The

Chicago had one of its best week-

ends in a longtime, with $30,000.

Palace, with "Greatest Show,” now

in its ninth week, brought in an

excellent $13,500 for the four

days.

All in all, it looks like slim pick-

ings from the delegates in Chi.

UA-PaIhe
Continued from pare 4

says UA, is the money which

Pathe collected on licensing deals

which had not become effective

until after ELC was taken over

by UA. Consequently, m iw

counter suit, UA Is expected tj®^
for X payment of $735,000, or $100,*

000 more than Pathe is asking.

Negotiations of a settlement ha

been underway for some time ou

obviously full agreement .

be reached. But since so much time

had been given to the talks, a '

cording to UA beefs, there was no

reason why the Pathe visit to co

could not- have been made at

more convenient time.

Amount of attachment was meas-

ured by the amount of distributi

revenue to which Pathe allege y

is entitled, and excludes share w

coin due to indie producers on tn

ELC roster. U holds the revenu

due to indie film-makers in a P

cial fund, that is, apart from i

general fund, and there was no

son for any of this to be attac

Listed in the complaint by Pat«

which. Incidentally, is now operai

ing under its new name, ^

peake Industries, are UA and '

latter as UA’s ’wholly-owned

sld. UA Is being sued ior
$46'7.»W

and ELC for $168,000, or a total

$635,000.



Eastern Craft Workers Busy Despite

Season; Lab Technicians Sole Sad Note
Tiespite a current slight seasonal

.iiimo generally peak employment

is being
maintained by eastern film

craft workers. The usual hot

weather doldriim .period hasn’t

brought any unemployment. It’s

merely cut down on number of

working days per week for each in-

dividual employee. With the end

of vacation stanzas and formulation

of plans for fall production, east-

ern producers—mainly vidpix,

commercial, educational and docu-
’ mentary filmmakers—are expected

to move into high gear and their

demands for film technicians and

directors are seen reaching* a new
height.

' As result of the contemplated

fall activity, some craft unions

have indicated that it may.be nec-

essary to open their rosters to new
members. Launching of .a move

. for construction of a super-vidfilm

studio in Manhattan is looked upon

by union officials as another plus

factor pointing to steady film work
in the future. Union execs gen-

erally discounted reports of vidpix

producers moving out of New York
because of the high labor costs in

Gotham.

Upbeat From Telepbc

Excepting writers and producers,

there are approximately 3,000 peo-

ple with union or organizational

affiliation engaged in various

phases of film production in the

east. These include . directors, as-

sistant directors, editors, camera-
men, lab technicians, makeup artists

and hair stylists, unit and location

men, script supervisors, studio me-

(Continued on page 13)

UA’s ‘World’ Getting Hoke

‘Fabiola’ Buildup to Okay

6.O.; $1,000,000 Take Smu
United Artists is playing off

“Strange World,”. A1 O'Camp pro-

.
duction which focuses on the Ama-
zon jungles in Brazil, like another

: “Fabiola,” with similarly upbeat
boxoffice results.

“Fabiola,” which got the thumbs-
down treatment from a majority of
reviewers on artistic grounds,
brought domestic rental coin of
over $1,000,000. Mainly respon-
sible for the handsome payoff yvas
the spirited old^- fashioned cam-

;
paign in which an extensive assort-
ment of cornball promotional gim-
micks were used.

.
UA toppers believe “World”

might also bring in revenue ap-
proaching the $1,000,000 mark on
the basis of experience so* far. It
has played about IT' dates and
racked up outstanding returns in

.

all cases, via the “Fabiola” ap-
.

proach.

“World” is getting the circus
' treatment, with emphasis on lobby
appearances of spear throwers,
natives” clad in tropical attire

and other jungle effects.
Arnold Picker, UA's foreign dis-

1
claimed this week

that the offbeat pic is scoring well
too* He reported that

World” opened day-and-date at
lour Paris theatres June 20 and
Was strong in all of them.

0 UPS THREE AIDES

TO FULL PRODUCERS
, .

Hollywood, July 8.
Universal has upped three asso

mate producers to the ranks of ful
producers. They are Ross Hunter
mchard Wilson and Anton Leader

of trio is in keeping wit)
P^ticy of promoting fron

witmn the ranks.' .All three hav
oecn trained at the U lot

tjeen assigned “Ver

WHcrv" “Stopover”
The Grolden Sword” an<

h'on^”
^ Cairo”; Leader, “Men o

tbf®'''^^:^PPointed group swell

duopr?”^!* studio-trained pro

ceniu^
ytnch also includes the re

Lon William Alland
Rogers and Frank Cleaver,

Speechless Economy
Now that the shooting’s

over on “The Thief,” Russell
Rouse-Clarence Greene indie
production in which no dialog
is uttered, another favorable
advantage in Iteeping the pic
quiet has been pointed out.

Since silence is the same in

any language, neither dubbing
nor superimposed titles will -

be required for foreign mar-
kets. This means saving a fairly

substantial amount of coin.

lA, Mapping Tele

Expansion, Seeks

All Studio Labor
Plans for large-scale expansion

of International Alliance of Thea-
trical Stage Employees in th'? video
field will be set at the labor out-
fit’s 41st convention skedded to
open Aug. 4 in Minneapolis. Sub-
ject will be foremost topic on the
agenda. All- network stagehands are
now affiliated with lATSE.
lATSE, which already dominates

the film and legit field, has been
scrutinizing the tele operation for
several years and recently estab-
lished. a separate radio and televi-
sion department. New section has
already begun an organizati'onal job
and has. made some Inroads, Orig-
inal plan for enti^ into tele called
for tlie organization of projection-
ists and others who worked behind'
the cameras. However, plan has
been changed and lA has indicated
that it will go after all technicians
working in video. In tele, the lA.
Intends to organize on. an overall
basis instead of on the craft system
it follows in films and legit. •

Reason for the switch is that the
Alliance has been on the short end
of several National Labor Relations
Board decisions involving jurisdic-
tion in the tele field. Although it

controlled the video studio projec-
tionists, it found that it was out-

(Continued on page 13)

Metro Release Sked Runs

Behind Last Year With 33

Fix in 1st 10 Mos. of ’52

Six Metro pix announced for re-

lease in September and October
by distribution v.p. Charles M. Rea-
gan brings to 33 the total number
on the sked for the first 10 months
of this year. Lineup thus is run-
ning behind last year, when 35 pix
were distributed in January
through October.

September releases are headed
by “The Merry Widow,” in Techni-
color. “Devil Makes Three” and
“My Man and .1” also are for that
month. “Because You’re Mine,”
Mario Lanza starrer, tops the Octo-
ber program, which also includes
‘“Sky Full of Moon” and “Every-
thing I Have is Yours,” latter in

Techni. “Ivanhoe,” which is in

line for special treatment distribu-

tion-wise, is set for August han-
dling.

“Plymouth Adventure,” Dore
Schary’s personal production, may
be added to the fall lineup, under
plans now being considered. Ten-
tative plot is to place the pic in

release around Thanksgiving Day
with an elaborate preem in Plym-
outh, Mass., landing spot of the
Pilgrims.

November and December re-

leases will be chosen by Reagan
from nine productions now edit-

ing. These are “Apache Trail,”

“Above and Beyond,” “Hour 13,”

“Lili,” “Million Dollar Mermaid,”
“Prisoner of Zenda,” “Rogue’s
March,” “Time Bomb” and “Trib-

ute to a Bad Man.”

SPEED INSIIILLIIIC Deluxers Bu3d Treviews’ Into

New B.O. Bulwark; Creates Odd Ads

With steady upbeat in number
of tinted features emanating from
tijp studios, some film processing
labs handling black and white
footage may become obsolescent.
Several labs are working on a cur-
tailed schedule with many of their
b&w processing machines lying
idle. Situation is especially acute
in the east where labs aren’t fully
prepared yet to handle - the ex-
panded color flow. Greatest expan-
sion in color processing has been
on the Coast 'where considerable
change-overs have been made. In-

dication of the trend was Para-
mount’s recent sale of its Coast
b&w processing lab.

Eastern labs, however, are cog-
nizant of the situation and are ex-
pected to catch up with the many-
hued trend by the end of the year..

Several .of the major eastern labs
are in the midst of installing or
expanding their color facilities.

While Technicolor dominated
the color field for many years, the
introduction of many new color
processes has given other labs an
opportunity to gain an “in” in the
spectrum field. Labs installing new
equipment are being geared to de-
velop and print footage based on
the Eastman, Ansco and Dupont
processes.
Pathe Laboratories, one of the

largest of the eastern labs, is cur-

rently adding its second color ma-
chine. De Luxe Laboratories, 20th
Fox affiliated lab, expects to have
its color equipment installed by
the end of the year. Du-Art and
Tri-Art,, connected indie labs, are
also expanding their color ma-
chinery. Situation at Ace Film
Laboratories, Warner Bros, lab in

(Continued on page 13)
I * ' •

All-Disney Combo

Sought With 'Hood’
Walt Disney organization and

RKO are bringing all possible pres-

sure to bear on exhibs to book the
producer’s current “Robin Hood”
as part of an all-Disney program,
rather than add an outside second
feature. Disney feels that grosses

on some of his previous pix have
been hurt by bracketing with bad-
ly-chosen dualers, resulting in au-

dience squawks.
In almost all current dates, the

85-minute live-action “Robin
Hood” is playing as part of a Dis-

ney trio that includes one of Dis-

ney's True-Life Adventure series,

“Water Birds” (30 minutes) and a

cartoon short, “The Little House”
(10 minutes). Combo has been
racking up smash biz.

Disney’s major problem in exhib

bookings in the past has been the

squawk that his films attract main-

ly matinee trade and that evening

grosses are weak. Theatremen, as

a result, have tried to. double-bill

the Disney product with a definite-

ly adult type second feature, hop-
ing to hypo the after-dark trade.

Result has often been that par-

ents who brought their moppets
were shocked at what the kids saw.

on the twin bill. Likewise, lots of

adults who are partial to Disney

(Continued on page 13)

Seamen’s Strike Slows

"Return to Paradise’
Hollywood, July 8,

Because of the AFL seamen’s
strike against the Matson Line,

Aspen Pictures had to buy new
equipment and charter the Maria
Inez, a freighter, for Samoa to film

the Gary Cooper starrer, “Return
to Paradise.”
Meanwhile, $75,000 worth of

Aspen’s equipment is stowed
away on the S.S. Sierra, tied up
by the strike In Los Angeles har-
bor. It will be, sold as soon as the
company can 'recover it. Tieup
has caused a month’s delay in pro-

duction.

Progres*
Hollywood, July 8,

First union card for a
“three-dimension technician”
was ‘issued by lATSE Local
659, International Photograph-
ers of the Motion Picture In-

dustry. It was handed to Bud-
dy Bryhn, working on Arch
Oboler’s “Bwana Devil.”

Picture is the first ever
made with Milton Gunzburg’s
Natural Vision 3-dimension
process.

MPAA Foreign

Staff in Series

Of Big Switches
Foreign staff of the Motion Pic-

ture Assn, of America is in for a
series of switches. Among thenyvill
be the resignation of Louis Kan-
turek as rep for Middle Europe. He
is to become temporary director of

the combined offices of Paramount
and Warner Bros, in Austria..

'

Marc Spiegel, MPAA’s head in

Germany, will have his responsibil-

ities extended to include the terri-

*tory now supervised by Kanturek.
That includes Yugoslavia, which is

an active purchaser of Hollywood
product, and Czechoslovakia and
Poland, which are the only ones
among Iron Curtain countries that
continue to use even a dribble of

A^merican pix.

Another change will send Irving
Maas to Japan, if present plana
materialize. Maas, former v.p. and
general manager of the Motion Pic-

ture Export Assn., was hired to fill

the Tokyo post permanently, but
has been doing temporary duty at

MPAA headquarters in New York.
Ted Smith's shift from the 44th

St. headquarters to Paris has al-

ready been disclosed. Smith, as-

sistant to John G. McCarthy, direc-

tor of the MPAA’s international
division, will fill the vacancy left

more than a year ago by the resig-

nation of Gerald Mayer as Conti-
nental rep.

Eugene Van Dee, who was re-

cently switched from the No. 2 spot
in Paris to head the MPAA’s opera-

(Continued on page 55)

Influx of O’Seas Scribes

Brings Screening Setup

As Aid to Homeoffices
Considerable increase in number

of correspondents . from abroad
seeking accreditation at homeoffice
filmeries has required the compa-
nies to use unusual tact and dip-

lomacy in meeting the requests.
Almost every foreign visitor, it ap-
pears, wants ( 1 ) to interview stars,

(2) invites to screenings, and (3)

passes to theatres.

Film outfits have no objection
to meeting requests of legitimate
newsmen covering the pix beat,

but so many others have been ar-

riving With credentials, some of

them questionable, that a careful
screening process has been set up.

All foreign newsmen, seeking film

connections, must report first to

the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-
ica. MPAA examines the journal-
ist’s papers and forwards the in-

formation to the foreign publicity

toppers. Foreign ^flack chiefs, or-

ganized as the International Film
Relations Committee of the MPAA,
meet frequently to exchange info.

'On doubtful cases, inquiries are
made by individual companies to

their foreign reps, who check the
authenticity of the visitor’s claims.

In Carrying out the inq,ulry, the
publicity toppers are extremely
careful not to offend, and when full

accreditation is okayed they service

the newsmen.

Broadway version of the “pre-
view,” once used as an occasional
gimmick to bolster closing night
grosses of weak pix, has now be-
come a Main Stem standard. Vir-
tually all houses are making a reg-
ular practice of the “previews,”
which are said to be counting for
thousands of dollars annually In
extra b.o. coin.

A “preview” in Broadway par-
lance merely means opening a pic
the day before its regularly-sched-
uled preem, • and running it as a
double feature with the film in the
last day of its regular engagement
at the house. It’s an intermittent
Broadway concession to duals.
When the “preview” idea began

to get popular a few years ago, the
new pic was generally played for
just one evening show—or at the
most two. Now they normally run
through the entire “preview” day.

•
, Nothing- *Siieak’

The “previews” make for some
odd advertising on the final day of
the run of the previous picture.
There’s certainly nothing “sneak”
about them. Since the new pic is

obviously the attraction, there’s> no
point plugging the old one.
“Preview” px’actice started as a

concession by distribs to
. exhibs

when biz slacked off on Broadway
a few

^

years back. Theatremen
found • in the scheme a fairly de-
pendable hypo for the end of a
run.

It was found to bring in extra
coin without materially affecting
biz on the regular opening day or
damaging the tail-end of a run.
Apparently the “preview”-goers
are more attracted by the thought
of something for nothing or a dou-
ble-feature than the attraction it-

self.

As a result of the manner In
which the “previews” developed, it

has become "^established practice
that the pic going out is credited
with all receipts for the last day,
and the incoming one gets no
rental. It’s figured this evens out
at the end of the new film's run, .

when it profits "by the “preview”
of the next one.

Cincy Driye-In Sues

RKO Group in Hassle

On First-Run Bookings
Cincinnati, July 8.

Suit filed last week by the S.
& S. Amusement Corp., operator
of the Twin Drive-In Theatre In
suburban Bond Hill, in U. S. Dis-
trict Court, seeks to enjoin three
companies from “continuing prac-
tices” which prevent the corpora-
tion from first-run bookings.
Defendants are RKO Pictures;

RKO Midwest Corp., an RKO The-
atre subsld, and Cino Theatre Co.,
of Ohio.

In addition the petition asked
for $150,000 damages.

Plaintiff last year aroused atten-
tion with a multi-million dollar
suit against various distributors
which was settled through nego-
tiating and reduced clearance time
for subsequent runs from 30 to
21 days.

Ruben Shor heads S. & S.

Amusement Corp., which,, in tlie

latest suit, charges that last No-
vember it released the defendants

(Continued on page 13)

SEG BEEF ON NON-UNION

HIRING FOR PAR’S ‘PONY’
Hollywood, July 8.

Screen Extras Guild filed a pro-
test with the AFL Film Council
against hiring of non-union extras
for work in Nat Holt’s “Pony Ex-
press” (Paramount), on location
near Kanab, Utah. SEG has about
50 members in that town and their
wage schedule calls for $18.50 daily

for general work and $25 for
riding.

Complaint i-> that they were of-

fered $10 and $15 for work in the
two classifications. When they
turned down the offer, it’s claimed,
company hired non-union towns-
people.
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LA. Very Spotty;
‘
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Los Angeles, July 8. '

Only three new hills opened
j

here to take advantage of the long
j

holiday weekend^ one being socko,

another medium and the third sad.

Holdovers generally benefitted by

the holiday trade although some

of them were not especially

hearty,

A socko $35,000 is seen for
"Scaramouche" in two theatres.

*'The Fighter” shapes only medium
$25,000 in four sites while "Wait
*Til Sun Shines Nellie” is a dismal
$13,000 or less in three houses.

”Ilobin Hood” is topping second-
week bills with a nifty $24,000 in

two spots. “Lydia Bailey,” also

second sitanza, is just okay $17,0.00

in two locations, A nice $11^000
shapes for “Anylwdy Seen My Gal”
and “No Hoorn for Groom” in three
houses, mostly smallseaters, also in

second round.

Estimates for This Week
Los Angeles, Uptown, Vogue,

LoyoU (FWCl (2,097; 1,719; 885;

1,248; 70-$1.10)~-“Fighter” (UA)
and “Desert Pursuit” (Mono). Me-
dium $25,000. Last week, L‘A, Chi-
nese, Loyola, Hitz, “Models, Inc,”
(Mutual) and “Bal Tabarin” (Hep)
(6 days), $13,900; Uptown, Vogue,
“River” (UA) and “Red Planet
Mars” (UA) (2d wk, Uptown, m,o.
Vogue (6 days), $4,000.

Chinese, Rits, Orpheum (FWC-
Metropolitan) (2,097; 1,370; 2,213;
70-$1.10)—“Wait 'Til Sun Shines
Nellie” (20th). Scant $13,000 or
close. Last week, with other units.

Hollywood, Downtown, Wlltern
(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10)
—“Winning Team” (WB) (J!d wk).
Thin $13,000. Last week, $19,500.

Loew's State, Egyptian (UATC)
(2,404; 1,538; 70-$1.10)—“Scara-
mouche” (M-G). Sock $35,000. Last
week, “Pat and Mike” (M-G) and
“Rough, Tough West” (Col) (Loew’s
only) (2d wk), $16,200.

Hlllstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,-

752; 2,812: 70-$1.10)—“R 0 b i n
Hood” (RKO) (2d wk). Nifty $24,-
000. Last week, $33,000.
Los Angeles Paramount, Wil-

shire (UPT-FWC) (3,300; 2,296; 70-
$1.10)-^“Lydia Bailey” (20th) and
“FighUng Rats Tobruk” (IndJe)
(Par only) '(2d wk). Okay $17,000.
Last week, $26,300.

Hawaii, Rialto (G&S-Metropoli-
tan) (1,106; 840; 65-$1.10)—“My
Son John” (Par) and “One Big Af-
fair” (UA) (Rialto only) (2d wk).
Fair $7,000. Last week, $8,600.

United Artists, Hollyw<md Para-
mount, Four Star (UATC-F&M)
(2,100; 1,430; 900; 70-$1.10)—“Any-
body Seen My Gal” (U) and “No
Room For Groom” (U) (2d wk).
^Ice $16,000. Last week, big $21,-

Fihc Arts (FWC) (679; 80-$1.20)
—“Man White Suit” (U) (6th wk).
Fast $3,900. Last week, $3,700.
Canon (ABC) (520; $1.20)—“Na-

vajo” (Lip) (2d wk). Modest $2,300.
. Last week, $2,700.

‘My Gal’ Dandy $10,500,

Indpls.; ‘Francis' Hefty

IIG, ‘Mutiny’ Mild 5G
Indianapolis, July 8.

Continued heat wave through
holiday weekend is not hurting
theatre biz as much as would be
expected, air-conditioning in houses
helping. Grosses are up, excepting
for holdovers. “Has Anybody Seen
My Gal,” at Circle, looks to lead
with dandy total while “Francis
Goes to West Point” at Indiana, is
nearly as big. “Scaramouche”
looms fair in second stanza at
Loew's.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Cockrlll-Dolle) (2,800: 50-

76)—“Has Anybody Seen My Gal”
(U) and “Just Across Street” (U),
Dandy $10,500. Last week, “Denver
Rio Grande” (Par) and “Atomic
City” (UA), $7,500.

Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-76) —
“Francis Goes To West Point” (U)
and “Bronco Buster” (U). Neat
$11,000. Last week, “Winning
Team” (WB) and “Stolen Face^
(Lip), $9,000.

Loew's (Loew's) (2,427; 50-76)

—

“Scaramouche” (M-G) (2d wk).
Fair $9,000 in 9 days after sock
$12,600 opener. -

Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 50-76)—“Mu-
tiny” (UA) and “Without Warning”
(UA). Moderate $5,000. Last week,
“At Sword’s Point” (RKO) and
“I'll Get By” (Indie), $4,000.

in’ Great 24G in 2d

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $538,500

(Based on 21 theatres)

Last Year $574,000
(Based on 18 theatres)

Nellie’ Bright

Slim L’vifle

Louisville, July 8.

Break in the recent prolonged
hot spell is giving downtown
houses a breather. While Repub-
lican Convention TV coverage will
catch a lot of watchers locally,

downtown film houses seem to be
holding up okay at the wicket.
“Wait 'Til Sim Shines Nellie” is

perky at the Rialto, as is “Winning
Team” at the Mary Anderson.
“Scaramouche” is holdover at the
State; will hold up well percentage-
wise in comparison with last week.
“Red River” and “Tulsa,” out on
reissue, at the Strand, look okay.

Rstimaies for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 54-75)—^“Scarlet Angel” cij) and “Bronco

Buster” (U). Fair $3,500, Last
week, nice $4,000.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;

54-75) — “Winning Team” (WB).
Brisk $6,500. LAst week, “Sound
Off” (Col),, $6,000.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000
54-75)—“Walt ’Til Sun Shines Nel-
Ue” (20th). Nice $11,000. Last
week, “Lydia Bailey” (20th) and
“Pcek-a-Boo” (UA), $9,500.

State (Loew's)‘ (3,000; 54-75)

—

“Scaramouche’’ (M-G). Neat $9,-
00(0 after last week’s excellent
$15,000.

Strand (PA) (1,200; 54-75)—“Red
River” (UA) and “Tulsa” (UA) (re-
issues). Vigorous $5,000. Last
week, “Half Breed” (RKO) and
“Target” (RKO), $4,500.

‘Lovely’ Lush $16,500 In

Cincy; ‘Half-Breed’ 8G,

‘Colleire’ Oke With lOG
Cincinnati, July 8.

“Lovely to Look At,” racking up
a gorgeous figure for the flagship
Albee, is. supplying some mid-
summer lift for this week’s down-
town total. Two other new bills,
“She’s Working Her Way Through
College” in the Falace, and “Half-
Breed” at Keith’s, are both okay.
“Winning Team,” a moveover, is

encoring above par at the Lyric.
Estimates for This Week

Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75) —
“Lovely to Look At” (M-G). Socko
$16,500. Last week, “Winning
Team” (WB), $10,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75) —

“Half-Breed” (RKO) and “Tembo’^
(RKO). Good $8,000. Last week
“3 for Bedroom C” (WB) and
“Stolen Face” (Lip)„ same.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75) —

“Winning Team’* (WB) (m,o.). All
right $6,000. Last week, “King
Kong” (RKO) and “Leopard Man
(RKO) (reissues) (m-o.)^ $7,500.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75) —

“Working Her Way Through Col-
lege” (WB), Okay $i0,00Q. Last
week, “Carson City’* (WB), $8,500.

PruY. Sluggish* ‘Heart’

Fair $7,500, ‘Nellie’ 8G
Providence, July 8.

Long hot sunny weekend left

only a few people in town to attend

film theatres. All stands are com-

plaining. On a just fairish par arc

Albee’s “The Wild Heart,’* and
MajesUc’s “Wait ’Til Sun Shines.
Nellie.” Seeond week of State’s

“Scaramouche” is as dull as first

stanza was.

Esilmates for Thla Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65) —

“Wild Heart” (RKO) and “Narrow
Margin” (RKO). Fair $7,500. Last
week, “Scarlet AngeL” (U) and
“Just Across Street” (U), $5,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65>^
“Wait ’Til Sun Shines Nellie”
(20th) and “Wings of Danger”
(2Gth). Average $8,000 oi* near.
Last week, “Winning Team” (\^)
and “Bal Tabarin” (Rep), $7,000.

State (Loews) (3,200; 44-65) —
“Scaramouche” (M-G) (2d wk).
Meek $7,500. First week, $10,000.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)—“Denver Rio Grande’* (Par) and
“Girls* School” (Col) (reissue) plus
fight plx. Opened Monday (7). Last
week, “Paula’* (Col) and “Montana
Territory” (Col), oke $5,000,

‘World’ Great llG

In Sow Seattle

Seattle, July 8.

Business at first-run theatres

this session Is far from exciting.

However, world preem of “World
in His Arms” with personals by
Ann Blyth and other cast members
opening night is heading for great
totaL “Wait ’Til Sun Shines Nel-
lie” looks fair at Fifth Avenue.
“Pat and Mike” is holing big in
second round at the Music HaU. 1

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 05-

90)—“Clash By Night” (RKO) and
“Stolen Face” (Lip) (3d wk). Good
$3,500 after $4,700 last stanza.

Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65-

90)—“Outlaw Woman” (Lip) and
”Loan Shark” (Lip). Good $9,000.
Last week, “Kangaroo” (20th) and
“Deadmans Trail” (Mono) (2d wk),
$7,800.

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,366:
65-90)—“Wait ’TU Sun Shines’*
(2 0th) and “One Big Affair” (UA),
Fair $7,000. Last week, “Lydia
Bailey” (20th) and “Anything Can
Happen” (Par) (2d wk), $6,800.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)
—“Ivory Hunter” (U). Okay $6,000
or near. Last week, “No Room for
Groom” (U) plus fight pix, $4,800.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 65-

90)_“Winning Team” (WB). Fair-
ish $3,000. Last week, “Tembo”
(RKO), $3,600.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,282; 65-

90 )
—“Pat and Mike” (M-G) and

“Glory Alley” (M-G) (2d wk). Big
$9,500 after $14,300 last week.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,599; 65-

90)_“World in. His Arms” (U).
Great $11,000. Last week, “Win-
ning Team” (WB) and “Confidence
Girl” (UA), $8,700.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-70)

—“To Have, Have Not” (WB) and
“High Sierras” (WB) (reissues).
Oke $4,000. Last week,. “Love Bet-
ter Than Ever” (M-G) (2d run)
plus Nellie Lutcher heading stage-
show, strong $11,000 in 8 days at
65-$1.25 scale.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;

65-90)—“Brigand” (Col) and “Re-
lentless Widow” (Cinema). Drab
$5,000. Last week, “Models. Inc.”
(Indie) and “Diamond City” (In
die), $4,200.

Del Better; ‘Lovely’ Lively $16,000,

‘College’ OK 18G, ‘Oash’ Good 17G
Detroit, July 8.

Independence Day weekend biz
was nothing exceptional, merely
serving to bring grosses, low here
for more than a month, somewhere
near average levels. “Lydia Bailey”
looks fair at the Fox. “Working
Through College” is okay at the
Michigan, “Clash by Night’* shapes
good at the Palms. “Lovely to
Look At” looms lusty at United

Estimates for, This Week
Fox - (Fox-Detroit) (5,0W; 70-95)—“Lydia Bailey” (20th). Fair

$21,000. Last week, “Macao”
(RKO) and “Confidence Girl”
(UA) (2d wk), $12,000.

Michiiran (United Detroit) (4,-

000; 70-95) — “Working Way
Through College” (WB) and
“Dream of Jeanie’* (Rep). Oke

$18,000. Last week, “No Room for
Groom” (U) and “Scarlet Angel”
(U), $14,000.
Palm* (UD) (2,961) (70-95)-

“Clash by Night’* (RKO) and “Bal
Tabarin” (Rep). Good $17,000.
Last week, “King Kong” (RKO)
and “Leopard Man’* (RKO) (re-
issues) (2d wk), $15,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; 70-95)—

“Encore” (Par), F^r $9,000. Last
week, “Outlaw Women” (Lip) plus
Robinson-Maxim fight film, $6,000.
United Artists (UAl (1,900; 79-

95)—“Lovely to Look At' (M-G).
Fancy $16,000. Last week, “Pat
and Mike” (M-G) and “Hold That
Line” (Mono) (2d wk), $7,600.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)-

“Scaramouche'* (M^) (3d wk).
Down to $4,000. Last week, okay
$5,000.

‘Scaramouche’ Bullish 15G, ‘Glove’ 7G

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week |2,216,708

(Based on 28 cities, 191 the-

atres, chiefly first runs, includ-

ing- N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year .$2,316,000

(Based on 24 cities, dnd201
theatres,

)

Trancis' Smash

$12,001) in Omaha
Omaha, July 8.

Cool weather and influx by
thousands of holiday visitor are
giving the boxoffice a distinct

hypo this session, every downtown
theatre reporting sharply upped
grosses. “Francis Goes To West
Point’* at Orpheum coupled with
“Loan Shark” repeated the mule’s
draw with biz soaring to smash
total. The Omaha’s “Lovely to
Look At” gave that house*the best
gross in three months.

“She’s Working Her Way
Through College” is strong at

Brandeis. Even the State with its

second week of “Red Mountain”
and “Tomorrow Another Day” felt

the upsurge with lively biz.

.Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16^

70)—^“Francis Goes To West Point”
(U) and “Loan Shark” (Lip).

Smash $12,000 or over. Last week,
“Kangaroo” (20th) and “Oklahoma
Annie” (Rep), $8,500.

Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-70)
—“Lovely To Look At” (M-G).
Sock $9,(i00 and holds. Last week,
“Green Glove” (UA) and “Mutiny”
(UA), $7,500.

Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)—
“Working Her Way Through Col-
lege” (WB). Strong $7,500. Last
week, “Clash By Night” (RKO)
(2d wk), $5,500.

'

State (Goldberg) (865; 25-75) —
“Carbine Williams” (M-G) and
“When in Rome” (M-G). Opened
today (Tues.). Last week, “Red
Mountain” (Par) and “Tomorrow
Is Another Day” (WB) (2d wk),
lively $5,000.

‘WORLD’ BIG $11,000,

PORT.; ‘COLLEGE’ 12iG
Portland, Ore., July 8.

Long holiday weekend and strong
product continues keeping first-run
biz in higher brackets despite the
heat. Universal brought in 10
stars for preem of “World In His
Arms” at the Broadway. Solid tak-
ings loom for first week. “Working
Her Way Through College” and
“Scaramouche” also shape strong.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 65-90)

—“World In His Arms” (U). Tall
$11,000 or close. Last week, “Win-
ning Team” (WB) and “Silver City
Bonanza’* (Rep), $8,200.

Guild (Parker) (400; 65-90)

—

“Laura” (20th) and “This Above
All” (20th) (reissues). Oke $2,500.
Last week, “Encore” (Par) (3d wk),
$2 ,000 .

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,850; 65-90)—“Skirts Ahoy” (M-G) and “"‘Any-
thing Can Happen” (Par) (3d wk).
Snappy $6,500. Last week, $10.-
000.

Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 65-90)

—

“Clash By Night” (RKO) and “Jet
Job” (Mono) (m.o.). Good $3,500.
Last week, “Musical Sensations’*
(Indie) and “Birth of Song Stars”
(Indie), $5,600.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65-
90)—“Working Her Way Through
College” (WB) and “Stolen Face”
(Indie), day-date with Orpheum.
Big" $4,500. Last week, “Clash By
Night” (RKO) and “Jet Job”
(Mono), $4,400.

Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65-
Through Col-

lege (WB) and “Stolen Face” (In-
dle). Big $8,000. Last week, “Clash

Job”
(Mono), $7,800.

Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;
65-90)—“California Conquest” (Col)
and “Sound Off” (Col). Mild $7,-
000 or near. Last week. “The Out-
casts of Poker Flat” (20th) and
“African Treasure” (Mono), $6,500.
United ArtlsU (Parker) (890; 65-

90)—“Scaramouche” (M-G) (2dwk).
$7,000. Last week.

$11,300. „

V‘.i
city, July 8HoUday and favorable weather khoping biz here at spots Zlll^re are .^ng bills, at S

three situation* getting strnvf«
.While Midland’s Samouche’^ i8 doing healthy biz tl^unnner i* “Francis Goes TnWest Point ’* great in four Fox-Midwest first -runs. “LatukoS»

shapes strong- in two-houses Heafwave was broken by a rain laS
Wednesday, but high temperature^
were back for the weekend.

*

Estimate* for This Week
Kimo,, Glen (Dickinson) (504 non.

50.75)--“Latuka” (Indie). in'Twday -date situation arranged hv
circuit for this film. Most biz is at

total looks
hefty $3,509 for 2 spots. Lastweek “OUver T^ist” (UA). second
time in house, $1,000.
Midland (Lo«w’s) (3,500; 50-69).^

“Scaramouche’* (M-G). Bullish
$15,000, or near. May hold. Last
week, “Pat and Mike” (M-G) and

wkr$9^ ^ ™
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75) —

Working Her Way Through Col-
lege” (WB) and “Jim in Forbidden
Land* (Col). Moderate $7,000. Last
week, “To Have, Have Not” (TO
and “High Sierra” (WB) (reissues)
split with “Frankenstein” (U) and
“Dracula” (U> (reissues), $5,000
Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900*

50-89)

—

“Green Glove” (UA) and
“Lady Say* No” (UA). Average
$7,000. Last week, “Denver Rio
Grande’* (Par) and “Atomic City”
(Par), same.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra*

nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100, 2,043.
700, l;217; .’50-75)—“Francis Goes
To West Point’* (U) at all four
house* with “Ft. Osage” (Mono)
added at Tower and Granada. Off
to fast start and sturdy $16,000
looms, best here in weeks. Last
week, **Scarlet Angel” (U) and
“Just Across Street” (U) with fight

pix added, $11,000.
Vofne (Golden) (500; 50-85) —

“Saraband” (Indie) (2d wk). Me-
dium $1,500. Last week, $1,700,

Ray Boosts ‘Conquest’

To Hq) $30,000, Mpis.;

‘College’ Bright $7,000
Minneapolis, July 8.

Three-day weekend holiday with

most stores, factories and offices

closed Saturday (5) hurt film biz

badly. Exodus to lake resorts July

4 plus Republican convention radio-

TV. broadcasts also contributed to

the b.o. dip.

But Johnnie Ray, heading the

stageshow at Radio City, is boost-

“Califomia Conquest” to a good

$30,(X)0 at $1J50 top. Straight film

entries are only fair.

Estimate* for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-76) —

“3 for Bedroom C” (WB). Po
9
r

$2,000. Last week, “Laughter in

Paradise” (Indie), .$3,000.

Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 50-76)

“Kangaroo” (20th). Okay $5,0W.

Last week, “Wild North” (M-G)

(3d wk). $3,500.

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76)-
“A'toraie City’* (Par) and “Counter

Spy” Meets Scotland Yard,” iCol)«

'Top end of this bill winning praise,

Slow $3,500. Last week. “Bowery

Boys” (Mono) and “Wild Stallion

(Mono), $3,800.

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 74-

$1.20) — “California Conquest

(Col) and Johnnie Ray heading

stageshow. Of course, Ray ac"

counts entirely for the oveiworkett

cashiers and clicking turnstiles*

Handicapped by this unfavorable

holiday period here, gross never-

theless is soaring to huge propor-

tions. Good $30,000. Last week,

“Scaramouche” (M-G) (2d wk)

$7,000 at 50r76c scale.

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 40-

76)—“Working Her Way Through

CoUege” (WB). Appetizing holiday

fare getting favorable response.

Good $7,000. Last week, .“Brigano

(Col) and “Brave Warrior (CoD#

$5,000.

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)—

“No Room for Groom” (Uj fja

“Bronco Buster” (U). Mild $3.500j

Last week, “Storm Over Tmet

(Col) and “Red Snow” (Coi),

$4,000.

State (Par) (2,300: 5^-76)

“Lydia Bailey” (20th). Good $6,5uu*

Last week, “Scarlet Angel (G),

$5,000.

World (Mann) (400; -85-$ 1.20) j-

“Run for Your Money” (U). v^ ell

liked British picture has Aie«

Guinness. Good $3 ,
400 .

La

week, “Clouded Yellow (CoJ

,

, $3,300.



FlCrURE CMOSSES

ijOP Convento Fails to Dent Qu;

Hunter’ Fast 13(i, ‘Carson’ Big 18G
Chica$;o, July 3.

Long holiday weekend boxoffice

Is being tempered fomewh^t by

convention scare, which haK some

neople staying: away from Jhe

Windy City, because of fear olnot

tfptting accommodations. However,

theatres still will do well, and

sSsingly so, in most cases.

Holdovers look the best money-

Sakers Oddity is the upswing in

hiz for “Greatest Show on Earth"

S the Palace, now in ninth f^e.
H Is garnering heavy maUnee, trade

Vnd ho%s for exceUent $20,000.

Chicago is heading the new prod-

uct with strong $55,000 seen with

“winning Team" pair^.with Billy

Eckstine onstage. Grand with

^^Ivory Hunters" and “Bronco

Buster" should hit brisk $13,000.

Sson City" and “Lion and

Horse" at Roosevelt is nifty

$18,000.

"Scaramouche" at State-XiSke is

exhibiting good staying in second

stint as is “Walk East on, Beacon
Street” and “Without Warning" at

United Artists. Both arc. solid.

However, “Kangaroo" at the Woods
is not too hot for second frame.

Estimates for ThU Week
Chicago (B&K) ((3,bOO; 55-98 —

“Winning Team" (WB) and Billy

Eckstine in person. Should build

to sock $55,000. Last , week, “Pat
and’ Mike" with Billy . Williams
Quartet heading stageshow (2d

wk), $30,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 55-98) —
“Ivory Hunter" (U) and “Bronco
Buster" (U). Smart promotion is

pushing this to brisk $13,000. • Last
week, “Outcasts of Poker Flat”
(20th) and “Young Scarface” (In-

die) (2d wk), $7,000.

Palace (Eitel) (2,500; 98-$1.25)—
“Greatest Show" (Par) (9th wk).
Building very well in matinee ses-
sions with fine $20,000 seen. Last
week, $18,000.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,700; 55-98)

—

“Carson City" and- “lion and
Horse" (WB). Blight $18,000.
Last week, “Denver Bio Grande"
(Par) and “Atomic City' (Par) (2d
wk), $9,000.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-98)—“Scaramouche" (M-G) (2d wk).
Neat $12,000. Last week, $18,000.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 98)—

“Never Take No for Answer” (In-
die) (4th w'k).. Running well with
$3,500. Last week, $3,700.
United Artists (B&K) (1^700; OS-

OS)—"Walk East on Beacon" (Col)
and “Without Warning" (UA) (2d
wk). Staunch $12,000. Last week,
same.

Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98) —
“Kangaroo" (20th)- (2d-final wk).
Mild $12,500. Last week, $20,000.
World (Indie) (587; 98)—“Dar-

hng, How Could You" (Par). Off-
beat offering for art house looms
mild $2,500. Last weel^ “Bitter
Rice" (Indie) (2d wk), $2,700.

•

Heat Crimps Baff Bi^

‘College' Okay $13,000
Buffalo. July 8.

Scorching hot weather over holi-
day weekend is sloughing the him
ineatre boxoffice here currently.
Lovely To Look At” at the Buf-

falo is rated modest while “She’s
Working Her Way Through Col-

looms only okay in 10 days
at Paramount. “Winning Team" is
not getting far at the Center.

Estomates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,000; 40-70)—

Look At" (M-G). Mod-
est $12,000. Last week, “Scara-

and -fight pix, $14,-
in 8 days.

Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)—W ® Through Col-
Oke $13,000 in 10

"'eek, “Rodeo" (Mono)

big“ $Q
onstage (4 days).

Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70)—
Winning Team" (WB), Small $7,-

C"
“3 for Bedroom

K 700."“

(Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—

“Mino Conquest" .(Col) and
Door" (Mono).

Anger^’^?n week, “Starlet

Street” AV 3^ “Just Across
oireet fU). $7,000.

Cent.) (3,000; 40-

lie’’ f'Jmuv Shines Nel-

(Mono ®’ever"
Last

and Warning” (UM
BOO World" (Mono). $7,-

Estikuates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, art net; i. e.,

without the 20% tax. Distrib-
utors share on net fake, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net In-
come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement

' tax.

‘MyGaTSocko

$16,000, St. Loo
%

St. Louis, July 8.

Brief relief from prolonged siz-
zling weather on July 4 boosted
biz at first-runs despite five games
by Cardinals in three* days. “Any-
body Seen’ My Gal” at midtown
Missouri' looms best of new films
with great total. “Clash By Night"
is fair in second round, at Ambas-
sador. “Scaramouche" is strong
in second .stanza at Loew’s.

lEstiinates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-

75)—“Clash By Night" (RKO) and
“Lydia Bailey" (20th) (2d wk).
Fair $10,000. Last week, “Clash
By Night" (RKO) and “Loan
Shark” (Lip), soeko $18,000.

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75) —
“Red Ball Express’^ (U) and “^ar^
let Angel" (U). Opened today
(Tues.). Last week, “San Fran-
cisco Story" (WB) and “Valley of
Eagles” (Lip),, neat $15,000.

Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75) —
“Scaramouche” (M-G) (2d wk).
Held at $12,000 after solid $16,50()
initial session.

Missouri <F&M)j (3,500; 60-75)—
“Anybody Seen My Gal" (U) and
“Just Across Street" (U). Great
$16,000. Last week, “Denver Rio
Grande". (Par) and “For Men
Only" (Lip), $9,500.
Pageant (St. L. Amus) (1,000; 75-

90)—“Lavender Hill Mob" (U).
Big $4,000. Last week, “Man in
White Suit" (U) (3d.wk), $2,500.

Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
75-90)—“Man in White Suit" (U)
(4th wk). Strong $3,000 follow-
ing $3,500 for third stanza.

Outdoor Weather Hurts

Hub; ‘Creek’ Okay $7,500,

‘Brigand’ Very Dull $10,000
Boston, July 8.'

Perfect beach weather over July
4 slapped downtown major theatre
biz. “Scaramouche" in second
frame at Orpheum and State is

way off. ,“Wild Heart” in second
round at Memorial is down sharp-
ly. Newcomers “The Brigand" at

Met and “Winning Team” at Para-
mount and Fenway shape slow.
“Crip5ple Creek,” at the Boston, is

not too bad.
Estimates for This Week

Astor (B&Q) (1,500: 50-95)—
“Sally and St. Anne" (U) (2d wk).
(>ood $6,500 following $8,000 first.

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (682;

50-90) — “Tomorrow Too Late"
(Burstyn) (7th wk). Oke $2,700
following $2,500 for sixth.

Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
“Cripple Creek" (Col) and* “Dark
Command” (Rep) (reissue). Not
too bad at $7,500. Last “Just
Across Street" (U) and “Oriental
Evil" (Indie) split week with
“Tomahawk” and, “Comanche Ter-
ritory" (U) (reissues), $7,500.

Exeter (Indie) (1,300: 60-80)

—

“Encore" (Par) (4th wk). Off to
$4,000 after nice $4,800 for third.

Fenway (NET) (1.373; 40-85)—
“Winning Team" (WB) and “Pals
of Golden West" (Ren). Slender
."•iS.OOO. Last week, “The Fighter"
tUA) and “Maytime in Mayfair”
(Realart) $3,400.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—

“'VV'ild Heart" (RKO) and “African
Treasure" (Mono) (2d wk). Slipped
to $10,500 after nice $16,000 -for
first.

Metropolitan (NET) (4.367; 40-
8'^)—“The Brigand” (Col) and
“Flghtirip' Rats of Tobruk" (Indie).

Sad $10,000, Last week, “Cali-
fornia Conquest" (Col) and “One

!
Bi? Affair" (UA), $10,500.

I

Orpheum (Loew) (3.000: 40-85)
•
—“Scaramouche' ’(M-G) (2d wk).

1 (Continued on page 18)

‘Lydia’ Lusty $12,000,

Toronto; "Team’ Ditto
, Toronto, July 8,
In new product up’^at here this

week, “Lydia Bailey," “Winning
Team" and “If This be Sin" are
running neck-’n-neck for top re-
turns this session. Of holdovers,
'Robin Hood” continues to shape
nicely in second stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Crest, Downtown, Glendale, May-

fair, Scarboro, State (Taylor) (863;
1,059; 955; 470; 698; 694; 3^-60) —
It’s a Big Country" (M-G) and
Stege Door Canteen" (Indie)
reissue). Oke $13,000. Last week,
“The Brigand" (Col) and “Yank in
Irido-China" (Col), $13,000.

Erlinton (PP) (1,080; 40-80) —
Outcast of Islands" (London) (3d

wk). Fair $4,500. Last week,
$6,500.

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 50-80) —
“Robin Hood" (RKO-Dlsney) (2d
wk). Fine $9,000. Last week,
$17,500.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,748; 50-80) —

“Pat and Mike”' (M-G) (3d wk).
Holding at nice $8,000. Last week,
$10 ,000.

'Odeon (Rank) (2,890; 50-90) —
"Lydia Bailey” (20th). Nice $12,000.
Last week, “No Room for Groom”
(U), $8,500.

Shea's (FP) (2,396; 40-80) —
“Winning Team" (WB). Neat $12,-
000. Last week, “Dream of Jeanie"
(Rep), $9,000.

Tivoli, University (FP) (1,436;.
1,558; 40-80)— “If This be Sin"
(20th). Good $11,000. Last week,
“Down Among Sheltering Palms"
(20th), $10,500.
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-80) —

“Carbine Williams" (M-G). Weak
$5,500. Last week, “Skirts Ahoy"
IM-G) (2d wk), $4,000.

‘Express’ Bai^p

$13,111)0, Fhilly

Philadelphia, July 8.

Torrid wave continues to scuttle
biz here. Slight improvement over
long July 4 weekend but Gil Tur-
ner-Kid Gavilan fight last night
plus stay-at-homes ' watching
G.O.P. conclave on TV is making
too much competish for cinemas.
Light fare is getting best play.
“Working Way "Through College"
at Mastbaum looks nice with “Wait
’Til Sun Shines Nellie” standout at
Fox. “Red BaU Eatress" also is

fast at Goldman:
Estimates for This Week

Arcadia ’(S&S) (625; 85-$1.20)—
“Scaramouche" (M-G) (4th wk).
Peeling off to so-so $8,000. Last
week, $12,000.
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—“Pat

and Mike" (M-G) (2d wk). Off to
$11,000 after nice $16,000 opener.
Fox {20th) (2,250; 50-99)-r“Wait

'Til Sun Shines Nellie” (20th)- Big
$17,000. Last week, “Lydia Bailey”
(20th) (2d wk), $14,000. “Jiimpin
Jacks" (Par) bows tomorrow (Wed).
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-99)

—“Red Ball Express" (U). Fast
$13,000. Last week, “Clash by
Night" (RKO) (4th wk), $7,500.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—

“Working Way Through (IJollege"

(WB). Smart promotion teeing this
one to nice $20,000. Last week,
“Dream, of Jeanie" (Rep), $5,000.
Midtown ((Goldman) (1,200; 50-

99)
—“Just Across Street" (U), Sad

$6,500. Last week, “Mutiny on
Bounty" (UA) (reissue), $4,5(K).

Randolph . (Goldman) (2,500; 50-
99)—“Lovely to Look At" (M-G)
(3d wk). Holding up with $12,500.
Liast week, fine $14,000.

Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)—
“Winning Team" (WB) (2d wk).
Sloughing off to pale $9,000. Open-
er was moderate $16,000.

Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)—
“Wagons West" (Mono) and “Here
Comes Marines" (Mono). Sour $4,-
000. Last week, “Atomic City"
(Par), $5,000.

Studio (Goldberg) (500; 50-99)

—

“Encore" (Par) (2d wk). Fair $3,-

000. Last week, $3,500.
. Trans-Lux (T-L) (50-99)-“Nar-
row Margin"" (RKO) (2d wk). Fair
$3,700. Last week, $5,500.

‘Express’ Solid $23,000,

Denver; ‘Skirts’ Big 22G
Denver, July 8.

The boxoffice here is going high-
er than a week ago, with holiday
weekend boosting trade all along
line. “Skirts Ahoy" looks big* at
Orpheum. -Highest total coin is go-
ing to “Red Ball Express,” good
to strong in three houses. “Scarlet
AJigel" looms fine at Paramount.

Estimates for This IVeck
Aladdin (Fox) (1,200; 40-85)—

“Red Ball Express" (U) and “Fabu-
lous Senorita" (Rep), day-date with
Tabor, Webber. Nice $9,000. Last

j

week, “Hoodlum Empire" (Repi

J (Continued on page 18)

f

Holiday Ups B’way; ‘Charley’-Stage

Big lS2(:; ‘Cyi’-Paul& Ford Hep 62a
‘Nellie’-Daniids 67G, ‘Robin’ Smash 31G
The long July 4 weekend is giv-

ing Broadway first-run business a
great boost this session despite a
return to torrid weather. The rain-
storm Friday afternoon (4) did not
help much although driving holi-
day crowds from the beaches.
Counter-balancing the favorable
holiday trade was the competition
provided by the Republican Na-
tional convention via TV and radio
starting Monday (7), The deluxers
did not feel this opposition until
at night on the opening day when
many stayed home to . listen to
General MacArthur’s keynote
speech.

Although thousands of New
York residents quit town for the
three-day weekend, almost as
many visitors came to N, Y, for
the holidays, the number of out-
of-towners being reflected in the
strong showings by stagefilm
houses. New entries are not help-
ing the overall total much.
The big standout grosser is the

Music Hall with “Where’s Char-
ley?" and 'holiday' stageshow.
Helped by a few extra shows over
the weekend, it is soaring to smash
$152,000 in the current (2d) stanza.

“Wait 'Til Sun Shines Nellie"
wlth^iceshow and stage bill headed
by Billy Daniels likely will push
ahead of opening week's total with
sturdy $67,000 in second frame* at
the Roxy. The July 4 trade easily

topped the showing on the Fourth
of July last year.

“Clash By Night,” with Les Paul
& Mary Ford, Joey Bishop and
Ralph Marterie band topping
stageshow at the Paramount is the
third combo' bill to ^climb ahead of'

previous week's total. The third
session at the Par flagship looks
to hit fine. $62,000. The July 4
weekend ran ahead of both 1949
and 1960, but, of course, did'*hot
beat last year when Martin-Lewis
headed the stagebill there. Palace
also cashed in on the yen to attend
stagefilm

,
houses, heading for tall

$18,000 with ' “Half-Breed" and
eight acts of vaudeville.

“Robin Hood" is one of the few
straight-film bills to get sock re-
turns. Second week at the Cri-
terion looks to reach $31,000 after
smash $41,000 opening frame, over
hopes.
“Has Anybody Seen Myl Gal?,”

one of the new pix for the week,
j

is disappointing at $8,0(K) or near
at the Mayfair, “Lady in Iron
Mask" also is mild at $8,500 for
the Globe. "Washington Story”
was light, too, at $9,000 in the
State.

“Pat and Mike" held nicely with
$19,000 in third round at the Capi-
tol. “3 For Bedroom C" continued
slow with around $6,000 in second
stanza at the Astor, and likely will

move put soon.
Estimates for This Week

Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.50)
—“3 For Bedroom C" (WB) (2d

wk). Looks to reach slow $6,000
in initial holdover week ending to-

day (Wed.). First week was $7,500.
Beekman (R&B) (550; 85-$1.50)

—

“Never Take No For Answer" (In-

die) (11th wk). The 10th round
ended Monday (7) held at $3,700
after nice $4,()W last week.

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$l-50)—“Pat and Mike" (M-G) (4th-final

wk). Third stanza ended last night
(Tues.) held nicely pt $19,000 after *

$23,000 for second week. Pic held
so well it is going a fourth session
instead of the three originally
planned.

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.80)
—“Robin Hood" (RKO-Disney) (2d
wk). Initial holdover stanza ending
today (Wed.) looks to hit- socko
$31,000, First week was smash
$41,000, going way over expectancy,
weekdays holding in great shape
desnite heat. Stays on indef.

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$!.80)—“Outcast of Islands” (UA) .(8th

wk). Holding big with $5,500 after
$6,000 last week. C6ntinues in-

definitely.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.50)—“Lady in Iron Mask" (20th). Fir.st

frame ending tomorrow (Thurs.) is

heading for mild $8,500. Last week,
“Scarlet Angel” (U) (2d wk), nice
$6,500.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-

$1.50)
—“Has Anybody Seen My

Gal?" (U). First week winding up
tomorrow (Thursl) looks like mod-
est $8,000 or near. Last week,
“Winning Team" (WB) (2d wk),
$8 ,000 .

Normandie (Normandie Theatres)
(592; 95-$1.80)—“Encore" (Par)
(15th wk). The 14th stanza ended
last night (Tues.) held at sturdy
.*57,300 after $7,500 for IS"^ week.
Continues on.

,

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 75-$1.40' -

1 “Half-Breed" (RKO) and 8 acts of I

vaude. Current session ending to-
morrow (Thurs.) Is heading for tall

$18,000. Last week, “Just Across
Street" (U) with vaude, $14,300.
Parimoimt (Par) (3,664; 80-$1.80)

—“Working Her Way Through Col-
lege" (WB) with stageshow headed
by Jan Murray, the Modernaires^
Neal Hefti orch, Raul & Eva Reyes.
Opens today (Wed.). Last week,
“Clash By Night" (RKO) with Les
Paul and Maiy Ford, Joey Bishop*
Ralph Marterie orch topping stage
bill (3d wk), holding at solid $62,-
000 after nice $59,000 for second
week.

Park Avenue (Reade) (683; 90-
$1.50)—“Island Rescue" (U) (2d
wk).' Initial session ended Sunday
(6) hit fine $8,400, Last week, “Act-
ors and Sin" (UA) (4th wk-10 days)*
$11,500.

Pari? (Indie) (568; $1.25-$1,80)—
“Ways of Love" (Burstyn) (4th wk).
Third round ended Sunday (6) still

was strong at $6,800 after $7,500
for second week.

Stadia City Music Hall (Rockefel-
lers) (5,945; 80-$2.40) — “Where’s
Charley?" (WB) with holiday stage-
show (2d wk). Edged up to great
$152,000 with benefit of extra
shows over holiday weekend. Holds,
natchl Last week, socko $150,000,
as expected.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$2,20) —

“Wait 'Til Sun Shines Nellie"
(20th) with iceshow headed by
Arnold Shoda and Trixie plus Billy
Daniels topping stage bill (2d-final
wk). Pushing up to $67,000. First
week was good $66,000, “We’re Not
Married” (20th) with Rochester
heading new stageshow plus ice-
•show starring Arnold Shoda opens
Friday (11).

State (Lew’s) (3,450; 55-$l,25)—
“Washington Story" (M-G) (2d wk).
First stanza ended Monday (7)
landed disappointing $9,000. In
ahead, “Dream of. Jeanie" (Rep).
$6,000 in 6 days.
• Sutton (R & B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
“Man in White Suit" (U) (15th wk).
The 14th session ended Monday (7)

pushed to big $10,000 after $9,800
for 13th week. Stays on indef,

Trans-Lux 60th St, (T-L) (453;
90-$1.50)—“Narrow Margin" (RKO)
(10th wk). Still okay at $3,000 after
$3,400 for ninth week.
Trans-Lux 5Zd St. (T-L) (540; 90-

11.50) — “High Treason" (Indie)
{8th wk). Seventh round ended
Monday (7) continued solid at
$4,800 after $5,8()0 for fifth week.
Stays on.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 70-
$1.80) — “Walk East on Beacon"
(Col) (7th wk). Sixth session eqded
last' night (Tues.) held strongly with
$10,500 after $11,500 for fifth week.
Continues.

‘World’ Mighly $19,000,

Frisco; ‘Robin’ Boffola

20G, ‘College’ Hep 18G
San Francisco, July 8,

Long July 4 holiday weekend
was very good here, and it is be-
ing reflected in some big sessions
at several first-runs. Both “Robin
Hood” at Golden Gate and “’World
in His Arms" at Orpheum are
socko. Helped with personals by
stars of pic, “World" is turning in

best showing in city. “Robin" is

getting a bit better coin total at
the larger Gate, “Working Her
Way Through College" looms good
at Paramount in nin^ days. “Wait
'Til Sun Shines Nmlie" is rated
mild at the Pox.

, ,

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gite (RKO) (2,850; 65-

95)—“Robin Hood" (RKO). With
all-out baliy, looks sock $20,000.
Last week, “Body Snatcher" (RKO)
and “Walked With A Zombie"
(RKO) (reissues) split with “Com-
anche 'Territory" (U) and “Toma-
hawk" (U). (reissues) $8,000.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 65-95)—“Wait

'Til Sun Shines Nellie" (20th).

Mild $12,000 or near. Last week,
“Lydia Bailey" (20th) and '"“Kid

Monk Baroni" (Mono), $12,500.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95)—“Scaramouche” (M-G) (3d wk).

Okay $14,000. Last week, $17,000.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)

—

“Working Her Way Through Col-
lege" (WB) and “Corp. Dolan Goes
AWOL” (Rep). Good $18,000 in 9
days. Last week, “To Have, Have
Not" (WB) and “High Sierra"
(WB) (reissues), $11,000.

St. Francis (Par) (1.400; 65-95)

—

“Under Paris Sky" (Indie). Nice
$11,000. Last week. “3 For Bed-
room C" (WB), $8,500.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 65-

95)_“World In His Arms" (U)
(Continued on page 18)
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Se wavery history ol French film
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The actual fact is that the large

number of pix doestft necessarily

mpan good films or top boxoffice.

of the difficulties, here has

been the slow amortization of pix.

Production costs are np *nd^ the

public is shopping for better films*

before plunWng down $1 at the

cinema window, French cos-

tumer “Fanfan La TuUpe/» has

racked up big coin while the Fran-

co-Italo, “The Little World of Lon
Camillo,"* is now cleaning up-"h^re

In spite of the hot weather.

This French backlog has a flock

of low budget pix among them that

are strictly for the home trade.

There are some big ones being

held for fall release some of which
have the earmarks of being okay

for the U. S. .

"

“Mad Girl of Lublin^ KHoche),

the Yves Allegret pic^ shot in Eng-

lish and French versions, concerns

the Irish rebellions and its effect

on a sensitive young girL This

holds promise for art houses.JMau-
rice Cloche has wound up‘ his

“Removed From the Living,” a

tirade against prison conditions

and the stigmatizing, of ex-cons.

Downbeat aspects may 'militate

against this for the American mar-
ket.

Christian-Jaque has finished Ids

dissection of the female in ^Ador-
able Creatures,” a comedy-drama
on the perfidy of the female. It

sports such names as Edwlge
Feuillere, Martine Carol, Marilyn
Buferd, Kenee Faure, Gina Ix>lio-

brigida and Daniel Gelin. These
names should help It In the TT. S,
Rene Clair has completed

“Beauties Of the Night” (Franco-
London) which also looks into the
mysterious female. This too has a
hlghpowered cast with C^rard
Phlllpe, Martine Carol, Gina Lollo-
brigida, and Marilyn BUssert. Mai>
cel Pagliero has wound lip ^The her
spectful Prostitute,” bgsed on the
Jean-Paul Sartre legiter, which
may appeal to arty houses.
The big Hoche Technicolor

Franco-Italian coproduction, ”The
Golden Carriage,’^ has been fin-
ished by Jean Renoir in Italy, be-
ing in English and Italian. H. G.
Clouzot is winding up his long pic
on fear and its consequences called,
The Wages of Fear.” Of the 62
French pix in the current backlog,
these are the most interesting.

‘innocents’ Looms As

New London Success
London> July 8.

Outstanding direction by. ‘Peter
and a superb cast headed

oy Flora Robson, makes ”The Inno-
the most eerie thriller to hit

ine West End in some time. The
Bpme-chilling atmosphere is subtly
created by the direction ahd»aided

the excellent setting designed
y Jo Mielziner. Play, which is pre
Rented by Stephen Mitchell,

at Her Majesty's last
13) and received power-

1 audience reception. Morning
crix were almost unan-

^ praise and chances of suc-
generally good.

Robson's . dis«

? portrayal of the gover-'

caw,’
chad roles are impec-

T
by Carol Wolveridge

JPa Jeremy Spenser. The former,
schoolgirl, had never

Fourth^^
on the stage

^SaSere!?.’
brought ”The

ifte? York's July 1

chan Pa*
provincial tryout and a

the Colucidihg with

tyoT of the early Ibsen

irom Ashley Dukes
Brupifir^

German of Ferdinand
over-weighty for

’>4“ better-

Acting* ^^tn for their

celved K ? warmly re-

^right outlook is not
Oder present conditions.

Bronthead New Chairman
Of Vmety Theatres

'• London^ ^uly, 8.

Ralph B. Stephens, director of
Variety Theatres Consolidated
since 1928 and chairman since
1949, has resigned because of ill-

ness, with Reginald C. Bromhead
being appointed- in his place, Xjat-

ter has been a director of VTC
since 1947. He is also a director
of Moss Empires, Limited.*

Sidney L. andj^ Cecil G. Bern-
stein, chairman and director re-
spectively of Granada Theatres,
Limited, have been appoined to the
Board of VTC.

Royal Amus. Set

For Honolulu TV
Honolulu, July, 1.

Royal Amusement Co., operators
of a Honolulu Theatre chain, evi-

dently sees the handwriting on the
wall. Its major stockholders have
set up Royaltel, Ltd., as a separate
corporation and would erect a tel-

evision station.

TV will debut Jierfe early next,
year. Royal Amusemetif’s invasion
complicates an already confused
situation.

KGU, owned by the Honolulu
Advertiser and an, NBC affiliate,

hopes to launch KGU-TV in Feb-
ruary.

KGMB, CBS affiliate, thus far
has indicated a atandpat * policy.

Insiders feel this is understandable
because a majority of its stock is

held by Consolidated Amus. Co.,

whichdominates theatre operations
in tbc territory.

But Royal’s TV hopes may force
Consolidated into the ‘ picture.
Royaltel plans to originate many
programs on stages of Royal the-

atres and utilize the Royal equip-
ment as much as possible. Circuit
also has close ties with Civic Aud-
itorium, city's' largest arena, and
probably will pick up sports and
spectacles from there. •

Guess here is that Honolulu will

end up with 3 or 4 TV outlets

when it comes time to lay cash on
the line. City has 7 radio stations,

or uncomfortably close to the sat-

uration point.

35% More U.S. Tourists

To England Than in ’5l
London, July 8.

American invasion of Great
Britain is topping all previous rec-
ords. In May more than 16,900’

y. S. visitors r^ame to Britain. This
figure is 35% ahead of 1951 total.
Altogether there have been 39,000
tourists from America in the first

five months of this year.
The upward trend in the Ameri-

can tourist trade ‘is in contrast
with the drop in traffic from other
countries. The overall decline in
May was just under 1%.

British Producers Try

To Speed Payments From

Eady Pool to Save Coin
London, July 8.

British producers are taking the
initiatj[ve in endeavoring to speed
up payments from the Eady pool,
and thus prevent large sums lying
idle in the bank earning nominal
interest while they are paying high
bank .charges to finance production.
At aotmeeting of the Board of the

British Film Production Fund, the
company which administers the
levy," the

.

producer nominees put
forward a proposal that there
should he a monthly distributioU
instead of the present quarterly
payments. Subsequently, Sir Henry
L. French, director general of the
British Film Producers Assn., said
that the prospect of this being
agreed on by the other trade asso-
ciations was very, good,

Sipce the extension of the Eady
fund, there have been frequent oc-
casions when around $3,000,000 has
been lying in the bank awaiting
distribution. Producers have for
some months been agitating for
creation of machinery which would
enable them to grab their share
with less delay. If monthly pay-
ments are agreed on, the fund float

woul^l be reduced to a minimum
with regular distributions amount-
ing to about $750,000.
From the exhibitor side of the

fund directorate, has come a re-

quest for detailed information ^of

payments from the fund in respect
to individual productions and com
panics. It is felt in producer circles

that such a procedure would con-
travene the nornaal security of

tradihg,

Ivanhoe’ SHII Sock $19,800 in 2d;

‘EamesTPIus TV Dim 3G, 3 Days

‘Kangaroo’ Not Big In

1st Aussie City Dates
Sydney, July 1,

20th-Fox Technicolor pic, ‘"Kanr

garoo,” made in Aussie, despite

terrific ballyhoo, has failed to pull

healthy trade to the 2,200-seat Re-
gent and 1,280-seat Mayfair here
fqr Hoyts. PiC folds at the former
after two weeks, carrying' on in the

]

latter house in hopes of building.

At the New Manly, 800-seat

Hoyts’ nabe, “Kangaroo” did okay
for three days and dropped down
on final three daye of six-day run.

Film is doing solid trade in the

stix.

Japan to Act On

U.S. Frozen Coin
Tokyo, Jply 1.

Prime Minister Yoshida has in-

structed Japan’s finance minister,

Hayato Ikeda, to take steps to make
possible remittance to the Upited
States of approximately $10,000,-

000 of frozen profits. This amount
was amassed by the Central Mo-
tion Picture Exchange during the
years it operated here under the

U. S. occupation of Japan.
Now In Japan for negotiations

with the finance ministry on un-

freezing this U. S. distributor rent-

al coin is R. T. McDonnell, repre-

sentative of the Motion Picture
Assn, of America. Minister Ikesda
was instructed to take jcarly action

on the frozen money.

Mexico TV Expunding
Mexico City, July 1.

Video has begun to widen its

public here. Larger audience has
resulted from special catering to

children.

. Move was spearheaded by sta-

tion XE'W-TV, which presents a fre-

quent half-hour show with mate-
rial specially prepared for mop-
pets.

Keith Prowse Net Off

$21;800 in. Past Year
London, July 8.

Net profit of Keith Prowse, the
major British ticket broker outfit,

has dipped by $21,800 in the past
year, but three years’ arrears on
preference dividend is to be paid.

A further three-year arrears is

being left in abeyance for the time
being. Net profits of the company
for the past year totaled $64,700.

Recently a city finance group,

headed by Ronald Cornwall, made
a bid of $294,000 for the 60,000

ordinary shares of tfte company,
all of which are privately held and
for which no divvy is being de-

clared. The preference stock, with

a par value of $2.80, is currently

being quoted at .$2.65.

Col Expands Foreign Prod.
Rome, July 8.

Recent Columbia convention
held here was toTd that the com:*

pany has entered foreign ‘ produc-^

tion as well as distribution. For-
eign topper Joseph A. McConville
said the new deals are concentrat-
ing exclusively on pictures of in-

ternational interest. Mutual ad-

vantages arise from co-production
and distribution, he said.

In the Italian lineup are two
pictures by Leonide Moguy, “One
Hundred Little Mothers” and an-
other which goes into production in

September.

Orovas Inks Dnlofas del Rio

Mexico City, July 8.

Dolores del Rio, just back from
France, has been inked by Jesus
Grovas for a pic, “My Mother’s
Portrait.” It will be her only film

in Mexico this year. Julio Bracho
will direct.

After this chore, Miss del Rio
goes to Spain and Italy where she
will do pix.

Legit Shows Abroad
LONDON

(Week endlnff July 1^))

(Figures Indlcsite opening date)

"After My Fashlen/' Amb. (5-21).

"And Igi t« Red," Strand '(10-24-51).

'"B*t Your Life," hippodrome (2-27).

"Call Me Medam," Colisaeum (3-20).

"Deep Blue Sea/' Duchess (3-19)j

"Dial M Murder," West. (6-19),

*^Kxcltenient," Casino (3-19).

"Oay Dos," Piccadilly (6-18).

"innocents," Majesty's a-3).
'

"Ulttle Hut," Lyric (10-13-lW).

"London Laughs," Adelphi (4-23).

"Love of Colonels," Wyn. (6-6-51).

"Meat Callahan," Garrick (5-27).

"Millionairess," New (6-27).

"Much Ado Nothing," Phoenix (1-11).

"Murder In Motley," Fortune (6-18).

"Paris to Piccadilly," Pr. Wales (7-4-5D.
"Relative Value," Savoy 02-12-51).
"Reluctant Heroes," White. (^27-50).
"Ranch In Rockies," Empress (6-11).

^'Seagulls Sorrento," Apollo (6-28-50).

"South Peclfic," Drury Lane ai-7-5D.
"Sweet Madness," V.'iudevUlo (5-28).

"Under Sycamore," St. Jaipea (4-23),

"Water of Moon," Haymarket (5-2-5D.
"WIntor Journey," St. James's (4-9).

"Woman of Twilight," Vic. Pal. C8-18).
"Uranium 235," Comedy (6-18).

"Zip Bees a Million," Palace (11-7-5D.
"Young Rlljt.," Criterion (6-30).

"Trap,^' York's (7-1). .

^'Two BenMemen," Old Vic (6-30).

SCOTIAITD
(Week ending July 12)

"Follts Bergere," Empire, Glasgow.
"Worm's ly# View," King's, Glasgow.
"9eo<|-Nlght, Vienna," Lyceum, Edin.

,

"Half-Past light," RoyaL Glasgow, and
King's, Edinburgh.

PARIS
(Week ending July 7)

"Beau Dimanche," Michodiere.
"Chanteur de Mexico," Chatelet.
"Cle Marcel Marctao," Sarah Bern-

hardt.
"Culsin* des Anges," Ambassadcurs.
"Dialogues des Carmelites," Hebertot.

• "Don D'Adele," Wagram.
"Duchess D'Algues," Michel.
"Eternel Marl," Gaite, Montparnasse.
"Galtes L'Escadreon," Porte St Martin.
"Caillarde Aventure," Potlnlere.
"cay Paris," Casino de Paris.
"Homicides Par Imprudence," Huchette.
"Jesus La Callle," Antoine.
"Lors4|ue L'Enfant Paralt," Nouveautes.

^ "Lysistrata," Humour.
"Medecin Malgre—ille," Renaissance.
"Occiipe-Tol Minimum," Palais-Royal,
"Oncle Vanya," Theatre de Pouche.
"Paris Calant," Capuclncs.
"Petite Femme Loth/' Montp.-Baty.
"Phedre," Gramont.
"Plein Feu," Empire.
"Ruy Bias," Charles de Rochefort.
"5t. -Agnes Des Souris," Lancry.
"Sur Terre Commt Au Clel," Athcnee.
"Tet# des Autrei," Atelier.
"Vlolettes Imperlales," Mogador.
"Vrale Foil*," FoUes-Bergere.

MADRID
(Week ending 'June 21)

"Dive Back My Wife," Albehlz,
"Witch at the Palace," Alcazar.
"Feur Kisses,". Alvarez Quintero.
"Courtesan," Calderon.

. ^ ,

"Seven Kisses of thd Walter," Comico.
"Ce^emned," Espanol.
"Two Millions for Two," FuencaraL
"Apprentice Lover," Infanta Isabel.

"Goddess of Sand," Lara.
"Tentatlon," Madrid.
"Suitcases Other World," Guerrero.
"Wit's Ind," Martin.
"Imperial VIelettes," Lope de Vega.
"This Way t« Andaloxla," Price.
"Girl Bull Fighters," ZarzuclSu

BUENOS AIRES
(Week ending June 14)

"Ml Suegra," Apolo.

"Las lagrimas tamblen," Ateneo.

"De Espana Llego," Argentine.
"Cuando. los Duendos," Astral.
"El Mai Amor," Casino.
"Las Mulatas," Comedia.
"De la Chacra al Palacetel," Comico.
"El Diablo on el Telefono," Corrlentes.
"F.B," El Nacional.
"Foreign Bleod," MarconL
"Lighted Lamp," Comico.
"La Malguerlda," Odeon.
"Tlerra del Destine," Pueblo.
"PorversWad," Empire.
"Ladroficlto," Splendid.
"JozOM," Xuisalle.
"Modoa," Nuevo.
"Hombres on mi Vida," Smart.
"Qiei Llenos do Amor," Vers.
"La Verdad Eres Tu," Pat.

London, July 1.

With the hottest weekend in two
years and with the morcury^ hold-

ing in the 80’s, the boxoffice wilted
this past session. With the excep-
tion ol“Ivanhoe” and “Quo Vadis,*^

ace theatres were having an ex-
ceptionally lean period, and week-
end grosses were well below aver-
age for this time of year.

At the. Empire. “Ivanhoe” stood
up .to the rising thermometer in.

spectacular style to click with a
resounding $19,800 Tor its second
week, holding up during the third
weekend with a powerful $9v6(M).

At the- adjacent and very much
smaller Ritz, “Quo Vadis,” now in

its 22d frame, chalked up a great
$4,900. •

Most important new entry of the
week was the British-made “The
Importance of Being Earnest”
which is being screened during its

first week with a full-size TV show
in support. Pic .received rave no-
tices hut was obviously hit by the
weather and got only $3,000 in its

first three days,
“Mara Maru” Bt the Warner did

a fair $5,800 in its first week while
Scarlet Angel” Anlsbcd its first

weekend with modest $2,500.
EstlmateB for tBit Week

Carlton (Par) (1,128? 70-$2,lA)—
‘:‘Who Goes Tfiere” (BL)- (2d wk).
Down to fair $4,200, , Stays a third
round, With “Carrie” (Par) preem-
ing July 4,

Empire (M-G) (3,099? 55-41.T0)—
“Ivanhoe” (M-G) {3d wk). Cur-
rectly biggest moneymaker in West
End. Finished its second round
with a terrific $19,800 and beat the
weather during its third weekend
with huge $9,500 in 3 days.
Gaumoht (CMA) (1,500; 50-

$1.70)—“Kangaroo” (20th) {2d wk).
Below average at $2,200 in second
weekend after disappointing $3,300
first stanza.

Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
(1,753;, 50-$1.70)—“Scartet Angel”
(GFD)' Another victim of heat
With fair $2,500 in first 4 days.
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217;

5a-$i;70)—“Green Glove” (UA) (2d
wk). Modest $1,400 in second
weekend after fair $3,700 first

round.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)

(2,200; 50-$1.70)—"Importance of
Being Earnest” (GFD) and full-

size TV demonstration. Received
critical acclaim. First weekend
was affected by weather and below
hopes at around $3,000 in first I
days. Stays on.

Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA)
(2,200; '50-$1.70) — “Diplomatic
Courier” (20th) (2d wk). Steady
$3,400 in second weekend after

okay $6,700 for opening round.
“Something Money Can’t Buy
(GFD) is opening July 3.

Plaza (Para) (1,902; 70-$1.70)—
“Quiet Man” (Rep) (4th wk). Hold-
ing up well at $5,200 in third

frame but dropped to around
$1,500 for fourth weekend. Fin-
ishes this session with “Castle in
Air” (AB-Pathe) following July 4,

Ritz (M-G) (432; 90-$2.15)—“Qua
Vadis” (M-G) (22d wk). Hand-
some $4,900. Continues indef.

Warner (WB) (1,735; 50-$1.70)—
“Mara Maru” (WB) (2d wk). Not
up to expectations with $5,800 in

first week and $1,50.0 for second
weekend. Finishes this frame.
Being followed by “See You in My
Dreams” (WB) July 3.

MEXICO CITY
(Week ending June 2D

"Celor of Skin," Colon.
"We, They «nd th« KIL" Ideal.
"L» Tartu ff«/' MoUere.
"Wet Baeka," Bolivar,
"Edward'* Son*/' GaiTkcol.
"Adtl*'* ©Ift," Chopin.

ATJSTSAIU
(Weak andinf June tSf)

"Ta Doralhy," Royal. Sydney.
"KIwW/' Empire, Sydney.
"Arm* A The Man/' Mercury, Sydney
"Ki*» Me, Kata/' Idajcsty's, Melbourne
"Saagull* Over Sorrento/' Comedy, Mcl
"TovrUt Trade/' Royal. Adelaide.
"See How Run/' Maj., Brisbane.
"Tammy Trlnder Show/' Tivoli, Mcl.
"Larger Than Life/' Princess, McL

TRUCOLOR LAB LOOMS

FOR REP IN EUROPE
London, July 8,

When Herbert J. Yates comes to

London in mid-August he is ex-

pected to announce the setting up
of a Trucolor lab in Europe. The
Republic topper has been consider-

ing reports from technical advisors

during the last two months.
Earlier in the spring, Sidney

Solow, general manager of Con-
solidated Films Labs, and Dan
Bloomberg, technical manager of

Republic Studios, visited London
and Paris on a preliminary investi-

gation. They submitted their re-

port to Yates on their return to the

U. S. in May.
With almost one half of the Re-

public schedule being lensed in

Trucolor, printing facilities in that

i medium in Europe are urgently
f required to save time and money.
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Spencer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn,

Aide Ray, William Ching
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Janet Uigh, Carleton Carpenter,

Keenan Wynn, Fearless Fagan (Himself)
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Ivanhoe
Tt-chnicolor
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Robert Tiylor, Elizabeth Taylor,

Joan Fontaine, George Sanders,

Emiyn Williams

Kathryn Grayson, Red Skelton,

Howard Ke^, Marge and Gower Champion,
Ann Miller, Zsa 2sa Gabor, Kurt Kasznar

/

/

I
a^y /
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Lan^Turner, Fernando Lamai,Uni Merkel,
Richard Haydn, Thomas Gomez

Greater Than

“The Great Caruso"

Because
li>ure
Aline

\L

Mario Lanza, Doretti Morrow,

James Whitmore

fKANKSOiVINO

twclirikolrtr

xVx T»f iiactL

FaiTMyNci ioi

Spencer Tracy, Gene Tierney,
Van Johnson, Leo Genn, Dawn Addams,

Lloyd Bridges

\fj

Esther Williams, Victor Mature, Walter

Pidgeon, David Brian, Donna Corcoran

VoteM-G-M,the ticket

that sells the tickets!

^ THE HEART STORV

CF HOLLYWOOtr

"THE BAD AND

THE BEAUTIFUL
Mni it's BIG!

Lana Turner, Kirk Douglas, Walter Pidgeon.
Dick Powell, Barry Sullivan,

*

Gloria Grahame. Gilbert Roland,
Leo G. Carroll, Vanessa Brown

r .S' i. \

Stewart Granger, Deborah Kerr,

Louis Calhern, Jane Greer,

Lewis Stone, Robert Douglas

and dames Mason as Rupert of Hentzau



Inside Sbif—Pictures

statement by rep* of 'Sir Alexander Korda that he had received from
Tames Mason In aettlement of their suit the entire amount advanced

fhe actor ($50,000), and Mason’s assertion that he had settled for only

*40 000 are paradoxically both correct. Actually, Mason is settfin^ for

Iven less. Gimmick la that both payments were hfured in sterling

tid the pound la now worthvonly $2.80, as against $4 when Korda ad-

vahced the coin. Kojrde gave the actor £12,500 and is getting back

£12 500—so he -a •<lliare. Mason has profited, however, by dcvalua-

*Ton
’

It ia costing him the equivalent of about $35,000 to give hack

the money now. Mason is paying Sir Alex the coin in sterling out of

residuals of soih^ of hla finglish-made pix.

Money was given h^sdn On his arrival in the U. S, in 1947 as an

advance against a hhn to be made for Korda. Producer chnoplaincd,

however, that Mason rejected every story offered, and so went to court!

to get his money- back. Mason settled just as the suit was to go to

trial.

Newspapers still continue to laud the Supreme Court’s decision on
•'The Miracle" and "Pinky" cases and supporting full freedom of the

screen. Many have jumped on local censors who are continuing to

wield the shears despite the high court's verdicts. Said the Providence
(R.I.) Journal recently: "Our Providence censors are an arrogant breed.

They have enjoyed arbitrary powers for so long that they now refuse

to let go of them, even in the face of two decisions by the Supreme
Court. . . . Everything the Supreme Court has said and done in its two
recent decisions on freedom of the movies has indicated clearly that

the law under which the bureau of licenses plans to continue to regu-
late films here Is patently unconstitutional.’"

4« ^

FicrimKS IS

Telemeter
Contittued from p*r* 4

V

TM circuit, determine on times,

etc., in his area. That aspect is

very indefinite, however, since

Telemeter head* David Loew gnd
Carl Leserman admit that they’re

still ad libhing completely until

they see how detail* work out.

Problem with the NT experi-

ment, as well as that of Palm
Springs, is the obtaining of Pix for

the trial. It is asaumed that Para-
mount will help out on that score
because of its interest In, the de-
vice.

Palm Springs trial Involves
more than just the Telemeter. It

Includes a . special antenna which
the company ha* erected on a
mountain top to hring video sig-

nal* from Los Angeles, 90 miles
away, There are also circuits from
the mountain peak to a booster
station in town and to the- local
theatre, from which pix will ema-
nate, and from there into each
home with a Telemeter, Regular
TV programs from L, A, will start
going into the town via the special
antenna in September, the plan
being to give the natives four or
five months to get used to tele it-

self before trying the pay-as-you-
see angle,

Tiie' Palm Springs hookup will
cost about $500,000 in all. The
local exhib is also the franchise-
holder there. A similar setup for
providing Telemeter shows by wire
to the 2,000,000 sets In New York
would cost about $60,000,000, it's

figured, so Telemeter in big towns
will obviously have to wait for
Federal Communications Commis-
sion approval of a system whereby
the programs can be transmitted
Via ether.

Aside from the pay-as-you-see,
telemeter is planning to go into
the community antenna biz for
areas that cannot now receive
video. One reason is the experi-
ence and knowhew derived from
development of the antenna for

Springs; another is that it ap-
pears likely to be profitable, and,
tnird^, Telemeter wants to be as-
sured of room for its channel on
inese antenna devices;

. $700,000 has been sunk
into ^velopment of Telemeter so
jar. Par has provided $350,000 of

f
Loew and Leserman the

est. Of the latter sum, it’s mostly
J-oevv s personal coin. There have

bank loans or other out-
side financing.

Eastern Grafts
Continued from page 7

chanics, grips, electricians and
soundmen.

Agreement is unanimous among
,^?PPers that the employment

due mainly to telepix pro-
uction, encompassing both com-

^ 3iid shows. According to
Dor officials, vidpix activity is

fbe difference, between
unsteady employment,

trt 1
upbeat is also attributed
in commercial and edu

ca^onal film-making.
screen Directors Guild, clearing

fni-
public relations outfit

rather than a labor

celv/Ti
it has frequently re

iav' t ^ experienced direc

1 1

niany occasions hasn’v

ih r up with one of
embers, since all were em-

ployed. Among Guild members,
about one-third are currently work-
ing abroad for American film 50m-
panies on various film, projects.

Tint Boom AntU
Only downbeat note intbe other-

wise healthy film employment sit-

uation is the plight of laboratory
technicians, whose difficulties stem
largely from their coUnection with
theatrical film production, ' TLiarg-*

est of eastern craft unions, with
over 1,000 members, the lab tech-
nicians process a large part of the
product emanating from Hollywood
as well as non-theatrical film. New
York area labs are geared to han-
dle bUck and white film* and East-
man'S' Kodachrome process. With
boom fh tinted feature* and advent
of many new cplor processes, east-
ern labs find themselves without
the equipment to handle the many-
hued product. As result, the work
week has declined frequently to
three or four days.

N.Y.DHals
Conttnnod' from S

Assn, in New York would do the
same. He figured .that additional
indie volunteers ebujd be found,
so that nob more than 100 small
and relatively unimportant houses
would continue to double-feature,
if RKO and Loew’s ended the pTac-
tice.

Joe Vogel, Loew’s theatre chief,

told Brandt he’d consider the pro-
posal if RKO would. Brandt then
went to Sol Schwartz, prez^of RKO
Theatres. Schwartz said he'd con-
sider going along if Loew’s did.

Brandt went back to Vogel, who
by that time had apparently con-
sulted his lawyers, and he replied
that he feared any such concerted
move would,, subject the circuits

to charges of conspiracy to violate

anti-trust laws.
That’s where the situation now

stands. The routine was almost ex-

actly like that on Brandt’s scheme
to close 100 houses. In the latter,

he offered to close down one of his

houses in competitive situations if

his competitors would pay for con-,

version of the theatre to commer-
cial use or, if Loew’s or RKO
would shut down a house, he’d
contribute toward converting that.

The big bugaboo on eliminating
duals has been the experience that
it is unsuccessful as long as other
exhibs continue to play them in

an area. Patrons many of whom
constantly scream that they hate
double-features — will transfer
their patronage to houses that play
them. Scoffers at . Brandt’s plan
think he’ll be unable to line up
enough houses to avoid this.

Brandt feels that the theatres
that continue the twins will be
so unimportant as not to matter,

and that they can be won over
eventually. He says he doesn’t

share the fear of some doubters
that a number of exhibs would
cheat by shifting back to duals

after going off them in order to

take advantage of the fact that

Loew’s, RKO and other competi-
tors weren’t playing two features.

Brandt also is ready to admit
that the change to single features

might hurt biz at first. He thinks

it is only a matter of a short time,

however, before the public would
become re-educated to singles and
appreciate them. He points out

that of his whole circuit, the 20

houses operating most consistent-

ly at a pi'Ofit are now on a one-

feature policy.

lATSE DRIVE ON N.Y. PIC

PRODUCTION UGGING
Attempts on part of the Interna-

tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees to organize cfaft ‘work-
ers in film production in the New
York area has been lagging. lATSE
is disappointed in efforts of the

various local unions *in lining ui»

employees engaged in the making
of documentary and commercial
films and television short*.

Richard F. Walsh,. lA prexy, has
been talking to N. Y, locals, but
claims he’s received little coopera-
tion from them so far. lA’srexec
board has directed Walsh to inves-

tigate the situation further and to

report on progress at a later date.

lA Expansion
Continued from pase 7

voted in jurisdictional elections

which included electronics en-

gineers and other video employees.
As a result of some of these elec-

tions, the lA contends that some of

its projectionists were forced to

join other unions.

In drawing an analogy with the

entry of boothmen into, the union
in 1908, tlie lA official buUetln
notes tiiat just as film projection

was a "logical extension of tradi-

tional stagecraft," so is the video

field. '.‘Moving picture
.

pi^jection

and other crafts of the Alliance

now are expanding from the thea-

tres tq the television studios; and
once again steps to protect our
jurisdiction are of vital concern,"

the bulletin points out.

It’s figured that the confab will

also weigh the problem of mount-
ing unemployment among projec-

tionists, a situation being caused
by the closing down of theatres.

What action the union will take

has not been indicated, but the
general ‘feeling is that it will re-

sist any move on the part of ex-

hibs to bring about pay slices or
reductions in the number of men
running the booths.

Confab will be preceded by a
week-long meeting of the general
exec board, beginning on July 28.

Prior to the main confab there
will be a series of palavers of

each, of the 14 districts on Aug.
1-3.

Disney Gpmbe
Continued from page 7'

French Pad
«

Continued from pa*e 3

resent the ‘Other half of the dualers

and Disney feels this has hurt him.

Thus he has set up his three pix

into a 125-minute program. Fact

that he’s also. getting film rental on
the two added pictures is not being
overlooked, either, of course.

RKO, in selling the all-Disney

show, has been citing figures at the

N. Y. Criteriofi and other houses to

indicate the preponderance of mat-

inee biz is not holding true on
"Robin Hood." Opening day, for

instance, the Criterion did $3,400

before 6 p. m. and $3,600 after that

time.
RKO circuit has agreed to play

the Disney combo, and it is already

running at Keith’s, Washington;

Pantages and Hill St., Los Angeles;

Imperial, Montreal, and other

houses.
Disney is setting up another

combo to play with "Peter Pan,"

which is on his release slate for

next winter. There will be another

True-Life, probably "Prowlers of

the Everglades," and a short.

the Americans were willing to cut
the quantity of their imports.
Tough French stand has report-

edly riled tlie U. S, State Dept.,
which may he a favorable sign as
far as the Yank distribs are con-
cerned. Department has ‘ been
handling negotiations for the
Ainericans, with industry reps sit-

ting in as advisers and observers.
Talks actually are on a govern-

mental level, the French end being
handled by reps of the Finance
Ministry. American industryites
attending the most recent series
of huddles were Fayette W. All-
port, who heads the London office

of the Motion Picture Assn, of
America; Eugene Van Dee, of the
Rome office, and Alfred W. Crown,
sales chief for Samuel Goldwyn
Productions, who has been repre-
senting the Society, of Independent
Motion Picture I^oducers,

Johnston, prexy of the MPAA,
and McCartJiy, director of the
group's international division, par-
ticipated- in the original talks with
the French end of April, with
Crown also on hand at Diat time.
That conclave came to . naught
when a number of American ma-
jors, SIMPP and the State Dept,
all refused to go along on a plan
suggested at that time by which
IT, S. companies would pay a sub-
sidy to French producer^ in order
to lift the quantity of imports and
remittance*.

After that fell through. Allport,
Van pee and Crown picked up
negotiations for the Americans.
With State Dept, backing, they
walked out on talks last week. It’s

expected that huddles will be re-
sumed in the next week or so. It

appeared fairly certain yesterday
(Tues.) that McCarthy and Mul-
vey would go to Paris for the
talks, with Johnston’s attendance
a possibility.

Mulvey, whose presence at
French and British negotiating
meetings in past years has given
considerable strength to the U. S.

team, has taken part only indirect-
ly in the current series of Paris
powwows. Possibility of his going
over for first-hand participation
reportedly will be discussed at a
session today (Wed.) of, the east-
ern distribution committee (of
which he^s chairman ) .

of SIMPP.
The disputed subsidy matter has

been somewhat lost in the welter
of other developments, with the
Americans asking unlimited im-
ports and remittances against the
Paris demand for a cut to 90 pix.

As things stand now, however, still

in the backwash of the talks is a
Paris request that the Americans
give some aid to French producers
in the way of helping sale and
publicity of their pix in the U. S.

- Washington, July 8.

Transactions in RKO securittes

stood out most prominently in mo-
tion picture stock dealings during
May, the Securities Exchange Com-
mission Jfeported yesterday (Mon.).

A block of 4,500 shares of RKO
Theatfes. common, as previously re-

imried, was purchased by the
I>avid J. Greene Trust, giving the
trust a total of, 18,000 shares.
Greene has 16,450 shares in his

,oWn name, besides 10,000 shares
in a partnership. An additional
3,600 shares are owned by his fam-
ily.

A. Louis Oresman, another RKO
director, purchased 3^000 shares of
RKO Theatres common, giving him
22,100 shares. It was also revealed
that Noah Dietrich bought 1,000
shares of stock last November and
that W. Ray Johnson sold 8,300
shares during March and April,
leaving him with 4,517 shax-'as..

Six separate gifts of Warner
Bros, common totaling 1,900 shajres

were reported by Harry M. Warner,
leaving him with 245,400 shares,
plus 16,000 shares in a trust.

Report revealed that A, H. Blank,
director of United. Paramount The-
atres, sold 500 shares of UPT com-
mon from Myron Blank Trust
Funds, leaving the trust with 2,050
shares. A. H. Blank Is revealed as
still owning 12,337 shares of UPT
common in his own name, besides
holdings in various trusts.

Herbert E, Herrman was listed

as having bought -1,000 shares of
Trans-Lux common during May,
bringing his holdings to 2,000
shares, C, H. Phelan, a new officer

of Loew’s, 'Was reported as owning
200 shares of Loew’s common,

French See Compromise
Paris, July 8.

.Consensus of film men here is

that the Franco-U. S. pact talks

will . end in a compromise.
They think that the final out-

come will likely be status quo on
121 imports yearly, with 50% at

the capital account rate, which
generally is between the legal and
free market quotation.

No B.O. Dent
Continued from pare 3

Color Labs
Continued from page 7

Brooklyn, is still vague. WB has
been studying costs and weighing
the possibility of shifting the proc-
essing outfit to the handling of

Wa'rnerColor, metliod based on
an Eastman-developed idea. Con-
solidated Film Industries, Repub-
lic's lab, has been set up for some
time to handle the company’s Own
Tru-Coloh. It's anticipated that
other filmeries will soon follow suit

and adapt their eastern labs to
color.

Since 1946 when the filmeries
turned out 30 tinted features,
tliere has been more than a 200%
increase in the use of color. In
1951, 103 color films were pro-
duced and Indications are that
there will be a considerable up-
beat when the final 1952 totals

are added jup. Idleness of some of
the b&w equipment has forced
some labs to shift to the process-
ing of 10m film, field in which
some expansion has been noted.

Decline in the handling of b&w
footage is best illustrated in the
experience of one lab whose proc-
essing work has dropped from 2,-

000,000 feet per year to 750,000
feet. -The most ardent of the color-

ites are predicting that within five

years one major eastern lab will be
able to handle all of Hollywood’s
bJtw processing,

Loyalty Test
Continued from page 3

as the meeting was designed for

discussion only.

Nichols declared the danger of

the proposal is tbit the film indus-

try would be working hand-in-hand

with pressure groups who aim to

enforce their own opinions on the

film-making business. It would

open the door, he said, to all man-
ner of pressure ,

groups and give

them a right to tell the motion
picture industry what to do. He
suggested courage as an antidote

for the psychology of fear.

Expressing her violent opposi-

tion to Communists, both in the

film industry and in general, Miss
McCall said she was against the

loyalty board because "it sets up
a blacklist by inference. These
people are not being challenged

by Government authorities, but by
the Fagans, Tenneys and Gerald

L. K. Smith. It is time the motion
picture industry refused to be pres-

sured by these radical groups.”

fleet the general ups and downs for

aU exhibition.

Monday’s 5% upswing was seen
as particularly impressive since

the giant chain’s ticket sales for

the first six months of this year
amounted to 1% under the corre-

sponding six months of 1951.

Sol A. Schwartz, prez of the RKO
circuit, holds to the belief that biz

trends good and bad, depending
largely on the appeal of the film

product. He feels that the GOP
bouts in Chi simply are not too

serious a factor one way or the

other.
Harry Goldberg, ad-pub chief of

the Warner operations, insists that

the public’s interest in the conven-
tion has been given a big overplay.
"Millions may be interested, of

course, but millions of others are
not. They want entertainment and
they go to theatres for it," sez

4 Goldberg.
Despite the b. o. returns Mon-

day and early yesterday, some ex-

ecs say a downslide today and to-

morrow would not come as any
great surprise. These are the two
days when the actual presidential

balloting takes place and many po-

tential film customers may remain

1 at home with score card*.

Cincy DriYe-.ln

CoBtlnuecl from page 7

in a similar action when they
agreed to cease "monopoli.stic and
discriminatory practices.” ‘ How-
ever, the new suit says, the three
companies did not live up to the
a.greement.
Furthermore, plaintiff alleges

that RKO Midwest Corp. failed to

comply with terms of the decree
of the U. S. District Court of the

;
Southern District of New York,
whereby it was required to dispose
of two of seven theatres in Cin-

cinnati, Suit contended that all

seven theatres have "continued to

operate as a monopolistic group."

Texas Suit Dismissed
Tyler, Tex., July 8.

Suit filed by LOG, Inc., Texas
corporation headed by Julius Gor-
don of Beaumont, against 11 film

produedVs and distributors, has
been dismissed in -Federal District

Court here.
Plaintiff sought an injunction to

I

.secure right to obtain pix for the

I

recently-opened King Drive-In
Theatre at Houston, 31 days after

first-run at Houston nabs houses.
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Will Rogers AND
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-M- approved by such department.

currently, compared to $1,50 that Since Ohio' cannot ban or cut

Gips From Film Row

new YORK
Milton Silver, ad-puhlicity di-

rector for Souvaine Selective Pic-

tures for the past year, winds up

his 10-picture special assignment

and leaves the firm Pridar (ID.

His future plans are indefinite.

Discharged from the D. S. Ma-

rine Corps, Gasper Urban Ms
been named office manager and

head booker in Charlotte by Para-

mount. He held the same spot in

the Boston exchange prior to en-

tering the service.

DES MOINES
Dale H. McFarland, assi^^t to

the president of Tri-States Theatre

Cotp. here resigned, and will be-

come general manager of Greater

Indianapolis Hnd.) Amus.
1 McFarland joined Tri-Stetes .m

1941 as ad manager. ,In he

was named chief of film^l^ing
and in 1951 was appointed as-

sistant to the prexy.

Greater IndianapolisAmusement
owns and operatos four theatres in

downtown Indianapolis and is af-

filiated .with other theatre compa-

/nies in Denver, Louisville, Terre

Haute and Evansville, Ind.

S Martin the pic on

recently played same house. Also, would have to be called objection-

for Ray, there are 25c and 85c able on moral grounds if it is

children and junior, admissions, re- banned in this state. Any such

spectively, whereas the Martin & action or excessive cutting is
.
ex-

Lewis tariff was the same pected to bring a jiest of the Ohio
everybody, regardless of age^

Ted Mann, wner of local World,

who recently took over St. Paul

downtown World, served notice on

film exchanges he wishes privilege

to bid competitively on all product

for latter house. „ . , ^
Art Anderson, WB district man-

film censorship law*

Record Brit, lecome
ContlMiued from »age 3

Picture Grosses

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page 9)

with opening day personals by Arm
Blyth, Anthony Qninn, Joyw M-
den, palmer Lee and Robert Mon-
net Smash $19,000 or close. Last

week, “Cripple
^
Creek (CoU ^

“Pirate Submarine” (Lip),,

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,20Y;

65-95)—“Outcast of Islands” (UAL
modest $7,000. Last week, “Ivory

Hunter” (U), $8,500 in 8 days. *

Stagedoer (A-R) (370; 85-$l)-—

“Man In White Suit” (U) (9th wk).

Held at big $3,000. Last week,
$3 300

Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)-^ager, promoted to larger Chicago British wish that they, produce

i\^n^j^v.’inVmdvCit^^ there. A flock of pix have been
1 He^7'Xnd Coronets” (U).

ing resignation as permanent chair- made « in England and have given Good $3,000’

man of Northwest Variety club's to British studio employees. Case of Money (Indie), $2,700 n

heart hospital committee. As result, the U. S. producers have « /4ao- 65-85)—
Itolph ChrisUans°n. Watford earned bonuses undor the present ffion” (UMm.a) (9th

Anglo-U. S. pact. gun stout at $2,500. Last

to
week, ditto.

City,
for state legislature.

Rita;, indic nabe house, now in

49-day slot, seeking 35-day avail- The
abUHy..

. ........ the Eady plan, which h” .S” TEAM lOFTY $14,000,

Helping ‘'Britisii

Americans also agreed

Even before scheduled invitation ^hem some extra coin in remit .

screening, Metro already has
t^nces, but which in turn cost them rifij . 4l]I|i]TlM>^ 1 "Iir

closed nine territory deals for
q£ ^beir potential earnings VrLljYl!i«* HUniUl 102^

“Ivanhoe.”
' ‘

wiXav 'rrmdf ‘RenubUc studio within England. Eady plan en- - Cleveland, . July 8.

nuMicltv^dircctorJ here from Holly- tails taking a chunk off of b.o. re- spells are boosting

wood arranging
government and pay- for mainstem stands which

Xld ce^bration ti^up for com- ing it out in bonuses to producers getting benefit of hefty <

party's “Woman of Wilderness,” and distributors. In this w^, vention crowds." Topper Is

are
con-

“Win-

DALLAS
Arthur Fred Lamed joined As-

tor pictures. He is the. son of the

late Paramount' exchange man-
ager, Fred Lamed. Lamed will

have charge of bookings and sales

contacts.

Maurice S. Col?, of Abilene, has

received approval of the National

Production Authority for 'the con-

struction of a new ozoner in that

city.

F. W. McManus and J. Wood
Fain opened the new 500-car

capacity Jasper Drive-In

Jasper.
'''

Bob Brown took over as man-
ager of recently opened El Centro
Drive-In at Crosbytown.

PHILADELPHIA
The Ellis chain’s Victory in

South Philly, sold for $47,509, New
owner wll convert Into a store.

Gene Nelson here and in At-
lantic City for personal appear-
ances touting “She’s Working. Her
Way Through College” which
opened at the Mastbaum July 4,’

•

Business men in the South 60th
St. area (West Philly) appeared be-
fore the zoning board here to pro-
test the conversion of the Imperial
Theatre into a garage.
Paramount’s “Jumping Jacks” is

slated for the Fox on an extended
run starting July 9. House normal-
ly plays only 20th-Fox product.

tJlrik Smith, Par branch head,
won a trip to Coast for his strong
sales record.

formerly Stled “Minnesota,” which American pix are helping British ning Team," batting strongly at

wUI world preem in Duluth and producers and .distribs, although Allen, with a possible stayover.

here July 23 and 24. the Vanks get the same bonuses “Ivory HunteriMoofe Uke a seml-

Second Loop first-run and move- they do. sleeper for H^p with swko mau-

over tboatre. the 3(XMeat Pix, op- q£ $25,000,000 or more the very slow
erated by Sherrill Corwin; ,,shut- rAri»iv» thic vear. .Washington Story* is very sow

Estimatea for Thia Week

erated Dy b^u ^in; Mm.-
Americans will receive this year,

tered^ hero^P^anently. House
^ of convertibility is

will be
theatre^^tW guaranteed straight off by the pres-

^ /q non. on)

$5,000,000 jnore will come fromj^Wimung
purposes. . ^

is dark here is the 900-seat Aster

Censor Test
Continued from 3

Ead^Dl^ nroduction and distribu- $14,000. Last week, “<

Uof bonuser^SJd IsUnds” (TJA). $14,200.remainder
. , t waa

will be permitted convertibility un- ^ w*
der the . bonus features of the wSir

P«duction tat ISX
i £ Across the Street” (U), $9,500.

That leaves a difference of ap-1
(1,305; 55:30) —

' m 4« tim \ y ^ _ V ^ _ —

MINNEAPOLIS
In some North Dakota towns

where they have no TV, notably
Underwood, free shows are given
in the theatres ^turday nights,
ace night of week. The 40 mer-
chants in Underwood are buying
out the 400-seat^Rose Theatre there,
sole cinema, to offer the free shows
and attract people from the near-
by farm communities and briing
townspeople downtown and thus
help their biz. The best new pix
are shown at two complete screen-
ings every Saturday night. Ex-
hibitors in nearby towns protested
to film exchanges here.
Bennie Berger, Northwest Va-

riety club chief barker and North
Central Allied president, subject
of Minneapolis Star's “Town Top-
pers” series, comprising profiles
of town’s leading citizens.

Radio City has a $1,20 top for
Johnnie Ray’s stage appearance

don, although not a member of the

Ohio bar, will be granted courtesy *,KAAAnAn v— v*,

—

permission to argue the case in proximately “Scaramouchc” (M-G) (m.o.L Fine
that State.

remittances and ^e $40,000,000 or
$7 000 on fourth downtown round

“Native Son.” EnglishJapguage
ta E^riai”

pic made in Argentina with author , ,, . . ««« ,,, v ^
Palace .(RKO), (3,3M; S5-8())

Richard Wright in the leading role, WucS^cori films Wll-
was banned on the ground that it taFha tiiAT>A -Tav at^ai-c- efAA_
I’c harmful In fhat It presents *’ra-

made there, for prints, ster-
• IQng Kong ' (RK.O) and

rifl? friction at a tira^ when all
Payrolls in other parts of the ^‘pcopard Man” (RKO) (reissues),

cial incuon at a time wnen au
23 other uses outlined ‘treat $18 000

fJ^^hing^thS: is^subversive*’**Th^
contract' l^tween the Ameri- state" (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-80) —

censor board a^
Industry and. the Bntish gov- -“Washington Story” (M-G). Slug-

iftended to conM^ emment gish $10,000. Liist, week, “Young

ifial misunderstanding. * “New York account” means the Man .With Ideas’* (M-<5> plus

ni,* fi fA -mAAii funds which are available for trans- Johnnie Ray^ onstage* husky

broader ttL thM* of N?w Yor£ American homeofflces if $33,000.

permits the board
the film is not
Uonal or .mn^dstag and harmless cTm^ataeV ships'- ta (^o.). on; third downtown
diararie^ Film, ^ayed h^^ the England aifc taken out before ^‘New $5,508.
New York censor board, has^ al- account” is figured. Tower (Scheftel Burger) (500;,
ready played dates in the Empire . . \ x _xr r 55-80) “Tulsa” (UA) and “Red

tion^ntt^a^dv San wa«i^fn?+h?cp (UA) (reissues). Nice $3,000.

ft*AA
three week, “Bronco Busters” (U)

i 3 “Here Come Nelsons” (U).
that scheme. Thus, that $5,000,000 $2 200
Is pretty well assured for next year / ’

*
•

and the year after. However, with HFNVFR
1

Yanks are fearful (Continued from page 9)

that dollars wiU not be available and “Oklahoma 'Empire” (Rep),
at

I

for continuing the $17,000,000 guar- $6,000.

ItOBIII’W $25,000,

D.C.: W-VAIIDE 33G
Washington, July 8

Except for “Robin Hood” and
“Pat and Mike,*^. which are smash
downtown, houses are experien-
cing a slight lull in attendance
what )vlth government workers
taking vacations; and a break in
the heat wave prompting auto
owners to take to the open road
A partially offsetting factor is the
usual arrival of summer excur-
sionists who come to see the Capi-
tol*

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-95)

—“Pat and Mike” (M-G) plus
vaude. Great $33,000. Last week.
“Outcasts of .Poker Flat” (20th)
and vaude* $23,000.

..-Bnponi (Lopert) (372; 50-85) —
“Never Take No for Answer” (In-
die) (2d wk).. Nice $4,500 after
sock $5,500 opener. Holds.

Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 50-85) —
“Robin Hood” (RKO - Disney).
Gigantic $25,000 and good for at
least three weeks. May top “Cin-
derella” high. Last week,, “Just
This Once’.’ (M-G). $7,000.

.Metrepelltan. (Warner) (1,200;
50-80)—“Red River” and “Tulsa’*

(UA) (reissues). Okay $5,000. Last
week* “The Fighter” (UA), same,

Pal^e (Loew’s) (2,370; 50-80) —
“Washington Story” (M-G) (2d wk).
Satisfictory $14,00$ .after big $19.-

000 last week.
PlayhMse (Lopert) (485; 50-$l)

L
—“Marrying Kind” (Col) (5th wk).
Nice $4,500 after $5,5C>0 last weelt.

Stays.
Warner (WB) .(2474; 50-80) —

“Winning Team’? (WB). Fair $10,-

000, Last week.-'“Scandal Sheet”
(Col)„ $6,800;
Trans-Lux (T-L> <654; 60-$l) —

“Encore’ . (Par) (Sth wk). Nice

$4,000 after good $5,000 last week.
Holding. .

'.Ontario (K-B) (1.424; 44-74) —
“LydU Bailey” (20th). Solid $10,-

000, and holding. Last week,
“Time for Men Only” (Par), $6,000.

London is expected to base his
arguments on the recent decisions
of the U. S. Supreme Court in both
“The Miracle” and “Pinky” cases.

to “Native Son.

MPAA/s contest is aimed _ _
eliminating the prior-restraint of antee.

' ' ' " "
' Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 40--.

newsreels on the ground that it British will undmibt.iBv 85)—“Pat and Mike” (M-G) (3d
violates the Constitutional guaran- to maintain the'^rstem o/produc- $8,000 on close. Last-
tees of free Dre.Sfi and rVHIn xs.K_ . _

^ 1^ OflUC -urAAV. gfl.OOfl. b .

N

IdmoREMiM

NiikM

.

ISWiVMiMnr
Mwlkmaol*)'

ir-RARIR PlTMtfllC HALL-"
Rockdditr Cenue

RAY BOLGER
“WHIM'S CHARLfY?"

C9hr ^ TBCli[NlC01X>n
4. WAWKU. MOa. riCTVIlB

IftCTAOMK STAM rMSmTATmi

so^’s Okav Pla; nf VHriuPAA +A
^^ccssary to them to keep OOO Week on reissues

tute is to have several exhibs show California

newsreels without submitting the negotiations on
fAAfn./-. X. _ the new agreement ha« not Esquire. Gi

Conquest” (Col) and
(Col); day-date with

the 6the^ biriLss ?WB)_anf“B^ttl^Sp?^g^^^^
Ohio censorship body.

Defer ‘Miracle’ Rule
Columbus, O., July 8.

Ohio film censorship board saw
the film, “The Miracle,” last week
(1), but deferred any decision on
whether to permit Ohioans to see
it in full or at all. Several news-

$2,500.
Orplieum (RKO) (2,600; 40-85)—

“Skirts Ahoy”. (M-G) and “Break-
own” (Indie). Big $22,000. Hold-

Continued

V,

HlglMS to TSStlfy l[ing. Last week, “Clash By Night”
.r I (RKO) and “Double Confession”““ J S5=J I (JQ Jg

Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 40-
85)—“Scarlet Angel” (U) and

men\irwedth;s”c7eenrnr^Vwerel®f
asked to give their opinions ^ arriving at the purchase

originally drawn, was a package
deal, and that even if an element

'Luck of Irish” (Indie),X i« XK X- X-
purchasie ,

whether the controversial film the transaction, it would ^12 000 .

should be approved. tie a package, deal. Tabor (Fox) (1.967; 40-85)—“Red
Dr. Clyde M. Hissong, state di- ‘,‘lf at any time,” he explained, Ball Express” (U) and “Fabulous

rector. of education and chief film “a ’property is being bartered and Senorita” (Rep), also Aladdin, Web-
censor, said he was considering there is any lack in placing reason-
showing the film to several groups ably realistic values on the

.
prop-

to get their opinions, before mak- erty, the whole transaction acquires
ing any decision. State’s film ad- an element of sham. This makes it

visory board will also be asked to reprehensible at least for tax pur-
give opinions. poses. Eventually it occurred to

Censorship board must decide me that RKO wasn’t as Interested
whether the Italian film, banned in in buying the book as I had
New York as “sacrilegious” until thought. This bothered me, be-
the U. S. Supreme Court ruled that cause a package deal must be based
a film could not be barred on such on good Intent.”

ber. Fast $9,500. Last week,
“Hoodlum Empire” (Rep) and
“Oklahoma Annie” (Rep), $6,500.
Vogue (Pike) (600; 60-85)—“Man

in White Suit” (U) (3d wk). Okay
$2,000. Last week, $2,200.
Webber (Fox) (750; 40-85)—“Red

Ball Express” (U) and “Fabulous
Senorita” (Rep). Good $4,500.
Last week, “Hoodlum Empire”
(Rep) and “Oklahoma Empire

‘

(Rep), $3,000.

ToiiristeTilt Monfl;
*SkirtB^ Stout $24,000

Montreal, July 8.

Tremendous tourist biz in town

for holiday weekend is boosting

returns at all deluxers despite out-

door weather. “Robin Hood” still

is a big draw in second week at

Palace being helped by fact that

authprities’ have relaxed the ro-

childron - under - 16 law. “Skirts

Ahoy,” hottest of new films, is

great at Loew’s.

Kstimaten for This Week
EaUce (C.T.) (2,626; 34-60)--

“Robin Hood” (RKO) (2d wk).

Holding at $11,000 following socko

first at $19,000.,

Capitol (C.T.) ' (2,412; 34-60)-^

“Wait ’TU Sun Shines” (20th). Fair

$10,000. Last week, “Macao’

(RKO), $18,000.

Princess (G.T.) (2,131;
.

34-60)-

“Red Mountain” (Par). Fine $11.-

OQO. i«st week, “J'ack and Bean-

stalk” (WB), $10*000.
' I^w’s , (C,T.) (2,855; 40-65)-

“Skirts Ahoy” (M-G). Great $24,-

000. Lastsweek, “African Queen

(UA) (2d wk). $17,000.

Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60)--

“Hose of Cimarron” (20th) and

“She-Wolf of London” (20th). Av-

erage $7,000. Last week, ’Sound

Off” (Col) and “Strange Affair

(Col), $8,000.

Orpheum (C.T.) (1,048; 34-60)--

“Young Man With Ideas” <M-G|

and “Talk About -Stranger

(M-G). So-so $6,000. Last weeL
“Narrow Margin” (RKO) and

“Waco” (RKO), $7,000.

BOSTON
((Continued from page 9)

Slugged by hot weather with $10,-

000 shaping foi; second frame aiier

$17,000 for fir^.
^

.. o.v

Paramount (NET) G,700; 40-85)

—•'Winning Team” (WB) and Pals

of Golden- West” (Rep).

500. Last week, The Fighter

(UA) and “Maytime in Mayfair

(Realarth, $8,500.
State (Loew) <3,500; 40-85'

“Scaramouche” (M-G) ' •

Near $5,500 after oke $9,500 for

first.
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Our big summer and

fall product is

music at the boxoffice!

And it includes

plenty of tune-filled

hits—one every month,

starting with:

Jumping

Doan Martin and Jor^v L'''Wis

c 0 - starri nq
I

Ml o n a F r* 1 ‘ m a n

SEPTEMBER

FOR ^OU
starring

Binr^ Crosby, Jane Wyma

Ethel Barrymore

Color by

TECHNICOLOR

ii

Somebody
love^Me

starring

Betty Hutton. Ralph MecU.-r

Color by

TECHNICOLOR

/M^si

tM
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BOSS LADY'*
With Lynn Bari, Nicholas Joy,

Charlie Smith,, Lee Patrick, Rich-
ard Gaines, others

Prodncers: Jack Wrather, Robert
Mann

Director; Wilftam D, Russell
Writer: Mann
30 Mins.; Tues., 9 p.m.
PROCTER & GAMBLE
NBC-TV, from N. Y.

( Compton )

This new vidfilm series, which
bowed in on NBC-TV Tuesday
night (1) as a 13-week replacement
for "Fireside Theatre,” rates more
than this summer filler business.

Well cast and directed, excellently

produced and neatly scripted, it’s

one of the better telepix shows to

be introduced to network viewers
in recent months. Procter ‘ &
Gamble is presently filming other
"Fireside” stanzas for that show’s
return in the fall, but for any other
bankroller looking for a good vid-
fllm series, "Boss Lady” may fill

the bill.

Show has Lynn Bari for marquee
value, a factor which apparently
has become a must for any national
advertiser wishing to attract view-
ers in the sticks to his product.
Miss Bari, who had a slight fling

at live video several summers ago
on another summer replacement,
scored solidly as a beauteous young
business exec, who couldn’t find a
general manager to keep his mind
on business and not on her and
who also had to keep her bumbling
father, chairman of her board,
from attempting to run the biz.

Situation comedy available is easily
apparent and scripter Robert Mann
took good advantage of it on the
initialer.

Preem stanza had its story-line

drawbacks, Including some mis
placed slapstick and a few trite

situations. Overall impression,
though, is that the opener will lure
viewers back to see succeeding
shows. Script did okay in lining
up the situations and presented a

socko satire on big business board
meetings for the denouement.
Miss Bari was backed by a good

cast, who will be spotted through-
out the series. Nicholas Joy.played
the father to the hilt, overemoting
but getting away with it, since the
role called for that type of thesp-
ing. CharUe Smith was good as
the younger brother, and Richard
Gaines turned in a solid bit as the
stuffed-shirt attorney. Lee Patrick
hadn’t much to do as Miss Bari’s
secretary.
Jack Wrather, indie Holl3rwood

producer, evidenced that Holly-
wood production techniques can
count for a lot when used wisely in
vidpix. Sets, camera work, editing
and other production credits were
standout, PAG commercials, also
on film, were standard for the
course. Stal.

THE tJNEXPECTED
(False Colors)
With Robert Shayne, Sheila Ryan,

others
Producer: Ziv TV
Director: Sobey Martin
Writers; Jerry Lawrence, Robert E.

Lee, Lawrence Roman
30 Mins.; Frl. 8:30 p.m.
ACME BEER
KECA-TV, Hollywood
A poignant drama of the mutual

distaste existing between an
adopted boy and his stepfather,
eventuating through a series of
dramatic and logical events in a
mutual love, is skillfully woven

hanun’s
Chicago. 1

Retail outl'VthSVe frothy,

,

m.ore than triP^“;;lV ^eer by the
,

combination of telewsion

cfyde

Film commercials for Hamm’s

—

the heer from the

land of sky blue

waters—produced by

Sarra, Inc. with

Campbell-Mithun, Inc.

for Theoddre Hamm
Brewing Company.

together in "False Colors.” Sobey
Martin lends a sensitive directorial

touch to the warm, human' script

of Jerry Lawrence, Robert E. Lee
and Lawrence Roman to make this

a three-handkerchief telepic.
Narrative revolves arqund a

couple adopting a brother and
sister. Moppet is a surly youngster
who doesn't like, his ne^<^ pop, and
the father views the juve as some-
thing from under a wet rock; so
the kid takes a powder. It also
develops real reason for the step-
father’s dislike as he felt kids
were actually his wife’s by pre-
marital status. He' ’finds he really
likes the juve after^the takeoff, and
a search brings the kid back, with
everybody happy. Especially the
guy when he learns his wife’s
reason for wanting to adopt the
two was that she had years previ-
ously killed their parents in an
automobile accident.
Under other hands this all could

have added up to a lot of unbe-
lievable corn but the writers,

.
plus

Martin and a competent cast,

imbue it with lifelike tones
throughout.
Robert Shayne and Sheila Ryan

are well cast as the parents,* and a
fine featured c£|.t includes David
Colmans, Marlene Lyden, Marcille
Barnes, Bettie Best and Tom Con-
sidine.

Curt Fetters’ camera work Is

excellent, and other technical
credits are generally good. Daku,

SUNKIST PREMIERE PLAY-
HOUSE

(Moment of Glory)
With Joel Davis, Mary Field, Ftfr-

rest Taylor, others
Producer: Gil' Ralston
Director; Rodney Amateau
Writers: George and Gertrude Pass
30 Mins.; Fri. 9:30 p.m.
SUNKIST
KTLA, Hollywood

(Foote, Cone &. Belding)
Every man has his own partic-

ular moment of glory before his
time runs out, and while the degree
of that moment may vary it’s

always of utmost importance to the
one involved. This is the theme of
George and Gertrude Fass’ "Mo-
ment of Glory,” and it’s excellently
presented in a touching drama
given bright, light overtones of
humor.
. Forrest Taylor is the Spanish-
American war vet whose days are
near an end—^long, empty days in*^

sofar as glory is concerned. But
his moment of glory is near—he’s
to lead the Fourth of July parade
in his hometown and this is his
hour. At the last minute a much-
lionized general arrives for a visit
in his hometown, and it's decided
he should lead the parade. Disap-,
pointment sends the old man to
bed, sick at heart.
But his grandson goes to the

general, tells him the story, and
the brass understands the situation
immediately, and bows out as
parade leader. By this time, how-
ever, the old man is too ill to lead
the parade. A hokey but warm
finale has the general stop the
parade

^
at the vets’ home to

build him before the townspeople,
thereby giving him his moment of
glory. The fact most of the hap-
penings were telegraphed long be-
forehand does not deter from end
result of its being a heart-waarm-
ing half hour.

Forrest Taylor Is fine as the old
vet. Joel Davis turns in a good job
as his grandson, and Thomas
Browne Henry is effective as the
general with a rich sense of humor.
Mary Field Is competent as the
daughter.

^

Rodney Amateau’s skilled direct-
ing retains wholly the flavoi* of the
fine Fass script. Daku,

N*w Yofk: 200 East 56th Strt«t

Chiettgot 16 East Ontarla Str««t

SPECIALISTS IN VISUAL SELLING

FOOTLIGHTS THEATRE ^(Sum of Seven)
With Victor Jory, Rolland Morris,

others
Producer; Jerry Fairbanks
Director: Frank Woodruff

I 30 Mins.; Fri., 9:30 pjtn.
(GENERAL FOODS
(CBS-TV. from N. Y.

_

(Young & Rubicam)
This vidfilm series underscores

the economy measures being
adopted by television sponsors ,to
take advantage of rate discounts

Pk
networks by sticking

through the summer. Titled "Foot-
lights Theatre,” the series in-
cludes half-hour plx aired previ-
ously on video under different' la-
bels. Situation might be okay for
viewers if the reissues were of top
quality but "Footlight," judging
from the initialer (4), has nothing
in it to lure setsiders to tune in a
second time.
Preem starred Victor Jory in a

wordy, uninteresting yarn about
the methods undertaken by a pro- i

lessor in an "honor” school to de- *

termine which of his students
swiped a copy of his exam papers
prior to the test. Neither Jory nor
the rest of the cast had much
chance with the situations and
dialog; While there should have
been suspense Involved in unmask-
ing the chlprit, there was only im-
patience as to how soon the thing
would be over.
Show replaces "It’s News to

Me” and Is to be succeeded after a
13-week run by "Our Miss Brooks.”
Based on the success of the
"Brooks” radio series, General
Foods should have little trouble
in getting an audience for it, but
the fact fhat "Footlights” may
drive people away from the 9:30
Friday slot on CBS will undoubted-
ly give "Brooks” a pre-set ob-
stacle. Stal.

THE HUNTER
(Bucharest Express)
With Barry Nelson, Rita Lynn,

Blair Davies, Ernest Graves,
Mary Laslo, Sandra Wiggiuton;
Joseph Brun, camera; Marie
Montague, editor.

Producer: Edward J. Montagne
Director: Oscar Rudolph

.

Writer: Phil Reisman, Jr.

30 Mins.; Thurs., 9 p.m.
R. J. REYNOLDS
CBS-TV, from New York

(William Esty)
Replacement for Ralph Bel-

lamy’s "Man Against Crime,” one
of the toprated whodunits, is a
new vidpix series, filmed at Pathe-
scope Studios, in Long Island City.
Titled "The Hunter,” it stars
Barry Nelson as one of those om-
nipotent adventurers able to as-
sume a thousand disguises and pull
off jobs al^ over the globe. How-
ever, judging from the preem ve-
hicle Thursday (3), this combina.-
tion Dick Merriwell-'Rover Boy is

on the juvenile rather than adult
level.

Initial yarn had Nelson steal into
Romania to silence an American
Communist propagandist spieling
on Radio Bucharest. The Ro-
manian intelligence allowed him
to enter, hoping to catch Nelson,
but weren’t a match for Yankee
derring-do. He overpowered a
Russian officer, donned hi* uni-
form, outwitted a Romanian lady
lieutenant, tricked' and bullied his
way into the radio station and ab-
ducted the propagandist. Then* as
three successive groups of Roman-
ian soldiers fired rifles and tommy^
guns at him at almost point-blank
range, he made his way across the
Yugoslav border, prodding bis cap-
tive in front of him. .

•

Romanians were portrayed as
such cowed, impotent pushovers
that suspense was weak and real-
ism lost. Depiction of life behind
the Iron Curtaifa was heavy-
handed and cliched, marring what
drama the adventure tale might
have had. Attempts, at humor,
such as Nelson’s forcing Comrade
Smith, the propagandist, to bite
into a record and "eat his words,”*
were out of place.

Nelson, who has done consider-
able live tele (and who is in "Moon
Is Blue” on Broadway), cuts a
dashing figure, but gives the.
heroics a smug and cute quality^
Production-wise, • the telefilm is
above average, and uses a good
amount of location shooting (a rail-
road station, front of a radio stu-
dio, jeep-chase on the road, etc.).
C^omrnerdals for Cavalier, king-
size cigaret, stress the extra length
and mildness- theme, Bril.

THE SERPENT’S TONGUE
(Fireside Theatre)
With Robert Paige, Alix Talton,

others
Producer-director: Frank Wisbar
Writer: John Larkin
30 Mins.; Tue*. 9 pan,
PROCTER A GAMBLE
NBC-TV, Hollywood

(Compton)
Title of this one, "The Serpent’s

Tongue,” refers to gossip—office
gossip, in this case—and that’s the
theme, • but it’s a rather talky,
tedious teleplay which -rambles on
in uninspired fashion.

Story is about an office boss who
won’t believe there’s any harm in
the malicious gossip in his office.
Finally, when his own romance
hits a snafu because of the talk, he
goes to a psychiatrist for help,
rather than listen to his fiancee
who has told him what’s happen-
ing. Frustrated secretary of the
boss man is behind all the gossip,
as everyone but the boss knows
early In the half-hour. In a con-
trived windup, the boss saves his
fiancee from the secretary, who is
about to kill her. And the doctor
assures her, yes, she’s a little bit
nuts, "but if you have the desire
to be cured, half the battle is won.”
Fadeout.

Top' performance is given by

Alix Talton as the fiancee t •

Currie is convincing® as ^the fftrated (emme, and Robert Pa",:okay in the male lead
Wisbar’s direction is off on’thil

\ Dakxu

HOLIDAY IN PARIS
With Dolorep Gray, Edith Piafothers
Producer-director: John Nacht
30 Mins.; Tues. 9 P.M.
THRIFTY DRUG
KNXT, HoUywood

(Miner )

A crudely put together variety
program localed in Paris, "Holidai
in Pans suffers from slipshod nro-

editing conspicuous
chiefly by its. absence. Only saving
grace in this made-in-Paris pic are
a few acts tossed into the half
hour without any semblance of
continuity, but managing neverthe-
less to be entertaining strictly on
their own. •

Edith Piafs rich warbling of"Hymn of Love.” first in French
then in English, is the sole mark
of distinction, but that comes at
the finale when most of the view-
ers have long since faded awav
Dolores Gray, as the American girl
rubbernecking; in .Paris, displays
fine pipes, and the Four Step
Bros., familiar in the L, A. area
pound out some torrid challenge
terping.

Act* are thrown in without any
intro, no cohesion, incongruously
giving -a professional touch to a
basically amateurish operation
Four fat blurbs by Thrifty Drug
didn’t help matters. Technical
work by the French crew is sub-
Par. Daku.

' New York
Rubey Clowaii, head of the Ham-

ilburg agency’s radio-TV depart-
ment, due in N. Y. this week from
the Coast to. showcase Gene Au-
try’s new "Annie Oakley” vidpix
series for potential sponsors and
agencies . . . Frederick Hazlett
Brenuau and Robert Riley Crutch-
er signed by Screen Gems to script

shows for the "Ford Theatre” vid-
film series . . . Franklin Pulaski
now thesping in "The Hunter” vid-

pix, being lensed by Marion- Par-
sonnet as summer replacement for
CBS’ "Man Against Crime” , . .

N. y* Commerce Commissioner
Walter T. Shirley, who's coordinat-
ing films and TV for the city gov-
ernment, guest-speaking at the Na-
tional TV Film Council lunch to-

day (Wed.) at Hotel Warwick.

Hollywood
Pa^ke Levy hunting studio space

to film a pilot of "December
Bride,” for fall presentation.

'

Spring' Bylngton, Hal March, Doris

Singleton and Hans Conreid of

AM cast will be in video version

. . George Archaihbaud to direct

two "Range Rider” telepix for Fly-

ing A Productions , , . Shooting on

"Mystery Theatre” vidpix series

suspended following windup of

57th telepic, "Case of the Fright-

ened Husband,” at the Hal Roach

lot . . . David Daniels to emcee

and topline a telepic show tagged

"Melody Merchant” . . ,
Buck

Houghton added to Revue Produc-

tions staff as story supervisor . .

.

Voglin Corp. shooting tele blurbs

for "Our Miss Brooks” at the Gold-

wyn studios , . . Rcavis Wincklcr

ankled as promotion-pub topper

at Jerry Fairbanks to join Film-

craft in similar capacity.

Prexy Rcub Kaufmann of Guild

Films to- distribute TV senes,

"Lash of the West,” with Lash

LaRue starring, Ron Ormond pro-

ducing . . . Robert Stevenson signed

by Screen Gems to direct John

Honeymoon,” a "Cavalcade of

America” vidpic for DuPont . . •

Jack Mahoney and Dick Jones of

"Range Riders” series personalled

at Coronado, National City and

Del Mar over weekend . . .

Hammer, producer of "Washing-

ton Spot Light,” featuring
Childs, in town for. confabs vvim

Louis D. Snader on
product . . . Will Gould sold three

yarns to Showcase Productions f

(Continued on page 35)
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Petrilio’s% Formula Blamed For

Pullout of Rep, RKO From Yidpk
Hollywood, July 8. -

Reports from" Hew York that

James C. PetrilJo, prexy of the

American Federation of Musicians,

is adamant on the 5% formula, is

blamed for withdrawal of Kepub-

lic which began Vidpic production

in January, from telefilm activity,

and RKO’s decision not to dip into

the field at this time. RKO 'and

Rep notified the Screen Actors

Guild they are withdrawing from

current huddles regarding thesp

pay for vidplx.

All majors, however, continue to

be repped by the Assn, of Motion
picture Producers. Labor Rela-

tions chief Charles Boren, who's

dickering with SAG. Actors' union

exec, secretary John Dales, Jr.,

said negotiations with Columbia
and Universal are progressing sat-

isfactorily and ‘'we expect to an-

nounce an agreement within a few
days."

SAG'S Vidfilm Pact
Hollywood, July 8.

First contract ever negotiated to

govern wages and conditions for

thesps in television entertainment
films was announced by the Screen
Actors Guild. Pact goes into effect

July 21 and runs three years.

Co-signers of the deal are the
Alliance of Television Film Pro-
ducers, Hal Roach Productions,
Roland Reed Productions, Cascade
Productions and- Dahcer-Pitz-
gerald-Sample. Following are high-

lights of the pact;

Actor’s original salary^ allows
two showings of a television film

in each market area. Upon addi-
tional payment to actor of 60% of
his applicable minimum salary,

film may be televised for third
and fourth times: 25% for fifth

time, and one payment. Of 25% for
sixth and all subsequent re-runs.
Daily minimum, $70 per day for

single role in single picture, and
$175 for guaranteed three consecu-
tive days.

Weekly minimum, $250 for sin-
gle role In single picture; $320 for
two films per week; $375 for three
films per week.

SWG Breaks Off Pact

Talks With Vidpa Prods.

In Snag Over Residuals
Hollywood, July 8.

Negotiations between the Screen
Writers Guild and Alliance of
Television Film Producers on a
telepix pact were .broken .off by
SWG after striking a jsnag on resi-
duals. SWG Insists on establishing
the principle of residuals in the
pact, terming it the most important
factor in the negotiations. Produ-
cers’ counter-proposal offering a
fiat payment on reruns was reject-
ed by the writers.
SWG asks minimums on original

teleplay hour-show of $1,700
against 8% of gross; $1,200 for
onginal teleplay against 8% on
half-hour telepic; $575 against 8%
on a 15-minute original and tele-
play; 5% on an original only; 6%
on an original and teleplay for epi-

Other brackets are
still being worked out. All above
terms minimums, (on original only,

^tnimum was not disclosed).
SWG proposal calls for percent-

age payrnent after the producer re-
coups his negative cost.

McCollum Reins ‘Rider’

^ liollywood, July
rormer Columbia shorts pro-

^tigh McCollum has been
^0 produce the “Range
telepix series for Flying A

Lou Gray, former
Pt*oducer, has been upped to

St prexy Armaild Schaefer and

a<!
overall production,

tury sedS
the

.

Gene Au-

‘]Rider" telepix being
are “Indian War

^ “Cherokee Roundup,”
Ambush" .and

•^teed Rifies the Range.”

FITZGERALDS’ VIDFILMS

FOR DEPT. STORE PLUGS
Unique vidpix series, which

George Kamen has set up with Ed
and Pegeen Fitzgerald, is a filmiza-

tion of their Mr. and Mrs. “break-
fast chatter” Routine, done via 13

open-end releases, running 15 min-
utes each.

They are for use but-of-New
York, by major . department stores,
with the local plugs to be inter-
spliced. Mrs. Fitzgerald’s back-
ground, before ' becoming a radio-
TV actress-commentator, was as
advertising and merchandising di-
rector of a number of prominent
department stores, ranging from
Portland, Ore., San Francisco and
St. Louis to New York, so she is

particularly equipped to key the
stores’ pitch.

Team is tied up, intra-New York,
to WJZ (ABC), hence the outer-
N. Y. condition of this new telefilm
series.

UfEiyilE
Marquee lure, and not lower

costs or better production tech-

niques, may provide the final an-

swer to whether Hollywood or New
York emerges as the nation’s vid-

film production capital. Fight is al-

ready on between producers on
both coasts to corral the vidpix

plum and, on the basis of where
most talent is available, Holly-
wood looks to be the winner.

As in all radio and TV business,
it’s the footing-the-bill sponsor
who calls the turn. To date, most
vidpix bankrollers . have shown a
strong desire for established
name personalities to carry their
ad blurbs to the public. Advertis-
ers, as well as- their agencies, feel
that viewers in the sticks will be
lured much more easily by names
that have established themselves
in Hollywood films, rather than
by legit personalities in the east,

And, since the Hollywood stars
would still rather remain by their
“Swimming pools, most top‘-spend-
ing sponsors are turning to Holly-

(Continued on page 34)

NBC-TV to Lease Footage From Its

$1,000,000 Film Library to Producers

Unkindest Cut
Hollywood, July 8.

Writer Fritz Bloclcl invited

50 story editors and producers
to gander “Case of the Eccen-
tric Heiress,” a “Mystery The-
atre’’ telepic for which he pen-
ned the yarn and 'screenplay.
Film came on in the pro-

jection room, with the wrong
credits, another scripter being
named. It was all due to a
mixup in cutting rooms of
Roland Reed Productions.

COLGATE GIVES NOD TO

NBC ON ‘NORTH’ VIDPIX
Colgate has given the nod to

NBC on the TV filmed version of

its “Mr. and Mrs. North” show.

Time slot has yet to be set. Pro-

gram preems in the fall.

As result, Colgate is involved in

a split sponsorship allegiance on

“North.” The radio version is rid-

ing the CBS kilocycles.

TV Films in Production
as *of Friday, July 4

ARROW PRODUCTIONS
KTTV Studio*. HoUywood

"KAMAn. or THE.JUNC1.E" 28 half-
hour junele adventure telepix series
winds July 10. Producer*: Harry S. Roth-
sohild, Leon Fromke*.
Film Producer: Rudplph Flothow
Director: Wally Fox

ATHENA PRODUCTIONS, INC.
California Studio* Hollywood

Three series of 13 chapter plays each
"SON OF ROBIN HbOD" shooting.
Producer-director: Clifford Sanforth
Associate producer: M Westen
Assistant director: Nate Barrager
Wrlten Howard Laurence Field

.

FILMCRAFT PRODS.
8451 Melrose, Hollywood

CROUCHO MARX starred in 39 half-hour
audience participation Him productions, to
be made once a week for NBC. DeSoto-
Plymouth sponsoring.

Producer: John Guedel
Film producer: I. . Ltndenbaum
Directors: Bob Dwan, Bernle Smith

BREAKSTON-STAHL PRODS.
General Service Studios: Hollywood
"SAFARI BILL" series of 28 half hour

telepix to begin shooting August 1. Loca-
tion shots to be. filmed In British IBast
Africa.
Martha Hyer heads cast, parts to fill.

Producer-director: Breakston-Stahl
Associate producer; Irene Breakston
Technical executive: John R. Carter

FLYING A PRODUCTIONS
6920 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

"ANNIE OAKLEY" new series of 62
half-hour videoaters now shooting. Gall
DavlS/ Billy Gray head cast. Parts to fill.

Second scries of 52 half-hour Gene
Autry Western telepix shooting. Gene
Autry, Pat Buttram set leads.
"RANGE RIDER" shooting second se-

ries of 52 half-hour vldeoters. Jack Ma-
honey, Dick Jones head cast.
Producer: Louis Gray
Directors: Wallace Fox, Geo. Archainbaud
New series of half-hour western dramas

entitled "DEATH VALLEY DAYS" now
shooting.
Producer: Darrell McGowan
Director; Stuart McGowan

ROLAND REED PRODS.
Hal Roach Studios; Culver City

Now shooting "TROUBLE WITH
FATHER" series of 30-ininute situation
comedies.
Producer; Roland Reed
Director: Howard Bretherton
"MY LITTLE MARGIE" series of half

hour comedy telepix now shooting.
Charles Faryell and Gale Storm head cast.
Philip Morris sponsors.
Producer; Hal Roach
Director: Hal Yates

REVUE PRODUCTIONS
Eagle Lion Studio* Hollywood

Half-hour series of adult drama tele-
lx resume shooting July 15 for Revue
rods.

Producer: Revue Production*
Directors: Richard Irving. Norman Lloyd.

With all signs pointing to great-

ly increased use of film for tele-

vision, NBC-TV this week Is can-

vassing agencies and sponsors with

news that it's ready to start leas-

ing footage from its film library,

which it claims is the largest in

existence. Library, containing
more than 15,000,000 feet of mi-
nutely cross-indexed footage, cov-
ering subjects from “academy” to
“Zululand,” would cost $1,000,000
if anybody wanted to buy it, ac-
cording to NBC execs.

Web, which envisages the li-

brary as a potentially lucrative new
source of revenue, has set up a
price scale covering leasing of the
film to vidfilm producers; produc-
ers of motion picture and TV com-
mercials, and producers of the-
atrical plx. Minimum charge to

any client is $20, which doesn’t
include processing charges. On
any order exceeding that, a vidfilm
producer is to be charged 7c per
toot (black-and-white), or 10c for
a fine grain master positive and 15c
for a dupe negative. On film usable
without extra processing, clients

are to be charged $1 per 35m foot,

or $2.50 per 16m foot. Producers
of TV commercials are charged
$2.60 per foot of 35m stock, or
$6.25 for Iflm, and producers of
theatrical films are charged $5 per
foot of 35m, or $12.50 for 16m.

Library’s index contains 2,200
main subjects, each of which is

catalogued imder various sub-
headings. ' Unit was established by
the web. in 1936, and still contains
footage lensed for NBC’s pioneer
TV shows in those days. Current
total of 15,000,000 feet is being
added to at the rate of about 60,000
feet weekly, or some 2,500,000 feet
each year. Film comes mostly from
NBC’s cameramen, stationed
throughout tlie world, and from

mLUAM F. BROnOV PRODS.
Sunset Studio*. Hollywood

"The Phantom Pirate" series of half
hour adventure telepix now shooting.
Robert Stack heads cast with parts to fill,

Executive producer: William F. Broidy.
Pi’oducer; WeSley Barnr
Associate producers: Bob Bailey. Hugh
King

Director: Frank McDonald
'

W. R. FRANK PRODS.
General Service Studios: Hollywood
Group of 4 30-mlnute "MEDAL OF

HONOR" telepix begin shooting July 8.

"The Rodriguez Story" is title of first pic
to shoot.
Producers: W. R. Frank. William Dean
Director: Reginald LcBorg
Production Manager: Bart Carre

HAL ROACH PRODUCTIONS
Hal Roach Studios; Culver City

"AMO$ 'N' ANDY" series of character
comedy telepix now shooting. Sponsored
by Blata: Beer for CBS-TV.
Cast; Tim Moore, Spencer Alvin

Chlidress, Ernestine Wade, Jolumy Lee,
Horace Stewart.

Supervisors: Freeman Gosden, Charles
Corrcll, Sidney Van Keui’en

Director: Charles Barton
Production executive: James Fonda
Assistant director: Emmett Emerson

JACK CHERTOK PRODS.
General . Service Studios. Hollywood
"LONE RANGER" half hour series of 52

videoaters now shooting. John Hart, Jay
Siiverheels set leads.
Producer: Jack Chertok
Associate Producer: Harry Poppe.

COURNEYA PRODUCTIONS
United Producers Studio

Shooting "Noah Beery, Jr. Adventur®
Series," 26 15-mlnuto telepix.
Cast: Noah Beery, Jr., Azm Saville,. Jack

Harris, Norma Fenton.
Producer-dircotor: Jerry Coumeya
Supervising film editor; Jimmy Moore

GROSS-KRASNE, INC.
General Service Studios: Hollywood
Now shooting "EIG TOWN" series of 28

half hour telepix sponsored by Lever
Brothers. Patrick MeVey and Jane Nigh
set lends
Producers: Jack J. Gross and Philip N.
Krasne

Director: E. A. Dupont.

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS
Goldw,vn Studio. Hollywood

ROY ROGERS now shooting 15 oater
telepix. vidpix are half-hour eacji. Roy
Rogers. Dale Evans topline. Pat Brady
in support. General western parts to fill.

Sponsored by General Foods for NBC-TV.
Producer: Roy Rogers
Associate producer; Jack Lacey
Director: Bob Walker

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
RKO-Pathe. Culver City

Shooting "REBOUND" series of half
hour adult dramas sponsored by Packard
Motor Car Corp.
Executive producer: Basil Grillo
Producw: Bernard Girard
Director; B. Girard
Half-hour scries of comedy-drama for

"A CHAIR ON THE BOULEVARD."
Producer; John Nasht .

Half hour series of adult drama films
for "CROWN THEATRE" shooting.
Producer.?: Richard Dorsd. Bemard Girard.
"THOSE WERE THE DAY?" haUdiout

telepix scries now shooting.
Producers: Bemard Girard, Richard Dorso
"CORNY JOHNSON" series of haU-hour

comedy plx now shooting, . .

Producer-director: Bernard Glrard-Rich-
ard Dorso.

JERRY FAIRBANKS
6052 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

Casting: Ken Dyson
"AMERICA FOR ME," half-hour video

film for Greyhound, starts shooting July 7
with John Archer starred.
"MAGIC WHEEL," hdlf-hour video film

for National Cash Register, starts shoot-
ing July 14.
Director; Albert KcUoy
Assistant director: Joe Boyle
Production supervisor: Raoul Pagel

FRANK FERRIN PRODUCTIONS
6528 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
Casting; Virginia Maiiuca

"JMltlN' RD'» GANG" series now shoot-

ing. Ed McConnell, Nino Marcel head cast.

Producer-director: Frank F«rin
Associate producer: Ralph Ferria
Assistant director; Don Olsen

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.
600 Taft Bldg., Hollywood

Art Linklctter starring in a series of
104 15-minute vidpix titled "LINKLETTER
AND THE

.
KIDS."

Producer-director: Maxwell Shane
Associate producer: Irvin Atkins

HOUR GLASS PRODS.
810 N, Highland, Hollywood

Shooting "MAN OF TOMORROW" series
of 15-mlnute telepix.
Producer: Wanda Tuchock
Director: George dcNormand

INTERSTATE TELEVISION
Monogram Studios: Hollywood

Ethel Barrymore, shooting in "ETHEL
BARRYMORE TELEVISION THEATRE"
resumes July 14.

.

Producer: Lee Savin
Directors: Lewis Allan, Will Jason

EDWARD LEWIS PRCDS.
Motion Picture Center, Hollywood

Series of 13 half-hour telepix featuring
Irene Dunne as femcee now shooting
Producer: Edward Lewis
Production manager; WnUam Steven*

MARCH OF TIME
369 Lexington Ave., N. Y.

"AMERICAN WIT AND HUMOR" so-

rles of 26 half-hour pix. Thomas Mitchell,

narrator, with cast including Gene Lock-
hart, Jeffrey Lynn, Arnold Moss, Ann
Burr and Olive Decring.
Producer: IMarlon Parsonnet
Director: Fred Stephanl.

PATHESCOPE PRODUCTIONS
580 Fifth Ave., Now York City

Now shooting "THE HUNTER," series

of 13 half-hour telepix, sponsored by
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. through
William Esty. Barry Nelson, heads cast.

Producer: Ed Montagno •

Production Supervisors; Walter Raft,
Robert Drucker

Dlrectoi': Oscar Rudolph.

SCREEN GEMS
1302 N. Gower, Hollywood

"JOHN HONEYMAN" half-hour drama
shooting July 16 for DuPont's CAVAL-
CADE OF AMERICA" series.
Producer-director: Jules Bi'lcken
Assistant director: Eddie Scata

film lensed by the web for special
shows or for inclusion in . live
shows.

SCREEN TELEYBOEO PRODS.
Eagle Lion Studios, Hollywood

Scries of half-hour dramas resume in
August.
Producers: Gil Ralston, Jaques Braunstein

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City

"RACKET SQUAD" series resume
shooting In Sept, half hour telepix series.
Producer: Hal Roach, Jr.i Carroll Cass
Director: Jim Tlnling

UNITED WORLdT FILMS, INC.
Universal International Studios,

Hollywood
"THE FIGHTING MAN," series of 13

half-hour telepix, will begin shooting July
14, Michael Thomas, Cliff Clark set leads.
Director; George Blair

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.
Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood

"FIRESIDE THEATRE" scries of half
hour adult dramas now preparing next
season's group of 23 to begin July 21.
Producer-director: Frank Wisbar
Associate producer: Sidney Smith

WEATHER TELEVISON PRODS
INC.

California Studios, Hollywood
"BOSS LADY" series of half hour

sophisticated comedies now shooting.
Cast; Lynn Bari, Glenn Langan, Richard

Gaines, Lee Patrick, Charley Smith
Nicholas Joy,

Producers: Jack Wrather, Robert Mann
Associate producer: Sherman A. Harris

ZIY TV
5255 Clinton St., Hollywood

Two in "UNBXPiCTED" series of
half-hour telepix shoot in July, Seven
"ClfCO KIP" half-hour telepix scheduled
for July shooting.

. ,

Director*; Eddie Davis, Sobey Martin,
Geo. M. Cahan.

Pioneer Vidfilm Distrib

Sees Studios Shunning

Tele Release of Old Pix
Hollywood, July 8.

Becau.se of various complex fac-
tors unfavorable to such a move,
major motion picture studios may
never sell their backlog of old plx
to televUsion. it’s predicted here by
Toby Anguish, one of Hollywood’s
earliest pIx-to-TV distributors.

Anguish has stopped handling fea-

tures because, he asserts, the de-
mand for film is far less than the
supply, result being the prices on
pix for TV are rapidly shrinking.
Another pix - to - "rV distributor,

Robert L. Lippert, echoed the lat-

ter obseiwation recently.

Anguish declares that when and
if the majors cull their backlogs for
consideration of releasing films to

television, it’s only logical to as-

sume the better pix will be reis-

sued theatrically, while lesser pix
which might be released would
only crowd a market already sur-

feited.

One of Hollywood’s pioneer dis-

tributors of pix-to-TV, Anguish was
the first to bring British pix to the
telescreens. One of the first to sell

blocks to pix to stations across the
country, he agented sales of Bill

(Hopalong Cassidy) Boyd’s pix to

video when Hoppy was hottest, and
is reported to have reaped a hefty

profit from those negotiations. His
ankling of the field, where he made
his first real mark, is the first such
move by a top tele distributor.

Anguish contends another factor

which will deter the majors from
selling their old pix to video is that

some studios may enter telepix pro-

duction on a scale not heretofore

conceived. This is borne out in

current negotiations between some
of the majors and the Screen Ac-
tors Guild, and during these talks

the majors haven’t sard a word
about release of their oldies to tee-

vee, confining discussions strictly

to telepix.
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Convention IsHlotlier of Invention:

Nets Devise ‘Buck Rogers Gimmicks

Chicago, July 8. -f

Interesting angle of this year s

j)olitics-by-televisIon is ^^^^^ual

concentration on

video gimmicks. Each of the

major networks has been secretly

developing new devices spee^

ier, smoother coverage, with each

proudly boasting exclusives in the

engineering field. Just how long

these devices will remain exclu-

sive, or to what extent they over-

fi^and duplicate each other, the

ensuing days o£ the Big Sh^ at

Chicago’s International Amphi-

theatre will tell.

Following is a rundown of video

‘‘firsts” as glimpsed in prelimlna^

phases and on opening day of the

GOP National Convention:

—

NBC is debuting four new

gadgets.
also

tabbed a “creepie-peepie.” This is

a new type of portable camera ana

transmitter, designed to get Into

places impossible to reach by the

more bulky type of standard

equipment.
, ,

2. Crash Truck—rThis 40-pas-

senger white studio-on-wheels is

already a familiar part of the con-

vention scene. Impressive in size

and. appearance, it is an air-ccmm-

tloned traveling studio manned by

a staff of 11. plus commentators

from the NBC staff, who work on

a rotating basis. Truck has its

own generating plant, short wave

radio, police pickup, etc. It will

add breadth and mobility to the

medium. ^
3. Hot developer for film-—Built

lor NBC by two Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology professors,

this is said to be capable of devel-

oping 100 feet of film in eight sec-

onds, so that the reel can be

spliced and ready for the screen

in. Jess than 10 minutes. Eventu-

ally, this is to be used in the crash

truck. Initial test of the new de-

vice was on the day of Eisenhow-
er’s arrival, when over 200 feet of

film for video newsreels was de-

veloped in less than half a min-

ute.

4.

View graph:—A new type of

tally board consisting of a system

of mirrors reflecting drawings into

the xamera. These can be ani-

mated.
CBS is unveiling the following:

1. A montage amplifier to im-

prove and expand the technique of

Buperimposltion. This permits a

completely flexible type of super-

imposed picture which can be ex-

panded to any size, and can han-
dle two subjects at a time on the

viewer’s screen witliout interrupt-

ing the running story from the

convention floor, CBS engineers
claim that they have made possible

a montage affect whereby three

stories can appear simultaneously
on the TV screen, with a fine

white line dividing one from the
other. *

2. Walkie-talkie in new pint size

version, fitting palm of comments-'
tor’s hand, about five pounds
weight contrasted to standard
12V^ pounds. Provides audio pick
ups from convention floor, which,
in turn, are synchronized with
cameras. Has advantage of being
inconspicuous as well as light.

3. A new and more complete
mobile unit, manned by three
cameras.

4. Visualcast—device to .super-

impose voting totals on screen.
ABC preems four TV novelties:

—

1. Periscope camera, giving lens-

«rs an extra four feet of elevation

(Continued on page 34)
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Beware! Live TV
Chicago, July 8.

An official acknowledge-

ment of the power of the TV
screen was made by the Re-

publican National Committee

in the form of a letter alert-

ing delegates to the omnipo-

tent eye of th'e video- camercU

Bach delegate was waimed

that the eyes of the counter

are upon him, and that^

party expected decorum ’and

dignity. Such offenses of 48

as drinking- beer on floor of

the convention, reading news-

papers during the session^

and general rowdyism and bad

manners were warned against.

July 9^

NAEB to Hold Worksliop

On Edoc’l TV Next Month

At Iowa State College

Ames, la,, July 8.

Iowa State College here will hold

an eight-day.educational television

workshop, Aug. 17-24, in coopera-.

tlon with the National Assn, of

Educational Broadcasters, Seymour

N. Siegel. NAEB prexy, announced.

Sixty reps of -educational institu-

tions have been invited^to pairtici-

pate, to develop TV knowhow with

a view to future operation of their

own. stations.

Iowa State operates WOI-TV,

only tele station now licensed to an

educational institution. Three of

the station’s personnel will super-

vise the workshop sessions In coop-

eration with consultants from com-
mercially operated stations. They
are Richard Hull, director of WOI-
TV; Irving Merrill, station staffer,

and Joseph North, on the station’s

staff, and head of the TV currlcu

lum at the college.

One feature of the meetings, ac-

cording to. Siegel, will be a thor-

ough explanation of the services of

the NAEB.

Repeat Plan With

Variety Show Add
4

Repeat performance concept of

WOR-TV, N: Y.: in which the

same play Is beamed cross-thc-

boaird for five shoWingsJ is being

extended. Ahead of ‘‘Broadway TV
Theatre,” the program which pre-

sents former legit plays in 90-

minute versions at 7:30 p.m., WOR-
TV will insert a 60-minute musical

variety show at 6:30 p.m., some-

time in August.

The concept is to give viewers a*

solid, two-and-a-half hours of a

night out at the theatre. Thus, on

any of five nights of the week a

family will be able to get the big

spread on the local station. Or
viewers could catch the variety

show on one night and the drama
on another.

Idea for the new repeat stanza

came from Warren Wade, who pro-

duces “Broadway,” and he will

also handle the reins on the vari-

ety layout. Format 'has not yet

•been set, but the airer will include

singers, instrumental soloists, a

comic, etc. Fact that showS‘ are re-

peated, cutting down on rehearsal

time and .getting the five perform-

ances for three times the one-shot

rate (according to the Television

Authority Code), will enable the

outlet to get a bigger talent outlay

for the weekly nut.

Chi Convention Chatter
Chicago, July 8.

Race for cuffo talent is on, with groups vying with each other to lure

audience bait in form of name talent .... Most successful in preliminary
stages was GOP Women’s Committee, which added to the free soft

drinks, TV receivers and easy chairs in its tower retreat atop the
Conrad Hilton such musical groups as Arthur Godfrey’s Vagabonds
and a choir of spiritual singers from the current “Porgy and Bess”
Most elaborate set up being run by Eisenhower partisans, who have
leased the Blackstone l^git for free shows on a three-a-day schedule,
headlining top politicos and highly-touted “stage, screen and TV stars”

. . .
*. Pre-convention show biz n^es confined to recruits from local

vaude and nitery boards, with such acts as Ben Yost’s Guards, comic
Bert Lynn and Arren and Broderick giving their all for Ike. . . .ABC
radio-TV reps enjoyed a plushy afternoon at estate of Admiral Radio’s
prexy Ross Siragusa, sponsor of web’s TV coveiTige, on Saturday (5)

afternoon.
The red-white-and-blue identification buttons worn by ABC staffers

are arousing much comment from bystanders, who seem puzzled by the
company letters .... Slickest trick was pulled by local NBC reps who
hired vacationing Chicago cops to act as drivers and messengers ....
Something new has been added to the usual earsplittlng fanfare of
campaign tunes and state songs—a small, all-electronic organ at the
International Ampltheatre, with the volume of 3,000 radio receivers

Straight from the primitive technique of show biz is the round-
the-clock Eisenhower calliope and the live Taft elephant. . . .Over 800
people crowded into the Studebaker Theatre to watch “Meet the Press”
telecast Sunday afternoon ....And such wily news-hens as Ruth Mont-
gomery of the New York Daily News are piling up prestige and extra
coin with one and two stints per day on the numerous TV interview
shows.

Distaff site of the GOP National Committee offering delegates and
their fraus a choice of lO radio and TV shows to see “live,” including
such regulars as Don McNeill’s “Breakfast Club,” The Northerners,”
“Lady’s Fair,” “Songs We Sing,” “Welcome Travelers,” etc.... And

Chicago, July 8.
j

everybody, radio-TV-news reps, delegates and just observers, need
Although generally played down,

!

never go thirsty, thanks to neat job of public relations by Pepsi-Cola,
newspaper photogs were also! whose eye-filling reps offer free samples, plus a* straw and a smile, on

every working floor of the Conrad Hilton, convention H.Q.
The well-dressed politico is sporting colored sliirts, principally light

blue and gray, in accordance with pre-convention tips on what looks
best on the TV screen. And ties are on the subdued, solid color side,
again with the video camera in mind. . . .Taking a le^ out of the pro-
fessional’s book, GOP ladies are shunning the bizarre makeup of ’48,
and sticking close to street make up. Studio experts apply accents
where needed for special guests Biggest headache for Radio-TV
reps on^ an otherwise smoothly operating opening day, was snarl over
credentials. . . Networks, which have applied for a record number of
worldng press cards, found most of these included no privileges be-
yond admission to the Amphitheatre, so that a potential bootleg market
for roving pre.ss cards exists Ardent Ike supporter Clare Booth
Luce, playwright and former congresswoman, pictured in amiable
conversation with Hollywood’s Irene Dunne, a Taftite, at the Robert
McCormicks pre-convention party for the Robert Tafts CBS prexy
Frank Stanton, an opening day visitor, trekked back to New York
yesterday (Tues.),

- Chicago, July 8

Unique among the TV stations covering the national conventions ie

Paramount's KTLA in Los Angeles, ^tatlonr pacted its own sponsor
for complete convention coverage of both the Republican and Demo-
cratic conclaves.

It is buying the regular pooled feed of the convention and wiring it

to L.A., where the local sponsorship messages are cut in on behalf of

Richfield Oil, which Is paying the’ tab.

However,' just like the nationwide nets, KTLA stands to lose a sub-

stantial fortune if the conventions should run beyond the minimum
scheduled periods. Richfield is paying a flat fee for’ the entire cover-

age- of the two conventions, whether they go the minimum four days

or whether they get into a snarl and run overtime by a day or two, or

moi-e. In that event, KTLA would be required to cancel out regular

commercial shows, paying the pre-emption fees. Additionally,
it

would bear the expense of added wire tolls, plus the expense of main-

taining people in Chicago.

RADIO NO ‘SHRINKING VIOLET’
Despite the hubbub and drumbeating for television, sound radio is

refusing to act tbe shrinking violet in this Republican convention.

It is covering the affair more aggressively and more expensively than

ever before.

Large and small stations alike are. competing for the best possible

service for their clients and some are covering as thoroughly as

though they werfe miniature networks.

Leading the parade are the powerful dear-channel stations.

The Clear Channel Broadcast Service, under Ward L. Qusaal, is

established here with a high-powered staff offering tapes and spot

feed roving reporter service on the convention floor, air conditioned

interview rooms, etc., to the 15 stations pro-rating the cost.

^Stations are KFI, L.A.; WSM, Nashville; WLW, Cincinnati; WSB,

Atlanta; WJR, Detroit; WGN, Chicago; WBAP, Fort Worth; WFAA,
Dallas; WOAI, San Antonio; WWL, New Orleans; WLS, Chicago; WHO,
Des Moines; WHAM, Rochester; WCAU, Philadelphi,a; and WHAS,
Louisville.

Engineering service Is supplied, for all members through Thomas L.

Rowe, chief engineer for WLS, and Carl J, Meyers, chief engineer for

WGN, both Chicago host stations.

WGN, WJR and WLS have also pooled three mobile units for roving

reporters at the convention.

Glear Channd Broadcasting Service is also coming to the aid of

other indie stations covering the convention. Without charge, it is

providing its convention feed for the non-commemal FM outlet, WFJL,

owned by the Catholic diocese in Chicago* which wants only certain

specialized portions of the coverage.

When another indie station had line trouble, the service cut the

station in with a live feed of first day convention activities. Through

WFAA, the Texas Quality Network, not^ covering the convention, is

getting the convention program. Beneficiaries of this service Include

KRS, Corpus Christi; KGNC, Amarillo; and KPRC, Houston.

WLW has brought along 'its' own crew of eight newsmen and two

engineers under Bill Robinson to cover its AM. and TV outlets. Big

station is doing several shows daily, plus short cut-ins of news high-

lights.

WINS REPORTS FOR BASEBALL FANS
New York’s WINS is represented here by prexy Harry Folts, John

Bosman, its news director; Josephine Halpin, women’s commentator;

and Lew Fisher. Station is buying the pooled feed from the conven-

tion floor and feeding out news and color shots in several shows.

, One interesting gimmick- is a special news coverage for baseball

fans. In between the odd-numbered innings, one-minute news spots

are cut in, on the Yankee games. This means that the fans get the

highlights without Interfering with their enjoyment of the baseball

games. Plan is to provide longer reports on the Yankee ballgame

broadcasts, only where there is news of special significance;

Tele Benefits as Daily

Photogs Get GOP Heave

KTRH’S TEXAS ANGLES
KTRH, CBS outlet in Houston, is represented here by Lester A.

Mullin, Tom Jacobs and Everett Collier. Station^ is taking regular

nation^ convention coverage from CBS and receiving special reports

on the doings of the Texas delegation, complete with wired interviews,

from its staffers here. There is a live show nightly on the doings 01

the delegation.

DELEGATES DOUBLE AS STRINGERS
,

One outfit doing a substantial job is Magnecord, which is monitoring

the entire eonVention. It sells bits of this to small stations with specia

interests and also makes special recordings for local stations, it

studios both at the convention hall and at the Conrad Hilton.

One unusual feature, it discovers, is that a number of small loc

stations have arranged for convention delegates from their commim -

ties to serve as “stringers,” making tape reports of special doing

of their delegations to be flown to the various interested cities.

chased out of the hearing rooms
by the Republican national com-
mittee’s ruling barring radio and
TV equipment from the contested
delegations sessions during the
opening rounds of the GOP con-
vention. This too, worked to tee-
vee’s advantage of the publicity
front.

Squeezed out of the chambers,
the daily lensmen were left with
little to do but take pot shots of
the dislodged radio and TV lads.

Result; A spat,e of newspaper pix
calling*' attention to the fact that
the electronics news media were on
deck to do a job despite the road-
blocks tossed in their paths.

SEATTLE AFRA WINS

A% LIVING-COST HIKE
Seattle, July 8.

Seattle local of American Feder-
ation of Radio Artists has okayed,
and negotiators for three local net-
work stations have accepted, a new
contract calling for a cos^of-llving
wage Increase of 4.1%, retroac-
tive to Fe'b. 16,

New contract, when signed, also
will allow* stations lo “assign addi-
tional duties to announcers” with
a corresponding premium rate of
pay. Additional duties are under-
stood to include the handling of
platters, making announcers, in ef-

fect, combination men. This sec-
tion of the contract does not

.
go

into effect, however, until the next
construction permit for a TV sta-
tion here is allocated.

Thinking behind this qualifica-
tion Is that when a new TV station
begins construction here there will
be jobs available for any an-
nouncers and/or engineers who are
laid^ off at the network, radio sta-
tions. Three stations covered in
the agreement are KIRO (CBS),
KJR (ABC) and KOMO (NBC).
Former rate for announcers was

1
?92.40 a week.

NARTB Defense of Code

Wins New Subscribers;

91 of 108 Stations Inked

Washington, July

More and more of the country ®

television stations are falling

line to support the industry’s pro-

gramming code, promulgated

the National Assn, of Radio &
J-

Broadcasters. The standards, w i

became effective March 1, J
subscribed to by 91 of khe na

108 TV stations. All four video nei

works are code participants.

NARTB's strong defense of tne

code before recent sessions 0

House Interstate Co^nmerce su

^
committee investigating radio an

^

TV for immoral and
grams Is expected
tional subscribers. Ass^ci 10

“keep hands off TV to

gress to give
regulate itself is believed

made a good
...ho are

tions, particularly those \vho

'still s&uggling to get into

Latest to ioln
subscribers Is

. of week.
,

Omaha which signed last w
V
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Bob Hope 0.0^ Pofiticos

By BOB HOPE
Chicago, July 8.

Show biz could take a lesson at the convention on how Jp put

over personality. Plying In, I passed four pigeons wearing Taft

buttons. Way the Taft and Eisenhower campaign managers bally-

hoo their candidates you would think they had had a transfusion

from DeMille. These are the greatest show jobs on earth.

The Dempsey-Tunney fight was like a lovers’ quarrel compared

to the Taft-Ike brawl. The convention is “Spoilers" with delegates.

Each has three or four brass bands. I never heard such noise.'

To give you an idea of the clamor,, the Spike Jones boys are play-

ing the waltzes.

It’s so jammed that every time a hotel doorman shovqs another

delegate into the lobby, two fly out the upper window. I got up
late. I had to, I was on the bottom layer. Politics makes strange

bedfellows. But I was happy. Sleeping on Hoover is like sleep-

ing on a cloud.

GOP Relents on TV Credentials Ban

After Nets 'Stole Earlier Coverage
Chicago, July 8.

Radio, TV and newsreels, barred

from earlier meetings of the GOP
credentials committee, had virtual-

ly the run of the place today

(Tues.)

As the committee returned, to re-

hearse cases under the new con-

vention rule, officials opened the

doors on the basis of an arrange-

ment worked out late last night

with the media. Under the deal,

radio and TV coverage . must be
pooled. Two TV cameras were
permitted in the balcony of . the
Congress Hotel ball room in which
the hearings were conducted,
NBC is handling cameras and
sound for the pool.

News commentators were barred
from the floor but network re-

porters were permitted at the press
tables on the floor. While a last-

minute okay permitted commenta-
tors to work in the extreme rear of
the balli-oom balcony, most nf to-
day’s commentary was cut in from
the web auxiliary studios in the
Conrad Hilton Hotel. Commenta-
tors, watching the show on monitor
sets and receiving occasional tips
from their floor reporters, added
comments and explanations by re-
mote control.

Worthington (Tony) Miner
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CBS' Chi ‘D^esf

Shows AM Push

To Outshine Tele
Radio coverage was similarly

pooled and worked along the same
line. The newsreels were per-
mitted to set up large cameras and
lights in the balcony and Vere al-
lowed one hand-held camera on
the floor on a pooled basis. Still
cameras were also limited to the
balcony except for press services
and still lensers covering for states
with election contests.

Unlike the other day, when the
media were booted around, all was
love today. Ross Rizley, of Okla-
noma, chairman of the meeting, an-
nounced how glad he was to have
members of the press, radio, TV
and newsreels on hand but warned
gainst noise or other disturbances.
However, the operation was so

(Continued on page 35)

Nets’ Tug O’War

Over Texas Cable
Chicago, July 8.

up to the day of the Chi

p
^°^'^®ution, the hassle over
allocations into the newest

tve TV” frontier—the southwest
^provided an interesting addenda

Philco-Westinghouse-Ad-
f^l 'Battle of the Iceboxes."

part of the allocations
NBC. CBS settled for 22%

ABC was practically
Posing a problem for its

thp M ^P®^sorship in penetrating

tonin Worth and San An-
thncft

since the. stations in

selvftc committed them-
Ves to an Admiral pickup.

returns weren’t in as of the

order u® . was called to

southwest
^5 though these

lu a
would 1^ included

the
coverage,

blacVeH '^fstinghouse commercials
station level and«nural plugs inserted.

Chicago, July 8.

With radio forced to play a step-

child role in this allrout “TV con-
vention,’’ the AM boys are doing
everything in their power to - vest
their coverage with that “some-
thing different" that will distin-

guish the sound-only medium from
the more glamorous video.

An illustration of the Ingenuity
being employed is the CBS “Con-
vention Digest" cross-the-board
show—an offshoot operation of the
same web’s “Hear It Now,’’ “The
People Act" and “Nation’s Night-
mare.”

The same five-man crew that
worked on the other stanzas are
pooling their talents for “Digest.”
They are Irv Gitlin, producer-
writer; reporter - editor Dave
Moore; assistant editor Fred Gar-
rigus, and engineers Arthur Buck-
ner and Ed Gille, all working un-
der the general superivision of
CBS radio news editor Wells (Ted)
Church.

“Digest" reflects the involved
plannings and huddles that went
on prior to the convention curtain-
raiser.

The portable tape recording ap-
paratus has been doing a hangup
.iob with offbeat mike material and
human interest angles. The catch-
ing of a baby’s hysterical outburst
and the mother’s brief agony as a
Taft band broke out musically
without warning; the vocal discom-
fiture and embarrassment of a Taft
committeeman all set for a Taft-
arrlval demonstration and whoop-
ing it up only to find that Gov.
Earl Warren, not Taft, was arriv-
ing, provoking a frenzied effort to
choke off the noise; the candid
conversation between a confused
majority leader Joe Martin and a

technician trying to explain the
workings of the Teleprorapter

—

here was the stuff for good radio
that “played" better for sound
only.

Gitlin plans a complete taped
recap of the highlights as a before-
midnight convention finale on
Thursday (10).

RADIfllLY m
' Chicago, July 8.

There is evidence everywhere
that this is a “TV convention." For
the first time, • there are approxi-
mately as many representatives of
the broadcasting industry (about
1,200 in all) as there are official
politico delegates, who number
1,206. The transplanting of com-
plete TV plants at the Chi amphi-
theatre by the major networks is

hailed as one of the engineering
wonders of the day.

This is a far cry from the radio-
only days when the Johnny John-
stones, the Bill Brookses, the Abe
Schechters and the Paul Whites
were on hand to mastermind a
mere handful of AM faithfuls who
devised the, initial coverage pat-
terns. In contrast, the jobs con-
fronting the Sig Mickelsons, the
Bill MeAndrews and the Tommy
Velottas are herculean indeed, In-
volving whole regiments of work-
ers as new concepts in coverage
are being established.

The skirmishes seem to multiply
daily.

_ Last week it was a case of
literally dodging blows from the
rival Ike-Taft factions as the webs
cornered them for interviews.

NBC’s Clifton Utley narrowly es-

caped bodily harm and the net-
work found it necessary to sepa-
rate the contesting partisans, doing
the TV shows from different stu-

dios at the Conrad Hilton Hotel with
NBC switching the video back and
forth as the battle raged.

In setting Up the TV equipment,
the webs were barred from taking
direct full-face shots of the speak-
ers on the center platform, with
all cameras restricted to the sides

of the Amphitheatre.

(The Dems have virtually as-

sured the networks they’ll get bet-

ter treatment when the rival party
assembles).

Thanks to the Zoomar lens, how-
ever, the closeups practically give

the same effect as the direct front

view shots.

Fry, Reinsch 0.0. GOP

Conclave for Democrats;

Hint at ‘TV Surprises’

Chicago, July 8.

With the GOP convention set-

ting some fresh TV patterns, here
to “case the setup" are Ken Fry,

radio-TV director for the Demo-
cratic national committee, and
Leonard Reinsch, consultant to the

chairman of the Dems.

Obviously, they’re on hand to

study the assorted bugs that crop

up in the video coverage so that

they’ll have clear sailing ahead
when the Dems meet on July 21.

Both Fry and Reinsch hint at

“TV surprises” but they’re not tip-

ping what they are. The Dems,
based on past experience, have a

penchant for injecting more color

and dramatic values into their con-

ventions. There was little in evi-

dence on the floor of the amphi-
theatre as the Ike-Taft battle

broke out in all its fury. From a

show biz standpoint, this is strictly

a conservative show. Even the

betting is at a minimum.

Iky Coulda Stood at Home, As

Everybody Watches Video in Chi

Paul Whiteman
Pops

Some Teasers Anent

TV and Pix
it it 'It

an« of th* many iNrarMtlH) byllNN

iNatHras in Hi*
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Revieiv & Preview Number
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Network Brass

To Chi En Masse

Eyeing TV’s Role
Chicago, July 8.

The Conrad Hilton (ex-Stevens)
hotel here, one of the major “nerve
centers" of the radio-TV contin-
gents covering the Chi convention,
is a familiar spot to the bro^tdeast-
ing fraternity, being the almost
perennial site for the annual NAB
conventions. But no NAB powwow
ever played host to as much net-
work brass as the toppers putting
in an appearance for the Ike-Taft
fiesta.

With so much at stake in estab-
lishing the TV networks’ future
role in the realm of politics, public
affairs and public enlightenment,
practically everybody of major con-
sequence around the major net-
works turned up to witness first-

hand the evolving of new video
patterns.
Board chairman William S.

Paley and prexy Frank Stanton
led the CBS cqntingent, which also
included, among others, CBS Radio
prez Adrian Murphy; CBS-TV pres-
ident Jack Van Volkenberg; TV
program chief Hubbeli Robinson,
Jr., and other departmental heads
in sales, station relations, etc.

Board chairman Niles Trammell
and prexy Joseph H. McConnell
headed up the NBC entourage,
which also included Sylvester L.
(Pat) Weaver, v.p, in charge of AM-
TV operations. ^

President Robert Kintner topped
the ABC delegation. Mutual, co-
opping the convention casts, sent
out veepee Bob Schmid, among
others.

All told NBC brought Out a staff
of 260 (including technicians and.
all other facets of radio-TV);
Columbia had an accredited, list

of 173, with approximately 150 re-
porting for ABC.

Gerbel Politico Aide
Seattle, July 8.

Art Gerbel, Jr., veteran radio
man here and assistant to the man-
ager of KJR, local ABC outlet, has
been named state manager for the
gubernatorial campaign of Repub-
lican incumbent Arthur B. Langlie.

:
Chicago, July 8.

They’re covering the GOP con-
vention by television here right
up to the very floor of the
big show. Thousands of people
who trekked as many thou-

’

sands of miles for an on-the-
scene look at the quadrennial spec-
tacle are sitting in air-cooled spots
all over th*e city watching tlie story
unfold over a vh'tual blanket of TV
screens.

TV viewers are hot confined to
spectators and casual onlookers.
Newsmen assigned to report and
interpret the story to the American
people are doing so via video. This*
doesn’t mean, of course that the
working press sections at the In-
ternational Amphitheatre are emp-
ty while reporters sit in front of
TV receivers. But with a working
space that can accommodate only a
fraction of the 1,500 accredited
newspaper, periodical, radio, TV
and newsreel reps, the TV screen
is a boon to harrassed corre-
spondents.

Even after the ga/el pounded
yesterday for openinj^ of the con-
vention, the lounge in the press
centre at the Conrad Hilton Hotel
was filled* with seriously working
reporters malring notes as the-
story unfolded. Ten receivers,
spotted at three different places,
bi'ought the story to the press
corps who remained at the hotel
headquarters. This does not in-
clude video receivers in wire 'sen-
Ice offices and large news bu-
reaus. In these, staffers checked
the TV picture with the ticker re-
ports.

TV ^Everywhere

At International Amphitheartc,
the number of video receivers stag-
gered even GOP national conunit-
tee members. Besides the trio of
20-inch screens in front of which
newsmen covered- the floor pro-
ceedings in the railroad press
lounge, every sectiaii of the
stadium has a TV lounge, with
receivers numbered in the doz-

ens. The telephone room, for
example, has a unique set-up,

(Continued on pag( 34)

Gabrielson Bans

AM-TV ‘Walkies’

Chicago, July 8.

The networks ran into a heap of
trouble at the opening session of

the GOP convention when Guy
Georce Gabrielson. chairman of

the National Republican Commit-
tee, who chaired the initial semes-
ter, ganged ud on the assorted

“walkie-talkies" (AM) and “walkie-

lookies" (TV> that were paraded
through the amphitheatre for some
supplemental^ color and sideline

pickups.
Gabrielson, anxious to clear the

congested aisles midst the con-
fusion attending the resolutions

wrangling, repeatedly told the

boys with the portable equipment
to scram.
Some heeded his warning.

Others, more courageous, sneaked
back and resumed their vox-pop-
ping.

‘Voice’ Dish Convention

Blushes for Murrow, H.V.
Chicago, July 8.

For Ed Murrow, one of CBS’ key spielers in the Chi convention
wrap-up, the GOP conclave added up to a double-pronged em-
barrassment. On Sunday (6), in sparking a full hour pre-conven-
tiorf gab session on TV, the sound conked out on him and the ace
gabber found himself doing a marathon pantomime.
At the opening session on Monday, Murrow couldn’t get on the

convention floor. The doormen weren’t satisfied with his badge
credentials. It took “politics" to appease them.

H. V. Kaltenborn was similarly embarrassed upon checking In

at the Conrad Hilton Hotel yesterday (Mon.) On entering the

lobW, the distinguished-looking H. V., attired in white suit and
spotless Panama, found himself surrounded by a huge crowd
welcoming him as “chief of the Georgia delegation." Kaltenborn
finally convinced them of his real identity and the crowd sheep-
ishly backed off.

For O’Seas Listeners
Washington, July 8.

Voice of America is reporting
the Republican and Democratic
conventions in Chicago for over-
seas audiences “as an example of
dernocracy in action." Coverage
includes factual reporting, inter-

views. recorded highlights and ex-
planations of significant develop-
ments.

State Dept., which operatei
“Voice." arranged press and
broadcast representatives at the
conventions to supplement cover-
age obtained from private media,
and for on-the-spot material ot
particular interest to foreign
listeners.
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RWG Pickets, Shipped to Chi, Disrupt

Radio Writers Guild^last week|

extended its strike from New
York to Chicago, with 30 pickets

from Gothani shipped to the scene

of the Republican convention. Ac*

cording to a union spokesman,

presence of pickets in the Windy

Citf hit the CBS-Westlnghouse

show on Sunday (6), when the

placard-bearing strikers appeared

before the pickup-point for the

Eisenhower parade and the w^
then cancelled that remote seg-

ment.

Pickets are covering the Con-

rad Hilton hotel and Chi’s Inter-

national Amphitheatre, convention

site, as well as the ^J^adquarters

and outlying studios of CB§, ABC
and NBC in N. Y.

Although it’s primarily a radio

strike, video has been affected to

some degree. The CBS-TV film

unit hasn’t shot any new footage,

because writers and contact men

are out. A film insert, which was

a feature on WCBS-TV’s 6 p.w*

news strip, has been suspended.

The “Mike and Buff’’ show, which

? took two writers out to Chicago,

lost those two scripters when they

joined the union after making the

trip.

In most cases the webs brought

in supervisory personnel to handle

the scripting chores, and some pub-

licity department staffers were

pressed into service. A union

spokesman said that “they are us-

ing paste and canned wire copy,

for the most part, and where there

isn’t enough copy the announcers

are reading slowly to stretch.
^

A few newscasts were cancelled

and some programs were shifted

from N. Y. to Chi. RWG, which

is part of the Authors League of

America, has a strike canteen serv-

ice, with an auto ferrying refresh-

ments to the pickets.

Strike began Wednesday (2) after

negotiations had dragged on for

over six months. The basic is-

sues are; il) the continuity staf-

fers’ demand for dramatic rights

to material which they create on

their own time; (2) news staffers

demand for commercial fees for

work on sponsored shoves (the

nets offered fees for web programs

but not for the local shows, which

are much more numerous), and

(3) demands for a pay hike.

The chains offered an 11^%
boost over the previous scale, which

ran from $90-!t.l30 a week, retroac-

tive to Sept. 30, 1951. plus another

hike from this September

to September. 19.53. The union is

demanding INiaCo from last Sei>

tember to June 30. another 31.2%

to September, 1952, and an addi-

tional 612^0 finjin that date to

September. ’53.

On strike are 67 staffers, in the

news and continuity fields.

Hudnut Will Back .

Bergen on CBS
Edgar Bergen will he back at his

old Sunday night at 8 stand on CBS
Radio in the fall, but with a new

bankroller, the Richard Hudnut
Co. CBS. \vhich had set up July 1

as the deadline on which it would
hold the Sunday night period open
for Bergen, came through with an
on-thc-nose deal with Hudnut last

week, clearing the way for the Ber-
gen-McCarthy .show to resume op-

erations in September.

Bergen-Hudnut deal, incidental-

ly, a’so means that ABC must now
find a new bankroller for Walter
Winchell’s Sunday night show.

• Winchcll l.s definitely prepared to

resume in the fall, either on radio

alone or on both radio and TV.
and it has been presumed that

Hudnut would be back as his spon-
sor. It’s believed (he cosmetic

firm’s budget, however, won’t per-

mit for sponsorship of two top-coin

AM shows, especially if they’re

both on Sunday nights.

Hudnut contract with Bergen.
Inked through the Kenyon & Eck-
hardt agency, calls for the ventril-

oquist to do a weekly radio show
only. No provi.sion has been made
for him to double into TV, but it’s

e.xpocted that he’ll do several video
shows during the season, a la Jack
Benny for Lucky Strike and Crosby
f«r Coke.

Chooney
Case of two participating

bankrollers refusing to permit

a network to sell the remain-

ing spot on the show to a non-

competing sponsor, because

they deemed its product un-
acceptable, came to light this

week. Advertiser caught in

the squeeze play was Ameri-
can Chicle Co., which had
wanted to sign for the remain-

ing participation open on NBC-
TV’s Saturday night “All Star

Revue.”
Kellogg and Pet Milk are

presently participating in the

show. Two of them reported-

ly forced NBC, under threat of

checking off themselves, to re-

fuse to sell the chicle firm, on
basis that they didn’t want
their products associated with

the laxative chewing gum
which Chicle manufactures.
NBC this week sold the time to

California Packing (Del

Monte).

7 (^wan Shows

With Chi Stamp
Chicago, July 8.

• When Louis G. Cowan’s newest
panel show, “Super Ghost,” bows
on NBC-TV in the Sunday Evening
6 o’clock period two weeks hence,

the packaging firm will be repped
on the AM-TV lanes with a total

of seven network shows bearing
the “Made in Chicago’’ stamp. Fig-

ure is significant, especially in the
case of TV, where Windy City web
output is down to the nub during
the hiatus period.

Exclusive of the ABC and Du-
Mont wrestling remotes from here,

there are 10 Chi TV productions
currently riding out of the Loop.
And five of the 10 are Cowan proj-

ects. The shop also has a brace
of network radio shows going from
here—Mutual’s “Down You Go
and CBS’ “Quiz Kids.” Both are
on TV, too.

Cowan, although headquartering
in N. Y., has long been high on Chi
personalities and production facil-

ities. He has consistently resisted

demands from actual or potential
bankrollers that various Chi prop-
erties, such as “Quiz Kids” or
“Down You Go,” be moved to New
York. It’s known that the Bergan
Evans-emceed “Down You Go,”
presently a DuMont sustainer, has
had nibbles from clients wishing to

move the panel quizzer elsewhere
But Cowan has nixed any attempts
to dislodge the programs from
their Chi berths, feeling they are
stronger entries because of their
midwest flavor.

“Super Ghost,” newest Cowan
offering picked up by NBC-TV as

a sustainer, is another word game
show, with Evans sitting in the
host’s chair. Panelists include
Robert Pollack, former Sun-Times
dr^ma critic, andr Prof. Irving Lee
of Northwestern U. Evans also is

on the Northwestern faculty.

Besides the aforementioned ven-
tures, Cowan has “Ask Me An-
other” going on NBC-TV Thursday
nights for Ethyl; “Quiz Kids,” same
web, alternate Monday nights for
Crosley, and “Pet Shop” Saturday
mornings on DuMont.

Halsey V. Barrkf
T«f4vUlon Svhs}

adds N)»

Telepix Arithmetic

* * *
_
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6^ Cuban-Mex

Deal for Howdy’
Mexico City, July 8.

Biggest TV tiifie deal in Latin

American history was set here, this

week when Martin Stone, head of

Kagram Corp., owners of “Howdy
Doody,” and Emilio Azearrago, top

Mexican showman and
.
pilot of

NBC affiliate XEW-TV, Mexico
City, inked an initial seven-year

contract for five half-hours weekly
of a Latinized version of the mop-
pet show starting this fall. Sign-
ing climaxed a fortnight’s visit of

Stone to Mexico to scout develop-
ment prospects of Latin-American
TV, and marks the first major In-

vasion of this market by an estab-

lished U. S. show completely re-

modeled for consumption from the
Rio Grande to Cape Horn.

South of the border, “Howdy
Doody” will be produced in Span-
ish on film in Mexico for airing

here and syndication throughout
current and impending Latin-

American TV markets. Stone is

now dickering with several Cuban
TV outlets, and will soon decide
on one channel for simultaneous
launching of the kid show there
around October.

Stone’s Latin-American opera-
tion will be handled by a new Mex
subsidiary, Producciones Mundi-
ales, which plans to expand opera-
tions to additional live and filmed
local and syndicated TV packages
as base of a broad plan to get in

on the ground floor of an expand-
ing Latin - American market
through use of newest production
techniques.
“Howdy Doody,” which will ride

the 5:30-6 p.m. niche Monday
through Friday in Mexico and Cuba,
same spot as its five-year NBC run
in U. S., will probably lack off

in both new Latin markets with a
majority o" current U. S. sponsors
picking up the tab for same prod-
ucts, many of which are big sellers

in the good-neighbor area. Stone
has been filling in such U. S.

“Howdy Doody” backers as Col-

gate, Kellogg, Standard Brands
and Welch, giving them first crack
at franchises on the new Latin ver-

sion of the show, the first., moppet
operation in Latin America to go
five times weekly and tie in mer-
chandising and point-of-sale cam-
paigns, a L. U. S.

All attack on propaganda in comtnercials waa made over NB(r
TV la$t week (2) by Norman Thomas, vet Socialist leader. Thoma^
objected to attacks on socialism ihade in the Rofin Aluminum &
Brass Corp. commercials on “American Forum of the Air ” and
NBC granted him' time to answer the Bohn arguments and to
comment on the practice of making political pitches in commercial
time.

Bohn, Ihomas charged, “has steadily used the commercial period
to preach dogmatically the corporation’s fear" and hate of .some-
thing it calls ‘socialism,’ but which evidently also includes the
welfare state. This abuse of fair or free speech is largely paid
for. by us, the taxpayers, because every corporatiem deducts ad-
vertisinga e?cpenses before computing its income taxes. This means
that you and I pay from one-half to two-thirds of the cost of this
indoctrlnation-by-propaganda.”

Thomas stressed that Bohn isn’t the only outfit on the air
“frightening Americans with the ‘fate worse than death’ of so-

cialism.” He mentioned the privately owned electric power com-
panies which tout private ownership of utilities on “Meet Corliss

“The whole purpose of ‘American Forum’ is to have i.s.'^ue.s

discussed; not to have them prejudiced -by a hired announcer in a
commercial,” Thomas said. “In 1946, the FCC criticized propa-
ganda in commercials very sharply, tt held that there should be
no place for commercials ‘to propagandize for a point of view or
one side of a debated issue, rather than’ 'to sell goods or services’.”

Thomas said that unless he can reach an agreement with NBC
regarding deletion of propaganda from AM and TV commercials,
“I intend to besiege every Government agency, the FCC, Income
Tax Bureau and Congress.” He said that the head of the brass

comi^any has a right to his views “.as I have a right to mine,” and
added, “The difference is wojrth seidous discussion. But no cor-

poration has a right to turn its hucksters into political propagan-
dists over TV at our expense.”
NBC announced that it had made the time available to tlie

Socialist Party leader “in the interests of fairness.”

TWO MORE STATIONS

BUY NAACP PROGRAM
WJR, the late G. A. • Richards’

station in Detroit, has bought the

“Walter White Show,” transcribed

program featuring the head of the

National Assn, for Advancement of

Colored People. KWK, St. Louis,

also bought the 15-minute waxer
last week.
Program, beamed in N.Y. by

WLIB, is syndicated by Morris
Novik.

Brent Leaves ‘Woman’
Hollywood, July 8.

George Brent bowed out of Mu-
tual’s “Woman of the Year” radio
series, in which he was starred
with Bette Davis. Net • asked for
extension until November of his

option, up last week, and he nixed
the request.
William B. White repped Brent.

NBC-TV Brewer

Pact Surprise
Anheuser-Busch, for its Bud-

weiser Beer, pacted with NBC-TV
in a surprise move this week for
the 7:15 to 7:30 p.m. slot on Fri-

days, starting in the fall. Brewery,
through tfie D’Arcy agency, hasn’t
yet decided what show it will bank-
roll.

Deal with NBC came as a sur-
prise, since Budweiser has been
closely associated heretofore with
CBS-TV via the Ken Murray show.
Beer firm backed out of that show
last month when Murray and CBS
ran into a hassle over his contract,
but when the argument was
straightened out, it had been pre-
sumed that Budweiser would re-

turn to CBS with Murray in the
fall. Brewery recently ^trimmed its

ad budget as the result of a strike

at its plant and, as a result, it now
looks as though any -deal for Mur-
ray and CBS is off.

New contract now leaves only
Wednesday open in the 7:15 to 7:30
strip on NBC. Pepsi-Cola had pre-
viously inked for the Tuesday and
Thursday slots to bankroll a new
vidfilm series, “Short, Short Story,”
and Riggio Tobacco (Pall Mall) has
signed for the Monday period for a
show still to be announced.

Mac s ‘Who Needs Prompting?’
Chicago, July 8.

The Tcleprompter came of age as a force for public speaking in
the realm of TV and it looks as though its owner, Irving B. Kahn,
has parlayed his device into a permanent Congressional ride.
Just as practically all other facets of the GOP convention were
geared to video, the Teleprompter occupied a place of honor in
front of the speaker rostrum with 19 (count ’em) of the major
haranguers contracting for use of the giant-size hidden text. So
impressed was Speaker of the House Joe Martin that he took time
out to talk facts and figures with Kahn on making the Teleprompter
a Congress fixture in anticipation of the day when the House and
Senate “go TV.”

Kahn’s move-in on the politico brass, however, wasn’t all easy
sailing. Major holdout on the use of the 'feleprompter was key-
noter Douglas MacArthiir who, by refusing to release his address
in advance, also stymied the newsreel boys who jiad pleaded for
the conventional “full dress rehearsal” as a deadline expediency.
Kahn pleaded and cajoled for an advance text, since a couple hours
are required to give it the giant-size treatment, but MacArthur was
adamant.

NBCMay Lose Out

On TV ‘Cavalcade’

NBC, which has had duPont's

“Cavalcade of America” on radio

for a number of years, may not get

the tele version of the sliow,

through lack of available time. As
result, while the AM program will

remain with NBC, the TV version,

slated to preem in the fall, will

probably wind up elsewhere.

CBS, which trails NBC by only a

few hours weekly in the matter of

commercial time sold for the fall,

has had huddles with duPont ad
execs and BBD&O, the chemical
firm’s agency. That web, too, has

not been able to come up with a

suitable time period yet, indicating

that the package may go to one of

the two -other webs. Situation

points up the prediction of indus-

try execs that TV in 1952-53 will

enjoy its best season to date.

TV’ed ’ “Cavalcade,” which will

ollowjilosely the AM format, Is to

be on ^ilrri. Thirteen stanzas have

been completed by various Holly-

wood vidfilm producers to dale. In-

cluding Screen Gems, the wholly-

owned Coldmbia Pictures’ subsidi-

ary, which has turned out five of

them for duPont.

B&A to Stay in Thursday

Slot; ‘Celeb Time’ Open
While final pacts have not been

signed yet, it looks as though Burns
& Allen will continue in their pres-
ent Thursday night at 8 slot on
CBS-TV in the fall, when they
switch from an alternate week to
a Weekly showcasing. There had
ben some talk that the comedy
team would move over to Sunday
nights at 10, based on the fact that
Goodrich, which now has the Sun-
day night period with its ‘Celebrity
Time,” picked up the alternate
week schedule on B&A.
During the last season, B&A have

been bankrolled by Carnation Milk,
with show rotating each week with
“Star of the Family.” Caxmation
continues on the show, rotating the
sponsorship representation with
Goodrich. What happens to “Celeb
Time,” meanwhile, is also a matter
of speculation. Current Goodrich
cycle on the show expires in Sep
tember, and the bankroller has no
yet indicated whether it will re
new, in view of its buy-in on B&A

Levenson Sole CBS-TV

Personality Sans Show

Sam Levenson is the only CBS-

TV contract personality to date

with no show of his own a.'i.signea

to him for next season. Whether

the comic returns with his own pro-

,

gram will probably depend on

whether CBS is able to sell him.

Web program execs are current-

ly scouting new program formats

for Levenson, in hopes they can

come up with something to interest

a sponsor. Comedian, meanwhile,

will return in the fall as a regular

panelist of the Sunday night “This

Is Show Business.” His la.*?! per-

sonal show, which was aired Tues-

day nights opposite Milton Berie,

went off the air several week.s ago

when no sponsor nibbles ^^ele

forthcoming,

4A’s Names Silvernail

Frank G. Silvernail, of BBD&O.

was last week named chairman oi

the American Assn, of

Agencies AM-TV broadcasting

committee, with Harlow P.

of Goodkind, Joice & Morgan. Mce

chairman.

Among other new committee

chairmen are; Walter
a'm-TV

ton & Bowles, heading the
^

production committee, witn •

Burt Oliver, of Foote Cone &

Belding, v-c; D. E. ^^®binson.

Price, Robinson & Frank, les *

‘chairman, with F. B » > ^ ,

BBD&O, v-c; and H. H. Do“p

teen, of B&B, media lehuo"
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let’s TeD ’Em Oir Mood
Mood of the’CBS Radio affiliates who met to forestall a network

rate-slashing party laat woek was a fighting one. The station

operators, almost to a man, reported good local and national spot

business and couldn’t see why the web wanted to push through a

out—which inevitably would undermine their local and spot rate*,

structure. Their “let’s tell ’em off” attitude was expressed in com-
ments voiced aloud at the parley.

At one point, after CBS prez Prank Stanton had spoken for an
hour and board chairman William S. Paley had gabbed for a quar-

ter-hour, it was announced that Stanton had to leave “to see a

client."’ IVom the floor came the caustic query: “AM or TV?”
At the afternoon cocktail party Wednesday (2), after the network

had screened its ^‘More Than Meets the Eye” radio-promoting film,

one of the affiliates button-holed CBS yeepee Lou Hausman, one
of the guiding lights behind^ the animated color cartoon. Station

man told Hausman H was a terrific picture and that the affiliates

‘were greatly impressed with the job it does in socking across

radio’s effectiveness as an ad medium. Hausman beamed. Then
the station operator said, “Lou, will you do me a favor? Let your
salesmen see It.”

CBS AlTdiates Clainiiig Victory

InWeb Meet; No Early Rate Cut Seen
The industry this week was try-*^

ing to assess last week’s dramatic

meeting of CBS Radio affiliates,

which brought almost 150 toppers

h’om stations across the country to

protest the network’s expected rate

tut and to demand, instead, a rate

hike.

Meanwhile, a subcommittee of

the affiliates* committee met with
CBS’ top echelon yesterday (Tues.)

afternoon to hammer out differ-

ences that apparently couldn’t be
settled with so large a body.

Some segments of the industry
were disappointed at the outcome,
when, after the affiliates had shown
striking determination and unani-
mity, they agreed to a tabling ac-

tion—^having a committee meet
with the CBS brass “at an early
date for further discussion of our
mutual problems.” However, those
stations which signed the Invitation
to last week’s confab felt that the
two-day parley had a salutary ef-

fect.

For one thing, they pointed out,

the network upper echelon—board
chairman William S. Paley and
prexy Frank Stanton—^who pre-
sented the chain’s side of the story
with some “disturbing, unshakable
facts,” did not unfold any rate re-
vision plan. In short, there is no
rate slashing in the immediate
future. Commenting on the Paley-
Stanton talks, one affiliate ob-
served, “They bled—and bled.”

Secondly, it’s argued, whatever
action is taken will be only after

(Continued on page 32)

‘Colgate' Stars Set;

‘All Star' Dickers
NBC-TV has put the finishing

touches on its lineup of top-name
comics to rotate on the Sunday
night “Colgate Comedy Hour” in
the fall, but is stiU In the negotia-
tion stage with several comedians
mr the Saturday night “All Star
fievue.”

“Comedy Hour” lineup will be
virtually the same as last season,
Vjith Eddie Cantor, Martin -Sc Lewis
Bob Hope, Donald O’Connor and
Abbott Sc Costello having been
inked. Under the program’s
operating procedure, none of the
comics will do more than 11 shows

5 k
the year. Possibility exists

mat other NBC contract comics
Play do occasional one-shots to pad
nut the schedule, if they’re needed.

9*1 “All Star,” Jimmy Durante
' Martha Raye are the only two
already inked. Final talent roste^r
was held up pending the signing

third sponsor for the show,
wnich occurred this week when
aJifornia Packing came in. From

^st year’s “All Star” lineup, Ed
Oanny Thomas and Olsen Sc

^^ave either quit or been
upped. Web is currently dick-

^nng with Ben Blue, Ritz Bros.,
^allulah Bankhead, Phil Harris,

T Chevalier and Harold

p),,,.
Pmong others, to rotate with

^uiante and Miss Raye.

McFarland Bin Passes; Nix hotectioii

For Stations on Political Ldiel Saits

NIC

Joseph H. McConnell
Imw his twa v{«wf mi

Radio—An Old Hat
With a New Band

* *
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NBC-TV SaL Nhe

Star ShowsSRO In

3 Sponsor Inking
NBC-TV posted the SRO "sign

this week on its two top-budgeted
Saturday night shows, filling the
slots still open with new participat-

ing bankrollers.
California Packing, for its Del

Monte products, signed for the* 8
to 9 p.m. “All Star Revue.” Start-

ing in the fall, the canned food
outfit will join Kellogg and Pet
Milk as the three participants in

the show, which, under the present
setup, will give it featured billing

on the series once every three
weeks. Deal marks the entry of

Del Monte into network TV, al-

though it has been active in spot
advertising on local Coast stations.

NBC inked American Chicle for

the remaining 10, minute segment
of the second half-hour of “Show
of Shows” and Prudential neurance
to take over the alternate week
spot on the final half-hour of the
program. New sales give NBC a

soldout status on Saturday night,

with the exception of alternate

weeks on “One Man’s Family,”
which is bankrolled on a skip-a-

week policy only by Miles Labs.

Lennen Sc Mitchell’s acquisition
last week of the Bromo Seltzer
billings, totalling upwards of
$2,000,000 annually, spotlights the
almost frantic activity in recent
weeks among agencies and clients
in

_
the continuing shuffling of

major accounts. In the case of some
agencies, it projects them into new
spheres of importance, while
others, stripped of multi-million
dollar accounts, have been involved
in heavy retrenchment schedules.

With its takeover of the Bromo
Seltzer biz, Lennen Sc Mitchell
achieves its peak mark. Only a few
weeks back the .agency was notified
by the^.Schlitz Brevdng Co., of
Milwaukee, that it was falling heir
to $3,000,000 in radio-TV billings
(another $3,000,000 for other media
going to the Leo Burnett agency in
Chicago).

The Burnett ascendancy will un-
doubtedly go down as the most
fabulous agency success story of"

’52. Only last week, the Chi opera-
tion was designated for the Kellogg
billings plum lost by Kenyon Sc

Kckhardt. Amount involved is in

excess of $3,000,000.
Overall, Burnet has swelled its

billings to $35,000,000, giving it a
status comparable to the bigleague
Madison Ave. boys in New York.
It’s estimated that only a year ago
the Burnett agency was riding
along with approximately half the
biz it enjoys today,
Kenyon Sc Eckhardt, on the other

hand, has wound up as one of the
year’s major casualties, second only
to the billings recession enoount-
ered a couple months back by
Young Sc Rubicam, which not only
lost the $6,000,0()0 Schlitz biz, but
also the Packard billings as well.

In addition to the Kellogg loss,

K & E also found itself minus the
Piel’s beer account, totalling

$1,250,000. Latter billings shifted

over to Y &: R, contributing toward
a partial assuagement in the face
of the Schlitz loss.

Just as Y Ac R went on a firing

hinge in its radio-*rV department
as result of the double-barrelled
Schlita-Packard defections, K Ac E
last week also inaugurated a re-

trenchment campaign.
Weintraub is another .

agency
that took it on the chin recently,

the loss of the Babbitt Co. l?iz rep-

resenting a $3,000,000 billings rap.

Recently the Ted Bates agency'
grabbed itself a $1,500,00() plum,
winning the CBS Television set

manufacturing account in the com-
petitive agency bidding.

100^ Motorola Diny
Chicago, July 8.

Motorola, Inc., plans a 100%
stock dividend.

A special stockholders meeting

has been called for July 29 to vote

on authorizing increase of com-
mon jghares from 1,000,000 to 3,-

000,000. If the plan is approved,

the directors contemplate voting a

100% stock dividend, payable to

all holders of record July 15.

Edward A, Madden
(NBC-TV SaUs Oparatiopg)

uppreitsM

The Slings and Arrows

Of Outrageous TV
Fortunes
* * *
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HELD'S 2 AM OUTLETS

SOLD FOR $1,500,000
Chicago, July 8-

Marshall Field’s two radio sta-

tions in the Pacific Northwest,
KOIN, Portland, and KJR, Seattle,

were sold thi.s week for a total

price of $1,500,000. Portland out-

let went to the Mount Hood Radio
Ac TV Broadcasting Corp., while

the Mount Rainier Radio Ac TV
Corp. bought the Seattle station.

Both outfits are headed by * syn-

dicate including film exhibitors

Ted Gamble and Sherrill C.

Corwin.
Field stated as reason for sell-

ing the stations the fact that ma-
jor interests of his Field Enter-

prises are now centered in Chi-

cago and N.Y.

Pickfori Hope

Crosby, Stewart

Seek TV Outlets
Washington, July 8.

Several - motion picture stars,

past iind present, are investing in
companies which filed applications
with the FCC last week for TV
stations. They are Mary Pickford
Rogers, Bob Hope, Bing Crosby
and James Stewart.

Mrs. Rogers has filed an appli-

cation for a station in Winston-
Salem, N. C, and will compete
against two other applicants for
the only VHF channel assigned to
the city. Tlie one-time “sweetheart
of the sllents” had originally filed

two other "Tipplications—^for Ashe-
ville and Durham—but has not yet
advised whether she Will press
these bids.

Hope has a substantial interest

in Metropolitan Television Co.,

which has applied for TV in Den-
ver. Metropolitan recently pur-
chased the NBC key 50 kw radio
station KOA in Denver for $2,250,-

000, subject to FCC approval.
Crosby holds a 47% interest in

KXLY-TV, Inc., which has filed

for TV in Spokane, Wash. The
crooner, whose name is givep In

the application as Harry L. Cros-
by, Jr., has dropped his plans to

apply for other stations in Yakima
and Tacoma in Washington state.

Stewart has a 20% interest in

Denver Television Co., which ap-

plied for a TV license in the
Colorado capital. Theatre and oil

money are also financing this com-
pany.

What’s in a Name?
Danger in labeling a tele-

vision show with the name of a

sponsor is currently being un-
derscored by the difficulties

confronting ABC-TV in sell-

ing “Celanese Theatre”. Show,
a William Morris agency pack-

age, won a number of cita-

tions and awards last season,

but Celanese cancelled out in

the spring. Despite its merits,

however, the dramatic series is

so closely associated in the

minds of viewers with the

Celanese name, that few other
advertisers want to touch it.

Other networks, for that rea-

son, have established a strict

rule against permitting any of

their house packages to carry

the name of a sponsor, NBC
has “Texaco Star Theatre,”
“Kraft TV Theatre,” etc., but
these are outside productions
which came into the web un-

der those tags.

Washington, July 8,

The first major radio legislation

since the Communications Act cre-

ating the FCC in 1934 was passed
by Congress last week when thie

House and Senate approved the
conference, report on the McFax'-
land bill to speed up FCC opera-
tions and limit the agency’s powers.

Although various provisions of
the measure were strongly opposed-
by the majority of tlie Commis-
sioh, it is expected that President
Truman wiU sign it. However, in
the event of a veto, it is likely that
Congress' would override, as the
bill was passed by both houses' by
voice vote, .

As the measure neared final ac-
tion, efforts were made to tack on
a provision to protect radio and TV
stations against libel suits resulting
from remarks made In political

broadcasti. Such a provision was
voted by the Hpuse, but was
dropped by the conferences ap-
pointed to iron, out differences in
the Senate and House bills. Thus,
broadcasters are still faced with
the problem of complying with
libel laws of various 'states and at

the same time^obeying FCC policy
which prevents them from censor-
ing political speeches.

Sen. Ernest McFarland (D-Arlz.),

chairman of the communications
subcommittee of the Senate Inter-
state Comjjierce Committee and a
member of the conference commit-
tee in charge of the bill, told

Variety the libel provision was
dropped because the conferees felt

that the subject should be given
further study, tlyough hearings,
before legislative action is taken.
There are several bills before Con-
gress ‘ dealing with the situation,

and the matter will probably be
considered next session.

However, while broadcasters
were left holding the bag on cam-
paign speeches. Congress gave pro-

(Continued on page 34)

TVXUIGFNOWSETTOBE

AIRED LIVE FROM COAST
Television version of “Life With

Luigi,” originally reported to be a

vidpix show, will be aired live in-

stead, originating from the Coast

each Monday night at 9:30 via CBS-
TV. General Foods, which is spon-

soring the show as permanent re-

placement for “Claudia,” inked the

final papers this week with CBS,
through Young .Ac Rubicam, its

agency.
Show is to star J. Caroll Naish,

who also has the title role in the

CBS Radio version. In the Mon-
day night at 9:30 period, “Luigi”
will be back-to-back with the top-

rated “I Love Lucy,” a fact which
CBS predicts will give it a, sweep
on the Monday night rating com-
petition. Web will have “Lux Video
Theatre” at 8, Arthur Godfrey’s
“‘Talent Scouts” at 8:30, “Lucy” at

9, “Luigi” at 9:30 and Studio One
at 10.

Coke-Crosby Deal

Off; GE Interested

Deal for Coca-Cola to sponsor
Bing Crosby on radio and TV next
season for CBS has fallen through
at the last minute, and General
Electric has moved into the picture
as a prospective bankroller for the
Groaner.

..
While all parties concerned are

keeping tigh^ wraps around the
maneuverings, it’s understood that
underneath the collapse of the
Coke deal is a plan Crosby has to

enter the ice-cream manufacturing
business with his four sons. What
GE has to do with that plan is still

unclear, but it would mean that

Crosby could benefit via a capital

gains tax setup on his radio-TV
earnings, whereas his deal with
Coke would have given him only
a straight tax setup.

It’s expected that the Groaner
will return to his last season’s Wed-
nesday night at 10 slot on CBS
Radio, no matter which sponsor
winds up with the show, and will

also do a series of TV one-shots.

Walker’s Educ’l Pilch

Washington, July 8.

FCC Chairman Paul Walker
will address the fifth annual radio

and television institute at Penn-

sylvania State College, at State

College, Pa., tomorrow (Wed.),

He will speak on educational TV.

HAZEL BISHOP BUYS

2 NBC RADIO SHOWS
Hazel Bishop lipstick has bought

two shows on NBC radio. Sponsor,
who will keep his other AM and
TV properties, has picked up “In-

side News from Hollywood,” with
Jay Sims, to go on NBC cross-the-

board at 3 p. m. Additionally, the

bankroller will have the Monday,
Wednesday and Friday editions of

“Lorenzo Jones” at 5:So p. m.
Both shows start Aug. 4 and

were purchased through the Ray-
mond Spector agency. It’s believed

the first time that a lipstick outfit

has splurged so heavily in daytime

radio.
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Washington, July 5-

Growing interest oji the of

motion picture e:*ibitors in si-
ting into TV is shown in station

applications filed with the FCC
last week. Seven applications from

theatre operators were among

hundreds which poured into the

agency in the last-minute rush to

get in before processing begins.

Applications involving theatre in-

terests Included: Columbia

ment Co., Paducah, Ky-1

Theatres pf Georgia,

S. Butterfield Theatres, Flint,

Mich.; Fergum Theatres, M^s-
field, 0.; Radio station WSMB,
New Orleans (50% subsidiary of

United Paramount Theatres); St.

Louis Amusement Co., St. Louis

(Fanchon & Marco chain); and

Denver Television Co., Denver,

Largest interest in the Denver

company is held by John Wolfberg

(34%) who, with his father, Har-

ris, operate two downtown houses

and five drive-ins in the Colora<^

capital. Actor James Stewart

holds a 20% interest in the com-

pany. A Fort Worth, Texas, oil

man, F. Kirk Johnson, also holds a

20% interest.

Other theatre operate r.s are
expected to file applications,

among them tlie Schine Circuit,

which operates radio outlet WPTR
in Albany, N. Y. Company has a

long-standing application for TV
in Albany which would have to

be brought up to date in conform-

ity with new allocation procedures

in order to becomd" active.

United Paramount Theatres will

have the limit of five owned and
operated TV stations when and if

its proposed merger with ABC is

okayed by FCC. UPT has old

applications on file for' stations in

Boston, Des Moines, Detroit and
Tampa, Fla. Company has told the

Commission it would pursue these

or other applications to acquire

five-station limit if merger is de-

nied. UPT no% owns the highly
profitable WBKB (TV) in Chicago
which it has sold to CBS^for $6,-

000,000, contingent on merger
approval. ^

Freelon N* (Pal) Fowler

tails

Selling America to

Americans
(Via Imiustriai TV Films)

* * *
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Show Wanted
Anybody got a television

show they, want to sell to a

sponsor? ...
U. S, Royal, which is being

forced out of its Sunday night

spot on NBC-TV at end of the

current cycle, reportedly still

has a big ad budget for TV and

is seeking the right show and

network time to buy. Rubber

firm is now bankrolling “Royal

Showcase” Sundays at 7 on

NBC, but that Slot is being

taken over in the fall by Red
Skelton, for Procter & Gamble.

25 OF 34 YHF CITIES

SEEK UHF CHANNELS
Washington, July 8.

At least 25 cities with very high

frequency TV stations will get ad

ditional ultra high frequency out

lets, through applications filed

with the FCC.
Analysis of the applications filed

with the FCC shows 34 for UHF
In cities with TV. There were
applications for each of the threeu

UHF commercial channels as-

signed to Philadelphia and for

each of the two assigned to Los

Angeles, Cleveland, and Birming-

ham. Three applicants filled for
UHF in New Orleans, which has
four UHF’s and two for Chicago,
which has five UHF’s. Two appli-

cants filed for the ,UHF channel
assigned to Schenectady, N. Y.

One application, by the City of
New York, has been filed so far
for the one commercial UHF chan-
nel assigned to New York. One
application for UHF has been re-

ceived from each of the follow-
ing VHF cities: Boston, Baltimore,
Washington, D. C., Louisville,

Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston, Okla-
homa City, Jacksonville, Miami,
Dayton, New Haven, Binghamton,
Erie, Utica, and Johnstown.

When UHF stations get into op-
eration, converters will be on the
market at nominal prices to enable
existing receivers to tune in the
outlets. Manufacturers will also

make all-channel sets which will

tune in VHF or UHF stations.

Martin Fonnida:

Clip 40 Seconds

Off Web Shows
Proposal that networks clip 40

seconds off web radio programs,

enabling affiliates to insert an ad-

ditional chainbreak spot . and a

news bulletin, is being made by

Paul Martin, station manager of

WCCC, Hartford.,

Martin feels that insertion of the

news flash could increase audiences

while the extra spot would bring

in additional coin. Use of the news
bulletin would separate the two
plugs and avoid “double-spotting.”

At present, quarter-hour shows
are actually 14 . minutes and 30

seconds; they’d be trimmed to

13:50. Half-hour shows are 29:30;

they’d be pruned to 28:50. The 70

seconds that wOuld remain between
programs would be given over to the

chainbreak commercial currently

in the niche, followed by a news
item and weather note, after which
the outlet could sell another chain-

break.

Martin points out that TV is

actually using double spots, since

many station identification an-

nouncements following chainbreaks
are being shared with bankrollers

and time signals are also spon-
sored.

Proposal is likely to get backing
from affiliates who could realize

additional revenue from local and
national spot spenders. Station
representatives are expected to get
behind the idea, since it would
promote spot biz.

Advertisers are expected to

object to giving up part of their

time, since the addition of addi-
tional ad copy might cut Into the
impact of their pitches. However,
it’s argued by Martin, since the
spenders are clamoring for rate
concessions, “let them give up 40
seconds of their shows.”

Denver Exhibs

Continue Feud

Via Video Bids
Denver, July 8.

The fight for television permits

in Denver will get under way as

soon as the FCC gives the word
for hearings. One of the battles^

is a seeming, continuation of a feud

between two theatre owners, which
started when Harris and John
Wolfberg, father and son, came
into the Denver picture, leasing

the; Broadway from und6r Fox-In-

terinountaln Theatres, and later

taking the Paramount from them^

Frank H. Ricketson, Jr., prez of

Fox - Intermountain, and Harry
Huffman, former Denver city man

‘Danger,Men Spieling’

By John Savage
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Airing No Stunt;

Pioneering iii new time periods,

the first all-night live video opera-

tion will be launched by WOR-TV,
ager for the chain, are partners in ^ July 19. While WDTV, Pitts-

. .AH ,. Vmi-tf'h yina hppn airinc round-1

Washington, July n
The long-anticipated “land ruch**

for TV licenses fell on the FCC laif
week as applications flooded th-
Commission to get in before
processing time,, which officially
started July 1. As the week closed
the count stood at 485 applications
-—the heaviest workload the Com-
mission has ever had in the in
years of its existence.

While the tot^l is far from the
1,000 applications the agency had
expected, it’s still plenty to handle
And there will be more filed in the
weeks to come. Many prospective
applicants are taking their time
inasmuch as the system of priori-
,ties established for processing
gives first consideration to non-fV
cities and doesn’t reach TV areas
for some months.

The nearly 500 applications filed

revealed some surprising develop-
ments, chief of which is the will-

ingness of applicants to establish
stations in the new ultra high fre-

quencies. Over one-third of the
applications are for UHF channels.
And these are not only for cities

where only UHF is available but
also for glties with both UHF and
VHF assignments and even for
cities with near saturation of VHP
sets.

In view of these applications, It’s

expected that manufacture of all-

channel TV sets will 4De consider-

ably stimulated and that new
be on the marketbuTgh. has been airing round-the- models will ne on

& MctIsIoii Co clock. Its post-mianight fare con- sooner than was anticipated. Since* Television co. uotn Aiaocun ,, many of the UHF applications are
SSth Aladdin clock. Its post-midnight

f5?er“Sd“e\&4t '‘The Wo"Lza will he for cities wlttont TV. ifs like^

are applying for Channel 7. • emceed by a disk jockey, with Fred that a number of permits can be

John Wolfberg said that when Kozhins at
.

present leading tte fesued

the hearings start on allocation of field. He will
FrosnectiTCSrt owners m STV channels he Intends to come minute tunepix, although a deal Jr’rospective set owners in tnese

wUh a that “Den- yet been inked with eit^^^^ areas

ver’s radio trust” is attempting to Snader Telescriptions or Official channel receivers,

gobble up all the television out- Films, both of which have product Educators File, Too

lets, now that TV has become in that field. Disks will also he Another big surprise was the

profitable. Wolfberg claims that used. number of applications for non-

DenVfer could have had television News, sports reports and tommercial educational TV stations

five years ago if the radio stations weather bulletins will be beamed j—seven in all. Considering that

had not blocked it. He says they every hour on the hour. An im- the channels for such stations are

did not want it when it was losing portant ingredient will be celeb in- reserved for at least a year, the
money, but thgt now they want to terviews, a la Barry Gray (who in- fact that seven applications were
grab It for themselves. All five cidentally got his- start on WOR- filed appears to provide concrete
downtown stations are either ap- aM) and other insomnia-stretch evidence that the educators mean
plying for^ television, or are affili- gabbers. A few feature films Will business, if not profits,
ated with companies which are. during the show. The applications came from 43

Blasts AM-TV Combines Harvey Marlowe, WOR-TV pro- states, from Hawaii and Puerto
Wolfberg pointed out that one gram manager, who is supervising Rico. They came from big metro-

of the purposes of FCC is to in- the project, told Variety, “We arei politan centers and small cities

sure diffusion in ownership of pub- starting this project not as a stunt, and towns with only a few thou-

lic information media, and said but as a feet-on-the-ground com- sand population. They showed that

there was no reason why radio sta- niercial venture. The.'emcee. we the high cost, of building and op-

tions should control television, choose will he a man who can sell.” crating a TV station holds no fears

claiming it is an entirely different Audienccrwise, Marlowe feels, to those with faith in the medium.

arknUnnnfc fnr
thcre’s R Wg and gTowlng all-night largest number of applica-

.ff.
* * in audience, and many of the people jame from Texas—nearly 50.

o-F»iinn Tn.. (FFFT 1

^tay Up and hstcn to muslc or
.J.J, included applications from

Eugene O Fallon, Inc. (KFEL), gabbers now have television sets. nir#* qhprmnn Tvler Vic*
Channel 2. O'Fallon Is general Additionally, there Is a large S”’ .“J® KeSJmr’manager Of KFEL, and is the only tavern audience. Saturday night a
applicant who does not as yet have wiU undoubtedly have a large audi- rSSl qS

. and other nights should also

‘B7ast in H’wood’ Bought

By Mittendorf for $25,000
Chet Mittendorf has bought

rights to “Breakfast In Hollywood”
from Ray Morgan, John Masterson
and the former Mrs. Tom Brena-
man for $25,000.

He’s .now negotiating with NBC
for AM and TV, and will audition
the show jon the Coast in a couple
of weeks.

NELSON EDDY MAY HAVE

FALL CBS RADIO SHOW
Nelson Eddy, who has recently

been touring the concert circuit,

may have his own show on CBS
Radio in the fall.

Web program execs this week re-
vealed that they’re talking with
the baritone to star in a new hour-
long musical program. Show is to
get a choice nighttime slotting, if

a satisfactory deal can be worked
out.

WCBS-TV Adds Air Force

Show to Sunday P.M. Sked
Continuing to light up its Sun-

day afternoon program schedule

with inexpensive public service

shows, WCBS-TV, key station of
the CBS video web in N. Y.,
launches a new series in coopera-
tion with the Air Force this week
(13). Titled “Your Air Force,” the
show replaces “The Big ^’icture
in the 2:30 to 3 p.m. slot.

Initialer, depicting how an ene-
my heavy bomber could penetrate
U. S. defenses and bomb N. Y. City,
will include a pitch for volunteer
civilian plane spotters.

competition
KMYR Broadcasting Co. and

Metropolitan Television Co. are
asking for Channel 4. Metropoli-
tan, controlled by Bob Hope, has
just bought, subject to FCC okay,
KOA from NBC. This channel is

expected to be made the NBC
video outlet in Denver.

Colorado Television Co. (KVOD),
ABC outlet, and Empire Coil Co.,
New Rochelle, N. Y., are compet
ing for Channel 9.

Channel 6, reserved for educa-
tional^ non-commercial use, has
not had an applicant. There are
no applicants for Channels 20 and
26 (UHF).

ence
do well, Marlowev said.

Program will start at 11:30 p.m.
and run through to 5 a.m. five

mornings a week and thrpugh to

6 a.m. on Sunday morning. It will

of the applicants filed for the two

VHF channels available and two

for the single UHF channel.

Interest in UHF varied in dii*

ferent cities. There were no ap-

the twop a.m. on ounaay morning u wiu
plications for either of the two

be beamed six-times-weeWy, elm- channels assigned to Denver,
inating Sunday night-Monday - .

morning.

RESIDUALS TO SOTHERN

FOR 'SECRETARY’ SERIES
Hollywood, July 8.

3 PITT EXECS FORM AD
AGENCY; PREP TV SHOWS

Ann Sothern will get residuals^ I ^ , i

in addition to salary on the vidpic applications came from radio sw-

largest non-TV city and first in

processing priority. But in Poti-

land, Ore., second largest non-TV

city, there were applications for

each of the two UHF channels

available; as well as for the three

VHF channels. The reason may w
that Denver has four VHF channels

and there are four TV networks.

Approximately one-fifth of th*

Pittsburgh, July 8.

series, “Private Secretary,” which

Jack Chertok Productions will roll

Aug. 1.

Chertok also signed Dale Car-

tions. About 50 were filed by news*

papers, three by municipalities

(for commercial stations), seven

by theatre operators, three by m*

surance companies, several by re*.

New ad agency designed to work negie for a “How To Stop Worry- ligious organizations
primarily in TV production has
been formed here by three local
TV execs. New outfit, which will
also deal in other media, is tagged
Advertising Corp. of America.

Trio forming the agency include
Joseph A. Jenkins, formerly assist-
ant radio-TV director of Ketchum,
McLeod & Grove, who’ll be prexy;
Peter L." Barker, formerly exec
producer with WDTV, who’s pro
duction veepee, and Robert L.

ing, Start Living” vidfilm series.

Carnegie will intro, and regular niirr
thesps will be used. Plans are to POOI F RIT)^ FOR FlVfc
include footage from Carnegie rUULIi DIVO TVIV

classrooms around the country.

Stewart Quits WICU
Erie, Pa., July 8.

Herbert Stewart has resigned as

COAST TV CHANNELS
Hollywood, July

^ .

John Poole, who recently pu

KBIG on the air, is ^^laking

cation for five television ch

in California. Making up the staw

network would be Los A 8
i

~
j — general manager of TV station neiworjit wuuxw ,

-

of w'lS Jew^who-irho“tif McLaughl'ji Fresno. Bakersfield. Stockton

pee in charee succeeding as acting g.m. McLaugh- Monterey-Sallnas.

department * Lewis'll. ““ formerly had been commercial poole is currently

"s treasurer. manager of the tiation. which is on uit4 high frequency from

owned by Edward Lamb, publisher transmitter "site on Mt.
of the Erie Dispatch. Sso applying for the allowable

iwoiiasci iur iVOrl'IVJ, HRS TC-
j

Stewart is heading for Florida, stations, to be Imked ^

signed to become general manager to Join an unidentified video sta- three western states, is "
of KFDA here. jtion thor#. lley, national political figure.

Amarillo, Tex—John Ballard,
sales manager for KGNC, has re-
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Five

Outstanding
New

Radio Shows

CBS Radio presents the year’s top creative achievements in

radio showmanship ~ five
, fresh interpretations of established

program types Designed with realistic respect for adver-
0

tisers’ budgets, these new shows carry maximum appeal for

all ages, sexes, and tastes - assure low cost-per-thousand mass

audiences Once more, CBS Radio, creator of more success-

fill package programs than any other network, leads in devel-

oping exciting new entertainment.

/
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Give your product a seasonable lift with one of these

all-reason shows ^ .

.

THE FRANK FONTAINE SHOW~A half-hour of

rippling comedy with Frank Fontaine and his zany

impersonations of Fred Frump and John L. C, Sil-

voney...the baby-sitting dilemmas of die Fontaine

family (latest count; a hilarious eight). Sundays,

8:00-8:30 p.m. EOT
•j

HORATIO HORNBLOWER- Starring the distin-

guished Michael Redgrave as hero of C. S. Forester's

best-sellers. Salt-spray etdventures and sparkling

romance... widi an audience already assembled by

the dashing Homblower of magazine, book, and

screen. (Mondays, 8:00-8:30 p.m. EDT)

DECEMBERBRIDE—Spring Byington is 'Tier usual

delightful self” (says Variety) as a new kind of mother-

in-law (her son-in-law dotes on her). Warm situation

comedy with a new view of an old relationship —

delight for every in-law in the land. (Sundays, 7 :00-

7:30 p.m. EDT)

GUNSMOKE—There's a U.S. Marshal, assorted vil-

lains, the .setting is the West—but there's a priceless

missing-ingredient: It's a Western without corn.

Adult writing, believable acting . . . the effect — to

win a new audience for^the sagas of the prairies. (Sat-

urdays, 7:30-8:00 p.m. EDT)

THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW—A program with a

human format— first name, Steve. It’s a changing and

always surprising blend of artesian ad-libbing... the

AUen piano . . . the Bobby Sherwood Trio . . .and bright

banter with unexpected guests. A smash hit on the

Coast, this show has top national prospects. It’s all

easy . . . nothing’s forced ... a half-hour of fun. ( Mon-

day through Friday, 9:30-10:00 p.m. EDT)

Ask yourCBS Radio representative for sample.record-

ings Refresh your customers and your sales with

one of these big-opyortunity shows—

...all on THE CBS RADIO NETWORK
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Smooth TV Convention Work Makes

'48 Pickups Seem Like a Rehearsal
By FLORENCE LOWE

Chicago, July 8,

Complete, smooth and ^lished
TV coverage of the openinjf day of

the GOP convention proclaimed
video’s coming of age. They said

that in '48, too, and they called

the political pow-wow in Philadel-

phia the world’s first television
‘

convention. But that trail blazer

now shapes as rehearsal for the

big time performance currently un-
folding on the nation’s TV screens*

The inevitable comparison with
TV coverage in ’48 begins with the
technical progress and engineer-
ing developments of the past four
years. These have come gradually— Improved and larger picture
tube, the increase in screen size,

the development of better photo-
graphic techniques, the expanded
studio techniques. But they hit

with an almost dramatic impact
when compared with the initial

effort in ’48. Above all, the im-
proved know-how of both Inter-

viewer and subject and the obvi-

ous confidence which permeates
the screen contrasts vividly with
the jerky, nervous performances
that the country’s voters avidly
watched four years ago.

The convention floor story is

largely a pool effort, and it’s in

the cooperative smoothness of all

the nets '(forking together that the
improvement is first evident The
Initial day’s coverage in Philadel-
phia was a jerky, sometimes inco-
herent affair. It took hours for the
carefully laid advance- work to
start operating. In contrast, even
with an hour-and-a-half’s delay in

schedule, due to last minute hud-
dles of the GOP national commit-
tee, the story came to the screen
with meaning and clarity.

Nervous'Panning Gone
Picture now is bright and clear,

with particular emphasis on sharp
crowd shots. Gone is the nervous
panning over the large auditorium,
the meaningless minute-long shots
of empty chairs, and the concen-
tration on single unidentified dele-
gates. The overall spectacle the
televiewer is seeing is the nearest
thing to on-the spot observation,
sans the crowding and discomfort
of the large amphitheatre. The re-
porting is a' more honest job.
thanks to the added experience of
handling large scale shows. It’s

still possible to distort the story
by concentrating on one corner of
the room or one gathering. But

(Continued on page 36)

BOB & RAY SHOW
With Bob Elliot, Ray Goulding,

Cloris Leachman, Bob Benton,
AIvy West band

Producer: Coby Ruskin
Writers; Billy Friedberg, Harold
Flender

30 Mins.; Sat., 7:30 p.m.
MILES LABORATORIES
NBC-TV, from New York

(Geoffrey Wade)
Bob fElliottl &. Ray (Goulding)

came to the NBC web from a local
Boston outlet last year and have
since been assigned herculean
chores on the network’s AM and
TV programming sked. Team is
currently working the AM beat
with a cross-the-boarder at 11:30
a.m. and a weekly Friday night
program at 8:30. Their current
video series is their only TV
chore, but it unfortunately dis-
plays the effect that such a drain
c'in have on their creative output.
They have mastered the radio me-
dium in their sharp satires and

MISTER PEEPERS
With Wally C6x, Norma Crane,
Joaeph Foley, pavid TyreU,
others; Bernle Green, mpsic

Producer: Fred Coe
Director: James Sheldon
Writers: David Swift, Jim Fritzell
30 Mins.: Thnrs., p.m.
FGRD DEALERS
NBC-TV, from N. Y,

(J. Walter Thompson)
Summer television picture, ,which

has been rather gloomy because of

some weak program fillers, got a

bright hew entry Thursday night

(3) with the preem of the new
Wally Cox starrer, ^'Mister Peep-
ers.” A whimsical situation com-
edy show about a tyro highschool

science teacher, lt.’s a new, novel

idea in TV comedy and, on the

basis of the preem, may rate a

sponsor for a regular season slot-

ting. (Show replaces the cancelled
James Melton program, and will
give way In the fall to the new
vidpix series inked by Ford, which
is to be produced by Screen
Gems.)

Iilitialer, as scripted by .David
Swift and Jim Fritzell, laid a neat
groundwork for succeeding stan-
zas. Cox, who’s established a rep
in TV and nitery comedy work
wnd also in some video dramatic
shows, was the ugly - duckling
schoolteacher of the title, out to
make a name tor himself in his
first mentoring assignment. With
his new classroom still under con-
struction, he ran into trouble from
the start via the incumbent teach-
er, a jealous, stuffed-shirtish indi-
vidual. Through his own bum-
bling, Cox forced the other teacher
to take to the hills and moved Intp
his classroom at the finale.

Story presented some new twists
to established situations and also
provided Cox and the rest of the
cast with some okay dialog, to
keep the humor perking at a
warm, chucklesome rate. That the
show was scripted for Cox was ob-
vious, and he made the most of it
vyith his unique, slow-tempoed de-
livery. Leonard Elliott was okay
as the jealous school-teacher, and
Joseph Foley turned in a com-^
petent performance as the school
principal. Norma Crane hadn’t
much to do as the femme teacher
who befriended Cox, but she’ll un-
doubtedly be around for the ro-
mantic interest on future stanzas.
Fred Coe, producer of NBC’s

Sunday night ^’TV Playhouse,” -is
doubling into this and endowed
the preem edition with some
.standout accoutrements. Sets
camera work and Bernie Green’s
music backing reflected a higher-
than-average summer budget. Show
plays before an unseen studio
audience, which helps both the
cast and set-siders In the laugh de-
partment. Ford commercials were
good with Dr. Roy K. Marshall, as
usual delivering a solid pseudo-
scientific selling job in the mid-

blurb. stal

pantomime quiz
With Mike Stokey, Coleen GraV,

Conreid,
2»bert Stack, Sandra Spence;Ken Niles, announcer; Richard

Calvct, John

caKs
CBS-TV from Hollywood

(William Esty)

Quiz” returned to
— - — -I- — I

^ue uiio video net last Fridav (4)
parodies, but their segue into i

as summer sub for “Mv Friendvideo IS onlv an evlenslnn nf I Irma " T.atior.video IS only an extension of theirAM efforts, and for the most part
it leaves dhe viewer with more to
Lsten to than to watch. A staunch
Bob & Ray cult has developed dur-
ing the past year, and they’re the
ones who can be counted on to
support this neiy video series, but
it s doubtful, if in its present for-
mat, it can nab a big -following.
On the preem Saturday (5) the

!

sketches, penned by Billy Fried-
berg and Harold Flender, were
pointed and sharp. Bob & Ray
handled each vignette with studied
precision. Baseball player inter-

sk^ch and brief drama of
Mary Backstage, Noble Wife”

were in topflight humorous groove.
Sketch intros were delivered in a
serious vein by Bob Denton and
musical breaks were supplied com-
petently by the Alvy West crew.A vocal solo by stage-screen thesp
Roland Young of “Pretty Baby”
was superfluous and bewildering.
The Alka Seltzer commercials fovi
Miles were hammered home a bit!
too often.

.
Latter was on for Cavalier

and this is underwritten by same
sponsor (R. j. Reynolds) for

1
?°^ weather or no, the

Stokcy-creatcd ch^iradery is

entertainment and
should be a puller on its Holly-wood names, mostly young people
with looks, as per “PQ" format.
Stokey. as emcee, is quite the
handsome gent hims-lf. and is a
slick customer in his handling of
two seti of contestants.
Four regulars are stacked against

as many challengers, latter rotat-
ing week to week. The laughs are'
pioduced via the pantomime route
even the sad sacks in this respect
being good for chuckles, since
viewers undoubtedly function as a
cheerleading squad for each pan-
toist. Some of the key words are
flashed on the screen when an
acter-outer goes through the
agonies. Many of the gag proverbs
on the preem were far-fetched,
but tins made it funnier. There’s

air of camaraderie about the
Gros.

1 whole that’s infectious. Trau.

HALLMARK SUMMER THEATRE
(Leifcud of Josiah Blow)
With Biff McGuirt. Ohristine

Whitee, Don Kennedy, Richard
MeMurray, Spencor Davis, Monte
Bataks, Jr,; John Graham, Robert
Bolder, Gordon Clarke Grint
Sullivan, Peter Fugw

Produeer-dlreetor: Albert McClecry
Writer: Harold C«Uen
30 Mint.; Sun., X0 .p.m..

HALLMARK
NBC-TV, from N. T.

(Foote, Cone, k Belding).

With NBC-TV's Red Skelton
show having vacated the Sunday
night at 10 slot, Hallmark moved
into the'^period for a 13-week sum-
mer run with a new version of Al-
bert McCleery’s “cameo” theatre,

titled “Hallmark Summer Thea-
tre.” Init^aler this week (6) served
as a good projection of McCleery’s
low-budgeted dramatic technique.
It suffered from a story which
had its merits, but indulged in too
much fantasy and flag-waving to

be completely credible,

(Skelton returns in the fall to

the Sunday night at 7 slot, with
the 10 o’clock period going to Ca-
may for a new vidfilm scries, “The
Doctor.” Hallmark at that time .will
move hack into its original Sunday
afternoon time, with Sarah Church-

|*ill returning as program hostess
and occasional star.)

Preem show on the summer cy-
cle was an Imaginative original by
Harold Callen, titled “Legend of
Joslah Blow.” It was the story of
an American private in the Con-
tinental army of 1776, who was
blown into Times Square of 1952
by a king-sized firecracker he had
made to

. celebjfate the signing of
the Declaration of Independence.
Naturally, nobody believed his tale
and the calloused, inept immigra-
tion authorities sought to deport
him. Not knowing his origin, they
gave him his choice of countries
and he picked Korea, so as to find
the fiance of a young French girl
also awaiting deportation. He ac-
complished his mission and then,
when he disappeared in a Korean
battle, presumably was returned to
’76, As Josiah Blow, of course,
he turned out to be “Joe Blow” for
modern times.

Biff McGuire turned in a solid
job in the title role, scoring parti-
cularly in a dramatic reading of
the Declaration for the benefit of
the immigration authorities. Chris-
tine White was appealing and capa-
ble as the French gal. Supporting
cast was good, with Monte Banks,
Jr., son of the late comedian, show-
ing to advantage in a small role.

Star of the show, however, con-
tinues to be McCleery’s staging
technique.. With his constant em-
phasis on closeups, combined with
only a few props in place of sets,
he managed to convey completely
the various moods of the show

—

and at a low budget. With good
scripts, this could be one of the
best summer replacements Stal

THE MUSIC HALL
(Eddie Fisher Show)
With Elaine Dunn, Carl Hoff Orch
16 Mins.; Tucs., 7:45 p.m.
LEVER BROS.
CBS-TV, from New York

(J. Walter Thompson)
“The Music Hall” i.s taking over

the Tuesday and Thursday 7:45
p.m, slot on CBS-TV, with Patti
Page starred. However, since Miss
Page was. headlined at the Steel

City iast week,
Pfc. Eddie Fisher pinchhit on the
Tuesday (1) edition, with Les Paul
and Mary Ford handling the Thurs-
day (3) session (see separate re-
view).

Fisher acquitted himself ex-
tremely well. He’s an engaging
personality, with a young, natural
approach, masculine delivery and

Liis fresh, clean-cut
handling of ballads is solid lure
tor the younger crowd, both male
and female, and his wearing of the^my khaki adds a glamor touch.
He tackles the intros in relaxed
style.

Entry was given effective, if
modest, production trappings. One
Item had Fisher miming to “May-
be, his duetting disk with Perry
Como, while on stage with three
Wacs. Cute windup had the gals
clustered around a photo of Como,
then flipping it to reveal Fisher’s
pic on the other side. Elaine Dunn,
3 colorful tapster, did a sock job
on Get Happy” and provided
dramatic background terping for
another number. Camerawork was
topnotch.

Idea of having Fisher intro the
commercials was. perhaps, not too
smart, in view of his being in uni-

Shadow
V^ve find Chlorodent. Latter, in-

plugged as having
up to five times more chlorophyll

than other dentifrices, enough to
tint your toothbrush nature’s own
color. That’s Lever’s answer to
Ammi-Dent,,., which makes a sales
point on CBS-TV's “Danger” of its
not staining the brush green.

Bril

CAVALCADE OF STARS ^ ^
Wiili Lirry Sioreh, Rohtrtt Feiers

Maurice Rucco', Trlni Reyes
Derby Wilson; June Taylor line

and chorus; Sammy Spear orch;

Don Russell, announcer
Producer; Milton Dourlas
Director: Frank Bunetta
Writers: Coleman Jacoby, • Amie
Rosen

60 Mins,; Fri., 10 p.in.

DRUG STORE TV PRODUC-
TIONS

DuMont, from N. Y.

(Product Adv. Corp.)

DuMont’s “Cavalcade of Stars,”

which launched Jack l^rter, Jerry
L,ester and Jackie Gleason- as top-

name TV personalities, set out on
a new trail last Friday night (4),

when Larry Storch’ took, over as
the show’s comic-emcee. Whether
Storch can repeat the success of

his predecessors, however, re-

mains to be seen. He demon-
strated a solid mimicking talent

and okay emcee' ability on his de-

but last week, but fell rather short

in work on the sketches. What
he’s going tp need most on the

show at. the outset, app#*ently is

better material,

(Each of Stbreh’s predecessors
on “Cavalcade” have gune on. to

other networks, with .both Carter
and Lester subsequently inked to

term contracts at NBC, and Glea-
son, as . the latest, handed a new
long-termer at CBS. Gleason is

slated' to star in his own hour
vaudeo presentation Saturday
nights on CBS in the fall), .

Producer Milton Douglas, wKib's

set each of the “Cavalcade” em-
cees off on their video reputations,
gave Storch plenty of opportunity
to demonstrate' his value. There
was an okay lineup of guest talent
but none of sufficient calibre to

detract from the comic’s' initial

impression. Metopera soprano
Roberta Peters did a nice job on
the Jewel Song from. “Faust;”
Maurice Rocco, accompejil by tap-
ster Derby Wilson, impressed with
his standup 88’ing, and Trinl
Reyes registered with her fla-

menco dancing. Otherwise, it was
Storch all the way.

Comic’s initial impersonatipns
of how various men-in-the-street
are reaching to the current politi-

cal conventions served to set off
his apeing ability, but suffered
from weak writing. Takeoff on a
femme drunk was better, but
could have used more production
backing. Best,of his work was a
sketch satirizing * Arthur Miller’s
“Death of a Salesman,” in which
he played a Good Humor vendor.
While the material was good for
only sporadic laughs and had a
telegraphed ending, it gave Storch
a good chance to show-off his ver-
satility in thesping.

June Taylor line and chorus
contributed some well*^ choreo-
graphed and staged numbers, best
of which was the “Hayride”- finale,
in which Storch also scored with
his terping. - Sammy Spear orch
backed the show capably, '.and
Frank Bunetta’s direction was up
to his usual top standards. Don
Russell handled his announcing
chores competently and did as
good a selling job as possible on
that long list of drug products
plugged on the show.

Members of Gleason’s support-
ing cast, including Art Carney and
Pert Kelton, were absent from the
Storch debut, incidentally, indi-
cating that CBS is the winner in
its feud with DuMont over whether
they would accompany Gleason in
his switch of networks. Stal

THE POWER OF WOMEN
With Vivien Kclleins
Producer: James L. Caddigan
Director: Wesley Kinny
30 Mins.: Tucs., 8 p.m.
Sustaining
DUMONT, from New York
Summer replacement for Bishop

Fulton J. Sheen’s “Life Is Worth
Living” is being handled by Vivien
Kellems, manufacturer, lecturer
and author of “Toil, Taxes and
Trouble.” Entry is likely to stir
some controversy, since Miss Kel-
lems, who owns and operates a
cable grip factory, is a woman of
strong opinions and has had some
brushes with the Government on
her refusal to deduct withholding
taxes for her employees.
She stated on her preein” Tues-

day d) that she will try to be non-
partisan, and asked viewers to
write her if they disagree with
any of her stands. Despite her in-
tention of remaining objective, it’s
clear what her political viewpoint
IS. She declared she favors a two-
party system “because a new
broom can sweep clean,” indicated
that taxes are too high, and the
country is in a mess; is firmly op-

posed to socialism and communism,
and opened with a warm account of
a meeting she had with General
MacArthur. She also plugged a
femme organization, the Liberty
Belies (she was wearing a pin with

(Continued on page 36)
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Bob Hope, Roger Price

linm Politico Foibles In

TV ‘Commentator’
Rolej

After Waiting™^the wS ^nearly 12 hours. Bob
his debut Jate Monday^!?) 2as an NBO jradio and TV
tator" at th* Hepubllcan SSconvention in Chi. It was
Hope Mgh-Jtefcs with plem““”
fast lines and topical ga^ hnt «
the pomiM griddle,
into a five-minute session.

^
Topper was his surprise

convention keynoter Gen. DoultMacArthur hadn t entered ChSby wading out- of Lake MiriS
Withal, the comic’s brief contrfbu
tion was a refreshing nighw
finaUng the day-long rouS ?f
political huffing and puffing. Sam^
routine was aired on radio a S
minutes later.

Ro^r Price, ABC’s comedy am*
bassador, fared somewhat better
on airtiine, liltting the cameras
during thjj web’s opening morning
show and reappearing with his
sketching tablet on Drew Pear

comedies,
with often biting throwaways
were^ particularly potent when
played against the backdrop of
the wrangling politicos. Humor*
ist Is espousing his “Me First”
pandldacy with appropriate com*
ments on office-seeker foibles.

CBS is bypassing the lighter
side on the grounds that the affair
is too serious for comedy touches.
However, the brief and properly-
slotted spicing of the NBC and
ABC convention 'coverage by Hope
and Price adds a fillip to the hours
of heavy-handed speechifying by
the politicos. / Dave.

MU »f.

Tele Follow-Ups
), M n > H HH f

The second session of NBC-TV’s

“All Star Summer Revue” Satur-

day night (5) indicates that some

progress has been made, but there

are some rough spots that still

need ironing out. The production

isn’t quite finished as yet. The

show has yet to make up its mind

whether it wants to be classified

as a revue or a straight vaude

show. The revue aspects are ex-

tremely limited, since there aren’t

enough colletive efforts in the

sketch department to warrant the

revue label.

The highlight of the second show

was the appearance of Paul Win*

chell, who again displayed his ex-

tellence in the video medium. Win-

chcll is an actor as well as a high*

ly-skllled ventriloquy technician.

He endowed his dummy with con-

siderable animation and showed

his skill, in one bit which required

a bit of acting. There was one se-

quence, a highly gimmicked rou-

tine, In which the dummy per-

formed a dance. It amazed view*

ers as well as the studio audience.

Another comedy highlight was

by Betty Sc Jane Kean, who dm

weU in one routine. These girls

showed some good commercial ma-

terial in their own spot, but were

handed some n.s.g. lines in a pit

designed around the Kellogg sales

spiel.

Other comedy was by Mr. Bal-

lantine, who is still to find himself

on that show. There were some

moments in which his comedy

came through nicely, but hes stid

punching too hard for TV.

Connee Boswell .delivered a pair

of tunes solidly. Miss Boswell was

presented excellently, and ‘

sock account of herself.

Bros, provided a strong hit of nov-

elty juggling; the Three Rockets

tapped themselves into a goon

hand, and the Tommy Wonder-Mm-

garet Banks dance bit went over

well. Oliver Wakefield had better

luck in his comedy commercJ

than he did last week. His tune

was cut dow’n—it was better tn

way.

As catchall for bolli PoI'U'lJ

conventions the Revere Copper

Brass “Meet the Press” has cardcQ

a pair of 60-minutcrs in Jjcu
t

^

regular half-hour over HBC-TV
of Chicago. The first of the ex en

sions was given on the eve .

the GOP gathering and t'lC second

comes up July 20 just ^oloie

Democrats assemble odiciBUj-,

Origination is in Studebakci

tre, to provide a largor-seate

delegates, etc. ... jp

It proved to be quite a stu •

contrasting styles, though n

particularly vital in the waj

(Continued on page 36i
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. IS the unknown quantity

Both the Radio and Television industi»y

are always seeking advance news about lo-

cal and national spot sales^ networks, avail-

abilities, results and dig deeply for facts

and figures to remove the mystery of

‘‘•—the unknown quantity”.

With the new horizons opening in TV;
the new problems developing in Radio; the

new trends, new sales promotion angles,

advertising, merchandising, talent, produc-

tion, direction, writing, etc., — ‘tX” is a

bigger problem now than ever before.

VARIETY, as always, brings to you

ADVANCE INFORMATION about the up-

coming who, what and where of Radio and

.Television ... in fact all of Show Business.

Having at hand information of this type

i^orks commerciaUy; you can better design

policy, methods, advertising, merchandis-

ing with ADVANCE INFORMATION show-

ing the trends of your business.

The editorial and statistical features of

7th ANNUAL RADIO and TELEVISION

REVIEW and PREVIEW
are specifically designed to aid you in

doing away with “X” . . . the unknown

quantity.

The advance-advertising and promotion

this particular issue has had in the Radio

and Television industry makes it the ideal

medium for your sales story.

It’s a must for the buyer . . . it’s a must

for the seller.

EDITORIAL FEATURES
In the

forthcoming

7th ANNUAL RADIO and TV
REVIEW and PREVIEW

TV SPOTS
«

Range in cost per indie market listing the producer,
distributor, format and length.

TV FILM COST CHART
Network talent cost chart of TV film of Network Shows*

TV FALL PROGRAMS
Network Shows—^Live and Film,

TRENDS IN TV FILM

VS. LIVE PROGRAMMING

SPECIAL ARTICLES
by

TOP EXECUTIVES
from

ADVERTISING AGENCIES

RADIO
TELEVISION

NETWORKS
TV FILM PRODUCERS

Send your advertising copy to any of the offices.

NEW YORK 36 CtnCAGO 11 HOLLYWOOD 28
154 West 46lh St, 612 No. Michigan Ave. 6311 Yucca St.
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HOKATIO HORNBLOWEE
With Ulchkei Redftave, 6th*ri

Fr-oduc^r-diir^fctor: H»rry- Alt»

Writ^? Flillo Hlirley

30 Mins., Mo»„ « p.W,
CBS (transoiribed)

CBS has got hold of a solid

property in the new “Horatio
Hornblower” series. Although the

initial stanza Monday (7) lacked
the excitement one has come to ex-*

pect of the Hornhlower exploit«J

through C. S. Forester's novels,

mag and the recent pic, series po-

tential is strong and should de-

velop into popular listening fare.

Scripter Philo Higley has plenty

of material to choose from for fu-

ture stanzas, so the slow start of

the preem can't he considered a

true indication of things to come.
However, it set the stage for the

series and should wln^ listeners

back for another pickup of the

Hornblower saga.
Series, made in England by Har-

ry Alan Towers, was produced on
a lavish scale, employing British

pic star Michael Redgrave in the
title role, a supporting cast of

London thesps and- services of big

symph orch under direction of

Sidney Torch, who also composed
the background score. Setup
couldn’t be accomplished by Amer-
ican radio packagers or webs with-

out a heavy bankroller assured.
Initial program related the tale

of Hornblow'er’-s recall into sea
service after a brief 'six-month re-
tirement. First quarter-hour dealt

with Hornblower’s unhappy at-

tempts to adjust to the,, life of a

landlubber and his yearning to be
back at sea. The Admiralty’s call

gave him the excuse he needed to

-get back to his ship and in the last

portion of the show he was sailing

and fighting somewhere in the
Baltic Sea. After a brief but vic-

torious gun battle, he penned a
letter to his wife in England which
closed the program on a • saccha-
rine note. The battle sequences
came across as a confused jumble
but had some appeal for adven-
ture fans.

Redgrave Was convincing as the
^

sea hero and was given adequate
j

support by other thesps. Towers
direction kept session moving at

a neat clip. Gros.

-^CARLET PIMPERNEL
with Marius Gorinp, others
Producer; Harry Alau Towers
Writer; Joel Murcott
Music; Sidney Torch
30 Mins.; Tues., 3 p.m.
NBC (transcribed).

“The Scarlet Pimpernel”
preemed on NBC Tuesday (1) with
a stanza that was loosely adapted
from the exploits of Baroness
Orczy’s fiction hero. The adven-
tures* of the Pimpernel usually
make for exciting material (several
pix already have been made) and
there’s little any adaptor can do
to dissipate the intrigue. Joel Mur-
cott, who penned this series, knows
his radio values, and the initial
half-hour came across in slick mel-
ler fashion. Series is a good bet to
pick up a solid summer following.
Opening program got under way

fast with a tale that had the Pim-
pernel rescuing a French noble-
woman and her young sOn from the
guillotine. Through some artful
disguises and hairbreadth escapes,
the Pimpernel outwitted the heavy
and got both mother and son on a
ship to England and safety.

Dialog moved at a clicko paoe
and stanza bogged down only in
spots where the crowd scenes and
dueling sequences were empha-
sized. In these portions, session
became a little too hectic and most
of the action was entirely lost on
the listener.

British pic star, Marius Goring,
wis clipped, brisk and believable
as the daring 'Pimpernel and prop-
erly effeminate as Sir Percy, the
London fop, a guise used to throw
his enemies off the track. Other
cast members supported ade-
quately.

S.Tics, which was produced in
E dand by Harry Alan Towers,
also had a topflight musical back-
ing by Sidney Torch. Gros.

AIL-CIO Toledo Groups

In Bid for TV Channel
Toledo, July 8.

Citizens Broadcasting Co., whose
stockholders includes representa-
tives of about 35 groups, mostly
AFL and CIO unions, has elected
a board of directors, which was
authorized to file an application
with the FCC for a commercial
television station in Toledo.
Howard H. Rediger, secretary of

the Toledo Industrial Union Coun-
cil, CIO. was elected president;
Thomas H. Burke, former U. S.
Representative, was named execu-
tive vice president and secretary,
Clem Holewinskl, head of Local
12, UAW-CIO, was elected treas-
urer.

STEVE ALLEN SHOW ^ ,

*

With Allen, Bobby Sberwdodl Trio;

Tejfew Brewer, The GonUnental,
ruesto

Producer-directoriAl Spun
3d Mins.; Mon.-thru-Pri.,, $;30 v.m,
Sustalniny

,

‘

CBS, from N. Y. (truiukjribed)

On the second show of his hew
cross-board series last Wednesday

(2) Steve Allen served up his own
critique of the transcribed block oy

calling it “30 solid minutes of

nothing.” He was not far off the

beam. The first quarter-hour fit

his zero characterization, consisting
largely of puns, jokes and chitchat
revolving around GI’s and other
members of studio audience. A
good deal of it sounded strangely
unspontaneous.

Last half picked up a bit via a
“Them There Eyes” vocal by Coral
waxer Teresa Brewer, and an inter-

view with The Continental (Renzo
Cesana). Allen got a big hang out
of playing around with the fact

that Miss Brewer’s husband is a
^’road contractor.” The jokes were
almost- endless. The Continental
was quizzed on the -femme angle
with Allen playing it smart by giv-

ing his guest the laugh lines. Bob-
by Sherwood Trio did a quickie in
the forepart and backed - the
Brewer song.* Tran.

MELODY HIGHWAY
With Stuart Foster, Earl Wild,

Bernard Green orch; Milton
Cross, narratoK

Director: William Marshall
Producer: Leonard Blair
30 Mins.; Sun., 9:1S p.m.
Sustainini:
ABC, from N. Y.

“Melody Highway” is a pleasing
musical session and serves as a
good filler on ABC's summer pro-
gramming schedule; . Show has a
straight musical format, in the light
classical genre, with Introes to each
number by Milton Crossj who
keeps' the gab down to the barest
minimum.
On the teeoff stanza, Stuart

Foster registered strongly with his
big-voiced rendition of such stand-
ards as “All Through The Night”
and “Drink To Me Only With Thine
Eyes.” Concert pianist Earl Wild
delivered impressive keyboard solos
on some Chopin selections. Bernard
Green, conducting the ABC Sym-
phony Orchestra, batoned a couple
of instrumental ballads and backed
up Foster’s vocals In rich style.

Herm.

MEET YOUR MATCH
With Jan Murray, others
Producer-director; Herb Moss
30 Mins.; TucS., 9 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC. from N. Y.

Jan Murray, a vet comedy prac-
titioner, is an experienced hand in
both radio and tele. In “Meet Your
Mlatch,” Murray is handling a type

^ show at which he can do well.
His long association In niteries
and vaude, as well as previous tele-
vision and other stands, qualifiesmm for the role of quizmaster on
Meet Your Match.”
Format-wise, this show has little

to commend it. Only plus note is
Murrays presTence. Questions are
thrown at a pair of audience
selectees. The one remaining
cftooses another opponent, and the
one standing- at bell-time has a
chance at the jackpot.
Murray showed a nice brand of

chatter. He bantered with the
engagingly and ad

libbed a nice line of chatter,
these programs are taped ‘and
showed a good quality pf record-

Jose,

.TESSIE MATTHEWS
With Leonard BuUcn, McDuff Wil-

liams band
Writer: Phil Darbyshlrc
Producer: Norman Shepherd
30 Mins.; Thurs., 7:1« p.m.
Sustaining

B’easting Commission
British musical comedy star, out

here for Garnet Carroll in the le-
giter^ Larger Than Life,” is doing
SIX air stints for the non-commer-
cial Australian Broadcasting Com-
mission.

.
Following a somewhat overlong

introductory spiel, Miss Matthews
on opening show swung into “My

Stood Still” and “How Deep
Is the Ocean ?” She told of her as-
sociation with stage and screen

with emcee Leon-
aid Bullen. Duo did a short scene

Heds”^^"
Kiuslcal, “Head Over

umbers Included
I Have

the NPxt Romance?” and “This IsMy Lovely Day.” Star has a- sock
air personality and puts her num-
bers over cutely. Should be pop-
ular with local fans. Ride.

YOURB : ^RULY, jrAHNNY
dollar t

WitB Eduolid Vletor Peir-

ritt, John Molnilt^, 3Berh Bui-
^rfleld, Jeolieiih Knlah« Vir-

fInU Gttgii Peier
Churllo Lyon, nnnioiiiicer; Eddie
Dnnaiedier, maile condiiploir

Writer; Oil Dof^d
Prodneer-direeiM; Joiue deH ViiUe
3d Mint.; Wed., 9 pm.
WRIGLEY CO.
CBS, from Hollywood

{Arthur Meyefhoff L Co.) .

“Yours Truly, Johnii;y DoUar/’
which returned to the siir Wednes-
day (2), got away to only. a. fair

start with “The Amelia Harwell
Case.” Half-hour mystery show foL
lowed the px'ivate-eye story pattern
familiar to most listeners. An in-

surance investigator, Dollar speed-
ily solved a case in which a hus-
band poisoned his wife.

Dollar, of course, Jhad the crime
all wrapped up before the cops
were remotely aware that anything
amiss was going on. Script was also
lacking in suspense, since suspiciph
pointed toward the husband almost
from the start.’ His motive,, it de-
veloped, stemmed from a. belief
that he could help the children by
eliminating a dominating mother.

Edmond O'Brien, who handled
the title role, laconically read his
lines as per custom of radio
sleuths. Good support was pro-
vided by Victor Perrin, John Mc-
Intire, Herb ButWfield, Jeanette
Nolan, Virginia Gregg and Peter
Leeds. Producer Jaime del Valle
breezily directed, while Eddie Dun-
stedter supplied appropriate musi-
cal backgrounds.

“Yours Truly* Johnny Dollar” is

a cut above' the average radio who-
dunit, however, and will likely cull
a fair-sized audienec from warm-
weather dialers. Use of snappier
scripts that don’t telegraph the de-
nouement will result in a better
show and rating. -Gilh^

Radio Followups
> 4 4 4 •4HM-4-*»-4-»44-4»

Dennis. James stepped in Sun-
day night (6) as emcee on ABC's
“Stop The Music,” to give Bert
Parks chance to take a five-week
vacation. James was quite collo-
quial and effective, bringing a
brisk, punchy and' business-like
quality to his emceeing. There was
a certain lack of warmth that
Parks exudes, but James made up
for It in breeziness. He handled
studio and home contestants cap-
ably, joshing them on their names,
home life, wedded or single status,
etc., and though a bit heavy-hand-
ed in his tries at humor, kept con-
testants and studio audience
amused.

Otherwise, the vet giveaway
show was well up to its high stan-
dard, with June Valli displaying
her rich pipes on some fine vocals,
Dick Brown

,
ably assisting, and

Harry Salter and his orch lending
smooth instrumental hacking.

BrorC

“Invitation to Learning,” OBS
Radio’s weekly cultural stanza, on
Sunday (6) kicked off a new se-
ries devoted to books of great ad-
ventures. Initial subject was Xen-
ophon’s “Anabasis,” the epic of
10,000 Greek mercenaries who
fought their way out of Persia,
where they had gone to help Cyriis.
Chairman Lyman Bryson and his
guests, military analyst Maj.
George Fielding Eliot and Andre
Michalopoulos, adviser to the
Greek embassy here, discussed the
stop^ of that determined rearguard
action in which the Greeks fought
their way to the sea, four centuries
B.C.

Program, a- worthwhile series,
shouldn’t have kicked off with this
particular opus, or should have de-
veloped more meat from the ac-
count True, Maj. Eliot noted that
the Greeks had lost a number of
men when they entered a defile,
and that the Yanks fighting in Ko-
rea had similarly suffered casual-
ties in mountainous battles. But
the fact that Xenophon makes good
reading for present day tacticians
isn t too important.
As an “Invitation” to the hook,

the trio of gabbers succeeded in
stirring up some interest in a war
tome which unfortunately- has been
covered with dust of the school-
room. 4 But the participants didn’t
do a real job in getting to the

quality of history and
^hat it has to say for people of
today. More could have been said
about mercenaries and the differ-
ences between hired soldiers and
present-day mass armies, about the
nature of Greek and Persian so-
ciety, etc. Bryson would also do
well to Vary his guests morp than
he does.

Upcoming editions will cover
Sherlock Holmes, Stevenson, Con-
rad, Dumas, Shakespeare and
others. Brill.
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days at 11:15 . . .JMe^ N. Curi has returned 'to WOV, after anti-
to Grosley Broadcasting and ABC spot sales, as 'sales manager *

“In One Ear,” new book by newscaster Eric Sevareid, hits th?
staBa July 2i::;.KPIR, North Bend, Ore., added to CBS Radius
the web iii'Z09ih affiliaW Dean Howard joins WWRL as sumwA*
replacement announQer. . . .Walter Kaner now handling AM-TV
tising for Waiter T. Sbirley'a Long Island real estate development
WWRL pMgram director Fred Barr serving on Queen’s division
N. Yl Oljraple Qottimittee., ..WNJR hews editor Tom Costigan vnr*
tloning at bit Dalcdale summer home. .. .Actor-director Jack Llovi
pbfcned In from the -Coast Saturday (5) for a 'month’s stay in Gotham
Ann Loringi: Ann Shepherd and Besa Winburii are with “Our Gal qim
day”:.. ..Etni Eord has joined “The Romance, of Helen Trent”
Kloch Ryder added to “Young Widder Brown”- « . . .Ken Lynch to “Front
Page Farrell,”

^

Benatd Inge, publicity director at Ted Bates agency, sails on the
Chnstitution Saturday (12) lor a six-week European vacation. On the
previous Constitution sailing a couple weeks back, Tom HarriurtiMi
Bates radio-TV dir^tor, wat on board. . . .Hal 'Friedman doing a two^
week reserve Mtch with general staff, Easter Air Defense Command
. . ,

.

Ed Kobak to Pine Orchard,
,
Conn,, for a month’s vacation.

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . .

Ralph Edwards broke his Santa Barbara vacation for a day’s trip here
(3) to pose for Parade .magaxine‘)dx.> , .KLX constructing new 5 000
watt transmitter on Bay tidelabds .oft Point Isabel. Unit will include
twin 27(>-foot towers KGO, .now beandng video and audio from tht
Same building, plans to double aome of" ifa TV-built names on raio
possibly Evangeline Bakery FiOdUbr rJotfobaen, Marjorie King, Lcs
Malloy and Jolly Bill! . . .Caritou 'Morie,'“C>ne Man’s Family creator
summering with his family at their Woodside home near here..,!
J. Anthony Smythe (Father Barbour) also up for the summer. ...VI#
Paulsen, cabbie who’s voiced Yellow Cab’s TV commercials for over t
year, returned to radio (6) with a KJBS, three-hour Sunday deejay
matinee KFRC’s Dean Maddox to headline the Hayward Farm,
Home and Industry Fair, July 10^13. Bocal fenot Raymond Mantei
^akes his' air debut on “Standard Hour** July 13.

IN CHICAGO , . .

Mary Eilen Trotter, NBC’s only “femme engineer, has been elected
vice chairman of NABET, ...Don McNeill, major domo of ABC's
‘‘Breakfast Club,” is pla5?ing host weekends this summer to over 100
dty lads at a 45-acre- camp site financed by the toastmaster Deejajr
Ernie Simon 'now berthed in the 2 to 3 p.m. daily slot on WGN alrlni

a special “Simon’s Sidelights” show from' the station’s convention head-
quarters Janfes Jewell, producer of “The Silver Eagle” adventure
series on ABC, has signed Dave. Irwin, Canadian explorer, as technical

adviser WLS’ special .. conyipition coverage is beffig handled by
newsmen Enrin Lewis apd Bob Lyle and special events chief Jack Still-

well. Farm director Arthur,Page fs covering the agricultural aspects

and Josephine Weialer and Martha Crane are specializing on the distaff

angles .... Charles Baker added to the Chi NBC news writing payroll.

WBBM newscaster Fahey Flynn airing hls 10 p.m. “Bond News” this

week from the Ampitheatre GOP convention site. .. .Industrial Sur-

veys, research firm, has changed its tag to Market Research Corp.
Bell Production’s “A Life In YOur Hands” again subs for “Father
Knows- Best” this summer on NBC. . . .Doug Johnaon is scripting the

series this- season Singer Buddy Kareno filling the 6:30 to 6:45

evening period on WBBM for Muiitz TV,. . .chl NBC legal eagle Tom
Compere on two weeks’ active duty as an Infantry Lt. Col. . . .WGN an-

nouncer Jerry Kaufherr emceeing the Grant Pjurk public concerts....
Bill Snary aqbbjing for Sldp Farrell on NBC’i. “Big City Serenade,”
while the latter vacations for three weeks.

CBS Affiliates
• • • •

Continued from paf* Xi ss

cohsuftation with the affiliates com-
mittee. One Of the ,network’s past:
actions which had most incensed
the stations was the fact that they
were informed of the .cut only after
the' web had unilaterally wielded
the axe.

Thirdly, they feel a point has
been scored on their appeal 'for
new research to determine “radio’s,

true dimensions.” Further, the un-
official group which called the par-
ley remains in existence for an-
other year, or as long as the emer-'
gency exists. This is viewed as a
guarantee that what eventuates will
not be “selling the stations down
the river,”

Compromise Seen
As one station topper expressed

it, “We’re married to CBS. We’ve
had our spats. But we recognize
that the only way for both of us
to live together, is to compromise.
We’re going to meet together and
get some kind of compromise.”
When the committee meets with

CBS execs it will be augmented
by Ike Lounsberry, of WGR, Buf-
falo, who is head of .the official'

Columbia Affiliates Advisory Board
(as distinct from the unofficial
rump group which was willing to
chastise the network leadership).

Full committee will probably not
get together with the Columbia
chieftains for another couple of
months, and the big question then
wfil be the nature of the compro-
mise effected. It’s felt in some
quarters that the axe will fall oa
rates, but that it will not be as
drastic as originally expected and
that some daytime periods may
hiked, particularly the morning
hours. It’s speculated that the pat-
tern which emerges might be more

to the Affiliates’ liking, that is, not

hifting all markets uniformly, ir-

respective of the local Impact of

tele.

Delegates felt it was a victory m
itself that the parley showed such

a high degree of . unanimity and

moved so smoothly. They praised

the work of (jreorge B. Storer, of

the' Storer stations, chairman of the

group; John Patt, of the Good Will

stations, who took over the chair

When Storer had to leave; Victor

Sholis, of WHAS, Louisville, who

delivered the keynote speech, and

the other station men who organ-

ize(^ the meeting.

file for Ifen Juan TV
Cleveland, July 8*

canklin C. Snyder, general man-

- WXEL, disclosed that Empire

Co. of New Rochelle, of which

:s a veepee, has filed for a iv

ion, channel 2, in San Juan.

e said that Herbert

iident Ernpire Coil, as well as

self, have scouted the area, ana

they visualize 100,000 sets i

area. They estimate th? cost

the station at about $320 ,
000 .

der indicated WXEL pefsonnw

tiecUdy ~ Ed
1 stock in Vernipnt and

rd appeared with the B

m§:k. y..

staff of WRGB^ V.

Joyce traveled w «
V Joyce ••

iler'*Derby for 18

he loimm
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ON RADIO -“Your Hit Pawde”. . . itarrinf

Guy Lombardo and hi* Royal Canadian*

Back on the air Friday, Aujust 29
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ON TV-“Your Hit Parade". . . »tarrinf

Eileen WiUon, Snooky Lanmn, Dorothy

Collin* and Raymond Scott. Back On the

air Saturday, Aufu*t 30.
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See your Lucky Strike Hit Parade Summer TV replacement

“ASSIGNMENT: MAN HUNT
Saturdays at 10:30 P.M., NBC Television Network

(N. Y. Time)
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New York
Itobert Wcen«l«<!Mr formerly with

Young & Rubicam and Sherman A;

Marquette, joined Foote, Cone &
Belding as radio-TV exec on the
Rheingold account . . . Florence
Ituriea set for the ingenue lead on
*‘The <Jreat Big Doorstep,” slated

fdr'albing on NBC’s “Kraft The-
atre” next Wedhesday (16) . , .

Producer-director Alex Segal now
being handled by the William
Morris agency . , . Joseph Kramm,
who wrote “The Shrike,” added to
the list of directors who will work
the upcoming American National
Theatre iSc Academy TV dramatic
series . . . Allred u. DlGlovanni,
formerly with Sullivan, Staulfer,
Colwell Sc Bayles, has joined CBS-
TV Spot Sales as assistant research
manager , . . While NBC's “T-Men
in Action” takes an eight-week
hiatus, director Daniel Petrie takes
over CBS' “Police Story” for two
weeks, while regular director John
Peyser is vacationing

Hollywood
Producer-packager George Caril-

lon inked seven-year pact with
ABC for Mercedes Gaffney T.V
show, an hour-long, cross-thc-
board program bowing July 21 on
KECA-TV ... Greene-Haldeman
signed 62-week pact for Bob Gar-
red's ABO newscast . « . Itaah La-
Rue teed off “Tales of Famous
Outlaws” on KNBH . , » ABC news-
man Chet Huntley to Chicago to
cover political conventions . . 4

Alvino Key show, with the King
Sisters, preemed on KNBH, from
Pasadena Auditorium , , . IM Rei-
mers subbing for Tom Dixon as co-
host on Billie Burke's KTTV show
during Dixon's vacation , . . Kel-
logg Co. signed 26-week pact for
•'Kellogg Western Theatre,” series
of oaters, on KECA-TV . . . Horace
Heidi's “Original Youth Oppor-
tunity Program” debuts July 20 on
KLAC-TV, to be sCen weekly, in
addition to Heidt’s Friday night
telecast. Golden State sponsors
news show . . . Albert Zugsmlth is
rexy and Frank Mullen secretary-

1

r^^^isurer of newly-formed com-
pany to serve TV as brokers and
consultants.

George Ruge named commercial
spieler on KRON's “Golden State

Movie Time” . . . Anonymous view-
er financed plane ride and Holly-

wood stopover so 12-year-old, blind
Dick Westerfeld could be present

at a “Dragnet” taping.

Ruven Frank in to produce, and
John K. West in to observe, John
Cameron Swayze's newserie. Show
lensed by Bay panorama at the
opening . . , Fresno folks watch-
ing convention on KFRE-arranged
closed circuit telecasts to memor-
ial auditorium.

Inside Stuff-Television

r,

San Francisco
Bay Area TV set census upped

to 395,000, ninth in the nation . .

OIrmetion: OAC

Chicago
Don Herbert, conductor of NBC-

TV's “Mr. Wizard” moppet-angled
science show, is putting the final

touches to an illustrated tome of
“Wizard” experiments to be pub-
lished this fall by Windsor Press.

, . . Eleven Teamsters Union
pickets were arrested last week on
a complaint brought by Nash
dealer Bud Hauser that they were
Interfering with his Tuesday night
WENR-TV remote pickup of the
stockcar races. Union is attempt-
ing to organize Hauser’s salesmen
. . , Chuck Bill has replaced John
Dunham on the WBKB announcery
staff.

Russ Reed has moved his

weathef show from WENR-TV to
WBKB, with the Wisconsin (Con-
servation Dept, bankrolling three
times weekly . . . WGN-TV sports-
caster Jack Brickhouse adds an-
other assignment to his long list

next Wednesday (16) when the sta-

tion starts telecasting Little
League baseball games from Thil-
lens Stadium . . . Betty Raymond
takes over from Eadie Jones as
hostess on the Monday segment of
WNBQ's morning “Good Living”
strip . . . Panelist Carmelita Pope
vacationing from DuMont’s “Down
You Go” ... U. of Chicago prof
Mortimer Adler made his tele de-
but Sunday (6) on WBKB as host
of a discussion session built around
great books.

With ABC upping its Wednes-
day night wrestling remotes from
Rainbo to two hours for co-op dis-
tribution, WENR-TV has peddled
the final half-hour to the Sabini
Bros., car dealers . . . Procter Sc

Gamble is staying aboard Chuck
Acree's daily “Something to Talk
About” for another 39 weeks on
WNBQ . . . Charles Hunter now
producing WNBQ’s “Live, and’
Learn” educational series.

Vidpie Edge
Continued from page Zl

to

power the FCC to assess fines and
suspend station licenses for up to

three months for violation of regu
lations. As finally .passed, Com
mission sanctions against statloris

were limited to assuage of “cease

plug and desist” ordetlsH for first viola-

tions and revocations of licenses

for repeated offenses.

Mother
Continued from pafe ZX

Bois de Boulogne, the Champs Ely-

sees and a first night theatre.

Emlyn Williams’ adaptation of

“The Late Chriitopher Bean” to

be staged by Walter P. Wlla Sun- nbC-TV's early-bird. “Today”' show hmed a Navy LSM shin ,

day^ (13) . . . Robert Louis day morning (4) and installed two cameras aboard her to trail Einl
^

^ Chadwick in her attempted, swim from the California mainland”?®
d'Amour^ dance satire

Catalina Island, Stunt cost the web about $1,000 for tlie Sip an/fil®
for TV bv Ronald Boyer special microwave installations necessaiY to beam the signals to S®

and^Jeanne Ravef, wtth mus?c by mainland and then to the trrasmitter atop Mount Wilson.

Leonard Salzedo, to be aired next Show cut in on Miss Chadwick s progress from time to time durinir
Tuesday (15) . . . Information Bu- its two hours on the aar. At one point, the microwave signals spanned !
reau of Scotland Yard Is the sub- distance of nearly 45 Miles, believed one of the longest beaming nmn
ject of a program for the children yet attempted successfully. .

' J nps

to he produced by Dorothea Brook- — —
ing today (Wed.). fn occoecr -Rfioe ond I i at t y hPVT ri an

ANA s TV Spot Survey,

Based on Cost-Per-1,000,

Shows Potential Viewers
A survey of costs-per-thousand

sets for 20-second spots on each of
the 108 TV stations in the U. S.
will be published today (Wed.) by
the Assn, of National Advertisers,
The report tabulates data on

rates for piass A film spots—with
the 20-second spots chosen because
they are the type most commonly
used by national spenders Fig-
ures are given for both 1951 and
1952. Maximum rates, based on
one-shot use, and minimum rates
taking into account all available
discounts, are both given.

Cost-pei>thousand-sets was es«
tablished on the basis of NBC es-
timates of set circulkion in each
market. ' The cost-per-thousand
represents potential circulation, not
delivered audiences, because ac-
tual ratings “were not uniformly
available for all stations,” the ANA
said.

Highest rates for 2()-second spots
are on WCBS-TV and_WNBT, N.
Y., each of which charges $775.
Least costly is KOB-TV, Albuquer-
que, which charges $20 per. How-
ever, on a cost-per-thousand po-
tent!^, the Gotham outlets cost

28c per thousand, while KOB fig-

ures out to $1.54.

Figures would be different, of
course, based on delivered audi-
ences. Cheapest station, potential-
ly, is WATV, in the -N. Y. area,

which charges $130 for a spot,

with the possibility of delivering
1,000 viewers for 4c, if it got 100%
of the audience. ^

^wood-produced vidfllms
their wares.

Situation came ’to light last

week with news that a well-heeled
bankroller, who had hii choice of

a number of top-budgeted vidpix
packages produced on both coasts,

gave the nod to a Hollywood
series for the simple reason that

it spotlighted several big-name for overhead coverage. This Is an
film personalities in starring actual peris”cope with mirror at
roles. Significance of the move 245-degree angle,
was seen in the fact that one of . 2. Political seismograph;—a new
the packages turned down by the type scientific applause meter
sponsor featured a group of legit which will record actual volume of
names, just as big in their field as audience reaction via hidden ihikes
the Hollywood stars in theirs.

Cost Angle
Costs, of course, enter Into the

situation in a big way. In addi-
tion to the claim of eastern pro-
ducers that they can turn out vid-
pix on a lower budget because
they aren’t faced with such high
labor charges and studio over-

hooked up to a pen and graph pa-

per, This will indicate applause
sans the routine noise of the pow-
wow.

3. Mobile managing editor's
car:—This has been built to en
able m.e. Paul White to keep In

touch with his staff via short wave
while en route to and from the

head fees as the HoUywood film- Amphitheatre and s _e-lulPP«d |0
that actual broadcasts can be made
from it. It will serve both TV and
radio stiiffs.

4. Score board in form of a draw

that the added audience they’ll get I

hv nn film rmmoc ;<? 11,^11 I
down to Indicate voting tally. The
numbers are cut out on shade, with
a rear light for illumination, and

makers, there's also the basic fact
that a sponsor seeking HoUywood
names will ncessarily pay extra for
those navies. But bankrollers feel

by relying on film names is well
worth the extra cost. In terms of
cost-per-thousand, they claim,
they'll be ahead.
As one of the newest phaises of

show biz, consequently, the vidpix

can be superimposed on picture or
used independently.
DuMont’s share of the pooled TV

London
Features of this week’s London-

Paris hookup Include Juliette
Greco singing in an existentialist
club to be reconstructed in the
studio for the “Paris of the Arts
program today (Wed.); cabaret
Sunday (12) from the Montmartre
nitery. La Nouvelle Eve, with the
Arnaut Bros., Ross Harvey and
Danllle Dkrmance, and “Bateau
Mouce,” fashion program tomor-
row (10) starting from the Banks
of the Seine and moving' to the

Ypur Top TV
Sales opportunity

Wilmington, Del

mork-.'f which hob hiqh^-. t

p- r (cinii'v th.. cou-'t -
.

R Vf:>r f Cl f: V

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
Sr:-' F r Cl " I C c (
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situation Is rcSolnriha is operating the pool ne^e
earlier by both films and raL. a
Several' attempts to lure a portion

* where the tried and proven

of major theatrical film production
experlmen-

baplc to the east coast, where it
so that DuMont has been con-

originated. have proved abortive
sedative about Introducing any-

Radio, too, started In the east but
“®'^' However, there are two

then moved west when AM stars
textures put out by the DuMont

began doubling Into films and got a *^1!"®®™! ‘'’®

taste of that Hollywood liring. .P®From all Indications, vidpix may ''‘''®® trsosmitter to feed many re-

wind up the same way.

McFarland
Continued from pare 25

ceivers for monitoring purpose. Its

special advantage is that it feeds
a low-powered signal via cable and
can. use 'any ordinary receiver as a
monitor, without special modifica-
tions of the set.

The level-measuring oscillograph
This is a special tube to measure
voltage of the signal with a picture
monitor. It assures every station
on the feed of getting a constant

tection to politicians running for
office by inserting a provision
which prevents^’' stations from
ch^ging more than usual card

3 tL'?^re«S\n Which Se eeri
» Sutloi%rpUfto ^.^d

directly by Congress.
No 'Double Jeopardy'

The bill, as passed, contains sev-
eral provisions which may affect
FCC policy with respect to motion
picture industry applications for
TV stations. One of these, the so
called
sion, apparently restricts
agency's authority in the anti-trust
field. Sen. Ernest McFarland (D-

Coulda Stood
Continued from pare 23

with three soundless TV screens

doubkleopardy”
. “prori-

individual earphones hooked
- xjj up to the audio lines so that tele-

phone users are not disturbed.
The cafeteria, the halls, and even

Ariz.), author of the bill, fought S
hard for this provision, which he

every guard, sergeant-at-arms,

believed would nrevent in nnH messenger, or observer, can see the

truri vfoIa^oX.SfS^eU^^^^ P™'

F^mer^lS^^
^ Even radio commentators are

itro?vlv
° double-checking their stories via

House hearin^s^on^ mif television. Every radio booth, net-

the result thaflt
indie, has a video screen,

the House bfll
^ inevitable monitors In

nrovirinn
^ candidates and their staffs

which would
watching the show In theirwnicn would prohibit the Commis- hotel suites vin l-elevi«!mn , A.nA

sion from discrimMating against an delegates’ wives and friends andapplicant for a. radio or TV station party hangers-on might just assolely because of newspaper affili- well have never left home. They’re
Crowding the air-conditioned hotelconferees decided there was no lobbies, sitting on floors and tablesneed for the provision, as the Com- to find out what's happening in themission doesn’t discriminate current nerve centre of the coun-against newspapers now in contest- try, the International Amphitheatreed cases and that “if you put one at Chicago’s stockyards.

industry in you’d have to put all _i_
in.” Besides, he said, the provision fif • D 11 V
would also subject FCC to litiga- iwannes KecaU'Mox
tion to force it to issue licenses to Canf T.jmpc tt % i,

(FCC policy rejects motion pic- dfo fieTd Tn LofS^^^ture theatre applications in com- Chicago has been f

^

rifSn'of'X '^ith the Marines. He'U

communications, provided oS rion"'o“irSie'' N^^^^
applicants are Corps reserve district, Chicago.

Also dropped from the final bill an^a^d^Igency ^n Ve^sTpIlm^Beilf^^was a provision which would em- Fla.
^
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Frisco’s MoubI Sulro

(a la Empire Stale Bldg.)

As Transmitter Snmmit
San Francisco, July 8.

Trpix here is moving its trans-

w^itter from the Mark Hopkins ho-

fef to Mount Sutro.^site of KGO-
the ABC owned-and-operated

intlet and Frank Marx, ABC web

engineering v.p. in N. Y., is push-

fnl plans to make “another Em-

pire State Building” ojE Mount

Sutro.

ABC owns the Adolph- Sutro

mansion and six acres of land on

the highest point in the middle of

the city. Mount Sutro, one of the

famous twin peaks in ’Frisco, d^i-.

nates the entire area, and KPIX
elected to join KGO atop, the sum-

mit after studying reception of

KGO and KRON-TV, the S. F.

Chronicle station, which has its

transmitters situated on Mount
Bruno, five miles south of town.

It’s claimed .-by KPIX and KGO
that reception of KRON-TV’s sig-

nal is not as good in some areas

behind Mount Sutro, KPIX is ex-

pected to be sending from its new
site by Aug. 1.

Marx hopes that the majority of

the two VHF and four UHF sta-

tions slated for S. F. will decide to

join the KGO-KPIX setup on
Sutro, when the bulk of antennas

jjre oriented to that point. Situa-

tion could be analagous to that

.in Gotham, where six stations have
moved to the Empire State site,

leaving only WOR-TV beaming
from its own tower,
ABC has patterned its leasing

arrangements- aftjr the Empire
State setup. It’s not anticipated
that there will' be any problemr of
Interference, but if any should'
arise, it’s up to the “last man on
the totem pole” to make engineer-
ing adjustment;*, or move out.

KGO has been using the manse
for studios, but It has taken other
space to make room for transmit-
ter equipment of other stations.

Outlet is converting the Eagles
lodge building into AM and TV
facilities, which will make the old
mansion completely, available for
additional outlets, Marx said.

Nine AM Outlets Form

Magic Circle Network
Joplin, Mo., ’July 8.

A regional network of stations
operating in the comers of four
states which border nearby has
been formed with WMBH, Joplin,
as the key station. Net has nine
outlets, including stations' in Mis-
souri, Kansas, Oklahoma and
Arkansas,

It’s an all-ether net, member star
tions picking up %eir programs
from WMBH via FM and rechan-
neling it to AM. Net began opera-
tion in June and'^now is working
several hours - daily, according to
H. J, Poynor, WMBH g.m., who
sparked the deal. Net set up has
been, dubbed Magic Circle Net-
work.
Other members of MCN Include

KLKC, Parsons, and KSEK, Pitts-
burg, in Kansas; KGLC, Miami,
Okla.; KUOA, Siloam Springs, and
KBRS, Springdale, in Arkansas;
and KDMO, Carthage, KNEM,
Nevada and KRMO, Monett, Mo.

— " U H I» m

Boston — Louis A. Webster, for
few years associate editor of

WEEI’s “New England Almanac,”
nas taken over as editor following
retirement of Jesse H, Buffum.
rarm program’s title has been
switched to “The Farmer’s Alma-

^ .and hits ttae air at 5:30 a.m.
Monday through Saturday.
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Vidpix Chatter
Continued from page 20

“Racket Squad” series, William
Morris agency repping him in deal
. , . Jan Productions began shoot-
ing situation comedy series, “It’s
the Bickersons,” at General Serv-
ice studios this week, with -Lew
Parker inked to lead, and Phil
Rapp and Jack Denovc. heading
production unit. Series being done
before a live audience, a la “I
Love Lucy.”

Benton Paschall, former v.p. of
Liberty Broadcasting, named gen-
eral sales manager for Hal Roach
studios . . . Hal Hudson, chairman
of awards committee of Academy
of Television Arts and Sciences,
named Dick Moore of KTTV, Gil
Ralston,' Cathy Lewis, Norman
Blackbmii of NBC and Fred Henry
of KLAC to serve with him . . .

Hillary Brooke has lead in “The
Last Day of, My Life,” Revue Pro-
ductions’ Gruen Playhouse rolling
at Eagle-Lion, Axel Gnienberg di-
recting . . . Jerry Fairbanks re-
turned from junket to Canada . . .

Producer-director Bernard • (Jirard
editing, scoring three “Rebound”
vidpix for Bing Crosby Enterprises
at RKO Pathe.

Bums & Allen start their second
telefilm today (Wed.) at General
Service Studios ... Charles Hor-
vath set. for a role in “Fighting
Man,^' United World series lensing
at Universal - International . . .

Arthur Lovejoy and. John Frank
inked for spots in “The Bicker-
sons” tele series . . . Screen Gems
signed Frederick Haalett Brennan
and Robert Riley Crutcher to write
the “Ford Theatre” productions.
Brennan will teleplay his own
“Beating the Rap” and Crutcher
will script “National Honeymoon,”
based on a Paul Horgan* story.

Eileen BARTON
^oral Artist

Dirtctlon; MCA

Rail Birds
Hollywood, July 8.

KNBH sent a crew to the
Pacific Ocean for a test run
regarding possible televising
of Florence Chadwick’s swim
from Catalina to the mainland.
Test turned out tO be a pretty
sickening affair.

Entire crew developed mal-
de-mer and no test was made.

GOP Relents
Continued from paire t3

NEW REMOTE COVERAGE

ON MIDWEST BASEBALl
Topeka, July 8.

New method of securing remote
coverage of baseball games for
recreating play-by-play accounts
has been developed by several sta-

tions reporting games of Western
Assn, teams. System is to have a
gameside reporter who records ac-
tion as it occurs, then furnishes it

to station taking the remote via a
long distance call. Reporter waits
until he has action for a complete
inning, or several innings if the
action goes swiftly, before report-
ing home.
System requires only a few long

distance calls per game; and brings
cost of coverage considerably un-
der what it has been by telegraphic
reports. Method was developed
during the recent wire strike, and
now is in use with several stations
carrying games of the Western
Assn, and Texas League.
New method cuts Western Union

out of a valuable source of daily

.revenue in many towns. League
officials favor the wire method, but
option is' in the hands of the sta-

tions and telephone system is ex-

pected to continue in use.

quiet and so relatively incon-

spicious that committee members
expressed themselves well satis-

fied.

Nets ‘Steal’ Shows

Network ingenuity partly^ beat
the ban on radio, TV and news-:
reels at the hearings of the Re-
publican credentials committee
here last week.
Both NBC and CBS “stole” part

of the proceedings on tape and put
them out for web consumption
while GOP politicos fumed.

It was last Tuesday (1) .that the
credentials committee ruled that

equipment would not be allowed
into the hearings on the bitter con-
tests over opposing delegations. At
the time ' of the ruling, NBC had
ah'eady set up its full equipment
including all cables for live tele-

casting and broadcasting of the
sessions.

In the words of Bill McAndrew,
in' charge of NBC coverage, “it was
the first time we ever had the ball-

room pulled from under our feet.

Before the ruling they let us set

up all our equipment, and we had
to rip out cables and everything
else we liad there,”

.

However, an hour later, NBC
had the equipment reassembled
outside the hearing room to button-
hole committee members and give
interviews on the doings inside. In
addition, a network rep carried a
concealed miniature recorder in-

side the room and caught some of
the scrappy hearing. A Rejpubli-

can party ojfficial spotted the re-

corder and confiscated the tape.

However, the NBC people later

talked the GOP officials into re-

turning It. It was then put on the

air in connection with the web
radio shows.

CBS Eyes on Texaii

On. Friday (4), CBS stole the en-
tire Texas proceedings on a re-

corder, without the Republicans be-

ing any the wiser. That was the

most important of any of the state

contests. Highlights of the session

were aired as a part of the Ed Mur-
row show. Later, a full half-hour
show, made up of the best of the

recording with short explanational
insert, was put on the air as a
special network program. “It

proved we could cover the sessionfi*'

without making any disturbance,”’

said a CBS spokesman.
Roughest treatment, as a result

of the ban, was suffered by the
newsreels. Up to this year, there
has never been any question about
the rights of the reels to cover hear-
ings on contested delegations.
Reelers claimed they were victims
of the television ban.

WOR Fund Chartered
Albany, July 8.

WOR (N. Y.) Christmas Fund
has been chartered as a non-profit
membership corporation' to receive,
maintain and invest funds on real
and personal property and to apply
the Income and principal excR*-
sively for charitable purposes.
The fund distribute* money,

food, clothing, toys, etc., to chil-

dren in hospitals jn the K. Y. area.

with a Reputdtioii

”ln the Kitchen with MARY LANDIS”

now BIGGER and BETTER than ever
A brand new, custom-built kitchen provides

o new setting.

The exclusive home kitchen-tested seal

stamped on every advertiser's product.

Mary Landis, tv/o home economists, and a

special announcer devote full time to this

multiple feature program.

MON. THRU FRI. — 1:00 TO 1:45 P.M.

A monthly recipe booklet available to viewers

on request.

Extra aids to make this a complete TV adYer*

tising-merchandising package,

On-the-air and newspaper promotion give

certainty to the reputation of this three-year

success.

T«|«vUion Boltimora

NATIONALLY RtPRESENTED BY

EDWARD RETRY * CO,

WBAL-TV
NRC In Mciryland
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the liberty-bell motif), but didn’t

elucidate the outfit's platform.

Miss Kellems urged women to be
Interested in politics, certainly a

worthwhile objective. A potato is

a political object, she remarked,
citing subsidies, burning of surplus

spuds and price controls. Politics,

she noted, come into the home with
electricity, running water* and let-

ters drafting sons. She said she
wished Americans ‘'felt so strong-

ly about the elections that there

were fist-fights at the polls,” strik-

ing a jarring note.
She contrasted the fact that un-

der MacArthur the Japanese
women had gained suffrage, while
under Hitler the German women
had been confined to "Children,
Church and Kitchen.” If women
exercised their political power and
more distaffers were in the govern-
ment, there would be fewer wars,
she said, although there might be
"hair pulling and scratching,”
Statements such as thesd' seemed to

reveal lack o.? a deep understand-
ing of sociology.

She told ^ few stories, some of

them ramblmg. She was fairly

well poised before the cameras, al-

though speaking in an over-intense
manner. ‘ Bril,

ASSIGNMENT: MAN HUNT
TVitli Ralph Stantlcy, Pat O’Mal-

ley, Jo Hurt, Mike Gazzo, Lewis
Charles, Jay Barney, William S.

Haddock, others
Writer; Alfred Baker
Producer: Julian Claman
Director; BUI Hohin
30 Mins,; Sat., 10:30 p.m.
LUCKY STRIKE
NBC-TV, from New York

(BBD&O)
"Assignment: Man Hunt,'* a

mystery-adventure series which
moved in as a summer replace-

ment for Lucky Strike’s "Your Hit

Parade” on NBC-TV Saturday (5),

came up with a suspenseful initial-

er. Written by Alfred Baker and
tagged "Overdue Account,” preem
piece concerned a man who almost
was murdered through mistaken'
identity.
Mixups in identity have - fre-

quently been used, but Baker gave
his brainchild a fresh twist
through stressing characteriza-
tions. At the same time, however,
he wove a fine thread of suspense
through the script that neatly tied

Now (Ijirrinc on NBC'a
ALL STAR RiVUI

f«twrd*y'i i-» IDIT

Mflh: William MorrU Aitncy

the strands of the yarn together at

the finale.

Ralph Stantley turned in a con-

vincing portrayal of a professional

assassin who found his job a dis-

ta.steful one. Pat O’Malley was
breezily effective as a typical mid-
dleaged family man marked for

death. Good support was provided
by Jo Hurt, Mike Gazzo and Lewis
Charles, among others.. Julian

Claman, who produces for Talent
Associates, supplied better-than-

average physical ' values. Bill

Hobin's direction managed to ex-

tract full flavor of the script.

Although quality of future epi-

sodes obviously will depend large-

ly upon story material, "Assign-
ment: Man Hunt” appears to shape
up as a satisfactory summer filler

for "Your Hit Parade” on strength
of the first installment. Copious
plugs for "Lucky Strike” were in-

serted. Gilb.

DOORWAY TO DANGER
With Roland Winters, Steyc Elliott,

others; Ernest Chapell, an-
nouncer

Director: Dick Schneider
Writer: Martha Wilkerson
30 Mins.; Fri., 9 p.m.
PALL MALL
NBC-TV, from N. Y.

iSSC&B)
"Doorway to Danger’* Is a live

thriller series replacing vidfilms’
"Big Story” for the same bank-
roller in the eight-week hiatus. It

purports to be a semi-documentary
depicting Government operatives
off on far-flung secret missions,
with Roland Winters cast per-
manently as John Randolph, "The
Chief.”

The, preem. coveiled the rather
incredible activities of special
agent Hugh Wilson, played skill-

fully by Steve Elliott, in a mining
plant behind the Iron Curtain. The
agent assumed the identity of a
blind Czech, whom he resembled.
Latter had been "drafted” into the
plant and was friendly to anti-
USSR sources. The agent managed
to steal secret papers through the
help of a sightless girl (all the
workers except a plant were blind,
to prevent their casing the place,
etc.), who killed a couple of Com-
mie characters inside the mine in
order to pave the way for the op-
erative’s success.
Play built suspense but was

choppy in spots. Best sequences
were the movements of the blind
persons, and especially the inci-

dents with the operative feigning
blindness. Credit was given to the
Lighthouse for the Blind for its

technical aid in this, connection.
Lensing was good. Tran.

ASK ME ANOTHER
With Joe Boland, emcee; Fran Al-

lison, Warren Brown, Jolmnie
Lujack, Lonny Lunde; quests

Producer: Jay Sheridan
Director; Don Meier
30 Mins.; Thurs., 9:30 p.m, CDT
ETHYL CORP.
NBC-TV, from Chicago

(BBD&O)
This latest panel quizzer out of

the Louis G. Cowan Chi stable
isn’t likely to make the splash on

Profitable TV Audience

exclusive with

WGALTV
LANCASTER, PENNA

Only TV' ‘.fotioc' n —
- only TV'

station srr^ -- 'n this

I c h P I' n r-' s I V cj n I a m n ' k a r n n

^0pr03€nted by

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
Now York loi An^olei Sqn Francisco Chicago
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NBOTV that the same shop’s

"Down You Go” has Scored via Du-
Mont, But this isn’t saying "Ask
Me Another” won’t ring up an ade-

quate vlewership during its sum-
mer ride for EthyJ.

The video-tested elements are

there. In fact, as indicated on the

initialer (3), other than the sports

background of the mystery guests

and the panel Itself, there’s little

to distinguish the show from a

swelling list' of similarly striped

ventures. Pan,el is asked to identify

a trio of ^guests who have made-
thoir mark in Ihe sports world.

Visitors this round were Fred
Merkle, who cost the N. Y. Giants

a pennant when he forgot to touch
second base in a game against the

Cubs in ,tke 1908 race, for one of

baseball’s biggest boners; Gertrude
Ederle, first gal to swim the Eng-
lish Channel, and Ezzard Charles,
ex-heavyweight champ. Latter was
seen only in silhouette, demonstra-
ting one of his hobbies—bass
thumping. It was a nice effect but

|

the panel, as was the case with
the other two guests, quickly
pegged the pug.

While the format is grooved
along routine and familiar lines,

it's the regular board members that
furnish the spark. Also Joe .Bo-

land, who knows his sports, dem-
onstrated a fine knack in the Intro-
ing and pacing department. Best
moments came after the guests

!

were each identified and the panel
tossed queries at them. The ros-
trum, made up of Fran Allison;
Lonny Lunde, "Quiz Kids” sports
expert; Warren Brown, Herald-
American sports columnist, and
grid star Jojbnnie Lujack, is both
glib and personable and more than
capable of keeping the affair roll-

ing through the hot weather
months.

Plugs, delivered by Boland, were
brief and emphasized traffic safety
along with the virtues of the pe-
trol.

Dave.
1

Tele Followups
,
Continued from page 30

men and issues developed. Big
surprise in this Martha Rountree-
Lawrence E. Spivak package (the

former moderating) was that they
devoted the first half to two Pres-
idential candidates (Stassen and
Warren) and wound with men be-,

hind the scenes (John D. M. Ham-
ilton for Taft and Sen.-Janoes Duff
for Eisenhower). Altelmation or
complete reverse would have pro-*

vided better programming, par-
ticularly since former Minnesota
Governor Stassen is

,
one . of the

more able extempore speakers
among all aspirants for White
House residence.

Pitching th^’ questions with no
holds barred, were scribes Richard
Wilson, Mrs. May Cr^ig and Tom
Reynolds, and Spivak. Stassen was
mostly forthright. Gov. Warren
did a bit of charming hedging.
Hamilton was the old smoothie,
but contributed nothing vital to

viewers. Senator Duff, though sin-

cere, seemed a poor choice as
closer. Overall, it was an interest-
ing session in the face of below-
average sequencing. Trau.

Les Paul and Mary Ford, sub-
bing for Patti Page on NBC’s "Mu-
sic Hall” Thursday (3), turned In a
competent job. Paul lacked sparkle
in his gab, which was only a minor
portion of the show, but demon-
strated fine musicianship and
showmanship in his guitarlng. His
wife, a pleasant-voiced looker who
also -can twang a guitar, projected
nicely. Musically they’ve got a
good beat, an ability to invent
catchy phrases or borrow them
from folk songs, and generally
they have a sure finger on the
popular pulse.
They opened with the jazz

theme, "How High the Moon,” and
on some items used the echo cham-
ber effect to lend a haunting quali-
ty to the femme voice. Section
probably involved Miss Ford’s
duetting with a pre-recorded
sound track. In any case, It was
effectively done.
Production was on a high level

for a simple layout.. Most of the
effects were achieved by topflight
lighting. In one number Miss
Ford’s face was spotlighted in a
dark stage, which got over the blue
mood, and a male dancer—lit in a
similarly low-key manner—added
a bit of emotion-in-motion in the
background. Cameras were deftly
handled.

Louis Prima, the orch leader,
slammed across his special lyrics
about his ovemeight sweetie’s fig-
ure to the tune of Figaro’s aria
from "Barber of Seville,” Prima
has a winning style and the words
were cute, although they didn't
hold up for the full distance. All
in all, however, the Prima-Ford-
Paul combo made a pretty poterit
lineup for a 15-minute opus.

TV's $3,000,000 Politico Rap
Continued -from paite 1

package may only defray half the

Columbia expense.
Similarly, NBC, which has signed

Philco for the radio-TV coverage of

the GOP and Dems, is resigned to

the fact that the $2,750,000 spon-

sorship coin falls at least $1,000,000

short of the network’s total expense

in delegating 260 staffers for the

two-convention wrapup.
ABC isn’t sparing expense to

achieve a miximum gayel-to-gavel

coverage on behalf of its Adiui^^^^i

sponsor, which is spending $2,000,-

000, and ABC execs likewise antic-

ipate winding up in the red.

From the start, the TV networks
recognized that they weren’t going
to make money in the sponsored
"Battle ' of the Iceboxes.” But it

wasn’t until they arrived here for

the on-the-spot blueprint of tbe in-

tricate coverage details and the

pre-convention programming that

the full cost impact hit them.
Gnly a first-hand closeup of the

multitutinous problems that beset

the TV webs in carrying out “Oper-
4itions Chicago” could testify to the

gargantuan task and cost ’involved

in bringing the Ike-Taft slugfost to

the nation’s 70,000,000 viewers,' The
endless miles of cable winding
through the Conrad Hilton Hotel
(for the pre-convention hoopla) and
the Chi Amphitheatre, principal
"nerve centres” for the unprece-
dented radio-TV move-in, and rep-
resenting but a small fraction of

the overall outlay, give evidence
to the virtual video engineering
miracles accomplished, . thanks
primarily to the knowing touch of
NBC’s George McElrath who, by
virtue of his quarter-century know-
how in such matters, headed the
combined network pooled arrange-
ments.

Tribute to TV Execs

That out of the pre-convention
chaos and floundering came a sane
and orderly interpretation . of TV's
biggest story to date stands as a
tribute to such men as Sig Mlckel-
son, as supervisor of the CBStTV

Smoolh TV
Continued from pzse 39

coverage! Bill McAndrew, the Tvboss for pc, and Tommy Vetota, on behalf of ABC.
compelled to ad lib thrSS^

a pickups, they acliievedSthe help of seasoned staffers atln
topflight interpreters, a snontan^
eity and a dramatic impactTat "ttimes was nothing short of alo
Inspiring.

^

.

The capturing of the pre-convent on hubbub and excitement'requUpg plenty ol oft-the-cuft in.
genuity, demonstrated, for
that the webs were alerted to tS
great and colorful show aheadThere were some snafus, as was tobe expected, but overall it reore
sented a triumph in establishing «
variety of video "firsts.”

^ *

This is a GOP convention, too
being sparked by various element?
from radio-TV’s creative brain-
trusters. as evidenced, for example
in the CHHipflign of Gbii. Dwight D*
Eisenhower for the Republican
Presidential nomination. The man-
ner in which these radio-TV aides
(taking personal affront at the
Taft-supported TV blackout last
week) capitalized on the video ban
by arousing a pro-Eisenhower sen-
timent and actually swaying some
delegate switcliovers (through the
simple expedient of capturing on
the cameras the conflicting facial
reactions of the opposing factions),
will be remembered as one of the
unique contributions of TV show-
men to the political arena.

Chiefly comprising these "crea-
tive aides” \>?ere a host of Young
and Riibicam agency execs, headed
by president Sigurd Larmon and
Ken Dyke, ‘exec assistant to the
president. Plotting the pro-Eisen-
hower TV tactics in eliciting na-
tional -sympathy were such othfr
Y&R aides as Joseph Scibetta, pro-
ducer-director; Dave Levy, agency
television veepee; Mary Harris,
producer; Richard Dana, program-
ming aide; Bob Fenton, producer;
Ken Woods, producer and Tony
Zaghi and Woodrow Renoit, in the

Y5cR administration. Cecil Arney,
ex-Y&R, has been a key aide to A1
Hollander, Eisenhower’s radio-TV
director, along-with Pete Levathes,
20th-Fox’s' radio-TV exec.

opening day saw virtually none of

this. And the feel of the jpolitical

phenomenon became an almost
flesh and

.
blood thing.

Vets of the ’48 fracas look back
laughingly at the clumsy efforts

with make-up, the clownish faces
of respected politicos leering at

viewers. Close-ups are particularly
sharp and natural, and the scope
of the camera has been noticeably
expanded.
The highly-touted gadgets devel-

oped by the webs showed up at the
convention preem. Several times,
Chairman :.Guy Gabrielson shouted
for removal of the new CBS minia-
ture walkie-talkies, which his sharp
eyes spotted. But the boys kept ap-
pearing again and again, obviously
smuggling the little device back
onto the floor.

CBS? Montage
On the novelty side, CBS scored

with its new montage effect. The
superimposed picture, carrying a
side story, is sharp, without inter-
fering with definition of the main
picture. Walter Cronkite, who car-
ried the CBS ball opening day,
seemed to be overdoing it, how-
ever, like a child with a new' toy.
Despite the pleasant Cronkite per-
sonality, it was frequently annoy-
ing to have attention diverted from
a self-explanatory story to a side
picture. On the other hand, the
pickup interviews from the floor
added considerable interest to the
running story.

With the pool cameras grinding
out the running story, there isn't
much difference among the nets.
The commentary was wisely kept
to a minimum, as the drama of the
first day’s floor fight told its own
story. Actually, this type of on-the-
scene reporting was a pleasant re-
lief

^

from the deluge of feature
stories, hotel demonstrations and
press conferences which marked
the preconvention days.
The one thing this year’s stepped-

up, hep coverage shares with the
green year of ’48, is the problem of
commercials. After all, somebody
has to pick up the check, but six
commercials an hour, as in the case
of Westinghouse, is a little tough
on the viewers. There’s always- the
prerogative of turning the dial, but
with all the statibns doing a bell-
ringing job, U doesn’t se^m cricket
to switch.

D0'MAN in DeMANd

MERRILL E. JOELS
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ROMANCING CHIRPERS
Congress Sets Back Joke Lkensii^,

Proposes Compromise 3c Royalty
Washiii^ton, July 8.

Efforts of publishers and writers

fn cet performance license fees

from jukebox operators received a

Sback over last weekend when

the House Judiciary subcommittee,

which was studying the problem,

reoorted its recommendations to

the full House committee. Ma-

iority report scraps the licensing

arrangement and substitutes in its

nlace a proposal to lift the statu-

tory rate in the .Copyright Act

from' 2c to 3c per mechanical

usage.

This proposal is expected to

meet opposition from all quarters.

The disk companies will oppose it

since it imposes the full burden on

them. The publishers and writers,

on the other hand, are not expect-

ed to accept the upped rate as a

substitute for the jukebox licens-

ing bill. The belief that juke ops

should pay on a performance basis

is regarded by such outfits as the

American Society of Composers,
Authors it Publishers as- a princi-

ple which they will continue to

fight for no matter what other con-

cessions are made.

Problem Unsolved
.

A minority of the House sub-
committee sided with the publish-

ers and writers in a .statement
which said “we are favorably
disposed to the basic principle that

creators of musical works are en-

titled to just compensation for the
public performance tfor p’rofit of
their copyrighted compositions by
any and all means of rendition.”

Referring to the subcommittee’s
proposals, the minority said that

(Continued on page 39)

RCA Sets Global

Pressing Program
On top of RCA Victor’s ex-

panded program with the release
of foreign masters in the U. S.,

the company will go in extensively
for pressing in Italy, Spain, Israel,
Greece and poisibly other Middle
East countries. 'The program al-
ready has been laid; down for more
HMV (His Master’s Voice) and La
Voix de son^ Maitrq (French) mas-
ters to be pressed and released in
the North American piarkets. .

G, A. (Joe) Biondo is going for-
ward with RCA’s expansion pro-
gram, both in records and TV, in
Italy. He will have a participation
Interest.

Gabriel Sorya, Spanish film di-
rector, producer and theatre
owner, will handle the Spanish ex-
pansion program for Victor.

MCCAPRH»S PASADENA
SATCHMO CONCERT DISK
Higgirig into its extensive library

of taped concerts given in the last
ww years by Louis Armstrong,
Becca Records Is issuing another
long-play-platter, titled “Satchmo
®t Pasadena.” Disk is based on an
Armstrong concert at the Pasadena
Auditorium in 1951.
Decca previously issued two sets

framed around Aniistrong’s Boston
Symphony Hall concerts and is also
flapping releases of several of the
Jazz man’s singles.

Sevitzky to Baton Six
Concerts in San Diego

San Diego, July 8.

Fabien Sevitzky, Indianapolis
symphony maestro, arrived here
e^ntly to prep for six con-
certs of the San Diego Summer
jymphony which ‘he’!! baton, be-
ginning July 22, in Balboa Park

Rtr -V will mark his fourth
aight season as musical director

cl e.
,

leaving home, Sevitzky

Tn.i- doctorate of music at
^ena U. in Bloomington*

Jane Pickens Narrator

For RCA Victor ‘Hansel’
For the first time In some years

a femme narrator has been fea-
tured on a juve disk with RCA
Victor’s recent waxing of the story
of “Hansel and Gretel” with Jane
Pickens. Although woman narra-
tors were once standard on kidisks,

they have fallen by the wayside
in recent years.

Miss Pickens both narrates the
story and sings several tunes from
the Humperdinck opera version
of “Hansel and Gretel.’* Steve
Carlin, head of the Victor Kidisk
division, set up the- date for Miss
Pickens. Harry Sosnik, who has
been set to maestro the A1 Pearce
show on CBS starting tomorrow
(Thurs), conducted the background
on the Victor disk. •

10 Tooters Quit

Kaye Orch Over

One-Niter Dates
Long-brewing friction within

the Sammy Kaye orch came to a
head last week when 10 Kaye side-

men walked out to form their own
band. Kaye's concentration on his

weekly CBS-TV assignment result-

ing in a turndown of many loca-

tion and one-niter dates is report-
edly the reason for the walkout.
The new crew will be headed up

by Ernie Rudisill, drummer with
the Kaye band, and will include
such Kaye regulars as Charlie Wil-
son, Phil Gilbert, Chubby Silver,

Don Rogers, Jerry
.
Carr, Jerry Di

Falco, Eddie Lucas, Frank Oblake
and Jim Thorpe. Band will ' be
managed by Roy Maxwell, who
held the same post with Kaye, and
orch arrangements will be sup-
plied by Frank Pumphandle,
Kaye’s Initial arranger.
Band wiir debut at Bill Green’s,

Pittsburgh, July 21. General Ar-
tists Corp., which inked the crew
to a three-year pact,' is booking the
band. It’s undetermined yet as to

whether Kaye will organize a neW'
band or use a pick up crew -on

his future in-person and record-
ing dates.

Karzas Ballrooms Pitch

For Juve Dance Set Via

Anthony, Beneke, Morrow
Chicago, July 8.

Karzas Ballrooms, most potent in

the midwest, who own the Trianon
and Aragon in Chicago and several

others, are revising their promo-
tional activities. Long known as

the home of such bands as Lew-
rence Welk, Eddy Howard and
other sweet bands, organization is

now making a pitch for the young-
er set with such bands as Ray An-
thony, who just completed a strong

twQ-weeker at the Aragon; Tex
Beneke, now current, with Buddy
Morrow set for September. How-
ever, most outlandish deal, accord-

ing ta the middle age dancers, was
the Stan Kenton concert two weeks
ago which drew 2,900 devotees in

spite of heavy rain. Chicago
dancerles have also been running
polka nights for the last several

years featuring top groups.

Latest stunt is the pairing of top

male vocalists with bands. Promo-
tion was tried out at the Prom Ball-

room, St. Paul, with Don Ck3mell

and one nighter was so successful

that he is also doing a similar stint

with Paul Neighbors band July 18

at the Aragon. Other crooners are

also being paged and will be used.

It’s also thought that some of the

concert attractions now being of-

fered to theatre* and auditoriurai

might be set for thf tery ipotii.<»

WILL BE TEST OF

Femme disk vocalists, who have
been riding high on hit lists for the
last few months, are now being
romanced for important video pro-

gram spots in next season’s pro-

gramming lineup. Except for

Dinah Shore and Perry Como,
vocalists have not clicked as regu-

lar fare on TV in the past, but the

power of platter hits has again

spotlighted singers for the video

schedules.

Patti Page, Mercury Records’’
steadiest seller on wax, has already
been set for an NBC-TV series to
be bankrolled by Chlorodent tooth-
paste. She will tee off this month
and will be watched closely by the
trade to see whether the wax
bestsellers can repeat on video.

Georgia Gibbs, with a top-listed

“Kiss of Fire” Mercury platter, has
also been approached for a regular
video show. Miss Gibbs, however,
has decided to do a lot of guest
shots on TV rather than be tied

down to her own program.

Peggy Lee, who has broken
through on wax for the first time
in a couple of years with her
Decca. etching, of “Lover,” is also

expected to be strong TV bet next
season. Miss Lee had been doing
guest shots last season and will

likely continue on a stepped-up
scale.

Unusual aspect of the video pn-
gramming of vocalists in the past
has been the lack of discernible im-
pact of TV on wax sales, unlike
radio in the 1930s, which created-

both the song and disk hits. The
new spread of vocalists on TV,
however, is expected to furnish an-
other test of the medium’s power
to sell tunes to the viewing public.

ASCAP Qtr. Melon

Near $3,01)0,000

Second quarterly dividend of

the American Society of Compos-
ers, Authors & Publishers, . which
was mailed out last week to pub-
lishers and writers, was slightly

under the $3,000,000 marker.
Melon slice was about 2% higher
than the first quarter dividend.

At the current pace, ASCAP
will probably distribute about $12,-

000,000 this year or about the

same as it did in 1951. It’s ex-

pected that total network radio

billings and ASCAP’s income from
this source will drop this year
with the hike from television com-
pensating for the loss.

New ASCAP Writer Payoff Plan

Has Built-In Cushion to Soften

Income Drops Over S-Year Period

Victor, Col Topli>ers

To Spark Sales Meets
Both RCA Victor and Columbia

Records have set up tours for their

top echelon staffers in the next
couple of months in conjunction
with sales meetings to be held
throughout the country. Execs will

outline’ recording and merchandis-
ing-plans for the fall season.

Col’s, regional meetings open
later this month while the Victor
conclaves will tee off in August.

Best British Sheet Sellers

(Week ending June 28)

London, June 30.

Auf Wiederseh’n Maurice

Blacksmith Blues .... Chappell

Never F.DJkH,

Tell Me Why Morris

Ay-round The Corner Dash
There’s Pawnshop . . Cinephonic

Blue Tango Mills

Be Anything Cinephonic

Won’t Live in Castle Connelly

Wheel of Fortune . . . Victoria

Kiss of Fire Duchess

Cry FJD.&H,

Second 12

Gandy Dancers’ Ball. .Disney

Unforgettable Bourne

Be Life’s Companion. .Morris

Homing Waltz Reine

A Guy Is a Guy Leeds

Anytime Victoria

At Last Pickwick

Slow Coach Sterling

Saturday Rag Fields

pane* Me Loose, .... .Magna

^
I Wanna -Say Hello . . . Sterling

Slrigln’ Itt Rain. Robbins

Dreyfus Buys

Daniels Music

With Aberbach
Max Dreyfus, head of the Chap-

pell Music combine, and Jean
Aberbach, Hill & Range Music top-
per, have teamed up on a partner-
ship deal to buy out the Charles
N. Daniels Music catalog. Dreyfus
has been handling the selling for
the Daniels firm for several years
but moved to take over the firm’s
catalog with Aberbach because
many of the tunes are coming up
for the first term copyright re-

newal.

Daniels, who died in 1943, wrote
the music on several important
standards under his nom de clef of
Neil Meret. Included in the Daniels
catalog are such numbers as.

“Chloe,” with words by Gus Kahn,
and seven or eight other standards.

' The Dreyfus partnership with
Aberbach is another facet of the
long-standing business relationship
between the Chappell head and the
Aberbach brothers, Jean and
Julian. Latter two reportedly or-

ganized their Hill & Range firm'

with Dreyfus’ financial backing.
The H&R company, '^vhlch special-

izes in country music, is a Broad-
cast Music, Inc., affiliate while
Dreyfus is one of the pillars of the
American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers.

Cap to Release B’way

Show Cast Set Despite

‘Of Thee 1 Sing’ Fold
Hazards- of waxing original

Broadway cast
,
.alb.um rights. . of

legituners was further pointed up

this week with . the .fold of . “Of

The new writer payoff system,
which was okayed by the classifi-

cation board of the American So-
ciety of CJomposers, Authors &
Publishers last week, will go into ^
operation in October, according to
present plans, Although many of
the ASCAP eleffers are still hazy
about the mechanics of the new
distribution formula, initial re-
action in the- rank* was favorable
with only a few diehard pro-
ponents of a 100% performance
payoff stlH voicing any squawks.
New plan breaks the writer’s

coin fund into a 30-30-20-20 split
In place of the previous 60-20-20
dl^^ision. Initial 30% will be based
on a sustained performance aver-
age; the second 30% is based on a
new availability fund, and the 20%
categories remain on a current
one-year performance basis and a
seniority rating.

Heart of the new plan is the
breakup of the ojd 60% fund Into
two separate 30% funds for both
the five-year performance average
and for availability. For writers
in classes over 125 points, the
availability ratings, will be the
same as their sustained perform-
ance ratings, starting in October.

Inooitne Cushion
The new availability category

has been designed as an, income
cushion for the ASCAP cleffers.
While the performance ratings
wjlj vary, as before, from year to

(Continued on page 43) ^

Stailhiin,LAOrclis

Faded by Deca
Decca Records began its move to

become a leading contender In the
longhair field last week with the
wrapping up of pacts with two im-
portant U. S, symph groups. The
Stadium ‘ Concert orch, which pre-
sents annual summer concerts in
New York City’s Lewisohn Sta-
dium,- will make platters under the
Decca label, marking the first time
this outfit has recorded for any
company in Its 35 years of ex-
istence. Mrs. Charles S. Guggen-
heimer, chairman of the Stadium
Concerts since its., formation in
1918, negotiated the deal with Dec-
ca. Orch consists in the main of
N, Y. Philharmonic players, minus
first-desk men.
Decca has also lined up the Los

Angeles Philharmonic. Alfred Wal-
lenstein, the orch’s maestro, will

^

also baton on the Decca platters,
which will be released in the
diskery’s Gold Label: series. The
initial platters wil b*’ marketed in
August. V-

. ,

Thee I Sing” Saturday (5). Orig-

inal cast album, which was cut by
Capitol Records, is sked^ed for

release next week.

Deal was made with the produc-
ers when the show was breaking in

out-of-town and the diskery 'ex-

pected to cash. in. .on the . selling

points of its Broadway' run. Cap is

going ahead, however, with its

propped release schedule despite

the fold since the execs believe

that the popularity of the George
Gershwin score are potent sales

values. Album features Jack Car-
son, Paul Hartman and Lenore
Lonergan.

Cap was caught short in a sim-
ilar manner several seasons Ago
when- its original cast album re-

lease, of “Flahooley” hit the mar-
ket a couple of weeks' after the
show folded on Broadway.

RCA Vii^or; meantime, is going
ahead with an NBC plugging drive
for “Wish You Were Here” and its

original cast album. Victor, with
a $20,000 investment in' the show,
believes the projected script re-

visions in the show will put it over
despite adverse press notices.

ANOTHER PARK Month
OF MUSICAL SOIREES

Paris, July 3.

Musical Paris, still reeling from
impact of “Masterpieces of the
20th Century,” now finds itself in
the midst of still another month-
long cycle of concerts. Latest fes-

tival -is “Les Nuits Musicales,’*

.sponsored officially by City of

Paris. Commite dcs Fetes at the
Palais de Chaillot

Cycle kicked off July 2 with
Philadelphia Orch’s batpneer
Eugene Ormandy getting more
music out of Radio Diffusion Fran-^
caise, a national orchestra, than
anybody else has succeeded in

achieving all year.
Balance of series brings in or-

chestras from Munich and Ham-
burg with local groups, Fasdeloup
and Colonne, also participating.

Piece de resistance of festival

would appear to be first French
appearance of Yugoslav State bal-

let troupe and symphony orchestra

• which come in for three days

July 15-17.
•
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By IWtUgG OKOSS

Peggy Lee-Gordon Jenkins Orcli:

“Just One Of Those Things"-“I'm
Glad There Is You'* (Decca), The
Peggy Lee-Gordon Jenkins tandem,
currently riding high with their

waxing of “Lover," have another
clicko side in the workover of the
Cole Porter oldie, “Just One Of
Those Things.” It's an exciting

platter pegged for current market
tastes. Jenkins’ driving orch work
and Miss Lee's sexy piping should
catapult the disk into the top
brackets. “I'm Glad There Is You”
is a neat change of pace for the
team and although it lacks the
powerhouse projection of its mate,
it rates spins.'

Johnnie Kay: “A Sinner Am I''-

“Glve Me Time” (Columbia). The
Pay rooters have little to rave
about on this coupling.' Although
Ray still hits in the same emotional
style, platters come across with less

Impact that his previous sides. The
tunes are unexciting items and it’s

doubtful if this' etching will move
out. “A Sinner Am I” is a trivial

item penned by Ray himself while
“Give Me Time,” an Alec Wilder
effort, lacks commercial values.

The Fotrr. Lads provide a competent
choral backing job.
Jane Froinan; “Wish You Were

Here''-“Mine” (Capitol). The rich,'

full warbling style of Jane Froman
comes across socko on' this pair of

standout showtunes. It’s a class

platter and should find a solid

market in those who prefer music
and melody to echo chambers and
gimmicks. ‘‘Wish’ You Were Here,”
title, song from Broadway’s latest

legituner, is a good ballad piece
which Miss Froman renders in a

smooth, sensitive manner. “Mine,”
a standout Gershwin number re-

(Continued on page 42)
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I'LL FORGET YOU
^ 5. HIGH NOON ...

PADAM PADAM

Disk Companies’ Best Sellers
CAPITOL ARTIST
1 . IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMER TIME. Les Paul-Mary Ford ±

SMOKE RINGS
2. WALKIN' MY BABY,BACK HOME Nat (King) Cole ±

FUNNY d’

3. TAKE my HEART A1 Martino
I NEVER CARED

4. i'M CONFESSIN' Les Paul-Mary Ford 1
CARIOCA

t 5. SOMEWHERE ALONG THE WAY Nat (ICing) Cole
WHAT DOES IT TAKE

i COLUMBIA
1. BOTCH-A-ME Rosemary Clooney I

ON THE FIRST WARM DAY
} 2. HALF. AS MUCH Rosemary Clooney L

POOR WHIP POORWILL
± 3. ALL OF ME Johnnie Ray ^

A SINNER AM I

4. HIGH NOON '. Frankie Laine
ROCK OF GIBRALTAR

5. DELICADO Percy Faith 4-

FESTIVAL

CORAL
1. THIS IS THE BEGINNING OF THE END Don Cornell I

I CAN’T CRY ANYMORE
2. I'LL WALK ALONE Don Cornell I

THAT'S THE CHANCE YOU TAKE
3. I'M YOURS Don -Cornell

MY MOTHER’S PEARLS
I 4. EN-THUZ-E-UZ-E-AS-M Eileen Barton

RHODE ISLAND REDHEAD Teresa Brewer
5. AUF WIEDERSEHN SWEETHEART Ames Bros, t

BREAK THE BANDS THAT BIND ME

DECCA
d. 1. BLUE TANGO Leroy Anderson ^
; ^

BELLE OF THE BALL
d d 2. LOVER .Peggy Lee-G. Jenkins J
;;

YOU GO TO MY HEAD ^

* 3. I'M YOURS Four Aces
J 1 UNDERSTAND

;

4. KISS OF FIRE Guy Lombardo
DELICADO

5. BLUE TANGO Guy Lombardo JAT LAST, AT LAST ^

MERCURY
1. AUF WIEDERSEHN SWEETHEART Eddie Howard Z

I DON’T WANT TO TAKE A CHANCE
2. ONCE IN A WHILE Patti Page ?

I’M GLAD YOU’RE HAPPY WITH SOMEONE ELSE
t 3. SO MADLY IN LOVE Georgia Gibbs -

MAKE ME LOVE YOU
4. TAKE MY HEART Vic Damone ^ROSANNE

J 5. NEVER LEAVE ME Richard Hayes
THE MASK IS OFF

M-G-M

^ thing CALLED LOVE Fran Warren
WISH YOU WERE HERE

TO YOU Billy Eckstine
IF THEY ASK ME

dd 3. A GIRL A FELLA, A BEACH UMBRELLA ... Blue Barron ?A MIGHTY PRETTY WALTZ 1 ^

Dean
I'LL FORflTilT vniT

- d

Bill Hayes V-

i RCA VICTOR
1» MAYBE .....Perry Como-Eddie FisherWATERMELON WEATHER

i Sis.-Henri Rene {
;

‘ WISE LITTLE ECHO
^

;

d d 3. I M YOURS Eddie Fisher ^

^ JUST A LITTLE LOVIN'
^

^ loZwHEiE Aiok 'THE WAY
Hugo Winterhalter

*• raAK/rawBLE
' i

t-M 4 t t t f t f M f M M M M

BETUL DISI SEUEBS
r

Pi ,

yXRitff
Survey of retail disk best

icUers, based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing cori^

pafiitive sales rating for this

and last week.
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This Last
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1 1

PERCY -FAITH (Columbia)
“Delicado”-:—^39708 • • • • 1 4 10 4 1 4 8 10 3 • 2 4 75

2 2
AL MARTINO- (BBS)
“Here in My Heart”—^101 .... • • • • 8 2 8 5 5 7 10 2 1 • 4 7 7 59

3 7

rosemary CLQONEYi (Col)

“Half As Much”—39710 • • • • 5 3 6 » • 6 2 • » 7 6 6 1 57

4 4
VERA LYTVN (London)
“Auf Wiedersehtt”—1227 • • • • « * 1 . * 1 • 4 1 4 f 3 5 • 4 4 1 54

5 3

JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia) .

“Walking My Baby Home"—39750 2 • • 5 • « 2 , « 1 8 2 7 8 53

6 . 5

GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury)
“Kiss of Fire”—5823 • • « • • t 7 • • 10 * • 3 « • 4 7 1 3 42

7 6
LEROY ANDERSON (Decca)

“Blue Tango”—40220 • a • * 10 4 7 8 4 • 4 4 • • 4 » 36

8 11

ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Col)

“Botch-a-Me” 39767 4 * • '5 » * 1 • 4 • • • 3 31

9 8
DON CORNELL (Coral)

“I’m Yours”—60659 • • • • 9 6 * 4

•f

4 4 « 5 8 4 • 23

10 13
P. COMO-E. FISHER (Victor)

“Maybe” 2(^4744 * • • 7 • • 3 • • • 4 • 4 10 • 4 4 4 2 22

11 10

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“I'm Yours”—20-4680 • • • • 3 « • 4 4 • 4

’

5 6 19

12 9

TONY MARTIN (Victor)

“Kiss of Fire”—20-4671 • • e • * « .. 3 2 • • • 4 • • 17

13 « •

HELEN O’CONNELL (Capitol)

“Be Anything”—2011 • • 6 ./ « 4 t • 3 • 4 13

14A 18
DON CORNELL (Coral)

“I'll Walk Alone”—60659 • • • • • • 2 10 4 • 9 • 4 4 4 12

14B 14
EDDY HOWARD (Mercury)
“Be Anything”—5815 • • • * • * 7 .. 9 • •• • •

•

4 • 5 12

15 15
ELLA MAE MORSE (Capitol)
“Blacksmih BlUcs"—1922 • 4 • 4 • • 7 5 • * 10 • 11

16 16
TONI ARDEN (Columbia)
“Kiss of Fire”—39737 • • • • 1 • « • • 4 4 • 4 • 4 • * 16

17A
BEN LIGHT (Capitol)
“Pcrfidla”—2130 • • » • • • • 2 • •

1

1

4 . 4 • • • • 4 m m 4 4 9

17B. 9
DORIS DAY (Columbia)

. “A Guy Is a Guy”—39673. . .

.

• • • • • « • • • • • • • 4 « 4 • • • • 2 • • • 4 9

18 12
PEGGY LEE-G. JENKINS (Decca)
“Lover”—28215 6 • • • •

•

• « « • 4 4 • • 9 4 4 10 • 4 8

1
1

<

4Z 3 4
1

"
5
“

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

WITH A SONG
MY HEART

Jan* Fr«m0n

Capitol
BDN-309
KDF-309
L-309

IN JOHNNIE RAY

ALBUM
Columbia
tJO-6199

C2-88

B-2-88

SINGIN’ IN THE
RAIN

Httllyw^ed Cost

M-G-M
M-G-Mrll3

K-113
E-113

RIG BAND BASH

Billy May

Capitol

KCF-329
DCN-329
I/-329

AMERICAN IN

PARIS

Hollywood Cost

M-G-M
E-93
K-93
M-93

BETAIL SHEET BEST SELLEBS

P^SSRIETY
Survey of retail sheet music

sales, based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and last week*

National

Rating

‘Tliis Last

wk. wk.

'Week Ending
July 5

Title and Publisher
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1 1 “Kiss of Fire” (Duchess) 3 2 1 2 1 1 4 3 1 3 1 8

2 2 “Blue Tango” (Mills) 4 6 2 3 5 4 3 4 2 4 2 5 _
88

3 3 “I’m Yours” (Algonquin) 2 3 4 4 • 2 9 5 5 4 4 5 3 2 H
4 4 “Here in My Heart” (Mellin) 5 4 7 8 4 10 10 2 4 6 5 1

5A 7 “Auf Wiedersehn” (HiU-R) 1 1 « 4 1 4 • • • 1 ‘ 9 S 9 « * « • B
5B 5 “Dclicado” (Remick) • 4 5 10 9 4 • 7 2 6 6 2 7 6 B

8 “I’ll Walk Alone” (Mayfair).... 8 • 4 3 • • 4 4 2 9 . 8 7 1 4 9 Bm 9 “Half As Much” (Acuff-R) 7 • • • 4 6 3 7 7 3 7 • • • • H
8 6 “Be Anything” (Shapiro-B) 9 4 • 6 4 8 8 4 4 1 4 4 a 6 • •

38

9 11 “Walkin' My Baby Home” (D.B.H.) 6 7 5 • 4 3 4 • 8 10
' 9 10 9 • •

32

10 11 “Blacksmith Blues” (Hill-R) . . . ,

.

• 4 9 4 4 5 7 4 • 4 • • 4 4 • 4 4 8 • •
15

11 14 “Pittsburgh Penn.” (Oxford)....”, • • • 4 4 4 4 4 4 44 6 » 4 • 4 4 4 4 4 w • 3 13

12 10 “A Guy IS a Guy” (Ludlow) ...... 10
"

4 4 9 6 4 4 4 4 • 4 4 4 8 4 4 10 • «
12

13

14

« • “With a Song in Heart” (W’mson)
“An-vtiwi#.'* mm o^

m • 10 8 7 4 * 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 • • •

"IT
{]

7

Jody Miller Into S.A.
San Antonio, July 8.

Vocalist Jody Miller is the third
song stylist to be booked into the
Peraux Room of th'e St. Anthony
Hotel for a two^week stint. She,

follows Carole Richards into the
spot.

Bill McCune orch will continue
on the bandstand now until the
Anacacho Room opens sometime in
August,

Jerry Fielding band set for the

Rendezvous ballroom ^ ILs
Beach, Calif., July 12.
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TOP TOLENT MID TONES
Contpded front Statuticdl Reports of Distribution

^ Emofttpassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin MacMnes Retiul Disks Retail Sheet Music
m Published in the Current hme

for

WEEK ENDING JULY 5

POSITIONS
This Ij«U
week. Week,

NOTJS:. Thf currtut compdtativt moIcm strength oj the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprUing each of the three major sales outlets enu.
merated above. These findings are correlated toith data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with VAkpsrt, The .positions resulting from these findings denote' the OVERALL IMPACT de-
veloped from the r^to of points scored: two ways in the case of talent idisks, coin machines),
and three wqys in the case of tunes (disks, •coin machines, sheet musicX

TALENT

AEIIS* AND LABEI. TdNE

1 '4 ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Col umbia) Much
, /

Botch-A-Me
2 1 PERCY FAITH (Columbia) DeHcado
3 2 AL MAlRTINO (BBS) Her^ in My Heart

4 6 VEKA LYNN (London) Wiedersehn
Sweetheart

5 3 JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia) . Walkin’ My Baby Home
6 5 GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury) Kiss of Fire

7 7 DON CORNELL (Coral) 1™
/Fm Yours

8 8 PEGGY LEE-G, JENKINS (Decca) Lover
9 10 LEROY ANDERSON (Decca) Blue Tango

10 9 PERRY COMO-E0DIE FISHER (Victor)
/Watermelon Weather

TUNES
POSITIONS
This Last
week. week.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

TUNE PUBLISHER
2 HERE-IN MY HEART Mellln
3 DELICADO Hemick
1 Kiss OF FIRE Duchess
8 HALF AS MUCH Acu£f-R
6 AUF WIEDERSEHN SWEETHEART ; Hill-R

5 BLUE TANGO i Mills

4 ITMI YOURS Algonquin
7 WALKIN’ MY BABY BACK HOME DeSylva-B-H
9 i’LL walk ALONE ' Mayfair
10 . BE .ANYTHING '. Shapiro-B

10 Best SeUers on Coin-Machines weekoijuiys

i 2.

3.

t 4.

5.

6.

: 7.

8.

9.

10.

here in me heart (7) (M.m«) ; ‘-jTLX^ir.’.V.V.V.CoiJua
DEHCADO (.) (wttm»B , ••j

HALF AS MUCH (4) (Aonff-R) Rosemary Clooney .... Columbia

ADP WIEDERSEHN SWEETHEART (3) (HiU-R)
H^ard'.'.'.'.'.'.'.V.M^ct^

LOVER (3X (Famous) t Peggy Lee-G. Jenkins . . . .Decca
WALKIN* my baby back home (7) (DcSylva-B*H) Johnnie Ray Columbia

( Georgia Gibbs ......... Mercury
KISS OF FIRE (10) (Duchess) /

Billy Eckstine MGM
(Tony Martin ..Victor

MAYBE (2) (Rebbins) P. Como-E. Fisher Victor

I’M EODHS <9) (Alron,»in)
1 t

BOTCH-A-ME (1) (Hollis) Rosemary Clooney .... Columbia - •’

Second Croup
I'LL WALK AI^NE (10) (Mayfair) W .'ca^M
ONCE IN A WHILE (Miller) Patti Page i ,4.. Mercury

BLU¥! TA'Nrr'fi i
Leroy Anderson .Decca

WHEEL OP FORTUNE (17) (Laurel) Kay^ Starr Capitol J
A GUY IS A GUY (9) (Ludlow) i . •

.

Doris Day . . . Columbia
WHAT IS THIS THING CALLED LOVE (Harms) Fran Warren MGM I
Watermelon weather (Morris) R- Como-E. Fisher Victor ""

BE AiMvrrixTXT,>. [Eddy Howard ..MercuryNYTBDWG (6) (Sbapiro-B) ...^
\ Champ Butler Columbia ..

blacksmith BLUES (11) (Hill-R) Ella Mae Morse Capitol

CAIHOCA (T. B. Harms), Les Paul Capitol J
SMOKE RINGS (Amer-Acad) Les Paul-Mary Ford .... Capitol

^OU (Republic) Sammy Kaye Columbia
Me too (Sbapiro-B) Starr Capitol

SUGARBUSK. (Sebirmer) Frankie Laine-D. Day . . Columbia f
SO MADLY IN LOVE (Shapiro-B) ^Georgia Gibbs Mercury

figures in pdrelkheses indicate number of wee'ks song has been in the Top 101

C 4

«

Decca Pacts Raitt

John Raitt" - singer who was

I

starred • in “Three Wishes for
I Jamie’^ on Broadway this season -

and was lead In “Carousel” some
years I ago, has been inked to a
regular term pact by Decca Rec-
ords.
On his kickoJRf platters, hell be

teamed with Tutti Camarata's orch.

M-G-MPlugging

Disks, Pic Via

(Mo TV Show

The “Bring Back the Bands”

campaign, which is being pushed
by band managers and * a^^ncies^

Is due for a majloic boost fjfQjn New
York’s pop music In radio outlet,

WNEW. The Jtidie is planning a
major plugging drive around the
band revival theme and will enlist
its top. jockeys, Martin Block' and
Art Ford, In the air campaign.
Under the aegis of the station’s

program director, Bill Kaland,
WNEW already has slotted «
“Bring Back the Band” 60-minute
show for Saturdays. Kaland is
dickering for Sy Oliver, vet band
arranger and currently ' a Decca
Records musical director, to em-
cee the show. The band show has
been formatted to showcase the
older bands along with such new
crews as Ray Anthony, Ralph
Flanagan, Buddy Morrow, Billy
May and others.

Impoi*tance of TV as an outlet
for diskery promotion was further
pointed up last week when Me-
tro, parent company of M-(]t-M
Records, released a foui>minute
short plugging its new pic, “Love-
ly to Look At,” and the record
company’s release of the soundtrack
album. Studio has printed 100 of
these TV shorts and is currently
distributing them cuffo around the
country. '

.

Short, which was conceived by
Les Peterson, studio’s radio-TV
contactman, features an interview
session -between Coast disk jockey
Gene Norman and Marge & Gower
Champion who are featured ih the
pic and on the album. Piq was
made so that an M-G-M disk of
the Champions singing “1 "Won’t
Dance” could be inserted In be-
tween the gab fest by the local
TV station announcer. A copy of
the platter is being shipped out
with each print.

'

Short was preemed recently on
KECA-TV, outlet of the Ameri-
can Broadcasting Co. in. Holly-
wood.

Decca Catalog; Format

Change to Aid Listiiigs

Decca Records has com* up with
a new format for its disk catalog
which is aimed at simplifying the
retailer problem of keeping the
company’s listing up-to-date. Un-
der the new setup, Decca will is-

sue cumulative numerical supple-
ments evepr second montji, which
will^contain all new releases and
deletions after the publication, date
of the main catalog. New catalogs,
moreover, will be issued every ‘six

months Instead of the former an-
nual schedule. '

Catalog service is being made
available to retailers at $5 per
annum.

Gillespie Pleads Guilty

In Ohio Paternity Suit
Toledo, July 8.

John (DIzjiy) Gillespie, New York
orchestra leader known as the
“King of Bebop,” pleaded guilty

last week to a paternity charge
brought by the Toledo mother of a
three-year-old child. Gillespie

later said he was not the father of
the child, blit that, after nearly 45
minutes of indecision, he decided
to plead guilty, because “God told
me to do that.”

Domestic Relations Referee Rob-
ert Baumgartner awarded the
woman $1,290 for back support,
and ordered the orch leader to pay
$40 a month current support and
$80 a year as a clothing allowance
for the child. The leader was
arrested in Toledo June 21 when
he arrived for a one-night Stand
"at the Tropicana Ballroom. He
left immediately after the hearing
for a Chicago engagement.

Abbey Buildi Roster

Further bolstering its pop artists

roster, Abbey Records, indie label,

has inked male vocalists Sandy
Solo and Paul Bruno to longtenrv
pacts.

Abbey is propping a big promo-
tional push on the initial Solo and
Bruno etchings which were re-
leased last week.

Dave. Kapp, RCA Victor pop art-
ists and repertoire chief, Coasts
Saturday (12) for 10 days on busi-
ness.

The “Bring Back the Bands”
idea will also be imbedded in the
Block and Ford stanzas. • Both,
deejays will probablyvblock out 15-
minute stanzas in which they will
plug bands. Along with the band

• comeback campaign, station will
also pitch for a re’s^val of danc-
ing among its juve audiences.

Otto A. HArbach,' prexy of the
American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publii^hers, will remain
in that post at least until next
spring as a result of the standoff
on the ASGAP board on the nam-
ing of a new president, Harbach's
term acutally ran out on June' 1
but he agreed to remain until ^

-

such time as the board comes up
with a successor.

Current feeling on the board
Is that no progress will be made
in reaching an agreement on the
next ASCAP prez until a new board
is elected early next year. At the
present time,' the body is split be-
tween the publishers, who want to
retain Haxhach, and a group of
writers who have been pushing
for Jack Yellen or Stanley Adams.
Since a two-thirds vote Is needed
for the election of a new prez,
the split on the board has re-
sulted In a stalemate.

LJuka UceRsiag
C^nthiuea from pare 37

they voted in favor of reporting a
compromise bill to the full com-
mittee in order to bring the sub-
ject up for consideration. The
statement continued, however, with
a declaration that “we do not be-
lieve^ the compromise bill meets
the problem of compensating the
creators of the musical compo-
sition for its, public performance
for profit by the segment of indus-
try presently exempt from such
payment. In fact, that ‘segment of
industry (the jukebox industry) is
the group of public users now get-
ting such a free ride.”

The minority statement ended
with a hope that “during the in-
te:^al between the adjournment of
this Congress and the convening
of the next, the various segments
of the 'music industry-—creators,
producers and users—will arrive
at an equitable solution to lay be-
fore the next Congress early in its
session.” Industrywide talks have
in fact already been broached by
the disk companies’ trade group,
the^ Record Industry Assn, of
America.

The original bill to amend the
C^opyright Act would have given
licensing organizations the right to
charge Ic-per-side-per-week on
jukebox ops. This would have
given an estimated added annual
Income of $5,000,000 to publishers
and writers. The raise in the
statutory rate, however, will pro-
duce nowhere near this income
since the disk companies will be
able to get substantial reductions
in the statutory rates from the
publishers in return for their cut-
ting of publishers’ tunes. Only
publishers with substantial cata-
logs of standards will be able to

command the full 3c rate.
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Grever Catalog
Frank Hennigs Music has bougKt

out the.entire,-catalog pf the Portilla

Music,:.comprising 136 songs writ*'

ten hy^’ .the late Maria Clrever. In-

cluded in the catalog are such
standards as *-‘What A Difference A
Day Makes," "Magic In The Moon-
light" and "Ti-Pi-Tin."
Mme. Grever, a Mexican com-

poser, also wrote numerous semi-
classical' works* The Hennigs Music
firm has had new lyrics set to many
of the. Grever songs by such lyr-

icists as Stanlej^ Adams, Al- Still-

man, A1 Gamse and Hans- Lengs-
felder.

Deal was negotiated by Charles
Grever, son of Mme. Greyer, and
attorney Bernard Miller (& Miller),

repping the Hennigs company.

ORCMBSTRAS-MITSIC

PEATMAN ANNDAL SURVET OF
(JtrLY 1951, TO JtlLT 1, WZ)

The 35 Song Hits with the Largest Radio and T-elevtsion Audiences Are

the Total ACT Pgim Received in the A€I Si^fveys mring the tear. (Songs in *

tions are indicated. Songs currently active are marked with an asterisk. Songs whose acUvitj. he0

prior to^uly 1^.1951 are noted by the date—1951).

Breach-of-Pact Suit

Ys. Frizzell Postponed
Beaumont, Tex., July 8,

Scheduled hearing on breach-^>f-

contract suit brought by Jack Star-

nes, Jr., against William Orville

“Lefty" Frizzell, folk ehtert^iher,

was postponed indefinitely here.
Judge Harold Clayton, before Whom
the hearing was scheduled in

Federal court ordered the post-

ponment after conferring with the
attorneys in the case.’

Starnes had requested a tem-
porary injunction to prevent Friz-

zell from collecting royalties, from
songs and records and from ap-
pearing at any occasion not ar-

ranged by Starnes. Starnes con-
tended he had a contract -as Friz-

zell's agent and the entertainer
has repudiated the contract.

Ives on N. Zealand Tour
Sydney, July 1.

Burl Ives, a click hit here for
the' non-commercial Australian
Broadcasting Commission, has
been signed by J. & N. Tail^ for a concert tour of New Zealand,
taking in Auckland, Wellington,
Palmerston North, Mastertpn and
Hamilton, opening July 19.

Folk singer will wind up his

N. Z. tour late in July.* He then
goes to Honolulu, the ' U. S, and
Scotland.

IHE EPIC BAl'AO

(RO.'A TH,^ EPIC Ml'.'

HIGH
NOON
(DO NOT FORSAKE ME)

EDDIE FISHER’S GREAT

NEW RCA VICTOR RECORD

THE HAND
OFFATE
Words and Music

By PAT BALLARD

G«a*riil Music

Total Weeks
Act in

Rank Points Survey
1 35193 69

' 2 31869 45
3 29239 44
4 28338 . 48
5 27387 49

6 24547 41
7 24108 37
8 22063 37
9 21636 42

10 20932 39

11 . 20490 39

12 20433 26
13 19496

•

35
14 19439 40
15 18920 35
16 18496 46
17 18255 36
18 17249 33
19 15693- 28
20 " 15648 31' ,

21 15506 81
22 15369 3'3

23 13588 21'

24 13045 24
’ 25 1 12973 " 31

•

26 12444 .20
27 12428 41

28 12191 34
29 11950 24 -

30 11913 30 '

31 11586 18

32 11453 30
33 11421 24

• 34 11179 17

35 10923 31

Total Weeks
ACI of

Rank Points Survey
1 14425 47
2 11955 38
3 9446 27
4 8696 29
5 7999 29

6 7530 29
7 7099 8
8 6977 21
9 6047 22
10 5456 18
11 5280 19
12 5181 16
13 5097 19
14 5030 16
15' 4877 15

16 4671 18
17 4529 16
18 4429 17
19 4^554 19
20 4237 15
21 4228 17
22 4122 17
23 4043 11
24 3813 16
25 3520 14
26 3506 13
27 3386 14
28 3339 14
29 3332 13
30 3198 9
31 2940 12
32 2884 9
33 2859 7
34 2839 5
35 2741 13

Song Title

Because of' You
;

(1961)

^Anytime .

Slow Poke
Undecided ..

Down Yonder
(It’s No) Sin
Cry
Please Mister Sim
Too Young (1951)

*Be My Life’s Companion
In the Cool of the Everting

’I'Be Anything (But Be- Mine)
*Wheel of Fortune

•

Shanghai (1951)

*Blue Tango
I Get Ideas
Shrimp Boats

Domino
Charmaine
TeU Me Why
^Blacksmith Blues
+Sit)igin’ In' the Rain

*Klss of Fire
Little White Cloud That Cried

And So- to Sleep Again
It’s AH In the Game •

World Is Waiting Fouc Sunrise

Come on-A My House
*ril Walk Alone
Cold Cold Heart

^Forgive Me .

Wonder Why (1951)

Loveliest Night of Year (1951)

Trust In Me '

Hello Young Lovers (1951)

Production
(I Was An American. Spy)

(Here Comes the Groom)

(Bingin’ In the R-aln)

(With a Song In My Heart)

. (Rich Young and Pretty)

(The Great Caruso)

(The F;ing add; t)

TOP STANDARDS OF 1951-1952

•Publisher
Broadcast
Hill B-

Ridgfeway
• Leeds '

La Salle

Algonqiuin
Mellow .

Weiss-B
Jefferson
Morris
BurkerVH
Shapiro-B
Laurel
Advanced
Mills
HUl & R
Disney
Pickwick
Lion
Signet
HiirA: R
Robbins
Duchess
Spier .

'

Paxton
Witmark
DeSylva-B-H
Duchess
Mayfair
Acuff-R

.
Advanced
Robbins
Robbins
Advanced
Williamson

Song Title Alisher'
Tenderly * • Morris

Lover Famous
With a Song In My Heart Harms
That Old Black Magic Famous
Tea For Two ; Harms
's Wonderful • Harms
Easter Parade Berlin

St. Louis Blu-es Pandy
Just One of Those Things Harms
Darktown Strutters Ball • • Feist

September Song DeSylva-B-H
I Got Rhythm New World
Blue Skies: Berlin
Jealousy Harms
Tiger Rag Feist

Sunny Side of the Street i Shapiro-B
Lullaby of Broadway * . # . Witmark
Begin the Begulne Harms
Star Dust Mills

I Can’t Give Anything But Love • il Mills

All the Things You Are ..Chappell
My Blue Heaven Feist
Take^ Me Out to the Ball Game .... Broadway
Whispering Miller
Over the Rainbow - ' * Feist

Summertime Chappell
Somebody Loves Me Harms
This Can’t Be Love Chappell
Tico Tico ...» Harris
Waitin’ For the Robert E. Lee Alfred-H
Fine and Dandy Harms
Got My Love To Keep Me Warm . . . i Berlin
April Showers Harms
Get Happy Remlck
.Night and Day, Harms

Juty 9. 11952

* CoTs Uoiiard Smith

Accents Big Record

Sellers in England

Editor, Vahiety:
London.^

.Read -With interest in your
•of June 11 an article
Kennedy.

^

I -just -Want to say that firstly Tdid not meet Mr. Kennedy wfche was in London and thereS
had little opportunity of correS
some of the facts which he piveVtn
regards to records. Perhan^ t
should tell you. If you don’t alreadi
know,, that for some very conS^
erable time we are pleased to sty
that Coluipbia- records in Great
Britain have been by far the hJ
selling line in the disk indusS'
and many of the figures have been
quite phenomenal, in this, weclaim that not only have we pro-
moted naany well-known American
artists, but also we have made a
•great number of British and Con-
tinental artists. The sales figures
on quite a number of records have
run from 200,000 to 400,000, and I
say on quite a number of records
because we have exceeded the bell-

ing of 150,000 records mentioned
by Mr. Kennedy on many of our
releases.

It is mentioned in an early par-
agraph the names of many British
artists, practically -all of which,
with, the exception of one name*
record for one company, but in no
case is a dolumbia-European artist

mentioned.

- May I bring to your notice, and
I hope you will be good enough to

print something to this effect in

your paper, "which I always read
with great Interest, that Teddy
Johnson, a Columbia artist, was re-

sponsible with his first record for

making the title, "Beloved, Be
Faithful,” which in fact started off

an American publishing company
in England.

Then we have Ronnie Ronalde,

Josef Locke, the late Steve Conway,
Les Compagnons de la Chanson,
Eddie Calvert, Georges Guetary,

Flanagan & Allen, the,Ray Martin
and- Norris Paramor Orchestras.

Please do not feel that I am in

any way critical of what has been

written by Mr. Kennedy, but I feel

that a full picture should be given

of the British record industry.

You will, of course, realize that

I have omitted such big selling

American artists on Columbia here

as Doris Day, Jo Stafford, Frankie

Lalne, Guy Mitchell, Mitch Miller,

Johnnie Ray, all of which he had

the pleasure of promoting and

achieving success with their rec-

ords in this country.

Columbia Gr.aphophone Com-
pany, Ltd.

(Leonardr Smith, Artists & Record-

ing Manager)

Jocks, Jukes
Continued Irom page 38

cently displayed in "Of Thee I
Sing," is a topdrawer rhythm item
which should do well on the juke
level.
Johnny Desmond: "It’s Meant To

Be That Way’’-"One Way Heart"
(Coral). Johnny Desmond, one of
the few of the youngep crop of
male vocalists who has been avoid-
ing the big-voiced, echo-chambered
attack on his etchings, has a pleas-
ant and mildly commercial platter

Cuban

Hiti

in(

BABAE)ijivrii /

Published by Femora

R.cor4.4 by

Much

Mew Ixtlutivoly nc«B»*d by

HOlLT WOOD \

here.
.
Desmond’s got a neat style

and a convincing technique,- espe-
cially on ballads, and could be a
big platter entity if the market
trend ever reverses field. He gives
"It’s Meant To Be That Way,’’ an
ordinary ballad, a topflight reading.
"One Way Heart,” a cute rhythm
offering, is belted out with spirit
and should hab a good portion of
the spins.

Bing Crosby-Jane Wyman: "Zing
A Little Zong’’-"The Maiden of
Guadalupe" (Decca). Bing Crosby
and Jane Wyman, on "Zong," one
of the brightest novelty items to
hit the niarket in some time, should
make this side a click commercial
bet this summer. Tune, from the
forthcoming Paramount pic, "Just
For You," has a light rhythmic
heat and a cute lyric. Both Miss
Wyman and Crosby deliver for top
impact. Miss Wyman solos the
reverse, a mild novelty attempt,
but even her okay warbling effort
never brings it to life.

Percy Faith Orch: "Jamaican
Rhumba" - "Da - Du" (Columbia).
Percy Faith orch has come up with
another slick instrumental that is

a sure bet to -follow on the heels
of its clicko "Delicado" side. On
"Jamaican Rhumba," the orch hits
with an ingratiating beat giving
the Latino-flavoted melody a sock
ear-arresting quality. With instru-
mental waxing steadily developing
a strong following, this side is due
for big returns on all levels. "Da-
du" is a cute instrumental that
deserves some play.

Benny Lee: "Pretty Bride’’-"Can
You Whistle, Johanna" (London).

"Bride," which has been getting
a hefty coverage by the American
labels, is given a fair rendition by
Benny Lee on London. Tune,
adapted from a Yiddish folk theme,
has a spirited melodic line and
a topgrade lyric but Lee adds noth-
ing more to the side that could
build into a strong competitive
item for the previously released
etchings. He’s got a pleasant
voice, however, and could win some
fans. On the bottom deck, Lee
works his way through a mediocre
novelty. JohnUy Douglas batks in
fine style.

Billy Williams Quartet: "Who
Knows’’-"It’s Best "We Say Good-
bye" (Mercury). Billy Williams
Quartet’s class choral styling is
again displayed on this coupling.
Firstrate arrangement and stand-
out voice blending give "Who
Knows" plenty of zip. Jocks
should get behind this one. Treat-
ment of "Goodbye" also is excel-
lent but it’s a moody, petulant bal-
lad item that’s a little hard to take.
Glenn Osser’s orch supports
capably.

ir

LEROr
ANDERSON

MUXS MUSIC, Inc,

It’i Mntc br

JESSE GREER

KITTY FBOM

KANSAS CITY
FEIST

America's Fastest

^ Sdling Records!
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On die Upbeat

Chicago
Vaurhtt mov^it his date

flf Chicago theatre to Aug* 22 after

^hloh K* *«» i"*”
W.Wot^As-

+nria Sept. 1 • . . Clyde McCay does

Jhrce weks at the Muehlebach,

Kansas City,
'

^g. 30 . , aMary
Kaye Xrio into K1 Haiicho Vegas,

Las Vegas, July 0, for two frames
Buddy Ijane currently at the

nice. Houston . , . , Tommy Reed
has his pact extended at Pleasure

pier Galveston, until Aug. 1, and

then works his way north to open

,t Oh Henry Ballrbom Aug. J,3 for

a ruii . • . Teddy PhllliiM set for

Vlrgina Beach Aug. 1 and then

comes into the Schroedei:, Mil-

waukee, Aug. 15 , . , Paul Neigh-

hors has 10 days at the Schroeder
before he does six weeks at the

Aragon here.

Ted Weema has a five-day week
at Delevan, Wise., July 11, and
then rides , south to the Peabody,
Memphis, July 26. . . , Tex OBeneke
has 14 days at the Lakeside, Den-
ver, July 24 . . . Count Basie set-

tles for two weeks at the 'Blue

Note Sept. 26 . . . Griff Williams
and the Wiere Bros* inked for the
September show at • Rdgewater
Beach Hotel . , . Hiverside . The-

Jackie Gleason revue at* the Chi
cago July 11 , . . B.lue Note is do-
ing Monday night concerts with
Winn Strac|te^ Studs Teirkel and
pther folk singers . , . Hi ’ Note,

* which started off on a rhumba kick
several weeks ago, has gone back

•to progressive jazz presentations
with Luoille Reed and Les Strand.

Kansas City
Pla-Mor Ballroom has bobke'd

Clyde McCoy orch for a, one-
nighter, July 12, followed by Ralph

• Marterie crew July 19, the first

date for Marterie band in the mid-
west . . . Day Dreamers foursome
•pick up after their recent vaca-
tion, following two weeks at the
Southern Mansion here, with a
•stand at The Flame, AJernn, set by
the Morris office. They follow
.into the Palace Theatre, N. Y.,
July 18, and then head for the
Pacific northwest . . Billy Holir»
day comes into the Mayfair July

. 11 . , .Sherman Hayes brings his
orch into Terrace Grill of the
Muehlebach July 9 for- a three-
week stand.

MERCURY
HAS FIVE

TOP HITS!

‘Take My Heart’

VIC MMONE

‘So Madly In Love’

GEORCM GIBBS

‘Never Leave Me’

RICHERD hryes

‘Once In A While’

PATTI PAGE

‘Auf Wiedersehn

Sweetheart’

eddy HOWARD

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
Tfm top SO ionpi of wetk (mott (n of «et). Used on

oopytiphUd Audience Coverage Index it Audience Trend Index.
.PuhlUhed by Office of HetearcK Inc., Dr. John Grap Peatman,
Director, Alphabeiicallg listed.

Survey Week of June 2'3f-July 3

Am I In X<ovd-“i‘^*Son of Paleface**. Famous
Be Anything (But Be ^Hne) : Shaplro-B*
Blue Tango Mills
Jpelicado Remick
For the Vei'y First Time Berlin
Forgive Me Advanced
From the Time You Say Goodbye, Pickwick

*

•Hbre In My Heart. Melllti
How Close ...... t Life
If Someone Had Told Me . : ; Witmark
ITl. Wflk Alone—t“>Vith a Song Irt My ^eart’^: .: Mayfair
I’m Yours Algonquin
In the Good Old Summer Time. . ; Marks
Just a Little Lovin* HUl & R
Just For You Burvan

"

Kiss of Fire .Duchess'
Maybe, Robbins
Padaih padam Leeds
Rutza Rutza Sheldon
Smoke Rings Am Academy
So Madly. In Love . Shapiro-B
South Peer
To Be Loved By You Remick
tip and Down Mambo ... . ..Life
Wait Till Sun Shines Nellie Blues—t“Nellie” Von Tilzer
Walkin’ My Baby Back Home DeSylva-B-H
Watermelon Weather Morris
West- Of the Mountains Goday
Wish You Were 'Here Chappell
Ziiig a Little Zong

U

; •,. ^ Burvan
« >

Second GrouF
A Guy Is a Guy. . ;

.

' Ludlow
Anytime '

; . ; ; . Hill R
Auf Wiedersehn Sweetheart... Hill & R
B ewitched Harms
Busybody. ; i Alamo
Easy Street Johnstone-M
Glorita' Life
Half AS Much Acuff-R
Here Comes That Mood Life
I Hear a Rhapsody. Broadcast
I Understand Feist
Pin Confessin’ Bourne
Lover. ... Famous
Plink Plank. Plunk .Mills

Singin* In the Rain—t“Slngin’ In the Rain” Robbins
Sleepy Little Cowboy Beacon
•Somewhere Along the Way United
That’s the Chance You Take Paxton
Where Did the N\ght Go Chappell
Whistle My Love—f’Robln Hood” Disney
Why Did You Leave Me .Roncom

Top 10 Sofigs On TV
Be Anything (But Be Mine) Shapiro-B
]dlue Tango Mills

Delicado Remick
Here In My Heart ; ..Mellin

I’ll Walk Alone, Mayfair
Im Confessin* Bourne
I’m Yours Algonquin
Kiss Of Fire • Duchess
Once In a While Miller

So Madly In Love Shapiro-B

FIVE TOP STANDARDS
Marching Along Together Robbins

My Buddy Remick
Take Me Our To the Ball Game Broadway
Whispering Miller

Yankee Doodle Boy Vogel

t Filrmf^ical, * Legit musical.

New ASCAP Writer Payaff Pian
C<iuthivtttd lic«at y|iii|'« IT

year, depending upon activity, the
availability rating for any cleffer

will not be-., reduced for the next
five years even if his performances
drop. If, however, a cleffer’s per-
formance rating goes up, his

,
avail-

ability will rise by. 40% of his per-
formance rating, promotion.

The system will act as an insur-
ance policy against drastic fluctu-
ations in individual incomes sinctr

30% of the total writers’ fund will
remain on a mpre or less even keel
for a five-year period. Under the
60-20-20 system, a had fall in pei>
formances meant a violent drop in
ASCAP income.

The promotion and demotion pro-
cedure ' has ' also been . revised.
Writers.in clasps below 500 points
can ,now 'ris^ ' a maximum of 125
points instead .of' 1C|0 'while for
those above 500 points, the' pro-
motion ceiling has been raised
from 2(K) to 250 points. As for de-
motions, changes were only made
in the classes under 250 points
where the rate of demotions is

de-accelerated, In the class be-r

tween 100 and 250 points, the max-
imum annual decrease will be 25
points instead of 50, while in the
still lower classes, the demotions
are limited to 10 and, flve, points
annually, instead of the. previous
25 points. . .

‘

^
^

.'Under the new system, the sus-
tained performance fund, hereto-
fore based on a five-year average,
has-been revised to give writers
the option of selecting a 10-year
base for their rating. Cleffers who
served in the armed forces dur-
ing World War II have also been,
priviliged to select their best five*

years out of any 10 years as the
base for their performance rating.
The rate of promotions for these
cleffers has also been raised to
the maximum 250 points even if

they are under the 500-point class.

Break for. Lower End

Writers in the lower classes will
also get a break in that their per-
formance and availablity ratings
will be pegged, at' the level of
October, 1960, when the 60-20-20

plan went into effect. Many of

these writers, prtlcularly the 1^
active, elder ones, were demoted
up to 50 points in the last couple

of years. . .

New plan also' modlfieli the
amount 'of money which thif'Writ^

ers classification committee Caii

allot to works which have i unique
prestige value not reflected in the
number of performances which
they receive. Plan limits this fund
to 2135,000 each quarter instead of

the previous 20% of the sustatn^id
performance fund. At the same
time, 'however, •

. the ' new plan
sharply raisesL the '' perlbrnianie
point value of symphonic and con-
cert works. A work from 36 to
40 minutes, for instance, now gets
a 44-point rating instead of the
previous 16.

Bourne Sue Hotel
In Infringement Chiuri^

Richard Rodgers and Oscai!'

Hammerstein 2d and Bourne Mu-
sic filed a combined acUon ih K,
Federal Court against Harbor
Properties, operators of the Hotel
Edward, Middletown, N, Y,, for aL
leged infringement of two of their
copyrighted tunes;. ^ ,

.

Au injunction and damages of
not less than $250 apdriittorney
fees are,sought. The tune| alleged“
ly performed about May, 1952,
were the Rodgers & Hammerstein
tune, ’’Getting to Know You,’^ and
the Bourne copyrighted tune, “All
of Me.”

Bill Loab's MCA Ixit

Hollywood, July 6.

Bill Loeb has resigned from the
act department

, of Music Corp. of
America here to go oh his owA
He’ll enter the personal manage-
ment field.

Loeb leaves MCA July 15.

Jeannette MacDonald will ap-
pear as soloist at Robin Hood Dell,
Philadelphia, next Monday (14).
Eric. Leinsdorf will conduct the or-
chestra..

Insid6 Orcbestras—Music
Fran Warren, M-Gt-M Records pactee, who's touring the strawhatters

this summer in the legit comedy, ’’Remains To Be Seen,” is using play

to plug her latest disk, “What Is This Thing Called Love.” Scene in the

comedy calls for Miss Warren to spin a platter on a portable player so

she got permission from play’s authors Howard Lindsay and Russel

Crouse to use her own etching. Warbler is currently appearing in

Andover, N. J., with a week in Maplewood, N. J., and a week in Olney,

Md., coming up.

Dr. Clay A. Boland, who was erroneously referred to as “new” BMI

writer, has been a member of ASCAP since 1936. He has composed

and produced 16 Mask & Wig shoWs for the U. of Pennsylvania,

turning out such tunes as “Too Good To Be True, An Apple a Day,

“Havana,” “I: Live the Life I Love” and “The Gypsy In My Soul.”

He’s currently director of Dental Reserve with the U. S. Navy, holding

the rank of captain.

Band Review
JOHNNY PINEAPPLE ORCH (8)

Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City

Johnny Pineapple long played

the Hawaiian rooms around the

country, including a long stand at

the Hotel Lexington,, but recently

he has been playing location dates

in hotels and clubs. In addition he
carries a show troupe of five na-

tive girls and the combo gives out

with its “South Pacific Revue”
twice nightly.

Orch, which Is the basis of the

organization, is set up on reed
lines, with trio of reeds, electric

guitar, string bass, piano, drums
and leader’s own guitar. It’s geared
generally for Hawaiian music, and
sticks closely to that in rooms

which are set for it. Otherwise
leader offers general variety for

dancing, with the Hawaiian music
predominating, as is the case here

in the deluxe Terrace Grill.

Book carries standard Hawaiiai>»|

faves, along with Latins, pops of

the day, standards, and a list of na-

tive tunes in both the sweet and
novelty categories. Rhythms are

well executed for dancing on all

tunes.

Vocal department is generally

handled by Johnny Pineapple, him-

self, who has an excellent set of

pipes with range in the higher

brackets. He’s a native Islander

and strums guitar ably while he
warbles to generally spark the

proceedings of the evening.
^

Quin.

PEGGY KING
Sings

I CRIED

FOR YOU

THERE’S DOUBT

IN MY MIND
MGM 1121^0

K 11260

78 RPM
45 RPM

M'GM RECORDS
T H 5 ! r. c N : ^

' A ; N'

F N f v.' ' P
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ANDRA

Jcisf Concluded

ROXY, N. Y.

A$ SpecidI Added

Attraction

Sunday Mlrrar MavMlnt
Ktn Me Cal*l»

•‘Icd Star tJwt rtoHy 'Swln^* «n4

Swaya*.”
—ELIZABETH LIPS

B'klyn Eagit

"Girl with th« JuiillaHf r««h"

—SIDNEY FIELDS

N. Y. Mirror

\

"Ortattit thiHg that's h«|i)>«Ntd to

lc« sldco scotch and Sonia."

—FRANK FAHRELL
World-Telogram Jt/Sun

"Rorsonality that floods Ujft to tho

highost soots in tho honst."

—ED WALLACE
World'ToUgram Ic Sun

"Torrlflc show-atoalor."

—BILL LOVE
N. Y. Journal-Amorican

"Mognotk cis crowd
ploosor"

—JIMMY POWERS
N. Y. Daily Nows

"A .stvontoon year old miss, who
Is to Ice what Ford was to tho

—ROGER KAHN
Herald Tribuni

"No longer any doubt that tho

skating world had added another

distinctive performer to Its list,"

—LINCOLN WERDEN
Times

"A looker with a physique to

match, she generates plenty of eye
appeal with her snappy blade
copers."

Harm.
Variety

Thanks to the Working

Press

and the Roxy Staff

and

Sam Rauch

Freaclt .ChiiImIo# IS . Y*
Nachat Martini presentation with

Ginette Wander, Harry Seffuela,

Laura TunUi, Jane LastCf Gordon
ic Pasdwta, JDowintqtie, Dasste

Bros. (2), Buddy. Clayton, Line

(12), Ballet Corps. ^iQ), Vincent
Travers Orch; minimum.

The preem of the French Ca-

3ine on the site of the defunct:

Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe
marks the first authentic Gallic in-

vasion of an entire nitety show in

some years. The French Casino

of another era represented a ma-
jor try. The earlier F. C, had a
show produced by the late Clifford

C. Fischer in partnership with Mu-
sic Corp. of America's Jules C.

Stein.

The path of the current attempt
by Parisian impresario Nachat
Mai'tini, operator of the Sphinx
and PiRalle, Paris, has already^

been paved by the popularity of

the Gallic chant'eurs, the bullying

of the Parris cafes’ nudity.standards

by returning tourists and, of

course, the popular conception of

what a Paris holiday should be.

This combination should spell

success for the current venture, al-

though the spot will be following
lines established by Lou Walters at

the nearby Latin Quarter, to this

date the most successful cafe on
the Broadway scene. There's a
similarity in shows at both spots

which Is especially evident with the
Can Can, a frequent item at the

Walters Cafe.

Martini has been dogged by bad
luck in the opening of this ven-
ture inasmuch as there had been
difficulty in oj^ning the spot so

that he had to pay performei’s for

four weeks of idleness.

The opening show last Friday
(4) demonstrates that there is much
to offer in. this version of the
French nightclub show. Martini
has Imported one of the most elab-

orate sets of costumes seen in a
nitcry. One particular sequence
of Mme. Pompadour raiment in-

dicates the costs of reproduction in

the U. S. would be around $1,500
per copy. The elaborate hand de-
tail should make these rags mu-
seum pieces.

There were also sequences in

which participants were clothed
with artistic stretches of nudity,
and another stanza had the femmes
garbed, in a few electric bulbs. De-
spite the frequent changes of cos-
tume, "there is painstaking detail
of execution which makes the gailb

one of the major stars of this re-
vue. Designers such as Path, Bal-
main, Desses, RoChas and Griffe
did these imports.

The
, show has a tendency to

grow on the customers. It starts
rather slowly, hut builds to the
point where there is almost a stand-
up reception for the proceedings.
Running time of two hours and five
minutes will, of course, be scis-
sored. During the unfoldment, the
customers are given some of the
most elaborate production seen
here. There is much that can be
cut to make this layout more com-
pact. The editing shouldn’t be too
difficult inasmuch as the points of
least interest are easily spotted.

Most of the talent comprises im-
ports. Martini has brought over
his own cast, which at Insistence
of the American .Guild of Variety
Artists has been augmented by
U. S. performers.
The production toppers from

France comprise a talented group
of performers with some good sing-
ers and dance material. Piper pa-
rade includes" Ginette Wander,
Harry Seguela and Laura Tunis!
(New Acts), and the terpers em-
brace Gordon Hamilton, previous-
ly seen by New York audiences in
the Roland Petit ballet, who is
partnered with a balleteer billed
as Pasduna, Another ballerina,
.lane Laste, impresses as one of the
better in that medium for the com-
mercial marts (New Acts).
Of the imported acts in the solo

spots. Dominique, a smooth work-
ing pickpocket, and Dassie Bros,,
a pair of knockabouters, are under
(New Acts). Bu^dy Clayton, with
impressions, captures the vocal tex-
ture and spirit of the subjects he
impersonates. He’s on for 20 min-
utes without a breakup, which is
too long for an act that hasn’ih]
achieved name status, but he’s re-
ceived excellently.
The French Casino has a heav-

ily populated show and it’s one
that must have virtually capacity
business to keep rolling. Marini
will have to go counter to the trend
of the times to achieve this happy
state, but it’s a valiant try and one
that warrants public support.
The music is by Vincent Travers,

who also operated in the Diamond
Hoi'seshoe. Travers runs through
a complicated score sans faux pas,
and gives an expert acco’ of
himself. Jose,

Nancy Donovan, Joel Grey,

Luxor Gali Gall, Clark Bros. (2),

Peter Hanley, Dale Nunnally, Line

(B), Mike Durso .find Prank Marti

orehs; $3.50, $5 minimums.

The current Copa layout, al-

tough lacking. -that standout pame
draw •for this . east side spot, shapes

up as. another. jsoJid show that’s

balanced, nicely oyer the 90-minute
run; Hedging' dii the experiment
with newcomer Joel ‘ Grey (New
Acts), ops Jules' Podeir and Jack
Entratter have sdrrourided the lad

with three vet turns and the usual
production numbers to spotlight

the lookers in the line.

Topliner
.
Nancy ' Honovan; • who

regularly plays* the.* swank* New
York hotel rooms, 'is- a- statuesque
blonde with considerable savvy in

working a nitery floor. Except for

her sentimental lapse into "My
Yiddishe Mama" (which Is an okay,

stunt for the Gaelic songstress as

it also is for Billy. Daniels,.now on
the Boxy Theatre, N. Y., sta^fc),

Miss Donovan projects a sophisti-

cated songalog of standard ballads

and showtunes. She is particularly

effective with her sensitive rendi-
tions of "September Song," "I

Concentrate On You" and a smart
change of paces in a clever rhythm
item, "Calypso Blues."

Miss Donovan * Is a' solid song-
stress, with no stylistic tricks, and
she might he spotted "with more
impact in next-to-closing rather
than at the finale of a long show.

Always a surefire ' performer,
Luxor Gali Gali ' clicks ’ strongly
with his spectacular sleight-of-

hand. It's a standard turn which
Gali Gaji has been using for years
with the familiar disappeai-ing and
reappearing chick and coin routines
and some handkerchief knot stunts
involving a couple of ringside
customers. It's a begoff act.

The Clark Bros., who played this
spot last year, are a slick Negro
hoofing duo with a flash tap terplng
routine. The boys work with speed
and precision through three num-
bers and bow off with some ultra-
fancy stepping.

Vocalists Peter Hanley and Dale
Nunnally front the prod’.iction
routines capably, including one
repeat number, "Rockaway Beach,”
which, features a couple of the line
girls wearing furlined Bikini bath-
ing suits. Mike Durso orqh cuts the
^ow in usual fine style. Herm.

.

CoKitlHentala Montreal
Montreal, .July .2..

Marcel Lebon, Burton & Janet,
Chet Clarke, Jacqueline Hurley,
Rush Holden Line (8), Johnny Di
Mario Orch (6), Leon Lachance;
85c admission.

Marcel L'ebon’s first Canadian
try is doing business but not the
sort Jack Horn, manager and owner
of the 450-seater, . had hoped, for.
Lebon has youth, great personal
charm but lacks, the music-hall and
recording rep of other French
artists who have paid off so hand-
somely in this town.

Lebon has a nice, easy manner
of delivering a song. His possibili-
ties on this side of the Atlantic are
much greater than the average
French warbler because he has
taken the trouble to learn a certain
amount of English and his parlez
before and after a song is satisfac-
tory in both languages.

Opening with "Bon Soir," Lebon
has no trouble keeping attention
as he swings easily from a number
about Paris (inevitable), a tune in
Franco-Americanr "Always Paint-
ing Rainbows," to "C’est Tout" and
then into "Dominico" for plaudits.
Windup is a group of English songs
ending with a variation of his teeoff
number.
On present showing, Lebon just

misses projecting that extra wallop
expected of most Parisian artists;
maybe a more formalized wardrobe
instead of an ordinary business suit
would add a fillip of showmanship,
and a little less of the shy, embar-
rassed young boy stuff would put
his presentation in the Continental
manner where it belongs.

Buildup before the Lebon offer-
ing is just fair. Chet Clarke returns
to town with his harmonica and a
collection of the usual classics pops
1."' “d with a brace of blues arrange-
: (s that appeal.

..jrton Sc Janet run the impres-
sion gimmick to the hilt. Gal gets
off much better that her partner
who fails to pick up anything much
for his Chaplin and Groucho Marx
stints. Material is too familiar and
timing on his solos poor.

Jacqueline Hurley is above par
with her aero work and Leon
Lachance does the emcee chores in
his perpetual style.

Johnny Di Mario’s orch backs
show neatly as well as doing dance
sessions for customers. Newt,

. London* July 1.

Jnlle. .
ivith Phil Moore/

Arnold Bailey Swingtette, Edtmun-

do Ros Rhumba Band; $5.75 mini-

mum.

In the two years that have
alapsed since she made her Lon-
don cabaret debut, Julie Wilson
has played in two West End mu-
sicals and his built up a following
for her stylized, sophisticated vo-
caliziii^. Unless* the heat wave
beats the forecasts, the cumulative
result of these two years of spade-
work should pay off handsOihely in

this farewell engagement before
returning to New. York.
Throughout the tlpie she was

working in legit Miss Wilson 'reso-

lutely refused to double in cabaret,

claiming the strain would be too
.great and the resultant perform-
ances inferior. That .was wise
policy because, while doing, just a

little over the standard half hour,
she puts everything she’s got in

the act to make sure it goes with
more than thC'Cdnventiqnal zing.

, . There - are. clear signs, too, of

careful planning and rehearsing,
To eliminate * any doubt on the
backgrounding, Phil Moore came
over specially from Hollywood to
accompany her on the ivories, and
he has unmistakably had a hand
in some of the deft arrangements.
The resulting routine is smartly
fashioned by mixing a few new
tunes with* some of the hits asso-
ciated with her previous perform-
ances. On her oj^ning night, de-

.spite the oppressive temperature,
she had to beg off In a packed
room.
The planning is adroitly done.

She opens with a former favc,
"Most Gentlemeq Don’t Like
Love,” and then switches to a cou-
ple of fresh tunes, "Twelve Good
Men and True" and "Every Baby
Needs a Daddy." FoUoWs with an
effectively contrasting couple 'of

hits, "Manhattan Tower" and
"London by Night,” while another
new clicker is a cute lyr^c called
"Look Younger, Live Longer," The
act winds in fine style with two re-
peat hits, "A Wonderful Wonder-
ful Thing” and "The Kinsey Re-
port."
Miss Wilson's date at this lush

Mayfair cafe Is restricted to a fort-
night. She has the sort of act that
would help lure the customers
away from rival outdoor attrac-
tions.
Apart from the immediate ac-

companiment by Phil Moore^ the
entire Arnold Bailey combo skill-
fully joins in showcasing the act,
while the Edmundo Ros rhumba
outfit provide their usual high-
grade Latunes. Myro.

Celelbrity Cluli^ Sydney
, .

Sydney, July 2.
Maxie Rosenbloom, Beryl Meek-

ini Kerry ' Norton, Bettina Nelson,
Jimmy' Parkinson, Celebrity Girls
(8); Daniel Mas Band (6); pro-
duction, Carl Randall; $3 mini-
mum. •

Celebrity is the only Aussie
nitery playing imported talent.
Run by Joe Taylor, a top name in
the nitery biz and w.k. sportsman,
Celebrity is an established intimery
playing to the carriage trade. It’s
the one bright night spot of this
city.

Atmosphere is one of soft lights;
.and sweet music. Supper show
begins at 6 p.m. and runs through
to 9 p.m. Second show caters to
after-theatre crowds and spans
through to the early a.m.

^Maxie Rosenbloom, on his second
visit for Joe Taylor, is drawing lots
of payees presently and should
keep ’em coming on his four weeks'
pn. He has always been a top
fave with the Aussies, dating away
back when he came Down Under
originally to step into the ring
prior to hanging up his gloves and
adopting greasepaint.

In a fast-moving show, Rosen-
bloom, backed by Beryl Meekin,
Kerry Norton and the smart-step-
ping Celebrity Girls, is plenty
socko (see New Acts).
Miss Meekin, Australia’s Sophie

Tucker, knows how to sell ‘the
intimate talkie-type number and
takes well-earned bows for "A
Good Man’’ and "Concentrate on
Your Lovin’," She’s ideal type for
this cafe and a major asset to the
current show.

Bettina Nelson, contortionist, set
a fast pace to win solid applause.
Gal has lots to look at during a
slick routine.
Jimmy Parkinson, crooner with

a load of personality, backed by
the Celebrity Girls, quickly hits
favor with a couple of pop numbers
mcluding "Deep in the Heart of
Texas,’’ with the girls reaching a
fa.st climax via a lariat routine.

Daniel Mas and his orch work
in the Vincent Lopez style. Mas is
a top showman and knows how to
pace a show and the tempos for
the dansapation.

Current show is about the best
staged here -by Taylor. It should
pull plenty over the four weeks.

Ride,

rt. iv j
.Zero Will Mostin t;-With Saniniy Davis, Jr •

®
w .Lyr-i GeorgiaGibbs, Atnin Bros, (2) Ther%,

ssii

IfoUowtnK Tony Martin's f„„.

at the jSJ
(3). should rack UD

tenure.

V

o?the three tm*ns have a diversified
appeal and add up to solid warnweather entertainment.

onstage, comedUn
Mostel socks across a variety nf
impresaions—from a breezy
poon of his onetime infaliJ?;
^lonel to a hilarious takeoff ojEzio Pinza. The portly Mostel’?
routines aren’t exclusively of »
verbal nature for he imitates thjroy"of an airliner (to a round of•udi^ce gtHfaws) and mimics an
electric coffee maker with uncan-
niiy accurate pantomimes.

Burlesque of Pinza more or less
represents a toUr-de-farce for Mos-M since he reprises the singer’sSome Enchanted Evening" stlni
in "^uth /Pacific" with an inflec-
tional seasoning good for a maxi-mum laugh quotient. Comic has a
neat closer in a "Mother" song
medley in which he croons a cou-
ple tunes in that idiom plus a vocal
assist from Waltep Nye’s crew

IVili Mastin Trio with Sammy
Davis, Jr., which debuted their
turn at the -Riviera last summer
reti^ with a greater audience po^
tential. For in the 12-month in-
terim the group has frequently ap-

'4>eared on Eddie Cantor’s TV show
thus building their names with the
public. And in addition the unit
ha* profited by further seasoning.

Trio opens as a conventional
Negro terp act with the stepping
primarily geared around the soft-
shoe routines, of Mastin. But this
is merely an intro for the youthful
Davis, Jr., who polishes off car-
bons of Cagney, Sinatra, James
Stewart, Edward G. Robinson,
Mario Lanza, Martin Sc Lewis and

(Continued on page 46)
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Jack Irving, national administra-

tor of the Ameri’can Quild of

Variety Artists, has declared that

the recent AGVA rulihg forbidding

performers to appear on disk jock-

ey shows emanating- from cafes is

unenforceable. Kegulation, which

-went -into effect June 23, may re-

sult in revocation of the union

card with repeated ‘offenses,

'Irving declared that the rule,

passed despite his recommenda-

tions, is primarily a bad piece of

legislation. He feels that it’s im-

proper to forbid a performer to

appear on a show which may get

publicity for him as well as the

spot in which he’s appearing, un-

less the performer does his act.

If the remarks are- impromptu and

do not touch on regular routines,

Irving said, there’s no reason to

prohibit appearances on cafe disk

jockey shows.

Irving said that unless AGVA
authorizes monitors fff the late

hour cafe turntable shows, there’s

little likelihood of any enforcement

at this time.

Chi Lakefront

Chicago, July 8*

Chances for resumption of the

Chicago Hakefront Fair in 1953

took a nosedive last week when the

local Park Board' ordered the Chi-

cago Fair Corp. fo tear down the
remaining structures and 'restore

the grounds for use as a park.

Half a dozen administration

buildings had been left standing
since 1950 in the hope that the

exposition would be reactivated.

Despite the fact that revenue
from taxes on racing within the
state would yield about • $800,000

' for the fair, reception has been
lukewarm by prospective exhibitors

and civic leaders.

Blue Ani^el, NX, Hopes
To Span the Summer

Blue Angel, N. Y., will attempt to
keep its main room open for the
entire summer. In previous years,
the spot either operated the lounge
only or closed entirely.

New bill which opened last week
has Josh White, Eartha Kitt, Or-
son Bean and Portia Nelson.

AGVA Set to Hike

Benefit Minimums
The American Guild of Variety

Artists will move to hike the bene-
fit rates of performers from one-
seventh of the weekly salary, with
$285 as the highest minimum, to

one-fifth of the, weekly wage with
low upped to $400. Motion to that
effect will be Introduced at the
next executive board meeting, date
of whichL is stil]/ to be set,

New legislation indicates that
the union is seeking to make bene-
fit terms stiffer than previously in

an effort to steer what have bCen
benefit shows into straight paid
shows.

Union’s national administrator
Jack Irving stated that he’ll rec-

ommend nixing the annual police

benefit at Miami Beach this season.

This affair had been getting its

talent gratis, according to Irving.

He said that he expected some
Miami Beach delegations shortly

in order to make arrangements to

have the gendarmes get the acts

for free. He’ll ask that the per-

formers get the prevailing benefit

rates.

U.S. Claims $114,972

From Cleve.’s Bims;

2d Nitery Faces

‘Lewd’ Rap in A. C.

Atlantic City, July 8.

Second nitery In this resort to

face charges of permitting a lewd
show on premises, operators of
Cliquot Club have been ordered to
appear for hearing next week (16)

before the .Alcoholic Beverage Con-
trol Commission at Newark. .

ABC hgents on Thursday (3)

charged that Sharon Da Rue and
Ilona McKnight participated in a
performance which was “lewd, in-
decent and Immoral.”
A week ago, operators of the In-

ternational Paddock got similar
summons. Both spots are in the
same block In mid-city and both
face loss of licenses.

3 Top London Niteries

ReshujHe Their Bands
London, July 1.

Important band changes are tak-
place in three leading West

End niteries, the Cafe de Paris,
Giro’s and Astor. Aftep three years
at the first-named, Sidney Simone
Is to leave as part of the normal
house policy of changes from time
to:time*

. ,

'

Last week, Paul: Adam* left the
^1^® Santiago Rhumba

outfit, which had been doubling at
the Colony and Astor, departed
fast weekend on' the

_
expiration of

contract. The Don Carlos aggrega-

te?
taking over. Next Saturday

(5) Ronnie O’Dell quits Giro’s
Uub to return to the Spider’s
'^ch, a roadhouse outside London.

Harry Adler’* O’sea* 0.0.
Adler flew to Eu-

pe yesterday (Tues.) for a stay of
weeks in which he’ll scout

th^falf^®
to import to the U. S. in

hego'tiate a deal

Innrf Kraft to open at a

& September, and for
hadmm stand for Alan King.

' N«w in Miami
^ hew

run ^’ ^^hiba. Spot will be

Spiegel
Mann and Label

implies, cafe will be
talent and music policy.

Alhambran ‘Broke’
»

Cleveland, July 8.

Topsy-turvy career of Alhambra
Tavem-Club took, another set-

back when Alex (Sbondor) Birns,

reported to have a large interest in

it, was handed a $114,972 income
tax bill by the Government last

week. Once one of city’s classiest

night spots, which shifted to a
name black-and-tan entertainment
policy recently, it immediately
dropped all acts when Birns was
tagged by collector of internal

revenue here.

Bureau’s Agents spent two years
probing for evidence of his income
from 1944 through 1950, tracing

his business activities in Florida,

Texas and California.

Birns seemed unconcerned by
the tax claim, saying he was broke,
that he never earned amounts of

money mentioned and that he had
no property or bank cash which
could be tied up. Nor was he wor-
ried about his still-pending deport-
ation case or financial troubles of
the Alhambra.

Last year, a $193,000 cabaret tax
claim pushed the nitery through
bankruptcy mill here and recently
the internal revenue collector

seized its bank accounts to jsatisfy

$30,000 in similar claims. Despite
these headaches, Shondor stated
that the room will launch another
policy change before autumn,

AGVA Bans ‘Rewards’ For

Bd. Members on Insurance
Executive board of the American

Guild of Variety Artists last week
passed a resolution forbidding any
board member from deriving a

commission, profit or other finan-

cial benefit from the union’s insur-

ance 'plan.

Motion was made necessary be-

cause of prolonged wrangling on
the plans being solicited by the
union. One board member, Murray
White, has been working on the
plan for some time. Murray, a
singer, is also an insurance broker.

While many board members
agreed that White was performing
a legitimate service and his efforts

were deserving of financial reward,
union felt that it would be open
to further criticism if commissions
were awarded him.

mOSA COSTELLO
,
Starring in Frank S«nnes*
“Mardi Graa in Rio”

Jpst concluded 3 weeks, Lookout
House, Covington, Ky.
OPENING Thursday, July 10th,

Cal Neva Lodge, Lake Tahoe.
Variety says, “The Remarkably

Versatile Star Diosa Costello.’*
Personal Management
JACK BERTELL

4 West 58th Sti'eet, N. Y,
PL 9-5250

AFM Pulk Orchs,

dosing 2 Cafes

In Miami Beach
Miami Bleach, July 8.

j

American Federation of Musi-
cians’^ local here shuttered two of
the bigger hotel niteries when they
pulled out bands at Casablanca’s
Club Moroqeo and Sheny-Fron-
tenac’s Pompadour Room ort first

day of July 4th weekend. Both ho-
tels are owned by same interests.

Move came as climax to series
of incidents which led to suspen-
sion for a year and fine of $475 for
orch leader at Club. Morocco, San
Kanez, on charges of underpaying
musicians and working under scale
set by union. Hotels ops replaced
him With another batoneer, but
AFM execs here took action’on the
holiday, claiming that Kanez was
still around and Interfering with
the new leader.

Action by the union, just prior
to heavy weekend biz expected, led !

the hoteliers, Sam Cohen and Ivar
Blacker, to seek a delaying in-

junction in Circuit Court. Court
ruled, however, that union was
within its rights in applying the
pullout with observation that the
move, though obviously one that
hurt the operations, still could not
be halted.

.
Both clubs remain shuttered un-

til meeting this week between the
AFM local board of directors and
hotel reps. Monica Boyar and Jim-
my Bums were current at the Club
Morocco and Sammy Walsh at

Sherry-Frontenac at time of clos-

ing, All acts agreed to await out-

come. If musicians’ group keeps
spots blacked out, hotel officials

say all acts will be paid their con-
tracted sums in fulL

M&L GUARANTEED 130G

FOR 3 AUGUST DATES
Hollywood, July 8.

Martin & Lewis will get a guar-
antee of $50,000 against 70% of

the gross for a one-week stand re-

kindling the Mastbaum Theatre,
Philadelphia, opening Aug. 18.

They’ll nab the same coin 10 days
later when they play a one-weeker
at the L. A. Paramount^
Comics precede the Philly date

with a fortnight at the Chez Pa-
ree, Chicago, beginning Aug. 3 at

$15,000 per frame. Team owes the
spot one week and is tossing in

anotl;er for good measure.
After an October session at the

Dallas State Fair and a brief rest,

team will play about a dozen one-
nighters in the east, winding with
a tentative two-and-one-half hour
concert of sjJecial material, in-
cluding dramatic stuff, at Carne-
gie Hall, N. y.

Meers' U.S. Tour
Paul Meers, Negro singer and

dancer, who has appeared at the
Folies Bergere, Paris, will start

a U. S. tour in September.
He’ll be repped in the U. S. by

William Taub.

in Sept to Beat

Wirtz leer There: Xmas in R Y.

Felix Young Plaitis 600G
Cafe in Miami Beacb

. Felix Young, former operator of
the defunt Trocadero, Hollywood,
will ‘ complete one of the largest
eateries in the Miami Beach area
in I^ime for winter operation. It’s

reported that the building, now
under construction, • will cost
around $500,000,

It’S' expected that Young will
operate, with two bands and a
single act policy.

After N.J. Baa
Frank Sennes, whose attempt to

install a tented version of “Peep
Show” in Wildwood, N. .J., was
stymied by city authorities, has
leased the Holiday Theatre, N, Y.,

to put on the show. House will

open tomorrow (Thurs.) and
Sennes expects to hold out at least

until Aug. 21, there.".Tab unit is

then skedded for^ the Riverside,
Reno, but should business hold up,
he’ll postpone that date.

Opening at the Holiday Theatre
was negotiated late last week. Deal
was started shortly after it was
evident that Wildwood officials

would not be moved- from their
decision to ban the tent show on
the ground

.
that it would create

a “carnival atmosphere.” 'Sources
close to Sennes believe that the
ban was instituted at the behest
of Wildwopd pitery operators.

Sennes, a Cleveland booker and
producer, plans to run four shows
daily .at the Holiday. There will
be a first-run film, “Kentucky
Jubilee.” Title of the tab was
leased . from Mike Todd, who
originally produced this opus
which ran a couple of seasons ago
at the Winter Garden; N. Y,

The- Holiday has been leased for
stage shows previously. Theatre
had “Bagels and Yox” last season.

Vegas’ Sahara Wants

N.Y. Copa’s Entraller

To Direct Operation
Las Vegas, July 8,

The Sahara Hotel here, which
is expected to be completed short-

ly, is attempting to fiet Jack En-
tratter, manager of the Copaca-
bana, N. Y., to direct the entire op-
eration. Subject has been broached
to Entratter, but so far he’s mum.

Entratter may ' confer with the
syndicate building the hotel when
he leaves for the Coast shortly. He
is expected in Hollywood to huddle
with some top names for Copa en-

gagements. It’s also reported here
that Entratter plans an extended
stay on the Coast for health rea-
sons,

Entratter is stockholder in the
Copa. He and Jules Podell are in

control of the spot, the former
having managed it since its open-
ing in 1940.

Canuck Stripper in Dutch

On Illegal Entry Into U.S.

Minneapolis, July 8,
|

Jeanette Wilby, Canadian nitery

stripper known professionally as

“The Dark Venus,” was placed on
probation for two years by Judge
D. F. Donovan in U. S. district

court. She had pleaded guilty to

conspiring to violate the immigra-
tion laws by illegal entry from Can-
ada into Minnesot^.

Judge Donovan also ordered Miss
Wilby turned over to immigration
authorities for deportation back to

Canada.
• Miss Wilby, who had been spir-

ited into this country from Canada
by six deer hunters, said she had
spent 92 days in jail, awaiting sen-

tence. She had been arrested by
immigration officers in New York
several months aBo after she had
jumped bail in Miami on the same
charge.

Bonja Henie is .taldng th*

fewsive thl? year in her' war oi

icers with Arthur M. Wlr^, CjiL

cago blades impresario and one"! of'

the most . important arena opertt-'

ors in the tJ. S, Henie, whd
broke from the WirtHrOfim Nqrriat-

Bill Burke combination last year

after 16 years, is set to start re-

hearsals and play a stand at the

Swing Auditorium, San Bernar-
dino, Cal., July 21 and her next
probable date will be at the Inter-
national Amphitheatre, Chicago,
on Sept. 15, far in advance of th*
Wirtz-operated “Hollywood Ice Re-
vue” which generally opens that
town arouiid .Christmas.,

Although schedule is still being
made up, it’s felt . that Chi was
selected because of the ff^t that
Miss Henie stored her tank equip-
ment at the Amphitheatre^ -thug
she’ll save considerable 'tranaporta-

.

tidn costs, HoWeVer, in\ order to
(Jo so, she’ll have to forego somer
liici'ative dates in the far west, or
retrace her step§ in that direction.

.Miss Henie has also leased thg
Armory at 61st and Columhug
Ave„ for her show which wiU Start
in New York Christmas night.
Last

,
year, Hiss Henie leased th*

'

Kingsbridge Armory ,in, Ihe Bronx,
but canceled put shortly before
her openings Bhow'had received
unfavorable publicity because of a
bleacher seat crash in Baltimore
shortly .• before the slated N. Y.

'

preem.

Miss Henie Is shut out of Madi-J
son Square Garden, N; Y., which
alrea(ly has set its 'quota of icers
for the year. The Arena Managers
Assn.’s “Ice Capades” will
there sometime in September, and
the Wirtz show will teeoff there
later in the year. She’ll again
carry portable equipment.

Woo Tony Martin

As CNE Topper
DeaWor Tony Martin to appear

at the Canadian National Exhibi-
tion, Toronto, Aug. 29, is in the
works. Only drawback is a pre-
vious Martin commitment for the
California State Fair, which must
be cancelled out if his CNE stand
is to come about.

•Deal* for Martin follows « devi-
ous route and it’s belpg set by
Eddie Elkort of the Lew k Leslie
Grade Agency. Martin is managed
by the Nat Goldstone Agency,
Hollywood, and is booked by the
William Morris Agency. Elkort, to-
gether with Jack Arthur, producer
of the grandstand show, talked to
Martin While singer wag at the
Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J. Goldstone
agency is attempting to cancel the
California stand.

Although Martin Isn’t yet set,

there has been considerable ac-
tivity by most of the major agen-
cies for the top spot at CNE, Mu-
sic Corp. of America IiAil been
submitting the Andrews Bisters
and Jack Carson. Morris Agency,
which previously"had Betty Hutton
booked for this year’s stand but
had to cancel out because of com-
mitment to start work on the
Paramount lot, was submitting Ed
Wynn, Gordon MacRae among
others.

The Elkort office has also
signed the Seven Ashtons, an Aus-
tralian risley act cuirent at the
Latin Quarter, N. Y., for the fair.

Martin’s salary hasn’t been re-

vealed, but it’s Imown that Hutton
was to he getting $50,000 plus
overages over $350,000. This salary
is for 14 days to be played in

16 days, starting Aug. 29. There
are no Sunday shows.

CNE officials are fearful that no
top headliner may come through
for this year if the Martin deal
doesn’t jell. Consequently, they?re
ballying a nightly automobile, give-

away. Because of the pre-season
local battles, Toronto Mayor Allan
Lamport' decreed that the forth-

coming show be all-Canadian, with
the exception of the headliners.

Already booked are a 48-girl line,

a 48-voice mixed chorus, the
Lunds, and a musical ride of the

Canadian Mounties.
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Johnnie Hay, among others, with

amazing fldeUty. He slickly does

r>anza’s “Be My Hove" to reap
hefty applause. * ^ ^ ^

ITor a how-off the talented Davis,

Jr., wows 'em with a terrific

Johnnie Ray number, replete with
tears, handkerchief and sundry
other props. He and his partners-^
uncle Will Mastin and father, Da-
vis, Sr„ are hooked for two weeks
with options.

Georgia Glbhs, who recently

came to the fore via her Mercury
waxing of “Kiss of Fire/' dishes

!

out some eight numbers including
‘"Fire.” Petite gal knows her way
around a tune, but her 19 minutes
onstage seem too much of a good
thing. Her programming of four
oldies especially offers room for

judicious trimming, Otherwise, she
fetchingly chirps “So Madly in

Love,“ another Mercury Aching
with hit potentialities, and clicks

in the nostalgia genre with “Rock-
abye My Baby With That Dixie

Melody."
Balance of the layout comprises

two holdover turns plus the Donn-
Arden-Ron Fletcher house line and
emcee-singer Art . Johnson. The
Cabots, two lads and a gal, impress
with their adagio danchng. Amin
Bros, are a risley team who display

a remarkable sense of timing and
control. Line of 12 girls, snappily
garbed, scores in a pair of pro-

duction numbers. Johnson ade-

quately handles the conferencier
chores while Walter Nm’s band,

per usual, cuts the show neatly.

Pupi Campo's outfit is on hand for

the rhumbaddicts, Session was
overlong at lOO minutes opening
night, hut was to be trimmed
about 10 minutes. Guo.

ThwiKlerMrdl^ l4is Veg«»
Las Vegas, July 3.

Les Baxter Sc Chorus (12) unth
Bonpic 4c Brooks, Notables (5);

Nancy Andrews, Jaywalkers (3),

Johnny O’Brien, Kathryn Duffy
Dansations (7), Al Johns Orch
(11) ; no cover or minimum.

Continuing with his successful

pattern of showcasing nitery tyros

and new faces, producer Hal Brau-
dls can chalk up another winner
in the Les Baxter package. Fired
by over-capacity July 4th weekend
biz, Thunderbird entry should roll

along for good results through
word-of-mouth buzz during entire
two frames.
Baxter's arrangements for cho-

rales and backgrounds to hypo a

i

)lethora of recent Capitol waxings
lave succeeded in whipping up
aaies and attention. Next step
brought the pianist-maestro into

SHAMROCK HOTEL
HOUSTON. TEXAS

2 WMks July I fliru July 21

Raakarf by MCA, Oallai

JACK DENTON

his.own eminence as. artist in the

disk firm's roster. Then followed

the Baxter click, “Blue Tango,"

with record's popularity resulting

in current preem. Rather than
present only his choraleers, Bax-
ter devised choreography by Bon-
nie & Brooks to . enhance several

songs, plus bringing forth the Nota-

bles from his six male, six femme
group for added effects, (See New
Acts).

Nancy Andrews caroms from re-

cent Stem musical, “Touch and
Go," and as standby for Ethel
Merman in “Call Me Madam," to

make a pleasing impression in her
Vegas debut. Comedienne ven-
tures forth with “Cockeyed Opti-
mist," switching lyrics to amusing
"Cockeyed Bigamist." Instead of

bleating’ "Bill,^' as followup, chirp

should have stuck to her forte of

light comedy tunes. Tendency to

flat shows up noticeably in the bal-

lad, but can be covered during
frilly ditties. Her "Hostess with
the Mostest" comes off okay, and
she wisely chooses a topical me-
lange of i>olitical lyricing for
closer.

Jaywalkers step out for quickie
opener, tossing some comedy back
and forth amidst good display of

acro-pushups. Hanging their act

upon radio gab is corny device,

and fall-guy attitude of one mem-
ber seems contrived, but manage
to pidl good mitting after slow-
motion figlit and fencing nonsense.

Aside from "Gay Farce" fling as

curtain - raiser, Kathryn Duffy
Dansations embellish the Les Bafx-

ter production numbers with tasty

choreos. Added color to the Bon-
nie Jk Brooks terping is etched by
line in "Brazil," and sock closer,

"Blues,", from “An American in

Paris.” Latter features some de-
lightful stepping by Christina Car-
son and Lucy Lewln In duo. John-
ny O'Brien puts out his usual cap-
able job as emcee and as opening
warbler.

A1 Jahns batons his orch know-
ingly to extract immediate re-
sponse on all cues. Special kudos-
ing goes to Bob Robertson for his
many flute solos backgrounding the
Baxter ensemble, also to added
percussionists, bongo and timbali
beaters of the headline package.

Will.

aad Allegro,
lioadoii

London, July 4.

Helene Cardet, Tibor Kunstler
Hungarian Gypsy Orch, Rudi Rome
Quintet, Fela Sowande Piano Duo;
$4.35 minimum.

In the few months since she first
broke into cabaret Miss Cordet has
made rapid strides. Starting off as
a supporting attraction at Giro's
with two or three numbers a night
she was subsequently elevated to a
solo spot and has since had similar
bookings in other niteries. Recently
she broke new ground with her
entry into legit to star in a West
End thriller. She is doubling that
date with these two intimate Pic-
cadilly niteries.

Chirper is a Franco-Greek blonde
of striking appearance, enhanced
by an attractively simple gown and
an easygoing personality. Her act
is designed to touch off a previous-
ly displayed tendency towards cus-
tomer participation, and with - a
trailing mik€ she moves freely
around the tables.

At the Allegro, where show was
caught, Miss Cordet has a compact,
six-number routine with a mixture
of English and French songs, in-
cluding a cute lyric entitled “Three
Little Kittens.” Another good num-
ber is "In the Palm of Your Hand,"
rendered in a bright and breezy
style. As on previous occasions, her
best participationer was “Alouette"
in which customers are easily in-
duced to join in the choruses and
actions.

WORLD'S GREATEST COMEDIAN

Bui Means Nothing
«n Mart

Act is backed in competent si
by the Rudi • Rome Quintet \
with the other two combos all
nate for the dansapation in
two rooms. Myrc

That Fabulous Foursome-^

THE DAY DREAMERS
and PADDY WING

HELD OVER AT THE FLAME, AKRON
Thankf and Phil Lampkin,

William Marris Agtncy, Chicaga

Opening PALACE, New York, July 1

8

th

HARRY LAWRENCE, 1650 iroadwqy, N*w York, Na Y*

XjoM Angcle*, July
Champ Butler, Pat Morrissey,

Walter Gros$ • Trio; $4.50 mini-

mum.

This spot, which has been trying

to establish in the Ciro's-

Mocambo belt on Sunset Strip, stiU

will have to keep in there promo-
tionally punching during the two
weeks tms new bill is on display.

One new advantage accruing, how-
ever, is tliat this layout has a face
and talent new to Coast.—Pat Mor-
rissey—^which cause comment here.

That’s the sort of thing Crescendo
has needed since it was unveiled
on site of the old Trocadero by
Harold Steinman. In its brief .ex-

istence, performers very familiar

out here have^been up at bat.

Miss Morrissey, who was recently
at La Vie* En Rose, N, Y., is a
platinum blonde, so round and
fully packed, with a hoydenish
manner, of selling songs. Sex
smolders, but witliout the slightest

offensiveness. Via vocal nuances
and arch looks and gestures she
kept house’s attention riveted on
her opening night—no mean feat

in this welLgroomed grogshop.
Routines included “Baby, It Must
Be Love,” "Lover Man,” "House
Of Blue Lights,” "Get Happy” and
"Just You, Just Me."
There’s nothing particularly pash

in that pack of tunes, per se, but
there is in her insinuative manner-
of delivery. She left the crowd
yammering for more and* a 15-

minute intermission was • inserted
'to cool the environs because top-
lining is another singer. Champ
Butler, and following Miss Mor-
rissey"without a lapse would have
been tough, considering hi?
straightaway styling.

Butler, rising off the rep he’s
gained from Columbia disklngs over
past two years, made a typical open-
ing night mistake by doing at least
three too many songs. Consequent-
ly he dissipated his peak effec-
tiveness to a degree. Best received
were "Them There Eyes,” "Down
Yonder” and "Because Of You."
He's effective on such- ballads "as
"Younger Than Springtime" and
"Indian Summer," but should drop
such melodramatic posturing as
“Dry Land," Butler has a fresh-
faced, boyish appearance and re-
laxed delivery.

Real hero of bill is Walter Gross
who, with only a bass-guitar-drums
rhythm trio In back of his piano,
gives a versatile and variegated
background to the Singers. Cues
during Miss Morrissey’s routines
are difficult, but Gross' combo flaw-

lessly executes 'em, adding a lot

of color and verve to act. Butler,
In disking, is accustomed to big
orchestral framing, replete with
gimmicking. Gross and boys give
an amazing facsimile of same.
Between shows, combo suavely
chums out showtupe sets, exhibit-

ing a nice beat.
.

Burt.

5 O^Clock, Miami B^ch
(FOLLOWUF)
Miami Beach, July 6.

It has become an established

fact in this town that the Five
O’clock, jointly operated by Nor-
man Schuyler and Martha Raye,
cannot do any biz without the pres-

ence of the latter. Potent illustra-

tion came last week when the fren-
etic comedienne-songstress was
hospitalized for blood transfusions;
spot had to close down for the sev-
eral days of her absence. Return
in time for the July 4th weekend
proved the point, with tumaway
crowds. On an overall yearly basis
she is the most solid draw in the
area, winter or summer.
For her current show Miss Raye

gathered an all-male contingent of
acts that add up ab the best line-
up presented here in many a
month. Kirby Stone quintet, nor-
mally a toplined act for clubs in
this sector, are teeoffers here and
wrap up with their instrumental-
comedy stint. On the instrumental
side, they show plenty of solid
technique on the bass drums, ac-
cordion-piano, sax and trumpet.
The material is mostly hew and
etched for laughs and they keep
the mitts mounting into rousing
finish.

Jackie Kannon Is a returnee
with a completely new act, plussed
by his now standard spoofing of
magicos In the "egg in the bag”
trick and his sequence with lush-
looking blonde for finish. Stuff is

soundly routined for maximum
mitt markups. One of the fresher
comedy acts to play this town, his
timing is easy and geared to the
aud's risibilities for that sure
touch that marks a top comic.
Ben Yost duintet. standard with

any Martha Raye showing, project
their medley arrangements in sure
fashion to maintain the show’s
build. Best of their group ideas is
treatment of "Sound Off.”

Aliss Raye hasn’t changed her
act .'ind in this spot there doe.sn't
seem to be any need for it. Aud

July, 9, 1952

expects her utandard^ la well «8
the baUa4i and look for her clown-
ing up of nnmbei**. On the itriUght

side, her “Black Magic” and other

balladlngs are standout. Showman-
ship and projection make for lif-

tener attention, despite gag-lllled

leads into the straights. Comes
back for her expected "Glory Of
The Sword" segment with the Yost
singers to a begoff wind, Lary,

Clnk^ O^wii
Ottawa, July 2.'

•*The Black Magic Reouc/' with
Jerry Cooper, Jackie. Fields, Amie
Sulton, June Oliver Girls (fi),

Harry Pozy Orch (8); 75c cover,

$1 Sat.

Gatineau Club gives its custom-
ers an integrated revue this week,
blending acts, girls and band in a
compact, smoothflowing unit with
maximum punch and ‘drawing
plenty of palms. Produced and
staged by June Oliver, "The Black
Magic Revue" stars Jerry Cooper
wlio emcees, sings, plays trombone
and mugs With a verve that draws
begoffs even from the youngsters
who know him only as a disk voice.

Cooper’s solo work (he's on sevei'al

times) ha? him using an Irish col-

lection, including the inevitable

“McNamara's Band,” and some
nostalgia with "Red Jled Robin,"
“Way Down Yonder,” “Kiss of
Fire" and "Old Black Magic" a la

Daniels.
Show tees off with June Oliver

Girls in new, effective costumes in

a "Lullaby of Broadway" Session,

working with Cooper. Pert and
capable Ebba Rosenblad, till now
of the . line, is spotted- in a brief

but socko modern ballet bit. Ijater

the girls and Cooper team in a
blues number via "Birth of The
Blues,” "St Louis Blues" and
“Limehouse Blues.” Femmes close

the show in fancy costumes of the
’20s, designing their dancing to the
Charleston era. Routining is boff.

Revue is enhanced by the slick

magic of Jackie Fields who keep*
his bit on a high rung. Comic Arnie
Sulton holds the crowd easily, clos-

ing his act with panto recordings.
Gorm,

Nitutllug^ Miami Beach
Miami Beach, July 6.

Grade Barrie, The Bradys (2),
Freddie Calo Orch; no cover or
minimum. )

Return of Grade Barrie to this

big hotel's. Driftwood Room proves
that when the spot books in an act
that’s known hereabouts, the busi-
ness will be there. In recent weeks,
patronage has been sparse, but
with advent of Miss Barrie they
began to come in enough numbers
to bring the black side of the led-
ger into view again.
Easy working, sure in her ap-

proach to her special-material line-
up of laugh-lined lyric ideas, Miss
Barrie holds them all the way with
her song-tales of "Sunday Kind
Of Love;’’ a smart satirization on
effect of TV on Tennessee moun-
taineers; her standard "I’m a Lit-
vak and He's a Galitz,” version of
"Feudin’." a topical “Wiien A Re-
publican Loves A Democrat,” and
for the encore, "Galitzianer Rhum-
ba." Attractive, handsomely gown-
ed lass is solid.

The Bradys open proceedings
with a group of Latino-angled terp
ideas which makes the hip-swing
addicts happy. Freddy Calo and
his group handle the backings apt-
ly, and for the dance sessions keep
the floor filled with their Cubano
rhythms. Lary.

Zodiac Boom, SA* I..0WI9
St. Louis, July 3.

Randy Brown 8c Novel-Aires;
$1.50-$2.00 minimum.

Randy Brown, with a inccoy you-
all drawl, is furnishing Grade A
entertainment In this spot atop the
west end Chase. Aside from his
chuckle-producing chatter Brown is
a versatile personality. His addi-
tional forte Is dexterity In the man-
ipulation of from one to four fly-
back paddle balls.
Brown easily qualifies as Texas'

biggest booster as he extols the
advantages of the Lone Star State.
His chatter runs the gamut, in-
cluding the political situation.
Wearing a white sombrero and
cowboy boots, he works from a
platform, slaps the fly-backs within
inches of the ringsiders, pops them
into his mouth, coat pocket, pro-
pels them with his boot toe, Igaee,
chest and pate, and, with four pad-
dles, keeps perfect rhythm with
the band as its readers "Shortnln'
Bread” and “Ramblin’ Wreck From
Georgia Tech.”
Brown also Includes audience

participation, bringing three per-
.sons to the platform where, after
briefly instructing them In pad-
dle manipulation, he offers a prize
to the one who can slap the ball
the most number of times, in two
tries, without a miss. The award
is a 24k miniature, workable yo-yo.

Sahu.

Iteiio

ffeS .LeaU, Gena& J••

cover or minimum. ’

Manor
Birdy
Ben
Starlets

The seasonal'high at the TUvai.
side is 'Ted Lewis. His show SS'
ly mean* the beginning of the hipnwne^ parade .for the summer iSthis showcase, and the yearly event
1* accorded the reception of a flvl
son just back from the wars Ev-
erybody turns out.
The sparkier in. this Fourth ofJuly package is still the old high-

hatter. Moving through the rou-
tines as an emcee or barker, kibit-
zer or heckler, Lewis never de-
tracts from the headliners but
points up their act, enhances them
with gestures and song-talk
"My Hat, My Hands, and My

Cane” nostalgically recaUs his 48
years in show biz for opener He’s
brought- on by George Moro’s star-
lets in an extravagant dance done
In tophats, white ties and canes—
and little else.

A production salad with French
dressing follows. The Four Col-
leens, Manor & Mignon, Geraldine
Du Bois andfElroy Peace cavort to
"Pigalle.” With Apache dance and
a semi-Can Can thrown in, sho\y
is off to a fast start. Quick follow-
up is "Leader of the Band" with
baton-twirling Lewis prancing
through the bit and Four Colleens
singing.

In a sideshow barker spiel, Lew-
is brings on Meribeth Old who
pretzels atop a table. She contorts
beautifully into a variely of knots,
climaxed by draping her legs over
the edge of the table.

"Let’s Be Buddies” Is a sugges-
tive little piece with Du Bois and
Lewis exchanging lyrics. "I’m the
Face and I'm the Body" is next,
with the obvious roles taken by
each. This frank duet is best for
laughs.
In a charm sequence with Lewis,

talking the lyrics of “You’re Such
a Pretty Thing,” Mignon floats

prettily through a dance, folding
like a flower at the end of the
number. Manor & Mignon duet be-
gins from here, spot picking up
Mignon from floor into the arms
of partner for a thrilling ballroom
dance, then a paso doble whirl.

Inevitable “Me and My Shadow"
is next frame with Elroy Peace
following him through a flawless
walk and gesture, while Four Col-
leens lend lyrics. Sequel to this is

Lewis and clarinet with “Tiger
Rag.”

Colleens take over for a medley,
each with a solo, on “Love Is

Sweeping the Country," ‘Til See
You Again,” "ThTe Man I Love."
Girls are fresh and lovely. In bar-

(Continued on page 47)
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Night Club Reviews
Coiitlnwed from psiif^ 41 issssssz

Itivcrsia© Hotel-, H^no
tjershop harmony, they sing “Holl

Dem Bones.”

rrnne Pin Soo is an oriental ma-
«,>ian^who produces Ughted cig-

frets like a ^^ending machine, then

fc gar and pipe. He also hatches

?nme pigeons ft-om a hag, and dis-

JJvJes full-sized chicken. Lewis

ffles through this whole rou-

tine with some amateur magic of

jiis own for laughs.

Tung Pin Soo climaxes with a

firP-eating exhibit, swallowing

flame from one sword and lighting

JSother with breath. Finale is Cu-

ban gathering of songs and dances

with whole cast and Starlets, brmg-

Tne on “Peanut Vendor,” wit>.

Lewis tossing peanuts out to Riv-

PTsideliners. He runs in A Million

Series” and winds with “When
Mrsaby Smiles at Me,”
Production is 90 minutes with-

out a dull moment. Macu.

Jeau's Intrij^iie, Paris
Paris, July 2.

Jean Parks, Bobo Nodio, Quen-

tin Foster, Aaron Bridgers, San-

dra Ward; no cover, minimum $1.

Jean Parks, sepian warbler from

the U. S., has opened a cellar club

off the Champs-Elysees under an
Arabian restaurant. Spot is a tu-

bular affair decorated in garish

Oriental motif. Intimery features a

diverse group of Negro chanters

and main aspects are relaxed
atmosphere and general meeting
place for American musicians in

Paris. Drinks are reasonable and
club is open all night for strag-

glers and stayer-uppers. Clientele

is mostly American with some
French fans.

Miss Parks femcees and sings in

FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON,
jirticnts

CW

Now Appoarliif
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a driving manner that puts over
her ballad material in the confines
of the dimly lit club. Gal’s looks
and pleasant personality enhance
her

.
Work.

Sandra Ward, Jamaican singer,

has a plaintive voice and good
piano self-accomp that make her a
pleasing olfbeater. She gets depth
and is an attention-puller as she
glides over old standards and does
a ribtickling calypso takeoff on
Errol.“^lynn in' the confines of
Trinidad.
Lobo Nocho sounds like a com-

bo stateside-West Indian hepster
as he does an impromptu with
Miss Parks amid general heckling
and choralizing. He Interprets with
a subdued crooning and demands
sharp listening, but he doesn’t
have the personality • and delivery
-to warrant the low-register work.

Quentin Foster, who has played
Paris clubs for the last two years,
does a pleasing song stint with
with some hep lyrics on the Ameri-
can abroad and some sad songs
about a gal who went wrong. Fos-
ter delivers well and has fine per-
sonality, Aaron Bridges does ex-
cellent accomp.
Club biz is Still slow hut word-

of-mouth should help build this.

Mask.

El Cortex^ Las Vegas
Las Vegas, July 3.

Martha Davis & Spouse, Donald
Novis, Alice Hall Quartet; no cover
or minimum.

Reopening of El Cortez two
weeks ago was surrounded by the
usual hassles, but operation is

sailing smoothly now with excel-
lent biz forecast all summer. En-
tertainment policy has been
changed to allow three full shows
nightly instead of continuous and
alternating—all for the better.
Martha Davis & Spouse (Calvin

Ponder) are a cinch to pack the
Supper Club Room every show.
Warbling and hosting of Donald
Novis is pleasing contrast, satis-

fying rounders who like their
music on the dulcet ‘ side.

Miss Davis, a sepia shouter and
88-er, is a vet of Coast bistros.

Her frequent stops in Vegas have
resulted in the accumulation of a
sizable clientele who rush to her
openings and keep rooms filled

for, duration. A woman of extra-
large proportions, she has attri-

butes of high humor, lusty song-
fare, flashy pianistics and bassist

spouse who gives some spectacular
rhythm toiiches.
Bouncy opener, “Please Don’t

Talk About Me When I’m Gone,”
segues quickly into medley of
“Dinah’* and “Down Yonder.”
Spreading into blues. Miss Davis
warbles and bongs “Hongkong
Blues,” and crowd-pleasing “Honky
Tonk Train.” Switches for a terrif

mood piece, “Back Street,” ac-

comping herself on celeste as well
as the spinet.
Spouse Calvin Ponder vocals

“River St. Marie,” to encore lam-
poon of Inkspots in “Do I Worry,”
with Mrs, P. injecting comedies.
“Sarah,” a double-entendre toss-

away, “Swanee River” in various
tempos, and “Stone Cold Dead in

De Market*' wind up the sesh for
ovation.

Novis spreads warmth upon en-
trance, and pulls in plenty salvos
for his tenorizing of “Lovely Day
Today,” coupled with “Beautiful
Morning.” Catches Gaelic spirit

neatly with “Dear Old Donegal,”
and attention with his Berlin med-

Softly intoned “Galway Bay”
cl<rees the Novis period for outside
reception from tablers.

Alice Hall Quartet is introed at
opening to sizzle a boppish “Pen-
nies From Heaven,” carbon of
Capitol disk. Miss Hall, a volatile

accordionist of the contemporary
music mode, gets in some weird
chordings and skat vocals. Group
lends backgroundings to Davis’ and
Novis’ innings, dishing unusual
shadings in spite of small size.

Will.

Bellevue Casinoe
(FOLLOWUP)

Montreal, July 2.

Retaining the opulent Natalie
Kamarova productions, the Belle-
vue cashes in on the double holi-
day (Dominion Day and July 4)

with two new entries to bolster cur-
rent layout.

Best by far of the' newcomers are
the Novellas, a couple who combine
their balancing talents to offer a
standout performance right in
character with the policy of this
room. Male half of team takes most
of the kudos as he works a 12-foot
ladder, steadying the tumbling of
his partner and then topping rou-
tine with a fox terrier that climbs
to his shoulders for a socko recep-
tion. Finesse and general savvy
make them surefire for the Belle-

vue and duo are good for returns
anytime.
Ray English, the other newcomer

to present bill, has little to give
this setup. He relies too much on
gabbing (with some pretty thin
material) for overall impact and
the only time he draws attention
is when he goes into one of his
varioiis pratfalls. HoweVer, the
injection of such an obvious gim-
mick, even in this saloon, is lard-
ing of the most questionable sort.
Despite • apparent talent for a
smaller spot, English suffers from
the fact that a patter comedian of
this type has never taken in the
Bellevue.

Holdovers, the Cleff Dwellei's,
continue to look very good but
sing the same complicated num-
bers. If it weren’t for the femme
side of the act and the tricky pat-
terns outfit perform during each
song (due obviously to the de-
mands of TV) they would leave a
lot to be desired in the over-ar-
ranged combo chirping depart-
ment.
Biggest hit of show are the Four

Philips who switch, for this ses-
sion, from Indian clubs to acroba-
tics with the same hefty impact,
Charles Tyrell is featured again
in the “Show Boat” extravaganza
with ballet terpster Genia Mel
sparking the productions backed by
the well-trained and orb-easy

. line
of hoofers. Show music by Bix
Belair is as solid as ever and the
Buddy Clayton group tai^es over
during relief stanzas. Newt.

New iRolcleii^ Beuo
Reno, July 2.

Bob Howard, Rio Bros. (3),
Carolina Cotton, Leo Diamond,
Terry True Dancers (8), Round*
ers Quartet, Paul Pendarvis Orqh
(10); no cover or minimum.

With the town gone western for
the Fourth of July Reno Rodeo,
show has a yippee tint. Program-
ming will bring it better than aver-
age success.

Bob Howard, star of “Sing It
Again” radio program, leads this
procession. In his quavering highs
and blasting middle register, the
rotund singer-pianist is fun to
watch. “I Never See Maggie
Alone,” “It’s Magic” ^and “I’m in
the Mood For Love” are comically
displayed in the honky-tonk vein.
Howard gets away from song brief-
ly for a “player piano” bit (which
gets stuck) and “Tea For Two”
business.

The Rio Bros., slapstick trio, get
most of their, laughs with action.
Words and music, or lines, seem
fncidental to the stanza, although
some clever material shows
through on occasion. A slow-mo-
tion robbery gets good returns. A
comic dance in scarecrow fashion
with galloping, skipping and shuf-
fling, is great to watch. Encore is

a “Cisco Kid” takeoff. The action
gets belly-laughs.

Carolina Cotton, in for a week
because of the rodeo and her part
in it, yodels her head off in num-
bers like “I Love to Yodel” and
“Lovesick Blues.” She gets friend-
ly reception.

Leo Diamond is a harmonica
player who puffs entertainingly on
some elaborate arrangements like

“Jealousy,” “You’re Just in Love”
(both parts) and “St. Louis Blues.”
He achieves some nice effects.

“Chattanooga Shoe Shine Boy” is

done on an electric harmonica.

Terry True Dancers open and
close this show. Picked for their

full-length profiles, the girls do lit-

tle other than look good, and that’s

fine with just about everybody. A
soloist usually dances with the
beats for a backdrop.

Paul Pendarvis’ orch sounds
good on show and dancing. The
Rounders spell the band. Bass,

piano, guitar, clarinet and vibes

make up the crew for fine inter-

mission music. Macu.

Darvas & Julia to WMA
Darvas & Julia, dancers current

at the Latin Quarter, N. Y., have
signed a booking deal with the

William Morris Agency.
..Terp twain is reported asking

sums anywhere to $4,500 in nite-

ries. No new bookings have been
made so far. Imports went into

the Latin Quarter at $1,750, and
strong critical acclaim has caused

the upped asking price.

The Primatour Corp. chartered

in Albany to write and produce
vaudeville and theatrical produc-
tions and radio and television

broadcasts, with offices in New
York. Capital stock is 200 shares,

no par value. Richard G. Green,
N. Y,, is a director and filing at-

torney.

Nick Lucas opens a two-week
stand in the Mural Room of the

Baker Hotel, Dallas, July 21, fol*

lowing the Andrews Sisters into

the spot.

Crowds, But Spending 1$ Down
Atlantic City, July 8.

This resort played to one of its

greatest holiday crowds over the

weekend, in perfect weather

though rain fell In Philadelphia

and other nearby metropolitan

areas.

With such hordes, every type of

resort business couldn’t help but
almost v^ar out some parts of its

cash registers. Only complaint was
that they didn’t spend enough per
head.

Volume of business was greatest
on Saturday (5). All hotels-—beach-
front and avenue—and most tour-

ist houses were sold out early.

Restaurants were jammed, with
lots of them having long lines each
of the three days. A spot check
of niteries on Saturday night
showed they too were in on the
kill.

Patti Page in vaude and Louis
Prima in the Marine Ballroom
headed talent on Steel Pier, with
as large a crowd entertained as

on any other comparable holiday.
Extra shows were run in the air-

conditioned and refurbished vaude
house to accommodate the long
queues.

At Ricky’s Hialeah, where Bob
O’Neill has been star for more
than a year, previous attendance
records were repeatedly smashed.
At 500 club; Paradise and Harlem,
two sepia spots; Yacht clu^ and

several hotel .grills waiting lines—
something unusual—were reported^

“Borscht Capades” at IVflUlon,

Dollar Pier, and burlesque at ui>*

town Globe offered 9 p.m. arid mid-
night shows and had SRO. Off-

shore Gateway Playhouse, with
“Brigadoon,” also had a banner
crowd. Film houses also slcedded
midnight shows.

Lester, Youngman Set

For A.C. Israeli Show
Atlantic City, July 8.

Jerry Lester will head a star cast

of the Philadelphia committee’s
“Bonds for Israel” dinner party
and second annual “Night of Stars”
at the Warwick, July 23.

Henny Youngman and perform-
ers from Steel Pier and most nit-

eries in the area will participate in

the program which represents the
opening gun of a campaign to help
provide Israel with funds, A sec-

ond event in the form of a “Shore
Fashion Show” is planned for Aug.
19 at the Ritz.

Shutan Rcp« Coa$t AGVA
Hollywood, July 8.

Robert H. Shutan has been
named attorney for American
Guild of Variety Artists on the
Coast, replacing Morton Harper.
Harper quit recently as union's

council.

BILLY
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New Acts
JOEL GEEY
Comedy Soiir*-I>attOt

2S Mins.
Copacabana, N. Y,

, . . 1

1

Joel Grey, who breaks into this

talent showcase ‘ after a ^n in

“Borscht Capades” and Ws first

nitery at the Chej Paree, Chicago,

in May, has a Clearly marked big-

time potential. Onlyxl9 ^d look-

ing three years younger, Grey has

a juve virtuoso touch which still

has to be leavened with, more* ex-

perience before his potential
^

can

be fulfilled. He's the son, mej-

dentally, of Mickey Katz, the Yid-

dish dialect bandleader.

Grey is a better-than-average

hoofer in the ballet genre; ^he's

also a fair singer and good mimic.

He parlays aU his talents for a

strong and immediate impact, but

there’s a somewhat mechanical
quality to his performance which
blocks that needed communica-
tions link with the customers.

Grey has evidently been coached

in the Danny Kaye school of come-
dies. He’s a lean, nervous, grace-

ful type with a flair for the spec-

tacular antic. He comes on fast

with a “Zip-a-dee-do-dah” vocal-

terping whirl and neatly segues

Into a mock nostalgic number
which capitalizes on his youth via

a series of gag reminiscences about

the last five years.

He follows up with a series of

clever carbons of Jerry Lewis,
Frankie Laine, Johnnie Ray and
Eddie Cantor and closes with a

cute comedy number, “Honeybun,”
in which once again he flashes his

balletomane tendancles with solid

effect.

Maybe Grey is too young to help
it, but he still needs to lose that

precocious aura around his .excel-

lent talents. Herm.

MAXIE KOSENBLOOM
Comedy
30 Mins.
Celebrity Club,. Sydney

Hlghtlight of Maxie Rosenbloom’s
stint at the plush Celebrity Club
is his burlesque of the Balcony
Scene from ‘Ofiomeo and Juliet.”

It’s a wow. He's no stranger to

Aussie audiences but even more
effective on this return.
Ex-champ employs a couple of

stooges working apiong the cus-
tomers to pan his acting efforts for
plenty laughs. It’s all well-timed
material and right off the beaten
track for nitery consumption,

Ho.senbloom also sings a song or
two in a gravel-voice to good ef-

fect, plus some off-the-cuff gags.
He switches from a boxing rigout
to a tux and into costume for the
Romeo burly.
Okay routine for this spot, which

means anywhere. Rick.

DOMINIQUE
Magic
18 Mins.
French Casino, N. Y.

Dominique, a singularly named
youngster, has an act that com-
bines som* of the more salient
features of several w.k. turns in
the U. S, He does card manipu-
lations. various magic tricks, but
the greater strength of his turn
lies In his thievery. He's an ex-
pert pickpocket and during the
course of his act winds up with
enough watches to put several
fences Into business.
He works rapidly and expertly.

Most of his tricks have been seen
before. He makes off with sus-
penders, wallets, purses, and even
an undershirt. He's sufficiently
strong to hold up in most media.

Jose.

DASSIE BROS. (2)

Comedy Aero
9 Mins.
French Casino, N. Y.
The Dassie Bros, have been

around for some time on the the-
atre circuits, but have been un re-
ported until now in Variety’s New
Act files. Duo work expertly at
knockabout acrobatics. Imports
are dressed in gob garb and work
rapidly to show well-routined line
of comedy tricks.
The lads take a goodly amount

of corporeal punishment whether
it’s in the pratfall or slapping de-
partment. There are really no ou*^-
standing tricks in their catalog, but
the individual antic.s are strung to-
gether so expertly that they give
the impression of doing feats of
greater prodigiousness than they
can really provide. Jose.

hArry seguela
Songs
French Casjno, N. Y.
Harry Seguela, imported for the

Jkroceedings at the French Casino,
works the production almost ex-
clusively. He har a pleasing voice,
^nd when given a chance to be

I

ieen, impresses as a personable

,
He provides neat vocal links for

the various production phases.
Jose.

LES BAXTER Ic CHORUS (13)

BONNIE dc BROOKS
NOTABLES (5)

Choral Songs and Dance
32 Mins.
Thnndcrbird, Las Vegas

Les Baxter assembled his pol-

ished singers, used to such out-

standing success on Capitol Rec-

ords, added dance duo of Bonnie
& Brooks, and spotted the Notables

for a package that is distinctive

and musically superior. For his

preem, he is fortunate in having
the production aid of Thunderbird
producer Hal Braudis, in presenta-

tion of two big specials. These,

with Bonnie & Brooks and^athryn
Duffy Dansations house line, stack

up to socko aural and visual de-

lights.
.

Baxter's song group, consisting

of six males, six femmes — all

lookers—uncorks a honey right at

the start. This is “Brazil,” with
Bonnie & Brooks’ exciting Latin

flavoring and Dansations the added
dressing. Baxter is at the key-
board throughout and patters all

intros to various tunes. Tribute to

Capitol artists for whom choral-

eers backgrounded oh many plat-

ters is next on agenda, with “My
Heart Cries,” and “Beautiful
Brown Eyes,” for Jimmy Wakely;
“Mona Lisa’’ and “Too Young” for
Nat (King) Cole.
Baxter brings out the Notables

from his choristers for a brief

spell. Combo, known for turns on
Dinah Shore AM cycle, consists of

three guys and two willowy blonde
femmes. Warble “If You Feel Like
Singing, Sing” and “Walkin’ My
Baby Back Home,” latter with ex-
tra eyeful provided by, cute Kathy
Phillips. ' .

Entire group joins in “Tempta-
tion,” ’‘highlighting Bonnie &
Brooks’ sexy ter ping.’ Brilliant
wardrobing of this • pair, incident-
ally, was designed by Baxter him-
self. Big salvos greet the chorus’
reprise of their “Blue Tango”
click. Baxter pianos a novelty
“Clhppsticks” which turns into a
fahpy and flashy “Mamba Cuba. '

For “Blues,” from “An Ameri-
can in Paris,” Baxter has devised
some intricate thrushing by the
chorus, plus modgrne terping by
Bonnie Sc Brooks and. augmented
color from Dansations. This forms
show’s finale and receives an ova-
tion.

Although Baxter has quite an en-
tourage to present, he has made
something unusual which could hit
theatres and hotel circuits. It’s a
class act’ worthy of top spots.

Will.

GINETTE WANDER
Sonirs
10 Mins.
French Casino, N. Y.

Ginette Wander, who does pro-
duction as well as solo spots in
the French Casino session, shows
well-developed pipes and good pro-
jection in her U. G. debut. Tunes
she has selected in her brief solo
turn aren’t the type usual with
French chanteuses.

Songs are brief and relatively
free of heavy dramatics. She has
a good melodic accent and, could
do well on the cafe circuits or
production numbers in theatres.

Jose.

THREE HOLLY GIRLS
Sonars
8 Mins,
Palace, N. Y.
Radio trio out of Bridgeport is

a conventional harmony group
with no special attack that sets it

apart. It’s an attractive unit, how-
ever. with a nice flair for the
rhythm idiom.
With more experience, unit

should be ready for wider spot-
tings. Trau.

JOAN LAS’TE
Dance
12 Mins.

I

French Casino, Y.

Joan Laste is one of the more
accomplished nitery ballerinas.
This. French import has a high de-
gree of technical know-how, rou-
tines punctuated with applause-
winning spins, and a personable
projection.
Miss Laste shows up well in the

classic as well as the. more mod-
ern ballet terps. She spins in and
out of the show in production as
well as solo spots and makes a
deep audience impression in all
her endeavors. Jose.

LEON Sc ELEANAS CIRCUS
Animals
9 Mins.

I
Palace, N. Y.

1
Man and woman duo from Mon-

I

tana operates effectively with four
acrobatic Great ' Danes, another

I

aero canine and a monkey. Some
instruments, including drums, are
employed. Animals walk ropes,
do jumps, etc. Simian steals the

I

show e.isily with terping, rone-
j skipping and stilt walking, plus

work • on rings and cymbals.

There’s sdme comedy riding,
, ,

A natural for any vaude and al

fresco layout. Trau.

AL MARTINO
Sours
10 Miua,
509 Club, Atlantic City

^ , ,

Al Martino, who has established

himself as one of the . top waxers.

mixes old and new numbers with

nice effect to prove that he can

swing the nitery crowd his way.

Possesser .Of good pipes, he scores

with “Here in My Heart” and
“Take My Heart,” both cUcko
etchings on the indie BBS label be-

fore shifting to Capitol.

Martino starts slowly with “I

Can’t Give You Anything But
Love,” which might have been
omitted for something he can do
better. Singing his recorded hits

wins crowd for him. Potential is

for all media. Walk. .

ESTELLE tc ALPHONSO
Acrodance •

5 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.

Estelle' & Alphonso, acroterp

team with 'a Latino flavoring, im-
press as an okay bet for filler

vaude and TV assignments. Duo,
only ofay turn on the Apollo bill,

has a neatly paced routine that

builds to clicko closing.

,

Estelle does all of the acroterp-
ing as her male pard beats out
exotic rhythms on the bongo
drum. Gal projects plenty of ex-
citement as she taps, twirls and
twists. She nabs big Windup mitt
for a fast-paedd series of preci-

sion somersaults. Gros.

House

PAUL WHITE
Comedy Songs
9 Mins.
Palaoe, N. Y.
Paul White has played Harlem

niteries and toured with Cab
(jalloway and Duke Ellington. He’s
of the shouting revivalist school of
comedy songsters, with, fine mo-
bility of face and body as he belts
out eccentric specials. His. take-
off on Johnnie Ray’s “Cry” earned
him the top. mitt of the bill at show
caught.

.
Also salvoed on “When

You’re Smiling” and “My Gal’s
Gone.”
Negro clown-chanter is a good

bet for vaude and cafe loops.
Trau.

ED & SANDY
Trampoline
6 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.

This is a good standard act
in the trampoline groove. The
straight stanzas are relieved by
comedy bouncing. Solo and dou-
ble work is above average and the
corkscrews are outstanding.
Okay in general situations and

a natural for the fair circuits.

Trau.

LAURA TUNISI
Songs
6 Mins.
French Casino, N. Y.
Laura Tunisi, who alternates

production and femme song spots
at the French Casino, is statuesque
and nicely garbed to produce a
striking appearance. Her tunes
are well delivered.
Her opening song excited most

attention inasmuch as it’s a Gallic
version of a Yiddish dance item.
Miss Tunisi has good dramatic
delivery and employs her voice
with extreme effectiveness. •

Jose.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake, N. Y., July 8.

Laura (Loew) Sloan shot in from
Cleveland for a two-week vacation
and annual an^ checkup, rating an
all-clear.

Thanks to John Binkley, Lan-
caster, Pa., for his timely gifts to
the less fortunates here.
Kenneth Derby, Los Angeles

manager of Security Theatres, in
and out of the general hospital af-
ter mastering a major operation
and is now resting in comfort at
the V. C. hospital.

Johnny Lake, actor and radio
commentator, celebrated another
birthday by announcing the sale of
two of his latest oil paintings done
while bedded.
Mabel (Legit) Burns in from

N. Y. for the general checkup and
drew a click report that enables
her to stay at work minus worries.
A big orchid to the Jewish Cen-

ter Sisterhood which arranged a
picnic for our ailing gang and gave
Pearl Grossman, Jack (RICO) Was-
serman, Max Rosenthal, Otto Hay-
man, GeOrge (Elephants) Powers
and Genie Reed Hayman an outing
that they will not soon forget. They
were entertained at the Villa
Renata, Lake Placid, by Dr. King
of the Lake Placid Hospital.
Lester Belin, former assistant in

our laboratory, was appointed . to

^

another job in our downtown
colony.

I Write to those who are ilL

Ed Sc Sandy, 3 Holly Girls, Sis

Se Sonny Arthurs, Paul ‘ white.

Three Amauts; Yvonne, Clavel Sc

Farrar; Benson Sc Mann, ,
Leon &

Eleanas Circus, Jo Lomhardi'house
orch; **The Half-Breed”

^
(RKCl),

reviewed in Variety April 16; '52,

Plenty of vaude-robbed out-

landers must have Invaded the
Palace for the bill opening on the
holiday (4),. because every act was
generously received and some of

them were .accoladed beyontfrtheir

actual strength. Nevertheless,
layout as a whole is a better than
fair collection.
The biggest mitt when caught

went to Paul White, Negro comedy
singer (New Acts). Right along-

side him in favor were Sis &
Sonny Arthurs, in their sizzling

eccentric terps and knockabouts.
Another standard, the Three Ar-

nauts, rack up a fine score with
their instrumentals and birdcalls,

always good for chuckles. Ball-

roomology is taken care of nicely

in the sixth slot via Yvonne, Clavel
& Farrar. The male lifts and spins
two gals and they wind up a three-
part stanza with a neat flamenco.

In next to closing, Irving Ben-
son - Jack Mann start off leis-

urely and look, like a dud until

the diminutive Benson gets going
with his jokes and lunacies as

Mann' foils unobstrusively. Some
of the material is n.s.h., but Mann
suddenly makes a save midway
with a. straight song, “Prisoner of
Love,” that surprises the mob with
its okay crooning. From there on
they’re in.

There are three other turns in
the teeing off Ed A: Sandy, tram-
poline;

.
Three Holly Girls, singers,

and the closing • Leon Sc Eleanas
Circus (all New Acts). Jo Lom-
bardi’s orch is effective, as always.

Trau.

Casino, Toronto
Toronto, July. 4.

Jack Smith, Paul Rich, Ann Rus-
sell, Day Sc j^bs, Pauline Thome
Sc Escorts (3), Jimmie Cameron,
Archie Stone House Orch; “3
Steps North" (UA).

Every act on this bill stays on
too long, stretching the stage stanza
to 82 minutes, with Jack . Smith
taking a lengthy 27. All the turns
are excellent but they should know
when to bow off, judging from
customer mutters.
’’’ With Jimmie Cameron as singing
m,c. commendably skippering, pro-
ceedings, bill gets underway ^th
the snappy terp-taps and eccentrics
of Bobby Day & Babs. Charming
Ann Russell can drop her Louella
Parsons fight broadcast, which
nobody up here gets and is an inept
waste of time. Her travesty on
femme nitery singers is penetrating
and funny; ditto her standard
Gloria Swanson as Norma Des-
mond, an uncanny and successful
takeoff.

Highlight of the bill is Pauline
Thorne Sc Escorts for their triple
knockabouts, with the two men and
a woman in tails and tophats on
for an adagio plus triple slow-mo-
tion mayhem for tangles. Paul
Rrch still socks with his harmonica
playing, notably his “1812 Over-
ture” and a segue into “St. Louis
Blues,” with bagpipe effects and a
wham “Tuxedo Junction.”
What the customers are waiting

for, however, is smilin’ Jack Smith,,
who bounces onstage with his “I
Want to be Happy.” The ebullient
singer switches to “I’ll Walk Alone”
for tempo change, then into a
melange of Scots, Irish and Latint
American medley, and a cli^
travesty on Johnnie Ray that begs
him off. Nice, diversified bill but
needs cutting. MeStay.

Rndlo City, Mpls.
^

Minneapolis, July 5,
Johnnie Ray (2), Gary Morton,

Four Lads, Bud St Cece Robinson,
Wells Sc Four Fays, Joe Reisman
Radio City Orch (17); "California
Conquest" (Col).

Events are repeating themselves
in this 4,0p0-seater. A few months
ago, Martin & Lewis opened here
to a screaming, shrieking audience
comprised mostly of teenagers.
Now another sensation, emotion-
ripping Johnnie Ray, is turning
the same riotous trick.
The previous script was repeat-

the first of five opening day
4th of July shows. There was the
same Martin Sc Lewis pandemo-
nium let loose on Ray as near-
hysterical feminine eruptions greet-
ed him and punctuated his every
sobbing outburst. July 4th fire-
crackers seemed soothing in com-
parison to the noise generated by
his appearance and efforts.
The more Ray exploded vocal

emotion and the more he sobbed
his songs, the louder the fans out
front screamed. The gentler sex

teenagers in particular apparent!,,went through pleasant
anguish during"^ the shl^fc^
that accompanied his songoWy^
,
At show caught, Ray, at thi „!

afid away from it, excit^w
J}e<ifir«hammered his warblingSthrough such of his disk
“W«Udn’. My Baby Bade &
“Little White aoudS rTS’
"Jjr. Sun,” “Broto Hearted^ti’a
Cry** in his excitement-aron.?,!!?

distinctive style. Each SI"®*
registered socko and had mSftthe audience in a frenzy. Wh^naway from the piano, hT had iSown accompanist.

^

It’s a fast-moving, lively staepshow from start to finish. Raybeen surrouncLed by four pleLS
acts, each top-drawer of itsHPlayed in front of a local pickun-band fronted by Ray’s own cm
ductor, Joe Reisman, and emwSby flip and amusing Gary Morton

^J^shness provides anadded fillip, the layout never snut,
ters or . drags.

^ *

On his own, Morton has a whirl
at laugh-loaded impressions, gaSand yams, .and emerges clicko
Youthful steppers Bud & Ce^
Robinson, local faves as the rS
of numerous previous visits, again
hit the applause jackpot. Har-
monizing of the Four Lads, Okeh
recording group, is endowed with
added ear appeal by distinctive ar-
rangements and pieces of business
and the boys land solidly. The
tumbling of Wells and the 4 Fay
girls gets the show off to a dashing
start.

'

Rees.

Cliicago, Chi
Chicago, July 4.

Billy Eckstine, Paul Gilbert,
Stan Kramer Co. (3), 4 Evans,
Louis Basil Orch; "Winning Team’*

This one-weeker has a potent as-
set in Billy Eckstine, always a
strong boxofficc lute here. Re,st
of ' the bill has been aimed at the
family audience and should please
all factions. Long holiday week-
end' should make this one of the
better grossers of the past few
months.

Eckstine in his yearly visit

seems even more relaxed than
usual and gets off well with his

standard starter, “Everything 1

Have Is Yours,” and punches over
the offbeat tune, “Song of Songs.”
Stylist rings the bell with “I

Apologize” and follows even more
strongly with his latest, “Hold Me
Close.” For a current offering
he does “Kiss of Fire,” but as

always, his sinking of “Caravan”
with expert voice control is the

wrapper-upper.
Paul Gilbert, with the exception

of his opening back flip, seems to

have abandoned his physical type

of humor and switch by the young
comedian registers better. He an-

chors some traffic jokes pegged
around the local situation and gets

some yocks with a crying and
laughing jag tied .in with some
marital quips. There are some
video jokes which lead Into his

clincher of a doctor operating on

television, realljfccornball stuff that

hits. .

Stan Kramer, with the aid of his

parents, displays sonie unusual

puppets in a magician who can

actually do some tricks and a

drunk who keeps tumbling all oyer

the platform. His strob Bill Robin-

son in his famous stair dance is a

remarkable replica and his Betty

Hutton doll is also a strong piece

of business. All three handlers

work the final cakewalk strob num-

ber for a hefty hand. ,

The Four Evans is a standard

act which is always well received

in this family house. Brother and

sister start -qff wtih some jive and

then bring ob mom and dad lor

some nostalgic softshoe. Younger

femme does some neat acrodanc-

ing as a break and then males

team up for .some bright buck and

wing. All four get together tor

some tandem taps before shui-

fling off tQ brisk applause. Loms

Basil keeps things together tightly

through the hour. zaoc.

Apollo, IV. Y.
Duke Ellington Orch (15)

Betty Roche, dimmy Grissom; m
Sc Tapp, Pigmeat Sc Co. (3), Esteue

Sc Alphonso, Jackie Mabley, T

Nevadan" (Col).

With Duke Ellington heading

up the bill at the Apollo tins

sesh, house has a slick

mat that’s excellently pegged

the holiday trade.
a

this Harlem flagship, about once^ a

year and in. each trip

class showmanship and expen

sicianship for cjicko
ti,e

though the orch dominate

proceedings, the supporting a

get plenty of opportunity to 5“

(Continued on page
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Hcvr V*rk City '

Music Hall
,
(I) 1®

4 Step Bros
Tom &
Norman
Corps de Ballet

Rockettcs

|S.rt"ih.cIcJet.»

“"Si-cWi'i
Lane & Claire

Phil Bennett
Herman Hyde
pe lifl Rosa S
Fontaines •

Maurice CoUeano
Impresslonalres
jhre Walker
* (Paramount (I*) 9
Neal Hefti Ore
prances Wayne
Jan Murray
Modernalre*
H & E Raye*

Roxy (I) II

Rochester Co
H Barnes
Joy Conley

.Roxyettes • • •

Richard Hayea
Arnold Shoda
Karen
Billie Engliah
Skatinir Blader
Spltalny Singers

CHICAGO
Chlease '(P) 11

Jackie Gleason
Pert Kelton
Art Carney
Be Marco Sla
Joe Bashkin 4
Elaine Dunn
WAtHINCrON
Capitol <L) IS

Jack £ Leonard
Beverly Hudson
De Kattiaxzis
Ivanovs

Howard (I) II
Dinah Washington
Ravens
Foxx A White
Harold Xiux
Wallace A Gale
'Anderson Oro

AVSTJLAJU

melpourni
Tivoli (T) r

Tommy Trinder
4 Botonds
Halama A Konarsid
Prof Olgo
Carl Ames
Royston MacGregor
Harry Moreny
Lloyd Martin
Tony Lamond
Peter
4 Singing Glrlg
4 Show Girls
4 Dancing Boy*
3 Utility

12 Adorables

1YDI41Y
Royal (T) 7

Jimmy Hanley
Babs .Macklnnon
Rpsentary Miller
Peter French
Jtine- Lansell
Valerie Keaat

TIvoll (T) 7
Paulk • HUntoii
Walter Gore
Henry Danton

.

Strclaa HeckelnuuA
Lynne Golding
Leon Kellaway
9 S’ololats
Corps de Ballet

BBITAIH

PLACKPOOL
I
Kenne Lucas

Optra Hovss <1> .7 Barry O'Brien
Lester Fergusojs
Terry-Thomas
Semprlni
Dandy Bros
Harry Bailey
Pamela Kay
Corps de Ballet .

Regency 8
Albert Marland'
Magyar Dancers
30 TlUer Girls
Roof Top Lovelies

falacs <l) 7
Fred Ferrari
Ken Morris
Len Martin
Gordon A Colville
Joar Savage
Cassandras
George Bates
De Vere Dancers
Tower Circus (1) 7
C Calroll A Paul
Knie’s Lions A
Tigers

Rose Gold ' 3
Chezzl Bros
IDiie’s Horses A
Zebras

Regge Sis
Tosca do Lao
Knie’s Lipplzanas
Jaclcle Lupescu
Ollveras
Knle's Animal
Carousel

Duncan's Collies
Crocker's Bears
Knie's Baby Ele-
phants

Little Jimmy
Jimmy Scott
Annette’s Circusette I Val Cave

Winter Cardens Joan Price

Frasers Harmonica
Co

Freddie Sales
Sallci Puppets
Faye A Tamara
BUly McCormack
Kathleen Gray
Doreen Hinton
12 Beau Belles

..
BIRMIN(»HAM

Hippodrome (M) 7
Hamilton 2
Pat Kirlwood
Bya May Wong
Claude Chandler
George Doonan
Vic Wise
Carsony Bros
Dr Crock Co

BOSCOMBK
•jliPPodrome (i) 7
Whittaker A Law
..BRADFORD
Alhambra (M) 7

5 Smith Bros
Clayton A Ward

^ Harrison
Dick Calkin
Benson Dulay Co
Joe Church
Estrelle Sis

brichtom

Lee- Morgan
Geoffrey de Vert
Symmetricals

CHISWICK
KmiHra <•) 7

Christine Nordctt
Bamberger A Pant
Jo Jac A Jenl
Boyer A Ravel
Levauda A Van
De Vere Girls
George Elrick

DKRBY
Hlunodreme <S)

‘

VaUto A Aldlno
Hercules
Jon Gresham
Roboto
Idris \

Reggie Dennis
Dam Bros
Rondart
Sensational Jeretz

EAST HAM
Cranada (I) 7

Donald Stuart
Joan Benstead
2 Harvards
Voltaires
Linda A Lana
Ragoldie Bros
M^reiaolitan (l> 7
David A Lee
Leslie Adams
Leroys
Street Singers
D« X.elo Ballet

Palace (I) 7
Harry Rowsoa
Ian Hynes
Les Zentays
Jimmy Kidd A June

Malcolm Mitchell 3
Karen Greer
Allen A Lee
KIzma A Karen
Barnes A Jean

Palace (M> 7
Jack Benny
Teddy Johnson
McAndrews A Mills
•Reggie RedcUffe
Clifford Guest
Vhginians
Chris Charlton
2 Harvards

NEWCASTLE
Kmptre (M) 7 ’

Mills A Belita
Drrothy Squires
Helga Barry
Michael' Bentine
Olga Varona
Scott Sanders
Evle A Joe Slack
Billy Thorburu
NORTHHAMPTON

New (I) 7
Jimmy Gay
Barbara Ford
Jean Dene

.

Derek Dehe
Anita A Charles
Les . Midinettes-
Terry Stunt
Michael Ormond
Trols Muaicales

NORWICH
Ht|»i»odreme (I) 7
Harry Shlels
Prince Nareda Co
Van Luin
Vera Demonte
WUUam Greer
Rex Deerlng

NOTTINGHAM
EmjHre <M) 7

Davy Kaye
3 Ken DorvlUes
Hazel Wilson
Baldwin A Castle
Caruna A Dodo
Noreen Barker
Res' Darnly
Kaye Liovclics

PORTSMOUTH
Reval m) 7

Reg valney
Ballet Montmartre
Earl A- Oscar
Peter .

Dulay
£1 Pranadaa.A F
Agnette A Silvio

SCUNTHORPE
Savoy (I) 7

Alyce Dey
Jackie Todd
Haynes A Gardener
MeltonesBAB Adams

Valentine’s Girls
EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 7

MacDonald A
Graham

Monte Ray
Dolaire
Cycio Bros
Forsythe A Seamon
Tony Walsh
Mooney A King
Joyce Golding
Ladd Lyon
Tommy Jover Co

GRIMSBY
Palace (I) 7

Joe Black
Peter Dare
Miriam PearseMAS Davies
Billy Bartholomew
Neville Williams
Embassy Lovelies

HACKNEY
Empire (S)^7

Kitty- Masters'
Billy Nelson
Chuck O’Neil
Jimmy Robbins
3 Imps
Roy JefTerics
Billy Morris
Peter Foy

HIppedrome (M) 7 Babs Warren
Laurel A Hardy De Vere Girls
Les Valettos

^ '

Lorraine
Kenways

t?®.? .T'lrber
Voltaire
Jimmy Elliott
Reid A Dorothy

...
BRISTOL

_ ^Empire (I) 7
Hetty King
Turner Layton.
Georgle Wood

Whelan
Henderson

Marie Lloyd Jr
Keefe Bros A
Annette

Hippodrome (S)Gwen Llddle
Anton Karas
D«Uy Russell
Kcppel A Betty
^slie Randall
WbCTco Bros
Bobby Dennis

Bessie
Skating Sayers

BRIXTON
.Emprosi ( 1 )

LEEDS
Empire (M) 7

Gypsy Rose Lee
Renee Dymott
Bill Wadhigton
Fred LoveUe
3 Franks
Angelos
Mundy A Earle
A A BTeiack
Marks A Iris

LEICESTER
Palace (S) 7

Georgle WUliams
Bob Gray
Mavis A Robey
Day A Toni
Jacoby
Rita Kotchlnsky
Barry Brian
Helen Gay
Gordon Girls

LONPQH
Palladium (M) 7

Hayes A Healy
Roily Rolls
Tommy Cooper
Hassan Ben All Co
Ganjou Bros A

Audrey Mann
Dave Starr
Vocalalres
Funfair Adorables

SHEFFIELD
Empire (M) 7

Josef Locke
Trols Poupee
Nixon A Dixon
Les Marachisio
Morecambe A Wise
Krista A Krlstel
Tattersall A Jerry
Paula Coutts
SHEPHERDS BUSH

Empire (S) 7
Tessie O'Shea
Morris A Cowley
Alleh A Barbara
French A Joy
Harry Benct
Bebe A Belle
SUNDERLAND

' Empire (M) 7
Adelaide Hall
Leslie Sarony
St niieili
Gordon A Nancy
Hengler Bros
Ken Wilson
Richard Sl»
Zio Angehr

SWANSEA
Empire (M) 7

Eddie Lee-
Harris A Stan
Joe E Hopklnson
Billy Barr
Patricia Lee
Bernard Landy
Pat O’Brien
Linda A Lana
'Godfrey A Kerby
Karr A Partner
Len Young
Vogelbeitt’s Bears

YORK
Empire <l) 7

Ossla Morris
Rita Page
Harmonica Hot
Shots

Maurice Kcary
Vic Silver
Rhodacl^DIane
Don Stevens
Dancing Kingettes
Burgess Bros
WOOD GREEN
Empire (S) 7

Johnnie- Lockwood
Susan Scott
Maureen Comfort
Terry Brent
Anton Petrof
Blakeman 3
A1 GUlyon
Crotchet

i Stevano

Norma Parker
Kings A Their
Ladles
Casablanca Hotel

Sammy Walsh
Monica Boyar
Milt Roberts Oro

Clever Club
Phil Spitalny Ore
Evelyn
Maxine
Carlyle Havana Rev
Tony Lopez Ore

Delmontce
Jack Almeda
Crayton A Lopez
Carlos A Mellsa Ore

Ei Mamba
George Mann
Latln-American Rev

Five O'clock
Martha Raye
Jackie Kannon
Ben "Fost 6
Len Dawson Ore

Frolic Club
Kathle McCoy •
Don Charles Ore

Lombardy
Don Baker Ore
Henry Taylor
Julio A Mae
, Martinique Hate?
Manolo A Ethel
Danny Yates Ore
Del Breece
Rose A Paul

Vincents
Monte Cairle

Day A Alva
Arne Barnett 3

Mother Kelly's
Joe Di Lalla
Terry Swope
Doles Dickens
The Whispers .

Nautilus Hotel
Jack Wakefield
Leon Kramer
The Bradys- (2)
Freddy Calo Ore

Paddock Club
Iris Adrian
Flash Lane
Rozanne
Connie Del Monte
Ernie- Bell Ore
San Marine Hetal
Mac Pepper
The Jesters
Jackie A Michael
Jeanne Christian
Ramona
Steda
Red Thornton

Schaw Puppets
Freddla Daw Ora

GaUty Club
Tommy Raft
Olga Barrett
Lori Iris
Georgia Peech
Che-Che
Lynn (^lai'tott
Gaiety
Green *Halr Girl
Lana
Rose Ann
Florence Jennings
Bob Morris Oro

Jawal Box
Francis RusseU
Bobby La Marr
Danny A Doc Rev
Don Charles Oro

Johnlna Hotel
Phil Brito
Yvonne DeLaua
Tony Matas
Randum
Loon A Eddie's

Babe Baker Revue
Murray Swanson
Eddie Guartln
Jackie Gordon
Jackie King
Chuckle Fontaine
Larry Seldin Ders
Sans Souct . Hotel
The Riveros (5)
Howard Brook*
Eddie Snyder
Sacasas Ore
Ann Herman Dcr*

Saxony Hetgi
Heiiri Rose
Val Olman Oro
Tano A Dee
Jules DeSalvo Oro

Shore Club
Haven A Held
Rosalia A Carla*
Michael Selker Ore

Shoremed*
Preacher Rollo 5

Tony Patter'*
Jackie. Small
Chi-Chi Lavem*
Kitty O’Kelly
Jamie Lynn
Pat PascaU
Kenny Lynn
Vedebends Club

Vagabonds (41
Marla NegUa
Sunnysiders
Geo Horton
Frank Linale Ore
Bobby- True Trio

Reappraise Telethons
Continued from page i

CHICAGQ

SEW ZEAIJLiro

CHRISTCHURCH
^ Royal (T) 7

Armand Perron
3 Fayes
Pat Gregory
Gerd BJornstad
Chribi
Marika Saary

Phillip Tappin
Wlm De Jong
Jacques Cartaux
Jjmmy Elder
Joe Whitchouse
Cmy Trenholm
Terry Scanlon
Biox A Myma

BIsekhawk
Kay Coulter
Kenny Bowers
Grant Eastham
Pat Carroll
Dave LeGranC
Barbara. Cook
Mariann. D’Or
Carl Sands Ore

Chez Paree'
Jimmy Durante
Hollywood Cover

Girls (5)

i Candy Candida
Eddie Jackson
Jack Roth
Jules Buflano

I

Elaine Carver
Johimy Martin
Chez Adorables (8)
B- Farnon Ore (8)

Conrad Hilton Hot'l
Adele Inge
Eric Waite

Berle marathoned for the past few
years, collected half the amount
that was reported.
The major problem in. getting a

true picture of the donations is the
elimination of phony pledges.

There are those who call in

amounts which they never intend
making good. There are alsct

practical jokers” who pledge
large amounts in the names of

celebrities. There are also those
who Refuse to make good because
their names weren’t mentioned dur-
ing the show.
One major example of the prac-

tical joker was seen In the case of

a caller who said he was Thomas
J. Watson, International Business
Machines topper, and who said he
was subscribing $150,000. Watson
later said that he knows of ‘no one
who in these days of high taxes
who can afford to shell out sums
of that kind.
The last Berle show, on which

$570,000 was pledged as against

$1,127,000 the year previous, cut
down . the pledged figure because
the. Berle telephone force double-
checked all phone and wire
pledges of more than $50. The
operators made almost as many
calls as were received. As a re-

sult, a major part of the phony
pledges were eliminated at the
source

Surefire collections are those
made by and for children,

.
If

“Uncle Milty” waves to Junior for
$1 that sum is sure to come in.

The very larg^ sums, some of
which are arranged in advance,
are also certain to be collected.

« I w*.
There have been some exceptions

YVoim* to the low average t elethon takes,
Philip particularly on the Coast. It’s

'ToUa claimed that the Cerebral Palsy
George Zak vid-pitch on KECA-TV, Hollywood,

Edgewator Booch pledged. Bob Hope emceed. The
Fund sollclt^ldna over KGO-

Charter Shaver* TV, San Francisco, announced
Beachcomber* O)

Diana Grafton
Charle* A Lucill*
Cavanaugh

Denni* A Darien*

Lewi*- and .Van
palmer Heua*

'FeUx Knight
Mata. A Uari
Rvidy Cardena*
Helen Wood

I Eddie O’Neal Oro

light to one more—and the last

—

telethon ifor 1952, a 14Vft hour
affair to be pooled by KTLA»
KLAC-TV, KNHB and KTTV,
Sept. 27-28, seeking $750,000 for

the City of Hope, IDesin Mirtin,

and Jerry Lewis are sought as

emcees of the event.

Samuel H. Faverman, national

assistant exec director, is working
on arrapgements with Don Fedder-»

son of KLAC-TV; Klaus Lands-
berg KTLA; Don Norman, KNHB,
and Dick Mobre, KTTV.

Seattle's Racing Fund Drive

Seattle, July 8.

Television and radio marathon
show on KING-TV and AM here
last week raised $30,269 toward a
fund goal of $50,000 to underwrite
racing of Slo-mo-shun IV and Slo-

mo-shun V in the Gold Cup Races
here Aug. 9.

Simulcast show, emceed by Bill

O’Mara, KING sports editor, fea-

tured local radio and tjeleyision

stars and performers. Basis of

drive is value of publicity and pro-

motion garnered by Seattle in hav-
ing record breaking, speed boats
here and In holding national Gold
Cup races which draw tens of

thousands of spectators to race
course on Lake Washington.

Hoist Raviows

EOS AKGEEES

Cabaret Bills

MEW TOBK CITT

^ Yielding Juanita
1 Newingtoa Jimmy Whitelcr
^

Musical Derrick* Elizabeth A CoUhl*
Roaina*

Jenk/V Palladium Girl*
Skj'rocket* Ore
MANCHESTER

Dartl^t jL 4^ ^ MH»p*Rr*fn* (S) 7
Jone*

* Ros» Jack Radcliffe-ones A Fos* ^Eddi* Calvert

BIrdlanil
Dinah Washington
George Shearing O

Blu* Ani«l
Earth* Kitt
Josh White
Portia Nelson
Orson Bean

Bon Soir
Mae Barnes
Hamish Menzel*
Kirkwood A
Goodman

Jimmy Daniel*
3 Flames
Norene Tate
Garland Wilson

Copacaban*
Joel Gray
Nancy Donovan
Galll Gain
Clark Bros
Peter Hanley
Betty Johnson
Madills
M Durso Ore
E Marti Oro

II ChicR
Rosita Bios
Ruth Vera
Ramonita y Leon
Los Key
Enrique Vlzcano O
Eduardo Roy

Embers
Errollr Garner

French Casino
Ginctte Wander
Harry Seguela
Jane- Laste
Laura Tunlal
Dominique
Dassic Bros
Buddy Clayton
Gordon Hamilton
Vincent Travers

Havana-MadriU
Ren* Touzet
Luplno A Urbino
Jose Curbclo Oro
Hotel Amhassader
Jules Lande Ore

Hotol Aster
Carmen Cavallaro

Hotel Biltmor*
Michael Kent Oro

Hotel Edison
Henry Jeromo Ore
Hotel Hew Yorker
Bernle Cummin* O
Roymayne A Brent
Ellmar
Jack RaiSloer
Joan Walden
Adrian RoUlnJ Trie-

Hotel Roosevelt
Lenny Herman Ore

Hotel tt. Reffi
Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Ore

Vlllae* Bern
Peggy Norman
Teddi King

Ambastader Hotel
Freddy Martin Ore
Stuart Wade
Murray Arnold
The Martin Men
Rita A Alan Farrell

Bar of Music
Doodles A Spider
Beverly Laine
Felix Decola
Benno Rubinyi
Eddie Bradford Ore
B Cray's Bandbox

Billy Gray
Patti Moor*
Ben Lessy
Pepper Sla (3)

Bob Durwood
Bill Howo

Bourbon A Bain#
Zeb Carver Oro
Pete Rublno
Villas* Vanguard

Robert Clary
Anita Ellis
Harry Bclafonfe
Clarence William* !»

Waldorf-Astoria

TS*Rey?s ®‘'***“‘ I Frank'shStra
EmU Coleman Ore
Mlscha Borr Ore"

Hotol Staffer ^
Elliott Lawrence O

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Oro

vatin Quarter

Biltmor* Hofei
Irene Ryan
Tippy A Coblna
Los Gatos (3)
Hal Derwin Oro

Cafe Cala
George Givot
Jean Arnold v
Vivian Lloyd
Don Sheffey

Clro'i
Reggy Lee
Step Bros.
Dick SUblle Oro
Bobby Ramos Oro

vMocambo
Mary^Kaye Trio
Eddie Oliver

LiS VEOAS, METABA
Desert Inn

Darvas A Julia
Royal Ashtons
Danielle Lamag
Steeplechase
Willie Shore
Marilyn Ross
Collette Flcuriot
Marilyn Hightower
Andre Philippe
Art Waner Ore

La VI* En Rose
Mel Torme
Joyce Bryant
Van Smith Trio

Riviera
Zero Mostel
Georgia Gibbs
WUl Mastin 3
Amin Bros
W Nye Ore
Campo Ore
Leon A Eddie'*

Eddie Davis
Sherry Britton
Elaine Sutherland
Rena Foley
Bobby Byron
Oliver Ders
No. 1 Fifth Av*
Bob Downey
Harold Fonvllle
Hazel Webster

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Jackie PhlUip*
Larry Marvin
Joe LaPorte Ore
D'AquUa Ore

Park Sheraton
Irving Field* -

Two Guitar*
Arena Rane
Elena A Anatole
EU Splvak
Mlscha UsdanoA
Michel Mlchon
Kostya PoUansliqr

Versailles
Stuart Harri*
Emil* Petti Or*
Panchlto Ore

Wlvel
Sal Noble
Bob Lee

Louise Hoff
Sandra A Alda
Bill Johnson
Arden-Fletcher
Dancers

Carlton Hayes Ore

EI Cortez
Donald Novis
Martha Davis
Instrumentalists
Alice Hall Quartet

Flamltifo

Olsen A Johnson
Revue

MorO'Landis
Flamingo Starlets

Matty Malneck Ore

Last Frontier
Lorraine Cugat Ore
BeU Sisters
McCarthy A Farell
Van Alexander
J. Devlyn Girl

I Revue
Leonards

El Rancho Vegas
Beatrice Kay
Joey Bishop
Sylvian Green
Bill Skipper
Joy Walker
El Rancho Girls
Ted Flo Rito Ore

Silver Slipper
Woo Woo Stevens
Kalantan
Hank Henry
Roberto
Isabelle Dawn
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Dolly Lee Line
George Redman
Pud BrowOi .

Dixielanders

Thun'derb^d .

Les Baxter A Chorus
Bonnie A Brooks
Notables
Jaywalkers
Johnny O’Brien
KathrSm Duffy
Dansations

A1 Jahns Ore

Rank-Decca
Continued from page 5

JOAMI-MIAIII BEACH
Bar of Musl«

Bill Jordan
David XUlott
Lee Sherwln
Lon Voj^e

Van Kirk
Beachcomber

Freddie Bernard
Steve Gainer
The Sotaeys (25

amendment to the prospectus a

day or two before the 20 days that

the prospectus must be on file

with the SEC expires. Latter date

is July 22.

That means that the price will

be about 10% lower than the mar-

ket as of approximately July 21.

If Decca’s current 8% price holds

firm, Decca stockholders will be

able to pick up their additional

shares at about $8 each.

Stockholders will have 15 or 16

days from the date of mailing

notices to make up their mind on
whether they want to buy. It is

expected that the options will ex-

pire about Aug. 8. Whatever is not

purchased by present stockholders

will be*'picked up by two Wall St,

underwriting firms In an arrange-

ment with Decca. They are Hey-
nolds & Co. and Laurence M.
Marks & Co.

$450,(K)0 and returns up to now are
$300,000 Jack Webb conferen-
ciered this longrunner.

Expenalve for Webs
The telethons are a terrific ex-

pense to the networks^ Time and
personnel costs, administration
and telephone bills are staggering.
The performer also would like to
get rid of this type of contribu-
tion. For example, a performer
who gets $1,000 for guest shots,
would gladly contribute $500 not
to appear, but because of tax
ruling he cannot do so. A shot on
a telethon frecji^ently spoils his
chances of appearing on a paying
shorn Acts are frequently in the
middle in situations of this kind.

However, the various charities,
while not completely happy with
the telethon situation, feel that
whatever monies come in as a re-

sult of coaxing by top names in
show business, piay not have come
in otherwise. Besides the lengthy
plugging on the air has an edu-
cational effect on the greater part
of the public, which to the cause’s
benefit. Yet, there is no real edu-
cation on the nature of cancer,
etc., on the telethons.
The charities are hampered by

the fact many who might contrib-

ute feel that the various funds are
in good shape because of the large
sum that's announced. Some switch
their coin to another endeavor.
One school of thought holds that

because of the comparatively low
slim collected, it would be better

if heads of the drives would run
a couple of shows in large areas
in two or three cities and come
up with as much money and con-

siderably less overhead. There’s
another school that feels that the
telethon only exhibits its possibili-

ties under the present TV system.
With pay-as-you-view TV, the
charity could get the charges that

would be collected through the
telephone company for listening or

the quarter that’s inserted in the
meter. Pay-as-you-go tele might
also increase the number of collec-

tions.

At any rate, the telethon system
is in line for a reappraisal. The
increasing number of applications

for marathon performances will

inevitably invite diminishing re-

turn both from the public and
from performers, as well as the
networks and individual stations

whose contribution is costly. Many
feel that the peak of telethon has
already passed and charities had
better look for other types of

coin-raiser.

Gontlnued from par* fil

Aj^llo^ Na Ya
their wares for a well-rounded

vaude display.
' Ellington win* the house from

the opening* number, a driving in-

strumental tagged “The Hawk
Talks,’* and holds solidly through-,
out the- 70-mlnute layout; As usual,

Ellington gives his- sidemen ample
solo showcasing and each belts out
his assignment for top reaction.

Best are a hard-hitting drum solo

by Louie Bellson titled “Skin
Deep” and Ray Nance’s excellent
fiddling on “Baklff,” an exotic
Spanish-flavored number. On
“VIP’s Boogie” and “Jam Sam,”
saxman Harry Carney, clarinetist

Jimmy Hamilton and trumpeter
Cat Anderson get some top solo
licks across. Only flaw in the in-

strumental offerings is the mini-
mum of keyboarding supplied by
the maestro.

Band’s recently acquired male
vocalist, Jimmy Grissom, acquits
himself adequately on a moody
ballad, “Come On Home.” Thrush
Betty Roche offers a bluesy “Please
Send That Lady’s Husband Back
To Me” and a scat item for a big
mitt. •

Tapsters Roll Sc Trapp score
easily in the teeoff slot. Duo work
with precision and speed, getting
top response for their “Bebop in

Taps” and applejack routines. Pig-
meat follows with his guy and gal
aides in a lengthy sketch sparsely
filled yith yocks. Latino-styled
acroterp team, Estelle & Alphon-
se, are reviewed in New Acts.

Comedienne Jackie Mabley nabs
okay yocks in a monolog stint. She
appeals to the clientele in a pseu-
do-campaign speech that centres
on most • of the Harlem foibles.

Class delivery helps the average
material.

Ellington emcees the show with
finesse and the orch supplies a top
backing job. Gros.

B«st TY Year
Continued from pace 1

Coast Telethon in Sept.
Hollywood, July 8-

,

„ _

Theatre Authority gave green- on whether they’re sold.

ing the last few weeks for its Class

A periods, now has available only

the Tuesday 8 to 9 p.m. period, op-

posite Milton Berle on NBC, and

two-and-a-half hours on Saturday
night, from 8 to 10:30. Difficulty

confronting CBS in selling its Open
time is slightly more pressing than
that facing NBC, since CBS hasn’t'

yet finalized its program plans for

the open time on its fall schedule.

Web now has a feature film se-

ries in on Tuesday nights, which it

co-ops to its affiliates- What type of

programming it plans to insert In

the period this fall is being kept
under tight wraps. As for Saturday
nights, the web is tentatively set to

go with Ken Murray from 8 to 9,

Jackie Gleason 9 to 10, and a new
Cass Dal^ show 10 to 10:30. These
programs are now being pitched at

prospective sponsors and agencies,

so that the final determination of

the program schedule will depend
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Leaves Deficit as of May 31 of 57G

No Profit for 60G

‘Everyman’ Angels
“Everyman,” 16th century drama

The American National Theatre--

ti2̂ “o 9̂ '^rTe*iiVonth^ Bob SHerwood Homing

Vt' bSS “he“deS , li For Coast Script Shnt

$57 432 as of May 31* According After an extended vacation at

to a statement distributed to the his summer home in England,

hnard of directors, the organization Robert Ev Sherwood is due Sunday

had cash balances of $18,200 in (13) on the Queen Elizabeth to fill

General accounts and. $1,853 in the a screenwriting assignment in

campaign fund at that time. Hollywood.

Among the total assets of $745,- He’ll return east early In Sep-

f?69 are listed $11,665 In accounts tember for
.
preliminary prepara-

receivable $77,632 in loans recelv- tions for the Playwrights Co. pro-

ible $627,500 as the value (both duction of his new play, “The Bet-

land and building) of the ANTA ter Angels,” which will go into re-

Plavhouse N. Y., $18,166 in thea- hearsal in December under direc-

fre eauiprnent, $4,358 for furniture tion of Joshua Logan. After a

and fixtures (less $18,208 reserve short tryout tour, the show will

for depreciation on building), $3,- open on Broadway in February.

464 in prepaid insurance and $1,041

cash on hand for restricted gifts.

Liabilities include $32,566 in ac-r

counts payable, $14,308 in escrow

for taxes for the 1951-52 ANTA
Play Series, $10,567 interest pay-

able on secpnd mortgage, $15,000

note payable' to Irving Trust Co.,

$26,672 loan payable to Chemical

Bank & Trust, $9,000 payable onl
^

$62,500 loan to unspecified creditor, announced for revival on Broadway
$7,750 loan payable to Roger L. this fall for the benefit of the
Stevens, $1,000 loan payable to G. American Heart Assn., is budgeted
Lawton Campbell, $4,950 loan to $60,000. Since the potential

H. E. Dowlii^g Corp. and $16,500 profits go to the charity, backers
loan payable to City Investing -yvm ^ot receive any profit, but will

Co. be repaid at 6% interest from the
Other liabilities include $286,(WO profits. The producer is listed as

balance on first mortgage due April Everyman Associates.

1, 1956, plus $375,000 second mort- According to a budget break-
gage duo next March 31, and $1.9/^ down submitted to prospective in
unappropriated balance of restric- vestors, the preliminary expenses
ted gifts, as well as the $57,432 will be $39,000, including $17,000
operating deficit. for production, $14,250 for rehear-

$246 Campaign Net sals and $7,750 for miscellaneous.
A breakdown of the operating Bonds and deposits will require an

budget for the 11-month period estimated $9,500 more, leaving a
reveals that’ the campaign fund in- eash reserve of $11,500. Weekly
volved $246 net income - ($128,277 operating expenses

.

are - estimated
gross income and $128,031 .ex- $12,110, including $425 for “con-
penses); general activities involved tingencies.”
$56,187 net loss ($30,231' gross in- . william Miles is listed as man
come and $86,418 expenses), and aging director of the project, with
the ANTA Playhouse involved $73,- paul Vroom as general manager,
668 net loss ($4,070 net income Arthur Cantor as pressagent and
and $77,738 expenses).

. Vincent Bowditch production stage
A supplementary report on.mem- manager. Carmen Mathews is

bership reveals that, as of May 19, slated for the leading role in the
ANTA had 71 life members (indi- piay, which will be staged by Her-
vidual), two life members (group), bert V. Gellendre, with . chorco-
six sustaining members (indivi- graphy by Doris Humphrey, music
duals), 46 contributing individuals, by Norman Lloyd, scenery and
I,300 individuals, one participating, lighting by Donald Oenslager, and
13 library, 119 member groups and costumes conceived by Motley and
two sustaining groups for a total executed by Edith Lutyens,
of 1,560. It was noted that those

dropped due to resignation, death

or unpaid dues included one sus

taining group, 17 member groups
and 44 individual members.
Of the 1,560 total membership

the fund campaign office was cred-

Show Train Topper
St. Louis, July 8.

The fame of the Municipal The-
atre Assn’s alfresco entertainment
in the Forrest Park playhouse here
has reached Cullompton, in Devon,
England, and a group of residents
of that town plan to visit the local
enterprise next season.

In a letter to Paul Beisman,
Muny manager, William H. Snow-
don has asked for a repertory of
the 1953 season, explaining that he
and a group will visit the U. S.
next summer, and St. Louis is on
the itinerary.

Build Biz in 17 Cities in ’52-’S3

ited with accounting for 32
members (individual), two life

members (group), one participat

ing member, three member groups,
24 contributing individuals 'and

658 individual members,, for a total

of $38,473 in dues payments.

MATHEWS WITH RAINS

AS ‘JEZEBEL’S’ LEADS
Carmen Mathews will play the

life 1.
title part, opposite Claude Rains,

in “Jezebel’s Husband,” Robert

Nathan 'play to be produced by
Roger L. Stevens, William- Fields

and Hume Cronyn. Claudia Mor-
gan will be featured as Judith,

other woman” in the yam, and
others in the cast will include

Nicholas Joy, Ruth McDevitt and
O.ssie Davis. ,

With TV producer Sherman
Marks directing, the show goes

into rehearsal next ’ Monday (14)

1* 1 I* I

slated to play tryout en-

Radio, Disk Promobon f—ts sm 4 at the

RCA, Sold on ‘Wish’

Revisions, Will Push

RCA Victor, which is a $20,000
Investor in “Wish You Were
Here,” the Arthur Kober-Joshua
Logan musicalization of the for
mer’s “Having Wonderful Time,” is

sufficiently impressed with the

Pocono Playhouse, Mountainhome,
Pa.; Aug. 11, Westport (Conn.)

Country Playhouse; Aug. 18,

Framingham’, Mass., and Aug. 25,

Theatre - by - the - Sea, Matunuck,
R. I. A Broadway run is planned
for the fall. Alan Anderson will

scripting changes made' by the au- be stage manager of the produc-
thors, since the Broadway pre- tion.
miere, to go along with a voluntary
exploitation plan. This will take fnp
the shape of judicious plugs for the WCW IZu 0.3(6 UlYVyj
Harold J. Home score. RCA Victor ^ Ar aaa

Total Now $1,UjU,UUU(with the onginal cast) in Order to
.. J ^

,

achieve as many concurrent radio Another dividend, this time

and TV plugs. Metropolitan New amounting^to $12,OW, was recently

York shows, originating via NBC, paid by Kiss Me, Kate, bringing

may also slip in a few choice plugs the toUl distributed profit on the

for the legit musical, currently at Col« Porter-Sam and ®jllj

the Imperial. wack musical comedy to $1,050,000

It is an open secret that the next as of last May 5.

two or three weeks will -tell the Ayers-Saint Subher production,

story whether “Wish"' may succeed **
m overcoming the generally ad- costing $174,000, opened Dec. 30.

verse notices The N Y Daily 1948, and had a 1 ,
077-perfonnancc

News’ John Chapman wVs the lone run through July 28, 1951

enthusiast, and he followed it up According to the latest account
ever the weekend with, another ant’s statement, the show had ad-
Pleg. ditional income of $4,223, less $1.-

..Nober and Logan have rewritten 539 expenses (including the man-
ine romance phase of the musical agement’s $442 share of the

strengthen the “heart” • aspects, operating loss on the London pro-
«onie may have to rewrite some of duction from Dec. 29, 1951,
tne lyrics to fit the new action, through Feb. 23 of this year). That
^nd may possibly also add one new brought the undistributed profit to

. $5,073 as of last May 31.

Ballet Takes Over Barns;

Slavensha Co. Toiir Off

To Boff Start at Olney
Olney, Md., July 2.

Mia Slavenska and Frederic
Franklin prove that fine ballet
artists can also be practical, shrewd
business entrepreneurs. Their
strawhat ballet package, at some-
what watered-down version of their
Ballet Variante touring company of
the past few seasons, should be »
welcome shot in the arm to the re-

vival-ridden barn circuit. ,A for-

mula which has become a standard
part of bigtime show biz proves to
be a happy innovation for its off-
spring of the barn trail.

Company of 11 dancers and two
pianists which teed off a seven-
week summer season at Olney The-
atre last week, is a compact, pol-
ished outfit of youngsters led hy a
quartet of ballet greats. Despite a
somewhat nervous start in a rather
routine, colorless interpretation of
musical excerpts from Cesar
Franck, outfit shows solid prepara-
tion. and assurance in its subse-
quent numbers. Routine is un-
usually ambitious and varied for
any company, ranging all the way
from the strictly classical to ex-
treme modern. To the credit of
Miss Slavenska and Franklin, the
two never get mixed.

Audience, largest for any Olney
opening thus far this season, came
alive aifter the initial “Symphonic
Variations” throwaway, to give
guest Alexandra Danilova an ova
tion. Famed ballerina makes her
entrance as the Sugar Plum Fairy
in the second number, “Nutcracker
Suite.” Welcome was a sentimenta
one, but the vet ballerina proved
there’s still plenty of grace and
power left in her famous legs. De
spite an obvious slowing down from
her prime, ballerina rates cheers

j

for her display of precision, flaw-]
less form and uncompromising dis-

cipline in motion. She stops the
show with her two appearances on
bill. Nicholas Orloff, other guest
star. Is also standout in “Nut-
cracker.”
By far the outstanding dancing

of bill is the “Don Quixote” pas de
deux of Miss Slavenska ^and Frank-
lin. This is tops in ballet form and
skill. It serves as a fine showcase
for the Yugoslavian ballerina, who
apparently is the power behind the
troupe, tripling as premiere dan-
seuse, costume designer and chore-
ographer. Slavenska is a vibrant
performer, whose dramatic fl:.ir

and footlight personality combines
with her skill. Franklin, who duets
with both ballerinas, is a competent
terper but takes a back seat to the
ladles.

Excursions into the modern starts

off with highly attractive series of
interpretations of traditional Negro
^[plrituals by a trio of able young-^

sters, Marvin Krauter, Naomi
Boneck and Sally Seven. - It pro-
vides a welcome, natural change of

pace from its classic- predecessors.
Final ballet, “Settler’s Sunday,”

an ambitious humorous production
number with, a story theme, doesn’t
quite come off.

Despite limitations of country
theatre, and spottiness of the rou-
tine, it all adds up to a good
evening of entertainment.
Tour Is also a tryout for what

producers Alfred Katz and Kurt
Neumann hope will become an en-
larged dance repertory company
for the winter season. Group is

booked for one-night stands at

Lewisohn Stadium, N. Y., and
Robin Hood Dell, Philly—a switch
from intimacy to mass entertain-
ment—^and then returns to straw-
hat at Westport. Rest of tour conr
sist of a week each at Dennis
Ogunquit, Jacob’s . Pillow and
Newport Casino. There’s an open
week at tail end of tour,, with a
possibility of a return to Olney.
Troupe is reportedly getting

$2,600 for its week at Olney, plus
a percentage. Biz, at $3.60 top,

was booming. Lowe,

Moss Harts to Explore

‘Lady’ for Miss Carlisle

Kitty Carlisle, who last week
concluded a brief tour in a special

strawhat production of “Lady in

the Dark,” planes to Europe today
(Wed.) with her playwright-hus-
band Moss Hart and producer
Joseph M. Hyman. While in Eng-
land, the actress-singer will dis-

cus* a proposed London produc-
tion of the Hart-Kurt Weill musical
drama, in which Gertrude Law-
rence -originally starred on Broad-
way in 1940-41.

Hart and Hyman are going to
London to try to. cast leading parts
in the former’s untitled new play,
adapted froih the Edgar Mittel-
holzer novel, “Shadows Move
Among Them,” which Hyman and
Bernard ' Hart, the playwright’s
brother, will co-produce.

OGvia No lady,’

Play Stdl Set
Olivia de Havilland, who starts

shooting July 21 in “My Cousin
Rachel” at 20th-Pox, has with

drawn as star of Thomas Ham-
mond’s proposed production of

“Fortrait of a Lady^” Actress, who
starred last season In Hammond’s
revival of “Candida,” probably
won’t return to legit this season.
Meanwhile, Hammond is going
ahead with preparations for the
show without her. “Rachel” isn’t

scheduled for completion uhtll No
vember.

Star’s decision to bow out of
the venture is understood to have
been an amicable agreement with
Hammond, who feels she shouldn’t
pass up a lucrative, dramatically
desirable film assignment for the
always-risky lead in a Broadway
play. However, Hammond has
acquired the film rights to “Por-
trait,” with 'idea of Miss de Havil-
land ultimately playing the lead in

the screen version.

With British stager Michael
Benthall mentioned as possible

stager, “Portrait” is still tentative-

ly slated to go into rehearsal
early in September. However, that

is dependent on Benthall’s avail-

ability, if he is finally signed for

the direction. In any case, Ham-
mond has revised his plan for an
extended tryout and now intends

to bring the William Archibald
dramatization of the Henry James
novel to Broadway early in No-
vember after about a four-week
tuneup tour. He has budgeted the

production at $60,000.

Joan McCracken, slated to ap
pear in the tryout of “The Fig
Leaf” at the Spa Summer Theatre,
Saratoga, N. Y., week of July 28,

has- bowed out, due • to a picture
commitment. Ernest Trucx and
Sylvia Field (Mrs. Truex) will be
starred in the show.

FT. WAYNE OPEREHA

HAS CURTAILED SKED
Ft. Wayne, July 8.

With the Ft, Wayne Light Opeba

Festival, Inc., opening its first pro-

duction of the season Friday-Sun.-

day (11-13), officials announced
that backers had decided to spon-

sor two additional productions this

season in the News-Sentinel Out-
door Theatre In Franke Park. In

addition to ‘‘Desert Song,” the .ini

tial production, the group will offer

“Roberta,” Aug. 1-3, and “The
Great Waltz,” Aug. 22-24.

In order to launch the Light
Opera Festival this year, after two
seasons in the red, director Albert

K. Germanson, Columbus, O., and
many of the staff pledged them
selves to take no compensation
until the end of the season. Thirty
underwriters contributed almost

$3,090 to get the season underway,
after last season's board of direc-

tors had decided this spring to

forego any offerings this y^r. The
new group of backers said that

due to the late start this season

just three -shows will be given.

If the productions this season
prove successful, a more extensive

season is planned for 1953, Ti'cke'

prices are the same' as last year
$2.40 for box seats, $1.65 for both
upper and lower terrace, and $1 for

general admission. The outdoor
theatre has 2,090 seats.

Minneapolis, July 8.

Sufficient success has at-

tended the (jouncil of Living
atre’s campaign to revitalize the

road” tq make practicaliy certain

that it will be healthier and more
of a reality than for many years.

This is according to Warren Caro,

executive secretary o £ the New
York Theatre Guild which has
joined hands with CLT in the move
to put- the legitimate theatre more
solidly back on its feet.

Here with his assistant Sam Mc-
Dowell and pressagent Willard
Keefe of CLT to map out prelimi-
nary plans for the 'Minneapolis
participation next month. Carp re-

vealed that so much progress has
been made and resulU Thave been
so encouraging that Broadway pro-
ducers now see clear sailing ahead
for road tours* jhe impending sea-

son.

It’s now assured that the CLT-
Theatre Guild-sponsored season of

seven subscription shows will keep
the legitimate theatre alive in a
minimum of 17 cities next fall and
winter, and possibly more, Caro
says. Heeding an appeal to civic

pride .and anxious for the cultural

benefits accruing from appeals to

civic pride and eager for the legiti-

mate theatre’s cultural benefits,

seven cities already have been
lined up to a degree virtually in-

suring the seven sponsored produc-
tions against loss in the towns in

question, and the way now is be-

ing payed for many additions to the

list, according to Caro.
“In Pittsburgh, the GuIJld sub-

(Continued on page 52)

Flaylnuse in Wilmington

Seeks Major Status For

Tryouts, Full-Week Stands
Management of the Playhouse,

Wilmington, is making an intensive

effort to build up the house for

next season as a tryout spot and
regular touring stand. Paralleling

the recent Theatre Guild-Council

for the Living Theatre campaign
that increased the local subscriber

list from 700 to over 2,000, the the-

atre is offering unusual concessions

for bookings.
Since E. I. du Pont de Nemours

Co., which owns and operates the

house, is not interested in it as a

commercial proposition, but wants
to expand it as a cultural and en-

tertainment feature of the com-
munity, it is willing to give general

rental and sharing terms for try-

outs and touring shows, including

a 5,000-name mailing list and a lib-

eral budget for newspaper and
radio advertising. In one instance

recently, the house offered to let

the management of a Broadway hit

keep 100% of the gross . for a

week's booking.
Ultimate aim is to build up local

audiences, so that the Playhouse

becomes a full-week stand rather

than the present split-week. Since

the Wilmington population includes

a high percentage- of employees of

Atlas, Hercules, Pullman, Chrysler,

General Motors and du Pont, with

an average family income of $7,199,

the town has substantial purchas-

ing power. The Playhouse has a

seating capacity of
.
1,223, including

535 In orchestra, 42 boxe*, 442

mezzanine and 204 balcony. The
top is generally $3.50 (plus tax)

for musicals and $3 for straight

plays.
William H. Doerflinger was re-

cently appointed manager of the

house. '

Gateway, (Quarterdeck

Lannck Atlantic City

Atlantic City, July j8.

‘Virtually a capacity audienofe of

1,000 was on hand last week as the

Gateway Playhouse at nearby
Somers- Point opened with “Briga-

doon.” Mayors of nearby munici-

palities were among the first-night-

ers. . Producer Jonathon Dwight
reported later in the week that

business held up well. “Bom Yes-

terday” will be Dwight’s second

offering, opening tonight (Tues.).

The Quarterdeck Theatre in the

Hotel Morton • opened last night

(Mon.) with the Noel. Coward one-

act bill, “Tonight at 8:30,” The
show, was at the Pleasant Mills

Playhouse, HammonLon, N. J., the

previous Thursday (3).
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Tennent Productions^ (by »>f«nif*mcnt

with Bronson Albcry)

At Nfei Thoatre. London June 30. '52.

5u.t\J?Vtxtoi.;nden . .

.

Pfltricix Snfiitlt *i“*v***** r*-4ri*n 'R.itcnsivd
Adrl^ ]Wonderbland Helpmann

Bertram Shuttleworth
Nora Nicholson

5KI Manager
’ Vernon Grecvos

V/rltten some 16 years ago when

George Bernard- Shaw was a^yo^^S

octagenarlan, “The _

is now having its Apt West End
presentation, having failed to coine

to town previously for a j^fjty of

reasons, mainly connected with the

wflr A.S a play, it is in the play

Wright’s familiar penetrating style

and comparable to many tjis

earlier works. As a production it

stands unique, being dominated by

such a vital stellar pcrformantie

from Katharine Hepburn that it is

difficult to imagine another artist

filling the role.

As the theme for this play, Shaw

has taken as his text ^ne precept

that money means more DUst

wealth—it means power. To. de-

velop his subject, he has chosen as

his heroine a girl who has
.

inher-

ited from her father not only his

fortune of millions, hut also his

taste to use that money to acquire

power. The theme is relentlessly

pursued throughout the two acts,

with the author’s chanctenstic

wit, satire and logic lending an air

of reality to his fanciful plot.

The millionairess’ father was as

astute as he was wealthy. So he

formulated a plan
^

to keep the

sharks away from his daughter h.v

making them demonstrate their

fiiiancial acumen before qualifying

for her hand. The first person to

pass the test is an ex-hoxer, hut

he cannot withstand the fiery tem-

perament of this "human tornado’

who is his wife and finds comfort

and happiness with a poor girl of

simple tastes. The wife, for her

part, soon tires of her husband,

and after an uninspiring adventure

or two, becomes intrigued with a

quiet Mohammedan doctor, hut

he had promised his dylrtg mother
he would only marry a girl who
could live- for six months with an
initial capital of only 150 piastres

(about $5'.

The girl, wno has lived and
talked in millions, is unabashed
and demonstrates her talent iii

such circumstances. She gets a

job in a sweatshop and within a

few minutes has eliminated the

middle man. She goes to work as

a scuUerv maid in a hotel, and
in a few days. owns the property.

That she leaves behind a trail of

personal disaster is irrelevant to

her way of thinking; she has made

{

irogress and the casualties were
nevltable.
Very theatrically, but very en-

tertainingly, Shaw carries his sub-
ject through four contrasting
scenes; but each is dominated and
elevated by the tremendous force
of Miss Hepburn’s performance.
Her portrayal is rich, warm and
Inspiring. Her diction is superb,
and her appearance, in expensive
creations, Is almost startling. This
Is one of the acting events of any
season.

Notwithstanding the overpower-
ing personality of the star, the
other members' of the cast almost
defliantly maintain their, own
standard. Robert Helpmann’s por-

rayal of the doctor in quiet un-

dertones, Cyril Ritchard’s inter-

pretation of the discarded and
maltreated lover, Peter Dyneley as

the husband of good physique and
substandard mental power, Merlel

Forbes as -the over-simplified other

girl and Campbell Cotts as a law-

yer trying to unravel the domestic

and matrimonial tangle, are all

good Shavian characters.
Production has been directed

with smooth and efficient facility

by Michael Benthall. James
Bailey’s decor is an imaginative

job. Myro,

T.OV© Toosc
Glasgow, June 23.

R. B. Salisbury (by arrangement with
Hugh Stanhope) presentation of farce-

comedy in three acts by Johnny Dairo.
Stars Leslie Hatton, Fred Kitchen.
Staged by Vcrc Lorrlmcr. Music, Eric
Spear; settings, by Doming Hlbbert. At
King’s Theatre, Glasgow.
Bessie Jill Bridges
Penelope Jones Pat Keevney
Bill Owen Douglas Argent
Percy Jones Leslie Hatton
Gertrude Jones Byrl Walldey
Wilberforce Thompson ....Fred Kitchen
Cecilia Stillwater .; Helen Ford
Algernon Do Frank Seton
Great Mahmoud Charles

Jackson Reelected ’'Pi’cas

Of Philly Civic Opera Co,
Philadelphia, July

Dr. Chevalier Jackson has been
reelected for his fourth term as

president of the Philadelphia Civic

Grand Opera jCo. Newly elected

officers include Mrs. Edwin J,

Lame, honorary president; David

Sellers Vogel, vice-president; Mau-
rice R. Massey, Jr., treasurer, and
Frank Carano, secretary and
counsel^

Appointments include Anthony
Tefraciano, manager and John
Lawler, associate manager. Giu-

seppe Bamboschek has been re-

named artistic director and prin-

cipal conductor.

Farce, acted with spirit, contains
stock ingredients, ancient music-
hall jokes, comedy cliches by the
score, and too-famlliar plot ele-

ments, Yet it gets by to fairish au-
dience reaction, raising laughs
among, stubholders. Farce is good
summertime entertainment.
A henpecked husband determines

to stand up to his wife., He studies
a book on hypnotism, masters the
rudiments, and finds he possesses
the power to spellbind- the parlor-
maid, send his wife waltzing around
at the snap of the finger, and turn
his prim spinsterish sister-in-law
into a tart.

There’s a stagey, conventional
solicitor, leading light in the Moral
Uplift Society, who arrives with a
$150,000 legacy for the daughter of
the family, on condition it can be
proved all members of the said
family are perfectly normal crea-
tures. The solicitor, of course, be-
somes Involved in the crazy goings-
on.in the house.

Role of a toothy, old-maidish
femme who makes no secret of
her man-hunting propensities is

portrayed with unusual verve by
Helen Ford, for one of the best
pieces of acting in the play. Two
gay hypnotizing- gents are Leslie
Hatton, as the henpecked husband,
and Fred Kitchen, is his genial
sparring partner. Gord.

The Trap
London, July 2.

Shcrek Players, Ltd. production of
drama in three acts by Ferdinand
Bruckner; adapted by Ashley Dukes. Stars
Mai Zetterllng, Herbert Lom. Directed by
Julius Gellner. At Duke of York's Tha-
tre, Loi^don, July 1, '52. $2 top.
Plcss Herbert Lom
Karen . Mai Zetterllng
A Widow Betty Ann Davies
Mrs. Pless Rachel Gurney
Mrs. Pless' Brother Noel Howlett
Dora Charmian Eyre
Lorenz BiU Owen
Police Oificcr Richard Ford
Police Officer Leslie Parker

it would have stood a better

chance. As a holiday attraction,

its chances aTe slim.

Pivot of the story is a young
farm girl, seduced by her employ-
er, who turns the tables on him by
getting him arrested for his wife’s

murder on false evidence.^ In
reality she had committed suicide,

but murmuring tongues soon fixed

the blame on the husband who
gets a life sentence. Ignorant and
illiterate, the girl’s idee fixe is to
protect the interests of her unborn
child, and his conviction prevents
her lover’s marriage with a design-
ing widow.

Bewildered at the a6tion of the
girl whom he' believed to be. in

love with him, the farmer philo-

sophically accepts the situation on
being tpld she will confess the
truth as soon as their child is bom.
He will then be free and they will

be reunited when she has served
her sentence for perji^.
Mai Zetterllng carries the main

burden of vitalizing the play, de-
picting with unerring sincerity the
simple peasant holding firm under
bullying and remorse to safeguard
her child's future, Herbert Lom
blusters and strides lustily through
the role of the farmer with hearty
conviction, Rachel Gurney makes
a wraithlike figure of his neurotic
wife and Betty Ann Davies gives
a subtle, modern performance as
the predatory widow. Supporting
characters give background color-
ing jnd realism. Direction by
Julius Gellner is painstaking.

Clem,

Sui* Ta Terre Coiiuue
An del

(On Earth As It Is In Heaven)
Paris, June 17.

Athenee Theatre production of drama
by Fritz Hochwalder. Stars Victor Fi-an-
cen, Jean-Ro£:er Causslmon. Roger Karl-
Directed by Jean Mercure; sets, Georges
Wakhevltch; costiunes, Marcel Escoftler.
Translated .from the German by Richard
Thieberger and Jean Mercure. At Athe-
nee Theatre. Paris; $3 top.

An anglicized version of a Ger-
man play about Scandinavia makes
heavy going for th^ hottest weath-
er to hit London in years. Its
theme savors more of the printed
than .spoken word, and is out
moded in style and expression,
lacking the stature of contempo-
rary dramas. Set in the last cen-
tury with suitable situations and
costuming, it smacks of modernity
in dialog and topicality which
leaves it mid-air as to periods. Had
the production waited for the fall.

P*rsQiial SuptrYUiQH

Jukf Zi«9l«r

545 5th Avt, N«w York City

MUrray Hill 2-2080

"A N*w lt«fr«ihtii) Singing

Comnilifln."

—Weitchester Memld

Just C/ostd

••THE SINGING GIRL"
Whitt Plains, N.

OPENING
JULY 15th

"GIRL CRAZY"
Lambertville, N.J.

Strawhat Reviews
Continued front ji!»a.ge 5#

Thi*ee One
j

shows, people like Gordon Mac-
Rae, Betty Hutton, Gene Kelly,

Keenan Wynn, Tommy Wonder,
Eve Arden, Alfred Drake and

Richard Haydn, and even the most
modest revival stirs warm memo-
ries of these tailored, high-toned

revues that were well laced with

acid by Miss Hamilton and hand-

somely tuned by Lewis.

There’s not much satire to he

found in "Three to One,’’ save for

the unforgettable Gertrude Law-
rence dressing room scene. For

this rtrawhat edition, producer

Schirmer has concentrated on a

succession of boy and girl song

numbers and some -broad comedy
for Alice Pearce. It’s a company
of nine with no attempt at pro-

duction numbers. "How High the

Moon," which has become a fa-

vorite ballad over the years, has its

setting changed from a London
blackout to a simple American
street scene, and "Baraaby Beach,

formerly a colorful climax in

"Three to Make Ready," is tele-

scoped into a duet.

Miss Pearce is at her best in

the hilarious "Story of the Opera
in which she explains the inv()lyed

Wagnerian relationships of Sieg-

linde, Sigmunde, 'Vyotan; Hundmg,
and Brunnhllde to a lady fr()m

Montclair. She also finds poig-

nancy in "Born for Better Things,

the delightful portrait of a Degas
ballerina. In other assignments

Miss Pearce lacks the crispness

that made Brenda Forbes’s com-
edy so standout in the initial re-

vues. This explains the absence

of such classic Hamilton sketches

as "The Christmas Tree" and
"The Birthday of the Infanta" in

which that inevitable commence-
ment gem was consigned to limbo.

Kaye Ballard, also from legit

and niteries, has all the impact of

a real pro. She is superb as the

florid actress in "To a Skylark" in

which Miss Pearce as a Pelham
matron risks a' backstage visit to

a John Golden hit. Miss Ballard
also gives this summer potpourri
its best moment when she sings

"My Sam," which isn't from the
early shows at all, but from her
own club material. Beverlee Boze-
man has a funny number in "The
Yoo-Hoo Blues" and Marti Stevens
sings. "How High the Moon" with
feeling.
Don Pippen and John 'Klein pro-

vide accompaniment on two pianos,

including a nice transcription of

Calypso Joe." Doul.

While the husband (McCleprvi
tells the wife (Virginia Matti^) ^atshe's no Margaret Chase Smith
a senatorial aspirant, she looks anrt
plays it more like Helen Gahasan
Douglas. Miss Mattis, recently oS
Broadway In “Season in the Sun S
gives a sympathetic interpretation
ofi the-would-be crusader still a bit
bemused with memories of former
glories as a stage star and uncon-
sciously using -histrionics in her
woman’s club speech-making.
The character of p.a. Henry Bent

has familiar overtones of several
w-k. Madison avenue public rela-
tion counselors but is played with
more stiffness than assurance by
Colin Craig. The wily ex-governor
whose frankly expedient motives
are obvioqs to all but the idealistic
ex-actress, is portrayed uneasily by
Alvin. The scenes between Miss
Mattis and McCleery are effective
but the pace slackens when others
enter except for the scene of an
all-femme press conference.
With a stronger third act and

slicker production, the play’s pros-
pects could look bright. Camp.

•This play is from Austria where
a smash success at Vienna’s Burg-
theatre three or four years ago as
"God's Country." It is now an es-
tablished Paris hit. A heavy drama
of religion and ethics, it is splen-
didly acted, staged and directed.
Any American production could
not risk deficiency in any of these
departments because the play,
with all male cast, is almost ac-
tionless and could not survive in-
ferior production. Main character
has a field day. American pic pos-
sibilities are very remote but play
may be filmed in Europe.

Scene of play is Jesuit colony
in Paraguay in the early 18th Cen-
tury. This colony, the Kingdom
of God, is a state all its own.
Jesuits have dealt kindly with the
native. Cacique Indians and their
colony is filled with refugees from
the harsher treatment doled out by
the greed-ridden colonial planters
and' merchants. As both "The
Kingdom of God" and the state of
Paraguay are under the Spanish
crown, colonial planters organize
and request that the King of Spain
interfere and suppress the Jesuit
colony as subversive. When the
news reaches the Indians that they
are to be turned over to the plant-
ers again they revolt anci the
Jesuits are blamed for inciting
them to revolution. The colony is

suppressed, and the Jesuits are
sentenced to deportation.

Chief role of leading Jesuit
father who is torn between his
conscience and his duty and ac-
cidentally killed when the Indians
revolt, is magnificently done by
Victor Francen. He gives the
churchman humor, dignity and
pathos. Roger Karl registers
heavily as the defiant Jesuit who
takes part in the Indian revolt.
Jean-Roger Caussimon provides a
subtle charaterization as envoy of
the King of Spain and all others
are okay. Play keeps on the con-
stant move despite script’s natural
tendency to loiter.

.
"On Earth" is a triumph of stag-

ing as much as it is a triumph of
playwriting. It is packing the
Athenee to c.ipflcity nightly not so
much because it is play with strong
idea and situation, but due to^ its

dramatic production and star per-
formance.

of

Side By Side
Peterborough, N. H., July 4.

Peterborough Players production
comedy in three acts, by WiUiam
McCleery. Staged by Chax-les Durand; set
Barbara Laity. At Peterborough (N. H.)
Playhouse. July 3. '52.

Mrs. Lindsay Janice Burrell
John Parry William McCleery
Frances Moore Parry ....Virginia Mattis
Governor Ames Robert Alvin
Henry Bent Colin Craig
Emmet Vaughn Marland Messher
Louise May Findley Ellen Demming
Grace Murray Susan Petrone
Ruth Rogers Joan Gale
Beth Lloyd Barbara Laity
Alice Barnes Martha Dow

William McCleery, whose "Hope
for the Best" and "Parlor Story"
were produced on Broadway and
whose "Good Housekeeping" was
toured with Helen Hayes, comes up
with another in the same vein of
domestic satire. The author plays
a realistic, 'disillusioned newspa
perman in the Elliott Nugent man-
ner.

Play is a husband’s efforts to
persuade his wife she’s gotten out
of her depth in her surface ap
proach to political reform and has
become the unconscious dupe of
an ex-governor-gentleman farmer
neighbor who is trying to get his
foot back in the political door
again. Ultimately, she’s convinced
she can’t play in the big league
yet, maybe never, leaving us about
where we came in

This ring-around*the-rosy incon-
clusiveness is frustrating. Does
McCleery feel that cynicism Is the
only approach for the layman in
dealing with politicos and that
woman’s place is in the home? His
tongue-in-che^ attitude leaves
the play, despite many hard-hitting
overtones in punchy dialog, tee-
tering between farce and comedy
McCleerv writes expert and wit-

ty lines, but ^he takes a serious
theme—the conscientious house-
wife’s efforts to be a worthwhile
do-gooder—and gives it the pre-
war Behrman farce treatment.

Sabseription Drives
Contlttued from pagg 51 ss

scription list has been increased
from 1,600 to 5,200," explained
Caro, detailing the campaign’s re-
sults to date. "In Cleveland, we’ve
jumped from 1,400 to 3,200; in Cin-
cinnati, from 2,800 to 5,580; in

Wilmington, from 700 to over 2,-

000. In Philadelphia, we’ve added
2,000 new subscribers, and the cam-
paign is still in progress. We have
1,400 Dew members in Baltimore
and 3,000 in Washington.

"The groundwork for greatly ex-
panding the subscription lists has
been laid in Minneapolis and Mil-
waukee, and the drives will get
under way next month. Campaigns
will follow in Columbus, Toledo,
St^ Paul, Buffalo, Rochester, Day-
tbn and other cities as fast as our
available manpower permits. The
goal is to build the ’Theatre Guild
21-town network to adequate
strength and then add much new
territory.

"Business and civic leaders,

clubwomen and newspapers in the

cities have enlisted in this cam-
paign to keep the ‘road’ alive. The
towns’ most prominent citizens be-

come volunteer workers and donate

their services to bring subscribers

into the fold. They don’t have to

be sold on .the idea that it’s an

asset to a city to be able to offer

a season of legitimate theatre.

"This is the first time that the

problem of building a profitable

‘road’ has been attackec! in this

way. IPs the first time that

enough New York producers have

combined to make it possible to

offer definitely in advance a pack-

age of so many firstrate attractions.

"If this drive succeeds, as now
seems certain, there can be a simi-

lar campaign every year, and

henceforth the entire Broadway
theatre will be sold to the hinter-

lands as a package.

"Television appears to be no ob-

stacle, The number of people nec-

essary in each city to assure a

week’s advance sale of $14,000 or

$15,000 from subscriptions alone

is such a small percentage of the

total population that our task is

not too difficult. In Minneapolis,

for example, we need 6,000 sub-

scribers out of a population of

525,000— perhaps around 3.000

families.

"The legitimate theatre has

awakened, thanks to CLT, after

being too long indifferent and

overly conservative, refusing to go

out to obtain the support that is

possible, but which requires effort

and modem selling and exploita-

tion to win over."

THEATRE AVAILABLE
Choica East Shta Location

Sacond Ava., iat. Wth and 55lh Sts.

for THEATRE ii fho ROUND off

I’WAY EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE

•r TY STUDIO
Ingvlra Mr, Shapir*. Kl

StBYL BOWAN
SOUTH SHORE MUSIC CIRCUS

Cohaisat, Man.



Plays Ont

Uroipm
Hollywood,,July ».

‘TREE’ $27,500, DALLAS;

SLOWE SECOND WEEK
an appropriate production for tlie ^ „ r i ®
Aetora Co. of La Jolla Hayhouse .Dallas, July 8.

to begin its summer series,' with— every night a sellout in one of the S.”?

Horace and two (U successful openers in the

wUh^bSJfc nxiidij^nd jyric^ by group^i six^year history. The pro-
f^oss from Soo for ’the

»TSrM“'&S'W «~d reviews^ coplcu.

sir«^;Svi«"by’GS:o“w%.‘£irSd Booth.^ her original N. Y.ISe^?
MahtlniTi iktaWca by Tom £..4-4.. V\>TUfaiJn T.vtuH- T«- ^ W- 2̂̂ A I « W ^

Br^tt
“‘-••McH;SrVS!f«rm PeJ^ting to either the young ai'chi- c^st included co-star Bill Hayes

and featured Ellen McCown.
iud Brown .-v -‘*‘*•4*'^ littjc-girl innwence, Jdiss George Irving, Body Heath and
loss :::::: 3̂^ KiK ^ynn conveys an ag^ld if baffling Jordan Bentley, Miss Booth proved

feminine wisencss -in a good por*- ^ show-stopper with two songSh«nw " j, . Fonrell t.raval. ' «4-Tv.4i» «rrn. rr..j» AM *’» andgiilikthief ‘^He Had Refinement’
Hoodlum* • • •

• Tab* vSaSo, JiSrt ^KokS She is at her best In scenes with ”Love Is the Reason."
wiiHam Ivan Chentm* Nk:^, o'j^mujf David Niven, a remarkably relaxed Produced by - Charles R, Meeker,

©on ©eHoidt ?«or
Soldier

,

to^UJL^heatuM'^^V.V-VJ.^Mi^ either of two limiting adjective^ was staged by George Schaefer as
^ace Leader - n® “charming” or “suave.” Niven is his first effort here, since the open-
jSpicc Guarojs ••••_•_* i *-i.4n aV. AVtwwafweote 4tVb^ iviv<!>xrAn Via I awo ^-Tk a 'OaV^amA- ^waam

Boy
Pages

. ;
’...".*.T.*.johir'‘x)lx comedy. . Season’s third staging, perenni-

B^Giris Niven’S timing and delivery are al “Sti^ent Prince,” opened last

mneer,! fibM? splendid. Even though, he may night OMon.) ior two weeks, with

BWttebarC Cariena Bearf* Jeanetu JUce, pfortny himself attd In that sense a gQod advance sale. Music^ stars

J»y«e C”dd^Ve^?u£*^oifn;iy S£i ^ a personality rather than an ao June Roselle and Wwley Dalton.

tor. his craft is nonetheless a mas- supported by Billy House, Anna
*on?B«tty Boyd, Lc^nl uf projection. If any-

Mae PoweU. Aretha thinx the DOised • actor is almost Bentley, Betty-Ann Busch, Albert

S*'iSG?if£. jfim/‘^k^5r Mri ” too Ukeablef^For although the au- Linville, Sy^ia .Karlfon, M^garet
reii. John ©ixs Jehu Davis, h. c. John- dilutee’s sympathy should be di- Irving and Franklin Kennedy.

•^Quartet: BJl Bedney, Don B.dnty, Tabs vided T^tween the roue and young
Velasco, Jim Booker. man, It is a good waget that many

' would have preferred Niven td win
This all-Negro musical fantasy the glrL

manages to have ite moments of perhaps this is due to miscast-
being a passable offering, th*hto ^ott Brady, who is hand-
to a reasonably competent, ftara- enough but sohiewhat heavy-

whose film performances Jr„ veepee-managing director of

senhy Wood* ! have long been dismissed by State Fair Musicals, Inc., “Tree”

Convention Bhli;

MBook’fJO,

%s $32m Ctii
4

Chicago, July 8.

Preliminaries of the Republican
convention last week, had people

around long. in Maine than a cantankerous
The tiny Las Palmas stage was truckdriver' in a l>ewildering situa-

never meant to house a troupe as - jji, crudity is particularly

i large as this, so the Iw scenes in upp^rcnt in byplay with Niven. In
the two acts are often so crowded n^til Niven arrives pn-
that a free-and-easy pac^ is never comedy accelerate
developed. Nor does the direc- interest and become really funny. , . , , « - i v

torial pacing of Tony Bair help Opening scene in- which girl and staying away from tow. So local

Horace Stewart, presenting with ^^ther up in the Em- showmen are now wishing that

Edna Stewart, did the book, mi«ic pi/e- State BuUding is Intermin- both conventions were
,

over,

and lyrics, and plays a central ponderous where, it should There’s been no ticket-buymg^by
character, using the sUge name of ^he only other role, delegates, and managers expect

Nick O’Demus. The book has an j shea is effecUve if a bit ter- teeveeing the sessions ^11 also

idea, but it is only mildly devel- rij&ring as an exponent of “hellfirc business,

oped. Some of the tunes are ^ damnation” for sinners. • leglter to rise at tiie box
catchy, including “Great Day, rurtAiw if minor critical

office has teen ’ Porgy and Bess,’

mat an Awful Night,” “I’ve Got ^ Two curtous If minor cnticm parted slowly.

a Guy” and “Right Where You ^ “Bell,. Book and Candle,” Harris

Are.”^Voices are no great shakes, ^ *

but adequate to the Las Palmas * from *^P
acoustic^ Sonny Woods has a good

as^fourtin’^’ and^^^™
tenor for the male lead, and w, is" oW a
Maurie Lynn • matches, looks with ^ nirte dSwl the convention; down to $32,800.

voice to sell her songs. refeSi?^ to his
Small stage hampers the ballet

numbers. The click is the “Blues” A?<o de-
witji m^ order good for the ttdrd

sSitM;
terp^rs ted^o^ to^pSform, architect^has “a sort

”

‘KATE’ RECORD $22,694,
tap specialty by Sammy Gardner whereas Brady has long lociw. t . » r

is poorly spotted to follow the Still, a satisfring

“Blues” number. and settings by Stewart Chaney,

Book has a basic good-versus- used in one of the touring cdi-

evil theme. A reform element tions of the show, couldn t be

wants to shake its tow loose from better. XJon.

political bosses. The baddies plot

Hayes $14300,

‘Ladies’ 9€, Cleye
Cleveland, July 8.

“Good Nite Ladles’* brought a
Chicago breeze to the Hanna, pull-

ing $20,000 in its two weeks at

$3..70 top on, a four-walls deal.

Farce raked in $11,000 in first

stanza and $9,000 on. second lap on
a two-for-one ticket basis,

H|mna, managed by Milton
Krantz, is now shuttered until

Sej^temter.

Madam $S3,iO;

Lo* AngelcSi July 8.

Long holiday weekend hurt two
of the tow’s three offerings last

week, but “Call Me Madam,” bol-
stered by a hefty season subscrip-
tion fale^, edged up to virtual ca-
pacity at the Philharmonic Aud.
Musical may be the only offering
next we^, since “Stalag 17” is

slated -to wind Saturady (12) and
“Chris

^
Columbus Brown,” which

has failed to ‘ generate much en
thusiasm, may give up then, too:

Efilmatee fer Last Week
“Call Me Madam,^ Philharmonic

Aud (2d wk> ($4.80; 2,670). Up to
just about SRO with almost $53,-
400.

“Ckrk CelunibuB Brow,” Las
Palmas (1st wkV ($3; 400), Dojir
$1,3Q0—about $700 below operat-
ing costs
“SUlag 17,»* Biltmore (2d wk)

($3.60; 1,636). Below expectations,
with $16,500 •. for the firrt full
frame; previous week was over-
quoted, the correct figure having
teen under $8,800 for the first five

performances.

MHODY FAIR, TORONTO

to frame the. reform candidate but
a small boy overhears the schem-
ing, He’s threatened and, trou-
bled, falls asleep. During his
dream the townspeople are trans-
ported via space ship to a land

Toronto, July 8.

On second smash week of Mel-
ody Fair tent-arena setup, “Kiss
Me Kate” grossed a new record,
$22,694, with some 250 customers
nightly turned away toward latter

part of week, but 80 standees in at

$1.50. (Scale for the l,64()-seater

is a heavy $3.40 top).

hPf>n I
Second week of second season of

Stephen Bekassy, who hw been
j.^uction o f theatre-in-the

BEKASSY WITH SIDNEY

IMKRAMM’S ‘GYPSIES’
A

somewhere between the present • KT 1Y A \ r\ <»r\T\rhiiTnrT<y 4Yt1 I a**^*vv*ia^ua\/iul v ^ v*av'*h»* w ***-

and Utopia. There, to the tune of round in Canada saw the Cole Por-
songs, dances and comedy of vary- Broadway in. Whole Wmd Over musical, with Eleanor Lutton
Ing merit, the plot runs its course iJi 1946=47,. will retura to le^ as

gjjjj scott, exceeding lUst sea-
and goodness finally triumphs. male lead opposite Sylvia Sidney son’s house record (holdover of
.Hex Ingram gives the show a big in “Gypsies Wore High Hate,” Jo- “Show Boat” at $21,020). Current

lift in his role of the good-natured, seph Kramm’s dramatization of advance sale on “‘Great Waltz,’
but crooked, political boss. Nick the Sylvia Golden novel, “Neigh- with Irra Petina, Lawrence Brooks
O Demus registers as the hapless ^ors Needn’t Know.” The author and Lois Hunt of the MetropolitaD

McHenw Nomi.n,"lYl,“‘plays“the
Fleischmannl production,

small boy acceptably. Emmett Show will play tryout engage-
Smith, Jay Brooks and Edith mente at the Falmouth Playhouse,
Whiteman are among' others doing Coonamessett, Mass., week of Aug.

. 4, and Cape Playhouse, Dennis,
Thompson, Graham Mass., the following week. After

Don nPw ?bi»e^fri; and tuneup stands in New Haven and
te^-wise. Set- probably Boston, it is slated to

«.esUri» HL B^e“aTc ^ “ °<=-

j^c at twin pianos to iumish the
»"is>c. . Bros.

The Moon lo Bine
SlaYcnska-FraiiWiii

Ballet $7,500, Obey
Olnoy- Md.. Jnly »

SuSri; Theatre did its best busi-

I’layhousel ncss of the scason last week when

ossed over $7,500 on Mia
aska’S and Frederic Frank-™ Variante,” with guest

-Ronald Gresham artists Alexandra DanUova and

Sichtcf‘?,'.?Lm-"-'V.V.V.".^j^“d NiStt Nicholas Orloff. Classic choreog-
.....Jjick Shea raphers got off to a good start in

Huch -u t.
their first performance of their

professional vlririn**« ^9
bbbn on a summer circuit tour, with excel-

“urse, ?f stowhat lent notices,

sum 1° become a sfaple of This week brings- Sidney Black-
'“mmer stock. As such; tt^Mmedl mer in "Second Threshold."

administration manager.

‘PACfflC’ HEFTY $59,100

IN RETURN TO FRISCO
San Francisco, July 8.

“South Pacific,” retiurning after
almost a two years* absence, picked
up at the Memorial Opera House
here last week as if it were continu-
ing its sellout original engagement.
For the initial stenza under (Z!lvic

Light Opera sponsorship the Rodg-
ersi-Hammerstein musical roDed
up a $59,100 gross.
“Song of Norway,” at the Curran,

was also a hefty draw last week
in a return date.

‘Shoes’ High $30,600 In

Fire at Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, July 8,

Despite a rained-out perform-
ance last Thursday night (3), cost-

ing about $8,500 in lost receipts,

“High Button Shoes’* drew a $3Q,-

600 gross for five performances
last week as the season’s third

production of the Civic Light
Opera series at Ritt Stadium.
“Firefly,” with Billy Gilbert,

opened last night (Mon.) as the

fourth week’s bill, drawing disap-

pointlDfi attendance.
Thus far, the comparatively

good weather has been a factor in

business, which has topped the

first three weeks of 1951. The
opening bill, “Carousel,” grossed

almost $42,700 and the second

week’s “Desert Song” pulled $41,-

500, neither one having any rain-

outs. The al fresco setup, seat-

ing about 8,600, haS. a $3.25 top, in-

cluding tax- Highest gross in the

series history was $68,000, pulled

by “Great Waite” in 1947.

‘Rose Marie’ Boff 42G;

8A St Loo Showing
St. LiOuis, July* 8.

Season high of 10,919 payees
]

turned out for the Saturday (5)

performance of “Bose Marie” and
the piece wound- up its one-week
stand in thq. alfresco Forest Park
Theatre with a sock $42,000 gross.

Total of 60,000 attended during the
week. Crlx dished out plaudits for
cast and piece. It was the eighth
time ' the operetta ha* teen pre-
sented here' since 1927.

“Student Prince,” first presented
In the open-air playhouse in 1928,
has been revived for the fifth time
and opened a orie-week frame last

night (Mon.) before a mob of 8,500
and a gross of approximately
$4,000. Brian Sullivan, Met Opera
tenor, and Elaine Malbin, soprano,
are leads. Male singing chorus has
teen . augmented by 16 for the
piece.

Current Road Shows
(July 7-19)

'

'qEIcU, Book and Candle’* (Joan
Bennett, Zachary Scott)—Harris,
Chicago <7-19).
“Call Me Madam”—^Philharmonic,

L. A. (7-19).

“Go^ Night Ladies”—Cass, De-
troit (7-19).

“Guy* and Dolls” — Shubert,
Chicago (7-19).

“Moon I* Blue** (Diana Lynn,
David Niven)—-Alcazar, San Fran-
cisco (7-19).
• “Porgy and Bess**—Civic Opera
House, Chicago (7-19).

“Song of Norway”—Curran, S. F.
(7-19).

“South Pacific” (Janet Blair,
Webb Tilton)—Opera House, S. F.
(7-19).

“Stalag 17”—^Biltmore, L. A. (7-

J 12); Geary, S. F. (14-19).

F Legit attendance ttek thf exs*
‘ pected dive oh Broadway last
week, with practically alt stidwjsr

affected. With the exceptioh of
“King and J,” which had a clean
statement again, not a single show
sold out all performances. In gen-
eifal, business maintained the mod-
erate ^seasonal pace Monday and
Tuesday niid)t (30-1), but started
skidding Wi^nesday (2) and sagf»
ged sharply Thursday (3) and oVer
the long July 4 weekend.
No Improvement, but perhajf^

even slower trade, is expecicd thia
week. According to precedent, t
slight upward reaction might be
due, but the R<^bllcan national
convention in Chicago, with ite-

network television coverage, i« fig-
ured likely to hit all Abow busfcp
nes*, including legit No substan-
tial improvement is anticipated be-
fore mid-August

The total , gjrosa for all 14 show*
laai week' waa 8S$4,260, or 65%
of capacity. Week before Iasi the.
total lor all 1$ skowi waa $397,-
96#, or 74% of capacity, a A^-

-'clinc of 4% from tke priding

A year ago lati week the total
for all 18 abowswaa $416,206, or
66% of eapOoiW, a drop of 16%
from the week before.
For its first full week, “Wish

You Were Here” had moderate ac-
tivity, with the ikdvance sale ap-
parently a factor. “Guys and
Dolls’* and “Pal Joey** had unsold
seats for the first time and at least
a half-dozen shows dipped td new
lows. ‘

Batimatea for Lasi Week
Keys: C (Comedy); X> (Drmrui),

CD (CQmedyrDinma.Xt K (Revue),
MC fMusfcol Comedy;, MD (Musi-
cal Drama), O (Operetta),

Other parenthetic designation
refetr respectively, to top., prices;
number of seats, capacity gross «nd
stars. Price Includes: 20% amuse-
ment too:, but grosses are net: l.e.,

eoffclusive of tojp,

“Fourpssier,” Barrymore (37th
wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $24,996) (Betty
Field, Burgess Meredith). About
$10,800 (previous week, .$14,300>.

“Guy* and, Dolls,’* 46th Street
(85th wk) {MC-$6.60; 1,319; $43,*
904). First tmder-capacity week:
$43,300 '(previous week. $44,400).

“I Am A Camera/* Empire (32d
wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082; .

$24,908),
Almost $7,800 (previous week,
$10,800); closes this week fo^r a
five-week layoff, reopening Aug.
l8 with Julie Harris back as star
for a limited engagement before
going on tour.

“King and L" St Jame? (67th
wk) (MC-$7J10; 1/S71; $51,717) (Ce-
leste Holm). Only show to go
clean; over $51,700 again.

“Male Animal,” Music Box flOth
wk> (C-$4.a0; 1,012; $25,903) (El-
liot Nugent, Martha i^ott, Robert
Preston). Almost $13,400 (previ-
ous week, $16,500). -

«7H[oon Is Blile/* Miller (70th
wk) (C-$4.80; 920; $21,586) (Donald
Cook, Barry Nelson, Maggie Mc-
Namara),' Approached $7,100 (pre-
vious week, $9,700); management
says It plans to continue the com-
edy Indefinitely.

“Mr*. MeThing/* Morosco (20th
wk) (CD-$4.80; 912; $26,800) .(Helen
Hayes). Over $14,300 (previous
week, $20,200); shuttering July 19,
to reopen Sept 8.

“New Faces/* Royale T8th wk)
(R-$6r 1,035; $30,600J..;Almoat $26,-
400 (previous week,' $29,300).

*'Ot thee I Sing/* Ziegfiel'd (9th
wk) (MC-$3.60; 1,628; $31,000)
(Jack Carson, Paul Hartman). Un-
dfer $11,500 (previous week, $16,-

400); closed Saturday night (5)

after 72 performances, at a loss of
about $275,000. -

“Paint 'Tour Wagon/* Shubert
(34th Wk) (MC-$6; 1,361; $41,770)
(Eddie Dowling). Almost $14,700
(previous week, $23,100).
“Pal Joey/*

.
Broadhurst (27th

wk) (MC-$6.60; $1J60;. • $39,602)
(Vivienne- Segal, Harold Lang).
Under capacily for the first time;
nearly

.
$39,400. (previous weeks,

oVer'$40,000).
“South Faeific/’ Majestic (168th

wk) (MC-$6; 1,.659; $50,186).' Marw
tha Wright, George Britton). Al-
most $38,600 (previous -Week,
$43,800).
“Top Banana/* ‘Winter Garden

(36th wk) (CD-$6.60-$7.20; 1,510;

$51,881) (Phil ' Silvers). Over
$22,300 (previous week, $30,300).

‘^ish You Were Here/* Im-
perial (2d wk) (MO$7.20f 1,400;

$51,847). Approached $32,900
(previous week, $27,800 for first

five performances, plus $10,000 for

two previews).
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Robert Xi. Lippert, prez o£ Lip-

pert Pictures, In from the Coast
today (Wed.)-

Playwright Joe Rlelda^ daughter
Marjorie engaged to marry Jack
Paul Adler. Wall Streeter, in the

fall.

Panelist-scripter Hal Block now
bills himself as "boy actor" and
gives away gadgets with' that hill-

mg .theeron to prove it,

Morey Goldstein, veepee^general
Bales manager of Monogram-Allied
Artists, considerably Improved
after a bout with virua pneumonia,

Peter Cuslck, Indie Him produc-
er, in from Europe last week and
may return to Britain around
Sept. 1 to discuss several ventures
with overseas associates.

Tex Ritter, who slags the "High
Hoon” ballad in Stanley Kramer's
pic of same title, in from the Coast
yesterday (Tues.) for a round of

personals In behalf of the film,

The David (RCA Victor) Kapps
celebrated their 35th anniversary
June 16; and the day

.
previous

. their 21»year“0ld son, Michael,
‘married Elizabeth Lee Leighton.

Jack Connolly, head of the State

Dept, newsreel division, headed
for Helsinki this week to cover the

i

)lymplc games, Connolly was
,

ormerly chief of Pathe News in

G^ne Cook, tV, music and dance
ed of Life mag, left last week on' a

• six-week trek of Europe whefe
he'll cover outdoor music festivals

and Italian art and culture for a
series of articles,

^ ^ •

Writer Martin A. Ragaway and
wife flew to Europe Monday (7) on
a combination business .trip and
honeymoon. He's checking on pro-

duction costs for a new TV comedy
series to be lensed in Rome.

. Manie Sacks, RCA talent rela-

tions veepee, planed to Hollywood
last night (Tues.) for powwows
with John West, NBC Coast vice-

prexy. Sacks will stay on the
Coast for 10 days.

Jules Alberti, prez of Endorse-
ments, Inc., on his way to the Coast
this week to line up fllm names In

testimony of a number of his cli-

ent’s products. He's stopping at

the Republican convention on the

Robert Goldstein, Universal pro-
duction exec, heads for Europe to-

S
ay (Wed.) on the Queen Mary.
[e plans to be away about four

weeks, visiting London, Paris and
Rome on a combo business and
pleasure routine.

j Robert Carrington, 22-year-old

Json of soap-opera writer Elaine
“ Carrington, has made a 21rminute

color film, "Once Upon a. Day,'
from a fantasy written by. his

mother. It’s being prepped for

irt house bookings. ,

Bronze bust of W. Somerset
Maugham was unveiled at the
Normandie Theatre lobby yester-

day (Tues.). House is running
'Encore," Paramount pic based on
three Maugham stories. Jacob Ep-
stein was the sculptor.
George K. Arthur, prexy of

Meteor Films, back yesterday
(Tues.) from England. While there
he completed a short feature, "The
Btranger Left No Card," at Eal-
ing. It's been accepted for the
JEdiiibuj^h Film Festival.

Rita Gamr- femme lead in "The
Thief," indie pic in which no dia-

log is spokeh, and her husband, TV
producer Sidney Lumet, wing out
today (Wed.) for a month in France
and Italy. Miss Gam will com-
bine a vacation with some' pro-
motional work for the film,

Harmonicaist John Sebastian
and his..wife sat on their luggage
July 3 at the pier hoping for a
last-minute cancellation aboard the

maiden voyage of, the SS U. S'., but
couldn’t make it. They sail today
(9) instead aboard the He de
FrahcC on oj^etro film idea, with
Gene Kelly in London, which Se-
bastian has cooking, hence the
anxiety to get off soonest.

20-month Ahietica booking by
playing TV on local station ^CEITV,

Dolores del Rio back from Eu-
ropean fllm fetes. She collected

her Mexican prize as top dramatic
actress of 1951, recently awarded

Andres Soler, vet dramatic pic;

actor, inked for "El Sombrero” to

be made in Hollywood with
Yvonne de Carlo and Ricardo
Montalban.

CieTeland
By Glenn C. Pullen

Denise Darcel and Alan Dean at

Sky-Way Club,
Dorothy Collins, the Lucky

Strike Girl, doing two-weeker at

Vogue Room.
,

Daffy’s Stardust Room resuming
shows with Willie Fisher’s Log-
jammers, comedy orch.

, „
- Herman Pirchner has Michelle
Dany, Ray Arnett, Rivieras“and
Bill Boehm for current Alpine Vil-

lage revue.
Count Basie crew crowding

Towne Casino’s stage, while croon-
ing Alan Dale moved into Main
Street Club.

Jill Andre, singing daughter of
Marvin Kline, managing director

of Cain Park Theatre’s strawhat
musicals, to act in several of them.

Local jukebox merchants associ-
ation presented. Johnnie Ray,
while at Loew's State, with bronze
plaque proclaiming him "Mister
Jukebox King of 1952." -
Alexander Smallens cancelled

appearances to conduct Cleveland
Summer Symphony orch in tM(o

pop concerts because management
allegedly wouldn’t engage out-of-
town soloists.

bndon

Mexico City

"Rhythms on Ice" boffs at the
Follies.

Chiqulta & Johnson, ballroom
dancers, a hit at El Patio nitery.

Cine Balmori, oldtime second
tun cinema, facelifted and made a

f[rs.t-run.

General Motors presenting 15*

minute nightly newscast on TV
station XHTV. .

Alejandro Galindo readying pro-

duction of a pic, "The Private Life

of Pancho Villa."

Antonio Sastre, Paramount man-
ager here, back from two months
in Lima, Peru, on company biz.

Eduardo Vidal Cruz, chief of pic

trade’s own bank, the Banco Na-
cional Cinematografico, seriously

HI. «

Agustin Lara, romantic song
writer-orch leader, playing two
Months theatre-radio dates in Ha-

Loia Flores, Spanish folk sing-

ar, wuund up Mexico phase of her

Paris
Jack Benny In from London to

join his wife, Mary Livingstone,
and daughter Joan.
Denise Vernac Into "Alraupo.”

Von Stroheim-Hildegarde Neff film

being shot iii Munich.
Archie Thompson, trying to ar-

range Paris "Pal Joey" deal, wants
Marigny or -.Bouffes-Parisiens as

Mitty Goldin opening his new
revue at the Capucines for his an-
nual summer snow. It is called
"Paris-Frivole.”
Anna Magnanl and Walter

Chiari up from Italy for a gala
preeming of the Luchino Visconti
pic, "Bellissima.”
Sophie Tucker talking of cele-

brating her golden jubilee (in

1954) In show business with a pro-
duction, in Paris,
French pic, "Massacre In Lace,"

banned in Greece because the
heavy is a Greek, Press outcry
led not only to banning of this

fllm but to all those made by Pa-
the Consortium Cinema. ^

Tennessee Williams completing
new play, "Camlno Real,” for next
Broadway season and film script,

"Hide and Seek," for 20th-Fox pro-
“duction. He will visit 'Italy and
Greece before' returning to N. Y.
in August.
Comedie-Francaise preeming a

new play by Paul Geraldy, "Duo,"
based on a Colette story here.
Pierre Dux is staging and it .has
Jean Chevrier, Jean Davy and
Germaine Kerjean in the lead
roles*

Peter Ustinov, who is readying
his new play, "Rehearsal for
Death," for the next London sea-
son, over to huddle with Henri
Jeanson on adaptation of his Lon-
don hit, "Love of Four Colonels,"
for next Paris season'.

S. N. Behrman mulling dramatiz-
ation of his recent best-seller, "Du-
veen,” biog of fabulous art dealer,
for Gilbert Miller production with
Robert Morley as Duveen. Behr-
man also is rewriting "Let Me
Hear the Melody," tried out last

year on the road, for possible N. Y.
staging in coming season.

Westport, Conn.
By Humphrey Doulens

Richard Skinner visiting the
Justin Sturms.

Ilona Massey back from engage-
ments in Chicago.
Kay Thompson taking a week’s

vacation at Cobb’s Mill.
Jean Dalrymple hosted July 4

party for Melody Fair company.
Mrs. William Anthony McGuire

here. Ditto Peggy Fears and Al-
vin Colt.
John Fearnley to Bermuda after

Ogunquit, Me., opening of "On
Your Toes" which he staged.
Nancy Hamilton here to check

opening of "Three to One" at
Country Playhouse, based on her
material,
Dorothy Whitney, daughter of

Mrs. Raymond Massey, to Europe
July 11. Played early dates at
Stockhiidge, Mass., Playhouse,
Dorothy Fields guested on Sun-

day (6) broadcast from Stonehenge
with Victor Gilbert before leaving
for Coast on picture deal with
Paramount with brother Herbert
Fields.

Malden voyage of the United
States has been featured daily

BBC radio programs during the

WoSc Cohen left for the. conti-

nent last weekend after huddling
for several days with Arthur S.

Abelei^, Jr., WB topper.
Josef Shaftel planed to U. S. to

sign a femme star to play oppo-
site Anton Walbrook in his upcom-
ing production of "Finale.”
Errol Flynn feted at the jubilee

celebrations- of the Northampton
repertory theatre where he made
his acting debut 19 years ago.

Sir Laurence Olivier interrupted
his vacation and planed back from
France to attend the West End
preem of "Carrie" last Friday (4),

Reginald P. Baker elected prexy
of the ‘ British Film Producers
Assn: for the third consecutive

S
ear at last week’s annual meet-
ig.

Walt Disney came in over the
weekend for confabs, with Perce
Pearce on his new live-action

Technicolor opus, "Sword and the
Rose."
American show hiz personalities

in town include Milton Berle, Wal-
ter Mlrlsch, Patrice Munsel, Ed
Kingsley, Pearl Bailey and •S6j«

Hurok.
Jack Benny planning a quickie

to Amsterdam and Paris when he’s

finished his two provincial dates.

He may go on to Helsinki, for the
Olympic Games.
Dolores Gray after two years in

America, returns to England to ap-
pear in vaudeville for the first

time when she opens at the Lonr
don Palladium, Aug. 4 for two
weeks
Peter Lind Hayes and Mary

Healy, who opened at the Pal-
ladium last Monday (7), were fea-

tured on TV the previous night
and will he heard on radio next
Saturday 02).
Rhona Littman, daughter of

J. A, Littman, financier, who has
been studying operatic singing In

Italy, is back and auditioning for

the Covent Garden Opera Co. for
the fall season.

Jack Phillips, formerly general
manager of Anglo Amalgamated
Film Distributors, Ltd,, who re-

cently quit the company, formed
own distributing organization, Film
Distributors, Ltd.
Barbara and Richard Lyon, off-

spring of Ben Lyon and Behe
Daniels, starting their own radio
program "The Young Lyons" next
Sunday (13).’ They are currently
appearing with their parents in the
Blackpool production of "Life
With the Lyons."

Chicago

Lewis ice show, "Mexlcazi Fiesta."
Lois Nettleton an addition to

Old Log strawhatter cast with
"Shadow and Substance” current

bill.
. , ,

Following local Aquatennial en-
gagement July 18-27, "Aqua Fol-

fies,” produced here especially for

annual summer mardi gras, again
goes to Seattle for latte?:’* Sea
Fair, July 31-Aug. 13,

Warren Caro, New York Theatre
Guild exec secretary, on flight to

Alaska to be Gov. Erne§t Gtuen-
ing’s guest there after a week’s
conference here regarding next
local . subscription, season.
Jimmy Nederlander, manager of

Lyceum, off to New York to line

up * more attractions for ensuing
season which opens with "Four-
poster," Sept. 14, and "Call Me
Madam," Sept. 22, for a week
each.

India

Madras government' decided to

stop awards of medals and trophies

for best films in Tamil and Telugu,
starting this year.

British actor Alee Guinness re-

fused offer to star in forthcoming
picture on the life of "Mahatma
Gandhi,", saying that the role

should be filled by Indian,
India’s broadcasting-^ hours In

1951 increased to 73,072 hours as
against 4,529 hours in 1950. Broad-
casts are now made in 17 important
local languages, 13 dialects and 13
foreign languages.

Eric Elliott, who toured India’s

main towns last year with his
troupe of players has arrived in
Calcutta. ‘Understood he plans to

recruit local talent for a tour of
towns and cities in India this win-
ter.

During 1951, it is estimated that
20,000 tourists, visited India, 3,500
visitors coming from the U. S.
Tourist Information department
given $1,600,000 for production of
color films, guide books, po^iters
and folders to attract visitors.

Technicians associated with the
East India Studios in Calcutta took
over the management of the stu-
dios on a co-operative basis. First

E
roduction ^under new setup will
ave Kalyan Gupta, who managed

production on "The River,” xt
helm.

Allan Jones flew out to the Coast
to see his grandson.
Helmut Dantine at Drury Lane

for two weeks in "Happy Time.”
"Bagels and Yox" closed success-

ful stay at the Blackstone July 4.

Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., pulled
into toWn with his trailer for the
conventions.
Johnny Auer, Republic producer,

in town huddling with police offi-

cials about new picture.
George Jessel stopping off to

confer with Jimmy Durante at the
Chez about property for the comic
which Jessel would shoot inde-
pendently.
Samuel McDowell and 'Willard

Keith of Council of the Living The-
atre, along with Warren Carroll, of
Theatre Gluld, in Chicago talking
over possibility :of local action,

Portland, Ore.
By Ray Feves

Ronald Reagan here as guest
speaker for the newsmen’s guild
convention.
Bob Wald in at Clover Club as

m.c. and press agent. Arthur Dun-
can held for a second inning.

Jat Herrod’s
.
"Manhattan Cock-

tail Revue" in at Amato’s for three
weeks with Arthur Lee Simpkins
inked to follow.
"Song Of Norway" set to kick

off the legit season at the Civic
Auditorium, Promoter Bill Duggan
says seat sale brisk.
Ann Blyth and nine other UI

stars were in tgwn last Thursday
(3) for world preem of "The World
In His Arms'^ at the J. J, Parker
Broadway,

Minneapolis
By iits Rees

Tiny Kaye at . Angle’s nitery.
"Ah! Wilderness" on deck for

Univ. of Minnesota Theatre.
Eddy Howard underlined for

Prom Ballroom one-nighter.
Heinle’s club has singing team

Raible Sc Day for single week.
Terry Hffven Sc Ernie Held at

Hotel Minnesotan Panther Room.
Pine Beach and Paul Bunyan

strawhatters offering ‘-Harvey"
and “Claudia,” respectively.

Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Ter-
race using TV to plug its Dorothy

Vienna
By Emil W* Maass

Orch leader Hans 3warowsky off

to Rio de Janeiro for five concerts.
Nico Dostal’s operetta, "Manina,'"

to be filmed by Meteor Co. of
Wiesbaden.

Greta Keller will return to N.Y.,
Aug. 17, bringing with her three
new plays for TV.
Theo Lingen inked by Swiss

Praesens Film to play in next pro-
duction “Heidi," a comedy.
Rosenhuegal Studio (Russian

zone) started work on film opera,
"Daughter of .the Regiment,” by
Donizetti.

"Pretty Toelz Girl" selected as
next Peter Ostermayer production
with Franziska Kinz, Sepp Nigg
and Inge Cornelius in the leads.

Rome
By Helen McGill 'Tubbs

Don Ameche planed in on his
European vacation.

N. Y. Met’s Rudolph Bing here
on his annual trip.
The Peters Sisters topping show

at the Casino delle Rose.
The Barney Balabans here for a

week on their European trip.
Universal held a big reunion on

its 40th anni in Florence and Rome.
Leonide Moguy back from per-

sonals for his "Tomorrow Is Too
Late."
Nat Karson to Venice with his

Empire Theatre line of English
dancers.
There will be 43 Roman femmes

with titles working in the court
scenes of "Roman Holiday" as
extras.
Eddie Albert and wife Margo

prived by plane this week. Al-
bert will play a role in ‘Roman
Holiday being made here this
summer.

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway

,
Ruth Tobey of Variety vacation-

ing at Sans Soucl.
Phil Brito, current at Dream

Bar, bought home here,

J pacted for return

22d^
Sans Souci beginning the

Irv Rosenholtz hack at spot
where he

.
first clicked with hisHammond organ—the Albion Hotel

lounge,
July 4 Weekend saw heavy hiz

pickup for most niteries and hotels.
Area had biggest influx of sum-mer tourists in history.
Sammy Walsh and Earl Convertwt for leads in "Annie Get YourGun starring Martha Raye at

Cameo Playhouse starting July 14.

HoDjwood

hS* to

filed suit to dl.vorce wm Price.
‘

William Saal to Minneapolis onRepublic busmess. “

^^Andre Chariot celebrated his
55th anni m showbiz. .

®

Kafcher celebrated his
25th 'year in shoiy biz,

®

Harry Gamson opened his own
ad agency in Beverly Hills.
Frank Loesser in from N. Y. for

huddles with Samuel Goldwyn
Harry Kuh east as advance man-

ager for Sonja Henie ice show.
Abe Lastfogel namdd prexy of

Hospital Foundation
Mickey Rooney and Don Barry

to Dallag for the Cotton BovA
Show.

Fritz Lang lectured.. the Film
Semiliar at U, of Southern Cali-
fornia.
John Wayne and Gene Autry to

'Chicago for the Republican con-
vention.
^F. Hugh Herbert’s daughter.
Pamela, joined the Bob Weiss
flackery.

William Pine leaves July 15 on
a cross-country tour to plug "Ca-
ribbean.”
Spencer Tracy elected honorary

prexy of the Boys Town National
Alumni Assn.

Irene Dunne in Chicago as an
alternate in California’s Republi-
can delegation.
John Muelhausen retired as po-

lice .captain at 20th-Fox after 28
years of service.
Rae Ryan returned from N, Y.

to resume work as western editor
for Ideal Publications.

Barblira Ruick entertained Kor-
ean veterans at Fort Lewis and
MacCb;rd Air Force Base.
Judy Canova relapsed after a

brush with pneumonia and was
sent back to the hospital.
George Jessel emceed the dedi-

cation of the new Will Rogers Me-
morial Park in Beverly Hills.

George Montgomery and Wil-
liam Bishop to Denver for the
opening of "Cripple Creek.’.'
Burt Lancaster, Harold Hecht

and crew of 21 left for the Fiji

Islands to film "His Majesty
O’Keefe.”
Will Rogers Memorial Highway,

formerly U, • S. Highway 66, was
officially renamed at ceremonies
in Santa Monica.

Atlantic City

By Joe Wi Walker
Dagmar slated for Steel Pier

vaiide July 13th week,
Pedro Albani into Mayflower’s

Holiday Room for summer.
Joe Grossman doing publicity

for Pleasant Mills playhouse.
Stump Sc Stumpy featured at

Paradise ^Club, newest sepia spot.

The Four Aces and Richard
Hayes into Beachcomber at Wild-

wood.
. Jay Jerome orch plays Subma-
rine Room of Hotel Traymore for

season. *
'

Jose Poneira orch with Gloria

Casper into Hotel Chelsea as cock-

tail lounge, refurbished, started

new season (2).

Harry Simons, .Boardwalk Assn,

prexy, to be honor guest at spe-

cial performance of "Borscht Ca-

pades" July 15. Sid Hartfield also

to be special guest.

Australia
By Eric Gonick .

Tommy Trinder due on tnira

tour for Tivoli loop. ,

Cliff Edwards playing vaude

date at Royal, Brisbane, under
indie management.
Looks like "La Ronde," foreign

pic, may play 26 weeks at Savoy,

Sydney, for Peter Dawson. . .

"Kiss Me, Kate" is in its sixth

month at His Majestys, Melbourne,
for the Williamson management.

Jessie Matthews, British stai\

will do a series of six airings for

the Australian Broadcasting Com-
mission. ,

Lin Endean, Universal’s pub-

licity chief, here, suffered nervous

collapse and goes on vacation un-

Kiwis! all-male concert troupe,

solid in" third repeat run at Em-
pire, Sydney, under the WiUiabi-

son management.
.

,

Department of Information sena-

Ing production unit to Korea to

make actual battle shots as aid to

local recruiting buildup.
Jimmy Hanley, British come-

dian, makes Sydney debut in J-u

Dorothy, a Son” at Royal for the

David N. Martin management.



OB
ALISON SKIPWORTH

aiiqon Skipworth, 88 ,
veteran

^ and film actress, died July 5

York. Miss Skipworth, who

iiJnn her career as a siiager, de-

?SJ at Efalv’s Theatre. London,

in Gaiety Girl.'’ She
in Vrtvt for the first

K

, nttera. The Axust 5 iwioaci^

Khe Broadway Theatre. Her last

Lparwice on Broadway ^was in

ffl StS To Heaven^ In 1941

Miss SWpworth joined Daniel

Frohman^ coiripany in 1897, play-

ing in "The Princess and t^ But-

Sfe" and "The Tree of Knowl-
She later toured with Viola

illeii in ‘'Cymbellne” "Twellth

S’ and “As You Like It." In

Shanted April.;' From 1925

until 1930, Miss Skipworth appear-

ed In 21 consecutive failures which,

according to the critics,' was a dis-

credit to the playwrights rather

then the actress. ..

She went to- Hollywood m 1930

and played in more than 100 pix

during the next eight years. Among
these In which she appeared were
"Strictly Unconventional,” '‘The

Captain Hates The Sea,” “Two
Wise Maids,” "Hitch Hike Lady,”
"Song of Songs.” "The Princess

Comes Across,” "Tonight Is Ours.”
"Outward Bound.” "If I Had A
Million” and "Madame Racke-
teer."

Miss Skipworth returned to

Broadway in 1938 to appear in "30

Days Hath September.” In .1940

she wa.s cast in "When We Are
Married,” the first complete play
to be televised. Show was carried
by NBC in that year.

ADA DWYER (RUSSELL)
Mrs. Ada .Dwyer Russell, 89.

retired legit actress, died July 4
in Washington after a long illness.

IN IMEMORY or OUl LOVELY ONE
CHARLOTTE LEARN GARRITY
Wh* Paiivd Away July i, 194/
John J. Garrify. $r., hutband

J«hn J. Garrity; Jr., ion
Patricia Garrity Givaudan, dowghtar

She also was heir and literary ex-
ecutor of poet Amy Lowell.
Mrs. Russell, who was known

professionally by her maiden name
Ada Dwyer, made her debut in
1890 and retired in 1914. In the
1890s she appeared in such plays
as "Alone In London,” "One Er-
ror,” "Don Juan,” "Husband and
Wife,” "A Woman’s Revenge” and
"The Children of the Ghetto.” In
the early part of the century she
appeared in several plays with
Eleanor Robson. Among them
were "In A Balcony,” "A Gentle-
man of France” and "Merely Mary
Ann.” In 1903 she toured the U. S.
with Miss Robson in an all-star
production of "Romeo and Juliet.”
She played the title role in "Mrs.
Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch” in a

of Australia and New Zealand
in 1908 and later appeared In New
y^rk in "The Dawn of Tomorrow,”
1.-

J® Purple” and "Black-
birds. She was the widow of actor
H?i-old Russell.
Surviving are a daughter, thtee

sisters, four grandchildren and
seven great-grandchildren.

borney bergantine
.
°i'oey Bergantine, 42, song-

writer and newspaper publisher,
{led in Kansas City; Mo., July 4.

co-author ^ of "My Happi-
fop record

SK in 1948 and. has since become
a pop standard.

* lifelong resi-
Kansas City, and for sev-

Jiai years was an orchestra lead-
'‘My Happiness”

ii2id little accept-
finally taken by

1948. With
Loul^n?® Betty Peterson (Mrs.

Jon i- Q
^00 ) and a recording by,

labef^
Steele on the Damon

BeraL^'‘''^^‘^ heights.

You ’’ nt?.V’iOTr X
^ Losing

K'aUonif^o Your Step,” the

''as ?d
Council song. He

American PP^Isher of the

Americas

tor a
®Pd a brother

four sisters

R T
J- hiehlk

’I'an, dipH veteran show-
ParkercK*^^^

3 of a heart -attack
t^orn®

11
W. Va. He had

years.

P’aver Show- biz as a fiddle

played it?
^od Tom shows,

P tent and carnivals, and

opened the first Parkersburg Air-
dome. With his brother, Ed
Hidhle, they built the Hippodrome
there, later became associated with
the Smoot Bros, in the Smoot The-
atre until it was sold to the
Warners. He then built the Hiehle
Theatre, on^ of the finest small
picture houses in the south. He
sold this a few ‘month ago. He was
known by many actors and exhibi-
tors. -

Punefal services whre held at
the Parkersburg Trinity Episcopal
Church on Saturday (5), He leaves
his wife, Elsie Hiehle

. (who had
acted as hiS cashier since he started
in show biz), a son, Judge Forbes
Hiehle, two married daughters, two
brothers and a sister. He was the
uncle of Mrs, Joe Laurie, Jr.

GEORGE (LEFTY) MILLER
George (Lefty) Miller, legit man-

ager and pressagent, died July 4r

in Queens (N,Y.) General Hospital
after an Illness of two‘W€feks. He
had a paralytic stroke about 'two
years ago and had never entirely
recovered. He.was in his 60s.

After being a pitcher with the
St. Louis Cards' (whence the nick-
name he had the rest of his life).

Miller became an actor and then a-

manager, pressagent and occas-
ional producer. One of his Broad-
way presentations was "Smooth As
Silk,” and at one time he repre-
sented Marjorie Rambeau and
ZaSu Pitts. ^For some years he
was pressagent for Jules Leven-
thal’s shows on the New York sub-
way circuit and on tour.

His brother. W. C. Miller, is an
electrician ' with the Broadway
company of "South Pacific?* An
invalid wife and another brother
survive.

JOHN ZINSELMEIER
John Zinselmeler, 48, director of

merchandising of WLW, Cincinnati,
died July 2 in that city. He joined
the Crosley Broadcasting Corp. in
1944 as director' of drug mer-
chandising, be.cafhe manager, of
specialty sales two years later and
assumed his last post in October,
1948. Previously he had been with
the Procter & Gamble, the Ohio
Butterine Co., and the Stance drug
division of Standard Oil. Co. He
was a Univ, of Cincinnati football
star in 1927. He trained show
horses as a hobby.

Surviving are his wife, a son and
his mother.

PAULINE CLEAVER
Mrs. Pauline Cleaver, 72, form-

er radio commentator, died July -5

in Plainfield). N. J. Mrs. Cleaver
conducted a radio program in the
1930s over WEAF, N. Y. (now
WNBC). She later switched over
to WJZ, the American Broadcast-
ing Co.’s N. Y. outlet. Program
was tagged "You, Too, Can Make
Money.” Mrs. Cleaver alsq was a
syndicated columnist and authored
the tome, "Make A Job For Your-
self.”

Three daughters survive,

EDGAR BAMBERGER
Edgar Bamberger, 69, foimder

and first prez of WOR, N, Y., died
June 28 in Avon, N. J. He had
been associated with several of the
country’s top department stores
including Bamberger’s, Newark.
He helped found WOR in 1922. The
station later joined the Mutual
web as its New York outlet.

Surviving are his Wife, three
daughters, a stepdaughter and a
stepson.

WALTER H. LONG
Walter H. Long, 70, pioneer

screen actor, died July 5 in Holly-
wood aft^r a heart attack while
watching a July 4 fireworks dis-

play. Long entered pictures in 1909
after a legit career. He was best
known as a heavy in silents. One of
his most noted roles was that of
the Negro soldie^ . in "The Birth
of a Nation.”

His wife survives.

BARTHOLOMEW'COSTELLO
Bartholomew W. (Battie) Costel-

lo, 83, musician, died in Cleveland
July 4 after attending convention
of American Federation of Musi-
cians .in Santa Barbara, Cal. He
played string bass and organized
one of Cleveland’s first dance
bands In addition to conducting the
old Luna Park orch.

Survived by brother and sister.

COLVIN W. BROWN
Colvin W. Brown, 64, retired

veepee of Quigley Publications,
died July 0 in New York. At ohe
time he was associated with Pathe.

Surviving arc his wife and three
brothers.

CHARLES M. MAXFIpLD
Charles M, Maxfield, 71, mana-

ger of the Patchogue Theatre, Pat-

chogue, L, I., for the past 22 years,
died there July 4. Maxfield was
a veteran of 40 years in the piq
house biz.

Surviving are hi? wife, a daugh-
ter and a brother.

JACK LE DAIR
Jack Le Dair, 72, British magi-

cian, died in Liverpool, June 19.
His real name was John Albert
Warton. He made his first stage
appearance at the old Roscommon
Music Hall, Liverpool, in 1902.
He was a leading member of the

British Magie Circle.

SIMON LEHR
Simon Lehr, 84, former secretary

to the-late Carl Laemmle and chief
of Universal's foreign publicity,
died July 1 in Hollywood, '

He once was a New York corre-
spondent for German and Austrian
newspapers.

GEORGE PERRY
George Perry, 70, former vaude

performer, died July 4 in New
York.

Perry had appeared with his late
wife, Lee; in an act billed as Perry& ’White.

WiUiam F. Rose, 77, one-time
member of -the Garden Minstrels,
died June 29 at his St. Louis Cotin-
ty home. A tenor with the Garden-
Minstrels, Rose also ,sang with
many St. Louis organizations. His
wife survives.

Lester C. Chambers, veteran
projectionist who had been booth-
man at the Esquire Theatre, St.

Louis, for the last three years, died
in St. Louis June 28. His wife and
four children survive.

Mrs. Florence McGuire B.ank-^
head, stepmother of actress Tallu-
lah Bankhead and widow of Wil-
liam B, Bankhead, former Speaker
of the House of Representatives,
died,July 1 In Jasper, Ala.

Olin Francis, 60, legit and screen
actor for 40 years, died June 30
in Hollywood. He was a charter
member of the Screen Actors
Guild.

Herbert H. Nic?e, 27, Flat Rock.
Mich., leader of Herb’s High Hat-
ters, dance orch, was Injured June
30 in . a traffic accident and died
en route to the hospital.

William Jones, 41, former pro-
ducer of the "WLS National Bam
Dance,” died June 28 in McHenry,
HI. Survived by wife and daugh-
ter.

Frank Squire Welsman, 79, or-
ganizer of the ofiginal Toronto
Symphony Orchestra, died July 2
at his summer home near Lake
Joseph, Canada.

John Lindstrom, 27, former KG(D
announcer, died June 29 in Oak-
land, Cal., Veterans Hospital, from
iUness developed during World
War II. Wife and son survive.

Glenn S. Coffin, 54, comptroller
of the Star-Telegram and WBAP,
Fort Worth, died July 1 In that city.

Survived by wife, two sons and two
sisters.

R. M. Callaway, entertainment
manager for Belfast (North pf Ire-

land) Corp., died recently in Bel-

fast.

Verna L. Page (Mrs. Ernest
Gamble, Sr.) 70* retired concert
violinist, died July 6 in Phila-

delphia.

Father, 87^ of Karl MacDonald,
veepee of Wdtner Bros. Interna^
tional, died July -2 in San Diego.

Mother, 87, of Hazele Burgess,
legit actress, died June 17 in New
York.

Dr. Emil Winkler, 85, pianist and
former head of the Highland Park
Conservatory of Music, died July
2* In Los Angeles.

Lewis James Scott, 67, pionefir

film director, died June ,30 in Hol-
lywood. .

Mrs. Agnes Kountz Gardner, 65,

a concert soprano from 1916 to

1926, died July 1 in Toledo.

Sister, 65, of George Storer, pres-

ident of WSPD, Toledo, died July
1 in Chicago.

David Koenig, 69, veteran watch-
man on the 20th-Fox lot, died June
27 in Hollywood.

Mrs. Elizabeth Woodivard, 73,

former concert pianist, died July
6 in Chicago.

Cy Tucker, 63, screen actor, died
July 4 in Hollywood. He had been
in films for 35 years.

secretary-treasurer of 20th-Fox,
died July 1 In Middleton, Mass.

Earl W. Field, 69, former mem- HeUlhger )Bi## Due
ber of Sousa's band, died Jun« 80 jim Bishop, longtime intimatu
in Los Angeles. of the late Mark HelUrtger, start-

TV ^ X copy boy on the N. Y,'
Hcnriette Bosmans, 50, Dutch Daily News, and who has been

pianist-composer, died July 3 in working on the columnist-pror
Amsterdam. ^ lifp anrf tlmps. Hinder direCeii

MARRIAGES
ducer’s life and times, under direC'*

tion of his widow, Glady^.Glad,c
will have his ^ok,'"Mark xj^lli^-

Dori<! Moor to Hnnfc Alexander SOr (A Biography of BrOadway and'i^oris moor m nanK Aiexanaer, «» utr
July 6 , New York. Groom is a
Ughting director for CBS-TV.

Hollywood),” published by Applet
ton-Century-Crofts ‘in November

1

Barbara June Sisson to Warren v
Durrett, Kansas City, Mo., June 29. wftJiH«J”'TiSSa^anlrrnen’ hove
Groom Is oroh leader ’at Hotel itS.ld ^hl dSHid Mst-raor!Muehlebach Terraee Grill there.

““
_^Ruth. Ford to Zachary Scott. ‘Xmnfst
Chicago, July «. Bride is legit and “Aeved iven tt^ter toTV actress: groom is film and stage HoIlywMd as”a film producer and
actor currently appearing in “Bell, Jg?

;

Book and Candle" is Chicago.
,

Patricia Carrington to Francois f ,andmaA
he "renaS'^T.

GarTtogton. Jadiricrip^^^^^ ThlSe'*^
“ ”*'“"8"

Young’s . Family’
.Faces Life.”

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. -Roy Krai, son, Chi-

cago, June 29.’ Mother is a singer;
father is a musician.

Gene Pepe^i N. % Tab
Generosb (Gene) Pope, Jr., pub-

lisher of the N, Y, Sunday En-
quirer, plans a ndw tabloid daily
in New York in the fall.

His family publishes. II pro-
' Mr and Mrs ' Nolati Willis .Sresso Italiano, top N. Y. Itallan-

dau/hter Lof^nceles JuW l’
la^^^wage daily, and also controls

MSher is a forme? film nuWiLt
* Colonial Sand & Gravel Co.

““nd* MrT Ge^“sidbtae, radio station ^OM. N. Y.

twin sons, Paris, July 3. Mother a ^ ««
is Marjorie Tallchief, ballet dancer
with the Marquis de Cuevas Com-

the.same apart‘bS& from ProgrCsso and the

Mr and Mrs. Wayne Griffin, .

daughter, Chicago, July 1. Father yt1,ix «_x^ ^ix
isAChi ABC-TY sportscaster,. The unit rat^udiereby a news-
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse H...HlUott,

son, Santa Monica. Cal., June 28. .liertlstne^
Coast real

jjjg papers—was hit last week
Federal^. Judgc Herbert W.

f Ghristenbury in the Justice Dept.’s
ter, Hollywood, June 29. Father is against the New Orleans
a Screen and radio actor Times-Picayune Publishing Co.

Mr. and Mrs Bruce Humber- jidgrissuVd an' the
stone, daughter, Santa Momca, C^., rji^p

itg sister evening paper,
July 2. Father is a screen direc- j^^w Orleans States, refrain from

J rn 1 nT XT Selling ads under the unit rate,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McNamara, Judge also ordered the company

daughter July 1, Wiljiamstown, refusing to sell advertising

X J
announcer for sp^ce separately in the two papers.

WMNB, North Adams, Mass. Judge opined that the T-P was
son, using its "dominant position in'

New York, June 30, Mother is the morning field” to place corn-
daughter of Sam Shayon, theatrical petitor, the Item, at a disadvan-
attomey and manager. tage. The Item Is published Sat-M^ and Mrs, Robert Lamont, urdays and competes with both Of-
daughter,* Troy,- N.' Y., June 29^ the T-P papers.

is_ manager of La- About 180 papers in the U. S.
mont Theatres in Albany, have- unit rates, which may be af-
Mr. and Mrs. Walt Baptiste, fected by the judge’s decision. Sev-

daughter, San Francisco, June 27. eral publishers are objecting to
Parents have a health show on the decree, as a move by the Gov-
KSAN there. emment to regulate newspaper ad-
Mr. ‘and Mrs. Michael Case, son vertising ‘and to prevent a pub-

New York, July 6 . Mother is lisher from setting rates competi-
Grace Houston, costume design- tively lower than others in the
er; father is with .NBC-RCA color field. Government contention Is

television. that the T-P was acting "in re-
Mr. and Mrs. 'Sol LeOn, twin straint of trade” by using the unit

son and daughter. New- York, July rate practice.
W _ J_»_ » • J-V. _ A. ^9 1 _1 .J. J ^ ^
1, Father is in the television de-
partment of the William Morris
agency.

P-tt’s Hey Rube
Ringling Bros.-Bamura & Bailey

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cohen, son. publicist Beverly Kelley will ghost
New York, July 2. Father is an Ringling clown Emmett Kelly’s
attorney with the William Morris biog.
agency. .. Meantime, William Fields is

Mr. and Mrs. Len Firestone, son, working on the John Ringling
July 4, New York. Father is North biog. Fields, when not
eastern division manager of Unity chief publicist for the Playwrights
Television Corp. Co., does special exploitation at-

Mr. and Mrs. -Bernard Grant, son, tendant to the Ringling show’s
July 3, New York. Mother (Joyce New York opening.
Gordon) and father are radio-tele

actors. *

Mr. and Mrs. Norman B. Rydge,
son, Sydney, July ,2. Father is

managing director of Greater
Union Theatres, one of major cir-

Both books will be published by
Prentice-Hall.

^
-

CHATTER
July Vogue salutes cast of "New

Faces of 1952” and Sheila Bond of-T .

—
7 » ^ A.' VI.

cults in . Australia; mpfher is a for- “wish You Were Here.
mer financial secretary.

MPM Staff
'7 s=jiP— ' —

r

- Continued from pagt 'l
, ';ry

tion in Rome, is back in France

Vildng to publish Arthur, Mil-
ler’s- new play, tentatively, titled

"Those Familiar Spirits/’ ',.6oon
after its Broadway production.

Siinset Coast mag, has added
Hawaii as an "eighth state’’* to Its

present seven-State circulation.

Beth Brown in American Week-
temporarily, filling in until Smith ly with "Prescription for Life,” the

arrives. Spiegel for a time had been first in an inspirational- syndicated

commuting from Frankfurt, but senes.
,

-

that’s now impossible because of

the need for him to become famil-

iar with his enlarged territory.

Saturday Review ts stepping up
its circulation guarantee 25% to

125,000, and’Announcing a 20% in-

Robert Corkerv star^ at crease in ad rates effecUve Jan. 1.

A/rS? A '^^edda Hopper’s autobiog, "FromMPAA headquarters last week as rj ^ *^%.x .» covering her
replacement for Smith as McCarthy

career’from farm' girl to actress to
assistant. Corkeiy was fomer columnist, due via Doubleday
European coordinator for the U, S. 3gp^ 4
Displaced Persons -Commission. Ada Dwyer Russell, vet legit

Col. Richard T. McDonnell, of actress who died in ‘Washington,
MPAA's foreign staff in Washing- d. C., July 4, at 89, was heir and
ton, is expected badk shortly from literary executor of poet Amy
TolO’o, where he is bn a special Lowell. A surviving- grandson is

mission concerned with the un- Ted Amussen, editor-in-chief of.

blocking of U. S. ’ industry funds Hrary Holt 8c Co. ^
there. Exactly to what he’ll be as- The peripetatlc Ward More-

signed when he returns to the house to
- week to visit with Lucius Beebe,

Capital i^n't known as yet.

Tanturek will be leaving the thence to Seattle, en route to an

A off.. fn Alaskan quickie flight, and hack in

OAK -tf? Chi July 25 to 0 .0 . some plays
affiliate, the MPEA, since 19-^. He there, before returning to his N. Y.
supejwised much of the MPEA’s world-Telegram-Sun desk.
European territory until the major Harold Cohen, drama editor of
company co-op folded at the be- the Post-Gazette and VarjETY mugg
ginning of this year, when he was in Pittsburgh, spending a week in

shifted to the MPAA payroll. (Hollywood' to interview film names.Mother of Donald He‘nderson, ' shifted to the MPAA payroll. (Hollywood' to interview film names.





By GEORGK »OS¥N

Chicago, July 15, 4 ,

policy makers among tiie TV
networks are engi^ged this we^k in

some . fast and furioys “between
conventions” reappraising of the
dcUts and credits emerging from
Mdeo's contribution to public eh"
UgWenment, In its unprecedented
coverage of last week’s Republi-
can convention, in Chicago.
Out of the Chi Amphitheatre ex-

citement attending Eisenhower-
Taft slugfest and nomination of
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower as the
GOf standard bearer^*emerged a
tv whose impact on the American
populace as a molder of public'
opinion is now beyond question.
Astute strategists within the politi-
co fraternity concede this as per-
haps the No. 1 revelation of last
week’s Chi fiesta.

That TV, perhaps more than any
ether factor, was responsible for
^treating a pro-Eisenhower senti-
ment among convention delegates'
Constituents back home, was re-
nwted in the thousands . of
elegrams inundating ’Western
Union at convention headquarters
throughout the weekf ahd virtually

of one tone—revealing a sym-
( Continued on page 1217 )

.

Bigland, France Bndged

For First Time Via TV;

Cues AlFEnrope Link
London, July 15.

!lsh
the Ehg-

in
^ter'ti)! .'Shal^ start

a thunderst‘6rm washed
Londoners

cabaret

Sf Tower in
Itself was far from

ot re-

terfe?Att°^’
once .atmospheric in-

wtS ®obsided, reached an
«npressive standard. .

of a week’s

Ws thi
programs and fol-

earli®r In

telvAH K program was re-

ish vIaw^
French as well as Brit-

tnne onTif’
j^nd to tlie former it

Vhilp ? ^^0 ^ocal 819 line system,

Program In the late

clariw
^ standard of

achieved, wdth only

Vpiortutf-ff^i^
of picture distortion.

(Contfmv
/o^P^te the name

- ontmued on page 14)

What, No Popcorn?
Cincinnati, July 15.

A moviethon from^sundown
.Saturday (13) to sunrise Sun-
day at the Acme drive-in, be-
tween Cincinnati and Hamil-
ton, O., set a bargain high for
this area.

' Jackpot package included
seven features and a starter of
cartoon subjects, with no re-
peats.

Sharp Tumble
Television viewing has taken a

sharp tumble this summer, attribut-
ed partly to the traditional out-of-
home activities of the public during
the dogdays, but also to the lack of
programming strong enough quali-
tatively to hold viewers at their re-
ceivers. Average sets ip use dur-
ing July, according to the Trendex
rating service and based

.
on the

10 multiple-station markets sur-
veyed by Trendex, is 27.5, as com-
pared with the 34.5 figure for June.
Because of the dip in viewing,

average ratings for the current pe-
riod (July 1-7) also shovved a de-
cline. For the first time since last
season, the highest-rated program
was below a 30, and the bottom of
the Top 10 shows resembled ratings
usually associated with radio. Re-
publican convention coverage was
the only event to crack the higher

(Continued on Page 123)

Todd’s Outdoor ‘Venice’

May Be 1st legiter Set

For Theatre Television
Mike Todd's outdoor spectacle,

“Night in Venicef' currently play-
ing at the; Marine Stadium, Jones
Beach State Park, N. Y., may be
the first legit presentation to be
picked up for theatre television,
Todd, who is now on the Coast,
has huddled with Nathan L. Hal-
pern for Halpern's Theatre Net-
work TV to handle the deal for
theatres, and the two of them are
shooting for a late summer date.

Plans are still in the talking
(Continued on Page 123)

By BERT BRILLER

How big is vidpix?
To what extent .Is the trend

toward film-for-tele cutting into
networking by cable and micro-re-
lay?
The answers are indicated by the

accompanying charts; TV films on
the networks and on tlie national
spot’ circuit have grown in the past
year from 12 hours of program-
ming weekly to 18 hours a week,
as of ’May this year.- That’s a heal-
thy 50% boost, a har’oinger of
more to come.
May was chosen as the basis of

coifiparison because the major I

shows had not yet taMJf.^'eir sum-
mer hiatus. In the pasMwb months,
however, . the shift to celluloid has
become more miarked;

.
warm-

weather . replacements for some
live shows (such as Camel’s. “Man
Against Crime” oh CBS-TV, being
spelled by "The Hunter”) are in
the reel category. Further strength-
ening the film trend, several
shows now skedded for fall starts
(e. g. “Adventures of Ozzle .and
Harriet” on ABC-TV for Hotpoint)
will be on spools.
"Whether sponsors will desert the

networks to bicycle their shows-in-
a-can from station to station on a
national spot basis, choosing their

(Continued on page 57)

Truman to Bow As
I

TV Panel Guest
I

^

President Truman makes his bow
as a television panel guest July 30,

when he takes over as sole panelist

on Theodore Granik’s ‘‘Youth
Wants to Know” via NBC-TV.

That’s the day on which 96 kids,

selected from each state in the
union, take over to run the U. S.

Senate. As guest on “Youth,”
President Truman has agreed to

form the target for any and all

questions shot to him by the teen-

age “Senators,” who will form the
studio audience for that day.

' Truman, of course, has often
spoken before the TV cameras, but
he has never before guested on a
regularly-scheduled program. Since
the Democratic national convention
will have been completed by that

time, it’s expected that the ques-

tions to the President will centre
around 'the upcoming c^lmpaign.

Ike Saves ^Ike^
Los Angeles, July 15.

Nomination of General Eisen-
hower saved a rewriting Job on
the score of “Call Me Madam,”
currently playing at the Phil-
harmonic.

If Senator Taft had been
nominated, *T Like Ike” would
have been dropped and a new
number substituted.

A deal is cooking for George
Jessel to play himself in a TV
series for Coca-Cola as toasts
master, an avocation which has
earned for the producer-author-
comedlan th^ billing of. “Toast-
inaster-Gehei'al Of the As host
of the “Coca-Cpia Banquet ^able,”
Jessel would be ' hpnoi^ng this or

'

that personality identified with the
soft-drink, ranging from 'James A,
Farley, prez of C-C’s ejcport. cor-
poration (who would be the kickoff
guest), to sundry comtnuxdty ac-
tivities, oldest employees, and the
like.

. Wally Jordan of the William
Morris Agency is working It out.

Coke likes it because the Jessel
"banquet table” idea, lends itself

to two major aspects; 1-, the
“honor” guest is always the com-

(Contlnued oh page 14)

|[pls. House flawkshaw

Had No Sense 0’ Humor,

Arrests J. Ray, Morton
Minneapolis, July 15.

Sob singer Johnnie Ray and
comedian Garry Morton spent an
hour in the hoosegpw here in the
early morning following the con-
clusion of “their Radio City theatre
engagement. They were arrested
on complaint of the Hotel Radisson
house detective, Ray Williamson,
who charged them with disorderly
conduct. Both had been living at

the hotel during their stay here.
The disturbance ensued after

Morton resented an ’order from
Williamson, The pair then fcon-

(Continued on Page 123)

" Hopes for peace ih the cleffer
ranks of the American Society of
Composers, Authoi's & Publishers
were blown- away last week in a
storm of protest against the new
writer distribution system sched-
uled to go into operation next
October. Although traditional dis-
sidents, such as Pinky Herman,
have been won over to the plan,
other writers have announced they
will fight it tooth and nail.

Controversy about the new plan
focuses on the new availability
category which will form the basis
of. 30% of the writers’ melon. Ac-
cording to the proponents of the
scheme, the reestablishment of the
availability category will furnish a
cushion against too rapidlleclines
in income.

The opponents, however," declare-
that it will penalize the active writ-
ers. They contend that promotions,
as well as * demotions, will be
slowed ^down by the cushioning
process under which, availability
cannot be reduced fdr fiveryear pe-
riods but can go up only 40% of

: (Continued. on page 127)

Npw You’ll Hear, Not

Read, the Latest Novel,"

Col’s Name Author Deal
Stockholm, July 8.

Goddard Lieberson, Columbia
Records vlce-prexy, is mapping*^
major long-play project in which
the works of Several top novelists
will be narrated on disks. Lieber-
son is leaving Stockholm for Paris
shortly to confer with Somerset
Maugham whose stories will prob-
ably tee off the series. Maugham
will be the narrator.

Lieberson plans to continue the
series with works by John Stein-
beck, Aldous Huxley and others.
William Faulkner, U, S. Nobel
Prize winner, has already.been ap-
proached, but preferred^OTot to be
represented, according':: to Lieber-
son.

The Col exec is also bringing
back to the U. S. a flock of long-
hair works by such modern Swed-
ish composers as Hilding Rosen-
berg, Dag Wiren, Lars Erik Lars-
son andtsGosta Nystroem, Colum-
bia has plans to cut these works in
the U. S. Lieberson has also been
looking for old Swedish folk tunes
for an album in the company’s
international music series.

»
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By MARY FRAZER 4 —
|

Show bu If Rev. Gatemout^. Di.l^
bonanza. Hot spots iw numbers . fat Drew (Gatepioutb) Moorey.

out of proportion to the official Birmingham revivalist preacher,

population figures are making jjgg been inked by Decca for a
Anchorage, Fairbanks, Nome and series of, religioso etchi]q.gSi

;

other towns near new military Moore was a blues. singer down
bases and the Government s billion gQ^^h before becoming a preacher,
dollar construction projects into . .

North America'# newest Gay White

New Northwest Frontier boni- Bob Hope Explains
faces pack 'em in' nightly. And TV I
if all aren’t striking it rich, it's

. I V I CiCtllOll S LOflg
not because plenty isn't being

i ni « ri •

shelled out to see their shows. The 50011 tOlO
terrific talent tariff, plus living

and operations- costs upped way
^

tyhicago, juxy xo,

beyond even the most expensive * Bob Hope last week frankly vol-
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New Northwest Frontier boni- Bob Hope Explains
faces pack 'em in' nightly. And TV I
if all aren’t striking it rich, it's

. I V 1 61611100 S LOOg
not because plenty isn't being ni i cr a f *

shelled out to see their shows. The [^DOrt tOlD
terrific talent tariff, plus living

and operations- costs upped way
^

tyhicago, juxy xo,

beyond even the most expensive * Bob Hope last week frankly vol-

stateside cities, .take a big hunk unteered that he and Bing Crosby

out of the potential paydirt. had erred In their handling of the

“The U. S. paid $7,200,000 for recent Hollywood telethon to raise

the whole Territory of Alaska coin' for the American Olympic
when they bought it from Russia team. That’s the reason, he ex-

in 1067,’’ an Anchorage pub keep- plained, why of $1,002,000 pledged, .

er said. “I figure we’re paying only $300,000 has been - received

that much a year now to get acts go far.

up here!"
, . , . The comedian, who was here to

In addition to fees double and Republican • convention
more what they'd get m the States,

said that he and Crosby
it's standard procedure to pay buoyant at the returns
round-trip plane fares to name coming in on the telethon that they
acts, plus fir^

^

class room and
^vere announcing them in full. But

board during their so-journs in the
only $650,000 was needed to

boom towns.
. i. a • u ^ send the Olympic team abroad and

Donald Novis, who ]ust finished 4350 qoo more than that was
a turn in the Aleutian Gar.dens,

pje^jgetj many of those volunteer-
one of Anchorage s more conserva- g^^d it in. figuring
live niteries, wouMnt tell this

jpQj.g enough was already on
muggess his weekly take. He ^ explained,
simply said, "You wouldn’t believe „ ’

. ,

It. All this and living costs, too." He refused to agree with a Iwge

And Sontfs sGSmcnt. of show biz tbEt locls tnHt

Anchorage" gaudy bLros are th® .marathon tele shows^
typical of what clicks with bhe

?VAwi«5A^
citizenry in the flourishing Far
North. This 11,000 population diagreed with the idea that

(official figures) community has there are an excessive number of

127 bars, niteries and joints with- pledges made by phonies and pub-

in Its limits, 178 more in the im- hcity-seekers who, once their name

mediate environs. About 90% of (Continued on page 14)

them specialize either in strippers

and burleycue comedians, or songs- ^ iDvr^ri OAPT llTl?
ters who dish out American corn lVlCl.KAKl 5 I U51*“mij
plus Yukon style “Western’’ bal- w

goIngTav? N. Y. PRESS LUNCHEON
Only exceptions are the half Important part that show busl-

dozen cla^ spots which cater to ness played in booming Dwight D.

the companatively few couples out Eisenhower to the Republican
on the town. These include the Presidential nomination will be
Aleutian Gardens] the Last kicked around at a meet of syndi-

(ilhance, which offers three stand- cated columnists and television

ard acts, usually a ballroom dance writers called for today (Wed.) by
team, singing emcee and specialty Tex McCrary, one of Eisenhower^S
hoofer; the Seven Seas, which did chief show* biz backers.
SRO biz with Guli-Guli’s magic; Meet, described as not a press
and Forest Country Club, a strictly conference but a huddle designed
commercial, non-membership spot to provide background information
patronized by the town’s elite,- on the siutation, will be at the 21
which has a dance orch only. Club, N. Y. It’s pointed out that
By and large, patronage at the among the columnists invited are

rest of the niteries and bars is some who lambasted McCrary and
lopsidedly stag, in keeping with his group for the initial Elsen-
the actual population. Estimates hower rally televised some months
run from 10 men to every women ago from Madison Square Garden,
in the boom area to

,
50 men to N. Y. Critics blamed the group for

ev^y eligible distaffer. their alleged failure to combine
Hence the management at such TV showmanship in the correct

(Continued on Page 124) proportion with politics. As^a re-~ 7~7n suit, it’s figured that Mfcary
Fix Incidental in Sept. hopes to set the record straight at

L. A. Hearings
tcp-.es on the agenda

Washington, July 15. reportedly will be McCrary’s nota-M A V A ^-t A.**.. .. ^

McCRARY’S POST-IKE

N. Y. PRESS LUNCHEON
Important part that show busl-

(Contlnued on Page 124) proportion with politics. As^a re-~ 7~7n suit, it’s figured that Mfcary
Fix Incidental in Sept. hopes to set the record straight at

L. A. Hearings
tep-.cs on the agenda

Washington, July 15. reportedly will be McCrary’s nota-
Hou.se Un-American Activities tion that Gov. Sherman' P. Adams

Committee will go ahead with of New Hampshire has been tapped
hearings In Los Angeles on Sept, by Eisenhower to manage his cam-
29 as planned, committee sources paign. Adams, it’s pointed’ out,
disclosed yesterday .(Mon.). relied heavily on show biz person-

inquiry will be devoted largely alities to boost Eisenhower during
to Communist operations in vital his state’s primary elections sev-
defense plants, it was said, with eral months ago. Ifis also noted
only incidental testimony bearing that the Texas delegation voting
on the pictwe industry. Hearings for Ike made its first showing at
are expected to last several weeks, that Garden rally.

JACK SH^NDUN
Musical Director of

Louis do Rochement's '

East on Beacon"
^ * /

Daimjr Kaye’s BritTour

SRO in Makeshift HaUs;

30 l^ows Draw 80,000
By GORDON IRVING
Dundee, Scotland, July 8.

Danny Kaye is notching up SRO
hiz on a twice-nightly concert tour

of one and two-night stands, play-

ing nine British key centres of

population. It’s the first time a
visiting -U. S. star has tried out the

arduous two-shows-a-night tech-

nique, with railroad journeys of

several "hundred miles sandwiched
in between.

^
' No British stars have attempted

a similar twice-nightly tout in halls

seating from 2,000 to 3,000.

Despite heatwave weather at

various locations, and the fact that

many citizens are away from home
vacationing at the seaside., Kaye is

cleaning up solidly op the tour,

in which he’s backed by a strong
company. He does largely thfe

same act that he offered on his

vaude stints at the London Palla-

dium and Glasgow Empire, but this

time he’s playing in provincial

areas where stubholders didn’t

have a chance to see him pre-

viously.

Kaye is giving his huge audi-

ences full for their coin,

which is hard to come by right now
among ordinary British folk. At
second house here, in the 3000-seat
Calrd Hall, he entertained for an
hour and 25 minutes, taking fihal

bow at 11:20 p.m.
The technique is different from

that in normal vaUde halls, Kaye
told the writer.

“Halls are mainly city halls nor-
mally used for political speeches
and civic events, and aren’t built

for vaude performers,’’ he said.

“Lighting isn’t made for per-
'‘formers, and beats down in one
huge glare.

“F’rinstance, in "‘Candy Kisses,’

you need a soft spot on to the face
from back of the hall, but you can’t

(Continued on page 124)

VFW Cte Bob Hope
Washington, July 15.

Bob Hope has been awarded the
first annual A1 Jolson citation by
the Veterans of Foreign Wars for
his “outstanding and comftiendable
.record’’ in entertaining American
troops and hospitalized veterans.
Award will be conferred at VFW

National Encampment Aug. 3-8 in
L. A,

July 16^

f
iV^ President

j

mile television may well eiect bur next President, TV
•haps, also, helped kayo the Presidential ambitions of one canrii
date, Meaning Talt, It’s ho secret by .now that the Ohio sem,

^ -tor's adherents copimitted a, faux pas in their video-press re a

tions, on which the Elsenhowerites capitalized.^

It is -a certainty that the Democratic convention next weev
: will Improve qn the GOPoUtlep, shGw,\ the first '52 -tv
convention made the 1948 video ,pickups ^froiA Philadelphia Con
yention Hall look like a No. 2 road company of ''Blossom Time.”

'

Television’?', impact' juakes almost any public event a living
newspaper. Each successive event pfoVes that. One W. Shake-
speare never quite envisoned to what decree all the world is

,now a stage because of television. The manner:.ih which we are
all actors has never been so clearly defined as' in the GOPolitico
Follies of early July, 1952. The candid camera shots of Presl-
dent^makers and adherents in action; the Marx Bros, antics of
those so-welcomedy relief Puerto Ricans; the daily town meet-
ing of Vox Pop USA; the vivid ev-idehce of the citizenry in action
in national politics, these comprised not only a passing show of
life but brought a fuller realization that here was democracy in
action.

'

The 1952 Presidential race in relation to TV is as historic as
Mton’s steamboat, McCormick's reaper, Howe’s sewing machine
Bell’s telephone and Marconi’s wireless. .For the first time a
scientific means of visual sound projection' into the home brings
the grassroots a sharp focus on -the candidates. It must make
the traditional stump-speeching as obsolescent as the tandem-
bike. It must mean that the biggest 'TV show in America every
four- years-^the Presidential, race—will have to be “scripted”

dominantly to the .pew medium. It must even mean time-tabling
the highlight events in each,candidate’s cause to the best “hoop-
erated" hours, i.e. when the voters are home from their daily

chores and can fully absorb the virtues and values at maximum
leisure hours. It is a safe guess that* the Demos are not going
to overlook that phase now and after their candidates are

chosen. »

The iconoscope, and the zoomar lens are as clinical as a sur-

geon’s scalpel. It cuts through everything. It is a great revealer.

TV showmanship no longer is confined to actors. We’re all

players’and participants in the one big show of life. Video is

the 20th century miracle which brings it right into our homes,
• in sharp focus, and let the values fall where they may.

“• Abel

Bing Beats Out Bob
Washington, July 15.

In the race to get into TV
first, Bing Crosby has beaten
out Bob Hope. The crooner
has a' 47% interest in a com-
pany (KXLY-TV, Inc.) in Spo-
kane,’ which was issued a sta-

tion construction permit last

week by the FCC. Hope has
a substantial interest in Metro-
politan Television Co., whose
application for TV in Denver
was designated for hearing be-
cause of competition for the
specified channel.
Which means that Crosby

can be singing on his own TV
outlet, while Hope is sweating
it out to beat the opposition to
his Denver bid. However, Hope
will probably have his own 50
kw radio station before Cros-
by’s Spokane TV outlet is on
the air. Metropolitan’s recent
purchase of KOA in Denver is

awaiting FCC approval.

Libby Hoiman Doiog 5

London Concert Dates
London, July 15.

Libby Holman arrived in London
yesterday (Mon.) to fill concert
dates at the Lyrio, Hammersmith,
under management of H. M. Ten-
nent She was accoinpanied by her
pianist-composer, Gerald Cook.

Mfiss Holman has been signed for
five concerts, July 22-25. It’s un-
likely she’ll fill any other dates dur-
ing her stay in Britain.

Salzburg 'Everyman' Snag

Due to Commie Casting;

U.S. Press Get Tix Brush
Vienna, July 8.

With opening date of the Salz-

burg Festival nearing (July 26),
management is still in difficulties

on casting of the traditional
“Everyman” open-air production.
This year’s show was put in hands
pf Ernst Lothar as director, vice
Helene Thimig, widow of Max
Reinhardt, who created the produc-
tion in the 1920s. Mrs. Thimig pro-
tested loudly against violation of
the “Reinhardt tradition” with re-

sult that most Austriah stage names
turned down proffered roles.

A few weeks ago Lothar, with
' consent of the Festival Committee,
announced completion of casting

. with Karl Paryla, active Commie
actor from the ensemble of the

^ Russ-sponsored Scala Theatre in
Vienna, in the part of the devil.

; Storm of protest was led by Fred-
eric Torberg, columning in the
“Wiener Kurier,” who revealed
that in 1951 Paryla had signed an
article in a Commie publication
blasting the Salzburg Festival, and
“Everyman” in particular, as “a
capitalist circus beneath artistic
notice.”

Last week Education Minister
Kolb asked the Festival man-
agement to cancel the Paryla
contract. They agreed after a new
hassle with Lothar, who said he’d
quit if Paryla didn’t get full salary
anyhow. Replacement for the Red
actor hasn’t yet been named. Nor
has Bert Brecht, East German
actor-director who received an hon-
orary Salzburg citizenship in an-
other much criticized action, come
to Austria. He still runs the Com-

„ mie theatre in East Berlin.

U.S. press correspondents in
Austria have registered a formal
protest with American and Aus-
trian authorities over the poor
treatment in distribution of Fes-

,
tival ducats.

Heat Cuts Gigli’s Boff

Canadian Concert Tour;

MapsDig 1953 U.S. Trek
Gino Arbib,.

.

personal rep for

Jack Hylton, aiid who has been

managing Beniamino Gigli’s recenj,

concert tours, Is staying on in New

York this week to align 1953 fall*

winter bookings for the onetime

Met Opera tenor. Gigli sailed from

Queb.ee last week on the S. S. At-

lantic for a rest at home in Rome,

canceling qpt six western Cana-

dian coast' dates because of the

unseasonal timing, plus the heat.

For same reason he also canceled

some U. S. dates, preferring to set

up a September-October itinerary

in New York next year.

Gigli’s 10 concerts in Montreal

(3),, Toronto (2), Quebec. Trois

Rivieres, Jonquleres, Hamilton and

Ottawa were marked by a unique

out-state pull, U. S. concert fans

from as. far as Texas and Califor-

nia, as well as Detroit, Buffalo and

New York, specifically traveling to

Canada. Mario Rosatti, vocal coach

for Mario Lanza ,and also for Gigli,

headed a party^ of 29 from New

York to Montreal, but most of the

other faraway fans were laymen.

Arbib has been traveling with

the Italian tenor on his previous

European as well as present Cana-

dian tour. He got U. S. visas for

Gigli, his pianist (an Italian from

the Argentine) o and others in his

entourage, with a view to some

quickie U. S. dates this summer,

but decided against competing with

the heat.

Arbib returns to his London

headquarters late this week aft«

huddling with Hylton (just in from

England, where he is readying

“Gentlemen Prefer Blond.es”) about

the U. S. bookings. Hylton Inter-

national may engage its own audi-

toriums, but Arbib is also taiwng

with Marks Levine (NCAC) ana

other concert managements.

Gigli resumes Oct. 1 in Gev

many, with 12 concerts; Scandma

via, six; Holland, two; J

four, and solos in Pans a

Le • Havre, before
Rome for Xmas. He goes to Eng

' land Jan. 15, sailing from there 1

March, for a- four months lou

embracing Australia, New Zcaian •

^ Japan and Hawaii, which

bring him to the U. S. m Septern*

bcr. Arbib wants. both Madison q^

• Garden and Carnegie Hall 1

- Gotham, before doing a nat

U. S. tour.
41^* i ^ t, A \ ^
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NickScKencktoNJ
Nicholas M, Schenck, Loew’s

president, returned to the New

Theatremen are hoping that the

Democrats find the .American, pub-

lic just as disinterested in watching

th^- televised goings-^on at their

next week as the Be-

f<^ffiompnt has becii agreed on

, ®the Srity stockholder action

L,7,.ht two year* ago to lorce

K?tion by Columbia of the em-
contract entered into

Hairy Cohn in- 1949 and presiaent, returnea to tne jxew tho- televij

Sr of the Ws top Col Xprk homeofflee Monday <14) after convention

execs. Terms of tte 5“ City lot. ' publicans did last week. Boundup
tlement. which stiU raJ^

'Court He plans to trek west for an- ^.o. grosses throughout the
proven oy

September country discloses that not only did

Cohn must repay Col $20,000, and beyond that will repeat the the OOP’s Chi show not .hurt, hut

rpnresenting approximately one- trip at the rate of once every eight many areas theatre businessS the fee paid by the company weeks,

to attorney Arnold Grant for rep-

resenting him in the contract nego-

*

2 Employment agreement be-'

tween Cohn and the corporation,

dated Feb. 10, 1949, is to be amend-

ed to extend its term to F^b. 10,

igtiB and by eliminating right pf

SuTtion by. either party with

six months’ notice.

3. Cohn’s $300 weekly expense

allowance may be increased to a

ceiling of $600 at the discretion

of the board at .any time.
TTnpnmmff Rnokv Marpiano.-Ftarrv swing that should carry on to Ooto-

4 Releases fromHability are to ber--and bevond thev hone
,

’
• paI Hp-fandants in Matthews fight will not be sold to weyuiiu, .tney nupe.

fu nine two directors who theatre television, following the Being counted on for an extra

refusal of Theatre Network TV fillip next week is the fact that a

ii tte sftUeS Md a Prexy Nathan L. Halpem to okay few additional big pix will be avall-

X TS .?r,av of the Steex and the $1.50 per seat fee being de- able. Distrlbs have been reluctant

are “landed by Matthews’ manager, to let top product go in June, a

Referee Arthur G Kle^m Jack Hurley. On the last previ- normally abysmal month. But now,

with thf comtXnday (14) ous fight, the Sugar Kay Eobinson- with mid-July past, the big ones

?hc referefrecemm" Joey Maxim bo«t, the theatres are starting to , roll.

court that the settlement be ac- were charged $1.05 per seat.

On that fight, the International
Boxing Club,, which, pr'omoted the
event, received 90c per seat, with
Halperh receiving 15c for his serv- country,' proves interesting. Biz

ices as the network distributor, was up 5% Monday, opening day
Hurley, reportedly fearing that of the GOP convention. It* shoi

Ser benemrio^he corporation theatre TV will hurt the in-per- up 8% more on Tuesday. Wcdnes

than provided in the settlement, son* gate even though theatres in
. (Continued on page 20)

Klein adds in the final note, how- the metropolitan N. Y. area, where
the .fight IS to be staged, will not

N ^ t t . J-t J.

$1.50 ‘Too HighV

Rocky-Matthews

Theatre TV Off

showed a substantial improvement
over the same week a year ago.

The upturn was welcome not
only as a surprise switch on an
anticipated black week, hut be-
cause it marked a change in b.o.

returns that' have in general been
running 5% to 10% below last

year’s average. There’s normally an
improvement in biz about this time
of year, as the attractiveness of

the summer sun and outdoors be-
gins to wane, and exhibs feel that
they are at the start of an upward

cepted.

He points out repeatedly that

the stockholders wJho brought the

6uit failed to produce evidence

that indicated ' they have any

chance of winning in court' any

Chart of the rise and fall last

week? of grosses of United Para-
mount Theatres, with representa-
tive houses in many areas of the

ever:

"it is not Intended by the fore- ca^y the bout, is denianding g.at WovitAfc Plane No Halt
going discussion to deprecate the IBC s share alone should he $1.50.

|

(Continued on page 20)
* t

'
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No N. Y. Replacement

For Joe Moskomtz In

His Shift to the Coast
There will be no replacement in

New York for Joseph Moskowitz,
former eastern studio rep for 20th-

Fox. Moskowitz recently ‘shifted

his headquarters to the studio,

where he is serving as an exec aide
to production chief Darryl F. Zan-
uck.

U Ups Diimy to $1
Universal board yesterday

(Tues.) declared a half-year divi-

dend of 50c on its common stock,

representing biggest payoff in re-

cent years. Company further pro-

poses to place its common on a

regular half-year divvy basis.

Year-end 6Qc divvy was, declared

ast December, covering all . of

1951. In the previous several years

no divvy was paid. New melon is

payable Aug. 6 to stockholders of

record July 25.

Board al$o .declared a regular
quarterly dividend of $1.06V4 on
the $4^25 cumulative .preferred,

payable Sept. 1 to stockholders of

record Aug. 15.

4- Alfred E. Daff, v.p. and world-
wide salesmanager of Universal
was named exec v.p. of the com-
pany by its board of directors yes-
terday (Tues,), That was part of

long-anticipated action that sa-w
Milton R'. Backmil elected U prexy
and Nate J. Blumberg chairman of
he board.

ACLU Se^ks TOA

Help Vs. Exhibs

Fix Blacklisting

Fighters draw their share of- the

Theatre T'Y rights according to

their contracts with IBC. Thus, If

they’re cut in for 30% of the gate,

they also get 30% of the theatre

TV gross. Upping the IBC’s share

from theatre TV to $1.50, conse-

quently, would automatically boost

the fighters’ share of the big-screen

^^Theatres did very well on the about $6,000,000 damage last week.

Robinson-Maxim fight, with some It was thought for a time that de-

of them showing a hefty profit struption caus^

on admission scales raised in would

some houses as high as $3.60.

While Halpetn and exhibitors were
Tnxious to get the Marciano-

In Production Despite

$6,000,000 Fire Damage
Hollywood, July 15,

Production will continue with-

out -interruption at Warners, re-

gardless of the fire that swept' 25

acres on the back lot and caused

Come Cn Texas” and “By the

(Continued on page 16)mission scales any higher.
with his new Coast post the super-
visory chores he handled in the
east. That means that the story,

talent, research and other eastern
departments that were under his

command will continue to report to
him, but in Hollywood

;
rather than

directly at the homeoflflice.

Despite the geographic switch,
which has already taken place, Mos-
kowitz is continuing to maintain
an office in New York. - Lew

American Civil Liberties' Union

has asked the Theatre Cwners of

America to use its influence against

the “private censorship” of -films by

theatremen. ACLU made the re-

quest in the wake of a Variety
story relating that 16 exhibs had
asked the TOA headquarters in

New York for a list of those pic

tures frowned upon by the Ameri-
can Lbglon as someway connected
with political suspects.

Inference in the report, 0

course, wffs that the theatremen
would take a hands-off attitude to

ward the listed product to aver
any possible hassle with the Le
gion.

Patrick Malin, exec director 0

ACLU, asked the TOA aid in a let

ter to Gael Sullivan, TOA exec di

rector, who is now on leave to han
die the Presidential campaign for

Sen. Estes Kefauver, In his ah
sence, the reply was made by Dick
Pitts, acting exec director, who said

there’s nc4 knowledge that a black-

list of films attacked by the Legion
has been put into effect.

“We are certain,” the TOA rep
said, “that no member of this or-

ganization feels that the American
Legion is its official censor.”

o

Moves followed purchase of con-
rolling interest in U by Decca.
Records, of which Backmil is prez.
He’ll continue in the latter post ua
well as the U presidency.

Blumberg switches to the hoard
chairmanship from the post of
president, which he has held since
1938. He no longer holds any
stock ownership in U, having sold
his interest to Decca as part of the
package by which the latter ac-
quired control.

Daff’s promotion to the exec v.p*
spot is the culmination of a comet-
like rise to the top echelon of 'H
in the past few years. H^’s been
with the company, however, since
1920, when he became a booker
and suburban saleman in his na-
tive Australia. After serving as
Far and Middle East supervisor, he
was shifted to New York in 1943
and made foreign supervisor the

(Continued on page 27)

Gregory, Pascal Snarl

Over Film Version Of -

'Don Juan’ Legit Click
Hollywood, Jfily 15.

Possible film version of “Don
Juan in Hell” cued a weekend of
announcements and denjals, with
the project’s status s'till a matter
of conjecture.

Gabriel ‘Pascal, who controls
rights to all G. B. Shaw jJroper-
ties, announced that he would
make a film version this year us-
ing the First. Drama Quartet in a
recreation of the stage hit. Paul
Gregory, who produced the stage
version and assembled Charles
Boyer, Charles Laughton, Sir Ced-
ric Hardwicke and Agnes Moore-
head for the cast, would be asso-

( Continued on page 118)

Skouras Heads Execs JN^ational Boxoffice Survey
West on Prod. Talks Improved Product Apparent as National Biz Takes

Firmer Tone; ^Lovely Look AP 1st, ^l^obin^ 2dTop echelon at the 20th-Fox

homeoffice is on the Coast this

week to view new product and
discuss sales and ad campaigns.

to Zanuck, Is due hack next Wed- J»st week comonses prexy
elties. Heat is

nesday (23) from five weeks in ffSan and 'east^n publicity still hurting some, particularly at
Sern,,. ,...n — tu. Lichtmau and eastern pu y weekends, but an improved

‘“^Sfo-W sS** if-treasurer g"ncfre““mL™f •“

Donald Henderson for confabs on better income in many areas.

costs of projected product and “Lovely to Look At (M-G) is

general studio overhead. Whole this stanza’s winner, jumping from

group is expecteH back pver the the No. 10 spot to lead the field

weekend.
Still on Skouras’ agenda is a

Europe and will continue on to the
Coast almost immediately.

Order Show-Cause On
Hecht Pic’s Coast Date

Hollj^ood, July 15.
Superior Court Judge Wilbur C.

* .

Curtis ordered the Canon Theatre -trip to Australia, on which he may
Management to appear Friday (18) take off at the end of this month.

M show cause why he shouldn’t
firant an injunction compelling the Krim, Benjainill In
house to go throutrh with a con-

Firmer tone in business gener-

ally across the country is mir-

rored in Variety’s check this week
of 1

still

the

fact to exhibit “Actors and Sin,
Sen Hecht pu
him industry.

Chi Heller Huddle it the crown.

via clicko engagements in many
eastern cities. “Robin Hood”
(RKO), which was tops last week,

fell to the place position. “Hood”

is still racking up good-to-strong

revenues but in an insufficient

number of areas this week to give

I

,“dSaTSS e."SL«
Artists and Sid Kuller his partner in ownership and oper-

east^ Ind^ movis
&°^^?tions are seeking an injunc- ation of the company, were in On- o snot ffomN^ I-tion for $250,000 damages from cajgo Monday (14). and yesterday

^Traili^^ clSe behiiuL
Theatres, operator of the (Tues.) huddling with execs of Wal-

is^“Scaramouche^verly House. Canon had bought ter J. Heller & Co., factoring house, n
’is providing a nice

its n'
strength of which has been financmg UA and (M-G^. wb h

^
riino

* Success, reportedly bid- its product.
^

f' ^ - ya-iouc snots
a minimum crnnT»Qnf/itt o-F Mnv R Y*'” tta tr r» wTin 1

Tuns in vario p
Sjornn" i^inimum guarantee of Max E. Youngstein, UA v.p., who

is eet
^wo weeks. How- has continued this week bis road

start Tn scat-
Hrfrf’ prexy Horace tour of company’s branches, heads

.

^

Jr., decided to to the Coast tonight (Wed.) for a tered situations this

defuse July 25 booking rather than gander at Harry Popkin’S “The rates the No. 5 place in the money-

film, which he felt was detri- Thief,” which the company will making sweepstakes. On the basis

dental to the industry,

Thief,’

,

distribute. of initial returns “Jacks” clearly

is headed for top coin across the
country when it swings into wide
circulation,

“Pat and Mike” (M-G), which
also is being given a long play by
the showcasers, still has enough
strength to merit sixth place, the
same as last week. “Clasb by
Night” (RKO). slips from fifth to

seventh rung this frame as the
number of its first-run dates w^nt
down considerably. “Outcast of

the Island” (UA), ““Walk East on
Beacon” (G9I) and “Winning
Team” (WB)‘ round out the top
10 ,

A couple of bo’ff exploitation
bookings stand out in the current
returns. RKO combo of “King
Kong” and “Leopard Man” is go-

ing over great in Philadelphia.
“Strange World” and “Red Planet
Mars,” UA duo, is clicking neatly

in Boston.
Of the straight pix which

haven’t been widely released as

yet, “Where’s Charley?” (WB)
looks hot. Pic is going over in

plenty gusto fashion in New York.

“Story of Will Rogers” (WB) is

sturdy in Los Angeles and “We’re
Not Married” is hotsy in both

N. Y. and Chicago.

(Complete hoxoffice returns on
Pages 8-9 )

.
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In a move designed to expand
furtTier the' commercial uses of hig-

«creen ^television, Theatre ^Network
TV has established Theatre ’Tele-
Sessions a* a separate * division to

develop the use of closed-circuit

TV for business iirnis, Government
mrencies, etc, Victor M:. Ratner,
formerly a veepee with CBS and
later with Macy's department
i^ftore, N.' y., will supervise the op-
eration.
As explained by TNT prez

Nathan T, Halpern, business firms

have been interested for some time
j[n utIliEing big-screen video for
closed circuit sales meetings on a

national basis, distributor and re-

tailer session! ,
stockholder meet-

ings, etc. But^Halpern-held off un-
til now since theatre TV has been,

able to operate on a coast-to-coast

circuit only., since July 1, whenj
American Telephone Sc Telegrkph
completed - the final link to inter-

connect TV stations through, the
south and southwest.

Similar move to corral hig cor-
porations to utilize theatre TV for
closed-circuit sessions was an-
nounced last week by United Para-
mount Theatres. But where UPT
will handle such deals only for
its own housesf TNT is prepared
to round up theatres, of all circuits,

same as it has done for the fights

and othep events on which it has
acted . as distrib agency. On the
recent Ray Robinson-Joey Maxim
bout, for example, theatres owned
by Warners, Loew’s, RKO, UPT
and a number of indie circuits
were linked together to carry the
event.

Sinqe the biz sessions will op-
erate on a closed-circuit basis, it’s

expected, of course, that they’Jl be
staged at a time when the theatres’
boxoffices are normally closed,
such as in the morning hours. This
would give many houses, a chance
to make lucrative use of their usu-
ally non-revenue-producing hours.
Pricing policy for such operations
will be disclosed • shortly. TNT,
meanwhile, will continue to pro-
duce and distribute other shows to
interconnected theatres.

Halpern, incidentally, pioneered
the use of closed-circuit theatre
TV four years ago, and arranged
for the educational broadcasts from
the United Nations into theatres
in the morning hours for the bene-
fit of Brooklyn highschdol students.
Last year, TNT participated in set-
ting up a string of theatres for
closed-circuit sessions held by the
Federal Civil Defense Administra-
tion.

lapinere Ouster As

RKO Continental Mgr.

Cues Promotion Switch
Paris, July 15.

Shelving of Elias Lapinere, RKO
Continental sales manager here for
six years, has brought about the re-
naming of the Lapiiiere Week to
the ‘Week of Champions." The
Lapinere Week, to be held in Sep-
tember, had been pushed by all
trade papers and his photo was
used in conjunction with the ads
of the promotion scheme.
Move, replacing Lapinere with

Carl-Gerhard Wallman, was a sud-
den one and totally unexpected by
Lapinere. He was in the midst
of pushing the special hypo week
on the continent for simultaneous
release of RKO product when his
dismissal came about. Lapinere
was unofficially notified of his im-
pending severance June 24. He was
given official written confirmation
from New York on June 27 with
two \<^eeks notice to July 11.

Dismissal climaxed a long-time
clash in personalities between Lap-
inere and Joseph Bellfort, com-
pany's general manager for the Eu-
ropean division. Phil Reisman,
RKO international topper, decided
to side with Bellfort after he
weighed the situation following a
visit here.
Film Francais, French film trade-

paper, will tender Lapinere a testi-
monial for his work in film biz the
last 25 years.

Col s $1.06 Dxv
Columbia board on Monday (14)

declared a quarterly dividend of
$L06V4 per snare on the $4.25 cu-
mulative stock of the company,
payable Aug. 15 to stockholders of
record on Aug. 1,

Lesernmn on SImttIo
Multifarious problems of getting

Telemeter, pay-as-you-see TV de-
vice, operating on a broad, scale as
quickly ' as possible will keep Carl
Leserman on a shuttle between
New York and his headquarters on
the Coast , . /

Leserman;-who is partnered with
Paramount and David L. Loew in
ownership of Tdlefficter, is plan-
ning trips east every two weeks>
He has been In New York for the

past 10 days and plans to return
west at' the end of this week. He’s
aiming to arrange the basis for pro-

grams for the subscription gadget,
eventual permission from the Fed-
eral Communications Commission
for channels on which' to air them,
and ‘ the manufacture of the coin
boxes. 9

Trust Issue Used

By DuMont to Snag

Quick ABC Verdict
Washington, ' July 15, .

Petition of the American Broad-
casting Co.-United Paramount
Theatres for a quick decision on
their proposed merger was strong-
ly opposed yesterday (Mon.) by
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories in
a reply brief urging the FCC not
to bypass its customary report of
examiner Leo Resnick on testi-

mony given at Par package hear-
ings.

Brief, filed by attorneys William
A. Roberts, Morton Galane and E.
D. Johnson, declared thfit the "ex-
traordinary ancT unprecedented"
move by ABC and UPT to elim-
inate antitrust issues from the pro-
ceedings is not feasible because a
determination of the merger ques-
tion reqdires consid«ration of a
bulk of records "regardless of
whether past antitrust violations
are deemed bases for the disquali-
fication of the particular appli-
cants.”

If the Commission disregards
evidence on antitrust, DuMont con-
tended, "the proper determination
of . . . whether or not the merger
would substantially lessen compe-
tition will be undermined. For the
proclivities of UPT management,
as evidenced from their past con-
duct in taking unlawful advantage
of the tie-in of theatre-operating
subsidiaries, will be a significant
factor In deciding whether thlrthe-
atre chain-broadcasting network
combine will be administered in a
manner that suppresses competi-
tion."

ABC’s claim that the meirger
would promote competition in net-
work broadcasting, said DuMont,
must be subordinated to the "evi-
dence that a tie-in of the most
powerful motion picture theatre
chain with a broadcasting network

(Continued on page 20)

Minn. Amus, Taxes
Way Off From Year A

Minneapolis, July 1
Federal Internal Revenue rej

for Minnesota, covering the fi

year which ended June 30, sh
tliat amusement admission tax
lections, derived -mostly from
•theatres, fell to $6,107,000 f]

$6,792,000 the previous year.
Illustrating the continuing 1

office decline, the $6,792,000
the six months each of 1950
1951—^the latter half of 1950
tte first of 1951, making up
fiscal year—was substantially d<
from the corresponding 194!
period.

On the other hand, surprisin
tax collections from nightcl
dropped but slightly. They v

000 for the latter six mor
of 1951 and first six of 1952, c
prising the Government’s fii

year, compared to $789,000 for
previous fiscal year.
Other luxury Items also w

off, but the total of Federal
collections from all sources for
just -ended fiscal year, $971,8
OM, Was almost $200,000,000 m
than for the corresponding 11
51 period, according to the repi

.Charles M. has resigned
as sales veepee for Souvalne Silec^

tiye Pictures and been namied Vlce-

' president in charge of West Coast
, sales Tor Pathe Laboratories.

Amdry^s. appointment was dis-

closed yesterday (Tnes.) by Pathe
pre^ Kenneth M, Young following
a coinpany board meet,' Prior to

joining Sonvidne, Ainory- w*s a
sales exec with Eagle Laon Clas-

sics.

plllUlflUUII ly* g • I f

Campaigli Skedded For

'koBg' is 10-Day Drive
Success obtained in launching

the reissue "King Kong'' with
saturation TV spot campaign in the
midwest, has prompted RKO to re-

peat the drive for the pic's opening
in the New York area. Film bows
In the Gotham zone Aifg. 12 with
about 100 day-ahd-dafe showings.
It’s skedded for the Broadway Pal-
ace.

Film outfit is setting its -sights

on about 150 spots for a 10-day cam-
paign. Deals are currently being
arranged.
RKO exploitation chief Terry

Turner is convinced .of video’s

value for enticing patrons to film

theatres. Video will ajso be used
extensively for plugging "Sudden
Fe.ar,” Joan Crawford starrer set

for Loew’s State either Aug. 7 or
14: With “Kong" opening on the
12th, RKO will have two spot cam-
paigns on the video lanes simul-
taneously.
RKO’s sock results in the mid-

west has induced other film com-
panies to weigh more carefully the
value of TV as an ardvertising me-
dium. Twentieth-Fox reportedly
='ilso is contemplating a video drive
on an upcoming picture.

Drive-Ins Cut Charlotte

First-Runs Down to Tko
Charlotte, N. C., whose popula-

tion is 150,000, is down to only two
conventioiial first-run theatres,

whereas five had been in operation

a short time ago. But distribution

men in New York, -who arc famil-
iar with conditions in Dixie, say
that this time the impact' of tele-

vision cannot be blamed. Instead,

cause for shuttering the three first-

run spots in Charlotte was the
mushrooming of drive-ins in the
south, particularly in North and
South • Carolina.

Automobile owners with a han-
kering to see a pic have two im-
portant -problems solved via the
ozoners, i.e., parking and baby-sit-

ting. Heavy play given the outdoor
situations around Charlotte fpreed
the closing of the Broadway and
State, Wilby-Kincy operations, and
Charlotte Theatre, operated by T;

A. Little,
,
all first-runs.

Only two remaining first-runs in

Charlotte are the Carolina and Im-
perial, also Wilby-Kincy. ’

Brandt, Roberts in Tie

On Attractions for TV
Theatre exhib Harry Brandt

and Joe Roberts have joined

forces in a setup tagged Bilpam,

Inc., to handle attractions for TV.

It will probably specialize in sport-

ing events.

Roberts, former flack, for. David
O. Selznick, more recently has
been in charge of films and tele for
International Boxing Corp„ pro-
moters of fights at Madison Square
Garden, N. Y., and other arenas.
He’s handled the making of spe-
cial theatre reels on recent bouts.
Brandt was associated with

Roberts in distributing the reels
of the Sugar Ray Robinson-Joey
Maxim fight in the New York ter-
ritory a few weeks ago. The. new
setup grew out of that.

'

N, Y. to Europe
Gino Arbib
Vivian Blaine
Betti Doyle
Felix Ehren
Hy Faine
Manny Frank
Beniamino Gigli
Dolores Gray
Scott McKay
William Perlberg
Bernard L. Schubert
Georgdf Seaton
Pojyna Stoska
Dave Taps
E. R. Zorgniotti

1952

A realistic^view oLthe exU^loxi side of
l?y vet fheatreuiaii Leo F. Wol^tt in a bulletir this
bets of the Allied Independenl; Theatre Owners of Iowa
Sc Mid-Central States, of whi^ he is board ehalrman

'

"We know,"^ he declares, "that when TV can outbid u<; ‘

tures, we wUl^be throng. But so long as ^ tan retaffi on^
tures, we have a good fighting dunce. And right now
are toiflieavy in our favor--lueauao .last year while TV was
ing less than $4,000,000 on aU.fikn it used, the theatres
duction arid distribution ^00,000,000 in renbls! btiite^n
eftce! The smari; boys wlU not rfak that hdf billion^ the
«llln« oW or iiewth«»t« itinu to h«tii TV put mort theatres®
of business—not for a long time, perhaps never."
Wolcott predicts that more old, badly-mhnaged, and econnn, 5«

ally unsound theatres will close or .be repUced, that oveSS
areas Will level orf, and that war-boom theatres may never
to survive under normal conditions.

"

'

"What it all narrows down to," Wolcott eoncludes, "is that whn
we’re down, we're not opt, imless we ourselves so will it Thni!
of us who waiit to Stay must leam to operate our business on thi
lower, but not impossible level; keep up with a fast, now ranidlv
changing business, streamline our operation, effect greater econT
mies, and efficiency, and adopt the wider use of more inexcensiv*
attention-catching showmen’s gimmicks instead off the old dk
honest, worn-out advertising methods. Those who can't or won?
streaipline, reduce costs, modernize and meet the challenge win
fall by the way,” ^

OfRKO Deaiii^s With Jean Simmoiis

No % Fix
Universal’s hpmeoffice has

advised him that the company
has no "must" percentage plx,

Wilbur Snaper, National Allied
prez, has informed Allied
units.

Snaper has written the units
also that he may be quoted
that U h.o. toppers have as-

sured him the • company’s
branch offices have "practical-
ly 100% local autonomy,"

Par Uses WaO St
«

Pressure to Seek

New Stock Tender
Paramount’s board is considering

asking for another tender of stock
by the company’s shareholders to
take advantage of Wall St. pressure
which has knocked the per-share
price down more than 10 points
since the $33.50 high hit last year.
Paramount closed at 22% yester-

day (Tues.l, one-eighth point off
from the Monday quote. It dropped
1% points Monday to 22%.
Company's last request to share-

holders to tender their stock for
purchase by the treasury was in
December, 1950. Price offered was
$21.50. Bid was withdrawn Jan.
19, 1951, when 311,816 shares had
been bought for retirement.
Announcement was made at that

time that further requests for ten-
ders would be made Ikter in the
year. However, premature dis-
closure of 'Par's 50% interest in
the Laurence Chromatic Tube for

(Continued on page 16)

N. Y. to L. A.
Jean Bartel
Vanessa Brown
Ed Cashman
Marge and Gower Champion
A1 Crown
Howard Dietz
Ned Depinet
Sir Cedric Hardwicke
Ted Howard -

Paul Klein
Ken Langley
Jules Levey
Robert L. Lippert
Jay Marshall
S. Barret McCormick
Robert M. Mochrie
James A. Mulvey
Mary Pickford
Phil Reisman
Charles (Buddy) Rogers
Max E. Youngstein

Europe to N. Y.
Milton Berle
Meyer Davis
Ed & Pegeen Fitzgerald
Ted Friend
Cynda Glenn
Jack Hylton
Mary Livingstone
Lee Shubert
Edward Small
Harvey Stone

tiowarn Hughes may take the
witness stand tomorrow (Wed.) to
tell his version of the lengthy nego-
tiations last year for a new con-
tract betweeri RKO and Jean Sim-
mons. The stage was set for his
appearance today (Tues.) when his
rep, Walter Kane, completed a
three-hour session on the stand and
was excused.
Two or three members of RKO’s

legal department, including Men-
deP' Silberbferg, would precede
Hughes to' the stand.
Kane, who described himself as

a former agent, told Federal
Judge Ernest A. Tolin that he
helped institute negotiations but
that "I was to receive no compen-
sation." Kane admitted he enjoys
free office space at RKO but said
his sole occupation was "endeav-'
oring to negotiate the sale of com-
pleted motion pictures.”

Kane’s version of several

phases of negotiations differed

from testimony previously offered

by Miss Simmons and her actor-

husband, Stewart Granger. He
denied the Grangers’ contention

.that Kane had first suggested the

"capital gains’’ phase of the pro-

jected deal and maintained that

the deal offered by Hughes in-

volved $1()0,0()0 for the Grangers’

home, $12,000 for a book owned
by Granger and $200,000 a year

for three years for three pix a

year as . compensation for Miss

Simmons. He claimed that Wil-

liam. Morris agency veepee Bert

AUenherg had -suggested that the

(Cckntinued on page 26)

L; A. to N. Y.
Joseph Auerbach
Edgar Bergen
Irving Berlin
Linda Christian
Rubey Cowan
BiU DoU
Brian Donlevy
Vernon Duke
Ken Englund
Reginald Gardiner
Cary Grant
Jane Greer
Dick Haymes
Edith Head
Herman Hoffman
Arthur Jacobson
George Jessel
David Katz
Joseph Kaufman
Edward Lasker
Alan Jay Lemer
A1 Lichtman
Frederick Loewe
Raymond Massey
Lauritz Melchior
Walter O’Keefe
Victor Pahlen
Buddy Pepper
Hollo Peters
WUIiam H. Pine
Cesar Romero
Rosalind Russell
Nicholas M. Schenck
Steve Sekely
Ann Sheridan-
George Skouras
Spyros P. Skouras
Constance Smith
Jack Smith
Howard Strickling
Jule Styrte

Mike Todd
Hans Wilhelm
Bob Wachsman
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Metro’s' Econortty Move
Ko cfne lik^s layoWs, payouts or cutbacks. America is Indige-

nously fbrward-goinig.
;
There have been crises and depressions,

. but in recent years the strlde^s have been ever ahead. It got so

that anything leiw than super-colossal looked like a panic,

Those familiar With the Hollywood “inside” know that what’s

.taking place now is not panic, but orderly examination of the

economic facts of life, and preparation to meet them. There’s

no reason for panic because Hollywood must inevitably take

command as the show-producer for TV, no matter to what de-

gree the new •medium holds public taste.

Five Notre Hame platoons no longer are necessary when a solid

team and a great battery of reserves—usually younger men

—

can achieve .the' same end results. That’s what Loew’,s, in its

current retrenchment, Is strivlrig for. The move can only .be

applauded for the basic’ reason that the cuts start aj the top.

There have been militant voices in management on all in-

dustry fronts—hot Just the pix biz—^that' “the only thing labor

can understand Is layoffs^,’^ But simple economics dictate that

expert labor is worthy of its hire.

In turn, it Is?not 'nnreaspnable for management to expect—
and get—a good day’s work in return. That is a major request

made by Loew’s prexy Nick Bchenck and Metro production .veep

Dore Schary in their combined statements on Loew’s new
economy. ^

'
. .

•

*

The rest comes from the Loew’s-Metro management. They’re

cutting themselves 25-50% on salaries of $1,000 and over. The
cut is for a year. .There is a no double-talk statement that

there will be no reimbursements of the cut,, and its inferential

relationship to the' abortive exec paycuts attempt made 'at 20th-

Fox last year Is’ bbyious.

There are thousands of Loew’s Inc. stockholders whose annual
dividend yields have been cut. They have reason to expect im-
provement. The pattern set by management on* economy is 'a

dramatic signal that -the employee team must match the cir-

cumstance by an ho'hest day’s work. There cah be no salary

cuts under existing craifts and guild regulations governing

studio labor, but the, signal Hags are certainly on high that un-
less there is :that necessary labor-management coordination,

inevitably layoffs and more stringent constrictions will always
exist.

That the Loew’s-Metro move is regarded as sound Is evidenced

by the relative calm with which the Schenck-Schary edict has
been accepted.in and out of the industry. The chain reaction

has been anything but volatile. Even Wall St. took It calmy as

a sound economic program. A'bel.

Zukor Looks tq Modern Economy

Shaping Fewer-But Better-FOms
“The entire film Industry will-

be sustained on fewer pictures In
the future,” Paramount board
chairman Adolph • Zukor con-
fidently declared in Hew York this

week. These pix, he said, “all will
be good ones.”

The film pioneer, now' 79, ob-
served that the... reduction in
Hollywood's turnout is being made
in deference to modern-day eco-
nomics. “We cannot get along on
any second-rate product,” Zukor
asserted. He stated that the
studios now are striving to endow
each production with maximum
values, requiring greater time and
effort. “There’s more time being
given to the selection of story
material, casting and the producer-
director assignments. Pictures
which look doubtful at the start
will not be made; instead all care
is concentrated on the lesser num-
ber of films, but the good ones.”

Zukor told Vahiety that exhibi-
tors need have no fears about
product shortages despite the lop-
Pmg of production skeds. “In-
ferior product is a loss for the
theatremen and the producers. An
exhibitor is better off with a pic-
ture which can run for two or more
weeks and stand up at the box-

( Continued on. page 26)

may hold hearings on
L A. TRADE PRACTICES

' Los Angeles, July 15.

,'; “liam‘ D. Amis, representativem the Senate Committee on Small
"Usiness, is huddling with execu-

the Southern California

?•
® Owners Assn, in an inves-
that may result in a series
hearings concerning ex-

°^^^?*^'<iistribution trade prac-
this area.

vafl-
who asked for the in-

it will result in
the present laws, or

tahift
P^o'^’iding a more equi-

Rnce
zoning and clear-m the Los Angeles exchange.

Zukor’s Preference
Adolph Zukor, Paramount

board chairman, was asked his
choice of production if he
were to undertake the person-
al lensing of a pic at this time,

“It would' be a musical, spec-

tacle or comedy,” he replied.

“Drawing-room drama” gets a
nix from the film trade vet.

Zukor said his selections are
on the basis of market trends
at present. He said he could
not predict his preference a
year from now.

M-GV38-PicSked

Cues Surprise In

Economy Trend
Metro’s disclosure that it in-

tended making 38 films In the year

starting Sept. 1 created more sur-

prise among execs of other majors
than any other point In the state-

ment on salary cuts and economy
issued last week by Nicholas M.
Schenck and Dore Schary. Vast-

ness of the schedule-—although .it

calls for two fewer pix than this

year—Is contrary to the thinking

of virtually every other lot.

General trend in Hollywood dur-
ing the past six months has been
to cut down substantially on quan-
tity of production. One of the rea-

sons there have been so’ many pix

made is to absorb studio overhead
by spreading it among more films.

Most companies have come to the

conclusion that that is fallacious

reasoning in light of losses being
taken on many of the middle-

budget “overhead” pix, and have

(Continued on page 16)

' Exhib 'reps on ’Lhe specially-ai)-
polnted eqmboiittee assigned to
negotiates industry arbi-
tration system have called a halt
on any further tafUk with the dis-
trib reps because of, inability to
conciliate their differences with
the distribs over competitive bid-
ding.

Negotiators for the Theatre
Owners of America and Allied
States Assn, now Insist that film
company presidents sit in on arbi-.

tration discussions, instead of dis-

tribution lawyers and- gepcral
sales managers as ip the past.

The TOA-ei-s and-Allied-ites, it’s-

apparent, believe that further con-

fabs with the non-presidential
execs would be futile. They feel

that the prexies .might be willing
to make certain concessions on
bidding as an arbitrable subject,

against wnich * the attorneys and
sales managers have been adamant.
For this reason, the theatre org
toppers are demanding the future

talks with the top brass.

That such a meeting among the

chief execs and the Allied and
TOA men might • be forthcoming
was indicated by. Eric. A* Johnston,

(Continued 'on page 14)

UA Switching Routine,

Releasing 'Noon,’ Island’

Within Five-Day Period

Instead of widely spacing its

most promising b.o. pix, United
Artists is parting from custom with

the planned release of two of its

bigger films within five days of

each other. Stanley Kramer’s pro-«

duction of “High Noon,” Gary
Cooper starrer, goes out on July 30,

and David Hose's “Island of De-
sire,” with ‘Linda Darnell started,

is set to swing into distribution

Aug. 4.

The two indie productions are

shaping as the strongest among the

films definitely on UA’s -list of- re-

leases for balance of the year. This
excludes Charles Chaplin’s “Lime-
light,” which is considered as prob-

ably but not definitely a UA pic.

Surprisingly .large number of

dates have been lined up for “De-
sire” so far. Combination of Tech-
nicolor, title, pic’s background and
Miss Darnell as the marquee lure

are seen as contributing to the ex-

hib interest.

MPIC MULLS KILLING

OF LOYALTY BD.RYSWG
Hollywood, July 15.

The Motion Picture Industry

Council exec board, meeting to-

night (Tues.), is expected to pon-

der killing the proposed “loyalty

board” by a mail referendum of

the Screen Writers Guild.

Adoption of plan would have re-

quired unanimous consent of MPIC
member groups, and SWG reversal

eliminates project designed as

clearing house for industryites

labeled un-American. Similar sug-

gestion for MPIC action two years

ago was killed by Screen Directors

Guild.
MPIC prexy Gunther Lessing,

notified of results of mail ballot,

expressed surprise, commenting
“It looks as though the Commun-
ists will probably be chuckling with
glee to see how stupid we can be.

I don’t necessarily mean Commun-
ists in the industry.”

Film Council Scores

U. S. Prod. Abroad
Holl3rwood, July 15.

Hollywood AFL Film (Council

passed a resolution condemning
the production of films by Ameri-
can companies abroad. Resolution

asks support of all labor unions

in the fight against what it terras

“runaway” foreign film-making.

This practice, it declares, “creates

unfair competition for producers,

and workers making films here, de-

prives U. S. citizens of employment
and causes loss of taxes that would
be paid on salaries and wages.”

M-G^* 120G Gable Savinjj'

Here’s an example of how
the new Metro “let’s-hustle-

or-else” policy worked out in

the recent past:’
• Clark Gable, nixed the top
role in a film tltl^ “Some-

' times I Love You”" and was
suspended immediately. As a
result, the actor lost, and the
studio saved, a total of $120,-

000, That^s the amount which :

he would have collected had
he worked during the suspen-
sion period of 16 weeks.

Schary, Loew

Dor^ Schary, Metro v.p. in

charge of m’oduction, and Arthur
Loew, president of Loew’s Inter-
national, head the list of top
Loew’s-Metro . money-makers af-
fected • by the . corporation’s econ-
omy program of slicing salaries
25% to 50% on amounts of over
$1,000 per week, Schai’y and
Loew each draw $3,846 weekly.
Formula determining the exact

reductions was not given 'but
presumably resembles the plan
adopted by 20th-Fox last year.
Execs at 20th. took temporary cuts
of 25% on salaries between $500
and $1,000, 35% on $1,000 to $2,000
and 50% on salaries of $2,000 and
over per week. •

Obvious difference is that 20th’s
salary lopping waS from the first

dollar whereas the M-G cuts involve
only the amounts over $1,000 per
week. Also, 20th’s slicing began
with the $500-per-week execs and
M-G’s program starts at over $1,000
per week.

It’s presumed that Schary and
Loew, at least, are taking the maxi-
mum payoff reductions, or 50% of
$2,846 per week. That amounts to
cuts of $1,423 weekly for each.

Only Salaries Involved
- Another big consideration in the
M-G plan is that only salaries are
Involved, apparently. This means
that additional benefits such as

(Continued on page 16)

Take Depositions In

A&C Suit Against U-I
Los Angeles, July 15.

Depositions in the $6,000,000
damage suit filed by Abbott and
Costello against Universal-Interna-
tional wUl be taken- here this week
by Jack Lewis Kraus II, N. Y. at-

torney associated with Max Fink,
counsel of A&C. Case comes up in

N. Y. late this year.
Comedians declare UI over-

charged them by shunting costs to

various subsidiaries, thereby cut-

ting down percentages on their

pictures. They also charge the stu-^

dio with selling brief excerpts
from A&C films to home pix with-
out making proper accountings.

By JOE SCHOENFELD
Hollywood, July 15,

Greater boxoffice depressant

than T'V Is* the fUt bank acqounta

of films’ normally best customers,
the 20-to-30 age bracket, Nicholas
M. Schenck declared in an inter-
view with Variety last week. Metro
prexy, in further explanation of the
economy-salary cut stateiPent jie

issued Jointly with studio* chief
Dore Schary, added his' opinion
that Academy Awards were leading
to waste and that he’ had instructed
Metro’s talent and craft workers to
cease reaching out for the Oscar.«.
As for television competition to

the motion picture boxoffice, the
vet exec doesn’t entirely hold Mdth
the theory that the electronic
medium is films’ worst enemy.
“Sure, it hurts,^’ he said, “but not
anywhere to the extent that some
claim.”
More signlficaht, Schenck as-

serted, is the economic condition
^brought about by installment
buying,and the high cost of living
-*of that.trexiiiendous portion of the
picture-going pul^lic .in the 20-30
group. It’s these youngsters,
Schenck pointed out, who are now
so beset with Installment-paying
on homes, cars, clothes, etc., on
top of .the terrifically high cost of
food, that they find it too difficult
to “afford” going to film theatres.
It’s their absence, averred Schenck,
which hurts the picture boxoffice

(Contlniued on page 16)

July Gets Bmslioff

On Product Release,

Reade, SnaperW
Month of July has been given

the brush so far as good product
is concerned, whereas August is

loaded with important pic releases,

according to Walter Reade, Jr.,
chairman of Theatre (Dwners of
America’s exhib-dlstrib committee.

In a telegram to A. W. Schwal-
berg, Paramount sales topper and
head of the national distributors
committee, Reade and Allied States
president Wilbur Snaper recently
declared that the scarcity of “prod-
uct of merit” in July was consid-
ered by them as the “most im-
portant crisis In the industry to-
day.” Reade framed the wire and
Snaper added his signature. Earlier
Snaper had sent letters to all sales
managers complaining of a short-
age of good pix in the summer
months.
The Reade-Snaper message to

Schwalberg declared: “Release
schedules Indicate there are 16
topflight pictm’es available in Au-
gust, but two in July. This situa-
tion is drastic and would break up
any continuity of motion picture
patronage at our theatres during
the summer months.”

*
Depinet’s Added Chores
Ned E. Depinet is seen adding to

his duties of RKO prexy those of

the presidency of RKO Pathe. -Har-

ry J. Michalson resigned from the
latter post last week after 30 years
with RKO and its predecessor,
FBO. Michalson has suffered sev-
eral heart attacks and his medico
has enforced rest on him.
RKO Pathe makes the company’s

shorts and does commerical film
work. Jay Bonafield will continue
as chief operating exec under
Depinet’s presidency, and Sid
Kramer will continue as shorts
salesmanager.

LuH in COMPO Gabber

Tours to Stay Till Fall

Hiatus in the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations’ lecture
bureau activity likely will be ex-
t'e..ded to the fall. COMPO will
consider requests from trade asso-
ciations in the field for speakers,
if there’s no local talent available,
but Klwanis, Rotary and other such
groups rarely conduct meetings in
the summer and obviously the need
for speakers is precluded.
Robert W. Coyne, COMPO’s spe-

cial counsel, and Maurice Bergman,
Universal homeoffice exec) last

May went on such tours, upbeating
the Industry before conclaves of
community and state groups, Amer-
ican Legion units, etc.

As similar meetings resume in

September and October under the
COMPO* plan, local exhib groups
will send their own lecturers or
ask COMPO headquarters In New
York for an Industry rep to ipake

an appearancee.
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' Hollywood^ Julj^ 14.

Paramount release of Robert L. Welch
production. Stats Bob Wope, Jane I^s-
*oll. Key Rogers. Trigger; features BW
wmiamsK Lloyd Cow^an^ Paul Buims.
DouglgM Lumbrillei -Harry Vp|i;j£ell, iron..

Eyes Cody. Wee W^e Davis, Chwlcy
Cooley- Directed by,Frank TashUn. Writ-

ton by TashUn, W-elch' imd Joseph Qulb
Inn; camera (Teebnlcolor), Harry J. WiltL

editor, pda Warren; niuslc score, Lyn
Murray; songs. Jay Llyln^toh and Bay
Evans, Jack Brooks, Jack Hope and Lyle

Moraine; dances, Josephine Earl. Pre-

vla^ved July $, *5i. Running time, W
Wins. .

Twiice Jane Russell

Hoy rfogers
Kirk. .

Doc Lovojoy • . • .Lloyd Co^lgan
Ebfeneezer Hawkins.,..— Paul E. Burns
Sheriff McIntyre Douglass Dumbrillc
Pre. Stoner Harry Von Zell

Indian Chief
Blacksmith .Wee Willie Davis

Charley Charley Cooley

^ (coL0m

A free-wheeling, often, hilarious,

rambunctious’ followup to “The
^Paleface,” Paj-amouwt’s s'ucccssfuL

Bob Hope-Jrahe Russell teaming,

Itas' been cioitcocted in “Son ofi

Paleface.” It is the broadest kind
of slapstick, dravvlng advantageous-
ly on the silent-day masters of the
pratfalls for 95' minutes- . of unin-
hibited mirth that certainly should

hit a nifty boxoffice ipace all along
the line.

Best description of the picture

Is given by Hope himself in his

character as the son of Paleface

Potter: “This is impossible.” It’s

also a lot of fun, fortified wil-h

Technicolor, songs, Jane Russell;

and the added Roy Rogers and his

costar. Trigger, an educated equine
that plays a major part in. the com-
ical heroics.

Ihroducep Robert R. Welch and
director Prank Tashlin'kld evciy
western- hero and . situation yet put
on film. Prom* the script which
they did with Joseph Quillan that
aim Is achieved with only a few
static moments that are quickly
forgotten in the overall socks at
the risibilities. The satirical bur-
lesque with which the plot is con-
cerned find* Rogers and Lloyd
Corrigan, government agents, as-

signed to the case' of running down
“The Torch,” a bandit and gang
that is looting gold shipments and
then mysteriously disappearing.

While already into’ their work
under the guise of traveling medi-
cine men, the job is complicated
by the appearance lit the smalt
western town- of Sawbuck Pa.ss of
Hope, the Harvard grad son of the
late Paleface Potter. A supercili-
ous, cowardly braggart, Hope com-
plicates matters temporarily until
the agents decide to use him to
confirm their suspicions that Miss
Russell, the long-legged, amorous
keener of the Dirty Shame saloon,
is the leader of the robbers. Hope
also has an Inheritance to worry
about because the townspeople
want to collect the debts left by
his old man.
Hope wants: Miss Russell, she

yens for Rogers and the plot boils
along furiously through all kinds
or hoked-up situations standard to
all oaters that have gone before,
including Indians on the warpath,
lynching parties, ghost towns,
parched treks across the desert
and mirages. Finale twist, previ-
ously established, has- Hope win-
n ng Miss Russell because Ro.gers,
who doesn’t like girls, only goes for
horses. There’s a jibe at video
when Hope remarks: “Let’s see
te’evision top this.”
Top song-dance highlight 'along

the way in the 95 minutes is the
saloon sequence that starts with
chorus girls doing “What a Dirty
Bhame” and then going Into “Wlng-
Dihg Tonight,” sexily sold by Miss
Russell in a gaudy, scanty costume,
and “Buttons and Bows,” pop hit

ti^®
,

earlier “Paleface.”
Wing-Ding ’" rates a reprise for

comical intent later, Rogers deliv-
ers a treatment of “California
Rose in a balcony scene to wrap
up the Jay LIvingston-Ray Evans
tunes. Already making a noise as
a new pop piece is ”Am I In Love,"
by Jack Brooks, niftily sold by
Hope and Miss Russell. Brooks
also contributed “Four-Legged
Friend,” which establishes Rogers
lack of interest in gals.

Bill Williams as the chief
MiSs Russell’s guise

as . The Torch,” Corrigan, Paul E.
Bur^, old prospector who sharesm Hope s inheritance; Douglass
Dumbrille, the sheriff; Harry "Von
Zell, banker, and the others in-
volved in the fun have short foot-
fSe but help. Brash quips are
tailored to Hope’s forward-type of
personality and are generously
sprinkled throughout. Slow spots
in the film are few, serving to give
audience a chance to relax from
the overall rib-tickling.

'

Harry J. Wild’s co’or cameras do
well by the frenetic action 'nd
other technical assists are r

Brog.

Aec«;ptkl)le, but pdi; jiock^;'

;

* tribute to tbe Anlericaii^'
.

motist; excellent for bis old ^

faus» fair for nvw genmi^lm
of filragoers.

* «

Hollywood, July li.
Warners releaift of Robert Arthur pro-

auction. Ster* Will Ro<rers» Jr., Wy-
ttiaa; featui^es (lari.* Benton; ’RjeM,
MiUer, James Gleason,. Slim Rlckens,
Noah Bcory, Jr., Mary WIckes, Stevei

Brodle, Pinky TGomlln,. Margaret Field.

Directed by Michael Gurtl*; Screenplay,
Prank Devi*,.' Stanley .llLo%:tt*(; adaptatton
by John C, Moffltt; based on the SatEvei
Post story. "Uncle Clem’s Boy,’’ by Mrs.
WUl. Rogers; camera . (Techmcolor), *Wil-

frid M. Cline; editor,. Folmar Blangsted;
original biualc, Victor Young, previe'wed
July 8i '52, Running time. 10» MINS.
His Father WUl Rogers. Jr.

Mrs. Will Rogers Jane Wyman
Clem Rogers .Carl Benton Bfld
Cora Marshall Eve WUUer
Btri Lynn James Gleasojr

Dusty Donovan Slim Pickens
Wiley Post Npah BeerJ, Jr.

Mr*. Foster Mary Wlcke*
Dave Marshall
Orville James Pinky
,Sal]y Rogers
Ai‘t Frazer ^irgil S. Taylor
Ml’. Cavendish . Richard Kean
.Toe Arrow Jay SUverheel*
Flo Zlegfeld- .WUUatm Forrest!

President Wilson J®"'!,?'?*'Tom MeSpadden
Himself Eddie Cantor

“White CoiTidors,’’ .BritiiH

Import which preemed'yester-'
'day (Tues/) at the TriiW'-Lux

.60th St. Theatre, N. .y.,. -was.

reviewed from Loudon by
'Varxety im the issue of June
27, 1951. ‘ Directed by Pat
Jackson, .the J, Arthur Rank
presentation stars G o o g i e

Withers, ;James ’Hoftald,' God>*

frey Tearle and Petula Clark.

Universal*'Pictures is distribnt-^

ing in the- XJ. S-.

In appraising the b.o. poten-
tial of the film, Myro, -wrote

that its hospital background
pr.ovides the setting for a
“tense, emotional drama which
has been handled on lidult

lines , . ; It’s in the strong-meat
class as entertainment, and al-

though it may have a none-'-too-

casy time at the- wicket; it

merits specialized booking in

America.” Cast’s pei-form-

anees won the critic’s plaudits.

Obice Mitimte f#
(SONG)

Warners pays tribute on film to

the late WilJURogers, via a kaleido-

1

scopic Impression of the humorist

}

who made the world chuckle and
think with his homilies. '"Enough
of'thc character is caught to- please
Iris still-loyal fans, and filmgoers

of a" new generation should find

sufficient entertainment along con*

ventional biopie line- for it' to be
acceptable. Sock boxolflce gener-

ally is doubtful, but returns in

some situations should be hearty
and exploitation possibilities are

«ood.

Will Rogers, ^r., plays his father

witH a. likeness that is not surpris-

ing. It is evident that much study
of Rogers’ old films was made, be^*

cause it is this familiarly bashful,,

coy country boy type that is prp-
jeeted by Rogers, Jr. Oo-starrihg.
is Jane Wyman as Mrs. Rogers,
and while she gives the role a^

"'Weet simplicity and feel as narra-
tor,; her appearance hasn’t much
.«;Ignificance except to add marquee
strength.

The script is a sketchy affair,

spanning’ as it does the long period
in Rogers’ life from the 1900’s

through to August, 1935, when he
took off with "Wiley Post on that
fatal fii^t to- Alaska, Opening:
marks his return to his Oologah,
Okla.,.home after two years of cow-
punching in Texas. He meets the
girl who later is to become his-

wife, tries to settle down and as-
sume the position that goes withl
being the son of a wealthy, influ-!

ential Senator and rancher. The
strain is toq much and he takes off

on world wanderings while con-
ducting his courtship via postcards.

Upon his return, he and his girl
meet in St. Louis, are married and
leave on a Wild "West show honey-
moon that eventually carries him-
to New York and a: crack at vaude-
ville that fails to pay. off until he
starts spinning Jokes with his rope-
twirling. This leads him to the
“Ziegfeld Follies” of 1916-’17-’18
and '19, and a fame for poking
pointed, but good*natured, jibes at
world leaders. When he is asked
to put his homilies into writing,
Rogers rebels, turns to silent film-
making in Hollywood until influ-
enced by a growing love of aida-
tion. Some of his- more famous

a
notes as a national and interna-
onal commentator are generously

sprinkled through the footage as
the picture shifts rapidly through
sketchily-shown scenes contempo-
rary to the era, such as the drought
and "Okie” migration, the depres-
sion, etc. The fault of the film is that
It deals too briefly with each phase
to permit the development of any
feel of suspense, or importance;
-nor is Rogers, the man, created.

Working with the stars is a good
lineup of capable featured and
supporting players. A vigorous
picture of Rogers’ father Is done
by Carl Benton Reid, and the "Wiley
Post done by Noah Beery, Jr., is
good. James Gleason, Slim Pick-
ens, Pinky Tomlin, Eve Miller,
Steve Brodie, Margaret Fields and
the others appear briefly but effec-
tively. Eddie Cantor Is in for sonte
“Ziegfeld Fdllles” scenes with
Rogers, portraying himself. Film
clips show A1 Jolson, Fanny Brice
and Marilyn Miller.

Michael Curtiz* direction does a
good Job In presenting nostalgia,
drama and humor, with only an oc
oasional slopping over into sent!
mentality. The script by Frank
Davis and Stanley Roberts *wds
adapted by John C. Moffitt from
Mrs. Will Rogers’- SatEvePost
story, “Uncle Clem's Boy.” Robert
Arthur’s production wears an ex-
cellent Technicolor dress, expertly
ensed by Wilfrid M, Cline, and the
Victor Young music score is full
of snatches of the tunes -of the era.

Brog,

Conventional action -romanee
'waB drama laid in Korea, 'with

Robert Mitchum, Ann Blyth.
Okay pOMlbilitiea*

Hollywood, July 15.
RKO release of Edmund Grain*er pte-

ductiDit. Star* Robert MUehum. Ann
Blyth; fe«ture* ’Wllllatn Talmam Gbarle*-
McGlhaW. Mar*aret Sheridan. Richard
E*an. Directed by Tay Garnett. Written
by Milton KTlms and William Wlstar
Halnc*} camera. William £. Snyder; edi-
tor* Robert Belter; muslc.^ Victor Youn*.
Previewed JVly 14, ’52. Rjinnlna- time,
1«i MlNf;
Colonel Steve Robert Mitchum
Linda Day , . . Ann Blyth
Colonel Parker .William Telman
Sj^. Baker Charlea- MeGraw
iiiary Parker MarRaret Sheridan
Capt, Ralston Richard E*an
Gustav Knratrand .Eduard' Franz
Major Davis* .....Robert Ostcrleh
Major Carter Robert Gist
Gen. Thomas' Roy Roberta-
Means ’Wally Cae^l
Lt. Steven* ESfdie FlreStone
Lt. Cronin* Peter Thompson
Lt. Martin Steve, fla**
Pvt. Noble Ted Ryan
P-vt. Wei*#- Larry Stewart
PvL Mendoza Lala Rios;
Pvt, Jone# Hal Baylor
Pvt. Clark .Tom Carr

(jriRWi a n^geaut? who'itcwiii*

Milchum; Roy Rbberts, a geutval}

and; fiontiui^y, MaPgiret BJicddkii,

Ri^ar^ Egan aRd RduRra Ftruz,

all conia ovfcir well.

Humoif. is pointed uP; by fieveral

mipoi: players seen aa Gl’s «^gaged

id the struggle; Rfemembered are

Jitlr 16,

»ttel pt Silver Crcelc

Ok»y vjtillMn- for Ihe action

J.oiy 11.Hi tne struggle; rtememucruvi Universal release of LeoWd Coiriot ,

Al'Vin (3reenman> portly private production, star* Audie Murphy pitlu

X) is the butt of Jokes by his

comrades; WallY Gasselh.a wise- m^^
cracker;

.

Lala, Rios^a M^ican - George by Don^suJS.*
doing his bit, and Tom Carr, a lad AUams.X
from the western ranges who s^t^y

adopts, and mothej'S a gosling, edllor. H.umeU’ Schnengarth;^nus\c?lhS
There^s a. niftily 'humorous se- RunmS
quence showing Greehman trying^

Audi# Mumhv
to teach some Korean kids how OpiU Lacey..,. Faith Donver^e
to -blow bubble gum.

. - .

A Japanese-Korean song, for Sj^Lg^y .V.’.V.V.*.'.'
’ ‘

‘

oeraTd
which English lyrics were; -written Jo)^^ sombmo* Eugene
by Norman Bennett, will linger in James

the" memory. It's a tomantic ballad ?SSom
now titled “Tell Me, Golden Jlm Ryan George EWre^gS
Moon,*' sung by Miks- Blyth and —

—

Mitchum. Elsewhere, "Victor Young Universal should get an okay
gives the film a good score, and run through the action market
William E. Snyder’s lensing is ex- with “The* Duel at Silver Creek

"

William
cellent. Brag.

lt«tli««r .I’lb JKM'elc.
StoW-t>aoed..iiiBlodraitia about
a wsycho baby-*i4t«r; for iw
poriinr bookibta only.

Okay possibilities in the regular
feature market are generated In
“One Minute to Zero.’! It’s- a con-
ventionally - patterned action - ro-
mance drama with a war backr-
ground, telling its story against, a
Korean setting with standard' re-
sults. A mixture- of exciting war-
fare sequences, a few tearjerk
scenes that don’t ring true, and a
sprinkling of humorous touches
all fall familiarly in the too-Iong
105 minutes, but it is still a con-
coction that can stir up boxoffice
,with exploitation selling, >

'

Robert Mitchum and Ann Blyth
team effectively in the starring’
roles. He is the battle hero, a self-
made officer and professional sol-
dier who stays -with the Job even
after he could have found an easier
berth in that period when the abor-
tive Korean action was getting off
on its bumbling coufse. He makes
the character acceptable with his
specialized Style of laconic heroics.
Miss Blyth, as a war widow work*'
ing with the United Nations, is
likeable -and believeable more of-
ten than the scripting and direc-
tion, neither of w.hich, in the off-
war action scenes, has much credi-
bility.

Tay Garnett’s directon of the
screen story by Milton Krims and!
William Wister Haines features
considerable vigor in the war
scenes, doing an expert job of cap-
turing the feel of battle as it af-
fects the individual. He doesn’t
have much to work with when the
plot is away from the battlefield.
The scripters’ dialog is ^ood in
toss-away lines about the develop-
ment of the Korean police action
and the thinking, supposedly, of
those responsible for it. Respect-
ful mention is made of all coun-
tries participating on the side of
the UN.

'

Plot is concerned with the
Korean fight when the Reds, surge
south of the 38th parallel, and the
almost hopeless, but always vali-
ant, battle put up by the allies to
push them back. Mitchum, a
colonel, romances Miss Blyth, a
staunch UN worker, in between
the periods he isn’t engaged in
heroics on the battlefield. Amour
falters temporarily when Miss
Blyth misunderstands his reasons
for firing on fleeing refugee col-
umns, but after the expected
amount of footage has passed they
are back together for the finale
clinch.
Some rather grim scenes of war-

fare are included. They wear the
look of having 'been lensed by batHe
photoga, and thus gain impact
Quite a number of thrilling en-
gagements by rocket-firing jet
planes are used, along with hand-
to-hand battle that brings the fight-
ing down to a personal level. Rat-
ing mentioij for excellent perform-
ances are a number of credited,
and uncredited player^. William
Talman, a jet-plane officet and
friend of Mitchum; Charles Mc-

Creek ”

•Its standard western ingredients
are wrapped up in Technicolor
and' a lot or fast movement that
helps cldak the Implausible, but
llkeablef stock plot. Performances
and direction make the most of
what’s offered,

Hollywood, Julv 9. art'^^e^mato^urinrinni?
;jpth-Fox release cr Julian Biaustein are xne ^m principals,

production. Stars Richard Widmaa’k, >and> both
^
expertly; project the aC“

Marilyn Monro*; featur** Ann* Bancroft, tion demands aS heroes. The dis-
Donna Covcoraw, Jicanne Carn«y. Lui^mb taffers av* flOllt Faith DomortfuA
Tuttl#, EUshtt Cook, Jr.; Jim Backus, raiiers are Htmt, riaiin pomergue
Verna ^Falton, Wiuli B. Bouchoy, Don as a partlcU^Iy villainous al-
Baddoo. DitectBd by Roy Baker. Screen- hough attractive heavy, and Su-
play, Daniel Taradash; based «an nfi thp h#»rniTi#» Uniu
by ciiariott*. Armstrong; camera, LnciBR *• neroine. Both
Ballard; editor. George A. Gittens. Fr#; register.^

’
, ,

viewed July «. ’52. Rupnin* tim*. 7* plot deals With a gang of mur-

“Jld Tow«. Klcl.«4 Wiam.rs 1«? by
NeU’ Marilyn Monroe Mlss iJomergUe and Gerald Mohr,
Lyn Leslie Anwr Bancroft gUn-Sllnging assists from Eu-

udicrous but col-

Mrs; Butlr Jone#.!!.'"!!!!' Lurene Tuttle" orful type, and Kyle Sande,
*<wi« While- McNally, a- fast-draw mar-

Ss^bS^^' V.V.V.V.V.'**'

V

eroT FeiSn s^al, is out.^ town looking for the

Bartender wim* B. Bouchoy gang, One Of them guns down an
old friend. He returns, vowing

mS; McmSS®': . : ! ! : gmc? nSfyU v«^l*«***®^ Murphy, who
Pat Michael ROSS had been orphaned by the crooks,
Maid Eda Reis Merln ’^q Jjijj-, deputy!

wS »oin,Hce n.ix« in when mbs
Doorman ....Robert FouUt Domergue Comes to town and
Dealt Clerk Md^ally falls for her. Scenes and
Toastmaster Emmett Voxan

between- these two inject

some amatdfy warmth not usually

mJffulramItir found in oaters. Despite warnings
fvom. Md-rphy and others,
McNally is -Wrapped up in his love,

and leisurely
^ J-® thus permitting the crooks to get

away with a lot they couldn’t have
Marilyn Monroe, omerwUe- Rccomplished. When he
Rif^ard. Widmari^ gives an excel- wise up, hpwever, he makes
lent .account of hewelf m a strict^ amenda fast and straightens out

matters in a masiS finale gun bat-
certaiii ^tention, but the story of ^h^' of charac-
a- psycho baby-sitter lacks interest t^r portrayed by Miss Domergue
as it's here presented. comes in her first scene, In which

Plot needs too much explaming, sho, calmliy • garrots a dying man
which comes along at too late a
moment, to stir much spectator re-
sponse, as femme star enters a
N. Y, hotel to take on a baby-sit-
ting stint. Actually, she’s ne-wly
released from a mental institution,

sent there when her mind cracked
after her fiance crashed-in the Pacif-
ic and drowned. In Widmark,
who .glimpses her from his room
across the court and comes calling

with hi* own kerchief’ to prevent

any deethbed disclosures of her

gang.
The script by Gerald Drayson

Adams and Joseph Hoffman
dbesrft always concentrate on

blood-letting action. There are

nice spot* of humor and some
above-average dialog which help

Murphy and the others show
to advantage. Story does jump

with a bottle, she sees, in her cfemen- about, sorae-what, but in the main
tia, the man she^one'e loved;

'

"When is ea^- to follow. Don Siegel’s

her small charge, Donna Corcoran, fast direction keeps things rolling

comes out of her room to see what’s to bridge the gaps, and he presents

going on, the sitter turns upon the the players excellently. Miss Cabot
child with homicidal iHtent, which registers well 'as a gal who loyes

grows as the evening continues, McNally but finally goes for

Under British Roy Baker’s direc- Murphy. Mohr is a good heavy, as

tion, action progresses at a dull are Iglesias and James. Walter

pace, and script by Daniel Tara- Sandiie and the others arc capable

dash tries to juggle too many ele- in support.
ments,. Julian Blaustein, whose The Leonard Goldstein produc-

production efforts generally are of tion rates expert color lensing

class quality, misses the boat on from Irving Glassberg .and good

this, although it’s, indicated that ’editing from Russell Schoengarlh.

the studio has an upcoming dra-
matic star in Miss Monroe. Her
role seems an odd choice, however,
since studio has been giving, her a
big glamour buildup, and in this
she’s anything but glamorous,
despite her donning a negligee.
Title, too, indicates comedy, where-
as its theme is melodramatic.
Widmark doesn’t appear too

Brog.

Breakflowii

Just fair
.

secondary action*

meller feature of prizefighters

and psychoses*

: Hollywood,
,,

Realart r«leir»e of Pegasus (Edmona

happy with his role, as a man con-
fronted by a .tragic situation when wX' c«wTi; f

he realizes the girl is a potential
~ - ^ t.u.. rov

killer. It offers him little oppor-
tunity, but he handles the part
with his customary glibness, Anne
Bancroft, making her screen bow
as a recruit from N. Y. television,
scores brightly as a torch singer,
chirping five song numbers, among
them “A Rollin’ Stone,”" written by
Lionel Newman and Bob Russell -John vosper
especially for film. Her acting is V.V.V.’.’.. Eo.v Engci

okay, too, as is moppet Donna Cor- Longshut Jo®

WiUInni Bishop. Anne Gwynne. Sheldon

Leonard, Wally Cassell; features

Benedict. Jo*' McTurk. Jolin Vosper. w
Eng«l. Directed, by Angelo. ®^***^i.
screenplay, Robert Abel, bas^
stage ptay, “The Samson Slasher, cam

era, Paul. Ivano; editor. Robert M. Deed l

music, Paul Dunlay. Previewed July w*

'52, Running time, 7* MINS. a-
June Hannura ' • • •

Terry Wimam# rwS
Candy Allen
Nick Samson ’ • • *

Pet* Samson. jVally Casseu

?unchy_.
.
, ®®v"\oer

. , . . . ... . . . . . . •
• „ Rainey

Tte ChW „
£“i“ »>*«» TO”’'

coran, Lurene Tuttle and Elisha
Cook, Jr.

Camera work by Lucien Ballard
, ^

catches Miss Monroe's appealing ""../.'."... ai Cantor

attractiveness, despite the uncer-
tainty of the part, and Lionel New-
man’s music score contributes to
building mild suspense. Whit.

Ne-w Sask. Drivc-In'
Regina, Sask., July 15".

Prom- » promising start “Brea -

down” soon breaks down into

so-so’ secondary action-meller

only spotty entertainment values.

It’s a prizefight-shady politics

boceed down in neuroses a

C
Uoydmlnster, dragged-to femme angles.

Sask., is the C. and H., opened by pxot makes too much of a to-00

C. Cbombs and E. G. Hudson, oper- over the effect a boxer’s succe.js in

ators of the Empress and Rio the- the ring and outside romance nav

atres. Theatre accommodatesr 350 on his manager, a phys'c^lly ^

cars. (Continued on page 201
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U. S.-Angeled Italo. Export Agency
Policy of N,y/s Italian Film Ex-

port is due for a complete thrash-

Fnff out during a six^eck visit to

pine on which E. H. Zorgniotti.

outfit’s U. S- rep, took off on Mon-

day (H). Zorgniotti is slated for

ipnethy huddles with the board of

the co-op of Italian producers set

up to promotji exhibition of their

product in the TJ. S.

IFE is supported tiy subsidies

uaid by American distribs for the

right to convert their Italian earn-

ings to dollars. Outfit’s aim was to

go beyond mere promotion and ex-

ploitation. It was to provide funds

for dubbing Italian pix into Eng-

lish and provide U. S. distribs with

coin for making advancing guaran-

tees to Italian producers.

Diverse interest* of the 33 pro-

ducer-members and other factors

having to do. with policy have to

date kept IFE from d^ng much
beyond a publicity job. "Latter has

been effectively handled by Jonas

Rosenfibld, former S50th-Fox ad

chief.

With hundreds of thousands of

dollars rolling into the IFE coffers

annually, Zorgniotti is faced with

-the necessity of greatly and <iuickly

broadening the co-op’s activities.

It is with that aid . in mind he is

planning to go- personally before

the board for policy directives,

Pact with U. S. distribs under
which funds are provided had run
one year as of June 30 and has an-

other year -to go. It is possible

that the deal may be extended be-

yond that time, but^the Italians will

hardly be able to justify such a

request if they haven’t spent much
of the money already handed them.

American companies are anxious

that IFE get going full force, since

they feel the pact is advantageous
to them. They think that by creat-

ing dollar income for the Italians

through exhibition of their pix in

the U. S., the government in Home
will be encouraged to allow them
to withdraw all or most of their

earnings there. Should IFE not
prove effective, there’s a likelihood
the government won’t permit its

•continuance and cut off the- funds
now being converted as part of the
•subsidy deal.

‘Jet Pilot' Seen Landing

In N. Y. Too Late For

Labor Bd. Votes for FA
In Fnrthman Suit
Sacramento, July 15.

Jules Furthman’s suit 40 recover
$32,541 in commissions and to void
his contract with the Famous Art-
ists agency was turned down by the
State Labor Commission. Writer’s
action Was based on the claim that
Charles Feldman, head of FA, was
a producer as well is an agent, hut
it was ruled that Furthman knew
about it when he signed the pact.
Commission not only -upheld the

validity of the contract, but or-

dered Furthman to pay the agency
commissions amounting to $22,900.

Campaign SetOn

Tax Repeal
In its campaign to repeal the

20% Federal admissions tax, the
Council of Motion Picture Organi-
sations will refrain from any
“high-pressuring” of the nation’s
law-makers. Also, there’s to be
no king-size lobbying fund to be
used in., the effort to influence
Congressmen,

Plan mapped in generalized
fashion by COMPO toppers is to

acquaint the legislators in the
simplest fashion with the need for

killing the levy. Group of theatre-

men in each area, it’s figured, will

invite the local Congressman to a
relatively unelaborate lunch-
eon-discussion of the trade prob-
lems. There will be no speeches
as such but the exhibs will sock
across the message that thousands
of theatres which face extinction

could survive if the 20% bite is

removed.

COMPO’s key figures in the anti-

tax operation state they’re con
fident the objective can be accom
plished but only if hundreds of

exhihs, who will' be asked to do so,

cooperate to the fullest. This

mainly will he via their personal

efforts in organizational work and
contacting the law-makers.

« ^ I niTA Also, there will be need for some

Fall Release by- RKO
tribute their dues to COMPO for

that purpose. COMPO has desig-

nated the week of Aug. 11-as dues-

collection week. Members of the

all-industry outfit will he solicited

for a year’s fees during that period

(Continued on page 20)

Although completed and in the
•can for many months, .Howard
Hughes is apparently not yet ready
to release “Jet Pilot,” John
Wayne-starrer. BKO’s distribution
end in New York, badly in need of
top product for fall release, had
slated the pic for August or Sep-
tember distribution. Hom^eoffice,
however, has received neither a
print nor any -word on the film
from Hughes, which means it will
probably be too late to catch lucra-
tive Labor Day bookings, if it is

to be released this year at all.

“Pilot” is one of the most ex-
pensive films turned out in Holly-
wood since the lush postwar pe-
riod. Its cost is now reportedly be-
ing carried on RKO’s inventory at
$3,9()0,000. It was a personal pro-
duction by Hughes, controlling
stockholder and film-making boss
of the company.

It’s understood that' the New
York headquarters has received as
yet no stills or other publicity ma-

so that any early release is

impossible. Likewise, it is reported
mat none of the company’s distri-
pution exces has seen the film, and
It IS thought likely that Hughes is
planning to re-edit it or make
olianges.

Iasi

NPAs Lift Promise.
Washington, July 15.

National Production Authority
week continued its ban'^uuunuea iis oan on

materials of copper and
alminum for construction of

promised to consider
^^s^^rictions on theatresWhen the steel strike ends.

Chi’s Oriental Due For

New Mgt Reopening
Chicago, July 15.^

Oriental, largest indie theatre in

the Loop, which has been closed

for two months, will reopen Aug.

1. House had been shuttered by

Randolph Bohrer, attorney and ex-

ecutive manager for Oriental

Management Corp., who said that

excessive rentals by picture com-

panies arid the demands of the

ground owners for 15% of the

gross, forced the action.

New operator is Walco Corp.

Bohrer will have no interest in

the new company.
Charles Hogan, who has been

booldng the spot for last 10 years,

continues. Theatre will play vaude

when outstanding attractions are

available.

Delay GSS Plan
Los Angeles, July 15.

Benno M. Brink, referee in bank-

ruptcy, granted an extension of

time to creditors of James and

George Nasser to prepare amend-
ments to the five-year program to

I

refinance General Service Studios,

Amendments relative to certain

restrictions and control will be pre-

sented for Brink’s approval this

1
week.

Although there’s a growing wail
by studio story departments of lack
of material for important pix, Hol-
lywood buys of hit Broadway le-

glters—such as Metro’s purchase
last week of “Kiss Me, Kate”—are
getting scarcer and scarcer. .Stu-

dios are getting increasingly chary
of the high costs of such properties
and of the investment of holding
them in their inventories.

Actually, while Hollywood’s need
for “big picture” material-—at rea-
sonable prices—is on the increase,
the selection ,av:^ilable to it from
both the publishing and play fields

has been waning. Result is more
pressure for originals and a tend-
ency, in part from this cause, to

make fewer pix,

On the publishing side, until the
first six months of 1062, there were
fewer bo6ks coming out each year
because sales have diminished in

recent years and "there are" fewer
bestsellers of the stature of the
prewar and war period. On JBroad-
way the situation is pretty much
the same. Each year sees fewer
plays hitting the board.

Studios are thus getting less

selection,
,
Unfortunately, this i§

happening at a time when they are

probably more choosey about the
properties they buy than at any time
since Tom Edison cranked his first

camera. The whole group of mid-
dle-budget pix that formerly made
up the hulk of every studio’s pro-
gram is on'a b.o. wane and the. lots

are hunting for source material for

the important product to which
they are turning more exclusively.

Of the new books coming up this

fall, there’s disappointment in one
major entry which most story eds

had been counting as a sure buy.

That’s Edna Ferber’s “The Giant.”

Virtually all of the author’s pre-

vious efforts have been turned into

pix in the past, but present indica-

tions are that “The Giant” may be

skipped. With the high Ferber

price for a lease of rights (the au-

(Continued on page 14)

WB Rides Route 66

In Eight-State Buildup

Spread for ‘Will Rogers’

Unusually hefty newspaper space

was garnered by Warner Bros, in

its pre-selling campaign for “The
Story of Will Rogers.” Bally drive

was tied in with the dedication of

U. S. Highway 66 as Will Rogers

Highway and as a result WB
snared space in newspapers in

cities all along 2,200 mile route

covering eight states. Banner
heads and front page yarns, accom-
pamed by pix were common all

along the highway.
Civic officials, including gover-

nors and mayors, participated In

the dedication of markers at vari-

ous points on the route, a factor

aiding the press coverage. Leaflets

and windshield stickers were dis-

tribbed along the route following

the arrival in each city of the dedi-

catory caravan of official cars.

Nine-day tour kicked off on June

23 from St. Louis, starting point of

the highway, and terminated on

July 1 at Santa Monica, - Calif.,

western end of the highway.

Tour was tied in with local ex-

hibs along the route. Theatre mar-

quees and special signs noted that

pic would play there soom Cara-

van made a point to stop in front

of the theatre to call attention to

the event.
Pic had its world preem at

Claremore, Oklahoma, Rogers’

hometown, and was followed by a

formal opening for filmtown in

Beverly Hills Thursday (10). WB
is giving the film a special world-

wide push, with special preems

set for important foreign capitals.

Dates have been set for London,

Paris, Rome, Stockholm, Tokyo
and Rio de Janeiro. Other cities,

notably in South America, will be

added to the list.

Film stars WiU Rogers, Jr., as

his father, and Jane Wyman as

Mrs. Rogers.

Roanoke Daily Asks
Va. End Censor Bd*

Roanoke, July 15,

Flat demand that Virginia abol-
ish its censorship hoard was made
in an editorial in the 'Roanoke
Times last week. Daily called the
board “little more than a patron-
age device, providing a sinecure
for persons with the right politi-

cal coi^nections.”

Paper goes on to say that films

“are entitled to- the same freedom
of expr-ession as newspapers, radio
and

.
periodicals.” This is in line

with the recent U. S, Supreme
Court ’decisions in the “Miracle”
and “Pinky” cases,

Roanoke!--Times’ stand is part of
a growing move by papers through-
out the country in objection to'

state censorship. If the Virginia
legislature doesn’t abolish the cen-
sorship board, the paper remarks,
the Supreme Court ultimately will.

Times calls censorship in the
state “simply a matter of spend-
ing some $44,000 a year, mostly
for salaries, for an unnecessary
and unconstitutional purpose.”

Mifke Big Pix and

Programmers, Too
• “I can’t wallop out big ones and
maintalp a full program for a "dis-

tribution organization at the same
time,” Robert L. Lippert declared
this week in explaining why he’s
selling his 28 exchanges through-
out the country. In face of the
demand for top product, he added,
it’s impossible to carry on the pur-
chasing and handling of 24 to 36
lesser films which Lippert Pictures
requires each year,

Lippert, who is moving further
into the field of film financing,
plans to turn over his exchanges to
their employees where possible.
They’d become franchise-holders
and not only would have a greater
incentive in pushing Lippert-
backed pictures but would have
more freedom in handling outside
product in their respective sales
areas. Dallas and Memphis ex-
changes -have already been sold
and disposition of others is pend-
ing. jX

Calling his step a “consolida-
tion,” Lippert emphasized that fol-

lowing the exchange unloading he
“definitely will have two pictures
in the million dollar class.” First
one will go before the cameras in

(Continued on page 16)

Danish Culture Chief In

Goldwyn ‘Andersen’ Talks
Hans Hedtoff, former prime min-

ister of Denmark, now chairman of
the Danish Cultural Relations
Committee, is due in Hollywood
this week to survey production
generally and confer with Samuel
Goldtvyn on the producer’s latest,

“Hans Christian Andersen.” It’s the
first Hollywood pic to be made
with a Danish setting.

HedtolT will view “Andersen”
and discuss with Goldwyn its ini-

tial showings in Denmark, prob
ably to take place in 1953.

SEG Re-elects Gordon
Hollywood, July 15.

Screen Extras Guild elected Rich-
ard H. Gordon to his fifth ternras
president and presented him with a
gold life'membership card. Other
officers re-elected were Franklyn
Famum, William H. O’Brien and
George Barton, veepees; Jeffrey
Sayre, treasurer, and Beulah Park-
ingtou, recording secretary.

Sayre’s annual report showed a
surplus of $272,948 in, the SEG
treasiu-y, a, gain of $35,652 during
the year.

Columbus, July

Indicating that he, too, would
like a test of the legality of pre-
censorship of newsreels in Ohio,
Cb'de Hissong, statd education di-

rector and chief of the Ohio Di-
vision of Film Censorship, agreed
yesterday (Mon.) to have a waiv-

rant served tomorrow night on a
Columbus exhib playing an un-
licensed newsreel, ^

This is the first step in a test
arranged by the Motion Picture
Assn, of America and the Inde-
pendent Theatre Owners of Ohio
'of the right of a state to pre-cen-
sor newsreels. It grows out of the
recent U. S. Supi'eme CoiiVt de-
cision holding films to be entitled
to the protection of Constlutional
guarantees . of freedom ^of Speech
and press.

Arrangements with Hissong were
made yestei'day by Manning (Tim)
Clagett, of MPAA ghq in New
York, who has set up offices here

|*to direct the test, and Robert Wile,
exec secretary of the ITOO. Ac-
companying them to the session
with the censor chief were Clyde
Abbott and Robert H, Hinds of
Paxton ic Seasongood, local coun-
sel employed by the MPAA to
handle legalistics of the test here..^

Plan is for unlicensed newsreels
to be played in one house in each
of five Ohio cities, starting tomor-
row. Hissong said he’d concentrate,
however, on only one theatre. He
said he would send Lowell Lamb,
field inspector of the censorship
division, to •'the Little . Theatre
here. Following this verification
that .trie house' was actually play-
ing an uncensored reel, Hissong
said he’d swear out a . criminal
Warrant for Lee Ji Hofheimer, -op-

erator of the theatre, and for
Warner Bros., distrib oL the film.

Seek Quick Decision

Warrants will be returnable; Ip
Columbus municipal^ court. Effort
of the attorneys then will be to

get the test to the Ohio Supreme
Court as quickly .as 'possible to

(Continued on page 27)

Lippert Would Deal

With SAG It Pattern

By Industry Is Set
Robert L. Lippert, whose con-

tract with the Screen Actors Guild
was cancelled by the union in a dis-

pute over added payment for actors
when their theati'icAl films are sold

to TV, said in New York this week
that he would be ready to sit down
with the Guild when an industry-

wide pattern is set.

At one time perhaps Hollywood’s
most active indie producer, Lippert
withdrew from film-making after

his SAG pact expired Feb. 5. Rea-
son for the pact termination, the

SAG board said, was that he had
sold ‘^several theatrical featifre pic-

tures made after Aug. 1, 1948, to

TV without negotiating with the

Guild for additional payment to

actors for their television rights.”

Asked if he contemplated ad-

justing his differences with thee

Guild, Lippert declared; “Certain-

ly the smallest operator in the in-

dustry shouldn’t set the pattern

—

it should be done by the bigger,

companies which have a far greater

stake in the future. When the pat-

tern is set I then will he ready to

sit down with the SAG.”
Guild’s attitude on the situation

is best expressed by "a statement

made last February .by John Dales,

Jr., the organization’s executive

secretary, “There has been no ap-

plication for extension of the Feb.

5 deadline for cancellation of the

Guild's contract with producer Rob-
ert L. Lippert,” the statement read,

“and there is today no contract be-

tween the Guild and Mr. Lippert.

“Mr. Lippert has not been placed

on any unfair list because he is not

now in production of motion pic-

tures and to the best of the Guild’s

knowledge has no plans for such
production. It is hoped that the

Guild’s contract with Mr. Lippert

can and will be reinstated upon
further negotiations.”
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4-Los Angeles, July 15.

Stepping out In front this week
are ‘The WUl Bogers- Story,” at

two locations (with slightly upped
scales) and "‘Working Way Through
College,” at three * sites, each ex-

pecting an excellent $27,000. A
medium. $15,000 is looked^for at

two houses by ‘‘Francis Goes to

West Point,” whQe “Ivory. Hunt-

er” and “Lavender Hill Mob,” both

having played pre-release dates,

shape up mildly at $16,000 for.

three locations.
, „

“Under Paris Sky” is a dull $7,-

.000 at two houses.* Pop prme r^
lease of “Greatest Show, on Earth

is giving the. Vogue* a solid $6^^,
maybe more. Film is also breaking

in Paramount’s new first-run zon-

ing plan here, playing day-and-date

at three drive-ins and two other

conventional theatres, with a mas-

sive $52,000 possible on the week
for the six houses. Holdovers are

generally spotty this round.

Estihiates for This Week
Los Angeles, Chinese, Rihc

CFWC) (2;;097; 2,048; 1,370; 70-$1.10)—“ivory -Hunter” (U) and “Laven-
der Hill Mob” (U). Mild $16,500:

Last week, Los Angeles, Uptown,
Vogue, Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 1,719;

885; 1,248; 70-$1.10)—“The Fight-

er” (UA) and “Desert Pursuit”

(Mono), $25,300, and holds second
round Uptown, Loyola, with m.o.

at El Key (8^61). for slim $5,500.

Hollywood, Wiltern, Orpheum
(WB-Metropolitan) (2,756; 2,344;

2,213; 60-$1.10)— “Working Way
^ Through College” (WB) and “Pi-

rate Submarine”
.
(Lip) (Orpheum

only). Excellent $27,000. Last
week, Hollywood, Downtown (1,-

757), Wiltern,. “Winning Team”
(WB) (2d wk-6 days), $12,800; Or-
pheum with Chinese, Rltz, “Wait
Till Sun Shines, Nellie” (20th),

$13,000.

Loew’s State, £i:yptian (UATG)
(2,404; 1,538; 7Q-$1.10)—“Scara-
mouche” (M-G) (2d wk). Good
$23,000. Last week, sock^ $36,400

Hillstreet/ Pantages (RKO) (2,

752; 2,812; 70-$1.10)—“Robin Hood”
(RKO) and “Water Birds” (RKO)
(3d wk). Okay $15,000. Last week
$22,700.

Los Angeles Paramount, Hawaii
HJPT-G&S) (3,300; 1,106; 65-$1.10)

—“Francis Goes West Point” (U)
and “Daltons’ Women” (Lip) (L.A.
Par only). ‘ Medium $15,000. Last
week. L.A. Par and Wilshire (FWC)
(2,296), “Lydia Bailey” (20th) and
“Fighting Rats Tobruk” (Indie)
(Par only) (2d wk), $15,000; “Lyd-
ia” holds third week at Wilsliire
for small $2,500.

Rialto (Metropolitan) (840; 60-90)—“My ‘Son John” (Par) “One Big
Affair” (UA) {3d wk). Fair $2,500
for 5 days. Last week, with Hawaii,
$6,700.

Beverly Hills, Downtown (WB)
(1,612; 1,757; 80-$1.25)—“Story
Will Rogers” (WB). Sturdy $27,000.
Last week, Bevhills nabe run,
Downtown with another unit.

United Artists, Hollywood, Par-
amount (UATC-F&M) (2,100; 1,-

430; 70-$1,10)—“Under Paris Sky”
(Indie) and “Can’t Beat Irish” (In-
die). Dull $7,000. Last week, with
Four Star (900), “Anybody Seen
My Gal” (U) and “No Room
Groom” (U) (2d wk), $14,000; holds
*t Four Star for third frame at
modest $2,500.
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 80-$1.20)

—“Man White Suit” (U) (7th wk).
Okay $2,700. Last week, $3,700.
Canon (ABC), (520; $1.20)—“Na-

vajo” (Up) (3d wk). Slim $1,800.
Last week, $2,100,
Vorue (FWC) (885; 60-$l)—

* Greatest Show” (Par). Solid $6,-
600.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
TMs Week $426,250

(Based on 19 theatres)
Last Year $492,000

{Based on 18 theatres)

H.0.S Flood Port., Ore.;

‘Beacon St.’ $9,500
Portland, Ore., July 15.

Downtown houses are loaded
with holdovers this week. Record-
breaking, heat does not seem to af-
fect perking biz. “Carbine Wil-
liams” looks good for a newcomer.
“Laura” is still going strong for
« reissue for a second stanza at
the Guild.

Estimates for This Week '•

Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 65-90)
—“The World In His‘ Arms” (UI)
(2d wk). Fine $7,000. Last week,
world preem with visiting stars,
$10 ,000 .

Guild (Parker) 400; 65-90)

—

“Laura” (20th) (reissue) and “This
Above All” (20th) (reissue) (2d
wk). Snappy $1,800. Last week.
$2,500.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,850; 65-90)
—“Carbine Williams” (M-G) and

(Continued on page 27)

Cleve. OK; ‘Lwely’

Lulu 171/20, Heart’

14G, ‘Nellie’ $9,000

Cleveland, July 15.

Key houses tare just beginning

to feel reactions of steel strike but

they are still pulling nicely on new
product. “Lovely to Look At” is

rolling as sweetly as its Jerome
K^m tunes at Stated sighting ah
extra-smart take. Horror package
of reissues, “Frankenstein” and
“Dracula,” opened Sunday (13) at
the Palace and are expected to
make hefty hay. “Wait ’T^l the
Sun Shines, Nellie” isn’t too bright
for Allen, edged out by Hipp’s
building “Wild Heart” Both “Any-
thing Can Happen’’ and “Aaron
Slick,” are just being washed off
by Stillman in its dualer.

Estimates for TEis Week
Allen (Warner) (3,000; 55-80) —

“Wait ’Til Sun Shines, Nellie”
(20th). Moderate $9,000. Last week,
“Winning Team” (WB), $13,500.

Hipp (Scheftel - Burger) (3,700;

55.80)_“Wild Heart” (RKO). Un-
expectedly steady at $14,000. Last
week, “Ivory Hunter” (U-I),

$12 ,000 . .

Ohio (Loew’s) (1,305; 55-80) —
“Scaramouche” (M-G) (m.o,). Brisk
$7,000 for 9 days on fifth downtown
lap, after $7,500 for last round.

Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-80) —
“Frankenstein” and “Dracula” (re-
issues). Strong $8,500. Last Week,
“Diplomatic Courier” (20th), $12,-
500 for 10 days.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-80)
“Lovely to Look At” (M-G). Husky
$17,500. Last week. “Washington
Story” (M-G), weak $8,500.

Stillman (Loew’s (2,700; 55-80)

—

“Anything Can Happen” . (Par) and
“Aaron Slick” (Par). Just fair at
$4,000. Last week, “Dream of
Jeanie” (Rep), light $5,000.

Tower (Scheftel - Burger) (500;
55-80) — “Konga, Wild Stallion”
(Col) and “Yank in Indo-China”
(Col) (reissues). Oke $2,400. Last
week, “Tulsa” (UA) and “Red
River” (UA) (reissues), nice $3,200.

‘Jacks’ Hot $18,000,

‘Scaramouche,’ 14G, Balto
Baltimore, July 15.

Strong product lineup is reflect-

ing itself in better figures all along
the downtown sector here this

week. Far out in front and point-
ing to a maximtfm response is
“Jumping Jacks” at Keith’s
“Scaramouche” is also faring ex-
tra well at Keith’s.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20

70)
—“Lovely to Look At” (M-G).

Fairish $11,000. Last week, “Ivory
Hunter” (UA) drew mild $5,900.

Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460; 20
70) — “Jumping Jacks” (Par) (2d
wk). Starting second round tomor
row (Wed.) after bango $18,000.

Mayfair (Hicks) (890; 20-70) —
“The Sniper” (Col). Holding house
average at $4,500. Last week,
“Brave Warner” (CqI) in similar
groove at $4;200.

New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)

—

“Scaramouche” (M-G). Sfrongly
sold and paying off nicely at in
dicated $14,000. Last week, “Wai
Sun Shines, Nellie” (20th) didn’
click at $5,400.

Stanley (WB) (3,280; -25-75) —
“She’s Working Way Through Col
lege” (WB). Trying hard for al
right $10,000. Last week, “Winning
Team” (WB) came through with
$7,800.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-70)— “Robin Hood” (RKO) (2d wk).

Maintaining good pace at indicated
$'7,000 after fine beginning to
$12,300.

Psow'Biz at $10,0^
*

s 'Louisville* -JiilY* 15^_

Current week is showing ilitfit

upturn in biz, rather hard toupturn in ^
kount for, unless it is the expected

perking at the wicket after the

July 4 holiday weekend. Conven-
tion hullabaloo on TV, etc. _^dn t

seem to' hurt film house attend-

ance in this town viSry much.

“Lovely to Look At” at Loew’s
State currently looTts to top the

town. -Estimated $10,000 figure is

considei-ed good for this time of

yeaiv “Cash By Night” at the
Rialto,' with publicity slanted

slightly oh the sensational side,

should nab satisfactory $9,500.

Other houses are doing just aver-

age biz.

Estimates for TMs Week
Kentucky " (Switow) (1*Q00: 54-

75)_-'‘No Room for Groom” (U)

and “Ivory Hunter’’ (U). Average
$3,000. Last week, “Scarlet Angel
(U) and “Bronco Buster” (U), mce
$3,500.

Mary ' Anderson (People’s) (1,--

200; 54-75) — “Winning Team”
(WB) (2d wk). Looks good for heat

$5,500, after last week’s excellent

$6,500.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;

54_75)
—“Clash' By Night” (RKO).

Going it alone as single
,
bill, and

strongly sold on spicy angle, looks
good for okay $9,500. Last week
"Wait ’Til Sun Shines, Nellie

(20th) fine $1LOOO.
State (Loew’s) (3,000; 54-75) —

Lovely to' Look At’^ (M-L^). topped
by Red Skelton. Pulling brisk
wicket trade, $10,000. . Last week
“Scaramouche”*’ (M-G) (2d wk),
neat $9,000.

Strand (FA) (1,200; 54-75J
—

‘Valley of Eaglet” (Lip) and
'Loan Shark” (Lip). Nice combo
Jor th^ summer trade. Likely okay
$3,500 in sight. Last week “Red
River” (UA) and “Tulsa” (UA) (re-

issues), strong $5j000,

Key Cily Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $55,100,650

( Based on 26 cities, 206 the-

atres, chiefly first runs, intlud^
ing 17. Y.)
Total Gross^Same Week

Last Year ..$2,219,600
{Based on 23 cities, and 192

theatres

J

‘Koi^’ Reissue Hot

$23,00(1 b Pyi;
. i

Philadelphia; July 15.

Combination of heat and GOP
convention took expected toll on
first-runs, but failed to affect two
smash attractions at Stanley and
Fox. “King Kong” at former, aided
by heavy kKO expenditures on'TV,
had smash opener, with figure held
down only by length of double
feature bill' (“King” is- coupled
with “Leopard Man”) and fact that
so many juve half-admissions were
'n weekend audiences.

Fox booking of Paramount’s
‘Jumping Jacks’' (first pic besides
20th product to play house in over
four years) proved a bonanza. Lines
all weekend and boxoffice sale
stopped twice Sunday night. Film
men here claimed convention dent
was only noticeable Thursday and
Friday, when proceedings in Chi
grew hot, otherwise just same so-su
midweek hiz.

Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85-$1.20) —

“Scaramouche” (M-G) (5th wk).
Cooling^ off to $5,000. Last week,
$8 ,000.

Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—“Pat
and Mike” (M-Gr) (3d wk). Running
down to $8,500. Last week, okay
$11 ,000 .

Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—“Jump-
ing Jacks” (Par). Terrific $42,000.
Last week, “Til Sun Shines, Nellie”
(20th), fair $15,000.

Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-
99) — “Half-Breed” (RKO). Nice
$12,000. Last week, “Red Ball Ex-

of

$9,500.
(M-G)
$6 ,000.

Last week^ “Si‘armouche
(2d wk) plus two days

Robin Hood’Leads

Hub at $24,000

Boston, July 15.

The all-Disney bill, topped by
“Robin Hood,” at the Memorial is

leading the field by far this stanza.
"‘Strange World” at the Boston is

; pleasant surprise,* and “She’s
Working Her Way Through Col-
lege’' at Paramount and Fenway
also shapes up nicely. “Wait TiU,
Sun Shines, Nellie” at Met is fair-
ish while “Pat. & Mike,” which
opened - slowly at State .and Or-
pheum Saturday, figures to build.
Holdovers “Sally and St. Anne” at
Astor, "‘Tomorrow is Too Late” at
Beacon Hill and “Encore” at Exeter
are skidding.

Estimates for This 'Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 50-95)—

“Sally and St. Anne” (U) (3d wk).
Slow $4,000. Mild $5,500 for sec-
ond frame.
Beacon HUl (Beacon Hill) (682;

50-90)—^"Tomorrow Is Too Late”
(Burstyn) (fith wk). Off to $1,500
for final stanza following sluggish
$2B00 for seventh.

Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
“Strange World” (UA) and “Red
Planet Mars” (UA). Best in several
weeks with neat $13,500. Last
week, “Cripple Creek” <Col) and
“Dark Command” (Rep) (reissue),
near $9,000.

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)

—

“Encore” (Par) (5th wk). Off to
about $3,000 following $3,800 for
fourth.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)—

“She’s Working Way Through Col-
lege” (WB) and “Wagons ’West”
(Mono). Not bad $4,000. Last
week, “Winning Team” (WB) and
“Pals of Golden West” (Rep)
$3,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-80)—“Robin Hood” (Disney-RKO).

Slide $24,000. Last week, “Wild
Heart” (RKO) and “African Treas-
ure” (Mono) slipped to $10,500 for
second week.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40
85)—“Wait Till Sun Shines, Nellie’
(20th) and “Navajo” (Lip). Fairish
$14,000. Last wek, “The Brigand
(Col) and “Fighting Rats
Tobruk” (Indie), mild $10,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)

—

“Pat & Mike” (M-G) and “Montana
Territory” (Col). Opened Sat. (12)
Heading for $15,000. Last week
“Scaramouche” (M-G) (2d wk)
plus two days, $11,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)—“Working Way ’through (College’

(WB) and “Wagons West (Mono).
Not bad $11,500. Last, week, “Win-
ning Team” (WB) and “Pals of
Golden West” (Rep), just under
$9,000.

State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)— t'*'*''-'"

"Pat & Mike" (M-G) and "Montana
Territory”, (Col). Opened Sat. Near '^*^1

S'”*
.«RQ t.oc+ Cripple Creek (Col). Expect fine

$8,000* Last week, “Outlaw Worn
(Continued on page 27)

press” (U) $13,000.

Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99) —
“Working Her Way Through Col-
lege” (WB) (2d wk). Good enough
$14,000 for second stanza. Last
week, sweet $20,000.

Midtown (Goldmanl (1,000; 50-
99)—“Lady in Iron Mask” (20th),
Never got loose; $6,500. Last Week>
“Just Across Street” (U), $6,000.

.

Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50-
99)—“Lovely to Look At” (M-G)
(4th wk) slipped, $8,5C|,0. Last
week. $12,500.

Stanley (WB) (2,900; 60-99) —
'King Kong” (RKO) and “Leopard
Man” (RKO) (reissues). Mighty
$23,000. Last week, “Winning
Team” (WB) (2d wk), wan $9,000. .

Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99) —
“Captive City” (UA). Good $8,000.
Last week, “Wagons West” (Mono)
and “Here Come Marines” ' (Mono)
sour $4,000. -»

Studio (Goldberg) (500; 60-99)—
“Encore” (Par) (3d wk). Steady
$2,700. Last week, $3,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 50-99) —

“Narrow Margin” (RKO). Fair
$3,500. Last week, about same.

‘River^ Steady $4,500

In Heat-Hit Seattle
Seattle, July 15.

The heat and televised G(5p con
vention cut into grosses opening
days, but the weather got co.oler
after two 'scorching days, which
helped at b.o.

“Ivory Hunter” is af Blue Mouse
for 2d stanza. “Wait Till Sun
Shines” is holding at Fifth for 2d
week after only mild opener. Socko
biz warranted keeping “Pat and
Mike” on at the Music Hall for 3rd
week and possible one more. Ditto
for'“World in Arms” for 2d stanza
at Orpheum.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 65

90)—“Ivory Hunter” (U) (2d wk).
Hot release from Liberty. Indicated
$2,000, bad. Last week, ail'd (8 days)
of “Clash by Night” (RKO) and
“Stolen Face” (Lip); good $3,600

.Mnneapolis, July 15
.. ‘With the Republican natio;,i
conventioh over and localufes
covered fwm then^ threeVay Unu'

Jixints to lake resorts
showhouses have a better chanJo
tc capture ptmUc attention. Sever, they’re still not making
headway and takings continL aurelatively low level. ®

. One of the five newcomers. "HaqAnybody Seen My Gal” is
culated to excite much enthusiacm

“Girl in White” :md-‘Walley of thlshow Httle pulling powe?ahd get mixed receptions.
^

Last week there were no hold-
currently three hold the

‘‘Kangaroo,” “She'sWorking Her Way Through Col-
lege ’

‘‘A Rim for Your Money ”
Estbnatea for This Week

Century (Par) (1,600; 50-76)—
“Girl in White” (M-G)! Tak^
more than this to grease the turn-
^tiles appreciably. Slow $3,500
Last week, “3 for Bedroom C’»
(WB), $2,000.

^

^<»ophet (Berger) (1,000; 50-76)^
Kangaroo” (20th) (2d wk). Helped
by strong , campaign, this one has
done ri^t weU. MUd $3,500. Last
week, $6,400.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76)—“Val-

ey of Eagles” (Lip). Limited ap-
peal and absence of cast names
are handicaps. Slow $4,000. Last
week, "‘Atomic City” (Par) and
Counterspy Meets Scotland Yard’*

(Col), $3,500.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)—.
Has Anybody Seen My Gal” (U).
Well-liked picture, but marquee
strength somewhat lacking. Not
bad at $9,000. Last week, “Con-
quest” (Col) and Johnnie Ray and
other acts on stage (74-$l,20). $29.-
000.

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 40-
76)—“Wild Heart” (RKO). Jen-
nifer Jones a magnet. However,
vehicle not winning unanimous ap-
proval Mediocre $6,500. Last
week, “Working Her Way Through
CoUege” (WB), $7,500.
RKO-Fan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)—

She's Working Her Way Way
Through College” (WB) (2d wk).
They like this one. Good $5,500.
Last week, “No Room for the
Groom” (U) and “Bronco Buster”
(U), $4;600.
State (Par) ‘

(2,300; 50-76)—
‘‘Paula” (Col). Moderately well
liked, but-trade is slow. Mild $4,-

500. Last week, “Ly^a Bailey”
(20th), $6,500.
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.20)—

“Run forYour Money” (U) (2d wk),
Alec Guinness’ increasing local

popularity has kept this one going.
Tepid $2,400. Last week, $3,000,

‘PAT’ WHAM $20,000

TO SET ST: LOO PACE
St. Louis, July 15.

“Pat and Mike” is the outstander
this frame and will rack up best

biz of any main stemmer in weeks.

Biz generally is on a slight u^
grade. “Anyone Seen My Gal” is

a likely' l;t.o., and “Saii Francisco

Story” is also firm.
•

Estimatesr for This Week
AmbaMador (F&M) (3,000; 60-75)—“San Francisco Story” (WB) and

“Valley of the Eagles” (Lip). Good
$11,000.‘ Last week “Clash by

Night” (RKO) and “Lydia Bailey”

(20th), good $10,000.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)—“Di-

plomatic Courier” (20th) and “Lady

in Iron Mask” (20th). Opened today

(15), Last week “Red Ball Express

(U) and “Scarlet Angel” (U), neat

$13,500.
LoeVa (Loew) (3,172; 50-75) —

“Pat and Mike” (M-G). Sockeroo

$20,000. Last week, “Scaramouche
(MG) (2d wk), fair $12,500.

Misaouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75) --

“Anyone Seen My Gal” (U) and

“Just Across the Street” (h.o.).

Neat $11,000 after fine $18,500 for

initial stanza.
^

Pageant (St. L. Amuse) (1.0()0; 75-

90)—“Lavender Hill Mob’’ 'U)

(h.o.), $3,500 following $4,000 for

first frame.
. ,

Shady Oak (St. L. Amus) (800j

75-90)— Man in White’ (UI 5ttt

wk). $3,000 after $3,500 for fourth

session.

Katchcr Sucf Co!
Los Angeles, July 15.

Leo Katcher, screenwriter, mea

a
'

$5O,OO0 plagiarism suit

Columbia in Superior Court m
volvlng the picture “Soots Malone

Plaintiff charges the

film was based on Pp^^ons of

scripts, “The Big Fix” and Result.

Officiai,” which he had submitted

to the studio.
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Chicago, July 15,

Despite .the $o^caHc4’ lui^oads of

the Republican Convention on the

ChicagS boxofflge »»****•“
houses are pre$entin^ the best b.o.

they have had in jnoniths.

The Chicago should have the li^h-

est week in six months with the

Tackle Gleason package onstage,

supported by "Piplomatlc Cou-

rier” on the screen, ‘*We»re Not
Married” at the Woods IS doing

Sly Lili St. .Cyr in
• “Love

Moods ” backed by ^o^er Pezej

exploitation plc,

dIus “Something to Live For, ' all

with a sex exploitation campaign.

Is headed for hot bir 'at the

United Artists.. “Lovely^ to Look
At” should register solidly at the

^^'Se^ond ^'eekers alsci look brisk,

namely acUon hill of “Carson

City” and “Lion and Horse” at the

Roosevelt. Also on the right side

are “Ivory Hunter”- and ‘Bronco
Buster” at the Grand. Weakie,
“Darling, -How Could You” holds

for second frame at the World,

“Greatest Show on Earth” at the

Palace is staying strOng in 10th

week “Outcast of the Islands”

moved over from, the Esquire to

the Surf -for .the third week.

Estimates, for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,^; 9<>-$i:25)—

“Diplomatic Courier” (20th) with
Jackie GleasOn and eOmpany, De-
Marco Sisters. Very fancy. $65,-

000. Last week, “Winning Team”
(WB) aided by Billy Eckstine on-

stage, $50,000. .

Grand (RKQ) 1,500; 55-98)—
“Ivory Hunter” .

(U) and “Brbnco
Buster” (U) (2d wk). Headed for

okay $8,500. Last week, $13,000.
Palace (Eitel) (2,'5(>P; 98-$1.25>—

“Greatest Show on Earth” (Par)

(10th wk). Stays ^th tight $20,-

^ 000. Last week, $20,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—

“Carson City” and “Lion and the
Horse” (WB) (2d wk). Riding-well
with $10,000. Last week, $16,800.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-

98)
—“Lovely to Look At”

,

(M-G).
Hoping for brisk $20,000. I/ast

week, “Scaramouche” (M-G) (2d

wkK $13,000,
Surf (H&E Balaban) (686; 98)—

“Outcast of Islands” (Lop) (3d wk).
Neat $3,500 seen. Last -week,
“Never Take No for An Answer”
(Indie) (4th wk), $3,000. .

.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55-
98)— “Something to Live For”
(Par) and “Love Moods” (Dazel)
and “Models, Inc.” (DCzel).. Trio
of .sexy pix headed for lusty $18,-
000, Last week, “Walk' East on
Beacon St.” (Col), and' “Without
Warning” (UA) (2d wk), $11,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)

—

“We're Not Married” (20.th). Brisk
$25,000 in the bag. Last week,
“Kangaroo” (20th) '(2^d wk), $12,-
500.

World (Indie) (587; -58)—“Dar-
ling, How Could You” (Par) (2d
wk). Dipping downward with
$1,800. Last week, $2,500.

Estunatet Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net; i. e.,

without the 20% tax. Distrib-
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

‘Across Street’
]

Plus Cugat Orch

Paces S.F., 27y?G
San Francisco, July 15.

Local film biz is generally hold-
ing up this week. Outstanders are
“Just Across The Street,” plus
Cugat’s orch on stage, and “Fran-
cis Goes to West Point,” among
the first-run openers.

.

'

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65-

95)—“Robin. Hood” (RKO) and
“Water Birds” (RKO) (3 reeler)
plus “Little House” (RKO), all-
color, all Disney Show. .(2d wk).
Fine $10,500 after 'sock $20,000.

Fox (FWC) (4,651; 70-$1.20)—
“Just Across Street” (U) plus
vaude (for 1 wk), featuring Xavier
Cugat orch. Fair $27,500. .Last
week, “Wait ‘Til Sun Shines, Nel-
lie” (20th). fair $11,500.

Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95)
—“Pat & Mike” (M-G) (opened
Sat, July 12). Good $22,000. Last
week. “Scaramouche” (M-G) (3d
wk), $17,000 in 10 days.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)L-

She’s Working Her Way Through
College” (WB) and “Corporal
Dolan Goes A.W.O.L.” (Rep) (2d
wk). Good $11,000. Last week,
$18,000 in 9 days.

St. Francis (Par). (1,400; 65-95)

—

Under Paris Sky” (Indie) (2d wk).
Weak $8,000 in. 6 days. Last week,
good $11,500.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 65-

95)_“World In His Arms” (U) (2d

|MARTIN-IEWIS"JACK&’

TOPS IN K. C. AT 17G
Kansas City, July 15.

“Jumping Jacks” Is "landing the
Paramount among some of its

recent heaviest grosses. Martin
and Lewis pic is putting the Para-
mount out in front for the week.
Other fronts are mild as GOP con-
vention interest cut in on opening
days in some houses.

“Ivory Hunter” is coupled with
“Valley of ^Eagles” in four Fox-
Midwest firk-runs for fairish biz.
Midland is satisfactory with
“Scaramouche” In second week.
“Latuko” in second week at the
Kimo has a wide edge on the art
film grosses, and picture is likely
to go a third, week. Weather con-
tinues- in the hotter ranges.

Estimates for This Week
Kimo, Glen (Dickinson) (504, 800;

50-75)—“Latuko” (Indie) (2nd wk).
In the Kimo only, as cricuit re-
turned Glen to its usual subsequent
liblicy after one week of day-and-
date coupling. Current stanza fancy
$2,000. Last week two-house total

$3,000, hefty.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 56-69)—

“Scaramouche” (M-(3) (2d wk).
Holding its own nicely at $9,000.
Last week, nifty $14,000.

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75) —
“Walk East on Beacon” (Col) and
“Brave Warrior” (Col). Fair $6,000.
Last 'vveek “Working Her Way
Through College” (WB) and
“Jungle Jim in Forbidden. Land”
(Col) one of best returns heris in
recent weeks, $8,500,
Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900;

50-69) —- “Jumping Jacks” (Par).
Sock from opening day and will
wind with heaviest money here in
current season, great $17,000. Will
hold. Last week “Green Glove
(UA> and “Lady Says No” (UA)
average $7,000.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra-

nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
700; 1,217; 5(i-75)—“Ivory Hunter”
(U) and “Valley of Eagles” (Lip
pert). So-so $12,000. Last week
“Francis Goes To West Point” (U)
at all four, with “Fort Osage”
(Mono.) added at Tower and Gra-
nada, came through -with robust
$16,000. ^

Vogue (Golden) (500; 50-85) —
“Wooden Horse” (Indie). Satisfac
tory $1,500. Last week, “Saraband”
(Indie) (2d wk) mild $1,200.

. . wk) (with opening-day p.as by
Last week, “Walk" East on Ann Bl5rth, Anthony Quinn, Joyce
.

1 Holden, Palmer Lee and Robert
Monnet), Weak $9,500. Last week,
excellent $18,500,
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;

65-95)—^'Francis „ Goes to West
Point” .(U). Good $11,000. Last
week, “Outcast Of Islands” (UA),
poor $7,000.

Stagedoor (Ackerman-Rosener)
(370; 85-$1.00)—“Lavender Hill

Mob” (U) and “The Magnet” (U),

$3,200. Last week, “Man In White
Suit” (U) (9th wk) slipped to $3,-

000 .

Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)

—

“Kind Hearts and- Coronets” (U)
(2d wk), $3,000. Last week, good

.000 .

Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)—

‘Scaramouche’ Good lOG,

‘Carbine’ 6G, ^Rancho’

$5,000 in Spotty Omaha
Omaha,- July 15.

The G.O.P. copryention’ on TV
sloughed local amusements. How-
ever, grosses looked better than
usual before the Chicago conclave,
and after it was over they started
doing well again.
“Scaramouche” at the Orpheum

looks good “Carbine Williams,
‘

teamed with “When In Rome,” is
a fair draw at the State, “Lovely
to Look At” went into a good sec-
ond week at the Omaha. "Rancho
Notorious” and “Tembo’.’ are draw-
ing so-so at the Brandeis.

^ Estimates for This Week
(Tristates) (3,000; 16-

ZVLTrSc^ramouclie” (M-G). Good
coupled with “Here Come

tile Marines” (Mono). Last week,
Erancis Goes to West Point” (U)

000
Shark” (Lip) great $11,-

,
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)—
Kancho Notorious” (RKO) and
Tembo” (RKO). Fair $5,000. Last

week.

“Pool of London”
wk), $2,300. Last
okay to $2,500.

(U) m.o. (10th
week, holding

‘Mamed’-Roebester Tops at $^»II00,

miMo

‘Outcast’ 9G, Cincy
Cincinnati, July 15.

Biz at major stands this week is

holding close to last roundV wel- i

corned mid-summer swell. Biggest,]

marker currently is for “Lovely to

Look At,” in smash holdover at

Albee. “Outcast of Islands” at

the Palace and “Mutiny” at the

Grand are the new bills in pleas-

ing stride. Lyric is on the way to

a winner with “She’s Working Her
Way Through College” on move-
over.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75) —

“Lovely to Look At” (M-G) (2d

wk). Still smasho, $12,000. in

wake of sensational $18,000 preem.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75) —

Five

For Del at 18C
Detroit, July 15.

Biz is off again this week with
the exqeption of “Robin Hood” at

the Michigan, which looks good.
“Kangaroo” shapes up slowly at

the Fox. A triple sex bill featur-

ing “Love Moods” at the Madison
is only tepid. Three holdovers,

“Clash By Night” at the Palms,
“Lovely to Look At” at the United
Artists, and “Scaramouche” at the
Adams are slow. Republican Con-
vention cut heavily into last week’s
grosses, and -July 4 weekend was
not big enough to balance.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 70-95)

—“Kangaroo” (20th) and “Black
Dice” (Indie). Slow $16,000. Last

week, .“Lydia Bailey” (20th),

$15,000. .

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

70-95)—“Robin Hood” (RKO-Dis-
ney). Good $18,000. Last week,
“Working Through College” (WB)
and “Dream of Jeanie” (Rep).

$15,000.
Palms (UD) (2.961; 70-95)—

“Clash By Night” (RKO) and “Bal

Tabarin” (Rep) (2d wk). Down to

$9,000. Last week, $15,000.

Madison (UD) (1,900; 70-95)

—

“Love Moods” (Indie), “Models,
Inc.” (Indie) and “Streets of Sor
row” (Indie). No spice at $8,000.

Last week, “Encore” (Par), $5,000.

United Artists (UA) (1,900; 70-

95)
—“Lovely To Look At” (M-G)

(2d wk). Fair $11,000. Last week,
$13,440.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)

—

“Scaramouche” (M-G) (4th wk)
Poor $3,500. Last week, $4,250.

Mutiny” (UA) and “Tale of

p, Working Her Way Through Women” ‘(UA). Pleasing $7,5(W.
College” (WB), strong $7,500. Last week, “Half-Breed” (RKO)
^

State (Goldberg) (865; 25-76)—
’Williams” (M-G) and
Rome” (M-G). Slow

tai!!-.
week, “Red Moun-

S? ‘Par) and
omer Day’
$5,000.

'Tristates) (2,100; 16-70)—
to Look At” (M-G) (2d

and holdover,
^ast week, smart $9,000.

Tomorrow is An-
(WB) (2d wk), strong

and “Tembo” (RKO), $8,000.

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75) —
“She’s Working Her Way Through
College” (WB) (m.o.). All right $6.-

000. Last week, “Winning Team”
(WB) (m.o.), -$5,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75) —
“Outcast of Islands” (UA). Mod-
erate $9,000. Last week, “She’s

Working Her Way Through Col-

lege” (WB), $10,000.

‘Scaramouche^ Smash 15G,

Toronto ;
Trancis^ Good 8G

Toronto, July 15.

With terrific ‘heat spell con-

tributing, biz is generally off with

exception of “Siiaramouche,” which
is smash, plus “Francis Goes to

West Point” and “Narrow Margin
Rest of first-runs are mediocre.

Estimates for This Week
Crest, Downtown, Glendale

Mayfair, Sc^rboro. State (Taylor)

(863; 1,059; 955; 470; 698; 694; 35
60) — “Bronco Buster” (U) and
“Finders Keepers” (U). Sad $10,

000. Last week, “It’s a Big Conn
try” (M-G) and “Stage Door

(Continued on page 27)

New York’s . first-^nms for tlie

most part were belted by the high
mercury readings over the week-
end. Only a few spots did good-
biz Saturday and Sunday, But sim-
ilar torrid temperatures are prov-
ing a b.o„ assist during the week-
days in many spots, judging from
the day-by-day returns. This, of
course, suggests that those in town
between weekends are giving the
air-conditioned comfort of thea-
tres'"^ big -play.

On the overall basis, 'current
week is a mixed one for the show-
cases, with the situations drawing
good, revenue outnumbered by
other houses drawing mediocre
revenue. Abundance of holdover
product albng the Main Stem is

further responsible for the b.o, in-

ertia ih many theatres
,
around

town.

Taking the spotlight this week
is Roxy’s “We’re Not Married,”
with Rochester, Richard Hayes and
ice "revue featuring Arnold Shoda
on stage. One of the few new-
comers, show concludes its first

week tomorrow night (Thurs.) with
about $87,000 in the till, repre-
senting plenty lusty biz.

.“She’s ^Workijig Her Way
Through. College,” with Jan Mur-
ray, the Modernaires, Neal Hefti
orch and Raul & Eva Reyes on the
boards, drew $60,000 which is a
nice take for this type of show, in
its opening week at the Paramount.
Hep ad campaign helped obviously.

“Where’s Charley,?” with the
stage show at Radio City Music
Hall, is continuing at a hot clip
with $130,000 in view for the third
week which ends tonight. “Char-
ley” continues on the holdover
list.

Unlike the recent previous Dis-
ney pix, “Robin Hood,” at the Cri-
terion, is drawing big money in
the evenings via adult patronage.
Pic winds Its third week tonight
(Wed.) with a strong $25,500 in
prospect, and stays.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.50)

“3' for Bedroom C” (WB) (3rd wk).
Winds this final sesh tonight (Wed.)
with weak $5,000. Second we'ek was
$6,000. "Story of Will Rogers”
(WB) in tomorrow.
Beckman (R & B> (650; 85-$1.50)—^“Never Take No For an Answer”

Undie)’ (11th wk)^ Final round
brought fair $3,500, after $3,700
last week. Film goes off today
(Wed.) with “The Franchise Affair-
(Indie) replacing.

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.50)
—“Pat and Mike” (M-G) 4th-final
wk). Preview showings of “Carrie”
(Par) along with “P & M” yest^er^
day (Tues.) helped up the final
week's take to $20,000, for good
conclusion to succesrful run.,
‘Carrie” starts regular run today.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.80)— “Robin Hood” (RKO-Disney)

(3rd wk). Still strong at $26,500 for
this third stanza after taking $31,-
000 in second frame. Night biz
especially hefty. Continues, of
course. ‘

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)—“Outcast of Islands” (UA) (9th
wk). Maintaining good pace with
$5,000 for this frame after $5,500
last 'week.. Stays indef.

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$l,60)— “Lady in Iron Mask” (20th).
Second and final week ends tomor-
row (Thurs.) with sluggish $8,200
after $8,500 in similarly dull open-
ing week. “Don’t Bother to Knock”
(20th) bows Friday.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-

$1.50)
—“Has Anybody Seen My

Gal” (U) (2d wk). This stanza wind-
ing up tomorrow (Thiirs.) with
slim $5,500 or close. Last week
was modest $8,000. “High Noon
(UA) haws here July 24,
Normandie (Normandie Thea-

tres) (592; 95-$l,80)— “Encore”
(Par) (16th wk). Slight slip but
still good $6,700 for 15th frame
.which ended la«t night (Tues.).
Last week was $7,300.. Stayis.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 75-$1.40)—
“Ma & Pa Kettle at Fair” (U), plus
eiglit vaude acts. Bringing satis-
factory $17,000 for single week’s
run • ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
“Half Breed” (RICO) and eight acts
gave house $18,000 last week
“Shadow in the Sky” (M-G) opens
Friday. Futhre ‘bookings include
reissue of “King Kong” with eight
vaude turns Aug. 8.

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 80-$1.80)
—“Working Way Through Col-
lege” (WB) with stage show com-
orising Jan Murray, Modernaires
Neal Hefti orch, Raul & Eva Reyes
(2d wk). First week ended las
night (Tue.) with $60,000, good for
this lyne of program. Last week
iwns $62,000. with “Clash by Night’

(RKO), and Les Paul and Mary
Ford, Joey Bishop, Ralph Marterie
ordi on stage (3d wk). “College”
holds.

Park Ave. (Reade) (583; 90-$1.50)—“Island Rescue” (U) (3d 'ilvk). Sec-
ond week ended Sunday (13) with
okay $5,700 after fine $8,400 in
opening round. Stays.

Paris (lindie) (568; $1.26*$1.80)—
“Ways of Love” (Burstyn) (5th wk).
Fourth stanza ending Sunday (13)

held up well at $5,500 after $6,800
in third frame.

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-
fellers) (5,945; 60-$2.40)—"Where’s
Charley?” (WB) with stage show
(3rd wk). Still strong at $133,()00,
or near, for third round ending to-
night (Wed.) after socko $162,000
in -second week. Holds.

Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$2.20)—
“We’re Not Murrled” (20th) /with
Rochester, Richard Hayes and Ar-
nold Shoda-starring ice revue- on
stage. First week ending tomor-
row night (Thurs.) looks to hit very
hotsy $87,000 and show already be-
ing considered for holding through
third week, at least. In ahead,
“Wait ’Til the Sun Shines, Nellie’*
(20th), with Shoda . ice revue and
Billy Daniels topping stage pro-
gram (2nd wk), drew $67,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$L26)
—“Paula” (Col). Opened yesterday.
.(Tues.). “Washington Story” (M-G)
reeled in slow. $7,900 in second
frame which ended Monday, after
$8,000 opening week.

Sutton (R & B) (661; 90-1.50)—
“Man In White Suit” (U) {15th wk).
The 14th week ended Monday (14)
with $8,500, still impressive, aft^r
strong $10,000 In previous round.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;

90-$1.50)—“White Corridors” (U).
Bowed yesterday (Tues.). In ahead,
“Narrow Margin” (RKO) slipped
to $2,500 in final 11th round, after
drawing okay $3,000 In 10th.

. Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540:
90-$1.50)—“High. Treason” (Indie)
(9th wk).' Falling off, but still good,
at $3,750 for 8th week. Previous ,

stanza brought $4,800.
Vi,ctoria-(City Inv.) (1,060; 70-

$1.80)—“Walk East on Beaepn”
(Col) (8th wk). Seventh session'
ended last night (Tues.) with
$10,000 strong in view of length
of run. Previous week brought
$10,500, Stays until July 30 debut
of “Affair in Trinidad” (Col).

‘Scaramouche’ OK

160 in Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, July 15.

Penn Is still rolling along at the
head of the town this week with
“Scaramouche” on the heels of
Jackie Gleason’s record-breaking
stanza, and the picture will stick
around. Stanley’s picking up a bit
with “She’s Working Her Way-
Through College,” while “Outcast
of the islands” is giving the War-
ner a nretty poor holdover ses-
sion. “Narrow Margin” at Squir-
rel Hill got raves and sleeper looks
to do all right, but Pulton, With
“Lady in Iron Mask,” and Harris,
wltlntwinner of “Outcasts of Poker
Flar’ and “Cripple Creek,” are
Staggering-

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-85) —

“Lady in Iron Mask” (20th). House
getting a run of indifferent prod-
uct all summer, and this one’s no
exception. Looks like dismal $3,-
000, if that. Last week, “Sally and
St. Anne” (U), not much better at
$3,500.

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50-85) —
“Outcasts- Poker Flat” (20th) and
“Cripple Creek” (Col). Middling
dualer heading for very mild $4,-
000. Last week, “Lydia Bailey”
(20th) best here in some time, get-
ting better than $8,000, with holi-
day helping.
' Penn (Loew’s) (3.300; 50-85) —
“Scaramouche” (M-G). Off to gal-
loping start and should come pretty
close to .$16,000, which in these
days is something to shqut about.
Holds over, natch. Last week,
Jackie Gleason on stage and
“Washington Story” (M-G) gave
house a mew all-time high, $43,200
with Gleason the magnet, of
course.

Sauirre) Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)—
“Narrow Margin” (RKOI Sleeper
had the crix doing nin-uos and
should wind up in the $2,500 brack-
et, okay here. ’Installation of a new
epohn*’ S''~*“m fhc is

helping, “Margin” hoVJs at th-'t fig-

L a s t week, “Pennywhistle

(Continu'd on page 27)

ure.
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London, July IS,
’*

A decline
*
of- admlsslot^s of ap-

proxlmately 2% is reported by Sir

Philip Water in his annual state-

ment as chairman to stockholders

in Associated British Picture Corp.

for -year ended March '31. Total at-

tendances exceeded 207,000,000 and*

boxoffice receipts were. just below

$36,000,000.'

Although attendances were down,

gross receipts were up by neafly

$3,000,000 owing to increase in ad-

mission tax and Eady levy, which
sliced off almost 40% Of the cor-

poration’s revenues. Amount paid

in tax and Jevy totaled more than

$22 ,
000 ,000 .

Sir Philip’s statement, which will

be submitted to the .stockholders’

meeting July 31, Warns the govern-

ment of the ’crippling policy of in-

creased direct taxation which has

been featured in recent budgets.

Increased admission charges were
not the answer, he said, and it was
‘‘absolutely essential” that exhibs

should receive substantial relief

from the admission tax burden if

they were to continue in business

with any success.

While pleading for tax relief,

the ABPC prexy also urged the

continuance of the Eady fund on
a permanent statutory' basis. He
contended that unless the fund
was put on. a more permanent
basis, the outlook for British pro-
duction wasn't encouraging. > Even
with the help of that fund, the

difficulties of ' British pictures

recouping production cost in the

limited available markets contin-

ued to make production a specula-
tive business. As a. company, Sir

Philip said, they endeavored to.

lessen the risk by co-production
with Warner Bros, and . other
American companies.

Average price of admission on
the circuit during the past year
was 27c. Of- this- 'the goye'rnment
got 11c, the .disttibutor slightly

over Gc, and balance was left with
the theatre to meet all running
•costs and overheads.

As previously reported,, the cor
poration showed a net profit of
$1,482,100. It’s pajdng 20% dlvl
dend on its prdinary stock.

Stratford Sets Vaude

For Bored Bard Patrons
London, July 15,

’ Theatrical monopoly of Strat-

ford-on-Ayon held by the Shakes-
peare Memorial Theatre Is to be
broken next month by decision of

local authorities to stage regular
vaude shows in a municipally-
owned hall. Local council reckons
the venture will cost them upwards
of $500 weekly.

According to officials, there’s a

substantial public demand for al-

ternative entertainment. The idea,

said one councilor, was to satisfy

those who were not ihterested in

Shakespeare. '*A lot of people,”
said femme Councilor N. G, M.
Phillips, “simply get tired of living

with Shakespeare’s spirit day and
night”

‘Murder’ in Luaidon
. London, July 15.

’ “Murder In . Motley,” Scheduled
to fold »t the Fortune Saturday
(12),* is continuing at least another

fortnight, • after the cast offered to

work, without salary, although

Equity intervention resulted in

cuts to the minimum scale of $28
weekly.

Show has .been grossing around
$1,100 weekly with ayerage losses

$1,400, hut reduced salaries .are ef-

fecting a weekly saving of $700.

BATISTA MAPS FILM

EXPANSION FOR CUBA
Havana, July 15.

President Fulgencio Batista ap-
pointed a commission last Tuesday
(8) to draft a plan to expand Cuba’s
motion picture Industry. When
completed, the plan will be sub-
mitted to the Council of Ministers
(Cabinet) to obtain government
support.
Named chairman of the commis-

sion was Hamon Vasconcelos, a
newspaper publisher. Members
are Miguel Alonso, Manuel Pellon,
Cristobal Diaz and Raul Acosta
Rubio (secretary to Batista),

In .creating the commission, Ba-
tista urged it to aim at the pro-
duction of 10 films yearly in Cuba.
At present not more than one or
two feature films are produced
yearly, and these are usually low-
budget musicals of poor quality.
These are unable to compete even
on the local market With Ameri-
can, Mexican, Argentinian and Eu-
ropean plx.

It was believed that the film
commission will recommend gov--
ernm'ent subsidies to bolster the
Industry and importation of for-
eign technicians, as was done in
Mexico. Technical ability isn’t
lacking In Cuba. There are news-
reel companies and producers of
short subjects which can serve as
a basis for an expanded plx in-
dustry. .

Mopdabe Row With RKO,

Columbia Over Product

For U. Chmn StiB On
. . . Sidney, "July 8.

It’s still a stalemate between the

Moodabe Amalgamated loop in New
.Zealand, JtKO and Columbia bn a

new product deal despite, recent
on-the-spot huddles between Mike
Moodabe, Pouglas L^therington,
RKO’s general sales' manager, and
Colin Jones, Columbia’s chief.

Inside story is that Moodabe
wants the right to spot the product
in the keys he^ figures best, but at

a price he also figures his loop
should pay. On both of .these
points, RKO and Columbia don’t
see the same Vfay. as the Amalga-
mated topper.

Reported that a new hands-off
pact -has been completed betweeri
Amalgamated and the Kerridge-
Rank loop, \yhereby each agrees to

share certain product in name
keyers. It also means that neither
loop would bid '.against the other-

for product. This stymies any dis-

tributor figuring on playing one
loop against the other.

Amalgamated handles. 20th-Fox
product, shares, the WB fare with
Kerridge-Rank In certain situations

and London Films-Korda, Itajsb
hiised RKO and Columbia pix until

^the present hassle. Product going
to the Kerri'dge-Rank loop is Para-
mount, Metro, Universal, JARO
and some of Warner films.

Ifijdustry insiders ‘ are trying to
figure out just how long the pres-
ent holdout will continue. How-
ever, a compromise lool^s likely in
the not too distant future.

Hylton Deal to Take Over

West End Fiber Chills

London, July 15.
Jack Hylton’s deal to take over

the Carltdn, Maymarket, one of
Par’s two West End picture thea-
tres, as a legit house, has chilled.
Negotiations in progress for some
months were broken off last week.
Theatre will continue its normal
film policy.

^This is the second Hylton at-
tempt to acquire a theatre in the
West End In the past year. A lit-
tle more than 12 months ago he
was dickering with the R-'nk oit
ganization for the takeover of the
Leicester Square Theatre,

Italy Up in May
Rome, July 8.

Italian Producers’ Assn, figures

for May, thb latest to be released

ojfficially, show that key city (16)

first-run grosses for ‘‘the morith

totaled about $1,750,000 'thus sur-

passing the April tgtal. More sig-

nificant is the fact that Jterceht-

age-wlse, the total take .registered

in this period by Italian films

soared to a stout 36%, while U, S.'

pictures figured- at 53%, a consid-
erable drop over previous months.

In two cities, Milan and Turin,
grosses from Italian pix actually
topped the total garnered by Yank
imports. Milan showed Italian prod-
uct leading U. S. fare 53% to 33%
while- in Turjin the

,
local product

topped U. S. entries 53% to 37%,
. Two Italian vehicles figuring
strongly in the Italo b.o. spurt are
"“Don Camillo” (Dear) and “Two
Pennies Worth of H.ope” (Univer-
salcine), the first a consistent rec-

ord-breakeir. Remainder of the
business purse for May was split

between' French and British jpic-

tures bh the one hand and “other
nations” group on the other. Lat-

ter is repped principally by
“Rashomon.” Last named has
done, some surprising biz although
a bit spotty.

UTTLER PREPS ‘AFFAIRS’

FOR LONIKiN PREMIERE
London, July 15.

Next Ameriban Importation to

hit the London legit scene will be
“Affairs of State,” which comes to

the Cambridge end of August after

a tryout at Brighton and Oxford.

Play will be presented by Emile
Littler, who acquired United King-
dom ' rights last year but delayed
the English production until he was
able to line up the cast he wanted.
London version will feature Joyce
Redman, Hugh Williams, Carol
Browne, Wilfred Hyde White and
Basil Radford, and will be directed
by Roy Rich.

USDibbs’

UA Ups Rouner Id

Foreign Dept Shifts

Georges Rouvier, United Artists

gei^eral manager in France since

1936, additionally will supervise

the Switzerland territory as part of

a series of promotions announced
in New York by Arnold Picker,

UA’s foreign department v.p. Leon
Favre will contiijiue as manager in

Geneva.

George Soulat, manager in Bel-

gium, has been upped to supervi-

sor in France, headquartering in

Paris. Steinhardt shifts from man-
ager in Puerto Rico -to succeed
Soulat in Belgium,

‘Camillo’ Sock in Paris

Despite Heah ‘Valiant,’,

‘Streetcar’ U.S. Winners
Paris, July 8.

Although the sizzling hea't wave
and general lack of air condition-

ing are cutting Into film biz here,

some pix are heating the weather.'

Top biz is going to the" JuUeii
Duviyier Franco-Italo pic ‘Llttl?

World Of Uon Camillo,” starring.

Fernandel. Film is up to sock $90,-

!

000 arid looks likely to outgrbss
the recent topper “Fanfan La Tul-j
ipe.” .

Next big money is going to so-

cial film, “We Are All Assassins,'^

at the Marlgnan and " Marivaux.
This, a Cannes Film Fest prize-

winner,- has, grossed
.
$24,000. In

Marseilles, top coin is .going to

“Only The Valiant” (WB) and
“Happy Go Lovely” (RKO). Best
money iA Lyon is being captured
by the. French pic, “The Truth
[^About Bebe Donge,” starring Jean
Gabin and Danielle Darrieux.

“Streetcar Named. Desire” (WB)
is the Lille topper. Nice is going
for “Son Of Monte Cristo” (Col)
and the French pic' starring sexy
Viviane Romance in “In the Heart
Of Casbah.”

Toulouse’s favorite grbssers are
the Gallic pic, ^‘Surprise On The
Wedding Night,” and King Sol-
omon’s Mines” (M-G), Nancy likes
the- Italo film, “Nazi • Harems”

Rosenberi^er WB Mex Mgr.
Americo Rosenberger has been

named manager for Warner Bros,
in Mexico, by Wolfe Cohen, com-
pany’s general foreign manager..
Rosenberger will operate under

the supervision of Armando Tru-
cios, W.B.’s Pacific Division head.

Legit Shows Abroad
LONDON

(Wock enCing July 19)

(Figures Indicate dpcnlng date)
"AfUr MV Faihlen,' Amlo*. (5-8).

^'Ahd So fe •d/' Strand (10-17-51),
"•t Ypur Life/' Hippodrome (2-18).
"Call Ma Madam/' Coliseum (3-15).
"Paap niua Saa/' TDuchess (3-6).
"Dial M Murdar/' West. (6-10).
"Kxeltamant," Casino (3-8).

"Oay Do*/' Piccadilly (6-12).
"Clfbo aavoo/'* Globe (7-10).
"Innoeant*/' Majesty’s (7-3).

"Lltfla Hut/' Lyric (8-23-50).
"London Laughs/' Adelphl (4-12).
"Lovo of Colonols/' Wy*. (5-23-51).
"Moot Callahan/' Garrick (5-:;J7).

"Mlllldnairos," New (6-30).
"Much Ado Nothing/' Phoenix (1-11).
"Paris to Piccadilly/ Pr. Wales (4-16).
"Penny Plain/' St. Mart.
"Roiativo Value/' Savoy (11-28-51),
"Reluctant Heroes/' IVhite. (0.12-50).
"Ranch In Rocklai," Empress (6-5).

.

"Seagulls Sorranto/' Apollo (6-14-50).
"South Pacific," Drury Lane (11-1-51).
"Sweat Madness/' Vaudeville (5-21).
"Under Sycamore/' St. James (4-23).
"Water of Moon/' Heymarket (4-10-51).
"Winter Journey," St. James's (4-3).
"Woman of Twilight," Vic. Pal. (6-10).
"Zip Coos a Million," Palace (10-20-51).
"Young Illx.," Criterion (4-2).
"Two CantloRian/' Old Vic (C-30).

FARIS
(Week ending July 19)

"M«au Dimancha," Michodler,^.

"Chantour do Mexico," Chatelet. •

"Clo Marcel Marceau/' Sarah Bern-
hardt.
• "Dialoguei des Carmelites/' Hebertot.
"Don D'AdoIo," Wagram.
"Du Coq L'Ano," Comedie,
"Duchoss . D'Alguos," Michel.
"Itornol Mari," Galte. Montparnasse.

. "Caltos L'lscadroon," Porte St Martin.
"(»aillarde Aventure," Potlnlere.
"Oay Paris," Casino de Paris.
"Homicides Par Imprudence," Huchette.
"Josus Le Callle," Antoine.
"Lorsque L'Infant Paralt," Nouveautes.
"Lyslstrata," Humour.
"Marcel," Bernhardt.
"Medecin Molgro-^IIIo," Renaissance.
"Occupo-Tel Minimum," Palals-RoyaL
"Ombre Chero," Edouard.
"Oncle Vanya," Theatre do Pouche.
"Paris Calant," Cnpuclnes.

MEXICO CITY
(Week ending July 12)

^^ane Is Cirl," Colon.
'"Wa, They and the SIf," Ideal.
"L# Tartuffa," Mollerc.
"Wat »ack$/' Bolivar.
"Edward's Sons," Caracol,
"Adtla's Olft," Chopin.

MADRID
(Week ending July 5)

"Devuelvama ml senora," Albcniz.
"Eva no lallo dal Paralso," Alcazar.
"Los quatro bases," Alvarez.
"Samson and Lily," Comlco.
"Two Millions for Two," Fuencaral.
"Imperial Vlololtes," Lope de Vega.
"Las m'letas," Guerrero.
"This Way lo AndMiuzia," Price.
"Matrlmon*' on la lunvw" Reina.
"Pltrnas de seda," Zarzuela.

'Petite Femme Loth," Montp.-Baly.
"Phadre," Gramont.
"Plain Feu," Empire.
"Puceau," Aihblgu.
"Ruy Bias," Charles do Rochefort.
"St. Agnes Des Souris," Lancry.
"Toto dos Autrei,'' Atelier.
"Ylolettoi ImporlaUs," Mogador.
"Yraie Folio," Folics-Bergcre.

SCOTLAND
(Week ending July 10)

"Happy Marriage," Lyceum, Edinburgh.
"To Dorothy A Soh," King's, Glasgo'W.
"Half-Past light," Royal/ Glasgow, and

King's, Edinburgh.
"The Logans/' Metrosole, Glasgow.
"Morgan Show," Pavilion, Glasgow.

' AUSTRALIA
CWcek ending June 13)

"To Dorothy," Royal, Sydney.
"Kiwis," Empire, Sydney.
"Arms A The Man," Mercury, Sydney.
"Seagulls Over Sorranto," Comedy, Mel.
"Tourist Trade," RoS'al, Adelaide.
"Sea HeVr Run," MaJ., Brisbane.
"Tommy Trindtr Show," Tivoli, Mel.
"Larger Than Life," Princess, Mcl,
"Csfslno," Empire, Sydney.
"Annie Cet aun," MaJ,. Melb.

IRELAND
(Week ending July 12)

"Love Let Loose," Opera House, Belfast.
"Fellas Francalsa," Empire, Belfast.
"Smilin' Through," Opera House, Cork.
"Juno and Paycock," Abbey, Dublin.
"Brigadoon," Gaiety, Dublin.
"Throe Sisters," Gate, Dublin. •

RUENOS AIRES
(Week ending June 14)

"MI Suegra," Apolo. -•

"Las lagrimas tamblen," Ateneo.
"Da Kspana Llage," Argentine.
"Cuando lot Duondot," Astral.
"El Mai Amor," Casino.
"Las Mulatas," Comedia.

Chocra al Palacatal," Cornice.
||l DlaWo'on ol Teltfonc," Corrientes.

"F.R," El Nacional.
"Foreign Blood," Marconi.
"Lighted Lamp," Comlco.
"La Malquorida," Odeon.
"TIorra d ’

ol Destine," Pueblo.
"Parvarsidad," Empire.
"Ladronclto," Splendid.
"Jaxobel/' T

'I, Lasalle.
"Madaa," Nuevo.

Vida," Smart.
!

**• Amor," Vera.
"La Verdad Eras Tw," Pat.

TOURING BRITAIN
^(Week ending July 19)

"Blue For Boy," Hipp, Golder’s Green
House,. Belfa.st.

,,S**^?”** ' Pavilion, Bournemouth.
- "Coih Boy," Hipp., Salford.

King's, Southsoa.

I
Oxford.

Newcastle.
' Princ* of Wales, Cardiff." L **’i'*!*

Empire, Sheffield.
Court, Liverpool.

Rotherham.
Time,'/ Royal, Bath.

Coventry,

ton^^
Wife's Lodger,'^ New, Northamp

"Navy At ^a," Palace Pier, Brighton.
NO' Ho, Nanette, Alhambra, Bi'ad-

lora.
"Oklahoma," New, Cardiff.

Mouse, Manchester.
Empire, Sunderland.

ou I*
*^***’ Opera House,

Cheltenham.
"Worm's Eye View," Grand, Leeds.

Buenos Aires, July 8
Some of the U S. film distrlbu-

is 1 particularly
Metro and Columbia, are already
getting Set to approach the govenJment tot: hew penplts to import
films although • they do it with
reluctance and small hopes of
succeeding because all imports
have been suspended for the laS
two months. As far as release
permits are concerned, for product
already here, these are issued only
one at a time and after endless
delays. Some companies have been
forced to reissue oldies to fin in
the gaps.

Major distributors are giving up
hope of being able to release their
product In the two biggest first-run
theatres because the Entertainment
Board has the Gran Rex (Central
Clnematografica Circuit) and Opera
(Lococo) cpijralled for local prod-
uct. Ever since the Gran Rex got
inti) trouble for refusing to exhibit
“Champion Is Born” (Portena
Films) a picture hacked by ex-boxer
Luis Angel Firpo, it has had to play
along with the local producers and
grant them many favors.

20th-Fox-ha8 given up all idea
of releasing “All About Eve” at the
Gran Rex although scheduled there
a month ago, while Columbia is

also arranging to book “Death of
a Salesman” into -the Ambassador
instead' of the Rex although the
theatre has 1,600 seats against
Gran Rex’ 3,500 total. The Gran
Rex has shown only national prod-
uct for a total of 10 weeks.

While top American product like
“Cyriano,” “Adam’s Rib,”. “Father’s
Little Dividend” or “Salesman” is

held back for release until a suit-

able .showcase becomes available,
too much lukewarm product is

being released and damaging Holly-
woocl prestige. Over the last six

months there have been about 35 =

U. S. releases which did not top

$20 ,000.

Atrthe present time, “Joan of

Arc” (RKO), now in a fourth week
day-and-dating at the Trocadero,
Libertador and" Palacio del Cine
theatreiy. holds the No, 1 position,

with total gross of around $90,000.
Doing' this, despite cold weather
plus rainr Decline in two of the
theatres on the third week was only
to be expected, being partly blamed
on weekend traffic delays caused
by the' government’s '..sealing off

some streets as part of open-air
acrobatic performances for the Eva
Peron Foundation. “Joan” is head-
ing for a record as high as last

year’s $184,600, done in 12 weeks
by “The Red Shoes.”

“Cindereliay” also distributed by
RKO, made $95,795 in a 20-week
holdover 'at the bandbox Radar
Theatre,, and “The Window”
$54,050 in 23 weeks. These pictures

combined to give RKO the highest

figures of its 15-year history as a

distribution unit in. Argentina.

‘Don Camillo’ l^ts New

RiKord in Italy Plus

Big SHowing in France

Rome, July 8.

A record local gross of over

$L,300,000 has so far been racked

up by “Don Camillo” (Dear Film)

in its initial Italian run. It was

sock in .
Milan on' first-run at the

Capitol Theatre which lasted 61

days and topped the $110,000

mark. Pic Is now .running strongly

in subsequents.
Opening Paris run of this Fran-

co-Italian production has repeated

the Italian successi Paris initial

playdate beat the previous thea-

tre high, jset by the same produc-

er’s “Fanfan La TuUpe.” A sequel,

“The Return of Don Cjamillo,” is

now being scripted by
_

Giovanni

Guareschi, and will go into pro-

duction late this year. It will again

team director JuUen Duvivier with

stars Fernandel and Gino Cervi.

Dear Film likewise has • revealed

an ambitious production-distribu-

tion program, with the trend

swinging to the large-scale Inter-

national product. Following Rene

Clair’s “Belles de Nult” and Mano
Camerini's “Bride for a Night,

now ready for release, the com-

pany will handle Christian-Jaque s

forthcoming “Lucretia Borgia” to

be shot in Gevacolor, a Technicolor

life of Puccini which Carmine

Gallone will co-produce and direct,

. and an Italo-German tinter, ten-

Itatively titled “Without Veils.
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' Tokyo, July S.

^

Future of telfeviSion. in -Japan is

Piouded by. conflicting' clainis .of

advocates for vCOnwnnt^Ul

cnnnsors • of a ;3einl-gov^imnM!nt

Control With the IWdin.3egUlatoi?y

Comm^ einiutetpatt

nf the U. S, JPCC, set to. act soon

been filed for 'th* three. evaiUble

channels .in Toltytt, di!t«e«lM jcer-

tata no regular ‘tdleeasts. can be

(Continued ’'ohy 10^

Star System Hi

V

1C

Kenneth McEldovyne^rt^

of “The Elver’" hit . on his

way back to the XT. S. lronv tlve Ber-

lin Film Festival.

ference staged by

for Austria, Constantine yilmi, Mc-
Eldowney rapped .the stai' liyittoTh

and pointed to ’Tllyer.s’" bn. as

proof that good pix, \^eU produced,

can make a profit without names.

Press meet for :M[cEldowne;y .was

the first event of its kind since the

war in Vierma outalde'^tbe-v^PEiV

structure, with that otitUt .phaging^

out its operations' as^.pf AUgrt ,

McEldowhey.said it would he Un;
fair to charge. his, total outlay oi
close to $1,D00,0PD . in . India-^ to

'River,” as. his .firm intends tp

make more pix there iand had to

transport all Technicolor equip-

ment and arcs’ all the^way ..xq the

Orient to gfet the hafl Tpjlin^. $cc-

ond film, '“K^ada,'" ah^ adventure
In elephant' huhtihg>;fis :alrfeady in.

pre-shooting stage dd India, 'McEl-*

do.wney *reported, . , -;V'
.

He also stated he 'has'nd defmitfe
plans for fuirther production away
from India.

^
’

Coronation Musical, With

' Neagle, Set to Preem
,-;i Manchester, Eng., July 8.

Tom Arnold’s British Coronation
|)musical, “The Glorious Days,” will
preem here Jujy 30, with cast of

.76/ Auna .Neagle, English pic star,

will play seven different charac-
ters,' two' being her film charac-
terizations of Nell Gwynne and
Queen Victoria.

Show goes on to Glasgow in the
fall, at the Alhambra Theatre. It’s

skedded to reach London in Feb-
ruary.

^
Piece is a modern play with in-

terpolations of music, dancing and
ceremonial coverihg the period' of
King Charles II and Nell Gwynne,
the Victorian court, -of England,,
.and a kaleidoscopic, ibipressipn n^
'the last 40 years.’.

RobeH Nesbitt who’ll also .stage,

Ja(U-House Seat!
Bogota, July 8.

A . promoting impresario
never loses hope.
When Argentine Gregorio

•Ravic- was jailed on charges
^-of passlni^ had checks, ' his
A m e r i n.-. opera trnype,
s tgr a;n d e.jJ- .'(vitho’ut ' funds,
formed a cooperative: to raise
money via benefit ,pei:form.r
ances to pay the hostelries.
Eavic, behind bars, sent a note
to the performers to put aside
two tickets for one of the
shows

.
for his ’ new-found,

friends, the head Jailer and
his wife,

‘GLOBE REVOE’-'tOOKS:

,
Mexico City, July 8.,

Seven-hour rioting up ahd down'

is co-author witfi Harold PurcelL. fhc iucal main stem y^terday (71,.

Additional scenes and dialog are fday after the presidential electlpns,

hy Miles Malleson. Musical score was a stiff blow to amusemenV'bi^

Ste^poTaT^d" P^oTntmtersn?
setback, tp «

191,4-18 war period.
' 'i^aue.

^
.

Four leading men will support Rioting began in the late .after^

Miss Neagie in “The GIorlD.US, lifted until ^midttight,

iPaVS/"- These 'vare • jPeter -Graves,

• Olaf Olsen. • ,I)oris .^ipkeisen, J5 current, when {wliee .tried to
•Tanya Mmsew^tph and Anthqi^V break- up an announced but unaii-
llolland have, designed settings thprlsEed mass meeting, ^^Te.ar'' .gas
and costumes. . . wM copiously .used.

, .
-

.
.i^ahqeda and 1? tjther'cjhemas

|.in *ihe .trouble. ;i‘oi\p immediately
-Closed. .Gmemas , made -cash .re-
fuhds to nearly '•10>OOO

, customers,
'.taking a $2,000 loss. That night’s
peifprmance of “Manon”.*'{by. the
^Nktional .Opi^ra Co.^kt the Falace
of Fine Aits 'Was . cahcelled,'" but
raincheokt :jidyen ;c!ii(it.Oniers. Can-

j -j T 1 « ceHation wasn-t due to any
Madrid, July 8. neso^f j^.ttoris but because sing-

In spite t)f the neat, there -are. ers wcrc^^theredrby. tear gas^ ‘But
still 14 theatres open in this capi- they were,.,ati in'^top tprm "next
tal, all w.lth light fare, and all do- night. :

.J;;

'I^ondon, W
The “Globe Reyue,” successor td

the “Lyric lieyUe” iiwhich' folded
recently, opened at the Globe The-
atre last Thursday ((t0l'.:^der.'T^^

n,ent Productions
' .

m^agh.tbeiit,'
after a short ont-ofHbVvn ^dtybut.;

.

'

Revue "is a click’,'
' soptd^icated

production, not reaching- pre-
decessor’s standard^ bbt!.;’lt 'looks
set for a profitable -runv;. „. J
Principal ,piayeit$. xivJiuime aS.-in

“Lyric,” with leads ta^n Gra-
ham Payn, Georj^ Dora
Bryan and Joan /ineal!. 'Music is by
Richard Ackiinsell, -Charles JZwar
and Donald. Swan,- wlth^ lyrics and
sketches by Arthur' Macrae, knd
Paul Dehn. Noel CpWa’ii^'.dias yrit-.
ten a new number for the

; br.cmuc-
tion.

'

ing fronr reasonable to • good biz.

Reason of this unforeseen good
summer :Season is the great influx

of tourists who fill the stalls, es-

pecially- of : houses which provide
typical Spanish fare.

’

The ‘ Madrid Theatre,, three-
thousand seating, is doing well
with the Lacarcel Palomareq com=?

pany in a repertory of zarzuela
revues. .The Teatro Pavon has rar-

Biot has cut.touriSf trader (l^avbl
agencies jrepprt many caheeUations
and jpos^pbnments, pSEticalarly by
U. S. customers.' Hotels': apniwnce
15^-20%' drop in bi* . since the
affair. Bestauranls in the troUDle
zone are doing niuch less trade
than before. Air ‘ lines, railroads
and other, transportattion com-
panies suffered a sharp drop in

passenger biz. even before, from

‘M.^Tan’ Qd A$

French Film at Vichy
Paris, July-16.

The Vichy Film Fest wound up
this week at the bubbling water
resort. The fest is strictly touristic

and commercial in aim. It hypos
the resort and gives French pic pref-

ducers a ..chance to get fall product
before the ‘public. PrmeS'are given
by pubHc referendum as. they vote
for their faves.

This year ' the fans gave their
Icudos for, the best French pic to

“Monsieur Taxi,” the Andre Hun-
neb®lle film about the tribulations

of
' a loquacious^ Parisian backie.

The best Tofeign film was .Alberto
Lattuada’s. “Abba” with. SylVano
Mangano, the sexy lass Of “bitter
BiceJ’ ‘.Best thesp prize went to

Michel Simon for his work a§^ the
cabbie in “Taxi."' Best foreign
tehspinig went lb Mangano for
‘“Anna,’” anA ;besf 'French thesp
prizes went fo patbarine IBrard and
Jacques .JDumeanU,

zuela company of Anton Navarro, July 4, two days before the elec-

and is also doing okay. * tipns, not only from the IT. S. hut
Shows presented at the Price frbm other, tourist sources in the

combine a stage and ring .Spectacifc. Americas. Rumors of a revolt, on
The Comedia, Latina and ZafzuiOla or about election day made visitors

offer programs of vaudfe .acts -'in shy.

which Spanish songs and dances' Conditions are now normalizing,
predominate, presentedby talented Police and troops continue

Judd Sets ‘Delight' Sked

For Filming in India
London, jfuly 15.

Forrest Judd, chief -of Filni
Group of HoUywQbrknd'FG Films

j-'O^don, is here .lining up a sec^
ond Technicolor productiqU ior In-
dia to follow hjs “Monsoon," which

preem at the IVenicC
rum Festival next month, Lensing
if,

scheduled to -start Dec. 1., and
him will be ma^e entirely on laca-
uon in Jaipur .and in the: Minerva
Color Studios, Bombay.
New film will- be -titled “The

World’s Delight"’ gn4 • Robert

i
writing ‘:^e acreen-

Piay at his home irt .Maiprca-j Will

filf been inked as dh
Prtii k’

Graves last week to

rnw - Starring

Thu ^ played by Ursula
Frank Sundstrom, with

nin
Pohlmann featured. • Claude

Renoir will do the len&lng, -
.

ai'n
'''dl be distributexJ in Brit-'am through Grand National.

‘Barrier Preom -U AW RAF
Worm London, July 8.

“Tho^ c of' David Lean’s
Barrier” at the Plaza

Air^ p be -in -aid of the Royal

thp n A Fund andme RAF Assn.

^tiich was made via the

ftara 5^" Korda organization,

Niaei plf'l B‘''h«-fison, Ann Todd,
Palrick and John Justin.

specialists

The revues, with^a attongly local
flavor, are .'w^eU balr^ espe
-dally the 11 p.m, .House, by the
Spanish public in general. Com-
pany ofo -Guadalupe Sanpedrd,
Lucky Soto and Luis. Pena is at the
Alcazar and prescintsr, with frequent
changes, its repertory of.light,com-
edies and farces. Being the Only
straight company, in town, it”,re-
ports okay biz.

It’s likely that the 14-.theatr.es at

alerted throughout the "country,
though the Ministry of National
Defense continually announces
“All quiet everywhere.”

Sydney, July 8.

One of the strongest marquee

1 -Ml I
lineups in this territory presently

present open in Madrid will con- .h« proving good ‘b.o;
tinue busy Ibrohgh the fall.

Canajda^ Zealand Send
iEntertainers ito Koi^a

Tokyo, .July 1.

Morale jimong troops of the First [week) ;
“The River”

Commonwealth Division in’ Korea week); “Close to

Outslonder in .five theatres

simultaneously"' is Metro’s “Singin’

in the Rain.” Warner’s “Streetcar”

is sock, with “Thunder- on Hill”

(U), “Sailors Three”' (P^),
“Browning Version” (-BEP), (7th

(.UA), (8lh

My Heart”

Tel-Aviv, July 8.
^

During the last four weeks, busi-
ness .iii .iall places of entertainment
has

^
dropped approximately. 3Q%.

Realbn for this sudden, sharp' drop
is the downbeat economic 'situatidns

Ever islnce introduction of the
neweexchange rates, as well ,as .the.

10% compnlsory^loan and exchange
of bank notes, a great shortage of
money has been felt by '.everybody.

Scarcity of money has resulted in

less frequent visits to places of en-
tertainment. .For instance cinemas,
wbich never suffejped. fromJack q’f

'^attendance on account of prices,

aire'. most severely Jiit, 'While bp^
'crating at 76% capacity -until, two
.months ago, they are now working'
only at 5.0%. As result of the in-
crease in ebsfof Jiving; exhihs Were
forced again to increase therir ad-
mission fee's, which has had- ati

verse result, inasmuch as the pub-
lic cannot afford to buy expensive
tickets and stays away from the
cinema altogether.
On* top of that* transport facili-

ties have been cut -down and buses
stop at 11 o’clock at night. As re-

sult, cinemas had* to advance their

evening performances to 7 and 9
m. instead of 7:30 and 9:30.
From Sunday, July 6, until Aug.

16, double (daylight) summer time
is being introduced, which means
that it gets^ark at 9 : 15 in the eve-

ning. This, too, will have a bad
effect on cinemas, theatres and, cof-

fee-houses, which will not, be able
to operate properly* Cinemas, for
instance, 'as result or Rabbinical
laws, cannot start their first per-

formance on Saturday night -(best

day of the week) before end of the

Sabbath. This will mtean .that in-

stead of two' shows on' Saturday,
they will be able to give only'gne
show.

London, July 15.

Any lingering hopes of a two-

way traffic of cooperation between

the BBC-TV and the. British mo-
tion picture industry have been
sliattered by uncompromising de-

cision of 'tHe Cinematograph Exhib-

itors Assn, to 'boycott producers

arid distributors who offer their

product for video. Edict puts end
to suggestions of a rapprochement'
that have emanated' from producer
circles during the past few months.

Hitherto the CEA attitude has
been restricted to barring from
cinema screens all product which
has been transmitted on TV; but
the new development is of a more
far-reaching character and likely
to eliminate all screen time on
British TV programs.

CEA decision, if supported by
other sections of the Industry, will
mark the end of all BBC hopes of
securing film product for Inclusion
on TV. programs. In joint talks
with the industry over the past
months, TV heads had been cam-
paigning for a greater measure of
cooperation, and had Intlnlated
that if this wasn’t forthcoming
they might be compelled to end the
“Current Release” program which
each fortnight features extracts
from upcoming West End and gen-'"'

eral' release attractibns.

BBC demands were designed to
enable TV to fill part of its after-
noon program time, and there had

.

bseu Indicatiqtis that producers
and soihe distributors were willing
to ' negotiate an iccoitninodation In
return :for' the boDst the Hindustry
received .from the “Current Re-
lease"* feature.

^ ,

The CEA 'declaration, which was
carried^ at its Uandudno confer-
ence last ^eek, indicates the asso-
ciation will-play tio' part in further
talks With the BBC, .It wants to

seAA 'tangible measure of coopera-
tion, .particularly so far as theatrlr

cal video is concerned, before it Is

ready'^D modify its attitude.

is expected to be hypoed by^arrival . (RKO), “The Mob” (Col),' “On
this summer' of entertainers from Dangerous Ground” (RKO), and
Canada ;«nd New Zealand. Cana- “Anne of the Indies” (20th), very
dian troupe already has Jirrived strong
and .begins its tour of Common- , Foreign outstander -.Is

^

“La
wealth units this month.

.
Included Ronde” (fcapferer) in 22nd’ week,

in group ar^ Cammie Howard and
his Brading’s Western Five.' Three
of its* members—Jean Cloutier,
Camriiie' Howard arid Marc Lafor-
tune—also * play in the Ottawa
Philharmonic Orchestra.
New 'Zealand concert party of

three men and two women will

arrive in Korea July 3. Another
show is set to hit the Kimchi circuit

in,August,

Melbourne Lineup
. .

Melbourne, July 8.

Current lineup here includes

“Streetcar” .. (WB), ‘‘Singin’ iri

Rain” (MG), “Bright Victory”

(U), “Blue Veil” (RKO), “La
Ronde” (Kapferer) (20th week>;
“Dark Page” (Col), “Frogmen”
(20th). r ,

'

Pablo Romero To Produce in: Mex
Mexico City, July '8.

A syndicate to produce a -series

of pix in .English and Spanish has
been organized here by Pablo Bush
Romero. First film in English will

be titled “Satui’n’s Ring” and is

budgeted at $200,000.
It is scheduled to start in Sep-

tember.

Brisbane Leaders
. Biishane, July 8;

Leaders here are “My Favorite

Spy” (Par). “One Wild Oat”
(BEF), “Angels ii Pirates” (MG).

Adelaide Toppers
Adelaide, July 8.

Tops here are “Here Comes the

Groom” (Par). “Kangaroo”
(20th), “Harriet Craig” (Col).

Fire $80;000

Loss at Oine-Citta
.

,
Boinej July 8.

Fire last week destroyed one of

Cine-CittaV large . studio buildings,

causing ah estimated darhage of

about -$8Q>000. Cirie^Citta, located

on the outskirts; of Rome,, is con-
sidered .Italy’s largest film. plant.

Fibre broke out While Austrian di-

rector G. W. Pabst was doing a

scene of - his ..current Italian pro
duction, “The Voic8 of Silence,”

starring Italo actor Aldo Fahrizi.

Considerable damage
,
was done

to the wardrobe departnaent of the
Cines Co., producers of the Pabst
pic.

'DINNER' FOR LISBON
Lisbon, July 8.

“New Lisbon,” a revue, will clo.se

end of the month at the Teatro
Monumental; 'to be succeeded by a

Btraiglit legit group. -

Latter will present “The Man
Who Came to Dinner,” by peorge
Kaufman afid Moss- Hart, translated
by Armindo Blanco and Correia
Ribeiro, and starring Joao Villa-

ret.

B9.d-Gkck Impresario

Lands U.S. Opera Troupe,

ki ColombTa Hot Water
Bogota, July 8.

American opera troupe, including

Met stars Nicola Miscana, Salvatore
Baccaloni, Jean Madeira and Gracl-

ela' Rivera, stranded in Colombia
when Argentine Impresario Grego-,
rio Ravic was jailed for rubber
checks, is scheduled to leave Thurs-
day (10) via special plane for New
York.

Group of 42 warblers, musicians
and some wives had been in Colom-
bia for over four weeks, doing what
locals described a 'phenomenal biz.

Everything was okay until last

week, when RaVic was jugged.

Singers claimed ‘he began to stall

on salaries lart week and the axe
fell asa'xesult bf a couple"' of local

papers asking his arrest after his

checks for advertising bounced.
Rawc was in jail several days, re-

leased when a friend made .the bad
check's good.

Vladimir LUbarsky, New York
agent who lined up .the company,
said the peiformauces iri Bogota,
Cali and Medellin grossed' over
320,000 pesos ($128,000 U.vS.)* What
happened to the coin is the $64
question. Sum included 20,000
pesos from the Colombiuri Ministry
of Education. Lubarsky claims he
got stuck along with the artists,

nabbing only 900 pesos out of the
bankroll.

When the gaucho impresario was
jailed, the chorus members found
themselves without money to pay
their hotel bills. Moscana, Bacca-
loHi and Bruno Landi got the com-
pany to form a cooperative and
gave three performances without
pay at the Cine Colombia, a 2,800-

seatcr, in order to raise money to

pay the chorus' hotel bills.

Originally company included Jan
Peerce and Robert Weede, who re-

turned to U. S. several weeks ago
ito fulfill commitments.

It was the first time in many
years that Bogota had seen bigtime
opera, and everything seemed to be
goih.g smoothly until the final week
and the bad check incident, Ravic
is married to June Preston, soprano
from St, Louis, who appeared in

several performances here.
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Should knock the

customers silly and
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® Just about the most

perfect musical to come

the exhibitor's way in years!

There is everything risfit

aboutthjs picture and noth!

'em up at the box office ai

be a terrific moneymaker
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Brit Pix Exhibs

Warn Parliament

On Film Attack
London, July 15.

As a prelude to a film industry
debate which opens In the House
of Lords tonight (Tues,), the gen-
eral council of the Cinematograph
Exhibitors Assn,, at its conference
in Llandudno, launched a new
broadside against the supporting
quota, which, it claimed, was lead-
ing to “a reign of terror conducted
by vested interests in Parliament,”

Tonight’s Parliamentary debate
Is to be opened by Lord Archibald,
former Rank producer, and arises

from a formal motion drawing at-

tention to the National Film
Finance Corp. and the film indus-
try. It will be the first major de-
bate of this Parliament other than
the discussions providing addRiohai
coin for the Film Bank.

^

At the ' CEA conference, debate
was opened by Theo. H. Fligel-

stone, former president of the asso-
ciation, who pleaded With the ma-
jor circuits not to ,”prostitute the
entertainment on their screens”- by
Showing second feature quota
which they had no right to offer to

patrons. The industry was being
frightened into fulfilling ^he quoti^

and that was never the intention' of
the Quota Act.

Sir Alexander King, promi-
nent Scottish indie exhib, described
the supporting quota is "a filthy

racket,” while* Cecil G. Berstein,
of the Granada group, averred that
circuits were elevating second fea-

tures . to first feature position be-
cause of quota shortage and that
oldies were coming in as second
feature's.

Overriding view of the confer-
ence , delegates emphasized . .the
need for keeping HP's aware >of the
real facts so that Parliament and
the country would get a proper
perspective

j Of the situation and
thus counter the “pernicious' meth-
ods” of attack that were now de-
veloping in the House of Commons.

C.P. Skouras, Geo. Hoover

Appointed Co-Chairmen Of

1953 Variety Clubs Conv.
With the International Variety

Convention scheduled to be held
in Mexico City pext spring, Inter-

national Chief Barker Jack Beresin
last week named Fox-West Coast
Theatres prez Charles S, Skouras
and Miami Tent mfember George
Hoover as co-chairmen of the
event. Upcoming conclave will be
the first intemationr! convention
staged by the Variety Cluhs in

any country outside the U, S., with
exception of last winter’s mid-win-
ter meet held in Toronto.

Luis Montes, organizer and 1st

Chief Barker of the Mexico City
Tent, Is heading up the Mexico
City official committee in making
convention arrangements. Arrange-
ments are als« being made by
Skouras and Hoover to charter spe-

cial planes to fiy delegates to the
affair.

In addition, Beresin named scvt

erAl Other doramittees to help im-
plement the Variety Glqba'' charita-

ble work* Those appointed to *the

International and Foreign Commit-
tee include John Harris, it J+

O’Honneil, Jack ,Beresin, J, J, Fitz-

gibbons, Luis Montes, George Hoo-
ver, Charles " Skdiiras and C. J.

Latta. International rep at large

is Edward ll^anUel,. . Edward
O’Connor is serving as Far-^ast
rep and Latta is ’acting as' Inter-

national European rep.'’ Interna-

tional Fixers are Edward Shafton
and Ezra E. Stem. •

M Meantime, the public relations

program for Variety . Clubs Intfer-

fnational has been augmented by
formation of a publicity advisory
board. It wiljl ’advise imon 'such

events as the* Variety Clubs’ 25-

year celebration to be, held in
Pittsburgh *in November. Panel
comprises Jack Alicoafe^ Martin
Quigley, Abel Green, JOe Schoen-
feld, Jay Emattuelj’ W. K* Wilker-
gon, Ben, Shlyen, Tom Kennedy,
Mb Wax, and Hye ’Bossin.

Arbitration
Continued from ’paz« S

president of the Motion Picture
Assn, of America, last Thursday
(10). Advised by sales managers
of the theatre associations’ de-
mands, Johnston said he would
“check to see If some arrangement
could be worked out.”
Over the past couple of months,

two fullscale meetings of indus-
try execs were convened in the
overall effort to develop the arbi-
tration plan. ' Last of. the two ses-
sions, early this month,’ was .ad-
journed, with little progress
achieved beyond the appointment
of the committee to take another
crack at resolving differences. '

The group named were: for ey-
• hibition, Abram Myers-and Wilbur
Snaper (Allied), Herman M. Levy,
and S. H. Fabian (TOA), Emanuel
Frisch, Metropolitan Motion Pic-
ture Theatres Assn.; for distribu-
tion, Austin C. Keough (Para-
mount,) Adolph Schimel (Univer-
sal),^! Llchtman (20th-Fox), Abe
Montague (Columbia) and William
P. Rodgers (Metro).
The exhib team is represented

as holding firm in its insistence on
making- arbitrable the institution
of competitive bidding by distribs
in all cases where it is uncalled
for and undesired by exhibs. TOA
and Allied, from the. start of bid-
ding, have been outspoken against
it. Allied’s Myers, has taken the
position that bidding originally
was recommended by the New
York Federal Court only as a
means of enabling a small indie
operator to compete with an af-
filiated rival on the same bargain-
ing basis.

In any event, the dlstrib reps at
the negotiating table balked at the
exhib demands, leading to the.
present snag. Distribs contended
that bidding is the only means in
many cases to license pix on an
equitable basis.

Opinion in some trade circles
now is tha the film companies, via
the requested meeting with • the
prexies, must yield on a good por-
tion of the disputed competitive
bidding issue. The “or else” is

that the several years of Informal
discussions within the trade on set-
ting up an arbitration program,
and the formal conclaves over the
past months, will add up to just
so. much wasted time and motion.

5 Theatres Threaten T(),

Fold If Tax IsnT Lifted
Bethlehem, Pa., July X5.

Owners of five picture theatres
in Bethlehem threatened -.to close
'their theatres unless ' the amuse-
ment tax in Bethlehem’ is i^educed.

The* owners of the Boyd, Globe,
College, Palace arid Nile told Beth-
lehem city council that there has
been a 50% drop in business since
Feb. 1, lOSd, when a A0% amuse-
ment tax went into, effect here.
They pointed out with the 20%
Federal tak, theatre-goers now
have to pay a 30% tax on all

tickets and that, in addition, cost
of operation has tripled in recent
years.

Story ScareHy
Continued from pare 7

.. P.R.'s 55c Pic Min.
Washington, July 15.

A minimum wage of 55c an hour
for the picture industry in Puerto
Rico was set yesterday (Mon.) by
department of Labor.
An agency official said no oppo-

sition had been filed to the in-
crease, which was proposed last
month.

NLRB Orders Transfilm Vote
Washington, July 15.

National Labor Relations Board
has directed that elections be held
to determine whether production
employees of Transfilm, Inc., N. Y.,
which makes pictures for TV, de-
sire to be represented by NABET,
lATSE or neither.

Jessel for Coke
Continued from pa*:* 1

mercial, Implied or otherwise; and
2, it permits traveling the show
for local dealer tieups.

Jessel meantime is being booked
around at $2,000 and $2,500 as
speaker at affairs that range from
the Concord Hotel (in the Cats-
kills) this past weekend to Ber-
keley College.

Jessel asked for and got his re-
lease from^20th-Fox, where he was
mng a producer, but may wind up
back on the lot under a bid from
Darryl F, Zanuck for his bioplc to
be called “Tales of Jessel,” with
Danny Thomas possibly personat-

Jack L. Warner has a
simUar bid for the property since
he has Thomas under WB contract.

Jessel’s main objective, how-
ever, is TV in the multiple posi-
tion of guest artist, producer or
commentator.

thor won’t sell), most lots don’t see

it.

Book is said to lack plot. It’s

about a Virginia gal who moveg. to

Texas, where she raises her chU
dren. ’ First of six installments

started in the June issue of Ladies
Home Journal. It will be published
by Doubleday In December and is

a Book-of-the-Month Club selec-

tion. Btudio. selectivity is so great
now that, -Respite those .attributes,

there’s ho HoRywood enthusiasm.

Ernest Hemingway’s* new volume
Is said definitely., not to be a pic,

although its literary values are be-

ing lauded by story
'
eds. Titled

“The Old Man and the Sea,” it’s a

90,000-word novelette. Reportedly
Life will reprint it* In full in a
September issue, it will^, be pub
lished in a book by Scribner’s, and
it is a dual B-of-the-M choice.

It is tlm story of the 36-hour
fight of an old fisherman, his luck
gone, with tfie biggest marlin ever
caught. He’s unable to land it,

he’s so exhausted, and It gets eaten
by sharks^ so th$t .all he brings
back is the skeleton.. There’s no
other plot, •,

•

On the-, bri^^hter sld'e^ sq far as

the studios are concerned* is “Tom
Costain’s “The Golden Ghalice;” -a

story of the Holy GraiiL It is’seen
as a possible challenge to 20th-
Fox’s upqdming religious spec.

The ..Robe,” Story eds crystal ball

it definitely . as’ a bestseller and
very likely a screen buy.

Also, slotted for fall publication
is one of the longest hovels on rec-

ord—exceeding “Gone With the
Wind” or “Anthony Adverse.” It

s titled “The Hills of Sironia” and
s a firster by Madison A. Cooper,
Jr, It will run about 1,750 pages
(840,000 words) and be published
by Macmillan in two volumes for
$10.

It's so long that none of the stu-

ios that have seen-Mt so far has
determined whether it* is a screen
story or not. Curiously, it is also

about 'Texas.
.
The “Sironia” in

the title is the name of a mythical
town, said to be Waco, where the
author lives. It won the Houghton-
Mifflin Fellowship prize.

Jap ^x-Problem films

Stir Unusual Interest;

’Harmful Effect’ Claim
Tokyo, July 8.

Sparked by the successful Japa-
nese run of LeOnlde Mogus^s Ital-

ian sex-educatiorial film, “Tomor-
row Is Too Late,” studios here have
jumped on the bandwagon with two
adolescent problem films already
released and others In the making.

Caught in the strange switch to
democracy, Japanese youth has -a

serious problem about what to do
sex-wise about new freedoms, and
the situation has resulted in some
scandalous incidents. Sex educa-
tion of youth has become a matter
of deep public concern, and the two
completed films are worthwhile
contributions to the problem, al-

though. neither offers- an actual
solution.

'

Better of the pair is Shin Toho’s
“Wakaki-hi-iio Ayamachi” ( “Err-
ing Youth”), centered around a
Froup of high school girls about to
graduate.. Awakened by ’first- stir-
rings of sex, qne girl is seduced by
a strange, youth she meets in a gay
entertainment district. She is
brought to a normal attitude to-
ward her experience by an under-
standing woman teacher who had
made a similar mistake in her
adolescence. Young girl is sen-
sitively played by .Sachiko Hidari.

Shochiku’s entry, “Musume-wa
Kaku Kogi Suru” (“How a Young
Girl Protests”), tells how a mother
tries to^ steer her daughter away
from mistakes 'simliar to her * own
youthful errors. Her efforts, overly
strict and narrow minded, have a
contrary effect. Leading role is
played by Kyoko Kami ofithe’Sho-
chiku Girls’ Opera Troupe. Vet-
erns Haruyo Ichikawa and Kuniko
Ikawa lend support.

Films have been criticized by
some Japanese reviewers as “hav-
ing harmful effect on arousing
sexual instincts of young girls.”
Second-run exhibs are playing up
eroticism in both films. Shin Toho
job contains a sequence In a dance
hall • known in 'Japan as “avec
time,'-’ • when lights are lowered,
orch plays seductively and slowly
While couples sway together, rooted
to one spot and close to each other.
Second-run houses are ballying the
film as “Avec Festival.”

ZOnly Cinema Bi

Holds Up in Arg.

,,
Buenos Aires, July a.

U.S. Distribs Selecting

Reps in Vienna, Since

IWREA MbTe$ Out Soon
Vienna,' July 1

With the Motion Picture Export
Assn.’s Austrian operation skedded
to definitely cease Sept. 1, the ma- ' xnonth or two a re.
jor U.S. companies have been lin- cession htfs set in here. With the ev
ing up their local reps and are al- ception Pt dim theatres exhihjfj
ready selling fall contracts to ex- top product show hfy" re s. ^

hibltors. Robert Scbmltt, Metro I ® ^
cblet, formerly in Cairo, beads the

,
** time

Vienna office for a ’‘combined year, The luxury trades are
Metro-20th-Fox sales setup which up against Sales “resistance”
will share the firmer MPEA office the part of cohsumers, and
Space and projection room with a of electrical

®

Paramount-Warner combo. Latter ^ , ,, ,
Pf^vances, phono-

is headed up by Louis Kanturek, dialw any many other

who was MPEA Continental chief • negligible,

operating out of Prague' 'until Com- of this

mu pressure forced a retreat to
'Sf iikeS wiS’tonbaU ^

\oIffiang l^olf, MPEA AusWah
boss from 1947 to 1951, came back and Mthourt the Eootball Wi'
briefly to ..open Meteo operations atlon’s receipts are higher bvrnm
and then transferred to Caracas, parison with last year’.
Venezuela,, with Schmitt’s arrival Ls due to a receS boo^t’ in‘
dere. .

'

.
prices. The 12 first-division cham-

All other U.S. companies have pionship .• jfiatches played in the
appointed Austrian distribs to rep first six months of 1952 played to
them in this territory. Columbia is 166,664 fewer admissions than last

sold through Union Film; Univer- year.-

$al International is repped by In- The slump cannot be blamed nn
ternational Film (no relation); television because there are onlv
RKQ' has named Sascha, biggest 'aremnd 1,000 to 2,500 sets actually
Austrian dlstrib. UA, Republic in .use, an^ fhe ^ small crowds out-
and others are still in negotiating side radio- stores to view the big
stages. But it looks definite that matches >bn sets installed in win-
the Par-Warner and Metro-20th dqws can't make all that differ-
combos will be the only direCf ence. Plummeting sales in other
homeoffice branches. lines,make it obvious that the drop

is due to lower purchasing power.

,
,

decline in race-

1-Keelers on Painters < ^
^rack betting \^ich is stm very

'business. At twofnr FftY a ,
At two ordinary

oet Ior r ox UlSino April race meets at the Jockey
20th-Fox has set a series of

’
.Club track at PalCripb, tptal bet-

seven one-reel subjects about tirig was $1,732,826 and $1,464,594
noted, painters and their, works for 'resRectively. On April 27, at the
release, starting in September, it- Sa'n Isidro- race-track just outside

was disclosed in New York last Buenos Aires, on a card of nine
week by short subjects sales man- races,- a total of $732,296 was bet.

ager Peter J. LevatheS, Group was Cafes and nightclubs have been
turned out By Boris Vermont ‘in hard. hit. by recession, with their

museums and galleries of Italy, tapering off at least 80%,
England, France and Holland. ’ ordinary restaurants

Associate producer on the series
was Marilyn Gilverstone, daughter vear^
of Murray Sllverstone, 20th-Fox’s
foreign chief. Lensed in Techni- w
cblor, the subjects include: “Cur- i
tain Call”—Degas; “I Remember
the Glory”-y-Botticem; “Light in have Wn v

w

the Window”—Vermeer; “Birth of floors bA?aii«J^
Venus”—^the Renaissance period; tomers to fill
“Joy of Living”—Renoir;' “The

Comers to fill them.

Young Immortal”—^Raphael, and

TOA^g Key Agenda
Subjects of foremost concern to

exhibitors today are seen mirrored
in. the program being mapped for
the Theatre .Owners of America
convention, which opens Sept. 14
in Washington,'

Six’ items are listed for full con-
sideration at the conclave—trade
PXiactices, drive-ins, concessions,
theatre television, drive to elimi-
nate admission taxes and industry
arbitration.

“The Night Watch”—-Rembrandt,
\

5 RKO Pix at Work
Hollywood, July 15..

RKO hits a two-year ’production
high with four films rolling and a
fifth starting next Monday. (21).
“Blackbeard Pirate,” “Murder,i’
“Break-Up” and “Difference” ‘ar.e

now shooting with “Never Wave at
a, WAC” rolling next week at Fort
Lee, Va.

Greenberg to Red Cross
Washington, July 15.

Kenneth Greenberg has been
named chief of the American Red
Cross Audio-Visual Division under
Louis C. Boochever, director of
Red Cross Public JRelations.

In his new assignment he will be
responsible for radio, television,
motion picture and' graphics pre-
sentation. He replaces Charles
Sterritt, who has joined the Co-
lumbia .Broadcasting System as re-
gional sales manager in Detroit,

Hope Explains
Continued from page X

has been ..announced on the air,
have no intention of making good
on their promises. •

“There’s a .much brighter side
to the whole picture,” Hope

,
de-

clared. “The cerebral palsy sBow
we did on KECA-TV in Hollywood
May 24 broui^ht in pledges of $286,-
000. But up to this point we have
received $342,0.00 In cash, and the
money’s still coming in.”
Hope said he thought the excess

resulted from jthe fact that the pub-
lic was so deeply touched by -the
mds on the show that they later
decided to up. their original con-

explained that
while televiewers knew that it only
took a set sum to send the Olympic
team abroad, there was practically
no limit on what could, be spent
for treatment and care of CP suf-
ferers, so they dug a little deeper
In their jeans.

Anglo-French TV
Continued from page 1

artists who were featured, the en-

tertainment offered hardly justi-

fied the cost and effort involved.

Division of responsibility be-

tween French and British interests

had obviously led to some confu-

sidn and, in addition, the program
was occasionally slowed up by an-

nouncements having to be repeated

in the two lari^uages. But these

defects would have been less

marked if the production had

achieved a higher quality. Fre-

quently musical background over-

^

STARS IN THE SKY
With Jean Sablon, Robert Lamou^

et, Jean Marc* MIrelly, GInci,

Serge S.llrsarj' Nina Vyroboba#

Louis Vapbejrg
.

60 Mins., Tues.t l(i;30 p.m.

Sustaining
BBC-TV, via Radio Francaisc, Paris

powered the artist, and too many

individaul acts were spoiled in thi^

way. Such talent as Jean Sablott

and Robert Lamouret, among tn#

many other performers, deserveo

a’ better break in this first trans-

channel presentation. .

- From the technical point of view,

however, the important thing i»

that technicians were able to con-

nect the two countries for the first

time. It should be the forerunner

of a direct TV link with the rest

of Europe.
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Flattened Bank Accounts
Contimi«d ftojn i

considerably more than does the

free competition of television.

Schenck said that some time , ago
he had told this theory to certain

Wall Streeters, whovcouhtered with
the fact that the nation's savings
in banks is now at an all-time high.

In reply to that, Schenck added, he
pointed out that the savings were
in the accounts of persons in the
40-to-60 age bracket and that these
people were in the lowest ratio of

film-goers.

,

Schenck 'is frankly skeptical of
an economic situation in which the
youth -^f the nation is so heavily
in debt because of “the buck-down,
buck-a-month“ buying practices
now so prevalent and encouraged
In every commodity.

Asks ‘Day's Work for Day's Fay'

As for Metro’s economics,
Schenck said that he had met with
more than 200 individualSi sepa-
rately and of and in every facet of
studio endeavor. To each of' them,,
he said, he gave a frank and, clear
picture of what film production is

up against at the boxoffice—and
from each of them he asked “for a
day’s, work - for a day’s pay, and
perhaps a little bit more.”
* Sdienck feels very strongly that
if every studio employee will give
his full understanding and coopera-
tion to the studio’s proHenpis
enough money can be saved yearly
to compensate for the loss at the.
b.Q.

Schenck said that in nearly, every
•instance he got pledges of coopera-
tion. In a few cases, he admitted,
some people he talked to were up
In the artistic clouds—but, he s,aid,

that even they came down to earth
when Schenck gave them the facts
of current film production eco-
nomies. A few creative people,
Schenck admitted,, were first an-
tagenistic to the. idea that, they, do
more than one picture per year for
the |100,000 or more that' they
draw in .yearly

,
salary — but

Schenck gave, them to understand
that they

,

would have to expend
the extra effort, or else.

Schenck- said that the day Is past
when even so; much as a half-hour
can be wasted on a set by anytbody.
In regard to time-watage, he con-
tinued, a great contributing factor
was the Motion Picture Academy’s
extension of awards to take in vir-
tually every facet of film produc-
tion.

Academy Award Fever
At first, when it was bnlj

stars and the picture, it was ol
Schenck said, “but when
awards began

. to take • In <

other category, that hurt.”
Schenck pointed out, the car
men, costumers, soundmen, :

clans, and rlAt down the line
so conscious of possible Acai
awards that they spend costly
on details the public never r
nlzes- when it’s In the theatre
fact, Schenck stressed, even i:

try people don't recognize ma;
the fine details in a picture
probably add many thousanc
dollars to the cost.

Cameramen have been askt
speed up their setups; dire
have been asked to come on th
every morning fully preparet
the scenes they are going to s!

aemrs have, been asked to be i
and on time, for their calls,
have been told that one
wasted on a set daily adds up
full day by the .end of the ’

and that the average day's s
Ing cost is wey over $10,000.

''

say, an average of four pic
shooting weekly, that would
resent a possible preventage
age of around $2,000,000 on
year.

Schenck added that the unmen are an Integral part of the r
^irit of production cooperati

he had no right to t

to them without first getting
consent of Richard Walsh, head
J;he lATSE, who flew .out to
Coast, especially to meet v
Schenck at his brother Joe’s he
on a Sunday.
Schenck revealed that Walsh saw

the problem and was fully sym-
pathetic after only a few minutes’
conversaito.n After that, Schenck
talked to the AFL Film Council
and pointed out to them how clo.se-
ly tied to the industry’s economics
was the economic condition of the
union workers. Since they can
only work on their specialty in the
film business, Schenck told the
Council, they would have to go into
entirely new fields for work in the
event the pix biz foundered.
The very next day, Schenck em-

phasized, union leaders were at the

studio talking to the grips,
,
prop

men, etc., and the workers mani-

fested 100% cooperation,.

Schenck even talked to the lead-

ings agents to acquaint them with,

what he told their clients. He told

the agents,* as he told the stars and
players, that the day is past at

Metro when stars can turn down a

script willy nilly and not be sus^

pended. Schenck said that while

not every part can be a great part,

the studio will expect the stars

and players to fulfill their assign-

ments with the understanding that

the studio will not intentionally

harm then. Schenck told the stars

that if one part isn’t quite so good,

the next one would most likely be

fine. In every Instance the stars

assured him of their fullest coop-

eration.

Schenck met with the Metro in-

dividuals alone and away from the

exec confabs. • That ,he spoke to

them knowingly .and calmly is. best

exemplified .by the fact . that the

studio, and, in fact, all Hollywood,
Was surprisingly free of panic and
rumors during his stay and dqring
the studio meetings. Gertaii) Met-
roites^went idto^the meetings with

him In a highly nervous stitt, put.

oYservers say that In most Injstanpes

they came out of 'the,: interviews

looidng relieved-
1

' • i • •

L Ssbary-Ueiir
Conhnaed from s —

compensations based on prpflt

participations and monies paid into

retirement funds are untouched.
Prexy Nichoia^i^ M. Schenck is paid

.$2,50P per week in salary but heads
tpe entire list of money-makers on
.the. basii of the. $d4,411 Which he
Collected last year as compensation
based bn profits plus $52,996 which
went into Schenck’s retirement
fund. . :

• '

Othep M-G-ites who have agreed
to the cuts, listed with their week-
ly salaries, inciudel: Charles C. Mos-
kowitz, v.p. and treasurer, $3,000;
E, J. Mannix,

;
studio v.p.; $3,000;

Joseph R. Vogel, head of theatre
operations; and v.p., $3,000; Ben
Thau, studio exec, $3,000; Leopbl#
Friedpian, v.p.. -and secretary, $2,t-

500; Louis fC. Sidney^ studio offi-
clal, '$2,500, and J. Robert Rubin,
V.p. and counsel, $2,000.

Last Year's Payoffs
Last year, LoewV jpald to all of-

ficers and directors, a total of $2,-
007,369 in ' salaries and commis-
sions, $3.93,334 in compensations
based on' profits, and $388,376 into
retirement, funds. Tpe outfit was
ahead of all other film companies
by a substantial margin.
Announcing the measure follow-

' ing more than five weeks of studio
conferences, Schenck said that the
top money men are taking the cuts
”to provide leadership in the drive
of economy.” He added that* the
salary lopping will be in effect for
a year and under no circumstances
will any amount of money be rcr-
tumed to the execs Involved.

Upper!
CotiUuued from page

November. It’s tagged “Dorothy
and the Land of Oifc.” Financing
would corhe from bank commit-
ments and prospective franchise-
holders.’ Deferments are also ex-
pected to be obtained. •

Meanwhile, Uppert revealed,
seven films are completed and six
more will be ready for release at
the end of the year.

‘

'Among those
imthe can are “The Jungle,” a Rod
Cameron - Cesar Romero - Marie
Windsor starrer, which . William
Berke lensed in India; plus “Hell-
gate,” a John Champion produc-
tion with Sterling Hayden and
Joan Leslie in top roles.

^

These pictures, as well as other
Lippert-backed pix, will be grooved
through the Lippert distrlb organi-
zation which will retain its name
despite change in ownership.

Confronted with taxes and in-
dustry problems, Lippert said “1
don’t want to be caught with tlie
nut with the market the way it
is. Moreover, ‘B’ product is dupli-
cated on television, and the solu-
tion

^

appears for me to aim for
quality films. At the same time
by turning over the exchanges to
local franchise-holders the boys
will benefit, for I think the busi-
ness is big enough to let everyone
“make a buck.”

20tli Luckier

Metro execs taking the cur-

rent pay cut won’t be so lucky
as those at 20th-Fox, who took
a similar rap a year ago. The
20th officials had the complete
amount returned to them at

the end of the first six months
of the slash period on the

basis of the company’s profits.

The second period at 20th
runs a full year. On the basis

of earnings during the first'

half, just passed, company ex-

ecs will not get their coin
back, but hope is being ex-
pressed that secondrhalf re-

turns may pull them out.

Metro cuts, not returnable
under, any circumstances,
amounted to 25% to 50% of

everything over $1,000 week-s^

ly, on. an undisclosed scale,

20th cuts w'ere 25% from $500
to $1,000, 25% to $2,000 and
50% on everything- dyer that.

If .*

»

'Wedtfetjmy, J^Iy Ifc

Clarifying a suit brought by his client. Dawn Mundy Hrovosf ,

20th-Fox and the Bobbs^-Merrm Co,, attorney Murray M. Segal eJn? •

that in 1928 Talbot Mundy sold the^film rights Ip “King of the
®

Rifles” to 20th through Bobbs^Merrill. Hi« widow, Mrs.
newed the copyright to ‘‘King” in 1943-.

Relying upon representations by Bobbs-M^iill and 20th to the
that she had nothing to i^ll with regard to. the film rights under
copyright renewal, Mrs. Provost assigned the rights to 20th and y
ceived ^2,000 for what was termed a “techhical assignment,” For J!"
resenting Mrs. Provost as agent, B6bbs-Merrill took $1,000.
Damages of $21,500. are demanded in the N. Federal Court mm

plaint on the basis that the rights were worth $26,000, that a rea'«5onaiI?'
agent's fee would thus have been $2,500 and that Mrs. Provost ha
already received $1,000. Action, moreover, raises the question as t

whether a writer can sell film rights to his work in perpetuity Seea^
maintains that an author qan only transfer film rights during thp
of the original copyright;

®

RKO is using a novel approach in heralding Its new • Screenliner
series for 1952-’53 yla a. circular written in early colonial styb and
employing a type face familiar in that period. Text reads: “The Pro-
prietors of RKO-RADIO beg Leave to .inform the Publick that a Onel
Act Phantasy* much enliven’d by spritely Ballads and suitable Narration
by one Mr. Tom Glazer, called ‘Sweet Land of Liberty,’ a Tale of
Wiiliamsburg, has lately been performed for the first Time at Williams-
burg in Virginia before a numerous and polite Audience, on July 4th'
1952 (being the Anriiversai'y pf ‘our national Independency), and is now
available to all Theatre Directors, having been nicely recorded on in.
genious. TALKING PICTURE ‘Machines, capable of projection upon a
Screen, and forming the first of the new SCREENLINER Series for thn
Year lfl52-53; LONG LIVE THE REFUBLICI”

, Paramount ha« Kone into the picture postcard business as part of
.the for “Greatest Show on Earth.’’ Film company had four
fcard® iJrinted -by Moss, Photo Service of New York and sets of these
.WenVbtit to, exhibs this week, along'-wlth order blanks. Theatremen
may' elect to. sell the cards directly to the public or arrange for local
stationery outlets or other meirdhants to peddle them. Cards feature
color art from Cecil B. DeMille. epic,

M^etro’s non-speaking four-episode picture,' ‘^Invitation to the Dance,”
will start off with

,
an 18th Century circus background, followed by a

children’s tale, an episode involving eight popular rtunes and a finale
titled .“Ring . Around the Rosie.” Gene Kelly will ‘appear In the first

and last episodes. Stories will be. told by $ingmg„and dancing. Re-
hearsals start next month in London.- ^ ~

• William Dieterle's recent, trip to Israel will save Columbia* more than
$100,000 In the production of ‘,‘Salome, the Dance of the Seven Veils.”
Director filmed a lot of background footage In. the Holy Land, and about
half of it will be us.ed in the Rita Hayworth starrer. Film contains
camel caravans and age-qld buildings, impossible to shoot in Holly-
wood.

M-G’$ 38 Pix a Surprise
—T.--— Continued from paee '5 — •• • - ^

Salary slashes announced for
Loew’s big-money execs by prexy
Nicholas M. Schenck were s^en this
week as serving a double-pronged
purpose. In addition to the obvious
benefits on • the economics, front,
the economy program also figures
to go a long way toward placating
the corporation’s stockholders,
who recently were forced to. take
a cut in dividend payoffs. Quarter-
ly divvy recently was cut from the
regular amount of 37V6c to 20c.
Schenck and production chief

Dore Schary announced details of
tjhe economy drive following niore
than five weeks of conferences
the Culver City studio. During that
period Schenck conferred with, vir-
tually all key personnel on the lot.

In addition to the lopping of sal-
aries,. other economies for the im-
mediate future were revealed. No
wholesale firings among lesser em-
ployees will be forthcoming but,
instead; the number ofJhigh-priced
producers, directors * and writers
will be reduced. Also, those con-
tinuing on the M-G roster will be
called upon to give the company a
full work sked to insure .'a maxi-
mum number ' of pix at reduced
studio overhead.
Number of producers already

are skedded- to leave the lot or be
switched from straight salary to a
per-pic status. «New deal Is being
written for Sidney Franklin, who
is now completing “The Story of
Three Lqves,” placing him in the
per-pic category.
A1 Davis, who was given an

eight-year pact last year as pro-
ducer-director-writer-actor, has re-
quested release from his pact and
exits the studio around Aug, 15.
His main credit -with . the studio
was direction of “Rogue’s March.”
Producer Richard' Goldston exits
on Aug, 1,

Producers on the list to leave
M-G wheii' their options come up
include Arthur Homblow, Jr.,
Hayes ’Goetz, Carey Wilson and.
William H. Wright. Casting direc-
tor Bill Grady also is slated to an-
kle the lot at option time.'

Par Stock
Continued from pace 4 |

color video sent the quotations sky-
rocketing to 33V6, and the board
felt the purchase of stock for re-
tirement at that i^rice would not be
economic.

Idea of a tender was thus allayed
until the stock recently returned to
something close to the price of last’
year’s bid. Company has plenty of
coin on hand to buy up the Shares.
As of its last annual report, Dec.
29, 1951, it had cash of $16,425,-
500, plus marketable securities to-
talling $2,315,000.

•

During 1951, Par acquired 153,-
184 shares of its common for re-
tirement at a cost of $3,296,469.*
Adding to these acquisitions are
the 808,076 bought up in 1950,
which makes an aggregate of 961,-
160 at a total cost of $20,227,432.
Aim of the continued stock-buy-

ing, either through open market
purchases or by asking for tenders,
is to cut down on the amount out-
standing. By that process dividends
can more easily be maintained,
since there are fewer shares among
i.Which to spread the earnings*

been eliminating a lot of them as
a result.

4
• •

I

Paramount has been a leader in
that type of thinking! It has gone
so far as to refuse to announce
any set number of films. Its.pol^y.
is that when it has a packagfe-r
stdry, cast and director—^ready for
production, it will puf it before the
cameras rather .than try to rush
into- lensing merely to maintain' a
schedule and turn out a lot.-, of
films. Its thought is that it may
be- able to make about 25 pix a
year on the shoot-when-ready
policy. '!

Although it will attempt to nialn-
tain a heavy slate, Metro is follow;-*

ing .the 'current pattern at other
studios, by moving to terpiinate’
contracts of much of its pi^rmanent
production personnel. Alin is to
hire people, as they are required
and keep them off the payroll when
they’re not being actively produc-
tive.

-

That’s
,
a move designed, of

Course, to hold down overhead and.
make' less, necessary the lensing of
pix merely to absorb standing
costs. Since Metro has more long-
term pacts with player?,, producers,
directors., and .writers than aiiy
other lot, it is thought that perhaps
it cannot shuck them off ‘ fast
enough - to substantially reduce the
quantity of “overhead” pix this
year, but wlU move in that 'direc-
tion in subsequent years.. By that '

time a good- many of the contract-
ees should be eliminated.
On the production side, execs of

other lots are frankly wondering if
Metro can come up with a suffi-
cient number of important screen
properties to make 38 pix. Since
profits seem to be coming now only
from films that are really “big”
or really cheap, there’s always fear,
that quantity will bring on middle-
bracket pix of the type which have
generally not been successful' in
the current market.

Distribution men, on the oth^r
hand, say there is no difficulty in
peddling product in quantity. Ex-
hibs, as a matter of fact, are
screaming for more pix. Theatre-
men’s standard answer to weak
grosses is to speed program
changes. There’s little percentage
in that for producers,* however,
since it means divvying up very
little more money among a lot
more pix.

As long as there are double-
features, of course, there will be
a call for secondary product. Most

of the studios that are trimming
productidn feel that it is more prof-

itable to let , bottom rung in dual

houses ‘go tb producers who are

best equipped to make low-budget-
ers-r^r to the major studio biggies

that are inadvertently bound to

turn out as “B’s” despite best of

intent In the design for them.
9

Warners Fire
|

' ' Contbiued from -fiage 3

flagration, the second in two

months, at WB, was the work of

an arsonist, but these were dis-

counted later by the sheriff’s arson

squad. The first fire, on May 16,

caused, . damage amounting to

$1,500,*00<). Second blaze broke out

about 3, ‘p.m. on the N. Y. street

set, whe're .the May Xfi fire started.

. Although Stage 20,' used chiefly

for rehearsals^ was badly . dam-

aged, no harm was done to the

major sound' stages. It was con-

fined chiefly to sets and equip-

ment on the back lot.

Set Coast Lensing Of
‘Main St, to Broadway’

Hollywood, July 15.

' West Coast p9rtion of “Main

Street to Broadway” will be pro-

duced at Sdmuel Goldwyn studios

by Lester Cowan for Cinema Pro-

ductions iu association with Coun-

cil of ' the Living Theatre. Se-

quence costarring ' Rex Harrison

and Lilli Palmer was recently com-

pleted in N. Y,

Cowan will sign a Hollywood di-

rector and a number of film names

for the remaining sequences.

Garson in ‘Melody’

Hollywood, July 15.

In keeping with Metro’s new

policy to keep its contract stars

busy, Greer Garson was assignea

to the top role in “Interrupted

Melody,” her fourth assignment in

the last few months. Others are

“My Mother and Mrs. McChesney.

“Julius Caesar” and “Snips aua

Snails.”

“Melody” Is the story of Mar-

jorie Lawrence, Australian song-

bird . who contracted polio. J acK

Cummings will produce in the tai

.
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"Leading the musical parade is M-G-M which hit the ,

jackpot last year with 11 musicals, all hits. M-G-M’s

^ 1952 schedule calls for 13 more.”

(73 Million readers of Life read the above in a 5'page section in full color devoted to such

M-G-M musicals as Lovely To Look At** **The Merry Widow** , and others)
' - ^

,4-

LIFE

PLEASE NOTE! V
As predicted, the M-G-Musical parade continues with

jackpot .. success. IPoHowing the happy reception for

“Singin’ In Jhe Rain" weVe captured the No. 1 spot

on Variety's "Ten Box-office Leaders" for June with

"Skirts Ahoy!". The new, big musical Champ is "Lovely

To Look At'*.. And as you’ll see on this page there’s a

wealth,of fine, melodious attractions ahead. Preparing,

for production is "The Student Prince" starring Mario

Lanza, giving assurance that the fans can always

depend on Leo the Singing Lion.

P 'V

V' J

Vv ' L<i

THE MERRY
WIDOW”

(T0chnicohr}

Lana Turner

Fernando Lamas

"LOVELY TO
LOOK AT”

(T»chnko/^)

Kathryn Grayson

Red Skelton

Howard Keel

Mar^e and Gower Chatnjpion

Ann Miller

Zsa Zsa Gabor

Kurt Kasznar

m:h.

"BECAUSE
YOU’RE MIME”

(fmchtilcolor)

Mario Lanza

Doretta Morrow
James Whitmore

. i-' ^

:
"

''i'S

"EVERYTHING
I HAVE IS YOURS

(Technicolor)

Marge and Gower Champion

Dennis O’Keefe

Monica Lewis

Dean Miller

MILLION DOLLAR
MERMAID”

(T.chnholor)

Esther Williams

Victor Mature

Walter Pidgeoa

David Brian

Donna Corcoran

Yes indeed M-G-M stands for

More Great Musicals
("Seeing Is Believing")
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Variety's' Quarterly Film. Reviews Index
(April 2, m2-June 25, /952j
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Miniature Film Reviews and credits on all pictures reviewed in VARIETY durinf( the second three-month period of Rule Indicates that

issue of VARIETY in which each review appeared^ Indexes of Film Reviews ‘ are puhlished ..quarterly^

About Vmoo
(MtTg;iC-dOLO»)

Refurbished “Brother Rat”
with music. Spotty entertaiii-

ment and same b.q. outlook:
Warners release of William Jacobs pro-

duction. Stars Gordon MacRae>' Eddie
Bracken, Dick Wesson, Virginia Gibson,
Phyllis Kirk, Alleen Stanley, Jr.; features
Joel Grey, Larry Keating, CUlf Ferre,
John Baer. Directed by Hoy Del Euth,
Screenplay, Peter MUne; from stage play,
•‘Brother^ Rat,", by John Monks, Jr., and
Fred F. Flnklehoffe; camera (Technicol-
or), Bert Glennon: editor, Thomas Ecllly;
SOURS. Charles Tobias, Peter DC Rose;
musical numbers staged and directed by
LeEoy Print. Previewed April 7, '52.

XunninR time, 93 MINS.
(Reviewed ApHl 16, 1952)

AetorB ai»«l Sin
Two-part film okay only for
art houses.
United Artists release of Sid Kuller

<Ben Hecht) production. Stars Edward
G. Robinson, Eddie Albert, Marsha Hunt;
ftfotures Alan Reed, Dan D'Herlihy, Tra-
cey Roberts, Directed by Hecht, Screen-
play, Hecht; camera. Lee Garhies: editor,
Otto Ludwig; music, George Antholl.
Tradeshown N. Y„ May 22> *52. Running
time. 85 MINS.

(Reviewed May 28, 1952)

African Treasure
Fair Ontry in -Monogram’s
“Bomba, the Jungle Boy” se-
ries.

Monogram release of Walter Mlrlsch
production. Stars Johnny ShelTield; fea-
tures Laurette Luez, Leonard Mudle, Ar-
thur Space, Lane Bradford. Directed by
Ford Beebe. Story and screenplay, Beebe;
camera, Harry Neumann. At- New York
Theatre, N. Y., week of May 6, '52. Run-
aiing lime, 70 MINS.

(Reviewed May 14, 1952)

Agcnce Mafrinionialo
(Marriage Agency)

(FRENCH)
Corona release of CGCF-Sllver Films

production. Stars Bernard Blicr. Michele
Alfa, Garettc. Directed by Jean Paul le
Chanols. Screenplay, France Roche,
Jacques Remy; camera, Marc Fossard:
editor, Erra le Chanols, At Balzac, Paris.
Running time, 105 MINS

(Reviewed June 18, 1952)

Andro Gi<lo
(FRENCH-DOCUMENTARY)
Pantheon production and release. Di-

rected by Marc Allegret. Commentary,
Andre Gide; narrated by Glde, Jean De-

ll
Paris. Running time.

(Reviewed April 9, 1952)

Angels One Five
(British)’

British war pic won’t rate high
in the U.S.

release of Templar-Assool-
ted British production. Stars .lack
fawkins, Michael -.Denison, Dulcie Gray
Hrcctcd by George More O'Ferrall

camera, Chris-

jlc, John Woodridge. At Empire, Lon-don. Running time, 97 MINS.
iKevlewed April 2, 1952)

E

Apache Country
Mild Gene Autry starrer: okay
in twin setups.

release of Armand SchaeferToductlon. Stars Gene Autry. Directed
,^^®halnbnud. Screenplay, Nor-

®“"'®*‘a' William Wdford;
vfsor

?'''®®»^®y! musical super-

Mav in^
Tradeshown In N. Y..Way 10, 52. Running time, MINS.

(Reviewed May 21, 1952)

The Afomic City .

Good suspense thriller for reg-
ular duals.

Aticr’ •-'“S' Oates, 'lcc
teKv Hopper. Wrlt-

I T
®»mera, Charles

must Archie Marshek;
* H..?’ i^clth Stevens. Previewed Anrii“. Running time, 14 MINS.

(Reviewed April 9, 1952)

Hal Taharin
„ (SONGS)

Meller with Paris background;
modest programmer.

Herman Millakow-
Muriel Lawrence.

Stive CarletonSteve Broclle, Directed by Philip Ford
Houston * Branch; camera,

Kclber; miislc,
Elliott. Tom

mhVitn
Tony M.irtlnelll. Trade-

•4 M?Ns! I**"®'

(Reviewed June 18, 1952)

Baffle af Apache Pass
(COLOR)

Interesting outdoor jictioner
okay for double hills.

•rd” release of I.eon-

Ah
ProducUon. Stars John^ Chandler, Susan Cabot. Di-rected by George' Sherman. Story and !»troenplay, Gerald Drayson Adams*

Boyle; e^l:
l?r. Ted j, Kent; music, Hans J. Salter. 1Tradeshown In N. Y. March 28, '52. RunBing time, 85 MINS.

(Reviewed April 2, 1952)

Behiyiil Closed ShnfferB
(Persiane Chiuse)

. (ITALIAN)
Sordid meller; fine for certain
expfoitailbn houses.
Lux Film Distributing Co^. release of

Luigi Rovei'e production. Features Ma^
sinio Glrot'tl; Eleonora. Rossi, Giuletta Mar
8ina. Directed by Lxilgl Comejicinl.
•Screenplay, Misslmo Mlda, Gianni Puccini,
Franco SoIInas, Sergio Solima; camera,
Antonio Belvlso; music. Carlo Rustlchell;
editor, Rolando Benedettl. Tradeshown
N. Y., June 6, '52. Running time. 90 MINS.

(Reviewed June 18, 1952)

- Bellcjs On Their Toes
(Color)

Beguiling followup to the suc-
cessful “Cheaper By the Dox-
en.” Good word-of-mouth and
b.o, potential.

Twentieth-Fox release of Samuel G,
Engel production. Stars Jeanne Crain,
Myrna Loy» Debra Paget, Jeffrey Hunter,
Edward Aj-hold; features Hoagy Car-
michael. Barbara Bates, Robert Arthur,
Verna Felton. Directed by Henry Levin.
Screenplay, Phoebe afid Henry Ephron;
based on,book by Frank B. Gilbreth, Jr.,
and Ernestine Gilbreth Carey; camera
(Technicolor), Arthur E. Arllng; editor,
Robert Frltch; music, Cyril Mockrldge.
Previewed March 28, '52, Running time,
SI MINS,

(Reviewed Aprijl 9, 1952)

BelliBslma
(ITALIAN)

Cei-Ineom release of Bclllssima produc-
tion. Stars Anna Magnanl and Walter Chi-
ari. Directed by Luchino Visconti. Screen-
play, - Visconti, Suso Cecchi D'Amico,
Francesco Rosl; from, story by Cesare
Zavattini; camera, Piero Portalupi; editor,
Mario Serandel; music. Franco Mannino.
Previewed in Genoa. • Running time, 139
MINS.

(Reviewed April $, 1952)

Blaek Hills Amkwsh
Stock: Allan “Rocky” Lane
western for program market.
Republic release of Harry Keller pro-

duction. Stars Allan "Rocky" Lane: fea-*
tures Eddy Waller, Leslye Banning, Roy
Barcroft, Michael Hall, John Vesper, Ed-
ward Cassidy, John Cason, W^ey Hud-
man, -Michael Barton. Directed by Keller.
Written by Ronald Davidson, M. . Coates
Webster^, camera. Bud Thatkery; editor,
Tony Martlnelli. PrevieVed June 2, '62.
Running .tlMe, 53 MINS.

(Reviewed June 18, 1952)

The Black kash
Lash CaRue oater passable fpr
secondary bookings. .

Realart release of Ron Ormond pro-
ductlon. Stars Lash LaRue, Fuzzy St,

features Peggy Stewart. Byron
Keith, Kermlt Maynard, Bud Osborne. Dl-
Jected by Ormond. Screenplay, Kathy
McKeel; camera, Ernest MUler; music,
Walter Greene. At New York. April 16,
'32. Running time. 57 MINS.

(Reviewed April 23, 1952)

Bordet* Saddlemafos
(SONGS)

Routine western programmer
with Rex Allen.
Republic release of Edward J. White

production. , Stara Rex Allen, Koko
(equine); features Mary Allen Kayi Slim
Pickens, Roy Barcroft, Forrest Taylor,
.Jimmie Moss, 2on Muray, Keith McCon-
nell, Mark Hanna, Republic Rhythm Ri-^rs (5) Directed by William Witney.
Written by Albert DeMont; camera, John
MacBurnIe: editor, Harold Mlntcr; new

Elliot. Previewed April 23,
52. Running time, 47 MINS.

(Reviewed April 30, 1952)

Brandy for the Parson
(BRITISH)

;

British comedy In firat Group
.
3 film; loom* hit for U. S, art
houses.
ABFD release of Group 3 production.

Stars James Donald, Kenneth More andJean Lodge. Directed by John Eldridge.
Screenplay. John Dlghton, Walter Meade;
camera. Martin Curtis; editor, John Trum-
per; music, John Addison. At Metro Pre-view Theatre, London, May 20, '32. Run-ning time, 79 MINS.

(Reviewed June 4, 1952)

Bravo Warrior
(COLOR)

Redskin mellci* starring. Jon
Hall; mild dualcr.
Columbia release of Sam Katzman pro-diution. Stars Jon Hall; features Chris-tine i^arson» Jay SHverhecls> Michael An-

Seay, GeorgeEldreOgc, Leslie Denison. Directed by
Screenplay. Robert

«^Hor, Aaron Stcll; camera.William ^ Skall. Tradeshown in N. Y.,May 9. 52. Running time, 75 MINS*
(Reviewed May 14, 1952)

The Brl|(and
(COLOR)

Program swashbuckler in color
for regular dual runs.
Columbia production and release. Star.-)

Lawrance. Gale
Quinn; features CarlBenton Reid, Ron Randall, Fay Roope,Cailcton Young, Ian MacDonald, Lester
Brown, Walter Kings-

lord, Donald Randolph. Directed by Phil
Jtarlson. Screenplay, Jes.se Lasky, Jr.;
story, George BrUce, inspired by tho

Alexandre Dumas story; camera (TcclBi)!-
color), W. Howard Grecnei editor, Jerome
Thoms; music score, Mario Castelnuovo-
TedescOi. .Previewed May*. 22, '52. Rim-
ning time, 93 MINS,

(Reviewed June i, 1952)

. . Broneo BiiBfer
(COLOR)

Good action and. thrills In
. story of rodeos

,
for general

situations.

Universal release of . Ted Richmond
production. Stars John Lund.. Scott
Brady, Joyce Holden; f^atu^esv ChlU WUla,
Don Haggerty, Dan Poore, Casey libM,
Pete Crump. Bill WilUains, Jerry Amoler.
Directed by ^udd Boetticher. Screen-
play, Horace .McCoy, Lllllb Haiyward:
based on story by, Peter B, Kyne; camera
(Technicolor), Clifford Stine; editor, Ed-
ward Curtiss. Prevleyred. April 8, '52.

Running time, 89 MINS.
(Reviewed April 16, 1952)

'€rtp|»|o Gucok
(COLOR)

Georire Montgajncty outdoor
thriller of smuggling in gold-
rush-' days; stronr situation

entry."

Columbia release' o£. Edward Small pro-
duction. Stars^ George Montgomery; fea-
tures- Karin Booth. Jerome Courtland,
William Bishop, Richard Egan, Don Por-
ter, John Dehner, Roy )toberts, George
Cleveland. Directed by Ray Nazarro.
Iforeenplay, Richard Schayer; eamera
(Techiilcolor), William ' V, Skal; editor,
Rlclunnl . Fantl; music. Mischa Bakalelnt-
Itoff: Tr«d9>hown in N::Y.,‘ June 20, '52.

Bunnlhg nme, 7i MINS- ' -

(Reviewed June 25,' 1952)

CaUlornia €on«|aest
(COLOR)

Cornel Wilde, Teresa WHgfat
in actionful,’ early CalifomU
costumer, tCompanion feature,
for regular, runs,
Columjbia release of Sam Katzman pro-

duction. Stary^ Cornel Wilde, Teresa
Wright; feature* Alfonso Bedoya, Llsd
Ferraday, Eugene Iglesias, John Dehner,
pIVan Eebedeff, Tito Renaldo. Directed by
Lew Landers. Written for screen by Rob-
ert E, Kent; camera -(Technicolor), Ellis
W. Carter; editor. Richard Fantl. Pre-
viewed June 2, '32. Running time, 71
MIN$

(Reviewed June 11, 1952)

Curtain tOW
(BRITISH) V

Rackstage farce lacks humdr
•f orlgiuiil legiter; only mild
TTiS.. entry.
GFD release of ConsteUatloia. Film pro-

rduction. Star* Robert Morley and Mar-
•'garet -Rutherford. Directed by Ralph
smart. Screenplay, Michael Fertwee and
Jack Davie*; oamera, Stanley Pavey; edi-
tor, Dougla* Robertson: music, Malcolm

UArnold. At Odeon, Leicester Square, Lon-
•^on. Running time, 81 MINS.

(Reviewed May 14, 1952)

Carhine WilllumB
James Stewart in blog of
Marsh Williams, prisoner re-
sponsible for development- ot
U. S. Army 30 M-1 carbine.
Mild prospects. •

MGM release of Armand Deutsch pro-
duction. Stars James Stewart, Jean
Hagen. Wendell Corey; features Carl Ben-

Stewart, Otto Hulett, Rhys
Williams, Herbert Heyes, James Arness.
Directed by Richard Thorpe. Story and
screenplay. Art Cohri; camera, William
MeUor; editor, Newell P. Klmlln. Pre-
viewed AprU 10, '52. Running time,
90 MINS.

(Reviewed April 16, 1952)

Carson City
(COLOR)

Good Randolph Scott outdoor
actioner on early-west gold-
mining and railroad building.
Warner Bros, release of David Weis-

hart production. Stars Randolph Scott;
features Lucille Norman, Raymond Mas-

Webb, Don Beddoc. James
Mlllican, Directed by Andre" De Toth.
Screenplay. Sloan Nlbley. Winston Miller;
from story by Nlbley; camera (WSrner*
Color), John Boyle; editor/ Robert Swan-
son; music, David Buttolph. Previewed
April 15, '52, Running time, 14 MINS.

(Reviewed May 7, 1952)

Carrie
Jennifer Joncs-Laurence Oli-
vier starred in mawkish, tough-
to-scU Theodore Dreiser drama.
Paramount release of William • Wyler

production. Stars Jennifer Jones, Lau-
rence (Jllvier; features Eddie Albert. MFnam Hopkins.

. Directed by Wyler.
Screenplay, Ruth and Augustus Goetz;

from Theodore Dreiser's novel,
camera, Victor Milner;

editor. Robert Swink. Previewed in N. Y.
June 3, '52. Running time, 118 MINS.

(Reviewed June 11, 1952)

Marianne Wischmann; Lotte Klein, ll-s*^Uy, Sepp Nigg, Hugo Gottschllch. Theo
Dmtegger.. ;Screeitplay, Forst and Johan-
nes Mario glmmel; music, Theo Mack,
ebon; l:^cf, Han* Fritz Beckmann; edU
tor, Rudolf Schaad; camera, Vaclav Vith-
directed- by- Willi Forst. At Forum The.*
atre, Vienna, Running time, 125 MINS

(Reviewed April 9, 1952)

£1 Tiuiel
(Thi( Tunnel)
(ARGENTINE)

Argentina Sono Film production and
release.' Star* Laura Nidalgo, Carlo*
Thompson; with Santiago Gomez Cou.
Bernardo Perron*, Maruja Gil Quesada
Pascual Pelllclota, Beba Bldart, Mlguei
Lijero. Directed bV Leon Klimovsky.
from hi* adaptation of novel by Ernesto
Sabato. Camera, Antonio Merayo; editor.
Jorge Garate; music, Alejandro G. del
Barrio. At AmbaBSador-Theatre, Buenos
Aire*. Running time, 94 MINS.

(Reviewed' May 28, 1952)

Baugex* Is a Woiiiau
(Quai Dc Grenelle)

(FRENCH)
Dlsclna International Films release of

Robert Woog production. Stars Henri Vi-
dal. Directed by E. E. Relnert. Screen-
play, Jacques Laurent and Reinert, from
the novel, "La Mort a Bolre," by Laurent;
camera, Marcel Grlngon; music, Joe Ha-
jos; EngUSh titles, Jean LenaUer. Trade-
shown in N. Y., April 17, '52, Running
time, m MINS.

(Reviewed April 23, 1952)

Berbv Bay
(BRITISH)

Anna Ncagle. Michael Wild-
ing in comedy-drama; modest
U. S. entry. ^
British Lion release of Wilcox-Neagle

British production. Stars Anna Neagle,
Michael Wilding, Google 'Withers, John
McCallum. Directed by Herbert Wilcpx.
Screenplay, John Baines; camera. Max
Greene; editor. Bill Lewthwalte, At the
Warner, London, June 9, '52. Running
time, 84 MINS.

(Reviewed June 18, 1952)

Besert Passage
Routine program western, final

in the Tim Holt series at KKO.
RKO release of Herman Schlom pro-

duction. Stare- Tim Holt; features Rich-
ard Martin, Joan Dixon, Walter Reed,
Dorothy Patrick, John Dehner. Directed

.Lesley Sclandcr. Written by Norman
Holton; camera, J. Roy Hunt; editor.
Paul Weatherwax. Previewed May 9, '52.
Running time, 42 MINS.

(Reviewed May 14, 1952)

rasffiie. B^Or
(Golden Helmet)

^
(FRENCH)

Dlsclna release of Speva-Pafi* Film*
production. Stars Simone Slgnoret, SergeReg^ani, Claude Dauphin; features Ray-

'^='ai6, Gaston Mo-
dot. Pierre Gujas. Directed by Jacques
Becker; screenplay, Jacques Campanecz,
Becker; camera, Robert Lefebvre; editor.
Marguerite Renoir, At Balzac, ParisRunning time, 95 MINS.

-raris.

(Reviewed May 28, 1952)

Clash hy Night
Wavering b.o. drama will have
to depend on Stanwyck-Doug-
las-Ryan-Monroe names.

9^ Wald-Krasna (HarrietParwns) production. Stars Barbara SUn-
Douglas, Robert Ryan, Marilyn

Silvio
Minciotti, Keith Andes. Directed by Fritz

Clifford pdct»; camera, NicholasMusuraca; special effects, Harold Well-
Webb; music director,C. Bakaleinikoff; editor.

®jng, ‘I Hear a Rhapsody
MarUn. Tradeshown in NRunmng time, i03 MINS.

(Reviewed May 14, 1952)

Coxilidcnec Girl
Slow-moving meller for lower
half of duals.
United Artist* release of Andrew L

Hillary Brooke. Directed by Stone.Screenplay, Stone: camera, William
Clothier: editor. Virginia Stone; tnu^c,

M ‘s? ^n„ ‘®i^*
Tradeshown. N. Y., May

29, 52. Running lime, 81 MINS.
(Reviewed June 4, 1952)

Biplolhatie Courier
Topnotch spy thrUlci: with:
Tyrone Power heading cloak-
and-d agger melo^fimatics.
B.o, favorable.
2()th-Fox release of Ca*cy Robinson pro-

duction. SUrs Tyrone Power, Patricia
Stephen McNaUy; features Hilde-

garde Neff, Kari Malden, Jame* Mlllican,
Stefan Schnabel, Herbert Berghof, Arthur
Blake, Helene Stanley. Directed hy Henry
Hathaway, Screenplay, .Roblpson and

based on novel. "Sinisterr^aim* by Peter Cheyncy; camera, Lu-
cien BaUard; editor. James B. Clark; mu-
sic, Sol Kaplan. Previewed Juno 6, '52.
Running time, 98 MINS.

(Reviewed June 11, 1952)

. Boincniea
(FRENCH)

AGCD release of Maurice Cloche pro-
du^ion. Features Odilo Verols. Dinan,
J. P. Kerien, Alain Quercy. Directed hy
Maurice Cloche. Screenplay, Jacques De-
val; camera, Nicolas Hayer; editor, Renee

Ralmu, Paris. Running time,
9# A^IN3*

(Reviewed April 2, 1952)

Bon CamiUo
(FRENCH-ITALIAN)

Dear Film release of an Amato-Rizzoll-^ancmex production. Stars Fernandel,
Franco Interlenghl,

Vera Talqui. Directed by Jullen Duvlvier,
Screenplay, Duvivies, Giovanni Guareschl,from stories by Guareschl; camera, Nic-

Alessandro Cigogninl.

W M?N
Running time,

(Reviewed May 28, 1952)

Bne Soldi dl Spcran^tia
(Two Pennies of Hope)

(Italian)

PMTr. I ,
Cannes. May 27.

vi”^ production. Star* Maria
Directed hyRenato Ca*tellani, Screenplay, Castellani,

^ Margadonna: camera, Arturo Gal-^a; Alessandro CicogninL At Film
Fe*tivaL Canne*. Running flme. 95 MIN*.

(Reviewed June 4, 1952)
Es Gesehehen Noch

Wimder
(Miracles Still Happen)

. (GERMAN)
Junge-

Rolf Meyor production
Rorst and Hildegardc Neff;

feature* Werner Futterer, Han* Lelbclt,

Emergency Call
(BRITISH)

British blood bank-meller okay
for some U. S. dualers.
Butcher’s release of a Nettleford produc-

tion. Star* Jack Warner, Anthony Steel
and Joy Shelton.. Directed by Lewis Gil-
bert, Screenplay, Vernon Harri.s and
Lewi* Gilbert; camera, Wlllcle Cooper;
editor, Charles Hasse; music, Wilfred
Burn*. At Leicester Square Theatre,
Xiondpn. Runiiing- time. 92 MINS.

(Reviewed May 28, 1952)

Eaitlilni City
aSRABLt—IN ENGLISH)

Dramatie story of rehabilita-
tion of War-orphaned children.
Engfish-laniruage film from Is-

rael has h.o, potential.'

RKO relee** of Moiedeth <M. Yona
Friedman) presentation. ‘ Features Jamie
Smith, Didf Ramati, Dina Peskin, Ben
Josef, John Slater,- Rachel Markus. Di-
rected by Josef Leyte*. Camera, G.
Gibbs; editor, J. D. Guthrldge; music.
Eduard Ben Michael. Previewed In New
York, March 14, '32, Running time, 84
MINS

(Reviewed! AprU/2, 1952)

The Fall of Berlin
• (RUSSUN)-

(Color)
Artkino Picture*, release of Mosfilm

studio production. ' Directed, by M. Chi-
aurell. Screenplay, P, Pavlenko and Mik-
hail Chlalrell; camera^. L. Kozmatov; mu-
sic, D. Shdstakovich. Opened at Stanley,
N. Y., June 7, '52. Running time, 124
MINS. •;

(Reviewed June 18, 1952)

Eall of Honse of Usher
r miuTiSH),
iSuh-standard Versioit of the
-Edgsr Allsn!P4>€-Ule.

..

.
L. Barry Bernard 'ic Arthur Manson

nreientation of. GjJB. Films production.
Produced and directed by Ivan Barnett.
Screenplay: Kenneth Thompson and Dor-
othy Catt; adapted from story by Edgar
Allan tPne; muale, D* Wolfe. At Squire.
N. y.i May 16, 'M. Running time, 70 MINS.

(Reviewed'IHkV 21, 1952)

Elililm Xa TuUpe
• :(FMNCH)

Fllmsonor kel^aiw of Ariane produc-
tion. Star* Gerard Philippe. Gina Lollo*
brigida. • Directed by Cnristian-Jacque.
Screenplay,. Rene Wheeler, Rene FaUet;
dialog, Henri Jeanson; camera, Christian
Matri*; editor, Jean Desagneaux. At Ber-
litz, Pari*. Running time, 104 MINS.

(Reviewed April 30, 1952)

- The Fighter
Only fair icreen version of

Jkoh London’s “The Mexican”;
mild dualer chances.
United ArU*t* rclcafe of Alex Gottlieb

production. Star* Richard Conte. Vanessa
Brown, L.*# J. Cohb; features Frank Sll-

vera, Roberta Haynes, Hugh Sanders.
Claire Carleton. Directed by Herbert
Klin*', Screenplay, Aben Kandcl, Herbert
RJine; based on Jack London'* "The Mex«
lean; camera, James Wong Howe; cditoiv
Edward Mann; manic composed and
played by Vicente Gomex; songs, Victor
Cordero. Previewed May 2, '52. Running
time, 71 MINS.

(Reviewed Msy *7, 1952)

Frmel* Goes to. West
Pelmt

Third entry in Universal’s
“talking mule” comedy scries

with Donald O'Connor; aver-
age b.o.

"Universal release of Leonard Goldstein
production. Star* Donald O’Connor; fea-

ture* Lori Nelson, Alice Kelley, Palmer
Leo, WUUam Reynold*, Francis. Directed
by Arthur Lubin, Story and screenplay,
Oscar Brodney; added dialog, Dorothy
Reid; iHised on "FrancI*” character cre-

ated hy David Stern; camera, Carl
rie; editor, RUlton Carruth. Previewed
June ro, 'BS. Running time, II MINS.

(Reviewed June 18, 1952)

Geisha Girl
Poor meller. Needs exploita-

tion.

Realart release of George Breaksloik
C. Ray Stahl production. Stars Martha
Hyer. William Andrew*, Archer Ma^
Donald. Directed by Breakston and

Stahl. Screenplay, Stahl; editor. Irving

(Continued on page 22)
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Harry Cohii Repays M
Continued from pa*e 3

plaintiffs’ cause of action. The pur- son and idle personnel was being

pose is rather to point out the Used to good advantage.
^ - ’ ’

Klein goes o'i?er a whole list of

friends and relatives^ including a

golf pro, whom Cohn was charged

with hiring' at salaries in excess of

services they rendered. These in-

cluded Robert h, Cohn, son of

Jaclc Cohn, who was earning $500

a week as a producer; Nat Cohn,

brother of Harry, who was getting

$700 ds a district sales manager
(he’s* been with Col since 1924

and his employment was not

"sponsored” by Harry); and Ralph

Cohn, jsott of jack, who is in charge

of the TV department.

Other« ' include Richard Miller,

brother of Harry’s wife, who was
getting $300 t week as assistant

production manager. He wasn’t

sponsored by Harry, Klein notes,

and testimony was that his rela-

tionship to Mrs. *Cohn wasn’t dis-

covered until he had worked for

the studio for two years. .

Another- was Charles Head,

$104.5$ weekly, as assistant plant

superintendent. He 'vVas "not re-

lated to, but sponsored by Hafry
Cohn.” In the same . category was
Milton Rickman, who was getting

$550 per week as a. talent exec.

Golf pro was . Charles - Lacey,

whom Cohn "oo-sponsored.” He
worked for Col from 1942 to 1947

as a personnel director and was
getting $225 weekly when his job

was eliminated. Klein says there

is no evidence that he played golf

with Cohn other than on Sundays
or sometimes on Saturday" after-

general difficulties apd impedi-

ments to a recovery which are in-

herent in this litigation.’’

Defendants in the action, orlgi-i

nally brought in New York Federal

Court and then moved to the state'

court, are Cohn, Columbia, Grant,

exec v.p. Jack Cohn, v.p- Abraham
Schneider, v.p. Nate B. Spingold,

v.p. and sales chief Abraham Mon-
tague and director Henry Crown.

All the Col execs arc directors of

the corp.

Suit was brought by David Cohn
(no relation to Harry), William L
Rosenfeld, Horace B. «Burnsttne;

and B. Paul Rosen, They were rep-

resented by attorney Sol A, Rosen-

blatt. Schwartz & Frohlich repped

Col; Ferdinand Pecora, Cohn; Mil-

bank, Tweed, Hope & Hadley, all

the other Col' execs, and Abraham
N, Geller, Crown and Grant.

Action charged that the board is

under the complete dominance of

Cohn and consequently furthered

his scheme by approving an "im-

provident” contract 'for hiih that

would have the effect of permit-

ting him and his family to reap

the benefits of a $3(X»,000 insurance

policy.

Klein finds that the board was
not under Cohn’s thumb and that

, in many instances they were ifi

disagreement. He also* finds that

the board drew the pa^jt with Cohn
on the basis of souhd business

judgment and, in any case, since

there’s no evidence of fraud, it

cannot be set aside.

Prelude to Grant’s Hiring

On the matter of the $40,000

paid Grant, Klein goes info an ex-

tensive history of efforts of Cohn
and the board to come to an agree-

ment on a new deal. Fruitless^ ne-

gotiations had been going on for

two years, when it was decided in

1947 that Cohn should hire Grant
to represent him in working out

a new pact and Col should pay
the attorney.

Klein points out that Grant’s in-

itial chore was drawing up an ex-

haustive memorandum regarding
appropriate compensation for the

prexy and chief production officer

of a film company. Grant showed
that Cohn's basic salary of $3,500
weekly had not been changed since

1932. He didn't seek more coin,

but "other benefits,” and the $300,-

000 Insurance plan was a com-
promise.
. In recommending the settlement;
Klein states that in light of "what
has been said concerning the im-
portance of Harry Cohn” to Col,
extension of his pact to 1965 "is

an exceedingly important benefit.”
Klein also asserts that there is

no argument as to the value of
the services of Grant to Cohn,
only as to the fact that Col made
the payment. Referee calls Grant's
services "substantial and construc-
tive.” He also points out that
actions of the board complained
of were almost all taken before
Grant and Crown become direc-
tors, so that their liability is dubi-
ous.

Klein finds unjustified the
charge that the company main-
tained a yacht for Cohn, although
it chartered one for him in the
summer of 1946 to keep him. near
the studio. A projection room
(originally authorized at $30,000
but finally costing $129,000) built
at Cohn's home was for the pur-
pose of lengthening his work day,
Klein finds, and so was justified.
He also outlines terms between
Cohn and the company for repay-
ment for the room if he resigns
or sells the house.

Parties ‘Necessary’
Klein finds no support for the

dissident stockholders' charge that
Cohn's home was repaired at com-
pany expense. As for New Year's
Eve parties at Cohn's home that
cost Col $2,613 in 1948, $2,835 the
next year and $3,728 in 1950, Klein
says that after examining guest
lists provided by the prexy he
found that most of those present
were connected with the film biz.

"Undoubtedly such parties a?e
necessary and proper to foster
good relationships,” the referee
opines.

® Klein finds no evidence that
Cohn used company cars for per-
sonal^ biz, as charged, and says
that records were provided to
show that clothing made for Mrs.
Cohn and some exees by the stu-

dio wardrobe department . was on
A "cost plus 10%” basis. He adds
that this was during the slack sea-

noons,
Also "sponsored but not re-

lated” was Miltott Fojdmari, nam-
ing $261 as 'an assistant director;

Sam Katzmari, "B” picture pro-

ducer; 'Sylvan Simon, earning $2,-

000 a week (same as he had pre-

viously been getting, at Metro) as

Cohn’s assistant; Norman Krasna
(no salary mentioned), and
Charles Vidor, who was receiving

$3,000 per week as a director when,
he left in 1949.

Klein also says he found no evi-

dence of family portraits hel'ng

painted at Col’s expense or. that

Cohn set up a corporation for "se-

cret profit” or that Col bought
bogus literature and dramatic
properties from Cohn.

Nmysreel covera^ Of next

week’s Democratid National Con-

vention in Chicago
.

will largely

follow the same Ipattern that the

five reels employed in ahoocing

last week’s Republican conclave.

;

Staffs Of the individual companies

assigned to the meet will vary,

from about Seyen to' nlhe camera- '

men. *

As far as could he learned in a'

check of the reel* m New. York
Monday (14), none pf, the-Rve^
plans to take an- "interpretative”

slant on the convention or u« *
"special” approach.^

.

Michael B. illoflne, editor4n-

chief of Metro^s NTewa of the Day,

pointed out that t-we. ean’t get out

a newsreel and a March of Time*
at the 'same time.” For the Demo-
cratic' convention, he said, no new
format would be Used.. Footage-

shot bi^ a staff of , .eight men will

be condenaed'^by M* and ”,even then
exhiWtera
Although mpSrt of the- reela gen-

erally releaae* Ott" Tuesday, aU of

them riiahed priiiti of the. Repubii-

cail nomination of Gen. Dwight D.
Eisenhower in advance of their

regular distribution dates, 'Univer^

;

s,al had an "Eisenhower Spje.ciar*

on theatre a^xeena Friday night

( 14 ) . Other companies followed
suit over the weekend with similar

specials.
‘

July B.O. Uptirn
CotttiAved pate 3

DiMoHt-ABG
Coxxtijatied from pate

would deprive Independent sta-

tions or networks of a full oppor-
tunity to acquire film product and
talent, and to sell advertising, and
would thus reduce their ability to

make optimum use of their re-
sources as effective competitive
forces in all phases of the broad-
casting industry.”

TV's Future Eye to Film

Asserting that TV stations in the
future will depend greatly on use
of film, DuMont claimed the mer-
ger "poses dangers . . . that have"
no relation to Jftriancial resources,
but that would stem frpm imposi-
tion of unreasonable runs and
clearances or inability to get film
product due to tie-in of the ABC
network with the UPT theatre
chain.”
ABC’s appeal for "emergency

relief,” on- the grounds it needs
approval by Sept. 1 .to plan fall

programs, was termed by DuMont
a "new theory . . . injected into
the case long after reasons for the
merger were giycn. The obvious
purpose was to obtain swift Com-
mission action when evidence pro-
duced by the broadcast bureau
(FCC) appeared to be sufficient to
endanger the ultimate approval of
integration of UPT and ABC man-
agement.”

Declaring that Paramount Pic-
tures has "absolutely no control
over its policies,” despite a con-
trary FCC holding, the brief urged
the Commission to "remember that
DuMont also has been a competi-
tive force in TV networking indus-
try.” A decision that Par does not
control DuMont, it said, "will also
increase competition for the two
major TV networks,”

^

However, said .DuMont, expedi-
tion of the case "is not a sufficient
reason to destroy a procedure that
has been established and folloyved
primarily to protect the public in-
terest.”

The brief requested oral argu-
ment on the ABC-UPT .petition and
adherence to customary procedure
requiring a recommended decision
by examiner Hesnick and a final
ruling by the Commission,

day, when the floor light over seat-

ing delegates hit its peak, UPT
grosses were down. 13% from the

previous year,
.
On Xhitri^ay, by

which* time it appeared fairly cer-

tain' Eisenhower was in, grosses

were down only 5%. Friday, when
the convention was over, income
was off 2% and Saturday-Simday
it was up 2^%,

WB’s ‘No Adverse Effect*

. That made UPT about even for

the week. The "Warner Bros, chain
reportedly felt "no adverse effect”

from the Chi TV shindig. Its biz

was down from last year, but about
the same amount it has been off

all season. National Theatres, the
20th-Fox circuit, was also down
from 1951, hut likewise only about
the 10%- that has* been true
through the year.

As a whole, the nabes, and suh-
sequents appear to have fared bet-
ter than the big circuits with their

!

multiplicity of first-runs. Many of
the lesser chains reported tilts of
as much as 20% in grosses.
Loew’s was an exception to the

major chains in reporfing on the
biz of its New York keys and nabes.
Biz was said to he "exceptional”
.all weefc Monday.^uesday was
"best in a long time,” with part
of the chain playing hills headed-
by "Skirts Aho^’ and the other
"Scaramouche.’J Thursday and Fri-
day were comparable to a year ago,
and Saturday-Sunday was ahead of
last year. Thursday-Sunday change
saw half the circuit playing “Red'
Mountain” and ‘My Son, John”
and the other half "My Six Con-
victs” and "The Sniper^^
UPT v.p. Robert M. Weitman

was taking bows oh being one of
the few theatremen who had pre-
dicted a rise rather than drop ip
biz during convention week* His
^theory was: "Politics- and other
current happenings can generate
just so much tension in the public
and then there must be a hlowoff.
The place people go to let off
steam is theatres and we reaped
that effect.”

^

Br0«ltdowit
mentally waipcd 'fcbaractei^ ^
living a new life through the ftgnb',

er. William Bishop flghter,

paroled from prison made into

a promising heavyweight by
guidance of Wally C^selL

Edmond Angelo’^ production nnd
direction plod too Often in dwU^;
Ing with the .centilaV theme 'and tth«'

sidehari. I*aHer dieaut with the manT
slaughter rap thats' put Bishop in

prison, the.wniult of a sidewalk
light in a political race; the fight-:]

er'* romance liftth Ann Richards,

a wealthy girl and niece of John
Voapery who with, Hheldpn .D^pn-
ard,^ward' boa*';atid brotlHer .ot Caa-’

sef); .had iTahied Bishop in the

first' place- Scriptlhg' is highly in-

'V'olved with so many . odd • charac-
ter* that none; takes fin .enough
clarity to register pj^perly.

,

Within the deflnit'e limli^tion* of

:the' presentatioh*.^, Rishop scores

shb>iring promise for better
aiiighments.

;
Cassell tries .hard

with. his. Warped chaf^Cter. Leon-
i*rd does what he can with the ward
DO*^ role and the diamg that goes
With it, as do Miss Richards,: Anne
(alwyhne, e-fianc,ee • of Richard
J8 e h e d i c t, .

a punch-drunk gym
hanger-on^and Vosper. JoeMcTutk
generates, several chuckles as a

fight character; and Roy Engel
passes as a sports columnist.

.

In addition to Angelo’s prbduc-
-tion duties, film has three othef*
listed in producer capacities; Ste-’j

phen Aiier.as associate", and Max M,
Gilford and Theodore Ticktin as
executive producers.' All could
have done . better," as could have
Robert Abel in adapting '"his play,
"The Samson Slasher.” Lensing
and other technical functions are
Standard, Brop,

Castles in the Air
(BRITISH)

Soineililiig' Cam’t

•• .-..q^XlSH)

- gMMcvtio drami mod-
cft groiwer.

^ , Landon, July 9
apfi Yic' British productloM

Anthony SteS
LLi^,. A. g. Directed by Pat

Jackson and
.Jfatnw Jlodion:

, camera, C. P^n.
nichurda; editor, Sidney Haj^rs-

i/ NbiD |UU. At Leicester Squ^e

‘
V/. V.V.V.V. AmlfSny^Steel

P^aJtfayqntMk Moira Lister
]|>y«rftodlc E. Matthews

Ba«ter Hutcheson

Forced British farce, 'w?ith lit-

tle U. S. appeal.

London, July 8.
AB-Pathc release of Hallmark-Associat-

ed British production. Stars David Tom-
linson, Helen Cherry, ..Margaret Ruther-
ford. Directed by Henry Cass. Screenplay,
Alan Melville and Edward Dryhurst; cam-
era, Erwin HllUer; editor, E. B. Jarvis;
music, Francis Chagrin. At Plaza, London,
July 8, ^52. Running time, *> MIMC.
Earl of Locharne. David. Tomlinson
Boss Trent Helen^Chprzr
Miss Nicholson Margaret Ruthetford
Mrs. Clodfelter Dunne Barbara KcUy
Blair A.^ E. Matthews
Ennyntrude Patricia DainUn
Menzles Ewan 3U>b«rts
Phillips Brian Oulton
Maofee - Clive Morton
Hiker Gordon Jackson
Girl Hiker ....Pat Sandys
Moffat RusoeU Waters
Andrews John. Harvey
Mrs. Thompson ......... .Esme Bminffer

[.Miss Miller',.. ...Winifred Willard
Small Boy David Hannaford
Jessie '. Helen Chrlstld
Constable .Archie Dnneaii
Pettigrew Norman Mscowan
Hall Porten .Stringer Davis
Hotel Manager ^Paul^lake

‘No High ProsoHro’
Continued from page 7

by film company salesmen. Latter
will distribute pledge cards among
the exhibs and at the same time
pick up collection check* "for for-,
warding to COMPO’s headquarters
in New York, -

.

In any event, it’s emphasized
that the campaign will be con-
ducted on the hinterlands level
with state and distiRjt committees
to he appointed fbr the job: Pat
McGee of Theat)p;e Owners of
America and Allied States' Col.
H. A. Colh are' co-chairmen of the
tax drive.

Harlem Grand Amus. Co., Inc.,
to operate theatres in New York,
with Harry Brandt as one of the
directors. Others are Louis B.
Appleton and attorney Bernard
Fliashnick. Capital stock is 100
shares.

When " Castles in the Air” wa*
first presented on the West End
stage in December, ltf‘49, it had
at least 'the merit of ..some ^ local
topicality*. The joke al^Ut the Na-
tional Coal .Board Uking over va*t
country., festates hain-,t, however,
stood the test of time, and • the re-
sultant picturization 1* a melange
of forced farce and inconsequential
humor. -Possession of a quota
ticket may help to sell it at home,
'hut.it Kas little prospects in the
American' market.

Action, takes place entirely In
Scotland, with an ancient castle
as main setting. An impoverished
earl who has "to dodge the trades-
men and take in boarders is sud-
denly faced with a new situation.
The Coal Board (which adminis-
ters the nationalized mines) wants
to requisition the place as a hOstel,
and a wealthy American divorcee,
with an 63^ -on the earl as poten-
tial husband No. 2, is anxious to
pay cash for the property; Around
this simple theme is developed a
hodgepodge of npnsense, including
an attempt by an eccentric woman
nationalist boarder to prove that
the young earl is the heir to the

[. Scottish throne.

Yam is extended into an Inordi-
nate 89 minute* 'by adding one trite'
situation after another, with fre-
quently ghostly ^pearances and
other absurd inventions. The cast
is in' the unenviable position of try-
ing to make entertainment from
such di‘ab material; David Tom'-
linson, Helen Che'try >ind Barbara
Kelly make- a* valiant, but ..unsuc-^
cessful effort in the leads." Mar-
garet Rutherford is made to look
foolish as the eccentric and Pa-
tricia Dainton is wasted as the
ghostly Ermyntrude. Ewan Rob-
erts struggles with the role he
created In the stage version. Di-
rection by Henry Cass is unin-
spired. Other technical qualities
8 re more than adequate for the

' production. Myrt,

WUJy ..I .TWidiael Trubshawe
-

1

* '-i ' 1^-. -Diane Hart
Borough Treiiturer
Gek-ald Forbeii . .

.

Farbca
jffr. MuKiew

Charles Victor
•Henry Edwards

*JMary Hinton
- . . . . Joss Ambler

Problem of . rehabilitation after
war, when a high-ranking, military
post has. to be, followed by a hum-
dnum civilian job, provides back-
ground of thi* featherweight yarn,
^ich is handled with an assured
light touch by a competent cast
of British performers. Film should
>chaDc up steady grosses at home,
but 1* only likely to attract mod-
est business in American territory.

.Bringing up two small children
on. a major's pay in the army of
occupation is substantially differ-

ent from facing the same problem
bh the modest eaimings of a town
hall clerk. That’s the situation
confronting the Wildings as they
return; to civilian life.

The plot is slender enough, but
the script resorts to an- unneces-
sary degree of padding to keep the
story moving. It’s mainly played,
however, In a light key, with a

few chuckles and odd moments of
pathos. Film has been smoothly di-

rected, and Patricia Roc
.
and An-

thony Steel fliyi husband and wife
roles in frothy style. Moira Lister,

A. E. Matthews, David Hutcheson,
Michael TrubehaWe and Diane
Hart play the .dther principal char-
acters in a pleasing light way. C.

Myro.

.3
(MEURTRES)

(French)
Axihur Bachwm Eatc^rixes release ot

Jacquec JBu:'Citc-Eilm»-Fide« production.
Stars Eemandcl; features Raymond Sou*
plex. Jacques 'Varennes, Jeanne Moreau.
Directed by Richard Pettier. Screenplay.
Charles Fli^ier and Maurice Barry, from
Plisnier’a . hovd, ’“Meurtres;" dialog,
Henri Jeanson; camera, Andre Germain;
muaic, Raymond X^jgrand. At Little Carne-
(ie Theatre, N. Y.. July 7, '52. Running
time. *4 MINS.
Noel Annequin Fernandel
Isabelk Line Noro
Blaise Aimequin ......Raymond Souplex
Blanche Mlrlclle Perry
Martloe Jeanne Moreau
Hervq AniM^UlU ......Jacques Varennes
Lsla Goiette ItMreuil

Jose. Phllipp^e Nicaud
Examining Ju^e. . .. ..<^or*cs Chamarrat

<Itt French; Effplwh Titles)

"3 Sinner*,” French import

whioh Arthur Sachson Enterprises

is distributing, marks the debut of

French comedian Fernandel as a

dramatic actor and its draw in art

houses will have to depend upon

the star’s name.
Based ' upon Charles Plisnier's

novel, "Meurtres,” the film oriR-

Inally ran 109 minutes but has

been trimmed to 84 for U.S. re-

lease. Undoubtedly the editing has

speeded the story to some extent

but it still remains a leisurely af-

fair replete with an abundance or

dialog.

Cursed with agonizing pain, Fer-

nandel’s dying wife pleads with

him to end her misery. He obliges.

However, his conscience troubles

him and he turns to his brothers

for advice. Fearing a scandal which

would endanger their position in

the community, they manage to

have him confined to an insane

asylum.

But Fernandel’s loyal Biece

(Jeanne Moreau) sees through the

scheme and arranges his release.

Meanwhile, the brothers have se-

cured his passage to "Venezuela,

where he’s to start out again as a

farmer. He embarks upon the trip,

but takes the niece with him and

exposes the brothers in a social

l-fling around the town.

Fernandel does fairly well as

the mercy killer although it’s ap-

parent his field is primarily geared

to comedy. Raymond Souplex ana

Jacques Varennes portray tne

Brothers in stock characterizations.

Miss Moreau is vivacious as ine

niece. Others are adequate.
'

/Physical mantling of the Jacques

Bar-6te-Films-Fides production is

in keeping with a modest budget.

(Camerawork of Andre Germain is

fair as is Raymond Legrand s mu-

sical score. A profusion of Englisn

titles manages to" keep the ncm-

French-speaking audience mem-
bers posted as to what’s

ing.
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Film Reviews Index
Continued from p»f« 1*

Schoenberg; camera, Ichiro Hoshljlma;

music, Albert Glasser. At Rialto

N. Y.. May 14, '52. time. W MfNS.

(Reviewed May Zl, 1952)

Gonji IWtonogatori
(The Story of Genii)

(JAPANESE)
Dale! production and release. Directed

by Kosaburo Yoshhnura; screenplay, to-

neo Shlndo, from novel by Murasakl .Shi-

klbu; camera, Kohel Su^yama; editor,

Hiroshi MlzUtani. At Film Festival.

Cannes, April 27, '52. Running time, 124

MIMS
(Reviewed May 14, 1952)

Glory Alley
(SONGS)

poorly done drama of prlae-

H^hter with New Orleans

back£:round; for Ipweircasers.

M-G-M release of Nicholas Najiiack pro-

duction. Stars Relpb Meckci** Peclie Ca-

ron; features Kurt Kasznar/ Gill^^
Und. ' Louis Armstrong, plrected hy
»aoui Walsh. Story an^^roenp^yr Art

Cohn; camera, WlUtsnt Daniels, 'editor,

Gene Ruggiero; musical direction, Giiovgle

StoU: dioreography. Charles Curran,

ytevlewed May 14, '52. Running: tlme^ 7«

*^'****()Reviewed M*/ W52)

Frank Clarke; ntusic.
i

Metro preview theatre. London, June 4,
|

'52. Running time. 117 MIHS-

(Reviewcil June 11, 1952)

JacU mud the Meginstalk
(SONGS-COLOR)

Abbott and. Costello in tnke-

off on the old fairy tale. Slant-

ed for kiddie appeal and ren-

erally oke h.o. whe*e comics

4;o well, •
'

W’amers release of Alex. Gottlieb _€E1;C'

tor. Elmo Williams; music wore.
elusive Productions) ^oduction, Starg

Tlomkin; song, Tiomkln
, Bud Abbott, LoU G0stellO{ feature^ Shay*

ington, song by Tex Ritter. Cogan, JamOs Alexaivacr> Buddy Btaer,

2«, '52. Running Ume.M Mi HS. Directed by Jean Yar-
(Reviewed April 30, 1952) - — -•— 1^-+ -rmm

Katy jruyado, Grace Kelly. Otto Kruger.

Lon Chaney, Henry Morgan, len. MacDon-
ard. Eve MeVeagh, l^rgan Jfarley. Ha^
Shannon, Lee
Sheb Wooley. Diroeted hy Fred Zinne^

mann. Screenplay, Carl Foreman; bai^
on mug story. “Tin. SUr," by John W.
Cunningham; camera, Floyd • Crosl^, edi-

Elmo Williams; music score, Dimitri

Litramie Mouwistliiff

Dmauvo Kid ggrebrush su$n

far program wentcrn market.

Columbia release of Colbert Clark pro-

dttcUon. Stars Charles Starrett; feat^es
Smiley Burnette, Jack Mahoney. Fred
Sears, Marshall • Reed, Rory M^Ungon.
Zon Murray. Directed by Bay Nararro,
Screenplay, Barry

^
Shiran; camera,

Fayte Brown; .editor, Paul Boro^ky.
ITa^shown in N. Y. March 2d, '52. Run*
ning time, 54 MINS.,

(Reviewed April 9, 1952)

April

bxpugh. Screenplay,, Nat Cwtisj jrom

JLii Tmhl^b A«x-4!:r«y«R
(The Himtiiir Groiihd);

• (FRENGH)- •/.
Marceau production and release. Starg

Fernandel. Directed by Henri

Em BentelUu
(Massacre In Lace)

(FRENCH)
Path* Consortium release np » . „

Path* production. Stars Raymond
leau, Ann* Vernon. Thilda
rected by Andre Hunebelle. Scre^nUi^^'
Michel Audiard; camera. Marcd
editor, Jean Feyte. At BalSc
Running time, 105 MINS.

(Reviewed April 23, 1952)

Inc.
Foerly deite melodrama on
medellnr racketeers for pro-
kirRiaBier bookinsrs.
Mutual, keleas* .of Hal E. Chester

du^tion. Stars Howard Duff, ~

Hold Xliat Une
entry In Bowery Boys

series.

Monogram release of Jerry Thpmw
production* Starm Lco Gorceyt Hunta
Hall; feature# GU Stratton, Jr-^ Oavld
Gorcey, Bernard Gorcey. Directed by Wil-

liam Beaudlne, Screenplay, Charles Mar-
ion. Tim Ryan; additional dialog, Bert
Lav^enc*; camera, Marcel L« Ficaro. At
New York Theatre, N. Y.,
March 25, 'M. Running time, *7 MINS.

(Reviewed April 2, 1952)

par'SSKii.V’ :»«•« ton',ay, \ SwliaJf%'r'.ctea^y®?^did ‘S'?
-Felix Adler; camera <SuperCmecolor), Germain; editor, J.'Rongien Screenplay, Harry Essex.® Paul Yafery.Urt T.n-cairins. .. V.—5,. 4-tw,-- ** r original story and adaptation. aIvpb n,

ri..-, '-an-
George Robinson; editor, Otho Lovermg;
songs. Bob Russell, Lester Lee. Pr^
viewed April 2, '52. Running time, 71

(Reviewed April 9, 1952)

At 'Normandie,. Paris. Running time, U
MIMS

(Reviewed April Z, 1952)

«Iciuic

(ForbUIra G«me«)
(FRENCH)

- Corona release of Silver Film* produc-
, ^

tlon. Features Brlgett* l^ssey, ^Ori^sJ jlnyg*,,, jean GlorL HJreet

E^HomMe »« AI» Vie
(M**' of iWy Elfe)

(FRANCO-ITALIAN)
Victory Film* release of CiU-T^t^

Film* produetUm. Stars Madeleine' Rob-
inson;. features Henri Vllbext, Jeann* M^

HeltdlAy fer SlmterR
Frograik liielodriiima with New
OrleliBB Mardi Grag baek-
itavnd'^ tar aupporithr book-

PoUjouly. Directed by Ren* -Clement.
Screenplay, Francois' Boyer, J«»n A^
renche, Flerr* Bost; camera, Robert
JuUlard; editor,, Roger Dwyre. At Ca^s
Film Fes*ivaL Cannes; Running time,

MlNSe
(Reviewed May 29, 1952)

ed by Guy Lefrane; screenplay, Henri
Jeanson, adapted by. Michel .^diard;
camera, Robert Calci; editor. Gaudl*. At
01:^pia. Paris. Running time, MINS.

(Reviewed May 28, 1952)

1-.'
T'-T-—w r

j.

Metm release, of John Houseman pro:
ductlen. Stata fflg Young, Jf;eeiMuik Wynn.
Janice. Rule; 'features WflHum' Campbell.
Richard . 'AuderpUaV-a^heci .ChefclMrV, Sam
dim .GlgUe, rVdltli iKirrctt; Porter Hall.

Directed- bir Gcra|d Mayor, Scteetmlayj

Republic release of Sidney Picker pr^ ^
aiidsf^n KiuYM Gmor^m Me.' Bernard; camera* Paiu edltor>

features Robert Hutton, Gbthy I>ona, Oor-I. FrederMlr Y2 Smith. Previewed June 11,

2^ Florewb Bfarly» Leon Belasco; '52. RuUUlug time, 72 MlNS.

Gobs :m# (tolR

Comedy with Yate pmpeetii in

Secondapy slittattonS. .

Directed- by R- 6. Springsteen. Screen-: '

Play, Arthur T. Horntan) Camera* John
IScBUrnU;. muaim SUnl^
-Arthur Roberts. Tradoshown N. Y., April

IS, '52. Running ilme, M MINS.
(Reviewed April 3b, 1952)

Gold HnlUerit
Lower case ekter fer.|Nve>illeg.-

tJnited Artists release of Jack SChwatx
(Bernard Glasser) production. Stars

George ..p'Brien and Three Stooges; fea-

tUrea Clem Bevans, Lyle Talbot, Sheila

Jlyan, MoUte Blue, Fulay KnlgM.
by Wward Bemds. SCrfeenplay, Elwood
Dlliaan and WillUm-Llvely; camera. Paul

Tvanoi editor, Frim Allen;' mwic, Al^-
‘andex Starr. At tne New York, N. Y.,

week' -•< June 3; '52, Kunnlhg time, 54
MINS

.
(Reviewed Juhe II, 1952)

(Reviewed June 25, 1952)

1 BoUove IM Vow
(BUTISH)

BrlUali'-B2adedociBuientary--^rR<
iReUer; luokS' like fair 1mr<^

Offlee iB V<S.-juarket. ^
GFD relecM* e# MtchaUl Balcea-Ealing

Studio* preductlea. Stars COHa Johnson,
Cecil ^rker. Godfrey' Tearie. Produced
and directed by MichncL Belph. Basil
Deardeu. Screenplay, Jack Whlttlngbam,
MtchaeL Roipk, Badi Deardcn; camera,
Gordon. Din**: edUec, Peter- Tanner; mu-
sic, Rhuset IfvJng, .At Odeon, Lciccatcr
SMare, London, March 5, '52. Running
Ume, .H;MiNt.

(M^hwad ApHI 2> 1952)

vIo«elyM
(FRENCH)

Pantheon prciductlcn, and release; Stars

Jean Desailly, Simone Valere. • Directed
.t,y Jacques' do .Casembroot. Screenplay,
Dany Gerald, from the poem by Lamar-
tine; camera, Roger Dormoy; editor, An-|
dree Davis. At Marignan, Paris-. Running
time, ff MINI*

(Reviewed. April 23, 1952)

Tli« life of BoHlaeeftl
(Lr Yltg dl DoniseUl)

(ITALIAN)
Spb-staiidard btoRfaphicml Rim.

of eomposer.

field; camera, Stanley Cortez; editor andasaociate producer, Bernard W. Burton,
music, Herschel Burke GUbert. PreWeweriMay 3, '52. Running time, 73 MlNs

^

(Reviewed May 7, 1952)
’

Momtsma Territory
(COLOR)

Strictly lowercase western.
. C^umbU rel«a^of Colbert Clark pro-

McCallister. Wanda
• Hendrix, PreatoB Foster. Directed by Bav
Nasarro. ^Sc^nplayv Barry Shipman;
pamoro CTechBicolor), Henry Freullch
ediUr, Paul Bor.ofiky;;. musical diSr’
Idiacha. Baka^omikeR.^ Tradeshown ia
N. Y., May 29,^52. Running time, 44 MINS

(Reviewed June 4, 1952)

Mmurder in the Cathetlral
(BRITISH)

wa Classic Pktuso*, release of George

Lupa Film release of Scyta-RadlcI pro- Gioli”^*Xa^u»SfT]te*^^^Dignam, Michael

Jimtpliig JTaekff
(SONGS)

Msriin A- Lewis’ lu hilarious

service comedy. .Surefire b,o.

Paramount releaa* of Hal Wallis pro-
duction. Stars Dean Mailln. Jerry Lewis,
Mona- Freeman;' features Do» DeFore,
Robert Strauas, Dick Erdman, Ray Taal,
Marcy McGuire, Dauny^ Arnold Dk^ed
by Notman Taurog.

" ' —

-

,ductkm‘ Stirs'Amedeo NaVzari, Matiella. AiJSg*,*
'I..HI M«l. F.rr.rl. Dir.;..* hf C.- iSSSPl:,

mio^ba^ on hi* play; camera. Divld
lUd^;. adUor,- Anno AUnatt; music, La^
alo' Laiih*; muete, .recorded by London
Philbarmoadc orcli. with the Renaissance
Slngura. ' At Trans-Lux 60th St., N. Y ,
startlnj^ March 25, '{52, Running time

mlRo MAstrodnque. , Screenplay, ^ N.
Novas’**^! camera, Arturo Gallea; editor,

Mario Serandrel; music, AUemandro^ Ci-

1

J
ogninL At Cinema Verdi, N. Y., APvJI.

3, '52. Running time, 9f MINI.
(Reviewed April 30, 1952)

E4»aM Shark (Reviewed April 2, 1952)

George Raft in okay melo-
droum for., regular dual situa-

iioBg.

Llpp^ Pictures rcleasu^ of .B^rniU' Lu-
Screenplay, Robert her <Kncore> production. Stars Ceorga.

Lees, Fred Rlnaldo, Herbert Biker; added Raft, Dorothy Hart; features Paul SUw-,
dialog, James AllardiCe. Richard Weil; art, Helen Westcott, John Hoyt, Henry
from story by Brian- Marlow; camera.

: Slate, William Phipps, RusselF Johnson,
Daniel L. Fapp; editor, Stanley Johnaoii; Benny Baker, Lary Dobkin. Direct^ -by

songs, Jerry LiYingston, Mack David. Pre* Seymour Friedman. Screenplay, Eugene
viewed May 23, ^52. -Running tim*i fi Ling, Martin Rackin: original story, Ra-

Tho GFeht Adveitinre
(BRITISH)

WBbk.British mellcr for lower
iuilf of duals.

Llppert Pictures release of Aubrey Bar-
ing production. Stars Dennis Price, Jack
Hawkins, Slobhan McKenna; features

M IPrMuii 0f
. (SONGS—COLOR)

Life and. -aengs ef Stephen
Foster; dull blopio entertain-
ment.
Republic release ef. Allan DwOn produc-

tion. Stars RaF Middleton, BUI Shirley,
Mui4*l Lawrence, BUeen Christy and Rex
Allen; featurea; Lynn Bari, Richards Slm-

MINS;
May

(Reviewed June 4, 1952)

Peter Hammond,. Gregor^ Asian, Bernard J^on* iiUbart 'NaU. Andrew Tembesr Dl-
Lee. Directed lected by Dwaa. Written by Alan LeM»y;
and screenplay, Robert Wc.iterby; cam- — - -

era, pswal<( Morris; •ditor;. V. Sagovsky;
musical director,* MUIr Mathieson. At
New York Theatre, N. Y.> 'week 0/ April
3W,- '5Jt Running time. 7* MINS.

(Reviewed May T, 1952)

canvera <Truc*lor>, Reggie LaiurfUg; edi-
tor, Fred AUen; muste adapted and dl-^

rected by Rebert Armbrustei-, rreviewed
June 4. '59. Ronnlag- lime, f* MI.NS,’

(Reviewed June 11/1952)

Groenland
(Greenland)

' (FRENCH-DOCUMENTARY)
RKO release of Marcel Ichac produce,

tlon. Written and directed by Ichac, JtjT
Languepin: camera, Ichac, .T. Ertaud;
editor, Ichac; music, Tony Aubln. \At
Film Festival, Cannes. Running time,
74 MIN5.

^Reviewed May 14, 1952)

If .M0fli00w strike*
(DOCUMENTARY)

March of Tlnie: release of Richard de
ROchemont production. With Vannevar
Bush, WeribrooK Van Voorhls, narrators.
iBased on Bush's book,. “Modern Arms,
and Free Mon." Directed, by Jack Glenn;
adaptation', Ted Wear; camera. Nicholas
Cavaliere; editor. Jack Bush. Opened at
Guild Theatre; N. Y.. May 1, '5*. Run-
ning time, .4* M4Ni.

(i^vlewcd Mhy T, 1952)

JfwBt Aereii* tke Street
Ann Shuridun,. John Lund in

mild ronthniic comedy pro-
grummer.
tlnivcrsal release of Leonard Goldstein

production. Stars Ann Sheridan, John
Lund; feattiikes Robert Keith, Cecil Kella-
way, Harvey Lembeck. Directed by J6-
seph. Pevney, Written, by Roswell Rogcr*;^

1

Joel Malone: camera, Maury Gbrtsman;
editor, Virgil Vogel. Previewed May 19,
'52. Running time, 71 MINS.

(Reviewed May 28, 1952)

ckin; camera, Joseph Biroc; editor. At Jo-
seph. Pruviewed April 24v '52. Running
time, 7t MINS.

(Reviewed April 30, 1952)

^aclit* Ant StritsseR
' (Detonr)
(GERMAN)

Intercontinental ralaasc of Ei-ic . Pom-
mer prodactlon. Staors Hans Albers, HII-
dogajm NcR: iaaturas Lucie Mannheim.
Marluu- Goring; Directed by Rudolph Ju-

t
irt; screenplay, Malmut Kaeutner, Fritz
ottsrr; camera, Vaclav Vlch; editor, Fritz

Stapenhorat. At- Cannae Film Fest, Can-
nes. May 'M, '92, Running time. 112 MINS.

(Reviewed May 28, 1952)

Eovely to Took At
(MUSICAL—COLOR)

Entertaining remake at ^'Rob-
erta'* with Grayson, Skelton,
KeeL EReellent b.e.

Metro release of Jack Cummings
duction. Stars- Kathryn. Grayson,

prb-
Red

Tke Xarrow Marinin
Cop»-aad-rubben melodrama
for prograiBmer dates. Some
^exclteuMui but implausible.
RKO' relcUso of Stanley Rubin produc-

tion. .fStarx- Charter McGraw, , Marie
Windsor, Jacvuellna White; features Gor-
don Gebcrt, Quoenio Leonard, David
Clarke, Peter Virgo, ' Don Beddoe, Paul
Maxey, Harry ' Harvey. Directed by

^elten, Howard Keel, Marge and Gower Richard Fleiachcr. Screenplay, Earl Fel-

Tile Half-Breeil
(SONGS-COLOR)

Robert. Young, Janls Carter,
Jack Buetel In exploitable
Technicolor western; moderate
b.o.

RKO release of Herman 5chlom produc-
tion, Stars Robert Young, Janls Carter,
Jack BUctcl; features Barton MacLanc,
Reed 'Hadley. Directed bv Stunrt Gil-
more. Screenplay, Harold Shumate. Rich-
ard Wormser, based on story by Robert
Hardy -Andrews; additional dialog, Charles
Hoffman; camera (Technicolor), William
y. Skall; editor. Samuel E. BccUey; mu.sic,
Paul Sawtell; musical director, C. Baka-
leinikoff. Tradeshown, N. Y., April 10,
'52. Running time, I1 MINS.

(Reviewed April 16, 1952)

IIrb Anybody Seon
My Gaii

(SONG—COLOR)
Epellent comedy-draitik of
‘‘flapper'^ era; particularly
good for family audiences.
Universal release of Ted Richmond pro

duction. Stars Piper Laurie, Rock Hud-
son, Cluxrles Coburn, Glgi Perreau; fea-
tures Lynn Bari. WiUiam Reynolds. Di-
rected by Douglas Slrk. Written for
screen by Joseph Hoffman: based on story
by Eleanor H. Porter; camera (Techni-
color), Clifford Stine;, editor, Russell
Schoengarth; musical direction. Joseph
Gershenson. Previewed June 3, '53. Run-
ning time, II mins.

(Reviewed Jiine 11, 1952)

M<M*e ConiD the Marinf^s
Mildly diverting programmer;
Bowery Boys series. *

Monogram release of Jerry Thomas

P
roduction. Stars Leo Gorcey. Huntz
Inll. Directed by William Beaudinc
Screenplay, Tim Ryan, Jack Crul'-her;
camera, Marcel LePicard. At New York
Theatre, N. Y., May 21, '52, dual. Run
ning time. 44 MINS.

(Reviewed May 28, 1952)*

No^n
(SONG)

Gary Cooper in western drama
a notch above usual outdoor
actioncr. Possibilities fiivor-

able.

United Artists release of Si-'nloy Kra-
mer production. Stars Gary (’<)< jn r: fea-

urcs Thomas Mitchell, Lloyd Bridges,

n €k|ii9«tt#
(The Overcbgt)

^ (ITALIAN).
Faro Film rcUaac of a Faro production.

Star* Renato Raoccl, GluMo Stival, Yvonne
Sanson, Giullo Coll. Directed by Albccio
Lattuada. Screenplay. Lattuadg, Cesar*'
ZavatUn, Base Cnrelliw Giorgio Pr.oaperl,
Glrordano Coxsi,' Luigi Malerba. Leonardo
SinlsgaUi; adapted from the story by Nic-
olas Gogol; camera, Mario Montuori; mil-
sic; Felice Lattuada, At Film Festival*
Catanes. Running time, 10ft MINS.

(Reviewed June 4, 1952)

'Kangaroo
' (COLOR)

Fairly okay outdoor feature,
both story-localed imd filmed
in Australia. Average returns.
30th-Fox release of Robert Bassler pro-

duction. Stars Maureen O'Hara, Peter
Lawford; features Finlay Currie, Richard
B^ne, Chips Rafferty, Letty Craydon,

' Charles Tingwell. Directed by Lewis
Milestone. Screenplay, Harry Kleiner:
from story by Martin Berkeley; cunera
(Technicolor), Charles G, Clarke; editor.
Nick De Magglo; music, Sol Kaplan. Pre-
viewed May 14. Running time, t4
MINS.

(Reviewed May 21, 1952)

Champion, Ann Miller;, featfires Zsa Zsa
Gabor, Kurt Kasznar. ’jMtected by Mer-
vyn LeRoy. Screenplay, George- Wells,
Harry Ruby; added dialog. Andrew Solt;
based on musical comedy, “Roberta,"
from novel by Alice Duer Miller; book
and lyrics, Otto A. Harbach: music by
Jerome Kern; camera (Technicolor),
George J. FoLiey; editor, John MeSwee-
uey, Jr.: musical direction. Carmen Dra-
gon. Saul Chaplin; choreography, Hermes
Pan. Previewed May 21, '52. Running
time, 191 MINS.

(Reviewed May 28, 1952)

ton; story, Martin Goldsmith. Jack
Leonard; camera, George E. Diskant;
editor, Robert Swink. Previewed March
24, '52. Running time. 71 MINS.

(Reviewed April 2, 1952)

Imkar;^ m MeKxaBtotto
(Encounter)

(ITALIAN-AMERICAN)
Generalcine releam of a Rivlera-Tir-

rehl .CAdolfo Baiocchl) production. Stars
Paul Muni; features Lxiiu Rossi, Vittorio
M^nunta, Joan Lorring, Aldo SUvani. Di-
rerted by Joseph Itosey. Screenplay, Ben
Barzman frem story by Nlssim Calcf;
camera. Henri Alckart; mUsic, G. C. Son-
zogno; editor, Thelma Connell. At Cinema
Verdi, Genoa. Running time, 17 MINS.

(Reviewed May 28, 1952)

Imporfaitce of Being
Earnest

(BRITISH^OLOR)
Name British cast in Oscar
Wilde comedy; big for U.S. art
houses.

.
,^^***** Anthony Asquith Brit-

Ish-Technioolor production. Stars Michael
Denison, Edith Evans, Joan Greenwood,
Miles Mallcson, Michael Redgrave, Mar-
garet Rutherford and Dorothy Tutin. Di-
vccted hy Anthony Asquith. Adaptation

Wilde's play by Anthony
Asquith; camera, Desmond Dickinson;
c^tor, Eric .Wood; music, Benjamin
Frankel. At Odeon. Jersey, June 2, '52.
Running time. t2 MINS.

(Reviewed June 18, 1952)

Ivanhoe
(BRITlSH~-COLOR)

Sir Walter ScotPs • romantic
adventure done la'vishly and
boasting four U.S, stars, a box-
office natural.
Metro release of Pandro S. Berman

Metro British production. Stars Robert
Ta.vlor, Elizabeth Taylor, Joan Fontaine,
(leorge Sanders, And Emlyn Willl'ims.
Dli'octcd by Richard Thorpe. Screenplay,
Noel Langley; ad'-otation, AEner.s ’'lac-
Kenzlc; camera. G. W. Kelly; editor.

Kanfiiafi Territory
Wild Bill Elliott acquits him<
self with his usual flourish, as
an avenger.
Monogram release of Vincent M. Fen-

nelly production. Stars Wild Bill Elliott;
features House Peters, Jr., Peggy Stew-
art, Lane Bradford, Stan Jolley, Fuzxy
Knight. Lyle Talbot. Directed by Lewis
Collins. Story and screenplay, Dan UU-
man; camera. Ernest Miller; editor, Rich-
ard Hee'rmance; music. Raoul Kraushaar.
Previewed May 14, *52. Running time.
44 MINS.

^(Reviewed May 28, 1952)

Toyolii—
The SeldUer SalMf

Simpex Religious Classics production
and release, produced in association with
the communication arts department of

j

Fordham University. Stars Rafael tHiran.
Directed by Jose Diaz Morales (English ver-
sion. J. D. Drop). Screenplay, Jose Marta
Peman, Francisco Bonmatl de CodecMIo;.
camera; Ted Pahle; original productlonf
by Guillermo and Pedro A. Calderon;
English synchronization, Michael Hoffman;
translated by Joseph Bernstein; religious
adviser. Father Alfred J. Barrett; English
narrative. Father Barrett. Tradeshown in
N. Y., April 10,' '52. Running time,
fl MINS.

(Reviewed April 16, 1952)

Th0i NeBT Israel
(DOCUMENTARY)

Jewish Films Distributors release of

Carmel Film* of Tel Aviv production.
Directed by Nathan Axelrod. Editor,

EUas Marks; Rngllrtz titles, Nicholas Pe-

ters; American version prepared by David

Fine; Opened at Stanley Theatre. N, Y.,

May 10, *92. Running time, 90 MINS.

(Re'vlewed. May 14, 1952)

Ne* rfe Ciilr
(Leatkemose)

(FRANCO-ITALIAN)
Pathe Consortium Cinema release cl

Alcina-SN Pathe-Cinema-Clnes production.

Star* Jean Marais, Francoise Chrlstophe.

Directed by Yves AUegret. Screenplay.

Jaconcs Sigurd, from book by La,,."*'

rcnac; camera, Roger Hubert: editor,

Claud*' Nicole. At Marignan, Paris. -Run-

ning time. 95 MINS,
(i^viewed April 23, 1952)

LydiR Baik^y
Good adventure drama; stout
b.o.

20th-Fox release of Jules Schermer pro-
duction. Star* Dale Robertson, Anne

Night Haiders
Okay Whip Wilson action

western.
Monogram release of Silvermine pro-

duction (Vincent M. Fennelly). Stan

Whip Wilson; features Tom Farrell, Fuzzy

Kid Monk BaronI
Program melodrama kixing
street gangs, prizefighting
with reforming religious influ-

ence,
Realart release of Jack Broder (Her-

man Cohen) production. Stars Richard
Rober, Bruce Cabot, AUene Roberts,
Mona Knox, Leonard Nimoy; features
Jack Larson, Budd Jaxon. Archer Mac-
Donald, Kathleen Freeman, Joseph Mell.
Paul Maxey, Stuart Randall. Chad Mal-
lory, Directed by Harold Schuster.
Streenplay, Aben Kandel; camera, Charles
Van Enger; editor, Jason Bemie; music,
Herschel Burke Gilbert. Pre-vlewed April
15, '52. Running time, 79 MINS.

(Reviewed April 23, 19|2)

Amour, Madame
(Love, Madame)

(FRENCH)
^ Sirius release of Sirius-Raoul Plo^ln
production. Stars, Arletty, Francois Per^
ier. Directed by Gllles Grangier. Screen-
play. Francois Giraud; camera, Jean Is-

nard; editor, Madeleine Gug. At Marig-
nan and Marivaux, Paris. Riuming time,
•7 MINS.

(Reviewed April 2, 1952)

XJHIC XkODeriBOn* ADM ^ ' T * w* j
Francis; features Charles Korvin, William- ??**•*'*',

Van Rooten, Adeline de
Walt Reynolds, Angos Perez, Bob Evans:
D^«ct«d by Jcjin Neiulcsco. Scrcenplfty*
Michael ^lankfort and Philip Dunne^ from
novel by Kenneth' Roberts; camera (Tech-
nicolor), Harry Jackson; editor, Dorothy
Spencer; music, Hugo Friedhofer. Trade-

N. Y., May 23. '52. Running time.

Screenplay, Maurice Tombragel; camera.

Ernest Miller; editor. Sam Fields. At

New York Theatre; N. Y., May 21. »*«

dual. Running time. 52 MINS-
(Reviewed May 28, 1952)

No Room or the Groom
Lightweight' romantic comedy,

with Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie

to help hi general situation.

Universal release of Ted Richmond pr^

duction. Star* Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie,

feature* Don DeFore, Spring
Lillian BroMon, Pawl MeVey. DirecUd

by Douglas Slrk. Screenplay, Jos®P“

Hoffman; iMved on story. My Tru

Monogram release .of Silvermine (Vin- Lore," by Darwin L. Teilhct;
cent M. Fennelly) production. Stars Clifford Stine; editor, Russell
^hnny Mack Bro-wn; features James garth; music, Frank Skinner.

(Reviewed May 28, 1952)

The Man from Black
Hills

Okay western in Monogram’s
Johnny Mack BroAvn scries.

camera,

. Sohoen-
Previewea

mUson, Randy Brooks, Lane Bradford; April 20, '52. Running time, 12 MINS.

Screenplay, (Reviewed May 7, 1952)
Joseph O Donnell; camera, Ernest AUllet;
editor, Sam Fields; music, RaoQl Kraus- ~ ^ * a®

N. Y.. week Nous ^uimcB Tous
of May 6, '52. Running time, 57 MINS, . s

Lady In fhc Iron Mask
(COLOR)

20th-Fox release of Walter Wanger-Eu-
gene Frcnke production. Stars Louis Hay-
ward, Patricia Medina; features John Sut-
ton, Steve Brodie. Alan Hale, Jr., Judd
Holdren. Directed by Ralph Murphy.
Screenplay, Jack Pollexcn, Aubrey Wis-
berg; camera (Super-C>necolor), Ernest
Lasz’o: editor, Merrill White; score, Di-
mitri Tiomkln. Tradeshown N. Y., June
4, '52. "unri'n't l-mc, 71 MINS.

(Reviewed June 11, 1952)

(Reviewed May 14, 1952)

Maru Maru
Errol Flynn top-lining to give
lift and some b.o. possibilitieii
to formula action - adventure
melodrama,

release of David W*ls-
bart production. Stars Errol Flynn, Ruth
Roman; features Raymond Burr. Paul
Plcerm, Richard Webb, Dan Seymour,
George R^enavent, Robert Cabal. Henry.
Marco. Directed by Gordon Douglas.
Screenplay, N. Richard Nash; from story

Philip Yordan, Sidney Harmon, Hol-
lister Noble; camera, Robert Burks; edi-
tor, Robert Swanson: mu.sk'. Max Steln-

25, '52. Running
time, 98 MIN5.

(Reviewed April 2, 1952)

ABBasfiins
'(We Art All Murderers)

(FRENCH)
AGDC release of UGC production.

tures Mouloudji, Balpetre, ^ndre
legrin, Paul Frankeur. Directed ty Anu‘

Cayatte. Screenplay, Charles paui
atto; camera, Jean Bourgoin; p-n-
Cayatte. At Cannes Film Festival, t.

nesr May *, '52. Running tlm*. ’5

(Reviewed May 28, 195.-)

Oklahoma
(SONGS-COLOR) .

Judy Canova in broadly-pi^J

eamedy for combclt trade.

Republic release of Sidney

dUQtion. Stars Judy
(Continued on page zi-u
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Set new opening day record .at

Five Points Theatre, Jacksonville,

beating previous record-holder,

‘Bend of the River"

Set new opening day record for

U-l film at Empire Theatre,
X •

Montgomery, Alabama

Huge first week at Unitbd Artists,

Four Star, Paramount and

Hollywood Theatres, Los Angeles

and holding a second week. Also

huge and holding a second week

at Missouri Theatre, St. Louis

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL presents ( (O)

"HAS ANYBODY SEEN MY GAL"
Color by TECHNICOLOR • Starring PIPER LAURIE • ROCK HUDSON

CHARLES COBURN » GIGI PERREAU . with LYNN BARI • WILLIAM

REYNOLDS • Directed by DOUGLAS SIRK • Written for the screen by

JOSEPH HOFFMAN . Produced by TED RICHMOND

ANVBODy
SeE/V My

*he perfect picture for

adolescents, young
couples, older folks and
arandpappies^in short
the midsummer night's

dream ofevery exhibitor

I III U!

/ //

X
Lii-H

best 'friend Ui
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Shipman; earner;?, Fayte Browne; eduor,
Paul Borofsky; song, Stan Jones, Pi’c-

viewed June 18, '52. Running time, 54
MINS.

(Reviewed June Z5, 1953)

John Russell, Grant Withers, Roy Bar-

croft, Emmett “Pappy” Lynn, ,Frank Fer-

guson, Minerva Urecal, Houscley Steven-

son,. Almira Sessions, Directed by R. G.

Springsteen. Screenplay^ ^'ynley;
story# Townloy nnd Charles E. Roberts;
camera (Trucolor), Jack Marta; editor,

Richard L. Van Ertger; music, Nathan
Scott. At Iris, Hollywood, April 2, '52.

Running time, I? MINS. .

•(Reviewed Aj^ril 9, 1953)

produced by Sergio Amidel, compaintary
by Richard . Nickson, narrated by^Qregory
Peck, music* by Roman Vlad; li^WincUoo

Coy#/ produced and directed by .Luciano
Emmee and Laitro Ventura, narrated by
Harry Marble, music by Isaac^ .Mb^nlz,

Sstla de Guiarilla
OSmerrency Ward) *

(ARGENTINE)
ADOCA release of Horizonte Films (En

S
ue dfaiustln) production. Directed by
lio Dfhiichell. Screenplay,. Roberta. GU;

Pie^c Israunberg^ commantary a^pted
-'^Carioii^'Tlmfrom the Frerfch by Herman S'tarr, nar-

r,ated by LUll. Palmer, music by Guy
Bernard; Paul Gaufluin, dir^ected by A1‘

flayed by Andres Segovia; Henri lie Tou-
leuse-Lautrec, directed by Robert Hes*
sens and Olga LIpska, produced by

Chrietian Galve, Santiago Gomez Cou,
Mario Fortuna,' Roberta E#calada» Tdo

Old Mother Ililey
(Sones)

(BRITISH)

Weak Irish comedy; lor very
special situations.

Bell Pictures release of Renown ^Pic-
tures (Harry Reynolds) production
Arthur Lucan; features Kitty MeShane.
Directed by John Harlow. Screenplay,
Jackie Marks, Con West; camera, James
Wilson; music, George Melachrino. At
55th St, Playhouse. N. Y., June 19, '52.

Runing time, W MINS.
(Reviewed June 35, 1953)

Diehl, narrated by’ Martin Gabel, music
by Darius Milhaud; GranP Woo.d> ditficted
By Mark Sorkih,. produced .by Leonid
Kipnis, photographed by John Lewis, re-

search by Jules Schwerin, narrated by
« H<nry Fonda, music by Lan Adomlan,

Stars Introductory sciouenccs directed by E. A.

pinzdn. Running time, 16I MINS.
(Reviewed May 38, 1953)

field. Original screenplay, OiwlU®

ton; camera. Jack Greenhalgh; editor,

Carl Pierson. Revlewd April 12, 52.

Running time, 5# MINS.* ,

(Reviewed April 16, 1953)

So tittle
(BRITISH)

Romance between Belrfan girl

and Narf officer fails to con-

vince; slirlit chance for XJ.S.

market.
AR-lPathe release of a. Mayflower pro-

duction. Star# Mariu# Goring
Schell. Directed by Compton
Screenplay, John Creseweu; camera. •.Os-

wald 'MSriaj editor, V. Sai^vsky; muahb
Robert Gill. At Rialto* London. Running
time, M. MINS. ^

‘ (Reviewed/ April ‘3.#» 1953).

July 16» 19$2

Uttiliei^to Id,
(ITAJLIAN)

Dear Film release, of an Amain n;,, „
production. Star# Carlo BatUsti**

*

Pia CaaiUo, Lina Gennarl. n reolnn** k®
Vittorio DeSlca. • Screenplay, Dc.Sica Cnsaro Zavattini from a story by Zavattinucamera, G. R. Aldo; music, Alessandro r

*

cognlnU At Film Festival Cannes n.m*
n!ng time, •* MINS.

(Reviewed June 4, 1953)

WttgoMisi West
(COLOR)

Routine waifon-train western
^Wh CamcroR; average re-
tnriu.

Mottoifram release of" Vincent M. Pen-production. Stars Rod Camern?!
Castle’.MKhaeL Chapin,

Dupont, photographed by Ernest Haller.
Previewed in N. Y. March 26, '52. Run-
ning time, >2 MINS.

(Reviewed April 3, 1953)

Othello
Marccau releana of Orson Wcllcs-Moga-

dor production. Directed by Welle#.

Foil de Cairotte
(Carrot Top)
.(FRENCH).

Sully and Saiut Anne
Bcruilinif, heart-warming com-
edy, slickly played' and with

|:0od word^f-nkiuth to help
playdate cR^oes,
tfniveraal teleasf ot Leonard Goldstein

production. Star# Ann. Blyth, Edmund
Gwenn;- features John Meintire, Palmer
Lee, Hugh O'Brian,. Jack Kelly. Directed
by Rudolph MateJ , Screenplay, James
OUfanlont Herb Meadow; . story, O'Han-
’lon; camera, ..-drying Glajsberg; editor.Astoria release of Merry Films produc- _

tion. Features Crt-Cri Simon. Raymond Edward Curtiss; music, Frank Skinner.
SouplcK, Germaine Dermoze. Directed by Previewed June 17, '52* Running time.uor iJrouuuwui,, goupiex, Germalnc Dermoze. Directea ny Freviewei

Adaptation from play of Wimam Shake- pauf Mesnler. Screenplay, Albert Vidalie, 12 MINS.
«mgkn««A Vie# VX/AlIlna fFVWrlirABspenre by Wclltos- Stairs Welles; ,^e«hier; camera# Charlie Bauer; editor,
Suzanne# Cloutier; Michael McLeahor, Fay
Compton, ‘Doris Dawling; Robert Coot,
Michael Lawrence; camera, Britzl Fanto.
At Cannes Film Festival, 'Cahuc.#, May 10,

’52i Running time, 20 MINS.
(Reviewed Miy 31, 1953)

Gerihalne Artu#. At Aubert Palace, Par
Running time; TOO MINS.

(Reviewed June 18, 1953)

S:
(Reviewed June 35, 1953)

HcaT,y inelddEtma based on the
Bret ilarte story; modest pros-
pects.

20th-Fox release of Julian Blau*t«In
production. Star# Anne Baxter, Dale Rob-
ertsop: feature# Miriam Hopkins,. Clara-

eron i^tchell. Craig Hill, Barbara Bates,
BlUy Lynn. Directed .by Joseph M. New-
man. Screenplay, Edmund H. North;
ba»cd on story by Bret. Harte; camera,
Joseph La Shellc; editor, Williaift. Reyn,,
old#} music, Friedhofer. Previewed

Frixe
(FRENCH)

Classic Picture# release of Marcel Pag-
nol production. Stars Bourvil. Directed
by. Jean Boyer. Screenplay and dialog.

The San Francisco Story
Stronsr entry for action market,
with names of Joe][ McCrea,
Yvonne de Carlo grivmff it Kft.

Warner Bros, release of Howard Welsch
(Fidelity-Vogue) production. Stars Joel
McCrea, Yvonne de Carlo; features Sidney
BlackmeTj Richard Erdman. Florence

assant, camera, Charles Snip, music, .Paul Onslow Stevens. Directed by Rob-TU4«v*oiri tvt XT V viJuvAvw oA4;v«n&. jL/irecLca oy xvqo*

2* 3Parri6h. Screenplay, D. D. Beau-
'52. Running time, 11 MINI,

(Reviewed April 3«>rl953)

April 30i '52;

(Reviewed May 7, 1953)
tunning iO MIN$«

i

?;

ORLtfaw Women"
(Sopcs-ColOr)

Reverie twist western, just
mildly effOetiye but with tSo*

Ibitaiioii pojwibUfiiei fn some
ookikigs.

Llppert Picture# release of jion Ormond
roduction. Stars Marie Windsor, Richard
lober, Carla- Balenda, Allan Nipcon,.
Jacqueline Fontaine, Jackie Coogan; fea-
tures Billy House. Richard Av^de, Lyle
Talbot, Marla Hart,. Leonard Penn. DL-
rected by Ormond and Slimucl 'Newfield.
Screenplay, OrvUle Hampton; camera
(Clnccolor), Elli# W. Carter; editor, Hugh
Winn; songs, June Carr, Ben Young. Pre-
viewed; April T, '52. Running time, 7*
MINS.

(Reviewed April 16, 1953)

The Qalci Man

.

(SONG&^OLOR)
Romantic drama, with humor
and action lUrhllrhts, filmed in
Ireland; G«od cntertalhment.
Repuhlic releaaa of’Jdhn Fprd, Merlin

champ; story. Richard Summers; camera,
John Seitz; 'editor, Otto LudWlg. Pre-
viewed April 1, '52. Running time,
10 MINS.

(Reviewed April 9,. 1953)

Sept Feeheo Capitanx
(Seven Capital Sins) •

(FRANCO-ITALIAN) •

_ V . .j
Gaumont release of Franco-London pro-

C. CoQp€r^(ArgQey)!p)coductlom Stars John duction. Stars Gerard Philippe, Vivlane
Wayn<!> Maureen D'Hara,: Barry Fitzger- Romance, Frank Villard, Andree Debar,

Vict^ McLag- Henri Vidal, Michele Morgan, Frnneoiae
len, Mildred Na^lcK Francis. Ford, Di- Hosay, Isa Miranda, Eduardo de FUippo;
«cted. by xJohR Ford. Screenplay, Frank featiures Claudlne Dupuis, Paolo Stoppa,
S. Nugen^, from story by Maurice Wfilsh; Orfeo Tamburi. Directed by Georges La-

Winton C. Hoch; combe, Yves Allegret, Roberto Rossellini,
e^feo^ Murray; music score, Victor Carlo Rim, Claude Autant-Lara, de Filip-
Young.- May 7, 52, Running po, Jean- Drevllle; screenplay, Jean Au-
tirne, UV.MINS*

(Reviewed May 14* 1953)

Fataee Hobtel
(S.WISS-GEBMAN)

.. (SONG)
Rex-Fllm release of Gloriafilm (Oscar

Duoby) production. Directed by Leonard
Stockel, Emil Berna. Story and screen-
play, Richard Schwoizer; camera, Tschet;
music, Walter Baumgartner; editor. Her-;,
mann Haller. At Rex, Zurich. Running
time, 100 MINS.

(Reviewed May 14, 1953)

Itagaxxe ill Flaxxai gli

SpRgUA
(Girls of Fiaxu' di. SpaifUB)'

(ITALIAN)
A.D.C.N, release of Astoria Film (Rudy

Solsen) production. Directed by Luciano
Emmer. Original atory and screenplay,
Sergiq AmJdei; camera, Rudolfo. Lom-

l.bardi; editor, Vittorio Trentlno; mUsic,
Mario RuedLonet Tradeshown in Rome.
Rtumlng time. 24 Ml Ns.^

(Reviewed April 3, 1953)

renche, 'Pierre Boat, Rim, Rossellini, de
Filippo, Noel Noel. At Colisee, Paris.
Running time, 150 MINS.

(Revrewed" June 4, 1952)

Pat and Mike
Adult comedy with sports
background, sparked by Spen-
cer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn

Bed Ball Exjpreiis
Formula aetion-drama of tank
action and supply trucks- in
World War U* Okay for gen-
eral release*,

Dniversal release of Aaron Rosenberg
production. Stars Jeff Chandler, Alex
Nlcol, Ch.irle# Drake, Judith Brami; fea-
tures Hugh O'Brian, Jacqueline Duval,
Jack Kelly, Cindy Garner, Sidney Poitier.
Directed- by* Budd Boetticher. Screenplay,
John Michael Hayes; suggested by story
by Marcel Klauber and Billy Grady, Jr.;
camera, Maury Gertsman; editor, Edward

' Scaramowehe
(COLOR)

Name-studded costumer. Dis-
appointing: b.o.

Metro release of Carey Wilson produc-
tion. Stars Stewart Granger, Eleanor
Parker, Janet Leigh and Mel Ferrer; fea-
tures Henry Wllcoxon, Nina Foch, Lewis
Stone. . Directed by George Sidney.
Sreenplay, Ronald Millar and George
-.Froeschel, based on novel by Rafael Sab-
^ini; camera (Technicolor),* Charles
Roiher; editor, James K Newcom; music,
Victor Young, At Music Hall, N', Y.,
May 8, '52. Running' time, 115 MINS,

(Reviewed Mai' 14, 1953)

Scariest Angel
(COLOR)

Stock period melodrama about
a 19th- century dance-ball hos-
tess* with Yvonne de’ Carlo,
Rock Hudson; so-so prospects.
Uhlversal release of Leonard GoldsjJRnand Aldo Ray. Average chances* curti** juegnara vroxasinn

.. . . .
^..urnss. rteviewea April 24, 52. Run- -production. Stars Yvonne do rnrln Urw-v-Metro release of Lawrence Weingarten nlng time, MINS. Hudson; feato« Richard

I'oductjon. Stars, _Spcncer Tracy, Kath- - (Reviewed Aoril 30. 19.531 field G^nnor.^^ll IWillo**. -RT-ilro
production .
arine Hepburn, Aldo Ray: features Wil-
liam Ching, Sammy White, George
Mathews. Directed by George Cukorr
written by Ruth Gordon and Garson Ka-
nin; camera, William Daniels; editor,
George Boemler; music, David Raksln.
Previewed May 7, '52. Running time.
94 MINS.

(Reviewcfl May 14, 1952)

Fmila
Loretta Yoimg topping distaff-
slanted melodrama; well-made
but b.o. chances modest.
Columbia release of Buddy Adler pro-

duction. Star# Loretta Young; features.
Kent Smith, Alexander Knox, Tommy
Rettig, Otto Hulett, Will Wright* Ray-
mond Grecnleaf. Directed by Rudolph
Mate. Screenplay; James Poe, WiUlam
Sackhelm; based on story by Larry Mar-
cus; camera, Charles Latwon, Jr.; ^lUitor,
viola Lawrence; music score, George I

Duning. Previewed April 28^ '52. Run-
ning time, 80 MINS.

(Reviewed May 14, 1952)

(Reviewed April 30, 1953)

Bed Flanet Mars
Confused futuristic story; mild
dualer chances.
United Artists release of Donald Hyde-. I

Anthony VelUer production. Features
Peter Graves, Andre* King and Herbert
Berghof. Directed by Harry Homer.
Screenplay. John L. Balderston and An-
thony yelller from play by Balderston

[.and John Hoare; camera, Joseph Blrec;
editor, Francis D. Lyon. Previewed inNew York May 9, '52. Running time, 17

1

MlNSe
(Reviewed May 14, 1953)

field Connor, Bodil Miller, Amanda Blake,
Henry O-’NeUl, Maude Wallace. Dan Rlss,HoMy Brandon, Tol Avery. Directed by
Sidney Salkow. Story and serdenplay,
Oscar Brodney; camera (Technicolor),
Russell Metty; editor, Ted • J. Kent. Pre-

11* M* M?*
, (Reviewed May 38, 1953)

Soiiitil Olf
(Colog-Music)

Mickey Rooney toplkned in en-

joyable nHwicbrtcdy; word-of-
mouth ippeal will help b-o«

considerably*
Columbia release of Joule Taps produc-

tion. Stars Mickey KoOney; feature# Anne
James, Sammy White. Directed by Richard
Quine. Screenplay, Blake- Edwards and
Richard (Juine; camera, EUls W. Carter;
editor, Charles Nelson; music, Morris Sto-

loff, Freddie Karger, Paul Mertz. George
Duning. Previewed April 1. '52. Running
time: M MINS.

(Reviewed April 9, 1953)

Singe to Blue Biver
Routine western in Whip WU- ^

son series.
Monogram release of wVlncent M. Fen-

nelly production. Stars Whip Wilson; fea-
ture# Fuzzy Knight. Directed by Lewis
Collins, Screenplay, Joseph F. Poland;
camera, Ernest MUlcr; editor, Sam Fields;
musical' director, Raoul Kraushaar. At
New York Theatre, N, Y;, week fit
March 25, '52. Running time, 54 MlNS.

(Reviewed Aprii 3, 1953)

Stolen Faee
Frog:ram drama, filmed in Eng-
land, with only mild chances
despite names of Paul Hen-
reid, Lizaheth Scott.
Llppert' Pictures release of Anthony

Hinds production. Stars Paul Henreld,
Lizabeth Scott: featur4s Andre MorelL
Mary MacKenzie. John Wood, S4i#an.
Stephen. Directed by. Terence Fisher.
Screenplay, Richard Landau, Martin
Berkeley;" camera, Walter Harvey; edi-
tor, Maurice Root*#. Previewed May 22,
'52. Running time, 71 MINS.

(Reviewed May 38, 1952)

Yx »
'

-iiv. - i;
' Brandon, Sara’Hayden, Frank . Ferguson. Directed bvFord. Beebe* Screenplay, Dan Ullman.

camera (CInecolor), Harry^.Neumann; edll
tor, Walter Hannemann? music. Mariit.
Skiles. Previewed June i3. -52 ninmnS
time, 76 MINS. ' “unmng

(Reviewed June Ifi^ 1952)

W«tt ’ktt tli« S<iii SI.ii.es,
NeUle
(COLOR)

Seniimentid drama spanning
50 years In a small toivn; well
done but b.o. Indications spotty.
20th-Fox release of George Jessel m-o.

duetton. Star# David Wayne. Jean PeterJHugh Marlowe; features Albert Dekker!
Helene Stanley, Tommy Morton. Joyce
MacKenzie, .Man Hale, Jr., Richard Kar-
lan. Dmected by Henry King. Screen-
play, .^an Scotfc adapted by Scott andMaxweU Shane from novel by Ferdinand
Reyher; cbmera (Technicolor), Leon
Shamroyj editor; Barbara McLean; music,
Alfred 'Newitian. Previewed May 21. '52.

Running, time, 1M MINs.
(Reviewed May 39, 1952)

Strange World
Moderately eutertaininr semi-
documentary. Okay for the
art house in search of product.

United Artists release of AI O'Camp
(O. A. Bayer) productions. Features
Angelica Hauff and Alexander Carlos. Di-
rected by Franz Eichhorn. Story and
screenplay, Al O'Camp^ F. E. Eichhorn
and O; A. Bayer; camera, Edgar Eich-
horn; editors, Rudolph Brent and Jose
Canizare#; music, W. SchxUtz-Porto Alegre
and Emil Velazco. Previewed. March 31*
'52. Running time. II MINS.

(Reviewed April 9, 1952)

Tall Headlines
(BRITISH)

Good cast wasted on this im-
plausible British meller; mild
U. &. entry.
Grand National release of a Raymond

Stress production. Stars Mai Zetterling,
Michael Denison, Flora Robson, Dennis
Price, Andre Morell. Directed by Terence
Young. Screenplay, Audrey Erskine Lin-

• Dudley Leslie; camera. Penning-
^0*1 l^icbjurds; editor, Vera Campbell; mu-

;3ic, mns May. At Gaumont, London.
Running time. 25 MINS.

(Reviewed April 23, 1953)

Tlic Berfectionist
(UN Grand Patron)

(French)

Too many sub-plots hamper
French prize-ivinner; mild art
house entry.

Dlsclna International release of Andre
Paulve production. Features Pierre Fres-
nay, Renee Dovlllers... Marcel Andre,*!
Claire Duhamel and Roland Ale.xandrc.
Directed by Yves Clampi. Screenplay,
Yves Ciampi and Pierre Very; camera,
Marcel Grlgnon; music, Joseph Kosma.
Previewed in New York April 25, '52.
Running time, 21 MINS.

(Reviewed April 30, 1953)

She’s Workia^ Her Way
Tliroagh College
(MUSICAL—COLOR)

CoUeflate musical loosely
adapted from "The Male Ani-
maL” Avjerage b.o.
Warner# release of WUlimn Jacobs pro-

duction. Stars Virginia Mayo, Ronald
Reagan, Gene Nelson, Don DeFore, Phyl-

Thaxtar, Patrice Wymore; features
Roland Winters, Raymond Greenlcaf,

Normapi. Bartold, the
Blackburn Twin#. Directed by Bruce

^ ,
- * * «**v.,*

Iwmberstone. Screenplay, Peter Milne;
production. Stars Guy Madison, Ray jAaPted from stage play by James Thur*-
Mala, Carole Mathews. GlorlalT Saunders. Nugent; camera (Tochnl-
Robert Peyton; features PhUip Ahn, Tony Wilfrid M. GUne; editor, Clarence
Benroy, Richard Emoi*y, Gordon Barnes, bolster; musical number* staged and m-
Murlel Maddox, Bert Arnold, John Bleifer, ,by LeRoy Prinz; aongs, Sammy
Gerte Roth, Directed by Petroff and Vernon Duke. Previewed May 27,
•Hairy S. Franklin. Screenplay, Tom Hub- Running time, 160 MINS.

Tanz Ins ^Inck
(Dance into Happiness)

(AUSTRIAN)
(Color-Son«:s)

Sachafilm release of Weiner Mundus
production. Star# Johannes Heester#. Dl-

Stoeger. Screenplay,
Fritz Eosclka and Lilian Belmont; cam-
era. Herbert Geler and Kurt Schultz;
music. Robert Stolz. Color by ‘AGFA. At
Apollo, Vienna. Running time, 25 MINS.

(Reviewed April 3, 1953)

’W^nlk On Beacon
Spy thriller' based on FBI
case; averaire chances for dual
market.
Columbia release of Louis de Roche-

mont. production. Stars George Murphy.
Finlay Currie, Virginia Gilmore, Karel
Stepenak, Louisa Horton; features Peter
CapeU,^ Bruno Wick, Rev. Robert Dunn,
Karl Weber, Jack Manning, Vllma Kurer,
Michael Garrett, Robert Carroll, Ernest
Graves, Rosemary Pettit. Directed by Al-
fred Werber. Screenplay, Leo Rosten;
added writing, Virginia Shaler, Leonard
Hcideman, Emmett Murphy; suggested by
“The, Crime of the Century," by J. Ed-
gar Hoover, from Reader's Digest: cam-
enr, Joseph Brun; editor,, Angel Ross;
made -with the cooperation of the FBI.
Prevle-wed- April 24, '52, Running time,

(Reviewed April 30, 1952)

Water Birds
(COLOR)

Fifth in Disney’s True-I,ifo
Adventure series; interestins:
camera report on life among
America’s water fowl. •

RKO release of Walt Disney True-Life
Adventure pi^oduction. Directed by Ben
Sharpsteen. Script, Winston Hlbler, Ted
Sears; narration, Hlbler; camera (Techni-
color), Alfred M. Bailey, Alfred G. Mi-
lotte, Ed. N. Harrison. James R. Simon.
Tom McHugh, Myron. A. Elliott, Martin
Bovey, Norman Wakeman, Olin Sewell
Pettingill, Jr., John H. Stqrer, Frances
F. Roberts, Bert Harwell, Arthur A.
Allen, Stephen F. Briggs. Murl Deusing,
S. Paul Llndau; music, Paul Smith; ani-
mation effects. Josh Meador, John Henchi
special process, Ub Iwerks; editor, Nor-
man Palmer. Produced with the cooper-
ation of the National Audubon Society
and the- Denver Museum of Natural His-
tory. Previewed June 6, '52. Running
time, 31 MINS.

(Reviewed June 18, 1952)

]^d Snow
Old Eskimo footage up-dated,
with modem plot dealing'' with
U.S. 'vigilance in Bering Strait;
exploitable in some hooking;^.
Columbia release of Boris L. Petroff

bard, Orville H. Hampton; based on story
by Robert Peters; camera, Paul Ivano;
Alaskan unit director, Ewing Scott; edi-
tors, Merrill White, Albert Shaff; music
score, Alex Ale.\*nder, June Starr. Pre-
yiewed June 19, '52. Running time, 74

1

(Reviewed June 35, 1952)

Boma, Or© II
(It Happened in Rome)
(FRENCU-ITALIAN)

Blelura
Feature-length film showing
art works of six masters. Nar-
ration by names. Topnotch for
surcseaters.
Pictura Films release of Leonid Klpnls-

Herman Starr productifin. Features Vin-
cent Price. Comprises six connecting epi-
sodes: The Lost Paradlsf, Hleronymous
osch, directed by Luciano Emmer and
Enrico Gras, commentary from the King
James version of the Bible, narrated by
Vincent Price, music by Roman Vlad;
The Lesend of 5t. Ursula, Vittore Car-
paccio, directed by Luciano Emmer, co-

(Reviewed June 11, 1952)
I

I »

Skirls Ahoyt
(Musiq_al-CoIor)

Esther Williams topping fair-
ly satisfactory musical comedy
in color.
MGM release of Joseph Pasternak pro-

^ction. Stars Esther WUliams. Joan
gvans* Vivian Blaine, Barry Sullivan,

De SanUs. Cesirc zflattlni B
^arburton; songs, Harry Warren, Ralph

n cnULil
i-esarc ^vattini, B. Franohina, Blanc; musical direction. Georirie qtoii-

camera, Otello musical numbers stss-eri bv icinv r'aofi,.'Marteli; music, Nasclrtbene. At Dogali, I Prart^ed“‘‘ADrUGenoa. Running time, 101 MINS. ‘
APru

(Reviewed May 28, 1952)

mu.sical numbers staged by Nick Castle.
Prevtawed April 4, '52. Running time,

MINS*
(Reviewed April 16, 1952)

B for Beilroom. C ^

(COLOR)
Trite romantic comedy, poorly
done. Stars, Gloria SwansoR.
Warner release of Brenco (Edward L.

Alperson, Jr.) production, itars Gloria
Swanson; feature# Jkmes Warren, Fred
Clark, Hans Conried. Written and di-
rected by Milton H. Bren; based on novel
by Goddard Lieberson; camera (Natural-
Color), Ernest Laszlo; editor, Arthur HU-
ton# music# Heinz* Roemheld# Previewed
May 20. '52. Running time, 74 MINS,

(Reviewed June 4, 1952)

Tolo n Color!
(Toto in Color)

(ITALIAN—SONGS) "

(COLOR)-
Lux Film release of Goldon-HUmanitas

production. Stars Toto. Directed by
Steno. Camera (color), Tonlno delli CoUi;
sets, Piero FUlppone; music, ColtellaccL
At Astor, Geima. Running time, 100
MINS.

(Review.cd May 38, 1953)

Til© Bough., Tough West
(SONGS)

Minor western programmer in
the Charles Starrett series.
Columbia release of Colbert Clark pro-

duction. Stars Charles Starrett; features

Sky High
Weak comedy entry for pro-
gram market.
L.lppert release of Sigmund Ncufcld

fSpartan) production. Stars Sid Melton,
Mara Lynn. Directed by Samuel New-

Xrois Feiniiies
(Three Women)
(FRENCH)

^ Cannes, May 7.
Corona release of SUver Films produc-

tion. Directed by Andre Michel; screen-
play by Jean Ferry, Claude Accursi, from
three stoi'ics by Guy de Maupassant; cam-
era, Maurice Barry; editor, Victoria Mer-
canton. Features Jacques Duby, Mouno
de Revel, Agnes Delahayc, Michel Bou-
quet, Rene Lefevre, Catherine Erard,
Mouloudji, Jacques Francois. At FUm
Festival, Cannes. Running time, 90 MINS.

(Reviewed May 14, 1953)

We’r© Not Married
Amusing episodic comedy,
heavy with star names; aver-
age h^ o.

Twenitath^ox release of Nunnally
Johnson production. Stars Ginger Rog-
er#, Fred Allen, Victor Moore, Marilyn
Monroe, David -Wayne, Eve Arden, Paul
Douglas, Eddie Bracken, Mitzl Gaynori
feature# Louis Calhern, Zsa Zsa Gabor,
James Gleason, Paul Stewart. Jane Dar-
well. Directed by Edmund Goulding.
Screenplay, Johnson; adaptation, Dwight
Taylor; from story by (ilna Kaus, Jay
Dratler; camera, Leo Tovar; editor, Louis
Locltler; music, Cyril Mockridge. Pre-

viewed Jxme 20, '52. Running time, 85

MINS.
(Reviewed June 35, 1952)

Mlko «©©» Thei^e!
(BRITISH)

Minor legit success looms as

British screen hit; strong for

U. S. arty spots.

British Lion release of Anthony Kim-
mln# London Films production. Star#

Nigel Patrick, Valerie Hobson and Peggy
Cummins. Directed' by Anthony Kunming
Screenplay, John Dighton; camera, Jonn
Wilcox, Ted Scaife; decor, Wilfred Shln-

gleton; music, Muir Mathleson. At Chari-

ton, London, June 10, '52. Running lime,

15 MINS.
- (Reviewed June 35, 1952)

WUA Horse Ambush
Iiut In Republic’s junior sad-

die hero Series; routine pro-

grammer.
Republic release of Rudy Ralston pi'o*

duption. Stars Michael Chapin, JEilene

Janssen; features James BeU, R*‘'h®r“

Avonde, Roy Barcroft, Julian Rivero-

vita. Directed by Fred C. Brannon. W rit

ton by William Lively;^ camera. John

MacBurnle; editor, Harold Mlntcr. Pr

viewed April 23, '52. Running time,

(Reviewed April 30, 1952)

Wild SI»mon
(COLOR)

• Okay outdoor program actioner

dealing ’with wild horses, the

cavalry and Indians*

Monogram release of Walter
production. Stars Ben Ha vtlcn
Buchanan, Martha Hyer; ^*'**^®f in,iircn,
Rorke* Hugh Beaumont, Orley Llnugr

" ((Continued on page 26)
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Clips From Filni Row
I M 'VmM

NEW YORK
Betti Doyle, independent jhort

iubJect distributor, »»U« tor Eng-

land tomorrow (Xhm-s.) on the

Britannic to set up «l«ase deals

for four shorts currently playing

New York theatres. ,

Carroll L; Ihiciato, Vcepee of

Rcalart Pictures and Jack Broder

Production, huddling in London

with reps of various production

and distribution outfits regarding

recently completed Broder pic-

tures, and with a view to acquire

British pix for U.S, release.

Symphony Theatre, New Yot^
has played the most uncommon re-

dating of a picture within a short

space of time. House played Para-

mount’s “Trio” originally as a sec-

ond feature with “Rhubarb;' for

nine days «last November. Trio

again played with “Rhub^b at

the -Symphony for two days in

December. “Trio” this past month

played the same theatre for four

days as second feature with. De-

tective Story.”

Paramount branch, manager Al-

B bert H. Duren will have a key role

In Paramount’s next sales push,

which opens Aug. 31 and
13 weeks. However, instead of con-

ferring, the title of “drive captain

upon Duren as is customw. Par

has him billed as colonel. He’s from

Charlotte,.-
.

,

James R. Graing», Republic s

sales chief, back at the h.o. after

a short trip” to Toronto and Mon-

Norman Jackter, formerly %

salesman in Columbia’s Washing-

ton exchange, named branch man-
ager of the company’s Albany ex-

change. .He replaces 'Charles Hor-

tic, who was transferred to Pitts

burgh at his own request.

LOS ANGELES
Organized td buy indie pictures

for foreign territories, Poteign-

Service Film Corp. opened offices

on Sunset Blvd. Company headed
by J. Camen-Ribalta, Eugene B.

Gould and Joseph Guerrero, Jr.

Bundy Smith, with National

Theatre Supply since 1926, upped
to manager of Los Angeles branch

office by Lloyd 0^vnbey, veepee.

ALBANY
Acquisition of Modern Theatre

in Manchester, Vt, by Mrs. Helen
Hadley and her father, Charles

Grr, vet Fairhaven, Vt.,‘ exhibitor,

fi-om Mr. and Mrs. Rogers Bur-

nam gives Mrs. Hadley undisputed
possession of exhibition field in

Manchester and Manchester De-
pot. Mrs. Hadley has been operat-

ing the Playhouse for two years.

Another capital district theatre,-

the Benton-Schine Corp.’s . Capi-
tol in Ballston'Spa (near Saratoga),

has been closed indefinitely due
to poor business. It operated for

30 years, during 27 of which Jim
Finnemore was manager. Ball-

ton, a prosperous village df 5,000,

is now without a motion picture
house.

oyer as manager of downtown

WB closed the Capitol In

Stanley Eilenberg has taken

over the Lexington, '

The recent %.€Xploltation contest

between Interstate’ir
,

produced so many blz-hxrmlng

gimmicks that circuit topperg have

slated a repeat for July and

August.
Graves, Plymouth, N. H., won

first contest by unanimous vote.

RKO’s “King Kong” subjected

to all out bally via radio, TV trail-

ers and heralds opens in New
England territory today (Wed.) to

more than 100 playdates.

Frank K. Perkins, Jr., formerly

assistant manager at E. Loe\y s

Centre, upped to manager of ciiv

cuit's Publix, in downtown. Hub.
Eddie Redstone, recently awarded

his Master’s degree at Harvard
Business Administration Graduate

School, joined his father's (Mi-

chael) company in charge of dalW
operations of six ozoners of Bed-
stone Drivc-ln Theatres Inc.

Jackie Gleason and his TV crew
set for week of Aug. 1 at RKO
Boston. Marks first time house has

booked a “live” show since
Spike Jones appeared here last

September,

LOUISVILLE
Ralph E. McClanahan, owner of

the Mack and New Irvine Theatres
at Irvine, Ky., elected prez of the
Kentucky Assn, of Theatre Own-
ers, at its annual meetin.g. McClan-
ahan succeeds Guthrie Crowe, who
recently resigned as State police

commissioner to accept an ap-
pointment as United States dis-

trict judge in the Panama Canal
Zone.
Other officers elected were first

veepee, E. L. Ornstein; second vee-
pee, Gene Lutes, Frankfort, Ky.;
and treasurer, Cliff R. Buechel.
Neil G. Borden, Louisville, re-

elected secretary and assistant

treasurer. HeniT J. Stites remains
general counsel. J. E. Isaac, Cum-
berland, is chairman of the board.

Theatremen’s groups will give a
farewell dinner July 24 for Crowe
In Frankfort, Ky.

BOSTON
Bob Weiner took over post of

publicist at Columbia, replacing
Dick Stejt^iiens, who resigned about
a month ago. Weiner formerly was
fieldman in Philly area.
Ray Canavan, George Roberts

and Ray Feeley have been named
to Drive-in Committee of forth-

coming “Jimmy” Fund campaign.
Co-chairmanned by Michael Red-
stone and James F. Mahoney, group
will coordinate plans for showing
of “Jimmy” trailer and handling
collections in ozoners.

,

Classic Pictures, Inc., opened an

;

office here, with Nate Beier as'

branch manager. j

John Dlefenbacher, formerly ofi

Trans-Lux 60lh St. in N. Y., took I

MEMPHIS ^

Jim McCarthy, Warner house
chief, .vacationing in Wisconsin
with ms wife and family. -

Lincoln Drive-In' just opened
herb for Negro'es, and doing boff

biz.
"

' '

Bob Leslie, former Strand as-

sistant, now managing new Plaza
Theatre, nabe house.

Several major changes in thea-

tre managers announced by M. A.
Lightman, Sr., .head pf Malco cir-

cuit. "Clayton TunstiU, former dis-

trict manager, named skipper of

the Malco house here. Elliott John-
son, former flack, sent to the

Crosstown, a nabe, and Joe Keifcr
named manager of Princess, an-

other nabe.

Jack TunstiU, former Crosstown
hpuse manager, leaves the Malco
chain to enter his own biz. Wil-
liam Forbes, former Princess man-
ager, will work as relief manager
for all Malco houses.

A major change announced by
Malco' chain finds the five execu-
tive members /0£ circuit, Ed Sapin-
sely, Herbert-Kohn, Richard Light-
mafi, Herbert Levy and M,* t A.
Lightman, Jr,, being assigned to
theatres in several towns in chain.
Duties of the five execs will abol-
ish the present post' of district

manager. The new assignments
will not affect the duties of Arkan-
sas district theatre chief William
Sockwell.

M. A. Lightman, Sr., prexy of
Malco chain, and M. S. McCord,
of North Little Rock, Ark., will
continue their joint association in
theatre operations. Lightman, who
directs thfe Malco chain in this

area, announced that after several
confabs on possible separation of
company assets, that he and Mc-
Cord nixed the proposals. Mc-
Cord stays as secretary of Malco
chain.

Execs of Allied Indie Theatre
Owners of the mid-south have in-
vited the Tennessee Press Assn, to
hold a joint convention here Dec.
9-11. Allied pointed out that a
joint confab with editors and ex-
hibitors of this area would be mu
tually beneficial.

sl^dwlng of “Strange World''

Ldew's Orpheum.
^ , .

Larry Williams, assistant cash-

ier at MG'S St. Louis exchange,

home on furlough from Germany.

He donned khaW. last Feh, 13.

CHICAGO
Chicagoland area Il^^atres con-

]

tinue to close. In to^vn the White

Palace and Public shuttered. Col-

lins, Joliet, also dimmed, but may
reopen this fail with art policy.

Hebron, Hebron, ^^Iso closed

as did the La Rosa, Roseville, 111.

On the brighter side Time Theatre,

Morris, 111.,’ relighted after being

dark for several months.

The Holiday, Round Lake, III.,

taken over by Ted Tokaw, who
formerly managed the Liberty,

Chicago Heights, 111.

Alliance Circuit ' shuttered the

Emboys,.J’t. Wayne, Infi., for a

150,000 remodeling program. 3,000

seater will reopen in fall and will

be called the Embassy.

City admissions tax report for

June showed $32,973 as against

$83,491 last year. For the- first sW
months collector

.

got $509,684

against $548,671.

Paramount asking that To^e
Theatre, Milwaukee, be forced to

bid for product. Hearings are going

on before federal master-in-
chancery here.

Variety Club directors convene

this week for change of head-

quarters. Blackstone Hotel lopks

most likely.

Auction will be held on Fine

Arts- Building, which houses the

art World Theatre and the Stude-

baker, legit house, July 21 in

Chicago.
Jack Shumow,: formerly with

Warners and- Lopert, named dis-

trict manager of Classic Pictures.
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Zukor Looks Ahead
Coutlnuea from par* a

ST. LOUIS
Joe Sarfaty, Illinois and Ken-

tucky salesman for Universal,
soon to be released from a St.

Louis hospice following injuries
suffered in an auto accident last
Feb. 20. .

Fanchon & Marco-St. Louis
Amus. Co., currently bankrolling
radio quiz show, “Know Your
Movies.” over KWK, St. Louis.
Cuffo ducats and coin awarded for
correct answers.

»

Herschel E. Webster. Steeleville,
111., curtailed operation of his
Princess, Percy, 111., to two days
weekly during summer.

Fire in projection booth of an
ozoner, owned by Hirschel Eich-
horn, near Cairo, 111., burned some
"film but blaze was extinguished
before firemen arrived.
Fanchon & Marco installed TV

sets In lobbies of their Fox, Mis-
souri and Ambassador Theatres to
enable customers to watch Repub
lican convention.

Construction b^iiig rushed by
Turner & Farrar Theatres. Cairo,
111., to light their new ozoner near
Was.sen, 111., on Aug. 15.
Wallv Heim, UA ^xuloitf-t t*. in

town beating’ skins for first local

Film Reviews Index
Contlnufed fr<>m page 24 —

I>on Directed by Lewis D. Col-

lins. Screenplay, Dan. Ullman; camera
(Ciriecolor), Harry Neumann; editor, Wil-

liam Austin: music. Marlin Sklles. Pre-
-triewed May 13, '52. Running time, 7#
MINS

(Reviewed May 21i 1952)

The Wlmtlng Temm
Riopie Bf piiehing immortal
Grover Alexander, with Doris
Day, Ronald Reagan. Fairly

satisfactory b.o.

Warners release of Bryan Foy produc-
tion. Stars Doris Day, Ronald Reasau,
Frankr LoVeJoy; features Evo Miller,

James MiUican, Rusty Tamblyn, Gordon
Jones, Hugh Sanders, Frank Ferguson,
Walter Baldwin, Dorothy Adams. Direct-

ed by Lewis Seiler. . Screenplay, Ted
Sherdem'an; Seeleg Lester, Merwln Ger-
ard; from story by Lester and Gerard;
camera, Sid Hi.ckox; editor, Alan Cros-
land; music, David Buttolph. Previewed
May 15, '52. Running time, f7 MINS, -

(Reviewed May 28, 1952)

Without Warulng
Case history of sex-killer; okay
tot exploitation, otherwise "

grim supporting pie.

United Artists release of Arthur Card-
ner-Jules Levy production, presented by
Sol Lesser. Features Adam"Wllllajns, Meg
Randall. Directed by Arnold Laven. -Story

and screenplay, BUI Raynor; camera, Jo-
seph F. Blroc; editor, Arthur H, Nadel;
music, Herschel Burke GUbert. Pre-
viewed March 35, '62. Running time,
7S MINS*

*

(Reviewed April 2, 1952)

The World Im His /iLrxusi

(COLOR)
Topnotch sea-aotion adventure
film based on Rex Beach novel.
Hearty b.o.

Universal release of Aaron Rosenberg

S
reduction. Stars Gregory Pock, Ann
lyth; features Anthony Quinn, John Mc-

Intire, Carl Esmond, Andrea King, Eu-
gene Leontovich, Hans Conrled. Directed
by Raoul Walsh.' Screenplay, Borden
Cnase; added, dialog, Horace 'McCoy;
baaed on novel by Rex Beach: camera
(Technicolor), RusseU Mctty; editor,
Frank Gross; music. Frank Skinner. Pre-
viewed June 12, '52. Running time, 114
MINS.

(Reviewed June 18, 1952)

A Yiink In Xndo-Chiuu
Formula war-action melo-
drama for program houses.
Columbia release of Sam Katzn^n pro-

duction. Stars John Archer, Douglas
Dick: features Jean WiUes, Maura Mur-
phy, Hayward Soo Hoo, Don Harvey,
Harold Fong. Rory Mallinson; Leonard
Penn. Directed by Wallace A. Grlssell.
'Screenplay, Samuel Newman; camera,
William Whitley; editor, Aaron ^StclL
Previewed March 27, '52. RunnlniT time,
47 MINS.

(Reviewed April 2, 1952)

You CanH Beat the Irish
(British)

Talky but mildly amus^g yam
about Irish family; fair art

^

house prospects.
Stratford Pictures release of Alex T.

Boyd production. Stars Jack Warner,
Barbara Mullen, Michael Dolan; features
Joan Kenny, Elizabeth Erskine, Ronan
O'Casey. Vincent Ball, Noel Purcell.. Di-
rected by Paddy Carstalrs. Screenplay,
Frederic Gotfurt, based on “’They Got
What 'They Wanted," play by Louis D’Al-
ton; camera. Jack HlUlyard; editor, £. H.
Jarvis: score, Leighton Lucas. At Park
Avenue Theatre. N. Y., week of May 1,

'52. Running 'time, 73 MINS.
(Reviewed ftlay 7, 1952)

office than with a number of films

which do- not bring in any money
over the same period.” •

The idea of lensing a certain

large number of films as a means
of cutting studio overhead is now
established as false economy, said

the vet filmite. As an example, he
added: “Metro isn’t planning the

production of 38 pictures because

that’s the number required to keep

the • o'verhead at a minimum.
They’re making 38 pictures this

year because they have that many
properties which look good.”

On the exhibition front, Zukor
is in sharp conflict with' some in-

dustryites. and observers who in-

sist a large number of theatres,

upward of 5,000, should be closed

indefinitely. This would be “un-

sound,” be believes. •

However, he said, a circuit op-

erator who has seven theatres, per-

j

haps, in a certain area could
1 profit by closing one or two of

them in such a way that the re-

maining houses would better sup-

port the entire chain. He cau-

tioned that this type of shuttering

must be done on a judicious basis.

Offering himself in a hypothetical

case, ^ukor said: “I would study

the film releases due for the next
six months. I would consider these

in terms of which pictures would
be best suited for my houses. If

I find that there’s not the appro-
priate product for, say, two, thea-^

tres, I would Close those two and
let the remaining five do the work
of all seven.*”

Zukor would not necessarily keep
the lock on the door of the shutter-

ed situations for all time, but only
in accordance with new circum-
stances as they arise. As an illus-

tration, he continued, the Palace
Theatre, Chicago first-run, was
closed a few months ago and it

appeared set to stay shut for the
balance of the summer at least..

However, the Palace reached out
for a pic which it figured could
sustain it. Film was “The Greatest
Show on Earth,” now in its 10th
week with a gross of over $200,000.

In addition to his recommenda-
tion on theatre closings, Zukor
further counselled exhibs that “the
days of automatic booking of pic-
tures and letting these pictures
speak for themselves are gone, and
gone forever.” He advised that
showmen must be astutely selective
about the product they book for
each Situation, and then support
this product with full promotion
effort.

Zukor was upbeat on two new
developments in show biz. On the
first, Telemeter, which is the sub-
scription TV system in which Par
has a 50% interest, he believes
there’s a good chance for exhib
showmen to share in the profits
(Telemeter likely will be licensed
territorily to franchise operators).
“Telemeter must be operated by
showmen, and theatremen are
showmen,” said Zukor. He added:
“They (the exhibs) could play
pictures in their own theatres and
then send them out over Telemeter

two or three weeks later/’

Re Eldophor, Zukor said there

should be"'no great concern about
programming (Eidophor, which is

the. system .for colot TV for thea-

tres, rights ,to which are owned by
20th-Fox, has been widely accepted
on, grounds of its technical ability.

However, some exhibs have wond-
ered whether a sufficient number
of appropriate shows could be
whipped up to make it commer-
cially successful).
Zukor takes the position that any

new medium which can contribute

to entertainment on the screen will

provide a payoff for exhibs. In

effect, he states, this new addition

ean qreate a new revenue yield,

and this in turn will lead to the

creation of adequate programming.
Zukor looks in good shape and

continues, to .maintain a full work
sked. He has tentative plans for a

tour of Europe in the fall, this to

be in the nature of a good-will visit

with theatre ops and Par reps

abroad.

Hughes-Simmons
Continued from pace 4

contract be drawn to show $150,-

000 for the house, $75,000 for the

book, an advance of $135,000, and
yearly salary of $150,000 for each

of three years.
Kane was the first witness after

a four-day .recess during 'which

both parties attempted to negoti-

ate an out-of-court settlement. Ne-

gotiations continued until mid-

night Monday and then were

broken off.

An out-of-court settlement was

indicated at last Thursday's session

when Hughes’ counsel asked for a

continuance until today (’Tues.)

with the approval of Martin Gang,

attorney for the plaintiffs.

The .final session of a dull week

lasted only van hour and a half.

While Gang was cross-examining

R. Ross Hastings, RKO exec. Fed-

eral Judge Tolin told both sides:

“We’re spending a great deal of

time on repetitive testimony ana

arguing over an Interpretation of

phrases. All this is hardly help-

ful.”

During this session Gang man-

aged to -gain an ' admission from

Hastings that Hughes had offered

a compromise plan under whicn

Miss Simmons could call the deal

off if she chose. Hastings ex-

plained that Hughes’ plan was

based on impartial appraisals of

the house and the book which tne

actress and her husband were to

sell to RKO as part of the package

deal for her services.' Hughes tola

them, he said, that if they didnt

like the appraisals they could drop

the whole thing.

Judge Tolin, in granting the con-

tinuance, informed both plaintu

and defendant, that if no out-or-

court • settlement' is made
would be in for longer ses.sions

from 9 a.m. to. noon and from i 'Jo

to 4:30 p.m.
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(Continued ii-om page 9)

Bines’"' (Magic Garden) -(indie) and

?The Big 5ay'' qndie) g#.:about

^

^

Stanley^^(WB) TSjSOO; 50-^5) —
••wo^JkiS Thifdugh College”

(WB
^ Okay Warni -feather .entry

Eg better thaA' Muse’s r«ent
Sage and should close’

to $9,500. Last "Week,

Team” (WB) only did $7,00() de-

“‘’waraef (M
“Outcast of the Islands

(J^-^)
«Ik) H.o. of highly-regarded pic-

ture floiiping
Jol l«t l

of $2,500, on 1;op .Of $6,000 last^

week.
• ‘

TORONTO
(Continued front page 9);

Canteen” (Indie)' (reissue), so-so

^‘I'Ston (FP)- (1,080; 40-80) —
••Narrow Margin" (RKO). .Fine

$7 500 Last week, ‘'Outcast.- of Is-

lands^’ (London) (3d wk), $4,500.

Imperial (FP) (3,373: 50-80^ --

“Outcasts of Poker Fiat” (20th).

Weak $9,000. Last week, "Robin

Hood” (RKOrDisney) (2d wk), $10.-

^Toew’s (Loew) (2,’748: 50-80) —
“Scaramouche” (Mt-G). 3 m a s h
$15,000. Last week, "Pat And J^e”
IM-G) (3d wk), $8,000.

Odeon (Rank) (2,390; .,50-90) ,.-r-

“Leave Her to Heaven” (20th).

Light $10,000. Last w«ek, '"Lydia

Bailey” (20th), $11,000. '
•

.

Shea’s (FP) p,396,; 40-80) --
“Winning Team” (W3) (2d wl^).

Poor $8,000. Last week; $11,000.
Tivoli, University (FP), .(1,436;

1,558;: 40-80) ri:- "If This Be Sin”
(20th) and .“This Abov^. All- .(20th)

(reissue) (2d wk). • Ijight $10,000.,

Last week, $12,500.
Uptown (Loew) . (2,74$; -jlO-BOl

—

“Francis Goes fd West .point”;
(U). Good $8,000, lAst Week, “‘Car-
bine Williams” (M-G), $5;500:

\ »

Indpls. Off; loTety’ Hot

14G, He’ $9,000
Indianapolis, July 15.

Biz is .. generally moderate at
first-run situations here this stanza, ,

early openers getting . clipped ' by
Republic convention telecast s
Thursday night . and Friday.’ But
“Lovely To Look At,” which X^oew’s
held off till Saturday-, looks good
for summer’s top gross to* date
here. “Wait Till Sun Shines Nel-
lie,” at Circle, is fair, “Carson
City," at Indiana, offish. ’

.

®
.

Estimates for 'This Week •

Circle (CockriU-DoUe) (2,8l>0; 50-
76)-“Wait TiU Sun Shines, Nel-
lie” (20th) and "Outcasts of Poker
Flat” (20th). Oke $9,00(1. Last
week. "Has Anybody Seen My Gal”
(U) and “Just Across the Street”
(Ui. good $10,000.
Indiana (Cockrill-Dolle) (3,200;

50-76)—“Carson City” (WR) and
Red Planet Mars” (UA).

;
Tepid

$8.(^0. Last week, "Francis Goe.s
to Races” (U) and "Broncho Bus-
ter (U), modest' $9,500.

^
Loew’s (Loew's) (2,427; 50r76)—
Lovely to Look At” (M-G). Smash

J„^j*0(50.
Last week, “Scaramouche”

(2d wk), so-so $9,000 in. 9 days
after big $12,600 opener.

^P®ckrill-Dolle) (1,600; 50-
Half Breeff” (RKO) and "It’s

-Feeling” (Indie). Sluggish
“Mutiny” (UA)

Without Warning” (UA). tepid

New York Theatres

"uni» tin attic iiU~
Rockt^dbr Carncr

RAY BOLGER *.

"WHIHE'S CHAtlfY?'*
kFttbchnicoumi

A WAKMka MOV. noniHi
SPECTACUUK WtiTSiaffATIIIt

MaoRekw
Neisoh »

‘

?I*V

^Thiwijhi,

favfyf^

outdoor
WRISHMENT,

Cantwy

‘“•'ICE CORB
“''Cl gir- . , ,

Refreshment

fenrke fer

PtIVI - IN
YHIATIIiS

lARTINOTS’ ‘JACKS’

W0W2CG.INRMA10
Buffalo, July 15.

^‘Jumping Jaclcs,” the Martin &
Lewis starrer, is pacing the town
by a w'i'de margin this week, doing

a sensational $20,000, ,

Estimates for This* Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,000; 40-70)^

"Uovely .to Look At” (M-G) (h.o.).

Brutal $6,500, Last weelc, "Lovely-
to Look At” (M-G), $12,000,

Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)-^
“Jumping Jacks” (Par). Power-i
house $20,000. Last week, “Worlc-
ing Her Way Through College”
(WB) and "Kid Monk Baroni”
(Indie), $14,000.

Center, (Par) (2,100f 40-70) —
"Winning Team” (WB) and
"Naughty Arlette” (UI). Gloomy
$5,000. Last week, "Winning Team”
(WB) and "Naughty ’Arlette” (UI),

$700.
'

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)^-
"Sally and St. Anne” (U) and
"Pirate Submarine” (Ltp.) Satisfac-
tory $7,500'. Last week, "Califemia
Conquest” (Col) and "Mine With
The Iron Door” (Mono.), ditto;

‘Century (20th Century)
^ (3,000;

40-70)—^"Lady in The Iron Mask”
(20th Century-Fox) and “Kansas
Territory” CCol.). Under nice
$9,000. La-st week, "Walt Till Sun
Shines, Nellie” (20th) "Gold Fever”
(Mono), same,

. .

Heat Wilts Montreal,

But ‘Clash’ Fine 16G
Montreal July 15.

Newcomers*; in all but one' de-

luker are doing only fair biz ^with

exception' of RKO’s' "Cldsh By
Nigiht” at the Palace, which is top-

ping all others! Metro’s "Skirts

Ahoy” at Loew’s is going into sec-

ond week 2ind still big after a

smash first of $25,000. Hottest spell

of the summer is murdering re-

turns. *

Estimates for Thls.Weck-

.' Palace 1C.T.) (2,626; 34-60)-^
"Clash By Night” (RKO). Neat $16,-
000.*' Last • week, "Robin Hood”
(RKO) (2d wk), fine $13,000.

Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)—
"Maru Maru” (WB). Okay $12,000.
Last week, "Wait ’Til Sun Shines”
(20th), fair $10,900.

Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
"San Francisco StoTy” (WB). So-so

$9,p!00. Last Week, "Red Mountain”
4Par), okay $12,000.

Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65)—
"Skirts Ahoy” (M-G) (2d wk); Down
to $14,000 following a socko first

of $25,000.

Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60)—
"The Fighter” (UA) and '"Honey-
chile” (UA). 'Poor $6,000*- Last
week, "Rose'" of Cimarron” . (20th)

and "She-Wolf of London” (20th),

so-so $7,000.^

Orpheum (C.T.) (1,048; .
34-60)—

"Captive City” (UA) and "Red
Planet Mars” (UA). Dull $6,000.

Last week, "Xoung Man With
Ideas” (M-G) and "Talk About a
Stranger” (UA), dull $6,000.

Working’ SoKd 8G
In Prov. Surprise
Providence, July 15.

Soaring temperatures over the

weekends sent grosses toppling.

The big surprise of the week here-i

aboiits is Majestic’s “She’s Work-
ing Her Way Through. College.”
Big opening helped. Loew’s State
is fairly steady with "Pat and
Mike.”

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65) —

"Wild Heart” (RKO) and "Narrow
Margin” (RKO). Fair $'6,000. Last
week "Clash By Nigh'* (RKO) and
"Road Agent” (RKO),’ so-so -$6,500.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; .44-65) —
‘^She's Working .Way Through
College” (20th) and “House of

1,000 Women” (20th). Sock open-
ing, and, though hot weekend hurt
it will still be good $8,000. Last
week “Wait Till Sun Shines,
Nellie” (20th) and "Wings of Dan-
ger” (20th), fair $6,500.

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—"Pat
and Mike” (M-G) and "Holiday for
Sinners” (M-G). Fairly steady
$10,000. Last week “Scaramouche”
(M-G) (2d wk), so-so $6,500.

Strand" (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)—"California Conquest” (Col) and
"Red Snow” (Col). Opened Mon-
day (14). Last week, "Denver Rio
cjrandc” (Par) and "Girls School”
(Gol) (reissue), average $6,000.

picTijimis
i - f Tt '
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Test Oliio CensorsMp
Coiitlntiedl from page 7

yiuti^mg’ JacW Jumps
Plenty,' Denver

/ Denver,. July 15.
"Jumping Jacks”, is packing ’em

in currently for a holdoyer, while
“Cripple Creek” is fine at the Par-
amount in its preem though not
holding, Others, are poor to good.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-85)-^

"Valley of the Eagles” (Lip) and
"Stolen Face” (Lip), day-date with
Tabor, Webber. Good $8,000, Last
week "Red Ball Express” (U) Wd.
"Fabulous Senorita” (Rep), good
$9,000.

’

Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 40-
85)—"Pat and Mike” (M-G), 4th
wk. Fair $8,000. Last week good
$8,500.

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 40-85)
—"Jumping Jacks” (Par).- Big $16,-
500 and holding. Last week
"Atomic City”- (Par) poor $6,000,

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 40-85)

—

"Winning Team” (WB) and "Out-
law Women” (Lip), day-date with
Esquire. Good $16,000. Last week
"California Conquesl” (Col) and
"Okinawa” (Col), good $15,000.

Esquire (Fox)' (742; 40-85)—
"Winning "Team” (WB) and “Out-
law Women” (Lip), as Denver.
Ciood $3,000. Last week "Cali-
fornia Conquest” .(Col) and "Oki-
nawa” (Col), good $3,500.

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 40-85)—
"Skirts Ahoy” (M-G) and "Break-
down” (Indie) (2d wk). Fair $1,000.
Last week big $20,000.
Paramount . (Fox) (2,200; 40-85)—^"Cripple (IJreek” (Col) and "Bed

Snow” . (Col), Fine $16,000. Last
week

"

"Scarlet Angel” (U) and
"Rodeo” (Mono), good $12,000.
Tabor (Fox)* (1,967; 40-85)—

"Valley of the Eagles” (Lip) and
"Stolen Face” (Lip), at Aladdin,
Webber. Okay $7,500. Last week
“Red Ball Express” (U) and "Fabu*
lous Senorita” (Rep); good $9,500.
Webber (Fox) .(750; 40-85)-*-

"Valley of the Eagles” (Lip) and
"Stolen Face” (Lip), at • Ala'(jldin,

Tabor. Good $4,000. Last week
"Red Ball Express” (U) and "Fabu-
lous Senorita” ‘(Rep), good $4,500,

’
.. I

SEATTLE
(Continued from page 8)

an” (Lip) and "Loan Shark” (Lip),

good.$8,700.
Fifth Ave. (Evergreen) (2,366; 65-

90)—"Wait Till Sun Shines:’ (20£h)

and "One Big Affair*’ (UA) (2d wk).
Anticipated poor $4,500. Last week,
fair $7,400..

Liberty (Hamrick) 11,650; 65-90)—"Sally and St. Anne” (U) and
“Wall of Death” (Indie).' Paced for
moderate $5,500. Last week, ‘^Lvory

Hunter” (U), mild $5,000. .

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 65-90)

—"The River” (UA).‘ Headed for

okay $4,500. Last week, “Winning
Team” (WB), fair $3,100.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,282; 65-

90) — "Pat and' Mike” (M-G), and
“Glory Alley” (M-G), (3d wk). Ex^
ect swell $6,000.“’ Last week,
9,200.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,599; 65-

90)— World in His Arms” .(U),

{2d wk). Looking for good $7,000.

After great $11,300 last week.
Palomar (i^erling) (1,360; 45-70)—"Six Convicts” (Col) and -“Half

Breed” (RKO) (2d runs). Expect
slow $3,000. Last week, "Have and
Hold” (WB) and “High Sierras’^'

(WB) (2d runs). Moderate $3,200.

Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;

65-90) — "Wagons West” (Mono)
and "Feudin’ Fools” (Mono). Ex-
pect slow $4,500. Last week, "Brig-
and” (Col) and "Relentless Widow”
(Cin), slow $4,400.

'*

PORTLAND, ORE.
(cibntinued from ']^age 8)

"Confidence Girl” (UA). Okay $9,-

500. Last week, "Skirts ' Ahoy”
(M-G) and "Anjdhing Can Hap-
pen” (Par) (3d wk), $6,500.
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 65-90

—

"She Is Working Her Way Through
CoUege” (WB) and "Stolen Face”
(Lip) (m.o.). Good $4,5(W. Last

week, "Clash By Night” (RKO) and
"Jet Job” (Mono) (m.o.) .$3,500.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65-

90)_“Walk ‘East On Beacon St.”

(Col) and •‘•‘Montana’* Territory”
tCoI), day-date with Paramount.
Fair $3,5(50. Last week, "Working
Her Way Through College” (WB)
and "Stolen Face” (Lip), day-

date with Orpheum, $4,400.

.Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65-

90)_“Lydia.... Bailey” (20th) and
"Purple. Heart Diary” (CoD. So-so

$6,000. Lart’week, "She’s Working
Her Way Through College” (WB)
and "Stolen FAce” (Lip), also at

Oriental, $8,100.
P4iramount (Evergreen) (3,400;

65-90)—“Walk East On Beacon St.”

(Col) and "Montana Territory”

(Col), also Oriental. Fair $6,000.

Last week, “California Conquest”
(CoD) and "Sound Off” (Col>. $6,-

700.

get a= definite decision on the news-
reel Jssue for the state..

There is a. possibility that this

decision may be broad enough to

'include feature pix. In any case,

Classic Films in New York is now
propping another suit -on the ban-
ning of "Native Son” in Ohio, and
that - may settle the feature issue.

Ephraim London, who was Joseph
Bu^^ty’h’s counsel in the 'receht
"Miracle” case before the Supreme
Court, is repping Classip.

• Each of the five newsreel com-
panies ' has prepared ’ footage for
the test showing. Paramount will

show at the Palace, Youbg^town,
operated by Ed Prinsen; Univef*
’sal at the Lower Mall, Clevelands
operated by Bert Lefkowich; Fox-
Movietone at the Westwood, To-
ledo, operated by Martin G. Smith;
Metro’s News of the Day at the
Park, Cincinnati, and

.
Warner

Patlie at the Little, Columbus.
A trailer Will precede showing

of the newsreel, saying it is an
urfeensored picture. The clips in

the reel to be presented here in-
clude the following: (jfOP. (Conven-
tion highlights, with special foot-

age on the Ohio delegation, in-,

eluding shots of Taft and Elsen-
h’ower;_new dirigible, 'Greek troops
In Korea* and a sports story.

Would Kill Cemtor LawT
Hissong feels « .coqrt' decision

knocking. out newsreel censorship
will kill the enfine' censorship law.
wMch"applies to all .films. Clagett
contends this is not necessarily
trap, much as he -would' like it to

be* The MPAA attorneys, he said,

believe they may only succeed in

Imockirig out newsreel scissoring.

The rest "Would bi^' gra'vy.

A peculiar sidelight on the earn-

paign - against - hte* censors is th'e'

revelation that Ohio
.
exhibitors

asked foi: the state-wide law in
the first place! This statement was
made here last week by James A,
Maddox, the first chairman of the.

censor board and former manager
of the’ Majestic, the first theatre
in Ohio built specifically for show-
ing films (in 1914). Maddox claims
that in 1912 and 1913 various Ohio
cities were setting iip their own
censor .groups, all with different
standards. The situation becanae so
intolerable, he said, that' the ex-

hibitors^ requested a uiniform state-

wide law.
• The law setting up the censor
board was signed by Gov. James
Cox on April 16, 1913. Another
‘sidelight: Cox is still living and
is the publisher of the Dayton
(O.) News. Dayton is the: only
large Ohio city where the film
censorship law is, not being tested.
The law provides that .only such

films "as are in the judgment and
discretion of the board of censors
of ^ moral, educational or amus-
ing and harmless nature” 'shall be
passed by the board for showing
in the state. Althoughrthe law has
been amended several times, the

basic section on censorable matter
has hever been cban'ged. TTte

changes have chiefly occurred in

the section on penalties,.- which
have been considerably* beefed up.

At present they range from finbs

from $25 to $300 -(first offense!

and $800 to $500 (subsequent
offenses ) for exhibitors, • though .

various violations by distributora

which include • fines of from $300 . ,

to’ $500’ (fitst offense) -and from
$500 to $1,000 (subsequent
offenses )

.

The board charges for its serv-

dees $3 per reel (not' exceeding
1,000 feet) and $3 for each ad-

ditional 1,000 feet. The latest re-

port available, that of the fiscal
'

year ending June’ 30, 1951, show*
that the board had receipts of

$297,892.50 from censorship fees,

and expenses of $43,206.33 with a
: net

.
of $254,686.17 for the

^
year.

Fifty percent' of this amount' goes
to’ Ohio’s educational film library

(the largest in the world), and
the other 50% goes into the state

general fund.

Daff Ekec
; Cohtlnu«d Irdm par« 3 .

following year. He became v.p,

and director of world sales in J951.
Daff’s new title wUl extend his

responsibilities beyond sales to

production and other facets of U’*
. operation, although hi* function
primarily will be as chief of the

company’s distribution forces.

Rackmil is understood planning .
*;..

to concentrate much of his time on
the studio operation. He’s also very .

much Interert in productinn of
,

'

special teleplx by . U’l subsidiary,
'

United World, and is looking for-*

ward to the day when Pecca will

serve as distributipn agency for
this product.

Still .on ‘the agenda, but tem-
porarily . shelvedj^ is the merger of

U and Dfecca through purchase by
the film company or the diskery’a

stock. Rackmil was elected to U’a
board at the annual stockholders’'

meeting last week. "
, ^ ,

Daff, who took an, interim ,ap- •'

pointment to the directorate a few
months ago, whs elected to a regu-
lar place at the shareholders' con-
clave. Still also on the ' board 'ire

three reps of J, Arthur Rank, al-
'

though his entire stock interest' in

U has been pUrchase'd by Decca.
However, Robert S. Benjamin,
Rank’s rep in the U.S., and a.mem-
ber of the .board, did not, attend
yesterday’s nieeting. He was in
Chicago,-
- Benjamin, Rank and.G. L Wood-
ham-Smith, Rank exec- in England,-
were on the. management slate for
election- to the board prior to
Decca’s buyout, aqd no effort was
made to • change the directorate
nominees at the last minute prior
to the stockholders’ session.

GREAT MOTION PICTURES ARE PROCESSED BY PATHE

Producer Edmund Grainger fiiaysx

pictures must he

perfect, I insist upon lahora-"

tory work by Pathe'^

«

Pro(iucer Eidmund Grainger protects hIs

! investments and reputation by making •

|| certain that the quality of the laboratory

work on his films matches the high

quality of their creative ingredients,

Edmund Grainger’s latest picture la

“One Minute to Zero,” released tlirongli

RK.O. It was processed by Patlie Labs.

Can wc be of 9cr\ ice to you?

United Artists (Parker) (890; 65-

90)—"Scaramouche” (M-G) (3d

W’k). Holding at $4,600. Last week,
47,000. I

Both New York and Hollywood Have Cnwitl,/,' Patlie Laboratory FacIJItici:

3
i; M M •'

I 6 M M • COLOR r 11 J. \ C K A N D W KITE
Patlie Laboratories^ Inc. It a subsidi-ary ol t'liesapcakc liiduslrics, inc.



July 16, 1952

New York
‘ B. Corblt PuHIm, formerly unit

manage),' and director for .the

March of Time, joined Telamerica,

vidfllm and commercial film pro-

ducers, as a producer-director and

account consultant , . . David H«

Williams^ formerly assistant sales

chief of Standard Kadlu-United TV
Programs, joined the International

News Service TV and radio staff

as a specialist in sales, station re-

lations, research and development

of new products , ; . PhllUpa H.

Ford, producer of the "Gangbust-

ers*' vldfilms, back in N. Y, after

winding production on 20 stanzas

of the show on. tho Coast , , . Her-

htri Rofien, prez of TV-Unlimited,
to Europe' for huddles with for-

eign associates an future produc-
tion plans , . . Lillie Hayward
signed by Screen Gems to script

"Birth of a Hero>M originally

penned by Alice Duer Miller, for

its "Ford Theatre" series . . .

WCBS-TV screening "The Titan”

Sunday (20) on its "Picture for a

Sunday Afternoon" series, for the

art film's video debut . . . Hunter
W. Smith, foimei'ly with Seaboard
Studios and George .Peabody &
Co., joined Dcmby, Broun & Co;,

TV and motion picture producers,

as sales coordinator.
Thomas F. MoAndrewi, Jr,, has

joined the Ted Bates agency as a

film producer in the TV commer-
cial department. He was formerly
v^th CBS, Kepyon & Eckhardt and
Republic Pictures . . , "Wild Bill

Hickok” is tlie latest American vid-

ftlm series to be sold to Italy’s

Radio Audlzloni Italia. Producer
WlllUm F. Broldy set a deal to

deliver standard prints of the
series to the Italian network, which
are to be dubbed into Italian.

-

Hollywood
Screen. Actors Guild is nearing

agreement with Jack Chertok Pro-
ductions and MCA, which has a
telepix sUbsid, ^BeVue Productions,
on a vidpix contract which is ex-

pected to be Identical to that
inked last week by SAG and
several • other producers; including
Alliance of Television Film Pro-
ducers. . . . Screen Gems bought
Alice Duer Mlller’a "Birth of a

Hero" for its "Ford Theatre" series,

nnd Lillie Hayward is screenplay-
^ing. . . , "Dream It Up’,” j^ris
Fetrofl'a upcoming series starring
Chick Chandler, and Rene Wil-
liama' "Invitation Playhouse" series

will be distributed by Guild Films.
fxF proxy Reub Kaufman named
Knbert DeVlnny sales manager in
Chicago, and Robert F. Blair as
Cleveland sales manager . . .

Charles Watts sat for role In "This
Is the Life," Lutheran telefilm
starring Gar Moore, being shot at
KTTV. . . . The Ozde Nelsons re-

REBUILD FILM HOUSE

'

AS VIDPIX CENTER
Hollywood, July 15.

Reconstruction of the 1,000-seat

Filmarte Theatre on Vine Street

gets under way this week under a

12-year leasing deal signed by
Filmcraft Productions which plans
to concert the house Into the nar
tion’s most advanced telefilm plant.
Stage will be rebuilt into a heavy
duty platform and enlarged by the
removal of more than a dozen rows
of seats.

Designed by F. H. Fodor, exec-
utive in charge of production for
Filmcraft, new setup will include
an exclusive newly- designed thea-
tre grid which, it’s claimed, will
permit use of many more sets In a
continuously filmed TV show than
is now possible.

Filmcraft, which lenses the
Groucho Marx "You Bet Your Life"
show and is readying lensing of the
Walter O’Keefe program, calls the
new setup the first stage specially
designed for video filming an au-
dience. Audience will be seated in
projection room loges, able to see
*11 sets at all times with seats so
placed that the cameras will be
able to pick up spontaneous audi-
ence reaction without difficulty.

SALES umd DISTRIIUTION
TELEVISION FILMS

11 */* Fm CMirfe

McCONKKT ARTISTS
7lfi# H*liYW*** eiv*. H«llyw#*«l 21

4 plwi S«wrii Am«ri««

turned from a Laguna Beach ya-

cash to prep telepix series, 'Ad-
ventures of Ozzie and Harriet.’

. . Fullerton-Morse Productions
canned first in seriefe of 52 15-min-

ute vidpix with art theme, .
Floyia

Drazy narrating. . . . G»le Gordon
and ^vife, Virginia, set for 1*0105 in

"Our Miss Brooks," being shot by
Desilu ""for CBS-TV at General
Service studios. , , . Philip Morris
optioned 26 more "Racket Squad"
telepix, which pix>ducers Hal
Roach Jr, and Carroll ’Will

roll in August. . . , Ev? McVe*rh,
Lon Chaney Jr. and Robert liOwery

planed to Mexico City to star in

Edward Lewis Productions’ telepic,

"The Trial." . . , Ziv TV writers
Jerry Lawrence and Robert ‘E. Lee
are vacationing, Lawrence heading
for South America, July 21, and
Lee to Banff, in Canada;- Aug, 1,

. . . "It’s the Bickersons" started
shooting last week at General
Service studios under aCgis of Jan
Productions, with ll.ew Parker and
Virginia Grey in top roles, Jack
Denove as producer, and Phil Rapp
directorr'vnter. , . . Lew Kemer,
coast rep for Motion Pictures for
Television, returned from Gotham
where he confabbed with MPFT
topper Matty Fox on upcoming pro-
duction and distribution plans. .

Gayle GUterman to be producer
and Leslie Charterls director-
writer of newly-formed Saint Pic-
tures; Inc., which will tee off scries
of 13 vidpix Within ep days.

laireton Rea^ei First

Stanza of 'Nortli’ Sories

John W. Laveton, producer of

the "Mr. and Mrs. North" radio

and TV series, left.N. Y. for the

Coast last week to launch film pro-

diiction on the video versioh. First

TV stapza, titled '*The Godd Buy,"
was scripted- by Reginald Denham
and Mary Orr, They also wrote

tlie second, "'Nosed Out," with the

third written by De ’Witt Bodeen
and titled "Masquerade for Mur-
vder."

'

Loveton plans to lens two stan-

zas a week and then take a week
off to allow the cast to rest.

Holly\yood, July 15.

First chahge in James C.

Petrillo’s stand for maintenance of

the 5%: pix-to-video formula is un-
der • serious consideration, it was
learned

:

yesterday (Mon.). Tune
union may repeal formula on tele

commercials, replacing it with a
flat established fee.

Expected switch could presage a
change in overall telepix format,
which is regarded as chief stum-
bling block to vidpix production

by at least two majors, Republic
and RKO.

CHEVRON THEATRE
(The Frightened Baronet)

With John Hoyt, Robert Warwick,
Gavin Muir, other*

DIstrlbutbr: MCA Ltd,
producer; Revue Production*
Director: Rodney Aniateau
Writer: Charle* K. Pe«k> Jr.

30 Min*,; Fri. $ p.m.
CHEVRON DEALERS
KTLA, Hollywood

"The Frightened Barohe't" is a

dated piece of merchandise featur-

ing a pompous Sherlock Holmse-

lan type of private eye who knows

all the answers before the ques-

tions are asked, and it all adds up
to a luring half-hour of unhfcJleVa-

bility.

That tired old plot about the
curse from the Orient on those

who. took the valuable • jewel .is

resurrected with all the proper
cliches, and a few more added, and
it ‘follows the same line precisely

as it always has. Suspects are mem-
bers of the family of the noble-
man in the English mansion; his

daughters b.f., and his Indian ser-

vant, a Sikh who just happens to

come from the same tribe which
swore vengeance on those who
swiped the gem. Familiar?

Khow-it-all private eye figures
out the answer in one day, it tak-
ing that long only because he had
to wait until night to set the trap.
Turns out to be the b.f. Not ter-

TV Filmi§i in Produetian
ARROW productions
KTTV St:udlb*. HoUywood

"KAMA* OP THI JUNOLI" 36 half-
hour junicle adventure teltplx jierl««
resume In Au*uid. Producers; Harry S?
KothsebUd, Leon Fromkes.
Film Producer: Rudolph Flotho'W
Director: Wally Fox

^

’

BEEAKSTON-STAHL PRODS.
General Service Studios: Hollywood
"SAFARI RILU^ scries of 26 half hour

telepix to heain shootln* August 1. Loca-
tion shots to be filmed in British Kast
Africa.'
Martha Hyer heads c)|st. parts to fill.

Producer-director: Brcakston-Stahl
,

Associate producer: * Irehe Breakston
Technical executive: John R. Carter

WILLIAM F. BBOIDY PRODS,
. . Sunset Studios. HoUywood
"WILD BILL HICKOK" series of half

hour western advciifture series how in
preparation to resume shooUn* mid-Au*
:ru3C. Guy Madison. Andy Devine set
leads.
"STAltDUfiT" series featuring Jimmy

Starr ndw beip* prepped for faU,
"CAtl HI6TORY" featuring Re*i« Too-

mey. Sara Hayden, and "TRAIL BLAZ-
iRB" with Alan Hale. ,Tr.« as set lead,
also In preparation for fall shootin*.
Executive producer: William F. Broldy.
Producer: Wesley Barry
Associate producers: Bob BaUey* Hugh
Kin*

Directon Frank McDonald

JACK CHERTOK PRODS.
Genera) Service Studios’. HoUywood
"LOMB RAN«RR"haIf hopr series Of 52

vldeoaters now John. Hart, Jay
Sllverheels set leads.
Producer: Jack Chertok
Associate Producer: Harry Popp*.

COUHNEYA PRODUCTIONS
United Producers Studio

Shootinif "Noah Beery, Jr. Adventur*
Series." 26 15-mlnute telepix.
Cast: Noah Beery. Jr.. Ann SaviU*. Jack

llafrls, Norma Fenton.
Prdduccr-dlrector: .Terry Coumeya
Supervising film editor; Jimmy Moor*

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
UKO-Pnthe. Culver City

Shooting "RIBOUND" series of half
hour adult dramas sponsored by Packard
Motor Car Corp.
Executive producer: Basil Grillo
Prodixcerr Beimard Girard
Director: B. Girard
Half-hour scries of comedy-drama for

"A CHAIR ON THi BOULEVARD."
Producer- John Nasht
Half hour series of adult drama film*

for "CROWN THIATRK" shooting.
Producers: Richard Dorso. Bernard Girard.
"THOSE WIRE THE DAYS" half-hour

telepix series now shooting.
Producer.-i: Bernard Girard. Richard Dorso
"CORNY JOHNSON" series of half-hour

comedy plx now shooting.
Producer-director: Bernard Glrard-lUch-

ard. Dorso.

DESILU PRODUCTIONS
General Service Studios. HoUywood
"OUR MISS« brooks" ifaU-hour com-

cdy drama scries now shooting for CBS-
TV. General Foods sponsor. •

Cast: Eve Arden, Gale Gordon, Jane Mor-
gan, Dick Crenna, Gloria McMillan, Bob
RockweU, Virginia Gordon,

Producer; Lai'ry Berns
Director: "Al Lewis
Assistant director: Jim Paisley
Writers: A1 Lewis, Joe Quillan

,"l J.OVE LUCY" half hour comedy sc-
ries sponsored by Philip Morris shooting
for faU season.
Cast; Lucille Ball, Dcsi Arnaz, WUUam
Frawley, Vi-dan Vance.

Producer: .less Oppenheimer
Director: William Asher
Writei's: Jess Oppenheimer, Madelyn
Pugh, Bob Carroil, Jr.

FRANK FERRIN PRODUCTIONS
6526 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
Casting: Virginia Mazzuca

"SMILIN' ID'f <?ANG" series now shoot-
ing. Ed McConnell, Nino Marcel head cast.
Producer-director: Frank Ferrln
Associate producer: Ralph Ferrln
Assistant director: Don Olsen

FILMCRAFT PRODS.
8451 Melrose, Hollywood

•ROUCHO MARX starred In 39 half-hour
audlenc* participation film productions, U

i£= as o'f Friday, July 11

be mad* once a week for NBC. DeSotc-
Plymouth sponsoring.
Producer: John Guedel
Film producer: 1. Llndenbaum .

Directors: Bob Dwan, Bernie' Smith

FLYING A PRODUCTIONS
6920 Sunset 'Blvd., HoUywood

"ANNIE OAKLEY" n\w series of 82
half-hour vldeoaters now in • praparation.
GaU Davis, BUly Gray head cast. Parts to
flU.

Second series of 52 half-hour Gene
Autry Western telepix shooting. Gene
Autry, Pat Buttram set leads.
"RANGE RIDER" shooting second se-

ries of 52 half-hour vldeoters. Jack Ma-
honey, Dick Jones head cast.
Producer; Louis Gray
Directors: Wallace Fox, Geo. Archalnbaud
New series of half-hour western dramas

entitled . 'IDEATH VALLEY DAYS" now
shooting.
Producet; DarreU McGowan
Director: Stuart McGowan

W. R. FRANK PRODS.
General Service Studios: IloUywood

'Group- of 4 SO-mlnute "MEDAL OF
HONOR" tel»ix now shooting.
Producers: W. R; Frank, William Dean
Director: Reginald LeBorg
Production Manager; Bart Carr*

GROSS-KRASNE, INC.
G4*ieral Service Studios: HoUywood
Resume shooting "BIG TOWN" series

of 26 half hour telepix July 28 sponsored
by Lever Brothers. Patrick MeVey and
Jane Nigh set leads. 'P

.-Producers: Jaek J. Gross and PhUip N.
Kxasne

Director: R. A, Dupont.

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.
600 Taft Bldg., Hollywood

Art Llnkletter sUrring in -a series of
104 15-mlnute vidpix titled "LINKLETTER
AND THE KID*.^'
Prodwcer-director: Makwell Shan*
Associate producer: Irvin 'Atkins

INTERSTATE TELEVISION
Monogram Studios: Hollywood

Ethel Barrymore, shooting- In "ETHEL
BARRYMORE TELEVISION THEATRE"
resumes July 14.
Producer; Lee Savin
Directors: Lewis AUan, 'WlU Jason

JAN PRODUCTIONS, INC.
General Service Studios;, HoUywood

"IT'S THE BICKERSONS'^ series of half
hour comedy telefax now shooting. Low
Parker and Virginia Grey set leads.
Producer; Jack Denove ' '

Production supervisor: C. M. Florence'
Director-writer: PhU Rapp

EDWARD LEWIS PRCDS.
Motion Picture Center. Hollywood

Series of 13 half-hour telepix featuring
Irene Dunne as femcec now shooting
Producer: Edward Lewis
Production manager: WiUlnm Stevens

THE McCADDEN CORP.
General Service Studios: Hollywood
"THE BURNS and ALLEN SHOW"

now shooting series, of half hour comedy
telepix. The Carnation Co. sponsor.
Cast: George Burns and Grade AUen,
Fred Clark, Bea Bcnadaret, Harry Von
Zell.

Producer: Ralph Levy
Director: Ralph Levy
Writers: Paul Henning, Sid Dorfman, Har-
vey Helm, WUUam Burns

MARCH OF TIME
369 Lexington Ave., N. Y.

"AMERICAN WIT AND HUMOR" se-
Ties of 26 half-hour plx. Thomas MitchoU,
narrator, with cast including Gene Lock-
hart, Jeffrey Lynn, Arnold Moss, Ann
Burr and Olive Deering.
Producer: Marion Parsonnet
Director: Fred Stephanl.

PATHESCOPE PRODUCTIONS
580 Fifth Ave., New York City

Now shooqng ^'THE HUNTER," series
of 13 half-hour telepix, sponiwred by
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. through
WiUlam Esty. Barry Nelson heads cast.
Producer: Ed Montagn*
Production Supervisors: Walter Raft,
Robert - Drucker

Director: Oscar Rudolph.

ROLAND REED PRODS.
Ual Roach Studios: Culver City

Now ghooting "TROUBLE WITH
FATHER," series of 30-minute situation
comedies.
Producer: Roland Reed
Director: Howard Brotherton
"MY LITTLE MARGIE" series of half

hour comedy telepix now' shooting,
Charles FarreU and G4le Storm head cast.
PhUlp Morris sponsors.
Producer: Hal Roach
Director: Hal Yales

REVUE PRODUCTIONS*
Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood ,

Half-hour series of adult drama tele-
pix resuAie . shooting July 15 for Revue
Prods.
Producer; Revue Production*
Directors:- Richard Irving, Norman Lloyd.

HAL ROACH PRODUCTIONS
Hal Roach Studios: Culver City

"AMOf 'H' AN.DY" series of character
comedy telepix now shooting. Sponsored
by Blat* Beer for CBS-TV.
Cast; Tim Moore, Spencer Williams. Alvla

Childress, Ernestine Wade, Johnny Lee,
Horace Stewart.

Supervisors: Freeman Gbsden, Charie*
Correll. Sidney Van Keuren

Director: Charles Barton
Production executive; Janies Fonda
Assistant director: Embiett Emerson

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS
Goldwyn Studio, Hollywood

i shooting 15 oater
telepix. Vidpix are half-hour each. Roy
-Rogers, Dale Evans topline. Pat Brady
in support. General western parts to fill.
Sponsored by General Foods for NBC-TV.
Producer: Roy Rogers
Associate producer; Jack Lacey
Director: Bob ’iValker

screeSTgems
Gower, Hollywood

. CRI6I*" half-hour drama
shooting July 16 for DuPont's CAVAL-CADE OF AMERICA" series.
Producer-director: Jules Brlcken
Assistant director: Eddie Seata

SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS.
Engle Lion Studios. Hollywood

Series of half-hour dramas resume In
August.
Producers; GU Ralston, Jaques Braunsteln

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
^*“<^0** Culver City

, SQUAD" series resume
shooting in Sept, half hour telepix series.
Producer: Hal Roach, Jr.j Carroll Cns*
Director: Jim Tinling

UNITED world" FILMS, INC.
Universal International Studios,

Hollywood

i.
I'jCHTING MAN," series of 13

shooting July
cA* TAojuas* Cliff Clnrlc set lozids
Director: George Blair

ADRIAN WEISS PRODS.
^*^rfax: Hollywood

(Shooting at KTTV Studios)
Next series of 13 "CRAIC-KENNEDY

CRIMINOLOGIST" half hour adveSJw
b?r

Prepared for Septem-

Producer-director: Adrian Weiss

wisbar prods.
"E I n HoUywoodrlREglpE THEATRE" series of half-hour adult dramas now preparing nextseason’s group -of 23 to begin July 21

Producer-director; Frank WlTbar
^ ^

Associate producer: Sidney Smith

WIZAip telepictures CO.
"DRMAm”'it Hollywood

Chick Chandler starred with franklin

Sppori!"'
Schilling. Benny Baker in

Producer: B. L. Petroff
^sociMte producer: Bert Douglas
glrector: b. L. Petroff

^ ^

1
Production manager: H. A. Hlrshfield

zrv TV ^
6255 Clinton St., Hollvwnnil

' V ."UHEXFICTID" scries of

"Cl *CO K|dA‘’& July. Sevii
for jSy'^shootfng scheduled

C?ham® Martin.

K.
*

• » T

rfbiy exciting A 10-yawn telepic
sufficiently stuffy

as the deUctivc, Gavin Muir thesame aS his yes-m*n, 4ud RobertWarwick is a properly “frlghteneii
gtle. Th^ \rqutine direction ofR^ney Amateu doesn’t reUeve the
teiej^ic qf any: of its dated, dull
motnents*.'
EUsworth Fredericks’ photom-

phy was the sole saving grace here
as he delivered a topnotch ioli
even though he .didn’t have much
to shoot. '

; , Daku.

SUNKIST PREMIERE PLAY,HOUSE
(The Enchanted Well)

With James Griffiih, Nick Dennis
Jan Aryan, Adele Longmlre. Lou
Krurman, others

Producer; GU Ralston
Director; Victor Stoloff
Writers Kurt Stelnbart
'30 Miifs.; Frt., 9:30 p.m.
SUNKIST
KTLA, HoKlywocd

(Foote, Cone k Belding)

, Washington* Irving’s classic tale

of burled wealth in Spain gener-
ate only mild interest in this tele-

film version. Story values have
been subordinated to sermonizing
in the Kurt Steinbart teleplay and
the result is frequently tedious.

Irving’s basic story is of the dis-
covery of an ancient Moorish treas-
ure by a pair of poor Spaniards
and thfe g.reed that the wealth
arouses in town officials. Their
greed destroys them, leaving the
original discoverers of the gold and
diamonds to* continue their plati-
tudinou$ philosophizing of the
•yellow metal’s affect on men’s
minds."
" Direction by • Victor Stoloff
doesn’t lift the teleplay above the
level of its sometimes annoying
dialog and a cast numerically su-
perior to those usually found in a
vidfihn fills the roles with no par-
ticular distinction. James Griffith,
Nick Dennis, Adele Longmire and
Lou . Krugman are among those
with the most lines. Technical
credits are average. Kap.

GRUEN PLAYHOUSE
(For Life)
With Bill Lester, Elisabeth Fraser,
Bobby Jordan, others

Producer: Revue Productions
Director: Norman' Lloyd
Writers: Howard J. Green, Ray
Spencer

30 Mins.; Tues. JO p.m.
Gbuen Watch co.
KTLA, Hollywood

"For Life" is a routiner about

,the attempted regeneration of a

young convict, and develops as

satisfactory telefare chiefly as

result of fine thesplng by Bill

Lestejc’ and Elisabeth Fraser in the
leads, and adroit direction of

Norman Lloyd. Chief fault is its

contrived - ending, which was so
abrupt that It left the impression
that the shooting sked was up, so

the lead had to be bumped off in

a hurry.
Lester , is the young con smitten

of a femme medico who has come
to . the penitentiary seeking volun-
teers for a plasma test. He agrees
to take the test, so that he can be
near the doctor. He comes out of

it, and she asks him to take a

stiffer one, one which could be
fatal, and he agrees. He survives
this one, too, and amicably con-

sents to give hi's blood to a vet

just back from Korea. But when
he Ifiarns the vet is. the former cop

who sent his buddy to jail he
reneges. An unfriendly guard
goads him into thinking the medico
has duped him all along, and he

makes a break with his buddy.
'But he learns the doctor has

given the vet her blood, and con-

sequently is seriously ill, so he

turns back to give her a transfu-

sion, saving her life. Hoky ending
has him killed by the guard as he s

leaving the hospital.
Bobby Jordan, Russell Hicks and

Johp Crawford turn in competent
supporting performances. Teleplay

by Howard J. Green and Ray
Spencer, based on a Spencer yarni

is okay except for the finish.

Camera by Ellsworth Fredericks i5

particularly sharp. Daku,

Mex 'Bonier Story'

Nelson Morris Productions, new

indie vidfilm' production firm, has

lined up a cooperation deal with

the Mexican government to lens a

new series, titled "Border Story,

in that country. Films will d«

shot at eiUier the Churubusco or

Azteca studios, or on location.

Jesus Castillo Lopez, director

general of films for Mexico, is co-

perating on the projecL
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the indie- trap»ci:it>Udja outfits are

moving"fu whifcre the networks, fear

to tread, the Frederic W. Ziv Co.

this week reVeaied plans for a new
halfihour< .series > starring Tyrone

Power which will carry a weekly

talent and production nut of about

$12,000. Figure far exceeds the

budget permitted by the nets on

any but their top-name shows, since

the webs initiated their budget-

trimming maneuver' last season on

the supposed theory that It would

be impossible to ^ell sponsors a

high-cost show’ under radio’s pres-

ent state of affairs.

New Ziv series, titled ’‘Freedom,

U.S.A.,” will have Power as a young
Senator, who. will, take listeners

behind the scenes with him In Con-
gress. Ziv is launching sales on

the series with a full-scale ballyhoo

campaign, including messageji of

endorsement from a num^r of

Congressional bigwigs^ who nave
hailed the project as helping to

educate the public In how their

Government, is run.. Each stanza

of ’‘Freedom” will have Power in

a dramatic situation 'based on his

unwillingness to compromise -his

principles. As an epilog each

week, he'll spotlight various places

in Washington and outline their

contributions to America. '

Apparently on the ass:umption

that local station operators will

have little trouble selling the se-

ries. Ziv will accept no- contract

unless it’s for a
.
.firm 52 weeks.

On that yearly basis, the transcrip-

tiion firm will be investing more
than $600,000 in the package. It’s

recalled, though, that affiliates of

both NBC and CBS, during recent
meetings with network brass, be-
rated the nets for cutting dowp on
program costs. Affiliates- argued
that “we can still sell radio,” and
it’s apparently on th^ir confidence
that Ziv has so high a budget on
the Power series. -

.

Show will also ^spotlight" Wash-
ington commentator Edwin C. Hill,

who’ll act as .narrator,’ and Francis
X. Bushman, one-tiihe silent ‘film

star, who will play a judge and
Power’s advisor, David Rose has
been signed to compose and con**

duct a special score foi* “Freedom.”
Herbert Gordon,- Ziv production
veepee, will produce.
Show is the first radio package

set by Ziv since its *T Was a Com-
munist for the FBI,” which is now
aired on more thaii 500 radio sta-

tions across the country. As With
other Ziv properties,' 'the' cost

.
of

the show 'to each station iS based
on a formula, which includes the
size of the market, . the station’s
power and the show’s budget.

'36 Olympics Clo^t

TV Can Get to Helsinki;

Berlin Version Peddled
With the television newsreels

banned from covering this year’s

Olympic games in Helsinki, indie

vidfilm producers Jack Gross and
Philip Krasne have come up with
a 55-minute feature on the 19S6
Olympics for syndication to TV
stations. Titled “Ol3Tnpics Caval-
cade,” the feature was lensed by
Adolph Hitler’s cameramen, since

’36 Olympics
,
were staged in

Berlin.

Film was reportedly smuggled
out of Germany during the war
and played a small number of the-
atres in the U. S., but has never be-
^re been seen on. TV. Gross and
Kra.sne turned it over to United

Pi'ograms for syndication and
cjTP, in an effort to. get it out to
stations while this year’s Ol3nnpics
are still in progress, is ^felling it
®t a flat fee 'plus a small print
charge. First buyer .was WCBS-TV,-
f^^’r^^^tion of the CBS video web

Under the deal set up by UTP,
each station is entitled to use themm any way it wants and can
creen it as many times as it wants
am-mg; the period from July 19,
„'^P^Uiis yearis Olympics start,
tuUU Sept. 1,

SAVAGE TO COAST ON

PIX HUNT FOR WCBS-TV
David Savage, -head film buyer

for .WCBS-TV, the CBS video
web’* N. Y. flagship, as well as for
the other CBS-TV owned-and-op-
erated stations, leaves for a three-
week business-vacation trip to the
Coast this week. While in Holly-
wod, it’s expected that Savage will
huddle with reps of the major film
studios. In a try to persuade- them
to open up some of their feature
film oldies to TV.
WCBS-TV currently- uses more

feature product than any of the
other network flagships, and the
statipii is eager to get top films
for its"schedule. Wit^ 'the ’ major
studios determined to "sit out any
move to. lease films to TV, how-
ever, it’s expected that Savage will
have little success in his talks with
them.

Reynolds Sets Up

-Paris, July 15.

India vidfilm producer Sheldon
Reynolds expanded his operation
this week by setting up a second
unit to. lens part of his “Foreign
Intrigue” series- here. Plans for
jthe coming season call for the two
units to work simultaneously here
and in Stockholm, where the en-
tire “Intrigue” series was lensed
last year.

Because of the- expanded pro-
duction schedule, Reynolds hence-
forth will devote most of his time-

to- production and. supervision, and
for the first time will,hire outside
writers and directors. -He will, how-
ever, continue to script -and direct

some of the stanzas. Format will'

switch from cloak-and-dagger sto-

ries< to a • documentary technique
and, in addition, Reynolds plans

henceforth to use. three' leads in

each stanza, instead of two as be-

fore.

Budget has also been upped on
each film to a- minimum of $16,000

R6iish Absorbs Special

Leslie 'Roush productions, Inc.,

producers of industrial. advertising
and training films - for non-theatri-.

cal’ and TV use, last wfek absorbed
Special Purpose Films, Inc., which
was active in the same field. John
Fox, former prez of Special Pur-
pose, becomes executive assistant

to Leslie Roush.

% TO sums
By HEKB GOLDEN

Television’s initial effort at emu-
lating films’ United Artists idea of
joint ownership of packages by
participating stars is being experi-
mented with by the William Morris
Agency. That was disclosed this
v/eek by Wally Jordan, radio-TV
chief for the Morris office.

^

Jordan revealed that he is put-
ting together “several”—he re-
fused to say how many—^telepix

packages in which two to si* dr
more name players wiU appear on
alternate weeks. The series wiU
be joihtly - owned by - the * partici-
pants, "With the Morris office’s sole
interest the representation of the
end product, Jordan said.

Since the scheme up to now, has
been a closely-held Aecret, Jordan
is not yet ' ready to reveal names
of players lined; up for the pack-
ages. They, are believed to include,
however, Morris office clients

Ethel Barrymore, Mickey Rooney
andJoe E. Brown. Jordan said
the names will be drawn from
films, legit and video.

Efforts are being made to design
the material for the packages in
such a way that subsequent series
for the individual participating
may grow but of them. In each
case where that occurs, it is likely

that a percentage of the resultant
package jiriu 'be ’ retained by the
group appearing in the original
series.

Packages may be either dramatic
or comedy. As for putting comedy
on film, Jordan has a unique idea.

He feels it would be bad to tee

off a laugh show series, on cellu-

loid. He thinks it should start live.

When it is well-established, .which
could be before’ the . end of the
first year,; Jordan says, the shift

from live to sprocket holes can
be made without chancing* loss of

ratings.

‘Live'' Appeal

“The sense of immediacy and
audience response is vital in estab-
lishing a comedy show,” the vet
10%er explaftns. “A live presenta-
tion gives each member of the
audience the feeling ‘It’s, being
done -just for me,’ which Is im-

portant.

- “However, even a better show
can*be put On film than can be
done live and it will lose none of

its spatk after it is rolling for a

number of weeks. As far as the
audience is concerned, .once they’re

convinced that a guy’s funny and
a show enjoyable, they’re not go-,

ing to be concerned with the me-
chanics by whlcfi, it Is coming tq

them. At that point I think the

(Continued on page 102)

MUTUAL BRASS HUDDLE

ON YIDPIC PRODUCTION
Hollywood, July 15.

Tom O’Neil, head of aU AM-TV
properties of General Tire Ac Rub-
ber. Co., is in town for huddles with
Willett Brown of Don Lee regard-
ing possible entry of the Mutual
network into vidpic production.
John Sutherland was recently ap-

pointed to head Mutual’s filn^oper-
ations, but O’Neil said execs were
weighitig a decision to enter the
actual prodiiikibh 'field, with .defi-

nite decision due in about a week.

N. Y.-L A. Seriip

Indie vidfilm producer M’aribn
Parspnnet tees off his, two-coast
operation during the first week in
August, when he heads for Holly-r

wood to lens a minimum of six
stanzas for “The Doctor.” series,

which he’s currently turfting out
for jProcter Ac Gamble. While he’s
working on the Coast, his Long
Island City, N. Y., studio will re-
main in operation for the produc-
tion of spot commercials and an-
other series he’s doing for' the
March of Time.
While he’s planned for some-

time to open up production work
on the Coast at the same time as
in N.Y., Parsonnet said one of the
main reasons, he’s going now is be-
cause of the difficulties imposed
by eastern screen unions on loca-
tion shooting. With his “Doctor”
series calling for considerable lo-
cation work, the producer said that
any atten^t to do it in N.Y. would
run him into heavy overtime
charges. .

He e^lained that, in Hollywood,
the. unions work the same eight-
hour day but that the day starts

When shooting starts.' In the east,

on the other hand, the work-day is

held stringently to the 8:30 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m. period, with anything
over that calling for overtime.
Since he wants to do some night-
time shooting, he would be forced
to start paying overtime almost at
the start.

Producer plans to return to.N^Y.
about Sept. 8, to complete the 44
scheduled' stanzas of “Doctor.”
Show starts on NBO'TV Aug. 24,
where it will hold down the Sun-
day night at 10 period. Time slot

was held last season by Red Skel-
ton.

^ Television Industry, hiit'v^ing won
the domestic, phase of its battle to

cover top news events by gaining

access to the RepuMican party’s

credential hearings last week, has

expanded its fight to an fnterna-

^itlonal scale. TV newsreels last
week filed a vehement protest
-against the decision of the Finnish
Olympics committee to ban TV
newsreel cameras from the 1952
Olympics. ' Combined TV reels
wired their protest to Helsinki last
week but have not yet received a
reply, despite the fact that Olym*-
pics kick off Saturday (19).
Committee originally set a $250,-

000 price tag for TV rights, which
tile reels turned down as being ex-
orbitant.

,
Committee, as a result,

decided to ban TV coverage entire-
ly in favor of letting a local Finnish
film production outfit lens a feature
film .on the Games. Committee re-
portedly hopes to sell the film to
theatres in the U. S., and was wor-
ried that day-to-day coverage by
the TV reels would ruin the b.o.
prospects of the film.

Committee has okayed coverage
of the Games by the American the-
atrical reels but .on a stringent
pooled basis. ’Reels are permitted
to lens only a specified amount of
footage and are not permitted to
fly back their material daily. In
addition, they must turn over dupes
on all. film they, lens, ^presumably
for incorporation in the projected
feature. Committee has also insti-
tuted a $100,000 fine to be levied on
the theatrical reels if they use their
footage, in any Way other than for
newsreel purposes.
TV reels have protested the ban

on their coverage on the basis that
the committee is attempting to com-
mercialize .an event whi,ch is par-
ticipated in by amateur athletes
from* countries throughout the
World. -

Filmometer (Nighttime Only)

MAY 1451 > MAY I45Z
Time dfevoted to films-for-television increased and time devoted to live prqdramming decreased on

the TV networks over the past year, in the hours from 5 p.m. to midnight. Daytime programming, where

film has made little dent, is not included in the clicirt, nor are .films not made especially...foT^ TV, Includ-

ed in the film figures' are vidpix which are sponsored in at least five markets by -one advertiser. Figures

are in hours oj programs per week.

Filmed TV Shqws Hare

Reschedule Advantage

. In GOP Preemptions
I Television networks found an-
other advantage in -filmed* .versus
live programming last week---that
of being able to slot film programs
•whose rfeguli,r time periods were
pre-empted' by the Republican con-
vention coVerage at some later
time, and thereby save the cost of
rebates to the sponsors. <

Of the * number of programs
necessarily cancelled out of their
regular periods by the GOP pick-
ups, it was only the film shows in
most cases which could be resched-
uled. Most of these, of course,
are aired locally or on a' regional
basis but even so, the pre-emption
costs they saved the networks
made their rescheduling very
much worthwhile. Nets also

pointed out that they were able to

reschedule them now since their

summer schedules include a num-
ber of sustaining holes.

Among the shows aired at a later

period was NBC-TV’s “Foreign In-

trigue,” which is bankrolled in

some 15 markets by Ballantine^s.

Film series is usually aired in

those markets at 10:30 pjn.

Thursdays. .That time, however,
was filled by the GOP nominating
speeches from Chicago last week.
As a result, NBC aired the show
Saturday n ight (12) at 10 p.m.,

trimming the sustaining half-hour

from it’s “Summer Dance Party”
for those markets Which usually

carry “Intrigue.”

‘Capt Banner’ Vidpix "

' Educ’l-Adventure Series

Seacrest Productions, Inc., ' re-

cently formed to turn out films for

T'V and industrial use, rolled a se-

ries of .educational adventure pix

for television yesterday (Tues.) in

Newport,^ ‘R. I. Tagged “Captain
Banner,” the series will be a 52-

episode group and will be pack-

aged for the William Morris
Agency.

i
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Washington, July 15, 4^

Eighteen new television stations

will h< shi^lnging up soon in 11

cities now without video, ,as tesult

of authorizations issued hy the FCC
last Friday (11). At same time,

agency ordered hearings to he held

on 64 applications Involving 57
channel assignments in 11 other

cities, as well as three areas^, in

which" permits were granted.

Commission action, taken at

meetings which lasted until mid-
night, indicated that the agency
means to move fast in getting out

permits whdrever there is no com-
petition for specific channels. In

its first go-round, the Commission
has already covered 27 cities in two
priority lists for application proces-

sing (in several citiejj applications

were dismissed for inaccuracy or

failure to amend to new alloca-

tions).

Agency acted in giving out per-

mits in less than two weeks after

its scheduled date of July 1 to be
gin processing. iThe last-minute

flood ef applications, however, did

not subside until a few days before

the Friday meetings.
Issuance of the permits, espe-

cially those for Denver and Port-

land, Ore., is expected to result in

a hot race to get stidions on the

air first, ISome of the permittees,

it’s believed, have had equipment
on hand, including cameras, for

some time and may be able to get

in operation this year. It usually

takes from six to nine, monthly. to

build a TV station.

First in Four Years

The permits—^the first to be is

sued since the freeze on new sta

tions was imposed nearly four
years ago—^went to Denver; Port-

land; SpHngfield-Holyoke, Mass.,

area; Youngstown, Ohio; Bridge-
port; Flint, • Mich.; New Britain,

Conn.; New Bedford^ Mass.;- York,
Pa,; Spokane, and Austin, Tex.
Two permits for very high 'fre-^

quency stations and one for an
ultra high frequency outlet were
issued for Denver. Radio stations

KFEL and KVOD got the VHF au-
thorizations. Empire Coil Co.

which operates TV station"WXEL
’((Continued on page 104)

Wade Rounds Out

WOR ‘Date Plans

AUSSIEWL NETWORK^

IN EXEC RESHUFFLE
Sydney, July 8.

Reginald Lane, longtime general

manager of the Macquarie commer-

cial network of which 2 GB, Syd-

ney, is flagship, has resigned fol-

„o^lng a reshuffle under managing

director Clive Ogilvie. He’ll ^3e re-

placed by Charles Budden.

Macquarie some time ago was

taken over by the British Bartholo-

mew newspaper group in a deal en-

gineered by Charles Munro and

top local newspaper and film execu-

tives. Ogilvie is Munro’s son-in-

law.

Before joining Macquarie, Ogil-

vle''was a member of the govern-

ment-controlled Radio Board.

Munro was a longtime head of the

Hoyts pic loop. He now operates

an ihdie chain in Queensland.

tv Perimt for Theatre.

St, Louis; ^uly 15.

St. Louis Amusement ' Co„ con-

trolled by Fanchon & Marco, ,has

re-filed its application with FCC
for a television station which would

use Channel 11 and be located in

its St. Louis Theatre, a 4,000-seater

in midtown section
,

here, Edward
B. Arthur, amusement firm head,

said the- St; Louis would be con-

verted for TV purposes, and would

be the nucleus of . a television city.

A 50-watt kw transmitter and lat-

est equipment *w6tild.be used, ac-

cording to Arthur. A 500-foot tower

would be erected behind the build-

ing. Amusement company owns and
operates a number of second-run.

houses in the city and adjacent St.

Louis County,

Schick, Leeming

Break TV ke On

CottYentiott Chatter
FLORENCE S, LOWipL

Chicago, July 15^

Mugs Richardson, one-time Girl

Friday for Arthur Godfrey, now
working with Civil Defense Admin-

istration in Washington, here all

week to help set up and run the

Teleprompter, for which she holds

D, C.. franchise, . .. David Schoen-

brun, CBS Baris correspondent as-

signed to the political conventions,

Mexico City, July g.

Televlcentro, elaborate TV build-
ing here that Emilio Azearraga
built and la operating, is no longer
exclusively for his video station
XEWTV, channel 2. Romulo O’Far-
ril, owher-operator of Mexico’s nio-
neer TV station, XHTV, channel 4
made a dCal with Azearraga for hia
station to use Televlcentro on the
basis of a 10% of gross entry pay-
ments by audiences.

Deal ends long rivalry between
Azearraga and O’Farril.

Transaction Includes"operation as
one of O’Farril’s radio smtion here
XEX (tM)0,000' watts) and Azear-
raga’s XEQ (250,000 watts). Besidesplans to vacation after the Demmy

powcw, return to his Pari*

beat September . . . Final days of
suppUes only

convention converted Blackstone its human and technical equipment

Theatre, rented by Ike camp for but takes 50% of combined gross

live-allowa. to a grind W* SScTthri de*al
screen TV, with plenty of cuffo that while XEX has juicy revenue
customers at all sessions . . . Hoi- ^eq jj33
lywood actor George Murphy did ^ing In the red at the rate of near-
a repeat of his ’48 chores when he

jy |i5^000 monthly. Operation will

CBS-TV broke the sponsorship spearheaded demonstration for m greatly expand XEQ’s broadcasting

ice on its upcoming Jackie Gleason
incidentally, handled all music for

show this week hy pacting with the Amphitheatre sessions, snaring

Schick Shaver and Thos. Leeming everybody he could . muster from
& Co. as 'the ' first two of three local scene, including staunch

participating bankrollers which the Demmy William Warfield. War-
web is seeking for the show, Web field, star of the current '’Pqri^

Gleason Sponsors

$0G Grants-in-Aid
National Assn, of Educational

Tying down the format for the
upcoming addition to WOR-TV’s
(N. Y.) cross-the-hoard legit pres-
entations, producer Warren Wade
this week cast John Wingate, WOR-
TV staff newscaster, as permanent
program host for the new show.
Titled “TV Dinner Date,” it’s to be
aired Monday through Friday from
6:30 to 7:30 p.m., starting Aug. 4.

Directly preceding Wade’s “Broad-
way TV Theatre,” the two shows
together will simulate an “evening
out” for viewers, including dinner
and a variety show, followed by a
legit play.

In addition to Wingate, the per-
manent cast will comprise duo-
pianists Whittemore & Lowe; vo-
calist Gail Meredith, and a male
singer and a dance team yet to be
selected. In addition, the show will
be backed by a 20-piece studio
orch. Wade plans also to Inject a
talent search gimmick, in which
three girls, recruited from off-

Broadway thesping groups, will vie
for the title of “Miss 9”—^tying in
with WOR-TV’s channel 9.

Wade is currently lining up nine
judges, whom be hopes will com-
prise w.k. show biz personalities.
Who can judge the contest by
watching the show each week just
one night from their homes, Each
“Miss 9” winner will be pacted by
WOR-TV to serve as a live station-
break announcer the following
week, for which she will plug the
WOR-TV program lineup.
As with “Broadway Theatre,”

the show will be exactly the same
all five nights each week. Vocalists
will sing the same tunes, terp team
will use same routines, etc. In that
way, Wade hopes to capitalize on
the format evolved for his “Thea-
tre” series, in which the budget
can be amortized over a period of
five nights, rather than the one-
uight deal handed most other video
shows.

Tliffire’s Room for Bodi TV,

Ileatre Fix, Says Britisli

« 1 *1 i* M n* TL’ I.
weo 15 seeicing lor xne snow,

Elhlb* Sees No D12 Inrcsil revealed at the same time that and Bess,” is a friend of Murphy’s

. .

^
. . _ ., Gleason wiU move into the*Satur- from the Metro lot, and responded

A line of demarcation should be night g to 9 slot, starting to call at an evening session. . . .

drawn between entertainment Sept. 20. Convention galleryites included

beamed on TV and that screened When plans for the show were former heavyweight champ Gene __

in according to ^^^^t set up, CBS-TV put an asking Tunney, film star Macdonald Carey, Broadcasters has been set to ad-

Y 1 TN 1
P^^i^e of over $66,000 bn it for the and former cowboy star Rex minister an $80,000 fund, provided

Jack ]^vis, head of Monseig u
complete hour, but stated later Bell, husband of silent screen star by the Fund for Adult Education,

News Theatres, Ltd., which opor- ^^at it would he willing to sell to Clara Bow . . . Jim Connelly, son for grants-in-aid to educational in-

ates eight newsreel housetr in participating sponsors. With Schick of newsreel vet Jack, who is now stitutions having recognized radio

Britain There’s room for both in aud Leeming each buying one- with State Department's film di- and TV production centres for edu-

Ai. Via In New of th show, that means that vision, breaking into the business cational shows. Under terms of the
the publics tasie,

via Warner Bathe .... Charles grant, not more than $7,000 is to

York recently, and rather than in- g^me participating setup under CoUingwood back on the CBS scene he allocated to any radio project
fringe upon one another they ^jjjch NBC-TV has sold it?^ “All here after his stint with Averell and not more than $9,000 to any
could provide a healthy competi- g^3j. Revue,” the show which airs Harriman, but sans frau Louise Al- TV project.
tion. directly opposite Gleason. Schick, britton, screen actress, whose new Shows produced can hjjve any
Meantime, Davis noted, the in- incidentally, is expected to con- TV show, “I’ve Got a Secret,” kept format generally accepted as being

dustry is somewhat divided as to ttnue as sponsor of CBS-TV’s her in New York . . . Most frus- good radio or TV.
the advisability of making films “Crime Syndicated,” broadcast al- trated team of week were “Mike
available to the BBC. A certain ternate Tuesday nights at 9. and Buff,” whose daily ^ array of „ tv • it*
faction Of the Kinematograph Slotting of the Gleason show at guests was constantly scrubbed rfiltllllfi D^Vhlllft VlBWCrS
Renters Society (distributors asso- 8 o’clock on Saturday nights means out by last-minute political head- ^

elation), he added, wants to play the webs must still program the lines . . . Buff Wallace, incidental- On InrraacA in TV'
ball with the BBC and grant fea- period from 9 to 10:30. Program ly, i$ granddaughter of late Irvin VU IIILI CdoC lU UUUiaui II,

tures to it, on the theory that if execs said this week that they ex- s. Cobb and stepdaughter' of singer
product is withheld theNgovernment pect to have their complete Satur- Gladys Swarthout . . . Merrill
will proceed to make its own. day night lineup ready within the “Red” Mueller, fomer chief of

On the other hand, the Cinema- next two weeks. While no indica- NBC’s' London bureau, finds his

tograph Exhibitors Assn, opposes tion has been made as to what will first U. S. political convention an climbed from 928,250 last year to

any move which would turn oyer occupy the 9 to 10 slot, a new Cass eye opener, and very different from 1 148'928 this year according to a
pix to TVf ..In Dftvis opinion Dslcy show Is tentHtivoly set for 10 the scores of conclaves he covered ssiles hrochiire beins distribute

10:30. in Europe . . .F. Basil Thornton, ed to agencies and clients by CBS-.. . .. . Y.
WCBS-TV. the

web’s N. Y. flagship. With the aver-

age number of hours the women
spend before their sets climbing

from 10 in 1951 to 13 this year,

that means that their total daytime
viewing is now 14,963,064 hours.

Spot Sales Is distributing the

r

Pitch to Food Sponsors
Number of ' women viewers

watching daytime TV in N. Y. has

Davis
industryites are unnecessarily
'alarmed, for he doubts that even
I if the BBC made its own films,

they’d be pf high enough calibre

0 causef any distress to the exhibi-

tors.

Although Britain now has three
TV stations which cover the Lon-
don area, the midlands and the
north, Davis revealed that video
tlas affected business to only a

small extent. Grosses have been
liolding up well, he pointed out, ex-

Grade Preps New

Dramatic Airers
London, July 15.

Grade Fields will turn dramatic
artist for a new series of radio

head of BBC bureau in New York,
continued his coverage chores at

the International Amphitheatre de-
spite a broken ankle, result of a
convention fall ... . NBC traffic

supervisor Jack Hilton thinking of
changing his name for the Demmy
mee,t to avoid the headaches he en- __
countered last week when he kept brochure"^ in"att'empr to lure"more
getting calls for Hilton Hotel, con- food adyertisers/ and others who
vention headquarters . - . Envy of pitch directly to housewives, to en-
everybody in the mad scramble for ter TV. Brochure points out that

cept in areas hit by an economic programs whxcyi are to be taped food at the Amphitheatre were the there is a gain of 154% over last

depression. Lancashire, for ex- CBS technical boys, who ate the ygar in the average number of
ample, has eased off since the mar- ^ Wed. ) . She’s to play the title

ket for textiles diooed ^ole a detective series, “Meet
Davis, who arrived in the U. S. Miss Terry,” which

^

have been

recently, is here primarily to con- BBC writer Edward
tact sponsors with a view to set- r*

Mason and ara to ^e produced

, ^ j X ^ average
delicious fare dished up by West- homes viewing each quarter-hour
inghouse’s Julia Kiene for the show on WCBS-TV, Station man-
Commercials . , .NBC commentator ager Craig Lawrence, detailing the
H. V; Kaltenborn observed his 74th findings in the brochure, also cited
birthday during GOP powwow with the fact that WCBS-TV’s new dis-

ing up deals for production of full- by Hector Ross Radio Productions, a bouquet of posies from his radio- count structure on 12 spots or
length and short features for tele- Monty Bailey-Watson who is to tV confreres and a hard day’s Xe per weS has brought the
vision in England. He’s already "L ‘elk^Twu’hS de^HoSm «d“est of con- cost pe? spot down 21% lower than
held talks with several potential last weeicend wltn Reed de Rouen, vention came from a delegate who it was last vear
clients. Associated with him are a American actor currently Uving in asked TV make-up man Mort Lewis
number of top British producers

i
to do something to replace the

who have both studio space and cast in false teeth he had lost in scramble
scripts available.

WYNN IN AS SALES CHIEF

Rome, mainly using available U. S.
talent.

First two programs in the series
are to be cut next week and will
be shipped to New York by be-

ABC prexy Robert Kintner
stuck it out with his crews until
final session of confab Unsung
hero of convention was Bob Doyle,

FCC Okays Power Boost

For St. Loo’s KSD-TV
St. Louis, July 15.

rnn i. UAiiYtc m . nn I ginnlnrof next month All told ’ The FCC his okiyed an appll-

FOR DuMONT S WABDIL sines wlU* embra« 2's f„"e^ta«fryT^ ?x?aS^'lL“'*trL^slitS
... Tommy Thompson, CBS-TV facilities to increase Its power
Director of Technical operations, from 16 to 30 kw and the expansion
proved the Jules Verne of the will include installation of a new
Convention in heading up six-bay antenna atop the SOO-foot

pooled technical accomplishments TV tower on the roof of the Post-

Film star Irene Dunnp. "TiicnatoVi nirnAv Viiiiirfinff in th®

In further separation hy the Du-
Mont network WABD, its N. Y.
flagship, Lawrence W. Wynn has
been named to the newly-created
post of sales chief for'the station.

Sales were formerly handled by the
network staff.

tures, each with a running time
of 26V6 minutes. Each subject is

budgeted to cost around $2,500.
Series will be distributed in

America by Harry S. Goodman
Productions, who are N. Y. reps
for the Hector Ross outfit. The Dunne, alter- Dispatch annex building in

—
, . . , ^ , , Droj?rams will also an aiHnp ‘ 1

Irene Dunne, alter- downtown district. ,Move is the latest of a string of ^aXo Luxlmbomg blghS SI ?
California delegation. Chief Engineer Ed Eisk of the

"f7
appointments designed to pro- m the SaE political scene on third day to station said the increase In power

vide WABD with its own operation. join her husband in Cape Cod . . . will improve a stronger signal

separate from the network setup.
Station’s new position was launched
some months ago when Richard E.
Jones took over as general man-
ager, a job which had previously
come under direct supervision of
Chris J. Witting, g.m. of the net.

Fran Allison, of NBC’s “Kukla, which will improve reception ol

Fran and OUie,” among conven- the station's programs in tn«

tion visitors “fringe” area 60 to 100 miles from

PAN-AM GABBERS MEET
Mexico City, July 15.

First Pan-American radio an- amazing example of the Taft stam- St LOuisr The power and antenna

ouncers convention will be held ina was way in which he took over changes are part of a long-range

July 27-29 at the Palace of Fine the post-nomination peace fest program to eventually increase the

^ ^
- Arts (National Theatre) here, ac- with Ike, even in defeat directing station’s power to 100 kw, whicn

Most recently a DuMont account cording to the Mexican Radio An- the lensers—TV newsreel and still would more than double the sta-

exec, Wynn had previously worked nouncers Assn., sponsor of the —ordering lights off or on, and tion’s signal strength. The new
with several radio stations and ad meet, which has President Miguel making suggestions for the radio facilities are expected to be operav

agencies. Aleman’s patronage. mikes. Ing by next fall.
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At. Ch-ftsterArid .dig»rfct jparty last week for Perry Cpmo tnd
hw CBS-TV tumoAeir riaplacetnent, Eddy Arnold, a giveaway contest
was Jdeld tittong tha.vl^tiiig Liggett & Myers and RCA Victor execs

.

for the best guess on the number of votes each. Republican candi-
date would receive tm the Arst balloting in Chicago. The prize,
was a Victor phonograph.

. Th,e winner was BCA prexy Frank M. Folsom. ‘ He called 500
for Taft. *ud gOO fpr Elsenhower.

ACtliHi?es Webs, WPK, KOWL

Washington, J July 15,

American Civil Liberties Union,
charging that the FCC "‘by imputa-

tion” is bowing to the same type

of pressure as that which it charges

Red Channels exerts on the net-

works, called on the Commission
again yesterday (Tues.) to hold
public hearings on the issue before

renewing licenses of the nets and
two indie .stations, ACLU demand
was contained in* a forihid brief in

reply to the nets’ disclilmers to the
FCC April 0 that they practice

blacklisting.

According, to
.
the ACLU, the

“most sigrtidcant part” of the net-

works’ answers is what they omit.

“For not a single answer contains

any denial of the allegation that

blacklisting on the basis of Red
Channels is prevalent in the radio-

TV industries," the brief said.

“Since four of these defendants

—

NBC, CBS, ABC and DuMont—are
the largest networks in the ebyn-
try, this failure to deny an essen-

tial allegation of ‘ the complaint
would seem to he the most signifi-

cant. Unless a specific deniaUof
blacklisting practices Is forthcom-
ing, we are -filing to abandon our
request for a general investigation
and the investigation of listed in-

stances of blacklisting, and ask
only a hearing to determine meas-
ures of combatting this evU.
“We do believe, however, that

only an investigation could disclose

the extent to which Communists
operate, or have operated, a black-
list of their own, since their opera-
tions are So secretive that we were
unable to uncover any evidence
thereof, evidence which could be
obtained only through use of the
subpoena power.”
On the problem of Communists,

the brief said the ACLU is not
averse to party members perform-
ing where national secuifity is not
at stake “unless and until he (the

(Continued on page 102)

Notre Dame Plans

Own Grid Package
Chicago, July 15.

Notre Dame, the midwest foot-
ball kingpin smarting under the
financial squeeze caused by the re-
strictions put on gridiron telecasts,
is threatening to keep all its home
games off live TV. The South Bend
Catholic school, instead, is working
on a plan to sell the exclusive TV
films rights to the game.
Notre Dame officials have long

been critical of the National Col-
legiate Athletic Assn.’s limitations
of live video. It’s been their posi-
tion that telecasting rights belong
to the individual institutions and
have reluctantly gone along with
the NCAA-controlled TV^setup at
a' financial sacrifice. Two years
ago, before the NCAA imposed its
bars, the school- peddled its home
games to DuMont for $300,000. Un-
der the present NCAA schedule,
limiting each team to a single tele
appearance, Notre Dame would get
but a fraction of, that amount as it

^ uf* the package.
SJiould the school succeed in

'^’rapping up either a network or
regional bankroller .for its post-
game film rights, it would put
something of a crimp in the NCAA
package recently bought by NBC-

It’s recognized that any TV
gi’id schedule that didn’t include
jjoire Dame would be less attrac-

a
However, one of its road

games could conceivably be in-
cluded In the NBC-NCAA bundle.

Bonus Birthday

Rochester, N. Y.,. July 15,

As a unique way of celebrat-
ing its 30th anni, WHAM,
local radio indie, Is providhjg
each of its current advertisers
with a 30% ' bonus of free
time In the form of a birthday
gift. Bonus is applicable for
every dollar of local and* na-
tional spot business on the sta-

tion during ' anni week. To *

avoid suspicipn that the bonus
was only another gimmick to
hypo sales, clients and their
agencies had ho advance
notice of the gift.

First hint the clients had
was an invoice covering the
30% and marked “paid” by
John W. Kennedy, Jr., WHAM
sales chief, who explained that
bonus commercial had al-

ready been aired.

Ream Resignation

On Tap 2 Years;

CBS Tags Salant

With Joseph H. Ream having re-

signed last week as exec veepee

and a director of CBS, it’s expected

that the web will not name a sue-

cessor in the immediate future.

Ream reportedly advised CBS
board chairman William S, Paley

and prexy Frank Stanton nearly

two years ago of his desire to re-

sign for personal reasons! and his

decision played a large factor in

the sweeping reorganization of the

network instituted soon afterwards.

It’s pointed out that, under the

present setup, with each of the

five divisions' of the net headed by

its own prexy, the parent company
has the equivalent of five exec vee-

pees, such as Adrian Murphy, prez

of CBS Radio and J. L. Van Vol-

kenburg,- prez of CBS-TV. While

each of these operates in his own
area of specialization, he nonethe^

less assumes some of the supervi-

sory duties originally held by the

office of exec veepee when it wfis

set up by Stanton in 1948.

Stanton this week also announced

the appointment of Richard S. Sa-

lant, formerly a law partner with

Rosenman, Goldmark, Colin &
Kaye, as a veepee and general exec

of the parent company. CBS prexy

emphasized, however, that Salant

will not assume Ream’s duties as

exec veepee. He’ll handle general
top administrative work, similar to

that being done by Lawrence W.
Lowman and Daniel O’Shea, also

veepees of the parent company and
general execs.

Ream, in his letter of resignation

last week to Stanton, stated that

he took the move for “purely per-

sohal reasons.” He joined the web
in 1934 as general attorney and
was elected secretary five years

later. In 1942 he was elected a

veepee, became a director in 1945

and exec veepee in 1948. He’ll

continue with the web on a con-

sultant’s basis, but otherwi.se is

expected to retire to private life.

In another major thrust toward
integration of th« NBC radio and
television operations, in the wake
of the recent Sylvester L. “Pat”
Weaver-Frank White ascendancy,
NBC prexy Joseph H. McConnell
will announce later this week
sweeping realignment of executive
positions.

It’s understood that the new
NBC “one big network” concept
will shake down as follows:

Charles H. (Bud) Barry, at pres-
ent v-p. in charge of radio pro-
gramming, will take over both- the
AM and TV programming opera-
tions.

Jack Herbert,
^
presently veepee

in charge of AM sales, will become
top man in both the radio and
television sales picture.

Edward A. Madden, presently
veepee in charge of TV sales and
operations, will be tapped for a
new 'executive role—that of assis-
tant to prexy McClonnell.

It’s understood that the new ap-
pointments are only the beginning
of a series of personnel reshuffl-
ings which will affect not only the
network’s top brass but penetrate
down to. the lower echelons as
well. Under the new setup, both
Barp^ and Herbert will report to
White, who in turn reports to
Weaver. Madden, as exec assistant
to McConnell, will report directly
to the NBC prez.
Moves represent a further in-

tegration of the NBC operations,
in line with McConnell’s belief
that AM and TV basically ar6 parts
of the same broadcasting medium
and hence they should complement
each other. It was McConnell, in-
cidentally, who was the first net-
work chief to split his radio and
TV operations down the middle,
following the Booz, Allen and
Hamilton, survey of the web sev-
leral years ago. He’s now the first

fo bring the two branches of broad-
casting closer together.
McConnell pointed out when the

Weaver-White promotions were
first disclosed that the web would
attempt to utilize the TV contract
personalities in radio, and vice
versa. As a result, it’s expected
that Barry will work from that
premise. As for Herbert, it’s be-
lieved that his sales- staffers can
also aid each other in radio and
TV, by lining up clients for both
media at the same time, rather
than having the TV salesmen fight
with the AM salesmen for busi-
ness.

KGKO Preems
Dallas. Jul;^' 15,

New local AM radio outlet,
KGKO, will begin full program-
ming here by Oct. 14 as a 24-hour
daily airer. Designed as a local
operation, new station will em-
ploy 1,000 watts daytime and 500
watts nigthly^on 1480 kilocycles.
KGKO will be Dallas’ eighth AMer.
Former penthouse studios of

KLIF, atop Cliff Towers Hotel in
suburban Oak Cliff, will be utilized
by KGKO, Local high school sports
and Dallas County activities will
fill bulk of station’s time.

Aloha FM
Washington, July 15.

While eager beavers rush to
take up the available TV chan-
nels on the continent, there
comes a mystery application to
the FCC for FM from Hawaii,
where there is no allocation of
FM channels and no FM sets.

The applicant is Henry Lee,
a Honolulu business man,
who lists assets at over''^$300,-

000, and plans an 18 hours-a-
day operation, Lee estimates
the station’s first year’s ex-
penses at $84,000 and first

yoar’s revenue at $80,000,
Lee doesn't say how he will

get the revenue. But there are
ways of making out w'ith FM
without a home audience: via

Transit Radio or Functional
Music service.

4-

Margaret Aden, PhS Cook Axed

WCBS’ Revamp
WCBS, key station of the

CBS Radio web In N. y.,,has
undergone x drastic program-
ming revamp since Carl Ward
took over as station manager.
Jn addition to aXeing Margaret
Arfen andu Phil Cook this,

week, Ward* during his tenure
has also jettisoned “Missus

. <^oes A’ iSbopping,” and. “Hits
and Misses,” both long-time
airers,. and has .trimmed Bill

Leonard’s “This Is New York”
from 45 minutes to a half-hour.
Ward also launched the new

Joan Edwards .morning* strip,

which- is *now SRO, and the
John Heiiry Faulk show, aired
cross-the-rboard from 5:()5 to

5:55 p.m,
'

NBC Is Seen On

HollyAVOod, July 15,

NBC is reportedly near a deal

for the purchase of KFI. Joseph

Heffernan, one of the net’s finan-

cial veepees, has been here several

days from N. Y., surveying prop-

erties and instituting preliminary

discussions. Prexy Joseph H. Mc-
Connell is due in next week, at

which time it’s believed a deal will

be wrapped un.

The network is more disposed

towarjl longtime affiliatfe KFI,

rather than KMPC, but Earl C.

Anthony has thus far resisted all

negotiations. However, the impend-
ing McConnell arrival may indicate
he’s changing his mind.

Anthony set a price Of $8,000,000
many years ago, knowing it would
scare off would-be purchasers. If

NBC is stymied In KFI deal and
turns to KMPC as second choice,
the price would be somewhere be-
tween the Richards estate’s asking
price of $1,250,000 and the net’s

outside offer of $800,000. It’s con-
sidered likely the web is playing
KMPC against its affiliate, with
Anthony likely to strike a deal
rather than lose, network shows
and struggle along as an indie.

Heffernan and division veepee
John K. West huddled with attor-

neys Martin Gang, Boh Kopp and
Norman Tyre, hut this is believed
to be in connection with NBC’s re-

cent sale of KOA, Denver, to a

group headed by Bob Hope. Firm
handles Hope’sVlegal matters.

4- Indications that television is

drawing the audience away from all

programming done by the radio
networks’ key oico, stations with
the exception 'of music and news
was seen this week with the decl-

tloa of WCBS, GbS Radio’s N, Y.
flagship, to cancel both Margaret
Arien and Phil Cook in favor of a
personality disk jockey show. Web
hopes to bring over Bob Hayme^j,.
now under contract t.o WNEW,
N. Y. indie, to take over the tlm*
both Miss Arien and Cook had oc-
cupied six mornings a week.

Situation also underscores fur-

ther the way the network flagships

are moving into a progranuning
groove once considered the. private
domain qf the indie stations. Trend
was pointed up several weeks ago
when WNBC, the NBC web’s key
N, Y. outlet, lured Gene Raybum
away from WNEW, as part of an
expansion of its roster of personal-
ities who have built enough of a
name ' for themselyes witli local
listeners to endorse personally the
products of their participating
sponsors. WCBS had also been bid-
ding for Rayburn.

Miss Arien has been with,WCBS
for about 11 years and Cook has
been a stalwart , on the station for
almost 20 years. Station had wanted
to expand its informal music pro-
gramming for some time and got
its opportunity when Miss Arien,
who has been heavily sponsored,,
decided she wanted to devote her
full time to her video show on
WCBS-TV, the AM station’s TV
sister. Her radio show ha?, been
aired Mondays through Saturdays
f»m 8:30 to 6 a.m; but WCBS sta-
tion manager Carl Wardj in order
to give Haymes a bigger slice of
time, decided also tq axe Cook, who
airs Mondays through Saturdays
from 8:15 to 8:30.

Haymes’ contract with WNEW
runs to August, 1954, meaning that
WCBS must buy him from its indie
competition. Negotiations are now
in progress and WCBS hopes to be
able to. launch the Haymes 'series
Aug. 11. Present plans call for him
to do tJie same type of show he
now does for WNEW* including
some solo piano’lng, singing, and
record-spinning.

Illustrating how the move to
personality shows helped build
ratings for the network flagships,
Ward revealed that the 9:30 to 10
a.m, strip on WCBS five months
ago had a 2.8 rating. Since Joan
Edwards’ new show took over the
time, the rating on the period has
jumped to a 3.9, claimed by Ward
to be the highest on any N. Y. out-
let at that time. In addition Miss
Edwards’ show has been SRO al-
most since it teed off.

BRISTOL-MYERS MULLS

DEAL FOR KEN MURRAY
Ken Murray, who’s aired Satur-

day nights at 8 on CBS-TV for the

last tliree years, may move over to

a Sunday night period when he
returns this fall. Bristol-Myers,
which has been looking for a show
to replace its “Break the Bank”
Sundays at 9:30 p, m., has report-
edly been considering the Murray
package among several others, and
is expected to decide finally with-
in the next week or so.

It had originally been thought
that Murray would be back at his

Saturday night stand in the fall,

but CBS revealed this week that

the perlqd has been, handed to

Jackie Gleason for his new vaudeo
presentation. The 9 to 10 period
Saturday nights is still open, how-
ever, and a possibility remains that
Murray may go in there, if the
projected deal with Bristol-Myers
falls through.

NBC Radio SeDs

Taflier; ‘Fibber’

NBC has concluded two deals

for sponsorship of top-rated radio

shows, “Father Knows Best” and
“Fibber McGee & Molly.” General

Foods, which banlcrolled “Father’*

: last season, has signed on for an-

other ride during the .upcoming

fall season. Web is temporarily

keeping under wraps the identity

of the “Fibber” sponsors.
NBC has acquired full rights to

the “Father” property. Robert
Young will continue to

,
play the

title role. “Fibber” bankrolled last

season by Pet Milk.

Maschmeier Upped
" Albany, July 15.

Howard W, Maschmeier has been
promoted from program manager
to assistant general manager of the
Schine-owned WPTR. Jim Bellamy,
who recently assumed direction of

the station, announced the advance-
ment.
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Here's one summer replacement

that illustrates in detail what is

meanf^by the term “dog” days* It’s

basically an : interesting idea, in

which panelists attempt to solve a

cbime exacted by a group of thesps.

But* at least oh the Initialer last

Sunday night (13), the Idea fell flat,

•due mainly to the Wealc moderating
Job turned in by Basil Bathb'one

and the lifeless work of the panel.

(Program is in for a summer run
as replacement for “This Is Show
Business.”) ^

On any show such as this, us
success derives entirely from the
moderator and panel. Bathbone, an
obvious choice for the moderator’s
role because of his longtime asso-

ciation with the Sherlock Holmes
character, was evidently suffering

from camera fright. He .raced
through his lines with a patently

assumed air of bravado, but para-
doxically slowed the pace almost

-to a halt with the long pauses In

his speech. Panel teamed two
• authentic private eyes (W. Sherman
Burns, chief of the Burns agency
and Patrick King, assistant head of

Saks 5th Avenue detective squad)
against two show biz shamuscs
(Walter Greaza, of NBC-TV’s *‘T-

Men in Action” and John Harkin
of the “Perry Mason” radio show)
but their crime-solving capabilities

and disinclination to join in the

fun indicated they might have been
suffering from the heat.

Scripter Henry Kane, himself a

w.k. detective story writer, dished
up two good crimes for the panel-
ists to play with, and they were
well enacted by a group of com-
petent thesps. One of the puzzlers,

incidentally, formed the story some
months ago for NBC-TV’s “Martin
Kane,” which. Kane also scripts.

But any fun that viewers had in

watching the show could only have
come from their own attempts to

crack the cases, rather than from
* participating with the panel.

Andre Baruch handled the Lucky
Strike plugs, which were filmed,
with his usual capable announcing.
Based on the tremendous populari-
ty of detective stories and other
private eye mellers aired regulAly
on TV find radio, “Lucky Clue”
stands a good chance of grabbing
off an acceptable rating during the
summer—^but only if something is

done to Inject a little more life

into the moderator and panel,
Stah

DATM WITH ^ .

Wllk Hary tlnii BclUr, Jimmy
SoiUBer, Iblua Gibson, Plora

Campbelli Peter Avramsv Patty

jPqP^
prodiiner-Wiiteir: Aleen Leslie

Plre«t«r; Mortimer Offner

3« MImj Tbnrs., S p.m* f>

AMERICAN CHICLE
ABO-TV, from K. V.

(r)oncer, Fitzgerald Ic Sample)

The going may be expected to be
a 'lot toughen for this lightweight

family situation series now that it

has invaded the. evening hours

aClXKIHS
with loe Kelly, J4M;1 Knppetmau.
PatTonlon, Jabet Abcrn, Melvin
Miloi, Praukie yanderploeg

Prodneer: Raobael Stevenson
Direetor: Don Meier
SO MIail; Mon., g p.m. CHT
CBOSLEY
NBC-TV, from Chicago

(Benton A Bowles)

after an earlier cruise as a Satur-

day morning offering. Fluffy affair

With its potboiler script, uneven
acting and generally disjointed di-

rection as unveiled on the initialer

(10) is hardly up to even hiatus

standards.
Judy role this season is played

by Mary Linn Belief, who, with

firmer directional reins and less

stereotyped lines, would register

more effectively. Same goes for the

rest of the cast, although Flora
Campbell and John Gibson, as the
n)om and pop, showed^their know-
how despite the handicaps.

• The “situation” t'ms nme was
one that had been done countless

times before and was telegraphed
from the opening hell. It was that

chestnut about the old suitor pop-
ping up again to stir up embers in

the matron just as Judy and broth-

er Randolph had convinced dad
he'd lost his romantic touch. Gaffer
decides to go gallant and sends
flowers to the frau and asks her
for a “date.” Mom thinks the posies

and the invite came from the old

heau and after a series of misad-
ventures, the pair windup, on In
spiraition Rock, favorite smooching
spot of the yqunger set; Yarn fin-

ales with Judy and her boy friehd
dashing 'off to rescue the parents
who end' up in the clink for neck-
ing in public/

It’s strictly juvenile fare and
patently inconsistent with the
American Chicle plugs foe its Clo-
ret gum aimed at adults. Filmed
commercials were of station break
calibre. > • Dave.

New Acte—TV
I LIBERACM '

“
V

With Gewrge Llbetacn *rek
DIreoior: Jne t^***#^ .

.

15 Mln*.| .Tnes., Thnr^^^7:J« PM
HgUyyrook BLANES Jk ffALGADO

( . . w' .. > . A ;V<nmcsy .
Fiano viwtuoso Liberace Is iak-

1

^
ing bver the Dinah Shore Tuesday-" Amphitheatre, dhlcagw
Thursday spot on NBC-TV for the After brief iryoiit in Gold Room

The Q~6s1,r:ZS'»t ibe!t summer. Musically tte sUur. reg-

old stahd on NBC-TV filling- in on Isters well, jlnce WCjm;
alternate weeks for the Pau
Winchcll show. While the youni
braintrust failed to come thi’ough

I from" America's tow
with its usual veiwe on the opener man, although on the schmaltzy

| ^ Jv . ^K^t
(7), the basic appeal of the

,
junior side. .

grade pundits has enough kick to
.
On the premiere program, for

make *>r a pleasing half-hour. instance, he trained the cameras

aonarent that the Louis G. on “mom” in the audience,' men- , -

Cowan factW* Is stUI experiment- tioned her PoUsh backpound and does ®n “»®cas
Ing with the video version of the ,his Milwaukee childhood and did a it s atnctly a talk

"iSds.” After trying younger pany solid polka medley. His personaVr

members when the show was riding ity ?«>?«» aews* as ingratiating, »««« ^d mib.
on. CBS^tV ilt. returns to. that web but a little too saecharine; a more Wow,

the fall), ernghasls M FiSm cufttahfto doLlta/riSf ifJ

before probably the largest audi-
ence in history of show biz.

Unlike most talent from the rum
and Coca-Cola circuit this turn

in
back to the high schoolers.- Vct$ suited to tele’s intimacy.

. TxgrrT;
Joel Kupperman and Pat Gonlon ^

The schmaltz was also present in
i«rn“PfiintfflHaTi Rhmo.sodv ' and coum learn a lot 11om Romany,

from curtain to close but real boff

and
across

yocks has no counterpart in TV
today. His “What is the names,
plizz?’.' might become the “Where’s
Elmer?” of 1062,

'

Rounding out trio is Jose Sal-
gado, ' who deadpanned it

retmed the older set while Janet Liszt^S' “Hungarian Rhapsody tr- x. , ^
Ahern, Melvin Miles »nd Frankie other items in whlch. he exhiblt^^^

SnilS^"th whlcThlfFS**^
Vanderploeg shared the pre-teen his digital dexterity. Unfortunate- dignity witti whicn he socks

honors, Joe Kefly, of course, com ly, .h« wa* perspiripg after .one

tinues as the jovial quizmaster.
: :

demonstration, of finger -fireworks

This stanza limped a VitV'Ohiefly and his .singing of., .‘.^September

because the attempts toUdd visual Song,” which followed, didn’t get

fated W yWk When

* pjCodui^tionwise, excellent . use .
might delay

was made® of an overhead shot climb- to .top is matter of

which set off the pianist’s finger- *Ag«nt for turn (GOP)
work. Three fiddlers were super- ordered -Roma^ sidelined, but
imposed above the piano in another higher echelons

number, but the device didn't pay talent nfficc is understood to

off. Star's brother George, who top billing for him.

directs the orch, was spotted as ,
Its unders^od . Puerto Ricans

accompanist in one offering. have turnjeq down bid for repeat
Bril

kids guess^ing- which cf two guestk
was a peanut vender and which .a

delegate to the G0p.convention—-
was okay. But the visual clues oq
a question dealing with scientific

experiments didnT register.
Crosley.blurbs were routine films

with voice-over. Dave.

MASQUERADE PARTY
With Bnd CJollycr, Peter Donald,

Ilka Chase. John S. Yoiinr,
. Madge Evans, Norman Broken-
shire

Producer: Ed Wolf
Director: Craig Allen
35 Mins., Mon., S p.ni.

SPEIDEL
NBC-TV, from New York --

(SSCScB)
“Masquerade Party” is a panel

TV CROSSWORD PUZZLE
With Larry Stevens, Margaret

Farrar, guest panelists Anne
Burr, Martin Benjamin, John
Stradlcy; Jack McCarthy, an
nouncer

Producer: Stevens
Director: Bob Busch
30 Mins.; Sun., 10 p.m.
Sustaining
WPIX, New York •

“TV Crossword Puzzzle” is :

basically topnotch idea that suf-
fered at preem from what was ob-,
viously hasty planning. It needs a
few segments under its belt before
it can qualify on the pro level.
Just the same, its* Inherent sound-
ness showed through andrtt should
be in position to grab a bahkroller
with faith in the program’s fu-
ture. This future can be right
now if producer Larry Stevens
brings all hands together for long
workouts.

With Stevens as emcee-moder-
atoir, and a relaxed one, the show
has a plus and minus in Mrs.
Margaret Farrar, crossword puzzle
editor of the N. Y. Times and the
No. 1 creator In that groove, Mrs.
Farrar supplies the checkerboard
arrangement, fronts It, and three
panelists are cued by a small cast
acting out the words with voice,
music, etc. At first show, Mrs.
Farrar was halting and uncertain,
but by midway she seemed to
have found herself..

There is never any doubt as to
her authority, but (1) some of the
words seemed vague in relation to
the definitions by the actor-outers
and (2) several words went by
without needed explanation. Prizes
are given to viewers whose mate-
rial is used. Overall, a pleasant
summertime show with the best of
Intentions and post-heat potential-
ities. Trau.

maintain interest. However, the
setup -makes it impossible for the
panel to be bright and witty since
they work tmder a time handicap
and any extraneous verbiage would
be on their own time—-consequent-
ly, any deviations do not pay.

ALVINO REY SHOW
With Alvinn Rey orch. King Sis

ten (4), Jimmy Joyce, Blue Keys
(4)

Director: Alan A. Armer
30 Mins.; Fri., 7,;30 p.m«
KNBH, Hollywo^
Reunion of Alvino Rey orch and

the' King Sisters highlights this

half-hour musical layout, which
should find a good summer follow-:

ing. Emphasis Js on music with-
out elaborate trimmings and the
result is a speedy 30 minutes that
pleases. .

Rey orchestra’s foot-tapping stuff

backs some good vocalizing by the
King femmes and by baritone
Jimmy Joyce. Highspot of course
Is Rey’s dexterous fingering of 'the
electric guitar ’ -and • banjO, and
there’s also a “talking guitar” gim-
mick that cues interest.

. Rey handles the intros himself
and keeps the show moving, can-
nlly balancing the diet to get the
best results for both sight - and
sound.

,
Kap.

•» »f li-K-f 4 »»

AL CAPP '

(A Television Essay)
Writer: Capp
Director: Ted Nathanson./
Sun.', 15 Mins., 12:15 p.m.
Sustaining
WNBT, N. Y. .

Al 'Capp has inaugurated a 15-

show that depends upon the wit
I

minute weekly Sunday noon series

and repartee of the participants to

at Amphltheabre next week to re-
place Dixieefats (flash act) which
wowed four

‘
years ago. Contracts

forbid appearance 6t trio except
under GOP handling. This agency,
overshadowed for years, seems
finally to have latched onto a sure-
fire attraction which will travel.

Donn,

(Don Walsh, ex-Variety- staffer
now with Steve Hannagan, caught

u/'wn'TP ftM /1 viTAAir’a 1

Ihe GOP conventxon in Chtcagaon WNBT and on this weeks lS liWle on o tour of duty.

The panel comprises Peter Don
aid, Ilka Chase. John S. Young and I Verbal lambastmgs, nor again

premiere, the creator of “Lil

Abner” emerged as a winping per-
sonality. This is strictly a one-man
show, which Capp labels a “tele-
vision essay.” The Initial stanz|i
made delightful listening. This is

not the rambunctipus Capp of the
“panel era” getting in his jibes

But to prove he never, left 46th
SU, here^s hit version of the en-
tertainment highlight of the show.
Ed.)

WHO'S THERE?
With Arlene Francis, Bill Cullen,
Robert

. Coote, Paula Stone;
George Jeaael, Phil Rteiuto, Ger-
trude Ederle, guests; Rex Mar-
shall, announcer

Producer: Richard t,ewls
30 Mins.; Mon., 9:30 p.m.
GENERAL FOODS’ ^

CBS-TV, from New York
(Benton k Bowles)

Philadelphia—^Frank Brookhous-
er, Philadelphia Inquirer colum
nlst, starts a new TV show" on
WFIL-TV next Sunday (20). Show’s
format will IncludeJnterviews with
human interest characters

,
he

writes about in his daily column.
Show is sponsored by Mort Farr,
radio and TV distrib.

“Youth Wants To Know,” NBC
weekly program moderated by

Theodore Oranik, had a lively and

provocative half-hodr (9) With

Paul. Hoffman, former ECA ad-

ministratpr, (Jeneral Eisenhower

backer and Ford.Foundation offi-

cial, in a pickup from Chicago as

part of Philco’s ’"NBC-TV. coverage
of the GOP convention. An alert,

intelligent, well mannered and
fine appearing group of boys and
girls, selected by the American
Legion and a junior college, fired
a series of pointed questions at

Hoffman on virtually every phase
of the Eisenhower campaign and
the former General’s stand on the
important issues.
Most of the interviewers were

articulate and assured, for their
ages, although several stumbled. A
few, at the suggestion of Granik,
pressed Hoffman with second and
third queries. The ex-president of
Studebaker Corp. proved to be
fluent and effective spokesman for
Eisenhower, giving direct though
necessarily brief replies. Hedging
noticeably only once or twice,
Hoffman good naturedly com-
mented that the youngsters “are
asking some questions that would
take a book to answer.”
A query on the reason Eisen

bower had not taken a more active
part in the 1948 Republican cam-
paign—^when he was \serving as
Columbia Univ. president—seemed
to get Hoffman slightly on the
hook. *Most newsworthy revelation
was that If Eisenhower were
elected president, he “probabl
would want to go to Korea an
spend sometime there looking over

Madge Evans, who seem Hke bright,
pieJant people. A subject mas: ® ^Sie ‘ Drew^PeFrson

®

queraded in garb that has some- Rather^ this 15-mi?mte ’unnre-

reeMs^broucht ^ fOr Questioning'
rtanza found the artist as

Tnfe
entirely engaging personality

^Ilp^ting chuckles and laughter as
unfolded the trials and tribula-

^ AUU* /ear-old daughter

no?d^-^of ^^nSan^ &ent* wITs
kindred afoescents. There If many more quiz shows are

dreSed in tSbM gear Anne ^ef-
atteifipt tp gim^mick the brought iuto tele’s programming

who annlLiriA “K?ss Me for Capp’s skeds, Viewers are bound to become

Krte”^ame^?s rwitch and Mil ®^ .satirical sketches . of his two as confused as- femcee Arlene Fran-Kate,
.
came^^as « witch, and Mx daughters and one male symboliz- cis was in the preem stanza of CBE-camo as tne late ing the Adams apple, crew-cut, TV’s latest quk show entry, “Who’s

pimply puppy lover of the junior There?,”’ Monday (14). Miss Fran-

A 1 j who should know her way
around panel programs, referred to

running gab that the new series as “Celebrity Time”
fiJir ^ ^‘What's My Line?” She could

fSfn have tagged a half-dozen other cur-
tnan nomiiies. Rose. rent quiz show, names on it without

straying too far from the truth.
This quizzer is. a composite of them
all and uses, the same basic ingre-
dients—host, panelists and guest
celebrities. All are attached to a

guessing, game format that offers

chael Di Salle
President Taft.
Bud (Jollyer is the conferencier

and Norman Brokenshire does the
Speidel watchband Spiels. Jose,

Tele Follow-Up Commeiit
f4I M 444 4 4 f fVff? * 44 4 4 f f » 4 »

.
44: SUM-ROBERT MONTGOMERY

MER SHOW
(The Catbird Seat)

With Vaughii Taylor, John New-
land, Olive Blakeney, Jean

the situation” before deciding how
to resolve the present deadlock.

Granik registered effectively, as
moderator, although he would add
intimate, warmer touch to the half- ,

hour if he addressed the interro- Producer: Montgomery
gators by name— they all identiy Diri^tor: Herbert B. Swope, Jr,
themselves — Instead of “young Writer; Robert Shaw
man” or “young",lady.” “Youth” P*m.
continues' an excellent educational
and public service featufe. Jaco.

Casto, Margaret ' Hayils, John ..

Gerstad, Dulcy Jordan, others ®^ series is to have the
panelists guess, the name of the
guest celebrity from displayed
prop and/or apparel clues. For ex-
ample, George Jessel, stanza’s ini-

tial guest, \vas cued to panelists
Bill Culldh, a TV quizmaster,
Paula .Stone^ Broadway producer.

JOHNSON’S WAX
NBC-TV, from N. T.

(Needham, Louis k Brorhy) . , .

Ed ‘-Sullivan put together a
.
Robert Montgomery is attempt- Robert Coote, British thesp,

sound show within a novel frame- mg something new for his summer ® portrait of Whistlers
work Sunday (13) over CBS-TV. dramatic series on N)BC-TV via Mother ifor his “Mom” monologs),
Sullivan, “with the aid of film clips, inception of what is probably ’TV’s ® picture of a fox ‘(for his 20th-

recreated the GOP convention at- Urst stock company. Based on the aifiliation) and (3) a telephone
mosphere and although no Dean accepted modus operand! of straw* t>ooth (for the monolog phone-
Murphy, he did a fair job imitat- hat resident companies, Mont-
ing a politico chairman. He goniery has rounded up a group of ^Tessel’s name was guessed by
knocked off a few good lines and thesps, headed by Vaughn Taylor Miss Stone at the third clue, but
got a few laughs, on his own. John Newland and Margaret a tedious affair until she got
Orson Bean got the most out of Hayes, who will appear in differ- there. Only letup was Jcssel’s mug-

the confab idea with convention ent types of roles In all shows Smg" when one of the panelists
bit, which is standard with him in on the series this summer guessed Lassie and another Tallu-
nlteries. It made a. solid impact ‘^®ting group is experienced at TV Bankhead. Jessel, by the way,
on this show. ' and the Idea should pay off, pro- gave the program its only lift when
Another item that hit home was vjding the scripts are of compara- he sat in with the panelists to guess

Bobby Winters, who impressed as ble duality. the other names, Cupid and Phil
one of the better jugglers to ap- Initialer Monday night (14) Rizzuto. He gave his seat to' Riz-
pear on video. His act combines however, was only a fair teeoff. zutovfor the guessing stint on the
skill and humor and even though ohow staged was “The Catbird

~ ' ' - ’ ’ ^

his .tricks are standard in the Seat,’ adapted by Robert Shaw xui. ur<:x -xx.* x,

manipulators catalog, he ha.s more from a James Thurber short story, had no chance to participate,
than a few different twists to dif- Basically a satire on ad agencies Miss Francis was her usual ef-
ferentiate himself. overly-collegiate brand of fervescent self in the hostess’ chair

In the song department, Teresa sometimes run them, and aside .from series’ label fluffs
both Shaw and the cast overdid the was in top form. Panelists Cullen,

with .slapstick. Play held au- Coote and guest for the preem,
Along Without You.” She’s a per- Miss Stone, had little more to do
sonable singer and got the -show n}OSt appreciated by show biz than shont nnf name*?
off to a good start. Other piper viewers, but even the most unini- Several camera-shot mishaps in-
was Rusty Draper, who fits in tiated could have predicted the dicated^ that^hf sho^^

^niw i'nimdR“^^Aotinnv^h?^ fitvlp
more rehearsal. Rex Marshall

Is reminiscent of several oldtimers, i.ayior played the lead in this mercials for General Foods effi-

(Contlnued on page 104) (Continued from page 106) SeSlyl Gros.
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• Chicago, July 15a
Democratic t^nV<intion planners who closely observed TV’s

'shake down*' handling, of the Republican conclave are busy this

week plotting varlotia . changes designed to smooth out “errors'’

they detected in the GOP sessions.

Major correction on th^ Demo agenda being worked out is a

ruling by the various committee chairpicn that their respective

hearings ])0 radio and TV. Committee sessions start later

this week, with the convention proper starting Monday (21).

Definitely in the works is a new back-of-the-hall position for one

of the pool cameras to permit head-on shots of the speakers’ plat-

form. The GOP refused requests for such a position at its meet,

allowing oply angled lensing from the pool bays along the second

balcony in^'e International Amphitheatre.

An improved credentials arrangement has been devised for the

myriad number of, staffers and technicians involved in the elec-

tronic coverage. The Rcpnb’s • complicated badge system caused
considerable confusion at the hectic convention site last week. The
Dems are issuing a single badge for radio and TV which will per-

mit the bearer free movement in and out of the hall and in all

sections of. the huge arena except the convention floor itself and
the speakers rostrum. Special badges will be handed the radio

and tele men working the floor and the rostrupi,

. The convention time table has come, in for a lot of study. It has

been recommended that nominating speeches be limited to 15 min-
utes, with seconding gab. limited to five minutes. Honorary set

speeches are being held to a minimum. And the temporary and
permanent chairmen have been asked to keep the sessions running

as close to sdiedule as possible.

So as to put on the best possible front for the probing orthicons,

the delegates ,are being frequently reminded of video’s presence.

Letters have gone out to the 1,574 delegates and their alternates

asking them to be on their best behavior while in the hall. The
formal convention program contains a page of television instruc-

tions and remindersr /

The Dems have worked up some visual devices which will be
used to sell their political “message” from the convention via

video. Although Fry re'fqsed to go into detail, it’s understood
'

these gimmicks include charts and drawings which will be used to

visualize the party’s case..

Chi’s WBKB, CBS

M Over Cut-Ins

Chicago, July 15.

Top CBS officials are working
feverishly this week in an attemot
to come to” terms with WBKB, its

maverick Chi TV affiliate, on the
Democratic convention telecasts.

The web brass is still rankled
by the indie’s handling of its Re-
publican convention feed which
caused more than a little embar-
rassment to CBSers, from board
chairman William Raley on down.
At the same time, WBKB execs
themselves are still irked over the
financial embarrassment resulting
from their deal with the network.

Both parties are agreed that
different ground rules will have
to be worked out- for the Demo’s
show. That’s one of the chief
Orders of business during this in-

terval between the two political

productions.

The background is this; WBKB,
under general manager John Mit-
chell has always been an aggres-
sively independent operation with
a hard punching local sales staff.

Mitchell has always felt the choice
is obvious between a local sale
and a web show which brings in

30% of WBKB’s rate card.

So when CBS came along with
its Westinghouse convention pack-
age guaranteeing 15 commercial
hours of feed to WBKB with the

(Continued on page 106)

WLW-T’S THREE STATE

SPREAD ON POLITICOS
Chicago, July 15-

Viewers in Ohio, Indiana and
Kentucky within transmission range
of WLW-T, Crosley flagship in Cin-
cinnati, probably received more
Republican convention coverage
than any others because of added
i^ews, interviews and special fea-
tures on local- delegates pro-
pammed by the Station In addition

ihe network feed from NBC-TV.
WLW-TV had a full crew and film
cameras here to work the GOP
conclave, and plans to have a simi-
lar setup for the Democratic par-
ley,

WLW-T veepee John T.- Murphy
supervised the extra coverage, to-
gether with Terry Flynn, news
Chief; Kit Fox, special broadcast
services chief, and Jim Gaylord,
staffer. Gil Kingsbury, Crosley
broadcasting’s public relations
Chief, and a former Washington
correspondent, handled assign-

on the floot of the Chi
Amphitheatre.

Bergen’s 4 for CBS-TY
Hollywood, July 15.

Edgar Bergen will do a minimum
of four CBS-TV shows this season
with his new radio sponsor, War-
ner-Hudnut, having first refusal.

He plans for combine film ancT

live action, with a film devoted to

a comedy travelog. Also a live

televariety show with guest stars

and the Ray Noble orch.

Credentials Snag

Bums Radio, TV

Correspondents
Chicago, July 15.

Radio and' TV correspondents
had their share of grief and annoy-
ance at the Republican convention,
but nothing got under their skins

like the early breakdown in cre-

dentials distribution.
' Having watched 4;he GOP flub,

Democratic spokesmen promises
there will be no such trouble this

coming weekend in' connection
with their ducats and badges.
Networks, stations and members

of the Radio-TV Correspondents
Galleries, which controls creden*
tials, all laid the blame at the door
of the GOP ticket committee.
They specifically exempted from
blame Ed Ingle, in charge of radio-

TV for the Republican Party. Ingle

fought for adequate credentials for

the 'broadcast group.
At a time when the press and

magazine correspondents already

had their credentials, the Repub-
lican National Committee had not

delivered them to the Radio-'TV

correspondents convention commit-
tee.

Broadcast correspondents had a

firm promise of credentials for 763

newsmen. Late Saturday afternoon

(Continued on page 98)

BRECHER TO PACKAGE

MAYEHOFF TV SEIES
Hollywood, July 15.

Freeman Keyes, prexy of Russell

Seeds agency, has set Irving Breeh-

er to package the Eddie Mayehoff
comedy show which follows 'Red
Skelton on NBC-TV in the fall for

Reynolds Metals.
Brecher will lay out format, en-

gage writers, director and cast,

working in association with Lou
Place, Seeds agency Coast head.

Brecher relinquishes control after

four or five shows.

By HERMAN A. LOWE
Chicago, July 15.

For the first time, radio and tele*,

vision have played a major part in
forcing the selection of a Presiden-
tial ^lominee.

This is recognized by the GOP
politicians who admit that, with-
out the broadcastiffg media, Sena-
tor Bob Taft would undoubtedly be
their party’s candidate for Presi-
dent.

Here in, Chicago,, where the ad-
vance guard for the Democratic
convention is already gathered and
at work, the big time politicos are
studying this hard fact. They ye-
member that TV lifted Sen. Estes
Kefauver into the position of a
leading contender for their nomi-
nation. They are wondering what
part the medium will play in the
eventual choice of their nominee.
^ But, more than this, across the
nation wherever politicians gather
they are ordering, new studies into
the best possible use of TV .to help,

their parties win next'Novemb.er.
What has colored their thinking
—from the oldest of the Old Guard
to the youngest of the Young Turks
—is what happened to the. power-
ful, smoothly operating Taft ma-
chine in Chicago last week.
When the GOP National Commit-

tee met and gave the Taft faction
the contested delegations from
Texas, Georgia and Louisiana, the
nomination was regarded as “in
the bag.” The Eisenhower people
met in a desperation huddle. Only
one thing was left to them—arouse
the people to demand that the con-
vention upset this action. There
was one way to reach the people
most intimately within their own
homes.

Ike’s Biff Bally

The Eisenhower leaders took to

the etherwaves. They accepted
every invitation from every net-

work. and station to speak on the
issue and to denounce “the big

steal.” They created Invitations

for themselves, seeking out broad-
casters who would put them on the
air. One pro-Eisenhower U'. S. Sen-
ator did practically nothing else for

three days. Morning, noon and
night he was on television' and
radio, talking about “steal,”

“morals,” “smoke-filled rooms”
and “steamrollers.”

From scores of thousands of

towns in the 48 states, the letter

and telegrams began to roll into

Chicago. Some delegates were
flooded with them. These messages
demanded repudiation of the Na-
tional Committee’s action.

On the very first day of the Con-

(Continued on, page 98)

Who’* on
Now' that the Republican

convention hoopla is finished,

reports are beginning to flood

the TV networks from local

stations of misplaced commer-
cials, line snafus, etc., presum-
ably caused by American
Telephone & Telegraph's .last-

minute rush to complete its in-

terconnecting facilities through
the southwest. Five southwest-
ern stations, for example, re-

ported 'they were getting the
Philco commercials’ audio
from the NBC pickups over the
Westinghouse plugs’ video, via

the CBS coverage. -

Topper to the situation was ^

one station, which had con-

tracted to receive sponsored
coverage' from one of the nets,

wiring in to report that it was
getting the pictures fine, “but
when do we start to get the
commercials?” Quick check
with AT&T revealed that the
station was getting the net-

work pool coverage designed
for the Coast stations, which
was being fed sans commer-
cials. TV execs are now won-
dering whether some stations

during the upcoming Di^mb-
cratic conclave will be get-

ting FM sound on their TV
screens.

RWG Strike May

Seriously Impair

Dems Convention
Radio Writers Guild, currently

striking against ABC, QBS and
NBC In an attempt, to get pay hikes
for radio news writers, has indi-

rectly warned the Democratic Na-
tional Committee that it might
seriously impair progress of the
Demo convention' In Chicago next
week, via its anticipated picket
lines around ' Chi’s International
Amphitheatre and Conrad >Hilton
Hotel. At the same time, the
Guild requested national commit-
tee chairman Frank McKinney to

Intercede on its behalL with the

nets in an attempt to settle the
dispute.

Strike took a new turn this week
when' members of the NBC-TV
news staff, the only ones not cov-

ered by the Guild-network cori-

( Continued on page 98)

Gealke^NewActs)
By BOB HOPE

Chicago, July 15.

Television really came into its own at the Republican National

Convention in Chicago, where Gen. Dwight 'D. Eisenhower (see

New Acts) stole the show . . . Eddie Arcaro arrived Thursday to

ride the dark horses out of town . . . But the Puerto Rican dele-

gation really wowed ’em .... There is a report that Sen. Robert Taft

is auditioning as straight man for them next season. . . . Just before

the ballot was taken I saw Johnnie Ray standing between the Taft

and Eisenhower quarters He was ready to cry either way.

One of the most dramatic moments of the convention, and cer-

tainly the best acting job of the season, was the Taft-Eisenhower

handshake scene in the lobby of the Conrad-Hilton after the nomi-

nation You could see the sincerity right through their bandages

.They had a victory dinner (without Jessel yet). . . .Fred War-

ing played. . . .George Murphy danced. ... .Ike and Mamie sang

Everybody ate Taftburgers and had a. wonderful time.

Taftburgers are made out of ground Democrats, . . .Taft made an

interesting speech at the victory dinner He got up and said,

“A funny thing happened to me on the way to the first ballot ....

I lost Minnesota . . .The editor of Quick magazine, was a little dis-

appointed at the outcome He was hoping they’d nominate a

midget .... i^d those reporters really got* around During a

secret conference of the Texas delegation 'one of them crawled

out of the air-conditioning units . . It was Elmer Davis, wearing a

racoon coat, . .Bill Henry did a great job He talked almost con-

tinually for five days Decca Records is considering putting his

tongue out in an album .... Ben Grauer handled the West Coast

news reporting job In fact he talked so fast his pivot tooth

struck oil three times Overall there was some great reporting

done by all the’ boys, zooming this medium to new heights in

public interest And what a break television is for the voting

public . . .Now when a candidate makes a promise the people can

see if he has his fingers crossed."

Virtually unprecedented sltua*
^

tion of one agency wrapping up the
sale of a major radio show for pne
of Its clients and then handing
over the business without a squawk
to a competing agency occurred
this’^week with,the pactlng of Gen-
eral Electric to sponsor Bing Cros-
by next season on CBS Radio. En-
tire deal was worked out for. GE by
BBD&O, but it was later decided
that' the show would be. bankrolled
by another division of GE, which
is handled by Young & Rublcain,
As a result, Y&R gets the billings.

GE moved in on Crosby last
week, when a previous deal with
Coca-Cola fell through. CBS had ^

made a firm, binding offer to CBS
for the Groaner at the web’s ask-
ing price of $16,000. Contract,,
however, had not yet been signed
by Crosby, and his brother,. Evei>
ett, who serves as his business
manager, was still shopping,
around. Groaner had been offered
a deal to plug various indie ice
cream dealers around the coun-
try, on which he wanted to cut in
his show’s staff and crew to help
compensate for thei^ enforced pay
cut when CBS trimmed the. budget
from last season’s $27,000 to $16^

’

000, Since Coke considered ice
cream competitive, the Crpshys
were looking for another bank-
roller.

Everett Crosby at that point
talked with Jim Bealle, BBD&Q’s
chief of talent and new program
development, who told him the
agency was recommending a radio
show to GE. Several days later,

the GE deal went through, under
a plan which would have the parent
company plug all products on an
U-stitutional basis; but with" the
various divisions kicking in the
costs, BBD&O reps the parent

.

company.

Louisville division, which han-
dles the larger home appliances,
demanded It get the show alone,
and the parent company 'finally

released the show to it. This meant
turning the billing over to Y&R,
which handles the Louisville divi-

sion. As a result, GE and BBD&O
got together and tossed the plum
into Y&R’s lap.

While a time slot has not been
finalized for the show, it's expected
to take-over the Sunday ^night at
9:30 slot, rather than the Wednes-
day at 9:30 period, which Crosby
had last season. Contract gives
GE first rights to any TV Crosby
does this season, but it has not
been determined whether he’ll

double into the newer medium yCt.

TV Newsreel's Wrinkle:

Soundtrack Added Lire

With Wireless Gadget
Chicago, July 15.

Newest wrinkle in tele newsreels
—synchronized soundtracks added
live, while the picture is shot, via
wireless—was unveiled ' at the
G.O.P. convention by Telenews
Productions here last week.

The footage, Including interviews
with delegates on the floor during
convention sessions—is being serv-

iced to CBS -and approximately 45
independent TV stations from
Coast to Coast. Footage, including
the sound, is being processed and
distributed within 12 to 14 hours.

The gimmick, which Telenews
kept carefully under wraps, re-

quired cooperation from the Army
and the Federal Communications
Commission. It works as follows:

Charles Shutt, of Telenews, is

down on the convention floor with
a special wireless microphone bor-

rowed from the Signal Corps. The
6V^-pound handle talkie has a two-
way switch which permits wireless

conversation with a Telenews cam-
eraman operating from a platform
high above the convention floor.

On the stand there is a wired con-

nection from the receiver to a

sound amplifier in the camera.
Camera shoots a closeup of Shutt
Interviewing a delegate down be-

(Continued on page 98)
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Sustalninr
CBC, from Vancouver

Vancouver's "Theatre tJnder the

Stars" took a night off, after a

week’s run of "Timber ! I (am

nounced as the first p^fessionally-

produced Canadian musical com*^

edy), to air it with the same cast

on Canadian Broadcasting Corp, s

Trans-Canada Network, .

“Timber 1 1," which has one more
exclamation mark than "pUa-
homa !," resembles it too in being

fresh and genuinely indigenous to

its setting—the British Columbia
logging industry, whose 32,000

real-life timber topplers have been

on strike for several weeks.

Chopped down to an hour and half

for radio,' it still made sense, was

a lively piece of Canadlana and
would be novel entertainment on

THE lOHN IL <;AMBUN:0 CLUB
WUh Idka A. fxamtdlBr
ed 3 f.m.

MBS* from New 1f*rk " „
“The John B. Gambling Club,

which had been aired locally via

WQH, N. Y., hit the Mutual web
Monday (14) with 'a

OHIO KIVBR JAMBOBBK
Wlih LMlIe Iwplii,

Ferldm, Lee Jeiiea. Huddy
Pine MoutttJlil Boya, haxf Jim
Day, Judy, Jen A George.

3a Mina.; Sat.> 1 V.m.

ivxutuiti wcu
I

Suid^nittg
. I i.

diverting 60- NBC,’ from Clnclniiatl

mtaS* stiS. if muic and As a

Gambling is assisted by his wn, tionmg Judy Can^^^

John A., on the platter- spieling has slotted another ewn^ a

chores, and thei two kcep^ the. ses- from WLW in

alon- moving, at an
1

maL'ttS Sol UtSg irresmTiisVia feVrop of cornfed
make this^ series oicay usienmK

vocalists and humor. Thjt

Aigi/aiv rambfinv who lias is a good show for the backwoods

be“ VorMng at&e wS’R,X fo?

I'lock of artists featured on thisthe past 25 years, sparks the scries,

with his* eoeygoing gab, which * is

kept at a minimum. 'He and his son
"talk up" each platter but they
never let the conversation dominate
the program. Plenty of time is

given to the platters which they

refer to as "middle brow" etching.

The wax selections run the gamut]
from Strauss waltzes to light

taining the freshness but tonmg
down* purely local references. -

Music, penned by Dolores • Cla-

man, Vancouver pianist, ranges

from fair to good show tunes, with

one swingy pop potential, "High,

Wide and Handsonie." Doug Nix-

on, CBC's Vancouver program di- LATHAM MERCHANTS
rector, and David Savage, Canad- WOKD, Albany

show are spotted in brief numbers
such as “Look Before You Leap,”
"Sweetest Rose In Texas, "Too
Old To Cut The Mustard’^ and
other alfalfa ' tunes. Lee Jdnes’

yodelling stint .on "Sweetest Rose
was^ standout on the preem (f2)

among the vocalists. Lazy Jim Daly
[

irom oirauss waiizes lu ftVnv with some folk
' com.edy and vocalUng while I^uis

Innis handled the emcee assign-a U. S. network, with revisions re-

1

way show score interspersejd. It s

all easy on the ear. Gros.

OPEN HOUSE
With Carol Horton, Lenny Hart,

Bill Wemble, Frank Panny,
Others

60 Mins.; Sat., 11 a.m.

9m.C66

inent with an ingratiatingly .breezy

style. Herm.

SPEAKING OF MUSIC
With^MiicheU Miller
Producer: A1 lievin

Director: Bernard Buck
60 Mins., Sun., 3 p.m.
WNYC, N. Y.

. . .

City'S municipally-

IN mW YORK CITY \ !

WOV, N. y. indie, has set up a new Italtiii production department,

with Anthony Tlomeo upped from the post of Italian record, librarian

to supervise it. .

.

.Lester GottUeb (CBS) to Totem Lodge for vacation.

R David Kimble has resigned as advertising-sales promotion chief

for WBBM, Chicago, to join Broadcast Advertising, Bureau as national

nromotion director. . . . Jame* Monka.has joined "Our Gal .Sunday"

Richard Saunders with "Backstage Wife'*. , . .Patajr. Camphell featured

on a new "Aunt Jenny" sequence. . . .Treva Fraaee joins “Life Can Be
Beautiful" and "Archie Andrews" as .*a regular cast jhember. . . .Peg^y

Lobbin doing the lead on f'Theatre -of Today" July 2tf. . . .CBS board

chairman William S. Paley to ijurope on a vacation NBC commen-
tator H, V. Kaltenborn has set up a new $500 scholarship, open to any

student of junior standing or above attending' or planning to enter the

TJ of Wisconsin, and specializing in some phase of radio broadcasting

..l^.NBC has>cut an audition disk for a proposed one-man show with

actor Joseph Julian.

Tom Toye, account exec with WINS for the last-'two years, trans-

ferred to the N.Y. sales office of WLW, Crosley's Cincinnati flagship,

as sales rep for WLW and WINS WMGM adding a new show, “Music

From, the Movies,” to its Saturday evening schedule, for the 8 to 8:30

slot Samuel M. Sutter has returned to the Blow agency as copy

chief Jack Lacy's marathon on WINS for the N. Y. Herald Tribune’s

Fresh Air Fund received $1,602.50 in pledges during its four hours on

the air. Number of show biz personalities, including Perry Como,

guested on the show. Deal was worked out by Dick Winters for WINS
and Mike Jablons for the Fund - .RCA’S syndicated show, “Touch-

down Tips With Sam Hayes," being offered stations during the 1952

- ^ , .
. r> i football season for the 11th straight y^ar. . . .Merris Novlk, radio con-

lan freelance, turned out lyrics of
, "ppen House" dispenses a gen- ’ York Cttv’^ municipally- sultant for the American • Federation of Labor, in Dallas and Los

high consistency and a light, amus- erous amount of live local talent.
ot»erated station WNYC. has one of Angeles last week on AFL biz. . .'.Leonard Meyers, NBC music editor,

ing book with some hew crocks which would deave a sharper im-
^ sterious music shows in recuperating from an appendectomy Harry Flaimery, former CBS

at the character of a lumber baron pact with
a "Speaking of Miisic," new platter commentator now subbing for Frank Edwarda on Mutual, going to

In British Columbia (which actu- produ^ion. Show
series. Show brings on musiemeu to Israel to tape four shows on the Communistdnfluence there. Shows will

lumber
vvinV spin their favorite disks and deliver aired oh the Americah-Christlan Palestine Committee series via

plot
the snace for eii-

background info on the recordings, Sundays at 5:15 p.m.. . . .Ruth Dennla Bmmmer, former assist-

jn at WNb'c, joined WOt, Washington, ...assistant pro-

see the weekending loggers who Carol Horton, onetime vocalist wito
^he vuests tabbing more

make her $375 e'vening outfit pos- Eddy Duchin’s band; Lenny Hart,-

slbie, and she sees them cifip in a Albany Mpster; Bill Wenlple. elec- on”show caught Sunday (13), IN SAN FRANCISCO
lnseS“t^ mit?hYDaighter“?alls panimenW: GKSrirCaii‘%nTX' “nhe Templeton, KFBC sports director, to HeisinW to cover the

M5 '=S£Sr5rtl"’.'a««..r "“a3'SS'S:S s
him, but a strike threat forces his singing program on WINS, New P"R ^ -P . 3e' vab- fashion commentator, vacationing here and replacing. EmUy Barton on
rehlrlng, with permission to “farm, York, guest^ 5^®” snlnning soot Miller was bright and KFRC for fourth consecutive summer Dean Maddox headlined the

not lay waste our forest reserve.^.’ Ho^e" was heard Miss Hortons
^^reezy in his sidelight spieling. Hayward Farm Home-and Industry Fair- and beamed his "Man on the

B-glrl, distinctively Played by JJ^othcr Betty,
giving the Session sock listening Street" shows from there Bill Phlllipson, ABC%.western chief, up

Ldrrain^e
and a ha'r^ values. Each platter was prefaced for a three-day confab KCBS* Arthur Hull Haylea addressed high

^Jac^ueUne m^nica nlavS ifkewiU uerformed enough incidental mfo to school teachers at Mt. Diabld summer session ....KROW's Don Chur-

gfrl wen Suoer-mVrkS^ customers^ werTin- iieighten interest in its^spinUmg. chill won a Willits Frontier Days award with his $15,000 custom-built

bS- war& toi tervie;^ ^tw^ ,
Miller;s selection too. was top- automobile, finished in four kinds of fur .... Robert L. Pickering

Lrrard^acted an| sang the lum- Show, pre^nted
^

in Informal represent Oakland Speedway Enterprises in radio-TV

berjack role with warmth and fashion, moved at a slow pace, with wSde? ’(>of programming,
strength, and the general acting moments of obvious padding. ’A -^^cc wiiaer. urros.

level was good, as was the air pro
duction. Other meritorious show
songs were "Hignrigger" (with a

flavor of "Old Man River”),

"Take It Big !," and a ballad, "I’m

Going to Wear My Best Sunday
Heart." Card.

cut in the running time might be
advisable. Miss Horton sounded

1
best in a rhythm number. She
duetted snioothly In' the closing
‘Now Is the Hour" with Dix. He
soloed twice, registering strongest
with "It’s Wonderful."

SURPRISE PARTY
With Line Renaud, Patrice Sc

Mario, others
Producers: Anne-Marie DUverney,

Georges Lourier
45 Mins.

IN CHICAGO ...
Boh Martin has resigned his WBBM program director berth after

six years. He’ll reveal his new post next week.... Bill Wjen has de-

parted j. Walter Thompson to join Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample as a time

buyer. Charles Powers has joined the same agency as a program su-

pervisoij'. . : .WBBM sportscaster John Harrington doing the blow-by-

OGDEN BASEBALL
With Auggie Navarro
Nightly; 8:30 p.m.
UTAH OIL REFINING CO.
KLO, Ogden, Utah

(Gillham)
Auggie Navarro does a play-by-

play of the Ogden Reds Pioneer
League baseball games that might
be called the ballplayer’s broad-
cast. A former player himself,

Navarro knows the diamond sport
Inside out and he gives a brisk.

on the field

Some might complain that he
handles his stint in too straightfor-
ward manner, with no chitchat,
gags or small talk to liven up the
session. Answer is, Navarro is

strictly a straight man and knows
what he’s talking about. When oc-
casion demands, he puts plenty of
juice in his voice.

Commercials are held down to a
gratiflying minimum short and to
the point. Odgen listeners get
themselves a good brand of arm-
chair baseball from Auggie Na-
varro. Bert.

Panny featured a friendly, mild- Radlodiffualon Francalse, vU BBC '

ni“ mYX*

-

m (Wed.)....J.ok Sirin, Fred »e,nold,, Jim L«i»karr and Howard

catch-can presentation and leaned package, but commentary, both m
heavily on superlatives. Interviews French and English, could have Friday (18). . . .Ted Leit«l, Zenith Corp. publicity clnef, vacationing

with market patrons stressed the caught the atmosphere of Gay in Canada .... Femme gabber Bimday Smith has moved her late night

advantages of suburban shopping Paree more sharply and intimately WGN session out of the Preview Lounge back to the .studio Bill

and living conditions. Technical by extra . detail and more pic- Joyce, Katz station rep salesman, checked out on vacation Voice of

did? not always turesque script. Five w.k. French America recording crew taping a blog of John H. Johnson, editor of

occhs participated, these included Ebony and Jet, for airing overseas. .. .Emerson ^Btiekley, musical di-

Aimee Barelli’s
.
outfit, one of the rector of WOR, taking over the baton on "Chicago Theatre of the Air"

best-kimwn jazz (Combos in France. Saturday night (19) yia Mutual. . . .Frank, Fontaine comes into the Chi-
An English-speaking announcer xheatre for two weeks Aug. 1 to share billing with Les Ford and

Mary Paul... Doris Brown, assistant to -Stretch Adler».Chi William
^

to the French netil^Fli -

side of program
sound perfect.

not always
Jaco,

THE ST(HIY PRINCESS
With Alene Dalton, Kay Rlchlns
Writer; Miss Dalton

cteTr'-plTtirrSf whal^Vhawanrng 1
1* 4:3«

ISd

SALT LAKE BASEBALL
With Mai Wyman
Nightly; 8 p.m.
UTAH POWER Sc LIGHT CO.
KALL, Salt Lake City

(Gillham)
Back at his old stand behind the

mike doing a play-by-play of the
Salt Lake Bees baseball games,
Mai Wyman is still this town’s
favorite sports man. He’s glib and
fast on the pickup, with a warm,
friendly voice that comes over with
plenty of life.

As result, his handling of the
games is an interesting session,
even when the Class C Pioneer
League players go haywire and
start heaving the ball at everything
but the right base. Wyman is quick
to pick up any byplay occurring
during a game, and when the situa-

tion can stand it he tosses in a gag
or two. But he has no suppressed
desire to be a comic, so his broad-
casts aren’t loaded with sour quips.
Commercials are pitched mostly

towards an institutional approach,
stressing the fact that electricity

Is the family’s biggest budget bar-
gain. They’re slipped in occa-
sionally and hold to a nice length,
which makes them easy to take.

BctI.

AUERBACH’S
KALL* Salt Lake City

•Telling stories to moppets is

nothing new on radio, but Alene
Dalton throws enthusiasm, skill

and effort into the old formula and
comes up with a session that leaves
nothing to be desired.
A warm, rich voice and the

knack of making it actually sound
as if she’s telling the story and
not reading it result in a lively con-
vincing session.
Program opens with Kay Richins

introducing the S. P., who then
goes into her yam. In stanza,
caught, she gave the youngsters a
repeat of Cinderella billed as an
encore by popular demand. It was
well put together and smoothly
presented, with Earl Donaldson
providing a well integrated organ
musical background.
Actual yam was followed by

birthday greetings and announcing
of memberships to the Think Kind
Thoughts Do Good Deeds Club.
Membership .entitles moppets to at-

tend S.P. parties. What these get-
togethers mean to kids can be
seen by the last such shindig, when
two downtown theatres were need-
ed to take care of the crowd of
some 3,000 or more.
Commercials are limited to end

of the program, with Kay Richins
pitching the department store’s
clothing and such for youngsters.
Offhand these would seem angled
too directly at parents, but there’s
no arguing with results and sales

through BBC relay. Line Renaud,
|

Preemed a news sports show on WGN Sunday night (13).

op French, chirper, sang two nura-

1

bers composed by her husband, and ITrAkfAin Pvayv
Patrice 3c_ Mario offered a song ivreisiem iNamea rrcxy

Of Memphis WMPSabout the mountains of Italy. Other
French dance outfits taking part
were orchs Of Rapha Brogiottl, Ed-
ward Cheklef, Ilambn Mendizabal
and Hubert Rostaing. Stanza, in
toto, reached good entertainment
standard, but savored more of the

Memphis, July 15.

Harold R. Krelstein, w.k. radio
exec, has been upped to pre'xy of
WMPS, Memphis ABC affiliate.

The new WMPS chief will also re-
‘?W Ms P?st ‘he station-s g.m.

nighfiife of the French capital
Gord.

Roger Wolfe Exits N. 0.
New Orleans, July 15.

Roger Wolfe, WDSU and WDSU-
TV announcer for the past four-
and-a-half years, resigned f riday
(11) to join the .staff of WDTV,
Pittsburgh. Wolfe also resigned the
presidency of the New Orleans lo-

cal of the American Federation of

Radio Artists and his nembership
on the national executive board of

the organization.

He started with the station as a
salesman in 1939 and moved in as
commercial manager in 1941 and
then later appointed veepee and
g.m.*
Abe Plough, who stepped down

from the WMPs prexy post, is
president of Plough, Inc,, which
owns WMPS. Plough now heads
the WMPS board as exec chair-
man. ' Krelstein is also a veepee
of the Plough plant.
WMPS has applied to the FCC

for a television station on Channel
13. WMPS application calls for
permission to build a 1,074-foot
tower, with a 50,000 watt trans-Before joining WDSU, Wolfe. ... ^

~

was production director of the installation cost, including

Hollywood Film Guild, and before
that general manager of KWI*K,

studio equipment and initial op-
erating, will total $1,250,000, Krel-

Longview, Wash., and head of ra-

dio education of the Pasadena
Playhouse.

stein said.

WJR Sales, Net Down

show the right formula has been new?“sup2?vSir^the’^pas?°yS?Yt rcM®’/sate°fOT''sS ^ntts Md"worked out. WOSU, has been nanied akstant qo J *. S7nC
Evaluating a children’s program program supervisor of ,the Ohio a...

nnrnr.nT-’!iV,iii
•*

by an adult isn't the easiest thing State U. station, replacing New- 1951,

in the world, but in the case of the ton C. Rochte, who rescued to be-
Story Princess sponsor’s results come assistant director of evening period
plus the turnout of boys and girls sessions at the U. of Toledo . . .

was $468,045, as compared to $533,-
at all in-person deals seems to in- Deke Miles, former disk jockey at 396.15 for the same period in 1951.
dicate Miss Dalton knows what WOHI, East Liverpool, O., has earnings per share amounted
she’s after and gets it in top style, joined announcing staff .of WRFD, to 44 cents as against 56 cents a

Berl. Worthington. year ago.

NEW CBS, RWG PACT

OKAYS $130 FOR SENIOR
Hollywood, July 15.

New pact between Radio Writers

Guild’ and CBS was agreed upon,

with the network acceding to the

Guild’s demand for $130 weekly

for senior writers retroactive to

last Nov. 1 and Feb. 1, when two

previous contracts expired. It also

provides $110 minimum for writers

employed less than a year.

News and continuity- writers are

affected.

(Mi Filth ‘Bride’

GenerHl Mills, wpich has been

sponsoring "Bride abd Groom” on

CBS-TY for four days each week,

takes over *the fifth day starting

tomorrow (Thurs.). -Thursday seg-

ment of the morning strip

now had been sponsored by Tlud-

son Paper, which has checked off.

Starting Aug. 4, “Bride” moves

into the 11:15 a*m, to 12 noon slot.

GM products on the show are han-

dled by both Knox Reeves and.

Dancer, Fitagerald & Sample.

San Antonio—^Frank Klein and

his Texas Star Playboys, .western

combo, will inaugurate a senes ot

airings on KMA<i3 here. Klein owns

the Klein Appliance .
Co.

made its local debut on ^ senes

that Klein sponsors on KEYL-lv.
Airings on KMAC will be heard at

5 p.m. on Fridays for a half hour.
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Pioneers in TV’s ^Noble Experiment’ Shed Some Individual Gripes Over (1) ‘Rightful Share’ of Profits;

(2) Lack of Understanding and Cooperation; (3) Multiple Re-Runs, of Old Product;

(4) Over-Priced First-Runs; (5) Growing Selectivity Of

Audiences in Metropolitan Markets

By JOHN L. SINN
(President, Ziv Television)

The gold ru$h era in television films is coming to an end.
Now that it’s more or less agreed that sooner or later

perhaps 75% or 80% of television programming will be
on film, the hit or miss days are really over.

From a romantic standpoint, it’s too bad that no longer

can a sourdough dig up a pilot film and declare he’s in

business. It’s not that easy, anymore. There are now too
many solid companies irf the field producing good, enters

taining and artistic films for the fly-by-nights to have any
attraction for the advertiser.

Naturally, I’m not criticizing the pioneers. I might
modestly say that many of us who were among the first

in the field are now the backbone of television films. But
I do mean that the chances of a gold strike on the basis

of one pilot film- are rApidly disappearing, if they haven’t
already vanished.
Matter of fact, thi television film business is becoming

stabilized, and while we Will go still higher, the level of

artistic integrity and creativeness is many times higher
than it was even two years agoT Some very fine things are
being done on television film. Even better things will be
done.

Parenthetically, I should like" to point out that there
seems to be some critical confusion on the subject of tele-’

vision films. It’S not a question of whether television pro-

f
rams on film are better or worse than live television.

ach has its own function, its own standards of creative-
ness and artistry, its own art form and its own peculiar
demands.

Comparing live and. film television loosely is like asking
do oranges taste better than eggs?

I

Burned by a Quick Pilot

To get back to the situation in film, no longer do adver-
tisers grab for a quick pilot. . They now want to see a
whole series and with reason. Too many have been
burned. ^
And even beyond that, .advertisers now asses's rival tele-

vision film companies with a cold, discerning eye. They
want to know ^bout the artistic and technical quality of
the films and their production, of course; more, they now
are very much interested In servicing; distribution, promo-
tion, publicity aftd sales record. v-

These are important because many times the success of
a television film series will depend to a great extent on
them. After the films are finished, will stations get
them when they should? If necessary, is the producing
company so well set up that a replacement can be shot
out to a station? . Are the films being properly promoted
and publicized? And what kind of a sales history does
the company have? Etc;, etc.

Smart advertisers are looking all this over.
They also make sure now that a company doesn’t allow

the quality of its film to. nosedive after a plushy -pilot
has been bought.
They know, further, that„ to be successful, television

films must contain the elements that build sponsor iden-
tification, give him merchandising potentialities and a
program structure that will enhance and not be in conflict
with his commercial*.
We know, those of us who have had years of working

with thousands of sponsors in transcribed radio programs
and television films, how important these things are.
But \fre’re not losing sight of the fact that the race will

go to those who not only can make television films to fit

the commercials pattern but who also know that there is
only one way for artistic standards to go. And that way
is up.

By WILLIAM F. BROIDY
iPresidenti Wm, F, Broidy Productions)

Hollywood.
Like the greedy fellow in the fable. Indications point

to the fact that we in television are very likely to be
guilty of virtually killing the Goose to obtain its Golden
Eggs. To commit this crime, in our greed to reap “our
rightful shares’’ of profits, would be to commit a foul act
Indeed.

Television is As lusty an infant as ever has graced the
entertainment world—^but it remains still an infant which
must be nurtured and guided before it can grow up into its
own majority to become our complete sustenance. We
jnust maintain it—before it can ripen to the age where
It can maintain us. And we must not take nourishment

it, until it has arrived at that age.
There is a great deal more to the production of tele-

vision films than the mere consideration of it on a profit
and loss basis. The fact that a producer today sometimes
achieves a profit on a television production js still a hap-
penstance, rather than the usual pattern. More usually,
ue doesn’t start to make a profit until after the third or
lourth run on the TV circuit—^wbich may take two or three
years. This means that, in addition to the original invest-
ment money, he must add to it the interest necessary to
carry that investment over that period of tim,e. And this

n +
makes outside capital so difficult to obtain,

^ut these are things of little interest to the get-rich-quick
they are interested only in the fact that sometimes

“cut " can be made to pay a profit and they want their

The one all-important item which they fail to take Into-

consideration is that, in the main, television films today
are being made using every shortcut pos;sible, in order to
realize the lowest budget, and when you cut corners,
you cut quality. Whatever profits may be realized these
days should be poured back into, television film produc-
tion—^to better the quality, to afford better preparation or
more rehearsal time, to allow more “takps” to assure best
possible cinematography. Without ' this, television film
production never will achieve that superb quality which
theatrical motion picture production attained, 'and quality
is probably the most outstanding need in the television
Industry today.

Every single person who has anything to do with tele-
vision films, from the producer, director, artists, camera-
men," craftsmen and all the way down the line to the man
who ships the final prints, must contribute his share,
toward its quality goal, not take frdm it. Television can
afford to pay within reason, at this moment, but it cannot
afford luxuries.

If ever there was a Noble Experiment, we are in it

today. It calls for understanding and cooperation between
all phases of television operation-—for give and take. Such
a spirit surely will hasten, that day when the present-day
infant becomes a giant—large enough to sustain us all

“in the manner to which we’d like to become accustomed!’’

By ROBERT M. PASKOW
(Film Director^ WATV, Newark)

WATV has always concentrated on film programming
up to 80% of total time on the air since its premiere
of more than four years ago.

By this time, it is common knowledge that theatrical
films are acceptable and popular with TV viewers and
sponsors as well. It is also common knowledge that there
are only a few thousand features and westerns avail-

able and cleared for television. Most of these have been
played to distraction by the four and seven-station mar-
kets.

Depending on program policy and methods of pur-
chasing, every station can bid for and buy first-run prod-
uct. In most cases, it is the total amount of money in-

volved in relation to the quickest playoff tha^ carries off

the coveted contracts. The remaining stations then wait
for the round robin to play them off at prices the stations

can afford.

The age of the pictures as well as the quality of pro-
duction and star values in each has some bearing on the
deal. Even the running time may be a big consideration
as rriany stations will not run over the hour unit, and do
not have the large staff necessary to re-edit each film to

fit the time sbt. Stations are required to buy from one run
to 10 or more runs in one year in order to amortize the
enormous prices asked. Only a few stations are respon-
sible for this condition while the law of supply and demlUld
aids and abets.

Most of the distributors attempt to get their total-invest-

ment out of first run. This is .too heavy a burden for the
stations to carry.

I
Clearance Major Problem

[.

Our gripe about some distributors is the fact that they
insist on more than one run in a short period of. time and
sell other stations in the same market in between the
runs they have sold in the first place—without clearance.

Our biggest problem is clearance. Until station film

buyers demand an accurate cut-off record of every play-

date confirmed and played in the market, we deserve
to get the treatment we are getting.

Each . contract should state explicitly how much time
should elapse after each playdate before it is repeated by
another station in the same area.

In our opinion, this period should be at least 90 days.

We believe there should also be 90 days clearance before

each playdate. For example—a film buyer may contract

for a group of films, today and include a clause to start

playing them three to six months later.

The station has every right to expect protection In the

Interim period if the contract is acceptable to the dis-

tributor. Otherwise, the distributor should trfll the buyer
It can’t be done. The clause referred to should clearly

state that such and such a group of pictures would not be
sold away until 90 days after the playdate and 90 days
prior to the re-run contracted for.

As for the quality of prints: Most of the established

distributors try to keep their prints in fair condition, but
they are not geared up for good service. Confirmation of

bookings are ignored; last minute substitutions are not in-

frequent. Prints often have 50 to 100 splices and they
hate to junk them.

Stations film personnel should reject poor prints unless

they are paying for inferior prints.

These distributors with 35m backgrounds (theatrical

films) are invariably better equipped to give better serv-

ice. •

Certain marked improvements have become apparent
in video programming in 1952. More an’d better quality

films have become available. The 16m versus 35m dis-

cussions have subsided—thanks to laboratories. Sponsors
are no longer’ worried about films as accepted entertaim
ment. Better equipment and more experienced personnel

have helped materially. But, television .toppers have not
’

yet recognized the place of film in proper Perspective-
Television film departments are not getting the cooperar-
tion they deserve in relation to' the overall operation.

By ELIZABETH BAIN
(Film birector, WQN-TV, Chicago) •

The most erucial problem facing distributor-station rela-^
tions today is centered about the fact that local television
advertisers cannot meet the first-run prices distributor*
need to continue to enter the present television market-
Unlike theatrical distribution, television has a ceiling upon
potential first-run le^se prices.' Limited markets and audU
ence exposure place certain restfictions on the commercial

'

value of first-run features which some distributors ara
ignoring in evaluating expected revenue in Chicago.

. This
Is a mutual problem whicji requires close cooperation be-.

tween distributor and station. A station buyer, knowing
the budget of the local client, cannot meet the price dis-
tributors have put upon first-rpn material without 'knowl-
^edge of market conditions. Unfortunately, some dislribw-'
tors’ over-optimism, in spite of research into what market*
will bear, has resulted in confusion and discouragement,.

The quality of subject matter and of prints now Under
release has sky-rocketed in the past year. In fact| I be-

•

lieve television stations are Showing better films that those
currently playing the theatres with the e3«ceptIon of the
top 1951-52 releases. 'The amount of time between runs
seems to be a matter of diminishing concern.

At the present time, there are several flri*f-?un package*
• available in the Chicago market—a situation without parv.

allel. The only obstacle in their sale is the two-edged con-
sideration that they are priced beyond a station’s ability to

'

realize a reasonable return of profit and the client’s in-
ability to pay upper bracket prices. Stations’ growing'
reluctance to underwrite' expensive multiple fun* has
forced distributors to sell high-budgeted first-runs- to

'

‘clients willing to buy one run-r-a practice which <ln itself

has kept film prices at astronomical levels from a station
viewpoint. ’.

WGN-TV feature .films are about 85% totally sponsored.
Hence, saleability and not picture quality is the determin-
ing factor. The sale of films appears to be dependent

.

updn star names as opposed to story content. ^Recently
there has been a deluge of old films of varying degree*’

' of vintage and quality flooding the Chicago market mnder
the false hope that stations are so anxious • to get film# •

anything can be sold. Fortunately, no one has been a
scapegoat.

By CHARLES J. BASCH, JR.
(Television Scr,een. Productions)

We believe that among users of television film, there 1*

beginning to be a consciousness that all films of one length
are not alike. This may sound axiomatic. But, aside from
the largest producers (who are able to sell a program to a
national sponsor for a first run), those who have made film
for syndication, have- found that a 16-minute show Would
bring a given price in a given market, regardless of the
quality of the picture or of the fngredients entering into
it, including the quality of script, cast, sets, and techni-
cal “know-how.”’

Not too long ago, many of the smaller and medium-
sized agencies and television stations seemed to expect
a producer to sell a program in their market at a price to
compete with tired old motion pictures and ancient one-
reelers, produced for other purposes, and now shown on
television by budget advertisers.

Audiences are getting “wise.” They'll accept old-time
movies at a late hour, when that's all there is to see. But,
when competition is in the air—and on the air—they’re
not satisfied with second-rate entertainment. <;/rhen, they
compare what’s on other stations, and turn off the old
stuff, which may be spotty, or full of long-shots, good for
full movie screens, but with heads and feet chopped off by
the T'V screen. So, audiences too, in large metropolitan
areas, who have had 7?V for several years, now note the
difference, and will become more selective as time goes on.
We know of a number of medium-sized film producers,

who have produced films of good quality and have gone
out on the limb to produce 13 or 26 episodes of good pro-
grams, and who have had trouble selling them in individual
markets for syndication. “Too high” has been the
squawk. But, we are beginning to feel encouraged. We
think perhaps the buyer of films in independent mar-
kets is “growing up.” There is a tendency to consider
films with the same yardstick as is used for live program-
ming, Buyers are beginning tp be willing to pay more
-for a better quality show on the theory that “you get
what youmay for,”

By WINSTON HOPE
(WTAR-TV, Norfolk)

, Those of us who are working in a single station market
area find that we are unable to reschedule a film, even a
very, very good one, in less than 10 to 12 months time.

Ferhaps large areas do not have this problem, but in our
case, it applies to ndt only feature films, but shorts and
film series. We find great difficulty even when the net-

works repeat a program sooner than 10 to 12 months. We
(Continued on page 56)
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It Used To Be

By JERRY WALD
Hollywood.

Burying the Motion Picture Industry at frequent intervals is a na-

tional pastime, Indulged in hy movie critics, housewives, high school

debating teams and racetrack touts, despite the fact that there are

some well-defined laws on the boolps against burying a sentient body.

The principals in this rathfer ghoulish indoUr sport

also Include a professional coterie of crepehang-

ers, procession mourners and eulogy howlers who
arc above offering cogent facts and intelligent diag-

noses to bear out their special pleading. The
significant fact is not that there is an army of

vlewers-wifli-alarm, but that despite the dreadful

prophecies, the Motion Picture Industry is still

with us, alive, vital and profit-hearing.

It might he interesung to note also in passing

that the current onslaught of television—generally

given as the latest affliction which brought about
this sudden rigormortis—is but the newest of a long

series of “calamities" which brought the movies to
TVAia

earth. There was, for example, the ‘advent of radio

in 1920; the first talklei in 1926; the Crash of 1929; the 1933 Bank
Holiday; the European War in 1939; pearl Harbor in 1941; and now in

1952—television. These- occurrences have resulted in the deepest values

of gloom on the agitated anbularity of Hollywood’s graph ups and
downs. In fact, seismological disturbance^, spots on the sun, and tidal

waves near Terra del Fuegos are also said to influence the fate of

Hollywood movies at the world’s boxoffices.

I

^
^

Always Living In Crisis

The motion picture industry has never been in “good shape’’ as the

perfectionists understand that standard of excellence. Neither has the

entire automobile industry as an industry; or the radio industry which
has been bedevilled by all sorts of competition, including girls* softball

and, believe it or not, the movies. The legitimate theatre has been
dying for so many years now that spectators have just quit going to

the funeral and are attending the ‘“South Pacifies’* and “The King and I,’’

among jnany others instead. The motion picture industry lives in

'crisis. Studio executives face perpetual crisis. The production of

every motion picture—^from your, weekly newsreel to a musical ex-

travaganza—starts with a form of occupational crisis and ends in one.

Everything affects the movie industry, in the same sense that every-

thing affects everything. And the graves registration team which digs

its plots -and prepares for this Indecent burial of the movies is hyper-
sensitive to every gravitational, as well as economic, disturbance.

But, say the prophets of predestined doom, why are the movie houses
of America closing up? Seventy this week? A thousand this year? Is

this to be taken as an equally positive indication that the movies are
dying? It is ^;^fact, that drive-in movies are under constant construc-
tion and their number is increasing: It is also a fact that the number
of Broadway legitimate theatres which are oped has dropped from 70
to '30 in the last fejv years; the stage is still going strong and plays are
still making money. In the current Divorcement, which will ulti-

mately separate the fUm industry entities of production, distribution

and exhibition, there will be a great amount of .preliminary economic
Jockeying, which will inevitably close movie houses, as well as sound
stages and distribution exchanges. This is a change-over period, a
revolutidn In the structure of the film industry which is bound to have
significant economic repercussions until a new level establishes itself.

This cynical remark expresses such truth about the judgment of glopm-

E
redictors that it bears repeating: “As soon as the airplane factories go
ack to three shifts, you will be surprised how many wonderful show-
men Hollywood will have.”

"Which raises the question of at what point do we judge Hollywood’s
“good times’’?

Box office statistics, which are nebulous at best, are currently based
on the banner year of 1945. In 1945, wheh there were consumer goods

shortage* of everything, and the public had nowhere to spend its money
except at the beach or the bar'br the Bijou, statistics were based on

1939. Tn 1939, statistics were based on. the median year of*1936. In

1936 figures -were based on the low drop point of 1933. And in 1933,

statistics were based on the Crash ..of 1929, In 1929, hoxoffice ratings

were based on the dismal year of 1946 when the Industry was under-

going the switch from silence to sound. These figures have been juxta-

posed to prove almost everything. By the light of federal amusement
taxes on theatre admissions, the' industry is not doing'badly at afi. In

1929 the government collected 720 million dollars; in 1935 518. million;

in the peak year of 1946, 1,427 million; and two years later, 1,386. If

you want to look at ilthat way, Hollywood is- twice better off than it

was during the pre-depression peak year of 1929. A very cursory

glance at major company net. profits for four different years reveals,

.that In 1931 the companies declared a net profit of 33 million; in 1937,

24 million; in 1941, 16 million and in 1947, 47 million.

These statistics prove "only one thin^: that there are no absolutes in

the finaiices and economics of the movie industry. The economists

see an early demise of the movies based on charts and graphs; the

pollsters conjecture a quick burial based on attendance at baseball,

wrestling and cock-fighting. The TV experts multiply the number of

set sales by the weight of the Loch Ness sea monster, and come up'

with some pretty foreboding if fishy statistics.

Television, which is the latest of the behemoths to confront the

movies' (it used to.be mah-jongg, then bride, and later charades) de-

sejwes . a special consideration, for here ‘

is a fellow entertainment

medium which is squawking and wetting its electronic diapers just

as radio once did. Television will grow Up,” and claim adult attention

just as all- children growing into juveniles and adolescents do. When
it is mansized it will constitute man-sized competition. What puzzles

us is the general assumption that the movie industry
.
will not have

learned how to control this brash youngster by then.

A serious misconception Is that movies are competing for public

attention on the same basis of television. The movies and television

are competing not for money, but for time. Ifi the supposed gauge of

public interest is the price the spectator pays for this entertainment,
then television has the edge on the movies because. it’s free; and by
the same token of absurd logic, ants trooping in and out of their

mound will be the curse which eventually lays television, because
you can buy a ready-made ant hill in most five and 10-cent stores for
a -dollar; and, -finally, houseflies put on a good show by themselves

—

for nothing. Shoppers for entertainment -are rapidly discovering that
if they have two or three hours of time to devote to entertainment,
movies offer and will continue to offer more entertainment per
amusement hour; Television, in fact, is beginning to serve as the pro-
pellant which is sending people back to the movie houses to get away
from a plethora of “one minute spots;” supercharged appeals to
PHONE NOW; and the unsightly spectacle of amateurs trying hard
to look like professionals in a me(Jium controlled by amateurs who
seem to Insist on holding on to their amateur standing at all costs.

Audiences, in fact, are delighted when they are treated to the relief
on TV of a seven-year-old movie, outmoded styles, plots, dialogue
and concepts notwithstanding.
Motion pictures thrive on 50 years of technical know-how, on the

combined experience and iialent of outstanding creators, and on the
continued interest of the public in Intelligent, eye-appealing enter-
tainment. The gloom-spreaders are always with us, and are ever
ready to pull down the walls on the industry and themselves as welL

. In the mea.ntime, between wakes, we shall continue to make some
great pictures, many good ones, and, regretfully, we shall make some
mistakes, too—pret|y much as book publishers, theatrical producers;
radio producers, ice show promoters -t- and, may we say television
expetts shall do.
The gloom-spreaders are mistaking the hollow sound of tiieir funeral

chant for the dying gasps of what is in reality a vital, alive and
kicking Industry.

CRITICISM AND A CRYSTAL BALL
By FRED M. THROWER

(Vice President in Charge of CBS Television Network Sales)

Television’s future is brightest.

It seems to me, on the very points
on which.it is criticized most today;
1) That it is not a national medium.
2) That it is pricing itself out of
business.

While It is true that television is

not yet a completely national
medium geographically, it is most
certainly a national medium com-
petitively. It offers more circula-
tion than Life, Saturday Evening
Post and Collier’s combined. Its

sales Impact—the combination of
sight and sound—is far superior
to that of printed media. ‘Where
else can an advertiser simul-
taneously demonstrate his product
in millions of homes?

Television is doing all right,
thank you, with its tremendous
penetration within the areas it al-

ready serves. And now that the
freeze has been lifted, new stations
in new markets will make televi-
sion a truly national medium
geographically.

[About the Future, Say Five Years

The FCC allocations plan will
permit 2,053 stations in some 1,275
communities. There will be three
or more stations serving 101 of
the top 168 markets in the coun-
try, if, as and when these stations
are in operation. The FCC, in our
opinion, will approve about 20 new
stations this year, and about half
of these may be on the air by
Christmas.

Now In this fertile field of prog-
nostication, there are many, many
unknowms. Adding everything up,
however, here’s the way I see the
future, today:

By the end of 1953, there should
be a total of 240 stations in opera-
tion, -By 1954, there should be

400. In another year, 650. The'
next year, 1,000. By 1957, five

years from now, 1,500.

What will this station growth
mean? First, it wjiU make television
a truly ‘ national advertising me-
dium geographi^lly and; incident-
ally, remove one. point of current
-criticism. Second, it will mean*
millions more TV homes—^homes
to buy goods. Third, it will mean
that buyers of network shows and
networks themselves will not have
the problem of clearance, in single
station markets.

The experts on set sales tell us
that there will be 20,000,000 TV
homes by the first of the year.
Since there are already 34,000,000
homes that can receive TV signals,
this means that, as of the end of
this year with 20,000,000 TV
homes, we will still have a poten-
tial of 14,000,000 homes within the
area of our. present station setup.
Strong promotion by TV set manu-
facturers should help to lower this
figure substantially.

In the areas stilly untapped by
television, which the new stations
will serve, there are another 17,-

009,000 homes. With this poten-
tial, it seems reasonable to me to
assume there will be at least 40,-
000,000 television homes in this
country by 4957, as new market
areas are opened up, and television
sets flow Into them.

IPricing Ourselves Out of Business;

Costs of television .have increas-
ed, it Is true, as have the costs of
everything else, but television’s
critics always seem to forget that
the rising costs, unlike other in-
creases, are accompanied by tre-
mendous Increases 'in value receiv-
ed. Whenever you buy a pound of

steak, whether a high price or high-
er, you buy 16 -ounces. When the
price of television has increased, it

has been accompanied by substaif-

tial increases in television homes.

Of course television has become
a better buy each year. While
time costs have increased eight
times since DHQ, television circu-

lation has increased about 18

times. .
And new stations will per-

mit advertisers to amortize pro-
gram. costs- still further over mil-

lions of new families.

Network television today, de-
spite the often unwarranted criti-

cism, has developed into a year-
round business. Advertisers are
staying on 52 weeks each year. In
1951, out of CBS Television’s full

evening schedule, only -one adver-
tiser chose to. take a hiatus. This
year there is 41180 only one and
we have just written over
.$7,000,000 worth of new business.

J
Advertising Budgets

|

How will the. advertising dollars
of the future be allocated among
media?

When we compare the advertis-
ing budgets of the 60 leading food
ahd drug firms fbr 1950 and 1951,
wfr get a pretty good idea of what’s
been going on. First, we start with
the fact that 80% increased their
budgets in 1951 over 1950. How-
ever, -42% cut magazines; 61% cut
liewspaper supplements; 72% cut
radio, and 98% added to their tele-

vision appropriations.

In my opinion, as advertisers be-
come increasingly more aware of
the greater impact of television
over other media, there will be
further adjustments in the way
they slice the advertising pie, which
will result in increased television
appropriations.

Last year $484,000,000 -went into
television. 'This was only 7^^% of
aU advertising dollars Invested in
that year. National television -ex-

penditures for the first three

months of this year are running
about 75% ahead of the same pe-
riod last year. At this rate, we
can expect television to account
for about $850,000,000 this year—or
about 10% of the total money
sj^ent for all advertising media.

I think television, offering sight
plus sound plus action, deserves
and can put to highly profitable
use for its sponsors, a lot more
lhan 10% of the advertising dollar.
Perhaps the most encouraging

picture that I look at every day is.

the long list of logical television
prospects who are not yet in the
medium. This list is our main tai>
get. It’s a long one. These adver-
tisers belong in television. They
can afford it financially and in most
instances, since their competitors
are already in, they can’t afford to
be-without it.

As long as such a list exists,
there is no danger of our scraping
the bottom of the advertising
barrel.

Today, the future of the network
television business rests in the
hands of pro.spective advertisers
like these, as well as those already
using the medium. Our future
could not be left in better hands.
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With Pop Artists 1

New stanza combining a re!

motif with its pop music apj
has been launched by "W

N. Y., Wednesday nights.

Tagged “Faith and Music,’
devotes each edition to one
major faiths, with the church
selecting the records, usuallj
nals performed by popular :

Series, created by program
tor Bill Kaland, has brought
usually warm response froir
ers, with members of one fai
Parting Interest in the mu
other denominations.

L-Jiy D. jl JACOBSON J
(Director of Public Relations,

CBS-TV)

On the mass communications
blU^-fare these days, as we all
know^ too well, television is easily
the most popular dish. In fact, in
some quarters .today people are
saying that it is the only dish—and
saying it would do very well as
an exclusive diet. In other Words,
they would actually have you be-
lieve that television is a medium
of ‘ mass .

communications destined
to make all other mfedia obsolete.
To me, this is both, unhealthy and
unrealistic thinking. To me, talk
like this not only- endangers the
healthy growth and future of tele-

vision, but jeopardizes as well the
Importance and obligations of mass
communications in a free society.

We at CBS Television believe in

the need for mass communications
— aU. mass communications — by
written word and by spoken word,
as well as television. We realize

full well that the printed word via

newspapers andmagazines registers

upon readers a host of vital facts.

We reaUze, too, that the spoken
word via radio highlights to a gr.at

degree this vast body of informa-
tion. At the Tsame time, we see the

job of television—^tho task of the
dramatic picture Iti action on the
cathode tube—a* ' one that gives

added perspective to a total prob-
lem, and does the job virtually with
the speed of Ught, The result is

that the printed word, thanks to

the swift visual implementation of

television, can be- quickly assimi-

lated, quickly evaluated and, in

short order,- can take on a fuller

meaning and true)? dimension;

I
With the Speed of Light

|

Putting it simply television

translates words Into actions swift-

ly. It makes facts come alive with

the speed of Ught.

But, the more I -think of televi-

sion in respect to public relations,

the more it seems to me that tele-

visio*n has more to do with public

relations than any other medium
of mass communications.

One reason why I say this is be-

cause, in a -very real sense of the

word, the function of public rela-

tions is not merely 'one of dissem-
inating facts. It is a job of making
sure that these facts are properly

evaluated. A puhUc relations man’s
function is to give people a better

perspective of his company, its

policy, its people, and its products.

Television is the perspective medi-
um.

,

I beUeve that every public rela-

tions man should take full advan-

tage of the television programs cur-

rently being ‘sponsored by his com-
pany.;.Being mindful of the fact

that television is an invited guest

in the home and that however
many millions it reaches, it reaches

them all Intimately and personally,

the public relations man should

utilize his company’s program to

make .suire In such a way that it

reflects the personality of his man-
agement. If good public relations

is good citizenship, I can think of

I

no., better use of television in pub-

lic relations thaja the sponsorship

of programs which bring people

good entji:*tainment or a sharper

concept of current events without

Tfiolating any of the laws of good
taste, or without Insulting any

minority groups, or without over-

straining broadcasting regulations

or codes. I believe that it is with-

in the power of a public relations

man to guide his company’s televi-

sion program in such a way that

its content and commercials reflect

the real personality and spirit of

the company.
A public relations man who wants

to bring the truth, the facts, yes

—

perspectives, to .the people whose
lives his company touches in one

way or another, can look to this

medium as a powerful ally. I think

that I can speak not only for CBS
Television, but also for the entire

industry, when I say that we arc

tremendously mindful of our ob-

ligation .to serve the American peo-

ple. I am sui'e that a public rela-

tions man with a real public serv-

ice need for his client, can find a

local television station or a net-

work extremely receptive to his

problems, provided his problems
are related to the public interest

rather than the public interest be-

ing related to his problems.
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Wherein “Pat’^ Weaver Sets Forth NBC’s Declaration of Principles and Sees A Vital AM-TV,
if Molded Into a Complementary Medium, Mirroring the Changing^Patterns of

Beliefs and Permitting America to “Witness the Problems, Participate

in the Tragedies, Watch the Riots, Thrill tp the InspiringDeeds”
By SYLVESTER L. WEAVER, JR.

(NBC V.P, in Charge of Radio, TV)

There is far more at stake in American radio in the

next year than the Question of a rate cut, or the program-

ming changes that must come to network operation.

Network radio is 'the complement to network television
in keeping all America a single, avail-

able audience, with all the implica-
tions for greatness that means.
One of the most stimulating intel-

lectual exercises aimed at giving mus-
cle. tone to one’s understanding of
broadcasting, Is to consider the size,

scope, dimensions of radio service that
we would have today if television had
been invented first.

.Surely no man in full possession of
his senses would believe that had tele-
vision come first, the need for a strong

scrvice would not have beer?
^ quickly felt, and developed. This

comes from the necessity of attention demanded by tele-

vision. One cannot watch television and do other things,

certainly not to the same extent that oUe-dlmensional
radio enabled you to ‘do. Yet, once a person is given the
box of the Good Pandora, oncffe the intoxicating power is

yours to go places, to see and hear things, to be in contact
with the real world, to enter the world of the half-real-half-

myth that most people dwell in to a large extent—the
urge for use mounts. Hence, once people had spent a
few hours a day with -television and found it interfering
with much of their life because of the time necessary to
follow it, they would have demanded a complementary
medium to. enable them to stay in contact with their great
outside spectrum of entertainment, information, and edu-
cation within the demands of their time. And this would
have made radio get born in a hurry.

The differences between radio and television, after all,

are far fewer than the similarities between them. They
are both home communications instruments, bringing the
people information, entertainment, and education. Tele-
vision brings the all-sense perception of events with full

impact, and cannot help but replace large areas of radio
usage \^ere radio formerl^j#was the home medium of pri-

mary, all-family attention. But television is now and will
fcontlnue to be fot some years a family Instrument. Radio,
however, in addition to its original role as a. meeting
place of the family,' has also become a personal, indi-
vidual communication service. Where television is turned
to the channel by agreement, radio is used individually, in
the bedroom, the car, the portable, the kitchen.

I AM : Services, Not Attractions 1

Furthermore, as has been obvious for years, while radio
as a* series of attractions demanding high attention is easily
replaced by television attractions because a fuller, more
complete attendance of the event or entertainment is made
possible by television, a great deal of radio’s development
hps been in the direction of services, not attractions. Thus
music while one works around the house, plays cards,
reads, eats. Thus the news when you want it. Thus
the time, the weather, the coverage of sports and world
events. *

Radio and television together reach all the country.
Radio cannot be relied on for full coverage of TV homes,
.but not a dollar should be spent by a national advertiser
on' top of his television campaign in media other than
radio, until he knows his next appropriation is aimed
directly and without duplication at the vast American audi-
ence of 25,000,000 homes without television. All media
duplicate television co'verage. ' Only radio clearly comple-
ments it.

I have never deviated for a moment from my convictions
about the need our country has at this time for a great
communications service, - -Which is only available through
a great network operation that can plan and program
both radio and television, as below, and that can afford the
tremendous coverage job of the planet so important for our
survival on our own, terms. It is so gteatly, so insistently
jn the public interest that radio and television 'be built
together that we must solve all the problems that impede
hs, realistically, incisively.

Planned and programmed together, radio-television will
offer personal and family communication that will present
basically the same ingredients in the forms each medium
does best, offering ^Tplanned alternative to television to
make non-viewers into radio listeners in television homes,
or to make non-viewing members of a family with its TV

on, also radio listeners. The great names of show busi-
ness, the great shows, will be on both radio and television.

broadcaster competes with ^11 other attractions for
the time of the American family. He must plan well to get
more time for his television broadcasts, and in addition,
more time for his radio broadcasts.

television and radio are planned together, to give
What all of the people want some of the time, and what
some of the people want all of the time, then we will

s
centralized and broad series of television and sound

scnedules which will make for a tremendous communica-
tions service to the people.

J^ben one has television one has the best presence at thfe
vent, but as the people get used to this instrument and all

tnarvels, Kaseems to me that people in the years to
will remain in contact with the event mostly through

in?
will go to the television screen parti<iularly dur-

In t
climaxes and the more visual parts of the event,

nific
of planning,' a coverage of the world’s events, peo-

.
i^.^oblems, ^»t cetra, the ability to cut from radio to

itnn
and to use radio as an extension that will not

cne the nroeres.s of business and social activitv. but will

.enable one to hold one’s audience, has great advc\ntages.
Following that basic line of thinking of coverage of the
reah world, one quickly begins to sense how the comple-
mentary programming of radio and television together is
always pressing toward a more complete coverage ... a
more flexible schedule ... a more enlarged scope of the
communication service of radio and television.

Radio developed gravitating toward an entertainment
medium because it was entirely responsive to the adver-
tisers whose basic wishes were to attract circulation at as
low a cost as possible, and sell that circulation their goods.
In television, the program plans are much broader and
tjiis has not happened, and as television takes the primacy
in the broadcasting art, the television pattern will be
impressed on the radio pattern.

This is essentially a good thing for all concerned, par-
ticularly the advertiser. For it means, at least to me, that
the advertiser- will eventually be in a position where he
can buy guaranteed circulation on the same basis that he
can anywhere else, where he can ass0ciate.4iis advertising
with entertainment that he is sure will not be offensive-?
to his company and his customers. Or he can divorce his
advertising from association with entertainment. He can
continue to have personalized selling and certain aspects
of the so-called gratitude factor. He and his agency will
be able to develop a permanent stable relationship whereas
in the past the advertising relationship has" often been
disturbed or ended by the failing program.

Once television and radio are broadly advertiser-sup-
ported on a media basis rather than individually program-
sponsored, and circulation is gdaranteed, the whole em-
phasis’ on finding new faces, new stories, new techniques,
refreshing the schedule in every way, will be high-lighted.
The kind' of jeopardy that broadcaking has experienced,
in trying novel things, will disappear. The new programs
will be advertised ^pported but if they fall or hit, it will
not essentially affect .the circulation of the advertiser
because he will be buying a series of positions and he will
be guaranteed his base circulation. On this system, there-
fore, there will be a constant and planned change of pro-
gram in an attempt to build new stars and develop new
excitement in the broadcasting schedule.

‘Personal Radio Is Here’
[

*

Anyone who has given any thought to the technological
future of radio and television knows that the personal
radio is here, that while pocket television sets are pos-
sible once a light amplifier is developed (on a projection
basis of course), it is still basic to full country coverage
for 10 years and probably forever to have radip services
available. The future television set will use its screen
for television, movies (home kines)', plus many other fea-

tures. But the personal rpdio set will also be able to give
you, by push button, the correct time, the weather, the
news,' the TV audio, the radio schedule (which will have
all the AM-TV combinations in it like simulcasts, back-to-

back version A and B of the same' show, use of the top
artists in both media in different shows, use of the same
attractions with different stories, et cetra, and repeats of

anything outstanding.

Now anyone who thinks such a broad and necessary pub-
lic service will be developed by a fragmentized radio
Industry, or a television industry based largely on mar-
ginal network or syndicate film operations, is living in a

dream world. If the economics of great network opera-

tion are blocked by any interest or group, or by the gov-

ernment, then the communications service of our country
in its time of peril will gravitate toward the merchants of

amusement, toward the too-wide range of local service,

toward the limited and specialized service companies
which cannot do the complete job. The picture of what
can happen to radio and television in this country is a

picture that should be with us all, because it can be disas-

trous.

And why should any company be allowed the kind of

scope I am outlining? Broadcasters through their history

have had to be basically news men first. They had to

cover the real world. Entertainment actually has had little

representation in management among the broadcasters.

Most programming, origination and production has been
done by private companies through their agencies on

facilities furnished, by broadcasters, and the latter have

used revenues from these companies to present news, spe-

cial events, sports, education and public service shows.

However, in television, program origination and produc-

tion have largely been developed by the network. And,

even more Important, we have given the clients what they

needed before they wanted it, whereas earlier radio lagged

the clients’ want and needs; we have made new advertis-

ing patterns which develop more efficient advertising

values, lower cost per thousand, higher^ cumulative audi-

ences, bigger ratings for smaller advertisers, et cetra.

' We believe' that our long-range plans are better for the

client and the agency in offering the television medium to

sell goods than any other of the possible developments in

nk-vVork television. Furthermore, the radio version of our

television planning is obvious, and will be equally effective.

But it is not because we believe that we can offer our

clients more effective advertising at lower costs that^we

believe it is important for great network radio-television

to survive. It is because having the all-family, all-home

circulation through a planned radio-television schedule, we
can create a new stature in our citizens. • The miracles of

attending every event of importance, meeting every per-

sonality of importance in your world, getting to observe

members of every group, racial, national, -sectional, 'Cul-

tural, religious; recognizing every city,
^

every country,

every river and mountain on sight; having full contact

with the explanation! of every, mystery of physics,

mechanics, and the sciences: sitting at the feet of the

'most brilliant teachers, and being exposed tq the whole
range and diversity of mankind’s past, pr,esgn.t, and- the.
aspirations for mankind’s future—-these Qther:
miracles are not assessed as yet, But I beljgy^ that w?
vastly underestimate what jvlll happen,

I believe that we are on the threshold of a new.era
in human history, and that it will be brought about through
a change in human attitude; Barring war, I believe that
a radio-television communications system of the scope
and dimensions that we plan will -create a generation of
Informed youngsters •‘whose gi-eat point of difference from
us will be that they accept diversify, individuality, differ-

ences in belief, costume, language, et cetra, as wholly natu-
ral and desirable. The whole history of all societies has
been the effort made by the society for conformity, uni-
formity,- conventionality, identification with the society.

This tremendous weight of 'disciplines on each of us, from
birth on, has not been remotely measured. Once we have
the instruments and the will to open the world for all to
see, we are making a most dramatic change in the en-
vironment of 'our country, a change almost wholly for good
in m’y opinion. This does not mean, of course, that ex-
posure to all the varieties of human experience is endorse-
ment, or that such exposure of the rich treasures of
man’s history an'd development need lighten the enthusi-
asm witk which, for instance, American history can be
portrayed, and the vbtal values created* by our Founding
Fathers.

Indeed, how much greater is the explosive Idea of equal-
ity as it. was developed by the American thinkers, when It

is related to the v^rld of its day, and how slowly it has
moved forward except in our own country. With- the
memorability and impact that history-through-television

will have, every child will know our history with a grasp
simply not found outside history departments in the better
colleges; One of our projects in the “Frontal Lobes’*
group which I have mentioned before is the history-mak-
ing plan, wherein we take the footage of great historical

movies, cut out recognizable-face .footage, use the rest as
the material from which we will write our historical

scripts. Inserting our actors with background projection,
cut-in scenes, montage effects, and all the tricks of Holly-
wood. But at the end, when you see the 'War of 1812,
you’ll see probably the background footage from $100,-
000,000 worth of pictures about ships-of-the-line. First
indications from Britain are favorable. Hollywood is con-
sidering.

Still Something Desired J

It may be said that our present product leaves some-
thing to be desired, a generality true of most everything.
Our news and special event coverage is great, and will be
greater with more prosperity. The TV helicopter, disas-

ter unit, overseas interconnection, and all other physical
equipment projects are moving along fast. Qur new plans
for a communications center with an electronic brain
recording every picture and word, filing and indexing, on
microfilm, recallable by pushing a button for instantaneous
background material, morgues, orientation, et cetra, are
coming along. And far beyond equipment, our actual
program plans in the field of ideas are of a scope and. intel-

ligence that I consider well ahead of any other effort by
any other group in any other idea field. This includes
Operation Wisdom (Interviews with aging greats, like the
Bertrand Russell interview which was the first); Faces of
the Age (a checking of our content and taking action

about it); Operation Enlightenment, which is in the inte-

gration of beyond-entertainment material in all entertain-

, ment shows; Operation Frontal Lobes (special event)
which is the replacement of shows on the commercial
schedule by one-shots, great telementarles in the public
Interest; plus shows aimed at making our audiences more
aware, more interested, more knowledgeable, Uke “To-
day" (and its planned successor programs), the news
shows, “Meet the Press,” ‘“American Foiiim," “Youth
Wants to Know," “Nature of Things," “Mr. Wizard" and
many, many* others. Radio and television, planned to-

gether, programmed together, and finally sold together,

will keep the 95% of all Americans available for news,

information and entertainment. Wliether they follow their

favorite comedians on one medium or another or both, or

listen to an event until its climax draws them to the tele-

vision set, or until their leisure allows them to sit down and
give full attention to television; or whether in a house, the

children watch a television show while Dad hears a base-

ball game on radio. Mother follows her favorite competing
TV show via TV audio. Sis .plays music while she does her
homework, and Junior keeps dialing in the correct time
every two minutes because of his first date—^we have a
tremendous communications service that can be imple-

mebted with vast risk but with vast credit to all of us. It

is built not on what has been, but on what can be most
useful and helpful.

Behind all the confusions and fears of our present world,

there lies a very clear patterja of beliefs in which enlight-

ened people (of a liberal persuasion) can believe. If

radio-television can present the alternatives to the people,

can take them out into the world so that they witness the

problems, attend pe conferences, participate in the trag-

edies, watch the riots, see the misery, thrill to the inspiring

deeds—then the frequently uncertain and anxious mood of

our people will give way to an accelerated resolution and
determination. An aroused America, vigorously optimistic,

understanding and equitable,? can quickly match its vigor

. in the people of its allies, many now also confused and
anxious. Once there is a full and forceful group giving

the Communists battle with a clear-eut belief complex,
Communist power, thriving in marly vacuums, will meet it*

match on mvriad fields.
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But Don't Say It’s Television
By CARROLL CARROLL

r*

v! ,uA

Hollywodd.

One of the curious things about the show business season just ended

Is that* television, the patsy for everything bad that's happened to the

entertainment industry since Booth shot Lincoln, is—as is usually the

case a ubiquitous but threadbare scapegoat. For when it costs you two

bucks to makd a dime, as weeping TV producers

claim is the case with them—when it costs you

more to get Customers than the profit you can

make on them—you’re not winning the • race; -nor

are you in a position to be much of a long-range

threat to anyone but your creditors.

The truth is, TV is just this era's, flashiest peace-

side example of how the world is changing. Things,

people, prices, human values, everything is chang-

ing. Eve)^, our language. Bromides that have come
down through the years meaning one thing have

changed overnight and suddenly mean something

else. Not long ago, when a kid showed up for

rai-rnii brcakfast and heard his mother say, “You look
CarroU Carroll

^ ground the gills,” he’d deny he felt

sick and fight off castor oil. Today, when a kid hears his mother say,

“You look a little green around the gills,” he just washes his face,

because all she can possibly mean is that, he’s failed to remove the

traces of some chlorophyl toothpaste.

If show business thinks there’s anything it can do about this chang-

ing world, ask the guys who used to.be in the buggy-whip business.

Or ask the gas companies. • When electricity started to illuminate our

lives, the gas companies didn’t turn on all burners, .take an overdose

of their product and get buried with their sorrows. They soon found

new ways to sell what they had and as all survivors have done, they

accepted that uncontestable political truism—if you can’t, beat ’em,

join em’. You can’t beat progress. You’ve got to join it.

Some Call It Madness

And that’s what calm people call this change—progress. Others call

it social revolution, or refer to it with single dignity as the foreseeable

eventuality of ideological warfare. This progress—or change—has
been blaraeti on the Republicans; the Democrats, Management, Labor
and sunspots. Some call it madness, some call it love and the horo-

scope boys call it a pain in the astrological castings.

Whatever the case, whatever the effect, the fact is we are enjoying

the greatest prosperity in our history. We are virtually the only sol-

vent nation on the face of the globe with management making substan-

tial profits even after taxes, andjabor getting more money and union
recognition than it ever got before. Yet with things seemingly to be

'. going sp right, evjery area of enterprise in the country is on a blues

kick and show business is wailing the loudest.

To hear the top men in every echelon of entertainment Johnnie Ray
it, Irving Berlin should have written—there’s no business that has no
business like show business. And the whipping boy for all this is tele-

,
vision.

TV has, to hear them tell it, ruined everything from the motion
picture industry to stag smokers. 'It has annihilated tlie radio in-

dustry, strangled the music and record business .and, to get down to

grass-roots, tlje- fruit and vegetable dealers all over the country beef
about a sharp dropoff in sales because It makes the living room messy
to sling a soft tomato at a no talent tomato on a TV screen.

Though TV is the target of every branch of show business, the truth ’

is, we’ve entered an era that’s calling on every department of the
entertainment world to get off the dime. And each department is dis-

covering, with a sickening thud made by dropping profits at the box-
Office, that they’ve got to be more than merely adequate with consid-
erable regularity, if they’re gonna cut the mustard and get with the
rising rate of audience intelligence. Those who are not eager, willing
and anxious to swing with this increased awareness on the part of their
customers, those who want to cling with suicidal cowardice to a rapidly
aging status- quo, must soon realize that the old bromide “business as
usual” is another cliche that’s 'taken on a new meaning . . . which is,

“less business than usual,”
The fact that TV has helped—along with radio, movies and the stage

—to increase audience intelligence is the only point at which TV be-
comes in any way responsible for the necessity to change. And here
It’s best to remember that show business has always created monsters
for itself; monsters over which it must then triumph. And I don’t
mean actors. Vaudeville was the monster that de-flowered burlesque.
Burlesque came back in the form of the lavish revues of Ziegfeld,
George White, Earl Carroll and the Shuberts to start kicking the pins
out from under vaudeville. Motion pictures took another swing at
vaudeville before talkies and brought one up from the floor when

“Vftdphone startled the world.” But even viudevill# still Isn?t dead

if you can muster enough real talent to appeal to an audience that has

grown wiser through the production of movies, radio and TV.

The music business thought radio would kill records. Now records

are killing radio. Motion pictures, too, thought radio would kill them.

But after the first hysteria ,
died down, Hollywood found radio ’’and.

talking pictures working together in happy communion. Because both

radio and pictures learnejd the public would buy both when either

of them came up with something distinctive.

I
2 Rights Can M^ke n

Today .pictures’ are again bleeding - and now they .blame TV. The
truth is, their hemophilia is directly traceable to the same thing that

started the Broadway stage pn a rocky road—a transfusion of real

estate into the bloodstream of creation and production which, in the

case of the movies, resulted in too high a blood-count of bad B pic-

tures and double-feature bills. - When fhese ceased to sustain boxoffice

life, it led to a couple of A pictures oii a double bill, a classic example

of two rights making a wrong.. So- motion pictures shouldn’t just

blame television. '

^

Television is this decade’s reminder that each element of show busi-

ness, by its constant and natural desire and effort to improve- itself,

has done such a great job of educating its customers that unless it

Keeps up With them, it will have educated its'^If right out of business,.

Today, to have business at ail, there' must be a new drive, an- Intensive

effort to- recapture* the first, ]toe, careless, rapture of the halcyon days
before show business got so grooved. And to judge how deep our rut

really Is, consider this; when we can’t sell our product we blame the
customer Instead of the product.

In most industries, when there's a slump, the top men try to talk to

the trade. In show "business, showmen have had things their own way
so long, they’ve forgotten how to do thjs. They only talk to each
other. And try to blame television for everything tfiat’s wrong, for-

getting that customers may not have anything to say about what is

offered to them, but they darned well have something to say about
_what they buy.

Show business differs from other operations to the extent that where
most businesses have only to be smarter than their competitors, the
people in show business have to be smarter than their customers. And
to blandly blame TV for the slump in all branches of show business
proves no effort is being made in the direction of outsmarting the
customers.

The truth is, audiences have caught up with showmen. For the.

most part, they’ll now accept only such items as have some intrinsic

iiierit. And to the fact that radio and television have contributed to

this sharpening-up of people, radio and, of course more Importantly
now, TV are indirectly to blame for the troubles of the other branches
of show business.

But if you call the poll of sufferers, you’ll find radio and TV are both
right in there with those who hold them- to^ blame. "With the music
business in a near panic, motion pictures in a cold sweat and “The
Fabulous Invalid” enjoying one of the worst of its periodic relapses,
radio is barely able to get up off the canvas, and television, the alleged
cause of it all, turns out to be a spendthrift infant with a high -I.Q., a
great future,- no past, a vulgar present and a big bottle of red ink for
consolation.

Wanted^—^Intelligent Effort

So to find the thie wherefore of this you have to go beyond the mere
mention of television. For TV, too, is a sufferer from the .inescapable
truth that show business, in all its phases, has gro-vvn into an ogre that
devours people and material at a rate that outstrips all possible human
effort to keep up with it. Show business is consuming faster than it

can create. And little or no intelligent 'effort is being made to refore-
state our creative manpower with the same intensity that we’re choi>-
ping it do-wji.

For this reason, the material that show business is now relying on is

not from the factory of the mind, but from the storehouse of the mind.
We’re running through our memories revamping, rehashing and rear-
ranging the antiques In our mental attics in a frantic effort to supply
the increasing demand created by harum-scarum competition. We’re
taking out more than we can possibly put back. Witness all the re-
vivals, all the re-writes, re-dos and. blurred carbon copies. This, not
television, is show business’ problem today. But no one will admit the
slump is a long-range thing that Includes television, the “menace.”
This necessity for getting raw material from which to create product
is inherent to every industry and show business, from AM to TV, is not

(Continued on page 46)
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Arithmetic
By hALSEY V, BARRE^
(Consolidated Television Sales)

Th« irlthmetic of TV film pro-

grams ia the American way of do-

ing things—‘the game American
way that enaMes most of us to

afford an autoynobile^ Without mass
distribution and pro-rated costs

only Arab princes and Rockefellers

(or their corporations) could af-

ford^kn automobile—or a top cali-

»br« television program. But to-

day, with telepix costs pro-rated

around th# country among sponsors

(or residUally)—now you, too, can

afford the top calibre television

show,

X say .Categorically that film will

do more to up-grade the quality oj

U, S, television programming than

anything that has happened to tele-

vision since the vast technical im-

provements uj? to 1950. 1950 to

1952 has been the testing ground

period for telepix. Now we know
there’s nothing wrong with TV film

that program quality can’t cure.

Film, as a prog'fam vehicle, has

proved itself. From 1952 on, the

vast improvement of TV program-

ming will be because of film and is

based on simple arithmetic: Spon-

spr the best programs money will

produce, yet share the cost.
‘

Two year* ago a regional oil com-

pany had to spend $10,000 per week

for a live showdn some 17 markets.

When the liye show was ended the

sponsor saw $10,000 worth of pro*

gramming go into limbo. Today,

through the pro-rated economics of

television film, that Si,me regional

sponsor can buy a $25,000 program

for jipproximately $7,500—enjoy

two tiffies or more the quality and

satisfactions of a really bigtime

show, yet pay only a fraction of the

cost of his former, and poorer, live

production.

With open market purchases, re-

gional—and even local—;advertiser3

can enjoy good programs at pro-

rated costs completely in line with

what the regional and local traffic

will bear.

156,000,0.00 or so people is what

makes America great. The arithe-

metic of share-the-program-cost re
gionally, locally, and residually,

makes the future of film inevitable.

For those die-hards who still worry

about film quality vs. live, we ask

ope rhetorical question: For the

past 40 years haven’t the American
people enjoyed their entertainment

on celluloid (movies) on what you

and I call a “national spot” basis?

Did “Ben-Hur” have to play in Bos-

ton at 9 a. m. Wednesday, and in

Miami that same 9 p.- m. that same

Wednesdayl

RADIO
HELEN WALPOLE
ACTRESS-WRITER

Prep Land Takeover For

N. Carolina Yoice’ Spot

.

Greensboro, N. C., July 15.

Condemnation proceedings have
been started in the District Federal
Court at Raleigh to acquire land
near East Arcadia, N. C., site of’

a new $7,000,000 radio transmitter

for the Voice of America.
The 2,817 acres designated in the

suit are located in Carvers Creek
Township in Bladen County. K.
Clyde Council and others are listed

as owners of the property. Value of
the land was set at $229,602.
Eighteen parcelss of land were des-
ignated in the suit.

The case was filed at request of
the State Dept. Disposition will be
made in the WUmlngton division of
Federal (liourt.

Contracts for the station were
awarded early this year and con-
struction is expected to start right
away. Completion is expected in
about 18 months.

The new station will be similar
in cost, design, and power to
another being built at Dungenes,
‘Wash. State Dept, claims the two

• stations will give “Voice” the most
powerful radio signal known to

TELEVISION exist in the world today.”

JACK STERLING
“THE BtG TOP” CBS-TV

“THE JACK STERLING SHOW” WCBS
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RCA President Bullish On Prospect, Envisioning Vast New Horizons for TV Service
To America in Era of 50,000,000 Set Owners

By MANNIE MANHEIM
Hollywood.

For sWe time now Otir research group has observed th*
photographing und lighting of the thyroid cartilage on
the front of the human throat, found usually on men.

To the average TV viewer, this is known as the Adam’s
Apple and we believe our findings' will shock and enlighten

those whose function it is to improve and advance the

medium.

The question before us is: What effect, if any, has th*
Adam’s Apple On television? And our reply Is that the
effect is beyond the Comprehension of most performers,

agents, Weavers, Bobinsons and- even Sarnoffs and Paleys,

For a case in point, our research group examined -the

many professional beer sippers found today on TV, No
names will^^be mentioned hut all of those observed were
In the employ of leading brewers and all were seen on
television during the past 'season.

We, as researchers, admit that it isn’t easy to publicly

down a glass of beer and not have one’s thyroid cartilage

seen by the viewers.

The usual pattern requires the professional guzzler to

fa) hold the sponsor’s beer bottle to the camera (b) pour
the beer into the glass ,(<?) the sipper smiles (d) he sips

the beer (e) he smile*, again (f) he smacks his lips and
(g) puts glass on table Ji^nd delivers the oath to the brew

—

and finally sips another sip, sort, of an anti-climactic sip.

It was noted that no pro sipper was asked to remove
the cap from the bottle or- stick one of those small har-
poons into a beer can. ‘This statement has nothing what-
soever to do with the Adam’s Apple and its effect on tele-

vision, but we have a tough time harpooning beer cans.

During the* process of holding the beer glass to the •

sipper’s mouth. It Is t)bviously necessary for him to tip
his head back about 13 degrees. This tipping of the head
reveals his.Adam’s Appfe to the camera and what do we
see?

*
• «

You, Too, Can Giggle at a Wiggle
[

Well, most pf ‘the .Apples we noted were of ordinary
size and shape but there's one guy whose A.A.- wiggles
considerably while he' devours the suds. This tickled us.

quite a lot and instead of directing our attention towards
the given brew, we found ourselves giggling at the wiggle ^

of the apple. And to add to our amusement the sipper’s
bowtie wiggled with the movement on the cartilage and
it was most distracting.

However, our purpose is not to entertain ourselves but
to bring to the men and women of the television industry
an accurate account of the use of the thyroid cartilage
before the camera.
We do not discredit any sipper or any brew—but it is

our learned opinion that the gentleman who sips Bud-
weiser via kinescope to this Coast, possesses the least
active cartilage while professionally sippilng and to -him
goes our nomination as the Professional Television^ Beer
Guzzler With the Non-Movable ‘Adam’s Apple.
Cigaret puffing next claimed our attention and there

are many fine men and women employed today as pro-
fessional inhalers and they’re doing a splendid job-—all
of which makes our task of selecting the best of the
cigaret puffers a difficult one—^but, as always, we man-
age to come through.
The Adam’s Af)ple will not be an issue in this discussion

of inhaling and exhaling as the puffer is not required to
bend his head back in the manner of the beer sipper. We
shall, however, consider the method of inhalation and
exhalation and special attention will be directed towards
the latter as it is our belief that exhalation, whether by
mouth, ear or nose is the focal point of cigaret smoking
on television.

Obviously no manufacturer of a leading cigaret intends
tor^sliow a fellow on the screen blowing smoke out of his
ears—and our group can unequivocally state that no
smoke has been discovered merging from a puffer’s ear

survey racket.
The usual pattern for pro smoking on TV follows some-

V'liat that of the beer sipper in that (a) the puffer extracts *

a cigaret from the already opened package (b) he inserts
in his mouth (c) lights it (d) smiles (e) inhales (f) ex-

iiales (g) sighs and (h smiles affectionately at the un-

t!on
portion of the cigaret and 'delivers his declama-

Regarding item (h) of the above pattern, our research-
were never quite convinced whether the puffer smiled

®^?.^tionately at the unsmoked portion or whether the
interpreted as an expression of joy at

vni
required to smoke the rest of it. This is an in-

oiveg question and none of us had the answer.

Chesterfield the Wlnnah!
|

'we did have some conclusions in reference lo the

tha n?®
ability of the various puffers. It was noted .that

from New York seemed to have-
Sreat burden fr6m his shpulders as he con-

thaf ru i
ingredients of Jhis product. When he revealed

reaoH nanje its ingredients, our

timp^^?? ^ known all the

elvpov 1

^ inside e‘ach .cigaret was a -fortune of costly

JSfOes oui' nod f6r raaldng this con-

ba<?Ph?n ^ dislike to do this, we watched a

senijp M for Chesterfield . who didn’t seem to

tos<;p/i
of' this glycerol confession and he

smoker^^ ^ 4^ycerol meant nothing in the life of a-

given td the Philip Morris pro-

ChcmpvR followed -the same pattern as the
meld man but no mention was made of ingredi-

• (Continued on page 56)

^
By FRAJNK M. FOLSOM

{President^ Badio Corp. of Atneit^ca)

Sin^ Variety’s' first annual Radio-Television Review^ 1^45, television has groVn from
nothing to an industry, the' business volume of

which last year amounted to $3,000,000,000, Including
radio,' the industry as a whole now
runs at about $5,OOO,OO0,OOO a year.
And television is only in its infancy!
In fact, whqn the broadcasters first

participated in a presidential cam-
paign in 1924, there were only • 12
radio stations in the hookup that ex-
tended as far west as Kansas City,
and there were only 1,000,000 broad-
cast receivers in the country.
Today there are 105,000,000 radio

sets. Television will grow as radio •

has grown, and eventually I believe

rrA.nk roisAm
‘ every home now radio-equipped

.
will have a television set, while mil-

lions of new homes yet to be built will have television in-
stalled' as they will have stoves, refrigerators and other
household utilities.

J
Time-and-Talenrs 70% Hike

Looking ahead from midpoint of 1952 for both radio
and television, the outlook for the final half of the year
is good.

In the field of program broadcasting, present trends
indicate that television time-and-talent sales this year will
exceed the 1951 total of* $217,000,()00 by 70%. The grcfss

income from radio broadcasting in 1951 was $485,492,000—an- alltime record—and there is good reason to believe
that the 1952 figure will at least equal last year’s total.

Television rjeceiver sales during the remainder of 1952,
stimulated by the national political conventions during
the summer and the Presidential election dn the fall, are
expected to amount to more than 3,000,000 units. This
would bring the 1952 ^overall sales total to approximately
5,500,000 sets, -and increase the number of television re-
ceivers in use throughout the United States to more than
20,000,000.

t

Maintaining the firm trend set In the first half of this

year, sales of radio receivers and radio-phonograph com-
binations in the second six months are expected to. num-
ber approximately 4,000,000 units. The industry distributed
approximately 6,000,000 radio sets in the first six months
of the year.

Present favorable prospects in both radio and television
receiver distribution are based, of course, on the assump-
tion that supplies will continue to be available and that

,

no increases are required in defense production.

Television has gone big time In a big way. Never before
in the history of the entertainment arts have such vast
numbers of our people been enabled to view simultane-
ously the variety of shows and events available today,
and every day and night in the week, on television. Prac*
tically any one of TV's hit programs pulls a bigger audi-
ence in the shape of 30 minutes than the total attendance
of all the shows on Broadway In 10 years.

Nearly half of the people in America can now view the
top programs of television. • Microwave radio relays and
coaxial cables have been forged into a 1952 TV chain that
links all hut four of the nation’s 108 stations, from coast
to coast, carrying the headline shows to more than 17,-

000,000 sets, with a potential audience of 70,000,000
viewers.

Behind this vigorous advance of television,,with its im-
pact on practically all phases of life in this country, have
been superlative pioneering efforts of scientists, engineers,

industrialists, program directors and broadcasters, en-

dowed with great faith in this new art. Ahead, as the

result of their foresight and continuing enthusiasm, beckon
vast new horizons of television service.

Foreseen a few years from now is the day when America
will have 50,000,000 television set owners, and there Will

be stations In range of nearly every commimity. Studied
estimates by those familiar with the possibilities place the
eventual number of television stations in this country at

more than 2,000, with most of them linked in coast-to-

coast and regional networks. This will mean ‘ television

service for the entire nation.
^

Those Magic Letters—^UHF

The UHP spectrum now authorized provides 70 new TV
channels between 470-890 megacycles. Thus the way is

open for 1,445 new UHF television stations. These, with

498 new VHF stations, will give the . United States, its

territories and possessions an ultimate total of more than

2,053 TV stations m 1,291 communities.*

The magic letters UHF loom on the horizon like a giant

What Is a Packager?
The radio-TV business has divided into two distinct

kinds;

1. The Producer-Packager—Thinks up his own ideas,,

sells-'them (sometimes), and personally produces each

show. Examples: John Guedel, Goodson & Todman,
Carleton Morse, Phillips Lord.

2. The Agent-Packager—Spends more time selling

either his or other people’s Ideas. Examples: Wil-

liam Morris, MCA, James Saphier, Don Sharpe, Lou
Cowan. Group two frequently sells the product of

group one.

The agent-packager obviously represents more prod-

uct than the producer-packager because of the time

required to personally put out the shows each week.

S6—which is the reason for this explanation—all

young men with ideas or packages for sale should con-

tact an agent-packager, whose function Is primarily

selling.

So What’s New ?
By HARRY BANNISTER

Some random thoughts about my reaction to my duties
and responsibilities.

* I’m VICE PRESIDENT in CHARGE of STATION RE-
LATIONS . . . and because I’m conscientious I’m gonna
write in detail about my multiple responsibilities ...
let the chips fall where they may.

First, 'VICE: I've got ’em all.' I Imbibe although not as
heavily as some vice presidents I know on other networks.
I draw to inside straight, .often with radio editors of trade
papers. I howl like- a wolf whenever my myopia permits
me to perceive anything in skirts, which Is only too fre-
quently. I am gluttonous and a sucker for a three-layei*
cake with two scoops of ice cream dripping with Chocolate
goo. 1 envy everyone who doesn’t have to get up in the
morning. I hate work! I have lots more vice, but you get
the general idea.

Second, PRESIDENT: I like IKE.
Third, CHARGE: When I was an infantryman In France

I was put in' charge of all the dirty pots and pans for
Company F for a whole month. At gin rummy I usually
charge $10 an hour for time and talent. Once I memorized
“The Charge of the Light Brigade’’ and recited it at a
dinner given by the Edison Institute.

Pourth, STATIONS: The Union Station In -Denver used
to be run by my ex-brother-in-law Jack Keating. I got
the worst haircut of my life: in the railroad station at
Washington. Walter Damm personally planted the rad-
ishes in the garden plot of his outdoor television station;
try to pull one and he’ll step on your hand. The night
desk sergeant at Detroit’s Trumbull Street Station is un-
couth and extremely unsympathetic. My wife just got a
new station wagon.

Fifth, RELATIONS: My "Uncle Joe was a rum runner
In Down-River Wyandotte, on the Canadian border, where
he got wattyc* on the knee and the water kept rising until

'

be drowned* My cousin Zeke began life as a sheepherder
In^Wyoiiiing and then became a gag writer for a guy
named Antell.

key that will unlock television for thousands of communi-
ties. This opening of the radio spectrum for the expan-
sion of TV service means more television for more people.

For present or prospective TV viewers, the addition of
UHF can be aphieved without diminishing service to mil-
lions of existing TV sets. In fact, UHF and additional
use of' VHF will expand program service through more
stations, while presently operating VHF stations will con-
tinue to serve large and gi'owing audiences.

To the broadcasters, the opening of UHF means added
opportunities to extend local, regional and national tele-
vision cpverage; it will greatly increase the size of the
audience.
To manufacturers, it means the creation of vast, new

markets, not only* for home television** receivers, but for
all of the other products and services with which viewers
become acquainted on their TV screens. -

To ..the service industry, which has the responsibility of
installing and servicing equipment for the home as well
as for broadcasting stations, UHF also means a new field

of operation.
To scientists and engineers, the use of UHF for tele-

vision brings to fruition laboratory experiments, product
designing and field tests that have been under way for
many years.

• One of the most significant events in television history
—both from the standpoint of the viewing public and of
television set manufacturers—was tlie openings in 195X of
AT&T’s new transcontinental radio relay system linking
major cities in a coast-to-coast television network. It is

estimated thAt through this achievement, and projected
transmitting expansion, at least 95 out of every 100 tele-

vision homes in America eventually can be served by
“lii7e” shows.
The surge of expansion has made television an ex-

tremely important factor' in American economy. It not
jonly has, created tens of thousands of jobs in set produc-
tion and programming, but It has been an extremely
valuable aid in the growth of many other industries.

Steady improvement has been noted in television sets

themselves since the first postwar instruments reached
the market in 1946, Picture tubes have Increased in size

from 10 inches to 30 inches, virtually all sets being sold

in 1951 and 1952 having serpens Oi .17 inches or larger.

Circuits have been simplified and, made for efficiency,

and cabinet designs now meet the satisfaction of the most
discerning buyer.

Television coverage of the national political conven-
tions in Chicago this summer *and other phases of the
Presidential campaign up to and including Election Day
events in November exceed in scope anything the country
has seen in the past. Millions of dollars worth of new
and improved equipment, including RCA’s “Walkie-
Lookie” one-man TV station, is being brought into use to

make it possible for TV watchers to eye-witness the po-

litical conclaves—^to see as well as hear news, and history

in the making., /

New headlines and headliners will appear during the
next three months as political events turn new pages in

American history. As each page'pi'esents new faces, n6w
ideas, issues, plans, pledges and promises that will affect

the future pf the country, they will be within full view of

the American people. "What the TV audience sees will b«
a decisive factor in helping them to formulate decisions

that will make hi^ory on Election Day,
Summer broadcasts and telecasts are also of high qual-

ity with news and entertainment at the forefront. The
autumn will see the return of most of the top favorites,

plus new faces and new program formats that promise to

make television’s “bigtime” bigger.
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An Awareness of Responsibility
By CECIL MADDENv

Mssistant to Controller, BBC-TV Programs)

London.

Does a country get the govemr
ment it deserves? Does it get the

television and radio it wants? Re-
cently there has been much talk

in public, press and parliament on
the dangers of monopoly. But there

are some advantages. Monopoly
as understood by the British brings

with it in high degree a sense of

responsibility to the nation.

The BBC, entrusted with this,

responds by projecting Britain^fe

impartiality in news, its traditions

and cultural heritage—^in radio

through its Home, Light and Third
programs—^in television by its spe-

cial programs for children, houses

wives, for lovers of opera, ballet

and the classics. Star actor Don-
ald Wolfit received typical

,
letter

after two-hour “King John“: “We
are working class and just got our
television; I do hope we will have

a lot more Shakespeare. It shows
us our own old England as we
never knew it before," /

Serious side of television strikes

with “World Survey," <‘Foreign

Correspondent," “Eye of the Art-

ist," “Matters of Life and Death,"

“Science Surveys." Dramatized
documentary may be unlikely ‘to

attract sponsors, but the BBC's
TV made considerable impact with

auch subjects of social importance

as “Dangerous Drugs" and “The
Rising Twenties"—series designed

to help .Teenagers "N^ith such prob-

lems as life in Army Call-up, Boys’

Clubs, First Job dr as Factory or

Salesgirl.

75% British Isles Coverage

Television now has five '-trans-

mitters and 'covers 75% of • the

British Isles. Predominance of

plays in full is making remote rural

dwellers drama-minded and stand-

ard TV schedules include Ibsen,

Tchekov, Turgenev along with
Priestley, Rattigan and new works
of all sorts. Three recent TV hits,

“Albert R.N.," “Dial M for Mur-
der” and “Night of the Fourth”
have now gravitated .to the theatre,

with no doubt movies to follow.

In its responsibility to minori-

ties the BBC sets its professional

standards very high and in “Solo
Performance” when top stars speak
poetry makes no concession to pop-
ularity; feels that can well be left

to the vast Staurday night audi-

ences for “Music Hall" or Vic
Oliver’s potpourri of show busi-

ness.

Who but a monopoly would put
on special programs of “Triumph
over Adversity," of Amputees, of

backward infants, or items for deaf
children? Children’s TV programs,
strictly rationed to one-hour daily,

have since their start been acknowl-
edged of real Interest to their
young audience and are graded to

guide juniors into wise channels.

The balance of political opinion
Is carefully preserved in the exact
proportion to the parties. General
responsibility stretches to audition
units for drama, music and variety.
TV further recently established a
paid training course for new pro-
ducers, with side courses for would-
be script writers and designers.

The British sense of proportion
takes the form of limiting hours,
rather than increasing them, for
the good of standards of art and
performance. Of course a contribu-
tory factor is the country’s forced
preoccupation with rearmament
limiting present studios and gear
to London, though mobile units
range about the provinces. This
accentuates Britain’s strong re
gionalism, forcing attention, as well
as by new advisory committees, on
the claims of Scottish and Welsh
programs on say the Midlands and
North as well as London and the
South, which have dominated the
scene since 1938.

Monopoly vs Salaries

One argument against monopoly
from artists’ point of view is mod-
est fees for complicated work (full
length play involves three weeks)
and no prospects of real increases
while publications and License
revenue one and one-half million
paying TV £1) remain BBC’s sole
income, now raided by 15% for the
Government funds with Post Office
charging collection fees besides.
Another argument Is lack of alter-
native program, a single knob to
turn on and the public forced to

take what it gets. BBC’s reply to

this is. small regional alternatives

to the national network. But the

single program has a virtue all its

own if based on » well-balanced
plan. London Is vastly cosmopol
itan. BBC wants the world’s best

and employs large numbers of for-

eign artists with its meagre public

money. Even from the industrial

North where a cottoh crisis is

spreading ‘unemployment,' little

complaint is heard. Press reaction

is, on the whole, friendly, and
BBC's own’ re'search poll proves
that substantially the whole coun-

l4;ry has roughly identical tastes,

something that had been in some
doubt before.

This year TV will already have
seen the Royal Funeral, two TV
exhibitions, two new transmitters
(bringing *rv within range of 6,-

000,000 more viewers) as well as

the Olympics, Wimbledon, Edin-
burgh Festival, I.E.E. Convention
and a Commonwealth Broadcasting
Conference, BBC’s new Monday
through Friday 15-minute News-
reel allows special stories to de-
velop at more leisurely tempo than
formerly.

For the Englishman foreign
travel is so restricted on only £25
allowance as to be negligible. TV
programs “About Britain" and
“London Town" are starting to
“sell" Britain"' to Britons. On top
BBC has launched into Europe with
a week in Paris, so that Scottish
crofter has been Vicariously taken
Inside “Nouvell'e Eve" nlghtery, up
the Eiffel Tower, into the Louvre.
With TV started in Italy, Holland,
Denmark and contemplated in
Switzerland, Spain, Belgium and
Germany the European links are
forging rapWly. Russia is still un-
known as TV quantity.

On credit side in Britain for
performer, since TV is still a nov-
elty, is knowledge that entire coun-
try is virtually watching everything
that comes on the screen. With no
competition a star can be made by
only a few programs. Many artists
In- the States faced by fierce paral-
lel competition, have only added to
their radio value by new reputa-
tions gained in another medium
like films. England being compact
geographically, a London star can
play In West End stage success,
make films by day, and tur^ in raf^

dio and TV guest shots at week-
ends, so keeping in touch with the
whole popularion on all fronts.
On the debit side of TV monop-

CURT MASSEY
Now in his fourth year for Alka-Selt-
zer on “Curt Massey Time" with
Martha Tilton and Country Wash-
bume’s orchestra. Heard on more
than 700 stations of the CBS and
Mutual networks and Radio LUxem
bourg in Europe. Doral Record artist.

The Slings and Arrows of

Outrageous TV Fortunes
(NBC’T

To Be or Not to Be:

That is the question

By EDWARD D. MADDEN
'’TV' Network Operations, Sales V.P.)

oly Is staff’s own situation since de
dicated experts have no other out-

let in case of clash of views. Artists

must also accept a 'decision as to
employment without appeal to rival

networks.

Some feW the BBC could adopt
a bold policy now towards sponsor-
ship and save high capital cost of
rival transmitters and adaptors on
receivers by offering certain hours
commercially, say 6-8 p.m. or 10-12
p.m. reserving only rights of-^on-
trol over quality and credits.

When all ingredients are added,
with Britain so conscious of its

post-war problems, st'iitegic, moii-
etary, housing, manpower, markets
and the rest, and since all arc as-
siduously brought right Into the
parlor, Television is truly changing
life in Britain and, thanks to mo-
nopoly, TV Is causing the nation to
be thoughtful.

WFIL Ups Harrison
Philadelphia, July 15.

Charles F. Harrison, Jr., has
been named news editor of WFIL
and WFIL-TV.
Harrison formerly held a similar

post with the Sawyer chain oi sta-
tions in Ohio, including WING,
WIZE and WCOL,

can buy specific features of th«.

. which show—ball scores or temperatur#
stirs Hamlet in -his famed Act III, charts, for example. He can us®
Scene I soliloquy. “Whether 'tis the show to -push sales during peak
nobler in the mind 'to stiffeY the season periods, or to give impetus
slings .and arrows of ou,trageous to the Introduction of a new brand
fortuhe". we will not discuss; but There Is hardly an advertiser
I think . there is a 20th . Ceqtury whose neds cannot be saitsfied by
equivalent of Hamlet’s ponderous some form of joint sponsorship.
problem which hears discussion, gardless of the -audience composi-
That is, to be or not to be in TV tion, geographic, saturation or fre-
om-a participating basis. - This is quency problems the advertiser
the question which faces m^ny has, TV has the answer. The tre-
advertisers today. mendous impact of television and

Obviously, most advertisers proven sales effectiveness has
would like to have their own ex- to realize that

•iusive. television program, but competitive position can
the impact of this TV cost on total "C^Vlly on the use they make
advertising budgets makes neces-
sary a careful scrutiny of the mul- advertising principle

tiple participation type of show, ^ Importance In its fu-

A look at the media purchases ^ **lliu8 concepts like

of the 50 leading national adver- those outlined above are important
risers -shows the importance of Tie doubly essential

this cost-sharing principle: which ^ ^ network of stations
throughout the country expands
further,

I have Used the application of

terevision7ThSy.;ix‘if "ti,es^ the co-«ponwrshlp theme to show
using some form of participating while TV-—^like any other in-

sponsorship. In the second group problems, it Is finding

we advanced as a new advertising
concept three years ago. Of the
leading advertisers, 48 are using

of the next 50 leading advertisers,
35 are using television and 19 of
them are using some form of par-
ticipating sponsorship.

Something For Everybody
j

solutions to these problems as It
matures. The accumulation of
knowledge gained in the past
prondses- to make the problems
that much easier to handle In tin
future.

These new selling concepts are
making it possible for moderate
budget advertisers and for adver-
tisers with somewhat larger budg
ets to co-sponsor network televi-
sion programs which they couldn’t
afford alone. The figures above
prove the success of our attempts
to make it as easy for the adver-
tiser to buy. television as it is for
him to buy space in magazines.

If he wants to sell to housewives,
for example, he can buy a 15
minute spot on the “Kate 'Smith
Hour”—^w'hich can be compared to
a woman’s magazine. If he wants
to reach children, he can buy a por-
tion of “Howdy Doody." If the
adult evening audience is his tar-
get, a segment of “Your Show of

Capsule Drama

As New Pattern

For Television

"By 'WORTHINGTON MINER

THE NELSONS
OZZIE, HARRIET, DAVID AND RICKY

u/ t®l#vjrion in th* Fall.Our Writing Staff* Btn Gtrahman, Bill Davenport, Don Nelson

Approximately six weeks ago, tht

problem of presenting a half-hour
dramatic show was presented to

me. I had felt for some time that

there was great need to explore

the possibilities within this form.

Over the course of the last few

niques employed in an attempt to

achieve dramatic, impact In approx-
before imately' 23^i minutes of playing

^ impression time. With the exception of thj

« situation tfomedies, such as “Thi
Glarr^ay “Today" Goldbergs" and “I Love Lucy.’»

failures have been more fre-

in
one-haH, quent than the successes. They

frequent in the
five times a week. In addition, he field of murder mysteries, -

I have" also been acutely aware

that a eonsiderablc number of

shows attract attention and hold

interest up to the first commercial
break. There is a grave tendency,

however, for these programs to

blow up in the 'last 10 minutes.

From theb strictly practical stand-

point of advertising, this is a tr^

mendous handicap. Even though

the viewer may remain through the

first commercial, he is frequently

waiting with his hand on the dial

to turn away the moment the un-

certain and unconvincing denoue-

ment is over, ' Thus, he misses the

final commercial.
In order for the sponsor to get

I

his value out of a half-hour of air

I'time, it seemed necessary to find

a new formula that would hold an

audience’s attention throughout

the total 29 minutes and 30 seconds

of the program—not to catch it

for 15 minutes and lose it for the

last 14.

From the point-of-view of the

writer, I am convinced that an op-

portunity to build a situation for

approximately 22 minutes without

break, and without having to build

a false climax in the middle of the

program leads to a far greater

cumulative impact. Not only would

he be able to write more legit-

imately, but he has an opportunity

to build the one important moment
(and I believe there should only be

one in a half-hour) unhurriedly and

legitimately. I further believe that,

if this climax is sufficiently pow^-
ful, the home audience will

in a mood to jump up and immedi-

ately flick the dial to another sta-

tion—or to black. „

.

With the cooperation of RCA,

this hew technique is being put W
the test with “Curtain Call." It i*

too early yet in the series to be

pontifical regarding its

successfulness. I am optimistic that

it will in time give greater stature

1 and integrity to the half-hour sho\v.



Tl* '*1.™.." ™ ““ How Vn lalit iMsin'By JOE lAUttlE, JR,

rAmpdians wOtil<t tather admit age of theii^ Jokes

*»,rrfTheirown age! TM best way to tejl a comic's age

r^in ft whisper. Most of them have, found the secret of

*1,11 iv they lie,about fheir age. I'm not saying anything
' about ’ my own age because it may

•mbarrass some of my younger broth-
,er comics who are the same age.

Blit let's face it, we have many
.veterans .of the comedy battlefields

who. are in thejsame age brackets (give

and take a couple of years eithex*

, way) who will soon retire with heavy
money belts, or maybe called. "Up-
'stairs," or even worse, become un-

[,.sponsored and unwanted! What will
happen to TV and radio comedy when
these veterans leave TV and radio, or
vlca versa?

Don’t worry fellows, don’t grab forJo* Laurie^ Jr.

Reading From Left to Right

I

i

A Load of LaUgh Impresarios

The Younger Fraternity 1

now we have another set of "kids” who have

bv laugh-getting ranks and if you judge ’em'
y tneir samples they are worthy successors for comedy

Sid Caesar,. Imogene Coca, Herb Shriner, Larry
lorch, Alan Young, Jean Carroll (the one and Only lady

T Garry Moore, Kean Sisters, Frank Fontaine;

Tip^r Jan Murray, Steve Allen, Art Carney, Mi-
rv_ (Mrs. Nussbaum),-'Amold Stang, Lew Parker;

“.^^arriet, Mel Blanc, Henry Morgan, Billy V^e,

Wvn« jy^^son, Paul Winchell,. Peter Donald, Keenan

Arfh?’ ?? <Archie) Gardner, Jim Backus, Dennis Day,

Ai n (oh, you gotta count him), Carl Keiner,
Jules Munshin, Jack Carter, Cass Daly, Frank

Boro-A rl^
swell light coiiMc), Pinky Lee, Jack Paar, Victor

Har^a' O’Connor (practically a vet), Sam Levcnson,

BobKx^
Stone, Phil Foster, Jackie Miles, Lenny Kent,

latpw f
Dagmar and a couple of Johnny-come-

whom I will go out on a limb and predict a
*wat future-Martin tc .I^ewis!

'

By MAHE TBDE TAXI
• ('Kdd.ic Cantor)

vour toupees, girdles and hair dye. I’m not going to tell

vour real ages, I will be kind and use Jack Benny’s age

Js a yardstick (39 going on 50) and brother he’s YOUNG •

(and also clever).

Most of our present day comics entered, the fun arena

at the turn of the century. They tried to fill the vacancies

caused by the demise or retirement of the veteran

comics who were steadily matured in their art, the ven-

dors of chuckles and belly laughs, the important buffoons

and pedigreed clowns of .ouf^ime, who have spread their

happy mischief of golden fun. I am not claiming that

being old makes you a good comedian (we nave
,

had some
awfully bad old comedians), but the so-called old comic

that has survived vaude, hurley, farce, mtisicail comedy, .

pictures, radio. and TV has that enviable background. .

^
My voice is thin, ihy vocabulary toO iSmall^ my .mental „

faculties too weak, and my two- typewriting fingers too in-

definite to give the early pilgrims of comedy their due,

but I have fond recollections of the old masters of our

rofession, who are ]^w>gone and whose memories grow
'

reener with time. ^ .

4

Hollywood.
.. Hop in mlstexv Where to? Oh, sure, 1 know where It

is. It’s between seven.’y-secon' and sevenV-thoid. We’ll
miss some of the traffic if I take ya thru the park. Okay?
• , . Big game today between Giantu and the Bums, Too

bad they don't have radios, in cars
anymore. It used ta khxda make the
day go a little f;i|fster. And when I
hadda work Sunday nights, aroun’
eight o’clc^ I’d listen to Eddie Can-
tor, Yeah, he was awright onlycouldn’
stand his talkin’ about his wife» and
live., daughters. Always the five
daughters! What does he think? He’s
got a patent on 'it? Other people have
had five daughters too.

Yeah, I guess you’re right, mister
—he’s the only one who made a for-
tune out of it, outside of Papa Dionne.
Cantor was Dionne in slow motion.

Eddie Cantor

Such greats of. the monolog, high, low and broad com-
.

edy like Tom Lewis, Barney Bernard, James J. Morton,

.

Lew Dockstader, Florence Moore, Mathews & Bulger, Nat
C. Haines, Smith & Campbell,. Tojn Nawn, Junie McCree,
Lew Kelly, Dave Marlon, George Munroe, Harry Fisher,

.

feam J. Ryan, Mark Murphy, Bickle, Watson & Worthe
(Harry Watson is still with xis and in my opinion one of

the comic greats, as witness his Philadelphia Jack O’Brien

and his phone booth scene in JaCk Norworth’s "Odds and
Ends”), Bert Williams, Ernest Hogan, John & Emma. Ray,
am & Kitty Morton, George Fuller Golden, Marie, Dress-

,er, Honey Boy -Evans, • Nat C. Wills, George Thatcher,
Moran & Mack, Bert Swor, Press Eldridge, Pat Rooney 1st,

im 8c Bonnie Thornton, Mr^ and Mrs. Sidney Drew, Wil-
ard Simms, Fred Niblo, Weber & Fields, Roger Bros.,

Joe Cawthorn, Billy B. Van, Harry Kelly, Raymond Hitch-
cock, Thomas Q, Seabrook, John E. Hazard, Nat C. Good-
win, Louis Maun, Sam Bernard, Eddie Foy, Charlie Case,

Jeff De Angelis, Richard Carle, De Wolf Hopper, Johnny
Slavln, Maggie (IJline, Frank McNish, Ward 8c Vokes, Yorke
(b; Adams, George Sidney, Joe & Ben Welsch, Hines &
Remington, Will Rogers, .Johnny Weber, Fields 8c Wooley,
gzra Kendall, Gallagher 8c Shean, Herb Williams, Digby
Bell, Dave Warfield, Conroy Sc LeMair and of course Mc-
Intyre 8c Heath! Tfieir great funmaking will always be
Sealed in the memory of old troupers.
When these great artists reached their sunset years, or

were called by the Great Stage Manager, we already had
youngsters ready to try for tiie comedy stakes; youngsters
raised in the schools of comedy—vaude and burlesque
The youngsters of that time are today’s veterans.
We should be proud and grateful to still have with us

such five-star Generals of Comedy as Fred Stone, Victor
Moore, Ed Wynn (now celebrating his 50th year as a
comedian, and we are celebrating it with him); Smith &
pale, who have been together for 53 years of cornicing;
Bobby Clark, Charles Winhinger, Leo Carrillo and Lulu
McConnell. Your brother and sisters salute you all!

Then there was the younger squad (and .not so very
much younger) like Eddie Cantor, Georgie Jessel (a young
fogie), George Burns 8c Grade Allen, Jack Benny, Jack
Haley, Joe E. Brown; ^Groucho, Harpo & Chico Marx,
Charlie Ruggles, Jimmy Durante, Lou Holtz,: Sid Silvers,
Bert Lahr, Jack Pearl, Fred. Allen, Roy Atwell, Jimmy
pavo, Ben Blue, Joe Frisco, Joe Laurie, Jr., Charlotte
Greenwood, Edgar Bergen, Milton Berle, Ray Bolger, Will
Mahoney, Frank Fay, Amos ’n* Andy, Threp Stooges, Bert
Wheeler, Martha Ray, Morey Amsterdam, Judy Canova,
Henny Youngman, Joan Dads, Fibber .McGee & Molly,
Red Skelton, Joey Faye, William Gaxton, Olsen & Johnson,
Bert Gordon, Danny Thomas, Walter O’Keefe, Eddie Foy,
Jr., Hamtree Harrington, Bob Hope, Jackie Gleason, Bing
Crosby (yeh, a very funny »man), George Shelton, Tom
Howard, Joe Browning, Harry McNaughton, Al Pearce,'
ihe Aces, Abbott & Costello, Charlie Cantor, Ken Mur-
gy, Jerry Colonna, Eddie Green, Arthur 8c Puggy Havel

|

Herby Faye, Jack E. Leonard, Bob Burqs, Jerry Lester,'
fienny Rubin, Phil Harris, Peter Lind Hayes, ’^Talullah

course, Beatrice Lillie! And now, these
cnildren of yesteryear are vets!
u am still speaking of radio and TV comics.)

No, no, they’ll never put television ih cabs. I say, keep
’em outa all automobiles. Why, there wouldn’ be a pedes-
trian left. You take one look at Dagmar on the screen,
and. the driver knocks down 11 people. Y.eah, I tbink -

she’s fine. I used ta see her on "Broadway Open House”
with that Jerry Lester.. I’d come home aroun’ i.L. o’clock,

and- with a bottle of beer or a glass of wine, I had my
own little floorshow. There was a real "show” -girl. ...
I agree with ya, mister, Television is the biggest thing
that ever happened, but I think you’re -wrong when you

. say radio is dead. I know my wife is all day Ipng at the
radio. If one day shoutd pass thiit she don’t know what

'

happened to "Ma Perkins,” there’s no livin’ with 'her. And
sometimes I think she’s more interested in "Widow.«-

Brown” than she is in her own children, or me.

I don’t care what you say, tella, when you’re cleaning

the house; and you're cooking, abd .you’re doin’ other
.'things that women do, a radio is beautiful to ’eni. Last
week, let me give you a for instance: Some actor—^I'm

sure he was an actoX'^he talked like he had marbles in

his mouth—^when he gets outa the cab, he leaves a paper
behind

—

^Variety. So while .waiting for a fare, I read it,

and y’know something? There's over a hunnert million

radios in this country. So who Is big enough to press a
button and have ’em drop in the ocean? A hunnert mil-

lion! Why that’s more radios than some countries have
people.

What other things do I like: Well, there’s Arthur
Godfrey—a very simple fella—^talks easy—^just like my
brother-in-law—excep’ Godfrey can make a livin’. Yeah,
he’s good on radio too. My wife likes him there, but me?
I like to look In his face. He’s got a twinkle in his eye

like he’s thlnkin’ of somethin’ dirty. . . . Also, there’s

Durante, who, hiipself alone, is worth the price of my set.

When his big nose comes on the screen, I’m all eyes. I’m

crazy for him. Y’know why? Some people with a big

nose is ashamed to. walk in. the street. He sticks it right

into your parlor and makes ya like it. And he makes up
such woids! His .own woids, they must be. And his

writers must be big dopes because the woids they give

him, Durante can’t even pernounce. And the time when
he was on with Margaret Truman—that’s the President’s

daughter, y’know.
.
Oh, you know—well, I thought I’d die

laughin’. He acted with* her like she was the daughter of

the president of our lodge instead of the United,States of

America, which is this country.

‘Member thi time that Helen Trouble from the opera

was with him on the program? She says to him in one

part, "Mister Durante, do you know anything about

music?” So he says to her, "Why, Miss Trouble, I’ve

rubbed elbows with Iturbi—I’ve rubbed elbows with Shos-

takovich—I’ve rubbe^ elbows with Tchaikowski—an’ when
she looks surprised, he says; "I hadda rub elbows with ’em

—they wouldn’ shake hands with me.” Even though 1

didn’ have a fare that whole night I just hadda bust out

laughin’.

Misses the Palace

The only thing I miss in t'?levision is this: I used ta go

to the Paiace Theatre a lot in the old days. And I usta,

enjoy to see all the actors workin’ with each other. It

looked like they were all good friends, and the people

would love ta see ’em—like one big happy family. Why.

can’t they do that in Television? I seen it once or twice,

and it’s wunnerfuIT Like the other night—Bing Crosby

and Bob Hope is makin’ up a collection to send American

'

atletes to Helsinki, and you oughta see the actors that

was -on that show besides Crosby and Hope. All guys

from different networks—from the movies—from the

sports world. I stayed up the whole night. I was groggy,

but happy, aild 1^11 tGll you something, Mister, I sent in

a $10 hill Why can’t more actors work with each other

to make it look like the old days at the Palace? I once

seen Georgie Jessel with Burns & Allen, with Eddie Can-

tor. and a few others together and it was a bargain like

coin’ to Macy’s and picldn’ up nylons for 39c. Then one

time I caught Kate Smith with four or five other stars

all buttin’ into each others acts, and it was like Sunday

afternoon in the parlor in the olden days. Remember?

Now if they was to do that today in television visit

aroun’—I think the whole country would feel like one

big happy family. Imagine, from coast to coast, one cm-

fee klotch . . . Mind ya, I’m not complainin’ altho there’s

room for complaints. Like, for myself, I don’t mind, but

when my kids are watchin’; I don't like for some comedian

to make out like he’s a sissy or to tell the kinda joke that

we usta tell after the lodg-o meetin’.

Ya see what television has done—where else could a

luugg like me buy for a few hunnert dollars, a set where

the biggest Democrats and Republicans come into my
own house to audition for me Yessir, television is here

to stay, if I can keep up the payments on it . , . but like

I said before, radio’s awright yet too . . . Well, here you

are sir . . that's seven’y cents. Thank you very much.

'Bye . . . what a taxi driver’s gotta go thru. You get a pas-

senger in your cab and it’s chop-chop-chop. I thought he d

ficVeb*hutupL
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So many people ask me for my impressions on the pres-

ent and future of television that I’m getting to believe I’m

.

an authority on the subject. But maybe they’re thinking of

all the years I’ve spent In show business, and assuming

that I ought to have good, solid opin-

ions on TV to match my conclusions

on the theatre, music, stage and radio.

If they are. I’ll try to oblige.

When I look back over the years,

having observed one new mediumi
after another take hold of the public’s

imagination—and a firm grip, inci-

dentally, on the owners’ or sponsors’
dollar—I can’t remember one show
business innovation that didn’t inject

new life and vitality into this won-
derful profession of keeping Ameri-
cans entertained. Any time an oldcir

medium suffered it was because the
older medium had already seen its best days and 'was due
fora relapse, anyway.

Each time we’ve had to work .out” adjustments, ’.but'

the ultimate . result always, somehow, worked out to the
advantage of the older media 'that still had something
to offer. • ,

I firmly -believe that this holds true for television.

Once TV’s growing pains are alleviated, both the movies
and radio will-be- stronger than.^evef.. I. look for a happy
wedding between Hollywood and television. The really
superior movies will continue to he profitable, while
'Hollywood will find it within its resources and its incli-

nations to turn out excellent material for TV,. As for the
radio crystal hall, I'm convinced that both local arid net-
work radio will survive, but it • does seem that network
radio will find the adjustment more difficult.

No sTiine for Ridicule

However, my experience lias taught me one simple
axiom—and . that -is, don’t ridicule pr underestimate the
potentialities of any new medium Irx this business, palr-

ticularly if you have a stake in an older, competing
medium. *

My memory Is crammed with a number of classic ex-
amples of this too common error. There was, for instance»
the vaudeville operator (one. of the top men in his
field) who sneered openly at the "dead movies” and pre-
dicted that they’d never capture the permanent allegiance
of a public accustomed to live actors and living, breath-
ing' musicians. That was, of course, a fatal mistake. The
silent movies delivered a lethal knockout punch that
leveled burlesque and played* havoc wLh the live stage,

including the hundreds of repertory and stock houses
throughout the country, And what they did to musi-
cians—before they eventually recovered—we well remem-
ber.

«

Recording people, lircluding some supposedly wise ex-
ecutives, made the same mistake about radio. And they
were just as wrong, if you recall how radio crippled the
record business.

But observe how all the media that were essentially
vital and necessary in the entertainment world recovered
their balance and went on to greater achievements, Holly-

, wood and the radio industry will do just that. Mainly
because they’re alive to. the necessity orcombinlng theJr

own best features to blend with the best potentialities of

television. They won’t take a truculent attitude, as did the
big top name in the silent movies, who said,- when the

,

talkies loomed ahead: "Sound will stink!” He isn’t around
*

any more. ^

Paul Whiteman

j

" Oiich, Those Costal
. |

You can’t stay on this subject very long without being
confronted with what some people seem to think is the
key question. The intro'duction to panic is that current
classic—"But ‘what about thfe.'high costs of television?”

The answer, I’m convinced, Is that television production
costs need not be so high. In fact, they ought to be much
lower, and you’re going to see them come dov/n appre-

ciably. For one thing, television broadcasting centers
have no place^ in the middle of big, city tracts of ground,
where the rents and taxes and building and maintenance
costs are almost prohibitive. They belong, instead, out

In the fringe areas—with resultant economies all along the

line.
'

"But the talent can’t make those long treks ,to Ty loca-

tions,” you hear.

When they give you this answer you know they are

ignorant of the forces, that made for early progress in the

motion picture Industry. Many of the great movie lots

were open country before the industry settled there. Even-
tually, as in the movies, the TV personnel will move to

where the center of activity' has been established.

Other extravagances, too, contribute to TV’s so-called

prohibitive production costs.' All the networks and, to a

degree, local stations, have much to learn about set-

building economies, arid the sooner the industry gets down
to settling this problem the better off it will be. Per-

haps one answer ^will be in a cooperative plan enabling all

concerned to use materials over and over again with

minimum alteration costs. And. still another saving will

have to be encompassed in lower set .transportation cost.s.

No Pollyanna Tinge
|

I hope this resume of my feelings doesn’t appear to have

a Pollyanna tinge. But remember. I’ve seen the early

movies challenge the stage, the talkies take a nasty crack

at the silents (that one stuck), the big radio bear threaten

to gobble up every media that preceded it, and now I’m

watching television prance along the entertainment path

like a Pied Piper, with all the people, big and little, under

its hypnotic spell.

But in the end TV will prosper, Hollywood will solidly

entreiich itself by (1) making really great pictures, and

(2) providing dependable movies fer video, and radio

—

perhaps by Peeking new horizons both program-wise and

by reorienting its commercial structure—will demonstrate

forcefully that it has a definite stake in the country’*

future.
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By GERTOtJDE BERG
You don't see actors wearing pin-striped suits and Homburg hats

around Radio City anymore. Actors—and actresses—arc a lot ’ more
business-like nowadays. ... The elevator Hamlets are disappearing.

Time was when anyone casting a network show like '‘The Goldbergs"*
could expect to And aii actor or actress popping up
almost anywhere for an on4he-spot audition.

•I would sometimes And mys*lf buttonholed in a

Radio City elevator by an actor eager for a part.

However, actors' index Angers are no longer cal-

loused from buttonholing casfinig directors. Talent
is no longer auditioning •on^-the-run. It doesn’t

have to. ...
- ’

.

When I cast “The Goldbergs" I use just 'two
things, my intuition and iny Ale box. Of the two
my Ale box is perhaps easier to explain. Many an

actor has successfully passed his audition, landed
in’ my Ale box and then got his Arst inkling of it

G.rtr«d. Borr when he was caUed for a particular part,

^ I enjoy dramatic shows on TV and Very often jot

down the names of people whose- performances particularly impress
me. The names go into the Ale box along* with other actors who have
auditioned "live."

Sometimes an actor will strike me as a unique type, a character,

someone I can develop a part for. And this happens quite unexpectedly.

Not long ago, for example, I saw Leonard Sillman’s Ane revue, “New
Faces of 1952.” All *of the cast was excellent • but for me,* vibrant

Eartha Kltt stood out as a special talent. I felt she was an actress

I would like to write a part for. It was a case of a part grov/ing from
the actor, rather than vice versa. Since our airtime and her- showtime
didn’t conAict, I wrote in a part for Eartha on “The Goldbergs.”

Although I don’t regard it as a must, most of the “The Goldbergs”
cast have had considerable experience on the Broadway stage. Harold
Stone who is Jake Goldberg has a long list of Broadway shows to his

credit and was doubling in “Stalag 17” this past season. Arlene Mc-
Quade, my TV daughter, Rosalie, made her mark in Tennessee Wil-
liams’ play, “Summer and Smoke.” Larry Robinson, who plays my son,

Sammy, has been on the stage since he was three years of age, got
Ane notices in “On Borrowed Time” and in “Life With Father,” Eli

Mintz, Uncle David on the show, is a stage veteran, too, and has been
effectively playing old men parts on the stage since he was a boy of 14.

During the past TV season, a total of 90 actors were needed for
various roles on the show and many of the parts went to newcomers,
actors and actresses ' drawn from my Ale box. Very often, as with
Eartha Kitt, an actor will strike me as an unusual character type and
sooner or later I And myself developing a part on the show for him,
or her.

With the heavy rehearsal schedule we have needed fdr “The Gold
bergs” this past„season, Ave-and-a-half hours on show days and four
hours on non-show days, naturally I like an actor who is a quick study.
Veteran actors are usually up in their part at the Arst reading.

Despite the advantages of having an actor who is a quick study,
however, it’s not a basic requirement for getting a part on “The Gold-
bergs.” Let’s say I always hope each actor is. a quick study.

As everyone knows, I Arrftly believe in type-casting. I like it for
radio and I feel it’s absolutely essential for television. The viewer
must feel the actor he is watching IS the character he portrays. Find-
ing the right “type” for each part makes the actors work easier and
the whole effect far more believable.

As I mentioned before, actors are becoming more businesslike. They
call my assistant, Mrs. Fannie Merrill, And out when I’m seeing new
people and then audition. I like new faces and fresh talents and make
it a point to see as many newcomers as humanly possible. I think this
new business-like approach that actors have developed is a Ane thing.
Occasionally,.! miss seeing those ad lib performances in Radio City
elevators but on the whole, I like the new approach.

Danger, Men Spieling'
By JOHN SAVAGE
(Freelance Announcer)

In the many reams, or anyway
quires, of newsprint in the trade
papers currently being devoted to
the subject of television com-
mercials, I And little mention of
one of the most frequent varia-
tions of this art form, the com-
mercial that doesh’t quite come off
as planned. This is a situation
which I have long felt needed
remedy, and I am happy to' use
this method of bringing lay readez’s
up to date on this video phenome-
non.
To begin, I should like to thank

my publishers, Hart, Shaffner &
Engels, for their kind permission
to quote copiously from my recent
book, “Live Commercials for Be-
ginners” (New York, 1952, 376* pp.,
$.475—sent in • plain wrapper).
Commercials are divided roughly
Into two groups (some more rough-
ly than others, depending on the
time available for rehearsals): the
film commercial, which is usually
on Aim, and the live commercial,
which is characterized by not being
on Aim, but Is done “live,*” that is,

not on Aim. It is important to keep
this distinction In mind as we pro-
gress. Those of us who are devot-
ing our efforts to the live com-
mercial (the writer Is an announcer
now making a poor but precarious
living out of this sort of thing)
look with contempt on the an-
nouncers doing Aimed work, for,
after all, where is there a challenge
or thrill of adventure in Aim com-
mercials? If something goes
wrong, you just do it over and keep
doing it over 'until it comes out
right. On the other hand, ip live
commercials, especially on small
non-network TV stations, somc-
tliing always goes wrong, and the
men ai'e separated from the boys-'j

quickly by their ability to cope
with the amazing variety of emer-
gencies that come up.
You might easily think that de-

livering prepared copy about a
product requires no special gifts,
and, indeed, it wouldn’t, except, as
I say, something always goes
wrong—such as getting your hand
caught In the suction end of the
vacuum cleaner you’re selling. Un-
til you’ve done a pitch with a vacu-
um cleaner steadily swallowing
your arm as you. talk, with all the
while the cold, contemptuous eye
of the' camera upon you, you can
have little understanding of the
thrills and perils that await you in
this type of work.

.

The :DoIfuss System
|

.Axiere are several school
thought as to how to hanc
contretemps such as the one
just mentioned. At the last i

national meeting of TV pitcl—held in 2;urich last sumn
some formulae were evolved v
should prove Invaluable to
novice. There is, Arst, the
fuss Reductlo Ad Absurdum
tern, as originated by Raoul
fuss, of New York City.. (]

lieve, on the whole, I inclir
this myself, except that one
never be sure of the spelling
this, you make a joke of the v
thing. It Is illustrated as fo]
in this very common occurn
the appliance-failing - to - go
when-you-turn-it-on situation
sic situation “x\”).

ANNCR: “Say, friends, if y(
been putting off buying a
sewing machine becau.se y(
been a little Icary of those

'ddy fea.st your

Fourth Tear for
ALKA-SELTZER

Starring with Curt Massey
On . CBS and 400 Mutual Stations

Exclusively on
CORAL RECORDS
Direction: MCA

on this beautifully ’ rebuilt model
I have here before me. ’ This

j

is not going to cost you
|

$200 or $100, which is what
you expect to pay these days

,

—^no sir, we’ve got this for i

you as a TV special at aj

simply incredible low price. But
Arst, let me demonstrafe this beau-
tiful machine for you. I just

switch it on and then listen to

this high-speed power motor as

she goes^ . . There’s really nothing
to it. I iust • throw this little

switch and then listen to this highr-

speed. , . . Well, ha ha! (Looks
frantically off to right.) Guess the

boys are playing a little' trick on
me, eh? Ha ha ha! Oh, what a

bunch of characters we’ve got
around here, always playing
around. We always have a Idt of

fun ‘ here at good ’ ol’ WWW-TV.
(Waves furiously at someone off-

camera). Guess the boys pulled
the good or plug out! Ha ha!

There! All set now? Good! Now,
just listen to this 'high-speed
power motor as I throw this little

switch. . , . Uh. . . . (With a pained
expression ort his face, he grasps
the machine

! fn both hands and
shakes it, angrily.) Oh, hoy!
(Smiles again.) My mother told
me there’d be days like this—ha
ha! Now let's just throw* this lit-

tle. , , H'mm.; . . . But, wait a
minute, friends! I’m forgetting just

about the most Imj^ortant part! It's

this wonderful set of attachments
you get! Let me bold them up
here where you can see them . .

Also ihe Seatwell System
|

The Seatwell System, or pre-
tend-everything’s-going-well - and -

maybe - nobody’ll - notice, was
thought up by Sacheverell Seat-
well, of San Francisco. It Is deA-
nitely not recommended for the
beginner as it takes courage, poise
and a clear, cool head. 1- shall il-

lustrate this with basic situation
“B,” where the appliance doesn’t
do wh^ it’s supposed to.

ANNCR: “Friends” (it should be
noted here that every commercial
of* this type starts off with either
“Friends” or “Say, friends”; there
are no .variations on this allowed)
you’ve seen vacuum cleaners and
you’ve probably thought they’re all
alike. Well, most of them are. But
just take a look at this beautiful
new Windswept—it’s the 1952
Model 14B which you’ve been
hearing so much about. Now, see
that ash-tray? Full of ashes and
cigaret-butts, isn’t it? Well, I
quickly put on this attachment,
takes only a minute or so

—

there!
Oops, hurt my hand a little, but
it’s nothing, it’s nothing. Now
just watch this wonderful 1952
Windswept go to

.
work! (He dips

cleaner, attachment into ash-tray
and Immediately all the clgaret
butts become jammed in the at-
tachment’s mouth and stay there.
Talking steadily, he shakes it a
couple of times -and

^

then bangs it

on the table, but the cigaret butts
remain jammed. We then cut hack
to a long shot and_ he continues,
as follows.) “Friends, I don’t know
how else I can show you what a
really great machine this is. Yes,
it’s guaranteed,” etc., etc.

The important thing to keep in
mind in the Seatwell System is
that no matter what happens’ dur-
ing the commercial, you just go on
as though the appliance had per-
formed the way it was supposed
to and hope that the viewers all
have seven-inch screens or a dis-

‘
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With a New Band
By JOSEPH H, McConnell

(President, NBC)

ever Ictiowh.

The goal’ of this dual venture is a fully informed
electorate—an electorate capable of making the
best possible decisions because of Its intimate ac-
quaintanceship with the leaders and the issues of
1952. I think we will approach that goal; I think
next November will see the purest- expression of
ballot-box democracy in our history. . \

Already, million^ of Americans have a next**

door-neighbor kndWledge of our major presidential
candidates. They can give you an opinion on which
ones have a low boiling point, which ones look an
issue,, straight in the eye and which ones are
adept at the give-and-take of informal debate. They
can do this because television has provided an un*
paralleled opportunity -for character study of -the

men who seek to lead the nation. -

J. H. McConnell

For 17,000,000 Americans who own. home receivers, television has
shifted the Chicago conventions to the living room. And television has
ranged the campaign fronts for them; it has peered with an impartial
eye at a rain-soaked, man In Abilene, a determined senator in

Ohio, at a door-to-dobr campaigner from Tennessee, It has shown every
candidate in moments of tension or elation or -concern; indeed, no un-
guarded mannerism has .escaped the searching scrutiny of the camera.
In summary, television has made the political leader a living, breath-

ing reality to Americans everywhere.

By November, we anticipate more than 1,8,000,0000 sets in use in the
United States,' reaching an audience of nearly 80,000,000. For the Arst

,

time, approximately half our people will be able fo see the day-to-day

'

developments on the national political scene. And certainly by 1950
nearly every American voter Will be within televljilon range.

This, perhaj^s, is the more spectacular half of pur partnership ven-

ture. But it should not obscure the viUl role of radio in the joint

effort.

‘ National campaign coverage is old hat to radio. Yet, this year’s cov-

erage plan is more
.
elaborate than ever, and it will effectively supple-

ment the television schedule. There are 105,000,000 radio sets in this

country today—an all time record—and a sizeable percentage of these

sets will 'function in areas where television can’t reach.

t
Why Stay Home?

Remember that much of the national campaign is being fought dur-

ing summer months, the vacation months, when millions of American*
are at the seashore, at mountain resorts or on the highways. They
still want to keep abreast of the political picture, and radio is their

link to' the developing campaign! Today, there are 25,000,000 car radio*

alone; and no American, however remote his location, need be isolated

politically,

In addition, radio is assuming a new effectiveness because of tele-

vision. People who have seen candidates. on television have a keener

appreciation of political programs on radio. They And it’s rather

like talking on the telephone. The talk becomes more meaningful when
they have met at Arst hand the fellow on the Pther end.

We at NBC have realigned our organization to At this partnership

pattern. The radio and television networks have been placed under

single control. We believe this will promote better teamwork and

will result in better listening and better viewing. And it will beneAt

•not only our political coverage, but every type of entertainment and

information program.

It should, for example, promote a more eAdcient use of our artists.

It will assure balanced participation of our stars on both networks;

it will permit more coordination of schedules between radio and tele-

vision, And it will give us a Arm basis of^^parallel growth in the

future.-
““

This becomes of particular importance because the formula for

television expansion has been announced by the Federal Communica-

tions Commission. The extension of service through radio relay station*

and coaxial cables is already under way. New stations are the next

order of business. Sodn television will move up the scale to a full

national service.

And It is our Arm intention to see that radio continues to m^rch

abreast of television in this expansion era. The teamwork fashioned

through political coverage -will set a pattern for years to come.

of Time & Spots
' By EZRA R. BAKER, JR.

(Director of Sales, Inti. Movi^ 'Producers* Service)

The most valuable element in the producing of a one-minute TV spot

is that which everyone in television is Aghting against . .

.

TIME!
Time for creative thinking.

time for scripts and stoityboarda.
.... .time for approvaL

time for bids.
time for awarding contract.

Time for casting.
time for sets.

time for props.
time for recording.

* . . .

.

time for shooting.
time for printing.
time for rushes,
time for re-shooting.

Time for artwork.
time for approvaL
time fdr animation.
time for shooting.
time for opticals.
time for approval.

Time for editing.
time for interlock screening.
time for re-edlting.

Time for acceptance.
. . .

.

.time for composite prints.
.... time for delivery. And even
right TIME.

TIME to buy TIME at lh«

Did someone say, ‘'TIME is MONEY”?
When there isn’t enough TIME .

money, but ‘gbiting iildcrs yet.- ^ ‘ '•

.,. you’re n
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ByEDDIE DAVIS
.As raid to At Robin

^ t
^

. t

The one-time taxi, driver who climbed out of his cab to

write gags for Eddie CantoVt a.nd went from there ta pen

three Broadway hits, looks hack upon his hilarious days

with the Banjo^Eyed comic. '

Yes! that’s me'. I'm the guy Eddie Cantor took off a

taxicab and hired as one of his writers. That was 18

years ago; and since then a lot of words have been written

about the incident, and also about some pf thC'^experiences

I shared • Cantor .during our association. Perhaps
you’ve read about, one or more of them. Many of- these

'tales were fact
^^ equal number, however, were fiction

and probably created and tossed into print because they

•were thought to make good reading. Here, then, is the

real story of.'my days with Cantor—as seen through the

knot-hole bn iray side, of the fence.

.

As a kid fighting for survival and the good name of

Davis down on Manhattan’s East Side, I was exposed to

an old bromide. Give or take a syllable,, it went, “If

you want to amount to something, hitch your wagon to a

star.’’ A harmless little phrase, maybe, but it haunted
me as I grew and I was never able to completely dismiss

it from my mind. Probafily due to the personal irony in-

volved. You see, I wanted lo amount to something, and
pretty desperately at that. But 1 didn’t have* a wagon

—

or for that matter, much- .of anything else. In fact, where
I was raised, if you had ears you were either a girl or a

sissy. To give you a better idea of our circumstances,

there was the time my mother took all U of us kids to the
photographer. He was running a sale. “What are your
rates?’’ she asked.

“Ten dollars a doren.”

“I’ll be hack next year,” she said. “I only got 11 now.”
At length, however, I realized what in the neighborhood

was looked upon as the dizzy height of prosperity. Two
pairs of well-ventilated pants and a taxicab. I thought it

best to hang onto the pants, but now I started casting

about for a star to hitch my American Cab Co. wagon to.

Since they all seemed equally distant, I decided to take a
whack at the brightest of them all. And that star was
Eddie Cantor....
Back in 1933 when I was driving my cab around the

Times Square .area, it seemed that on Sunday nights be-

tween eight and nine o'clock a peculiar phenomenon was
taking place. The whole World was stayin^home to listen

to Eddie Cantor. Now I’m sure that was fine for Eddie
Cantor and the whole world, but for me it only meant
that during his program time I couldn’t get a call for my
taxi. Without even knowing it, Cantor was killing an
hour’s worth of my Sunday evening business. A crisis!

a nifty. .You say -to your announcer, Jimmy Wallington.
dimmy, .#f4nd, -iAnd -he repliesi.
National Bnbadcisting: Company,’ Thepyou answer, ‘Wha?

CANTO*R»^*!^*
J thought it. meant NOTHING BUT

“I’ll buy that!’" he snapped. *3ut if we’re both dead
before I reach home yo\i won’t get a nickel, LOOK OUTI”

^ of paint,

^

Stop the 3e shrieked, “I’m walking!” “

“Fine! Ahd HI drive slowly along the curb and tell
you some mote fokes.” Cantor was trapped.
By the time we arrived at his hotel, I had sold him

five jokes. Once there, Eddie said, “I’ll pay you $20 for
every gag I use. Here’s, a hundred as a starter. Buy
.some life insurance.” With that, he reached for the cab
door and freedom^

“Wait a minute,” I reminded.
“What?”
“There’s SO cents on the meter!”

home, I awoke my mother, and displayed the
$100. IV^y God! Eddie,” she groaned, "you’ve sold the
cab!”

From Taxia lo Taxes

Star df tJbie Cab Circuit

To make matters worse, as I had been sitting in my
cab listening to Cantor^ I knew that I comd write material
for him if only I could get the chance. You see, I had
gags and routines tliat had made me the star comedian to
my fellow cab drivers, just as Cantor’s gags and routines
had made him the star comedian to millions of radio
listeners. As I figured it, one reason Eddie Cantor made
more money than I did* was because there were more peo-
ple listening to the radio than driving taxicabs.

The problem, then, became one of getting to him with
my jokes. This, I was to discover, would be no harder
than walking into Fort Knox with an empty suitcase.
At first I tried waiting for him with my cab in front

of NBC. Cantor, however, invariably made his appearance
with a convoy of friends and studio executives., Obviously
people with money. Upon seeing my cab, though, they .

showed a definite preference to walk rather than spend
any of it. I next attempted getting into his studio after
program time, hoping to meet and bombard him with a
stream of my gags. The idea was fine, hut one thing, pre-
vented me from gaining entrance. Namely a regiment of
doormen -^nd ushers. . For a while it- looked like ! would_
be executed before my idea was. I just had to take one
step in the direction of the stage door and they act^d like

,

they were the entire Notre Dame football team and I
was a fumbled ball. Finally, after three weeks of gettiiig'
nowhere with this basic training, I hit upon the gimmick
that was to solve the problem. . I rented a chauffeur’s uni-
form and set out for NBC, • Parking my cab around the
corner, I waited for Cantor’s show to be over, and then
marched blithely to the stage door. I now informed the
guards that I waif Eddie Cantor's chauffeur.

“Let me in. I have to tell him where the car will be.”
This not only turned the trick, but now they held the

door open for me.
Once within I- took off the rented coat, pinned on my

taxi badge, rounded a, comer in the corridor and was
astounded to 'find myself face to face with Eddie Cantorl
Providence was with me*

“Mr. Cantor,” I announced, “my cab is -outside.' i'll be
waiting whenever you're ready.” It had happened so
quickly I didn”: have time to get nervous.. And .Cantor,

no reason to say “No,” replied with' a detached
Fine. Be out front in five minutes,”- and entered his

dressing room. ' *

A
forget ttiat taxi ride and neither will .Cantor.

At the time, however, he didn’t think either of us would
uve to remember dt. It had rained alj after-noon so the
streets were pretty slippery as .1 asked, “Wherp to?” and
careened down Sixth Averiue at 50 miles an hour. Cantor
Spiled in a low scream, “Take it easy, will you!”
As I turned tp answer, he roared, “Watch where you’re

going!”

to reassure him. “Do what I do—close your

least drive in a. straight line!” he pleaded. You’re
like a drunken basket-makor!”

L--__ To Each Hib Own
[

I said. “I don’t tell you- how to put over
^ tell me how to drive a cab.”

the time right,- 1 proceeded to liit him with a

Th^
Sunday gags. But whenever I turned around

too*^hard^'°^^^^'
^ pi'obably works

un don’t 'slow down,” i^antor warned, “we’ll wind
•.p .

® tuneral parlor, .and you can’t tell jokes there.”

‘•w
and you'll have the world at your feet.”

head
you’re going or I’ll have a tombstone at

H,u ing ‘sufficiently softened ‘him " up,v^ r'hqm?”

After surviving several of my hair-raising chariot rides
and buying a few more gags, Cantor concluded that his
life would be safer if I could sell my taxi. To faciUtate
this, he gave me a permanent job on his writing staff. I
was in. Without quite knowing it I had taken the long
stride from taxis to taxes.

When I told my mother that I was working for Eddie
Cantor, she directed all the neighbors to be sure to hear
the program. “My son,” she said, “is going to .make
Eddie Cantor a big star.” Sometimes I wondered which of
us should have gotten the job.

That was the beginning, however, and from then on a
number of things happened that stand out vividly in my
memory. Like a 'mustache in Minsky’s chorus. Yes

—

vividly and indelibly. And that’s due entirely to the
individual with whom the incidents are associated. A guy
named Cantor.

Shortly -thereafter, Cantor went to Chicago to lay the
groundwork for a giant benefit show. He figured to be
gone several days. Therefore Eddie decided to take his
writers along so that the week’s program could still be
prepared under his supervision, Arriving in the Windy
City, he put Us up at Chicago’s clas^ Shoreham Hotel.
When the manager heard that we were with Eddie Cantor,
he got the notion that we’d like some champagne sent up to
our suite. Coses of it. It was a novelty at first, but after
three days tljie novelty wore off and the hangover didn’t.

On the third day Cantor dropped in .to see how the
program was developing. He was greeted by three writers—standing around at various angles—and by a bill that
read: Champagne: $310. As you might expect, this came
as quite a surprise to him. -Of course, the fact that we
were able to stand at all, came as an even greater sur-
prise.

Cantor asked the $310 question: “What’s the meaning
of this?”

Although we actually hadn’t ordered the stuff, we still

felt rather guilty about it.

Peeling forward, I volunteered, “To tell the truth,
Eddie, it was awful. We’re all 'sick from the stuff and it

only made us burp, anyhow.”
Cantor let the. matter drop at the time—in fact, he got

whole case of seltzer was delivered to our suite with a
note attached, “Drink this,” it read. “You’ll burp louder
and cheaper.” I needn’t tell you who wrote it.

quite a laugh out of our condition—but the next day a
We spent the month of December working from Cali-

fornia, and Nhw Year’s Day, which happens to be my lovely
wife’s birthday, found us all on the train heading back to
New York. When we married the year before, I couldn’t
afford much of a ring for Helen, and now I wanted to com-
pensate for it. Mr. and Mrs, Cantor were both very fond
of Helen. I told Ida that when w6 reached New York, I’d
appreciate it if she helped me pick out a diamond wedding
band for the occasion. Ida agreed and immediately told
Eddie about it. Upon hearing the news. Cantor wired
ahead for flowers, hors d’oeuvres and champagne. It was
all delivered at the stopover in Chicago, and from there
to New York we were Eddie’s guests as- he tossed the most
elaborate party for my wife that the Super Chief ever
saw. To top it off he presented Helen with a final pack-
age and told her not to unwrap it until we arrived in New
York. When opening it in our hotel. We found a dozen
beautiful towels—^marked PULLMAN. Cantor is as fast

with a gag off the air as on it.

Join Cantor aijid See the World
1

no)br H«lHh
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Know Wlut lo StealM
By BOB HOPE

Most of the comedians today have their ulcers X-rayed
and then kinescoped for the West Coast, or vice versa,

depending on what Coast their verse is viced , . :T am writ-

ing this article in the form of a complaint on behalf of the
comics who have helped build up this

monster called TV. This Dracula of
show business. Sucking the life blood
out of three or four -other mediums.
This garbage disposal unit of material,
devouring the files and favorite expres-
sions of the comics, fis though it

were an International Harvester going
through Kansas.

If there is. ever an old-age tension
fund set up for anybody of .working
people the comics of television should
have at least twice that In their. old
age, if they live (which I doubt), for
their attempt to hold the fickle knob-

twisting public of the television audience.
Take your stars today . . , Red Skelton, who has been a

smash' in his first year, now has one of the Mayo brothers
doing straight for him , . , The Perfect Fool, Ed Wynn,
can’t remember what hat he had on last . , . Abbott and
Costello, with their bladder in shreds, don't care who’s
oil first . . , they want to know who they’re going to
follow . . . Milton Berle, Mr, Television himself, has used
up so much material' he’s stealing from himself . . , Fred
Allen, the wit jugglex*. is now at the DuPont factory in
Wilmington working on a .

transparent camera so that
the studio audience can see the comedian.
All this is happening while Arthur Godfrey, old Fort

Knox with wrinkles, just drawls along, loaded with charm
and a big audience.

I guess the big event of TV this year was Bing Crosby’a

debut on the Olympic marathon, where old Happy Hips
really scored . , . And also looked like Gary . . . Smart
fellow, Bing . . . He has a used car dealer for a makeup
man. . . . Phil Harris also debuted On the Olympic Aspirin
Derby and proved that he is really ready to go . . It was
quite a sight . . . Phil up there looking at the camera,
and the two red eyes on the camera staring back . . . This
was a great show . , , And almost everyone in Hollywood
participated' in this flicker filibuster . . . Too many of
these telethons can’t help the theatre business, so we
must pick our spots . . . Otherwise it’s like spitting in
your own eye . . . Now that everyone has his own theatte,
and some of the furniture companies are putting out living
room chairs with built-in popcorn . . . And the audience
can see the boxing bouts, conventions, Ice-capades, movies,
and all types of entertainment without taking off their
pajamas, ^

•

Most of the picture studios have the big stars and thua
should only produce attractions that lure the loot ... I
think that every movie company should produce, at once,
an all-star movie, utilizing every name they have under
contract in one. big revue picture , . , To spearhead this
promotional movement aimed at “getting the movie-going
public into bu^ng tickets again.
Certainly big * pictures like- “Star-Spangled Rhythm,”

“Ziegfeld Follies,” et cetera, can’t do anything hut make
money for the studios and .also provide the exhibitors
with an opportunity for great exploitation of name vadues.
... No doubt about it, the competition is pretty terrific,

but this is no.time for the picture companies to lose cour-
age . . . “The Birth ^of a Nation” cradled the picture busi-
ness, which Will go On to new heights. In the face of- this
new challenge, if new thoughts, new ideag;' and 'especially
ney and more flamboyant ideas of exploitation are em-
ployed.

We must have been in Manhattan all of three days when
Eddie decided that it was too cold to get any work done.
He packed up the entire company and we were off to

Florida. Talk about travelling—^for seeing the world,
working for Eddie Cantor was better than joining the
Navy.

Cantor broadcast frpm Miami all that winter, and it

wasn’t long before he became more important to Florida

than oranges. He would open each show by saying, “Here
we are again, Ladles and Gentlemen, broadcasting from
beautiful, sun-drenched Miami Beach.” The California

Chamber of Commerce must have committed hari-kari.

We were still in Florida when one day Eddie proclaimed,

“I have a new system.” As three writers reached for the

Hialeah Scratch Sh^et he said, “No, no. ' This is for the

program.”
Said system was the inauguration of a Sunday afternoon

preview broadcast. We would then devote the interim

hours before radio time to brushing up the. script, polish-

ing off the rough edges and generally profiting from the

audience reaction of the afternoon. The idea worked out

well. During the previews, the writers would be out front

listening to the* show for weak spots. We made note of

any material that came to us during the run-off, things

that could be used to strengthen the show for that eve-

ning. While viewing one of these tryouts, it seemed to

me that this particular show wasn’t up to the usual stand-

ard. I sat there writing away like mad, devising new bits

to hypo the program."By the time it eilded I was sure I.

had sufficient new material to fill the bill. Picking up my
notes, I rushed back stage where 1 found Cantor talking

with a group of people. There didn’t seem to be any-

thing about- the gathering, so with my usual enthusiasm I

burst into the conversation about as casually as a hydro-

gen bomb. “Don’t worry, Eddie—I’ve got the whole show
—all new gags, it’ll be great!” He said he’d meet me
at the hotel in an hour and quietly asked me to please

leave the studio. Back at the hotel my wife told me that

she had just heard from Cantor. He explained .that t^e

^ V r ^ T . r >(Cftqtjnuqd 1 : i < i t - J r
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Berle BoQs as Rome Bums
By MILTON' BERLE

‘ Rome.
I love Italy. After 39 week* of TV (Tired Vaudeville), «

vacation here is just what I need, I’m tired out from being
funny this past season., so X came to Europe for a rest.

Blit what heat! The te|nperature here Is as high as I
wish my Nielsen was.
Who can be funny in this weather?

Dante must have written his “Inferno’*
in my hotel room. They must have
known I was coming because, as I
walked over to the elevator, there was
a sign saying ^Xlft.” I got up on the
wrong side qf the heat today. Some
friends had Invited me to go to Tivoli.

(YOU know, Tivoli spelled backwards
means “I love it.") (Oops, Betty Kean!)

I saw Orson Welles out In front of
the Excelsior Hotel. We chatted for a
few minutes and had a million laughs.
None of them mine.

Sophie Tucker ambled by and for the first time I realized
that her billing is correct: Last of the Red HOT Mamas.
Naturally I saw Ingrid and Roberto (Ingrid Schwartz and
Roberto Noodlebaum, formerly of the William Morris
office.) I’ve .been trying to make the folks here Johnnie'
Ray-conscious, but I realized that first I'd have to make
Johnnie. Ray conscious.

There are.^ no picture corporations here, only inde-

pendent producers. I saw one of those Italian pictures

today and don’t know what they have to be independent
about, • Excelsior Hotel looks like Grossinger’s on a
bad night, . The latest rumor is that they are going to get
together and make “100 Producers and One Actor.”

I wasn’t left out either, Cicignola and Tuttibezzl, the
Bedoonan and Pransky of Rome, approached me and
offered me a split week at the jColoSseum. Incidentally,

I understand Beckman and Pransky are doing a Roman
version of “Bagels and Yox,” called “Pizza and Squigigli.”

They wanted me to appear on TV here and I happened
to remember some old Clark and Verdi scripts. I sang my
theme song, “Nero You,*" followed by another chorus of

“Lh’e You.” I did well .bn TV here, but think Caesar
. (Sid) could do better. I miglV; produce a show to outdo
Mike Todd’s “Night in Venice,” titled “Night in Rome,”
but might have to settle for Canal Street.

Getting back to the picture business, it really is booming
here. I met one producer who hadn’t made a picture all

day. But all. in all, Rossellini h^s been ^crowned the^best

I
^‘pr,Qffuc©^’|- jpff Ir, ,\ > . ; f - I i t V,
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, N. Y., or Europe

)epen^ On Where Your

Story Will Be Told Best
By BOUGIAS .FAIRBANKS, JR.

.

(President, DougMr Corp.)

1F«Nlne«djiy, July jli, I952

Hollywood.

Somehow the impression has

gotten abroad that the answer to

TV'* vexing economic problems

lies in European production. As a

tesult, London is jammed with

newly arrived television entrepe-

xieurSj complete with script and

other accoutrements ready to open
' offices and go to work.

The period .of disillusionment

gets in very quickly. Stage space
is . at a premi-

um. The econ-
omies ^are not
as big as ad-

V e r t i s e d—
while British

crews are not

as highly paid

as their Ameri-
can counter-
parts, they can’t

be bought for

coolie wages,
either'. Even of-

fice space is»ou* FahliaLiaks, Jr.

I

hard to come by.

When I arrived in London some

months ago to set up one of the

first American TV outposts there,

I was hailed as a trail-blazer by the

British press, which ,
envisioned a

whole new activity in the entertain-

ment field which would provide

jobs and badly needed American

dollars. This has come to pass and,

it is hoped, will flourish with time

—hut I believe it is important that

the American prcmucer planning

to transfer his activities abroad

carefully assess his position before

taking ‘this vital ‘step.

We were able to surmount such

basic difficulties as adjustment to

a new way of working; language

differences—and, believe me, there

is English and English; a different

tempo and set of values; because

the Doiigfair Corp., which I head,

has long been established in Eng-

land where we recently, completed

the production of two films for the

American market—'the Bette Davis-

Gary Merrill starrer, “Another

.Man’s Poison,”, and “Mr. Drake’s

Duck.”
But even we had to make allow-,

ance for some basic differences

which I should like to list on the

chance that they might be of some
help for videoers studying travel

folders.

get. This is the height of the reg-,

ular film production season and no

studio owner is going to tie up his

space for internuttent TV produc-

tion’ when more certain and sub-

stantial bids from the moviemak-

ers are pouring in;
;

Thus we had to film our three

productions, .“International Thea-

tre,” “Foreign Legion'^ and The

Silent Men” at three different

There is also a lack of trained

TV personnel. This will be rem-

edied as TV activity increases, but

BBC’s current video schedules

provide limited training opportun-

ities.

There’s a bright side to the pic-

ture, however.
.

To begin with, the prejudice and

snobbery which has prevented the

TV debut of some of our most

talented film people simply doesn t

exist in England. Virtually every

top director and star is vitally in-

terested in this new medium.

London is the great melting pot

of the theatrical world sO’ that vir-

tually every type of accent—-in-

cluding the American—is avail^le,

Canadians do a pretty. good job of

duplicating our homegrown intona-

tions.
, ,

Europe provides backgrounds

which cannot begin to be matched

in America, .

I think the most, important of

Europe’s assets for .the producer,

however^ are the locations men-

tioned above. As a matter of fact,

I think this should be the deter-

mining factor in planning produc-

tion abroad. If the script requires

the exotic, the historic or the un-

usual not easily available in the

United . States, then Europe has

these. If this is not a script re-

quirement, then the producer

might be just as. well off at home.

We, for example, are making our

“Terry and the Pirates” series for

Official ’Films in Hollywood. Our
three for NBC, especially fashioned

with Continental backgrounds, wir

be made abroad.
Europe welcomes the TV maker

and will offer him every coopera-

tion, but again, I repeat, he’d bet-

.ter make his decision on the basis

of where his story wdll be told best,

rather than any other considera-

tions.

By WILBUR STARK
. I never did like to go to funerai*

.-^specially when the “corpse” is

not dead,
''

That’s why I resent the flowery

memorial services frequently held

for radio. While radio is far from

being a lusty youngiter, it most as-

suredly is a vibrant, husky adult

in the prime of life. -•

Let’s face it. Kadio will always

be 'important because itls the only

true medium" of escape—^that is,

complete escape. When one goes

to the theatre or movies or watches

a TV show, he is always conscious

of his surroundings,* In the legiti-

mate or motion picture theatrcj

the surrounding walls are

i
Different Economy

Let’s take this matter of econ-
omy. The British work at a dif-

ferent, pace than we in Hollywood.
Hence the ordinary two and a half

day schedule prevalent in Holly-

wood TV film production will

probably stretch to five. With low-
er salaries this will still be some-
what less expensive than domestic
production, but not nearly as much
BO as is commonly accepted.

Stage space is most difficult to

John Cameron Swayze
NEWS

seen the, jboom dangling over the
actor?. How niapy times have you
seen a prop

,
m.an; scurrying like

you-know-what, .tq get- out of view
of the camera?
Me imagiimtion of the radio lis-

tener makes it j^articularly easy to
sell him glamour items. There is

ah identiilcation .between him (or
her) the selling voice. He imagines
himself as the person with the
.voice and- sets 'np his own image
of what- he looks like. TV is en-
tirely' different.- The listener
SEES the person who is selling.

His. reaetloh. .might- very well be,
“I don’t want to. look like that guv

^ salesgal whoaAway^ unusually glamorous may find it

I

Christal Gels WGY Biz

Schenectady, July 15.

Henry I. Christal Co. of New
York, has been appointed national

spots sales rep for WGY, effective

Aug. 1. Plum is one of the juciest

in the 50,000-watt field, with alt

stations reps bidding. Katz asked
to participate, had to yield because
of conflicting representation.
NBC Spots Sales until now has

been the national representative

for WGY.

/•IT GOT AWAY Rnd SO AM I”

HRppy VRcRtion

TV’S CURVES
By OSCAR KAT2
(Director of Research,

CBS Television Network)

As everybody in the industry

knows,' television’s development

has been so rapid that, in the past,

all estimates have been on the low

side, and the. crystal balls have

been too small. As of the begin-

ning of this year, there were al-

ready 15,500,000 television homes.

And this figure is expected to iise

to
.
20,000,000 by the end of the

y63.r»

A perhaps unrecognized fact is

that the potential growth of tele-

vision lies as much in the current

television areas as in the ^reas

without TV service. One third of

the nation now owns sets; another

third lives in TV areas hut do not

have sets; and the last third lives

in non-TV areas.

In TV sets, the Northeast has

reached the highest level, with

50% ownership. The North Central

and Pacific regions are at_ about the

national average;' and the South

and Mountain and Southwest areas

have been far below. Incidentally,

the importance of future growth

of present and new TV markets

varies widely by region. In the

northeast, for example, if every

family within present • TV range

were to acquire a set, this would

account for close to 90% of all the

families in this part of the country.

Thus, new markets in this region

will cover only 10%.
By contrast, if set ownership

were universal in the present

Southern TV areas, this would
mean that only 45% of the fami-

lies in the entire region would own
sets. Here, then, the markets which

have still to get TV represent a

large potential. •
^

1

Breaking all this down to indi-

vidual markets, here is the de-

velopment of TV set ownership in

the metropolitan districts of three

different places as determined by
actual mpnth-hy-month survey. We
picked these cities — New York,

Dayton and Birmingham — to rep-

resent different jpresent levels of

TV penetration. New York was
picked for a high degree of pene-

tration; the next city for an inter-

mediate level of 49%, and the third

for a fairly low level of 30%. The
most striking feature of a chart of

he three growth curves is that,
|,

hough they are on different levels,

he lines are similar in rate of

growth.
As far as cities which will be

getting TV in the future, I expect
that the growth of set ownership
will follow the same kind of curve
shown M'ith one important differ-

ence — i. e., growth will probably
be at a faster rate during the first

few months after a station goes on
the air. This is because television

itself should have even more? ap-
peal to the public because more
and more programs are available

than two or three years ago; also

the consumer will be able to get
these more numerous programs at

less of an initial expenditure, and
with a better quality receiver than
he could several years ago.

Now let’s look at programming.
The CBS-TV evening schedule has
expanded from 44% of maximum-
time to 86% in 1951, and 87% in
1952. The development of the day-
time schedule came later than the
growth of evening, with a good
part of the expansion occurring
in the last year.
Thus, the new TV communities

will have certain advantage* which
shoul^x of set

ownership.

present.. The stage or screen, is
difficult to sell the product be-

there to be seen. The actors are cause Lizzie Tish will become more
there to he seen and, in many m- conscious of her O’wn physical lia-

stances—all^ too frequent—^re and figuratively throw up
there to bring us hack ^ reality,

-with, “I could never look
The same applies to television, nice that.” .

too, of course.
^

This identification of the listener

Radio, on the other hand, oblit- -with the radio' voice provides an in-

erate* everything—^repeat, EVERY- teresting pidelight on the subject of

THING—but the voice. The lis- rapport between the listener (view-

tener' can settle hack in an easy er) and the voice (TV personality),

chair (or lie on the iloor^ .for all In television, it Is obviously easier

we care) and close his eyes. No to establish this, rapport because of

tie of an announcer to distract him, the Visual aspect of the medium,
no beautiful hair to remind him But, once it is established in radio,

of his bald spot—no nothing. Just It is far stronger. The listener uses

a voice. So he listens and escapes his Imagination .(as I’ve mentioned)
completely. And, escape, accord- to visualize what the performer
Ing to many psychologists, is im- looks like. Tp a man in Chicago,

portant at times for the emotional the voice satisfies an emotional

w'ell-being of an individual. need and resembles his father; to

A perfect lUustration of ihis a man in Tuscaloosa, it resembles

point comes to mind in Kathi Nor- fiis boyhood ideal; to a man in Los

ris’ “Escape With Me” radio show. Angeles, it resembles ms uncle

In this weekly series, Kathi in- who used to bring him gifts every

vites the audience to escape to far- weekend. The net result is a total

off lands- for intriguing stories. She identification which can not occur

can say, “Now let’s go into the wilds to television because the perform-

of the Amazon jungle” and the Us- er, being seen may conflict with

tener’s imagination takes him into the image that has previously been

that jungle. He closes his eyes set up. 'This actoal visualization

and, for that half-hour, he IS in the bars a full rapport,

jungle. Just try that on television. What all these remarks boil

Gf course, you could film the story down to .is very simple. Dqn t

in the Amazon jungle to achieve ^^ke any plans to attend radios

reality, hut, after the first show, funeral. Actually, you ought to

you’d file a petition in bankruptcy, start saving yqi^ pennies to pre-

Try it in the studio and who would sent it with a gift on its 50th birth-

believe the authenticity of your
set? Even the most naive viewers
w'ould laugh at anything you would
present as a real jungle.

So we see that the full, play of

imagination—possible ONLY IN
RADIO—^is a decided asset for’ en-
tertainment.

Hypnotic, That’s 'Whatl

GENE DE YOUNG BUYS

KERO, BAKERSFIELD
Hollywood, July 15.

Paul Bartlett announced the sale

. ^ , fOf KERG, Bakersfield, to a group
From a sales pomt of view. It s ^ County Broad-

equally important. Oh, yes, I’ve ^ ^ ^
knewn all about the Chinese prov- casters and headed by Gene De-

erb that one picture is worth 10,000 Young. Other stockholders in the

words. But they didn’t have tele- nQy/ corporation are Ed Urner and
vision when that m’axim was con- nT-Arve
coded. Please don’t misunderstand

Kenneth Croes.

me. Video Is a powerful selling Company has filed an application

medium. But, drawing an analogy, with the FC^ for authority to con-

and I think it’s a sound one, hyp- struct the Channel 10 station to

.nosis is like radio—it, too, oblit- Bakersfield, and has picked a site

erates everything^except the voice, for' a transmitting pomt on top o

The hypnotist, with several irrele- Bear Mountain. With an elevat^n

vant exceptions, can make his sub- of 7,000 feet, it would be capabl

ject obey his will. That’s the way of providing re'ception to all oi

it is with radio. The listener hears Kem County as well as the soutn-

merely. the voice, suffers none of em portion of San Joaquin valley,

the distractions referred to above, Bartlett will confine his business

and can easily be sold. (There are interests to Frespo, where he is

plenty of other distractions on TV, president and leading stockholder

too. How many times have you of KFRE.
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TO AMERKMS
'J}y’t»EElJ(lEM.,,(NAT)' fO^ER ’

(Mama^t TV Filh Pfogramminff, ABC)
Prlvat« Indoitry* without tctually coimpr<fcheiiding it, is, at this writ-;

ins, respoiisihl* lor sotne S32’ half hours of broadcasting in its own'
interest over oiw New York station alone without buying air time.,

And this in any btoadcaater^s' ledger amounts tojabout $1,500,000 of

would-be billih^ a year. How many of these broadcast times are you
taking advantage of? And If not any, why not?

Agencies such as Young lie Rubicam, Kenyon &: Eckhardt and BBD&O
have learned' there ^re institutional gains to bo had through th« me-
dium of no^tharge television programming which veritably every sta-

tion In the country offers them with regularity. Companies such as!

Standard Brands, ‘Shell and Standard Oil, United States Steel have
learned this too. To you who have not boarded the bandwagon yet

let us review the formula—for years industrial film makers have been
convincing you of value derived from production of industrial films,

designed to either inform yoUr employees of your operation, instruct'

schools,’ clubs, and other groups of. your operation or for consumption-

by the public' at large in clubs, churches, and other meeting halls.

Now television ofltts you itself as your exhibition medium. Your
films have probably included obvious direct advertising copy which
under cominerclal competitive broadcaster" operations would render

them unusabl.c.^without first Jbuying the station’s time for airing. When
these plugs are removed, in nearly every case informative entertain-

ment remains without altering the story line. And usually the direct

advertising can be removed in such a manner that even the producer,

unless he has a script in hand, is unable to notice the deletion.

Broadcasters have an obligation, a desired obligation, to inform as

well as entertain the home viewer and we have learned that we can

also sell Americans America at the same time by showing its indus-

tries and vast resources, its habits and resulting standard of living.

Once , you have gone through your vaults and weeded out your film

which would interest a broad audience wc broadcasters can, step, in

and complete -yoxir part of the job. With you we can inspect the con-
tractual conditions under which your films were producec^ and deter-

mine your right to authorize telecasting. If there is doubt we can
advise how to obtain permissions for siich showings in the public’s

interest. I have used the' term “in the public .interest” and implied
non-commercial, unsponsored, sustaining broadcasting. This neces-

sarily implies ^lack of direct advertising and so we request permission
to make deletions as we see fit, but. with your final approval. It is no
surprise that,, almost all the private industries we have approached have
agreed to such deletions. The International Silver Co.’s attitude, I

think, is typical. “If we can interest the public in silverware in gen-
eral we. can rely on our own designer’s ability to attract the. consumer
and on our o^ know-how as silversmiths to sell the viewer when he
reaches his retailer.”

Central Clearing; House

As a broadcaster, and undoubtedly my colleagues: concur, I have
often wished for one central clearing house for industrial film. Per-
haps this writing will, move one of the industrial press to set out on
such a project or perhaps an agency may result representing intra-

industry film availabilities to se^ve all television. But in spite of this

imchartered field w.e have unearthed some 5,000 industrial motion
pictures which, though not all acceptable for broadcasting for one rea-

son or other, have been ^m'ade available by private industry. These
have come from ovfcr a thousand sources with which we keep in active

contact so /as to avail ourselves of new material as it may be loosened
foi' television broadcasting. Newspaper listings show some eight hours
of such programming as

.
I have described on one local New. York

station alone in one week this year. If this schedule should keep
going the year round we would b* offering the combined American
industries some ‘418, hours of no-charge time per year. Imagine the

public service relations achieved if only 50 of the present television

stations in this country were introduced to your availabilities.

Specifically to the stations—space in 'Variity available for this Sub-
ject does not allow inclusion of more than a handful of companies
interested in our program. For your starter here are a few: all the
boat lines, airlines, railroads, Underwood Typewriter Co., Pan Ameri-
can Coffee Bureau, National Cotton Council, MiUiken Fabrics, Standard
Brands, Bituminous Coal Institute, Bell Telephone Co., all major oil

companies, the larger steel companies, insurance companies. And for

series presentations there are excellent sources ready to serve broad-
casters. They include the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, the American
Legion, Boy Scouts of America, the Industrial Home for the Blind in

Brooklyn, AAA of New York, National Safety .Council, Canadian Na-
tional Railways. Though not .addressed principally to government, it

would he only fair- to include the various fine films available in series

or spot form from such agencies as the. Federal Security Agency, Mu-
tual Security Agency, Combined Departments of Defense, the Veterans
Administrations and others who. may already have contacted you.
Film time no longer need be “fill time.” We broadcasters know and

private industry is learning that Parent-TeacherS groups, religious

and other welfare organizations are quick to command the kind of

programming I have described herein. ‘With growing cooperati9n of

private business with show business the Television Broadcasting In-

dustry can help sell America to Americans.

MUVUW-nUKVIEW

John Cameron Swayze
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Putting the Props

Under Television

KBN ROBERTS
RADIO AND TV

.‘5 r-‘

==By NORMAN and=
\ IRVING PINCUS
\

Most producers hand their pack-
ages over to the networks and let

them take over the mechanics of

designing and building sets. As in-

dependent producers, we like to

handle every phase of production
ourselves. We believe this makes
for more efficiency and better eco-

nomics. We maintain our own set

designer, our own builders and
our warehouse.

This means considerably more
work and responsibility for us, but
it gives us closer control of our
shows and enables us to keep with-

in budget. It also enables us To

build up a “library” of props and
scenery.

The costs of producing video

shows are ballooning so, rapidly

as to frighten most sponsors..

Dramatic shows are particularly

expensive" The basic costs even
before the cast is engaged are

colossal.

There are ways of controlling

such costs which we have learned
through experience. We have
never exceeded our budget, even
in times- of emergency. One week
a fire in our warehouse destroyed
several sets, including the one we
needed for our next “Ellery

Queen” show. Putting our.staff to.

work on a 24-hour basis, we were
able to replace tht set in time
for the .^how. True, it cut a dent
in our profits, but it .didn’t cost

our client anything.

Because we are so familiar with
our sets, and build them so they

are demountable, we can use them
over and over again. You’d never
know it’s the same set either, be-

cause of the way they are propped
and dressed. And it’s not done with
mirrors. Because we keep the same
personnel year- after year, every-

one is completely familiar with his

job. This saves time and energy
. . and money.

Producing dramatic shows has
became a highly specialized field.

Without know-how, the costs can
become astronomical. Not only

that, but so many things can go
.wrong, it can give you ulcers over-

night. Like having a principal on
the show donk out just before

broadcast time. This happened to

us a few weeks ago when -Betty

Garde was hurt in a taxicab acci-

dent a few hours before airtime.

It was impossible to get a replace-

ment on such short notice, and

So we used a kinescope of a pre-

vious show, which we kept for just

such emergencies. Or like the time

Richard Hart, the original “Ellery

Queen” of TV, suddenly passed

away 48 hours before airtime. It

took some tall hustling before we
obtained a replacement, Lee Bow-
man. He did such a fine job on

the short notice that he has had

the role ever since.

We have never laid down a rule

that props cannot be changed at

the last minute. In other words,

we don’t hamper the writer or di-

rector if he wants to make changes

right up to broadcast time, if it

will help the show. Often these

changes require alterations in the

sets. The hammering may go on

until we get the on-the-air signal

but we nevertheless do itT Some-
times there’s almost as much
drama in our own problems as in

the show itself and one of these

days we’re going to do a show
based On that. Probably call it

I ^Nfever ‘A Dull Moment.^’ ^ '"m

Me Ratings in a Hurry
By ARTHUR MURRAY

If you want to make everybody connected 5vith a radio or TV show
dance on a cloud pull the latest rating sheet out of your pocket and
show them the substantial gain made since the last rating. Everybody
in the Industry suffers’ from ratingltls, whether it be .the office boy or
the prima donna. Shows are bought, renewed or cancelled because' of
these ratings. -They have been blessed and cursed, praised and con.*

denmed, recommended and denounced. If your rating is high,, then
the rating system is the b^tst in.the world. Should .the rating drop, then
'suddenly rating systems in general become very unimportant ' lY#
known companies to switbh to another rating service bepause it gave
them a higher numerical pointage. This did not mean they had more
viewers. It just sounded better.

When my program switched from Wednesday nights to Sundays at 0
on ABC, I had a problem of establishing a good rating at an hour when
the competition was pretty keen. The spot had a small rating when
we moved into it.

I observed that the top shows were the comedy programs. Also the
ones which featured name personalities. So I realized that in order to
reach the public I had to give them stars and comedy. These are the
most expensive items you can buy. But you can’t stint on costs if you
want to get a rating.

I threw my previous budget out of the window and began to buy top
stars. Another problem was making the -public aware of the program.
For years they had been schooled to watch either the “Philco Play^*
house” on NBC or Fred Waring on CBS. We had to pull them away
from fixed viewing habits. It occurred ta me the most effective way
to do this was to advertise heavily in the newspapers. I i'an small ads
every day of the week and the" campaign reached a climax on Sunday,
the day of the show, with large conspicuous ads. Readers just cduldn’t
miss noting them.

It paid .off in more ways than one. After only four weeks In th*
brand new time, our rating was-the second highest on the ABC network.
We edged ahead of Waring. We didn’t take too much away from the
“Philco Playhouse” which proved an interesting point. Rather than
cutting into our competition, our newspaper ads helped increase “the
television audience. People watched our show who otherwise would
not have turned on their sets at all. Artists who had been reluctant
to do guest shots changed their minds because of the extra publicity
these ads gave them.

It seems to me other sponsors might derive a lesson out of this. Es-
pecially In a city like New York which has seven TV stations, competi-
tion is keen. Sponsors should not hesitate to advertise their advertis-
ing. Every rating point they gain is supposed to represent almost r
million extra viewers, which can be translated into considerably mor«
sales of the- Sponsors’ product. Even if it is costly to raise ypm* rating
in a, hurry, the added sales make it worthwhile.

Blame the Other Guy!
By HARRY WAYNE McMAHAN
{President, Five Star Productions)

Hollywood.
“TV film spots cost too mucht”
Variety started the chant last month, and advertisers from coast-to-

coast are echoing it,

“Sure!” say the agencies. “It’s the producers’ fault!”
“Our hands are tied,” say the producers.
Looking at the situation obj'ectively, there Is little question but

that all three are at fault: advertiser) agency and producer.
First, let’s admit that film commercials cost 20% to 30% more than

they should. Let’s see why:

,

.
The Advertiser costs unnecessary expense when:
1. He insists on being a “showman”; trying too much to entertain

rather than sell.
'

2. He adds too many unnecessary elements to the agejney’s scripts.

3. He -goes on the producer’s set to “keep a finger in” production—
a costly factor in any producer’s budget.

^

Now, the Agency costs money when:
1. It uses inexperienced writers who do not know per-scene costs.

2. It does not plan for long range; requires fast, costly deadlines.
3. It has poor liaison with advertiser or producer, causing costly re-

takes.

And the Producer has his share of blame when:
1. His sales costs are too high. (Some firms figure 35%,)
2. His labor costs are out of line; he lacks sufficient constant flow of

business for ^ maximum efficiency.

3. His error incidence is too high, requiring “cushion” in his bid.

Yes-, TV film spots cost too much,
.

Production-wise, Hollywood is showing the lead in how to trim costs.

Competition will force New York to do the same within another year.

c/
‘

BILL WILLIAMS
“KIT CARSON”

•pon»ared by Cocr-CoIr Bottler*
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A, A, SCHECHTER

(General Executive NBC’TV)

“Today,” the morning news pro- sion of teaching; and a dimension

gram, has now heen on the air for of leadership,

six months, and our observations
. Dave Garroway, Jack Lescoulie

are now conclusive enough to indi- and Jim Fleming, our cjiief news

Cate ‘that people will watch televi- commentator, are very mmdful of

sion at the early hours of V to those dimensions when they are

C a.m. “on stage” and are responsible for

! Our progt^am is one that you the ad libs, ^uips and verbiage

can take in small or large doses, tossing.

You qan tune in at any time be- our list of sponsors has ^own
tween the hours we are on the air. and we have had- repeated rer

Whether you stay with us for a newals. Sponsors have detect^ a

short or a long spell of time, you'll great public reaction, and at least

at least get the highlights of the half a doajen have shown us their

news, weather, time, sports, fea- confidential figures indicating

tures, fashions, interviews, books, sharp increases in sales. This, from

movies, theatre, etc. sponsors who were carrying no
• “Today,” in effect, is a national other type of advertising at the

newspaper, delivered to the homes time and could compare their fig-

of millions in 34 cities, from ,Bos- ures in TV markets against those

ton to St. Paul and from Miami to in non-TV areas.

Houston. Most important of all is to have

Our program has been geared to mothers write to tell us that we

give information to the man and have become .a great influence on

woman, as well as the child, of the the Uves of their children,

family. We would like to be in- One woman in Boston wrote us

formative, interesting, newsworthy, that her five-year-old boy tuned

To get back, however, -to the in- the set in' at 7 a.m. each day and

formation that I have, been asked had thus made viewers of herself

.aj50ut—“will. people watch a morn- and her husband. One afternoon,

ing program?”— the answer is a she said, ^e heard the child talk-

definite “yes.” The surveys, Jihe Ing in his room. -She looked m and

^ratings, the, fan mail, the results saw- him, with a toy telephone in

that our sponsors have had- from hand and a small blackboard, drav^

this program in the matter of sales ing lines over the blackboard and

and mail response, have given us muttering into the teloplmne:

•more than sufficient evidence that 1‘HeIlo, Jim Fidler in Washin^on.

•the whole idea was sound both on This is Dave Garroway m New
..an entertainment and a cdmmer-
.cial basis,

,

Pat Weaver, In a speech made
•several months before the program
.was launched, said, “We will

change the habits of millions, who,

up to now, have gotten their news
by radio and newspapers only.” I

could go on and give you many

STAATS COTSWORTH
“Radio's Top Dramatic Actor

Front Page Farrell, NBC--Mark
Trail, ABC—Lon* Journey, ABC

Special Events Narrator
For News Week

Dumont and CB$ TV

By SHELDON REYNOLDS
(Producer-Director ^Foreign intrigue*)

.... Stockholm.

Eighteen months ago before I decided to go to Stockholm to make a

pilot film for a' prospective television series I had my own ideas on
what motion picture production ^as like in Europe. How wrong I was!

Now, after . spending 'one year; at work producing
,
and directing 39

chapters of “Foreign Intrigue” .pot only, in- Stockholm but in practically

all the free countries of Europe I have a more accurate and factual

knowledge of continental filin making.

. While Stockholm' is our home base, in that we use- the facilities of

the Europe Studlos.^nd db the major portion of oun indoor, shooting in

that city, each weekV work fn the production of one .television show
requires one locatibri trip; ^"OuTocation” for us is a lot different from
the Hollywood version; To begin with passports are needed for every

‘member of our troupe. "On these safaris I generaUy take along my
cameraman, assistant director, film cutter, script girl, the two American

stars of our show, Sydna Scott and. Jerome Thor, plus any other essen-

tial character actors necessary, to the current plot.

On -our most recent trip of this type we combined the work of four

films and stayed out for two weeks/ stopping off for “shooting” in

Copenhagen, Hamburg, Vienna and Munich before coming back- to

Stockholm. This one trip seemingly gave us a backlog to cover four

different episodes. But, while, we were away with all the important

York" This child was merely do- elements of the show production in Stockholm was 'at a standstill so

ing what DavfGarroway does each that we actuaUy had t.o make up for lost time And, travel expenses

dav on the show—talking to the in. Europe 'are nqt low. For this, oftenrip .the plane fare was well over

Weather Bureau in .Washington, $1,000. The transportation charges for our camera equipment were

while drawing a Weather Map .for about $1,600. To this must be added such things as hotel accommoda-

fhP vi^wprs tions, transportation within each country, meals, for all. salaries forme
.-pninrk- the crew assistants we would hire in each country—a total of $6,000.

to^°s?e a cmI whJ ^ou^^^ The total cost is high.but it is the necessary factor m the production of

neither read nor write, absorb this Foreign

Imowledge, and her only reason, i ^Socializied^ Prodnction

MUence on^cwf- ' Back in Stockholm we have been fortunate in -having a crew willing

drln lS^d sL hoped we would use to keep going at the pace necessa^ for one-a-week production. In a

it onS^: for good. She has our co-operatively socialized country like Sweden^aU the studio personnel

promise we will.

Gamble for Survival
By G. W. (JOHNNY) JOHNSTONE

(Radio-TV Director, National Assn, of Manufacturersy

are unionized. But, they still take a few liberties. Once a crew knows
that the required number of people are employed there is no longer

any shop delineation on the set. An electrician may,help you to move
a prop or if necessary a “grip” may handle lights. \

Since only my two leads are Americans the rest of the cast must be

recruited from the English-speaking actors in Stockholm. While most

Swedes learn English in school thbse who know it well enough to use

it dramatically are in a minority.' .
This group is confined tO' their stage

and screen stars. This means that I mtist use stars, at star salaries,

for even' mipor roles. While this is a lot less thant our standard for

stars it is still a good deal more than we pay our extras..... a..- .... ,
Radio and television networka must gamble

stars K is snu a gooo oeai more man we psy our esu.s.
proofs that the statement has be- better than gambling with the future of The field of y,

]viaklng a film with one imported star in the cast is one thing. But,
come a reality, but the best proof Particularly in science, research and engmeering.^has dev^oped ^ i-

.entire cast (except one) of actors foreign to the lan-

is to tell you about some of the un- versity and college scholarship plan to enormous propo^ons. Th^ s
which the film is being made is quite another. And our

solicited mail which has come In an investment in the future of talent within industry, not then,
d^es not give them time to refer to their dictionaries. ,

by the basketful, day in and day .investment on --the
^

part of
studio personnel is highly skilled and I doubt if thek

.out. matter—for the future Top 10 in the radio and television firmamen
. better cameramen in the world, than we have-on this show they

1 Typical Examples I
Through the years we've been attempting to sell this, idea to the Indoctrinated with our method of working. Most have

•*—
TF~.

:— . ,, network brass, hut so far it. has fallen on deaf ears,. Reminds us of the ^ever been t6 the U. S. and none have ever s-een a television show.
Let me cite some typical ex- morning following an epochal radio broadcast by a then little

jjasic concept of the program was completely foreign,
amples; known news commentator under our direction. Appearing before the beginning It took Us two weeks from the time the cutter waS

“All of us eat our breakfast off executives who controlled the pursestrings of our outlet, we recom-
finished ^ith the work print until we shipped the finished job to J.

the bridge table in the parlor.” mended that the commentator he signed up immediately on an ex-
-yy^alter Thompson Co to New York. Today we can do the same job

“My husband said I should put elusive basis “for $15,000 a year guarantee plus 50% of any income ^
casters on the TV set so I can over that figure, the outlet to retain the other 50%.

> you can see, Europe is not the place to go to In an effort to save

roll it around and see it from the “What do you think we’re, in—^the gambling business?” we were money in the making of. a small budget 30-minute film. ' Perhaps a

kitchen.” -told. “Let’s stick to the radio broadcasting business,” they added. lavish and expensive full-length feature could be made for less money
“I used to get all the dishes it was less than a week following that an advertising ageficy got to over there. Time and experience do not cut the cost of the expensive

washed by 8:30—now I don’t do a the commentator directly, signing him up for- a four-figure amount elements in “Foreign Intrigue.”
thing until 10 o’clock.” weekly. So what else happened? A clause in the advertising agency’s ' When this article appears we will be back in Europe producing new

“My husband now dresses in the contract Included the reading of a “personal message concerning the “Foreign Intrigue” films, but this time at a new base. Starting July 2

living room.” product,” written and voiced by the commentator, as a middle commer- our home will be in Munich. Stockholm has served its purpose for tne

“I’m a nurse who lives alone cial in each broadcast! The guy has been a terrific financial Success, first 39 weeks and for the fall season we want to inject new flavor ana
’ the middle commercial still goes—neither the .stations nor the net- rhythm into the shows. While we will bring our basic crew along from

work can do anything about that. Oh,/yes, I.hear you—time. is sold. Sweden- the rest will be entirely new. Unconsciously the new setting

But it stops there. It is our contention that the original plan would will give the show a different touch. The actors will brmg new faces

have made more money for the outlet and no one would have been to television and the stories will have a flavor that only Munich can

the loser. give.' But, even this can’t last forever. On Oct. 1 we move to Pans.

and it’s wonderful to have some-
one in for breakfast.”

“My husband said I could buy a
small TV set for the kitchen,”

“I would love to keep you on the
full two hours, but electricity is

so expensive.”

The dean of a southern uni-

‘Farm System^

Which brings us to our “investment in talent for the future” idea:

.. ..mil! why not a “farm system” for radio and television talent? A “farm
versity wrote: Twenty of us on system” built along the same lines as in professional baseball,
the faculty now meet every morn- ^ j
ing at the Faculty Club for break Network X—take your pick—owns a half dozen radio stations and

Blame It on Lack of Vision
Continued from page 38

fast and watch your show in its ffveral television stations, all strategically placed in major markets willing to admit that a constantly growing stockpile of creative talent

entirety. It keeps us well up on ^^^roughout the country. Rarely does it present talent which it is devel- is its essential source of raw material.

current events.”
except from home base. Just as an example, we know of one Every industry has problems and tfeey can generally be solved on an

“Dear Mr Garrnwav- pipica «5av'
accomplished news cohimentator who has been employed on the industry-wide basis. Rather than do this, .show business prefers its

fiomeSinff about
^ network foi^jseveral years, yet has not been heard in own peculiar sort, of masochistic cHaos because. H-. somehow confuses

Lve to get dressed and

^

full commentary period east of the Rockies! Is this star develop- chads with creation.' So, .instead of any honest cooperation on an

school or thev’ll be late
rnent.

,

And please pardon us if we seem to dote on news commenta- Industry-wide basis, the elements of show businettl prefer to squabble

T citing ^xcernts from ^ hun-
working with them for nigh onto 30 years, in fact, amon^" themselves, remaining a loose amalgak Of- semi-autonomous

in Clung excerpts irom ine nun helped develop quite a few. But they re talent too! 'hQcie with
dreds of thousands of letters, it is

but inter-related operations each being run on a gold-rush basis wltl

Ptrai—tmn/i. Q'rtcrli'nrf -fnt* 'Kirir tirl+VirtTif UTi'V ItltplliffPIlt rCgSrC

.

Our point here is that the networks should take cognizance of the everyone'angling for that'one big strike without any intelligent regar

Need Manpower Fool

people will write letters to us
their owned and operated stations are not only their invest- for what's been done, ’What's being done around it, and what the future

but to show that in each hit of fan ^ent, bOt they’re also members, of their own family. An investment might conceivably bring forth,

mail we get a new thought and Artist X at one of the owned and operated stations, If that artist

understanding of why television potential future, is as good as an investment in any . network
will attract an early listener.

^ . What the future must bring forth, if show business is to maintain
We have also discovered that, So radio and television networks should develop a “farm system.” its proud position in the American scheme of things, is a little intra-

while entertainment is the im- And here s a quick formula of how to do it: industry cooperation to the end of creating -a manpower pool that will

portant factor in programming for Networks should appoint a new vice-president—a vice-president in ultimately comprise and perpetuate a source of matei^ial. * The heavj^

television—especially in the eve- charge of talent development. That veepee should be a guy who has industries have long since abandoned the idea that they can get all the

mng a program like ours, which the future of talent at heart; a guy who also has the personality and skilled manpower they heed just trusting to luck. Every area of mg
makes uews live each day, also acument to “sell” his brother veepees, particularly the ones in charge business now send scouts to the schools and colleges looking for tne

attracts millions, both young and of owned and operated stations, on the evaluation of future potential best young minds they can recruit and train to their purposes,
old. When we say news,’ we go gold-mines. Then, like the guy in charge of a baseball farm system Colleges have long since found out that they could not dominie the
back to tlm basic meaning of the or one of the major league ball teams, he should have the power to inter-college sports picture if they left it to chance to bring them a
word that we are presenting place this talent yi^here it can develop and work for its money, with couple of good ends, some flashy backfield Jnaterial and maybe a
sometliing new. And * new” value received by all. or two each year.' They did somethihg about iiJ They went wherf

Looking back over the past years of radio and the recent years of
they expected to find what they needed to keep up' their standard ,

^ politics, but also television we cannot help but challenge those who have had charge tound what they wanted and brought it home. - c
destinies of the industry. Engineers are not Included. They Baseball dofesn’t rely on luck for, its major league players.

social lives, our educational fields, have snelled •hrnc're«iE: in nn/l most elaborate Svstem of trainlTitr sehnol.e ever devised and that m*
and in the realms of muslr art'

progress fear In and year out. Some salesmen are not in-

and other facets of endeavor'^ that just^time ^t'^excent^fo^^make up our daily living habits
time. But, except for the occasional spurts of effort, there has

When we discovered,^S to
development-with the potential gold-mine

our amazement, that youngsters of
five and upwards were fascinated
by our program, it gave us new
dIm«n*ions to shoot for—a dimen-
sion of ultra-good taste; a dimen-

value, we mean.

And it’s there, just waiting and aching to be developed. All it needs
is a “scholarship,” an investment In its future.

Let the networks adopt the “farm system.” Believe us, they’ll never
regretful, i.. u « 1 . J I I > V ) I

most elaborate System of training schools ever devised
eludes anything the military has yet come up with. So it s up

^ ^
various branches of show business to get 'together, put up some
and some management, and create a system whereby they ^
through the potential creative and production talent on a national » j

create a system, of trainljqg farms, a minor and A major league,

assure themselves a continuance of high standard product. ,

Television isn’t the villain of show business today. Television Is 3

part of the problem that needs solving and that is the overall big

of maintaining a rising standardmf ptoduct.
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TeleVisiou. News

Came Of Age

^By W K*^ W<;Wm»EW I

(Director...OT.C'i’y' ^uhtic Affairs)

The year 1952 Mil be recorded

as the year .that television hews

came 6f ^
Speculation has idways raged as

to TV’s “magic’' news, formula*

Critics and Iriends alike have

talked of ,the distant day when

someone would discover the ideal

way to report hews by television.

They can stop speculating. The

day has already arrived but the

formula hasn’t taken, the shape

they were expecting. They thought

of it in terms of * program format;

something contained in 15 minutes

and bounded by station breaks.

It isn’t and 'won’t be that. No
earthly news director will ever be

able to aiTange for the world’s big

happenings to occur between two

station breaks. - And television’s

strength^ eftualled by no other re-

porting medium of sight and sound,

is putting the’, news event simul-

taneously into 17,Oo6>000 homes

—

as it happens!

Basic reporting by television Is

an atomic blast, a bitter campaign

for tile Presidential nomination, po-

litical conventions, a tour of the

White House with the President as

guide, a President announcing he

would not run, a world series, the

top football games and the best

prizefights.

That’s TV news—^reported on the

spot with sight and sound, flashed

into your living room while it un-

folds miles, or hundreds of miles or

thousands of miles from your set.

That is primary news reporting.
But the rest of the “magic" formu-
la, which really is no formula but
simple common sense, is the panel
show, the combination film and
live “straight”' news show, the com-
bination film and live telementary,
the one or two time- special ev^nt,
and last but hardly least, the audio
bulletin for Informative purposes.

In 1952, then, the TV news pat-
tern. is taking solidified shape.

Page 1 Breaks
|

The panel show mot only brings
news to its listeners but makes
news for other media. For example,
the front page breaks of “Meet the
Press" and “American Forum -.of

the Air," to mention a few. It

would be interesting to know how
many viewers, outside of trained
newsmen, realize Sunday after Sun-
day that news is literally being
made before their very eyes and
piped into their living rooms.
The combination film and live

“straight" news show is actually a
pictorial adaptation of radio’s fa-

One of the more tiresome indoor
sports of the current season is

called
•

“radio - baiting." Almost
anyone can play and the rules are

simple for
simple people.
You lift a
very dry mar-

;
tini in such
watering
'places as
Louis & Ar-
mand’s or the
Barberry
Room, reach
away from the
check and say

etturt to some har-
assed but loy-

al broadcasters, “The trouble with

radio is there are no new ideas."

The amateur who plays this

game must observe one extra rule:

he must not listen to the radio.
Taking time out to find out what's
really going on over the “air spoils

fun, because-uppn discovering that
radio is doing ,

some new things
forces him back to play another
game that was popular last year.
That was called “TV Films vs. Live
Telecasts;"

The professional who indulges is

usually a critic and “radio-bait-
ing” is always good for 500 to 750
words- on a dull Monday when the
writer has exhausted his paens of
praise for Kukla, Fran or Mollie
Berg.

As one of those intrepid souls
who has a deep' and abiding faith

in this sound, solid advertising
medium known as broadcasting, 1

have been subjected to “radio-balt-

vorite news format—a ,15-minute
roundup of the news; except that
here, television again reaches into

its hag of electronic tricks to bring
film .of an event minutes old to mil-

lions of living rooms. Witness
NBC’s feat on the Eisenhower
speech at Abilene. Fifteen minutes
after... the General spoke at Abi-
lene a film insert led off the

“Camel News Caravan” from New
York.

The- combination film and live

telementary, the documentary of

the films, serves still another pur-

pose. It probes behind the spot

news, seeks to bring background
unavailable in the straight news
show for time reasons, and the sig-

nificance of the events around us.

Here, “See It Now" and “Battle

Report" have their place in tele-

vision’s overall presentation of

news.

The one or two time special event
is obvious. It’s Eisenhower’s ar-

rival or MacArthur’s or a Truman
speech to Congress on a vital issue.

Or, still a sub-category—the script-

ed, rehearsed report of the Ameri-
can Medical Association’s^ conven-
tion, complete with 'operation. And
Bertrand Russell’s ruminations on

80 years of life.

And into stijl another special

category goes “Today.” It com-
bines the elements of most of the

other basic news programs directed

ing" and a recent encounter. X had
illustrates the sport.
The player opened with ’ this

.
gein: “Why don’t you' fellows have
ah evening of straight, popular
music?"

..i.told him .that we do have. such
a schedule- on ' CB$-Radio etfery
Friday; quite good, too. '

“Oh," -he sMd, '.a little deflated,
“well, how about *

.
weekend

ihuudup of world .news,, bringing'
reports from your correspondents
frohi all over.^tlie globe, TV ran’t
do that, you know."-

;

'

I explained that this has btten a
CBS-Radlo feature for a long time

j

and the Sunday session had a
happy sponsor.

“Really?" he countered, “well to
tell you the truth I haven’t been
listening to the radio for quite a
spell.”

I reached for the tab and prom-
ised I would have a service rpan
over in the morning to check up
on his Atwater-Kent.

Fortunately, this adversary’s
critique of the motlier medium
didn’t distress me too much. He
was not an advertising man but a
relative-, and you know what
they're like.

For it's only when -advertising

men accost me with “the trouble
with radio is there are no new
ideas" that I come back fighting.

We do have new ideas for radio
but .the idea- we really ne.ed is to

figure some way to have these fel-

low* listen to- them.
' And this is not a new problem.
Even be.for.e TV new ideas for
radio struggled for attention. “Life

at a specific audience—^thc early

morning one. An audience that

supposedly didn’t have time for

television—but - apparently found
it. ...

All of these make up television’s

news report. They correspond in

the rough, perhaps, to a newspa-
per’s basic format of the front page,

the opposite editorial .page, the

sports page and the feature story.

This year,, as it has every year,

since it became a part of .Ameri-
can life, television news coverage
has advanced. The conventions,

one of which will be over when this

article Appears, will be the halfway
mark in the year that television

news came of age. Big as the events

will be, terrific as their impact will

be on the 'political forces within

!

the country, they will be only a-’

part of the beginning of mature!
news coverage by the *^world’s

youn'gest medium for the commu-
nication of news.

How fast it will reach maturity
depends on many things. The eco-

]

nomics of the industry, the vision

of its executives, its technical ad-

vances.

Economies, the routine excuse

for not doing many things inj_ tele-

vision, should be no serious prob-

lem. The sale of the convention

coverage of three networks to

sponsors proved that if the event is

worth it someone will pick up the

check. And what isWre it proved

also that a long time taboo on com-

TRANSMIHER SHIFT TO

HYPO SALT LAKE VIDEO
Salt Lake City, July 15.

Granting of permission by the

FCC to KSL-TV and KDYL-TV to

move their transmitters has started

a flurry of activity by both stations

to rush construction, while video set

distributors are hailing the change

as a much-needed shot in the arm
for retail sales.

New transmitters will be located

atop the nearby Oquirrh Mts. at

the 9,000-foot level. As result of

the move, station engineers pre-

dict video audiences in Utah will

be doubled, with about 87% of the

state’s population rec'feiving good

coverage. Lee Flint, RCA Victor

distributor, says he believes in the

neighborhood of 75,000 additional

sets will be sold as soon^ as the

move is completed.

Problem of setting up trans-

mitters at that altitude can be seen

by the fact that KSI^TV was able

to get into their site just five weeks
ago for the first time since winter

snows started to melt, and even at

lhat late date had to blast 40-foot

snowdrifts to get through.

With Luigi" and' “Talent Scouts"
took a season or more of costly
sustaining upkeep before they got
sold. Incidentally, both shows still

have tlieir original sponsors.

I am aware that most advertis-
ing men are frightfully busy but
I think it is important to the ad-
vertiser ^U5 it is to the broadcaster
that they help us stimulate and en-
courage the development of new
radio programming patterns.

“When a time sale is made too
often, the buyer takes the easy w^ay
out and ,buys some ancient but
honorable' property that once had
a glowing Crossley rating. There
are some y e t e r a n attractions
around that still have enough vital-
ity to do the job. We’ve sold them
and we have more for sale, But
let’s not bring back the Cliquot
Club Eskimos.

All we want Is an occasional
half-hour of a potential sponsor’s
time to demonstrate that there are
quite a few new radio shows avail-
able and that they’re pretty good.
The roster of new CBS-Radio

shows includes; “December Bride,”
a situation comedy starring Spring
Byington .and created by Pai'ke
Levy of “My Friend Irma" writing
fame; “Gunsmpke," an exciting,
adult western, the Frank Fontaine
show, the Doris Day show (sold for
the summer to Rexall), a .nightly
strip starring Steve Allen, and the
adventures of Horatio Horhblower,
with Miehael Redgrave playing C,
S. Forester’s seaworthy hero,

For air time, consult your favor-
ite newspaper.

For the A. Sc P. Gypsies try your
Supermarket.

mercial sponsorship of a big news
event was not too tough a hurdle.

Until now, the real concern of
the industry’^' leaders, rightly, has
been to getrtheir properties qut of
the red and into the black. That
corner has been approached and
turned in many Instances. At least
they can see daylight after the red
days. But there is' still need for
more understanding and knowledge
on the part of top Industry leaders
to know the detailed problems of a
television news presentation.

Technical advances come when
operation personnel tell the engi-
neers what they need J(nd want.
A new type mobile unit, the NBC
crash truck, a veritable moving
studio, is in operation. The walkie-
talkle-lookie, television’s answer to
the walkie-talkie, has already been
in operation. 14 will be refined, its

pack transmitter weight reduced
and its range improved as it is used
and tested. It will permit the
“close-in" camera work needed for
big public meetings and the crowd
reaction at sports events. And as
the Industry ^grows, camera sizes
Will be reduced! power require-
ments simplified and the on-the-
spot pickup made as simple as th6
radio pickup of today.

Preview or review—1952 _is the
year of television news.

Film Comm ’Is

Don’t Have To
. ,

I

Be Bad Ones
L=5 By WILL BALTIN

(Screen Gems, Inc.)
^

Some very clever ideas IiaVe

been embodied into the television

film commercial. And some

rather poor ones, too. In the lat-

ter. case, costly errors in judg-
ment might have been' avoided if

the needed know-how in film mak-
ing had been hamassed to the ef-

fort—before the effort was even
initiated.

One of T'V’s prevailing maladies,

commercially speaking, is the hang-
over from radio pervading video
departments in many agencies. And
it’s understandable. Copy writers

whose alliterative urglngs pumped
sense and sales into aural message*
trumpeted through microphones
for nearly a quarter of a century,
suddenly found themselves swept
by the tide of television into the

less familiar atmosphere of visual
creation on film.

Likewise, individuals with eqiial

competence and experience In the
field at “live" TV program produc-
tion have veered into the agency
field and are attempting to adapt
their talents to the writing and
supervision of commercial Him
production.

What is needed—and it will come
before long—is closer liaison be-
tween the advertising- agency, on
the one hand, and the television
film produepr, on the otlmr, in the
development of an idea from it*-

earliest stages.. Top agencies are
not short on ideas-i^-good ones. But
the moulding of the basic idea intp
a walloping roll of salcs-on’^ellu-
lold must be fashioned in collabora-
tion with those who know and- un-
derstand the techniques of film,
making.

Experience has shown tiaat when
a good idea—i*aw and undeveloped
beyond its basic conception—-is

tackled in an atmosphere of gen-
uine understanding by agency rep-
resentatives and craftsmen who
know film and know how to pat^
tern a sales message to fit squarely
into the television medium, the de-
veloped result is not only highly
satisfactory—^but the economies ef-
fected sit well with the sponsor and
his agency.

In the final analysis, a partner-
ship of effort is essential to the
success, of a filmed commercial—

a

well-knit partnership embodying
sponsor, agency and film, producer.

.

How much better TV commecials
on film would be if the following
logical sequence of operations were
trf be adopted by the agencies; first,

decide which producer is best
suited to handle their needs; sec-
dnd, be straightforward aS to
budget limitations; third, eliminate
uncertainties attendant to compe-
titive bidding; fourth, develop idea*
for TV film commercials in close
cooperation with the producer to
insure sound production tech-
niques and maximum economies!

Murray Hill 8-6609

JACKSON BECK
Actor-Anno unctr-Narrat®r
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Costs are those charged individual stations by distributors. Since iJie costs are figured on a

formula based on set circulation ih individual marhetSp the jtange from low to high itt.

most cases is based on prices charged Albuquerque and New York. Price per

station for certain shows^ as listed^ is based on a percentage of . the station s

Class A rate^ which also reflects set circulation.

PROORAM
Adventures of Cyclone Malone . .

.

All American Game of the Week .

.

Best Things in Life

Big Game Hunt
Big To-wn •

Cases of Eddie Brake *

Chevron Theatre ; . .

Cisco Kid '

Buster Crabbe Show, . .

Craig Kennedy, Criminologist....

, Crusa'dc in Europe

Dangerous 'Assignment

Dick Tracy

Dilemma
Dr. Fixum Household Hospital—
Double Play
Dick Dunkel's Football Ratings . .

.

Fearless Fosdick .'

File Facts
Files of Jeffrey Jones
Football Extras

Football This 'Week.

.

Foreign Intrigue

Fun With Felix

Ghost Towns of the West
Goin* Places with Gadabout
Gaddis ;

Great Foodini

'^C^uen Theatre
Headlines on Parade

' Hollywood Offbeat.

Hollywood on the Line
Hollywood Reel

Hopalong Cassidy

Inspector Morley of Scotland Yard
Invitation Playhouse
Jewel Theatre

John Kiera^’s Kaleidoscope .

.

Little Theatre
Major League Highlights
Movie Quick Quiz
NBC Daily News Report

NBC News Review of the Week .

.

Old American Barn Dance
•Pulse of the City

Range Rider
Roller Derby
Royal playhouse

(Fireside Theatre)
Sleepy Joe . . . . !

Speed C.'assies

Sportscholar

Stars. Over Hollywood
Strange Adventure

(Fireside Theatre)
Stranger Than Fiction

Sunkist Premier Playhouse

Tales of Famous Outlaws
Telcsports Digest

Televideo Theatre
(Electric Theatre)

The Brokenshire Handyman

The Chimps
The Feminine Angle..
The Sportsman’s Club
This Is the Story

This Week in Sports

Time for Beany
Touchdown
Unexpected

Unk and Andy
Washington CIosc-Up
Washington Spotllglit

Wrestling from Hollywood.

COST PER >

STATION FORMAT LEK6TH HOW SOLD PRODUCER DISTRIBUTOR.,

$38-525 Children’s 15 Participating ‘.Consolidated TV.
Prods .Consolidated TV S?ile$

148-2,000 Sports 30 Available , Sportavisioni Inc. . .

.

.Consolidated TV Sales

(Based on Drama 15-30 ' Available . Consolidated TV .... .Consolidated TV
‘A‘ rate)

100-500 Jungle-Adv. 30 Participating .Jules B. Weill . Explorers Piet Cqrp.^

75v300 Drama 30 Lever Bros •.
. Gross-Krasne • United TV Programs

100-435 Mystery 30 Available .Harlan Thompson ... .CBS'

llT-2,250 Drama 30 Participating .Revue Prods. MCA
(Based on Western 30 Participating .Ziv .Ziv

'A’ rate) ,

100^750 Western 30 Available .Jules B. WeiU .Film Vision Corp.

111-2,193 Mystery-Det. 30 Participating .Adrian WeiSs Prods.. .Louis Weiss & Co.

.
125-800 Commentary 15 Participating .20th-Fox‘ .20th-Fox TV Prods.,

(Based on Mystery-Adv. 30 Participating .Donlevy Corp. .NBC
*A’ rate)
48-290 Children’s 30 Participating . .Snader Telescrip-

• *
• tions Sales, Inc . Snader

80-600 Drama 15 Participating . Galbreath .H. S. Goodman Prod.

50-400 How to Do It 15 Participating .Vogue Wright Studios . Snader
75-775 Interview 15 Participating .Ted Neiland .UTP ^ V

39^781 Sports 15 Available .Tel Ra Prods. • United Feature TV
(Based on Children’s 15 Participating . Chas. Guggenheim .

.

. Guggenheim
‘A’ rate) *

7.50-71.50 How to Do It 5 Available .Kling Studips •UTP.
125-760 Mystery 30 Participating ........ Xindsley Parsons . .

.

.CBS
. 70-500 Sports 5^2-51/^ Available .United World Films. .United Wotld Films

mins. .

78-800 Sports 15 Available .Norman Sper . Station Distributors

(Based on Mystery 30 Ballantine-

W rate) Participating • Sheldon Reynolds ... .JWT
100-500 Magic 15 Participating .Fletcher Smith Ted Baldwin .

•

1
Studios *

. 25-400 Drama 15 Jparticipating . Simmel-Meservey . .

.

. Simmel-Meservey

65-510 Sports 15 Participating ....... .Beacon TV Features. . Beacon TV Features
(Based on Children’s 30 - Participating .Fletcher Smith Prockter Syndications
•A’ ratfe) Studios . Inti.

117-1,688 Drama 30 Gruen Watches .Revue Prods .MCA
35-400 Quiz-News 15 Available .United World Films. .United World Films
75-1,775 Drama 30 Participating . Marion Parsonnet . .

.

.UTP
40-400 Interview 15

'

Available .tlB'S .CBS
25-200 Commentary 15 Participating .Erskine Johnson &

• . t
^ • Coy Watson .Paramount TV Prods.

(Based on Western 60 Gen. Baking- •

‘A’ rate) Participating ....... .Bill Boyd .NBC •

110-660 Mystery 30 Available . Parks & Margolis . . .

.

.DuMont Film Dept
115-1,508 Drama 16 Participating .Rene Williams .McGraw Assoc.
(not set) Drama 30 Haihilton Watch * /

'

Inti. Silver . Screen Televideo .

.

.(not set yet)
45-400 General Com- y

mentary 15 Participating .Paul Moss .UA-'TV
50-575 Drama 15 Participating .Tee Vee Co .Tee Vee Co.
58-1,262 Sports

. 30 Available .Tel Ra Prods .Tel Ra Prods.
125-750 Quiz J5 Participating > . Schwimmer & Scott .UTP
150-350 News 10 Available .NBC News & Spec.

•

• »
•

Events .NBC
33-275 News 15 Participating , NBC News & Spec.

Events .NBC
75-675 Music 30 Participating . .Kling Studios .UTP
50-700. Drama 15 Participating . . Telescene Film

Prod. Co . .Telescene Film Prod.
125-1,500 Western 30 Participating . .Flying A. Prods. . .

.

..CBS
50-700. Sports 30 Participating . . Roller Derby Assoc. . . Station Distributors
75-757 Drama 30 Participating ..Bing Crosby Ent...

•
. .UTP

35-757. Children’s Participating .. . Cardinal Products . . .UTP
107.50-537.50 Sports ^ 30 Available . . Dynamic Films, Inc

.

. . DuMont Film Dept
25-400

'

Sports Quiz 15 Ethyl-Participating . ..United World ‘ Films . .United World Films'
72-900 Drama 30 Participating . . Revue Productions . . .MCA
60-110 Drama 15 Available . . Gordon LeVoy . .CBS

15-175 Human
Interest 15 Participating V ..United World Films..UWF

(Based on Drama 30 Sunkist . .Gil Ralston . . (not set) /

‘A* rate)
‘

35-275 Western 15 ' Participating - . Western Adv. Prods. ..Western Adv. Prods.
(Based on
‘A’ rate)

Sports 30 Participating . . Tel Ra Productions

.

. .UA-TV

(Based on Drama 30 Electric Cos . . Gil Ralston-Jacques
‘A’ rate)

19-465 How to Do It 5 (Available in 11
Braunstein . .Reynolds Product

markets)
Participating . . Princeton Film

• Center, Inc . .Princeton Film Center
20-400^ Children’s 15 Participating . .Bing Crosby Ent/. .

.

..UTP '

55-40Cr Women’s 15 Participating ..Emil Velazco, Inc.. ..UA-TV
66-440
24-300

Sports
Gen’l Com-

15 Participating . .Wpodruff TV Prod.

.

..Woodruff TV Prod.

mentary 15 Participating ..Morton TV Prod... . .Snader
.(Based on

'A’ rate)
Sports 15 Participating ..Telenews Prods. ... . . Telenews Prods.

150-175 Children’s 15 Participating . . Bob Clampett . .Paramount TV Prods,00-1,262 Sports 30 Participating . . Tel Ra Productions

.

. .Tel Ra Prods.(Based on
‘A’ rate)

Drama 30 Participating ..Ziv . .Ziv

45-200 Children’s 15 Participating . .Jack Kenaston Prods . .United Artists TV
cl cl"400
20-260

News
News-Corn-

15 Available . .United Artists . .UA-TV

m( ntary 15 Participating . . Snader Telescriotions . Snader
100-400 Sports oO or 90 Participating . .Klaus Landsberg .

.

. .Paramount TV Prods.

By >WTnLLSOKM. TUTTLE
(V,?., Director of Radio-TV

Ruthraiiff ic Ryan)
’

Like the “beat-beat—beat of

or the discordant

strains of a convention bloc scream-

ing “Wlntergreen for President,”

we have heard the nightmarish

rhj^hin' of “film tops live,” ”iive

tops film,” tmtil' we. have had to

stop and take • periodic inventory
of odrsclves and recount the com-
ponents of .our new video-audio
system of communications—
.televisloru

First, let’s take a look at “Live
versus Film” and ask, “Who's
fighting?”

• A few “very long” years ago—in
1948-1949—^it seems that it was a
battle bejtween east and west. A
New York TV ad man or program-
mer would avgue, “You’ve got to

be on the spot, there is no real
place for film in TV;” while his

California motion picture friends
would vehemently counter with,
“There- is no substitute for the
study and care plus the scope of a
.filmed program.”

Soon Qiir TV hahy started to

grow and it extended itself some-
where In the' Aeighborhood of
2,000- miles on the new micro-wave
feeding formula. Suddenly both
sides of the argument, seemed to

fall apart. It appears that film and
live were virtually married.

The Califomlan, now able to

reach, the nation from his own
habitat, was found to admit, “Say,

there isv something' to this live

‘ thing,” . 'The ‘New Yorker, seeing

the film advantages, all too reluc-

itantly
'
gaye way to, “Yes, there’s

,a rea^ and important place for

film.” “The result-—no contest.

Let, us how take a look at the

subject overall and see how me
'l^leces; fit!*

,

. ,

'

1^ -
'

'*Big‘ .Town’! .Conversion -
|

. We at BUthtaufi Sc Ryan have
=had some' particularly good advan-

tages through which to take such

a look and make a proper appraisal.

Among our shows—^live and filmed—^is “Big Town” for Lever Bros.

This program has had the benefit

of eighteen months of live and is

now on film. It enjoyed an ex-

tremely high rating as a live show,

but ,we felt that an action melo-

drama, with the added , scope film

could give, needed to be given a

chance to be put on film. This op-

eration has noW: been on film for

several months, with the. retention

of its live. format and its central

character. (Steve Wilson, played by

actor Pat MeVey).-

Our e:tpectations for greater

scope were realized in being able

to move outside the studio walls to

an actual waterfront, a railroad

yard, a mountain lodge, etc. Per-

formance ilnd portrayal of char-

acters improved because of the ..re-

finements which could be made in

direction, camerawork, film editing

and scoring.

We found further that we were

able to gain certain economies for

•4:he advertiser by the use of his

film in the markets in which he

’did not want to enter and antici-

pate further financial benefits

from re-run use of the product.

In addition to this we have seen

the show enjoy a higher rating.

Maybe it's because the delayed

broadcast stations or station^ off

the network are getting specifically

collected' optical prints rather

than Idnescopes. But then ^Sain,

maybe it’s because of the other

benefits of film generally.

We hope what we have said does

not. lead you to believe that we

think “Live is Dead” or some other

h nonsense.

?he newscast, the sports events,

tain types of variety shows ana

ny other types of programs

Ich we are just .now beginning

'envision ..will .carry on live,

lie action
.
melodrama,

es of situation comedy,

IS and many other types of pro-

ms WiU continue to have their

ce on film.

U Ruthrauff & Ryan we hay^e

i a live production department

ce the beginning
1 television.. Since 1950, we

i a fully staffed film Production

aartment. We think we see botji

es of the coin. And believe us,

ire are two sides.
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By K. SAR^fOFF
(VP, in Chcirffe Qf NBC Film

Division)

Only yesterday, as head of Pro-

duction' tXhits,'.hiy>orld‘ was one

of t r e in e n d n n ^(' coihedy-variety

sUowSr rotating- comics, ,multii)le

sponsors, huge hudgets—aotireless,

but tiring search week ^ter week

to meet the insatiable demands of

the TV cameras and the eagerness

of the American viewer for. new
live productions. The enthusiastic

public acceptance of ‘"Show of

ShowsV*^ *AU Star Revue," “Com-
edy Hour," has^ been' most gratify-^^

ing, and with the’ return of these

great shows' in the fall, we have

proof that it is real value that

counts. But now I .face up to 'a

new task that offers a huge chal-

lenge and limitless possibilities.

Today I find, myself in another

^orld—a place of countless would-

be producers, numberless ideas,

each one considered by its owner
to be the greatest, and the price

of translation into production rare-

ly less' than' $500,000; more often

$1^000,000.
‘ Behind all this is the

magic word “Film" arid the widely

held belief that films, are the an^

swer to television's problems. The
magic word sparking this new con-

flagration is not really “Film" but

rather “Residuals." To Some this

period appears as the “gfold-rush"

of the T'V' industry, nurtured by
an overwhelmingly security com-
plex on the part of producers, per-

formers, and others.

NBC-TV has just establfshed a
Film Division to coordinate its

film activities, with particular em-
phasis on expanding its film syn-

dication operations; This is a very
interesting step for a network to

take. .

•
.

As far as we are concerned, it

Is believed that some types of, pro-
gramming can be presented better
on film than live, and since we are
dedicated to the purpose of pro-
viding the best possible program-
ming to the greatest number of
people, it is only natural and fit-

ting that we use whatever methods
and facilities are. available to
achieve this end. It ia pertinent,
therefore, to pointout a* few of the
things that should be home in

mind by those who are eager to
advance the cause of film and those
who are eager to preserve and ex-
pand the stature of the ' networks.

TV Film Program Costs:

Overall costs include production expenses^ actors^ musicians^ writers^ royaltieBf directors^

etc^^ hut not commercial announcers^ agency directors^ agency commission or time charges*.

Aganeias Ihted by initials ar* Saffan, Barton, Dursline t Qsbom; Banlon t iow/ss; CnnHinyham I Waisft; Dancar, Firxgerald I Somptaf Naodhwn, Louis Jt

Brorby; J, Wallar Thompson, and Young A ttuidtam.

PROGRAM COST NET
$20,000 NBC-TV

Amos V Andy. 40,000 CBS-TV
Gene Autry ' 17,000 CBS-TV
Biff Baker, USA 20,000 CBS-TV
Beulah 15,000 ABOTV
Bijg Town 16,500 cbs-tv
Boss Lady 17,000 NBO-TV

(“Fireside The'a." Summer Replacement)
Bums & Allen 25,000 CBS-TV
Campbell Playhouse ...... 12,500 NBC-TV

Cavalcade of America
t

25,000 (not set)
N,»

Dragnet 30,000 NBC-TV
Stuart Erwin Show

(“Trouble With Father")
15,00(h ABC-TV

Fireside Theatre 19,000 NBC-TV

Ford Theatre 80,000 NBC-TV
4-Star Playhouse 25,000 CBS-TV
Gangbusters 14,000 NBC-TV
Greatest Fight (stock film). NBC-TV
The Hunter 15,000 CBS-TV
(“Man Vs. Crime" Replacement)

I Love Lucy 32,500 CBS-TV
Lone Ranger, The 17,000 ABC-TV
My Little Margie 17.000 CBS-TV

< (“Lucy" Summer Replacement)
Mystery Theatre 13,500 ABC-TV
Our Miss Brooks 30,000 CBS-TV

Playhouse of Stars 25,000 CBS-TV
Racket Sqriad V 12,500 CBS-TV
Rebound 18,000 ABC-TV

Roy Rogers 17,000 NBOTV
Sky King Theatre 16,000 NBC-TV
Smilin^ Ed McConnell 12,000. CBS-TV
The Doctor 15,000 NBC-TV
Wild Bill Hickok 15,000 DuMont
You Bet Your Life 25,000 NBC-TV

FORMAT SPONSOR AOBKCY FHORVOER
Comedy-Quij; .Old Gold .Lennen Sc Mitchell, . , . Goodson-Todman
Comedy Blatz Beer. Weintraub .James Fonda
Western Wrigley &. Qthers.*.«,R&:R .Flying-A
Hrama Rucky Strike ..BBD&O Revue Prods.
Comedy PScG DF*S .Roland Reed
I>rama ...Lever R&R * . . Gross-Rrasne
Comedy P&G Compton Jack Wrather & Boh-
^

'
- ei't Mann

Comedy Carnation Milk. ..... .Erwin, Wasey Film Craft
Drama Campbell Soup Ward-Wheelock ..... .Revue Prods.

^ f Screen Televideo
Drama duPont . . BBD&O

.
j
Jack Chertok

, , I Screen Gems
Melodrama Fatima C&W Jack Webb
Comedy • General Mills DF&S .Roland Reed

Drama P&G Compton Frank Wisbar
(Jules Briqken)

Drama Ford Motors JWT Screen Gems
Drama Singer Y&R Don Sharpe
Melodrama Chesterfield ,,.C&W Phillips Lord
Sports Chesebrough Gayton .Mannie Baum
Drama Camel .Esty Pathescope

Comedy Philip Morris Blow Desilu Prod.
Western-Adv. General Mills. ,DF&S Jack Chertok
Comedy .Philip Morris ........ .Blow Hal Roach, Jr.

Mystery Sterling Drug. DF&S Roland Reed
Comedy General Foods ^

.

Larry Berns B&B
(Desilu Prods.)

Drama Schlitz Beer. . . Lennen & Mitchell. . . .Edward Lewis
'Melodrama Philip Morris Biow Showcase ProdS;
Drama Packard Motors Maxon i ..... Bing Crosby Ent,

(Basil' Grillo)
Western General Foods B&B Roy Rogers
Western Derby Foods ...NL&B Jack Chertok
Childrens’ Brown Shoe Co. ....

.

.Burnett Frank Eerrin
Drama P&G B&B *

; , .

.

Marion Parsonnef,
Western Kellogg lieo Burnett. Wm. F, Brady
Quiz DeSoto-Plymouth ..‘..BBD&O .'.JdhnGuedel

I
First, Last. Always; Merit

First and foremost, we must ask
each time “Will this film or series
of films be worth showing?" ’This
does not only mean “Js it worth-
while commercially?," hut also, “Is
It the kind of programming that
the network should include in its

schedule?” This criterion' must ap-
ply particularly when the film^ un-r

der consideration by the network
is for syndication use only. .In
other words, one certain way for
the network to maintain its stature
and importance is to make sure
that it does not yield only to com-
mercial temptation, hut that it also
judges film prograrris on their In-
trinsic merit.

Second, the present great mo-
tion picture studios, as well as the
Independent producers, must re-

gard the television public as worthy
of the best that the long experience
arid creative ability of,^the motion
picture industry can produce with-
in the financial limitations ofTihis
new and expanding field.

Third, and what may seem like
an obvious truism, to many, but
important enorigh to bear constant
repetition, is that it isn’t enough
to make a good pilot and then
coast through pi’oduction of the
series on the theory that once it

has been bought the rest is “in the
bag.” That could lead to unfor-
tunate results for all concerned.

'It should be borne in mind that
mm TV programs must ' justify
themselves on an artistic as well
as economic basis if they are to
take the place of a substantial por-
tion of live programming on TV
networks and stations..
Fourth arid last,* we must not

allow ourselves to be pressured
against our better Judgment into
Pritting on film those programs
which we honestly - believe Can be
better presented live. This may
sound like heresy coming from one
^ho is responsible for a network’smm activity. But the simple fact
Is that we must do whatever is
Pest for the medium of television,
^mly in this way can we best serve

i
Interest which means

ine Interest of the Industry as well.

WGN’s To Market We

Go’ Hoopla; Ties In

With 1,369 Grocers
Chicago, July 15/^

WGN is' the latest Chi station to

climb aboard the grocery chain
merchandising bandwagon. .

The
Chi Tribune station has completed
a deal with the Independent Gro-
cers’ Alliance for a merchandising
tie-iri with its 1,369 stores within

WGN's coverage area.

Food advertisers spending a min-
imum of $500 weekly for 13 weeks
will get a “favored week" In the

IGA stores. Sponsor’s products

during that week will be featured

“A.S Advertised on WGN" will get

preferred counter positions and
special displays and newspaper ads.

To assure a follow-through at the

store level,
,
a weekly spot check

win be made to determine the

actual number of outlets taking

part in the campaign.
Project was set up by William

McGuineas, WGN commercial man-
ager, and Orville W. Johler, IGA
ad director.

CLAIMS WNOE UNFAIR

TO HIS CANDIDACY
New Orleans, July 15.

J.
.
Ben Meyer, candidate for the

House of' Representatives from the

First Congressional District, Thurs-
day (10) asked the FCC in Wash-
ington to order radio station

WNOE to allot him equal time with

Rep. F. Edward Hebert.
In his squawk to the FCC, Meyer

stated that James A. Noe, ownei

and operator of WNOE, told him
he was going to pay for Meyer’s

opponents radio time and television

tirhe.

Meyer also, complained that Noe
is not privileged to give radio time

to Hebert unless he gives him equal

facilities/ He said he was at, a dis-

advantage ’ when he ran against

Hebert two years ago because of

the “broadcasting over WNOE for

and by Hebert."

Pro Grid TV Skcd
Detroit, July 15.

Four road games, including one

midnight show, will be televized by

the Detroit Lions of the National

Professional Football League next

season. ' Games will be shown over

WWJ-TV, with Van Patrick han-

dling the play-by-play.
^

Goebel Brewing Co. Is the spon-

sor.

There’s d Gleam In
CBS’ Television Eye

These days, there’s ai real gleam

in the CBS Television eye. It’s

been looking out from an increas-

ing number of 'television screens,

with Increasing effectiveness, all

this year; and what it sees for next

season is an even more glittering

prospect.

As I write this, the Republican
convention broadcasts are in full

swing; and however much we pro-

tested before that television was
going to be important during the

political campaigns, I think most
of us are pretty much howled over

by just how Important it is. One
of the by-products of these broad-

casts, I feel sure, is that they’re

going to oblige us to revise up-

ward our estimate of set sales for

the year; ' for the non-owners in

television areas are realizing as

these meetings go on that they

just plain can’t live without it.

Since Variety subheads this is-

sue as “Review and Preview," this

gives me a good excuse to do some

By J. i. VAN VOLKENBURG
{President, CBS Television)

reviewing and previewing myself.
As far as CBS Television is con-
cerned, the 1951-52 iseasdn has
been our biggest, both in programs
and billings. The period from Jan-
uary to May, 1952, showed an in-

crease in- gross hillings of 91%
over 1951’s corresponding period-—,
a greater increase both in percent-
age and in dollars than any other
network showed—and there are
still no signs of any abatement in

the trend. The present summer
season sho'A^s CBS Television with
every one of next fall’s sponsors
holding his pWee on the schedule,
with the prospect of the same kind
of successful summer record they
racked up last year, when' many of

them discovered they had actually

won their big audiences at a lower
circulation cost than their Octo-
ber-April average. This year may
be even more spectacular, in fact,

since the political broadcasts, plus

the improved quality of general
summer programming, are likely

to result In an even higher sets-in-

use figure than last summer.

/m'mm
CHARLES mVING

LE 2-1100

HOLLIS mVING
LE 2-1100

To us, the most significant
broadcasting fact of the season—
apart, of course, frorii the biggest
news of all, the lifting of the
freeze—^has been a shift iri pro-
gramming emphasis—a shift Which
has been brought

.
about by and

particularly benefited CB3 Televi-
sion. This is the emergence of tha
situation comedy as the most po-
tent program material on the air.

In one short season, CBS Televi-
sion’s “I Love Lucy" has won the
largest audience ever to look at or
hear a regularly scheduled broad-
cast. There could be no mote strik-

ing justification of CBS Television's
basic programming philosophy than
the success of “Lucy," together
with our many other standout pro-

grams of the same genre that au-
diences chei’ish—^the warm, human
values of plot comedy, with char-
acters they can identify and look
for week after week.

This fall, we can look forward to

the unveiling of other Sure winners
in the field; “Our Miss Brooks,"
“Life with Luigi," the Eddie
Bracken and. Cass Daley shows,
“Life With Father," “Leave it to
Dad." Long experience in the sit-

uation comedy—as true of radio

for many years as* it is today in

television—leaves no doubt we
will lengthen our lead In this area.

And then, of course, there’s God-
frey, who, when the records of this

turbulent broadcasting generation

are written, will surely emerge as

one of the most influential one-

man movements in history, as well

as one of its most loved individ-

uals. Once again we can look for-

ward to a season of knowing that

everything Arthur touches will

turn to gold, both for his devoted

audiences and his lucky sponsors.

I
Fall Flanning Board

I

And there are other big pro-

gramming plans afoot, running
through the whole spectrum of

effective television: the “Jackie

Gleason Show” which we believe

will be not only the most spectacu-

lar of the fall entries but will move
Gleason directly into the charmed

(Continued on page 51)
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By HENRY SALOMON ' n

(NBC Television Producer)

One of the most futile current argumejits Is heinjJ waged by those

who think that live shows are better 'than 'film on TV» and. vice .versa.

There is more than enough room for both. 'Why limit a limitless

medium? In the final analysis the vehicle employed in transmitting a

TV show should be determined by considerations . wliich yield- the
maximum artistic effect.

With “Victory at Sea" NBC has established: itself as the first TV
network to complete a series of motion pictures through the use of its

own staff of technicians and. creative personnel. It is 'now equipped to

move forward, able to cope .with all manner of film problems. ' The
unit has been given the broadest leeway to experiment in ;the develop-
ment of film for television. Thus NBC affirms dts faith in the future
of films for television. The. series will run to- 26 half-hour programs,
and will telbfhe World-wide Story of sea power from 1939 to Korea.

History dn TV obviously calls for a good deal more than inerely

transferring text-book events' onto, a screen. 'TV; like any other mass
medium, is nothing if it is' not showmanship. The problem is not to
patch up a half-hour of film clips and run it through the projector.

Rather it Is to select and edit the film in such a way that the essence
of the event is captqred, giving the audience not a, blur of mere hap-
pehjrigs, but a stirring, emotionally rich experience.' , ,

'

,

Buried in government ' archives around - the world, abandoned In

bombed-out .theatres^ stored '\n enemy, film libraries—^millions’ upon
millions of feet. of motion picture film have been uncovered, dusted
off, and finally brought to^ the light of modern- projection rooms as

cutters, editors and directors of “Victory at Sea" .have’ pieced together
the naval stpry of World War H.

3vt}r 16. : -1952

Sifting 50^000,000 Ffcct of Film

We began our project with 50,000,000 feet'of combat film'from every
conceivable source.' Our task was to' winnow Cut. the .best 61,815 ‘feet

of this. In other words, the usable footage for a aeries of 26 half-hoUr
programs amounted to one-tenth of one per cent, of the film we had
to work with.

This is the opposite of the problem facing most motion picture pro-
ducers whose job is to create enough new material to- make a film. In
order- to eliminate the 99.9% of the 50;000,000 feet we had at our
dii^osal, w« had to set up an index system of 60,000- cards, just to be
able to figure out what we could throW away. • •

To complicate matters even further, certoin of the footage, which
was absolutely essential to achieve our objective, was the most diffi-r

cult m locate, while other footage which we could obtain by the ton,
the most unessential. As 'ah. instance, in our desire tp portray the
story of all naVal Operations in World Way II, we heeded 717 feet of
35m fine griiin film from the Indian Navy. The first step in procuring
this footage was fqr the Indian Government to send 16m prints by air
from New Delhi .to its embas.sy in Washington. The Indian Embassy
then forwarded the film to' us in New York for screening. From the
several thou^nd feet sent us, we tabbed the essential 717 feet,

. The
ICm film was thereafter returned to Washington and sent by diplomatic
poUch to Bombay where a representative of BCA, coordinating the
activities of NBC with the Indian Government, finally located the 35m
negative, part of which was at Simla In the Himalayas, and the rest in
Bombay,
We believe there is plenty of room for a fresh approach in every

aspect of historical films for TV—film, script, and music. In no, other
series ever offered the television audience has the music, for instance,
played s® . dominating a role. Richard Rodgers has written for “Vic-;
tory at Sea" an original, and the longest, symphonic score ever com-’
posed which takes him into an entirely new field of composition and
marks a new phase of his career. The Rodgers music, as arranged by
Robert Russell Bennett and performed by the NBC Symphony Orches-
tra, should be a television event in its own right Combined wRh the
films, which the music was especially created to interpret and supple-
ment, it will lift these programs to a level of artistic excellence which
we believe, will be unique in television.

Along Avith this pioneering emphasis on music to reinforce the im-
paot of the pictures has gone a corresponding de-emphasis of the script.
The narration, as conceived for “Victory at Sea," is to serve only as

an unobtrusive guide to events on the screen, not as a continuing com-
mentary, It will be heard only where absolutely necessary for clarift-
cation, and be withdrawn wherever the pictures and music alone can
tell their own story, which is most of the time.
By thus assigning new proportions to the basic elements of film-

music-scnpt we hope to achieve entirely new effects. How far we will
succeed, of course, only the judgment of the public will determine.T^e very fact, however, such experimentation with film is going on is
clear evidence that motion pictures are vital and alive, and their em-
ployment on TV gives them added horizons and dimensions.
We have Med to make use of the best techniques employed by Holly-wood and Broadway while recognizing TV Is a new medium whididemands treatments and techniques that are new, that are its own

in snort, we are developing motion pictures for television rather than
using, television to exhibit motion pictures.

It fortunate that this development came about as a public serviceFrom this broad framework of thinking it is hoped we will emerge
future, which approximate our

ideals. The comWnation of the finest in all the arts, springing from
integrity of thought and motive, can result in nothing but good. Theonly limitations are those within ourselves.

6AUN DRAKE SIGNS

7-mR CBS PACT
Galen Drake, CBS Radio com-

mentator who handles the House-
wives Protective League shows,
was signed by the web last week
to a seven-year firm deal that also
gives CBS an option for his TV
services. Web plans to build a
video show for Drake, but the con-
tract doesn’t preclude his going
to another network for TV.
Under his current setup with

CBS, Drake has been doing a half-
hour afternoon strip and a 15-min-
ute nighttime strip, both for the
HPL and aired locally on WCBS,
the web's N. Y. flagship. In addi-
tion, he has a Saturday morning
show on the network, in which
Flako and U, S, Rubber are par-
ticipating bankrollers.
Lou Mindllng and Mike Nidorf

handled the deal for Drake with
J. Kelly Smith, CBS Radio admin-
istrative veepee.

Public Serrice Block

Pgm. Idea in San Anton’
San Antonio, July 15.

Public service programming has
been given a lift at KONO here by
a new concept of station manager
Jack Pink, A block program idea,
the series opens at 7:30 p.m. and
runs for some four, hours, with
some of the toprated _.lpca.l.. pro-
grams comprising the series.

“KONO Forum" opens the
Ra r a d e, discussing pertinent
topics of the day. This is followed
by “District Attorney Speaks," with
a question and answer session on
legal problems. “So You Want To
Be A Cop," a taped record of events
in the life of a San Antonio police-

a typical night, follows.
The final session is presented by
Trinity U. students, who receive
elassroom credit for their partic-
ipation.

EDDY ATirtOLD
* On CBS-TV for Chesterfield

Cigarettes.

Monday! Wednesday and Friday
7:45 P.M, BDST, .

Now In 9th year, bn‘ Radio Coast, tp
* OoSLSt)'

* '
' *

The EDDY ARNOLD SHOW for
.

' Purina ‘Mills

RCA Victor Riecording Artist
ExcluMve Management
THOMAS A. .PARKER
Box .417, J^dlson, Tenn. : ,

Men Spieling
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torted picture and won’t be able'

to tell, the diffprence anyhow.

I am forced to confess that,

though great progress has. been

made in dealing with mishaps dur-

ing commercials, all is not peaches

and cream. There are a large

number of emergencies for which

there are,' as yet,- no nat answers.

.Prominent among these • Is the
question of what to do. when the
announcer suffers, acti^al physical
injury. Pitchmen throughout thfe

country are working on this now,
and it- is hoped that* sonle ' spl^ition

to the problem- will be forthcom-
ing by fall when the big programs
return to the airwaves, to use a
technical trade term. There is

very little recognition on the part
of the public of the dangers ly-
ii?g in wait for the- commercial 'an-

nouncer because of accidents. For
instance, I was watching a com-
mercial several months ago in De-
troit where the pitch opened with
a cover shot of ' the announcer
standing behind a: sewing machine.
He was to sit down to demonstrate
it, the, boom man following him
down with, the mike: Only the
boom man’s hand must have
slipped or something, because the
microphone came

. erasing down
like .some sort of Damoclean
sword, landing with' a',loud bong!
right on the poor chap’s head just
as he got seated (this was all
framed beautifully in the shot,, by
the' way, and^ constituted some of
the finest action, caipera work I’ve
seen). For a good, Pd say, 30 sec-
onds, the man just. there hold-
ing his headi; his face contorted
with pain, his eyes watering. Then,
in a broken voice, he slowly con-
tinued the pitch, braively smiling
occasionally through his tears. I
don’t know whether or not he sold'
any sewing machines, but I can
honestly say it was one of the
most, moving commercials I’ve
ever seen.

It is obvious to anyone that
neither System, the Seatwell nor
the Dolfuss, \yould be of any value
in this situation. As I. say, some-
one will just, have to come up with
something. (The announcer in
incident, by the way, was rushed
to the hospital immediately after
the commercial where it was
found that he was suffering from
severe, concussion and possible
skull fracture. Soon after, he was
released, ostensibly cured, buf he
was never quite the same again
and, I understand, later weht into
programming.)

Another event which remains
vividly in my mind has to do with
an announcer demonstrating a
vegetable-peeler who had .tKe mi;s-
fortune to remove a large

» portion
of fl.esh from his left haqd with
the implement right at the begin.-'
ning of the commercial.' 'For a
while, in spite of the -gushing
forth of quite a bit of blood, I
thought he’d get through it all
right, since he had ben peeling
beets and the colors blended to-
gether in such a way as to lead
the viewer to think that it was
all merely beea-juice, but, as it
turned out, he had a weak sjtom-

i •
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By RObERT E. KptTNER
iPresidentf A0C Pf^tuiork)

MBhip

{ ijpor television, this is a lime for strength afad statesmanship.

.
i ‘Just recently, television has been faced in s«iYe;ral qinarters with vary-

ing facets of the same problem—-its right to report' major events of

ireat infiereSt to
,

the taxpayer and voter. In each Instance, television

fa.c'e^ up to the. problem,. ^0 far it’s bad a’split'^SfiQn;' ft won at

Abilene,. It .lost at Qhicago to
.
the Repuhlfcah. Gommittee

When it. was hearing convention contests. And it worn again with the

(Credentials Committee of the GOP Convention When it televised the

committee’s session,' ' S
: mcidentally. that aame prohleni: came up in radio , here In New York
city a. few weeks ago, when WJ^ reporter J^ulian Anthony, was ordered
to remove his radio recording equipment from a,..aessipn ‘of the Board
Of Estimate considering, the .taxi . fare increaaea, Apthohy himself was
riot excluded but, very properly .faking. .the position,.that th^ equipment
was essential to his professional acUvity,. declined, fo .return to the
hearing.

•
'

'

. ; ;

These Incidents point the way television should take, that of estab-

lishing its equality with every other form of journalistic media.

Television’s coverage of the Republican National Convention proved
conclusively its right to that equality. Its completeness. Its Variety, its

ctJiOrough-going reporting of every phase of the proceedings both from

a hews and feature standpoint were not only apparent to the viewer

hut emphasized, to every thoughtful observer of television’s part in the
convention; In an editorial 'discussing this, the New York Herald
Tribune S'aid . . . “The fascination of the sp^tacle lies in the way it

shows the democratic political processes actually at work. . . . The ’

home viewer gets a more clearly dehned understanding than ever
before of' how candidates are chosen, and possibly^ how Presidents are
made/’

Must Keep on Fighting

Qn the record it established in covering the Republican convention,

television ,
should press vigorously for every,' .opportunity possible to

show that it can do. its own original reporting of events,of wide public
interest. It must not be bound and hampered- by the whims and dic-

tates, of those who would like to make use of it, when it is for their

purpose, but would deny it opportunity .to when and where it will in

the service of the publiOr '

, .

Television should press toward that end 'on every level—national,

s'eetional and local. The medium has now been thoroughly accepted by
the public for its marvelous ability to bring the news right into the

Rylng rOqm.,^ It remains to achieve ;'the same acceptance hy . all public

bodies, not only as a potent medium of communications but as a strong

force for public good.

At the same time statesniansbip in its. use is called for from both

the telebaster arid those who Use- the medium. It must not demean
itself to partisan or biased journalism. It must remain objective, im-

p'artial and vigorous.

At the same time', those who expect to use television as a means of

reaching large audiences for public affairs 'must join with the telecaster

in making that possible.. It has been objected by some that the ad-

vent of television into public events has a tendency to"create confusion
and a “circus atmosphere.” I think that it has now been clearly dem-
onstrated that this is so only when there is

.
a lac0c of cooperation be-

tween those in charge of such events and the tele’^slon industry. I

thfhh: it. has -been fully proved that, wise planning in advance and sen-

sible consideration
.
of the utilization pf television, completely obviates

such objections to it.

I do not think .that those who would attempt to confine television to

a'narrow and subordinate, field will succeed in such efforts. . The public

already has established its attitude that it haa the right to. see and hear
arid this demand will grow as television spreads even farther across the

country. I think that any attempts to -shackle It as an. instrument of

vadest public Information will react most unfavorably upon, anyone
tjyiu-g it. . ' ’

•
,

Television has come of age, has proved itg ability-and 'its appeal and
it’s high time everyone both inside and outside the industry comes to

realize it.
.

' • •

ach for such .things and collapsed
bn. the table right in a tossed
salad he had been preparing, tlie

camera, remaiinng in tight .on him
all the while (most directors seem,
to take perverse pleasure in keep-
irig the camera trained on what-
ever is going wrong; when you do

!
something right, it turns out that
the director has moved the cam-
era way back for a very long shot
or else has gone into slides).

And then there are other prob-
lems Which lack of space prevents
me from discussing—^how to carry
off with aplomb the collapse of the
set, for instance. Or what to do
when somebody trips, over some
cables and all the light* suddenly
go out, leaving you a mere dis-
embodied voice. Or—and this
happened to me in Baltimore

—

how to get through a commercial
when, after you’ve started, some-
one discovers that the boom and
the microphone have accidentally
been left all the way down at the
other end of the studio. (I did the
only thing I could—i. e., I shouted,
hoping to be picked up by" the
mike some 35 feet away—but it

was hardly satisfactory. I was
told later by those who saw the
commercial that it

.
had looked

fine, but the audio sounded like a
man crying for help from the bot-
lom of a well, which, now that I
[think' of it, was the way I felt.)

.
;No, we have a long way to go be-

fore .the .world is made safe for
men. doing live TV commercials,
Ne^rt time you watch an announcer
telling about how mild a certain
type of cigaret is, and then 'chok-
ing nearly to death after he takes
a drag (basic situation “C"), don't
just laugh at him. Think up a
solution to the problem and send
it 'to us for our next international
meeting. We can use it.

WOAI STRIKERS BACK

ON JOBmOUT GAINS
San Antonio, July 15.

Striking ' WOAI and WOAI-TV
workers were back on their jobs

late last Wednesday (8) without

any concessions in the 46c An hour

wage jhike and other demands.

Radio and TV supervisors

worked overtime at technical and

engineering jobs-to keep WOAI-TV
going and, bring complete cover-

age of the Republican cbnvention.

Seven of The striking workers

returned, of the 11 who originally

walked off their posts on strike.

According to Arden X. Pangborn,

manager of WOAI and WOAI-TV,
jobs of the four had been filled

with non-union workers.
>

Showerman’s Sales Spot

In Tdeprompter Setup

,;ih a further expansion of Tele-

prompter Cprp., I. E. (Chick)

Showerman, formerly national tele-

vision sales chief for Free & Pe-

ters, has been signed to handle all

sales of the. prompting device to

video statioris In the U. S. and

Canada. Showerman takes over as

sales veepee' of Teleprompter Na-

tional Sales CojT.. ^ newly-formed

suhsidiaiy of the parent company.

Under the new setup, the parent

outfit will continue to supervise

sales to networks and for all nim

uses. Showerman was also ^

time NBC veepee In charge of tnai

web’s central division, prior to

joining Free & Peters.
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Hollywood.
Whew wq set around of an evening thumbing through old copies of

Whiz Bang seeking & few bon mots not already filched by Bob Hope'
and Bed SkeltoH, we sometimes discuss in hushed tpnes.the effect

television has had on the only legitimate way left of stealijiig money

—

show business! .
What a panic it has created. Two years ago theatre

owners, movie producers and Pat Di • Cicco sneered it would never
make inroads into the sale of ice cream bon-bhns and B-Epics but we
Icnow it has because we also sell the things on our paper’ route.

Actors now ignore ‘Louella Parsons and Hedda Hopper and spend
their time currying favor with any reporter with granulated eyelids.

Nobody cares any longer how their picture is doing in Upper Sandusky
but if their press agent teUs them he personall;^ arranged that flatter-

ing review in the trade papers, the happy grafter is in fine for a bonus.

Joan Crawford uaed to command the front table at the Brown Derby.

Not any more. It's Space Patrol who gets the privilege of sliding $10
into the maitre d^s canvas lined vault. And the introductions are

changing; No one ever says “Meet Clyde Cranston, he's just finished

a new picture for Hal Wallis," now it's “Say hello to Ifermlt Kaufman
—he has his own TV show, you know." '

|

And the cocktail parties.* Rooms used to buzz with “long shots,"

•‘location trips," "L. B. MsV-er," but now it's “Micro-wave," “Telethon"

and “Pat Weaver." Even the hors d'ouvres have changed. They used

to feed people salty e^viar and herring so they would have to run to

the theatre lobby for a cream soda during the newsreel, biit no more.
They won't even serve drinks at the parties for fear someone will have
to exit the room during the commercials. Film producers and direc-

tors formed, strong guilds to see- that they received proper billing at

the beginning of the picture, but the TV boys are much craftier. They
give themselves parts in their own shows and deliver their own credits

as part of the plot. Insurance companies are now up-grading policies

on film prodiiceri^directors. They fear mass suicide when these guys
see pictures they made 20 years ago being lapped up by the home
audiences particularly when they got fired for making the same stinker

a few years back!
Also think of the changes TV has wrought right in your own home.

It’s getting so your wife won't go shopping without Ught panchromatic
makeup and a dress of approved TV coloring 'cause who knows when
she’ll appear on the screen at the super-market. Even the house
dresses have that Hattie Carnegie look, for mama nev'Sr knows when
the mobile unit will pull up for an interview. And little Buster! After
Faye Emerson and Dagmar who needs to tell him about the birds and
the bees. He knows more about cleavage than Errol Flynn.
You can’t help thinking some whimsical spirit thought the whole

thing up and is enjoying Haig & Haig and knackwurst on cloud 33
laughing like the devil at the wh§le beautiful, confused mess he has cre-

ated.

I
How They Make Binges Toupees ~1

One thing, though, it has given industry a shot In the arm.* The
girdle manufacturers are a year behind in orders because madam's
derriere looks even rounder on a 10-inch .-.screen. Even the riding

horse has taken a beating. Look at the tails of the horses you see on
the bridle paths. Plucked bare to make toupees for Bing. And after

just one appearance! God help the jpoor guy who doesn’t like tea for

he’s sure going to get it» Didn't Arthur Godfrey say on TV it was good
for him? Also who can risk carrying around a clgaret whose manu-
facturer doesn’t sponsor a good video program.
Now the politicians have gotten th^ message. The political candi-

date who doesn't have a TVadvisor is uke Marilyn Monroe in a diver’s

suit. He just ain't going anywhere. Nowadays the timbre of a candi-

date's voice is unimportant. "First he has to dig which camera is on.

What he says won't matter if he has practiced his smile and knows
how low to t^w.

Lfet's not forget the world of sport. How can Leo Durocher cuss put
the ump with the cameras trained on him and the country full of lip

readers. And the baseball uniform has changed. Some teams are
even going in for shorts. Next it will be elevator shoes. The spectator
isn’t even safe. Who can take his girl friend out with his wife sitting

at home with the old eagle eye glued to the screen.
Florence Chadwick; the channel* swimmer, had problems. She had

to have a Ceil Chapman suit made to show off her bountiful charms
and even had to learn ^o breathe differently so her mouth wouldn't
look like a gopher hole when the cameras were on hfer. And the smile.
Sure, she cultivated a TV smile. Her public must see her at her best.

Lace Pants & Hadacol

Think what TV did for Gussie Moran. She parlayed a pair of lace
pants into the best publicity gimmick since Hadacol. The football
players are now wearing double reinforced pants. Can you take a
chance that a ripped seam will make 6,000,000 women faint? And
always the spectator. When the old raa^c eye points in their direc-
tion they smile, stick, out their tongues, thumb their noses and all sorts
of cute things. It wouldn't be surprising if some of these characters
won awards for outstanding performances.
The thing that surprises us the most is the shortsightedness of our

government. • They sx>end millions on the atom bomb, condemn thou-
sands of acres of ground around Las Vegas Jo shoot them off, built a
guided missile proving grounds at White Sands, N. M., and -countless
more millions developing jet fighters—^The Sabre Jet—^The Super Jet

—

The Jet-Jet and even the Jet Submarine, yet overlook the most obvious
weapon of all. TV. Has anyone ever considered what would happen if

an enemy agent ever infiltrated ohe of .the.-j^pular home-maker pro-
grams? With one sly addition to a cooking recipe they could knock
Off 20,000,000 guys after breakfast with stomach lumps from the morn-
ing pancakes.
Of course pur mental wanderings are never complete without think-

ing of our fellow actors. Now theirs is a happy lot. With the motion
picture still going strong and TV gaining ground in the stretch drive,
these bewildered souls don’t know who to be nice to. God forbid you
should be seen with a television producer if you’re up for a role at Fox.
But if Y. Frank Freeman is seen laughing at your one joke you might
not get that job on “What’s My Line?" And of course they have an-
other worry. All that amateur talent. Who can compete with a fat
lady adjusting her bra while being pinched in the rear by her boy

But they aU want in. As a matter of fact, Central Casting
With everyone in those blue suits and light blue shirts, now resembles

union hiring hall for the pall-bearers guild.
The actresses are also having a rough go. The television camera

hasn't been developed to the fine point of motion picture equipment
and a gal with wrinkles is in big trouble. A few little lines and their

look like a muddy road after a motorcycle race.
By this time you should be getting the idea. Everybody is in the

But we're worried. With everybody rushing to the ball park or
to the nearest comer where the man-on-the-street is telecasting just
to get to wave to the neighbors, who is going to stay home to watch?
r or our money Willie Shakespeare was the greatest prophet of all time
and could give Nostradamus 10 points. All the world’s a stage and

us are players. He only made one small mistake! ALL OF US
ARE PLAYERS, TV or not TV. Any questions?

By NORMAN C, LINDOmSTt
(Atlas Film Corp.J

The production of motion picture

commercials for television has be*
con\e big business for thip advertis-

ers, agencies, and film producers.
Yet, we like many others in the

field, believe there arc many steps

that could be tafcitt to make the

job less* hecti<} :Ior, all concerned
and, at. the same time, Improve sell-

ing effectiveness, -

We, the producers, can iwr raany
instances blame ourselves for not
being mroe aggressive in our rela-
tionship with advertising agencies.
Too often, the producer, to avoid
any friction, goes along and does
.exactly what is asked of him by the
agency whether or not He actually
feels that the job could be done
better or more economically with
a slight revision or change in the
method of treatment. On the other
hand, there are times when the
producer, because he is so close to
the medium, shuts his eyes to the
possibility of new ideas and tech-
niques which are proffered by the
creative staff of an agency.

Too often, the writing of TV
commercials is. turned -over to

straight copy writers instead of
creative people with a good, sharp
visual sense.

It has been written again and
again, but it is nevertheless true
that commercials for television
should be thought out in terms of
whsit is going to be Seen on the
face of the picture tube before a
Word of copy is written. This does
not mean, however, that a good
copy headline from a magazine' or
newspaper ad can't act as a spring-
board for visualizing the theme of
a TV commercial.

Good visualization of ideas is es-
sential to good* commercials and
that is one excellent reason why
more and more advertising agen-
cies active in TV are turning to
their art departments for assist-

ance.

The copy can come later and will
be that much better when the
writer can see what he is writing
against.^ Then, it is a good idea not
to think In terms of how many
words you’ can squeeze in 18 or
68 seconds, but what can be said
to accomplish maximum sales ef-

fectiveness without distracting the
viewer from the visual impressions
you want your product to make.

j

Don't Compromise
f

Allotting sufficient^ time for
planning is an old adage that is too
often ignored. ' Time and again we
are told: “Delivery? Oh, this job
should have been completed yes-
terday." Rushing blindly forward
in film production is like building
a house without a blueprint and
usually ends up in a compromise
which no one is completely happy
with.

The selection of your film pro-
ducer is a very important task, and
more and more agencies have dis-

covered that the producer who em-
ploys his staff permanently and
owns complete facilities including
a motion picture laboratory is usu-
ally a safe, sure bet for getting top
quality film commercials that wifi
please his client as well as sell the
product. Too often, we run into
the contention that a producer, in
order to be qualified, must haive
“Hollywood" after his name. - No
matter whether your producer’s
studios are located on the east
coast, the west coast, or the. mid-
dle west, he can deliver to you
only what his facilities and per-
sonnel have the ability to produce.

Since there has been so much
discussion recently about the price
of, television film commercials, this
might be a point worth going over
briefly. In our shop our prices are
always based on the costs. As a
matter of fact, we were getting so
many inquiries about what factors
contributed to the cost of produc-
ing motion pictures for TV that we
recently made a short motion pic-

ture called, “What It Gonna Cost?",
which has found wide acceptance
among our clients and enjoys many
a repeat performance. This picture

was slanted especially for the folks

who don't get the opportunity to

work closely with film producers
and has undoubtedly helped many

,

a writer to* prepare his script with-

1
in the budget.

By GVY V. TPHAYER, JR.
(V,P, Roland Reed Pr(>4ucHons)

i

t By HAL KOACB
1

(President, Hal Roach Studios)

Hollywood, •

Once the maker of film commer-
cials for television has learned to

view the situation from the stand-

point of the sponsor there are vir-*

tually no problems.

Creative and mechanical genius

the Hollywood film industry has

had In-4^bundance for many years.

What the boys in the back rooms
of the motion j^lcture studios can
do, the workers in the animation,
special effects and miniature de-
partments, make Alladin’s lamp
second rate magic.

The last two years have de-
veloped a healthy, beneflcial mu-
tual understanding of the proces-
ses and objectives of sponsors and
agencies on the one part and the
producers of motion pictures on
the other.

We take all the loving care with
20-second commercials that w'e ex-
pend on an 80-minute three-color
feature commercial or industrial
film—and the last one we did con-
cluded with a ballet number
The shorter the commerclarihe

faster must be the action to drive
home the sales point. •

Occasionally, in weaker mo-
ments, it has occurred to me as
strange that sq many of the agen-
cies' most scintillating and sensa-
tional ideas blaze forth Just 24
hours or fewer before the shipping
deadline. Happily, we have proven
more .than once that it's only the
impossible that takes us longer
than right >now to perform.

After all, what’s the job? To get
people’ into the tent and after
they’re in to make them want to
buy something. * The advertiser,
agency and film producer work
together and the job's done.

There’s a Gleams
sssst Contlnuea from puf 4>

circle of television’s greats; new
panel shows which we believe will
carry some of the magic success-;
powder that explodes on “What’s

jMy Line?" each week; new experi-
ments in news and documentary
techniques that aim at the record
of “See It Now,” and in drama to
capture some of the values of a
“Studio One;" and the absorbing
experiment of the TV-Radio Work-
shop of the Ford Foundation; a
90-minute show for Sunday after-
noon with some of the finest talent
in writing, performance and pro-
duction ever made available to tel-
evision.

One more factor -^that gives us
particular pride Is that this fall
some of these programs will be
originating from CBS Television
Cjty in Hollywood, and will fur-
nish new and exciting answers for
the efficient and economical opeiv
atiou of television production.
Variety's recap of the season’s

final rating score showed CBS Tel-
evision with four out of the seven i

leaders on all three of the nation-

1

ally-projected TV rating services.
We know, too, that CBS Television
won the season's highest average
rating for all nighttime commercial
shows. Far be it from a man in
my situation to be greedy, but our
plan is to show you an even tighter
hold on the^ top rung for next sea-
son, and an even brighter gleam
in our eye.

DALLAS SOLONS PROBING

WRR NIX ON EDWARDS
Dallas, July 15.

Dropping of news commentator
Frank Edwards' Mutual net pro-
gram here last December by WRR,
municipally-owned station, will be
investigated by local city council-
men at request of the Dallas Cen-
tral Labor Council.
M. S. Novik, N. Y. radio consult-

ant in charge of Edwards' pro-
gram for the sponsors, American
Federation • of Labor, told the city

governing board that “your radio
license is in jeopardy. You can’t

sustain the action if you gd to a
hearing before the FCC." Novik
stated that the local outlet, WRR,
was the only one of 231 MBS sta-

tions that had cancelled Edwards'

,

newscasts.

« Hollywobdv

Our biggest, problem regarding
television commercials is getting

*

enough of them to produce.
Many persons think of the Hal

Roach Studios only as producers .

of entertainment films. However, "

an equally Important part 6f ont
business is making commercials.
Our facilities are complete and
our capacity unlimited and as '

head of the studios I’m entirely
in favor of more business.
The only problem, if . there la

one, in the making of commercials, ,

is simple and we solve it every
day. It involves, merely learning
exactly what the advertiser .

and
^

the agency wish to accomplish.
The agencies with whom we hav*
dealt have had complete blue-
prints. Occasionally, because of
our experience and special knowl-
edge of picture making, we’re able-

to offer suggestions and we Have
yet to find an agency which did not
welcome help.

Just as agency men are sales^
men, so are we ihotion picture
producers. We have always prac-
ticed the business of making stars *

and selling them to the public by •

presenting them in such a way as
to make people want to see them,
again and again. So with a bottle

,

of beer or a package of chewing
gum we sell through showmanship*

—And Plenty of Actors f

to the making of commercials be^
cause we have all services on. our
lot. We have all the creative skill* .

manpower and equipment tiiai

were utilized In the making pf such
pictures as "Joan of Arc," “Top-
per/' “Of Mice and Men" and hiih-
dreds of others.
We have writers, directors, art

directors, artists, prop shop^ eleci^

,

trical department, wardrobe de-
partment, film editorial depart-
ment — everything. We also have
in . Holl5rw'Ood the widest selection
of acting talent in the

. world. And
a hansom cab, a Chinese jUnk, 400,
Apache Indians or a fuUy equip-
ped 1890 barber shop are no far-
ther away than the telephone oh
my desk^
We have S special effects depart-

ment that performs magic with
film you wouldn't believe.

Best of all, ws have skilled arti-
sans who have been 20 to 30 years
practicing their special trades^ Ask
a painter in Chicago to paint a
house so as to make it appear to
be 40 years old and he'll think
you’re crazy. Hollywood studio
painters do such chores every day
and think nothing of it.

We're proud of the commercial
films we make and we'll be making
more and more jof them. Just as an
agency calls a competent artist for
the making of a fine advertisement
so do most thinking people go to
competent show people when they
want commercials which sfell as
Well as advertise.

WNBT Set Up Bonus

Sales Plan as Lure

For Sheldon Clients
In an effort to sell more partici-

pating spots on its cross-the-board
Herb Sheldon show, 'WNBT, the
NBC video web’s N.Y. flagship, has
launched a new bonus sales plan
under which any sponsor buying
Sheldon and two other daytime
spots henceforth Will receive an-
other spot in a show of his choice
at no extra cost. Deal Is available
starting' July 28, and the station

is permitting clients to figure in the
bonus spot on their regular cumu-
lative discounts.

For sponsors now participating

In WNBT shows, any itslng three
or more spots per week sans Shel-

don get an immediate extra spot
on the Sheldon show gratis. For
those now using three or more,
Including Sheldon, they ’•get an im-
mediate extra spot in the show of

their choice.

Shows in which the bonus spots

are available Include “Breakfast

with Music," for which WNBT
charges $230 gross per spot; “Hol-

lywood Playhouse," at $150 gross;

Josephine McCarthy Cooking Show,
at $230 gross; Sheldon show and
the Richard Willis beauty program,
also $230 gross.
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Video As An

U. S, Service

By DR. ALLEN B, DU MONT
At this \vritiiig the television in-

dustry is engaged in the greatest

use of its resources, to date—its
extensive coverage of what has

been called "‘^erica’s greatest

recurring drama—the_ nomination

and election of a President.”

Through its pictorial, on-the-

spot, type of journalism television

is offering programming that is

truly serving the needs of the

community. Out of this extensive

political coverage will come the

realization by the public of the in-

dispensable role that video can

play in the nation's life.

Much has been discussed and

written anent the tremendous pub-

lic seiwlce the Industry is render-

ing through this campaign coven-

age, However television's public

service is not to be measured sole-

ly in terms of news, discussion and

a bringing forward of current is-

sues of the day, on the regular

broadcast bands.

Mlnaeapolis, July 19,

Radio (rtation WCAL-FM ^ at

Northfleld, Minn., near here, has

received permission from the FCC
to remain silent temporarily, pend-

ing formulation of future plans.

Operated by St. Olaf college, the

non-commerclal station has shared

a wavelength with KUOM, Univer-

sity of Minnesota, also noh'^om-
mercial. Its progranas have been
educational and religious for the

most part, but also have Included

music and entertainment. It has

had only S' small portion of the

channel time.

HARRY SALTER
MUSICAL DIRECtOR
Stop the Mueio—ABC

More Than Luxury Service

There is another segment Of the

Industry well within the realm of

public service which giyes us posi-

tive assurance that television is

not merely a luxury service or a

pastime.

I refer to the non-entertainment
aspects of the industry—adapta
tlons of the medium which are put

to daily use in the varied fields of

education, industry, science, re-

search and In the national defense

effort.

The most spectacular, highly-

publicized of these has been the

use of closed-circuit color systems
for- mass viewing of operative pro-

cedure in medical schools and hos-

pitals. '

In the educational field we see

Increasing uses of television as a

supplementary aid for more effec-

tive teaching. Last April, a mile-

stone was passed when Montclair
State Teachers College in Hew
Jersey, conducted an entire day’s

classes on television to 12 primary
and secondary schools in the
Montclair area.

Throughout the nation, colleges
and universities are setting up
extensive and adult education
courses via television. The reser-
vation by the FCC of 242 channels
for educational purposes means
that state educational boards and
schools will have an opportunity
to effect great use of the medium.
American industry has discov-

ered television as more than a de-
vice Which brings entertainment
into the living room, laical

.
American ingenuity has made the
medium an important industrial
tool.

Television cameras located in

strategic positions and transmit-
ting to monitor* at central view-
ing posts are being used for ob-
servation and control of steel-

making and other metallurgical
operations, railroad yards, mining,
oil drilling, manufacturing proc-
esses of all types and for super-
visory purposes in large plants
where personal control Is im-
portant.

Research and science have found
television a valuable ally because
it permits close observation of ex-
periments, by personnel, previous-
ly unfeasible, because of the safe-
ty risk. Involved, We find tele-

vision actively in use in atomic
energy plants and A.E.C. research
installations, in experimentation
and development of jet aircraft
engines, and in various phases of
research where around-the clock
observation of experiments is im-
portant.

""

Our military uses of television
are widespread. They range from
troop training and as a vehicle for
the dissemination of civil defense
instructions to front line observa-
tion use.

Security regulations prevent a
detailed resume here, of television
in our defense blueprint. How-
ever, it suffices to say that tele-

vision plays an important role in
the thinking and planning, of our
national defense strategists.

While not as pretentious as pub-
lic broadcasting, this segment of
the televi^on industry is more
than doing its share in providing
the American people with the full-

est measure of public service.

Combs’ New Time Slot

George Hamilton Combs show,
which was formerly bankrolled en-

tirely by the Hotel Sherbrooke,
N. Y., has been sold as a package
on an exclusive two-year deal to

WJZ, key station of the ABC web
in N. Y. Show is packaged by
Larry Cui^tis Associates?-

Combs, who does a “controlled
"controversy” type of show, will

continue to air from the Sher-
brooke, but will go from 10:15 to

'll p.m. nightly, Instead of from
midnight to 3,a.m., which he for-

merly did. Under the new deal the
Sherbrooke continues as one of a
group of participating sponsors,
which Includes also Collegiate In-
stitute and Mutual of Omaha.

Boston—Irving E. Rogers, presi-
dent of WLAW, annonced appoint-
ment of Lambert B. Beeuwkes as
general manager.

,

Wind Up Argumeiits In

. 650G 'Jack BeDboy’ Sait

• Detroit, July 15.

Final arguments were concluded
last week before Federal Judge
Arthur F. Lederle in the |65O,0OO

damage suit filed by WJBK against

WXYZ over the switch of disk

jockey Ed M^enzie (Jack the Bell-

boy) from the former to the latter

station. , ,

WJBK also Is suing McKenzie
for rights to the name “Jack the

Bellboy.”. The suit against WXYZ
is based on the claim that $650,000
worth of sponsors shifted with Mc-
Kenzie and that WXYZ improperly
allowed McKenzie to use his “Jack
the Bellboy” trademark.
Judge Lederle said he would

rule on the suit sometime before

Lalwr Day.

Chi TV Set Sales Off
Chi<iagd, July 15.

Anticipated spurt in video sets

installations because of the politi-

cal convention telecasts failed to

materialize in the Windy City dur-

ing June, latest Electric Assn, tally,

shows.
TV sales totaled 11,353, down

slightly from the previous month.

SOBEY MARTIN
DIRECTOR

^‘Tour Show Time”—Grant-Realm
TV Prods.; “The Unexpected”—Ziv
TV Prods.; “Masterpieces ijn Minia-

ture”—Werner Janssen Prods.

'Blind Date’ Exiting?

“Blind Date,” revived on tele-

vision this summer as partial re-

placement for NBC-TV’s “Show of

Shows,” may bow off -the air before

the season’s end. Block Drug
bought the show on only a six-

week deal with options, and is now
re-scanning its ad budget to de-

termine whether it can continue

it for the remainder of. the sum-
mer.

If the show is dropped, NBC
plans to expand the “Saturday
Night Dance Party,” now aired

from 9:30 to 10:30 Saturday nights,

to a full 90 minutes to fill in for

“Date,” “Dance Party,” storing
Jerry Lester and spotlighting a

different name band each week,

now has only one half-hour spon-

sored.

TV NETWORKS’ FALL PROGRAMMING SCHEROLE
Following is the tentative fall evening prograTanxing schedule of the four major television networks,

hosed on plans and contracts either already in the house or in the works. ABC-TV, currently revamping

its entire sked in the wake of a,number pf" cancellations, expects to have an additional lOV^ hoiCi^s of

commercial time weekly sold by September. Besides the network shows listed, many of the local shows

are SRO on the webs* key N. Y. outlets.

~ SUNDAY
1 ABC CBS DuMONT NBC
5 PJVI.

15— Super Circus
(Canada Dry Ford Foundation

OPEN Zoo Parade
(Quaker Oats)

30—

45—
Alt. weeks)
Mars Candy

(Sustaining)
f

Documentary Theatre
(Sustaining)

Meet the Masters
(Lee* Cai'pets)

alternates with
Sky King (Derby)

0;00—

15““

OPEN

Man of tbe Week
(Sustaining)

Week in Religion

Kukla, Fran Ac

OUie

(RCA—
alt. weeks only)

JO—

45—
See It Now

(Alcoa)

(Sustaining)

Roy Rogers
(Gen. Foods)

7:00—

15—
You Asked for It

(Skippy P’nut Butter)
Gene Autry
(Wrigley)

Georgetown U. Forum
(Sustaining)

Red Skelton
(P&G)

30—

45—
Horizons

(Sustaining)
This Is Show Bix
(Lucky Strike)

M'Hattan Playhse.
(Participating)

Eddie Mayehofl
- (Reynolds)

S;06^—

15—

30—
OPEN Toast of the Town

(Lincoln-Mercury)
M'hattan Playhouse

(I^rticipating)
. Comedy Hoifir

(Colgate)

46—

9:00— Walter Winchell
(Gruen— of show) Fred Waring ^

1

Rocky King, Det.
IS-T* (Gen. Electric) (Amer. Chicle) TV Playhouse

(Philco and
„ Goodyear

alternate)
•>

30—

45—

OPEN
Break the Bank
(Bristol-Myers)

•

Plainclothesman
(Edgeworth)

10:00—

15—

OPEN

Celebrity Time
(Goodrich)

They Stand Accused
(Sustaining)

The Doctor
(P&G)

30—

•

45—
What's My Line

(Stopette)
Meet the Press

(Revere)

11:00— Drew Pearson
(Carter Prods.)

Sunday News
(Norwich)

Late News Show
(Sustaining)

15—
•

30— (Local) (Local) (Local)
(Local)

45—
-

-By TRANK WISBAR««
Hollyxvood.

I think it i* not pure coinci-
dence that the discovery of gun-
powder: and the Invention: of the
printing press^ in their time, fol-
low«d each other as closely as the
discovery of atomic -power and the
invention of television In ours.

Not a thousand years api^rt, both
double-events were deplored in the
same pessimistic langtiage.

Gunpowder and atom bombs
were labelled as destroyers of
civilization, printing press and tel-

evision as ruinous of the health of
morals and godliness.

The youth of the world, as al-

ways, Is the only hope against pes-
simistic thinking. Youth always
learns to harness the frightful po-
tentials and use them in a positive

way to "push the world to Its higher
planes, enriched with greater free-
dom and deeper knowledge.

Youth has never feared the ap-
proach of new horizons.

I greet the new young men In
television who are being shouted
and screamed ’ at with the same
fervor as the young men of Gut-
enberg’s day were lambasted when
the first sheets came from the
plates of the still fumbling print-
ing press, but already bringing to

all the hungry hearts the first read-
able translation of the Word of

God, the Biblel

We can look at our young men
and women in television with great
pride and satisfaction, at the young
men working as sponsor and agen-
cy representatives; executives un-
der 30, at the young producers,
directors, writers. There is an end-
legs flow of yqung acting talent,

new”' ballets, nCw singers and en-
tertainers of every kind. It is in-

spiring to see the unbelievable
wealth of talent from the 48 cor-

ners of -the land stream towards
the television centers.

Why Make Trouble? ]
Whether the television show is

put on live or by means of film is

irrelevant. This, again, is a ques-
tion thrown up by trouble makers.
We need our shows live and we
need ^them on film. We will pro-

duce them by viedomagnastripe.
We- will make our shows in black
and white and in color. The meth-
od doesn’t matter, as long as the

show -goes on. r.

Television offers our youth the

opportunity of a lifetime, for it’s

big, new, fast-growing. . .with lit-

tle time for endless apprentice-
ship. To the new artist, the new
craftsman it shouts, “Come on,

pitch in!” And out of the bloody
battle of trial and error, the wran-
gle, the hustle and bustle, the new
young

,
master emerges.

Television is a new weapon of

civilization. It educates. It brings

news and entertainment into the

living rooms of the nation, and a

vast and hungry audience accepts

this new medium with overwhelm-
ing enthusiasm. The young crea-

tors hold in their hands precious

food to fill empty plates and sat-

isfy the spirit and soul of the mil-

lions.

If atom bombs build protective

walls along our borders, television

creates the fortifications in our

homes, increasing the strength of

our American ideals by presenting

inspiring lectures, religious serv-

ices, clean sport events, whole-

some shows for entertainment and
the thousand facets of our daily

life. Television is the only force

in the world to reach across moun-
tain, stream and dale into the re-

motest, hut to make the loneliest

man in the world conscious of the

fact that he “belongs” and is a

vital part of his country.-

Yes, atomic power and television

are here io stay. They will in-

fluence our lives as long as wc
breathe. Believe me, young friends,

not without important historical

reasons did the advent of these

forces occur simultaneously.

(Continued on page 53)

Cleveland— Charles _V. Hunter,

former WJW program director, is

now managing a station in Xorea

for the Army . . . James C. Hanra-

han, general manager and
‘WEWS, has been named to the

CBS advisory board . . •

AFRAN and now assistant to the

president of Clevel^d-Sandus^
Brewing Corp.. Ken Sleds. J;^stea

newlv-elccted AFRA officers and
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1 By MILTON BUNK ?

(United Televhioii Programs)

Let’s - face it—television audi-

ences are -becomiug- more and

more demaiiding in their search

for different and* better program-

ming. The. harassed program di-

rector is beside, himself searching

for fresh ideas at low cost. The
salesmen are forever looking for

new programs to . sell at .low cost.

Applicants for new. stations, espe-

cially those who may not get na-

tional affiliation, are worried

about the proper programming for

new markets, br how to steal a

chunk of audience • from the well-

established TV operations.

Film library service Solves quite

a few of these problems.

AM stations have perfected the

•library technique to a highly

profitable degree in the last 20

years. Television, combining the

audial as well as visual, presents

a tougher problem. It is not

enough for the new TV station

operator to say that if it works for

AM it will work for TV. I seri-

ously doubt if it's that simple. On
am it is enough to present good
library disks, dress up the pro-

gram with an announcer or emcee
and let it go at that. The listener

does not necessarily confine him-
self to the side of his radio to en-

joy the program. In TV, however,
the impact must be primarily vis-

ual. The picture must induce the
viewer to remain in his chair, eyes
front.

Accordingly, a TV film library
must get its sock across Immedi-
ately and then follow through with
sustained interest. It's not
enough to film a song; on TV a

song must be dramatized. Imagine
what the “Hit parade” would be
like, week after week, if the fea-

tured artists merely stood in front
of a drop and behind a mike.

We were convinced from the
start that the library—any library
—must emphasize and re-empha-
size visual impact. * Oddly enough,
the ear is more tolerant of poor
material than the eye.

In effect, then, quality is the
keystone upon which rests the long
haul success of any program. It

is my belief that a library setvice,
to be successful, must be com-

;

posed of well-balanced “acts” with
no expense spared to give them
high budgeted production back-
ground, and should he continuous-
ly supplemented with fresh ideas
and stars. Then, . and only then,
does it answer a station’s prob-
lems. To the program director it

means a program for every con-
ceivable demand-—in ample quan-
tity to enable him to build unlim-
ited programs of unending vjiriety
... to the commercial manager it

means the chance to offer pro-
grams featuring the greatest
names in the entertainment field,
for almost giveaway prices—and to
the viewers, it means the chance
to see and hear America’s top en-
tertainment at most any time of
the day. Settle your program prob-
lems with a TV film library.

St. Louis'm Files

For Channel 14 TV’er
St. Louis, July 15.

Radio station KWK, headed by
Robert T. Convey, has applied to
Fee for TV channel 14 in St.
Louis with request for 100,000 watt
power, the maximum allowable.
KWK originally applied for a TV
permit more than four years ago,
and the current application is nec-
essary under new FCC rules when
the TV freeze was lifted last April.
Convey said the application pro-

poses 16 hours of daily TV opera-
tion for a total of 112V^ hours a
week. KWK, located in the down-

in a building constructed
purposes, will spend $600,-

yoo in equipment, and will be able
to start operation within 90 days

^^PProval is granted.
The St. Louis Globe-Democrat,

only morning paper here, which
constructed KWK’s present quar-
ters, owns a minority interest in
tbe station.

Sun Antonio—Mission Broadcast-
owners and operators of

KUiMO here, have filed applica-
«on with the FCC for license to

a TV outlet here on Chan-
nel No. 12.

x,, PP^foation was filed last week
oy the Boxar County Television
oi’P., KABG, for similar facilities.

HEVIEW-FUBVIKW
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I *

i '

1

• « Hawkins Fsll*
(Leyer)'. -

OPEN .ji (Local) (Local)

Gabby Hayes
(Quaker

’•i. ..

i

c

* A' V.

'

Howdy DkNady
(Participatihgl

* *•

15-^

30—

>

OPEN (Local) (Local)

V

(Local)

•45— y

«

OPEN (Local) Captain Video

< Space Cadet
• ;..(ICellogg)

15— (Gen. Foods) OPEN
(Riggio Tobacco)

30—
H’wood Screen Test

Doug Edwards News
(Oldsmobile) OPEN

Those Two
(P&G) ‘

45— * (Ironrite) Perry
.
Como

(Chesterfield)
1

-

News Caravan
' (Camel)-

8;00—

15—
•N.

OPEN

Lux Video Theatre
(Lever)

Pentagon Washington
(Sustaining)

Wincheri-Mahoney
(Crosley and

Speidel
alternate)

so-

ds—
Talent Scouts

(Lipton’s)

Johns Hopkins Science
Review

(Sustaining)

Voice of Firestone
(Firestone)

9:00—

15—
OPEN

I Love Lucy
(Philip Morris)'

Guido Right
(Sustaining)

1

Lights Out
(Pearson Pharm.)

so-

ds—
Life' with Luigi
(Gen. Foods)

' Boxing
(Participating) Robert Montgomery

Show
' lO^pO— Hour of Decision

(Billy Graham)
(Lucky Strike and
Johnson Wax alter.)

15—
Studio One Boxing

(Participating)so-

ds—

OPEN (Westinghouse)
Who Said That

(Co-op)

mm Chronoscopcs
(Longines)

15—

30—
OPEN

(Local)
(Local) (Local)

45-

TUESDAY
• ABC CBS DuMONT NBC

5 P.M. Hawkins Falls
(Lever)

15—
OPEN (Local) (Local)

Gabby Hayes
(Sustaining)

so-

ds—
Howdy Doody
(Participating)

15—

30—
OPEN (Local) (Local) (Local)

45—

(Local)
Captain Video

Space Cadet
(Kellogg)

15— OPEN (Gen. Foods)

1

- - - ^

Short Short Story
(Pepsi-Cola)

30—
Beulah ..

Doug Edwards News
(Pall Mall) OPEN

Dinah Shbre
(Chevrolet)

45— (P&G) Music Hall
(Lever)

News Caravan
(Camel)

8:00

—

15—
On Trial.

(Sustaining)
S • OPEN

Bishop Sheen Show
(Sustaining) Texaco Star Theatre

(Texaco)

30—

45—
United—or Not

(Sustaining)

Keep Posted
(Curtis Pub.)

(Buick has every
fourth week)

9:00—

15—
OPEN

Crime Syndicated
(Schick) alt. with
City Hospital

(Carter)

Charlie Wild, Det.
(Wine Corp.)

Fireside Theatre
(PfitG)

so-

ds—
Suspense

(Auto-Lite)

Quick on the Draw
(Sustaining)

Armstrong
Circle
Theatre

(Armstrong)

10:00—

15—
OPEN

Danger
(Block Drug)

(Local) Fred Allen Show
(Old Gold)

30—
Balance Your Budget

(Sealy Mattress)

Meet .the Boss
OPEN

45— (Sustaining) Bob Considinc
(Mutual of Omaha)

11:00—

15—

30—
OPEN (Local) (Local) (Local)

45—‘1

(Continued on page 54)

How Greel»

Was Our Net
U=By JOHN OUEOEt

'

* Hollywood,^

As of September of thlsVem* uur
organization will be grossing at the

rate of a little more than $4,000,000

a year, more than half of it in fihn

television. Of which we are very
proud. Which is ginger peacliy.

But—
Our net won’t be much larger

than it was last year. Simply be-»

cause the extra money goeS; into

pretty light;? and magnificent cam-
eras and great piles of cans of

film. And do you realize that we
have to pay more per month for a
icoinfy fireproof room for these
films tO'just sit, than we did fox*

our entire office rent the first year
we wereJn business? ($80, in case

you want to rent space for film*
to sit). ,

You may gather that we are un-
happy about film television. • 'This

is not true. While it puts a lot of
equipment to work, film TV not
only gives employment to men to

build and run this equipment, it

also gives employment to mox'e men
than we ever dreamed would be
necessary to make a movie, More'
men take home a paycheck from
film TV than live TV, mostly be-
cause a live show is completed
when the shooting is over, but at

that point in a film show there’$ a
long road ahead filled with process-
ing and editing, and several little

mysterious byways labeled “fine
grain prints” and “answer prints”
and “reduction prints.” There must
be more prints than on file at Scot-
land Yard,

. Anyway, with so many people
getting weekly checks it makes for
a sound economy, (At this point
those favoring “Live TV” shout,
“Yeah,, but -they’ll be out of work
when the re-runs fill up the dial”).

Which brings me to another rea-
son in favor of film TV. In radio it

always bothered me that some
wonderful shows—ol'iginal dramas,
a particularly good sketch on a
variety program, or a situation
comedy gem—^would be blown
away with the wind after one per-
formance. A radio Nt'riter says: “Did
you hear it last night. It was my
best.” When you shake your head
there’s . nothing for him to do but
repeat, it word for word while
you’re waiting for the signal to
change. Which, of course, he does.
When any artist does something

he hopes it will last. Even if it’s a
stage play it’s repeated every night
until everyone with the yen can see
it. If an artist’s work Is captured
in a magazine or a book, or on cel-

luloid, it’s so much more satisfy-

ing. This goeiL^for all departments
—the actor, the Writer, the direc-
tor, producer, set designer—every-
body. Each toows it. has a chance
of being seen again. I’m not say-
ing that up to now television on
film has more quality than live
stuff.

Actually the more ^ artistic

work in dramatic shows has come
from live offerings. But I belipve
that’s because of the fantastic costs
of film and the feverish pace re-
quired. to shoot it in

. two or three
days no matter what it looks, like.

But the fact remains that any artist

would rather piit his talents toward
something that will last, something
that actufilly exists and can be
kept in a can, even though it has
to sit in a nice outside room with
a southern exposure at $80 »
month.

j

Those ^Residuals*
|

It’s easier to make deals with
movie stars for film TV for this
reason plus the magic word ‘’resi-

duals.” Another word for same
thing; “Deferred payment.” -‘You
work once,” they said, “and then
the money rolls* in 10 years from
now—yes sir, $1,500 a week for-
ever. Let’s see, 5,000 new TV sta-
tions, and naturally each one will
buy my show at a $100 a week fof
a rerun every six months—^well, I
figure—and this is conservative,
mind you—that the least we could
make is $10,000 a week for 20
years!” Sometimes all this
“residual” talk reminds me of the
Kingfish. As I said above, the idea
of repeats is good. We pioneered it

in radio with “House Party” and
‘‘People Are Funny,” and this sum-
mer have added Groucho on both
radio and TV. But these are short-
term repeats for summer only, and
the public knows that all will be
fresh come September. When you
think of hundreds of shows all re-
peating on television—well, it may

(Continued on page 54?
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Bring ’Em
X T <*

In Li
11= By DICK PACK =^=fc=H

(Program Director, WNBT, N. Y.)

It may be new.s to some video

entrepreneurs,, but paradise isn’t

made of celluloid, Utopia doesn't

come in a can of film.

Some of the TV operators who
are looking forward smugly to that

beamish day when most shows are

on film, may be in for a rough

kick in the iconoscope when they

actually bump into the realities of

tomorrow’s TV—on the local’

scene. Certainly^ there’s going to

be a lot more of 'teleyision on
film, particularly in network pro-

duction, but when it comes to

local television, film 1^ not going

to supply all the answers.

Sure, local operators need—and
will eventually get a bigger and
better supply of film shows. But
that won’t be enough. Local sta-

tions, in a tough competitive mark-
et, need a diverse stable of live

shows.

The stations whose managers
may be in for the greatest shock
if they think they .can eventually
rely primarily on film are, I feel,

those in the current one-station

and two-station markets. V/ait till

those boys really have to go out

and compete. Some of them will

really discover they’re in .the tele-

vision business. Certain of the one-

station an two-station market op-
erators, some of whom now exist

in a pushbutton paradise ( push
the button,, and get a network
show) may then find out that the

margin of profit or loss, lies in

the local show. The local show
with the local advertiser—aqd the

local personality.

Local Spells- L-I-V-E

There are quite a few good rea-

sons for spelling local 1-i-v-e. Even
v'hen your local sponsor can afford

filmed commercials, he very often
wants the flexibility of live com-
m:rcials. That gives him a chance
to change his copy to meet his

day-to-day sales problem.s. He can
change prices, copy slants, prod-
ucts, and test varying sales and
merchandising pitches.

But that’s not all. With a show
built around a live personaliiy, the
advertiser gets a flock of, plus
values. He gets a local personality,
with that wonderful indefinable
extrappeal which is the hometown
appeal, the local-boy appeal that
wins friends and makes sales in
New York or'Netfraska. He gets
all the added force of a live local
personality delivering his sales
message the way he wants it. He
gets a personality he can merchan-
dise—meet his customers, his
salesmen and dealers.

This holds good not only for
local advertisers, but for national
advertisers who buy locally and
regionally. They can get the added
advantages, community by com-
munity, for their local campaigns
with local live programming.
Expensive? . . . It’s not cheap.

But, basically, of the scores of
hours of live local programming
on WNBT today, there are very
few program features that cannot
be approximated with variations
on almost any station Jn any mar-
ket, at relatively the same costs.

Our basic strip shows are built
around one personality in a simple
format. And in combination film-
and-live packages, created around
a format of a live personality and
integrated films, lies the way to
many effective local shows.
' And remember this: a local sta-

tion is, after all, a local station—
a community station, and it owes
a responsibility to its community

' lo be more than just a way-station
along the network line, more than
an electronic free movie theatre.
Plus this fact: that if television
's to develop fresh, new personali-
ses, it cannot rely only upon ra-

lio or movies or the stage for
voung talent. Hadio found many
''f its greatest acts in local radio.
i’V must do the same. The United
:3tates is as rich in potential talent,
s it is in natural resources; but
fV must take the trouble and
me to develop these reservoirs

>f talent.

But don’t get me wrong; I love
ilm, from Hollywood or New York,
"ould use a lot more of it right
iOW . * •

ABC
WEDNESPAT

CBS •
i DiiMONT

15—

30— Name’s the
Same

45-i_ (Swanson and Bendix
alternate)

3:00—

SO—

45—

15—

Paul Dixon
(Sustaining)

Ellery Queen
(Bayuk Cigar)

Doug Edwards News
(Oldsmobilo)

Perry Como
(Chesterfield)

Godfrey & Friends
(Toni and
Pillsburyj
alternate)'

Godfrey & Friends
(Chesterfield)

Strike It Rich
(Colgate)

Man Against Crime
(Camel)

Blue. Ribbon Boxing
(Pabst)

Sports Spot
(Gen, Cigar)

Chronoscope
(Longines)

Captain Video
(Gen. Foods)

OPEN

OPEN

Starring Editors
(Grand Union)

Wrestling
(Co-op)

THURSDAY

Lone Ranger
(Gen. Mills)

7:00—

30—

45—

3:00—

15—

30—
Chance of Lifetime

45— (Lorillard)

15—

30—
45—

10:0v—

15—

30—

45—

11:00—1

15—

80—

45—

Captain Video
(Gen. Foods)

Doug Edwards News
(Pall Mall)

Music Hall
(Lever)

Burns & Allen
(Carnation
alternates

with Goodrich)

Amos ’N* Andy
(Blatz) alt. with

Four Star Theatre
(Singer Sewing)

Biff Baker, USA
(Lucky Strike)

Big Town
(Lever)

Racket Squad
(Philip Morris)

Crime Photographer
(Carter)

Hawkins Falls
(Lever) '

Gabby Hayes
(Minute Maid)

Howdy D«o4y
(Participating)

Space Cadet
(Kellogg)

OPEN

Thosd'')fwo
(P&G)

News Caravan
(Camel)

Tony Miner
Drama Series
(Tentative)

Kraft TV Theatre
(Kraft)

Hawkins Falls
(Lever)

Gabby Hayes
(Sustaining)

Howdy Doody
(Participating)

B’way to H’wood
(Tidewater)

Gnien Theatre
(Gruen)

What's the Siory
(DuMont Sets)

This Is Music
(Sustaining)

Author Meets Critics
(Sustaining)

Space Cadet
(Kellogg)

Short Short Story
(Pepsi-Cola)

Dinah Shore
(Chevrolet)

News Caravan
(Camel)

Groucho Marx
(DeSoto-Plymouth)

T-Men in Action
(Borden)

Gangbusters
alternates with

Dragnet
(Chesterfield)

Ford Theatre
(Ford)

Martin Kane
(U. S. Tobacco)

(Local)

OPEN (Local)

(Continued on page 55 )

(Local) (Local)

Chicago, July 15.

Free ’plank ig under con-
sideratjon for inclusion in the plat-
form of the Democratic Party
There was none in the GOP plat*
form adopted last week, although
both major parties have had such
planks in the past.

One important section of the new
Republican platform pledges a
study toward separating the various
types of taxation among Federal
state and local governments. At
present^ all three sometimes tax
the same industry.

Motion picture people have been
pushing for a. division of the fields
of taxatidh to benefit the admis-
sions levy now used around the
country by local, state and Federal
governments. Jack Bryson, MPAA
legislative rep, was in town on this
last week and Eric Johnston came
in for a day or two to help.

Film industry wants the Fed-
eral government to drop its 20%
admissions bite.

Republican anti-censorship plank
covers only the so-called "govern-
ment gag” on certain types of in-

formation which prevents the pub-
lic from knowing ‘‘‘what their gov-
ernment is doing,” according to
the Reppiblican platfdrm.

Film industry did not seek a
plank for elimination of state cen-

sorship of pix, although consider-

able thought was given to this.

It was finally decided that the

best way to handle the situation

was by working with the individual

states and by taking cases to the

courts in accordance with “‘The
Miracle” and “Pinky” decisions.

How Green
Continued from page 53

be too much for the public to take

a few years from now when there’s

a leveling off in TV set sales. Orig-

inally, with so many new set sales

every day there v^^s a brand new
audience every day. Then new
ways of making moving pictures

for much less money will no doubt
be perfected' and in general use in

the near future. Thus we face the

possibility of fresh pictures at no
greater cost than what we expect

from reruns. Meanwhile we have

rented two more outside rooms so

our cj^ns of film can be comfortable

while they sit. ($240 a month).

I’m not against the principle of

reruns, obviously. They help ease

the load on the advertiser, and

keep from burning up the writers

too quickly. But I’m again.st all

this^ blue-sky dream talk about

how hefty residual money is go-

ing to be. We’ve used two ex-

cuses in repeats so far; (1) We run

the best 13 of the previous 39.-

This is sort of "an anthology of the

best, and so the repeating is offset

by knowing \ve are doing only the

best ones. (2) We give the adver-

tiser a summer bargain— a time

when he’s inclined to sneak off.

In any event, to have any kind

of repeats you need film. Most

Variety readers are familiar with

most of the other advantages 'or

disadvantages) of film, but you may
not have realized what we discov-

ered about audience participation

shows which require a lot of cam-

era movement. We did a "People

Are Funny” type show, one year

live and the next on film, ("Life

With Linkletter.”) After the con-

tinuous half-hour of the live show,

the stopping every 10 minutes for

new setups, new lighting, and Him

changing for the film show, left no

doubts in our minds that such a

program comes off much better in

a live version. Spontaneity is lost

when everjhhing stops every 10

minutes and the audience just sits

there. It seems to work with 1

Love Lucy,” but not with a show

in which the studio audience itself

figures in the piece. As for editca

shows like Groucho Marx’ "lou

Bet Your Life,” film is the ob-

vious answer, but we lick the stop-

ping problem" by having

banks of two cameras each so ihaf

there's no stopping to chpge can^

era loads—you just switch from

one to the other in the same *

And of. course the single set re-

quires no change of lighting. «

the big secret is—

*

* ( Note : I’ve reached iny S5(hh

word. Thank you for Jhe oppor

1

tunity to shoot off a bit.

)
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‘Year of Decision’

State CoUege, Pa.» July 15.

Warning that anyone may re-

quest that unused educational

channels he turned over to com-

mercial interests beginning next

June 3, FCC Chairman Paul A.

Walker urged educators here last

week to get busy with a definite

program to raise funds for non-

commercial TV stations.

Addressing the fifth annual ra-

dio and TV institute at Pennsyl-

vania State College, Chairman

Walker said the movement to build

educational stations has “the

hearty endorsement”^ of President

Truman, who is impressed by the

potentialities of the medium to

the children of America and is

“keenly interested” in the success

of the project.

Pointing out that the television

“boom” is on, with over 500 ap-

plications filed with the Commis-
sion, Chairman Walker told the
educators this is the “year of de-

cision” for educational television.

“The battle hour has struck,” he
said. “You must not relax until

you see that television iower on
your campus rising toward the
sky.”

FCC chief said it is “short-
sighted” to suggest that educa-
tional TV stations will create un-
fair competition to commercial
outlets. “On the contrary,” he said,

“educational and commercial sta-

tions should complement each
other.”

Various broadcasters recognize
this, said Walker, and are assist-

ing educators in plans for non-
commercial stations. “Of course,”
he added, “I do not overlook the
fact that thlese broadcasters are
also motivatbd by the spirit of
good citizenship in helping to give
the children and the adults of
their communities the very best
educational service of the times.”

Chairman Walker expressed con-
fidence that “other broadcasters,
after viewing this matter in broad
perspective, will likewise contrib-
ute their knowledge and experi-
ence to this greatest advance in
education in modern times.”

Walker congratulated Emerson
Radio and Phonograph Corp. on
its “generosity, vision, public
spirit and industrial statesman-
ship” in launching plans for a $5 ,-

000.000 fund to assist educators
and donating $10,000 to each of
the first 10 noncommercial sta-
tions.

“This is the type of imaginative
action.” he said, “that sheds lustre
on our private enterprise system.”

.
Convention Hypoes Mpls.

tv Interest; Pressure

Now Seen for FCC Grants
Minneapolis, July 15.

Republican convention gave TV
its biggest inning here. Tremen-
dous amount of newspaper space
and word-of-mouth publicity which
TV received from its convention
coverage is expected not only to
stimulate set sales, which rose sub-
stantially just prior to the Repub-
ican shindig, but also to substan-

^crease pressure for speed-

TA? •

action on applications for

believe
TV circles here

there has been no
of the Minnesota

tiftn
South Dakota appl

two Twin Cities
KSTP and WTCN, c

to be the only ones throu
out the three states.

the convent

uiYin^’
tribune carried a <

uSn'h
story, vvith a three-mn head which stated “City'W

and that “c

crowd lured

restaurants and bars

occasfnn
^ especially for the

The advertised the fact.

Ing hi ^P'prpheum had a set go
in Us foyer.

TV NETWOBKS' FALL PBOGBAMMING SCHEDULE
(Continued from page $4)

FRIDAY

S P.M.

15—

30—

45—

ABC CBS DuMONT NBC

OPEN (Local) (Local)

Hawkins Falls
(Lever)

Gabby Hayes
(Quaker Oats)

Howdy Doody
(Participating)

. ,6 :00—
15—

30—
\

45—

OPEN (Local) (Local) (Local)

7:00—

"15-

30—

45—

OPEN
t

(Local) Captain Video
(Gen. Foods)

Space Cadet
(Kellogg)

European Varieties-
(Tentative)

Stu Erwin Show
(Gen. Mills)

1

Douff Edwards News
(Oldsmobile) OPEN

Those Two
(P&G)

Perry Como
(Chesterfield)

News Caravan
(Camel)

8 :00—
15—

30—

45—

OPEN

Mama
(Gen. Foods)

Down You Go
(Sustaining)

1

RCA Victor Show
.(RCA)

My Friend Irma
*

(Cavalier)
n

•j

20 Questions^
(Sustaining)

We, the People
(Gulf)

9:00—

15—

30—

45*-

Rebound
(Packard)

(On five ABC-TV
o.&o.s only)

Playhouse of Stars
(Schlitz)

Life Begins at 80
(Serutan)

%

Biff Story
(Amer. Cigar^et)

Tales of
Tomorrow

(Kreisler & Masland
alt, weeks)

Our Miss Brooks

'

(Gen. Foods)
(Local) Campbell Playhouse

(Campbell)

10 :00—
15—

30—

45—

OPEN
• 1

»

Police Story
(Pearson Pharm.) Cavalcade of

Stars
(Druggists of
America)

Cavalcade of Sports
(Gillette)

It’s News to ‘Me
(Simmons Mattress

alternating
weeks only)

Greatest Fights
(Chesebrough)

11 :00—
15—

30—

45—

OPEN

Choronoscope
(Longines)

%

(Local) (Local)
(Local)

SATURDAY
5 P.M;

15—

30—

45—

OPEN (Local) OFF

y

Youth Wants to Know
(Sustaining)

Rootle Kazooiie
(Co-op)

6 :00—
15—

30—

45—

OPEN (Local) (Local) (Local)

7:00—

15—

30—

45—

Saddle Pal Club
(Sustaining)

Stork Club
(Sustaining)

(Local) OPEN

OPEN Beat the Clock
(Sylvania)

Pet Shop
(Sustaining)

•

One Man’s Family
(Miles Labs

—

alternating
weeks only)

8 :00—
15—

30—

^ 45—

TV Teen Club
(Nash-Kelvinator)

A

Jackie Gleason
(Schick Shavers

—

Thos. Leeming; pne-
third of show open)

OPEN All Star Revue
(Participating)

OPI^N

9:00—

15—

30—

45—

OPEN OPEN OPEN Your Show of Shows-
(Participating)

10 :00—
15—

30—

45—

j

OPEN

(Cass Daley Show)
(Tentative)

OPEN Your Show of Shows

Battle of Ages
(Serutan)

Wrestling
(Co-op)

Hit Parade
(Lucky Strike)

11 :00—
15—

so-

ls—

OPEN
j

(Local)

Sports Showcase
(Autobrite)

(Local)
Wrestling
(Co-op)

Film Isn’t

Motion Pictures
-.By GORDON W. 1.EVOY-

Hollywoofi.

Two years ago it was heresy t(^

suggest that quality television,

shows could be of a miotion pic*

ture type. Today it is fashionable

to proclaim that 75% of the future

programs will be on “film.” T'oe

many, however, who do lip service

to this philosophy believe that mo-
tion pictures constitutes merely
setting up photography under bet-

ter lighting conditions.

A camera should be used for

more than a mere recording de-

vice, except for news events. In
order to have that audience ap-
peal so that you feel you are a
part of the. st6f3\ it must portray
the characters in a much more
realistic action. Between plain

photogi’aphy and that of a properly
prepared motion picture, there is

the same kind of difference that

you would find between, a snapshot
and a painted portrait.

Most of the arguments in favor
of "film” are already pretty well
known. The leading ones generally
advanced are the following;

1. Story. Because a live action
show' must be presented w'ithin

the confinement of, a stage, the
type, number and quality of the
plots are likewise severely limited.

The demands of TV w'ill require
an exhaustive number of scenarios.
Motion picture production unques-
tionably affords a much greater
story source.

2 . Acting. Motion picture pro-
eduction proceeds only one seg-
ment at a time, so that the actor

has but a few' lines to remember
in any given moment, with each
scene being photographed as many
times as necessary. In live action,

however, performance of the whole
presentation must be rehearsed
letter perfect from the beginning;
if it is to be pwperly done it re-

quires weeks of preparation at pro-
hibitive expense and exhausting
energy.

1
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Flexibility
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3. Quality production. The sets

and propeidies in a live presenta-
tion are again necessarily very
limited, whereas motion pictures

can build any type or kind, or use
“stock shots” from other pictures,

or go to the mountains, the desert,

the ocean, have snow, rain, almost
anything. Trick effects, process
camera production, use of minia-
tures and superior lighting po&'

sibillties also contribute.

4. Editing. In' a live show you
see only what the particular cam-
era may happen to pick up the
first and only time, from wherever
it may be, whether it is good, bad,

or indifferen|;. Motion pictures will

have a half a dozen “takes” of the
same scene—closeups, long shots

and angles from one to the other
of the cast w'hile talking or in ac-

tion, so that when edited only the
best is retained even within scenes
and, of course, intercut in se-

quence, most of the photographed
material being discarded as un-
suitable.

5. Finished production. In a
motion picture you will not see
fluffed lines, cues missed or names
mispronounced; nor will there be
occasions, as there are even today
in live shows, w'here you will see
a script girl or a stage hand wallc-

ing<Qcross the back. The sound, of
course, will be always perfectly

regulated, not as you will some-
times see in the live show where
the sound comes from one corner
of the room while the people are
in the other.

6 . Exhibition. The time of pres-
entation of a live show from coast
to coast involving the expensive
cable costs cannot vary to suit the
particular product. A 9 o’clock
audience in New York should not
be a 6 o’clock audience in Los An-
geles, or vice versa. In motion pic-

tures a child’s audience, a woman’s
audience, a late night ^audience,
can be picked in each particular
region,

7. Markets obtainable. There is

also the factor that it is getting

increasingly difficult to clear time
across the nation for a live show.
On a market by market basis, film

becomes practicable so that if in

a closed area time is not available,

other time cqn be secured.

The technique of production for

television is not exactly similar to
(Continued on page 96)
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group I had exploded into, was merely composed of the

executive directors of tfie Texas Oil Co., makers of Texaco

gasoline. That they, along with their advertising repre-

sentatives were do\^ here to look over the program, as

prospective sponsors. What I had done simply made It

appear that I was writing the whole show myself—^lus

confusing tlie entire issue in general. Very good, Davis.

Of course, as it worked out Texaco bought Cantor in

spite of me. What he called 'Helen about, though, was to

have her tell me thdt in the future I was to see him

privately with my new material—for obvious reasons. The

following day Cantor informed me that he wasn’t trying to

restrict me in any way. He still wanted to hear all of my
stuff. It was just that it could no longer be done in

public because another such incident might put us both out

of work.

‘Just the Three of Us’

while there were two of them and they

to work lull time. Hot having » split per^iity handy, I

either had to relinquish one^ of the gments or live

dangerously. Franklyr the former consideration never

occurred to me. I would write material for one of the

shows each week, then switch it to suit the style of the

other comic. Such intrigue 1

That Man Berlc J

Naturally, under the new order I had to operate dif-

ferently, I not only told him a new gag every time I

saw him alone, I made it my business to be where he was

day and night. When he went sunbathing I went sun-

bathing . There were just the three of us—Cantor, myself

and a gag. After exposing him to one of dubious quality

he said that out in the sun I should wear something to

cover my head^

When he ate, I ate. When he played handball, I played

handball. When we went swimming, I dove in after him.

The fact that I couldn’t swim never stopped me. When
he took a’ shower I scrubbed his back—still trying to

tickle his funny bone.

We finished out that season in Florida, and then, re-

turned to what was now a much warmer New York. With

our stories of broadcasts over, we hit the summer layoff—

something I had looked forward to. It would afford me
time to see my mother again. Cantor himself jvent to Eng-

land. But before leaving he. arranged things so I would

receive a check every week even though we weren’t work-

ing. I visited my mother quite often during this period

and she could never understand why I wasn’t busy. She

would ask, “Son, what are you doing these days?’’

“Nothing, Mom. I get a check every week.”

“Oh,” she said, “back op relief!”

That I once drove a cab was never allowed to be for-

gotten for any length of time. Cantor loved to tell his

friends about Eddie Davis. He cited me as what he

called a living example of democracy, “that a guy could

•even come out of a taxi and amount to something in show
business.”

Comedians usually aren’t around at writing sessions

when a new script is taking shape. Cantor, however, as a

great ga^an in his own right, was present whenever pos-

sible. He would see that all was going well and also kick

in with a good deal of the material himself. Being a born
perfectionist, Eddie often said, “I never ask any of you
to do what I myself can’t.’’ Of course, I have yet to en-

counter anyone capable of doing the work that he can, or

who possesses his incredible energy. Cantor is the enter-

tainment world’s answer to the vitamin pill.

At one particular writing session we had developed a
solid comedy situation but found ourselves stumped for the

clinching gag that would tie it all up. We wrestled with it

for hours without any success. Finally Cantor .pointed to

me and said, “Eddie, I can’t understand it. When you were
driving a cab you shot gags at me faster than you passed
red lights, but now—? I want you to get back behind
the wheel of a taxi and don’t come back here until you’ve

got the punch line.’’ At first I thought he was kidding,

but there he was—holding the door open for me. For-

tunately, I had a friend who drove a cab, so I borrowed
it for awhile. The whole thing consumed an hour and
a half but the idea paid off. I not only came back WITH
the gag BUT I also netted $8.75 in fares. And would you
believe it—to this day Cantor still claims he deserved a

cut of the money?
As you probably gathered, Cantor -is a great prankster.

And the Impish twist he could add to almost any situation

was something he carried with him onto his program. On
one show it went something like this: Jimmy Wallington
would say, “Eddie, I’d like to take this opportunity to

congratulate you. After you sang ‘Potatoes Are Cheaper’
on last week’s program we received 5,000 letters requesting
that you sing it again. That’s wonderful. I’d like to shake
your hand!”

After the handshake, Eddie screamed, “Ouch!”

“What did I do?” asked a surprised Wallington.

“Nothing,” said Cantor, “but how do you think YOUR
hand would feel after writing 5,000 letters?”

I recall something in a similar vein that happened on the
train back to New York. It was 1937 and by now Cantor
and I knew each other pretty well. At mealtime the
waiter approached with pad and pencil and told us to
WTite down what we wanted. He would return in a minute
to pick up the slips. Cantor couldn’t control his smile as
he instructed me to order “postafazoolie” for him. When
the waiter delivered our food it turned out to be two plat-

.ters of scrambled eggs. Eddie beat me to the punch, say-
ing, “I thought this would happen! EGGS I knew you
could spell!”

. But little did he know what a time I had with “scram-
bled”!

As I mefitioned earlier I had always taken delight in
Imitating Cantor, and several months after we got back
to New York, Helen presented me with a wonderful baby
girl. On this occasion, Eddie wired: “SO! YOU’RE STILL
IMITATING ME!” Of course, I never let the suitation
get out of hand the way he did.

As I said, I spent a good deal of my first summer layoff
with my mother. In later years, however, I usually asked
Cantor to “loan me out” to other comedians while he was
off. I wanted to continue working, and, of course, makiim
money. This policy gave me the opportunity to associate
with a number of other comedians and in one instance,
the opportunity to work myself into a beautiful jam.

I spent the summer of 1937 with Ed Wynn. As head-
writer, this was a full time job, but when Milton Berle
also approached me "to work for him, I unthinkingly
agreed. It didn’t take an atomic physicist to realize that
the situation waa impossible. There waa only one of me

Berle’s show was on in mid-week, while Ed Wynn
worked at the week’s end. Therefore the material first had

to be written for Milton, then switched for Wynn. I

knew that Ed spent most of his evenings at home. Arrned

with this information, I prevented him from hearing the

Berle show by phoning him when it began and keeping a

conversation going for the full half hour. This

perfection for two weeks but on the third something that

I no longer remember came up and I was unable to make

on the following day and he recognized it. “Say, Eddie,

the call. Disaster! I presented Wynn with my material

he said, “this is the same stuff that Milton Berle used last

night!”
“How do you like that Berle!” I blurted. “NOW he s

stealing our gags before we even tell ’em!”

The following issue of Variety reported that the pres-

sure of other work had forced Eddie -^avis to retire from ^

the Milton Berle show. We parted under friendly enough

circumstances, however. In fact, I am presently con-

nected with his television program.

Through the years, Eddie and I had few disagreements

concerning the program scripts, and when we did I always

made it a point to bow to his greater knowledge and ex-

perience. Always—except once. I vividly recall a writing

session in New York. There I was, stubbornly insisting

that my 'blackout gag was strong enough as originally

written. “Change it? It’s a masterpiece! And doesn’t

need any changing.” Cantor disagreed. I held out for my
joke though and finally Eddie said, “OJkay, I’ll do the gag

your way on this week’s preview, just to prove to you
that it’s going to lay flat! That’s the only reason I’m

going to nse it, and you’ll see for yourself that it’s lousy!”

At this, I began to think.' And the more I thought, the

more frightened I became. If the gag. died, I’d be in

for a riding.

I couldn’t very well back down, Eddie would never let

me forget it—so I decided to think of a way to insure the

laugh. To make certain that the house would rock when
Cantor told the gag. The idea came to me like a stroke

of genius. As Eddie did the joke,' I just took off my
pants and walked across the stage behind him—in my long

underwear. Needless to say, pandemonium resulted. And
to this day, Cantor, doesn’t know how that gag drew the

howl it did. Wait till he reads this!

They’re all wonderful memories but as is usually the -

case, one story in particular stands out in my mind as, if

not the funniest, certainly the most ridiculous. It hap-

pened in 1937. Cantor always offered his writers a sizable

bonus for whoever could devise a continuity gimmick.
That is, some idea that qould run for several successive

programs. Eddie knew that anything capable of being
carried over from one show to another was great for

stimulating audience interest as well as making each
program that much easier to create. Leave it to me, I

dreamed up a gem to be known as “Oscar the Flea.” The
theme was for Cantor to announce that the pride of his

life, Oscar, his trained flea, had disappeared into thin air

and that he, Cantor, would pay a substantial reward to

anyone who could return Oscar.

Eddie agreed that it was an interesting device. Oscar
would bow in on the next show. The thought was that

we could perpetuate the idea indefinitely ’by announcing
the week-to-week progress made in the flea-hunt. Com-
plete, of course, with all the trappings. Clues, police de-
scriptions—^the works.

• Dogs, Dogs, Dogs

We happened to be in Chicago at the “contest’s” Incep-

tion, and it was another two weeks before we returned to

California. I checked, into a hotel, then drove out to meet
Cantor at his home. T was greeted by a sight I will never
forget. It was fantastic! There on his front lawn stood
Cantor. Surrounded by I’ll never know how many dogs.
Dogs! Dogs to the right! Dogs to the left! Big dogs!
Little dogs! Barking dogs! Thoroughbreds! Mongrels!
Just dogs! Also a stray camel that needed a dry clean-
ing, three or four goats and a Shetland

.
pony, yet. But

mostly dogs. Quite a spectacle. In short, if it had fleas

and walked, we had it.

Cantor was furious. The fact that a St. Bernard was
chasing him around licking his face didn’t soothe Eddie
any. “You and your ideas!” he shrieked at me. “This
is In response to your contest!” And as everything went
black I heard him shout, “Next time you get an idea keep
your big mouth shut!”

I left Cantor in .1939 when presented with a chance to
write a Broadway show, “George White’s Scandals,” and I

followed that with -another musical, “Hold On to Your
Hats,” starring A1 Jolson. Shortly after, however, my
health began to fail and I came down with a bad case of
asthma. I was forced to leave New York by my doctor,
although there were a lot of people who thought the advice
came from the theatre critics. Anyhow, I went out to Ari-
zona—which is really nothing more than the Catskills with
cactus—built a home and lived there for two years. My
health improved considerably during this time so I came
back to Broadway and did a show called “Follow the
Girls,” starring Gertrude Niesen. Luckily, it turned out
to be a smash. After the reviews were in I received dozens
of congi'atulatory messages. They were all wonderful but
there was one that I wouldn’t trade for anything, and to
this day I carry it with me. You guessed it. It was from
Cantor, and it read: “Congratulations, Eddie. You’re back
in the driver’s seat again.”

Life seemed to be one big piece of Lindy’s cheesecake,
when suddenly I was jolted by another attack of asthma

—

this one even more severe than the first. Since there were
no miracle-drugs around then as there are now, I had no
alternative but to take my family and return to Arizona
for a complete rest. I had become a very sick guy.

I spent the next five years at my home in Tucson, and
regained a measure of mY health. My money, however,
was gone. The five-year convalescence had consumed
every penny I had ever earned. I wanted to return to
New York to start work on another show but things looked
pretty bad for me. And it was then—the fall of 1950

—

that my man came through again—as always. I received
a wire from Cantor for a thousand dollars and a note tell-
ing me to get back to New York if I felt able; begin cir-
culating, and to charge everything to him. He also wrote
that If I required it, there would be additional cash await-
ing me in New York—that the reason he didn’t send more

at the time was that he knew I’d only blow it on
slties like silk shirts and^ alligator shoes! What a mfvi’
His eyes N are as big as an ordinary 'inan’s heart and i,?*

heart is as big as an ordinary man..

Back in New York, I started on another show “Anvu-
Aweigh.*^ It was slow work at first, but things fin^w
began shaping up and I expect to get it into rehearsal
fall. As you know, Cantor is doing his television show
White waiting for my own revue to take shape, I recentlv
wrote a sketch for the program. Xn connection with thk
I dropped in backstage one afternoon last week to watch
the rehearsal and there was Cantor going over his now
famous Maxie and Taxie routine,

“How do you like that!” I said, “NOW who’s imitatinir
who!” ^

“You’re right,” Eddie laughed. “I took you from behind
the wheel so I could get there myself,”

After the rehearsal; Eddie .and I left the studio and
climbed into my convertible parked in front of NBC, it

had rained all ^ay and by sheer coincidence tlie streets
were slippery as we turned down Sixth avenue at 50
miles an hour,

“Look out!” roareJt- Cantor.

“Relax,” I said. “There’s no meter in this one!”

“I know!” Eddie snapped. “That’* what worries me!
NOW if anything happens I won’t even be able to sue the
company!”

Puffing & Sipping
Continued from

ents—^he stuck to the fact that the Morris cigaret was
made for pleasure and not ingredients. That was the
inference to us—^but for good solid inhaling and exhaling

the Philip MorrTs -man is right up there with the best.

We also accepted the suggestion of the Lucky Strike

people .who asked us to compare their cigaret to deter-

mine its “packability” in relation to other brands. This
test called for us to purchase a package of all other brands
—something we didn’t quite understand—as why would
the Lucky people want us' to buy the other brands just to

rate its stability in the rice paper. Our outlay here was
about $1.50 and we wished we had it back.

The Lucky test wag shown on the TV screen by a young
(or old) lady’s well manicured hands ripping the paper
from several cigarets. If we were to judge hands in this

survey, we’d allow they were quite efficient but for the

life of us we couldn't remove the cigaret papers without
having all the brands fall apart—including Luckies—but
this certainly is no reflection on the Lucky people as

when it comes to cigaret ripping we’re just all hands.

Our researchers jokingly expressed the hope that other

manufacturers won’t ask us to tear their products apart

—especially automobile sponsors—as that would be rather

expensive and this certainly would drive us out of the

research business.

The ladies and gentlemen who smoked king-sized ciga-

rets professionally were considered and appraised for our

final observation. This group includes Fatima, Pall Malls,

Dunhills and Cavaliers
.
and to qur .amazement, the pro-

fessional puffers of the king sizes are no larger in stature

than their brothers who smoke on regulation cigs. We
naturally expected to see large, oversized people drag

on the oversized smokes but the Pall Mall group and

others tripped us up on that one.

Regarding Pall Mall, it was a revelation to see that

the puffer didn’t inhale or exhale smoke—but the com-

mercial—one of those animated things—displayed the man
puffing and from the cigaret emerged certain words of

praise for Pall Mall. It was pleasant interlude for us after

having seen nothing but smoke for these many years.

The Cavalier puffer—^Bob LaMond—expressed more pleas-

ure with his job than all other king-sized smokers and

for downright beauty, this LaMond pleased the female

members of our panel more than all other oversized

" smokers.

The question arises whether or not a beer sipper could

ever qualify a’s a cigaret puffer, or a puffer could make
the grade as a sipper. We caution those who would turn

from puffing to sipping to first examine the prominence

of their thyroid cartilages and to the sippers who wiggle

their Adam’s Apples we suggest they consider puffing.

We didn’t give much study to ’ commercial auto drivers

. on television but our attention was pointed to Groucho

Marx’s driving of a DeSoto Fifedome (we were unable to

ascertain what a Firedome was) along the expansive boule-

vards of Beverly Hills. As Mr. Marx smoked his cigar

and glided along in his convertible, one researcher re-

marked, “Marx would make a hell of a beer sipper—look

at him—his Adam’s Apple is practically stationary.”

Thorny Problems
Continued from page 35

have had to cancel Amos ’n' Andy for instance, because of

repeats.

As to prices for film, it would seem that each film pro-

ducer expects each station to pay the entire original pro-

duction cost in their “asking” prices. Of course, the busi-

ness of bargaining has been going on for many years, out

it does get awfully tiresome haggling over exoroitani

prices. I suppose the film people feel that we buyers

are a bunch of chiselers, but the fact of the- matter is w

know what local sponsors will pay for film, and

my experience, the age or star value of any group or nim

doesn’t seem to make too much difference to these lo

sponsors., We have tried unsuccessfully in many
^

obtain more money from our sponsors for

parently our present figures have reached the top bracic .

The pricing of 15-minute film series seems to bie the

furthest out of line. Film producers will ask ,

much per time for these 15-minute programs as they

for a 90-minute star-studded feature. It would seem t

that lower prices would bring greater volume of sales,

of course, this is against the economic theory.

As to quality of prints, the fare offered runs ^he ganiu

from excellent to terrible. Generally, we have .

the first two or three films from the same source,

of the same series, set the pace for the remainder,

first two or three are good, the rest of the senes ai eg •

However, if the first two or three in a senes a

prints, the rest of that series show up badly*



Continued from page 1

own lineup of staiions and specific

iimc slots, is a hotly-debated qucs-

tion Figures gathered by Variety

yeveal that five and one-ehalf hours

If programming were placed on a

National spot basis In the survey

week of May 1951, with the total

unped to seven and one-half hours

for the comparable period this

vear That represents a growth of

§6%’ Standard for counting a

syndicated film as a national spot

deal was whether it was backed

by one sponsor in at least five

markets (webs consider a show net-

worked if they beam it to their

five owned-and-operated stations).

That this kind of setup, by-pass-

ing networks, is picking up accel-

eration is evident from the num-
ber of upcoming telefilm series

which are slated for the spot trail

in the fall. At least four national

spenders are booked for canned
shows on a station-by-station

format forj next season (such as

Singer Sewing Machine and Paci-

fic Coast Borax), and other similar

campaigns are in the offing.

I

Feature Oldies Excluded
[

The figure of 18 hours on the

webs and national spot, it should

be stressed, does not include old

features not originally intended

for video. Were the. theatrical

product counted in the film col-

umn, the amount of celluloid tal-

lied on the chains would have been
hiked appreciably,, and, of course,

antique reels are an even greater

staple in the dpCal station's diet.

Variety vidpix tabulation also

does not count film inserts in basi-

cally live showsMsueh as “Treasury
Men In Actien” or “Big Story”) or
newsreels for which film clips are

a vital ingredient. The heavy
amount of film used for commer-
cials is similarly not included, hut
does indicate tele’s dependence on
film.

The main telefilm inroads so far.

It’s important to note, are con-
fined to the nighttime hours. Vid-
pix accounted for only 45 minutes
of network programming weekly
before 5 p.m. this year, while
occypying IIV4 hours after 5
o'clock. Netwmrked vidpix are, for
the most part, in the half-hour
dramatic category — in the gen-
eral drama, whodunit and situation
comedy bracket, although the
Groucho Marx entry is an example
of a quizzer on reels.

This suggests that films-for-tele
are not the answer to all program
needs, that moving from the im-
age-orthicon to the motion picture
camera should be ' dictated by the
type of presentation desired ancl
that there will always be many
types of airers for which live pro-
duction is preferred.
While network programming

fell off in the evening periods, it

was not due primarily to the film
upbeat. The amount of vidpix on
the skeins almost doubled, from
yx and a half hours in '51 to
hours in ’52, but that is still a rela-
tively small Segment of total pro-
gram time. The decline in evening
hours of networking, from 125V4
last May to 97 hours in May, ’52,
resulted in large part from other
wuses. Demise of “Broadway Open
House” on NBC-TV in the li p.m.
period, loss of several commercial
^^o'vs on ABC-TV and DuMont
ana dropping of some network
leeds at other times cut the vol-
ume of live after-ditrk program-
ming about five times as much as

intro of ceHuloid entries.

Daytiiri^ Expansion

r
daytime portion of their
the skeins expanded

—

na in spades—giving the webs ai>
sain in airtime from 175

^93.^ hours weekly. NBC-TV’s
oday operation alon^ added 15

production a week

—

than the vidpix total
webs. That doesn't in-

^ programming is

cable, and there is

vpo which live tee-vee can expand. *

thp H are not oblivious to

whicli
telefilms. Programs

® making the rounds

am ‘f^-.^^y-station. A notable ex-

ed nn previously beam-

sidp ^ Gamble's “Fire-

••Rovni syndicated as

Adventuro^^®''^^’' “Strange

were once screened on the

The
aver<!P

,"'®t)s, further, are not

filmV A a buck from TV
With’ means competing

Wterort have
syndic. I-

production and

Columbia stations in some-- mar-
kets.

The fact that film once on the
webs is being re-issued on a spot
or local basis underlines the eco-‘
nomic factor which is spurring the
development of vidpix. Film can
be used again and again, in con-
trast to a live presentation which
has no re-run value (except for
the limited use kinescope record-
ings can be put to). On the other
hand, telefilm has important sub-
sidiary potentials, including possi-
ble theatrical release, Latin-Amer-
iCan and European video rights
(the Italian TV network recently
purchased a large number of
American telepixh subsequent re-
release on the "chains, and spot
syndication.

The spot market adds signifi-

cgntly to the dimensions of films-

for-TV. Included in the seven and
one-half hours of spot-placed
shows are such items as “Old
American Barn Dance,” a 30-min-
ute vidfilm program backed in a
dozen

.
areas by American Snuff

Co., a bankroller which does not
need a national network’s “um-
brella” coverage but rather pin-
pointed circulation following its

distribution pattern. Beer, bread,
and oil companies, most of which
are local and regional, are heavy
users^of spot and are buying film
airers for their markets.

In addition to the network and
regional advertisers using film, a

great many local spenders are
backing vidpix series. “Double
Play,” a- 15-minute show, was back-
ed by one sponsor in four markets
and by another in three markets,
and thus narrowly misses getting
into the national spot classifica-

tion (on the basis of five markets
for a single advertiser).

Yet many of the almost 100 vid-
pix series available have a long
list of outlets^ carrying them, sev-
eral with as big a lineup as net-
work shows (with their multiple
clearance problems) are able to
get.

On a regular basis, Variety will

tabulate the growth of vidpix vis-

a-vis non-film programming, re-

porting by means of its “Filmo-
meter” on the shape the video
medium takes.

Midwest Colleges Prep

Plunges Into Educi TV;

Kansas Schools Combine
St. Louis, July 15.

U. of Missouri, at Columbia, last

week filed application with the
FCC for a commercial TV permit,

,

and while the school’s board of

curators didn’t disclose how the

project would be ^
financed, a

spokesman said it wouldn’t be nec-

essary to ask for funds from the

State Legislature.

Curators stated they hoped that

at least 50% of the TV time would
be devoted to public service pro-

grams, and that profits would be
used for inprovement of the sta-

tion’s programs. Initial cost' was
estimated at $1,006,880, operating

costs at $302,000 annually and the

station was “expected to show a

profit in its second year. Univer*.

sity’s plans also call for a $480,-

000 TV studio on the campus and
erection of a 796-foot tower four
miles south of the town.

One hitch may upset the plans

as the application seeks channel 8,

the same being asked for by the

Missouri Farmers Assn.’s insurance

division for station KMMO at Mar-
shall, a radio station it owns. .

Joint Kansas Expansion

Kansas City, July 15.

Educational television has
aroused interest of Kansas’ two

leading universities. In a joint

project, the U. of Kansas at Law-
rence and Kansas State College at

Manhattan are filing applications

for non-commercial, educational

stations of 50 kw.

It’s estimated that each station

will cost $362,000, and plan calls

for programs to originated^ on both

campuses and be fed by microwave
relay both ways. Whether or not

the venture becomes a reality de-

pends on appropriations of the Leg-

islature.

Proposed joint expansion is

drawing favorable comment, since

the two schools are rivals in many
vi»doj^UIpng»

,2*^pd,Ty is their

,f!ew «ni<ii^lses .tog6thbr.
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FILM FILM

From May, 1951, to May ’52 the total hours ofJUve programming on the Jour networks increased

more than the hours of film shows the networks added. However, in the cases of ABC and DuMont, the

amount of programs, both daytime and nighttime, fed to the network declined. Figures are in hours per

week, for a week in May of each year. National spot figure is for film shows sponsored on at least five

outlets by one bankroller.

DURWOOD KIRBY
GARRY MOORE SHOW—CBS-TV

GOODYEAR TELEVISION PLAYHOUSE—NBC-TV
. boh, and ray show—NHC-TV,

j

• HtiXTOP HOUSEi-iC^-HrADIO
‘

'

i ^ j : ,! f, f,

Crosley Signs A1 Morgan
Cincinnati, July 15,

A1 Morgan, singing pianist who
became a TV name in 1950 with
his recording of “Jealous Heart,” is

to return soon to his native Cincy
under contract to the Crosley
Broadcasting Corp.

Besides appearing on WLW-T
here he will be programmed on one
of the major video webs, according
to Robert E. Dunville, Crosley
chief.

His bookings at theatres and
night clubs were interrupted for
a few weeks last year when he
made an unsuccessful bid to re-
vive the Glenn Rendezvous, nit-
ery in Newport, Ky., opposite
Cincy, as operator and enter-
tainer.

WCPO's Exec Shuffle

Cincinnati, July 15.

Three executive changes were
made this week at WCPO stations

by Mortimer C. Watters, general
manager.

John Patrick Smith was upped
from national radio and TV sales

manager to assistant general mana-
ger of sales for all operations.

Glenn Clark Miller moved up
from director of the AM station to

Smith''s former post. Earl Corbett,

I program, dlrco^or of WCP^)., atew
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COWED'^ STA®

of the

jomesWeUonEVShpW

WALLY
BROWN

Thanks fo JAMES MELTON for 7 WONDERFUL MONTHS
on the FORD FESTIVAL SHOW

*• m m ALSO THANKS
^ 4PI . .

# # #
^ <»arrj Moore Show
tin M r*r«rn cnga^c-

^
.n«nti

)

4t MPtee 3«rle Show

n»U M Jhow lutiness

'A r^tmrn engage*

^ >ejwoe Show

The Rattle of the Ages
Star of the Family

Cavalcade of Star*
(4 retern engage-

• ment*)

Cavalcede ef Rands
(5 retern engage-
ments)

end many ether TY
Shews.

Currently Headlining

All Major Jheafres

CO-STAR of 19 Motion
Pictures

FEATURED COMIC in 22
Others for Major Studios

Menafementi
MhsU Cer|itr«tIeR ef America

JL_1
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OuMont creates television that impresses adver-

tisers because Du Mont offers sound television

value—good shows that impress audiences at a

reasonable cost. The results pf this down-to-earth

showmanship have been most impressive to the

many sponsors who have come to Dt/ Mont in

search of good, sound television value.

If you want this kind of advertising value, yoy’ll

be impressed with the way your Dollars Do More
/

on DuMont.

nUMONr
TELEVISION NETWORK

515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y., MU S-2600
A Division of the Allen B», Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.

A ^ ^ ^ ^ Ai ^ A. ^ M A* A. ^ I Ik. 1.1 1 :
-.f ’»«5‘'Vf r< <il Wwm m m « ^ m m-mr if n n-riK X"/t'v.i/.yCJr:r*~JC. J.
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TEXACO

l4

Guesting AUG.. 3rd
with

ED SULLIVAN
on the

"Toast of the Town"
CBS -TV

with

DANNY ODAT

HUMPHREY HIGSBYE
ond Our New Mascot

“Farfel”

H Persona! ManagementV LOUIS W- COHAN
1776 Broadway, New York

Booking: WM. MORRIS AGENCY Publicity: FRANCES E. KAYK 303 No. Wabash Ave., Chicpgo

WILNIR STMK
Producer

WATCH
forthi^

nr
Ann®'*®*

ed S®“"

Counsel:

SIEGAL & ROTHENBERG, Chicago
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KATHI NORRIS

HOLLYWOOD LOVE STORY-NBC Radio

NEWSSTAND THEATRE-ABC Radio

KATHI NORRIS SHOW-DuMONT TV

ANYBODY HOME-NBC Radio

ESCAPE WITH ME-ABC Radio

THE BIG HAND-ABC Radio

Co-Producer:

ROCKY KING, DETECTIVE - DuMONT-TV

In the Works:

WHAT'S THE GAG
LADIES' CHOICE

THE ATOMIC PHANTOM
THE LADY'S A COP

IF I WERE YOU
WHAT'S YOUR FUN

JOHN GART
Musical Director

"Chance of a Lifetime"
with DENNIS JAMES

ABC-TV
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I THE BIG STORY
TELEVISION, Fridays, 9 to 9:30 P.M., NBC-TV

RADIO, Wednesdays, 9:30 to 10:00 P.M., NBC

For PALL MALL CIGARETTES

Agtney:

SULLIVAN, STAUFFER, COLWELL AND BAYLES

TREASURY MEN IN ACTION
TELEVISION, Thursdays, 8:30 to 9 P.M., NBC-TV

For BORDEN'S INSTANT COFFEE

Agtney:

DOHERTY, CLIFFORD AND SHENFIELD

«iii

POLICE STORY
TELEVISION, Fridays, 10 to 10:30 P.M., CBS-TV

For ENNDS Chlorophyll Tablets

and Eye-Gene

Agency:

HARRt B. COHEN

NEW TELSYISION SHOWS
AVAILABLE:

Htort of Amorica

Quick as a Flash

Affairs of Ann Scotland

Wt, th« Women

PROCKTER PRODUCTIONS, INC.
221 WEST 57th STREET

NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK

ilUdson 6-4830

THE PEPSI COLA

THEATRE
TELEVISION

STARTING SEPTEMBER 30th

Tuesdays and Thursdays,

7:15 to 7:30 P.M.. NBC-TY

Agency;

THE Blow COMPANY
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‘‘It never occurred to me

that my neckties might

be a problem so*

Not only his neckties, but his shirts,

gestures and state of health are of

tremendous concern to John tJameron

Swayze's regular viewers. Swayze, who
started as a reporter- and newscaster

in Kansas City, must choose his

accessories as carefully as he edits his-

script. Television's most decorated

newsman, Swayze has-won

more awards for accuracy than a Swiss

watch . . . including the coveted DuPont

award. Formerly Director of News
for NEC's Western network, Swayze's

phenomenal memory and brisk show-

manship' first gained national promi-

nence'^ith his TV coverage of the

1948 presidential conventions’. Now
with his daily Camel News Caravan,

television's highest rated news show,

Swayze is one of the most-heard

ruewsmen in the business.

As a keen interpretive reporter and

knowledgeable showman, Swayze

knows that 1952's big story is politics,

and his first assignment, like that of ,

100 other NBC men of news, is to

cover the conventions and the elections
^

as they've never been covered before.

Swayze, Pearson, Kaltenborn, Mueller

-these are a few of the outstanding

reporters who make the NBC News

Center pre-eminent in broadcasting.

News reaches most Americans first

through radio and television, and

ratings prove that, day-to-day, more

Americans prefer NBC as their

primary hews source on both i^adio

and television. The reason is simple.

NBC's news-gathering facilities are

larger and more active, and NBC
consistently broadcasts more, hours of

news, more special events than any

other radio or television network.

Politics makes more than strange

bedfellows. It makes exciting news,

and in this, the most intense political

can^paign since 1932, more Americans

will hear the news first and hear

more of it from NBC.

NBC radio and television

a service of Radio Corporation of America

* * » « ^

.
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Carlton Morse's Television Version

of"ONE MAN'S FAMILY"

Sponsored by ALKA-SELTZER

JOHH REED KING ENTERPRISES, INC.
55 WEST 53rd STREET, NEW. YORK

COLUMBUS 5-0343

SALE *4 "PUD^S PRIZE PARTY" FOR FLEER'S DUBBLE BUBBLE GUM
ABC-TV

r

and His Oirchestra

THE KATE SMITH HOUR
Monday thru Friday

NBC-TV
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TO FOLLOW THE SUN with a message . . . hit every

time zone—same day, same hour—straight

across the country—to do all this efficiently,

economically—USE FILM ...

Complete information concerning film selection onci processing available . olso details

concerning special Eastman technical services, equipment, and materials.

Address: Motion Picture Film Department, Eostmon Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.

fast Coosf Division^ 342 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N, Y.

Midwest Division, 137 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago 2, Illinois.

West Coast Division, 6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, California.
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DANNY THOMAS

MILLIONS
f

I ^

of impressions ot a few cents, o thoosond^

For only 9 cents a thousand WHOM
reachel Italian hon^es In the

New York area . . . the lowest

cost of any station broadcastinji

to the Italian radio audience.

* . . according to ADYERTEST RESEARCH

which reached this conclusion after making

on elaborate survey of llsteninfl hobite

In Italian homes. • • •

WHOM 1 480 on your dial o 5000 watt*

am » FM

136 W. 52 ST. N. Y. 19 • Cl rcU S-3900

MUSICAL DIRECTOR

“THIS IS SHOW BHSIHESS'

MURRAY HILL S-6600

JOHN J. ANTHONY
MUTUAL BROADCASTING COMPANY

Sunday, 9:30-10:00 P.M,

For Ironized Yeast — Haley's M-0 — Dr. Lyon's Tooth Powder
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From Th* Editoriol tii the

.LONG BEACH INDEPENDENT.

Long Eaach. Californio:

» "As wo tot in rho auditorium Soturdoy nlgm wo woro thriilod

to soo and hoar tho most entortaining and boautlful pogoant wo

havo over attended In Long Beach. In our 37 yoar*' rocldonco in

this city nothing over approached tho Miss Universe pageantry

. . , The auditorium was packed. On two successive nights the

audience sot for four hours each night without a~moments borO'*

dom . . . The city council Is now making up Its budget for the

next year . . . We know of no expenditure that would bring

greater or better publicity to our city. It would be g sign we<

have really reached maturity."^—L. A. C.

From the Editorial In the

ATLANTIC CITY TRIBUNE.

Atlantic City, New Jersey:

TRIB^UTE TO GENIUS
"... he is a fine singer with a ready wit ond a knack for

appropriate Introductions. ... To the girls In the competition be

is coach, guide, bulwark, anchor and entertainer « « ^ Bob

Russell's part In the production con't be properly appreciated

without a look-see at rehearsal . . .v as usual he had done a ter-

rific iob and he's been doing it every day since."

-k M.C.e(l

k STAGED

k directed

k WROTE

k CHOREOGRAPHED

k MUSIC and LYRICS

RUSSELL
Just Conctaded Uw “MISS UMVERSr PAGEANT

In LONG BEACH, CAUfORNIA
> . W M

GILBERT ROLAND Said: •

"I've seen the greatest out here, but nothing ta

egual the ]ob Bob Russell hod done."

CATALINA. INC. ^

City of Long Beoch
Pan American Airways
Universal-International Studios

(Co Sponsors) Sold:

"To Bob Russoll fell the duty of holding the im-

patient audlN^e for more than dVx hours • . , Ho
Is a master entertainer, ad-lIbber and director • . •

Results beyond eur greatest expectations . • We
don't know of anyone who could have egualled

Russell in this spot."

MAYOR B. W. CHACE Wrote:

Long Beach, California;

"Terrific |ob , . . this is not an ordinary compli-

ment. Because you were mognlflceht. We are

told on you and oa the *MIss Universe' pageants."

Direction

MIGNON SIMPSON
GAINSBOROUGH STUDIOS

ZIX C*nfral Pork Soufh

N«w York 19. N. Y.

Rhone: Circle T-SiOO

LOUEUA 0. PARSONS

CBS RADIO NETWORK

SPONSORED BY

LUSTRE CREME SHAMPOO

i‘ I It ^ g I- l' ^ I. u ti fl d .. », i' nA 't :l i' ! , . ' f; ! -I i |l ij
. -I •, >! M H O ,.» tj .j ;{ |i
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GOODSON-TODMAN
PRODUCTIONS

GneGilae ^ Radio, xutd ^eUmilo

49 East 52nd Street

New York 22, N. Y.

MIX lODMANMARK GOODSON
0



T
his is the Hansen family. The Hansen family plays a fresh story every

Friday night at 8:00 on CBS TV, from New York (where the program is

enacted) to San Francisco (where the original Hansen family lived). The
actors are Peggy Wood (Mama)

;
Judson Lairs (Papa) ;

Rosemary Rice

(Katrin) ;
Dick Van Patten (Nels) ;

Robin Morgan (Dagmar) ;
Ruth Gates

(Aunt Jenny). Carol Irwin produces “Mama”; Ralph Nelson directs it;

Frank Gabrielson supervises the scripts. Iss good to remember.

Consistently

The Top Rated

Local TV Show

on the West Coast

SPADE COOLEY
Sponsored by

Ghesierfielt!

Ipana

Anacin

American Home

Food Prodncts

Boyle-Midway

And w«'r« proud as punch that our ono-hour show has b#en telecas

every single Saturday (over KTUA-Paramount Television) for

almost four solid years'.

WORLD FAMOUS

SANTA MONICA BALLROOM
Santa Monica, Califei

Deccct Records — Standard Transcriptions
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Produc

Top-Rated TV-Radio Shows
44STRIKE IT RICH

rR<I TV MONDAY THRU «IDAY.... 11:30 A.M.
V1.DO - 1 V WEDNESDAYS f:00 P.M.

NBC-RADIO MONDAY THRU FRIDAY. .. .11:00 A.M

44 RIG PAY-OFF
NBC-TV

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY.... 3:00 P.Mi.

SUNDAYS «;00 P.M«

TV and Radio Shows with "HEART iNtOESr

WALT FRAMER
123 West 44th Street

New York 36, N. Y.

PLAZA 7-0800 -

a/RHM &. ,'S’jdicMa

President

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF MUSICIANS
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DOROTHY KILGALLEN and DICK KOLMAR
‘WHAT’S MY LINE?' ''BREAKFAST WITH DOROTHY AND DICK' 'GUESS WHAT?'

Mary
Margaret
McBride

MEM©

Dear Sir:

Recently we have played engage-
ments at the

CIVIC LIGHT OPERA. ..... .Pittsburgh, Penn,

GREEN MANSIONS THEATRE. Warrensburg, N. Y,

MT. WASHINGTON HOTEL.*. Bretton Woods , N. H,

ARCADY COUNTRY CLUB Hague, N. Y

MAPLEWOOD HOTEL..,. Maplewood, N. H

MAYFLOWER HOTEL Plymouth, Mass

LAKE TARLETON CLUB Pike, N. H,

and soon must head cross country to

Hal Braudis* Thunderbird Hotel in Las
Vegas, Nevada.

We would liKe to know this—may
we list the' PULLMAN COMPANY as a de-

pendent?

Hopefully

r

and

P&rsonal Mattagstnenf:

JACK VAU6HAN A PE©SIE ©ATES
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/IN ACTION-PACKED TV SERIES THAT IS A

'^NATURAL’ FOR PRODUCT PROMOTION! .S'
A .

iilkj.

Ktmntnw of ihm MpynHdl U¥ESi
» ^

ttnfrtw ic no itoiy-book ^ro of Iho pa$f but is rtgulorly footurocf Ir

todoy's hoodlinot « « • o symbol of tho Royal Canadiajn Mouhtod Police,

fht world's most modorn, colorful and publicizod polico force.

ffanlrawr It WHOfLRSOMK tnitrHiInmtnf!
Ronfrow outsmarts the craftiest of criminals without rosorting to

violence or trickery. This is a TV series that is packed with thrills^

mystery and action yet is completely wholesome and ciigestible.

R^nfnw is u FAMILY Aero I

Surveys show that Renfrew fans include as many adults' as children.

This is attributed to a careful formula compounding a hero capable

withstanding the critical accuracy of the modern adventure fan.

HenfreMT has a READY MADE audllense!

Renfrew has become one of the best known and iiked fiction characters

of modern times. He is the only Canadian Mounted Police hero popularized

In this' country through books, short stories, radio, pictures and TV.

Write/ W/re/ Phonei

M&A ALEXANDER PRODUCTIONS, Inc.

6040 Sunset Boulevard

Hollywood 28, California

Hillside 3414



WtanmUf, July

ROBERT MONTGOMERY

Presents

“YOUR LUCKY STRIKE THEATRE” “THE JOHNSON’S WAX PROGRAM”

JOHNNY 01^
Now Facing the TV Cameras
for the 8th Consecutive Year

Johnny Olsen^s RUMPUS ROOM
DAILY ON DUMONT

KIDS and COMPANY
SATURDAYS ON DUMONT

Working Right thru the Summer

ALSO HEARD ON RADIO AND RECORDS

Soprano. Metropolitan Opera Association

Operatic Queen of Television (NBC Show of Shows)

pDrson*!

J. &RAYES McPONAhP
<430 East 63rcl Straat, N«w York TEmpUton 8-3629
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My appreciation

To Procter & Gamble and Compton Advertising, Inc.

My thanks

To the many devoted and tireless friends of production staff

and crew.

€

They are the best!
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RCA«ViCTbR RECORDS

Stajrnng on CBS -Radio'

FRIOAYS, a.Q0- y#O PiM.f £.0.sx

4 West 58th StrMf

; BERTELL

N«w Yorh 19. N .Y.

Assodafe; DON COFUN

NOW AVAILABLE

ROCKY JONES -SPACE RANGER

RICHARD CRANE

from the Producers

STEVE ALLEN
BEULAH
Starring

eJ 'liJii'iy ‘VJ

tyxiliil I :i?KV£f»?

TROUBLE WITH FATHER MTSTERT THEATR
i

Starring Starring

STU ERWIN TOM CONWAY
Sponsored by Sponsored by

RUNG DRUGS

MY LITTLE MARGIE
Sfarnng

GALE STORM and

Management:

.. SAPHIER AGE

Also Producers of

GOMMERGIAL and INDUSTRIAL TV FILMS

ROLAND REED PRODUCTIONS, INC.
275 S. Beverly Dr, Beverly Hilli CRestview 6-1 10^
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m TED MACK
r REDUCED BY

THE MAJOR BOWES STAFF
Xv 4x«5

' - 5 /<.»

Si» YEAR

COAST TO COAST

rStHl YEAR
I

i

COAST TO COAST
•} •

IBih YEAR
I

EVERYWHERE

TED MACK’S AMATEURS UN TOUR
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JAN MURRAY
Star of

Meet Your Match
fy

TUESDAYS
NBC,NETWORK, 9:00-9:30 P.M., E.D.S.T.

*

te

Curranfly Head/imh^

PARAMOONT, NEW YORK
MUcIfy

DAVID ALBER
kfonvg^m^nf

JACK BERTEU M CJL

ONE MAN'S FAMILY
«

Broadcast Oyer NBC Monday through Friday

MILES LABORATORIES

ONE MAN'S FAMILY
Televised Over NRC-TV Every Saturday Evening for

MILES LABORATORIES

LOVE A MYSTERY
Broadcast Monday through Friday fof

CO-OPERATIVE SPONSORS

THE WHIUN W MV HOUSE
Broadcast Monday through Friday, NBC for

SWEETHEART SOAP

Nomaii and Inrii^ Pincus
nuvuioM raonuens

101 WMi tSHi N*w York City

CARLTON E. MORSE
PRODUCTIONS

HOLLYWOOD

Cilery Queen

Mr, I. Maginatio

Authors" League Theatre

MARJORIE GATESON
Currently

MOTHER BARBOUR
ONE.MAN'S FAMILY," NBC-TV
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FRANK
CONDUCTOR

ARRANGER

COMPOSER

M.C.

COMEDIAN

OtiX. ibOOLSOU on WiDm>

The Frank.DeVol Show” on ETTV (DuMont'

Every Saturday Night

MUSIC OF THE CENTURY" Dance Band

BOB WEISS

itv

MARSHALL
•hould Hciv@

His Own
TV Show

JAY MARSHALL

Management:

Mark Leddy
«

Leon Newman
48 West 48th St.,

JUdson 6-2760

New York 19

Meet

your

BEST

CUSTOMER

American Farmer, the cur-

rent American capital iste

He's the real owner of his

own business—and farm-

ing is big business today. .

He makes a lot, he saves

a lot, he spends a lot. He's

your best prospective cus-

tomer.

One-tenth of all these

prosperous prospects for

your product live in

WLW-Land —- One-tenth

of America. The best .way
to reach them is by Radio
. • . and the most effective

and economical radio in

this area is WLW.
The full story of *'Your

Best Customer"— all the

facts and figures—is , on
film. Ask to see it.

WIV



SID CAESAR-IMOGENE COCA-MAX LIEBMAN

"YOUR SHOW OF SHOWS"

NBC-TV
I

4th Season Commencing Saturday Sept, 6th



fracturing us on tour
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HAPPY ADVERTISERS
are owr BUSINESS

*'...our telecast exceeded our expecta-
tions as to returns.' Our product is
somewhat seasonal, and April and May are
usually our dullest months in the year
from the standpoint . of sales. Orders
received as a result of our telecast
brought our cost per dollar order down
to 14. Ec. We also received an increase
in sales during the last week n in May
which was attributable to the telecast,** '

• • . Iioppy advertisers are aur business . • •

Buy WGN-TV in Chicago ...

^

CHANNE19 ' CHICAGO

Cticago ^dcbi^Sion Ibtation

yednegdjty, July

Murray Hiri 7-553S

-^/Sensible price*

^Ei^hQuulii^ VTopHaiingM:

y/ Evident Sfurvice
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for
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3f iRlTiSH FRQ0UCED
' INtritNATIOKAL ?E A,
TUllS KaHng*
rpitor« Pkg. In the market-i* A«corded Sownd — Utvt

AMKRICAM PEATURES -
Ol^nia—Advsnturo— Myitorv—“Coittsdy. A sound buy,

«

liULL LENGTH or HALF
HOUR VERSIONS
Tom Jylftr, Gabby Hayas,

•-“«« Chandler,
•.db Custer, etc.

3S(k~1$ MINUTE or TWO
REEL VERSIONS
Te/rlftlc Sales results. Spe-
cially for CHILDREN'SSHOW S—also ADULT EN-
TCRTAINMENT. Top Stars—
Top Ratings. In Hour Length
BE COMEDY CARNIVALS.

•

13 HiLLARIOUS HALF
HOUR SITUATION COME.
DIES
Froducad for TV—Starrins
ttiat Inimitable Comedian
hank McCUNE—

a

sensibly
jprked half hour show.

A UiltARY OF lOO-song,
C^ddy, Dance A Instru-
mental .Shorts— Bob Hope,
•ln« Crosby, Danny Kaye,
fmatgent Coca—a host of
Athdr brilliant stars—Running
titno 1 to S min. ea.

jJmiA TELEVISION CORPOUnON
Murray HilT 7-5535

t5 Wtit 44th Str#tt ,
• r Ndw York 36, Ntw York

HOPE VOU^E ENJOYED OUR
/

PHILIP MORRIS
commercials

LET OUR TELEVISION EXPERIENCE

SERVE YW, TOO!

Dudley Television Corporation
9908 Santa Monica Blyd*, Bovoriy Hills

PHONE: CR 1-72SS

Television and

Rad io~ Productions
* r

JERRY LAYTON

ASSOCIATES. Inc

551 Fifth Ave. New York 17, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 7-6320
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“NEW FACES jft-

OF 1952"

« 'S'

OicK andEOlTM

%tS(S1(M
jJ|f CHOREOGRAPHY Mdl STAGING

OP ALL MUSICAL NUMiERS

<9 0 0

"RINOLINO EROS. EARNUM and EAIUY CIRCUS"'

|>;r«cf»4 — *«<< Ch»r00grmpM

"SHOOTING HIGH"-R9vu« Palmor Houso, Chicago

Wrlffit, Dfr0<t*il •ifW Cfcor*o«r«pfc«f

"DOROTHY LAMOUR"-"Smashod REcordf"
'' —Roxy, N. Y.

Aef Written — Dir*cf*J - or»»l SfMgMl

Cftcil E. Do MilU's-Film Epic-

"GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH"
Ch0r$0gr0phy (tnd Special Staging

OH Y<ss—

Profitable TV Audience

exclusive with

WGALTV
LANCASTER, PENNA

Onlv TV stoliofi

''
I ri 1' f o 1 1 o I I

•'
(

1

P »“ '1 n s y i « (] n I a r’-' o '

Represented by

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
How York LosAngolei San Francisco Chicago

Th» larjittr ealUcfton of oml

an »xp*rione»«l porMnnoI with upoctol

fraintHf'-MTo avoNabU f# glvo you tm>

MMilfato iMvory of wordrobo («t mod-

•rato ronlol diorgiM.

pROOKI COSTUMES ARE ON EVERY

TV CHANNEL EVERY DAY /

ToUv/iion's Official Coifumor

BROOKS
COSTUI^I CO.

3 W|ST Slat STREET
NEW-YORK CITY

TJopbono PL T-StOo" ' “

X

4 RMSons Why
TKo f»romo«f nottanol and kc«l

•dvortiaora vm WEVD yo«r oftor

yoar f* roach tho va«t

Tewiih Market

of Metropolitan Hew York
t

- 1. Tap oduH propramminf
1. Strong awdUnco Impact

3. Inkoront Hotoiwr layoHy

4. PotonHol baying pow’or

Sond for « copy of

*WHO'S WHO OH WEYiy
Honry OroonRoU, Man. Dir,

WEVD. 117-119 Wool 4«th St.

^Sl Now York 34

Nato Gross says—

"THE TOP EROTHER AND SISTER TEAM IN VIDEO"

'DIracHaH: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY*

Eileen BARTON
FLAYING SUMMER STOCK

"REMAINS TO EE SEEN"
CLINTON, MASS.

Coral Rocorctiiig Arfist
Dirocflon: MCA

How etarrlnf on NSC't
ALL STAR RRVUa

Soturdoy's t-t p.m.« RDST
Myt.i William Morris Aponcy

•/'t V' i' 6 I. b J . . - . .

. j V

A IRE MINDER!
Woifams, feeturest
Treymb. Novetties

FOR TV

Telecast Films, Inc.

112 W.st 48tli Stmt
H.w York 3*. N. Y.

JUOSOM *,S4M

Sunday, NBC-TV

FRED COB Producer

GORDON DUFF As^ocioiu Producer

DELBERT MANN ° Director

VINCENT 4. DONEHUE Director

HOUCE
McMtHON

Guesf Appearances

TW

Lux Tliaatra

Toiai of To-Marrow

Hof for fiibHcaflaii

Crinia Syadlcafa

Doagar
.'Taxaco Sfar Thaatr#

Ed Sullivoii'f Show

Kan Murray Show

Philip MorrU Spotlight

. C*iB«rfor4 Theotre*

Olympia. Miami

Olracti.n: LOUIS SHURR OFHCI



Bh^ Collytr

D^naldl

Ilka Ckasa
JohN S» Young
Modgo Evans

Television's Most Exciting New Panel Show

Summer Premiere
IT

SPEIDEL

NBC“TV on Mondays at 8 P.M.

Wolf Aisoclcifes

42B Modtsofi Avonno
Now York City. N. Y.

EYES TIRED ?
*4^

. . . . . Then Close Them and Hear

Meredith Willson

ii

AND GUESTS IN HIS

Music Room
WITH THE LONG AND SHORT OF IT

ON NBC (RADIO—THAT IS)

EVERY SUNDAY AT 8 P.M. (EDT)

FOR RCA-VICTOR



yiaiieigfliy,
'J{ily ifi.

Excluslvt Management'

MARTIN GOODMAN
65 West 54th Str«»t

N#w York City
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See your Lucky Strike Hit Parade Summer TV replacemerit

“ASSIGNMENT: MAN HUNT”
Saturdays at 10:30 P.M., NBC Televisipn Network

O^' $

M
^ f G A ^

(H. Y. Tlm»>



your

station wants

the best

in

documentaries

if

your

sponsor wants

something new

if

your

agency wants

film program

packages

if

you

use films

for television

you

will want

our new catalog

of television films

from britain
iistrihuttin

minactr

. ...i...JHE\ISIIIN

HLMS I'llllM imiTMN

eniTISH INFORMATION
30 Rockefeller Ploio, N. vj

[RVICiS

M* If*

Wilmington
' rrv. 1
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ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES

T

Tur

tr
6 fifteen minute tv film mysteries

STERLING IIEVISION CO., INC.
|!i W. 57TH STRSKT, NiW YORK If, R Y. JU. i-3750

There are very fes^ situation

comedies in television today I

and their .qualify is admiffodly|
poor« Most shows depend prl-

^

mdrily on the revue, burlesque, I

night club and vaudeville show
|

routines for its comedy. 'Slap,

stick* has become the order of
|

the day, because situation com-

1

edy, the most' difficult of all pro-
ductions in comedy presenta-
tion, must enjoy the security df
filming in order to maintain ai
constant high standard

LocpI stations must depend
upon their mother netv/ork in

order to supply their area with

high caliber, up to date, shows.

This practice has proven to be I

very faxing on the facilities of
j

the local stations.
|

Before the advent of "Poor
j

Charlie*^ few, lf*any, producers I

had conceived or attempted to ®

invade the film field with a situ-

1

atioh tomedy made specifically I

for the local stations and within ®

a price range that would be
j

profitable in each individual I

ttiarket area. *

We believe that "Poor Char-

1

lie*' can reverse this trend, and
|

even set a pattern for all' future .

situation comedies on television. I

The tlm4 is coming shortly, it
|

may be quite soon, when vaude-

.

ville will have been so over-
j

worked that it v/ill die a second |

death, and this time television, ,

not the movies, will have killed
j

it. The trend will then move, as |

it did in radio, towards the situ- •

ation comedy. I

**Poor Charlie" combining as

it does comedy, music and oc-
j

casionaliy pathos, is the ideal I

show to meet that coming trend.
®

l»OOR CHARLil INC
|

W*»t 75th Street «

New York 23. N. Y. I

EN 2-548fL

k cdinplite Mnt of

SSmm—Hmm Mltcheil, lell

& HoweSI, Mciorif, kttUUx
cameras

CAMERAS
MOVIOLAS
DOLLIES

Mcntofqcforori of Igtoncod TV Tripod Hoad

T¥ ©ROUND ©LASS . • . ©rUwoId
for Mitchili Stondorrf, N. C., Bill R Howill mot tt'Cf cjlis.

3Smm cflnwrw. Shows TV ellanmont.
• e .

Oulilnis ectjyi riMns eria and Tour Griswold SplKir, Modils 12 and R3^

Academy (sound) apirlurt. convirltd to hot spHcor

Expert factory rcpafr<. We mount lenses.

I w .. N /I ( K t

(
7 flm€Rfl ^ouipmeni (o.

A liimly rv IMI

OLYMPIC
CAVALCADE

*

A 55-niinute documentary

of the great 1936 Olympics in

Berlin.

Scored wkh powerful music.

America's Immortal ath-

letes filmed by over 600 cam-

erameni

Tho greatest sport scenes

ever filmed.

WCBS bought it Immedi-

fee detalte phone or wiro:

United Television

Programs, Inc.

444 Mdclieon Ave., Now York Cil/

PLciza 3-4620

360 N, Michigan Ave., Chicago

CEnIrai 6-0041

740 H. Br*« Ava., Hollywood

WEbntor 8-9181



6UY LOMIARbO'S lAST fOINT HOlHII
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JSD HIS ROKAL

DECCA
EGORDS

Hotel Roosevelt, New York

N«xf spring

IBIRD ANNUAL CONCERT TOUR

RADIO:

lUOT STRIKE’S tour' HIT PARADE,’ NBC, FRIDAYS

>Ml F. W. ZIV'S TRANSCRIBED 'GUY LOMBARDO SHOW’

Exctusiv* Managtnttnl'

MUSIC CORPORATION
' OF AMERICA

•1^ '

rwblisifyt DAVID 0< ALREK ASSOCIATED. INC.t Otii« Shoiri*
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Wart]ilflgi4»ii» Hurry Bruce,
member of WRFH'b* eales sUff
since 1949, has been named sta-

tion sales manager, Bruce for-
merly worked for WOStl and was
a disk jock-announcer for WOOL
before joining, the Peoples Broad-
casting Corp, station.

JDallas—George K, Utley has
been upped to commercial mana-
ger of WFAA, the Dallas Morning
News’ 50,000-watt AM outlet, ac-

cording to station manager Alex
Keese. New post pu4s Utley in
charge of local, regional and na-
tional sales, with Ted de Hay as-

sisting on national sales.

Minneapolis—^Phil Lewis, WCCO
staff member since 1947, has been
upped by general manager Gene
Wilkey of the 6BS owned radio sta-

tion here from assistant sales mana-
ger to sales manager. He succeeds
Roy W, Hall who becomes account
executive with the CBS Network
Television Sales In New York.

Schenectady—Caleb Paine, •for-

mer program' supervisor for WGY,
has been . appointed to the new

!

»ost of director of public service
or the General Electric radio out-
et as well as for the company’s
WRGB-TV, Ray W. Welpott, man-
ager of stations’ operations, an-
nounced, . Bernard S. Ktadse,
supervisor of science broadcasting

lor WGY, will take over the duties

formerly performed by Paine, in

addition to moderating the weekly
GE “Science Forum” over WGY.

Memphis—Larry Higgins, former
w.k. Miami disk jockey, has been
added to the WHHM staff here in

a similar role. Prior to joining the.

Memphis indie, Higgins handled
several shows for WWPB, Milaml
and WMIE along Miami Beach, In
addition to his daily d.j. stints here,

he is also doing several newscasts
and sports shows.

Bloomington— Elmer G. Sulzer,
U. of Kentucky radio chief, has been
named director of radib-TV broad-
casting at Indiana U. HeTl take
charge of all radio and TV shows
originating from the campuses her^
and at Indianapolis and from the
nine adult education centres
throughout Indiana. He’ll also
manage WFIU, the university's FM
station.

Minneapolis >— Marion Marlowe,
Frank Parker and Julius LaRosa
of Arthur Godfrey TV and radio
show added to„ WCCO’s two-hour
annual summer, mardi gras Aqua-
tennlal show to be headlined by
Edgar Bergen July 19, Show Is

scaled at top, only part of it

going out over the air . . . Both
KSPT-TV and WTCN-TV carried
complete Republican convention ac-

tivities, Which also • were carried

by foim local radio stations ^ v
James E, McGovern, whb recently

resigned as local WDGY radio sta-

tion news director, has been named
news director of CBS affiliate sta-

tion WISN, Milwaukee.

San Antonio—^Edward V. Chev-
iot, advertising executive, has been
appointed commercial manager in

charge of Television sales for

WOAI-TV, effective July 24. He
succeeds Jerry Lee, who has re-

signed.' Announcement of the ap-
pointment was made by Arden X.
Pangborn, general • manager of

WOAI and’WOAI-TV.

Paris, Tex.—Fred Kincaid, man-
ager • of KPLT* here, has been
named prez of the North, Star
Broadcasting C6., owners of the
outlet. Boyd Kelley, now manager
of KPiysr,.JVichita: FallsMbas been
named yfeCpee, ^d UoWU Seibert,

manager of KGKL, San Angelo,
was named secretary-treasurer.

Kincaid came here as manager
on Sept. 1, 1950, from KRLD, Dal-
las.

Dallas—George K. Utley has
been named commercial manager
of WFAA.here, Utley wiU be In
charge of ' local, regional and na-
tions sales. Teddy .Hay will be
Utley’s assistant oh national sales.

Dallas»Ward M. Wilcox has
been named a veepee of Glenn
Advertising and will head the
Dallas office, Agency now main-
tains offices also in Fort Worth and
Los Angeles.,

Bicker (or Web, Sltonsor

On ^garBbsl Telecast

Paralysis Fond Beoefits

New Orleans, July 15<

The Sugar Bowl football classic

will be televised over a nationwide

hookup for the fosb time next Jan,

1, Irwin Poche, president of the

Mid-Winter Sports Association,

sponsors, said Friday (11). Ne^
gotiatiohs now. under way for both

network and sponsor. •

.

'

The bowl game has been tele-

vised locally since its indeptionv

The coaxial cable, which added
New Orleans to the national net-

work on July 1, will majce the na-

tional telecast possible
'

poche said the added Income

from the sale of the TV rights wUl
assure participating teams and con-

ferences greater revenue. Maryland
and Tennessee each got $126,232.47

last winter.

He added that the National

Foundation for Infantile Paralysis

will receive a portion of. the fees

received from radio and TV rights.

The game will be advanced to 1

p. m. from 2; 15 p. m.j the former
starting time, “to obtain complete
clearance On the air and‘the micro-

waves,” Poche also said.

Keene, N. H.—^Recently added^ to
the announcing’' staff of WKNE' is

Joe Sabia. Before coming to
WKNE, Sabia was program durec-
tor at WHOB, Gardner, Mass,

TEAMVP
in the NE

Seniftt SeftUi:..

,
"STORKS
ntoM im

SPORTS RECORD'

; • « thrilling cye^wilncs* accounts of dramatic action as they
happened on the baseball diamond—*in* the prize ring—on the
gridiron—and elsewhere—to the great, the near-great, and the
unknownswho played the game and played to win—often when
there was more at stake than just the game itself*

A complete script package featuring your
own talent with records . * * available three,

times weekly as a 15-mimite presentation*^

YOU'Ri SAFE IN USING BMI CONTINUITY

TEIN ACi BOOK PARADE
Sparkling and appealing 15-mlnut* Kriptj

*
avallqblo. on a three times weeklyWiodpJt-
* . * Brings to your audience a series of dis*

tingulfhed reviews by America's outstanding

book critics. Slanted to the teen-ager but

captures tho adult as well.

9

ACCORDING TO THI RECORD
Timely facts about the unusual, with musical
cues that fit neatly into a dynamic fi-mlnuto
show. Available seven times per week for
52 weeks. Now m its dfh succbssM /Bar,

YOUR CONCERT HALL
The finest In concert music presented as o
series of full-hour programs, three times
weekly. Authoritotive scripts which make
concert music poputar music. Supplemented
by 'TODAY IN MUSIC'-- dates and facts

about the Important music events of the.

month.

SPECIAL EVENT SCRIPTS

Complete half-hour programs based on
periodic national events . . timely and ef-»

fective supplements to the "According to the

Record" series.

^1 CONTINUITIES ar* a regular service to BMI-
Iicenwe* at no cost. They are deilgned a* practical
pr^romi and may be used as commercial or sustain-
ing features.

TO INSURE your receiving "STOR/fS FROM THB
^ORTS RECORD" and other BMI scripts regubrly,
limply send your request to BMI’s Continuity Department.

1
Broadcast Music, Inc,
5 8 0 F I r T H V F N U E ,N t VV V O k K 3 ( N Y

I m

TfeAntMtr, July in . .

iCoimTVBliir

scare ot the new year Con
necticut will be blanketed by tv
etherlngs.by four new stations and
One VHF. The four UHF's were
authorized by the PCC last Fridav
ai). The VHP, WNHC-TV of NewHaven, has beOn in operation for
several years.-

Two of the UHF stations are In
Connecticut.. The other two are iii
southern Massachusetts. They will
service the northern part of Con,
necticut. Station WKNB of £
Britain and the Southern Connec-
ttcut and Long Island Television
Co., Inc.; are owners of the new
Connecticut outlets. Former will
operate on Channel 30 in New
Britain and umbrella-cover Cen-
tral Connecticut The S. C. & LI
TV. will operate on channel 43 in
Bridgeport and give UHF Cover-
age in the state’s southern part.
The two Massachusetts statidiu
are ^Ih the Springfield-Holyoke
area. All four have indicated they
WiU try to get on the air by Jan.

1, if possible. All have equipment
on order.

Springfield Television Broad-
casting Corp. will, use channel 61.

Its transmitter will be on Mt. Tom
in Northampton. It will use somt
studio facilities of WSPR in

Springfield.^ The other permit in

the area was given to Hampden-
Hampshire, Inc., which will use
channel 55. The company, which
operates^ radio station WHW,
with transmitter In Holyoke, li

owned by two newspapers—Holy-
oke Transcript-Telegram and Dally

Hampshire Gazette of Northhamp-
ton.

WKBN is owned by the Britain

Broadcasting Co., whose presi-

dent Is Julian Gross, Hartford ad-

vertising man. It will be the first

TV station to hit the Hartford

market. Although the
.
permit is

for a New Britain station, the

transmitter will be located at Ber-

lin, only nine miles from Hartford

and 2V^ miles from New Britain.

Station may be the first of the four

to go on the air, by Nov. 1, although

a Jan. 1 date has been set. Peter

Kenney, manager of WKNB, will

double as manager of the TV out-

let.

Suddenness of the F(3C deci-

sions left the New Britain outfit

without definite plans for network

affiliations. TV’er will probably

operate on a short-term CBS a^

rangement. NBC has several ties

with WNHC-AM and WNHC-TV in

New Haven, making that net un-

available. Full tie with CBS prob-

ably won't be made, because oLa

Hartford situation. Here the CBS

outlet, WDBC, has applied for VHF

and will be engaged in a dog-and-

cat fight for channel 3 with two

other outfits. One Is WTIC and the

other the huge construction lirnii

McGraw” Construction Co. On re-

sult of that contest hlriges a per*

manent CBS tie.

New Britain Broadcasting Co. ap-

plied for VHF in 1947. This spring,

outfit asked for the sole UHF chan-

nel for New Britain. Its applica-

tion was revised about a montn

ago. Estimated cost to put the New

Britain (Hartford) TV'er in opera-

tion has been set at $500,000.

tEHEARSAL HALL
B.OOO Sq. Ft. Heart of

by th« PhUco Playhouse
paat three years, now
5 or 6 days weekly from 10 A.».

to 5 P.M. CaU

PITCHMAN TYPE

TV ANNOUNCER

unity for bl0

f. rermansnt. Some Tv pr

Kperlence deilrsble

. For audition, writs full P*”

•nd Mhd recent pnoto.
_ ^ • a.

.

RADfO MUSIC 9UIX

Who does the music pr

Guv"^ABC Fri. at 8:00 P-

See Page 98
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"'unfenoiDn thousands.,.

ar0 the benefidanes
...E. ROLAND HARRIMAN

Pres., Nat’/ American Red Crwj, Was/t. D.C.

^ Conp/nional 'Record
MMKIIDINCt AN* MtATII 0» TUI tl^CdOMMilC StCOM*

^AIHINCTOH, HIDAY, MAY 14. Ifia N» A4

s

EiUic Cantor R«d. Ctots Blood

PlatiM Drir*

IXTEHSIOH OF REMARKS
or

HOMo B. Wo (PAT) KEARNEY
or NKw rooK

IK THE HOUSE OF RO^RESSKTATIVES

Friday, May 1$, 1952

Mr, KEARNEY, Mr. Speaker, our
Nation is engaged in a drive to replenish

the blood-plasma reserves of our Armed
Forces, which were depleted by the ex- ^

tensive use of plasma for our casualties

In Korea. A gigant^ goal of 300.000
° pints of blood per fnonth is necessary to

meet future needs and at the same time
continue the flow of whole blood to

Korea for current h^s.
I have just learned of the valiant as-

sistance being given to the American
Red Cross In this program by Mr. Eddla
Cantor. He has Just completed a tour

of seven major cities where he gave his

one-man show for blood donors only. It

' })as been estimated by Red Cross ofllclaU

that thlsv.eflort resulted In the donation

of nearly 100.000 pints of bloody He 1$

now campaigning for blood on the

ciflc coast*

Mr. Cantor mys that he nude this trip

to repay part of his debt to America* He
tias never forgotten that he* began life

In a tenement on the lower East Side of

- New York City a^ that in no other

country In the world would It have been

possible for him to have had such a suc-

cessful career.

^ Noted for his aid to patriotic and phil-

anthropic causes* coining of the slogans

•*The March of Dimes.** and ''OIfU for a

Yank Who Gave/* Mr* cantor celebrates

his forty-third anniversary in show busi-

ness on Sunday, May 18., It seems a fit-

ting occasion to record here the appreci-

\ , aUoo of the many who have benefit^

through the patrlotfc efforts of Eddie

Cantor*
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Biggest surprise in the TV ntt

granted last week w
the- FCC was that three permit
were issyed in Denver, largest vh.
gin TV area in the country. Until
the day before the agency took. uStv applications, thr&e of the fourVHF channels assigned to Denver'
were contested and only one per*
jnlt could be Issued—to radio sta*
.UqW: K3FED, Hoover, at the iLt
minute, Empire CoU Co. amended
its application for channel 8 .ta

DHF channel ^26. This left radio
I atation KVOP as the only applicant
1 for channel 8 and enabled the
Commission to issue three permits
Instead of. one. Empire Coil, which
operates TV station WXEL in
Cleveland, evidently believes that
a tTHF station now is better than a
VHF later, perhaps much later, if

it can beat out the competition fop

the channel.
Issuance of a permit to Empire

means that Denver will have at

least five commercial TV stations,,

as there are^^stiU two VHF chan-

nels tied up. There’s also a UHF
channel going begging and an edu-*

cational.

r

>1 w

^ ^ ^thanks to

every station in the nation

for voting UNITY tpp honors

. and thanks to BILLBOARD for the many Kudos

accorded to UNITY in the first National T*V Film Survey

Write, wire or phone for

UNITY'S new 40 page

catalog of films to lit

every tjme segment and

SXl^WXSIOlV

Photographed
Continued from page 55

I

that of motion pictures. Direction

requires a change of pace. More
closeups, less extravaganza shots,

are the order. Timed action so

that the "breaks” for commercials

can be appropriately placed and

the picture properly edited for its

particular length presents more

problems.
Editing is much niore difficult

too. Motion pictures may run any

length because it is relatively un-

important as long as the story is

told. But the time limit becomes a

great issue on television, and If a

half-hour story, for example, must

be finished with credits in 26 min-

utes 'and 25 seconds, and built in

such a way as to allow an inter-

mission in the middle for the spon-

sor’s message, it must be edited on

that basis with extreme particular-

ity.

In the story writing, however,

there Is the greatest difference. In

a regular motion picture one can

concentrate on the plot undis-

turbed. During the program of a

television story, however, the view-

er may be distracted by the phone,

conversation or other factors,

•thereby missing- some essential

portions of an already shortened

plot and losing the nucleus of the

basic idea... It is, therefore, neces-

sary ta plant the story more firmly

so- that even, if any dialog ^
missed, the viewer may follow it

for he will be‘ using his selectivity

prerogative. It thus becomes e

-

sential both to repetitious with-

in a' very, short period . of

Instill a story idea, and at the same

time to do whatever is required to

hold the audience froiri turning off

or awmy from the show.

WTIX in New Setup
New Orleans, J“iy

^

WTIX began operations Friday

(11) .from new, of V
and quarters on Canal St, t

^
city’s main stem. Station, form

ly located in a temporary struct^^_

in the suburban is now cen

tered in the civic, ^“siness an

entertainment heart of tjie ci^

Hugh Wilkinson, Jr., is

of the statibn, the city s 11th,

Pat Shannon, general manager.

LAWRENCE and
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NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
THE ADVERTISER

'’HNNDS"CMotoptyll TaUetm EYE-GENE Ey«

THE AGENCY ,

Hairry B* Colieii AJvei:ta«iai^ Company, InO*

Tlie Salesmanship ©f Showmanship ifif bK^ing

proved every day ... on your Televisloii screen!

sW' ;

im ®Bi “POLICE S'

CBS.

See, for yourself why these successful adver-

llsers use National Screen Service to tell the

.•?v

>]

I
National Screen’s more than 30 years of pro-

j

ducing the motion picture Industry’s TRAILERS

I ... their foremost advertising medium • • • has

I
everything YOU Reed to create the finest, sales-

I

producing TV-FILM COMMERQALS

I

i that the Specialists in producing ADVERTISKIG-

: ON-FILM ... are at NATIONAL SCREEN

NtW YORK 1600 BROADWAY CIRCLE 6 5700

HOLLYWOOD • /026 SANTA MONICA BLVD., GLADSTONE 3136
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Credentials Snag
Continued from pare 33

before the convention, the first 225

radio ticket* nrrlved. 'Then 225

television tickets were delivered,

and also 450 badgets, so that men
could get into the auditorium at

the International Amphitheatre,

This, of course, left the situation

up in the air until some extra gen-

eral seat tickets and convention

employee tickets^not good for the
auditorium—^were delivered.

Trouble with the employee tick-

ets was that they would get-people
only into the wings and not into

the main auditorium where the
convention was being, held.

Networks and major stations

which brought large crews and
large quantities of equipment to

Chicago are using this between-
the-conventions week for house-
keeping, getting out the bugs
which developed during the Re-
publican show and for planning to

improve their coverage.

Webs have demanded, and expect
to receive, another TV camerastand
In the convention hall. Some dis-

tortion developed last week be-
cause all cameras were on an an-
gle, set on platforms built out from
the side balconies.. Video spokes-

men want a camera stand set dead-

center facing the convention pos^

truxrt, and built up from the floor,

difficulty is that some seats, allo-

cated to alternate delegates, would
have to be eliminated.

Nets, the Clear Channel Broad-
caster* and dne"br two other out-

fits have elaborate strings of tem-
porary studios, control room*, of-

fices, etc,, in pne wing of the con-

vention hall. They are wired and
filled with equipment. Booms are

locked up except for mechanics
trying to improve the setups.

About half the net staffs have been
shipped home until next weekend.
But the webs are keeping their

hotel working quai'ters In the Con-
rad Ifllton because these, too, are

wired and contain much equipment.

Skeleton ne^s and feature staffs

are remaining in Chicago to handle
the pre-convention story for the
Democrats.

Milwaukee— A series of weekly
health features on TV has been ar-

ranged by WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee
Journal station, in cooperation with
the Milwaukee Health Dept. Theyni
be quarter-hour presentations each
Friday on the “Time Out With
Thorhas” program.

600GN.Y.-CANADACOIN

EOR 52 VIDPIC SERIES
Hollywood^ July 15,

N. Y. and Canadifiu angels ar*

bankrolling Television Varieties,

Inc., to the tune of $«00,000 for a

series of 52 telepix, with attorney

Max Fink secretary^treasurer of

the company, and Herman Webber
producer.

Webber is now in Europe sboot-

background footage for telepix,

which will have ' a circus theme,

Fink leaves this week to join him
on the Continent, and will return

in 30 days.

Webber returns to the U. S. end
of the year, to complete the series

here.

Cleveland—Sidney Andorn has
rounded .out IV years on the air

with his “Mart-About-Broadcasting”
now heard on WERE . . . Bruce
Charles back on WHK announcing
staff after army stint . . . White
Sewing Machine has signed the

five-minute 6 *,30 P-m. “Tunes and
Cartunes,’^ featuring caricaturist

Dick Dugan; pianist Cynthia Park-
er and announcer Tom Field, oil

WNBK, Lincoln Savings Sc Loan
pacted A1 Henderson’s five-minute
7:55 a.m. Monday-through-Friday
WTAM oddities pitch. Farm editor
James Chapman has been given the
7:25 a.m. WNBK local spot on
“Today”

Ciiitlnayi troH.: pag# n
traeU, voted to^ honor ,t|(|e . RWG

j
Rei^bilcan tonventio^ la*t week,

picket line* before the network that the Demo*
honieoffices and studios. •HbC-TV'

newsmen art covered by *- con-
tract negotiated June. 30 by the^
Authors League of America. Pact,

however, contains a clause that no
TV newsman can be penalized for

honoring a picket line set up by
any. ALA union.

Ah illustration of what might
lie In store for the Demos at Chi-

cago occurred Sunday (13), when
W. Averill Hatrlmah, one of the

leading Demo Presidential candi-

dates, inadvertantly crossed one of

the Guild picket lines thrown
around' the NBC-TV studios at

Park Avenue and 106th Street,

N. Y. Harriman, who guested on
that web’s “Hats in the Ring”
show, palled the Guild, to obtain
permission to cross the line. His
request was turned down but one
of his associates reportedly as-

sured him. that the Guild had
granted permission. He subse-
quently wired apologies to the

.Guild and also fired the heads of

ihe three networks explaining his

position.

ACcoi’ding to RWG spokesmen,
their picketing of the Demo con-
clave in Chi can be much more
serious than their picketing of the

in production

Tho March of Time
HigMif int^etUng and auiheniU fUm atorioi each loooA:

/ram «i>ory part of th* U» "S. and tkrougic'out th* world,

6%

larican Wit and Biaar
A $eri4i oJ.twentg-$ix half hour programs, with hoari-warming

otorU* adapted from the best work* of ih* 19th eonhiry.

the Sports Show
Ivmd* itimee on the tport* Americana like to watch and plai,

a* told by leading authoritie* and champion* in every field.

BALLETS DE FRANCE
/fringing to the television screen, in twenty-siie fifteen minute

programs, all the grace and charm of FranceHu mbit talented dancers.

TV AWARDS
for tho THRU Morch of Tino TV ProdoOions

ft

ft-

CRUSADE IN THE PACIFIC
-RADIO AND TV DAILY-
The best television documentary of 1951.

T.

t.

MARCH OF TIME THROUGH THE YEARS
-OHIO STATE INSTITUTE FOR EDUCATION

first award for public affairs programs*^

CRUSADE IN EUROPE
THE GEORGE FOSTER PEABODY RADIO AWARD
—for education over television.

^1^1 have a number of Ubor dSe-
gates present, who undoubtedly
will,, honor thk pickets. As a re-
sult; they said, the disinclination
of the Demo leaders to cross the
picket lines might seriously hold
up the convention proceedings.
Authors League, meanwhile, has

decided to grant the RWG full co-
operfition in the strike. Including
participation in its strike fund
ALA is sending out letters this'

week to its 7,000 members, detail-
ing how they can help the RWG
achieve its aims. One of the points
covered lis a suggestion that the
ALA writers withhold all material
from both the radio and TV
’branches of the networks, so long
as. the move does not constitute a

I

breach of contract or a secondary
boycott.

•

Barry
Continued from page 33

veflUon, , there was a test vote on
chaining the convention rules to-

ward rejecting the National Com-
mittef's recommendations for
Georgia,. Texas apd Louisiana. The
Taft forces* Went down to defeat
hy 110 yptei^; a licking from which
they! never Recovered,
T^k preMUTfl on radio and tele-

vision was keid; iip by the Eisen-

hower leaders. ;When the pro-Taft
Credentials Committee conducted
new hearlhgs. and again brought in

a report favoring the contested
Taft delegations, the convention
was ready and waiUpg, Once again
the dijlegates, Who had heard from
the' folks back, home, repudiated
their committee and gave the vic-

tory to the Eisenhower delegations.

It was tipese. victories which tipped

the stales to General Ike on the

first bailot here last Friday.
Every delegate and every party

leader left town well aware of the

new fact that television, backed up
by sound radio, is a special kind of

steamroUler Which can meet head-

on and flatten the older, smoke-
filled room variety.

TV Newsreels
continued from pare 33

low and simultaneously records the

Interview on the soundtrack as the

film rolls through the camera.
In order to operate the device,

Telenews needed special authoriza-

tion from FfJC. Authorization was

granted by the .Commission be-

cause “the public interest would
be served.” The system will also

be used for the Democratic Con-
vention.
Telenews also has a new button-

hole mike manufactured by the

Stevens Corp., which could be used

as alternative to the Army equip-

ment.

Angnisli Into Production

With 52 Half-Hour Series

Hollywood, July 15.

Toby Anguish, veteran pix-to-

video distrib, is entering the tele-

film production field beginning

with a series of 52 half-hour tele-

pix to be filmed around the world.

Each has a $1.5,000 budget with

Anguish angi^ihg the entire ven-

ture. He plans to shoot abroad for

six months, then return to Holly-

wood for interiors.

Jim Rond appears in one unit

now shooting in Alaska, and Wally

Taber in another which will locale

In Africa. Taber, Anguish and a

cameraman leave for. Africa Sept.

1. They expect to Jhave the first 26

ready for distribution by Oct. 1.

HARPO MARX
NBC-TV

RCA-VICtOR
M9t.: eUMMO MARX

Anxwar to

RADIO MUSIC 9UIZ

MURRAY ROSS
P... th* mwlc f.r "TOr 6UY” •"

ADC W*d. «t 1:00 R.m.
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New York
Johiany Guariii<;r| replacing

Eddie Hatrack as regular pianist

on-WCBS-TV's Ernie Kovac^ show
, . . Richard Seff into a featured

role on CBS-TV’s "Crime Syndi-

cated” next Tuesday night (22)

*Tt’s Worth Knowing,” 'public serv-

ice education show, renewed for

its third 13-week cycle on WCBS-
TV , . . Bill Penn set for a lead
role on NBC's "Kraft TV Theatre”
tonight (Wed.) . . . Mildred Miller,
Metropolitan Opera mezzo-soprano,

making her TV bow as guest solo-
of P;i*t on NBC's "Voice of Pirestone”

next Mondajy 'night (21 , , , Two
husband-and-wife tKesp teams set
for NBC's "Goodyear Playhouse”
Sunday night (20). John McGovern
and Peggy AHenby, and John Sey-
mour and Abby Lewis ’^ill appear
as witnesses in the show’s presen-
tation of "The Trial of Steven
Kent” . . . Packager Peter Arnell
named as . fconsultant to CBS

.
on

audience-participation, panel and
quiz shows . . , Paul (Mr. I, Magi-
nation) 'Tripp starring on ABC's
"Tales of Tomorrow” Friday' night
(18) in a story which he authored,

"Ahead of His Time.*’ His wift,

Ruth Endert, co-stars.

Hollywood
Nancy Cameron named to newly-

created post of sales service co-

ordinator at KNXT.<.-Lom Nova
grabbed heavy role in KECA-TV's
"Space Patrol.”. . .LL. Rams quar-

terback Bob Waterfleld and sports-

caster Bob KeJIey topline new live

TV show, "Monday’s Quarterbacks,”
packaged by Jack Douglas Produc-
tions as 15-minute grid show be-
iglnning in September. , .Featuring
longhair music, “Hollywood Bowl
Previews” was launched on KNXT.
this week, Forest Lawn sponsoring
... Ed Reimer subbing for vacation-

ing Bill Welsh on KTTV’s "Simrts
News.” . , . "Hcrflywood Feature
Story,” Jell Donnell emceeing,
shifted from KHJ-TV, to KECA-

DETROIT HAS

1%-million
home radios . . •

f

Va-million

cor radios «

’A-million

"Radio only

homes . •

.

«jr

best radio buy

in Detroit

. . .WWfs cosf-

per-fhousand

14.5% less than

the overage cosh

per-fbousand for

radio time in Detroit .

.

^ 4 -billion dollar market!

THE WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION
CKvmJ mJ ky THE DETROIT NEWS

THE GEORGE f. HOLLINOSERY COMrANY

Atfcht* T*/*yWM WWJ-TY

a
4

TV, Columbia Utilities picking mp
tab . . . Allen Buckley ^nkeld as di-

rector of "You Asked for to

join Frank B- Mullen Amodateiv
NBC-TV dIVector Joe Alnley prop-

ping video version of ^Xittl# Thea-
tre.”. . .Former KHJ-TV account
exec Jack Tobin joined sales staff

of Jack Douglas Productlong ;,

publican and Pcmoeratic d^ven^
tion given as reason for upsurge fn

sales of TV sets in L.A, area, hike
being 40 to 50% oyer comparable
period in 1951, giving LA.. July 1

total of 1,275,000 sets ... Ken. Mur-
ray will recreate his "Blackouts”

when he tees off his new CBS-TV
show in September, and is angling

for Marie Wilson, who was in orig-

inal "Blackouts,” and is now under
contract to CBS, for the show...
Juve show, "The Whist Club,” re-

placed by film series on K'TTV , ,

.

CBS-TV flack topper Bob Meyer
back from a three-weeks vacash in

midwest. . .Ruth Ashton joined
Lee Wood on KNXT news to give
distaff angle of GOP convention
... Ed Sullivan planed back to

Gotham following a two-week visit

in Hollywood, to attend marriage
of his daughter, Betty to Ensign
Robert Precht. . .Dick O'Leary,
former KTTV ccount exec, joined
KHJ-TV sales staff ... Jay^N-Jay;
Chinchilla ranch picking up tab on
JKLAC-TV's "Film Playhouse” for
13 weeks . . . Irv Atkins skied

,.
in

from Honolulu. . .John Guedel back
from business trek to N.Y. and.
Chicago . . . Mat Benolf la head
writer of CBS-TV'S "Life With
Luigi,” beginning Sept. 15, and net
v.p. Harry Ackeniian is now Inter-
viewing directorial candidates...
KHJ-TV has new show, 'baseball
for Ladies,” Saturdays. ,1NBC op-
tioned "Hollywood at Wprk/' hwfr
hour show, for showing on KNBH
July 18. . .ABC-TV’s Bill Philllp-
son to Frisco on biz... Edgar Ber-
gen planed to N.Y. on business
junket.

mars, regular on NBC-TV’s “Yr,,,.!

summer
"First Lady”

thertr* "pwductio?' ot

used by .Admiril ’on lb* AbStvoj»:|^tlon coverage being leasedat Kling Studios . . , SanteRdlway came through wffh an-other year's renewal on
.Tart^a Wednesday - and Sund?Jweather show on -WNBQ . pw
enoe Murdoch 0^ the E?rlV LudgTn
agency supwvising the cutting ofnew spots' for Stopette use on
"What’s My Line” on CBS-TV

conductor ‘

ofWNBQ s "Walt’s Workshop/'
named as a judge for Ford Motors
annual industrial arts awards.

San Francisco
ABC granted' KPIX 10-year

i
its transmitter atop

Mt. Sutro, also used by KGO-TV
the ABC "6-and-o” station

’

First KPIX pics jDeamed fromneW
site were sharper in most areas
but required adjustment of an-
tennas in -others. Made it tough on
customers anxious to view the GOP
show on KPIX . . . KGO-TV boss
Vince Francis and wife skied to
Gotham for a week. . . . Howard
Wines left KRON to join TV Pre-
view Magazine. . . . KRON lensed
a micro weirdie when Ben Grauer's
voice from Chicago overlapped
pictures of Johnny Dugan mug-
ging on a variety show from Holly-
wood. ... On first GOP conven-
tion day, CBS-TV neglected to
provide sound with its 8:30 a.m.
pictures. So KPIX’s Jim Eakins
kovered with -ad libs, news reports
and niusic. For an hour. . . . Local
bii^ess practically at standstill
during convention telecasts. . . .

TV rental firms ran out of sets the
lint dby; . . . KGO's Chef Cardin!
dropped 64 poimds 'since January,
fs down to 190. He’s been explain-
ing his diet on TV.

,

Chicago
NBC-TV producer Relnald Wer^.

renrath, currently on leave from
the web for a Navy Reserve as-
signment, grabbed shore leave to
help with the convention telecasts
, . . U. of Illinois test-running its

programming .facilities in anticipa-
tion of its own educational chan-
nel with a tele documentary
beamed via WBKB . . . WNBO’s
Cactus Jim (Bill and Johnnie
Coons) personal appearancipg for
the Jewel food store chain . . ;

Harriet Van Horne, N. Y. World
Telegram & Sun’s radio-TV edltot,
pinch hit for, regular panelist Car-
melite Pope on DuMlont's "Down
You Go” . . . Drewrys Ale back on
WBKB with "The Unexpected” Vid-
pix series, .after dropping - its ’va-
riety stanza pn WGN-TV . . , CBS
tubihumper Jack Goldstein here
for Jackie ^lesson's date -at me
Chicago Theatre . . . Hope Siun-

' London
Verdi’s "Macbeth” to be televised

from^ Glyndeboume opera house
Friday, July 25. Lady Macbeth will
be sung by Dorothy Dow of the
N.Y. Met. Vittorio Gui conducts
the .Royal Philharaionic Orchestra
..."Factory Girl,” last in the se-

ries, "The Rising Twenties,” is to
be aired Monday (21). Script, by
Patricia Evans, is focused on the
pottery industry . . . Dramatization
of Albrecht Goes' novel, "The Ar-
row to the Heart,” to be produced
by Rudolph Cartier, Viennese film

director and scenarist, Sunday (20).

Cast includes Robert Harris, Es-
mond Knight, Leonard White, Don-
ald Pleasance and Cita Crichton. .

.

Wilfred Pickles takes the chair in

a new quiz series for children be-

ginning Sunday (20) . . . Excerpt
from "Zip Goes a Million” by
Eric Maschwltz, starring Reg
Dixon,- to be teeveed before an
Invited audience from the Palace
Sunday (20)

AM— .KILOCTCin— WATT!
fM—OIANNIl WGACTCLtS

RRO-PATHE, Inc.

Veteran Showmen!

From the dawn of tiM motion picture in*

dustry, the name PATHE has stood for top

quality— features, in newsreels, in short

product, in commercial and educational

Aims.
t

Alert, and inxune with the times, RKO-
PATHE has also, since 1946, adapted its

superb resources of studios and equipment,

creative talent, technidahs tnd Ihomnan^

ihlp knowhow to the held of industrial and

television him produaion.

With its prOud tradition of success

through the years as a foundation, it is ob-

viously no accident that RKO-PATHE
product is always outstanding in its field.

For with RKO-PATHE . . . *'Ouality Comes

RKO-PATHE, INC, 625 Miidiion Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

ehtHt: PL*z;i 9-5600
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switchover from live to film can
be effectively made.”
As for dramatic shows, Jordan

feels they’re better done on film
from the start—although they're a
lot more expensive that way, he
warns. Aside from the undisputed
advantages in . quality in .putting
TV shows on reels, Jordan ques-
tions whether the added cost is

recompensable via residual rights.

He feels that having a series
In a can for possible resile to
TV outlets two years or five years
or 10 years hence will prove of
value only for shows with star
names. He opines that competition
will be so tough and quality so
Improved as time .goes on that
nothing but top-name stuff will
have any long-range replay value.

Limitless Horizons
“When there are station’s,”

Jordan says, “the potential income
for a vidpi?c series wiU be so great
that much more money Will be
put into them than is feasible at
present. Likewise, the competition
among stations for audience atten-
tion will be' so intense that none
will be able to afford to show any-
thing but the best product he can
lay his hands on. As a result, any

'

of the lesser filmed series now
being made will find no market."”

The same thing will apply to

low-grade feature films now being
made available, Jordan says. When
better product is available, the
present reelage will qqickly fade
off.'

Jordan credits 'the lack of TV
stations currently as "the reason
for the present telepix boom. In-

ability of sponsors to clear time
on a national basis, he explains,

is driving them into spot place-

ments, which seems they must put
their shows ori film. When in sev-

eral years many more *dutlets are

on the air, new networks or group-
ings will make- time available on
a national basis, but by that time-

telefilms will ' be too well-estab-

lished a medium 'to He dislodged,
Jordan feels,

Morris office exec sees vast un-
tapped possibilties for making vid-

pix abroad. He admits that Ameri-
can unions may crack down on
this activity, as they are starting

to do in Hollywood on feature-

making overseas. He,. believes, how-
ever, that even if it requires some-
thing like a standby fee to ap-
pease the unions, the added quali-

ties, particularly in atmosphere,
and the lower production costs, » M i
make production abroad worth-

while, Jordan points to the UUIIIIIICI Uldl Ja|ldll
“Foreign Intrigue” series as the h 1
best example. ,

—
Major banks are starting to show beamed to ihe public before next little equipment, few technical ner

a nibbling interest in telefilm spring at the earliest. . sonnel, but assert they have hun
financing, Jordan notes. He thinks the five applications, dreds applications from TV en'
tbis'is a welconm sign in that it consideration are for li- «ineers and experts '“and that
will put .the whole field on a mop

joj. commercial television, eavipment could easily be pro-
.businesslike and stable basis. By Two requests are backed by coun- cur^d.
providing regularized sources of

try’s - biggest newspapers . and
,
the Basically, both outfits have simU

largest advertising agepcy, Hentsu. lar plans dor use of TV in Japan
the bank^ jvill fope out of biz tiie

filing in the name of Radio Tokyo president Tetsuo Furulfaki*
fly-by-nighlers whose only demom

Asahi, Mainichi and Ifentsu. who envisions a 32-station 'network
strable talent is ^^ding ^^ling ,^2^^ Yomiuri newspaper is request witliin five years which will coverpin. Jordan mentimied Bankers

^ channel under the name of all Japan; says his piwgramming
Trust and the Chendcal Bank & Television Network Co. will bje controlled by jthe listeners
Trust, both in New York, as hp-

single request for a license through a board of governors. ThisIng evidenced interest in vidfilm non-commercial video comes board will .chooSe the programs -to-financing.
- (Nippon Hoso Kyokai), He aired- by NHK’s television net

^

the Broadcasting Corp. of Japan, Without’ sponsors or advertising to

fn Tsi«fp TV operators for the last 27 years of. worry about, Fuimkakt feels more
iiUollia lU AaoLC i I medium wave non-commercial time can be devoted to getting

Vienna, July 15. radio broadcasting system. Oh aur- truly cultural^ programs to the
Austria is one of the few coiin- face NHK seems most likely to people,

tries where TV Is unknown, get nod from commission since it Matsutaro Shirbki, head of the
Chances are that only after the has facilities, tjsdhniques and per- Nippon Television Network Corn
signing, of the peace treaty will TV sonnel already engaged in TV. says he will have a system of 20
be introduced. Nevertheless, the NHK argues that to equal their .micro-wave connected stations
recently-held Stockholm conference 1952 plans will cost ahy cpnte'nder within -two’ years. He claims his
reserved eight wavelengths for this .$6,500,000. sponsors tvould not have' absolute
purpose. NHK reminds the public that it has righfto choose their shows that

Austrians, however, will ge_t a at its disposal the greater portion k board similar to the NHK one
glimpse of what it’s all about dUr- of Japan’s TV engineers and that would decide jointly with sponsors
ing .the forthcoming International some of its top men have recently what programs to air.
Fair, as the British Pavilion will studied the science In XT. S. Rivals
exhibit latest developments. for the righti admit they have lr~

Trust, both in New York, as hav-

ing evidenced interest in vidfilm

-financing.

Austria to Taste TV
Vienna, July 15.

Austria is one of the few coiin-

exhibit latest developments.

After You’ve ''Packed ’em in”

\

Be •¥

An appealing human-interest sit-

uation dramatizes Ipana*s theme t

“Nice things happen to people
who avoid Tell-Tale Mouth with

Ipana” . . . and pleasantly sugar-

coats .ji hard-selling reason-why
'

message. Made for Bristol-Myer>.

Co. through Doherty, Clifford

and Shenheld, Inc. for “Break
the Bank”; used also as a hitch-

hike on “Mr. District Attorney.”

Sure Product-in-use sliols of an exquis-

ite blonde are sure-fire attention

getters- for Stopette Deodorant
and Ppof Body Powder. This
commercial for “What^s My
Line?” ends with a point-of-sale

clincher offering a combination
deal. Made for Jules Montenier,
Inc. through Earle Ltidgip fii Co.

Seil ’em
4

No matter how good your telev ision show is, no matter how

^

good the rating, the only true measure of its success is how
much it does to seil your product. That puts the bee right
on your TV commercial!

Selling is Sarra s business. To the making of complete,
a., 20-, or bO-sec^nd complete *^solo” spots, curtain reisers,
Ititch-liikes or commercials integrated into feature pro-
grams, Sarra brings a complete, permanent staff of sales
strategists nr- creative and technical experts -- which wc
believe to be unequalled in the field of visual selling.

The roster of Sarra clients reads like a ‘^Who’s Who” of
outstanding TV advertisers. We would like to have the
opportunity to add your name to our list.

ltq(eniou» animation of th«

Lu^y.^r]kc pack and march-
ii*f' cigarcttea alrong
product identification in a
fast-paced opening for “Your
Hit Parade.” Created for The
American Tpbacco Company
through Batten, Barton, Dur-
Stine J[ Osborn, Inc.

A curtain raiser commercial
for Uie Philco Television
Playhouse smoalhly integrate*

a Strong selling message with
a fine dramatic production.
Produced for Philco Corp,
through Hutchins Advertis-
ing Co., Inc.

PRODUCTION FOR R E ^ F 0 D
b C l.

;

IDEAS . SCRIPTS - STORYBOARDS - ANIMATION - PHOTOGRAPHY • PROCESSING

IGLU
.Continued from page 31

Otfmmunist) is convicted of a crim-
inal offense.” But, the ACLU said,
the'”he*rt of the problem is not
membership in the- party but the
question of alleged association with
purported Communist-front organi-

j jzations. Noting CBS’ claim that
the FCC should not block the net-
works’ cpiisideration of a perform-
ance of political sympathies before
hiring because the Commission it-

self is bound by the Government's
loyalty program, the ACLU
stressed that the Federal program
contains a hearing procedure, some-
thing which is not available to per-
formers who are blacklisted.

Brief emphasized that, despite
the nets’ delegation of program-
ming power ter advertisers and
agencies, “the final responsibility
for programs jrests solely with the
’licensed station.” Brief added:

“We submit that the licensees

have concentrated the power of re-

jecting talent totally in the hands
of an organization to which they
have no responsibility bnd which
has no responsibility towards them—^that i$ the publishers of Red
‘Channels

- The power has been con-

centrated in this agency througli
the use of listings in Red Chan-
nels as a blacklist. " It is an enor-

mous ,power, and as shown ... it

has not been used In the public

interest. . If concentrating power
in i:he hands of the networks was
an evil that the FCC had to rem-
edy, thie eoncentration of power in

agen<;y under no control from the

Commission, or any licensee, is

completely Irresponsible and*total-

ly against the interests of the pub-

lic.”f

In- addition to the four nets, the

ACLXJ.is also seeking that license

renewals, be held up for KOWL,
Santa Monica, and for WPIX, N.Y.

According to the brief, WPIX “ad-

mits that the supposed political

views of Charlie Chaplin were in

part responsible for the cancella-

tion of his films.”

nu’i

tkii
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Hav« you a storo

of negatives

unusable because

of shrinkage? The

new PEEMENU
Treatment will

restore them to

usefulness.

Write for details.

EERLESS
FILM

I
PROCiSSINO CORfORATION

14S WIST 44TH STRUT, NIW YORK 34, N. V

WT KWARO STRUT, HOLLYWOOD 31, CALI?-
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but it sounds fresh. He was given

a speedboat setting with water
churning behind him. It detracted

somewhat from Draper, but h^
still showed up well.

Joan Laste, a French import
current at the French Casino, did
a tasty bit of ballet. She's a lithe,

lively lass and knows her way
around the terps.

The only flaw in the show was
Sir Cedric Hardwicke, who gave
a reading of shortstory, "Craziest
Story Ever' Written.” Hardwicke

didn't get the atmosphere or the
setting to do work of this type,
and it left a void lit tile proceed-
ings,

Sullivan also did an interview
with Pitcher Bob Feller, of the
Cleveland InUians. He surrounded
this bit with some good film clips.

Jose.

Presentation of "The Velvet
Glove” last week (7-11) on "Broad-
way TV Theatre” via WOR-TV,
N. Y., underscored as perhaps tlb

other show has. yet done in this
scries the inherent dangers in at-

tempting to transfer a legit pro-

duction directly Into TV with no|
attendant script revisions. Story,

localed in a Catholic convent, was
wordy and lacked any semblance
of action; F4Ct that it all took place

in a single set al»o helped lull

viewers sufficiently tp ^wl^h to a

different channel. In addition, the

lead role, that of the Mother Sy-
perior, waa woefully miscast.

Since the show was aired the

five nights during the Republican
convention, when the N. Y. net-

work outlets were carrying con-

vention proceedings almost ex-

clusively, it's possible that pro-

ducer Warrerf wade might have
thought he wouldn’t stand much
chance of an audience anyway. By
the same tolcen, viewers tired of

watching the GOP in artion might
have switched ' over to .WOR-TV
for* relief. On that score, Wade
missed the chance of corralling

NOW IN PRODVCTION!

4 DRAMATIC ADVENTURE

FILMS SERIES - -

PRODUCED FOR TELEVISION!

Yv, ^ WV' \

i|i«|

kh*

'
> 'V -

Starring

'

GUY AMDY

MADISON « DEVINE
• 0

Sponsored by

KELLOGG
through

lEO BURNETT COMPANY

OI

NEWESY ACTION ADVENTURE SERIES

!

f DRAMA, DANGER ON THE HIGH SEAS

!

The PHANTOM PIRATEI’
Starring ROBERT STACK
(AUDITION PRINTS AVAILABLE SHORTLY)

o Tauf Drama-and-Thrill

Series!

“CASE

HISTORY
!”

starring
REGIS SARA

*

Young Am^ka — and

the Great Outdoors!

“TRAIL

BLAZERS!”
Starnn9

TOOMEY • HADEN ALAN HALE, JR.
lAuditlon Prints NOW Available) {Audition Prints NOW Available!

For Compittt Dttailf en Thtsn and

Other TV Filnw, Writ# or Phone:—

i F. BROIDY PRODUCTIONS, Inc
5545 Sunset Blvd. - Hollywood 28, Cal. - HEmpstead 6844

H

some new-adherents for his ciytss-

the-board theatre.
As written by Rosemary Casey,

the story told of how the Mother
Superior and her nuns succeeded
in getting their bishop to change
his mind about firing a young his-

tory professor from their school,
when they were convinced that the
Communist c'hargea against him
were false. Lola Montez, who's ap^
pCared in most of the "Theatre-'
productions, played the Mother,
but that’s about all that can be
said of. her work. In an, apparent
attempt to Imbue her characteriza-
tion with the necessary reyerence,
she both moved and sp^e the
role in a monotone. Btamwell
Fletcher succeeded much better as
a crotchety but. kindly old mon-
seigneur. Richard Derr, «s the
professor, and Susann' Shaw, as his
fiance and secretary to the Mother,
were good. Dorothy Peterson was
okay as one of .the sisters. '

StaU

George JTessel, in the first of a
scheduled . string of TV guestings,
injected plenty vof sparkle and
verve into CBS-TV's "Informlition
Please” Sunday ' night (13) but
could not

.
overcome the show’s

basic weakness—its lack of visual
dressing to make it palatable for
TV. With moderator Clifton Fadi-
man in his usual top form and
permanent panelists Franklin P.
Adams and John Kieran pitching
in, the show had its moments. It
remains, though, a basically good
radio format which has not yet
achievedsuccessfully the transition
to TV.

Jessel surprised with his erudi-
tion, quoting obscure lines from
'Shakespeare and from other classic
poets as neatly as did Kieran. He
bantdred capably with Fadiman,
tossed in some solid gags about liis
wives,. alimony and -picture-making
and generally indicated that his
fame'd toastmastering abUity«-cau
be projected excellently into videot
(JesSel plans, to go into TV heavily,
as both a producer-director, and
performer, now that his producer’s
pact with 20th-Fox has lapsed).

Stal.

Foreign TV Review

Wtiaaeediiy, |iily 1$,

WX DIRECTORS, AIFP
AGREE ON VIDEO PACT

Hollywood, July 15 .

Agreement has been reached be
tween the Screen Directors GuiM
and Alliance of Television Film
Producers on a TV pact, upping
directorial minimum from $400 a
week to $550, and giving the meg#
gers residual rights.

Directors originally sought
minimum. ATFP countered by of
fering directors on vidpix in their
founh run in any given area $275
residual coin, and Guild took the
offer; agreeing to the $550 min-
IXXllllYlg

Alliance is now negotiating with
lATSE 659, which reps the camera-
JTien, but talks are in too earlv a
stage for any detailed demands'

FGG Moves

BOON THF WATTER
With Richard Dimblcby
Producer: Stephen McCormack
45 Mins.
BBC, London
Novel topographical program in

the "Round Britain” series proved
of considerable interest, tracing a
journey down the River Clyde, out
into the beautiful Clyde estuary,
and around such quaint islands as
Arran and Bute. Stanza was pre-
filmed on locales of the waterway
by BBC's television imit, with
commentator RiChard DLmbleby as
guide and interviewer. Latter’s de-
scriptive narr.ation was pleasing
apd informative. "Doon the Wet-
ter,” program’s title, is a Scots

I

term signifying "Down the River
Clyde, waiter being the vernacu-
lar for water or sea.

^ Sturdy Island Scots came over
wellj in the interviewing chores.
These included Clyde steamer Cap-
tain Murdoch, Marquis of Bute and.
Lady Mary, daughter of the Duke
of Montrose of the island of Ar-
ran. But, too often, conversations
took too historical a turn, esperial-
ly the interview with the knowl-
edgable Lady Mary. A more topi-
cal slant would have been wel-
comed. Scottish country dancing
scenes were authentic and atmos-
pheric. Scenes showing 1952 con-
ditions in the many Clyde holiday
resorts would have added life to
program.
The little-trod islands of Scot-

land, wito their quaint customs and
simple-living islanders, house a

potential TV maferial, as
yet little tapped. Point is worthy
of senous note by U.S. television-
program-builders. Gord. .

V me Continued from page 30

in Cleveland, was issued the UHP
permit.

An authorization for construction

of a UHF station in Portland was
also issued to Empire Coil, manu-
facturer of dolls and transformers
in New Rochelle, N. Y.

’ Denver and Portland are the

largest cities in* the U. S. without
television service, and were first
-and second on the FCC’s priority
list for processing applications for
non-TV areas.

Other permits, all for UHF sta-

tions, went to radio stations WHYN
in Holyoke and WJKO in Spring-
field;

‘ Trans-American Television
Corp. in Flint; radio station WNBH
in New Bedford; radio station
WKBN and Vindicator Printing Co.
in Youngstown; radio stations

WNOW and WSBA in York; South-
ern Connecticut and Long Island
Television Co. in Bridgeport; radio
station WKNB in New Britain;
radio station KHQ and KXLY-TV
in Spokane; and KTBC and Charles
H. Coffield in' Austin.

Cities in which applications were
thrown into hearing (to be sched-
uled later) are Denver, Portland,
Tampa-St. Petersburg, Wichita,
Flint, Canton, O.; Reading, Pa.;

Waterbury. Conn.; Harrisburg, Pa.;

Jackson, Mich.; Sacramento, Fort
Wayne, the Duluth, Minn.-Superior,
Wis., area; and the Beaumont-Port
Arthur, Tex., area.

Theatre interests are involved in

some of these applications. The
Wometco circuit is part owner of

Orange TV Broadcasting Co., which
is Seeking- a VHF permit in Tampa.
The Sherrill Corwin chain of Cali-

fornia has a piece of Mid-Continent
Television, Inc., which is applying

for VHF in Wichita. W. S. Butter-

field Theatres is applicant for UHP
in Flint. John Wolfberg has a 34%
interest In Denver Television Corp.,

seeking VHF in Denver. Radio sta-

tion KLZ in Denver, applicant for

VHF, is half-owned by Frank Rick-

etson, Jr., who is president of Fox-

Intermountaln Theatres. Lufkin

Amusement Co. is an applicant for

Port Arthur.

Two Hollywood stars are in-

volved in Denver applications. Bcjb

Hopq has a substantial interest in

Metropolitan Television Co. and

James Stewart is 20% owner of

Denver Television Co.

PliU*aelpJiia—David A. Carlisle

4idded to sales staff of WFIL-TV.
Carlisle worked in production, traf-

fic sales service and sales for five

years and served as radar lieu-

tenant in the Navy during World

War IL

Memphis—Due to the Chi pollti-
cal powwows,, television set sales
boomed to a total of 136,784 sets' in

monthly report byWMCT, Memphis’ only TV station,
disclosed. Report showed an In-

of 3,458 *ets since June 1.

Austin, Tex.—Harry O’Connor

has joined staff of KTXN here. He
comes here from New Orleans.

Prior to that he was with KMAC
and KEYL, San Antonio. He spe-

cializes in hillbilly music as a disk

jockey.

EARL SHELDON
MUSICAL CONDUCTOR

FOR MUZAK AND ASSOCIATED TRANSCRIFTIONS

T 1 Weit 42ncr Street, New York City LA 4-4547
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one, tmrnintf in a*" neatly whimsi-
cal job as the milquetoastish char-

acter who had supervised the

agency’s filing system for 30 years,

and then became a "tiger” when
it looked as though his beloved
files were to be shunted into the

basement by a new femme assist-

ant to the prexy. Newland over-

played slightly the fraternity-

minded boss of the agency, and
Jean Casto was good as the femme
assistant. Olive Blakeney made for

an appealing vis-a-vis for Taylor as

his longtime fiancee. Miss Hayes,

another member of the ordinal
group, played only a receptionist

in the show. Supporting cast was
good.
Show is supposed to be a mod-

erate-budgeter for the summer,
but sets and other production
trappings looked good*. Montgom-
ery himself handled his usual in-

tros via film, evidently lensed in

advance to give him a chance for a

vacation. Show will continue to be
bankrolled alternate Monday
nights during the summer by John-
son’s Wax and Lucky Strike.
* ** Stal.

AL PEARCE SHOW
With Art Morton, Tiaaie Lish, Ar-

lene Harris, Jay Stewart, an-
ounoer

Producer: Stefan Hatos
Director; Judd Whiting*
Writers: Jack Harvey, Bob Weis-

kopf, Jim Critchficld'
20 Mins., Thurs. 8 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS-TV, from N.Y.

The A1 Pearce show, a staple in

radio for many years, recently

went into a televersion with a day-
time layout, and Is now in a bi-

weekly evening package. It’s vir-

tually a sight transcription of the
radio show, and as such has a static

quality that voids any exciting fea-

tures.

,
Pearce is an easy going person-

ality and- endows that quality to

the program. Stanza has overtones
of a vaude show, with Pearce act-

ing as emcee and doing his own
bit as Elmer Blurt, the “low-pres-
sure salesman” while Tizzie Llsh,

Art Morton and Arlene Harris go
through their owi specialities.

Miss Harris is probably the
stronger of the comedy element
since her monologs have a natural
quality despite the exaggerated
writing. Tizzie Lish pounds too
hard to achieve her maximum ef-

fect. There are some moments in

the Blurt sequence that are re-

warding, hut the slow character of

this bit militates against it.

The song department is by Art
Morton and he comes out well.

Show alternates with the Burns
& Allen session. * Jose.

MUSIC HALiT
^

With Patti Page, Carl Hoff Orch;
Robert CIai*y, guest

Producer-director: Buaae. Kulik
15 Mins,, Tueg.-Thurs., 7:45 p.m.
LEVER BROS.
CBS-TV, from New York

, ( J, ..Walter Thomxison

)

In ’ a quarter-hour twice-weekly
showcase that attempts to do noth-
ing more than display the warbling
talents of Patti Page, CBS-TV has
come up with a pleasant, unpre-
tentious entry in "The Music Hall.”

Sine* the show doetn'i bother with
production settings to ' back the

numbers or try to Intersperse many
camera effects to heignten visual
values. Miss Page has to carry the
ball alone, and she manages it

handily via top piping techniques,
warm projection and a well se-

lected songalog.
On show caught Thursday (10),

for example, Miss Page belted out

"Back In Your Own Backyard,”
"With My Eyes Wide Open I’m
Dreaming” and "I’m Glad That
You’re Happy With Somebody
Else” with enough charm and ap-

peal to compensate for the dull

"inane” backgrounding. Guest for

the stanza was Robert Clary, cur-

rently featured in the Broadway
revue, "New Faces of 1952.” HO
had little chance to show his wares
but Impressed as a good tele guest
bet with his Franco-English work-
over of "La Seine,” Carl Hoff’s

orch,did a capable backing job for
both-Miss Page and Clary.
Lever Bros, plugs were overlong

for this brief segment and tended
to antagonize the viewei*. Gros.,

EDDY ARNOLD SHOW
With Russ Case Orch, guests; Bill

Shipley, announcer -

15 Mins.; Moh.-Wed.-Fri., 7;45 p.tn.

CHESTERFIELD
CBS-TV, from N. Y.

{Cunningham & Walsh)

Pinchhitting for Perry Como
during the latter’s six-week sum-
mer vacation, Eddy Arnold, RCA
Victor’s top country artist, gives a
warm folk flavor to this- musical
stanza. Although in the alfalfa

groove, Arnold isn’t a. 100% rustic
and is able to project any tune with
sufficient pop flavor to cover both
urban and hinterland viewers.

This session still retains the
straight format used by Como so
successfully. Backdrops for the

BRAND NEW FOR tELEVISION
Hal Roach Presents

TWO NEW FULL-HOUR WEEKLY FEATURES

FAY BAINTER
in

THE ACTORS’ HOUR
with

ONSLOW STEVENS
as Her Guest Star

Produced by Gayle Gitterman

"YOU'RE JUST MY TYPE"

Pat Waltz

Barbara Bestar

Harvey Dunn

Direcfed by Norman Lloyd

"OP MICE AND MEN''

Burgess Meredith
• Lon Chaney

"SEPTEMBER AFFAIR"

Fay Bainter

"Phyllis Coates'

Michael Read
Lee MacGregor

Lottie Stein

Charles Evans

Directed by Roy Kellino

"VALLEY FORGE"

Onslow Stevens

Paul Jqvor

Lester Matthews
Fred Essler,

Leonidas Ossteynski

Keith Richards

Tommy Ivo

Directed by Roy Kellino

MAUREEN O’SULLIVAN
in

THE GHILDREM’S HOUR
Produced by Sidney Von Keuren

'"THE CHILDREN'S STORY"
Maureen O'Sullivan

Linda Gay
Shalimar Gillespie

Roger Broadus

Virginia Whitmire
Elena Romay
Robert Meyers

Lina Romay
Stephen Wooton

Erik Nielsen

Nadene F. Ashdown
Michael Jacksoh

Tony Taylor

George Wallace

Benna Bard

Bingo
Directed by John Reynolds

"IMPIE AND ANGIE"
Frankie Darro

Karen Sharpe

Barry McCormick
Directed by Louis McManus

"CRUMMY THE CLOWN"
Danny Beck

Charles Watts
Directed by James Tinlirig

"THE BIBLE STORY"
I

Moroni Olsen

Ralph Morgan
Herb Latimer

Kristine Miller

Nelson Leigh
Directed by James Tlnling

vocals arc simply dope wltb the
ahow banldng on tb« song quality

to. put it over. ArnoljJ registered
excellently on the preem (l4) with
"Anytime,” "Never Take The Rib-
bon From Your Hair” and ’’Take

My Hand, Precious Lord;”, latter

being backed by. the Ray Charles
Orch. First of the string of guests
set for this show, Georgia Gibbs
was showcased in a cleveJ^ Pi^oduc-^

tion of her current discUpk, "Kiss,

Of Fire.” ! ; .

*

Announcer Bill Shipley handled
two plugs for the tobacco company
in effective style.

jfferm,
—

SPEAKING CAN BE FUN
With Marcene Riley, others
Director: Robin Adair
30 Mins.; Mon., 4 p.m..

Sustaining
KGO-TV, San Francisco

Speaking can be fun. It also can
be a terrific ordeal for those who
stammexv stutter, lisp, omit sounds,
have brain injuries, articulatory d-e-

fects, too milch .
nasality, or who

may be hard of hearing or deaf.

Program’s public service objec-
tive is to explain the causes of
speech defects and demonstrate
how, in many cases, they can. be
corrected.
The preem was woefully lacking

in TV production technique-^^just a
series of closeups as the camera
monotonized between moderator
and panelists.

Nevertheless, it was an attention
builder, capitalizing, on its topic
material—of particular interest to

those who speak for a living, and
doubly so for parents whose chil-

dren have speech defects.
Moderator Marcene Riley, a

speech correctionist herself, se-
lected top experts in the field.

Dr. Leon Lassers, Priscilla P. Pit-
tenger, Dr. Walter E. Heck, Dr.
Jane Connell, Dr. Val Jones, rep-
resentatives of State College, Pub-
lic Health Dept, and Morrison
Rehabilitation Center.
Though program employed typ-

ical radio panel procedure, the
fact that you could see experts
mouth words and illustrate speech
defects created an impact impos-
sible on radio.

In future programs Miss Riley
intends to employ visual, on-cam-
era demonstration lessons and
cover every phase of vocalizing
from speech deficiency to speech
perfection. Program is a useful,
interesting and practical adjunct
to local viewing. Divit.

NEWSPAPER OF THE AIR
With Art Prlmm
director: Pete Miller
5 Mins..; Mon.-thru-Fri., 10:30 p.m.
ALKA SELTZER
KRON-TV, San Francisco

Art Primm’s preem airer was a
fast-paced, smoothly coordinated
newsette, easy on the ears and a
shock to the eyes. At least, to those
who know Primm personally.

'

On the radio news beat, whe;fe
he. has batted out copy for years,
he is usually coatless, tieless, ruf-
fled and harried. On TV he has
repersonalized himself to a Bond
St. suavity as correctly costumed
as John Cameron Swayze.
Primm is a competent newsman

with a free, unaffected delivery.
He has always been his own double
on the typewriter. He netted ' for
Mutual^ before the war, served as
a Marine combat, cofrespondent,
has berthed in KYA’s news room
in recent years.
"Newspaper of the Air” is the

first local attempt at a five-minute
news strip. Before kitting the cam-
eras, Primm planed to Hollywood
to study the snohsor’s comparable
series there. He brought back the

one on Primm's face
lensIliK pictau'es, SSi „d m?'

.pllJniYl llAS 21 IrTTnplr

t
“'Meves ade^ate In!- § the uitS:Viewing span, Program uses

pictures for out-of-town stuff
Chronicle stills for

Primm’s vocals were a mite tnn

toation^, oS^thB ^op2?er“^^but°he

short
wire
and
local

Pri
swift

WKBK-GBS 1
Continued from pas;e 33

me snow might run if
least 25 hours, the statifn worked
put a plan to salvage as much
local revenue as possible. It pro.ceeded to build some convention
shows of its/ own, bankrolled by
Nelson Bros, furniture stores and
aired from its studios during lulk
in the CBS coverage. Also th*
station- took 60-second-plus cut-ins
on the web’s station breaks and
ran in either four spots or a min-
ute Electrolux demonstration.

,
It so happened that most of the

.leeped sets spotted around by CBS
in the hotels and conventions
lounges were tuned to WBKB,
Under the DuMont nickup of the*
CBS coverage, WGN-TV also car-
ried the CBS show but had noti-
fied the network it would leave
for the All-Star basebajl game and
the. regular Cubs’ telecasts. The
result was the CBS and Westing-
house hierachy watching the web
telecast here on WBKB’s Channel
4 were forced to dash to a close
circuit ,set' i;ied in with the net-
work line or- sit through the WBKB
local cut-ins. After CBS prexy
Prank Stanton huddled with Mit-
chell early in the GOP conven-
tion. the WBKB studio shows were
axed but; the quadruple spotting
continued. - .

Despite its effort to save as much
local hiz as possible, WBKB esti-

mates that,, the 65-hour convention
marathon last week cost it over
.$10,000 in washed out hometown
shows. The Westinghouse 15-hour
commitment fetched in about $5,*

000, leaving a net loss to the affil-

iate of about the same figure.

. "The CBS deal on the GOP con-

vention is np precedent for the

Democratic convention,” a top

WBKB spokesman told Variety.
It’s his argument that it’s neither
fair nor good business to let the

network reap the laurels and the

sponsor a "bonanza” of gratis com-
mercial time on one of these free-

wheeling pub-service affairs at the

exnense of the affiliates.

He 4.ntimated- the chains, realiz-

ing it 'would he incumbent upon
them to carry the political nomi-

nating clambakes as pub-service

sustainers had no bankrollers been

found, had been overly generous

in giving away the affiliates time

to the thi^ee clients involved. With

Westinghouse, thanks to its open-

end CBS arrangement getting a

firee ride on the station after 15

hours, the indie officials felt justi-

fied in trying to squeeze in as

many local accounts as possible.

Corsicana, Tex.—^Application has

been filed with the FCC for trans-

fer of control of KANC here from

Wesley W, West and Phil M._ Ste-

benson to J, C. West. Sale price is

said to be $16;985. Outlet operates

on 1,340 kilocycles with 250 watts.

GOT A MUSICAL IDEA FOR TV?
^ N.

Well known TV. producer interested in get-

ting an unusual and ingenious way of pre-

senting a rnusical show on TVe Looking for

ideas for formats that are different.

Write Box 285 VARIETY, 154 W. 46th St.,

New York City 36
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Although .publishers .are moaning that sheet music Business is at
its lowest ehb in 10 years, current copy sales are in fact maintain-
ing an even keel for the hot weather period. Comparison of job-
ber figures for this year and 1951 reveal that sales on the top 10
songs have fallen off negligibly for June and the first, two weeks
of July.

, , .

Jobber execs, *moreover, point out that last year the business
was riding with several .strong summer clicks including: “Too
Young’" and “Because of You,’" Currently, there is no standout
national hit to draw the customers into the stores but business is

nevertheless hitting par for the seasonal course;

There"s . a new songwriting-

philosophy developing / iimong a

flock of Tin Pan Alley ^timesmiths.

With squawks noining in from all

corners that today’s output “ain’t

what it used to be,” the writers are

rapidly realizing that their .future

hinges on long-la«ting commercial
appeal rather than carboning cur-

rent wax tastes as they’ve been
doing the past 10 years. While
the writers know that a quick dis-

click will bring some revenue,
they also are getting to understand
that they’ve now- got to have 10

songs in the running at one tune
where one solid hit in. the early

1930s would bring In the same coin.

According to several ^writers, too
many eleffers have been playing
long shots by turning out material
that’s- pegged for a particular
artist’s talents or that lends itself

to “new sound gimmicks.” The
disk companies aren’t beefing be-
cause these platters usually clean
up in the market, but the writer
and publisher are left with little

more than mechanical royalties
since the songs have little impact
in the sheet market, or in licensing
societies performance payoff.
“Come On—^A My House,” for

epmple, one of last year’s big
disk hits made a relatively poor
showing in sheet sales totals. A

(Continued on page 113)

Lanza’s Split With

Manager Weiler May

Prelude New RCA Deal
Hollywood, July 15.

Mario Lanza has split with mana-
ger Sam Wetter, following a hassle
over business affairs. Meantime,
Lanza has taken a week off from
filming "Student Prince” at Metro
to look more personally into his
own financial affairs until he gets
a new manager. Weller had been
with the singer for years and- gave
Lanza his financial start when he
was unknowm Wetter,. In Nevada
recuperating, was unavailable for
comment.
RCA veepee Manie Sacks mean-

time is here resuming negotiations
with Lanza on a recording pact for
RCA Red SeaL RCA nixed the
huge guarantee demands- of the
singer but would pact Lanza sans
»ny guarantee.

H&R’s Yienna Waltz
Vienna, July 15.

Robert Stolz’s waltz, song about
the Pummerin, “Es Klingen die
Glocjcjpn,”-' published by Astoria
Verlag (Emil W. Maass) here, has
been acquired by Hill & Range
Songs, Inc., of Beverly Hills, Cal.,
for U, S. distrib.

It’s one of Stolz’s newest tunes
and a hit here.

Krupa Triu Draws 7,000

In Ist Sweden Concert
Stockholm, July 8.

Gene Krupa trio, comprising
Teddy Napoleon on piano and Flip
Phillips on. sax, drew 7,000 cus-
tomers on its opening concert
at the outdoor amusement field,

Nojesfaltet, here last week (2). It’s
the first time Krupa played in Eu-
rope although Phillips has been

^ Sweden -before with Jazz at the
Philharmonic troupe. Attendance
was a record for the park.
Rrupa has been pacted for a

one-month stay in Scandinavia and

JJfy
play in Helsinski during the

'-hympic games there. Krupa is re-
ceiving about $8,000 weekly for his
bookings in Sweden.

Bob Sadoff, Duchess Music con-
resigned from the pub-

^^st week. As Eddie

L® vocal coach, he set to work
with the RCA Victor vocalist, cur-
rently in N. Y. via a U. S. Army
Jfsi?nment, on his next recording
session.

Joining the move by other disk-

eries to spark summer sales via

special deals, Decca. Records has

come up with a 10% reduction offer

to retailers on its merchandise.

Decca plan, which represents a de-

parture from this company’s no-
deal selling policy, will extend to
album merchandise In all speeds
^until July 31. Single records and
Decca’s new low-priced “4000”

longhair series are not included in

the offer.

Columbia recently launched a
discount plan, whereby dealers can
get three disks for the price of

two, in specially packaged selec-

tions of standards. Mercury and
M-G-M . distribs have also been of-

fering special merchandise deals to

the retail trade. Decca’s policy

also extends to the Coral and
Brunswick catalogs.

After a long period of being
blanketed by newcomers, the hit

lists are once again showing up
with vet disk names. The handful
of vet wax stars who’ve been able

to stand up against the newcomer
surge over the jpast couple of years
are now being joined by a flock, of
seasoned diskers who had been
counted opt of the current shellac
sweepstakes.

Resurgence of the vets as potent
platter factors is causing specula-
tion in music biz circles as to
[whether it’ll reverse the “new
sound” trend and spearhead a re-
turn to “straight” etchings. XlJome-
back Of the oldsters is the first

concrete indication in the market
that the wax tyros, who’ve spear-
headed the echo-chamber and big-
voice sounds on records, don’t have
a stranglehold on the field. Tradc-
sters aren’t predicting a complete
decline in the popularity of the vo-
calists .who’ve propped" up in the-
past two or three .years but they
do believe that the return of the
oldsters will balance the market
and put the biz, especially on the
publisher and record company
level, on a more stable basis.

Top examples of vets who’ are
currently repped with disclicks arc
Frank Sinatra and Perry Como, on
the Columbia and E.CA Victor
labels, respectively. Sinatra Is' rid-
ing high with “Tennessee News-
boy” and Como, although teamed
on the platter with a comparative
newcomer, Eddie Fisher, again' has
become a standout disk entity via
“Watermelon Weather.” The disks
are winning teenagers who weren’t

(Continued on page 108)

KAYE CLAIMS FRAUD

IN ORE LEASE DEAL
Wichita, July 15.

Sammy Kaye and his manager,

David. ICrengle, filed a petition in

Federal Court here last week

charging six Kansans with fraud

and misrepresentations in oil lease

deals. The petition stated Kaye
and Krengle were partners with the

defendants and charged them^wlth
failure to disclose facts of their op-

erations while acquiring oil leases.

The defendants named were L. C.

Smltherman and Simon Cohen,
Wichita D. McKay, Frank A.

Rice and C. L. Seible, El Dorado;

Ronald Rice, Abilene.

Snyder Books Flanagan,

Pastor for Saratoga
Albany, July 15.

Bob Snyder will present Ralph
Flanagan’s orchestra in the Con-

vention Hall, Saratoga Springs,

July 27, the eve of the opening of

the racing season, and Tony Pas-

tor’s orch in the same place, Aug.
10. Both dates will be for dancing,

with a half-hour pickup over WGY-
NBC. Snyder will emcee the air

show.

He has also set Johnnie Ray for

the R.P.I. Field House in Troy,

Aug. 14. The Cry drew more than

3,500 at a Cerebral Palsy benefit

show in the State Armory, Albany,

two monthi ago, at $2^top*

Mpk Juke Bombing

Now Linked: to $20,000

Extortion Attempt
Minneapolis, July 15.

Following the bombing of his

Lieberman Music Co., local- juke-
boxes and other coin-operated ma-
chines distributor, Harold N. Lie-

berman has received a series of

telephone calls demanding $20,000
on threat that his family would be
harmed if it isn’t forthcoming. Po-
lice are now guarding the Lieber-
man home and announce they’ve

started a checkup on about “half a

dozen characters” in the effort to

solve the extortion attempt.

After the bomb was set off in

the music company’s doorway,
blowing out the glass front and do-

ing eonsiderable other damage, the

police told newspapers they
thought that “conflicts in distribut-

ing the coin-operated machines in

other cities, perhaps Chicago,

might have been the cause.” They
said there is no friction among lo-

cal distributors. Shortly before the

bombing, there had been another
attack on the establishment, 745

revolver slugs being shot through
all of the 'windows.

After receipt of the extortion

threat, Lieberman, acting on po-

lice department instructions, ar-

ranged a meeting, ostensibly to de-

liver the demanded $20,000, but,

with detectives secreted in the vi-

cinity, nobody turned up to claim

the money.

Police .now are working on the

theory that the bombing is linked

to the straight extortion effort.

They’re making intensive efforts to

learn the whereabouts and recent

activities, of all who have been

linked to extortion rackets in the

past.

Waring in on Campus
East Lansing, Mich., July 15.

^

Fred Waring and eight of his

glee club staff members will take

up residence for five days begin-

ning Sunday (20) on the campus of

Michigan State College.

They will conduct a^ summer
Worlwhop on choral music for an

expected 300 choral directors from

i lU parts of the country.

Martino’s New MgL
A1 Martino, Capital Records

vocalist who clicked on an indie
label, BBS, with “Here In My
Heart,” has split with his manager.
Bill Berelli, andds now being han-
dled by Joseph Picolla. Latter Is

a builder associated Mth the West-
chester County Building Assn.

Martino amicably settled with
Berelli, latter getting 25% of' all

royalties on the “Heart” record.

Steady downbeat In, the sheet
music field is expected to ,augur a
.quick fold of many fringe publish-
ing firms that’ve cropped up with-
in the past couple of years; Many
of the new publishers, who opened
firms riding on one click song, are
finding Jt difficult to come back
with a repeat hit. And since none
of them has standard catalogs to
carry them through the doldrums,
they’re being forced to shut down.
Although the royalties on the

“freak” hits have? brought in lots
of fast coin, the new pubs have
poured it back by expanding their
staffs and in trying to develop new
hits. A lot- of the loot has been
dumped into deals with small rec-
ord labels in an attempt to get the
song- moving on the indie etching
so that the major companies would
hop on. Life of the click tune has
been narrowed down to an average
of 12 weeks, so the pubs must
come back fast with a second
clicko to continue operation. It’s

become a hit-and-miss business,
and the majority of them are now
missing.

Broadcast Music, ihc,^ which has
subsidized a number of these new
pubs, is becoming increasingly
wary of shelling? out more coin to
ke'fep them going until another hit
is dug up. Some of the newcom-
ers are attempting to buck the. pop
downbeat by concentrating on the
development of an educational
catalog. It’s a long process, though,
and many are expected to fall out
of the running before their educa-
tional material can bring in a sub-
stantial income.

SPA SETS COAST MEET

TO SIFT MPAA PACT
Songwriters Protective Assn, has

scheduled a meeting for its Coast
membership July 31 at the Bever-
ly Hills Hotel, Hollywood, to ex-
plain the recent agreement be-
tween SPA and the Music Pub-
lishers Protective Assn. Agree-
ment covers royalty payments^ on
lyric book publications. „

SPA prexy Charles Tobias, coun-
sel John Shulman and Miriam
Stern are making the trip west-
wards from N. Y. for the meeting.
Other SPA board members, Stan-
ley Adams, Dorothy Fields and Ira

Gershwin, will also attend the
sessions.

Milton R. Rackmil, Decda Rec-
ords prexy, shook up his company’s
artists 'and repertoire setup last

week along the lines anticipated by
the trade for past several weeks.
Morty Palitz, Decca a&r topper
since last summer when Dave Kapp
was ousted, was let out witli Jimmy'
Hilliard, Coral Records a&r head,
stepping into the Decca spot. Hil-
liard had been previously groomed
by Rackmil for this promotion with
his appointment last year as vice-
prexy in the Coral company, a
Decca subsid.

Milt Gabler, a Decca recording
director under both Kapp and Pal-
itz, was moved over to Coral as altr
topper. Paul Cohen, Decca’s folk
music chief, was upped to Hilliard’s
assistant.' Si Rady, who has been
in charge of the classical and chil-
dren’s departments, was given add-
ed duties as producer of Decca’s
album product.

Decca reshuffle will also bring
Gordon Jenkins into a more active
role in the diskery’s aAr setup. Be-
sides continuing as musical, direc-
tor and recording performer, Jen-
kins is expected tb assist Hilliard
in the selection of tunes. Mike
Conner, national publicity ^hlef
apd artists relations director, will

continue in hia" present spot but
will concentrate more on the artists

relations assignments.

^t’s understood that Palitz was
originally named to fill the Kapp
spot on a probationary basla. Al-
though Decca came up with a fair

number of hits during the Patt^a
regime, reports of his exiting began
circulating almost from the date of
his liromotion last July.

Conkling to Coast Home
Prior to Regional Talks
Columbia Records prexy Jim

Conkling will hibernate at his Hol-
lywood home (which he maintains
the year-round) until the sales

meeting in Los Angeles July 19. He
will then make the swing to the

two other regional sales powwows,
July 23 in St. Louis.^and July 26
in Atlantic City, plus additional

side-trips to the northwest, Chicago
and into Canada.

Conkling is due back in New
York early in August, about the

same time that Col exec veepee
Goddard Lieberson returns from
his European recording and gen-
eral business trip.

Ex-Kay« Tboters Charter

‘Swins & Sway’ Band Name

But Wait for AFM Okay
Although the 10 sldemen who

walked out of Sammy Kaye orch

last week to form their own band

have filed with the Secretary of

State in Albany, N. Y., to call them-
selves the Swing and Sway Band,
crew is going to hold off on that
tag until they get an okay from the
American Federation of Musicians.
AFM now feels that the new band
will be cashing in on. Kaye’s long
established trademark if they use
the Swing and Sway label and have
asked them to hold off for a while.

The name, however, has been
chartered in Albany by the new
outfit since Kaye never had his

Swing and Sway tag registered.

The new band, meantime, will

travel as ' the Ernie Rudy orch.

Rudy Is former Kaye orch drum-
mer, Ernie Rudlsill. All the side-

men will be billed with the band.
Orch heads out to Pittsburgh Sun-
day (20) for its debut the following
night in Bill Green’s.

It’s understood that Kaye will

confer with AFM execs on the new
orch's use of the Swing and Sway
label when he gets back to New
York tomorrow (Thurs.). It’s also

reported that Kaye will recognize a

band for the upcoming fall season.

Teddi King Added

A$ Shearing Chirp
George Shearing Quintet, which

has been operating as a strictly

instrumental combo fdr the past

several weeks, added warbler Ted-
di King to the group last week.
Miss King, former Nat Pierce o'rch

thrush, will tour with the Shearing
outfit as well as chirp on his

M-G-M Record dates. ^

Although Miss King will be the

combq’s first regular vocalist,

Shearing cut a vocal-instrumental

platter with Billy Eckstine last year

for M-G-M. It was, however, just a

promotional platter used to hypo
the Shearing-Eckstine concert tour.

Miss King and Shearing etched

their Initial platter last week with

release set for early next month.
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JockS/ Jukes orid Disks
HEK-M SCHOENFELD.

Tony Martin;- ‘'Some Day*’-"Luna I groove pegged onto another service

T»rt«?qa" (Victor). Tony Martin comes branch.
, a

up with a couple of powerM en- Barbara Kulck; “Serenade To
^

tries with this disk. “Some D^ay, (M-G-M).

•g’om ^ M ^MatuS’s Buiqk is a promising styl-

most' effective big-voiced style and jst with a neat set of pipes and a

Suld laSi this beautiful ballad distinctive
trYckUy

oHSe revival trail. '‘Luna Bossa/’ Jver “Lemonade” with a tricKuy

a current ballad adapted
Italiah melody, gets equally effec- thi» side may la^ big

tive handling from* strong impact, impact. On the

Henrf Bene orch and chorus lends the flip, -she

richly textured background. • for good jock and ^uke fare.

Jo Stofford: "Pretty Boy"-“You Barry B®»e»>s: “^hen

Belong To Me" (Columbia).
|r®th l!ove” (Coral). Barry

Boy” is a bright Calypso-styled Thr^.^^^^

number which gets a fast rhythm ^ows the big-voiced

treatment by Jo Stafford and chor- current maid waxing
i „ SJi

al IrSIip It has good raid-hit possi- looks like a good bet to win » M-
blUties and shapes up as a soUd lowing among fte t®'>^« ^l|®*„r

jukebox item. “Belong" is slow- buyers. His voice is powerful and

tempoed change-of-pace ballad appealing and he knows h<w to got

with a good lyric and lilting mel- ^ tear into his piping
^Tf

ody. Miss Stafford, delivers it m. impact. Tunes,
^

from the B
lucid style with an especially good rjiappened in Miami, are

instrumental by Paul Weston. This standing but serve as an

side could take off, showcase for the
aSPt

Ray Anthony: “Slaughter^ On Best yet for spins is When Am .1

10th Avenue” (Capitol). This is an Gdhna See You Ac,ain.
^

•

orchestral showpiece for the Ray Lionel Hampton Orch;

Anthony orch and should go over Roll’'-“If.k,You Ever Learn to Love

with this band's following. An- (Decca). Lionel Hampton,

thony’s crew plays the elaborate currently waxing on tne

arrangement with precision and label, has a so-so etching

color in a variety of teinpoes on Decca release. Sides were

this instrumental standard, several years ago but

EUa FitKgerald: ‘"Plng-Dong B90- hever before released. For ail tne

Kle”-“Preview” (Decca). Boogie good it’ll do Hampton or ^e disk

is a standard-cuf eight-to-the-bar platter could have stayed in

item which Ella Fitzgerald socks th^ vaults. Of the two sides JeUy

across despite the limitations of Roll” has the ^st chance to make

the lyric. She gives it the necessary some noise. It s m the drivii^^

lift to become good juke fare. Sy bluesy genre and Sonny Patwrs
Oliver orch backing up in usual excellent vocal should get some

solid style. “Preview” is another jockey’s behind it. JJ^^P ^ or^
scat number on which Ella excels workover of “Love Me is

‘with her tongue-twisting vocal. spiring. Irmy Curry hanmes the

Bob Hop^ - Jimmy Wakcly: vocal assignment on this smc.

“There’s A Cloud In My Valley Of Morris Lane: “Moon Ray - Pale

Sunshine”-”A Four-Legged Friend Utoon” (Coral). This Coral cou-

(Capitol). This tandem of Bob piing *of Morris Lane s tenor sax

Hope and Jimmy Wakely on a solos will be a good commercim
couple of alfalfa tunes produces, in areas where rhythm and

fair results, “Sunshine” is strictly biues tastes predominate. Lane is

routine cider-jug balladeering de- expert craftsman and each side

livered straight. The reverse has a showcases him in best form. ‘ Pale

good lyric with Hope and Wakely Moon” will probably outride its

blending Into a more effective nn the disk jockey tables but

side, Buddy Cole orch backing up “Moon Ray” is also a standout ex-

in suitable style. ample of the Lane technique and

Liza Morrow: “Foolish Pride”- rates solid spins.

*I Ain’t Got Nobody” (King). Liza xavier Cugat Orch: “African
Morrow, the vet band songstress, Lament”-“The River Seine” (Mer-
needs only the right material to

^ Although these Cugat sides
break through on wax. Pride is

aren't top commercial items, they
an okay number with soine possi- should do okay in the coinboxes,
bilities via Miss Mopow’s neat “Lament” is an interesting num-
rhythm rendition. On the flip, Mi§s effective beat. Cugat’s
Morrow registers again on the k.^g

jg imprinted effectively
standard, Sid Feller backing hP here On the Mercury reverse
with an effecUve instrumental. g^^s a pleasant lilt into the

The Mariners: “The Girls Are French fave, “La Seine.” Abbe
Marching”-“Mighty'‘ Navy Wings” Lane does an easy warbling job in
(Columbia). The Mariners give a French and English,
stirring workover to the recently ... _

BestBriti!
(Week endlwr Jufy S)

London, July 8.

Auf Wiederseh’n Maurice

Never . . • * • •E.D.^H.

Blacksmith Blues. . . .Chappell

Blue Tango.

Kiss of Fire .puchess

There’s Pawnshop . .Cinephouic

Ay-round The Corner. . . *1>a5li

Tell Me Why...': Morris

Won’t Live in Castle Connelly

Be Anything. ; Cinephonic

Homing Waltz .Reinc

Wheel of Fortune . . . Victoria

Second 12

I’m Yours . . . ^ MelUn

Cry
At Last Pickwick

Gandy Dancers’ Ball'. .Disney

Anytime Victoria

Time Say Goodbye . . .Pickwick

Be Life’s Companion; .Morris

Unforgettable ....... .Bourne

A Guy Js a Guy Leeds

High Noon • • .Bobbins

Slow Coach •
Sterling

• Star of Hope....'. -Ascherberg

9UilXXi^ WiJXlkMVCX W vuc
adopted official song for the wo-
men’s auxiliary corps of the U. S.

Air Force. It’s a conventional mili-

tary item in march .tempo with a

fair lyric. Reverse is in a similar

Album Review

“Woody Herman At Carnegie
Hall” (M-G-Mh Another solid jazz

set has been fashioned by M-G-M
out of the Woody Herman 1946

(Carnegie Hall, N. Y., fconcert.^This

was in the era of bops peak a^
ceptance and Herman’s music

fleets the immediate postwar i^psi-

cal mood in its best possible show-

case. Herman has, always been a

tasteful and imaginative jazzman

and this concert contains plenty of

kicks.. Sldemen for this concert in-

cluded such standout instruipental-
«“ Pete

Flip PhUlips, Bill Harris. Sonny

Berman and Chubby Jackson, Con-

cert has been packaged in two al-

bums.

Flatter Pointers

Erroll Gamer’s virtuoso pianis-

tics get another showcasing m Co-

lumbia’s album, Solo Flights,

featuring Gamer on standards anq

some Chopin impressions . . . Also

in the jazz vein, Georgfc Shearing

Quintet come up^ '^^ith another m-

tricate side in “Five O Clock WhiS:

tie” (M-G-M> . . . Steve Law«fc«
registers well on a good ballaa,

“Mine and Mine Alone’ (King).

Edmuudo Ros orch gets plenty of

excitement into “Carioca” on the

London label...Burl Ives is okay

on “Lonesome So Lonesome
(Decca). . .Connie Haines has a

clicko version of “Mississippi Mud
(Coral). . .Louis Armstrong is in

top*form on the oldie, “Once m a

While (Decca) ... Chris Hamalton,

gets an unusual sound into “Blues

in the Night” with Hammond or-

gans on London. . .Fred Wanng
has a fair religioso slice in “Peace

in the Valley” (Decca).

Standout folk, western, religious,

blues, rhythm, etc.: The Trumpe-
teers, “I’ll Fly Away” (Okeh)...

Paul Sc Roy, “Only Pretending

(Mercury) ... Autry Inman, “Just

Smile As You Go By” (Decca)...

Brother Rodney, “Where Is My
Boy Tonight” (Okeh). . .Ernie Lee,

“Uicelele Baby” (Mercury),

Disk Comiianies’ Best Selleis
CAPITOL • ARTIST?
X, tN tHE- GOOD OLH SUMMER '^IME.. .Les Paul-Mary Ford

SMOKE RINGS
^

2, take. MY HEART A1 Martino
I never CARED

3 , WALKIN' MY BABY BACK HOME... Nat (King) Cole
'•

-FUNNY . , ;;

4, SOMEWHERE ALONG WAY, , , . .Nat (King) Cole
"

WHAT DOES IT TAKE +

5, I'M CONFESSING .E?s. Paul-Mary Ford
CARIOCA '

.Rosemary Clooney

.Rosemary Clooney

»»

COLUMBIA
1, bOTCH-A-ME

ON THE FIRST WARM DAY
2, HALF AS.MUCH *

POOR WHIP POORWILL
3, ALL OF ME * . .Johnnie Ray

A SINNER AM I

4 , DELICADO Percy Faith

FESTIVAL
5, WALKING MY BABY BACK HOME..., Johnnie Ray

GIVE ME TIME

CORAL
1 THIS IS THE beginning OF THE END B.on Cornell

I CAN'T CRY ANYMO^DiP ' '

2 AUF WIEDERSEHN SWEETHEART . .

.' Ames Bros.
* break the bands that bind me
3 EN-THUZ-E-UZ-E-AS-M ....Eileen Barton

RHODE ISLAND REDHEAD .....^..Teresa Brewer

4. I'M YOURS Oon Cornell

MY MOTHER'S PEARLS
X WHO DRANK MY BEER WHILE I WAS IN THE REAR?

Chuck Murphy

OCEANA ROLL

DECCA
1. BLUE TANGO ' ......Leroy Anderson I

BELLE OF THE BALL ;;

2. LOVER * Peggy Lee-G. Jenkins --

YOU GO TO MY HEAD ‘

3. TILL THE END OF THE WORLD.. Bing Crosby-G. Martin

JUST A LITTLE LOVIN’

4. AUF WIEDERSEHN SWEETHEART . Guy Lombardo
^

HALF AS MUCH
X. KISSES ON PAPER X

ARE YOU TRYING TO TELL ME GOODBYE

MERCURY
1 ONCE IN A WHILE ^. Patti Page T

I'M GLAD YOU’RE. HAPPY WITH SOMEONE ELSE

2. AUF WIEDERSEHN SWEETHEART Eddy Howard ;;

I DON'T WANT TO TAKE A CHANCE ”

3. SO MADLY IN LOVE Georgia Gibbs ..

MAKE ME LOVE YOU ;;

4. TAKE MY HEART Vic Damone --

ROSANNE
^

5. I WOULD rather LOOK AT YOU Gloria Hart

NICKELS, QUARTERS AND DIMES

BETAIL SHEET BEST SELLEBS

P'^RlSff
Survey of retail sheet music

sales, based on reports, obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and last ^eefc.

National

Rating

This Last

wk. wk.

Week Ending
July 12

Title and Publisher
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1 1 “Kiss of Fire” (Duchess) 2 2 2 2 4 3 5 2 1 2 97

2 5 “Auf Wiedersehn” (Hill-R) 1 1
' 5

"

1 » • • • 1 2 1 4 4 0 1 82

3 3 “I’m Yours” (Algonquin) 6 3 3 • • 1 9 4 4 4 5 2 5 64

4 2 “Blue Tango” (Mills) 9 9 1 4 • 4 5 6 5 7 7 3 3 62

5 4 “Here in My Heart” (Mellin) 5 4 . • 9 9 9 • 4 1 3 6 8 6 50

6 9 “Walkin’ My Baby Home” (D.B.H.) 4 7 4 4 « 4 • 6 2 4 9 5 10 49

7 5 “Dclicado” (Remick 6 10 6 7 10 5 7 4 • 1 6 4

8 7 “Half As Much” (Acuff-R) 3 5 • » • • 6 1 7 6 9 4 .7 45

9 8 “Be Anything” (Shapiro-B) .% .... < • 8 9 3 4 • . • 9 4 . 3 7
'

8 37

10 6 “rn Walk Alone” (Mayfair) 10 • • • • • « • « 3 10 8 6 8 4 9 . 30

11
“

• • “Botch-A-Me” (Hollis) 8 • 4 • 4 • » 3 * 4 3 4 4 « 4 4 4 4 • 4 4 19

12
“

« 4 “Somewhere Along Way” (United) 7 » t • « • • • 4 » 4 • 4 4 • 4 4 4 4 4 4 13

13
' 10 “Blacksmith Blues” (Hill-R) » • • • c • 5 • • • 4 • • • • ii • •

" 9'
4 • 11

14 4 • God’s Little Candles (Hill-R) • • . . • • • « • 4 2 4 4 • 4 • 4 4 4 4 4 • * 9

15 “Maybe” (Robbins),

M-G-M
1. WHAT IS THIS THING CALLED LOVE. Fran Warren

J
WISH YOU WERE HERE

2. LUNA ROSSA-
I'LL FORGET YOU

I 3. HOLD ME CLOSE TO YOU Billy Eckstine

IF THEY ASK ME
i 4 . KISS OF FIRE *

®llly Eckstine

NEVER LIKE THIS
5. HIGH NOON

PADAM PADAM

I RCA VICTOR
-

- 1 , MAYBE Perry Como-Eddie Fisher

^ ’ WATERMELON WEATHER
t 1 WISH YOU WERE HERE B»shef

:: THE HAND OF FATE

: '3. SOMEDAY Tony Marlin

LUNA ROSSA .

I 4. I'M YOURS
JUST A LITTLE LOVIN*

^ ^ ,

,

I 5. A FULL TIME JOB
; ;

.
SHEPHERD OF MY HEART

4 1 ^ ^ ^

Vet Names Again Clicking
Continued from page 107

brought up on the^ Como-Sinatra !
Martin have been potent

legend.

Along the same lines, Georgia
Gibbs, who has shuttled from one
diskery to another, finally hit it

big with “Kiss of Fire” for Mercu-
ry. And Peggy Lee, who went
through a long, slow period at Cap-
itol, has come back strong via her
Decca release of “Lover.” After
six years in retirement, Ella Mae
Morse jumped back into th« hit

lists with “Blacksmith Blues” on
the Capitol label. Jane Froman also

has become sock disk entry via her
Cap etching of “I’ll Walk Alone”
and the. soundtrack album of
“With a Song In My Heart.” Helen
O’Connell is on a comeback sprint
on the same label with her work-
over of “Be Anything” currently
making noise.

Such vet wax names as Nat
(King) Cole^ Doris Day and Tony

throughout the newcomer reign,

with occasional clicks. They a

are repped by current sock coiib

mercial bets. Cole is clicking ^ *

“Walkin' My Baby Back Home

for Capitol. Miss Day is bdm
hard with "Botch-A Me” for Co-

lumbia and Martin has a suro8‘

entry In "Someday” for Victm.

On the instrumental level Percy

Faith- Is winning new fans vi »

Col etching of “Doheado^

Armstrongj who broke
Snslru-

last year with a couple of msir

mental-vocal platters, is s

high -at Decca .

•

Fatrieia Music chartered to coP

duet a Bubllshlng husmes^^

York. Capital stock is zuu

no par Value.
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Scoreboard
OF

TOP AND TUNES

Shun Tunes Cut by Rival Firms

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the. Current Issue

for

WEEK ENDING JULY 12 —
NOTE: The current comparative tales strength oi the Artists, and Tunes listed hereunder is

arrived at
.
under a statistical system comprising each oj the three major sales outlets enu-

rnerated above. These findings are correlated u>ith data from wider sources, which are exclusive

with Vaeiexy. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-

veloped from the ratio of points scored', two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines),

and three ways in the case of tunes- idislcs, coin machines, sheet music).

POSITIONS
This Last

week« week*

1

2

3

4

3

2

4

10

8

7

7

8

9.

10

POSITIONS
This Last
week, ^veek.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

5

1

2

4
3

7

8

6

TALENT

ARTIST ANp LABEL TUNE

ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Columbia)
Isoteh-A^e

^

AL MARTINO (BBS) : Here in My Heart

PERCY FAITH (Columbia) Delicado

VEKA LYNN (London)
Sweetheart

PERRY COMO-EDDIE FISHER (Victor) ^Smelon Weather

JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)

PEGGY LEE-G. JENKINS pecca) Lover

DON CORNELL (Coral) jrm Yows'^°*'^

LEROY* ANDERSON (Decca) ; Blue Tango

EDDIE FISHER (Victor) I’m Yours

TUNES

PUBLISHER

AUF WIEDERSEHN SWEETHEART Hill-R

HERE IN MY HEART
DELICADO
HALF AS MUCH •

Acu^-R

KISS OF FIRE : ;
- Duchess

I’M YOURS .

Algonquin

WALKIN’ MY BABY BACK HOME DeSylva-B-H

BLUE TANGO '

BOTCH-A-ME ^ '

MAYBE •

Robbms

Wallichs Due East

For Cap Sales Meet
Capitol Records semi-annual

sales meet, has been skedded for
July 28 at the Hotel Warwick, N.Y,
Cap’s east coast distrlbs will attend
the conclave.

‘

Glenn Wallichs, Cap pr^z, is due
in from the Coast headquarters to

head up the meet.

Plugger Pension Plan

Snagged by Objections

From BMl Publishers

Music Publishers Contact Em-
ployes’ p'ensioil plan activities are

running into a snag with several
Broadcasting Music, Inc., firms to

whom pension plan pledges have
been sent. The BMI pubs are wait-

ing for a few more wrinkles to be
ironed out before they commit
themselves to the plan.

Main squawk was brought about
by MPCE’s distribution of two sep-

arate pledges—one to cover the

contactmen;.and the other to cover
such sj.affers as secretaries', book-
keepers, etc. At a conclave be-
tween the union’s pension commit-
tee and the BMI pubs last month,
it was argued by the publishers
that the plan should not be limited
to the union’s plugger-members but
should include all employes. How-
ever, the pubs claim that MPCE
should confer with the non-union
members before attempting to rep
them via the pledges. MPCE's plan
calls for a 3% assessment of a $100
weekly wage from both contactman
and employer.
The MPCE pension committee,

which includes, union’s prez Bob
Miller, and MPCE members Leo
Diston, Harry Santly and Bob
Baumgart, are expected to huddle
with the pubbe^y toppers in a cou
pie of weeks to straighten out the
beefs.

f Getting a tune on wax in several
versions is getting Increasingly
tough for publishers who are cur-
rently running up against a firm
anti-coverage policy by .most Of
the major disk companies. Tho
diskers are now bypassing any tune
which has been cut by a rival label
in favor of developing their owA
hits by getting “exclusives” from
the pubs.
Under Mitch Miller’s artists apd

repettoire aegis, Columbia Records
has been following this policy with
considerable success for the past
couple of years. RCA Victor has
also adopted the same tack in the
last couple of months under a&r
chief Dave Kapp’s swing to exclu-
sives. as the way for Victor to get
the jump on the rest of the field.

Other majors, such as Decca, Capi-
tol, M-G-M and Mercury, are get-
ting exclusive-happy, with the re-
sult that only a handful of top
numbers are getting broad covei>
age.
The accent on exclusives has put

the publishers in a precarious posi-
tion, Whereas before they had a
chance of breaking through with a
tune with a variety of artists they
are now riding on a single version.
If that flops, the .tune is dead even
though the solo version may have
been at fault due to poor interpre-
tation.

The diskers, however, Jiave dis-

covered that clicks are genei'ated
only by getting to the oounters first

with any particular number. The
disk with the initial impact sells

profitably while the cover disk*
generally move very slowly.

In previous years^ a hit tun*
would sell with a number of art-

ists, but currently the market stress
is not on the tune but on the artist

and interpretation.

AFM Nixes Louisville

Maestro From Waxiug

Overseas in General Ban
Louisville, July, I5.

Robert Whitney, Louisville Or-

chestra director now in Vienna,

was stymied in a project which

had him set to record 16 contem-

LANZA’S GUARANTEE

ON BRITAIN CONCERTS
Mario Lanza Is being offered

guarantee of $45,000 per week for porary American works with th*
a four-week concert tour of Great Vienna ^Philharmonic. He got the
Britain by Maurice Kinn, British

concert promoter. Kinn is currently
J^ssignment from.- the American

in the U. S. negotiating with Music- Recording Society but was stopped

Corp. of America, which handles by an American Federation of

Musicians ban.

Whitney is a member of Local

UP RyT? rtlr*!,, I NO« ‘11 IR LOUlSVllle, HHd 11 IS bC—

lieved when Whitney arrived in

Lanza’s bookings.
Kinn has already wrapped up a

four-week concert tour for Dick

Katz are also being dickered for an
English junket.

P'^IETY
M m M

10 B«sl Sellers on Coin-Machines
I Al Idartino .EBS ' ’’

HEART (8)
\
Tony Bennett .Columbia '

^

. l Vera Lynn London *

;

AUF WIEDERSEHN SWEETHEART (4) (HiU-R)
j ^ddy Howard Mercury

3. HALF AS MUCH (5)
Rosemary Clooney . . ..Columbia

, (Percy Eaith Columbia
4. DELICADO (7) (Witmark) ;istan Kenton Capitol ,,

5. LOVER (4) (Famous) Peggy Lee-G. Jenkins Decca
,

;

«. maybe (3) (Robbins) P- ••••••
::

7. WALKIN’ MY BABY BACK HOME (8) (DeSylva-B-H) Johnnie Ray Columbm

'• “OTCH-A-ME (3). (Hollis) ::

KISS OF FIRE (11) (Duoboss) “^V.V.V.V.V.S ::
9.

10. I’M YOURS (10) (Algonquin)

Second Group

(Don Cornell Coral

) Eddie Fisher, Victor -

I
Don Cornell Coral

)
Jane Froman CapitolI'LL WALK ALONE (JO) (Mayfair)

0N(3e in a WmEE
^HAT is this THING CALLED LOVE (Harms)
1*LDE tango (18) (Mills)

^ATERMELON WEATHER (Morris)
WHEEL OF FORTUNE (17) (Laurel)
A guy is a guy (9) (Ludlow)

anything (6) (Shaplro-B)

Fran Warren MGM
Leroy Anderson Decca

P. Como-E, Fisher Victor

. Kay Starr Capitol

Doris Day • • • Columbia +

Eddy Howard Mercury I
'll ^_ *1^ . A^ c&napiro-u; ...a

ncoraia Gibbs Mercury ::

: LnLl-aWD. Day.. Columbia

1 (Schirmcr)

I JJJ*
(Shapiro-B)

L^XOCA (T. B. Hanns)
blacksmith blues (11) (HUl-R)

T tOU^
XUN(jtS (Amer-Acad) ....

Kay Starr Capitol -

Les Paul Capitol .

,

Ella Mae Morse Capitol

Les Paul-Mary Ford ....Capitol “

Sammy Kaye Columbia
(Republic)

trisurcj In 'parentliesas indicate number o) weeks song Tuts been in the Top 103

Vienna that he was unaffected by
the ban. AFM prez James C.

Petrillo ordered four, other musi-
cians to cancel recording commit-
ments in Europe. They are H. Ar-
thur Brown, conductor of the Tulsa
Philharmonic; Artie Shaw, Andre

A former London Records dis- 1 Kostelanetz, and pianist Leonard

an American Asks 50G

In Suit Vs. London Disks

AFM RENEWS INITIAL

ROYALTY VIDPIX PACT

ributor. Pan American Distributor
\
Pennario.

Corp., filed suit in N. Y. Federal
Court last week for $50,000 dam-
ages against the diskery. Complaint
charges that London breached a
written contract last April by can-

delling’ its distrib deal with Pan
American, leaving the latter with a The American Federation of Mu-
substantial stock of London Rec- gidans, whiclj has been fighting for
ords,

^ , a royalty contract with producers
Under the pact, London was al- filmed music for television, has

egedly required to accept returns, renewed the first pact containing
but London is now charged with principle with Tele-Pictures in
refusing to accept them or to fill 1951 _ Robert L. Lippert,
orders. Pan American also charged Tele-Pictures exec, asked for a re-
that London has made a distribu-

of the AFM contract which
tion deal with a competitor, un-

involves a 5% royalty payment to
named in the complaint,

^1^^ Music Peformance Trust Fund.

n i j.
Xn addition to the royalty pay-

Granz bets a Dates ments on the vldplx gross, Tele-

Tn TT And Pictures also agreed to rescore
in Uinana ll. o. AUU originally made for theatre

Omaha, July 15. exhibition but now being .„sold to

Norman Granz in town last Sat- video outlets,
urday set two of his shows at Tech-

nical high school auditorium as

one-nighters. They are the Billy McCoV, FotinC Cancel
Eckstine-Count-Basie-George Shear- m v j o 4- G/bf
ing package on Oct. 3 and Jazz at Toledo Spot, Others bet
the Philharmonic Oct. 24. Toledo, July 15. .

Milton Berle at Ak-Sar-Ben The Centennial Terrace, outdoor

Field arena Aug. 15 will get $4.80 fiance pavilion near Toledo, an-

top. “Call Me Madam” confirmed nounced that Clyde McCoy and

for Paramount Sept. 15, 16, 17. Larry Fotine have cancelled their

bookings for. the spot.

Ofborn* Trio to The new schedule is as follows:

M-G-M Records furtherjaolstered July 11-12, ^Joy Cilor

its pop artists roster last week with girl orchestra; July Tony

the pacting of the Mary Osborne ^ed
Trio, vocal-instrumental combo. 25-27, Tont Prince, Aug. 1-3, R .

Initial waxing sessions are sked- Harper; Aug. 8-10, Johnny Long,

ded for the latter part of the.week. nkug. 15-17, Johnny Bruce.
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H2 ORCillRSTHAS-MV^ilC

Prom, Miris. Ballroom,

UuiicIms Vocalist

Policy; Cornell First

^
' Minneapolis, July 15.

The Prom, leading Twin Cities

ballroom, has inaugurated a policy

of bringing in occasional name
singers as well as important bands
for one, two or three highters.

Policy tees off with Don Cornell

as the feature attraction for a one-

nighter this week. He'll sing with
the Jules Herman local orchestra.

During the course of a season,

the Prom plays practically all of

the top bands on tour, usually for

one*nlght engagements. It has
never -before offered a singer as

its main boxoTfice lure. The- Prom
will present a full evening's pro-

gram by Cornell and those sing-

ers who follow, at the same time,

however, aJ^fording plenty op-

portunity for customer hoofing.

Local show circle leaders say
they'll watch the Innovation with
much interest. Some feel it puts
the ballroom into a night club en-

tertainment category, although it

doesn't sell alcoholic beverages or

permit their consumption on the
premises.

PAUL WESTON SEEKS

OUT ON 'SHRIMP' SUIT
Hollywood, July 15.

Paul Weston filed motion in

Federal District Court here seek-
ing dismissal of his portion of the
infringement action -brought by
Ben Pollack, who charged Weston
and Paul Mason Howard had in-

fringed on his tune, “My Cajun
Song," with “Shrimp Boats."
Weston said if any infringing

has been done, it was by Howard.
Weston declared he has also writ-
ten Walt Disney Music, another de-
fendant, notifying, them that he
will hold the pub firm responsible
If Weston suffers’ any loss since
Disney “induced" Weston to col-

laborate with Howard. Disney, ac-

cording to Weston, vouched for
originality of Howard's effort.

®
.

I

Pyramid Inks Costa

To Five-Year Deal
Buddy Costa, who broke in the I

wax market via “The Mask Is Off”
on the indie Pyramid label, has
been inked to a five-year pact by
the diskery. Costa’s .upcoming
.etching will be “Fool, That I Was,"
backed with “To You, With Love."
Latter tune was penned by Bar-
bara (Bobo) Rockefeller.

Costa, who’s currently a nitery
tour, is skedded for the Yankee
Inn, Akron, O., July 21; Chubby’s,
Camden, N. J„ July 28, and the
Meadpwbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.,

Sept. 1.
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Survey of retail disk best

sellers, based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing com-

parative sales rating for this

and last week*
.

i

•
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Week Ending

July 12
t

Artist, Label, Title

VERA LYNN (London)
“Auf Wiedersehn"—.125(7

PERCY FAITH (Columbia)
Delicado"—39708 ^ ^ 8

. AL MARTINO (BBS) ^ ^

“Here in My Heart"—101 5

ROSEMARY .CLOONEY (Col)

-“Half As Much"—39710 ;i

ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Col)

“Botch-a-Me"—39767 4

P. COMO-E. FISHER (Victor)

“Maybe"—204744 6

LEROY' ANDERSON (Decca)

“Blue Tango"—40220... 10

JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia) .

^‘Walking My Baby Home"—39750 9

TONY MARTIN- (Victor)
’

“Kiss of Fire’*—20-4671

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

. “Pm Y:ours"—204680 ..

GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury)
“Kiss of Fire"-5823
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1 1 3 5 , S / 3 6 1 75

773.. 3 1 1 423 73
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4 .. 7 2 .. 2 .4 7 3 .. 58

5 9 5 .. 10 10 .. .. 2 41

2 8 9 . * . . 9 10 . . 5 . 36

66-... 76756
8 .. 41 4 .. 5 .. 9

5 2 .. .. 1 .

10 . . 7 '

. . . . 6 •

.

DON CORNELL (Coral)

“I’m Yours"—60659 .... 7 8.
PEGGY LEE-G, JENKINS (Decca)
“Lover"—28215
TONI ARDEN (Columbia)
“Kiss of Fire"—39737
FRANKIE LAINE (Columljia)
f'High Noon"—39770. 2

DON CORNELL (Coral)
“I'll Walk Alone"—60659
JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
“All of Me"—39788 . 3

iCi j

LES^PAIJL-MARY-FORD (Capitol)
“Pm Confessin' "—2080 ) .

.

P. COMO-E. FISHER (Victor)
“Watermelon Weather"—20-4744 . ..

NAT (KING) COLE (Capitol)
“Somewhere Along Way”—2069.. ..

. 34

WITH A SONG IN SINGIN' IN THi

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

MY HEART

Jane Froman

^Capitol -

BDN-309
KDP-309
L-309

RAIN

Hollywood Cast

M-G-M
M-G-M-113

K-113
E-113

BIG BAND BASH AMERICAN IN

Billy May' PARIS

Hollywood Cast
Capitol

KCF-329
DCN-329
L-329

M-G-M
E-93
K-93
M-93

JOHNNIE RAY

ALkUM
Columbia
CO-6199

C2-88

B-2-88

On the Upbeat
New York

Alan Dean begins a one-week en-
gagement at the Three Rivers Inn,
Syracuse, N, Y., Friday (18) . . .

Ella Fitzgerald into the Blue Mir-
ror, Washington, July 21 for two
weeks . . , Dan Fisher, of Fred
Fisher Music, recuperating at Mt.
Sinai Hospital, N. Y., after minor
surgery . . . IGddie Heywood Trip
beginning its sixth month at the
Embers, N. Y., this week . . .

Ivory Joe Hunter opens at the
Ebony Club, Cleveland, July 21
. . . Arthur Prysock into the Flame
Bar, Detroit, Friday (18) for two
weeks . . . Bull Moose Jackson
orch plays a one-week date at the
Savoy Ballroom, N. Y., ' beginning
July 24 . . . Billy Eckstine was
birthday partied by his Chi fan
club last week (8 ) on stage of the
Chicago. Theatre . . . Lenny Her-
man band at the Hotel Roosevelt,
N. Y., until September.

Chicago
Kitty Kallen will be featured In

the Martin & Lewis show at the
Chez Paree Aug. 3. Joan Barton
had to drop out of the Joe. E.
Lewis’ revue at the same club July
17 due to husband’s illness . . .

Henry Durst, for the past two years
with the band department of MCA
has resigned. Joe Kayser takes
over his booking duties at the
agency. . . Vic Damone etches his

America's Fastest

'Selling Records!

first alburn since .his return to the
U. S. with a “Student Prince” col-
lection for Mercury . . .

Ken Griffin sails into the Yacht
Club, Ft. Wayne, Ind., July 28
through Aug. 2 and then to the
Dells, Henderson, Ky., from Aug.
4 through 30 . . . Rusty Draper is
cutting eight sides for Mercury
next week, one a duet with Patti
Page. Singer will also appear on
the Patti Page airer sind then
planes back to the Coast for Uni-
sal Picture, test and to fill out the
rest of his contract at the Rumpus
Room, San Francisco, which ends
in December . . . Bob Vincent
inked for the Marion Supper Club
July 17 for two- weeks at Marion,
Ind., and then does a repeat two
frames at the Rbsebowl, LaSalle,
111 . • , Harmonicats do six days at
the Esquire, Dayton, Ohio . . .

Jerry Kuzyk leaves the GAC office
for his weeks hiatus to California
and Mexico , . . Fran McKenna
^irped two sides for Cardinal
disks . . . Opera Club, which start-
ed last winter on music policy,
folded last week for the summer.

Golschmann to Baton
20 Israeli Concerts

St. Louis, July 15.

Vladimir Golschmann, maestro
of th’e St. Louis symph orch for 21
consecutive years, is conducting a
series of 20 concerts by the Israel
Philharmonic in three principal
cities, Tel Aviv, Haifa and Jeru-
salem. Following the conclusion
of the 1951-52 season here last
March, Golschmann returned to his
native Paris and then departed for
Israel, starting his series last week.
The Israel Philharmonic, found-

ed in 1936 by the late Bronislaw
Hubermann, appeared in St. Louis
during its 1951 American tour.

Fiedler Slated For
Summer Guest Shots

Boston, July 15.

Arthur Fiedler, Boston “Pops"
orch maestro, concluded his annual
stint at the Esplanade last week to
embark on a series of guest con-
ducting shots for the balance of
the summer. Maestro presents his
first concert away from the local
scene at Milwaukee tonight (15)
where he batons that city’s sym-
phony in a concert with Oscar Le-
vant slated as guest artist. Next
Saturday and Sunday (l'9-20) 'be
conducts two concerts with - the
Grant Park orchestra at' Chicago
with Eugene List as soloist. Fol-
lowing the weekend stint, Fiedler
returns to

^
Hub before flying to

San Francisco to take over the
batoning of that city’s symphony
for tha^summer season, which runs
from July 28 to Sept. 7.

There Is also a strong possibil-
ity that Fiedler may jourijey to
Alaska with the Seattle symphony
later on for. a series of concerts for
army personnel. Hub’s Esplanade
concerts continue through July 19
with guest conductors subbing for
Fiedler.

Nick Lucas to Dallas
Dallas, July 15.

Nick Lucas will open an engage-
nient here at the Mural Room of
the Baker Hotel on July 21. Lucas
comes here from the Shamrock
Hotel, Houston.

Current at the spot closing on
July 19, is Jan August. Don Grimes
orch also opens in the same room
July 21.

Betty Reilly has been booked
into the Mural Room, opening on

,

Aug. 5 for two weeks.

Robin Hood Bell Concert

To Refute .Red Charges

Of Culture Lack in U, s
Philadelphia, July jg

The State Department’*? “v,.*
of . Arnerica" tonight
taped the entire program atRobin Hood Dell for broA^^
overseas to Iron Curtain counSas A means of refuting cZS*
prcjpag;»nda. giat AmerfeaS Sculture. The broadcast was okavM

American FederaUon
of Musicians, In Uhe with its

jpafe™
* pro-democracy cam-

Commentator on "Voice of Amer.ica" show pointed out that theZ
cert/ which featured the fw
American musicians (Robin CodDdl sjunphony is composed almost

*12.® Porsonnel of thePhiladelphia Orchestra) and ErichLeinsdorf, conductor, was otS
to pubUc at admish tab of 2
50 cents. Also that the series2
partially made possible by grant

sponsors cultural
activities for mass citizenry.

Goodman N. H. Concert
Accomped by Showers

New Haven, July 15 .

For the second time in as many
appearances with the Pop Concert
Seties held in the Yale Bowl, Ben-
ny Goodman manipulated his clari-
net to the accompaniment of rain-
drops when showers cut short the
program- of last week ( 8 ). When
showers hit the Bowl, it was neces-
sary to telescope second half of
program into a jam session fea-
turing Goodman and his trio, with
selections by the New Haven Sym-
phony Under baton of Harry Ber-
man bmng completely eliminated.

The major part of the assembled
11

,00 () patrons sat through his en-
tire contribution, apparently un-
jnindful of the. dunking they were
taking" from the elements. Next
•cdUcert is Sarah Vaughan, July 22.

o

Levant to Rest
Hollywood, July 15.

Oscar Levant cancelled scheduled
concert tour following a sudden
collapse over last weekend.

His condition is reported im-
proved but he’ll rest for a consid-
erable period.

Camarata to Score RKO Fix

Tutti Camarata, Decca Records*
musical director, heads Coastwards
in September to score several films

for RKO.

^
CamaTata will cut his Decca ses-

sions on the Coast until he returns
to New York in April, 1953.

J)
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\Nas\c \s Off

TANGLEWOOD July 5—Aug. 10

BERKSHIRE FESTIVAL
iOSTON symphony orch.

CHARLES MUNCH, Conductor

Thtutr* Concerts— .

July 1? j»r itis. July zo 3 .ob

5HCD Concerts—
thurS./ Jet. Eves./ Sun. Afti.

OPENINO Thur*. Eve. July

Address: Tanglewood, Lenox, Mfl**'

_ . tt.UtA
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jhes Nnnbert Set

For Pop Mtrket Ride

yurthex* poiiititti VP jth^ thin line

iieparating pop *nd rhythm »nd

jjlues output on the rttotd com-

pany flud puhlishmr firm level, is

tlie E. H, Morris Music purchase

last weelc of an n. and b. number,

“Have Mercy Baby.” Tune, which

was waxed by The Dominoes,

Negro vocal comi)0,
on the Fed-

eral label, will be promoted by the

firm for pop release. ”Baby” was

penned by Billy Ward ‘and will be

placed with Meridian . Music,' Mor-

ris Broadcast Music, Inc. subsid. •

Along the same pop r. and b.

lines, is the simultaneous release

by Columbia Records and its sub-

sid, Okeh, of ErroU Garner etch-

ings. Okeh, which Is pegged 'for

the r. and b. field, is currently

releasing Garner’s workoyers of

“Laura,” “Penthouse . Serenade,”

“I Cover the Waterfront,” “Back
Home in .Indiana,” and a flock of

other sides which were packaged
in an ‘Erroll Gamer Gems” al-

bum. The “Gems” album, inci-

dentally, was issued by Col last

year. Meantime, Col released an-
other new Gamer set, “Solo
Flight.”

•

Mpls. Symph Attendance

Up 8.7% Over 1950-51
Minneapolis, July 15.

Attendance Minneapolis Sym-
phony orchestra FrWay nl^ht con-
certs during the past season was
5,7% ahead of that of 1950-51, ris-

ing to an average of 3,308, it was
reported by manager A, J. Gaines
at the orchestra association’s an-
nual meeting.' He credited the in-
crease to the work of the. Women’s
Symphony Associates and Junior
Symphony Associates which sold
|6,600 in tickets. Also announced
was receipt of a |10,000 check
from the women’s organizations,
representing returns from a merles
of luncheons held the past two
months.

The orch has scheduled for next
season 18 subscription and 10
young people’s concerts.

PSSBSff OMC«B$TKAS>1UnTSl€ 119

America’s

Biggest

Band Leader

and his orchestra

Now on tour --

First Time on the

West Coast.

Current Big Hit

u

Mercury Record

No. 5876 and 5876x45

K'r.'ASaX'Sr- ““
Survey Week of July 4-10

A Girl A Fella and A Beach UmbrellaAm I In Love^t“Son of PaleLice”. .

.

Anytime.
Auf Wiedersehn Sweetheart ....
Be Anything (But Be Mine) V
Blue Tango
Chicago
Dellcado .*.*.*"

For the Very First Time
Forgive Me ”
Goody Goody
Here Comes That .Mood !.’.*!

Here In My Heart
High Noon
How Close
If Someone Had Told Me . .

.

Im Confessin*
I’m Yours
Isn’t This a Night For Love
Just For You
Kiss Of Fire
Maybe
Slngm’ In the Rain—t“Slngin’' In the Rai’n”V.*.‘.*.’.‘.
So Madly In Love
Sweetest Words I Know . . . . . .

To Be Loved By You
WalkinVMy Baby Back Home, ....
Watermelon Weather
What Good Is a Gal
Wish You Were Here—*“Wish You Were Here” .

.

Valando
.Famous
.Hill & R
Hill Sz R
Shapiro-B

'

Mills
Fisher
Remick
Berlin
Advanced

, DeSylva-B-H
Life
Mellin
.Feist

Life
Witmark
Bourne
Algonquin
Fox
Burvan
Duchess
Robbins
Robbins
Shaplro-B
Life
Remick
DeSylva-B-H
Morris
.Miller

’

Chappell

Inside Orchestras-^Musid
Nomination of Dwight D. Eisenhower as Republican candidate for

President in Chicago Friday (11) sparked a vew sales drive on the long

play album, “Ike From Abilene." Alburn,^ which was produced by
Abbey Records, indie label, got off to a slow start when Jt hit the

market a couplb of months ago, GOP convention last, week, however,

started the sales spurt which moved into high gear after Ike’s noml«

nation. Album relays Ike’s history from his boyhood in Abilene*

Kansas, to his post as Supreme Allied Commander in Europe. I^git-

film thesp Henry Fonda handles the narration.

, ^ Second Group
A Guy Is a Guy Ludlow
Be Lifers Companion Morris
From Time You Say Goodbye .Pickwick
Glow-Worm Mark*;
Half As Much V.V.V.V.V.V.Acuff-R
I’ll Walk Alone—t“With a Song In My Heart”. .*.V Mayfair
In Good Old Summer Time Marks
Just a Little Lovin’ Hill & R
Once In a While

. V.*. Miller
Perfildia Peer
Poinclana .' .!!!!!!!*.! Marks
Rosanne abC
Rutza Rutza .’. .’. Sheldon.
Saturday Rag

; Robbins
Smoke Rings Am Academy
Somewhere Along Way United
South • Peer
Vanessa .Morris
West Of the Mountains Goday
Whistle My Love—t“Robin Hood” Disney
Why Did You Leave Me Roncom
Zing a Little Zong—t“Just For, You” Burvan

Top 10 Songs On TV
Blue Tango Mills
Cry Mellow
Here In My Heart Mellin
I’m Yours Algonquin
Lover Famous
Riddle De Diddle De Day Disney
Take My Heart. .

' Santly-J
Walkln My Baby Back Home DeSylva-B&B
Where Did the Night Go Chappell
Wish You Were Here Chappell'

FIVE TOP STANDARDS
Charleston Harms
Cocktail For Two Famous
Just One Of Those Things Harms
Merry-Go-Round Broke Down Harms
On Sunny Side Of the Street Shapiro-B

t Filmitsical. * Legit musical.

Cleffers. Yen
Continued from page 107

current .example is “Kiss of Fire,”

a high-riding etching on , several

labels, Is^ still a slow moving sheet

seller. And from .the writer-pub-

lisher viewpoint, that’s where the

big payoff is.

Some recent tunes, referred to

in the trade as “fat songs,” have
proved to be big items on wax as

\ well as in sheet sales. Among these

have been such clicks as “My Heart
Cries For You” and “Cold, Cold
Heart.” These tunes, a writer

pointed Out, have a universal ap-

peal and weren’t dependent on a

special wax rendition to break
through. They also have a top

sheet potential with steady sales

going on for years to come.

The “fat songs” are those which
blend pop and country tastes. Such
past hits as “Tennessee Waltz,”

“Old Spinning Wheel,” “Red Sails

In the Sunset,” “Isle of Capri” and
“Good Night Irene” are cited as

examples of that genre. For the

most part these tunes "relay a

romantic and/Or homey philosophy
—and that’s what the public wants
to sing and play.

Writers and pubs agree that

there’s a big market for these songs
and a concentrated swing toward
that goal by the disk companies
would help pull the music biz out

of its present slump. As one pubber
put it

—
“we’ll start selling sheet

copies again as soon as we give

the public what it wants.”

Schneiders Buy One Third

Of Meadows, Hub Spot
Boston, July 15.

Max and Joe Schneider, owners
of Hub's downtown spot, Steuben’s,

have bought a third interest in the
Monroe-Marshard owned Meadows,
in nearby Framingham, frohi Joe
Novick, longtime manager. Built

in 1948 by the late maestro Jack
Marshard In collaboration .with

Vaughn Monroe and Novick* the

Meadows is one of largest dine and
dance spots in the suburban area,

with a seating capacity of 1,200.

Under the new setup, the

Schneiders will actively partici-

pate in overall supervision of the

spoi with Monroe expected to de-

vote more time to the project than
previously. Harry Marshard will

continue in capacity of musical di-

rector and will bring his augment-
ed band into the spot following

Monroe’s stint, which is slated for

an indefinite period starting 'about

Oct. 1. There are no indications,

that a floorshow policy will be in-

augurated, with the classy eatery

grossing upwards of $1,000,000

yearly, sans comics, dapee teams,

etc.

Damona With Army Band
San Antonio, July 15.

Pfc. Vic Damoiie has reported for

duty at Fort Sam Houston with the

Fourth Army Band.
Damone has recently returned

from Germany, and is scheduled to

assist with camp shows, hospital

appearances and WAC-WAF re-

cruiting program.

Feist Music, one of the Big Three combine, has come up with it

novel exploitation idea for its new song, “High Noon,” from the 20th-

Fox picture of the same title. Via arrangement with a jukebox com-
pany, Runyon Sales, a coin machine has been set up in the lobby of

the Mayfair Theatre, N. Y., where all five wax versions of the sonf

can be selected for free plays by passers-by. Pic will open at th#

theatre July 24. Jerry Wexler, Big Three promotion chief, arranged

the deal.

Although the late Maria Grever-penned the music for “What a Diff-
rence a pay Made” and “Ti-Pl-Tin,” tunes were not part of the Portilla

Music catalog which Frank Hennigs Music bought out last week. For-
mer tune is an E. B. Marks Music copyright while latter is in the Leo
Feist catalog.

St. Loo Syitijph Seeks More
Coin for TooterWage Hike

St. Louis, July 15.

An additional $8,600 in public
subscriptions is being sought by
execs of the St. Louis symph so-

ciety in order to give the tooters

a 10% wage hike during the 1952-53
season. Representative of the tobt-

ers have asked -for such a hike and
inability of the society to accede to

the demand has prevented reen-
gagement of footer personnel for

the forthcoming season.

A spokesman for the society said,

“The wage increase is indeed to

prevent deterioration of the orch,

which ranks with the nation’s
best.” Tooters paid at the mini-
mum scale during the last 23 week'
reason received $2,000 before taxes,

and if - the additional coin is ob-
tained it will be possible to in-

crease minimum earnings to $2,213.
The recent maintenance drive for
next season for $175,000 cached
only $142,000 but through funds
obtained from other activities execs
of the organization were able to
offer the tooters a slight hike.

B.G. Concert Tour
Associated Booking Corp, prexy

Joe Glaser has ^et Benny (Goodman
on a concert tour through Nova
Scotia starting Aug. 1. He’ll travel
with vibesist Terry Gibbs and a
small band.

Following the Nova Scotia dates,
Goodman will continue with a
stand at the Blue Note, 'Chicago.

Bob Marks to Head
E. B, Marks on Coast

Robert Marks, of E. B. Marks ex-
ploitation department, leaves for
Hollywood today (Wed.) to taka
over the firm’s Coast branch. His
New York post will be filled by
Fred Woodruff, of th* firms* pro-
fessional department.

Marks is a nephew of the firm’*

founder, E. B. Marks, and a cousin
of th* prez, Herbert Marks.

A1 Bemle will play his first datf
at the Copacabana, N. Y„ in sev**

eral years, starting a stand there
July 31.
- Jw i

' » I I i,

Victor Marchese
StNGS

FAITH
MY HEART’S

DESIRE
MGM 305t(

K 30Sf«

78 RPM
45 RPM
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Fort Wayne^ Ind., July 15.^

•Charging that threats and in-

timidation caused the management
of the Cetlin & Wilson Shows to

sign a contract with, the recently

organized Local • 450» Carnival,

Amusement and Novelty Device.

Workers, Union (AFL), J. W. Wil-

son, co-owner, -last week ( 8 ) told

his 700 employees it was the only

way to get the show unloaded the

previous Sunday ( 6 )

.

Wilson . said a picket line met
the show train at the New York
Central siding in Fort Wayne, and
the outfit stayed on the rails for

• seven hours until the contract was
signed. Local teamsters refused to

cross the picket ' line to unload
equipment until owners signed the

contract.
Wilson declared he had been

warned by Harry Karsh, president
of the union,.that the show “would
not move from Fort Wayne unless
employees ' approved the union
contract." None of the employees
•were members of the union, but
>It was reported they planned to

accept the agreement “under pro-

test" to keep the show on
,

the

road. The contract, which runs
from July 6 to Feb. 2, 1953, calls

for a union shop, under which
employees must join the union
within 30 days, and a checkoff
system for paying monthly dues
per employee.
The carnival owners said they

FOSTER AGENCY. LONDON.

cw
Now Appoaring

CASINO TRAVEMUNDI
Germany

Amtrican R«0. WM. MORRIS AOINCY
TAVRL-MAROUANI AOINCY. PARIS

received a letter from Phil Pearl,

director of public relations for; the

AFL at Washington, which stpted

that the Jewelry Workers Interna-

tional Union has no jurisdiction

in the carnival field, ha* .been
given none by the AFL, and that

Karshes .activities are now under
investigation by an official AFL
committee.

Buffalo's Town Casino ,

Puts Accents on Prod;

With Kamarova Pacfing

The Town Casino, Buffalo, .will

go^in for heavier production dur-

ing the forthcoming season. Spot

has retained’ Natasha Kamarpva,
who routines the shows at

,

the

Latin Quarter, N.Y., and the Belle-

vue Casino, Montteal, to lay out

the shows in that spot. Boniface
Harry Altman' will continue to

hook names.
It’s planned to alternate' the pro-

duction with the Bellevue- Casino,

so that eaeh show will stay in each

room for four ’ weeks. Acts will

stay for two weeks. Miles Ingjalls,

who set Miss Kamarova- in both

spots, is now attempting to line

up the Four Dukes, Detroit, in or-

der to set up a longer route for

the production numbers.

Miami Beach Saxony

Maps Pago^ Fixup
Miami Beach, July 15.

Saxony Hotel, plushiest ocean-
fronter on the heaph, will enter

the cafe sweepstakes next winter
with a 350-400-seater that will op-

erate under a’ one star, two-orch
policy.

Hostel’s ops are rebuilding the
Pagoda Room, under supervision

of Franklin Hughei. Plans call for

star’s doubling into across-the-

lobby Shell-I-Mar room for a two-
show policy. Third cafe in the
hotel is the Bamboo-La Lounge,

I which features instrumental talent.

15-Year-Old Wins
Award at IBM Meet

$t. Louis, July lii.

Richard Cavett, 15, Lincoln,

Neb., youngest member of the In-

tematlonar Brotherhood of Ma-
gicians, last week copped an award
for originality at the windup of

the annual conclave here. Richard
amazed his ' older ’ colleagues with
his new trick, cutting a rope into

seven pieces and then displaying

one uncut rope.
Another originality award Went

to Ray M. Houdek, Kansas City,

Mo., for making vases and other

objects disappear via ’ the use of

black light, and Dr. Richard O.

Mossey, Milwaukee, won an award
for a “mental telepathy" i^ard

trick.

A “Headliners Show,”' with many
of the members displaying their’

tricks, was held at the Henry W.
Kiel municipal auditorium for the
windup. Arthur D. Reichenbach,
Allentown, Pa., was installed as

the new prexy. Other officers for
the ensuing year- are Forest P.
Hendricks, St. Louis, first vice
president’, and Dr, A. L. Baldwin,
Pittsburgh, secretary.

Gleason $43,2S0,

Pitt Penn Mark
Pittsburgh, July 15.

Playing the first stand on his
quickie tour here last week, Jackie
Gleason broke the all-time house
record at Loew’s Penni doing
$43,25.0 to top previous mark of
$41,600 ^

established by Frankie
Laine in January, 1950. Gleason'
figure is even more remarkable
since he pulled a total of 14,700
kids, and scale* for them during
entire engagement • was only 28c,
as against adtilt admissions of 65-
85-$1.10.

Bii for Gleason never let up,
starting off on high and staying
that way right down the stretch.
For the final show of his last day,
Penn turned away at least 2,000.
T’Y comedian’s troupe includes Art
Carney, Pert Kelton, Zamah Cun-
ningham and Stan Ross, all of his
video cast; DeMarco Sisters, Joe
Bushkin Four and dancer -Elaine
Dunn.

PACT TONY MARTIN

MAURICE COLLEANO
GEORGE and JOYCE

COLLEANO
and

JAMES CARDWELL
.

SENSATIONAL RETURN TO BROADWAY
after appearing

Laadin9 Thaatras in England
Including tha Palladium Colisaum — Print* of Wal«*

nnd n COMMAND PERFORMANCS

also

TWO RECORD BREAKING YEARS IN AUSTRALIA
Now A^pwaring

PALACE, New York
Aflor having playad hara many timas in its glorious past

Halle to All Out PaU
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FOR TORONTO FAIR
Toronto, July 15.

Tony Martin has. been signed - as
American guest-star in the other-
wise alLCanadian 24,000 - seat
grandstan'd show at the Canadian
National Exhibition. Decision cli-
maxed last-minute frantic search
for a name when Betty Hutton
was forced to relinquish the two-
week nightly engagement at $50,-
000 plus 50% over a $350,000 gross
when Paramount stepped in to can-
cel her CNE contract for immedi-
ate start of a picture commitment.

Martin’s deal is reportedly .con-
siderably less than Miss HutW’s.
Jack Arthur, CNE grandstand
show producer, was strictly mum
on details.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake, N.Y.; July 15.
Never In the history of this in-

stitution has there been a lawn
party given for “We the Patients"
that can excel the one sponsored

i

and financed by A1 Brandt (Brandt

'

Theatres) during the recent holi-
day. Brandt was also emcee and
music was by Joe Boland orch,

!

courtesy of Peter Loehrer, the
Swiss Chalet boniface.
Robert Nesbitt off to Steuben-

ville,- 0 ., for his first 10 day fur-
loi^h out of the sanatorium.
Frank (RKO) Scheedel and his

wife, the former Ann Rowe, both
ex-Rogerites who graduated here,
in class of 1947 (and were married
here after their first real -good
clinic), in from Astoria, L,I.,. for
that annual checkup, and were
given the green light O.K.
Audrey Lumpkin now rates full

pi'ivHeges, a certainty that she’ll
be. N.Y.C, bound in the fall.
The Bartletts, burlesquers and

,
vaUdevillians of yesteryear, in for
a bedside chat with Joe Fennessy.

Essie Hall in from the Bronx
for to visit her husband, Bob Hall,
whose observation period is a
pronounced success.
Paul Hein, N.’Y. musician, visited

by Rudolph and Charlott Hein ac-
companied by Pfe, Artie Hein, just
returned from Korea.
Write lo those who arc ill.

Tony Martin Guarantee

. UpiM by L A. Grove
Hollywood, July 15.

Tony Martin draws an increased
guarantee when he i*ieturiis to the
Cocoanut Grove of the Ambassador
Hotel here, late in October, after

the current 16-wcek.stand of Fred-
dy Martin’s orch.

Singer played the room last sum-
mer at a guarantee of $5,000 plus

, split of the covers. This time the
guarantee will be increased by at

least $500. William Morris Agency
booked the date;

Hildegarde Would Operate

N.Y. Ambassador’s Trianon

,

For Eastertime Showcase
Hildegarde is currently dicker-

ing with the Hotel Ambassador,
N.Y., to take oyer its Trianon
Room as a showcase. Deal is un-
der negotiation by Music Corp. of

America, reppinjg the chantoosey,
but nothing has been finalized as
yet.

Meanwhile, Hildegarde, now in
Europe, has been, signed for the
Statler, Detroit, Sept, 15; Desh-
ler-WalUck, Columbus, Oct. 2

, to
be followed by the Lake Club,
Springfield,' date of which is still

to be set. Other engagements lined
up are the Adolphus, Dallas, Jan.
19;’ Last Frontier, Las Vegas, Feb,

,
’and the Statler, Los Angeles,

Feb. 22.

The Ambassador deal would be
for around the Easter season. Hil-
degarde would participate in the
room’s earnings and would be in
charge of the entire operation. It

would be her first stand at this
room and it would mark a major
nitery effort for the hotel, which
hasn’t been too activd in the enter-
tainment groove.

This past season, Hildegarde
worked the Pierre Hotel, N.Y., for
the first time on a 12-week deaL
She had been a fixture at the Per-
sian Room of the Plaza Hotel, and
prior to that worked the Cafe
Lounge of the. Savoy Plaza, where
she came to bigtime attention.

HILDEGARDE’S GI DATES

IN GERMANY, AUSTRIA
' Wiesbaden, July B.

Hildegarde. playing a series of
shows for GI’s in Germany, is on
a tour which will take her to Cob-
lentz, Mainz, Hanau, Frankfurt and
after that will play Austrian dates
in Innsbruck, Linz, Salzburg, Wells
and Vienna. .

Chantoosey is playing cuffo for
the soldier audiences, hence as a
reciprocal courtesy, she and Anna
Sosenko, her manager, are being
billeted ^t the Berchesgardner
Hotel, one of the swankiest in the
area.

Tour is being supervised by Capt,
W. A. Allsbrook, a former theatre
man. Hildegarde will conclude her
tour around July 20,' and will do a
record date In London before re-
turning to the U. S. on the S.S.
United States Aug. 14.

Scot Dancer Picked For
Femme ‘Moulin’ Role

Glasgow, July 15.
Maureen Swanson, 19-year-old

Glasgow actress and dancer, has
gone to Paris to play the role of
Denise (first love of the artist Tou-
louse-Lautrec) in the film “Moulin
Rouge." John Huston, who di-
rects, picked her out of nearly 50
aspirants for the part. Jose Ferrer
plays the artist.

Dancer was' principal ballerina
in the touring version of “Carou-
sel." She trained at the Sadler’s
Wells School,

Delfont Leases London Cafe
London, July 8 .

J. A. Littman, owner of the Cafe
Anglais, has leased the spot to Ber-
nard Delfont and a big syndicate,
with Delfont expected to take over
Sept. 1 . He Intends to run the'
Anglais on the lines of the Lido in
Paris.’ It will be known as the
Lido Leicester Square.

Policy of Lido will comprise two
shows daily, with food at inclusive
charge.

Weane«a«y, Jnly ifi.

eve.

)usel in Early Foldo

i t July
Steel strike hitting more Induetries, hqre and lack of conveJtia

Cleveland’s SSthe .slowest—and reddest-lS
summer grosses they have had itover a dozen years. Fried^

^ thermometer-busuS
heat, many cafes are slashing In
tertalnment budgets to the bone'
.and- some are shuttering until the

• For the .first time in Us 15.veai.
history the Alpine Village. uS
a top grosser here, is going darksix weeks, for what it announced
as a “remodeling and re-glamoS
ing program." Operated by Heruman Pirchner. who booked three
of Frank Sennes’ package revues^is spring, it wiU reopen Labor
Day'. with new staircases to en-
larged. stage and a more sophisti*
cated decor.

Pirchner. makes no secret thai
he lost “over $25,000" on hL last
to.^e. jhows,’ a couple of which
belonged to Sennes, Cleveland
booker. Latter’s “^Inksy’s Follies"
pulled an all-time high record
gross during four weeks at the
theatre-restaurant. It also drew an
official rap from Ohio likker board
agents for alleged

‘

“indecency."
State board, headed by Anthony
Butkowski, recently had several
hearings on the case here but has
not yet come'to any decision,
Alhambra Tavern-Club dropped

(Continued On page 116)
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The American Guild of Variety-

Arflsts has sent

f^e all agency organirations that

fweements betwee^n the, group and

tM -union are being cancelled.

Titter constitutes a 60-day ‘ notice

ii required by the agreement.

Actually, AGVA,haa only one

written agreement with any organ-

ization. It’s with Artists Kepi^esen-

tntlves Assn., which reps- agencies

Kew York and Chicago.^ Other

agreements are oral such al those

in effect with Agents * Assn, of

America, Theatrical Agents of

Sr England, Philadelphia Thea-

trical' Agents Protective Assn.,

Ohio Theatrical Guild and Cali-

fornia Theatrical Agents Assn.

Under the new arrangements,

ordered at the union’s national

convention held last month in

Hollywood, AGVA will issue fran-

chises gratis to all agents who
meet requirements. Under the old

setup, union charged |50 per, hut

members of agency groups got

their licenses through the organi-

zation upon payment of ,$50 dues

to the group.
^ »

Prima Dropping Baton

For Two-Act Cafe Try
Bandleader Louis Prima wlU

disband his orch and do an experi-

mental series as a double with
Keeley Smith, vocalist He's been
signed for Moe’s Main Street,

Cleveland, for one month. If it’s

a successful stand, Ibandleader may
do more in the same vein in other
spots which book record names ex-
clusively.

Prima is following the path of

other maestri who have found that
they can do as well or better as a
single or with a few musicians and
not Have the headaches of holding
a band together. Carmen Caval-
laro has been a click as a piano
single. Gene Krupa is now work-
ing with a small group. Buddy
Eich is now a single and Woody
Herman has a small, combo behind
him.

Wirtz leer R^placin^

‘Follies^ in Omaha
Omaha, July 15,

After making Omaha a number
of years, the Shipstads-Johnson
“Ice Follies” has cancelled to take
on a substitute date, probably in
Washington, “Follies” has always
done SRO at Ak-Sar-Beri Coliseum,
averaging $120,000 for the seven
performances here.

“Follies” will be replaced by the
Arthur. Wirtr “Hollywood Ice Re-
vue,” starring Barbara Ann Scott,
with same dates, Nov. 6-12.

Shift will not affect the . spring
visit of “Ice Capades” In the Coli-
seum, April 9-16.

CLOSURE OF MEX IRIS

BRINGS UNION HASSID
Mexico City, July 15.

Sudden closure of the Teatro
Iris, de luxe vaude-revue theatre
here, has the National Actors
Union and Paco Sierra, the im-
presario, in a hassle about cash
cbmpensation tg): the performers
who were, union says, given no
notice.

Theatre, named after Esparanza
Iris, vet operatic comedienne and
Sierra’s wife, lost $11,560 on the
season, which earlier had featured
Lola Flores, Spanish folk singer-
dancer, Sierra announced. He told
the union he decided to close forth-
with to avoid going further into
the re(|. Show had cut its top to

92c from $1.72, but that didn’t
bring in enough customers.

Iris, in an effort to hypo biz, had
booked “Dynamite” Jefferson, Ne-
gro thrush, billed as being from
the lido, Paris, and Bala Kremo,
juggler, billed as being from the
Winter Garhen, Berlin. Both
hadn’t bowed at time of closure.
Kremo, however, opened big at El
patio nlt'ery Friday (11), in for
three w;eeks with option.

‘Peep Show’ $19,000

In Gotham Heat
Fran^ Sennes’ “Peep Show,”

which opened at the Holiday
Theatre, N. Y., Thursday (10), is
expected to hit $19,000 for its
initial week. Show opened up ex-
ceedingly strong but was bopped
by the weekend heat.

“Peep” was augmented by Alan
Carney for the first few days of
the run. However, Carney is be-
ing withdrawn at the end of tlie

week when it’s expected that sev-
eral sketches will be ready. Pic is

“Kentucky Jubilee” (Lip).

AC. Press Cluh Bums

At ‘Miss America' Plan

For Hometown Handouts
Atlantic City, July 15.

A plan of the Miss America Pa-
geant committee to provide news-
papers with cuffo stories prepared

by its own publicity staff was hit

last week by the Press Club of At-

lantic City. Many of its members
have for years been filing stories

to newspapers during pageant week
for cash. Pageant committee’s plan
would cost local newsmen this

revenue.

Press club objected that the
Pageant committee has set up an
organization to give direqt news
coverage to hometown papers of
the more than 50 contestants for
the “Miss America” crown. It re-
gards the idea as “dangerous in-

vasion” of the newspaper field, and
if not checked, could spread to the
serious detriment of all working
newspapermen, it charged.

It was pointed out that there
was no objection to hiring of a
publicity or jJublic relations repre-
sentative as long as they follow the
usual procedure of preparing and
disseminating publicity through
the working press.

Fred Schwarz, a former presi-
dent of the club and an independ-
ent correspondent, pointed out that
he had called the matter to the at-

tention. of Pageant execs but had
‘ received “little satisfaction.”

in E. Berlin, Ask'ZlG for 'Smuggling’

Shift Hilton^s Elittiger

From Caribo to Madrid
Hilton Hotel chain has shifted

Arthur E, Elmiger from general
manager of Caribe Hilton, Sah
Juan, Puerto Rico, to the same post
at the Castellana Hilton, Madrid.
It’s the first of the Hilton inns to
be- opened in Eux'ope. Preem is

slated for November.
Robert J. Caverly, veepee of the

Hilton Hotels International, will
succeed Elmiger as the Caribe Hil-
ton topper.

A C,’S $11,910,700

HOUDAY SCORE
Atlantic City, July 15.

A total of $11,910,700 was de-
posited in resort banks following
the three-day Fourth of July holi-

day last week.

The last time the calendar pro-
vided a similar three-day holiday
over the Fourth was in 1949 when
the deposits were $6,730,875.

The latest figure represents de-
posits made the hWf banking day
of Saturday, July 5, and July 7-8.

Mpls. Cafe^s Licenses

Nixed on Murder, Eap
;^inneapolls, July 15.

The city council has revoked the

liquor and all other licenses' of

Smitty’s theatre cafe, refusing the
owners their requested perml^^ision

to sell the establishment for an es-

timated $25,000. ,

Action followed ’a murder In-

volving a young man who told the

court that he and a minor girl, the

victim, had been served liquor

although he was intoxicated.

•Police told the council license

committee that during the past

several years it had received num-
erous complaints against the spot

and charged that it was a hangout
for prosties.

N, Y. homeofflee I'eps of “Skating

Vanities” are attempting to enlist

the aid of President Truman and
the State Dept, in an effort, to re-

lease the show’s equipment from
the Soviet government in East Bes>
lin by July 18, when roller skating
troupe is slated to sail for the U. S.
in order to open at Convention Hall
in Asbury Park, N. J., Aug. 1,

“Vanities” equipment was seized
last week by Soviet border guards
on the claim that various members
of the company had attempted to
smuggle through such items ax
Meissen china and watch(^s .from
the Soviet zone of Berlin, Seven
trucks of equipment are being held
as Russian authorities assessed the
value of the goods for custom pur-
poses at 90,000 jnarks ($21,420).

First news of the seizure arrived
when Harold Steinman, co-owner
of the show with .Harry Miller,

phoned the homeoflice from Berlin
and asked for $25,000 immediately.
Subsequently, Sam Shayon, show’x
attorney, spoke to the State Dept,
and attempted to enlist its aid with
the promise that “Vanities” would
refund the money if it were ad-
vanced by the State Dept. Latter
stated there Is no budget for such
transactions. Shayon declared that
there was no indication of what
happened to the receipts from their

European engagement.

Shayon stated that it was imper-
ative that the show return in time
for the new 1952-63 season, inas-

much as “Vanities” had posted
various sums in bonds for stands
in the U. S.

The cast of the show, along with
Steinman, are not being held in

custody. Most of the performers
already had departed for Kiel,

while Steinman is remaining in

Berjin.

Thus far, there have been no
results from Washington interven-

tion, except that the State Dept,

reported that a fine equivalent to

more than $13,000 has been set,

and Soviet and American authori-

ties were conferring.
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Mex Boys Choir Eurw
Tour StartsOK in lisbon

Listion, July 8.

Mexican Boys Choir, who toured Scheneetady, July lo,

the States last year under inanage-: The Schenectady Junior Chamy

meiit of Clarence Crammer, started ter of Commerce 'made a profit of

an eight-month tour of Europe with only $252.6tf from sponsorship’ of

(atBe:

CirtiiMi
% I^AkX, GllASGd^

Glasgow, July 8/

Chipperfield^s Circua, Ltd,, pr«* Mansion, downtown, nicht

July 15^ 29.^91

tC HItERY OW®'
..rKanaaa City, July 15

Two htoditi. abducted CharlesMagglo, pimtner In the SouS
The Elks' national convention, a date here. They’re uMer man- performances by

I**#
week .(7); and released Wm

lich started Saturday (12) in agemcnt of Concertos ' Paniel of Bros, and Barnum &: BaUey Circus Purchaae,
after robffi

•W York, is proving a Lnonaa to Madrid and of M. Levytoft of iParis. Ust weelj (8) and this amount came fefe ’tK* 5* MagSlo™”!
dels, restaurants and ..nlterles. presentation at the 2,000-seat solely from proceed* of the p»k- Vn€Vstimn^^J,M forced Into -the bandits’ car Wt

CiLma Impcro here ha* been a >?« ««* Ss Raluys. Doreen Duffsan. AI- *5' .»>>•

which started Saturday (12) in

.New York, is proving a Donan2a to

hotels, restaurants and . .niteries.

Around .3^000 .are in town for the

confab. Midtown hotels were vir-

tually sold out, restaurants were
comfortably filled and niteries got

solid lift ^:om the visitors. They
haven’t benefited side street bars,

however.
At the Latin Quarter, manager

Eddie Risman said that many Elks'

parties were booked several weeks
in advance , Monday night, when a

letdown is usually expected, there
was* a big first .show and a solid

second session. The Copacabana’s
manager, Jack Entratter, observed
many of the lodge in the audience.
Leon Sc Eddie’s and the Havana-
Madrid also drew members.
There was little fraternal activ-

ity on the east side, outside of the
Copa. Most of the conventioneers
are staying fairly close to the
Times Square sector.

Horne’s Brit. Indie Pic
Glasgow, July 8!

Lena Horne will start her Brit-

ish pic Sept. 16. It will be her
first independent film venture.
Author of the story, which has

a London setting, is sculptor Peter
Lambda, who does heads of thea-
tre and film personalities and has
authored documentary pix. Filrn

will be completed by November.

liam Hubbard, president, explained /
that his organkation:Was .to have

sio.n, dtfring -morning business
- .houra,.

*

DUNN VS. AUERBACH

ON BOOKING HASSLE

shared In any ticket ^le gross over Accuitomed ‘ to • the classy aiid ; The 'money represented abon^
$21,000. However, the total sale

leisurely Bertram Mills Circus ap- ..three - day&’ receipts at the c^b
for both performances amounted to proach, the Scottish ptiblic exhibits a^mut.JHOO In- personal funds anS
only -$13,487. near-panic reaction to blltxkrieg a payroll check for $1,100 accnrH
This meant that the Chamber re- technique of Dick,. James,. John ing’fto.Maggio, who said he wnJ

TTMivwnAd Tnlv 15 ceived nothing from ticket sales and Marjoir Chipperfield;' who* on his way to the bank to deno5fHollywo(^, July 15. ^ raised, a cow, the receipts^ About half the
Henry Dunn, Coast representa-

^ Hubbard said. The Big Show menagerie np to Britam’s biggest covered by insurance
tive of the Lew & LesUe Grade j^aiJagemcnt gave’ .the simiisors’ travelling show in six years. .

Agency, will seek arbhration on *1150 to pay the bills incurred Tumaway biz has been the rule
f’

** ^
what he terms an “unethical action bringing the circus to'Schen- ever since the 1952 four-master LOtHSldlUl 56112116 NlXCS
by Artie Auerbach” which mvolves g„tadv (Britain’s only one) took the road

*I\ jI . . I II n 1
Music Corp. of America. Dunn said reported that for the Al- iu April. Highspots arc big ani- jUlrY
bis agency had a letter of author-

^^^e. the previous day, the mal numbers and specialists’ .sen- i/s;auucau niRJf DUdlU
ization from Auerbach’s- pic agent, Chamber of Commerce Baton Rouge, July I5.

Bob Schwartz, okaying nitery boo^ jiguj-e, ncRv\^k^Sue^o/wilk^g^0^^ Louisiana’s - Senate voted last
ings. Grade was subs^ the Ring- Sts’fr^m SilroaTaW week, (9) to abolish the Alcoholic

b^fthe ^MiTti^reor^seS Aue^-
li^^^-Barnum shov was new here- ‘?ertised route, tWugh parldes are ^he bill to

fnr woric Dunn stated ^ frowned on ' by police. This the governorA . The • three-member

wS „ _. — V brought' total Of newspaper column
inches and public interest to

. a liquor industry and nightclubs.

level unheard of since ]^mum in-

vaded Britain.

The bill, heavy in house animal

bach for cafe work. Dunn stated

that Auerbach already had agreed ^ j. . D* r • i
on Grade representation, * KOQ6O 2l rSCtOr level unheard of since Bamum in- Each, member

Auerbach, according to Dunn,
1 n A" li J* If

vaded Britain. • year.-,
thus was twoked into Top’s, San U. ffl6ul1llll TOr The bill, heavy in house animal Its enfdrcei
Diego. MCA, which formerly y®P“ ^ «««• ,

actsj nevertheless sehds. the out- be turned over
ped Auerbach, then, set him into PlY ll|l| fronters home with impression of entie. House
the same nitety at a lower price, 1 lA^ iJv£» U

^ balanced proimim. The “Chips” criticized the
Dunn charged Auerbach re-pacted Television may be a modern elec- concentrate on" program- rather head” aaencv
with •MCA and was Inked for the tronic marvel, but the time-honored than plush, and so far they’ve hit ^
Flamingo,. Las Vegas, as part- of a rodeo is still to be reckoned with public taste on the target. Meas- * - . -

unit with the Harry- James band, as a boxoffice medium, according ure of success is that ritzier '%>ws Lubm I

Each . member- receives $7,500 a
year.'.

Its enfdrcemeht functions will

n« << * 1>‘1I Pll* It nevertheless sends, the out- be turned over to the Dept, of Rev-

rIX* 56Z Bill tUlOtt fronters home with impressnm of enue. House members previously
^ K

* balanced program. The Chips criticized the board a? a “dead-« maxr rvA » Tnnnpm PlPf*- . /.nn/T*mfr>«fa i-k.n -.a nr'ncrr»«irrt . v«f+Kr.*» . ... . -
viAm*

unit with the Harry- James band, as a boxoffice medium, according ure of success is that ritzier

NIGHT CLUB

AVAILABLE
In heart .of Broadway, seat-

ing capacity 800, com-
pletely air conditioned,

newly decorated; would

cost $500,000 to dupli-

cate; very reasonable pro-

position for c6mpetent
party.

Box V^71452

Variety, 154 W» 46th St,

New York 36, N, Y,

N

to -“WUd Bill” Elliott. The Mono- catch a running cold in most towns

gram western star, who arrived in which have seen Chips within one
.......

CIaaI Clviba New York last week, came in from
^ tt ^ ^ Records.. Initial release will be

OI66I OlflllU Kerrville, Tex., where the ElUott- Eighteen-stone Harder Jonsson, Denny Vaughan’s slice of “Forever-
T. C. Steiner, Jr., rodeo drew ca- a cartoomsts dream of a beast uaore” and “Take It Off.”

Coirttaued from pa„ 114 • p^city bustaess over tKc Fourth of Mreams and mtin, Incidentally, co-penned

Lubiri^g New Label
. Joe Lubi'n, English tunesmith,

has' formed ,a new diskery, Merit
Records.. Initial release will be

Eighteen-stone Harder Jonsson, Denny Vaughan’s slice of “Forever-
® •

'’*¥i more” and “Take .It OH.’’

all its sepia entertainment, closed July weekend.

its dining room and owners plan Now in its third year, fhe EUiott-

shivers for lion group worked
strictly -a la Clyde Beatty.

"
*'

t
is pubUshing the tune via his ownXIS UXliiXi^ XUKJLII axiu XJVYXIXJX^ X>*UVV 111 ijixc jlja&ivI'V- 'Ticr^T* •nMivirt’ AY^T^Ynavif ioAire* ^ tiic; tuiic via liid UWU

to shift to >hite name headliners Steiner rodeo, works the Louisiana- . newly formed firm, Lubin Music,

this autumn. Phil Basch and Earon Texas-New Mexico-Oklahoma ter- a Lubin also manages Vaughan.
Hein, whose Skybar was a hot jazz ritory from Febru^y to October. „hen the bull knocked, put « cSe '

rendezvous In these parts for Capacity m Kerrville, EUiott ex- section, injuring a rihgsider
years, were so badly pinched by plained, was no novelty, since it‘s' brought questions in Parliament,’
slump that they sold out. that way in every town. United animal protection squawks—and

After i^aying such attractions as has a company of 80 people plus 'more turnaway hiz.

Stan Kenton and Count Basie; the a large stock of roping calves, fjijg Dresslefs are a sound Ger-
Towne Casino suddenly pulled in Brahma bulls, bucking horses, man troupe getting heavy’ palming
its financial horns until the hot steers, palominos, etc. for drunk act on the wire., Ostian-
weather blows over. The Jackie Rodeo has an audiencfi-particlpa- nis show neat teeterboard tech-

Davis Trio is now rattling around tion gimmick, Elliott . revealed, in nique, lacking a liWe of^e polish

this major black-and-whitery, which a couple hundred kids form generally seen when Hungarians
which expects to kick off its Sep- a “junior posse” in the arena to . ...

1‘ATRICE JAN

HELENE and HOWARD
Currently

LAST FRONTIER HOTEL
Las Y*9<|s, N«v.

Dlr.i MIC.A.
F«r. Uqt, TOM SHEILS

CARROLL
and

GORMAN
KING RECORDING ARTISTS

FROLICS. OMAHA, NEB.

jNly 12 fo jMly 25

Addrtts:

313 Seventy-Eightli Street

Miami Beach, Florida

which expects to kick off its Sep- a “junior posse” in the arena to . ... , ,

tember' season with either Cab track down the “outlaws,” who are
Calloway or Duke Ellington '32^’ po”e of mSS^’p^rtomer
Only supper clubs still featuring eat it up, he added, and natural- spontaneous audience applause,

shows and talent of any impor- ly the parents take a personal m- -jbe elephant herd, trained four
tance are Hotel Hollenden’s Vogue terest in* the proceedings because years - ago by veteran breaker
Room, with Dorothy Collins top: their offsprings are daking part.” ^Wenzel Kossmayer,. and* ik>w
ping current bill, and Eddie Sinde- Elliott-Steiner show travels via shown gracefully by Englishman
lar’s Sky-Way Lounge Club, which 10 tractor-trailers. Small hops are Ivor Rosaire, is probably beat-
inked in Connie Boswell for cur- generally, made, since transporta- routined bull line in Europe,
rent stanza. Pirchner is keeping tion costs are high. Organization '''’ork^g is exc^tlqiwl,

open his intimate Eldorado Club, isn’t considering appearances in ^^Lh timing like a crack Infantry

above his temporarily darkened the east, Elliott said, since the long.
Alpine Village, with Joe Baldi’s mileage jump from the west would
orch and pianist Hans Reiss on make seaboard bookings impracti- handsUd thrfe pe&:^' high
tap. cal from a financial aspect.^ More- after trainer has left the ring are

•

^

over, he pointed out, with business stunts that rouse the kind of ap-
Carousel Cancels Names good in the southwest there’s little plause performers dream about. •

Pittsburgh, July 15. treason to head east. .'Nine Palominos,', get audien.ee

Jackie Heller’s Carousel, one of Elliott inked a two-year contract Sasps for coloring, harness and'
Golden Triangle’s leading niteries, with Monogram last, year in which .hShting. Routine is ^easing, but

has dropped' out of contention for he is to deliver six action pictures ka
the remainder of the summer, a annually to the studio. Five have S closes- the

victim of the steel- siyike and the been completed in the initial year t _

rampaging heat. Although spot at and toe star will start the sixth in p^ench clown routiL ^d net go^
first contemplated going through October. Deal extends over an- palming for musical finale Sea
the warm months, dropping busi- other five years on an option basis. Uons do customary routine with no
ness the last few weeks thought Produced by Vincent Fennelly, the feature trick. John Chipperfield
about a sudden decision to close films stress story content to get sets good reaction to his Spanish-
until Labor Day. Bookings of Jim- away from- the “series” and “for- garbed haute ecole offering, though
my Nelson, Dorothy Collins, mula” type of outdoor yicture. technically the movements are so-
Snooky Larison and Joe E. Lewis, ' Over

.,
the weekend Elliott left so.-

who had been penciled in for late New York for a p.a. tour of north- The kids go for the rodeo act,, in
July and early August, were can- efn New England in behalf of the which four mustangs do a liberty
celled. “Jimmy Fund” drive for the Chil- harness while John
Carousel had oreviouslv shut- drefi’s

. Cancer Research Founda- cowpuncher, di-

WANTED
BOY AND GIRL DANCERS

a(x«i

BEAUTIFUL SHOWGIRLS
($t*acly WorL)

apply— NOLA STUDIOS
1657 Broadway

N*w York
2-4 PM-July 14tk

2-4’ PM^JuIy .17th

(Bring Practic* Clolhvt)

. BMr-HARRY , DELMAR

THE DARLEENS
Currantly.

Og. Tour with

TED LEWIS

I6S0 ft

celled.

Carousel had previously shut- drefi's Cancer Research Founda- ^ - ^unuui;r, al-

tered during summer for maximum Lou. /rour of about a dozen cities Les Raluvs with *

a Varohini
of three weeks to give the staff Maine, New Hampshire and

’act riose the show
a breather, but this is the first and keep would-be early^homer^
time toe blackout will be of such Monday (14) and ends at toe Par- sitting tight till the last spine-
a long duration. Heller himself amount Theatre, Rutland,. Vt., to- chilling second. Man and woman
will have to stick around, how- morrow (Thurs.). Harry Goldstein, are shot together from a 12-foot
ever, since he has a quarter-hour Monogram publicist, is accompany- cannon over the ring to a net. The
sponsored TV show on WDTV iug him on the junket. deafening bang .of the cannon is

Wednesday evenings. ** matched, seconds later, by toe ap-
plause. ' Gord.

SPECIAL RATISI
SIM

)

Right in the heArJ^of Philadciphi*’*

theatrical and night club district . . .

excellent facilities, spacious, homey rooms.

’^John Bartram Hotel
BROAD AND LOCUST STREETS

R»)»«rt r«arc*, R*ti4«nf iAmnmgtf

Yaude, Cafe Dates

Kanaas City
Jimmy Nelson and his dummies

return to New York for a spot on
the Ed Sullivan show following
fortnight in Eddys’ Restaurant
here. Betty Norman also back to
New York for TV work . . . Catroll
& Gorman moved over to the Fro-
lics, Omaha, for two weeks begin-
ning July 12 . . , Larry Nixon due
in at Eddys' for a fortnight open-
ing July 18 . . . Sherman Hayes
orch taking over in* the Terrace
Grill of Hotel Muehlebach for
three weeks.

IN THE HEART OF CHICAOO'SJL^P
n««r th« Chicugo, Hariris, Selwyn*nd
Erl«ng«r Theatres* and adjacent to an

tolevislon ifatlon* lt'» the

RANCROFT HOTEL
It W. Randolph St. Frankll^n

Special Rate* tor Show Folk

Newly DecerafOd -New Manaaemenr

JACK DENTON
WORLD'S GREATEST COMEDIAN

(Except in- AsTa, Africa, Aujtralia,

Europe and fhe Americas)

STAN KRAMER & CO.

"Poppets Almost Human"
Jij$f Concluded

Successful Engagement at the CHICAGO THEATRE

Going on tout with

Barnes and Caruthers

fer. Mar. Hnns Lederfr of tew ond Leelle Grade, ltd.

250 We#t 57th St« New York City, N. Y,
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Lost AttSfeUi, July 8.

vreddy Martin Orch/m) ^th
rlSrtWade, MufraU^ Aronld, The

Sn Men (S); Biti k Alan Far-

fell; $2 cQuen

NIGHT CLCB WBVmWM Ilf

Hack for the first time iu three

viuf in the room where he was

infe as much of a fixture as the

Siiig cocoanut palms, Freddy

SSi is * cinch, to provide .a

Summer of good business for the

S«e circuit's western hostel^.

who want to dance the

ftutlsts in search of an evening's

Krtainment and the lifted Pinky

S from Pasadena will all ,get

their money’s worth with this lay-

cut. It's probably the best nitery

packsfife displayed here in a con-

siderable period.

The impeccable Martin arrange-

inents are delivered by a top group

nf ensemble sidemen and the lay-

out is punctuated- by novelties that

Moon, and :^tains a zippy Latin
caper with Fluff Chalton's hip-
tossing. Bill Johnson is often nega-
tive as emcee, but Warbles an okay
production background. Carlton
Hayes orch weaves through all
scores with unfettered enthusiasm.

Will
4-! —

^

Villaige Vmugiiard9 N. Y.
Robert Clary, ^Anita Ellis, Clar-

ence Williams Trio; $2.50-$3 mini-
mum.

"Three

of the vocalizing is handled by Stu

irt Wade, a fine singer who has

definite film possibilities, and po-

tent pianist Murray Arnold does

nn occasional novelty vocal, in-

cluding a takeoff on* Johnnie Kay.
Three sidemen join -Wade and Ai>
nold. to comprise the band's quin-

tet. Arnold's frenetic keyboarding,
incidentally, gets tremendous back-
ing from bass and drum.*
Martin has whipped up a caval-

cade of dance covering the last 40
years that gives Rita'& Alan Far-
rell several opportunities to dem-
onstrate their fancy footwork on
the steps that swept the country
at various times. Sidemen take
part in imitations Whiteman;
Lombardo, Busse, McCoy, Good-
man, T. Dorsey, James and Miller,
and Martin reprises such hits as
“J e a 1 0 u s," “Dardanella” and
“When Day Is Done,” displaying
his technique on tenor and alto
saxes and on the seldom-seen B-
flat soprano sax.
Seventy minute layout speeds

swiftly and the Martin Men do an
equally good, job on the'. dance
chores during the evening. Kap.

Begert Imit, Vega*
Jjas, Vegasi July 8 .

Frank Sinatra, Louise Hof, Sin-
clair ic Alda, Bill Johnson, Arden-
Fletcher Dancers (8), Bill Miller,
Carlton Hayes Orch (11); no cover
or minimum.

This Greenwich Village cellar
club may not be a cafe goldmine
but It has managed to hit' a lode
often enough to maintain its posi-
tion as one of the more prosperous
operations in that belt. Vanguard
has sti^uck it rich again with a
pair of solid turns.

Big winner here is Robert Clary,
doubling from the Broadway revue,
?'New Faces of 1952.” (jlary is a
French import who has been
around the U. S. cafe circles a
little more than two years, in
which time he's developed into a
sock entry: He's a pint-sized, crew-
cut youngster offering much more
than the run-of-mtll Gallic refu-
gees. His top piping tedmique is

heightened by smooth delivery and
beaucoup animation.

Cl:^ry mixes up his songalog with
French faves and American pOp
items. Top yock-getting item in the

Sudden switch -in booking left
Jimmy Durante back in Chi and
brought Frank Sinatra to the
Desert Inn. Warbler will be here
for three frames, with Diosa- Cos-
tello in for one before the Durante
stand.

Having clanged cash registers at
this spot last year to 'an all-time
high, Sinatra will possibly dupli-
cate this record and more so be-
cause of his added week. He’s in
fine fettle thia joumiy, given
more to singing than cacUing as
a comedian. Already word-of-
mouth has given him extra kudos-
ing for sticking to his forte. His
only aberrati5n on this score takes
Plac4 In the narration of the Judy
y^^i*nd tribute. But this passage
IS brief and contains enough
chuckles to go over, .Best quips
*re his sharp ad libs.

with, “World on a
btnng, and typical solar plexus
wallop of ballad, “Be Mine.” But
he really creams ’em with “Black
Magic with just a brace of
Daniels as a sort of jest. Switch-® "Dear Mr. Gable” to “Dear

j
Garland” contains “You

Made Me Love You,” and narra-
both to Miss Garland and

himself. Comes back with coup-
hng of faves, “I'll Hever Smile
Again” and “Night and Day.”
parody on “Cry” advances his

of contemporary “big
singers, whereupon he pro-

-f with full pipes a
ternt -.Birth oj the - Blues.’’ Beg-

’ Mf is requested “All of Mcy” Bill
iviiuer provides knowing assists at
the piano.

makes a surprising
deuce. Comedienne,S within “Shooting High” tab

which played here some
m<mths back, has this one-frame
ifP^^tunity to display her full po-

was booked for a
to ho supplanted by Paul

previous contractual ar-
Material is sparkling,

conceived by Lucille Kallen of the

nm,
Gaesar vidshows. Delivery is

nusual employing monolog- style
“Shine on

Spot” paves way for “In-
for Arthur Murray,” to

funny income tax
“Southern Belle” as

pper. Walks off to big salvo*.
8c Alda ballroom grace-

bnffl
.wjthout added ticklers of
tricks. Pair only use varia-

tn rt
overhead spin, but manage
across for better than aver-

*gc reception,
Arden-Fletcher line drops -in one

routine, “Riding otC the

Cry” in French. Ray’s styling has
become a popular target for comic
and crooners but Clary’s acid copy
is Tre'Sh and imaginative. He also
scores with a snappy teeoff num-
ber, “Get Happy,” as well as
“C’est Si Bon,” “Alouette,” .“Pig-
alle” and La Vie En Rose,” lat-
ter a la Piaf. Hejs held for several
encores.
Other performer here is Anita

Ellis', a looker with a warm war-
bling style. Voice and repertoire
fit neatly into this spot’s Intimate
atmosphere gnd she captures
tablers with a well selected show-
tune barrage. She gets a bit too
Whlspery at times but ' Overall it’s

an ear-arresting set. Wins with
‘Look to The Rainl^w,” “I Love
Yoij, Porgy," “I Had Myself a True
Love” and “Riding on The Moon.”
Overdoes the whispery warbling
on opener, “Someone to Watch
Over Me,” which gets her off to a
slow start, but succeeding numbers
put her back in stride.
The accomp is by the Clarence

Williams Trio. Combo also sup-
plies some slick sets for Intermish
terping.

. Gros.

MoimHmi Howge, Paris
Paris, Jul. 8.

Can-Can Dancers (12), Betty Sc

John Wardel; Henri Wilson, The
Ramses . (4c), Bob k Astes Lusien-
ne, Serge, Dario Moreno, Charles
earlier Orch (21); 300 francs
(85c) cover, same minimum.

Beadteomliii^r, M.B*
Miami Beach, July 12.

Lecuona Cuban Boys Orch with
Alvarado, Ramona, Andres Mer-
engue; Los Romanos, Norma Park-
er, Steve Gillis, Princess Tulane,
Little Egypt, Selma Marlowe
Dangers, Milton Fields and Frank
Stanley orchs; $2.75 and $4 mini-
mum.

There’s an odd mixture in this
Dade Blvd. landmark for the cur-
rent summer session. First portion
is a modified strip show, the mid-
dle section Is devoted to songsters
Steve Gillis and Norma Parker
and last stanza is an exciting, fast
moving dance-song-music segment
by the Lecuona group.
The Lecuona Boys appeared

here several seasons ago at Ciro’s
without making too much of a
dent on cafegoers. This time out
they’ve coipe back with a much
more talented array of artists,
staged in flashy fashioq to make
for solid impact. In Alvarado they
have themselves a full-voiced song
salesman who projects his hand-
some appearance in well-versed
manner. So on the vocal side he
belts them with his Latino ideas,
plussed by the topper, a choral-
orchestral-solo version of “Old
Man River” that gets them pound-
ing.

again after period of nitery book-
ings when McCarthy had Dale for
partner. New melange is in the
throes of being torn between con-
tinuance of record panto as key-
stone and inserts of comedy dialog,
terps and warbling as a new direc-
tion. At show caught, stint was
far from ‘smooth. (See New Acts).

Lorraine Cugat enters into her
second fortnight with ease and as-
surance as femcee. She has also
been given a spot in which to chirp
a diverting ditty, “I Took a Trip,”
which gives males longer glimpses
of her vaunted full profile,
Devlyn Girls are being given

more lavish production terps. Col-
legiate capers tee off with the
‘ eonards’ energetic “Varslty
Drag.” Half-time segment is , col-
orful “Gypsy Rhapsody,” hawing
soprano Dolores Frazzlni etching
yrics to duo's spirited Magyar
stomping in “Jealousy.”
Van Alexander calls ‘the music

signals from the keyboard to
achieve solid efefcts from the Lor-
raine Cugat sidemen. Will.

repertoire, however, is his carbon^ Tr.
of Johnnie Ray pounding outT -Andres Merei^ue they ye

acquired a trumpet-showman who
gets them with a Louis Armstrong
approach and appearance, as well
as delivering fully on the high
triple-fingering for the pitches that
bring palms. Group overall is well
set up with, of pourse, “Mala
guena” their top effort. Ramona
provides a flash of hip swinging
and singing to add the femme
touch. Troupe winds into an im-
aginatively staged “Mexican Hat
Dance” for a wrapup.

Preceding the Lecuona half,

standout is Norma Parker. She
•played this room last winter, but
was lost in the shuffle of too many
acts and strips. Now she sets her
self well with a carefully blended
medley array of pops and stand-

ards for a steady build. Thrush
is handsomely gowned and han-

dles herself in assured fashion for

thi returns she earns.

First section is held down by
Princess Tulane and Little Egypt
a pair of flesh-flashers who get

by okay.' Production-wise, Steve

Gill’s handles the songs capably

and the Selma Marlowe dancers

do their assignments adeptly. Line

is costumed colorfully. Accent is

on Latino and a voodoo idea. Wind
into, finale with Lecuona Boys and
fest of cast for a fast workou
on “Sun Sun Dambae,” and Conga
line around tables for bowoff. Los
Romanos add their Cuban terps

for a sock interim. Lary.

The new, glossy, air-conditioned
Moulin Rouge came 'Inta being last

year on the site of the famous turn-
of-the-century dance cabaret im-
mortalized by Toulouse-Lautrec,
Aristide Bruant and Seinlen. Its

vastness takes- some ot^'the curse
off the flashy decors. Subdued
lighting plus a clutter of lush bal-
ustrades,

.
fixtures and everchang-

ing slides of the old Toulouse-Lau-
trec figures give spot the baroque
atmosphere of the old dance haunt.
Show starts with the zippy Can-

Can girls, a young, robust dance
group that charms with exuber-
ance, precision and flash. They do
a takeoff on evolution of the dance
from the ebullient can-can to the
frantic jitterbug. Next up are Betty
Sc John Wardel with fair ballroom-
ology. When they go into a fervid
belly dance routine they rate
heavy mitting.
A finely coordinated Egyptian

aero act, the Ramses, are a stand-

out in pacing, performance and off-

beat tumbling. Composed of three
brothers and a sister, the stocky,

muscular femme is the pillar of

the group and gives it its fine pol-

ish and appeal. She unders for

pyramids, flips her smaller broth
ers around and in general gives a

solid account of the weaker sex
gone Amazon. Tumbling and pac-

ing are first-rate and they beg off

Second half has the Can-Can
gals in floating lace and churning
legs, full of eye appeal. Their num-
ber is an umbrella dance full of

twirling parasols emblazoned with
the word love in all languages.
Henri Wilson is the comedy relief

in his miming and clowning to disks.

He- starts with A1 Jolson but is

much too Gallic in movement and
interpretation to give this justice.

He emerges better with Carmen
Miranda and Gino Spaghetti, a wild

tenor- who works himself into ex-

haustion with the Figaro »song.

Bob Sc Astes Lusienne come out

in a .svelte ballroom dance that

turns into a bombastic Apache^
They take hair-raising pratfalls and
belt each other with cverytliing

from trays to chairs. A good num-
bei-:

' • " Mask,

€)ltas« Hotels S4. Loo
^ (CHASE CLUB)

St. Louis, July 9.

Billie Hayes; Doris Schmitt,
Elise Rhodes, Hal Hackett, Rich-
ard Goltra, Jack Marlin, Charlie
Fisk-Orch; $1-$1.50 cover, no min-
imum.

Switching from its first-floor spot
to the air-conditioned room atop
the building, the management of
the Chase Club hit a 10-strike
when, unable to round up mccoy
Hawaiian entertainers to tee off

summer season, launched a six-

week frame of a sprightly revue
featuring half a dozen personable
youngsters. The revue, tagged
“What’s New” and penned by this

area’s Wilson. Stone, Is bristling

with skits, songs and dances and
is providing a swell nitery draw.

Highlight of the proceedings Is

the sock eccentric tap routine by
Billie Hayes, an extremely agile

gal, and Richard Goltra, next to
closing, who cops a well merited
mitt from crowded room. Another
who scores solidly is baritone Jack
Marlin, "who takes off on Rudy
Vallee, Frankie Laine and Billy

Eckstine.
The -gals are eye-fillers and the

whole troupe possess nice pipes and
click individually or en masse. A
warbling telephone skit, “When I

See Her,” featuring Eli^e Rhodes
and Hal Hackett, wins solid palm
pounding. Another, “Giddy Over
Video,” with four of the cast

(Billie Hayes, Elise Rhodes, Gol
tra and Marlin) also sells the mob
It, includes numbers from “Okl^
homa,” pop and grand opera stuff

and a swell interp of “Old Man
River!” Sans sets, changes are

made behind dressing screens on
each side of the platforms during
brief blackouts. Session is neatly

backed by Charlie Fisk's mu
sicr'ew. Sahu.

Last Frontier, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, July' 11.

Bell Sisters (2), Helene k How-
ard, McCarthy k Farrell, Lorraine

Cugat Orch (10) with Van Alex-

ander conducting. The Leonards

i(2T. DolSres FroSni, JeanD^^lyn
| Orch (sC Pe^eV |

=“*« iPlendKUy.

Chez P«ree, Montrcul
. Montreal, July 12.

The Maxellos (4), Sheets Min

Edgewater Heiielt, .€li|

, (BKAOl^AljC)
Chicago, July 9.

.Tommy Dorsey Orah, Charles
Shaver, Frances Irvin A Morn
Hudson, Beachcombers (4), Lewis

Van, Dorothy Hild Dancer*
(10); $2.85 admission.

Although the outdoor season
started here with Xavier Cugat a
month ago,, his revue wasn’t in the
bid traditional style of lots of flash

and girls. Present show lives Up to
ail the requirements plus Tommy
Dorsey, still as potent as ever,

While perhaps a young organlza-
ion, it sticks strongly to the 'book,

hat made T. D, one of the top
orchs. There are the usual pops,
but it’s “Sunny Side of the Street,’’

“Chasing Shadows” '^Marie” and
others th%t tend seatholders onto
the dance floor in droves.

Crisp scoring hits its stride more
n the oldies than in the present
crop of top 10. Unit work is strong
with only Dorsey really featured
beside Charles Shaver, one of the
op jazzmen in the country: Prob-
ably as hangover from the Cugat
reign, maestro has stocked up on
mambos and rhumbas, which, while
well done, seem far afield for him.

Individually,! Shaver shines with ;i

.«!ome fine trumpet 'work and stops
the dancers who congregate around
the bandstand as he vocally rasps
out “Come On Home Baby” for
sharp returns, Frances Irving is

svelte redhead who chirps
strongly and sells “Everybody
Wants to. Go” and “A Guy Is a
Guy” in fine fashion. However,
it’s a newcomer, Marv Hudson, who
registers best. Young crooner,
while not up to the singing stand-
ards of the famous male alumni of
the band, shows a great deal of
promise. Baritone has excellent die-*

tion'and does a good job on such
pash ballads as “Old Black Magic,”
However, ‘ both he .and Mis* Jrviii

have a lackadaisical manner, e$pe-'
dally In walking away from the
mike, , .

' '

Beachcombers is one of the best
quartets that :ever have appeared
here. 'Three men and pint-size

miss are at their best with the
Hawaiian upbeat tunes that are
used also to back one of the pro-
duction .numbers, but the intro of
“Million Dollar Baby” takeoff is

effective as the girl, Natalie Shep-
ard, hula* on. There are some
punchy groupings as the four beat
up some island dialects. Quartet
also shows sock change of pace
with “I’U Never Walk Alone” , a*
the femme displays a 'warm con-
tralto which belts across for heavy
applause.

Lewis 8c Van also appear well In

this outdoor spot with tapster*
working smartly on the stone floor

and the woode i miniature stairs.

Unison taps and challenge stints

both earn the team a good sendoff.
Dorothy Hlld has assembled eight
of* the prettiest gifls she has had
in a long time, along with two men.
The 10, hit With, two offerings, a
boogie woogie piece and a flashy
Island dance, done In radiant paint,
perfect for this ozoner.. .Dorsey

Zabe.

Rooflievelg Hogel9 N« O.
New Orleans, July 11.

Jerry Wald Orch (15), Bobby

Girls (10); no cover or minimum. Palm
minimum.

Appeal Despite the lack of star mate-
ers as headliners may ,be lilted

present unit at the Chez

draws multitudes of average bet- and a line of tall slender nooiere
j Lee. Frank Poris,

S'’'NrtV" name’s ttt :Si’ght
^o.ario Imperio; $2 minimum.

Ramona Jtloom. o
headliner It is the

eluded on the^bSl but^entire^case- Maxello foursome who have been This new stanza in the city’s

^^reeable fare seen around town before but are leading nocturnal rendezvous is a

^ ^ ‘

trn.ihle exhibiting their aero talents for bellringer in every
.

department.
Bell Sisters have no- ^his boite. With ^y^ld and his crew, repeating fa-

pleasing tablers from v^iKon lo
males doing all or most of the yorable Impregh made in previous

special “Goodbye
^

^meas^es. ijii-
heavy work, the two pert femmes visit, dispense an excellent brand

KvAolr Act lias KUUU/ IfVaiU Aceps WIC WCJJ. uiSA'cv*

lovely in her deb gown. Duo Dreax their audience to satisfy all tastes. His clarinet
in their act here to be foliowea

participation that the ‘clicko comes. I tooting generates plenty of audl-
by nitery and theatre tour thr g have no trouble getting ' enthusiasm.

'

the summer. (See New Acts;.
^ t hapless gents up from

_»ts Bobbv Sargent.

about? and ^t“”dup dialog
^
New

‘'“^feetfldtoton do°e" k ventro- rou-
'and

estalfllshment^ Hotel Sahara. takeoff on a Ukranianian im-

Much is in familiar vein, but rvnthv niigrant and a bit of melodrama to

delivery of mugger Patriee Hel- net plenty of palms,

ene and feeding by more or less etc-, although silcK n convmmng,
^ ^ ^ looker, clicks easily

straightman Jan Howard gets it
^^J^^bS Siat has gone her songalog. She handles a

off the ground. Couple enter to Preamble that has^g^
dummy. tune with plenty of know-how.

strains of “Clair de Lune” and ^Jms up ^ a Chestnut-haired soprano has fine

whirl seriously for a few momente
nr two in rather loud fashion voice, charm "and ‘beauty. She

until Helene gives Howard a head-
the cuV^^ heavily with a medley from

lock and over-shoulder hoist. From J^st when the customers are
..Qj^^boma,” “Be Anything.”

there on in it’s knockabout and tr^y°
SSd^ets g^with a fa^t "DovcUest Night Of Year” and

slapstick, but artful, her skirt and ^lew go^wim
nnello Young Lovers.”

taSnfo^'^uvs ^and^DoU^s” ^science Young, the production singer and Frank Paris and his crew of

^?itn Howard’s impresh emcee, raises a few^barltone songs marionettes are enthusiastically re-

Laine dISc^^ that have 'authority and the Boots celved. He manipulates them

mall Show‘”mlistc is under the baton toa." fnteJpretr various terps ta

"SH fI one! a top
^

;reS panto teaS! are tog^^^^^^ ! Wetof. lof mlttlng. ™!1'
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Num.r... In ^rrn/s‘'w';a
‘'''*

11*.%!?. fe*A5“

H«w York City
Musli: H«n (1) n.

4 Step Bros
Tom is Jerry'

^
Corps de Ballet
Rookcttes
sym Ore
Robert Shaokleton
Choral Enfeconble

Palaq* (R) .U
' Ben Wrigley. -

Day Dreamers
P Thbrn * Co
Nlo Niatto
Johnny Barnes
Lott % Anders^
Claud Valois
Rqy Benson
Paramount (P) la

Neal HeJfti Ore
Pranees Wayne •

Jan Murray
Modernaires
R * E Rayes

Roxy (I) IS
Rochester Co
H Barnes
Joy Conley
Roxyettes
Richard Hayes
Arnold Shoda
BlUie EnKllsh
Skating Blades

SpltaJhy Singers.
Bnice ' Mapes
M Del Toro

BOSTON
.Malropoiltan (P)

Johnnie 'Hay
d'ary Mqrton •

4 Dads
B it C Robinson
Wells A 4 Fays
Joe Relsman Ore

CHICAGO
Chlca?© (P) 1*“'

Tu-Tones >

Bobby Wayne-
.

Errol Garner 3
Toni Arden

,

LOi ANCEt.ES
paramodnt (P) H
Xavier Cugat Ore
Abbe Lane
Eddy Garson
Los Bnrrancos
Jose Wong.
Cormenita
El Grlnco
Dlabllto
Kild
WASHINGTON
Capitol (1.) 17

3 Parks
Sunnyalders
Guy Raymond
Jaek Smith

AUSTBALIA

MELBOURNE
TIvoU (T) 14<.

Tommy Trinder
4 Botonds
Halama A Konarskl
Prof Olgo
Carl Ames
Royston MacGregor
Harry Moreny
Tony Lamond
Peter
4 Singing Girls
2 Show Girls
4 Dancing Boys
12 Adorablbs

SYDNEY
V Royal (T> 14

Jimmy Hanley
Babs Mackinnon
Rosemary Miller

Peter French
June LanseU
Valerie Keast

Tivoli (T) 14

Mara & Maurice

3 DaTesco

Lowe" A Ladd
Guy Nelson
•Renlta Kramer .

Bouna, 4

Ovetbuty -A Suzette
Norman Vaughan
Sonya Corbeau
12 Show Girls

10 .
Nudes

6 Boy Dancers A
- Singers
.12 Ballet

BEITAIN

AtTOH
Htppedromo (1) 14

Danny O'Day
4 Maxellos

.

Sorr Bros
Conrad Vince
Con Stuart
Gladys Young
Bert Childs
London 3
Tres Chic Lovelies

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) 14

Sugar ChBe Robin*
sonIAS Davis

Len Young
Godfrey A Kerby
Arthur Worsley
3 Franks
Jo Jac A Jonl
Cynthia A Gladys
Dave A Maureen

BLACKPOOL
Opora House (I) 14
Lester Ferguson
Terry-Thomaf
Semprlni
Dandy Bros
Harry Bailey
Pamela Kay
Corps de Ballet
Regency 8
Albert Marland
Magyar Dancers
20 Tiller Girls
Roof Top Lovelies

Palace (i) 14

Pat Kirkwood
Anton Karas
Wilson
Keppel A Betty
Francis Coudrlll
Leslie RandaU
Nibcrco Bros
Hamilton Twins

«Alan' Clive
Les Dounos
Tower Circus (I) 14
C Cairoll & Paul
Knle's Lions A

Tigers
Bose Gold 3
Chezzi Bros
Knle's Horses A
Zebras

Regge Sis
Tosca de Lao
Knle's Lippizanas
Jackie Lupescu
OUveras
Knie's Animal

Carousel
Duncan's Collies
Crocker's Boars
Knle's Baby Ele.
phants

Little Jimmy
Jimmy Scott
Annette's CIrcusette

Tower Roof
Gardens (1) 14

Stanley Watson
Jose Del Rio

Winter Gardens
(I) 14

Frasers Harmonica
Co

Freddie Sales
Salicl Puppets
F4yo A Tamara
Billy McCormack
Kathleen Gray
Doreen Hinton
12 Beau Belles

BOSCOMBE
Hippodrome (I) 14
Whittaker A T^aw

BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (W 14
Sophie Tucker
Les Trols Poupce
Forsythe A Seamon
Canfield Smith
Olga Varona
Billy Dahvers
Nat Hop©
Gordon A Nancy

BRISTOL
HIpRodreme (S) 14
Joseph Lotjke
Dumarte A Denzer
Claude Chandler
Los Grecos
Chevalier Bros
Helga Barry
Archie Glen
Mills A Bellta

BRIXTON
Empress (D 14

David A Lee

Leslie Adams
Street Singers
•De Lelo Ballet
Ford A Sheen

CHELSEA
palace (I) 14

Sam Kem
Peggie Leslie
De Yong A Delysla
Vincent Cayglll
Terry Moore
Dunn A Grant
Gaye A Van
Jennie Sandler

CHISWICK
Empire (3) 14

Max Bacon
Karen Greer
George Martin
Billy Banks
2 Kellys
Don Phllllppe A M
Roger Camo .

De’^Verc Girls

George Elrlck
DERBY

Hippodrome (S) 14

Georgle Williams
Bob Gray
Mavis A Robey
Day A Toni
Jacoby .

"
,

Rita Kotchlnsky
Barry Brian
Helen Gay
Gordon Girls

east ham,
Granada (l> 14

Will Carr
Macey A Majme
3 O'Keefe Sis

Martlnelll A Co
Jeanette A Groot
Klzma A Karen
Metropolitan (l> 14

Bartlett A Rosa
Jones A Foss
Kenne Lucas
Barry O'Brien
Les Morgan
Geoffrey de. Vera
Symmetrleals

Palace (I) 14

Terry O'Nell
Dixie Rose
Luzita A Lemkow
Darban A Wendy
Cobper Twins
Musical Pardoes
Dolore Whltemnn

JEDlNipURGH
Empire (M) 14

Gypsy Rose Lee
Clayton A Ward
Scott Sanders
E A J Webster
3 Saytons
Paula Coutts
Morecambe A Wise
2 Angelos
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 14

Mitchell Glee Club
•flmmy Cllthcroe
'arlna
\rthur White
Vadlo A Hertz
''.onny Burke
lexanos
Joyce Dancers

GLASGOW
Empire (M) 14

.1 ; pit Benny
Teddy Johnson
McAndrews A Mills
!1fcggie RftdcllffO
Clifford Guest
''hris Chrrltoii
' Harv’rds
Krista A Kristel

GRIMSBY
^Palace (I) 14

Harry Shiels
Prince Nareda Co
^an Luin
Yei-a Demonic
William Gre*'!'

Hex Deerin"
HACKNEY

Empire (S) 14

Iris Sadler
A A B Black
Charles Hague
Dolly Kin

LEICESTER
Palace (S) 14

Davy Kaye
Haxel Wilson
Ken Dorvilles
Baldwin A Castle
Reg Darnley

I

Canma A Dodo
Noreen Barker
Derek Dixon
Yvonne Duprez
Hf'Vry Mullins
Kaye Lovelies

LINCOLN
Royal (I) M

Joe Black
Peter Dare
Mirlanv Pearsemas Davies
Billv Bartholomew
Neville Williams
Embassy L « elies

Dorothy Brandon
Kddie Hart •

Bcbe Norma
LONDON

,

Palladium (M) 14
•Hayes A Healy
Roily Rolls "

Tommy Cooper
liassan Ben All Co
Ganjou Bros A
Juanita

Jimmy Wheeler
Elizabeth A Collins
Roslnas
Palladium Girls
Slo’rockets Ore
Patterson A Jackson

MANCHESTER
Hippodrome (S) 14
Jane Morgan
Michael Bentln*
Nat Gonella Co
Woods A Jarrott
Les Spanglers
4 Jays A June
Rich A Eva
Jackie Ross

'

Palace <M) 14
Laurel A HardyRAM Lamar
1 orraine
K<*nways
Elray A Dorothy
i-’redianis
Peuino's Circus
Jmmic Elliott
Reid A Dorothy

NEWCASTLE.
Empire (M) 14

Adelaide Hall
Le.iiie -Sarony
Stpueili
G-irdon A Nancy
Heng.'i*'* Bros
Ken Wilson
Richard Sis
Zlo Angels
4 Aces
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 14

Merle A Marie
Dorothy Squires
Dick Calkin
Leon Cortez

WIU Carr A Co
George Doonan
2 Alfreros
Dolaire
PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) 14

Frankie Howerd
Young A Annette
Robert
Max Geldray
Slsto A Co
3 Barleys
Les Richards
Fred Lovelle

SCUNTHORPE
Savoy 0) 14

Dennis Lawes
Vaughan A Patricia
BlUy O'Sullivan
Shiels Daley
George Esco
SOUTHAMPTON
Grand (I) 14

Hetty King
Turner Layton
Georgle Wood
Albert Whelan
Dick Henderson '

Marie Lloyd Jf
Keefe Bros A

Annette
Shane Sis
SUNDERLAND-
Emplr* (M) 14

Arthur Lane
John Mann
DOryck Barnes
Doris Yorke

SWANSEA
Empire (M) 14

Rhodes A Lane
Gay Euridge
Marche A Braun
CiuroUne A Richards
Denys Hjickett
Los Rumbaleroi
Sharr.on ,Sis
Dancing" Debutants
WOOD GREEN

' Empire (S) 14
Vallta A Aldlno
Hercules
Jon Gxosham
Roboto
Idris
Reggie Dennis
Dam Bros
Rondart
Sensational Jeretz

YORK
Empire '(I) 14

Alyce Dey
Jackie Todd
Hayhes A Gardener
MeltonesBAB Adams
A.udrey Mann
Dave Starr
Vocalalres
Funfair Adorpbles

Steve Gillis

Los Romanof
Alyawl*
Ramova
Norma Parker ;
Selma Marjove Line
Frank Stanley Ore
MUt Fields Ore
GUberf A Kacy

,

Cssablattca Hotel
Sammy Walsh
Monica Boyar
MUt Roberts, Ore

Clever Club
NoV-Elltos (3)

Ed May
Carlyle Havana Rev
Tony Lopez Dro

Delmonice
Jack Almeda
Crayton A Lopez
Carlos> MeUsa Ore

El Mamhe
George Mann
Latln-Amerlcan Rev

Five O'clock
Harry Ridiman
Martha Rayc »

Jackie Kannon ./

Kirby Stone Quintet
Ben Yost S
Len Dawson Oro

Frolic Club
Sonorlta Herraro
Kathic McCoy
Don Charles Ore

Lombardy
Don Baker Ore
Henry Taylor
Julio A Mae
Martinique Hotel

Manolo 'A Ethel
Dannv .Yates Oro,
Del Breece •

Rose A Paul .

Vincents
' Monte Carlo
Day A Alva
Ame Barnett 3

Mother Kelly's
Joe Dl. Laila
Teifry Swope
Doles Dickens
The Whispers
. Nautilus Hotel
A1 Bernie
The Bradys '(2)

Freddy Calo Ore
Paddock Club

Iris ' Adrian
Flash Lane
Rozanne.
Connie Del Monte
Ernie Bell Ore
San- Marino Hotel
Mac Pepper
The Jesters
Harem Club
Ramona
Steda

Red Thctfulofii
gckew •

Freddia. .Daw OrO
^

' GaloW Club
Len E.> R6««'

'

Tofamv n

^Olga Barrett
Lori' Iris .

Georgia" P.eech
Che-Clm

,

Lynn Clayton
Gaiety 'Girls
Green Hair Glrf
Laha
Rose Ann^

,

Florence .Jennings
Bob- Morris Oro

Jewel .Box
Francis Russell
Bobby La Marr
Danny A Hoc Rev
Don Charifcs Ore

Jobnilta Hotel
PhU Brito , . ,

Yvonne DeLand
Tony . Matag.
Randum
Leon A EddW's

Babe Baker Rovuo
Murray Swanson
Eddjo Guertin •

Jackie'.Gordon
Jackie King
Cbuclue F^nfalno
Larry Seldin Ders
^ani souef Hotel
The Riyeros (6)

Howard Brooks
Eddie Snyder
SacasarOrc
Ann Herman Ders

Saxony Hotel
Jeff DdVis
Russel A Joy
Val Olman .Ore
Tano A Dee
Jules DeSalvo Ore
The Saxonettes

I Shore Club .

Haven A. Held
Rosalia A Carlas
Michael Selker Oro

sboremede
Preacher Hollo S

Tony Pastor's
Jackie Small
Cm-Chl Laveme
Kitty O'KeUy
Jamie Lynn.
Pat Pascall
Kenny Lynn
.Vaqebondy ClUb

Vagabonds (4)

Maria Neglla
Chandra Kaly
Dancers

Geo Horton
Prank .Linale .Oro
Bobby True
Dauglas Duke Trio

CHICAGO

NEW ZEAIAJD)

CHRISTCHURCH
Royal (T) 14

Armand Perren
3 Fayes
Pat Gregory
Gerd Bjornstad
Chrlbl
Marika Saary

Phillip Tappln
Wlm De Jong
.lacques Cartaux
Jimmy Elder
Jo* Whitehouso
Citey Trenbolm
Teny Scanlon
Bicx A Myma

Blackhawk
1 Kay Coulter
Kenny Bowers
Grant Eastbam
Pat Carroll
Dave LeGrant
Barbara Cook
Marlann D'Or .

Cirl Sands Ore •

Chiix Pare#

Chez Paree
I Joe E. Lewis

with Austin Mack
I

Joan Barton.
Console A Melba
Johnny Martin

I

Chez Adorables (8)

B Farnon ore <81

Conrad Hilton Hot'l
Adele Inge
Eric Waite
Diana Grafton

Charles . A Lucille
Cavanaugh

Dennis A. Darlene
Mario McClenagban
Yvonne Broder
PhUip Frasier
Terry- Taylor
Donald Tobin
George Zak
Boulevar-dear* (0)

Frankie . Masters 0
Edtfowator Beach
Tommy Dorsey Ore
•With Francit Irwin

Charles Shavers
Beachcombers (3)

Lewis and Van
Palmer Heuse

Felix Knight
Mata A Harl
Rudy Catdenas
fHelen "Wood
Eddie O'Neal Ore

SY MELAHO
Son^sv - ^

Ig Mins. ,
' ^

Giro's; 'Hollywood.

Qutt^ a lot of trade (iand provi-

sional interest was focused on ttce

opening of this jict at

P?lday ai),.fpr'thia was ballyhof^d

as the first piihlic

voung singer who already had- cre-

Sed talk and' 'stir "
althpUgh he

never had been heard.

month ago, Warners signed him for

a termer. This engagement looks

like the start of »

record, the only activity of Sy Me-

lano hereabouts has 'been warbling

dubs for music publishers for sub-

mission by tliem olnew tunes to

waxeries.
.

Equipped with pipes which basi-

cally are tenor, Melaho has that

“big-sounding" voice and fiehvery

which are the rage cu^ently. Qmte
personable and relaxed, he also has

been sraartly coached on poise,

putter and mike miinherisms. If

his repertoire was a bit t^io bravura

at shW caught, it was u^derst^d-

able: he obviously was reaching, for

the broadest hhpression, and

Erom “Here In My ‘Heart," he

goes on to “September Song,.

“lOss of Eire," “Sorrento," an? the

«0Vesti la Giubba" .aria from Pag-

iacci." He couldn't make .a Met-
]

opera “road company .nor cause

Mario Lanza to lose sleep with his

handling of the latter, but it* is a

flashy closer for any supper club.

He^^hoUld dispense with the extx^

neous explanation of the* ana which
he used to intro it.

It is certain some record ^com-

pany is going to grab Melano ^d-
put him on the same tune diet be-

ing fed A1 Martino, Tony Bennett,

Don Cornell, Vic Damone, etc. It

should be fast wbile.the ‘blg-woice

fad is on., He should make a mark
as a utility man in Warner filmusir

cal sequences, too—also while the

fad is on. He can then^parlay thos.e

two show biz facets into v^ude .and
Bert,

.

LOS ANGELES*

Cabaret Bills

NEW YOEK CITY

Blrdtand
Dinah Washington
George Shearing O

Blu* Angtl
Eartha Kitt
Josh White
Portia Nelson
Orson Bean

Bon Soir
Mae Barnes
Ilnmish Mcnzels
Kirkwood A
Goodman

Jimmy Daniels
3 Flames
Noreno Tate
Garland Wilson

Copacabana
Joel Gray
Nancy Donovan
Gain Gain
Clark Bros
Peter Hanley
Betty Johnson
IVTadllls

M Diirso Oro
F Marti Ore

El Chico
JRosita Rios
’luth Vera
Kamonita y Lenn
l.os Xey
Enrique Vizcano
Eduardo Roy

Embers
Erroll Garner

French Casino
Ginettc Wander •

Harry Seguela
lane Lastc
Laura Tunlsl
Dominique
Dassic Bros
Buddy Clayton
'lordon H.imllton
Vincent Travers

Havana-Madrid
Tone Touzet
Lupino A Urblno
;ose Curbclo Ore
Hotel Ambassador
lules Lnnde Ore

Hotel Astor
Carmen Cavallaro

Hotel Blltmore
Michael Kent Ore

Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome Ore
Motel New Yorker
Bernie Cummins O
Roymayne A Brent
il'imar
•lack Raffloer

I

Joan Walden
I Adrian l.'oiiinl I'rlo

M'^tol *t lOSCVft'l
' Lenny Herman Ore

Horci' St Rests
I Milt Shaw On
j

Horace Dia? Ore
Vtllaqe Barn

I Vorm'iU
Tcddl King

Bourbon A Bain*
Zeb Carver Ore
Pet® Rubino
villa'ge Vanguard

Robert Clary
Anita Ellis
Harry Belafohte
Clarence Williams >

Waldorf>Astaila
Chavalcs de Espona
Trlnl Reyes
Emil Coleman Drc
Miseha Burr Ore

Hotol Statler
Elliott Lawrence O

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore

Latin Quarter
Darvas A Julia
Royal Ashtons
Danielle Lamar
.Steeplechase
WllUe Shore
Marilyn Ross
Collette Flcuriot
Marilyn Hightower
Andre Philippe
Art Waner Ore
La Vi* En Reso

Mel Torme
Joyce Bryant
Van Smith Trio

Riviera
Zero Mostel
Georgia Gibbs
Will Mastin 3
Amin BrosW Nye Ore
Campo Ore
Leon A Eddie's

Eddie Duvls
Sherry Britton
Elaine Sutherland
Rena Foley
Bobby Bvron
Oliver Ders
No. 1 Fifth Av«
Bob Downey
Harold FonviUo
Hazel Webster

Old Koumanun
Sadie Banks
Jackie PhlUips
Larr.V Marvin
Joe LnPorte Oro
D'Aqulla Ore

Park Sheraton
Irving Fields

Two Guitars
Arena Rane
Elcua A Anatolo
Eli Spivak
Miseha UsdanofT
Michel Michon
Kostya Poliansky

Versailles
Stuart Harris
Emile Pel • Oro
Panchito Ore

Wtvel
Sal Noble
Bob Lee

Ambassador Hotel
Freddy Martin Ore
Stuart Wade
Murray Arnold
The Martin Men
Rita A Alau Farrell

Bar of Music
Doodlez A Spider
Beverly Lalne
Felix Decola

,
Benno Rublnyl

I

Eddie Bradford OTc
B Gray's Bandbox

Billy Gray
Patti Moor*
Ben Lossy
Pepper Sis (3)

Bob Durwood
BIU How*

Blltmor* fl«t*1
Irene Ryan
Tippy A .Coblna
Los Gatos (3)

Hal Derwin Ore
Cafe Gal*

Ann Anderson
Jimmie Ames
Vivian' Lloyd
Don Sheffey

ciro'*
Sy Melano
Pelro Bros
Dick Stabll* Oro
Bobby Ramos Ore

Mocambo
Mary Kay* Trio
Eddie Oliver

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

BEf^YBiSN, A; CO; UO)
Gomedy, .Dunne
;?S' Min*.'

'

'GentinentBl Cafe, Montreal

..To further -the Continental’s reo
as the 'leading showcase in Mont-
real for Daxisian talent, club owner
Jack Horn imported Bentyber and
his ' compani^ as headliners in cur-
rent layout;
jThis outfit, a French version of

the Diamond Horseshoe and Gay
'906 -era, ,

is .a ,heavy fave with a
certain element .of .Parisian night-
lifers .and should he good for the
boites on this side of the Atlantic,
Cued by - an emcee .in the usual

tlght-fittihg set. of evening clothes,

'

centre-'parted hair and a small
mustache, the chorus line goes
through .

their, prices brightly and
even manage some fair piping at
odd intervals, A’ pert chorine ap-
pears briefly for a ballet stint
which pleases and is followed by a
wlllowyrtypo . showgal who does a
rather, surprising and awkward
strip routine that was only saved
on night caught by a few unin-
hibited criet'of “Vive la France’*
from ringsiders.
Company maintains a gay if

I

somewhat frantic .spirit throughout
and builds casually, to a rousing
mazurka by Bentyber and his beau-
tiful partner, Arambol. As origi-

nators Of this company, Bentyber
and Arambcfl ,overshadow any pre-

vious’ offering and overa,ll impact
of outfit voiild be strengthened if

they mafle ttiore than one appear-
ance.
The ' chorines, specialty dancers

and leads, ar.e. easy, on the eyes;

the' befeathered and sequinned cos-

tu'm.fes. are in ’^di'aracter, with just

enougb decolletage to keep atten-

tion of .male ‘payees. .With intro-

ductions cut to the minimum and
Anierioanlzed,' group should be
good for 'the broader cafes, TV.
shots, etc. "Even if everything at

the moment is in the Gallic tongue,

this is primarily a sight act.
' '

" NewL

Dts*rt Inn
Frank Sinatra
Louise Hoff
Sandra A Alda

I
BUI Johnson
Arden-Fletcher
Dancers

I

Carlton Hayes Ore

El Cortez
Donald Novls
Martha Davis
Instrumentalists
Alice HaU Quartet

Flamingo
Olsen A Johnson

I

Revue
I

Moro-Landis
Flamingo Starlets

I

Matty Malneck Ore
Last Frontier

Lorraine Cugat Ore
BeU Sisters
McCarthy A FareU
Van Alexander
J. Devlyn Girl
Revue

1 Leonards

El Ranched Vtgas
Beatrice Kay
Joey Bishop
Sylvian Green
Bill Skipper
Joy. Walker
£I Rancho Girls
Ted' Flo Rlto Ore

Silver Slipper
Woo Woo Stevens
Kalantan
Hank Henry
Roberto
Isabelle Da-vra
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Dolly Lee Line
George Redman
Pud Brown
Dixlelanders

Thund*rblrd
Les Baxter A Chorus
Bonnie A Brooks
Notables
Jaywalkers
Johnny O'Brien
Kathryn Duffy
Dansations

A1 Jahns Ore

BELL SISTERS <2)

Song*
|''20 Mins. ' "

Last Frontier, Las Vegas

Takipg advantage of skyrocket-

ing record sales of the two Bell

Sisters, Arrangements were matie

to follow up \^th personal appear-
ance tour, with mecca of Vegas as

first stop. Youngsters were -taught

rudimentii of stage • deportment by
Bay Gilbert, who also defied some
speidals for the act. Besults of the
intensive 'five weeks’ training slmw
up very well, as Kay, aged 12,

Cynthia, 16, handle their stint ca-

pably.
Although the Ussies tend at

times to look and warble like au-
tomatons, ease is bound to come
with more appearances. Kay skips
on attired in pink pedal pushers,
and big sis Cynthia looks the* part
of a perfect sweet 16 in her deb-

gown. Waste no time chirpihg a

“Hello" ditty, which contains lyrlcS

about who' they are and why - they
are here. Double harmony on “Boo
Hoq” and “Wheel' of Fortune" dis-

plays kids’ trademark, mouthing
and extra emphasis on rhythmic
pronunciation. Kay works Up some
yocks in a special - sketch as big
sis acts out part of long sufferiiig

elder in the family. Youngest Bell
has quite a flair for comedy.
Followup' is “Poor Whippoor-

will," and “Rutza, Rutza,” before
intro of song explaining “how we
began." This fires up more expert
albeit somewhat precocious corn-

ed by Kay, before reprise of their
dislick, “Bermuda.” Another car-
bon of a platter, this their most
recent for RCA Victor, “Hang Out
the Stars," has “Blue Danube
Waltz" as melody base. Special
“Goodbye” whirls pair off to re-
sounding ovation.
Looks like the Bells will ring in

any medium. Will. •

Gregory-Pascal
Continued from page 3 .

McCarthy a farrell
Comedy
21 Mins,
LaAt Fkoutier,.Las Vegas

In tiylng to switch from a record

panto act to’ comedy sketches, team
almost capsizes on copious amounts
of mateTial, most ot it leading no-,

where. Bit. of dpctorihg—taking out

here, grafting there and paring
.do-wn should do the trick. As the

act -runs, even the expert comedy
of McCarthy can’t sustain lulls in

scripting.
Pair shijuld retain the record

panto hilarity of Pinza and Martin

j.in “Sofiie Enchanted Evening," and*""

McCarthy’s mad ‘capers in “Val-

kyrie.” Also, further thought and

work should go into developing

their screen panto and terps while

seated on chairs. Best dialog is set

up in stupid baseball player being

interviewed, with sketch being

peppered by yockworthy material.

The '‘commercials” should be kiss-

ed off. Device isn’t worth all the

effort expended.
Terping by FarreU as Donald

O’Connor is .energetic, but the flops

and floor stuff ar.e lost, and McCar-

thy’s interims of^ Gene Kelly

emerges as only fair.

McCarthy St Farrell have the op-

portunity to .
make necessary

changes here 'before sailing fortn

with a compact little act good for

niteries and theatres. Will.

miami-miami beach
*'*ir of Music

Bill Jordan
Davl ' Elliott
I.ee Sherwin

A1 Robinson A Ike
Van ..irk

Rtachcombtr
Leruona Boys

elate producer, the announcement

added.

Gregory issued an immediate de-

nial and claimed he had no inten-

tion of making a film version at

this time and no plans for any

tieup with Pascal.

Spokesman for Pascal shrugged

off the controversy, contending

Gregory had originally broached

the deal and reiterating that Pas-

cal controls the rights.

“Don Juan,” a seldom-played ex-

cerpt from Shaw’s “Man and Su-

I perman,” has achieved hefty finan-

icial success in two seasons of legit

1 touring.

KOSMAR
Tisrht Wire
6 Mins.
Bellevue Casino, Montreal

Kosmar, a lithe, nimble-footed
Cuban, may be a cincheroo under
canvas but the limitation of a
nightclub floor leaves something to
be desired. Due to precision of
setup, there is too long a break
between the preceding act and the
Kosmar presentation, but once
Kosmar- gets on the wire his innate
showmanship soon

.
quiets payees

and gamers socko mitting from
all corners.
On night caught, Kosmar was

favoring
..
a sore foot from an

earlier performance, but his flashy
Latin personality overcame any
obvious jlubs; even his big weapon,
a back somersault on the swing-
ing wire which didn’t quite come
off, drew resounding reception.'
Should do well in vaude, over-

. sized ihtimeries and on tele shots,

1 Newt,

LESLIE UGGAMS
Spngs*
10 Mins.
ApoUq, N. Y. ,

,

Leslie XJggams, a nine-iyear .old

songstress, has been around on sev-

eral television spots and has played

one Philadelphia theatre before hit-

ting- the Apollo. This -is a standard

juve turn with all the usual cUte

precocity that goes along with this

soirt of -fiict*

Miss Uggams has stage savvy,

her greatest recommendation, vo--

cally, she has a set of grating y

harsh pipes which she consistently

strains in the high registers. She

could use an easier repertory, sne

also does vocal impressions oi

Frank Sinatra (which comes out

like Frankie Laine), Al Jolson and

Johnnie Ray. These are fair.
Herm.

ABRIQLA TROUPE (7)

Aero
20 Mins.

, .1 1

BcUevue Casino, Montreal

The Arriola combo of. lour

brunet dolls and three S'lysjs P

haps the moat spectacular evu
^

play the Bellevue Casino. Tioupe

is of Spanish extraction afid
Lakes

the art of the trampoline oi or

the. usual groove to W it

manship and sock ,PI

Working from jlatfoi m on

one end of their ^tgging

Catcher hanging
at the opposite end, I* i?ou-

tains a fast Pact, interchanges lo

tines nimbly and builds otfuin.-

(.Continued on page
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HoKday’s New FoBcy
throughout their tura. The orch IV V
becking in by Frank Stewart.

**
There are two class notes In this Murray, Haul it JSva Reyes,

show, the first being the Ving ^5), Real Hefti Orch
Merlin musical turn. Merlin Wayne; **She's Work-

B AM RrASillir^V >h outfit comprising four Through College'*

Blin^SdUC On IHrOIflWiy femme fiddler# and a pianist, who vetoed in' Variety

burlesawe fan of the late run ^rougha^n^^^^ ^nne 11, 52.

4i,’?!luSac^”per#ott in The There's fine movement, good musl-
»30s IS ine uwF ^ r

harts, ^ai content and easy visual aecou- Paramount presents a standard-
t«m«nts here The ballet se- lied layout this sesh. topped by

They haven_ n
occasions <(uence also indicates that this Murray who's added to

nti hiK eni- show can cater to several mental r.T
muiray, wnos aaaea xo

fenMto'Wd pute oh Ws epl- snow cyears,
his marquee value recently by ac-

oat"of 'thVrach of the former I
House is doltig_ four shows daily

!

quiring his own NBC-TV show,dSls parades, but Uiese are Just
UC**“*" X- d-VtA #Avesvi «»«

Minsky patronage

It's been the contention • of

many in show business that there's

aw untapped market in the former

hurley patron along with those of

the new generation Who have

with “Kentucky Jubilee'
accompaniment.

as screen “Meet Your Match." On the bill
Jose, with him are the Modernaires, sty-

lized warbling quintet, in closing;
Raul & Eva Reyes, vet Spanish
novelty dance duo, first of the acts

P4glliiidiitiit9 Lotfflon
London, July 8.

luc a—
- vsfltaV* \n th# vPeter Lind Hayes Ic Mary Hcaly, ice-breaking by Neal

taken, expensive peeks in the e2d trorman Leyden; Roily Rolls,
St. cribs. Genjou Bros. A Juanite (4)', Tom- ^^ences Wayne, who follows the

Cleveland booker Prank Senne^ Cooper, The Rosinas (2), Jim- precedes Murray.

who leased the rights of the Todd Wheeler, Hassan Ben Ali Murray’s in the mold of the
production cff several seasons ago.. Troupe (9), Patterson & Jaclcson, .normal m.c. type comic, with a rou-

“Peep Show," is making the first Elizabeth k Collins, Tiller Girls tine that's part standard with him
major attempt to recapture this (IG), Skyrockets Orch, and part apparently special material

market. It's true that this attempt for the Par date. Patter and gags

was made in a hurry and it might ,fu« t>„n«ji are modestly amusing and M.urray

toe been desirable it he had gets the bbst possible mileage out
Se preparation l¥r a stand in ‘il "'em with his off-hand, throw-

thls house, but it’s an important *5^5™ n?™ «"'by style. While he failed to

try and pfobably one that ittdl- tS ®®'' helly-laughs at shejw caught,

cates Uiat he’s in.
Pl®**

innl?' ‘be chuckles added up sufficiehtly

Sennes origiiiaUy. prepared this to e^^n him a begoff"

show for msplav in a Wildwood “u ttclr oPO”t“g P®rio™o^“
The four men and a femme (an

N. J., tent, but this was nixed by ^ uncommonly comely one) who
citv authorities. . Sennet then i u' i comorise the Modernaires have
1 ^ VToa-l/i kiftwn fh- imif an A of Hrtlsts who are almost unknown uie mouernaues nave
hurriedly pared dovm me unit ana , , - .. lost some of the spark on which

re”«;TSror^Sc^5^ Mre;|te|-^?L^^g?drr
years on a film policy. inumacy oi me miery,

ern-day yaudfilmery work. But
“Peep Show" is good entertain- Readjustment of the act should what’s the real liability is the sell-

ment. The major elements of be only a minor iob, but it will ing,* which has become mechanical.
Todd's original production remain, make a major difierence to the Apparently, the business that the
Most of the music, production show and the response they'll get fivesome has built for each mem-
numbers and the essential spirit from the eager and hep Palladium .feer has been gone Jhrough so fre-

of that show are evident. Sennes 'audience, as they both possess that quently that it no longer has spon-
has done an excellent job of get- amiable, want-to-please personality tan^ty. While cute, particularly
ting the meat of that production which will bring them success. the opener, in which the gi-oup
in an SO-miliute condensation. The Hayes opens the act with his juggles, does magic and other
show, once the rougk spots are quieWe tour of Manhattan offer- novelties, it is ail too glibly per-
Ironed out, will have pace and am- ing Calypso, Hawaiian and Russian formed. Tunes include “Dipsy
pie reason to entice the pop-pricc numbers on the way/ before being Doodle,” a barber shop quartet
trade.

, . ,
• .ioihed by Miss Healy to open the number by the boys, “Juke Box

,
The nuinber of admissions at a double act with their noted “Disk Saturday Night" and variations on

scale from 90c to $2,40 clocked jockey Blues." This cues some' “Bugle Call Rag."
during the early part of the first more impressions including a The Reyes are sock With their
weeks run indicates that Sennes standout takeoff on Lena Horne, terping, particularly in- view of the
Is tappmg a fresh theatrical mar-. Hayes’ version of a nostalgic hardship of working their action-

i. J, «

i

point IS drunk Is a little protracted but ful turn on the tiny stage apron
atout $19,000. At the conclusion hag ^ warm inventive quality for allotted by the Par. Team Is
of this show, Sennes will' present ^de appeal. This customers warm plenty s.a. in its “Shoeing the Wild

fo tbe first chord of “Life Gets Mare” number, with Eva Reyes
and prol> Teejus" .and this number is one getting maximum results from a

ably the DiosA ' Costello unit fol- Qf the clicks of the show. Take- fast-shaking beaded bra and a self-
lowing, Latter opened last week offs on Mario Lanza and Judy winding torso. They do another
for Sennes at the Cal-Neva Liodge, Holliday, Nelson Eddy and Jea- good novelty in which the femme
Lake Tahoe, Nev. nette MacDonald, and Ethel Mer- slings plenty of hips and shoulders

man and Russell Nype are also in whilCd balancing a glass of water
solid pop style and receive a warm on her head without spilling a

Frank Sennes* production of mitt. thimbleful. They’re a pleasant
"Peep Show,*’ with Shaller Bros. Roily Rolls, who had been play- looking duo and, best of all, seem
(2), Ving Merlin (6), The.Alhins ing 'in Chlcaetf the previous day, to be enjoying the routine as much
{2) f June Allen, Linda Bishop, Red returned to the Palladium to re- as the customers do.
Marshall, Ben Hamilton, Harvey ceive yet another socko ovation Frances Wayne, who’s billed
Bell, Tito Valdez k Louisa, .Alan for his renowned comedy oianis- with' the band, provides throaty
Camey*, Line (14), Frank Stewart tics which are enhanced with con- versions of "Hallelujah," “Lone-
Orch; ’’Kentucky Jubilee”-. (Lip), siderable new material. The act some and Blue" and “Old Black
reviewed in VXhiety July 11, *51. tees off with a quick, music tour Magic,” all highly stylized. She’s

of the world via fine renditions a fairish saleswoman and re-sults

of “Dream of Olwen,’’ a Brazilian are okay.

The costumes are good and the samba and ‘“The Danube be- Hefti’s aggregation, formed only
show is nicely routined. The 14- switching to his pop standard ^ couple months ago, is making its

girl line comprises a well-drilled impressions of a concert manist Broadway debut. Instrumentation
contingent that keeps the predomi- various other types who hit

jg regulation—^five reed, three
nantly male patronage interested, Ivories. Artists s sure-fire j-hythm and six brass. • Music is

There are two major items that comedy style gives the turn a modified modern and listenable.

will cause word of mouth. Tito nmsh.
^ ^ A lot of visual tricks haven’t been

Valdez & Louisa, a terp twain The ^third American act in the developed as yet, but the makings
specializing in sexy routines, and layout is Patterson & Jackson, the ggem to be here for a top-rated
shimmy artist June Allen, provide hea^weight colored duo who are outfit. Herb
the major pashy notes doubling from “Paris to Piccadil-

^ Valdez was formerly the male S'/'
the new ^edition of the Folies

half of Corinne Sc Tito Valdez, bUt Bergere. Their easy flow of patter,

lately has aligned himself with a surprisingly energetic stepp n^
new partner. She’s an extremely and - boisterous vocalizing, includ*

sexy item, and in her chores as a Ing an impression of the Ink Spots
m M ^ 1 31 . .j. . « •. A 3V3 A Ir-A 4* 1^A A AT O Ilf 1 Tlfl AT*

theatres too. He only -does tw
the spoiled playboy and the highly
sentimental, yet comic, bus driver
and husband in “The Honeymoon-
ers." Both are full of physical
comedy with seltzer squirting, fails,

dropped elective irons and such,
but the seatholders love the old
hurley touches.

'

Also outstanding are Art Carney,
who has little to dp in these num-
bers but socks across every little

bit, and Pert Kelton, who does a
magnificent job as the- harassed
wife. (Actress worked under ex-
treme illness in Pittsburgh and
here opening day with a mediqo
standing by, but at show caught
gave a fine performance.

In the supportihg roles, Stan
Ross as a zombie-like character
and Zamah Cunningham as the
stuffy matron are excellent.

Five DeMarco Sisters, xvhlle add-
ing no new tunes to their program
since last seen here a few months
ago, have some new pieces of busi-
ness, mainly in the choreography,
which makes the act even stronger
than before. Quintet have' a good,
opener- in “Take Me Out to the
Ball Game" and then cairn down
a little with “Pretty Baby." “Lit-
tle Girl From Little Rock" is a
funny tune well done and the spir-
ited “Hoop De Do” gets 111 gals off
big.

Joe lBushkin has brought a solid
jazz combination along with him,
and the work of Buck Clayton, Milt
Hinton and Jo Jones Is a pleasure
to the ears of payees. It’s been a
long time since a jazz group held
forth on this stage. The warm
trumpeting of Clayton, the hand
work of Jones on drums, and the
bass thumping of Hinton are tops.
Unfortunately, they wore on too
long, possibly stretching for Miss
Kelton.-

Elaine Dunn is a bright young
dancer who earns a hefty ‘mitt for
her almost constant turning. She
might dispense with her singing
intro, as it is meaningless. House
band descends to the pit for the
show, necessary for the set shift-
ng, and i(n<jer direction of Irving
Kaplan moves the show along In
brisk fashion,

^
Zajbe.

Palaee, N. V«
Bobby Lane Sc Claire, Phil Ben-

nett, Herman Hyde with Jean
Marker; Orlando de la Rosa Quin-
tet, Fontaines (3), Maurice Col-
leano .(4), Impressionaires (2),
Eve Walker; ”Ma and Pa Kettle
at the Fair’* (XJI), reviewed in
Variety March Iff, *52.

€liicag09 Clii

Chicago, July 11.

Jackie Gleason with Art Carney,
Zamah

single indicates she’s Wperr^^ combine to make the act a winner. Pert Kelton, Stan Ross,

ting Spplause JackDots The Tiller Girls, who open the Cunnmyham: DeMarco Suters

they contribute good’ "routines in WH' n™ *tso elevated to a more (S), Joe Hushictn Quortet, Elotne

the sex groove and hit it okay imuortant spot in the program, Dunn, Irving Kaplan Orch, Dip-

Miss Allen’s wiggle routine ' is with a charming jack-in-the-box lomatic Courier (20th). ,

brief but memorable The girl’s number which^is^ colorfully cos-

gyrations indicate a highly devel- and effectively routineiL
Desoite all the Republican con-

oped skill backed up with a sense Elizabeth & Collins play around P
v,,,v>vtiiK irrMnv onen-

?« thi??outine“®’" HIgh“ofiom« when tM”s J'ng w®s
f

Mamhall in the comedy role with spiTminc on a revolving disk. Jong bii^ in
in

a straight by Ben Hamilton. This .
The Hassan Ben All Troupe are •

. ^ there isn’t enough
dentist's hit is okay, but it points a company of nine agile Arab the act stanzas ^ , his co-
up the difficulty in getting great tumblers whose specialty has one of the

strong-
sketch material.

" * ^ member supporting the remaining horts. Their sWts are tne sirong

„The vaude acts do well. Alan eight. It la/a fast moving turn P»l®“*l®afSser3Carney provides a major comedy which registers stronriy. Jimmy
ijjfrco sfstew the jL Bushkin

note with his familiar labor leader Whealer Is a popular British com- M^co bisters, xn
chould

routine in various dialects. 'The edian, but too many of his gags ““Xf ’

mg laugh is by the Alblns, who are daubed with heavy Indigo. He s do more.

follow a ballet number. Their a funny gent when he’s clean. The There has Been a lo^ or euo

burlesque dancing Is extremely ef- Ganlou Bros. & Juajita, a quartet here with the rerae D^
this house. In the origi- of adagio dancers, are an elegant own sets and ower special euec

JO "Peep Show.” the Alblns hit team who go in for refinements Heralded as a run t^rougn im me

J.'JP comedy note in these pro- In costumes and decor. .The soli-
it amounts to.

I song spot is by Harvey ^^r^unlTyThreTSa^^s ii!th«

JS th® first singing attempt in The Rosinas, a pair of impres-
^^^doesn't snare himselffiont of a mike. The added vol- sive aerialists, open th^ second

, fo? theUme nliif! o r,o 4-,-.v.«n,r »in/i fh/axr £g/»f r<».«;r)on^e but it sXlii isn X enougn lor ue

o^ept in third“epartmenr“' to?:“is I''~medy "con'iumr who.se eady with his “ow we go” tag

Si^aller Bros, give the act tricks fall to come off. He starts which, of
sector a fast start with Gxnert the lau'^hter anrl the •'’u- prat a.ll, Plumpish comedian nas

trainpolining. 'They do some skill- dipu'*?* do'>''r»’t until t’-e ^ur- established seye’'al ‘

ful stunts, lacirg some comedy tain comes down. Myro. [video show which are click fare in

N. .nr*

Kocb«at<t‘ HuJiicU Evans:
Richard Hayes, Harold Bames,
Aniold Shoda, Billie English,
Mapes Sc Del Toro, Skating Belles
Sc Blades (8), Gae Foster RoxyeU
tes, Spitalny Singers, Joy Cdntey;
“We’re Not Married** (20th), re-

viewed in Variety June 25, '52.

' The Roxy Theatre’s shows, in

recent weeks, have been distln-

uished by the fact that produc-
ion is becoming ‘an increasingly
vital element.

.
During this period,

the house is apparently making
picturesque ‘ stage- maneuvers an
adequate substitute for the more
expensive names, even though tal-

ent buyer Sammy Rauch is still

on the prowl for five-figure en-
tities. Thus Gae Foster’s stage,
designs have become increasingly
important. She’s been endowing
this house with tasty production
and Arthur Knorr’s sets frame the
shows elegantly.
The talent contingent is headed

by Rochester with an assist by Rus-
sell Evans, the Negro actor who
had an Important role in the
screen version of “Detective Story."
Rochester, a fixture on the Jack
Benny alrshow, has been plying the
vaude circuits for years, most fre-
quently with femme partners. The
act has more class with Evans play-
ing straight, but Rochester is still

to come up with an effective thea-
tre turn. The terp bits, though,
with Evans assisting, have charm
and go over extremely well.

Other major component Is Rich-
ard Hayes, whose Mercury disking
of “Junco Partner" is his durrent
big item. Hayes is a pleasing per-
sonality but fails tp project suf-
ficiently In this house. “Junco"
IjtIcs do not come over too well.
However, the production accoutre-
ments aid him to a big exit hand,
Harold Barnes is a skilled tight-*

wire dancer. He shows a gehuine
terp aptitude ob the* strand and in
addition displays a good line of
acrobatics. He gets the measure
of this house..
On the ice stage, Arnold Shoda

continues to hit excellent mlttlngs
with his intricate and graceful skat-
ing ballet,

.
His efforts mark the

highpoint of the blades show.
Billie English similarly show*
championship form on this tank,
but there's a lightweight quality
to her work which should disap-
pear with further appearances on
the Roxy ice. Bruce Mapes and
Manuel Del Toro combine for a
good sailor routine and the Skat-
ing Belles Sc Blades provide good
atmospheric touches. Spitalny
Singers ;with Joy Conley offer nice
vocal background. Jose,

The. Palace lineup Is a good blend

of booking and routining. It’s

weU-playlng affair that builds to

the .point where latter half gets

some of the most solid applause to

register ki‘ this house during the

eight-act policy.

Highpoint of this opera is reached

by Maurice Collean^, the Austra-

ian comedy dancer who’s assisted

by several members of his family,
Colleano, in gob garb, Is a clever
dancer with an acute sense of com-
edy and act is so designed that

there's maximum effectiveness in

projecting for pop audiences.

The group has stunts and com-
edy material which are genuine
howlers. Colleano's aero zanyisms
are a top mixture of skill and com-
edy conception. There’s little ques-
tion of his reception here.

Also in the comedy department
s Herman Hyde, a vet musical
novelty act. Hyde's trick guitar,

flute, bass viol and various other
gadgets form a base of a turn that

has provided laughs for many
years. His routine is still funny
after many viewings. This time, his

act has been more carefully edited

to produce a better effect. How-
ever, the sexy harp is missed. He’s
assisted by Jean Marker.
Phil Bennett puts his crow, Jackie,

throught the paces. Bennett has

a clever bird that's able to convey
a lot of comedy through whistling,

birdcalls of other species, and
some guttural noises. It’s liked

llCFC

Openers Bobby Lane & Claire

do some personable dancing. Their
routine in stocking feet and the
always good “fighting for the fun-
nies" puts them ahead on this bill.

The Fontaines' acrodance is

standard In vauderies. They frame
good tricks with good terping and
produce solid midterm applause
with their tricks.

The Impressionaires started their

vaude chores as a trio. They’ve
now dwindled to a duet and the

act is still effective even though
the impact of the three boys was
a little more pronounced. Both
have strong .legit voices and their

impressions frequently carry fidel-

ity to the subject. However, some
of their material can stand a re-

write. They do well, though.
Orlando de la Rosa and Eve

,

. ^ h,-,. “n^rtv
Walker are further described wn- ;

’

,der New Acts. Jose. \
tContinued on page 126)

€«lril Hall, Hundee
Dundee, Scotland, July 8.

Harold Fielding presents Dgnuy
\Kaye (with Sammy Praq-r at
piano). Jack Simpson, The Tanner
Sisters (2), The Dunhills (3), Ray
Martin Orch; twice nightly.

Although Danny Kaye Is the un-
doubted attraction here, he’s well
backed up by a modem-style show.
Bill is fast, bright and entertain-
ing, with stubholders settling back
after interval to 8Q minutes, at
show caught, of surrealistic non-
sense from Danny Kaye,
Show tees off with a selection

from Ray Martin orch, a good en-
semble that’s well batoned by the
Vienna - bom musician-composer.
Jack Simpson comes on with xylo-
phone in capable and assertive
style and keeps the crowd well en-
tertained. Young British gals, the
Tanner Sisters, give out in peppy
song. This is a pleasing act, w.k.

for their British recordings and
via radio.

Standout act are the Dunhills,
irio of gay young tap dancers from
the States who’ve been around
with Kaye a lot, being included
wherever possible on his tours.
Their terpliig is tops and they inr
troduce a nice line- of comedy via
their ages. Later in show they
join in with Kaye, engaging him in

a dance contest. Polished terp-
ing trio use two Earle Hagen ar-

rangements wel!F played by the
orefi.

After tlie interval, the band
again takes the stage. Then Kaye
runs on from the bare, curtainless

wings to solid mittlng from the
3,000. As always with Kaye, it’s

not what he does so much as the

way that he does and says it. He
Is the master of the unexpected,
every now and again foxing his

audience by leading them to ex-

pect one kind of number, then giv-

ing ’em the opposite.
His material is the well-tried

Kaye routine, already familiar lo

a limited number of the Scottish

public through his famous 1.949

week in Glasgow, and it goes over
equally big with his new 1952 cll-

ontelG here
Stubholders, old and yopng,

warm to his fresh, friendly ap-

proach. He’s very much the in-

formal entertainer, getting his va.st
• • jj j 5 ^ ff

.1 4it—
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1 • ' m M ¥ f 11 Handelsttmn in »s Biz Mgr*

fml in Own Phv at Lft Jolwj For Deceased Hamg
^ -

PhUadelphia, July 15. Anthony PareUa, who- plans to present .plays, produce radio and tele

WV 1 TV* fi la AlL Samuel Handelsman lias been conduct t dramatic ^hool it the 300-seat Prest

Hun Ri7 AlWlffy* lllhpr NlTdWndlS business manager of the Theatre, just off the Times Square theatrical district, N. Y ha«
liUD OK uUlHiyy vllld municipally-operated Playhouse-in- capitalized the venture at $20,000; Sole backer, who will split th2

^ ! 1
the Park here. potential profits 50-50 with Parella, is listed in the partnership aerAo

La Jolla, Cal., July 16. I ley. Js current. ;weelc succeeds Forrest C. Haring, Kate F. Merlc-Sipith, of Cove Neck ltd., Oyster Bay. L. i. Thl
^ .m 4*^ 4't^A I T\V*4v^OfC 'f.VlAt l.rtlllTlttflr trVOXlt IJirOdlilC Ijicf* T'hl'lt^SdflV A. n A

Groucho UnTX returns to the brings who died suddenly last Thursday
pj,oject is called the American Contemporary Theatre.

*

•fA^i tonieht (15) for the first time tion of Clifford Goldsmith s Other
^ attack- Latter’s ^

in years, starring in “Time for Foot,’ starring T o as
• wife, the former Sally B;:ownb^k, \7ith the resignation of Joseph Wood Krutch as drama critic of The

Elizabeth” at
-iwn^ffiniiAV is a local actress. She was member

j^^tion, literary critic Margaret- Marshall is now doubling as legit re!
Marx wrote the play

R^T *
Julv^l

“Light Up the Sky, viewer for the liberal weekly. Mag didn’t cover the current revival
Krasna. The play, since revised . ^ a which was being presented at the

..j^ale 'Animal.” one of. whose basic themes is academic freeS
BroSy severe Seasons ago with faii $|,0TO last wedc at tie Thga- tent theatre when Haring was rights in general Kthti*, who has gone to Uve in Arirona for

Sect in the role taken by tre-bv-the-Sea. Business was tepid stncken. reasons of health, is conWbutog hook reviews to the magazine. The
Marx James Neilson staged the early In the week, but went over the —

^
,- New Republic, another liberal commentary publication, has dropped

production at Marx's insistence, break-even poftit with a sellout w i| t tyi* n||QC;p‘ QW rAH legit coverage entirely since it moved its editorial offices to Wash-
AonearinK with Marx are Mary house Saturday night (12).

.
DALLLl IVUOiJL. iJEl TUA ingfon. Previously, Harold, Clurman had been reviewing BroadwavBALLET RUSSE SET FOR

R-DAY AL FRESCO IN D.C.

Washington, July 15-

of “Male Animal," one ot- wnose oasic tnemes is academic freedom
and civil rights in general.. Krutch, who has gone to live in Arizona for
reasons of health, is contributing book review.s to the magazine. The
New Republic, another liberal commentary publication, has dropped
legit coverage entirely since it moved its editorial offices to Wash-
ingCon. Previously, Harold Clurman had been reviewing Broadway
shows for the mag, having followed Irwin Shaw in the assignment.

Peggie Castle, Jpbnny &anab, Tone in “Second Man,” a swucn jy. fJVCOtU 111 r-

Wright, Mane Lun^ Ellen Hart-
Tuiv Luba Malina, who’s eyeing a tpp role in the eventual musicalization

and “Petrified Forest. Featured ig^L^e Washington, July
^ Robert E. Sherwood’s, play, “Idiot’s Delict,” starred in the straight

Dick Elliott, Dayton Lummis and
^351- j.^ jj-ene ^nd, Betsy Kusse de Monte Carlo version of the comedy-drama at Westport, Conn., summer theatre th^e

family comedy in rith®in^The^ vf a
^ week of July 1. Miss MaHna and Scott McKay played the original

«rhT?h Marx spuimhis -usual leer
Dorothy Gish in The M

, Carter Barron Memorial Am- Ly^n .Eontanne, Alfred Lunt roles with Gordon Miller also in a fea-

Tnd txaopinK, will run through
, aaa <2 orf.t«fra

phitheafre next month.- This wiU tured part. Manr Hunter staged the j?iece. It’s reported that Broad-

Sunday (20), with matinees Thurs- Man $3,400, S^atpffa theatre performance producer jShn C. Wilson is interested in putting on the musical
daV and Saturday. Every per- Saratoga, N. Y-

^ at the Rock Creek Park outdoor version
formance was virtually Isold out a

, setting since the “Faith of Our
] 1,

IriiiHSceS BarnNotes Daniel Boone Drama Adds

Howard^ DufT^^Ter^^^^ 578-seat^.Spa Theatre, at $1 to $3 attraction. Arthur Concscu, fomeriy Bob
fnlAYfiil fink fn WW

SHn ci^nod for a supporting role, tariff
" Scott Kirkpatridc will press- Sanford’s assistant in the TV-radio liOlOinU UIIK 10 OOHCS

been signed for a support s
Miss Gish, making Jier first stage agent. department of Music Corp, of ill U T 111?

,T u /I HU appearance here, and Oliver America, has resigned to return ' yt A1 rrCSCOBSHub Area Bias Bopp
Thorndike, recently active in New r}_„ to The Rochester (N.Y.) Arena u ht t 1

BoHon, July 15 York TV, gave strong performance San DlCg^O x fCpS r OUrtll Theatre as actor-manager of the Greensboro, N. C., July 15.

CfOP convention telecasts bopped the Mel Dinelli shocker, AnniinT F^st year-round stock outfit ... Thomas “Thunderland,” newest addition
biz at local strawhatters last week Aimuai ondKCbpcdrc reat

producer of the Sea to North Carolina’s great white
but failed to ‘Threshold^ Weak At Olney San Diego, July 15. cliff (L.I.) Summer TTieatre, has of. outdoor drama, opened at
roads Into b.o. activity at con^^^

Olney, Md., July 15. City’s fourth annual Shakespea^' been - elected a member of toe Asheville July 4, for what appears
South Shore

®l.vnacitv Dorothy Gish opens here tonight ean Festival will open tomorrow Equity Library Theatre J^ecutiye ^ prosperous summer-long
“Roberta pulled virtual ^ 05) in ^‘The Man” with Oliver (^gd.) at toe ’TRd Globe Theatre committee ... Helen Gra^ Larry
biz. While tuneful musical was

>j«|jQj-n(]yke. Turnout at Olney last Tt«lhna'Park Joint nresentation Gates and Dowrlas Watson will
, r i a ,_r 1 .. V,-., aV)- in UaiDOa rarjc. uomt piei>ein,auuii

1 J- 4. 1,„ xrW/.*- Th«> rnlnrfnl .ctnrv nf naniol

DaiMl Boone Drama Adds

Colorful link to Series

' Df N. Car. A1 Frescoes
Greensboro, N. C., July 15.

“Thunderland,” newest addition

to North Carolina’s great white

interest, for the comedienne in- Uval will comprise That
Playhouse, Stockbridge, Amphitheatre just south of Ashe-

serted, her zany carbons of noted
- , r *1 tTv^ a Mass. ,

ville. The drama was produced
figures into the second ^ ^ I.:innv RflCS XA I ill Former film actress Lytme Gar- under supervision of Robert Por-
was a showstopper at every per- LanHy IVOSS Ddin ilU LIU Payne, for eight years director of ^ o^mer mm acire^a w c v

directed by Mont-

whlh scale a?$3 60 Monday to rnrf;iin T^llkt on^Avorf^aMin'vSll tore^cf
Settings are by

Si ^ Solf W 20 Friday and tUriam laillS lieiping on-Avon, agam will direct.
Theatre. Putnam, Conn., re- Herschel Harrington, lighting by

SSrrdav “Bloomer Girl” is cur- C L I ^ vealed her marriage last falT to Abe Fed’er, and music by Lamar^turday. Bloomer Gin
LeWl MereSl ^ded by an Olde English County William Miilaney, director of the stringfield.

.^u TT4. ond U S T 1 1 R
Fair, /presided over by Queen Bess sp^t . Louise WiUiamson, a mem- "Thunderland ” with professional

•Tovarich.” with Uta Hagen and York, Ra.. July 15. and Court. English country dances b^r of the New London. (N.H.) ^ast ^nd
^^

Broadway cast, toe lid off Lanny Ross, starring in a touring will be presented under direction players, has won a two-year schol-
.^be comnelirnfi storv of a man

“ ened'slow" “uilt S^he edition o£ “Tree Grows in Brook- of Joe SwedeUus. srsfep k the Boyal^Aoademy of riSorwho dreLed L was

week nabbing near $8,000. Vln- lyn,” became a local ravorite re- ' destined to lead his people to the

Jent Price in “Goodbye Again” is cently at John Kenley’s new straw- .
, w*hi?e Promised land. It tells how his

cS?rent. hat here, the former York film the- Legit BltS
. S s ^s^^wiff to carve the

"Nina.” starring Edward Everett atre. Singer-actor not only gave a ^
.

gjs aetr^s wife ana co^aDora 0
^ Wilderness Road into “Kaintucky,”

Horton, felt TV’s impact, grossing click performance in the Betty Stoh's i^kdlnt cS^oany ' Thcr- ^ f first, then realizing per-

^ ?nn^gp„t^CoSnt^Plato § ^ t h - D o^rothy Fields-Arthur Maurice Evps mil team'’ with Bamberger has opHo^d “Blue manence of- his dream in the

Me Kate”
Schwartz musical, hut made a se- the Shuberts m a grqadway pr^ Danube,” by the late Ferenc Mol- crashing siege of Boonesborough.

interest, for the comedienne in-

serted her zany carbons of notea

figures into the second act. Result

was a showstopper at every per-

formance. Tent’s capacity is 1,134,

with scale at $3.60 Monday through

Thursday and $4.20 Friday and

Saturday. “Bloomer Girl” is cur-

rent.

“Tovarich,” with Uta Hagen and

Legit Bits

the fall . . . Author-director Regin-
ald Denham visiting Denver, where
his actress-wife and collaborator,
Mary Orr, is a member

,
of the

destined to lead his people to the

promised land. It tells how his

vision led him to carve the

Wilderness Road into “Kaintucky,”

ashing siege of Boonesborough.

Author Hayes has selected one

mer Theatre, winding with a fair

$7,200. "Nina” is current,

Twofers at Canton
Hartford, July 15.

.rworn "TCtci Mp Kate” — »
— - *— ^ jjanuDc, Dy me laie rerenc moi- ciaMuxis aicgc xjwuiicouuiuusi*.

in Frammghain. kiss me, ivate
j.jeg curtain speeches that ap- duction, with himself in the lead, nar, for tryout at his Bucks County Author Hayes has selected one

With Gineer” moved parently succeeded in thawing the of the new London melodrarna hit, piayhpuse^ New Hope, Pa., and of the^ most powerful figures in

intff Falk & Cano’s Boston Sum- public indifference to legit Dial M for Murder, by Fredrick perhaps fall ptoduction on Broad- history to translate the cost of

ml? Theatre, Ending" a f^^ * ^-oi-wdramrintoe America'a heritage In terms of the

$7,2Q0. "Nina” is current. Curtain spiels were not arranged ,
™ ^ T“| . . Mae Davenport Scymodr, drama individual. It is also the story of

in advance, but were started by If “DaneeroS collection curator at toe Museum the, pioneer spirit that has made

Twofers at Canton T^oss opening night in r^ponse to comeri’ Beverlv Trier will nlav York, o.o.’d daugh- and kdpt America great.

Hartford, July 15. an ovation. The, Informal talks ob- of the leads in “Jollyanna,’’ re-
Semour’s performance Cast is ‘headed by John Morley

Nearby Qanton Showshop yes- viously created a feeling of per- vised edition of toe Broadway mu- ijl i u
^ Dariiel Boone. Demanding role

terday (Mon.) inaugurated a week- sonal contact new to the legit- sical, “Flahooley,” to be presented stockbridge, Mass. . . . btMts Cots- of Boone’s wife, Rebecca, is han-

ly three-day policy of two-for-one starved local ^public, and sparked on the Coast by Edwin Lester. -j ^
Munel Kirluand, by Rosemary. Murphy,

to bolster lagging business first the advance sale for last week’s William de Lys, already-planning ^
consultations on Featured members include

half of the week. House has taken appearance of Mae West in "Come to open the Theatre de Lys, for- v Frederic Warriner, as Embler and
newspaper ads and atosed sub- Qn Up—Ring Twice” and for sub- merly the Hudson Guild Playhouse, Hi® Berksliire

Aconostotta; Leo Chalzel, as Squire
senbers via mailing lists notices^ sequent bills. The management in Greenwich Village. N. Y., with a

reason.
Boone and Nat Hart; David Clark.

House nut this semester IS Mgh-
thinks that the incident has been production of "Frankie and John- Gmar Ranncy, Cleveland Press John Finley and Andrew John-

er than in prior 13-year histoiy of
« turning point in a tough strugele ny,” by John* Huston, has also cntic, on a 11-day tour of summer gL* Nora Dunfee as Effie Carson;

the barn because of .a firsHirne « optioned "Birds of Prey,” by How- theatres, stopped in Skaneatelesv

'

Equity company. Bam also has to to establish summer stock here.
Richardson and William Ber- Saratoga, N. Y.. and Stockbridge, £5^51? TrfS as a special

buck comperition of^0 neighbor- Tim York, with a seating capacity „ey, for Broadway presentation in Mass., last week. BiY=".
navid Aioo-Ing strawhatters, both amateur set- of 935, has a $2 top evenings and the fall . . . Arthur Treacher will George Alan Smith, student tn

ups. These are the Oval In The $1 . matinees. Patronage is from star In "See How Thev Run” the N Y Theatre Wing's nlavwrlt-
Tsiyu-Gunsini.

wf«yiar0
area of about 75 miles, although Reginald Denenholz, handling pub- ing courses, will have tryout of his ’ Todd-^ Kenwith large local followings. some playgoers have been coming licity for the Theatre Guild-Ameri- new play. "The Luck of Caesar.” Michael Chase, as Todd,^ Jt^en

rial
Baltimore and one reserva- cap Theatre Society subscription, by the Valley Players at Mountain Brauer, as Preacher varaiman,

ifdv 1 p;
Pittsburgh, 232 miles arranged a tieup last week between Park Casino, Holyoke, Mass., week Don Morrow, as imrrator; Mton

K?? cWr U “Way. Besides extending here this the N. Y. Herald Tribune Fresh Air of July 28. .
Perkins, as John Stuart; AI Hedi-

•tiiiltf PomnpHfkm'^fn^^hP^Rprlc season, Kenley is continuing his Fund and Westport (Conn.) Coun- Robert Kxiittle, New York .pub- son, as Big Jim and Atacullaculla,

Pla^h^uVi and onlv fair operation of the Kenley Players, Playhouse . . . Walter F. Kerr, lishing house exec and husband of Dane Knell, as James; and Ann

gross resulted at the boxoffice for Barnesville, Pa. Steve Kenley, a Tribune drama critic, was Louise Rainer, was scalded when a Lee Style, as Granny Sparks, also

“Black Chiffon” Take however htoher, is manager of the opera- $ip() for writing the caption coffee pot upset on him at, Prince- carry important roles. Hard.

was appmrimatW$900'morr than tion here, with Lamar Clark assist- in IN. JJ. Inn last Sunday • (13).
.

—
thp weplc ing i?®

forthcoming issue of Harper’s Knittle was taken to the Princeton -,«««!
“Lege^ oriarah” wlfto^ tHp Pnee nf “Trion”

bazaar. He used toe coin to buy Hospital and released next day. A 4 CT- fiST SFT
tion^

The Ross company of Tree a wire-haired fox terrier for his Miss Rainer is currently appearing LUAvl IwUl/Ii

This week has George Kellv’s SP®^®*^ S’p
season June - Kl at the kids, and registered the pup’s name' in “Biography” at Herbert Ken- rnn 11TT\ir DIP VUDCTHN

“The sK-Off’’ witoVrlaJet ... ..
with’s Princeton Summer Theatre. FOR INDIE PIC YERMUPI

Hamilton In the original Hplpn Playcd the following week at Eugene Lemer, executive secre- ———
j t i

Lowell role and Thomas Coley in strawhat at of the New Dramatists Com- OSU^S Stadium BoiTOWS ^ ’co^st legh
the Aubrey Pioer Dart Barnesville, Pa., came here the naittee will resign shortly and. ^ i i-, • Cast toppers in the

«irrvio
^ _1 1 week of June 30 and last week after resting up to recover fully Tele Thcsps fOF Walls^ company currently playing The

Worcester Bam Bums played the Corning (N. Y.) Summer from a recent serious illness, will Co’umhn<! Tnlv i p; Moon is Blue” in San Francisco

Worcester, July 15. Theatre. It’s currently at the Grist start work on a new play Milton ..^alls Rise Uo^ GeorSe Sm- will appear in the film version w

^ t r 0 in Lh0 JE^ound^ tli0 y • ^ sions Perrv novel adanfpH^ infn n he directed hy Otto Breming

Chi Hits Stockbridge

LrravA AimwAi VTA*-.--

FOR INDIE PIC VERSION

SU’s Stadium Borrows
^ast top»e?s“‘}rthf cS legu

Tele Thesps for Walls^ company currently playing The

Coluntous, July 15. fflm versfon to

“Walls Rise Up,^ George Ses- otto Pre^
)ns Perrv novel adanfpd infn n he directed hy Otto

• T t/Tlfl
1 n e a I r e-in-tne-Jttouna, on tne jvaui irxa^nuuse, xvnaover in. j., goes aoauijirtbc duu gions Perrv novpl adantpd infn n be airectea uy

Speedway, was destroyed by fire of next week to the Norwich (Conn.) manager for Jose Ferrer, mugLal bv Frank nimno Thev are David Niven, Diana Lyn

undetermined origin, with $10,000 Summer Theatre, then moves to Walton for the
fol bol and Rkha^rshann?^ fit and Scott Brady. „

loss. George Raad was owner. the Niagara Falls (Ont.) Summer music is being donpWP hv ^^n Indie picture will start after the

A former dancehall on Coes Theatre and winds up its tour week upsTate N^w Stoe ’ U ’s^ Stfdtom Theat^J troupe finishes its run in San Fran-

Pond, it was converted to a play- of Aug 11 at thp «?na «;iiinmpr Th^v_
npstaie ^ew York, he left over the oiaaium ineatre in a

. ^ j t Angeles
house in 1950 by Alan Gray atre SaratoL^ ! ^ trout- f^ve-perfor^ cisco and Los Angeles.^

Holmes, who also operated it last
’ ° casting in the Quebec Province tonight (15). Originally produced

year. It was dark this season, I?.
® Takes Me Off hy Margo Jones’ Theatre ’51 in *t T lef f-o Eiffht

‘T ndipcj’ Pa T io*1nf Tl P •
Income Tax, the song Vir- Dallas, “Wall^‘ is first musical at-

”
-LfUaicb Ml xve-LilgllL LI.L-., pnia de Luce never gets a chance tempted by OSU’s arena stagers in

‘Pore'v’ Sets tn Follow has been two seasons.
^Remains’ 6G, Andover

Andover, N. J., July 15. Torcv’ Sets to Follow ^®®” two seasons. ” Shaws on Theatre Guiia^-
“Remains to Be Seen,” Lindsay-

oeib LO rouow completed by lyricist June Carroll Local TV performers are fea- scription for Cincy next season

Crouse comedy-meller co-starring Washington, July 15. and will be published soon ..Dur- tured heavily^in the cast Lead number eight, due to

Jackie Cooper and Fran Warren, After a month of darkness, the mg Vivians Blaine’s vacation this role is being^sung by Pat Wilson fhe past seasons
to*’

rossed a moderate $6,000 last National Theatre here will reopen T®^* understudy, Beverly chWj- who has daHv Sam McDowell, field man toj

reek at the 786-seat Grist Mill next Monday (21) with a two-week will play Miss Adelaide WRN<? tv i j- Council of Living Theatie, G
layhouse here. After a slow start, run of ‘Sd Ni2hTT\ri(;^ " in “Guys and Dolls.” v ^ director and American Theatre Societyto
nslness perked the latter part of Jn? hA fofiaLah o

Froelicli, last on Broadway i?rT>5c
d^^^ctor at ^ay here last week with

it week. It was the best stanza ^ “The Rose Tattoo,” with which .y'^S^S-'TV and Miss Wilson’s hus- schechter, resident manager
^

Vkf%e« n c>r\ o i* fKio W0CK Flin 0£ .POFfiV IUlCl With 1-*#% am >1 xi • llPTlfl. T .fkO » « aii n j ITIltlfll St-^P

Up Cincy List to Eight

Cincinnati, July )5-

Theatre Guild suh-

with Lanny Ross and Betty Bart- ducting the orchestra ‘The Moon Is Blue.” Scott, hillbilly singer on WLW-C. ' in September. ^
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P-oup of backers of :‘'Harv€y”4-

W heirs of the late producer-

Sr^k Pembertoxi have won a court ^

«ilon to obtain distribution of

{200.103 profits from the Mary

bhase comedy, Decision of N Y
.

Surrogate William T. Collins

Sated July 3» ordered payment of

the coin within five days after

service of the court order.

Suit, brought by 16 of the 28

Tiackers of the 1944-45 production,

was filed in ]P*ebruary» 1951, ^d
lought to compel the Chemical

Bank & Trust, as eifecutor of the

Pemberton estate, to distribute the

available profits from the show. It

was explained at the time fhat

Pemberton, just prior to his death

almost a year before,* had been
preparing such a distribution.

However, settlement of his estate

was snarled by a large, tax claim,

and the investors fe'ared that the

"Harvey” funds might be taken by
the Government in payment.' The
tax case was-subsequently settled,

but the bank- still declined to hand
out the profits until the entire mat-

ter was clarified legally.

Total Net |i;48l,505

Added to the $1,281',322- profits

previously distributed on the pro-

duction, the new diwy brings the

total net return to $1,481,505.

There’s figured to be little pros-

pect of much further revenue from
the comedy, since the full price has
been paid for the screen edition,

the property has played out its

foreign potential and the stock

rights are no longer in active de-
mand. The venture,' originally

financed for $30,000, played 1,775
performances on Broadway and

(Continued on Page 122)

who left the cast some weeks ago
for a film eommitment,- will be
back in the femme lead, in which
her performance drew critical
raves and earned her star billing.
Barbara .Baxley has been playing
the part since Miss Harris left.

William Prince, top-featured
male lead, wiU not return to the
cast, nor will Martin Brooks and
Catherine WHlard, both also fea-
tured. With replacements for
them, but with Marian Winters,

Touring Players, Now In

Sixth Year, Offer Bnee

One-Acters at Conn. Barn
Westport, Conn., July 15.

After covering 18,000 miles from
Maine to Texas this past season,
Touring Players, Inc., presented
three one-acters from its repertory
at Lucille Lortel’s WLite Barn The-
tare here (13), showcase for new
plays. Good ensemble acting
marks this pro Roup’s thoughtful,
entertaining trio, consisting of
Rachel Field’s ^‘Londonderry Air,”
and "Brewsie and WiHie” and "The
Lottery,’’ both adapted by Ellen
Vlolett from short Stories, the first

by Gertrude Stein and second by
Shirley Jackson.
A brief trifle, "Londonderry.

Air,” deals ^with the wooing of a
servant girl by a silver-voiced
tramp. The charm and ease of two
Dublin players, Milo O’Shea and
Maureen Toal, overcome the handi-
cap of heavy-handed direction by
Wynn Handman.
‘‘Brewsie and Willie” Is made up

of the rauslngs of a group of GI’s
m Paris at the end of World War
II. Though there is little action,
the writing (Ellen Yiolett and Lisa-
wth Blake collabbed on adapting
wrtrude Stein) and direction by
Robert Laning focus interest by in-
diyldualidng the GI'js in the group
“-the reflective Brewsie played by
Jerry Ansbacher; the would-be pro-
water (Richard Merrell), and the
we-tooer (Douglas Taylor), Stand-
out performance is Harry Berg
man’s as the belligerent Willie.
.A contrast to the Stein mood

piece, “The Lottery” is intensely
(Continued on Page 123)

COAST OOTFTT TO DO

‘DANGER, MEN WORKING’
Hollywood, July 15.

‘Danger, Men Working,” John
Stewart’s Irish drama which was
premiered in London last year as
» part of the Festival of Britain,
J^nl have its V. S. debut late this

^ presentation of the Cix>

local legit group.
Mordecai Gorelik, who persuaded
^^tewart to let the Circle organiza-
T\°^..bave the script, will direct
uentically-titled comedy-melo-

^^^Cten by Ellery Queen
.f'Owell Brentano, was tried out

but folded
out of tovm.

Circle also is planning the world
premiere next month of "Once
Upon a Tailor,”- a Yiddish folk tale
ripted in English by Baruch
umpt. Louis Brandt will direct
ue.cast headed by Ludwig Donath

‘Brigadoon,’ ‘Here Toda/
Open A. C. Bam Season
Atlantic City, N. J„ July 15.

Three theatres offering summer
plays got off to a good start here,
with better results expected firom
now on. Past experience has shown
that the season’s last six weeks are
the best.
John F. Dwight, who is produc-

ing plays at the Gateway Musical
Playhouse, located in suburban
Somers Point, said that approxi-
mately 4,000 saw "Brigadoon.”
"Born Yesterday,” which opened
last Wednesday (9) isn’t doing as
well. “Lady in the Dark,” his sec-
ond musical show, opens Wednes-
day (16) and runs through Sunday
(20).

The Mill Players returned to the
Quarterdeck Theatre at Hotel Mor-
ton last night (14), with "Here To-
day” as their second offering. It
has been playing, at their Pleasant
Mills' Playhouse near Hammonton,
•opening there Thursday (10). They
will offer ‘‘Seventh Heaven” next
week (21-22-23), continuing their
split-week policy,

"I Am a Camera,” which shut- "Borscht Capades,” which is

tered Saturday (12) at the Empire P^uying the season at the Million
N. Y., wlU be considerably recast go^I^r Piex, is moving right along,

before reopening late in August Simon, president of the

for a short return run prior to go- fourdwalk Assn,, which includes

ing on the road. Julie Harris,
^

n*. tonight (15) at the Pier, when
600 seats have been assigned to the
group.

Asking For It
An actor, trying to make the

best of^he current boixoffice
slump on Broadway, arrived
backstage at a theatre Mon-
day night (14) and greeted the
'doorman with a cheery "Well,
what’s up?”
The doorman shrugged and

answered, "The notice.”

Recast Camera’

Prepped for Fall

Exclusiyity Snarl With

‘Kate’ Strawhat Booidng

Cued Stiefel SMA Vamp
Ivoryton, Conn., July 15.

Milton Stiefel, operator of Ivory-

Olga Fabian, Edward Andrews and ® pa^ure playhouse for 23 sea-

Miss Harris of the original cast,

the John van Druten comedy-
drama will he re-rehearsed by the
author, probably reopening Aug.
18 or 25 and playing six or eight
weeks at the Empire before going

sons, and a co-founder and for 12
years prez of the Stock Managers
Assn., has clarified his attitude in
regard to his resignation from that
organization.

Long a champion of free enter
on the Toad. The entire troupe prise on the summer circuit, Stie-

wiU be signed imtil May of next fel felt that if an operator was will-

year. ing to pay extra for territory pro-

As of its closing last week, tection on an attraction, that was
"Camera”, had played 33 weeks, something he was entitled to do.

earning about $68,000 on its $65,- An action to the contrary, which,

000 investment. The Gertrude incidentally, caused Richard Al-

Macy-Walter Starcke production drich’s resignation from SMA, was
has thus far distributed $48,337 put through by the association a

year ago, in regard to "Brigadoon"
playing Boston and Cohasset, and
Stiefel fell in line with that ruling.

However, when "he attempted to
hook "Kiss Me, TCate” for his
opener this season, he was advised
that it was not available to him, as
it was necessary to pr6tect"hearby
Norwich and Clinton, which al-

Rollo Peters, who recently gave ready had the musical,
series of readings of dassies at

inconsistency of the setup as a
the Monterey drama a^ imac f was a prime factor in deter
tival on the Coast, arrived in he

niining Stiefel’s resignation,
east last week t(t discuss » POfffWe bIz on first two weeks at Ivory
tour of such a Prograin Tentative

idea would be to have the readi g ^rcy Ghost" (Veronica Lake) was
include the classics and some con-

^ ^ ^ j emergency opener
temporary writmgs, such as Robin- ^ y

son Jeffers. It would be a one-man
show, somewhat like the solo read-

profit and has about $19,000 addi

tional assets, including $7,000

bonds and $10,1)00 sinking fund.

ROLLO PETERS MAPPING

ONE-MAN READINGS

4

The Feminine Anfifle
Discussing the new stage-

hands’ demands that St Pat-
rick’s Day and Yom Kippur be
classified as holidays, with
double pay rates, a Broadway
producer revealed tHat he’s
heard that the musicians’
union is going to want over-
time for Father’s Day,

“I know.” his companion
ad.ded, "and one lady harpist
is already protesting that she
wants Mother’s Day off.”

when “Kate” was not available. It

meant an even break at the b.o.

Last week “Ramshackle Inn”
(ZaSu .Pitts) failed to pull sub-

ances would be booked before col-

lege groups and civic organizations

With exception of an overseas

tour ln'"Blifee Spirit” during the

last w^, Peters has been in retire-

ment on the Coast for some years.

He was frequently a star in various

Broadway shows and was at one
time a scenic designer.

stantially, a possible victim of con-
vention week. Current outlook on
“Affairs of State” (Reginald Owen,
Haila Stoddard) is more optimistic.

Snags B’way Hut’
Broadway production this sea-

son of “The IJttle Hut,” current
London hit, apparently depends on
whether an attractive tax setup
can be worked out for British star
Robert Morley. Latter has indi-
cated a reluctance to return to
Broadway, principally for financial
reasons, and it’s considered un-
likely that tlie Nancy Mitford
adaptation of Andre Roussin’s
original Parisian farce would be
suitable for American audiences
without him.
John C. Wilson, who is in line

to present the play on Broadway,
flew to London last week to con-
fer with Morley as well as to be
present for the opening last night
(Tues.) of the tryout tour of Al-
fred Lunt anl Lynn Fontanne in
the new Noel Coward comedy,
"Quadrille,” at the Opera House,
Manchester, The producer figures
he has an attractive fiancial set-

up to offer Morley, and hopes
he can persuade the actor to ap-
pear in his original role in the
show on Broadway.
On Morley’s last U. S. appear

ance, as star of "Edward, My Son,’

he reportedly ended up with little,,

money on the venture, due prin
cipally to international tax com-
plications'and the cost of maintain-
ing residences both here and in

London. It’s understood that In

the case of "Little Hut,” an ar*-

rangement might be made for the
actor to have a capital gains setup
on his 20% share in the show’s
profits.

Although Morley is regarded as

essential to the success of "Hut”
in New York, others of the original

ondon cast, including American
actress Joan Tetzel, sole femme
member of the company, probably
wouldn’t be imported, Peter
Brook, who staged the West End
production, would be brought' over

to repeat the assignment and the

original scenery by Oliver Messel
would also be used, if union regu-

lations permitted. The comedy
has been running almost two years

in London.

Era Gabor, Esan in Coast

‘Strike a Match’ Tryout
La JoUa, Cal., July 15.

'Eva Gabor and Richard Egan

Kneeter Blasts SMA
Norwich, July 15.

In his fifth season at the Nor-
wich Summer Theatre, operator
Herbert Kneeter reports a 30% biz

improvement on the first three at-

tractions over the corresponding
trio of 1951. House opened with
an even break on Bert Lahr ^in

Burlesque,” fpllowed with a fair

profit on "Kiss Me, Kate” and
will co-star in "Strike a Match,” topped that with an even heftier

new Robert Smith play which black figure for week ending July
opens here Aug. 19 for a one-week 12, with Robert Q. Lewis in "Char-
tryouf. Mel Ferrer is staging the ley’s Aunt.” Current is Mae West,
production. with outcome in doubt at this

Match” iB being tested here writing,

with r view toward a possible Scale is same as '51, with $2.95

Broadway bow in the fall. Film top. Upped biz Is attributed to

rights to the play are owned by more intensive advertising cam
Jerry Wald. paign

Kneeter cut loose with a blast

Upped Theatre GuUd List

For t/olumbus Patrons Wlllng off their own goWen goose

Columbus, July 15.
‘trough lack o£ cooperation, per-

Robert P. Boda, manner o£ the “nal avmce and £atoe to hold

Hartman here, last week sejat out agamst demands o£

renewal subscription blanks to his

Theatre GuHd patrons, announcing
that six Instead of the usually ^

secretary who

pr/mised four GuHd productions knows what strawhat operation is

would be offered during the com- about, rather than submit to the

ing season.
Scheduled on the Guild list are:

"Call Me Madann” "Jane,” "The
Country* Girl” and **A Tree Grows
in Brooklyn,” with the remaining
two productions to be selected from

dictates of quarters unfamiliar
with summer theatre problems.”

Terry Moore will $p-star with
Howard Dull and Nancy Kelly in
"Season in the Sun” which gets its

Stafag 17,” "The Fourposter” and 1
Coast premiere neri Tuesday (22)

“Qigi »* 1 at the La Jolla (Cal.) Playhouse.

Legit management, currently
plagued by the usual summer box-
office slump and, as always, facing
ever-rising production and operat-
ing costs and • ever-dwindling pro-
duction, has been handed a new set
of union demands. The stagehands
have come up with a 12-point pro-
posal that would presumably boost
overhead and hamper operation.
Equity has presented a list of re-
strictive demands designed to po-
lice actor working conditions and
restrict alien employment.
The stagehand demands have

members of the 'League of N. Y.
Theatres frothing. Only one or
two of the points are considered
acceptable or, according to pro-
ducers, even realistic. It’s proposed
that the agreement, whenever
reached, be retroactive to Aug. 1,

when the present contract expires.
This is regarded as reasonable. All
stagehands are to get a week’5

vacation with pay after every 26
weeks’ employment. This is called
excessive.

All notices to department heads
(master carpenter, master electri-

cian, property man) terminating
employment as of July 31 are to
be withdrawn. This is regarded as
a technical matter advanced for
tactical purposes, A flat 15% raise
is demanded for all stagehands.
This Is called unreasonable and un-
acceptable. Stagehand scales are
already excessive, producers be-
lieve.

Minimum call is to be four hours
(that is, all men must be paid for
at least four hours, regardless of
how brief the assignment actually
is) instead of the present three
hours. One producer calls this a
“holdup.” Double time is to be

(Continued on Page 124)

Guild, Bloomgarden Tie

Seen on ‘Apple’ Musical

The Theatre Guild may join Ker-

mif Bloomgarden in the co-produc-

tion of "The Golden Apple,” the

John LatOuche-Jerome Moross mu-
sical more or less based on the

egend in Homer’s "Odyssey.” The
work was auditioned over the week-

end for Theresa Helburn, co-direc-

tor, and other Guild production

reps.
Bloomgarden is planning to pro-

duce the show, but prefers to team
with a management with experi-

ence on musicals.

Four Outdoor Historical

Dramas Keep N. Carolina

Humming With Theatre
Greensboro, N. C., July 15.

With opening of the outdoor his-
torical drama season, in which
North (Carolina has pioneered, the
state is humming with theatre. ..

Duririg a season which run*
about 10 weeks, an estimated 500,-

000 persons, Including history and
drama lovers from all 48 states,

wUl attend the four outdoor attrac-
tions operating this summer.
Premiere of a new outdoor

drama, "Horn in the West,” got the
season under way at Boone In the
new Daniel Boone Theatbe. New
drama depicts life in the Appalach-
ians during the Revolutionary pe-
riod and wlH run for nine weeks
in the new 2,500-seat theatre.

Nation's pioneer symphonic
drama, Paul Green's "The Lost
Colony,” opened its 12th season In

the Waterside Theatre at Fort
Raleigh near Manteo, on Roanoke
sland.

Giving first performance In its

bird season the same night was
Kermit Hunter’s “Unto These
Hills,” in the Mountainside Thea-
tre at Cherokee.

“Thunderland,” new story about
happenings during the life of Dan-
iel Boone, opened July 4 in a new
2,300-seat amphitheatre located oh

(Continued on Page 123)

New Group Takes Over
Brattle Theatre
Boston, July 15.

A new group, headed by Bryant
Haliday, has taken over operation

of the Brattle Theatre, Cambridge,
and will reopen next Tuesday (22)

with Clxristopher Fry’s "A Sleep

of Prisoners,” skedded for two-

week stint. In addition to Haliday,

new setup includes Albert Marre
as director and Myron Markel as

treasurer, business manager and
press agent, with plans to continue

throughout balance of the summer
season.
^Herman Krawitz, general man-

ager of the strawhatter for abou

two months, resigned. Theatre has

ibeeii dark since July 6.

LEAGUE, EQUin SNARL

ON BLACKLIST POLICY
Proposed joint statement by the

League of N. Y. Theatres and Ac-
tors Equity condemiiing employ-
ment blacklisting on political

grounds ha6 apparently struck a
snag over the union's demand for

“enforcement.” League members,
who first suggested such a declara-

tion, are reportedly insisting that

it be an expression of policy, but

Equity reps are arguing that there

should be penalties for violations.

According to one League gover-

nor, the Equity proposal
.
would

amount to setting up a blacklist to

combat a blacklist. Moreover, he
asserts, the Equity idea is imprac-

tical, since it would mean trying

to “inqulrip into a man’s mind.”

In most cases, he believes, black-

listing is practically impossible to

prove. Therefore, he claims,

Equity’s idea would have little

prospect of success and its attitude

is now merely holding up a state-

ment that might be valuable.
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TKe Otlter

East Hajxipton, L. I,, JTuly 14»

IP-hiUp Ba«ty, Jr., and Patricia Barry
presejitatlon of comedy li\ three seta py
Clifford Goldsmith. Stars Tlmmas Mitch-

ell Esther Ralston; features Jack Hart-

ley, Katherine Anderson, Catherine Proc-

tor, Warren Berllnser, Marlene Cameron,
Patriria Remlck, Michael Stanley, Winston
Ko.ss, Huzzy Martin, Eddy Benjamin. Di-

rected hy Mitchell. Sets. John Blanken-
chip. At Jolm Drew Theatre, July W* '5?;

Mr. Burnham Wicks Thomas Mitchell

Vlr/flnla Wlcjcs Marlene Cameron
Wally Wicks Buz^ Martin
Buzz Smith Eddy. Benjamin
Marshall Yardlcy Warren BerUnficr
Mr. Smith Wchael Stanley
Mrs. latty Yardlcy.. . Esther Rdl^ton

Mrs. Crenshaw Katherine Anderson
Mr. Crensliaw Jack Hartley
Mrs. Smith Patricia Remick
Mrs. Yardlcy. Sr .Catherine Proctor
Committee Members,

, v. - .

Judith Ralston. Ted Ralston
Mr. Duncan Winston Ross

After George Abbott produced
and directed “What a Life“ on
Broadway in Anrll, 1938, it.? au-

thor. Clifford Goldsmith, made a

profitable career out of the farce’s

principal characters, Henry Al-

drich, and the teenager’s long-suf-

ferin]^ parents. They became na-

tional symbols of family life

through- radio and films. Ezra
Stone, who created the role of

Heni*y on stage and radio, had to

delay his departure from adoles-

cence a number of years.
Gold.smith could use Abbott and

another Stone in his first "play
since “What a Life’’ to reach pro-

duction, “The Other Foot.’’ Show,
co-starrin.g Thomas Mitchell and
former film star, Esther Ealston,
began an eight-week summer the-

atre tour here.
Especially could he use an Ab-

bott. Mitchell has done the staging

and' after three weeks, more than
the usual amount of time given to

new plays In summer stock, the
new farce on adolescence looks like

it only reached rehearsal stage the
day before opening. The actor Is

one of the mo.st likeable, sympa-
thetic players in the theatre and
on screen, but that doesn’t qualify
him to direct.

Until somebody can get in
there with surefire comedy stag-

ing technique and clear away the
debris, it will be imnosslble to

tell
.
whether or not “The Other

Foot’’ should be aimed for Broad-
way.

In this study of the voice-
changing set, Goldsmith starts out
with an original and'^fposslbly hu-
morous idea. Two sets of parents
and an attractive widow decide to
change children for a period of 30
days, so that the youngsters can be
taught the value of their own
homes and will come to appreciate
the nagged-at footers-of-the-bills.

There is also a suggestion, Jost
In the shambles, that MitcBell
would like to keep the widowed
Miss Ralston, who is threatening
to move to Arizona to escape the
domination of her 15-year-old son
by his grandmother, at home. He
Is without wife and Ralston is No.
1 candidate as replacement.

^

The switch is that the kids be-
gin to like the new arrangement as
the parents start wrangling among
themselves to get them to go back
where they came freftn.

Whether this just happened or
Was pre-planned by the jukeboxers
fs lost in the blown lines and aim-
le.ss wanderings of the actors on
stage.

Mitchell isn’t even kind to
Mitchell in his direction. Given to
underplaying, the star has car-
ried the technique to too fine a
point,

Mi.ss Ralston, when she’s in a
Jam (and she was in plenty of them
opening night), resorts to making
faces. Featured player Jack Hart-
ley and the others gave it the I-

wish-I-were-dead treatment.
Only the youngsters, Marlene

Cameron, Buzzy Martin, Warren
Berlinger and Eddy Benjamin,
seem to survive, with young Ber-
linger a standout.

John Blankenchip designed an
Ingenious set with interchange-
able side flats to make two homes

Vern.

The IVest
Cape May, N. J., July 3.

T. C. Upham production of comedy In
three acts by Zoe Akins, adapted from
•Uae novel. "Return Engagement," by-
Gwen Davenport. Stars Fay Balnter. Di-
rected by John Holden. At Cape The-
atre, Cape May, N. J.
Boris Vasilov John Holden
"Vicky" Janet De Gore
Saltus Bagot. Third Warren Logan
Sir Charles Madden Neil Fitzgerald
Marcel Perrault Marcel Rousseau
Godfrey Malnbrldgc Carl Harbord
Sophie Van Eyck Fay Balnter
CLilre Ruth Thomas
Sarah Toni Tonley
Mrs. Bagot, Jr Margaret Ropp Currin
Edith Bagot Isabel PriceAdam Bagot James Copeland
CJaience Hathaway John Leighton

Compared' to most new plays
W'hlch get the “prior to Broadway"
strawhat tz-eatment, Zoe Akins*
“The Swallows'. Nest,’* starring Fay
Bainter, seems like a little gem.
The 1935 Pulitzer Prize winner
With “The Old Maid," having
penned some 2i plays, can whip

up dialogue that it easy on the

ears; and she knows play construc-
tion.

.

*

This adaptation of Gwen Daven-
port’s novel, “Retufn Engagement,”
formerly known as “Reprise,” has
been brought to' T. C. l(Jp^ara’s

seaside playhouse by Miss Bainter
and director John Holden to see

if the comedy has the makings of

a Broadway vehicle for the star,

away from the kibbitzlng of the

Westport-Cape Cod commuters.
What Miss Bainter is likely to

discover after additional engage-
ments under more favorable con-

dition.s is that she is a star in a

role which has the secondary in-

terest. At • best, “The Swallows’
Nest” is primarily for matinee car-

riage trade.
Actresses always enjoy playing

other actresses, Bainter is playing

an actress grandmother, Sophie
Van Eyck, a glamorous, great in-

ternational star, who has come
home to Gooseneck, Me., to retire

with her 17-year-old orphaned, il-

legitimate granddaughter and a ret-

inue of fo.ur ex but devoted lov-

ers. Miss Akins handles this sit-

uation with humorous observation
and extreme good taste, never
naming the men for What they are,

but lettihg the ..audience come to

its own conclusions.
Granddaughter falls in love with

the heir of"the town’s most promi-
nent and ancestor-conscious family
before the first act is over, and the
emphasis is on the young pair for

the rest of the play. Miss Bainter,

looking stunning in her own gowns,
is capable of creating the illusion

of being what her adorers say she
is. Had she not brought along
such trustworthy troupers as Isa-

bel Price, Neil Fitzgerald and
Janet IJe Gore, she would have
been in a hard way for adequate
support. Most of the Cape Thea-
tre’s resident company behave as

though it couldn’t do more than
love the theatre.

If the room dreamed up by the
company’s designer w'as supposed i

to suggest Sophie’s old home, it is
j

easily understandable- why she ran
away from it at an early age. The
furniture, often referred to as
“rare, old pieces” by the play’s

characters, might have come from
a rummage shop. Vem.

Sweet Torrmine
Landing, jN.J., July 10.

Hal Productions (Harold E. La-wrcnce)
presentation pf drama in three acts (foiir
scenes) by Abby Mann and Bernard Drew.
Stars Nancy Coleman; features Dan Mat-
thews. Directed by Lawrence. Settinifs,
Larry Lyons, David Sawn. At Lakeside
Theatre, Landing, N. J.. July 8, '5S.
Monroe ; . .Larry Lyons
Edmund Brand Dan Matthews
Phyllis Joan Archer
Mrs. Courtrlght Anita La-wrence
Lou Morton James Vickery
Corrigan Hal La-wrence
Lorraine Chandler Nancy Coleman
Joe Kennedy Eddie Hyans
Kenneth Winston George Bristol
Marie Lidle Murft
Doorman Edward Llptrot
Jessie Winston Doe Avedon
A Reporter David Sawn
Mr. Morton Elek Hartman
Sailor Elek Hartman
Young Gli-l .....Noel Parker

“Sweet Lorraine,” third produc-
tion,of the season at Lakeside Thea-
tre, near Lake Hopatcong, Is, a
character study of a “lamb-in-the-
woods" actress who disintegrates
mentally and physically through
her association with a playwright
lacking a sense of moral decency.
Autliored by Abby Mann and Ber-
nard Drew, script reportedly is

'based on the careers of a noted
Broadway-Hollywood writer and a
legit-film actress once' wed to him.
A more descriptive title for this

play would be “He Done Her
Wrong." The villainous playwright
leads the shy, trusting girl into an
affair with him under the very
nose of her husband. Her spouse
commits suicide, she loses her
three-year-old daughter in a court
fight, has an abortion, turns to
drink, can no longer act and winds
up as- a streetwalker.

It’s difficult to see how the play
could be improved enough to qual-
ify for Broadway. The. characters
excite no audience sympathy and
there appears little point to the
story. From the first scene to last,
the atmosphere is sordid and sat-
urated with unrelieved morbiiJ-
ity. It’s far from an evening’s en-
tertainment.

Piece has some dramatic values,
with the gradual breakdown of the
victim representing an interesting
analysis, as does also the study of
the egocentric playwright. But
tliere isn’t enough here to hold the
play together on a commercial
basis.

Guest-star Nancy Coleman, who
portrays the actress, capably han-
dles the role’s emotional require-
ments. Dan Matthews is inclined
to overact on occasion as the play-
wright, but on the whole contrib-
utes a good performance. George
Bristol is a bit too pat to be gen-
uinely effective as the produce!*.
Doe Avedon is pert as a cynical

gal wise to the writer’s ways.
Jamef Vickery is geod as the hus-
band. Okay support is provided by
Anita Lawi'CHce, Lldie Murfi and
Harold E. Lawr ence, among others.
Lawrence’s direction is rather

leisurely. But what really disrupts
the play’s continuity are the waits
between scene changes, whi(;h
vary between one and four min-
utes in length. With a total of 11
scenes, that's a lot of time. Limited
stage facilities of the theatre un-
doubtedly -account for this.

Gilt),

The Awioiiy»iaom» Lover
Worcester,'•July 8.

Guy Palmerton presentation of comedy
in three acts^ by Vernon Sylvaine. Stars
Larry Parks, Betty Garrett. Staged by
Frank Maxwell. Setting by John Parley.
At Worcester (Mass.) piayhouse» July 8,

'32f $3 top.
Kay Morland ..Maxine Stuart
Joint Morland. Larry Parks
Marlon Maxwell Betty Garrett
Charlie Maxwell Leslie Lltomy

Larry Parks and his wife, Bett^
Garrett, looking for a play they
could take to Broadway together,
came upon Vernon Sylvaine’s “The
Anonymous. Lover” while they were
filling a vaudeville date In London
last year.
Show had been a hit there ‘ in

1946 with Hugh Sinclair and Val-
erie Taylor starred. Premiere audi-
ence here greeted it enthusiasti-
cally.

• Comedy is based almost entirely
on what it can evoke from sex sit-

uations and lines.

Locale has been changed from
London and Surrey to John Mor-
land’s (Parks) home in Connecticut.
He is a playwright, his new drama
has just premiered in New York
and the opening curtain finds him
reading the good words of the
critics.

But it soon turns out his under-
standing of the human female in
the play is nothing more than- an
X-ray of the intimate home life of
the Morlands’ closest friends, Mar-
ion and Charlie .Maxwell.
The Maxwells soon arrive in-

dividually to prptest, and it devel-
ops the play has broken up their
marriage. The drama’s supposedly
fictional depicting of Maxwell’s
cheating turns out to have been
true.

Parks walks out on his wife
(Maxine Stuart) and Betty Garrett
(Mrs. Morland) makes a play for
him. This provokes most of the
laughter in the second act.
Parks wisely enacts the role

with a certain naive innocence and
comes across fine. Miss Garrett’s
work was still a little uneven at
the premiere. She inclines to over-
act and, shades some’ scenes ,to
burlesque.
The play is a natural for the

more sophisticated summer, audi-
ences but in its present state seems
rather lightweight for Broadway.

Parks’ premiering the play here
was a sentimental journey, as he
broke Into the theatre In 1936 with
Guy Palmerton’s stock company at
nearby Lake Whalom. Lee.

The Hullowe’^ou Bride
Pine Bush, N. Y., July 9.

Sam Zerinsky A Joseph S. King pres-
cntatioii of drama In four scenes by
Philip Pruneau, Directed by King. Set
and Rghting, Marjorie Ellen Spitz. At
Pine Bush (N. Y.) Playhouse. July 8 ,

*52.

Gustie Slater Jean Leslie
Greta Markson

Clint Slater Richard Kelly
Priscilla Amidon

Althea Dunner Garvy . . . . Joan De Marrals
Mort Garvy Robert H. Fuller
First Man Alex Baron
Seco^ Man Charles Lauring
Roy Dunn^ Paul Lambert
Dr. Newell Harlan Ted Collins

Philip Pruneau, who caused the
critics to bring out their most vin-
dictive adjectives' in the season of
1950-51, when his “The Cellar and
the Well” was presented at the
ANTA Playhouse, would probably
get more gentle treatment with his
latest play, “The Hallowe’en
Bride,” should it ever be brought
to Broadway.

H's highly doubtful, howevfer, if
there would be complete accept-
ance by any of -the aisle-seaters,
were it brought in in its current
state.

Joseph S. King, co-producer with
Sam Zerinsky, also directed, and
does all in his power to give the
play clarity. The first-rate cast,
which includes Jean Leslie, Greta
Maricson, Richard Kelly, Priscilla
Amidon, Joan de Marrias, Robert
H. Fuller and others, also do all
they can to bring meaning. Mar-
jorie Ellen Spitz designed and
lighted an atmospheric set which
handles the multiple scenes with
easy facjility.

Culprit of the piece Is Pruneau,
who, in spite of his ability to cre-
ate highly Individual and interest-
ing characters and to write pung-
ent dialog, clutters his play with
scenes which have nothing to do
with its progress, with characters
who don’t either, and with repeti-
tious bits of philosophy.
He has a simple young man,

with mors, brawn than brains,
bring his bride to a Lake Erie
waterfront home, which was built
by his salty and stubborn mother,

not anxious to share it with, a thirij

person.
Other portions of the play are

concerned with in Iti^iiaii girl’s at'-

tempts to marry an embiyo gang-
ster, the lonely problems of his

liquor-loving mather, who shares

her bottle with a parrot, and the
Incestuous attachment of a brother
to the bride. All of this has in-

terest, but none of it seems to have
any bearing on this, or any, par-
ticular play. _
As it now stands, “The Hal-

lowe’en Bride” has one char-
acter to hold interest of the audi-
ence. All of them are about equal-
ly Important.
Pruneau shows that he has plen-

ty of imagination and an individ-

ual style. If he gets discipline

into his writing, he may some day
turn out a play. Vem.

BiirlcsqiMO
Buffalo, July 8,

Boxoffice performances of the

half-dozen strawhats In the Buffalo

area so -far this season represent
something for the record. With
picture theatre turnstiles register-

ing near Zero, Niagara frontier
barns, operating mostly with non-
Equity casts and in only one in-

stance (Nlageira Falls Players) fea-
turing legit stars, are doing capaci-
ty and better. Explanation seems
to be smart exploitation and cur-
rent public yen fornovelty and dif-

ference. •
,

‘

Chief Interest in the Grand Is-
land Players’ production of “Bur-
lesque” at Grand Island (N. T.)
Playhouse is the new show-within-
show version of the third act, With
original score by Anthony Scibetta
and lyrics hy Alice Tierney Scan-
lan. Production of this bit is sur-
prisingly good for a silo circuit op-
eration. Scibetta’s melodies, with
the composer at the piano, are
Uvely. and well scored and the
Scanlan lyrics are well up to pro-
fessional standards. “Somebody
for Me” and “A Very Lovely Day”
show some sparkling wordage and
the torchy “Where’s My Gu;^’
could be used to good advantage by
almost any Broadway chantoosey.
The entire Interlude makes a re-
freshing finale for the otherwise
dated script.

Cast contains most of the Grand
Island favorites—^Dorothy D’Anha,
Lawrence Hanratty, Mary Jane
Abeles, Dorothy Moree, Jeanne
White and Seymour Abeles. Han-
ratty, although too intellectual a
type to make a convincing bur-
lesque trouper, unveils some sur-
prising talents in the singing,
dancing and comedy lines. Acting
honors go to Seymour Abeles,
probably Buffalo’s finest semi-pro,
for his sharp characterization of
the hardboiled, softhearted stage
manager. Dorothy D’Anna makes
a believable Bonny.

Production is in for two full
weeks with all performances close
to overflow at $1.50 top. Btkrton.

I

‘Harvey’
issssContinued from Page la i - I

toured for several seasons. The
film rights were originally sold to
Universal for $1,000,000, but the
deal was subsequently revised bn
the basis of a $750,000 down pay-
ment plus a one-third share of the
profits (which failed to material-
ize).

Among the backers who joined
in the suit were actor John Alex-
ander (1-2/3% share); Margaret
and Elaine Perry, daughters of the
play’s director, the late Antoinette
Perry (5/12% and 5/16%, respec-
tively); Arinina Marshall, wife and
production associate of -Theatre
Guild director Lawrence Langner
(1-2/3%); John Opdycke, husband
of Theatre Guild director Theresa
Helburn (2%); producer-backer
Barbara Payne (1-2/3%); ticket
broker Louis Schonceit (1-1/3%);
Harold Stehle, treasurer of the
Royale, N. Y. (5%); theatrical tai-
lor Bronson Williams (5/6%); New
Yorker mag writer Daniel Lang
(1-2/3%), and the L, A. B. Amuse-
ment Corp., representing Marcus
Heiman (5%).

Other backers include actress
Jessie Royce Landis (1-2/3%); for-
mer Congresswoman - playwright
Clare Boothe Luce (1/6%); An-
toinette Perry (4-1/6%), and Brit-
ish authoress Shirland-- Quin
(1-2/3%), Pemberton got 30-1/3%
of the profits and his wife, Mar-
garet, got 20%. The court order
called on the bank to retain $10,-
0,01 as a reserve for payment of
taxes and other claims, in addition
to the $200,183 profit divvy.

'LADIES' $14,000, DETROIT
DetMit, July 15.

Good Night, Ladies” grossed
$14,000 last week here at the Cass.
It was first week for the show.

July 16, 1952

(ST. jAmes,
Jf. Y.)

Celeste Holm, subbing as star of
“The King and I”, during Gertrude
Lawrence s six-week vacation
brings a different quality to the
role and to some^extent alters the
values of the show as a whole. She
is generally a satisfactory replace-
ment and ' the Rodgers-Hammer-
stein musical continues to provide
impressive entertainment.

Miss Holm emphasizes the im-
plicit romance between Anna and
the King, not only because she is
and 'seems about his age, but even
more because she plays it that way.
Thus, there now seems no funda-
mental reason why their instinctive
attraction shouldn’t be fulfiUed,
and the arrangement of story Inci-
dents almost, suggests that the
King’s death is all that prevents
such a development. Whether or
not this treatment is consistent
with the story line or faithful to
the original book Is perhaps inci-
dental. More important, it gives
’the show greater dramatic force
andinterest.
On the other hand. Miss Holm

seems almost offhand in her atti-

tude,toward the royal Siamese chil-

dren. Where Miss Lawrence made
Anna’s affection for and devotion
to them seem important to her and
quite touching to the audience,
Miss Holm gives the impression of
merely going through the motions
of loving the moppets, while actu-
ally being aware at all times of her
relationship with the King.

Miss Holm gets more and bigger
laughs than Miss Lawrence got.
Her singing is truer-keyed, if per-
haps not quite aS gay or, alternate-
ly, poignant. Like Miss Lawrence,
her v.oice is often so faint as to
he inaudible. She lacks Miss Law-
rence’s authority and star quality,

so the jpart of the King takes on
greater dimension and impact. But
she improves as the performance
goes on, so her final scene, especi-
ally the. seizure and near-lashing of
the slave girl, Tuptim, are the best,

except that the death of the King
is now* almost pure pantomime.

Terry. Saunders, who has suc-
ceeded Dorothy. Sarnoff, is an ac-

ceptable Lady Thiang. If she is

less • effective ’ vocally, she seems
more pliable dramatically and only
slightly less authoritative Steph-
anie Augustine is good enough as

Tuptim, though neither vocally nor
visually up to her predecessor,
Doretta Morrow. As her lover,

Larry Douglas holds his original

edge fairly, well, but their lovt
Scenes have a somewhat perfunc-
tory quality, hardly the urgency of
two people with an irresistible,

fatal attraction.
.As the King, Yul Brynner is still

physically almost perfect, catching
wonderfully the conscientious but
self-indulgent boyishness of the

role. But his faulty enunciation is

still a drawback, and the unre-
lieved violence and harshness of

his portrayal misses some of the

potential of the part and, as a con-
sequence, of the show. At times,

too, he an(f the other leads, includ-

ing Miss Holm, fail to keep the

performance in hand and, just be-

fore 'the entrance of the British

diplomat, for instance, the confu-

sion onstage lapses into bedlam.
This is one of the times when the

players seem to he merely recit-

ing, rather than concentrating on
getting the meaning over to the

audience.
After 15 months’ run, the show’s

physical production is still stun-

ning, both as to scenery and cos-

tumes^ The score, while not having

^any curreiit hit numbers, is beau-

"tiful show music that holds up
among Richard Rodgers’ best, and
the Ijnrics are top quality Oscar
Hammigrstein 2d. But the perform-
ance is a trifle ragged in minor
details, such as' the no-longer-

painstaking stagehands ’(who re-

peatedly distract from key songs or

action by moving the traveler cur-

tain visibly in the wings just be-

fore scene changes) or the orch-

estra (which now occasionally lacks

precision). Hobe.

French Postwar Drama
Mapped for BVay Try

Elizabeth Miele is soliciting back-

ing for a proposed production of

“World of the Future,” drama of

postwar adjustment in France, by

Joseph Schull. According to a let-

ter to prospective investors, the

play won a prize In the recent

Canadian drama festival.

Production is budgeted at $75,-

000, of which $40,000 is (ilaimed to

have already been subscribed. Miss

Miele’s only recent Broadway pro'

duction credit w’as as director of

Ferenc Molnar’s “Miracle in the

Mountains,” a 1946-47 failure, froiR

which she withdrew during rehear-

sals» with the author taking over.
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Chicago, July 15.

Bepublican convention, here last

week hurt the three legit attrac-

tions. Surprise, however, was the

excellent Wednesday matinee busi-

ness for “Cnys and DoUs" and
“Bell, Book and Candle," mainly

from the delegates^ wives, who
tired from the long drawn-out
proceedings. .... .

Rest of the week though was
brutal. Ending of the convention

on Friday helped some with Saturn

day business.
Estimates for liaat Week

“Bell, Book and Candle/' Harris
(20th week) ($4.50; 1,000). Not very
good $8,200.
“Guys and Dolls/’ Shubert t20th

week) (.$6, 2,100). While mail orders

seem okay for future, ' this week
only racked up $30,(K)0.

“Porrr and B«a^" Opera House
{3rd week) ($5; 3^600). Jumped
about $14,000 to ."i line $36,300;
virtual sellout for the last of this

week, the finale.

Robbins Back to U, S.,

‘Flandcin^ Stint Likely
Jerome Robbins returned to the

U. S. last week After an extended
stay In Europe, much of it in Italy.

His next assignment will' prob-
ably be the choreography for the
musical version of "Carnival in
Flanders," to be produced by Paula
Stone and Mike Sloane, witlf book
by George Oppenhelmer, songs- by
Johnny Burke^ and Jiirimy van
Heusen, with scenery by Jo Mieb
zlner.

I
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the Biltinore estate, 11 miles from
Asheville.

This season’s edition of "Unto
These Hills," which drew 151,774
persons last year, includes several
new script revisions by Hunter.
Cherokee composer Jack Frederick
has revised the" nrusical score.
Practically the entire • cast which
did the play the first year is back.
Acting company nmnbenr 130, with
more than 70 of them Cherokee
Indians.

Many veteran players from the
“Lost Colony” pageant have moved
to Boone to take parts- in the "Horn
in the West” production, which
also was written by Hunter,
“Horn in the West" Jis being

sponsored by the tavrn
,
of Boone,

which voted a $60,00(1 bond issue,
and the Southern Appalachian His-
torical Assn. Any profits are to be
used for building a Revolutionary
village at Boone,
The “Lost Colony” is presented

this year with, little revision in its

script. Same cast from last year,
together with the -musical group
from the Westminster Choir
School, is back.

Toiring Players
ssT^ Contiimtj from -

dramatic and packs a punch. Well
staged by Joel FriedmaUr it is an
allegory of smaU-town prejudice
and superstition, told in terms of
a yearly lottery in which one towns-
man is victimked so that the for-
mnes of the others vrtll prosper.
Performances are uniformly good.
With John Mcliam as the domineer-
ing public official and organizer of
the lottery; Douglas Taylor as hiS
troubled assistant; Philip Abbott
»s a harried farmer whose wife
and daughtw become victiras, and
•Robert Laning as the stranger who
se^es as chorus to the action.
Feminine leads in ‘The Lottery”

^re effectively handled by Touring
Players founders, Lisabeth Blake
as an apprehensive yoiftig wife,- and
Peg Murray as a tortured mother
Who draws the losing ballot.
Now in its sixth year,' Touring

Players has. visited cities and small
towns in 30 states with its reper-
tory, which includes Shaw,' Shake-
speare, Arthur Miller and Tennes-

Williams as well as new plays,
^roup operates on a small budget;
cost of all stage equipment, cos-
tumes and pr^ops is $4,000. Travel
s by station wagon and auto, and
one truck which carixies the scen-
ic and equipment for five differ-

Pt*oductions. Group has man-
gcd to break even after the first

operating capital
P events the more extensive book-
? which would bring in* the

profits. ^ vene.

v.,,^

,

Johnnit Ray
' Cootlttued fr«m page 1

tifiued their squabble as 'they
moved to another floor where Ray
and his recent bridb had their
suite. Ray took Morton’s part and
a loud exchange in the ball fol-

lowed. Williamson, who is a mem-
ber of the local police department
and an off-hours employee at the
hotel, then called the police and
had the pair arrested.

At police headquarters Wil-
liamson said Ray had be'en roller
skating around the hqtel lob-
by, using a water spray^ gun on
guests and balancing glasses and
dishes on his head in the dining
room.

Williamson finally heeded the
Ray and Morton pleas that they
had to be in Milwaukee to open an
engagement there and agreed to
withdraw the charges. The pair
then were released. Local news-
papers played up the story of the
affair, but the publicity didn't ap-
pear in the sheets, of course, un-
til the day after the performers
closed here, so It didn't help or
hurt them..

Todd’s ‘Vonico’
' -- Continued from pase 1 J

stage, but they call tentatively for

a total of 81 theatres to be inter-

connected, 'which, would provide

some 161,000 seats. It’s understood

that the theatres would guarantee

60c or 65q per seat, against 50%
of their gross. Total boxoffic«|take
could be as high as $132,000, all

houses charged a straight $2,40.

Number of top New York exhib-
itors and circuit leaders, including
S. H, Fabian, trekked out to Jones
Beach last night (Tues.) to once-
over the show to determine motb
accurately its theatre TV poten-
tialities. Another group is, slated

to attend the presentation tomor-
row night (Thurs.). As with other
shows -handled by TNT, Halpem’s
group would serve as the distribu-

tion agent for the project, setting

up the theatre network to service
the interconnected houses.

If the theatres can all clear line

facilities with American Telephone
& Telegraph, th* Todd show would
be the first big-screen event to be
carried on a coast-to-coast basis.

It has not yet been determined
whether theatres in the metroj^U-
tan N. Y. area will tie in, since
it’s possible that Todd may feel

their participation would hiui; the
in-person attendance at Jones
Beach.

T¥ Viewing
-Tr-rfr Continued fruni pa.ge 1 i

figures, with Gen. Douglas MacAr-
thur’s keynote speech July 7 grab-

bing off a 41.0.

Fact . that viewers tuned in in

large numbers for the GOP con-

clave, even though its ratings were

below expectations, has led indus-

try observers to believe that an

audience is available for TV, but

tbat viewers will not tune in during
the summer months unless a show
is sufficiently strong to woo them
away from the beaches, from driv-

ing or even sitting in their back-
yards. Thus, the situation resem-
bles the old “chickeh-and-the-egg”
routine—sponsors and networks
won’t invest in exjpensive ‘ shows
because the summer audience is too

small, and viewers won’t turn on
their sets unless sponsors and the
webs invest in stronger program
fare.

Average sets in use from 6 to 11

p. m. nightly, as compiled by Tren-
dex, has fallen off sharply from
month to month. While the July
figure hit a low of 27/S and June
was a 34.5, figure for May was 39.5

and for April, 46.8. Tops for this

year was the 49.0 racked up for last

November> which held strbngly dur-
ing the rest' of the winter months.

Following are the Trendex top
10 for July:

Talent Scouts (CBS) 29.9

Godfrey & Friends (CBS).. 26.2

Racket Squad (CBS) 22.1

Wednesday Fights (CBS).. 21.4

Web (CBS) 20.7

Hallmark Theatre (NBC).. 19.6

Big Town (CBS) 19.1

Dragnet (NBC) 18.3

My Little Margie (CBS) . . . 18.2‘

Danger (CBS) 17.6

‘Student Prince’ $32,6

In First Week at Dallas
Dallas, July 15.

State Fair Musicals’ third sum-
mer staging, "Sthdent Prince,"
showed a good b. o. tally of $32,600
from 20,200 payees for its first

week through Sunday (13). Cast
stars June Roselle and Wesley Dal-
ton, with George Irving, Betty-Ann
Busch, Billy House, Jordan Bent-
ley and Anna Cheselka in support.
"Prince” was last seen here in ’47.

Rehearsals started yesterday
(Mon.) for "Carousel,” fourth of
the ’52 season. Rodgers & Ham-
merstein revival here, July 21-Aug.
3, will star Iva Withers, Stephen
Douglass and Brenda Lewis, and
feature Jet MacDonald, Eric Matt-
son, George Irving and Annabelle
Lyon.

‘Slalag’ 1?G, L

1

Los Angeles, July 15.
Two houses went dark over the

weekend, leaving "Call Me Madam”
as the town’s only legit offering.
Irving Berlin musical, second pre-
sentation of the regular Civic Light
Opera season, stays through July
26 and will be followed by "South
Pacific.”

Last week’s finalists were "Stalag
17,” which wound a two-and-one-
half week stand at the Biltmore,
and “Chris Columbus Brown,”
which folded after a dour fortnight
at Las Palmas.

The Greek Theatre opened with
a smash $33,000 fof four per-
formances by the Ballet Russe.
Troupe repeats four nights this
week at* the 4,400-seat ozoncr.

Estimates for Last Week,
^‘Call Me Madam/' Philharmonic

Aud (3d wk) ($4.80; 2,670). Almost
even with last week’s virtually SRO
biz, $53,100.

"Chris Columbus 'Brown,” Las
Palmas (2d wk) ($3; 400). Died Sat-
urday (12) after two pale weeks,
reaching* around $2,100 for the fort-
night, about $1,9()0 under operating
expenses. Total loss around $7,000.

"Stalag 17,” Biltmore (3d wk)
($3.60; 1,636). Another okay
$17,000.

Current Road Shows
iJulv 14-26)

"Bell, Book and Candle” (Joan
Bennett, Zachary Scott)r-^arris,
Chi (14-26).

"CaU Me Madam”—Philharmon-
ic Aud., L.A, (14-26).

"Fourpostcr”—Jessica Tandy.
Hume (^ronyn) Civic Aud., Pasa-
dena, Calif. (25-26).

"Good Night Ladies”—Cass, De-
troit (14-19); National Wash. (21-

26).

"Guys and Dolls”—Shubert, Chi-
cago (14-26).

"Moon is Blue,” (David Niven,
Diana Lynn, Scott Brady)—^Alca-

zar, San Francisco (14-26).

"Porgy and Bess”—Civic Opera
House, Chi (14-19); Nixon, Pitts-
burgh (21-26).

"Song of Norway”—Curran, S.F.
(14-19); Aud., Portland, Ore. (22-

26).

"South Pacific” (Janet Blair,
Webb Tilton)—Opera House, S.F.
(14-26).

"Stalag 17”—Geary, S.F. (14-26).

London Legit Bits

. London, July 8.

Bernard Dclfont is negotiating
to get English rights' of Broadway
hit “New Faces,”^ which he intends
to stage at the Saville Theatre in
October. Show will have to be re-

named, as similar title has been
used by Eric Maschwitx for one of
his revues.
Terence Rattigan looking for a

West End Tiouse to stage the new
Rodney Ackland play, ‘"rhe Pink
Room,” currently being tried out
at the Lyric Theatre, Hammer-
smith . . . Philip King’s new play,

"As Black As She's Painted,” is

being tried out at the Grand Opera
House, Harrogate, Aug. 18, prior
to its London showing . . . Rohald
Squire is dickering for West End
rights of Noel Scott’s new comedy,
"Not Quite Herself,” to star him-
self in it.

Rigg* Southwest Scnjit
Lynn Riggs, author of “Green

Grow the Lilacs” and other plays,

is about half-way finished with a

new script, again dealing with the
southwest.

After spending several months
in Chapel HiU, N. C., -the play-

wright has returned to his home
at Shelter Island, L. I.

mr* 1 ? i
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Animal’ $11,500, Tourposter $10,

firefly’ Bright $35,500

In Pitt Despite Weather
Pittsburgh^ July 15.

"Firefly” closed big at Pitt Sta-
dium last week, after being hit

hard by GOP convention telecasts
and threatening weather in the
early part, and wound up with a
net of around $35,5()0. It was the
fourth show of the Civic Light
Opera Assn.'s outdoor season and
featured Billy Gilbert, Rosemarie
Brancato, Robert Shafer, Nina Oli-
vette, Ruth Gillette and Patricia
Bowman.
With all the factors against it,

'

figure was considered ]$lenty okay
for “Firefly,” although behind the
first two productions, "Carousel”
and "Desert Song,” and well above
the third, "H^h Button Shoes,”
which

.
got rained out one night,

however, "Rio Rita,” done here
severki summers ago. Is current,

|

and "One Touch of Venus,” with

;

Kyle MacDoimell and Russell Nype
follows.

‘Norway’ $37,000,

•SP’ $81000, Sf

.

San Francisco, July 15. «

After months of inactivity re-
cently, legit is booming here and
is due to continue lively for some
tltne. Three shows were on the
ix>ards last week, with "Stalag 17”
joining the lineup last night (Mon.)
at the Geary as a Theatre Guild
subscription offering.
Following the Civic Light Opera

season. Bill Zwissig has booked
Danny Kaye as a special attraction
for a 2()-performance run starting
Sept. 7. ,

Theatre Guild reportedly
has a $150,000 advance for its sub-
scription season.

Estimates for )Lasi Week
"Moon Is Blue,” Alcazar (1st wk)

(1,299). Comedy co-starring David
Niven, Diana Lynn 'and Scott
Brady opened Tuesday night (8)

and had a fair $13,000 for the first

Seven performances.
"Song of Norway,” (3d wk) (1,-

771). Speedy $3'7,000; has one
more stanza to go.

"South. Pacific,” Memorial Opera
House (3,252). Touring edition of
the Rodgers-Hammerstcin musical,
starring Janet Blair and Webb 'Til-

ton, piled up a smashing $62,800
for the second frame of four.

mn’ RECORD $24,000

AT TENT IN TORONTO
Toronto, July 15.

Topping last week’s house rec-
ord on "Kiss Me, Kate,” by $1,300,
"Great Waltz,” with Irra Petina,
Lawrence Brooks and Lois Hunt,
grossed a smash $24,000 at the
Melody Fair tent setup here. Apart
from the 1,640-scater capacity
sale, at $3.40 top, phenomenal ,biz
on third week of second season
saw some 150 standees round the
rim nightly for last four perform-
ances (these in at $1.50), plus
turnaways.
With Buster West and Pat

Rooney, Jr., heading "Red Mill”
this week, advance sale was over
$12,000. Twelve-week schedule of
Melody Fair musicals is skippered
by Leighton K. Brill, executive
producer, and Ben Kamsler, gen-
eral manager. '

Trioce’ $41,500 in Fifth

St Louis A1 Fresco Slay
St. Louis, July 15.

Rain washed away the last per-
formnee of "Student Prince” Sun-
day (13) at the Municipal Theatre
Assn.’s al fresco playhouse in For-
est Park here, but a Crowd of 12.-

088, second largest in the organiza-
tion's 34-year history, Saturday
(12), resulted in total of 59,000
payees and an estimated gross ojf

$41,500 for the week. This was its
fifth summer presentation here
since 1928. Brian Sullivan, Elaine
Malbin, Sally Jessup, Eileen
Schauler, Viola Roache and Mary
Ellen Moylan had the leads.
A one-week frame of "Bartered

Bride”' opened last night (Mon.),
with Edwin MacArthur conducting,
and Jarmila Novotna, Mary Kreste.

1

Earl Williams, Ralph Herbert and
I William Hess in the leads.

As expected, Broadway legit took
a further boxoffice dive last week.
With rare exceptions, attendance
was down from the* start of the
week and, with the normal summer
pattern of light weekend business
now in effect, there was no late
pickup. Curiously, however, a
couple of shows played to standee
trade at the midweek matinee. For
the second straight week, "King
and I” was thp only entry to have
a clean statement, with brokers re-
portedly doing plenty of ticket
“eating” for several hits.

The total grosz for all IS shows
last we#k waar |305,688, or 6S%
of capacity. Week b^ore last the
total for all 14 showt. waa $334,

«

2lfi, or 65% of capacity, a drop
of 8% from the previous week.
A year ago last week the total

for all 18 ahowa waa $388,580, or
58% of oapacity, a slide of 2%
frost the week before.
With co-author-director-producer

Joshua Logan still doing rewriting
and restaging "Wish "you Were
Here” had a fair second full week,
grossing nearly $29,700^ of which
around $10,900 was advance sale.
With no other brand new musical
available, there is reportedly a
moderately strong broker call for
the show.

Estimates JTor Last Week
Kei/s: C (Qomedy), D (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Musi-
cal Drama ), O (Operetta).
Other parenthetic designations

refer, respectively, to top prices;
number of seats, capacity gross and
stars. Price includes 20% amuse-
ment tax, but grosses Ore net: i.e,,

exclusive of tax.
"Fourpoater,”' Barrymore (38th

wk) (O$4.80; 1,012; $24,996) (Betty
Field, Burgess Meredith). Neariy
$10,500 (previous week, $10,900).

"Gpsrii and Dolls,” 46th Street
(86th wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319; $43.-
904). Under capacity again at $42,-
600 (previous week, $43,300).

"I Am A Camera,” Empire (33rd
wk) (CD-*4;B0-$6; 1.082; $24,906).
Almost $7,300 (previous week, $7,-
800); recessed Saturday (12) and
will reopen late in August with
Julie Harris back as star, going on
tour after a brief return engage-
ment.
"King and I.” St. Jameii («8th

wk) (MC-$7J10; 1/571; $51,717)
(Celeste Holm). Again the only
show not stuck with unsold tickets;
over $51,700 as usual.
"Male Animal,” Music Box (11th

wk) (C-$4.8d; 1,012; $25,903) (Elliott
Nugent, Manha Scott, Robert Ibres-
ton). Nearly $11,500 (previous
week, $13,400).
"Moon Is Blue/’ Miller (71st wk)

(C-$4.80; 930; $21,586) (Donald
Cook, Barry Nelson, Maggie Mc-
Namara). Approached $5,900 (pre-
vious week, $7,100).
.."Mrs. McThing” Morosco (21sf
wk) (CI>-H80; 912; $26,800) (Helen
Hayes). Nearly $13,100 (prevloivL
week, $14,300); recesses Saturd«»
(19), but will 'reopen Sept. 8.
"New Faces/' Royale (9th wki

(R-$6; 1,035; $30,600). Almost $23,.
400 (previous week, $26,400).

"Paint Yotur Wagon/' Shubert
35th wk) (MC-$6; 1,361: $41,700)
(Eddie Dowling). About $12,500
(previous week, $14;700); shutters
next Saturday night (19), to reopen
in three weeks.
, "Pal Joey/' Broadhurst (28th wk)
(MC-$6.60; 1,160; $39,602) (Vivi-
enne Segal, Harold Lang). Under
Capacity again at about $38,000
(previous week, $39,400).
"South Pacific,” Majestic (169th

wk) (MO$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Mar-
tha Wright, George Britton). Near-
ly $37,300 (previous week/ $38,6^),

‘Top Banana/” Winter Garden
(37th wk) (CD-$6.W-$7J20; 1,519;
$51,881) (Phil Silvers). Over $22,-
200 (previous week, $22,300); Jack
Carter goes in next Week as lead,
while Silvers takes a Jour-week
vacation.
"Wish You Were Here,” Imperial

(3d wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,400; $51,847).
Almost $29,700 -(previous week,
$32,900).

I.
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Yiddish ^Detective Story'

To Be Done in B'kiyn
Jacob Jacobs, Yiddish actor-man-

ager, has bought the Yiddish stage
rights to "Detective Story,” which
he will produce at 8the Parkway
Theatre, Brooklyn, this fall.

Previous Broadway plays which
Jacobs has brought to the Yiddish
theatre include "Death of a Sales-
man,” "Anna Lucasta,” "Johnny
Belinda,” "Tomorrow the World”
and “The Student Prince.”
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paid for all work Sundays and
holidays, and St, Patrick’s Day and
Yom Kippur are to be added to

the list of legal holidays. This
is termed another" Instance of

"featherbedding,” The double-pay
proposal would pre$umably end
Sunday shows.

It’s demanded that all "lighting
directors” are to be "eliminated*"
This would not apply to scenic de-
signers who plan and supervise the
lighting of shows, but is apparent-
ly aimed to bar Jlighting specialists

who are frequently called in. Ap-
parent intention of this proposal
is to bolster the status of elec-
tricians.

‘Featherbedding'
Department heads,’ already, re-

quired to be used when’ i;ehearsals
are held in dark theatres, are to
have as many helpers as **neces-

sary.” Deague representatives say
this is a new degree of "feather-
bedding.” Another- demand fig-

ured in the same , category 1$ that
department heads are to be paid
at least a half-week salary for" tak-
ing out shows, although the
required is frequently only a mat-
ter of a few hours.

The union demands "proper san-
itary conditions.”- This has drawn
plenty of managerial wisecracks,
but is regarded as reasonable if

not unreasonably interpreted. For-
eign-made electricar and recording
equipment may be used only if

okayed in advance by the union.
This is seen as a cooperative move
with the United Scenic Artists,

which is currently engaged in a

struggle with the League over im-
portation of foreign scenery.

• In the case of Equity, it .has been
agreed by both sides that the union
demands are not to be revealed

—

just why, isn’t explained,. How-
ever, it has already developed that

the actor group is seeking to im-
pose drastic restrictions on the em-
ployment of alien players, includ-

ing a 40% quota for any single

production, "with the exception of

permanent companies. This quota
rule is • already causing complica-
tions in the plans for importation
of several London shows.'

'

It*s indicated that the manage-
rial opposition to the two unions’
demands will- be stubborn. As
usual, however, it’s not expected
that the matter will be pushed to

the point of a strike. Ever since
the original Equity strike, managers
have .invariably givhn in on union
demands rather than risk closing
their shows. The tliejitre is not
set up. to carry out an organized
campaign such as a union show-
down. Moreover, the nature of the

bu:^iness is such that if -a hit show
is dosed it Knight be impes«ible to

reopen it again later, at least with

the same boxoldce pace^

Jn recent j^ears the League has

always backed down finally in its

disputes with the stagehands. And
two years ago, when negotiations

for the present Equity pact broke

down, the League was forced into

line by the union’s proposal to 'deal

individually with the various pro-

ducers.

DannjF Kaye
|—

; Coutluued from' pai:c -2 —
get it in this type of vast basket-

ball haU,”

Sans Scenery, Etc.

Curtains, tabs, scenery and orch
pit are mostly non-existent. At
Caird Hall here, comedian had sev-

eral hundred stubholders behind
him as well as nearly 3,000 out

front, those at his rear squatting

on tiered seats.above, the platform
behind' the onstage Bay Martin
orch.

This resulted in his hav^g to

play to both hack and front, giv-

ing him scope for gagging via lit

cigarets with platform stubholders.

It demands a studied technique
away from the normal vau(ie house
variety. "• It’s more arduous, too.

Kaye is backed up on the cur-

rent tour by the Three Dunhills,
xylophonist Jack Simpson, the
Tanner. Sisters, and the Ray Mar-

MeanaBusiness/

n
THE

. . good business £or your play at

THE PLAYHOUSE.

Our sleeves are rolled up . * . we're

going all-out for BIG box-omce in WiU
mington. Watch our grosses grow!

Wilmington wants—^and will support

—legitimate theatre. Proof? Even with

no plays announced, our subscription cam-

paign already has attracted more than

2,200 subscribers for next season—an

increase of 200%!

And that's just the beginning.. WeTe
putting a powerful advertising campaign

behind each play that comes to Wilming-

ton. We're using TELEVISION, RADIO,
NEWSPAPERS to keep enthusiasm in the

. theatre high, and to promote YOUR play.

We have a DIRECT MAIL campaign to

men's clubs, women's clubs, drama clubs

and other influential groups. All this

—

at no cost to you

.

That's not all! Publicity media are

,)
with us all the way. The door's wide open
for TV, radio star interviews, disc jockey

plugs, newspaper stories and pictures,

local tie-ins., Wilmington is determined to

give you capacity houses in return for good
theatre. We really mean business—good
business

!

The curtain is going up in Wilming-
ton on greater theatre profits—for open
dates this fall, write Theatre,- Room 2502
Nemours Building, Wilmington, Dela-

ware, or call collect W. H. Doerflinger,

•managei;, Wilmington 4-(j030. Ask for

our free detailed booklet about THE
PLAYHOUSE.

PLAYHOUSE
Twt Munti frsm Nsw Ysrk

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

. TheAtr«‘Con$ci9U$ PdpuUtlon , . , Excillent HiMSi Ficilitie$

tin outfit, fle’i accompanied by
his manager, Ed Dukoff, his pian-

ist, Sammy Prager, and a lon^hne
friend, Pliil Goldfarb.

Tour is unde/ the aegis of Brit-

ish concert promoter Harold FJield-

ing. ,In Bristol and Wolverhamp-
ton, the stint was presented in as-

sociation with the local corpora-

tions, these bodies notclilng, up a]

real profit on a show in their city

li^lls.

The’ trek, which teed off in Car-

diff June 30, is skedded to end at

•two one-night stands (four per-

formances) in the Winter Gardens
Empressv Ballroom at Blackpool,

North- of England "Coney island/'

He may'-vlsit Denmark thereafter,

tying in a business jaunt with

boost" for his new film, "Hans
Christian Andersen,” which of

course' has strong Danish attrac-

tion. Then he’ll return to the
‘ States.

Tees Off Elsewhere

At St, Andrews,, world famous
golfing mecca on the East S’eottish

coast near here* Kaye hit the na-

tional headlines when the Royal
and' Ancient Golf Clubhouse- re-

fused him entrance because he
isn’t a member. Although the Old
Course belongs to the town Of St.

Andrews, the cluh is. a private one.

John Kihnear, captain of the ad-

joining New Golf Club of St. An-
drews, heard of " the-

.
I^rformer’s

predicament and Invited him and
his party >to accept the- freedom of

his clubhouse for the day. Kaye
played the famous Old Course, do-

ing the round in 82.

There was big -indignation here
among Scots at refusal of the Club-
house to give the American come-
dian hospitality,, but Kaye gallant-

ly blew the whole tricky thing, over
by taking the blame, saying he
should have boned up on his knoAvl-

edge of the procedure beforehand.
His phone message from London
saying he’d be coming to golf was
taken by a waiter. Situation was
a natural for" gagging later at his

Scot concert here. If the victim of

the misunderstanding had been
Crosby instead of Kaye, it . would
have given Bob Hope a surefire

gag for years.

Today (Tues.) Danny Kaye part-
nered the former Scottish golf in-

ternationalist, J. R. Hosie, against
Walker Cup player J. C.. Wilson
and Sammy Prager at the Car-
noustie Championship Course,
near Dundee.

.
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Igloo Inflation
Coutiuued from page 2

places as Anchorage’s Bell and
.Whistle, popular out-of-city-limUg
spot, figures that four peelers do
ing' separate acts, plus male comic
specialMng In off-color humor and
suggestive songs, is just about
right. The gals don’t bother with
gimmicks like bubbles, fans or
birds. They hew to the standard
stripper routine of taking 'em off

7-qUick—four "or five times a
night.

Average salary for strippers is
$250 a week. Many

, are reported
getting' $300 to $350, however, and.
a few are in the $500 bracket.

All Alaskan boom towns are
strictly union, for musicians, baiv
tenders and waitresses. Scale for
the latter two groups is high. Bar-
tenders now. get $20 a day, are
bucking for a raise to $22,50, and
all waitresses—^nltery and cafe—

.

get $1.30 m hour with' guaranteed
overtime at time and a half.

Cash oh the Line
All nightclubs function on the

paid admission basis. Ducat to get
in "is ai\ indelible ink stamp on
the "wrist, given in exchange for
the standard' price, a buck. Once
you get in, the tab is bound to be
high. While , drinks are approxi-
mately what they are in the States
C75c to $1,25 for highballs), liba-

tions arc., in half-size glasses. Wait-
ers, who serve on a CiO.d. policy,
are constantly on hand to bring
refiUrj or else.

Most bars feature a gal at an
organ pumping out sentiment, or
an old-fashioned honky-tonk male
pianist playing Gay ’90s stuff,

Farther North, in Fairbanks and
Nome, the pubs have strolling duos
and trios who make the rounds,
offering the Yukon-type hillbilly

stuff. Their take is strictly tips.

, Reporters In Alaska for lb's UI
preem of "World In His Arms”
saw no evidence of culture or long-
hair stuff. Nearest approach to

Stateside-type standard entertain-
ment was a home talent production
of "South Pacific,” gotten up by a
citizen of Anchorage who recruited
the cast from, permanent residents
•With a yen to- thesp and travel.

Troupe traveled beyond the Arctic

Circle with the show since their

spring opening, and plan a fall

tour.

Comedian is well flacked on tour
by -Dukoff, unit manager Jack
Greenland, at the London end, by
H. C. G. ("Inky”) Stevens; chief
press agent for promoter Fielding.
At many cities on his route cinema
exhibs are cashing in on his pres-
ence by screening the revived
oldie, "Wonder Man,” in their
halls, and thus vying in friendly
spirit with their live-show col-
leagues. „

Entire tour embraces some 30
performances, with an estimated
total of 80,000 stubholders.

French Film Leads U, S.

In Kansai Area Jap B.O.
Osaka, July 8.

Foreign film boxoffice receipts
in the Karisai area of Japan (Osaka,
Nagoya, Kobe, Kyoto) for the
fourth week of June show the
French film, "Sous le Ciel de
Paris,” leading the field, with six
American films following.
"Sous” did $13,500 in five houses.

"When Daltons Rode” was second
with $12,900 in nine houses. "Fab-
ulous Texas” took-$10,00QJn nine
houses. "Lorna Doone” equalled
"Texan” in only four houses.
“Sands of Iwo Jima,” playing at
only one house, reaped a cool $10,-
000. "Streetcar Named Desire,” in
second runs, did .$3,000 at five
houses. "Roseanna McCoy.” road-
showing at three houses, did only
$2,300.

‘McCoy’ Pallid in Tokyo
Tokyo, July 8.

"Roseanna McCoy” (RKO), re-
leased here by Daiei, got a cold
reception from usual western-
minded Japanese audiences, and
first week of roadshow at Togeki
Theatre saw a loss for the exhibi-

week was .only
?3,000.

It’s Curfew, Kids

All nlteries stick strictly to the

military’s 1 a.m. curfew for every-
one from general and admiral to

private and seaman. It’s "Time,
Gentlemen,” for the uniformed at

that hour. In city limits, curfew
for civilians is 2 a.m. seven nights

a week. The out-of-city-limits spots

function as long as the customers
buy.

Likewise, in fear of losing their

costly licenses, all spots, in or out

of town, obey the "No Minors”
rule.

Much of the military is under 21.

Unless they’re obviously in the

grownup category, they must show
ID (identification) cards imme-
diately upon entry.

All oyer Alaska’s boom area, the

play sectors are blazing alleys of

neon signs. This probably makes
for a spectacular sight in the land

of the midnight sun, from Septem-

ber through March, when it’s dark

nearly all the way around the

clock.

It’s strictly a symbol these days,

however. Because except for a

brief time around midnight, the

sun is usually brighter than the

brightest "Msdamute Saloon” sign

could ever be.

FUR AGENT
Whvkffll* furrier seek* repreien*

taflve with contacts fer retail fwr

sales at wholesale prices. Oppor-

tanity for RI4t side Income,

iox 7f, Variety, 154 W. 4*th 5t.,

New Yorfct

_ FURN. APT. FOR RENT

—

21ft rooms—eff 5th Av«.

Lonvlng far Ewrept; will turn ov#r my

CHU.MKN'5 DRAMATIC GROUP with-

out charge. Rant only $135.

Cell LKhiflh 4-2210 or writ* Apt. 2A,

7 *. Mrd 5t„ New York 21.

SIBYL BOWAN
CAPE COD MUSIC CIRCUS

HyaiiU, Ma*x.
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Thomas H.' Seward^s suit against

WUliam Wilketaou, publisTher of

S^ollywood Report^, was con-

ijnued a second time m ^u-

Sor Court, this tlmp untU Oct.

fg ptotiff
Jokinuance after Wilkera^ paid

him $20,000 *^lthout prejudice.

^ The first continuance was
.

ac-

companied by a Pay^>it nf^ll.5^

000 by WiUcerson to j^wa^ Court;

let first rule on a dissolution of

partnership,

If the partnership U dissolved the

ionrt wiU rule on the amount

sJS^t hy the plaintiff, who claims

he owns 38% of the comt>any.

Inside Stuff on Macfadden

A sort of ‘'Inside Macfadden”
(Bemarr, that is) is, the bioK by
Mary Macfaddcn, his :^rst wife,

and Emile Gauvreau, ^o at one

time edited the late Ijew York
Graphic, evening tabloid found^
by the physical culture 'exponent,

Book is titled '“Dumbbells and
Carrot Strips,” derived from tte

physical and edible re^en that

Hacfadden had laid out for lum-

self. Holt publishing in- November.

Inside Publishing

Donald Sheehan, history prof at

Columbia U., went into the files of

such old line book houses as Henry
Holt, Charles Scribner's Sons,' Har-
per & Bros., Dodd, Mead and Other

houses and tells it all in “This Was
Publishing” which the Indiana Um-
versity Press is bringing .out

this fall. Charles Scribner, Frank
Dodd, George Brett, Joseph Har-
per, William Appleton, Holt,

George Putnam, pioneered the
publishing business into its present
position of competitiveness with
good ethics.

Griffis* Autobiog

Stanton Griffis’ autobiog, “Lying
In State,” due via .Douhleday in

late November. Another show biz

book due the same month is' “Two
Reels and a Crank,” by .film pio-

neer Albert E. Smith in collabora-

tion with ex-fihn fiack Phil Koury.

Fraader on Time
George Frazier’s “It’s About

Time,” book about Time magazine,
will pe on the Duell, Sloan &
Pearce-Little Brown list for spring,

1953.

Meantime, Frazier is
,

being
repped this summer by articles on
Rosemary Clooney (American
Weekly), Frank Sinatra (Cosmo-

S
olitan), Freddy McEvoy (Esquire),
I. Y. entertainers (Cue), show

tunes fVogue), and Murray Bay
and Beekman Place, N. Y. (Holi-
day).

jive talk translates into French but
were assured by the foreign rights
purchasers that that has been no
problem since so much “le jazz
hot” patois is a sort of interna-
tional language all its own.

Ted Friend’s ‘Friendly Guides’
just returned from a European

holiday with his -wife, the former
Broadway p.a. Dorothy Kay, Ted
Friend and his family are motor-
ing back to their San Francisco
home base to expand a series of
key citv “Ted Friend ‘Friendly
Guides’.^’ Already a bestseller in

Frisco, he has Hollywood, New
York, Boston, Chicago, Nevada
(Las Vegas, Heno, etc.), Lon-
don, Paris, Rome and other edi-
tions in work. Earl Wilson will do
the New York guide ho<^; Boh
(United Press) Musel the London
hook; Gene MoskO'witz, Paris, etc.

All are 2Sc. annual editions, up-
dating the local .show biz, nitery
and general entertainment scene
for the read-and-run quickie vis-

itor to one or another key city.

Kelley’s ‘Kathleen’
F, Beverly Kelley, former Ring-'

ling Bros.-Bamum & Bailey p.a.

and presently advance man on
“Call Me Madam” toim, is author
of a new book with pictures,
“Kathleen Visits the Fair,” pub-
lished by Little, Bro'wn. Book de-
tails events * in day of Kelley’s
daughter at the Delaware (O.)

County Fair, of which he is presi-
dent.
r Kelfey’s previous publications,
all on the circus, have been “Fun
by the Ton,” “Circus Holidajf” and
“Pink Lemonade.”

Curly Harris’ Book
Robin (Curly) Harris’ current

series., on “Pillars of the Press,”
running weekly in the N. Y. Sun-
day Enquirer, may be published in
book form. He is expanding his
profiles of 'the metropolitan col-
umnists.

S'

Bert Bloch. Wife Write 1st Novels

Bert Bloch, 20th-Fox’s eastern
story editor, and his wife, Edythe
Latham, both have first-novels be-
ing published next winter. Bloch’s
Is titled “Mrs. Hulett,” being
ublished by Doubleday. Although
e has never before written a

novel, the 20th exec is author or
co-author of a number of plays,
best known of which is “Dark Vic-
tory.”

Mrs. Bloch’s book Is titled “The
Sounding Brass” and will be is-
sued under the Little, Brown im-
print. The Blochs leave for Eu-
rope next Tuesday (22) for a five-
week vacation.

Menotti In

,
Glan-Carlo Menottl’s “Apiahl and

the Night Visttors,” originally pro-
duced on WNBT, staged by the
N; Y. City Light Opera Co. and
winner of several awards (includ-

r I Peabody), is being pub-
hshed in book form by Whittlesey
House (McGraw-Hill). “Amahl” is
rcheduled for NBC-TV reproduc-
h.on next Xmas. RCA Victor is also
disking it as an album«\

Satchmo’s 2-Vol, Autobiog
exec editor How-

ard E. Goodkind is huddUng in Chi
with Louis Armstrong on

ine Satchmo Story” which may
rt +

9^Sht out in two volumes.
stems from demands
French arid Belgian

keeping
I pace with P-H on thpse

of the mss. wRich Arm-
larly

^ been turning in regu-

onll ^ panorama not
and times

Frenis
history of jazz that the

nuhiicil
^^owlands subsidiary

already have it

the French, awaiting
^r-Sing Prentice-^

up into two volumes.
M writing his mem-

casp
unique al fresco, lower-

with’
9v^“Punctuation style, replete

PrenHA profession.
at first wondered

that brand of New Orleans

Newspaperman Stuff
Harnett T. Kane, longtime friend

of the w.k. lonely hearts exponent,
’hqs collaborated 'with Ella Bentley
Arthur, her secretary, on “Dear
Dorothy Dix: the Story of a Com-
passionate Woman” for Doubleday
in October. Another newspaper
story due in'September is “A Life
in Reuters,” by Sir Broderick
Pones, vet top exec of -the famed
London news agency.

Cedric Adams, vet Minneapolis
Tribune column!^ and Twin Cities
broadcaster, has authored “Poor
Cedric’s Almanac,” also for Dou-
bleday in October, with foreword
by Boh Hope, afterthought by Ar-
tiiur Godfrey, and 40 cartoon illus-

trations by Robert Day. .And still

another newspapergal .story is

Hedda Hopper’s autobiog, “From
Under MyJHat,” currently serial*-

ized in Woman’s Home Companion.

Holt’s Cartoon Books
Hank Ketcham’s Post-Hall syn-

dicated “Dennis the Menace” be-
ing published in book form by
Henry Holt & Co. Another car-
toon collection via Holt will be
“Collier’s Kids,” edited by (Burney
Williams, cartoon editor of the
weekly, who reprises some of the
best kid cartoons.

York Herald ‘ Tribune, and “I
Should Live So Long,” tn account
of special service entertaining of
front-line troops by Budd Bankson,
continuity director of KNEW,
Spokane.

‘ Also set for fall publication are
“Worlds of Music,” Ry Cedi Smith,
an analysis of the music business
by the editor of Musical America
mag, and “Story of the Olympic
Games,” by John Kieran and Ar-
thur Daley.

Jensen-Thonidike Books
Olive Jensen, former entertain-

ment and later text ‘editor of Life,
and Joe Thorndike, ex-m.e. of the
same weekly, have been operating
as the IPicture Press in the past
year and Rave- finished picture
book for Ford Motors to commemo-
rate the automotive company’s 50th
anniversary.

Their book, “Revolt of American
Women,” dealing with the emanci-
pation of women through the ages,
is due via Harcourt Brace in Octo-
ber.

: SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
By Frank Scully H M

*

Carson’s Hollywood Novel
Robert Carson, who did the

screenplay of “A Star Is Born”
(and won an Oscar for it) has writ-
ten a Hollywood novel, “The Magic
Lantern,” for November publica-
tion, by Holt. Same house is re-
p^ublishing “The Plot to Overthrow
Christmas,” by Norman Corwin,
first produced Xmas Day, 1938, and
published originally in “13 by CJor-
win” in 1942.

F S A; Y Fall Items
Farrar, Strauss Sc Young has

skedded several tomes covering
music, humor and literary fields

for fall publication.
Heading the Hri are “The Life

and Times of Ll’l Abner” by Al
Capp, “Chamber Music,” by Ar-
thur Cohn, director of the Settle-
ment Music School, Philadelphia,
and “The Shores of Life” by Ed-
mund Wilson.

Lippincott’s Strong Sked '

LIppincott’s fall catalog will in-

clude “Play Production: Theory &
Practice,” by Barnard Hewitt, J. F.

Foster and Muriel Sibell Wolle;
“Papa’s

,
Table D’Hote,” Maria

Sermolino’s story of her father’s
Greenwich Village, N. Y., res-

taurant, Gonfarone’s; Mario Pei’s
‘‘The Story of English,” discussion
of the Enflish language; “Coins in

the Fountain,” novel by John H.
Secondari, quondam CBS Radio
correspondent in Rome; “The
American Twenties,” a literary
panorama by John K. Hutchens,
book news columnist of the New

CHATTER
Gilbert Seldes’ “Writing for

Television” to be published Portly
by Douljleday.

Lajos Egri’s “Your Key to Suc-
cessful Writing” due in November
under same imprjlnt.

Novelized version • of .Metro’s
“The Naked Spur” will be pub-
lished by Random House.

Jesse L. Lasky, Jr.’s novel,
“Spindrift,” will be reissued this
month in a pocket-size edition.

Chicagoan Albert ^Halper has
edited a “This Is Chicago” anthol-
ogy for Holt publication next fall.

George Troy, reporter on the
Providence Journal, 'will ha've his
novel, “Headland,” published by
Bobbs-Merrill next month.
Bob Gilleran, Macfadden Publi-

cations promotion director, back in
Roosevelt Hospital, N. Y.j for fifth
trip since breaking a leg last Jan-
uary.

Ezio Pinza’s autobiography,
“Across Crowded World,” due from
Doubleday in September, as is H.
AUen Smith’s- “Smith’s London
Journal.”
Good Housekeeping managing

editor Mai^aret Cousins has put
together eight short stories into
a “Christmas Garland” for Double-
day this fall.

Christopher Isherwood, whose
Berlin *stories were basis for the
play, “I Am A Camera,” has article
in July Vogue titled “My Berlin
Friends—^Revisited,”

Bill Ornstein’s piece in Variety’s
last anni on Hollywood’s need for
writers has been elaborated .and
appears as a special feature in the
July issue of Author & Journalist.
Biography of Richard Strauss has

been written by Herbert F. Peyser,
critic and musicologist, especially
for the 1952-53 radio members of
the N.Y. Philharmonic-Symphony
Society.

Fil Giuliano has joined Ziff-
Davis as art director of Flying
magazine. She was formerly art
director of Advertising Agency
magazine. The American Printer
and Toby Press.
Third “Best Humor Annual,”

edited by Louis Untermeyer and
Ralph E. Shikes, due in October
(Holt), including pieces by Ludwig
•Bemelmans, James Thurber, P, G.
Wodehouse, Arthur Kober, S. J.

Perelman, Frank Sullivan, et al.

Doubleday bringing out all of
W- Somerset Maugham’s 91 short
stories in two de luxe boxed vol-
umes at $10 ($12.50 post-publica-
tion), and also a new $6 illustrated
edition of Herman Wouk’s best
seller, “The Caine Mutiny” (almost
300,000 copies).

In a reshuffling at Lobk mag last

week, Jack Star, formerly assistant^
city editor of the Chicago Sun-
Times, replaced Ben Wickersham
as chief of Look’s Chi editorial bu-
reau. Wickersham was shifted to
the mag’s editorial staff In New
York as a department editor.

Hoosier State Press - Assn,
elected J; H. Nixon, head of the
Peru, Ind., Tribune and Wabash
Plain Dealer, as president. Other
officers are Roy R. Williams, Gar-
rett, vice-president; Ward K. Bart-
lett, Kentland, secretary, and
Henry W. Man, Indianapolis, .treasr
urer.

Leonard Jan Mitchell, head of
the famed 14th St (N. Ytf eatery,
has authored “Luchow’s German
Cookbook,” with intro and illus-
trations by Ludwig Bemelmans,
recounting the saga and fave
dishes of the eatery. . Victor Ber-
geron has turned out “Trader Vic’s
Kitchen Kibitzer,” third in a series
of the San Franciscan’s cookbooks.
Kay Campbell this month has

pieces in Good Housekeeping, Sun-
set, Your Life, Your Personality
and Toronto Star Weekly. Thea-
tre Arts has accepted her article
on “Music in the Movies” and Bet
ter Homes and^Gardens, Architec-
tual Record, Country Gentleman
and Good Housekeeping also have
bought articles.

Hollywood,

With half of Hollywood’s writers pleading for the releaso of more
“originals,” Fve decided to open more of the files marked, “Withheld
for reasons of insecurity,” and toss their contents to the lowest bidder.
What patriot hidw in his safe-deposit vault material th^t might well-
save an Industry •which has thrived on crises for 50 years? Not the
one and only Scullywag!
So feast to your fill, kids. It’s all yours:

Old Title New TlUe
“NANNY GETS MY GOAT” ‘'THIS'ONE SMELLS”
Donald O’Donald goes to work for his old C.O., Col. HI FUerr now a

breeder of Army mules. Instead of paying attention to his work Donald
falls in love with the colonel’s daughter Lorry, so-called because she
was quite big for her age (26).

Donald brought in another complication. That wag Billy, a singing'
goat. Twice the colonel tried to get rid of Billy by slipping him into a
carload of. mules which the ipny was calling back into service to pull
tanks out of the Korean mud; -

Bqt the Army Inspectors said, “This one smells,” and yanked Billy
out of the boxcar. “Nobody gets my goat!” cried Donald in high glee.

Nobody else laughed, however. Because of this fiaw the Army can-
celled the whole shipment. This left Col. Flier desperate.

Al Cahoun, a racketeer, received a flock of short-term loans that
needed collecting. Among them were several from Col. Flier, He
seized the mules, Billy got swooped up In the seizure.

Billy tried to sing his way out, hut the racketeers have a different
version of what singing leads to, so they let him have It. Billy lets

them have it, too, and butts some sense into them.

O’Donald comes to them and pleads for the return of his A-flat
Angora. But by now the racketeers figure there is more money in the
goat than in the mules. The colonel’s daughter Loiry lends O’Donald
$10,000 from her private dowry to buy back his goat, when O’Donald
unfolds his plan for foiling the racketeers.
With Billy back in their possession, Donald and Lorry hurry to

Hollywood and sell themselves afe a package deal. They call themselves
“Hie Singing Capras,” and are a great hit in TV on a loanout. This
takes all concerned. Including the picture studio, out of the red. Lorry’s
father forgives them. The racketeers go to jail for no discernible
reason, Billy mates with a Nubian nanny named Aby (from Abyssinia).

.

The O’Donald babies are raised on goatinilk, while Billy croons them
lullabies that sound more like Crosby, strangely, than Capra.

This gets the picture's only laugh, and that comes from a cat that
got into the theatre while the doorman was looking up to Gary Cooper,
Yogurt-lovers will like this one.

Old Title ^ New Title

“NEVER ASK THE END” “WHY STAY FOR IT”
Seymour Ceiless, aged 10, a French hypnotist, told Hitler: “When

you wake up and I stamp my foot three times, cry, “Treaties ver-
damt! Attack Russia at dawn!” By the time Hitler realized he had
been hypnotized by an infant prodigy, the kid had gone underground
and Hitler was fighting from the cellars of Berlin himself.
The war over, Seymour then hypnotized an OSS officer to take him

to America. He had seen so many’pictures of hoofers emerging from
vaudeville, getting all wrapped up in a series of beautiful dames and
becoming millionaires that he requested booking over the Gus Sun
circuit so that his career might follow formula.
The OSS officer didn’t know Gus Sun and vaude had been dead for

years. So he opened the act in Little Rock, but it was Little Rosk,
Cal., no Httie Rock, Ark. The first night 12 people came. Seymour
needed 10 for his act, which was an audience-participation routine.

The next night only eight came. Seymour had an act but no audience.
The third night nobody came. Seymour had no act.

So he hypnotized the OSS officer’ and left him for dead. Then he
ble-w for tiie Sunset Strip, figuring his manager would not wake up
for 'days on his own momentum, and when he found out where he
was, would grab a plane from Palmdale for Washington and plead
for. reinstatement in OSS, where mistakes like this are most conveni-
ently filed under “Classified. For reasons of security.”
Seymour, meanwhile, convinced Herman Hover that he was a little

man from Mars and a real novelty for the niteries because he could
make customers do very funny things, like Imagining a bee was in their

clothes so they would strip at much lower prices than demanded by
Lili St. Cyr. He was so terrific Metro grabbed him as a replacement
for Mickey Rooney. They cast him in. backstage musicals and, by
golly, if he didn’t become a millionaire and marry three times before
he was 18. By then, the French Army -called him home to do his

military service. That was one bunch he ctfiildn’t seem to hypnotize.
This is a nice picture for people who believe in mutation for na-

tional defense.

Old Title New Title

“KEEP YOUR POWDER DRY” “SANDED”
Alan Lead was saddle-sore.and sad. His last steer was heading for

the last groundup., He asked Sheriff Low if a desk job was qpen. “Ah
kin read and right,” he said.

“Can you spell?”

“No, Ah caln’t spell.”

“Can’t you even spelh horse-thief, cattle-rustler, or noose?”
“Ah spell those with a bust in the nose and a six-shooter,” said Alan.
“You’ll do,” said the sheriff, “but don’t go spelling no $weet words

around my daughter Mona.”
“She’s Sterling Silver’s gal?”
“She’s nobody’s gal.”

So when Alan caught Sterling and Mona necking, he up and slugged
Silver. It was a rough, and tumble fight, and then Silver went that-
away.
Alan realized he should have pursued him, hut he was saddle-sore

and didn’t do it. Mona Low put him down as a coward. So did Silver.

Silver came back and taunted Alfin to pursue him. Lead shot the old
Sterling bloc dead. Then he walked oyer and pulled out a wallet
from Silver’s carcass. “I knew it,” he ’said to Mona and her Pappy.
“He swindled you all out of your land. He was worldng for the rail-

road.”
“No!” cried Sheriff Low,
Mona wept on Alan’s shoulder..
“Let’s ride over to the county seat and expose this corruption,”

said the sheriff,

Alan said he’s(,rather walk. “I'm saddle-sore, ah told you.”
Mona furtively gave him her compact and smiled shyly.

“You’ll get wind-burned without makeup,” Alan protested.

“You need it more,” she sudd. “Take it or you’ll get impetago,”
“What’s that?” demanded Sheriff Law*
Mona looked away from it all. She blushed, hut didn’t answer.
Alan took the powder and disappeared for a while. When he came

back he was smiling, “Okay,” he said, “let’s ride to the county seat.

Maybe some talcum powder would help the county seat, too.”

They all laughed at his play on words. As he mounted his paint

horse, Alan found sand in the saddle.

“Sabotage,” he said.

He brushed it off and the three rode off toward the setting sun. But
Lead, was riding side-saddle; He was still not taking chances.

This would make a nice picture for people who like simsets.
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Jules Levey pUnea to the Coast

over the weekend on pic and TV
deals

Shirley Klch» Metro talent scout,

will be married in the fall to Lewis
Krohn, a stockbroker.

Milton Berle, after vacationing

in Europe several weeks, returned
yesterday. (Tues.) on the United
States.

Darvas fk Julia out of the Latin
Quarter show for three nights be-

cause of the latter’s illness, but
back this week.
Hy Faine, national exec secretary

of American Guild- of Musical Art-
ists (AGMA), leaving Saturday (J9)

for several weeks’ visit to Israel,

Mary Livingstone (Mrs. Jack
Benny) in from Europe Sunday
(13) on the Queen Elizabeth, ac-

companied by her daughter, Joan.
Burt Bobbins, of National Screen

Service, named chairman of Young
Men's Division of pic industry’s
Joint Defense Appeal campaign.

While Cleo and Carl Brisson are
vacationing in Copenhagen, the
Danish prime minister is occupying
their Central Park South penthouse
in N. Y.
Hugo Stramer, BKO manager

for Colombia, currently vacation-
ing here and leaves .shortly for a
visit to Canada along with his wife
and children.
Bernardo Glucksmann, BKO dis-

trib in Uruguay, here for huddles
with foreign, chief Phil Beisman,
Latin-American division manager
Ned Clarke and other BKO execs.

Lou (Latin Quarter) Walters to

Lake Tahoe to o.o. his operation
there. Back in 10 days to ready for
the advent of Martha Baye’s preem
at his Broadway sppt, to be fol-

lowed by Sophie Tucker.
Joan Crawford, Gloria Grahame,

Jack Balance and producer Joseph
Kaufman due' in town early in
August to help bally Kaufman’s
BKO release, “Suddfen Fear,” which
opens at Loew’s State, Aug. 7.

Annual Lambs Club °‘Wash,”
which takes place -Aug. 10 at the
Percy Williams Home, East Islip,

L. I., will have Mickey Alpert, Bob
Christenberry, Hy Gardner, Julian
Noa and Elliott Nugent as Collies.

David A. Lipton, Universal ad-
pub veepee, in from the”^ Coast
Monday (14) for two weeks of con-
fabs with homeoffice execs on pro-
motion plans for U-I pix to be re-
leased through August, September,
and October.

Bill Danziger, film industry vet,

retained by National Foundation
For Infantile Paralysis for fourth
year, started national tour Juiy 15
to hypo March of Dimes theatre
cooperation for coming January
drive. First half of 1952 shows
polio .incidence topping record
year of 1949 by more than 500
cases, he reports.

San Diego
By Donald Freeman

*‘Suds in Your” playing at the
Coronado Playhouse.
. Lawrence Welk booked for one-
nighter at Mission Beach Ballroom.
Jerry Wald, BKO producer, in

town to see Groucho Marx in ‘‘Time
for Elizabeth” at La Jolla Play-
house. ,

La Contessa’s “Black Angel”
fantasy latest lure at the Holly-
wood Theatre, this town’s peeler
house.
Eva Gabor has been signed to

star in a new play, Bobert Smith’s
“Strike a Match,” at La Jolla Play-
house beginning Aug. 19.
San Diego summer symphony

series opens Tuesday (22) with
Grant Johannesen, pianist, as solo-
ist. Fabien Sevitsky directs.

“Student Prince” opens this
week as the Star-Light Opera’s
second offering of the season in
Balboa Park Bowl. “Show Boat”
closed Sunday (13). \

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Pete Smith has resigned as a di-
rector at WDTV.

A1 Cord an addition to the sax
section of Tommy Carlyn’s band.

Publicist Sid Dlckler now operat-
ing out of Joe Hiller’s booking of-

fice.

Harold Lund, boss of Channel 3,

and his mother vacationing at Cape
May.

Eileen Bodgers has joined Char-
lie Spivak’s band as featured vo-

calist.
Joe Mann-Elaine Beverly book-

ing at Bill Green’s postponed until
next month.
Lenny Litman, who owns the

Copa, and his wife have named the
new arrival Eebecca.

Biz at White Barn Theatre oper-
ated by Carl Low and Clay Flagg
running way ahead of last summer.

Polly Bowles, local actress, tour-
ing strawhats as Melvyn Douglas’
leading lady in “Season With Gin-
ger.”
Ken Ho el, publicity director for

Harris •Amusement uo., quitting

after mort than 25 years with the
outfit,

Johnny Harrises (Donna Atwood)
home for a few days en route to

Atlantic City after three months in
California.
Andy Chakeras expects to open

his new Horizon Supper Club at
Greater Pittsburgh Airport by first

of August.
Nancy ChaDfee (Mi*?. Balph Ki-

ner) doing some TV shots this sum-
mer on Florence Safido’s “Ask the
Girls” program.
Ted Goldsmith in town beating

the drums for, “Porgy and Bess.”
which opens two-week stand at
Nixon Tuesday (22).

Dallas
Bill Barker

Dale Evans skied from Coast for
a foui>aay hometown visit,

KGKO* new radio outlet, due in

60 days lor 24^hour daily airings.

Civic Playhouse dping a 10-

night with Noel Coward’s “Hay
Fever.”

Variety Club’s annual Turtle
Derby due Sept, 6 in State Fair
Xc^ Ajtgiih

Marge & Gower Champion vis-

ited Dallas-Fort Worth area during
Texas tour.

State Fair Musicals offering “Stu-
dent Prince,” with “Carousel” due
Monday (21).
' Paul Short, Texas COMPO exec
director, bedded temporarily at

Baylor Hospital.
Dallas Theatre, uptown luxury

filmer, closed for conversion to

retair store space.
Don Grimes orch opening six

frames Monday (21) in Baker
Hotel’s Mural Boom.

First live TV net shows glued
an estimated half-million viewers
to 17,000 TV sets in Dallas-Fort
Worth sector last week.

Paris

Myriam Bnl to Rome for a pic
chore.

Jean Benolr back In town after
finishing “The Golden Coach” in
Italy.

Muriel Gaines moving from the
Mars Club to Spivy’s East Side for
her chirp stint.

Maurice Bessy, editor of Cine-
monde, off to Rome for a looksee
at the film situation.
Erwin Piscator will stage an

adaption of Tolstoi’s “War and
Peace” for the Theatre National
Populaire here next March.
Pete Kameron o.o.ing the Gallic

clef circuit for Stateside material.
Elsa Schiaparelli doing the cos-

tumes for the John Huston pic,
“Moulin Rouge.”

Three-dimension plC program
running at the Broadway Theatre
here. Pix are the shorts that created
attention at the recent Great Bri-
tain fest. Glasses are used for the
Illusion.

Fernandel signing with Jacques
Bar to do two films. First will be
a Franco-Itallan coproduction and
second will be a French-English
version pic, with part of it to be
shot in ITY.

Portland, Ore.
By Ray Peves

Bill ' Tipton’s Trio in at the
Tropics.

Hoosier Hot Shots will headline
a 10-act show at the Armory July
18-19.
Frankie Carle orch inked into

Jantzen Beach Ballroom for one-
niter late this month.
Guy Cherney, Sheppard Bros,

and Loretta Miller opened at Clo-
ver Club Monday (14).

“Song of Norway” set to kick off
'52-'53 legit season here July 22 at
the Auditorium for one week.

Jat Herrod’s “Manhattan Cock-
tail Revue” held for a second week
at Amato's Supper Club. Arthur
Lee Simpkins follows.

Portland Symphonic Choir’s
“Naughty Marietta” drawing big.
This is their first outdoor adven-
ture, with four musicals set.

Chicago
Bullets Durgom in to huddle

with client Jackie Gleason.
Martin & Lewis and Kitty Kal-

len inked for the Chez Paree Aug.
3 for two weeks.
“Adam to Atom” musical

pageant opened at Museum of
Science and Industry.

Frank‘d Fontaine breaks in his
new routine at the Chicago Aug. 1,
with Les Paul & Mary Ford shar-
ing honors.

Pert Kelton at Columbus Hos-
pital with virus infection, vacat-
ing the Jackie Gleason revue at
the Chicago.
Fran Warren at Salt Creek silo

in “Remains to Be Seen” and
Robert Q. Lewis is playing a quick
repeat with “Charley’s Aunt” at
Chevy Chase, . .

London
* Moe Botrtian, foreign chief of

Edward Small Productions, joined

Small in Paris. ,

Phil Maurice, general manager
of Consolidated Theatres of Mont-
real, eyeing the London legit scene.

Frank J. Comerford appointed
secretary of Variety Artists Fed-?

eratlori, with R. W, Swinson as as-

sistant.

Edward Kingsley planed back to

New York after concluding a deal

for distribution of three , British

pix in the U. S. '

Julie Wilson has been held over

for a third wfeek. at the Bagatelle,

and returns to the States immedi-
ately after the engagemept.

Guy Mitchell, who opens at the

Palladium next Monday (21), will

star in BBC’s “Saturday Night at

the Palladium” program the fol-

lowing Saturday.
After a serious, protracted ill-

ness, Basil B&dford returns to the
air next week with his partner^

Naunton Wayne, -in a new series,

“Rogues Gallery,”
Danny.Kaye planing to Denmark

next Monday (21) and will visit

Odensa, birthplace of Hans Chris-
tian Andersen, from where he’ll

make a recording and broadcast.
He’ll leave for Paris July 24.

Hans Nieter flew to Zurich last

week to re;sume preparatory work
on “River of Destiny,” factual tale
of International cooperation along
the 1,000 miles of 'the Rhine, which
he is to lens in Technicolor.

Vienna
By Emil W. Maass

Schoenbrunn Film bought Mar-
tin Costa’s musical comedy, “Fiacre
Milli.”
.Austrian pianist Paul Badura-

Skoda inked for a 30-week concert
tour of U. S. starting in October.
Bregenz music festival will of-

fer Moliere’s comedy, “Misan-
thrope,” directed by Kurt Horwitz
of Zurich.
Austrian composers’ association

filed protests against overwhelm-
ing foreign music programs on
local radio stations.
Hubert Marischka founded own

film company. Will produce musi-
cal, “Rose of Woerther Lake,”
which he and Rudolf Oesterreicher
scripted.

Stuart Green, chief of Ameri-
can-sponsored Red-White-Red ‘net-
work, vacationing in Syracuse,
N. Y. Robert M. S. Macdonald now
In charge of offices here.

Berlin

By Hans Hohu
Best pic choice in July by Prot-

estant Film Guild of Germany is

Par’s “Mating Season.”
American duo, Robert Brink

(violin) and Daniel Plnkham (cem-
balo), giving edneert at Amerika
Haus.
Rodolfo Loewenthal established

a film production company here.
First pic will be directed by Steve
Sekely.

“Berliner Morgenpost,”' city’s
most popular paper before 1933,
reported to be published soon hy
Ullstein.

U.S. pix running at preem houses
include “Two Flags West,” “House
on 92nd Street,” “Here Clomes the
Groom,” “To Please a Lady” and
“Lady and the Bandit.”

Weslporf, Conn.
By Humphrey Doulens

Mimi Benzell and Walter Gould
at Stonehenge.

Lily Pons to Italy, returning to
Silverimine in mid-August,

Lois. Hunt, Metropolitan Opera
soprano, joining Melody Fair for
“The Great Waltz” opening July 22.
Disagreement on terms holding

up deal for Beatrice Lillie’s sum-
mer revue to play Country Play-
house.
Tommy Wonder, Odette Myrtil,

Gordon Mills and Stanley Gilkey
catching “Three to Go” at Country
Playhouse.
Ruth Steinkraus, daughter of

Bridegport Brass Co. prexy, mak-
ing debut as piano soloist with
Connecticut Pops (18).

Minneapolis
By Les Rees

Old Log strawhatter offering
“Blithe Spirit.”
Eddy Howard at Prom Ballroom

for two-nighter.
South St. P..U1 to hold 1952

water carnival July 31.
Edyth Bush Little Theatre pre-

senting “Kiss and Tell.”
Ramon Novel orch continuing

indef at Hotel Radisson Flame
Room,

St. Paul Heinie’s^ nitery has
magician Carazini, exotic dancer
Diana Raye and singer Lynn Kelly.

Comic Dickie Lynn, singer
Francine White, violinist Dave

Bohrae and Pedro’s Rhumba Into
Breezy Point, Minn. .

Jlicotic dancer June March into
Curly’s for second' local engage^
merit within six months, previous
one having been at Red-Feather.
Minnesota Federal cabaret tax

collections from niteries for June
were $60,000 compared to $57,0Q0
for the corresponding 1951 month.

Annual contest to select state’s

representative in Miss America
competttioh at Atlantic City sched-
uled • for Excelsiqr Amusement
Park Aug. 10.

Roy King and his Komi-Kings,
fixtures at the Magic Bar, vaca-
tioning for fortnight with Jim &
Ardis Wells and their Dakota
Roundup Gang pinchhitting.

Miami Beach
By Larry Solloway

Helen Forrest into Nautilus
Hotel’s Driftwood Room. "

Harry Richman goes into Five
O’clock Olub beginning tomorroyir

(Thurs.) for first shows while Mar-
tha Raye doubles at Cameo Play-
house in “Annie Get .Your Gun.”

Casablanca and Sherry Froiite-

nac Hotels settled differences with
AFM local here, which means Mon-
ica Boyar returns to Club Morocco
and Sammy Walsh plays. Fronten-
ac’s Pompadour.

House Reviews
Continued from page 119

Caird lXall9 Bmidee
establishing a link with each—and
all through hold informality—and
making the most self-conscious

among ’em forget their dourest in-

hibitions" with his craziest pieces

of gibberish.
Highlight is when Kaye moves

easily to the front of the stage, re-

laxes, sits down, dangles his legs

over the apron, announces he’s

tired, asks for a cigaret, .borrows
a lighter from a femme member
of the audience, and then talks

about anything and everything.
After five minutes of this philo-
sophical conversation from the
front of the stage*, he stands up
and proceeds to exuberant business
again, and there and then he re-
sumes his socko clowning.
He offers his old favorites, of

course — “Little White Duck,”’
“Minnie the Moocher,” “Ballin’ the
Jack” and others. Then he strikes
a Scottish note; pays sterling trib-
ute to Sir Harry Lauder, talks
eulogistically about the beauties of
Scotland, He hits a local patriotic
note hy singing Lauder’s “Juist a
Wee Deoch and DoruLs,” Will
iVffe’s “I Belong to Glasgow” and,
sotto voce, “Well Ye No’ Come
Back Again?” He snaps audience
out of this saddened mood by sud-
denly bursting into tears himself,
causing laffs from every aisle.

Comedian, for whom Sammy
Prager handles the ivories in ac-
complished, friendly fashion, tak-
ing on at times the role of feed,
finishes with “Candy Kisses.” He
bows off with great artistry to solid,
prolonged mitting, stannlng on-
stage for orch to strike up "God
Save the Queen.” Gord,

ApoUo, IV, Y,
Ella Fitzgerald, Gene Ammons

Orch (12), Leonard & Leonard,
Four Diamonds, Leslie Uggams,
Freddie & Flo; ^‘Thief of Damas-
cus'* (Col),

Current layout at this Harlem
vaude flagship is one of those so-
so • bills which isn’t designed to
lick the warm weather b.o. dol-
drums. Only Ella Fitzgerald and
the Gene Ammons combo provide
heavyweight punch. Of the three
other turns, the Four Diamonds
and Leslie Uggams are “amateur
night” winners, with Leonard &
Leonard Impressing as good hoof-
ers (all reviewed under New Acts).
Miss Fitzgerald remains a stand-

out song stylist and works easily
in this house. Backed by her own
trio, she delivers a repertory of
current hits and standards includ-
ing ‘Walkin’ My Baby Back Home,”
“I’ll Walk Alone,” “Blacksmith
Blues” and ‘Do Right.” She clicks
strongest with her scat version of
“Blacksmith.”
The Gene Ammons crew dishes

up-driving sounds in the progres-
sive groove. Ammons, on sax, is
backed by another excellent tenor
man. Sonny Stitt, in a long instru-
mental turn._ Music is sometimes on
the noisy side but the combo is
taUored for the jive set who dig
this sort of stuff. An Ammons-
Stitt duel on saxes in one number
hits well, Ammons works an
eight-man setup for his turn on
stage and ba^ks the show with a
12-inan crew.

Bill also includes one comedy
bit by Freddie & Flo, with an as-
sist from George Wiltshire, regu-
lar house comic. Sketch is off-
color but nothing irregular for
this house. •

• Herm,

y*^**^*^»yi July 16^ X952

Hollywood
jaruce w, uamms divorced
Marie Wilson to Fort Lee Va

.Warns bedded with 'a sore

Lou Levene to Honolulu on va-
cation,

*

Jesse L. Lasky home from the
hospital.
Peggy Cdnverse to La Jolla on

vacation.
^

Kaye leaves for Denmark
next Monday.
_Vic.Damone left for Ft. Sam
Houstom Tex.
Rod Cameron to Calgary for the

annual Stampede.
Crane Wilbur to Oregon for a

month of fishing.
Dorothy Lamour recovering from

ptomaine poisoning.
Harold Wirthwein to Denver on

Monogram business,i
Champ Butler, singer, suffered

head cuts in an auto , crash.
Gordon MacRae returned' from

•his father’s ^funeral in N. Y.
Nina Foch to Mexico City to join

Metro’s “Sombrero” troupe.
William Selwyn slipped in his

bathroom and broke an ankle.
Kirk Douglas cited as the best

dramatic actor seen in Israel in
1951.
Benny Fields and Blossom

Seeley in town for recording ses-
sions.

Gene Autry planed to Nampa,
Idaho, for the Snake River Stam-
pede'
Hal Elias returned to his Metro

desk after honeymooning in
Hawaii.
Anna Maria Alberghettl goes to

Italy for a vacation early next
month.
Gary Cooper on his way to

Samoa to appear in “Return to
Paradise.”.
Marks lievine and Marvin Mc-

Donald in town to look over the
concert field.

Charlton Heston injured in a
powder explosion on location at
Kanab, Utah.

F. Hugh Herbert passed the
crisis hut must remain hospitalized
.another month,

Fred Matsuo in town to round
up talent for the McKinley Audi-
torium, Honolulu.
Nina Foch and Walter Hampden

to Mexico. City to Join Metro’s
“Sombrero” troupe.
Roy Rogers and Dale Evans will

be grand marshals for the Shrin-
ers’ charity football game in the
Coliseum.
t Mrs. Lester Cole ’Won a divorce.

Mayor Bowron handed Charles
P. Skouras a certificate of merit
for his contribution to civil de-
fense.

Atlantic City

By Joe W. Walker
“Ice Capades” into Convention

Hall Friday (18).

Myron Cohen into Paul D’Ama-
to’s 500 Club (12).

Tony Canzoneri and Lou Nelson
featured at Club 15.

Blackburn Twins and Pam Cia-

van into Ritz Tavern.
Dagmar into Steel Pier vaude

(13) with Billy May orch in Ma-
rine Ballroom,
A1 Owen, WMID disk jockey, to

emcee “Miss New Jersey” contest

Saturday (19) in Senior High
School aud.
Johnny Matthews, Philly hotel-

man, has taken over Rugby Hall,

suburban Northfield night spot,

and plans refurbishing job.

Curley Lazar, Jack Kauffman
and Bernie Efros new owners of

Jules and Sonny Friedberg’s Mu-
sical Bar, with pianist Hal De Cic-

co retained.

Clereland
By Glenn C. Pullen

Herman Chittison Trio moved
nto Theatrical GrilL .

. . e

Ward Marsh, vet film critic of

iveek stay in Hollywood.
A1 O’Camp, “Strange World

producer, here for two days to

tvhoop it up. .

Connee Boswell slated to visit
VTT Y

Club this week.
,

Earon Rein and Phil Basch sold

liquor license, fixtures and folded

their Skybar Club.
Harry Boyce new promoter of

Mentor Beach Ballroom at Mentor,

O., which recently reopened.
Lions Club bacldng Rmgling

Circus’ three-day stand here open-

ing July 25, its first trip here since

1946. *

Dorothy Collins doing two-

weeker at Hollenden Vogue
with husband Raymond Scott fly-

ing in for her teeoff.

Femme impersonators, banned

Revue” at Tropicana.
(Charlotte Larson, on ptaff of

legit Hanna, already working on

its Theatre Guild-Amencan Tliea-

tre Society series for next season

as local subscription secretary.
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OBITUARIES
yOKKEST a HARING

Forrest C. Haring/ 4?^,
business

manager of the new Philadeiphia

Playhouse, Philly, died Jul;7

that city. He was Stricken with a

cerebral hemorrhage while attend-

ing a meeting of the Executive

Assn, of Philadelphia.

‘Haring, who had takeh oVer the

Playhouse post in June, had run

the John Drew/ Theatre, • East

Hampton, L.I., for 25 years and

had been general, manager, for the

late Dwight Deere Wiman. Before

joining the Wiman producing org.

Haring had been associated with

Tony Sarg’s marionette troupe. He
was a lecturer in dramatic arts at

Columbia U., where he .specialised

on the business end of theatrical

production work.
Among the- shows he managed

were ‘The LitUe Show,” ‘The Vin-

egar Tree,” “Gay Divorcee,” “She
Loves Me Not,” “On Yoiir Tofes,”

“Babes In Arms,” ‘'On Borrowed
- Time,” “I Married An Angel,” “Old
Acquaintance,” “By Jupiter” and
“Street Scene.”

Surviving are his wife, his par-

ents and a son.

NOEL G. BARROW
Noel Gaskin Barrow, 59, secre-

tary of Famous Players (Canadian)
and one of the original directors of

the company, died July 9 in To-
ronto. He was a pioneer in Can-
ada’s film Industry.
Born in the British West Indies,

Barrow entered the film business
in 1916 when he came to New York
as auditor for Pathe Freres. Two
years later, he went to Toronto as
secretary of CanMan Paramount
Corp., forerunner of Famous Play-
ers ((Zlanadian). He remained with
Famous when the pre^y, N, L. Na-
thanson, and the entire directorate
resigned over the ' issue as to
whether the company was to be
controlled by Canadian or Ameri-
can interests. He subsequently be-

KENNBTH G. FARNSWORTH
Kenneth G. Farnsworth, 51, TV

producer, died July 11 in Pitts-
burgh. He -did radio production
work for old Blue Network and in
1941 had charge of retail accounts
and aired a daily shopping news
program. Subsequently, he became
sales manager of WJZ-TV, N.Y.,
and then switched to WABD, Du-^
Mont’s New York flagship, as sales
manager. After operating his own
TV consulting service for a time,
he went to Pittsburgh last year to
produce “Happy's Party” at the
DuMont station there.
Farnsworth began his show biz

career as a sideman in radio orchs.
He later became an announcer ahd
script writer.

His wife survives.

GLENN SCHMIDT. ,

, Glenn Schmidt, 35, nitery oper-'

ator in Newport, Ky., died July 14
in Jewish Hospital, Cincinnati,
where he had been a cancerjpatieni
since June 14. He became 111 after
a holdup May 29 at Glenn Schmidt
Playtorium In .which his brother,
Robert, killed one of six bandits.

In 1937, he became the country’s
youngest bigtime nightclub man-
ager at Beverly Hills Country Club,
opened by his father, Pete. Later
he managed Glenn Rendezvous.

In addition to his father and
brother, he is survived -by his wife,
mother, a son and two daughters.

DOLLY SPENCER
Dolly Spencer (Mrs. Edith Spenr

cer Hetterlck), 72, retired legit

and radio actress, July 10 in New
York. Miss Spencer originated the
cliarapter of Aunt Jenny in the
radio series, “Real Life Stories.”
She played the role for 14 years.

She also appeared in several stock
and legit productions.
She was the widow of Frank J

In loving memory of my hnabancl

JACK (Ibee) PULASKI
1 113-1 94t

Lil

came director of around a dozen
FPC subsidiaries and affiliate

chains.

Survived by wife and two
daughters.

HANS BARTSCH.
Hans Bartsch, 68, play agent and

legit producer, died July 10 in
Bullsville, N.y. He repped Euro-
pean authors and composers for
production of their works in U.S.
pix and legit.

Bartsch came to New York from
Germany in 1907 to handle the
first U.S. production of Franz Le-
har s "The Merry Widow.’* He also
was associated with the production
of “Madame X.” Other works
which he handled were “The
Guardsman,” “The Waltz Drdam,”
“The Chocolate Soldier” and “May-
time.” Among his clients were Os-
car Straus, Sam H. Harris, Henry
W. Savage, A1 H. Woofds,' Ferenc
Molnar and Crosby Gkige. For thb
past five years Bartsch had been
associated with John W. Rumsey,
Prez of the American Play Co.
Surviving are his wife, former

actress Irene Palatsy, and a sister.

GORDON HOLLINGSHEAD
Hollingshead, 60, head

of Warner Bros.’ short subjects de-
partment, died July 8 in Balboa,

100 ^
^ollingshead joined WB in
becoming short subjects pro-

chief in 1938. He had won
c.u- Awards for his slmrt

been nominated
lor the citation 36 times.

Hollingshead started his pic
in 1914 at the

Studio, New Ro-
^nd went to HoUy-

iiie first World War.
assistant

1
^nch films as “Don

'is, ’t
^ick” and “When a

“t1S He also worked on

oiho^ Singer” and several
her early WB, sound pix.

iiis wife, two
ghters and a stepson.

Duncan mcm. Baldwin
Ic^^irTv^ McMartin Baldwin, 39,

Now July 12 in
recently com-

in ‘Death of a

tho Imh?’ which he played

on appeared
American Na-

lion ? Academy pFoduc-

Jone, 1952
^^"^^^ Breakfast” in

Hetterick, actor-director, who died
three years ago.

violinist and former director of
the Boston Symphony Orchestra.

I)r. Augustin Frigon, 64, director
of planning -and research for the \

Cani^ian. Broadcasting Corp., died
July 9 at a mountain resort pear
MontreaL

Laura S. Moses, 86, who for
many years was organist in Phil
Spitalny’s orch, died July 9 in
Massillon, O.

Cissie Langley, legit actress, died
in Mansfield, England, June 29.
She appeared in stock, later doing
xirama sketches in music-halls.

Earl Herndon, 44, v;p. and gen-
eral manager of Affiliated Thea-
tres, Indianapolis, died there July
11. Wife and son survive.

Mother; 69, of Bernie Golden,
of the Gale Agency’s one-nite de-
partment, died July 6 in New
York.

Clara Lang, lyrie soprano, died
July 14 in Philadelphia. She had
appeared with the San Carlo Opera
Co.

•Abe Glatt, 59, musicians* agent;
died in Chicago July 13. Survived
"by a son.

Father, 82, of Mark Barron, As-
sociated Press drama critic, died.
July 14 in Waco, Tex.

Father, 56, of Variety staffer
Hy Hollinger (Holl), died July 12
In New York.

MARRIAGES
Dee Woodward to A1 Goering,

Chicago, July 3, She’s a WBBM
staffer there; he’s orch arranger at
Jsame station.
Rhonda Fleming to Dr. Lewis V.

Morrill, Kanab, Utah, July 12.
Bride Is film star.

Hope McKenzie to Terry Hunt,
Las Vegas, July 6. She’s an ac-
tress; he’s physical instructor to
film stHFS*

Toni Carroll to David L. Wolper,
Hollywood, July 11. She’s an ac-
tress.

Allen Carol Boynton to Nelson
C. pike, June 28, Waukesha, Wis.
Bride is staffer of WISN, Mil-
waukee.

Nina Bara to Bob Sheldon, Los
Angeles, July 10. She’s a TV act-
ress; he’s a TV director.

M. N. ZATKOVICH (PAULSON)
Myron Nicholas Zatkovich (Paul-

son), 62, former legit actor, died
of a heart attack July 1 in Wash-
ington. He had played in stock and
on the road and had appeared on
Broadway in “Women Go On For-
ever.” He also played in the Lon-
don production of .‘The Show Off.”J

Surviving are his 'wife, former^
legit actress Florence Joyce, a
brother and a sister.

‘TV Formal’
Continued from page 1

WARNER C. WILLIAMS
Warner C. Williams, 71, musi-

cian, died July 1 in Indianapolis.
Before World War I he operated
a music publishing business and
was a noted music arranger. He
had been associated’ with Will B.
Morrison and J. Russell Robinson
in music arrangements.
Two daughters survive.

AL WAGER
A1 Wager, 50, theatrical booking

agent, died July 6 in Hollywood
after an attack of coronary throm-
bosis.

In addition to booking vaude, he
produced the annual Los Angeles
police show.

DOLLY JORDAN '*

Dolly Jordan, 65, former vaude-
ville actress, died of a blood clot
July 6 at her home in Hollywood.
Her husband, Neal Abel, former

minstrel man, survives.

J. T. “Butch” Woodruff, 50, as-
sociated with Floyd Lewis Produc-
tions, died of a heart attack July 8
in Mt. Gildea, O., while on an ex-
ploitation campaign for “Joseph
and Potiphar’s Wife.”

John Dolman, Jr., 64, professor
of English at the U. of Pennsyl-
vania and author of “The Art of
Play Production” and “The Art -of

Acting,” died July 9 in Philadel-
phia.

Heberio Alcala Montalvo, 32,
composer and pianist who was
Pedro Vargas’ accompanist in
Mexico and on tours abroad died
in Mexico City June 30 from an
overdose of sleeping pills.

Mrs. Zella Brigham Sand, 90,
long hair musician and conductor,
died July 6 in Toledo. Her hus
^band^ thp ,lale Otto San(L^.W?i? «

of the Democrats, they’re now
questioning th^ wisdom of blanket-
ing the nation, with a chapter-and-
verse recital of tiiresome, time-con-
suming gab, such as an endless pro-
cession of tedious seconding
speeches, at the expense of non-
convention entertainment pro-
grams, * •

It’s conceded by many that the
total outlay tb the webs could be
whittled down considerably, and at

the same time rendering a service
to the viewing audience, by retain-
ing^ much of the regular program-
ming (or having standby entertain-
ment fare, such as NBC’a Bob
Hope), to supplement the conven-
tion proceedfngs, thereby eliminat-
ing tiresome TV hours.
What contributions the Dems

will make toward gearing their
convention to TV remains to. be
seen, Ken Fry, radlo-TV director

of the National Democratic Com-
mittee, and Leonard Reinsch, con-
sultant to the Dems (and one of the
more astute among American
broadcasters in appreciation of

showmanship values) closeted
theinselves throughout, the GOP
meet in a Conrad Hilton Hotel
suite as they monitored all the TV
webs. That they’ll., gain from the
GOP mistakes Is a foregone con-,

elusion.

But it’s more thah merely iron-

ing
. out bugs. End result of last

week’s initial TV venture Into

grandiose politicking may well call

for a complete change in conven-
tion procedure—to achieve a TV
format at once dramatic, enlighten-
ing. and. with a. minimum of

boredom.

Cleffers War
Continued from pago 1

cate-

pathy toward Eisenhower in the
face of what obviously came* across
the cameras as “machine tactics”
and a “rigged” convention roster.
Supplementing these telegrams
were an avalanche of protests over
the pre-convention banning of TV
cameras from the vital credentials'
committee hearings.
That TV, once having won its

fight in gaining access to the Geor-
gia-Louisiana-Texas hearings which
started the Eisenhower steam-
roller, came up with an endless
succession of repetitious gab, is

something which now finds the TV
webs scratching their collective
heads in puzzlement and wonder-
ing if, at best, theirs was not a du-
bious -“programming”-victory.

In their desire to outwit, out-
maneuver, »out-TV, outsmart the
competition, the video networks
settled for everything in sight

—

good, bad or indifferent. Far from
being a case of the GOP conven-
tion gearing itself to a~TV format,
TV instead trained its multiple
cameras on a long-existing conven-
tion formula, taking the dull with
the considerably fewer moments of
excitement and showmanship.
That it wasn’t exactly what the

sponsor doctors prescribed in
translating some $7,000,000 worth
of "Westinghouse - Philco - Admiral
sponsorship coin into a fabulous
audience payoff, is reflected in the
disappointment of network brass
over rating returns. CBS, taking a
“something’s gotta be done” stance,
points to the fact that the TV sets
in use for the “I Love Lucy” Mon-
day night series (now off the sum-
mer) far exceeded the interest
manifest in the Chi hoopla.

Fault Lies Within
And far from blaming it on an

apathetic American audience, the
webs concede that the major fault
lies from within.
The TV networks indiscriminate-

ly knocked off show after show (at
out-of-pocket expense, and partial-
ly accounting for the fact that the
webs may wind up with a $3,000,-
000 deficit on the whole shebang),
in order to bring the viewer a
gavel-to-gavel, day-and-night-and-
far-into-the-morning spread of the
proceedings. But as they blue-

the sustained performance
gory.

Charges have also been made
that the plan will operate In favor
of some top-bracketed writers who
received high ratings under the

pre-1950 distribution system via

“politics” rather than perform-
ances. While some of the lower
classifications will also profit, it's

alleged that the top brackets stand
to gain more by the cushioning
machinery.
Some writers are bitter towards

the so-called retreat engineered by
the classifications committee in

coming up with the new plan. They
contend that any amendments
should have been, made in the di-

rection of greater accent on per-

forfhances. Instead, they see a re-

turn back to the concept of avail-

ability which* has been- discarded
for the past two years.

It’s expected that today’s (Wed.)
meeting of writers in New York,
when the plan will be outlined by
Stanley Adams* chairman of the
classifications committee, will be
met with a warning of legal action

against the plan. With the payoff
system set for October launching,
some dissident cleffers have threat-

ened to take their claims into court'

where they will ask for an injunc-
tion.

New li^ts

Centluucd from pxxe 11$

from
. the basic somersaults to »

rousing two-man-passing double
somersault for a climax.

Gals in outfit are attractive and
spark all setups with their
vivacious activity. A comedy note
is added by a male member who is-

quick with a flip despite short
stature and hefty girth.

Act has double value. From the
group of seven, one male and two ^

femmes team up as Los Adriannes
and score in early part of show
with some nifty acro-jhggling that -

draws plaudits.

Company Is a cinch for any large
room where the accent is on the
visiial and for the flashier, va-
riet^type TV productions. •

Newt

FOUR DIAMONDS
Songs
10 Mins.

Apollo, N. Y.

Four Diamonds, winners of a re-

cent “Amateur Night” contest in

this theatre, are' a young Negro
vocal combo with lots of promise.

Crew consists of three singers with

one on guitar and generate an ex-

cellent sound. All of them, inci-

dentally, look under 20 years old.

Standout of the team is the tenor
who has a plaintively evocative
voice and qualifies as a new souhd
entry. The bass is also, excellent
and the entire crew blends with
strong ear Impact. Lads hit on such
tunes as “Happy Am I,” “Two
Loves Have I” and “Bee I Bumble,”
latter being standout. Their encore
number, a slow ballad, should be
scrapped in favor of an upbeat
item. Kerrru

ORLANDO DE LA ROSA (5)

Song-Dance
12 Minii.
PaUce, N. Y.

The Orlando de la Rosa Quintet,

a' Latin import, are a well-drilled

song-and-dance combination. They
are. nicely garbed, have a good
song catalog and punctuate their

numbers with Latin terp move-
ments.

Most of the act is devoted to
production. The routines are pre-
cise and studied. Some of the
spontaneity is lost in that process,
but they maintain interest. Two
couples do the song and dance
work while the fifth member is at
the piano. Catalog is comprised
mainly of Latin pops. These are
well arranged and come over neat-
y. They’re okay for the Latin
cafe theatre trade. Jose.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Todd, son,

London, June 30, He’s, film actor;

she’s the former Kitty Grant-
Bogle, Scot actress.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Peyton,
daughter, Hollywood, • July 4,

Father is an actor.

Mr. and Mrs. Jay Alan Shapiro,
daughter, July 7, Ne-yv York,
Mother is musicbmedy actress Bev-
erly Janis.
Mr. and Mrs. John Murray, son,

July 10, New York. Father is a

playwright.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Peacock,

Jr., son, New York, July 10. Moth-
er is former operetta singer Vir-
ginia Renaud; father is sideman-
vocalist with Ted Huston orch

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Starr, son,
Hollywood, July 10. Father is tele
vision writer.
Mr. and Mrs. John Vrba, daugh-

ter, Hollywood, July 9. Father is

national sales manager for KTTV.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Behr, son,

Santa Monica, Cal.,
^
July 11. Father

is a film flack.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Sullivan,

daughter, July 11, Chicago. Father
is director at Salt Creek strawhat
Hinsdale, 111.

Mr. and Mrs. William Schwartau
daughter, New York, July 1. Father
is tape editor of NBC.

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Curtis
daughter, N. Y., July 12, Father
is indie radio packager.

Inspector and Mrs. John Kane
daughter, San Francisco, July
Father emcees police TV show on
KPIX there.
Mr. and Mrs. Bertie McNaBy,

CHRISTINA PALMER
Songs
12 Mins;
Bellevue Casino, Montreal

This is Christina “Palmer’s inl-

ial try at the Bellevue and gal
evidences plenty of song savvy as
she takes the major. yoc^il chores
in the big “Madame Butterfly” pro-
duction With ease.

Of medium height, brunet and
neatly assembled, Miss Palmer has
a voice that easily fills this large
room- and gets attention, in all

songs. Piping is on the operatic line
and shows best when she teams up
with baritone Charles.’ Danford in
the “Butterfly** sequence. Added ex-
perience and a chance to work solo
spots should enhance show value of
this talented newcomer. Newt

EVE WALKER
Aero
S Mins.
Palace, N. Y,

Eve Walker is an accomplished
rope and trapeze worker. Although
most of her tricks are in the cata-
log of other acts of this type, she
distinguishes herself with a high
degree of showmanship.

Miss Walker works smoothly and
unhurriedly on the rope. Body
flexes and formations frequently
win applause. Trapeze tricks are
done at a faster clip. Her forward
body throw to a one-leg catch
brings gasps from the crowd.

Jose.

LEONARD & LEONARD
Dance
10 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.

Leonard & Leonard are a solid

team of Negro hoofers. Lads have
a flashy routine, lots of originality.

They’re qualified for bigtime the-

atre and nitery spots.

Team opens 'with some precision

duo tapping, seguing into a series

of alternating solo bits featuring
specialty stepning by each mem-
her. Routine is cleverly paced to

son, in Dublin, July 13. Father is i build into a strong finale aero
I pript- fheir^ plans for mpy?Tjr),,RHO manager for Irelai).<L.. w * . ^ ^ • .•
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More Assurance, Polish, Havor

Mark TV Webs’ (overage of

By FLORENCE S. LOWE 4

Chicago, July 22.

If television came of age during

the GOP convention, it shows
signs of reaching full maturity

during the current jDemmy politi-

cal show. With the networks and
the Democratic National Commit-
tee profiting by errors of the ini-

tial political gabfest of ’52, video
covered the opening session with
added assurance and polish.

Effect of the newly-installed

center floor camera was immedi-
ately apparent in the sharper,

cleaner closeups of platform
speakers. This, undoubtedly, is a

major contribution to better tele-

vision, permitting not only better
closeups, but less background di-

versions. The busy, bustling effect

of figures constantly moving in

and out of the screen is now gone.
There's still activitjj behind the
central speakef, but instead of di-

verting, it has been toned down to

a point where it adds an authentic
touch to an otherwise static image.
The background is put out of

focus by head-on shots with
Zoomar lens, rather than often
copping major attention, as was
inevitable with side view cameras.
Proof of the video pudding is the
fact that during the initial quar-
ter-hour of the opening sessioiu the
pair of head-on cameras accoimted
for over 12 minutes of screen
time.

Astute Demmies showed results
of lessons they had learned from'
casing the comj^tition by develop-
ing a better j^ysical layout.
The main platform in the Amphi-

theatre, previously cluttered with
over abundance of chairs and

(Continued on page 55)

Vera Lynn’s British-Made

‘Wiederseh’n’ Sets U. S.

Bestsellei: Precedent
London, July 22.

Setting something of a prece-
dent, a British vocalist, recording
on a British-made dfsk, has reached
a top position on the American hit
lists. The artist, Vera Lynn, was
presented with a gold platter of
^Auf Wiederseh’n, Sweetheart” by
E, R. Lewis, managing director of
the British Decca company.
The disk, which is released in

the U.S. on the London label, is re-
ported to have sold more than
500,000 copies in America and up-
ward of 200,000 in Britain, result-
ing in a dollar income for the com-,
pany of some $200,000. Approxi-
luately 80% of the records sold in
the U.S. were pressed at Decca’s
London works and were shipped on
a speculative basis to the U.S.
The only other British disk to

reach a No. 1 spot in America was
Anton Karas’ recording of “The
Third Man Theme."

In sheet music “Auf Wieder-
seh’n, Sweetheart” is currently
Britain’s top bestseller. It is pub-
lished here by Peter Maurice.

Third of a Nation
Almost one-third of the na-

tion’s total population, or
50,930,000 people, saw at

’’ least part of the Republican
National Convention on tele-

vision, according tq prelimi-
nary reports of the American
Research Bureau. Part or all

of the convention was also
tuned in by 14,980,00(1 homes.
ARB figure is below advance

estimates, that 70,000,000 peo-
ple would witness the GOP
conclave on TV. Research out-
fit reported that General
Douglas MacArthur’s keynote
speech was seen by 21,370,-

000 viewers.

Reissues or TV?

Bank Snarled On

Takeover Policy

Lack of a policy decision by Bank
of America headquarters in Los
Angeles on whether to take the

reissue or TV route to salvage its

loans in some 30 indie pix has sty-

Trtled action in either direction.

Except for some legal maneuvers,
bank hasn’t progressed from the

poirft where it repossessed the plx

twcy yefirs ago.
' Only about 13 of the films are

free for deals with either reissue

or TV distribs. Most important of

them, the nine made by Enterprise
Productions, are tied up in a law-

suit brought by Bank of America
against Loew’s, while about seven
others are hamstrung via an action

instituted by Universal against the
bank.

B. of A. has an office in New
Yoric, headed by Tom Walker,
charged with responsibility for try-

ing to get whatever coin it can out
of the films. Lack of decision on
the TV vs. reissue point has held

up Walker in the domestic field,

but he is understood moving ahead
on plans to try to peddle them
abroad. Reportedly, A1 Lowe, for-

mer for.’lgn chief for United Art-

ists, has ,J)een offered the overseas
(Continued -on page 63)

GERTIE’S NEW ROLE AS

DRAMATIC ART PROF
Gertrude Lawrence has been

appointed guest professor of dra-

matic art by the board of trustees

of Columbia U., N.Y. Miss Law-
rence conducted a course in dra-

matic art at Columbia last season

. Actress is currently vacationing

from her starring role in the legit

musical, “King and I.” She’s def-

initely skedded to return Aug, 11.

iiESTSTION

By BOB STAHL

Television’s first actual celluloid

network was officially launched

this week with the incorporation

by Tom O’Neil, Mutual’s “boss
man” and head of the Yankee Net-
work and WOR, N. Y., of General
Telecasting System, Inc. New GTS
network will comprise WOR and a
number of other indie TV stations-

around the country, which will

jointly finance production of a
series of half-hour vldfilm shows
and share in their profits.

The celluloid network idea has
long been talked of in the trade
and several big-spending adver-
tisers have already moved in that
direction by spotting TV film
shows on whatever stations they
themselves desire and in time slots

of their own choosing. O’Neil’s set-

up, however, will be the first to
involve stations in the plaq. While
creation of GTS was only started
this week with official incorpora-
tion in Delaware, industry execs
are predicting that it could form
the basis of the fifth major TV
network.

While it has not been disclosed
which stations will participate in
the new web, it’s reported that a

number of top indies across the
country are welcoming the plan
as being potentially much more
lucrative than their, affiliations

with the major existing webs. Be-
sides giving them a chance to par-

ticipate in profits from the vidpix,

as well as to sell their time, the
fact that . they will share in pro-

duction also gives them a basis of

control in their network program-
ming which has been difficult to

obtain under standard network
affiliation pacts. Other nets con-

tract for a certain number of hours
weekly on affiliate stations and the

stations, for the most part, must

(Continued on page 16)

Coast Stations

Alerted to Quake
* Hollywood, July 22.

KNBH scored another newsbeat
locally in telenslng first films of

the Tehachapi earthquake damage
just under seven hours after the

temblor, which killed 11 persons.

The NBC-TV outlet had a beat on
the Warners fire a fortnight ago.

Station was -on the air a half-

hour after the quake with reports,

and sent Dexter Alley of newsreel
department to Tehachapi by spe-

cial plane. KTLA’s Klaus Lands-
berg personally planed to site, and
KLAC-TV flew a lenser there.

Quake knocked KHJ off the air

until 10 a.m. due to disruption

power at Culver City transmitter

site, but Mutual net feeding wasn’t

affected-

CbesIer-DoMont’s $14,000,000 Bid

New WB 2-Way Deal
Hollywood, July 22.

The two recent big fires at

the Warner Bros, studio at
Burbank (one blaze Is suspect-
ed to be of an incendiary na-
ture), inspired scripter Hal
Kanter to crack that he’s
“been offered a new two-way
contract at WB—as writer and
fireman.”

Jessel, Engelbach,

Ace Proposed To

Hypo Berle Stanza
The Milton Berle show may have

one of the most expensive staffs of

television designers In the history
of the medium. Plan has been pro-

posed to the Kudner Agency, which
buys the Berle show on behalf of
Texaco, to put George Jessel in as
executive prqducer; Dee Engelbach
as producer,- and Goodman Ace as
head writer.

This is only one of tfie sugges-
tions to have been lined up by the
William Morris Agency, which
packages the show. 'There are
some alternative plans, which are
still being proposed, in an effort to

revamp the format of the program.
At this point, there’s little chance

of getting Jessel in this post, Deals
for Engelbach and Ace haven’t
been worked out either, but there’s
some chance that they may be
pacted to helm the $tanza. Engel-
bach and Ace were previously
teamed by the Morris office for

NBC’s “The Big Show.”
Plans for the fall edition of the

Texaco show are still not finalized.

Leading plan ^t the moment is to
change the straight vaudeo show
into a situation comedy format. A
stock company plus guests is

promulgate^ as a substitute for the
steady stream of high-priced guests
who have played the stanza since
its inception.

CHI MAPS $3,000,000

AMPHIFORLAKEFRONT
Chicago, July 22.

Chicago Park Board is making
plans to erect a modern amphithe-
atre on the lakefront, which would
provide Chicago with one of the
finest outdoor musical courts in the
country. Theatre could seat 14,585-,

with standing room for an addi-
tional 12,000. In case Of rain, a
moveable canopy would cover 10,-

000 people.
There’s some discussion of a mu-

sical comedy series similar to those
in St. Louis, Kansas City and Dal-
las, Bowl will cost about $3,000,000

and will be completed by 1954,

^ Ingenious $14,000,000 deal, which
‘ will give the Canadian financial
group, headed by Lou Chesler,
RKO’s entire bacldog of feature
films, antedating 1949, Is reported-
ly close to consummation. The
DuMont television network, which
will have first call an the pix, is

advancing $2,500,000 of the pur-
chase price,

Chester, a Montreal stockbroker
and investment counselor, report-
edly will trade RKO 2,000,000
shares of its own stock for the 800
or more pix In the vault. Deal em-
braces all rights—-theatre and TV.
It will cost Chesler a total of $14,-
000,000 over a period of four years
to acquire the stock.
Canadian group will obtain the

shares by asking present holders
‘

who so desire to tender their
shares. Chesler reportedly is pre-
pared to offer them $5 down and

(Continued on page 21)

B’waj May Get First

Tri-Diniensional Peek

At Cinerama In RiYoli
Rivoli Theatre, George. Skouras’

first-run in New York, which is

now dark for the summer, may be
the kickoff spot for the first -pic

turned out by Cinerama, Inc.,

third-dimension outfit In which
legit producer Mike Todd and com-
mentator Lowell Thomas are key
figures.

Shooting of the film is near com-
pletion on the Coast, and a couple
of weeks of processing is next on
the sked. Todd and Skouras made
a (Quickie hop to the Coast last
week, ajjparcntly in pursuit of the
idea of preeming the film at the
Rivoli in the fall. It would take
about two ’weeks to prepare the
house for the' presentation, Includ-
ing installation of the thlrd-Slmen-
sional sound apparatus and the re-
quired three coordinated pro-
jectors.

Film Is somewhat documentary
in nature and runs about two
hours. Merian C. Cooper, indie pro-
ducer, who has been active in a
large part of the production, is now
putting the finishing touches on the
pic. According to present plans, it

likely will be ready for showing in
September.
Lensing was done at varioiih

global points. Footage contains sev-
eral scenes from “Aida” as pre-
sented by the La Scala Opera, a
bull fight in Spain and shots of
Scotland and Niagara Falls^ Pro-
duction is tentatively titled “This;
Is Cinerama.”

V7ith completion of the film now,
near, Grant Leenhouts has re-
signed as exec v.p. of Cinerama,;
He supervised the engineering and;
fabrication of new projection and;
stereophonic sound reproducing
equipment, arid the construction olh.

a new camera used in the system,;,
Leenhouts will stay on as a cpn^:i
sultant for Cinerama on a lipit*-

exclusive basis.
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•

, ; Locarno, Jnly 15.
.

Tlic Sixth Internatlotiajl liOcarno

Film Festival wound up its 12-day

run last night (14). Originally

scheduled to end on the jl3th, fete

wa? extended .a day to allow the
;

World preem of . “A -City on Tiual’*

‘(20th-Filmcostellazione). Twenty-

.five pix were • officially presented

. by the 10 parjticipating nations,

which included, besides the U.S.^

Germany, Austria, ’ France, Great

Britain, IsrAel, India, Italy, Sweden
juid Bussia. •

Soviet participation, however,
was indirect as its ent^, “In a Cir-

cus Arena,” was presented through
a Swiss distrib. Russia originally

hinted it would participate official-

ly but imposed certain conditions

Festival authorities were unable to

accept. . Besides* the official^ pres-

entations, several features' 'were
' screened, privately for dfstrTbs and
fdr the* aiO^odd.crix present at the*

fete, Locamo is officially recog-

nized by the
;
International Film

Producers' Assn., and in accordance
v/ith that organization’s stipula-

tions, no prizes were awarded. Pix
are selected and.presented by Swiss
distributors, unlike Cannes and
Venice where entries are’ on wider
national basis and need festival’s

approval.
'

The
.
local get7togetheri jointly

sponsored and fihanced by. Swiss
•tCbntihUed on’ page 63)

Danny Kaye’s Special
-

Show in Copenhagen

As Aftdersen’ Bally

Copenhagen, July 22.

T*remend6us Welcome accorded
Panny Kaye, here will be climaxed
tomorrow (Wed;) when the Ameri-r

cap (Comedian will put on a special

half-hour show over the State Ra-
dio for the benefit of the Danish
Chil^en’s Charities. About 75,000
Danes have already mailed in a
shilling • each for the privilege

.being selected' for the studio au-
dience, of 250 to, watch Kaye-^ing
the . Frank Loesser score from
Samuel Goldwyn’s production of

“Hans Christian Andersen.” .

'
•

The British Broadcasting Co., in

an unprecedented move, will Carry
a direct pickup of the- broadcast

(Continued on page 63)
* I
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Carol Channing, Adair

For ‘Blondes’ in London
London legit producer Jack'Hyl-

I'
ton,, who . flew, over to finalize de-

(

tails with • Herman ' Levin on the

i

London production of . “Gentlemen
I Prefer Blondes,”: has 'just set* a

deal for ' Ca’fol ,Channing to re-
create ^he^ Broadway original Irt

the West End.
,
Yv^ne Adair will

also play her original stage role,
but a London substitution will be
gotten for Jack McCauley.
Miss 'Channirtg’s deal is said to

he quite an improvement over
Broadway. She will draw $1,500
against 10% of the gross,^ and the
Adelphi, for which “Blondes” is

scheduled in September;, can gross
$33,000.

Hylton flies back to London to-
morrow (Thurs.), accompanied by
his aide, Gino Arbib, who has been
handling Beniamino Gigli’s recent
concert tour in Canada:

Alkp $tntbeii By Sun
^

' H'arWirh;
Fred Allen, vacationing here, is

recovering from an oveydose of

sun suffered ‘.Sunday (20) .on the

beach.
Allen’s new vidfilm qulzzer, tor

Old Gold, “Two for the Money,”
preems'pm NBC-TV in the fall.

Tarletoiii 7 Arts Fcst,

New Kind of Mt. Resort

Show Biz, to Get Encore
By RICHARD JOSEPH

Pike, N. H., July 22.

Windup of the White, Mountains
Festival of the Seven Arts, at the

Lake Tarleton Club here this week'

has again underlined fact thatsum-
mer vacationists welcome culture

as a big plus in their holiday plans

t—whe'ft it’s- properly packaged by
smart showmanship.

Guests* at this New Hampshire
|

resort have .spent the-; past two

weeks interspersing their swim-

ming, sunburning, tennis, golf,

dining, dancing and romanbing with

lecture?, listening to longhair and

looking at .Toulouse-Lautrec and

Currier & Ives originals.

Festival is centred around al

fresco talks on hotel front lawn

by w.k. show people, critics, writers

and educators, speaking in front of

a century-old stagecoach, with the

White Moimtalns. as a backdrop.

; Lectures begin right after lunch,

while guests are digesting, and last

about an hour.- Then subject is

usually kicked around informally

at lakeside discussions: and out on

•the- floats'.

Show • biz headlined program,'

with ANTA's Clarence Derwent and
Chris Westphalen, N.Y. News drama
critic John Chapman, Show of the

Month Club’s Sylvia Seigler and
film player Susan Douglas talking

(Continued on page 15)

lightning Hitis -Twice In

Same (NCAC) YP. Spot

For, the second time now, Nation-

al Cloncert jSc Artists Corp, has had
to cancel a lecture tour of one of

its figures, because of, a .vice-presi-

dential nomination. Selma War-
lick,’ who hea(i;j .

NCAC’s lectures

and pop
,
attractions division, ‘had

Sen. Richard N. Nixon ;(R., Cal.)

booked for three weeks, of lectures

this 'fall in the east ' arid midwest,
as well as further dates next spring.
Nixon had lectured for NCAC for
the first time this season. Now that
he’s received the Republican vee-.

pee noihinatldn,' Nixon has asked.
Mi.ss Warlicfc to cancel his fall tour.
Same thing, hdppeiied foim years

ago, when Vfce-Presidenf (former-
ly Senator) Alben W.' Barkley, who
was on the NCAC gab list, asked
.to be released from nis bookings
.When he received the Democratic
veepee nomination.
NCAC also lost another political

figure this year in Sen, Estes
Kefauver (D., Tenn.), leading, as-

pirarlt for the Democratic Presi-
dential nomination this week. Ke-
fauver has been on the NCAC list

for three years, but dropped off the
list at beginning of this year, when
he actively^started campaigning for
the nomination. .
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JACK SHAINDUN
Musical Director of
Louis de Ro.chement’s
“Walk Eaat on Beacon''

^ • »

Washington, July 22.

American theatregoers spent $1,-

166,000,000 on motion picture ad-
missions last year, or approximate-
ly 5.5% less than In 1950, Departf
ment of Commerce- reported today
(Tues.) in. its •'annual survey of na-
tional income.- , . , '

:

. Report reveals a steady decline
in consumer- expenditures for film
admissions since- 1949^ although de-
cline was, less last year than the
•year .beforct •

.

.f

Expenditures for legit theatres
and opera last - year, totaling $90,-

OQO,000, showed ;. no change from’
1950. -

•

.

•
• . - -

:

‘

•
‘

Purchases of radio and TV set’s,

phonographs, records, pianos and
other musical instruments totaled
$2,421,000,000 last year, or about
12% less than in 1950.

,
Evidence that . ,TV sets have

reached a. point’ where they require-
plore and mor^ .serving was indi-
cated " in expenditures of $420,-
000,00() last year for radio and TV
repairs.’ This was twice the amount
spent for such service in 1949 and
31% mpre than in 1950.

Possibly reflecting restrictions
•pn televising of .sports, admissions
for professional baseball, totaling
$51,00(),000,. showed a decline .of
$4,000,t)()0 from 1950, when expen-
ditures had fallen $11,000,000’ from
previpiis- year. Expenditures for
college football games, totaling
$103,000,000, were same as 1950^
which had registered a $3,000,000
decline from 1949. <

National income of the picture

,

• (Continued on pag 44)

‘Big Broadcast of ‘52^

ByBOB HOPE
' Chicago, July 22.
This strawhat filibuster, pre-

viewing at Loew’s Rumpstake
Arena, will go on the road and
play the sticks as soon as Play-
doctor Truman okays the
script. They probably don’t ex-
pect a nomination before the
20th ballot, which makes it

safe to say this show may run
longer than “The Drunkard.”

This is a sort of “Ben Hur,”
with dark horses.
So many candidates are cam-

era-consdibus that they have a
powder room for men.

• ‘W.'l
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ISy raw CAKHARXX »Hd NICKY WINXER

. ... . . Cannes, July 8
There Is a FrehclHnan on. the, Cote d’Aaur iwho .-ls due to be guillo-

tined at the end of July. ' This will undoubtedly come as something of
a shock to him. What' he expects to have happen around then is »
modest celebration like Ke^^ York-gaye MacArthun; What he will get
is the .same -jtort ‘Of Welcome -New Yorjk used to give the Cherry Sisters
He’s probably out somewhere right how, this Frenchman, picking out
a likely site for a statue of himself. What - he - ought to be doing is

'finding out what time the next rocket leaves -i,or .M^rsi

Because this Frenchman is the one who thought' it would be a great
idea to ..have -Texas Week on the. Riviera, • .

>* - • •

Texas Week has been planned to take plkee.ih the period July 14
the national French holiday ’ celebrating ttie fall of the Bastille. So’
from Cannes all the- way to Menton,.' pn the .'Italian border^ the Riviera
is going to he turned over to Texan's. Everything on the Riviera is

going’to be turned oyer, too, but they, don’t know that yet.

They’re making special preparations to greet the Lone Star boys
All the regular waiters,' porters, b.ellhops- and. gendarmes will be re-
placed by Shock troops composed of former members of the French
Un,dergrourid. They -figure anyone who ^(^od up, under four years of
German- Occ'upfation oukKt to be able to, withstand the. rigors of one
week pf Texas.- But just to. make sure, '.the replacements are under-
going rigorous trairiihgJ Oak Ridge ha:? sent ,over a supply of A-bombs
to be let ofitvlCk) yards from the.shock troops. Those, that survive will

have' their eyes nicely conditioned to all. but- the gaudiest hand-painted
neckties, .Shopkeepers Are ’.being threatened with. Devil’s Island if

they forget and charge Texans, only twice the normal price for every-
thing, instead of the Texas Week special , price of four times as much.
The city’s fouhtaiiis will run: with the French conception of bourbon;
vin blanc with iodine in it.

Any Frenchman faces loss .of citizenship for not replying to any
question with ‘-‘Okay!” This will be ^especially neat when he -is being
asked., the way to the powder-robm. There was also a move on to have
rest toem doors labeled '‘Steers’* and “Heifers,” but community feeling

is such in France that most joints only: have ,orte single place for “Mes-
sieurs” and “Mcsdames.” So! they compromised 'by labeling that door

“The=. Coml.”. '

*1
i '

^

‘

There wiE be -other treats, Ifor musical TbxAns, as well'. ’ All the or-

chestras are working up special Arrangements of such famous Texas
folk songs as *iLa Marseijlaisp,” and the Song Eleanor Holm sang when
she cent her lawyer to. see her husband with a “Levy On Rose.” Other
songs being specially written for Texas Week are “Dallas^ To Dough-
nuts,” “Fort Better Or Fort; Wbrth,” and '‘Aanon- Carter My House,
Baby.’i s

...
•Respectable residents of the Cofe d’Azur are leaving. Both' of them,

"And girls are coming here from all over France./ The filles de joie

have all agreed not to speak to a .T.exan who doesn’t haye at least two
-oil- wells. '

.. . . .

’ '

'

,

They ’ don’t realize, of course, that Texans without at least six oil

wells are considered pai't of the “Tobacco Road” set. When Anita
Loos wrote that line about diamonds, she didn’t know how friendly a

gusher can be. One Texas father we know gave his four-month-old
son a tiny gusher to play. with. He figured a kid and an oil well ought
to grow up together. The only thing -is, ;the’ gusher isn’t house-broken.

The Mayor rof , Cannes consulted us about the history -of Texas. He
said he thought he ought to, because, after alt -he knew that we came
from New York, which is just a suburb of Dallas. He -asked us if Texas
was really as big as people said. We told him-abbut our; friend, Four-

Gun O’Toole. O’Toole has to take a five-day train trip, a 12-hour stage-

coach ride, break, trail through 80 miles of woods, add. walk 40 miles

.of open prairie just to go next door .and borrow a cup . of sugar.

But probably the biggest thrill of Texas Week is that all film theatres

here will be playing Americah westerns. Dubbed in French.

French ’pronunciation of American pix titles, and stars is bad enough.
Humphrey Bogart is “Amfrey Bogarrrrr.,” which comes out sounding
like- Leo ‘ the Lioil with hiccoughs. ' “Show Boat/’ becomes “Shove
Bowatt.” They lov6 pix With our famous 'dramatic star, Buttie Dah-
veez. Those films are put out by the firm that adveriiSeS as Varnair

Broze. And the swimming star, Asstaire Veelyams, they love her, too.

Especially When she plays opposite OhvardMCilL (For those of you
who don’t remember that picture, it was,“Pahgahn Luv Sung”.)

But if there is anything in the world to compare to French voices

crackling out of -a Gene Autry (pronounced Gin Uvtree) epic, we don’t

want to hear it. In case you ever happen to be tied to your theatre

seats during a French western, here/s what they are liable to be saying.

We give you, at no extra cost, the original ;.<*dnerican dialog, the French
translation of same, and how "the French tran5iAtion would sound re-

translated into:

American French English

Howdy, Sheriff, how’s
trick??

The Indians are com-
ing!

They went that-a-way.

Bonjour, Monsieur le

Shtiir-eef. Comment
ca va? Ca marche
bien?

Tiens! Si je ne me suis
pas trompe, cctwc-ci

sont des IndienSp
n’estce pas^ -

Us out files par la.

Good-day, Mister the

Sheriff. How it

goes? It marches
well?

. Hold! If I myself do

not deceive myself,

-those there are

, some Indians, is it

not?

They have fled by

-there.

The Vegetarian Party mak-
ing its stand here has cam-
paign buttons reading “I Like
Cauliflower.”

Ma'am, I never did There is absolutely no way this can be trans-

hold with kissing lated into French,
women.

The Democratic jam sess^n
has taken over the Chez Stock
Yards for its. “Big Broadcast
of 19?2”., Thjis tb-wn. looks like
A bus' stop ’.on Mars, or an Or-
son Welles broadcast, that re^
’Ally happened.

.There is plenty of help .here—some of the Tafit
, delegates

are acthqg . as bellbops. .
.

;

. , Hotels jire--. jj^.medr ‘..again. .

,

GeorgCiJesjsel missed; four .diif-

,hiers.-)He, spent, three days in .

tiie.^Qonrad iHiltpm i^bby - try- •

• Ing to push his ‘w^ through ' to
the Jbanquet rooni.

-It’s 'Aft . hot here •- J^ane . Rus- ..

.

s.ell. ha»..-beAn In*- town -three*
ndays* ;An((i<tpohft.di’s iA3toltb2itd dier.-t ?

She’s, ali!0:^.We4i]r.lnj[? aKarppaljgJii*/-;

: button. - '

vvell head - em off at Ndus pquvons les rat^
Eagle Pass. ' trapes a cote de la

*
• Vallee des aigles.

Me* Indian chief.: Me. Moi je suis le grand
Sitting Bull •’ hate , • chef ' Taufeau- ijiii

white man. • "
. s’ossieds. Jc ’n’dfmc*

pas. du.tout les peaux
blanches.

Why you ornery son,jof Zut!
' polecat, . •

:

-
’

I

you fatheaded ,son of
,

. •

"'•a rirtktailed.*'/'h'brse- '•
. .....

'’thief, "^you *' inapegey,

•

scrawny, •pie-faced,
milk-fed, ‘ slOpe-eAred
ricunkf

- . -
•

.<» •^. (^ifi AyOuS'jdi'-Arenit ahjtthfng^thatJ'Wi
Cm^tis-ixind. '^ect-the fTjtxaiusf j OUKitdvts,-*
^w-eiica^ r e-t \

We are able to retrap

them at the side of

- the Valley of Eagles.

Me, I am the big

* Chief Bull, who sits

•himself. '-I do not

; . like at all the skin

Whites.

.Sorry, (,we. can’t trans-

'/ l?itc th8t word; af-

iter.'.^l, -tbip Is *

newspaper.

dfc, ^m-6 •oh'*-down to

gding^to -TfexSis/ where
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Govt Ifim Suit Seen Backdoor Move

To Force Majors Into Pic Sales to TV

UAs $350,000 6-Mo-

'oints Dp Co. s Upped Financial Status
Washington, July 22.

A backdoor niov* to force major

film companies^ to release their

product to video is seen by trade

observers as possibly behind the

Government's civil action yester-

day (Tues.) charging 12 producers

jind distributors with conspiracy

to restrain the Use of their 16m
films. Suit was filed by the anti-

trust division of the Department

of Justice in Federal Court, Los

Angeles.

Although the complaint charged^

conspiracy also in limiting the use

of narrow-guage product by the

armed forces, . private clubs,

schools, churches and USO cen-

tres, tradesters pointed to the

statement in the suit by Attorney

General James P; McGranery,
which declared that the action was
part of the Department's continu-

ing program “to prevent, business-

men and others from combining

to place restrictions Upon what
members of the general public

may see on their television sets.

Another signif<cant indication

was the disclosure of a Justice

Dept, official who noted that it was
the. use of 16m in video, and its

capacity to reach a mass audience.,

which spurred the Department's,

action.

However, 'the D. of J. exec point-

ed out that the evidence in the suit

antedates television airtd that the

suit “would have been brought any-

way." If a- conspiracy did not exist,

he noted, United World Films, U's

subsid, and others would be free to

sell to video. Paramount and
Metro, the spokesman said, were
not named in the suit sipce there

was no conspiracy evidence against

them, •
’

-
,

Named as defendants were 20th-

Fbx, Warner Bros., Warner Bros.

Distributing Corp., RKO, Republic,
Republic Productions, Columbia,
Screen.. Gems, Universal, United
World Films, Films, Ipc., and Pic-
torial Films, In addition, the The-
atre Owners of America was named
as co-conspiratoi*, but not as a de-
fendant.

It was the first time in which
16m films have been involved in a

(Continued on page 16)

P I^UBows To

Europe’s Setup For '

liaydat^, Subsidies
Edward Small’s reaction follow-

ing. a six-week European o.p. is

that the ' Continental film-makers
have yet to absorb the Hollywood
know-how, business-Wise, but that
they have “the sweetest setup in

the world right now with assured
screen-time and subsidies." He re-
fers to the Italians and. French
particularly.

The vet producer doesn't hold
with the idea that a director-pro-
ducer can also be the astute busi-'

nessman that the Hollywood coun-
terpart calls for. He feels, how-
ever, that “they will learn," and on
the other hand feels that if there
were a true European invasion by
the more astute American film-

makers, it would be bound to cut
in on the progress .that the Euro-
peans seem to be making.

Small headed for the Coast over
the weekend. He took it easy pri-

marily while in Europe but the in-

evitable “one big deal" is cooking.

Jack Warner Due In

, From Europe July 29
Jack L. Warner, Warner Bros,

exec v.p. and production chief, is

due in New York next Tuesday (29)

from Europe following a month’s
visit abroad. Before returning to

the Coast, fie will confer with Ben
Kalmenson, distribution head, and
other homeoffict bras*.

He if expected to discus* the
outcome of talk* on the setting up
In England of a laboratory . for
the processing . .of. .

WamerColor,
plan* foe WJI jmtmiing actlvitie* la
Britain, and on Inturo prodw^'*
»«le* poUcf.

Rolling Ozonor
Minneapolis, July 22.

Newest thing hereabouts is

a rolling drive-in theatre. It’s

operated by John Rohr, who
has a circuit of small Min-
nesota towns that have no reg-
ular ozoners or conventional
theatres!.

In the municipal parks or
vacant lots, Rohr sets up his

'drive-in and furnishes the resi-

dents with, their .sole pic en-

tertainment. Circuit now in-

cludes Longvillmi Backus-
Hackensack, Cross Lake and
Emily, Minn.

Like a carnival or .circus,

Rohr moves from spot to spot,

devoting one night a week to

each of the circuit’s towns.

Yank Film Firms

Split $5,000,000 In

De-Iced Jap Coin

Tokyo, July 15.

A windfall amounting to more
than $5,000,000 has been received
by American film companies from
Japan within the past few weeks,
the Ministry of Finance disclosed
here today (15). Coin represents.
.64%' of earnings which had piled
up in, frozen accounts here be-
tween the beginning of the occu-

patfon in late 1945 and March 31
of this year.

Still to be thawed as of July 1,

the Ministry stated, was $2,473,411.

The total in the deep freezer as of
that date was $4,377,777, but $1,-

905,116 is to be reserved for taxes.

'

(Coin was received by the Mo-
tion Picture Assn, of America from
Tokyo some weeks ago, but Wasn’t
actually distributed to member
companies until last week. ’They
were in a mighty hassle, meantime,
over divvy of the frozen funds
among them.

(Normal formula used for splitr

ting melons earned by MPAA’s
affiliate, the Motion Picture Export
Assn., didn’t completely apply,
since some of the companies had
used part of their blocked money
for buying real estate and other
expenditures within Japan. It took
a number of sessions * by compar
nies proxies and foreign chiefs

(Continued on page 54)

Howard to Film 'Luigi'

In Italy Next Summer

With CBS As Partner
Hollywood, July 22.

Cy Howard is starting up indie

film production of his “Life With
Luigi" in Italy next summer. He
recently returned from several

months abroad, where he made ar-

rangements for studio space out-

side Rome and financing with
frozen coin.

CBS, where he is under ex-

clusive radio-video contract, will

be partnered in the pic. Mac
Benoff, associated with Howard in

both AM-TV versions of “Luigi”

and “My Friend Irma," will be in

on the writing, directing and pro-

ducing of the pic, and the “Luigi"

cast, topped by J. Carrol Naish,

will be used in film.

Sol Schwartz to Europe

To Scout Palace Acts
Sol A. Schwartz, RKO Theatre*

prez,Jeaves New York^Aug, 6 for

A four-week tour abroad.

He'll see »fiow* in London, Paris,

Rome, Florence, Copenfiafien, Am-
sterdam, end other point*,' on the

Mowl for- e talent lineup for. RKO'*
Palace, Broadway, which foe* back
on a two-a-day i^lcy in the fall*

Drive-ins, continuing to do sock biz
this summer, are as close as the
pic industry has come to an answer
to TV, opine film men. The pzon-
•ers are standing up to tele and
giving a good account of them-
selves.

Their success, however, Is mak-
ing them just about as dangerous
to conventional theatres as Is vi-

deo. While the open-airers during
the f\rst three or four years of
their growth after the war wei'c

drawing new audiences, their con-
stant demand nbw for earlier runs
means they are drawing away con-
siderable of the patronage that

ipis^ht be buying stubs to four-wall
houses.

Pressure on distributors by
drive-ins all over the coimtry to

move up their picture availability

dates is developing into a serious

!

headache for the releasing- com-
panies. Earlier, the distribs re-

sisted somewhat but were not wor-
ried by the requests for move-up
of runs. Some even saw such
availability advances as a source of

more revenue.

Now, however, with the demands
becoming more frequent and more
insistent, they’ve started to serious-

ly bother the distribs. They feel

now that every time they give one
of the under-the-stars emporiums
an earlier run, they are damaging
a conventional house. And they’ve
no desire whatsoever to further
weaken the principal source of

their bread-and-margarine.

“This movement can do us seri-

ous damage and is in many cases
unnecessary," one harassed distrib

exec explained this week. “The
primary attraction of a drive-in is

not the early availability of the
pictures it plays, but its conveni-
ence and novelty. It’s unfair for

(Continued on page 23)

Hard-Pressed Exhibs

May Win Aid From New

Quarter~lhe IATSE
Minneapolis, July 22.

When’ the 41st biennial conven-
tion of the International Alliance
of The^rical Stage' Employees
and Moving Picture Operators is

held here' Aug. 4-8, one of the
orders of business Will be the mat-
ter of trying to improve the lot

of hard-pressed exhibitors, accord-
ing to William Donnelly, chairman
of the local arrangements commit-
tee.

Members of the union are con-
cerned because of the number of

job losses due to theatre shutte-
rings and the fact that more such

(Continued on page 20)

There are more click pix in cir-

culation this week than in the
past several months, according to

returns in key cities covered by
Variety. Business is on the up-
swing for the second consecutive

week in a number of areas across

the country.
The improvement, though, is

generally’ short of the b, o. ad-

vances registered about this time
last

'
year. Failure to keep pace

with the 1951 upbeat is attributed

to the protracted beat spell, which
is hurting weekend trade particu-

larly. Break in the blast-furnace

TVeather clearly would mean a

good boost in income.
Fact that the Democrats are in

session in Chicago apparently

doesn^t matter at all, Radio-TV
coverage is neither adding to, nor
detracting from, film biz for the

jnost part. However, exhlb* tn a

few area* feel that the politico

oratory I* btutnplng competitive

profrUm* from th* TY channel*

and thl* 1* *#tving’a« a b. o. MlUt.
1 “JumplBi Jacki" leaped lirte

How It Work®
The Loew-Metro cuts are in

two broad brackets.
From $1,001-$2,000 'the cut

is 25% above the first thou-
sand.

Salaries of $2,001 and over
are cut 50% over the first

thousand.

Schary Stresses

Metro Apathy To

Adopting TV Now
Hollywood, July 22,

Television' is the No. 1 problem
facing the film industry, Dore
Schary told the Hollywood Ad Club
Monday (21), but it, like others,
can be solved by “Intelligence, ap-
plication of principles, willingness
and hard endeavor.”
Video is the chief problem “be-

cause of its popularity rather than
what it is," the Metro production
chief said. Film-makers have a
definite place in video’s future, he
added, but reiterated that Metro
has no present plans to enter pro-
duction, release old plx.to TV. or
permit its stars to make video ap-
pearances. Laffer depision is based
partly on legal problems, partly on
fact the studio believe*’ television
adversely affects boxbffice recep-
tion.

“I can tell you about one big
television star who made a pio4ure
for another studio,” Sphary added,
“It was a disipral fallure-^Well, a
disappointingvSiuccfess. It’^ill be a
long time before video can match
the 'giant, entertainment’ offered
by pix; and when eventually it is

able to do so, it will be done for
television by motion ’picture mak-
ers." Pix-TV alliance ‘>111 come
in the future but whefi, how, or in

what form nobody knows."
Schary repeated Metro’s recent

theory of film economics, declaring
that theatre rentals are up despite

(Continued on page 15)

Lesser Back From Europe
Sol Lesser arrives In New York

on the He de France today (Wed.)
from a two-month tour of Europe.
He leaves by train for the Coast
on Saturday (26).

"Hollywood attorney Mendel Sil-

berberg, who accompanied Lesser,
returned three weeks ago,’in time
to attend the Republican conven-
tion, to which he Was a California
delegate.

the No. One position this week
frofh the fifth spot last frame. Pic
is going great in many keys and
clearly rates the crown. “She’s
Working Way Through College"
moved into the place spot, Vp from
third last stanza. “Robin- Hood"
rounds out the money-making Big
Three.

Fourth this session is “Lovely
to Look At," which* copped the
win spot last Week. “Diplomatic
Courier" rates as No. Five, tailed
in the six position by “King Kong"
and “Leopard Man," RKO combo
of reissues which is doing sur-
prisingly sock biz in scattered situ-
ations.

“Scararaouche" 1* still on the
top 10 list despite 'the Ifength of
time it ha* been in key wvea firsts

run*. It’* in seventh place this
week. CTompletlng the roster for
thl* frame are “Pat and Mike,"
“Walk East on B«*c<m^ and “Fraja-

d* to West Point," iln that order,

(Complete hosToffke returm on
Pe^e* i^,) • *

With its domestic billing* hav-

ing averaged $350,000 a week for

the first six months of 1952, United
Artists has teen consistently iff

the black during that period. Even
more Important, however, In the
estimation of its execs, is that the
company is no longer suffering
from the severe “between picture"
chasms that used to mark Its

curve of weekly income.

By virtue of the plethora of
product that prexy Arthur B,
Krirn and his associates have cor-
ralled, the UA distribution pipe-
line has been consistently full dur-
ing the first 26 weeks of the year.
The company, as a result, has
“legs"—a consistent basic income
each week.

Whereas it was plagued until
the Krim group took over 16
months ago by deep depressions
in Income, take hasn’t fallen below
$320,000 any week this year and
has gipnerally been between $325,-
000 and $400,000. Krim and his '

partners welcome that fact as In-
dicative that the company is at
last on a stable base.

Of the gross billings, UA's
share as a distribution fee iS 30%.

(Continued on page 23)

Jujfl Stdn Enmions

UpheaYals In Fibs
^ Show biz looks more bullish de-
’splte the economic upheavals in
thifc’ film business, Jules C. Stdn,
board chairman of Music Corp. of
America, observed last week before
flying back to Europe for the sum-
nj,er, “The American public is seek-
ing some new form of entertain-
ment, Heretofore, it was domin-
antly pictures," he says, and while
the Hollywood production line will
always be potent, the vet showman
foresees sports, perhaps new forms
of outdoor divertissements, and
live shows as being on the upbeat;

More stage shows—:legit andt

(Continued on page 20)
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I’reiich government decree, which !•'

with unexpected suddenness and

in the midst of negotiations slashed

American pic imports' Into France

by 26"% over the weekend, is seen

as a direct bid for subsidization

by Yank distribs of Gallic produ-

cers, As a. result, it ha$ opened a

wide seam again between the Mo-
tion Picture Assn, of America,

which is understood, thinking in

terms pf granting the'subsi.dyi

the Society of Independent M.otion

Picture Producers, which is adam-.

ant against jit.
^

Both the MPAA apd SIMPP held

emergency sessions in New Y.ork

Monday (21) to consider implica-

tions of the new decree' that will

limit all American distribs to 90

French import permits a year, re-

troactive to July, 1. Only loophole

left for increasing that number Is

Article 3 of the decree, which

states!

‘‘Additional authority for the is-

suance of a number of permits to

be determined may .be granted to

films of any .country .assisting dis-

tributing .
of French films within

its territory.” That is seen as an

invitation for a setup similar to,

Italian. Film Export, which via a

Yank subsidy plugs Italo product

in America,
Eric A, Johnston,' MPAA prexy,

who chairmanried the associatipjp's

huddle, is understood to have rec-

ommended that me French ,be

sounded . out on ,.
what they are

thinking of in terms of the sub-

sidy. MPAA member companies

are not, sympathetic to the idea

but they want to get out the money
(Continued on page 21).

‘Slow MoiLBehind Delay

In Cannes 'Notdication

Of Award to Lee Grant

“Slow mail” reportedly is behind

the long delay experienced by Lee

Grant in receiving official recogni-

tion from Cannes Film Festival

authorities for her work as “best

actress” in Paramount’s “Detective

Story.” Although the festival was-|

held early in May, the Par home-
office did not receive documentary
acknowledgement of the award un-.

til last week.
Accordingly, Miss Grant is sched-

uled to receive a diploma and book

in a brief ceremony to be, held this

afternoon (Wed.) in Par board

chairman Adolph Zukor’s office.

Zukor will make the presentation

in behalf of Cannes Festival offi-

cials.

Previously, Miss Grant vented

her displeasure to Leo Sauvage, a

correspondent for Figaro, a Paris

newspaper. His story said she

never received an official letter

notifying her of the award. An in-

vestigation turned up a nbmber of

hazy disclosures. Among them was
a report that Eugene Van Dee, act-

ing continental manager for the

Motion Picture Assn, of America,
received the letter a month after

the festival wound up.

Van Dee, in turn, was said to

have turned the letter over to Par-

amount’s office in Paris. Subse-

quently, the material was for-

warded to the N. Y. homeoffice. A
Par exfec last week expressed the

belief that Miss Grant was unduly
alarmed about the situation and
attributed the delay to merely a

case of “slow mail.”

Can^t

Charles Simonelliv as dele-

gate from Brooklyn to the

Democratic convention in

,Chicago this weeky • obviously

’is .also- not losing sight ot .his

role as Universal’s eastern

pub-ad chief. Photo syn-

dicates on Monday (21) serv-

iced pix of Francis, U’s “talk-

ing mule,” attending the con-

clave.

Photos^ widely-used in the

nation’s press, showed Fran-

cis bearing signs plugging for

nomination of nine different

candidates—every one who’s

been mentioned as a possibil-

ity. U is apparently sure to

be covered no matter how
Simonelli casts h.is own vote.

As U4 Lifts S^nsMit
,

Hollywood; Jfily 22.

Completely new deal lor Tony
Curtis has been inked by U-I in

taking him off suspension.

Basically, it’s a salary jump from

$650 to $1,000 weekly. His next pic,

“Houdini,” is on loandut to. Para-

mount.

P

Clooney Makes

Hatton Parting

Easier (or Par
Paramount’S agreement to re-

lease Betty Hutton from her con-

tract now, rather than awaiting its

expiration next January, resulted

In part from its enthusiasm
for Rosemary Clooney. Studio’s

plan is to build thei.' singer, who
skyrocketed with the success of

her “Come On-a My House” disks,

to the Hutton spot on its star

roster.

Miss Clooney has appeared iii

only one pic, “The Stars Are Sing-

ing,” which is now nearing comple-
tion by Par. Company execs were
so enthusiastic over her scenes
that they started talking about
building a big musical around her
and Donald O’Connor even before
Miss Hutton’s agent, Abe Lastfogel,

'William Morris office prexy, sug-

gested she’d like her release.

There is also a possibility that
Miss Clooney will be cast in ‘“Topsy
and Eva,” in the role that Miss Hut-
ton nixed and that was one of the
contributing factors to the quick
agreement between studio chief Y.
Frank Freeman and Lastfogel on
the Hutton release.

Souvaine Selective Pictures is

about to enter into an experimental

tieup with Jack H. Levin Associ-

ates' as an accompaniment to. the

appointment of Harry H. Thomas,
as * salesmanager for Souvaine last

week. Thomas, vet distrib,
.
has

taken over the post vacated, by
Charles Amory.
Levin organization, set up re-

cently for theatre checking and re

search, will handle sales in several

territories for Souvaine. If this

proves, feasible in a ’QO-day test

—

the' Levin outfit has never done
sales work before—Souvaine may
take advantage of Levin’s national-

organization to handle sales
throughout the country.

Aim of prexy Henry Souvaine
in the Levin experiment is to try

a plan for broadening the market
for' foreign and art product, in
which SSP specializes. Souvaine
feels that an effort must be made
to widen the thin potential offered

by art houses, through reaching
out for noja-theatrical bookings.

Levin, reps will thus be called

upon not only to deal with exhibs,

but, more importantly, to sell and
organize showings' in chur.ches,

schools and auditoriums for charity

and civic organizations in their
areas.

Souvaine feels that considerable
coin can be obtained from such
dates. In towns where there are
no houses regularly showing art

product, it will be all new money.
Where there 'is an art theatre, it

(Continued on p.age 21)

Oboler’s Tri-Dimension

Pic Eyed by Korda
Deal is reportedly cooking for

release of Arch Oboler’s “Bwana
Devil” in England by Sir Alexan-
der Korda^s British Lion distribut-

ing setup. Morris Helprin, BL’s
American rep, is s.Iated to go to the

Coast shortly for a gander at the

pic and possible consummation of

a deal.

Film, in Anscolor, is a three-

dimensional novelty job. It must
be viewed through special glasses.

No American distribution has been
set for it yet. Reportedly, a siz-

able advance guarantee is involved
in the Korda deal.

Sir Alex is also involved in an-
other novelty film project. He has
distribution rights in England for
Cinerama, wide-screen system be-
ing prompted in the U. S. by
Michael Todd and Lowell Thomas
and is also planning to produce a
film in Britain for Cinerama.

12-Years At Paramount
Hollywood, July 22.

Betty Hutton, who obtained a
release from her Paramount con-
tract, which would have expired
next January, will go into partner-
ship with her husband, Charles
OlCurran, in film production and
television. O’Curran likewise ends
his Par pact.

Actress had spent 12 years on
the Paramount lot, where aU her
pictures were made with the ex-
ception of “Annie Get Your Gun”
at Metro. Her last Par-amount
film, “Somebody Loves Me,” is

still unreleased.

whatever* consoUtion it may ^providi to filmitH, TV this

.summer is. suffering badly from ilia with which theatremen for
yearii have Veen wrestling during tho dog day% . Tho attraction of
beaches, picnics, the open road and outdoor entertainment In gen-
eral is proving just as great a deterrent to televiewing as it is to

theatregoing,
Ll .

Rating of average sets use, as reported py Trendex, which
regularly surveys ID muJltiple-Statioii TV markets, show® July
viewing down to 27.5, as compared with 34.5 for June. Number of

•sets in use from 6 to 11 o’clock nightly has dropped off sharply

each month since April, In exactly the same pattern as film grosses.

April rating, was 46.8, M:ay;.3J|Vt June 34.5/a,nd Hie July 1-7 period

27.5.

While exhibs have been squawking that distribs have contributed

to' the b.o. decline by holding back strong..prpduct durlfig the hot
weather, TV station ops have , been hollering that sponsors and
networks are missing a bet by taking their, top.' shows off the air.

Crux of the- situation is that the advertisers and w.ebs Won’t invest

in big shows because the summer audience' is 'tpo small and. view-

ers Won’t turn- on th.eir sets' because programs' aren’t, attractive

enough. .
•

•
,

An, added consolation to exhibs may be that the upturn ifi film

biz during the past few weeks has perhaps been partially brought
about by absence of top TV shows. One of the explanations for

healthy b.o. experienced during the political conventions is that

‘televiewers might rather see the regular’ shows than the political

coverage, and have been alleviating tfieir boredom by going to pix.

WB Fire Reward
Hollywood, July 22.

Union workmen at Warners
studio are functioning as pri-

vate eyes, hoping, to solve the

mystei^ Of the recent fire on
-the backlot.

A wire from Richard Walsh,

lATSE prexy, offered a. “Ub-

‘eral reward” to any member
digging Up evidence of sabo-

tage,
,

Goldenson Huddles
Pic Execs in Rome

Rome, July 22.
Vitality of the Italian film in-

dustry and its technical facilities

available for production were
viewed with satisfaction by Leon-
ard Goldenson, prez of United
Paramount Theatres, in a visit

here last week. He expressed inter-
est in the local industry’s expand-
ingo film-making program and in
various activities of Italian Films
Export (IFE) which are aimed at
increasing the exportation of Ital-

ian pix to the U. S.

In making his. first trip to Rome,
Goldenson huddled with Italian
film execs and was guest of honor
at a dinner hosted by the IFE.
Among those present were Eitel
Monaco, prez of ANICA and IFE;
Dr. Renato Gualino, IFE managing
director and prez of the Interna-
tional Federation of Producers’
Assns., and Italo Gemini, head of
AGIS (Associazone Generale Itali-

ana dello Spettacolo).

Following his local stay, Golde*n-
son left for Florence and Siena.
UPT topper, who is accompanied
by his wife, goes to France before
returning to New York.

British FestiTal Fihn Set

For American Distrih
“The Magic Box,” made in Eng-

land with an, all-star cast as the
film industry’s’ contribution to last

year’s Festival of Britain, has been
acquired for U. S. distribution by
Arthur L. Mayer, and Edward
Kingsley. Technicolored feature is

the story of Friese-Greene, ^edited
in England with invention“ of the
motion picture projector.
Mayer and Kingsley, who i!*-

Cently returned from London, have
also acquired three other pix for
release in the U. S. Two of them
were made ’ by “Group Three,” a
government-financed Unit for mak-
ing low-budget offbeat pirbduct.

John Grierson, formelr head of the
Canadian Film Board, is exec pro-
ducer.
One of the pix, “The Brave Don’t

Cry,” will probably be Britain’s
entry at the Venice Film Festival
this year. The other “Group
Three” pic Is “Brandy for the Par-
son.” Fourth film acquired by M-K
is “Life Of Eileen Joyce,” a biog
of the pianist in which she is heard
playing. It was produced by Ealing
in Australia.

“Magic Box” was made by John
Boulting arid Ronald Neame; It

originally ran two hours and has
been cut by 15 minutes. British
Lion handled it in England and J.

Arthur Rank had overseas rights.

Robert Donat stars, and appearing
in Sihaller parts are Leo Genn,
Laurence Olivier, Dame Edith
Evans and other top British names.
Eric Ambler did the screenplay.

Europe to N. Y,
Barney Balaban
Vivian Blaine
Dorothy Salisbury Davis
Harry Davis
Sir Sergei Denham
A. Davidson Dunton
Jeff Jones
Sol Lesser
Max Liebman
Anita Loos
Joseph A. McConville
Lew Schreiber
Nicole Stephane
Hyman Zahl

200 Pix From 21

Nations to Vie At

Venice Festival

Venice, July 22.

.
Italians have announced four

pix.-^and the British three entries

for the Venice Film Festival next

month. There will fie a total of

a^ut 200 pix from 27 participat-

ing nations. Fifty of the entries

will 'be shown at the Festival of

Films for Children, which will di-

rectly precede the regular show-

ings.

The Italian entries are Roberto

Rossellini's “Europe ’51,” Alessan-

dro Blasetti’s “Times,. Gone By;”

Federico Fellini’s* “The White
Shiek” and Pietro Germi’s “The
Bandit of Tacca Di Lupo.”

The British entries are “The
Brave Don’t Cry,” made by John
Grierson for the government-sup-
ported Group Three experimental
unit; J. Arthur Rank’s “The Im-
portance of Being Earnest,!' an An-
thony Asquith production, and
"Mandy,” an^,Ealing production.

N. Y. to L. A,
Lola Albright
Jack Carson
Hume'Cronyn
Vittorio DeSlca
MarcelTo Girosi
Jean Hersholt
William Holden
Leonard L. Levinson
Brenda Marshall
Paul S. Nathan
Abe Olman
Frank Stempel
Jessica Tandy

N. Y* to Europe
Bert Block ‘

Mildred Demby
Hy Faine
Leopold Friedman
Charles Goldsmith
Dolores Gray
Jack Hylton
Jeanmaire
Maureen McManus
Herman Millakowsky
Irwin Pizor
William M. Pizor
Edward R. Sammis
Joseph Shaftel
Theodore R, Smith
J. C. Stein

London, July 22.'

Goyernrtient Was Warned by Lord
Lucas in a House of Lords debate'
last night (Mon.) that imposition of
an embargo oh Hollywood product
during the ' fortlscoming Anglo-
American Aim negotiations would
be the best way of bringing down
the British film industry. • To cut
down the nuittbet of

,
American

films, he asserted, would finish the
Eady Fund and kill small theatres.

In summing up fils Stand, Lord
Lucas urged the government- not to
alter the principle of the existing

Anglo-American a^eement. Debate
was opened by former J. Arthur
Rank, producer Lord Archibald,
who- appealed to the government to

put the Eady Fund on a permanent
and statutory basis, as without its

continuance production planning
would halt its march, and the
British industry would be in a state

of collapse fiy end of the year.

Government spokesman Lord
S.elklrk refused to comment on the

monetary talks, but said the gov-
ernment would welcome continu-

ance 6f the Eady scheme, although
It was primarily a matter for the

industry to decide*. Lord Selkirk

also resisted an opposition Sugges-
tion for a reconsideration and )le-

flnltion of a “British film” which
included pictures made with Amer-
ican companies' with American
capital.

Apart from the brief life of Dal-

ton’s ad valorem duty, Britain has
given unrestricted 'entry to all for-

eign product, hut to safeguard dol-

lar spending: has imposed restric-

tions on convertibility. The basic

figure of $17,000,000 temittable an-

nually has been maintained since

the first^pact was signed after the

Dalton duty was abandoned; but
since then various inducements

(Continued on page 20)

L. A. to N. Y.
Irving Allen
Fred Astaire
Mort Brlskin
William Broidy
Ned E. Depinet
Sol Dolgin
Pat Duggan
Jack Elliott

Gloria- Graham®
Edith Head

. William J. Heinenfan
Donald A. Henderson

'

Henry Herbel
Fdbrest Judd
Joseph Kaufman
Frank Liberman
A1 Lichtman
David A. .Upton'
Gisele Mac Kenzie
Tony Martin ;

Robeirt Mo.fhrie
Arnold Moss. :

Alan. Mowbray
Ray Npble
Walter O’Keefe
Roland Petit
Robert Pirosh
ZaSu Pitto
Will Rogers, Jr.

Jane Russell^
Manie.-Sacks
Denny Shane
Stirling SUliphant
George Skouras
Spyros P. Skouras
Harold Spina '

Maurie- Suess
Keimeth Thomson
Max Youngstein
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3 Rank Reps WoaM Continue on

Of Universal at Request of Rackmil
Present indication* are that th«

three J. Arthur Rank; rep* on Uni-

versal's board will continue to

serve indefinitely though the Brit-

ish film mogul no longer hold* U
stock It is understood that Mil-

ton R. Rackmil, new U prexy, has

indicated a desire that they con-

tinue on the board.

The Rank men are Rank himself,

G. I. Woodliam-Smith, his general

counsel, and Robert S, Benja-

min, president of the J. Arthur

Rank Organliation In the U.S. Ac-

tually, the board membership is

meaningful now only so far as

Benjamin i* concerned^ since Rank
*nd Woodham-Smlth: headquarter

in London and virtually never at-

tend directorate sessions or. vote.

Trio were holdover nominees for

the board on the management
proxy slate prior to Decca Records'

purchase of Rank’s stock in U. Al-

though the Decca buy preceded
the annual U stockholder session,

no change was made in the slate

and Rank, Woodham-Smlth and
Benjamin were automatically

elected,

It had been assumed that Rack-
mil, who heads Decca as well as U,
might expect the' trio to offer their

resignations. They're understood
to have definitely -been Informed,
however, that that is not so.

Despite the stock sale. Rank and
U retain considerable in the way
of mutual interest. Rank’s Gen-
eral Film Distributors handles U
product in Britain and U releases

Rank's top pix in the U.S. Benja-
min, however, is no longer tech-
nically on the board as a Rank rep
—since, there's nothing to rep

—

but as an individual.
Dept, of Justice has been at-

tempting to unseat Benjamin,

(Continued on page 23)

Surprise Defender

For Upped Admish

Found m Ind. Exhib
Upped-admission demands of

distribs for big pix—a practice
habitually cursed, condemned and
castigated by exhibitors—found a
surprise defense last week. It is

contained in Theatre Facts, bul-
letin of Allied Theatre

.
Owners of

Indiana.

After lengthily recounting argu-
ments against upped-admlsh pix,
the Allied publication ffankly
states: “On i;he other side of the
argument, one of our members who
had always steadfastly opposed any
advance price pictures became a
convert to the hiked scale.’’

This occurred, the bulletin ex-
plained, as a result of a question-
naire the exhib had filled out re-
garding non-theatrical competition.
It caused him to analyze the com-
peting attractions playing his town^
the tariff they got and the attitude
of the local citizenry—^which was
that the promoters were “doing
them a favor.”

“If his patrons were happy to
pay three or four times the regu-
lar price of a movie to see some
third-rate wrestlers or some un-
talented live acts,” this exhib con-
cluded, “why shouldn't he get a

(Continued on page 16)

REPUBLIC DOUBLING

PROD. BUDGET-YATES
Herbert J. Yatps, Republic Pic-

tures prexy, announced yesterday
(Tues.) that the oipmpany would
•double its production budget for
1952-53, with the coin outlay ex-
pected to surpass that spent in the
past two years combined. Yates
did not reveal any figures, merely
stating that the company would
spend “mo!^e millions.”
Republic chief revealed that Rep

would expand its advertising ap-
propriation considerably.
.Yates pointed up that eight of

bine recently-completed pix are In
color and seven in Republic’s own
three-color Trucolor. Future pro-
duction plans include 13 stories,
diany of which will be adapted
tfom magazine stories and serials.

Goldwyns to Europe
On Vacation Aujr. 6

Samuel Goldwyn has set his trip
to Europe for Aug. 6. Accompanied
by his wife, Frances, he’ll sail on
the Queen Elizabeth. Their itin-
erary Is still Indefinite, but it is

contemplated they’ll be away about
six weeks 'bn the pleasure jaunt.
Goldwyns will be in New York

only a couple of days on their way
to Europe, hut will remain several
months, at least, on their return.
Iproducer will be east for the cam'!-

paig^ prior to^ the anticipated
Christmas preem of his “Hans
Christian Andersen,”

RKO Sets More

Plagued for some time by lack
of product, RKO is actively en-
deavoring to line up a collection
of films to satisfy its sales force as
well as exhlbs. Although the
studio is hack in operation, the
flow of pix from the Coast hasn't
been enough to meet the current
and future demands.
With fast changeovers a com-

mon practice today, company is

continuing its romance with indie
producers to assure itself of a
solid lineup. Slate is also being
bolstered by the addition of reis-
sues from its own vaults.

Latest deal with an indie is that
between RKO and Aubrey
Schenck Productions, which calls
for the ‘distribution by RKO of six
Schenck films within the next
two years. First of the sextet will
be “Beachhead,” based on . the
Richard Hubler novel, “I Got
Mine.” Filming will start in Sep-
tember. Second pic will be “The
Swamp Fox,” from an original
story, “The Lion and The Fox.”
in Technicolor, it will tell the
story of Francis Marion. American

(Continued on page 21)

Nabbing Girl’s Sniper

Slayer Snipes Sniping

At ‘Sniper’ As Cause
.Sensational solution to the mur-

der of 18-year-old Eileen Fahey at

New York’s Columbia University
last week had the effect of ex-
onerating the Stanley Kramer film,

“The Sniper,” from any possible
link with the crime.
When the slaying was first dis-

covered, numerous theories were
advanced, including; one which
held that the murderer might have
been influenced by the film.

“Sniper,” playing in nabe theatres

In the Columbia U area, focuses on
a 'crackpot who indiscriminately
shoots attractive young women.

In the absence of any local mo-
tive for the killing of Miss Fahey,
the thought arose that the killer

was a real-life counterpart to the
central character in the film, and
somehow goaded into the cringe by
the dramatic presentation. .

As it turned out, the confessed
murderer was a psychopath who be-
came enraged when his thesis on
expanding man’s life span was re-

jected by the American Physical
Society. Miss Fahey worked for

the outfit.

Loew’s Divests Itself

Of Z N. Y. Theatres
In line with its divestiture pro-

gram, Loew’s will drop two thea-

tres in Hie New York area on Aug.
1, both of which have been oper-
ated on a lease basis.

Plaza Theatre, Astoria, and the

Prospect, Flushing, both owned by
Century Theatres, will be taken

over by Century on that date.

IN PAST 2 yEflIIS
Developing trend among pic com-

panies recently toward diversifying

their activities finds some of them
taking an increasing interest in the

production of commercial and in-

dustrial films. Making sponsored
pix is a $42,000,000 annual biz in

the U. S.

Although several of the majors,
through subsidiary companies, have
turned out this type of film for a
long time, there has been a steady
upbeat during the past two years.
Success of Columbia, Universal,
Warner Bros, and RKO in snaring
Sponsors, as a matter of fact, has
caused some concern among estab-
lished producers of commercial
pix.

Columbia’s subsid, Screen Gems,
which also makes vidpix, has been
the most active entry in the com-
mercial race. It has not only been
making short commercials for tele,

but has been turning out sales,

training and public relations prod-
uct for such outfits as DuPont, the
American Petroleum Institute and
Studebaker. Ralph. Cohn heads the
operation.

^Flirtatious’ Move
Hollywood’s current desire to

snare some of the commercial pix
dollars is generally regarded by
the longtime biz film producers as
flirtatious. Feeling is that the Coast
will drop or curtail. this operation
when it eventually takes over mak-
ing- the bulk of the programming
films for TV, a move the commer-
cial producers regard as inevitable.

(Continued on page 16)

M-G Fiscal Switch

Points Up Foreign

Take s Importance
Double-pronged change in Met-

ro’s accounting system was seen

this week as generally reflecting

the continually growing impor-

tance of the foreign market plus
new trends in the plfiyoff of pix.

Previously, M-G wrote off the
cost of its product on the basis of

75% of the cost to domestic in-

come and 25% to foreign. Charles
C. Moskowitz, v.p.-treasurer, re-

vealed at the weekend that the.

.amortization table has been re-

vised so that 66 2/3% is allocated

to domestic and 331/3% to for-

eign.

This, of course, means that the
foreign department is now being
relied upon .to provide fully one-
third of the total pic revenue. Mos-
kowitz said the switch was adopted
by the board of directors upon
the recommendation of the com-
pany’s accountants. Other outfits

in a position similar to Loew's also

will do some revising of their

breakdowns on foreign and domes-
tic income. As of its last annual
report, RKO had its amortization

(Continued on page 21)

One Prez to Another
Meeting of the company

presidents at the Motion Pic-

ture Assn, of America on Mon-
day (21) in New York, on the

Franco-U. S. film treaty, be-

came the occasion for an Ih-

formal salute to Loew’s, Inc.,

prexy Nicholas M. Schenck for
'

his job in initiating top exec
cuts within the Loew and
Metro organizations.

Pic company chiefs took time
out to signalize the event as an
industry plus and a possible

trailblazer for other companies
to cut some of those astrono-

mic salaries as one means of

getting film costs down “to the

degree where it insures the

economic stability of the in-

dustry.”

On Some Points in Arbitrati

Marvin Schenck Sets

12 ‘Movietime’ Tours
Hollywood, July 22.

Total of 12 “MovicUme U.S.A.”
tours before the end of the year
have been lined up by Marvin
Schenck, Hollywood Movietime”
chairmap, in cooperation with the
^reen Actors Guild. About 60
iflayers will take part.

First three tour's will be: Aug 17,

Denver; Sept. 7, Indianapolis, and
Sept. 21, Boston.

Arbitration Plan

Key to Preventing

More Exhib Suits

Key exhibs who have participated
In the exhib-distrib efforts to form-
ulate an industry arbitration sys-

tem again this Week warned that
failure to develop a plan pronto
will result In a greater wave of

antitrust suits against the film
companies than ever before.
The belief is that many theatre-

men who now have grievances
against the distribs are holding off

on legal action In the hope that
they might obtain relief via ' arbi-
tration. Obviously, it’s/sald, if the
trade fails to make arbitration
available the exhibs with beefs will

have no alternative other than a

trek to the local courthouse.
Meanwhile, the exhib and dis-

trib negotiating teams now are
awaiting’ word from film company
presidents on their

.
willingness to

sit in with the thea'tremen in last-

ditch talks in establishing a -sys-

teijn. Reps of Theatre Owners of

America and Allied States Assn,
are demanding that the negotia^-

tlons' in future be brought up to

the chief-exec level since little

progress was made in past* discus-

sions with sales managers and
company lawyers. At the last ses-

sion the two sides were deadlocked
over the various facets of competi-
tive bidding as arbitrable subjects.

Decision on the meeting with film,

prexies likely will be made when
Barney Balaban, Paramount’s, prez,

returns to the states. He has been
in Europe the past month and is

expected back in N. Y. this coming
weekend.

•f Film companies this week ap-
peared ready to "give in at least
partially to some exhib demands
on which subjects may be covered
in the projected industry arbitra-
tion system. Distribs have agreed
to yield on a few points as a last-

resort gesture aiming to avoid the
threatened entire collapse of, the
arbitration idea.
Following a meeting in New

York Monday (21) with distrib
execs and coxnpany lawyers, Motion
Picture Assn, of America prez Eric
A. Johnston said that he was con-
fident a mutually • agreeable arbi-
tration plan can be formillated.
Johnston did not say whether or
not company presidents ^vill sit in
on future discussions with the
exhibs, as the latter have also
demanded.

In any event, it was decided at
the Monday conclave to undertake
to arrange further huddles with
the TOA and Allied reps at the
earliest possible time. Since the
exhibs arc persisting in their de-
mand for the arbitration of the
various facets of competitive bld-
r'"”?'?, it’s on this issue which the
distribs expectedly will make some
concessions.

Earlier, the two sides reached
general agreement only on the non-
eontroverslal subjects of runs,
clearances and availabilities as
arbitrable items. The subject .of
bidding, however, led to a stale-
mate which, in turn, led to the
breakdown of negotiations. Exhibs
at this point made it clear that the
overall projected system,, likely ,

would be scuttled unless the dis-
tribs showed willingness to bend
from their position on bids. Exhibs
additionally asked that film com-
pany chief execs enter the negotia-
tions since there was an absence

fof progress in huddles with the
sales managers and counsel.

Small Exhibs Get

Sluffoff, D. C. Prober
‘

Fmds in Cal. Inquiry
Hollywood, July 22.

Complaints that producers . and
exhibitors show “an utter disre-
gard for the existence of the
smaller exhibitor”^ were disclosed
by William D. Amis, investigator
for the Senate Small Business
Committee, currently probing
trade practices in’, the film busi-
ness at the request of the South-
ern California Theatre Owners
Assn.
SCTOA wants the Government

to establish uniform zoning and
clearance rules in order to ease
exhibitors’ difficulties brought on
by the consent decrees. It depends
bn Amis’ report and recommenda-
tions whether the Senate Com-
mittee will give the investigation
a public hearing.

deGraw Quits Schine

To Enter Ozoner Biz
Harold deGraw, district manager

of Schine Theatres in Maryland
and Delaware, has resigned' from
the chain to enter the drive-in busi-
ness on his own.
DeGraw, operating as Peninsula

Amus., is currently building an
ozoner between Cambridge and
Easton, Md., to be known as the
Super 50. It will open early in

August.

Berbilis Exbib Agrees

To Play Controversial

Hecbt Picture, Suit Off
Hollywood, July 22.

Agreement to play Ben Heclit’s
“Actors and Sin” as originally con-
tracted for, beginning Friday (25),
ended legal action brought by
United" Artists, distributor of the
film, and producer Sid Kuller
against the Beverly Canon Thea-
tre. Legal details of the settlement
are still being worked out, but
the pic will open although the the-
atre management says it Is abiding
by the pact “reluctantly.”
In a letter to UA 4nd Kuller,

who had asked either that the
theatre be fofeed to book the film
or pay $250,000 in damages, Horace
Boos, Jr., of ABC Theatres, which
operates the Beverly Canon, said'
his outfit had been advised by
counsel that it had no legal ground
on which to base a defense.
Therefore, he noted,, it would

live up to the contract “but with
reluctance, inasmuch as we believe
the picture iS detrimental’ to the
best interests of the motion .pic-

ture Industry.” House had booked
the film sight unseen, for a guaran-
tee of $2,500 weekly on the basis

(Continued on page 16)

RKO THEATRES NAMES

GRAINGER BUYING HEAD
E. C. Grainger, former president

of. Shea Theatres, has been named
head of RKO Theatres’ film buy-
ing and booking department, it was
announced in New York yesterday
fTues.) by William Howard, RKO
v.p. Over the past weekend How-
ard, who had been the chain's as-

sistant general manager, was
upped to head theatre operations,
reporting directly to prexy Sol A.
Schwartz. *

In another change, Harry Man-
del, RKO’s ad director, has taken
on the additional post of assistant

to Howard. His and Gl'ainger's as-

signments become effective Aug. 4.

Status of Matty Polon and Robert
Sherman, circuit execs, remains

1 unchanged.



ulm MEvnws

Cliridtt mtUhi Giwrer Morers

Iw llchtwelirht, fairly amuslwr

Ijpodf fiil' video’s use of old

iii^vles.

Hollywood, July 21.

20th-Fox release of
duction. Stars „CU£ton Webb, Glneev

Jlogers, Anne Frahcisi Jeff«y Hunter,

features Elsa Lanclicster,

P**!!! Harvey, Hay Collins,'Helene Stanley,

RiSard gS^I^. Direction and screen-,

play, Glaudo Blnyon; based on
K?aLe7‘John D. Weaver; camern,

editor, James B. ClarKJ

Mockridgc; TV an^ation
ductlons of America. Pr^lewed July 11,

'52, Running time, -webv,
Thornton S.y,6

•; v/.V.V.oTe^?
Carol Say^e"...., r^S?evH^tev
Dr^ <^cy *

1

’
*

• Elsa Lanchester

?:S^;n^Levitt' ’/
. .

Ered Clarlt

Harrington rolUnsTimothy Stone
;;;;;;;;;; SuSSy

Judge Bowles .Richard Garrlclv

Commandant
A^rti'Zr

Wed ^cS^'salcsman . E^ry Pa^jell

Mrs. Faust

George Bradley
Clarence Bornay Eaul Maxey
Giant Arab Sandor Sr^bo

Court Clerk Eco Clary

Denham Lee Turnbull

Drunk • A1 Hermnn
Hotel Clerk Howard Banks
Hot?! Detective . . ! ^ • Jack Mather
Men In Commercial,

, „ j v«-
Matt Mattox, Frank Radchffe

Girl In Commercial Gwen Verdon
TV Commercial,

Bob Easton, Marjorie HaUlday

Television takes a lampooning in

•‘Dreamboat/’ a fairly amusing
spoof on the competitive medium
and its use of old pix and uninhib-

ited commercials. Star names of--

fer something for both the old and
the’ young, Clifton Webb and Gin-

ger Rogers teaming for the for-

mer and Anne Francis and’ Jeffrey

Hunter for the latter. Fair results

should be obtained in the regular

Claude Binyon scripted and di-

rected for Sol C. Siegel’s produc-

tion, basing the feature on a story

by John D. Weaver. Plot’s amus-
ing theme deals with Webb, a staid

English literature prof, whose past

as ». dashing silent-day screen hero

is exposed by a series of old films

on TV, and his efforts to halt their

use. He and his daughter, Miss
Francis, go to New York to fight

the case, thus setting loose a train

of events that. In the main, are

good for light chuckles with sev-

eral laughs thrown in. ,

Despite the resistance and tricks

pulled by Miss Rogers, as Webb’s
old film costar now having a come-
back plugging perfume on the
si!ent movie telecasts, and ' Fred
Clark, the agents who grabbed up
the old films, the prof gets his case
into court, takes over his own
prosecution and scores his point
when he proves the pictures are
being distorted to exploit the per-
fumes without his consent. This is

a funny sequence that draws
amusement from the assorted types
of flamboyant commericals used to

name should aid the pic some-

what, but it’ll take sock seUIni: and

exploltatioh to bring in better than

average grosses.

Slow In getting underway,
"Fear” picks up momentum as

soon as Ine suspense essentials Are

introduced. It succeeds then m be-

ing frequently tense and exciting.

The tenseness, however, is some-
what diluted by overlong solo

scenes as Miss. Crawford under-

goes various motional crises.

Careful cutting' bf the 110-mlnute

footage, and speeding up the action

toward the eventual denouement
might help in relieving the, uneasi-

ness that replaces the tenseness.

This time Miss Crawford is pre-

sented as a' playwright-heiress,

.Eminently successful tft her craft,

she falls in love and marries an

actor whom she had considered un-:

suited for the lead in her play.

The union is idyllic until she dis-

covers accidentally, via a dictating

machine, that her husband had
only married her for her money
and with the aid pf an old flame
was planning her murder. Her ef-

forts to forestall this plan and her
plot for revenge, conceived with

the skill of a playwright maneuver-
ing actors bn a stage, provide the

suspense elements.
Mi.ss Crawford scores in the type

of role with which she has long

been identified. . Jack P a 1 a n c e

nlays the slick heavy glibly, but
fails to impress, Gloria Grahame.
as Palance’s old flame, turns in a

hard-hitting perfdrmance. Bruce
Bennett, Virginia Huston and
Touch Conners are okay in second-
ary roles.

The Lenore Coffee-Robert Smitli

screenplay, based on Edna Sher-

ry’s story, is somewhat overwrit-

ten. David Miller’s direction, al-

though occasionally lagging, is, on
the whole, sharp. The leasing of

Charles Lang, Jr., is .on the' plus

.side, especially the location foot

age of San Francisco streets,

Holl.

Frontier
(COLOR)

Prctcntioiw and stereotyped
western feature with good
names, colot'.'to help in action
market.

Hollywood, July 18
Universal release of Leonard Goldstein

nroductlon; Stars Joseph Gotten, Shelley
Winters. Scott Brady; features Suzan
Br.il, Minor Watson, Katherine Emery.
Directed by Hugo Fregonese. Screenplay,
Gerald Drayson Adams, John and Gwen
Bagni; added dialog, Polly James; story,
lIou.ston Branch. Eugenia Night; camera
(Technicolor), Charles P, Boyles editor,
Virgil Vogel; music, Hans J. Salter. Pre
viewed July 15, '52. Running time, 75
MINS.
Kirk Denbow Joseph Gotten
Jane Stevens Shelley Winters
Glenn Denbow Scott Brady
Lottie Suzan BaU
Matt Denbow Minor Watson
Camilla Donbow Katherine Emery
Bandera Jose TorVay
Clayton Vance Douglas Spencer
Max Wlckersham John Alexander
Dave Chlttun Loe Van Cleef
Charlie Fentress Richard Garland
E'/.ra McCloud Robert Anderson

t-. , - . I

McCloud Fess Parker
highlight Webbs charge of privacy! Sheriff Brogan Ray Bennett
invasion
Webb Is excellent as the prof

who finally is bitten again by the
acting bug before the picture is

over. His silent-day sequences
with Miss Rogei-s are good satire on
the oldie techniques, and the ac-
tress proves a most able partner
in them, as well as getting over in
the modern portions. Miss Francis

A well-worn western plot path is

trod by "Untamed Frontier” and,
despite its pretentions, it never
achieves anything out of the ordi-
nary in the way of action entertain-
ment. The plot is hackneyed, the
playing unconvincing and the di-

rection stereotyped. However, the
generous use of Technicolor and

and Hunter, the latter an agency 1

outdoor scenery, plus some names
employee, are up to the light de- i

that will look gooc^ on the mar-
mands, Elsa Lanohester brightens !

buees, will mean much to its

some footage as the university !
chances.

president who makes amorous
passes at Webb when his past be-
comes known. Clark, Paul Harvey,

Joseph Gotten, Shelley Winters
and Scott Brady make up the star
trio involved in a western plot that

Ton For >f«i

Enterialntni: wrewball ^owiiedy

to brifbicH 4«*b biMs.

Hollywood, July 13.
Metro release of Henry Berman pro-

duction. Stars Feter Lawford, Jane Greer,
Gig Young; features Paula Corday, How-
ard ’Wendell. Otto Hulelt. Barbara Brown,
Barbara Rulck. Katliryn Card, Directed
by Don Weis. Story and screenplay, Wil-

liam Roberts; camera, Paul C. Vogel; em-
tor. Newell P. Klmlln. Previewed July IB.

'52. Running -time, 70 -MINS,

Tony Bro^vn .Peter l(,awford

Katie McDermad ........... .Jane- Greer
Dr. Jeff Chadwick ...Gig Young
Lucille Brown
OUver Wherry Howard Wendell
Hugo McDermad ............ Otto Hulett

Edna McDermad Barbara J^own
Ann Elcott
Nurse .Vogel Kathryn Card
Rollie Cobb Tommy FarreU
Frank Elcott .Paul Snilth

Flora Adams Helen Winston
Girl In Club Car .^alne Stewart
Nurse Perry Sheehan

An engaging 70 minutes of screw-
ball comedy, “You For Me” is de-

signed to brighten many a dual bill

in its release role as a companion
feature. A slick script, smart di-

rection and nifty trouping make
it easily acceptable as light enter-

tainment, with the names of Peter
Lawford, Jane Greer and Gig
Young for the marquees.

4 plHyboy gets a load of bird-

shot in the. seat of his ^hunting
pants to set off the plot’s posterior

motive that winds its way through
a chain of laughable incidents.* Don
Weis’s direction misses no bets in
putting the William Roberts script

on film.

Lawford is the butt of the jokes
as the playboy who gets it in the
end, is taken to the hospital- he
supports with a yearly .dona.tlon,

is angried .over the lack of sym-
pathy for his wounds; withdraws
his support and has Miss Greer,
an outspoken nurse, fired. Young,
a doctor, attempts to patch things
up by haying her make a play for
Lawford so she can get her job
back and the hospital can get its

dough.
Romantic complications keep

things moving .when it turns out
Miss Greer likes Lawforil but loves
the doc, despite the latter’s single-
minded attention to career. Amus-
ingly abetting Lawford’s courtship
is her vvacky family but, in ,the en(i,

he decides she’s not. for him, turns
her over to Young and is Off bn
another romantic chase which, with
the aid of some knitting nee'dles
strategically placed, punctures Law-
ford; the risibilities and winds up
the farce.
A lot of Roberts’ dialog is lost

in laughs, but what can be heard
Is smart with an uncommon amount
of ribald, but unoffensive wit,

mixed throughout^ In fact, despite
the elemental comedy springboard,
the yarn is handled to give offense
to no, one. As the nursfe. Miss Greer
proves she has been devoting too
much time to heavy (irama and can
show to advantage inbomedy. Law
ford and Young both hold up their
ends of the fun.

Supporting players are delight-
fully represented by Paula Cbrday
as a sort ol Zsa Zsa-type of foreign
charmer' with a ‘nose for money;
Otto Hulett, Barbara Brown, Bar-
bara Ruick and Paul Smith, as Miss
Oreer’s family; Howai'd Wendell,
Kathryn Card, Tommy Farrell and
others.
Henry Berman’s production su-

pervision is budgetwise without
neglecting any necessary entertain-
ment backing. Paul C. Vogel’s lens-
ing is good and the editing by
Newell P. Kimlin crisp. Brog.

Captain Firate
(COLOR)

ITeJiltenJiiy, July 23,

measures up as acceptable featur* else in mirroring the ^
material for th^ general action slt« temper of ’IJie story. In th?
uation. • ' eplsdide; wtimTaljean U
•Script was based on Rafael ^ba- to 10 years as a galley slavp^?^

Uni’s “GaBtaih Blond Returns and slesUn* a toM of breadfM
- words than It should ^rinlts the players and scenes i

’

In telUns! how Blood, ra,^ace. cry »ut flamfcyantly agaS ^ehInjustice and the stark rnhserleTof
a prison ship existence. He hen
dies the performances in a quietermore eftective, vein In the subsilquent episodes.
The film actuaUy gets going when

Richard Garrick, the judge; Ray 1

has a cattle baron refusing to let
Collins and Jay Adler are among' settlers cross his* land to get to
the others helping.
The comedy gets first-rate as-

sists from the technical credits to
go with the generally okay direc-
torial pacing and production.

Brog.

Siiflfleii Fear

Joan Crawford in a neatly
mounted suspense melodrama;
fair b.o.

RKO release of Joseph Kaufman pro-
duction Stars Joan Crawford; features
Jack Palance. Gloria Grahame. Bruce
Bennett, Virginia Huston, Touch Comiors.
Du'ected by David

free government acreage, which he
is using to graze his vast herds.
Minor Watson is the crippled
baron, Gotten his sober - sides
nephew and Brady his nogood son.
Miss Winters figures as a waitress
who witnesses a killing by Brady
and then is tricked into marrying
him so she cannot testify against
him.

Story development takes on some
erratic tangents and leaves some
confusing plot holes as it marches
along a 75-minute course that has
Miss Winters scorning Brady when
.she learns the truth about the
marriage, falling in love with Cot

Elmer Berstein. Previewed In N. Y., July
21. '52. Running time, 110 MINS.
Myi*a Hudson Joan Crawford
Lester Blaine Jack Palance
Irene Nevis Gloria Grahome
Steve Kearney Bruce Bennett

cattle and the baron is shot down
by the determined homesteaders.

Players do nothing to help make
the story-telling credible, but bothcruce joennoit ^ * i*Ann Taylor Virginia Huston Hugo Fregonese’s direc-

•Junior Touch Connors ’ t’on are handicapped by script and
^

. dialog. Suzan Ball makes an inaus-
Sudden Fear” is a suspense ,

picious debut as a dancehall gal.
drama tailored for Joan Crawford. Katherine Emery, Jose Torvay,
It allows the actress to experience

-

a familiar gamut of emotions, en-

uses
[iBVO

ful retifemeint in the West fnijtes,

is falsely accused of piracy and
has to take to the high seas to clear'

his name tigain. He’s freed by his

old pirate gang and fiancee,

tricia Medina, steals 3. ship itorti

John Sutton the real highbindef
,

'

and sets out to find the pirate who drops the role of convicted thS
has been using hla name for bloody .and

.

-becomes a successful L fir!
raids on C(>astal towns.

;
•owner after getting his

After various ruses and disgtiiscs, in humanity from a kfndlyMsS
he spots the culprit, le^ns of a beautifully played by Edmond
raitim be made on Puerto Beim, Gwenn. It is during this time
convinces the Spanish he is a nuh- he aids Sylvia Sidney, a poor dv
tary attache, sinks his ship in the mg v^man, and takas in her daueh'
harbor and waits for the heavies to ter, Debra Paget, even rise*: tn
arrive. Their, ship founders on the come ' mayor of tte village
sunken hulk and Blood s cannon success and position arl tolid
doom^ them Sirtton seeks to away when he refuses to allow Jescape but Blood has it out ^th gibbering halfwit to be falsely aChim in a dueL He then frees Miss eused of being Valjean

^

Metoa, imprisoned for her part An- interlude in a convent oi.fm his escape, they mafry and set- side of Paris, where Valjean aSi
tie down to a peaceful* life again, as gardner while Miss Paget grow?Action highlight Is the cannon- into young womanhood, follows
ade between the uirate* ship and Again events catch up vdth them
fort-T-a tet-rate.pob of miniatures and theymove onto Paris and Va?and speciaL.effects.

.
Elsewhere.tho jean is exposed to Javert when he

action xomps in spots, with . too goes t(^.revolutionary headquartersmuch dialog thrown in to All out to. right an injustice he has done

familiar role ,^sily and Mi^ Me- paget. Film moves on to a fastdina is mighty attractive to the oondLusIon • when Mitchell S^es Sutton. -Ted deCorsia * Jay ^ and Valjean carries himNovdllo and Maunce Marsac figure thiough the Paris sewers to e.scaoe
excellently in Jhe skullduggery, the stiU-pursuing Javert. The lat-
Chartes I^m, Gep^e Givot as a ter, who cannot compromise with
colorful pirate friend of Hayward’s, his duty 4is he sees it, 'still unbendsand Sven Hugo Borg are among- enough to let Valjean
those on the hero’s' side. <

- - .

Malu Gatica, -her guitar and
songs are used briefly but effective-,
ly for a music interlude in Hay-
ward's .search. She sings "Longing”lam

evTcfor a bright tune spot Genevieve
Aumqiit is another looker seen
briefly. Among other casters fill-

j „ - so free,
and then commits suicide in the
Seine because he has violated his
own principles of right and wron.?.
-Scripter Richard Murphy tackled

a man-sized .job in adapting the
drab Hugo, novel to the. screen and
has come up with plenty of mealy
melodramatics. Rennie does excep-

S*®,.
Rex Evans, tlonally iveU with his role, panic-

Robert McNeely, Nina Kpshete, ularly after the convict ship epl-

Giglio.
i • jt 4.fXA«jo X duuuxic^ lliORalph Murphy’s direction of the single touch of romance and beautyHarry Joe Brown production gives to the - plot excellentlv and

it a
.
treatment standard to such

costumers. Satisfactory lensing was
contributed by Charles Lawton, Jr.,

and the other technical credits are
okay, Brog.

L,es Miseraliles

Excellent remake of Victor
Hugo’s somber classic; b.o.

opportunitiesi if sold en thai.
basis, not as pop entertain-
ment.

Costumed swashbuckler repris-
ing further adventures of Cap-
tain Blood on the Spanish
Main; for general’ action situa-
tions.

. 20th-Fox release of Fred Kohlmar pro-
duction. Stars Michael Rennie, Debra
Paget, Robert Newton, Edmund G'wenn;.
features Sylvia Sidney, Cameron Mitchell,
Elsa Lanchester, James Robertson Jusllce,
Joseph Wiseman, Rhys Williams, Florence
Bates. Directed by Lewis Milestone.
Screenplay, Richard Murphy; based on
novel by Victor Hugo; camera, Joseph
La Shelic; editor, Hugh Fowler; music,
Alex North. Previewed July 18, '52, Run'
ning time, 105 MlNS.
Jean Valjean Michael Rennie
Cosette Debra Paget
Javert Robert Newton
Bishop Edmund Gwenn
Fantlne Sylvia Sidney
Marius Cemerpn Mitchell
Madame Magloire Elsa Landhester
Robert James Robertson Justice
GenfLou Joseph Wlscm;in
Brevet . . Rhys Williams
Madame Bonnet ..Fl6)rence Bates
Cicely Merry Anders
Fomiet John Rogers
Corporal Charles Keane
Bosun John Dierkes
Cochepaille John Coj^cllo
Madame Courbet Norma Varden
Dupuy William Cottrell
^VaUean's Maid Quecnie Leonard
Gnvroche Bobby Hyatt
Lieutenant ... Sanders Clark
Cosette, Age 7 Patsy Well
Nun Jean Vachon
Bamatabols Sean McClory
Mother Superior ........... June Hillman
Vero Jame.s Craven
Mentou, Sr . .Lester Matthews
Mentou's Grandson Jimmie Moss
Presiding Judge Ian Wolfe

Mitchell shows well opposite her.
Miss Sidney; Elsa Lanchester. as
the bishop’s housekeeper; James
Robertson Justice, very good as

Valjean’s friend; Rhys Williams
and Florence B^tes are among the
others in the lengthy cast who con-
tribute capably. Unfortunately,
Joseph Wiseman, as a convict, is

still playing the hophead hood of

"Detective Story.”
Joseph La Shelle has given the

picture outstanding photography.
The lowkey lensing is particularly
apt to the mood of the melodrama
and with definite artistic values.

Alex North did the fine mu.sic

score, and thfe settings and art di-

rection mirror the period- of the

Hugo .tale. Brog.

Gift Horse
(BRITISH)

Dramatic sea-story about ships
and raids; good b.o.

London, July 16.

Independent Film Distributors (in assn,

•»)pith British Lion) release of MoUon
Films' production. Stars Trevor Howard,
Richard Attenborough, Sonny Tufts,

James Donald, Jo|in , Rice, Directed by
Compton Bennett; screenplay, Bill Fair-

child, Hugh H**tings and William Rose,

from original, story oy - Ivan Goff and Ben
Roberts: camera, Henry Waxman; editor.

Alan Osbiston; music, Clifton Parker. At
Empire, London, Running time, 100 MINS.
Lt. Corpmander Fraser. . .Trevor Howard
Seaman' Daniels. . .Richard Attenborough
Seaman Flanagan. Sonny Tufts

Ist Lt. Jennings James Donald
Officer Mallory Joan Rice

Seaman Wood Bernard Lee

Lt. Michael Grant Robin Bailey

Glad Dora Bryan
Officer Martin ..Patric Doonan
Capt. »D" Hugh Williams

Jones Meredith Edwards
Oliver_ . Forde Anthony -

Genet Alfred Linder:! Appleby John Forrest

Surg. Lt. MacDonald Harold Siddons

Douglas Spencer and Lee Van
Cleef are among others spotted

compassing ecstatic love, fear,
;
more prominently in the cast.

Hollywood, July 22.
release of Harry Joe Brown

Louis Hayward; features
Y Sutton, with
Irwin, Ted de Corsia, Rex Evans,Malu f^tlca, George Givot, Robert Mc-

Murphy. Screen-
Robert Libott, Frank Burt, Merc-

“P®" "Capt.'vin Blood
1

Sabatini; camera
lechnicolor), Charles Lawton, Jr,; edl-wr. Gene Havlick; music score, GeorgeDumng. Previewed July 17, '52. RunniM
time, 85 MINS.

Louis Hayward !

Isabela Patricia Medina
Sutton

Tnmnc Charles Irwinfomas Valesquez George Givot

Easter^hftf Evans

Swede i.Sven Hugo Borg
^anuclito Robert McNeelyMadame Duval Nina Koshetz
Colonel Ramsey Lester MatthewsDon Ramon Sandro Giglio
Viceroy Ian Wolfe
Egyptian Jay Novello
Coulevam Maurice Marsac
Celeste . Genevieve Aumont
General Chavez Mario Sllcttl
Lieutenant Robert Bice

20th-Fox has done an excellent
job of remaking Victor Hugo’s Despite its wartime' setting, this

somber classic. It was first lensed isn't, primarily a war picture. Pre

by the Fox Film Co. in 1919, again dominantly, it’s the story of .a s ip

by Universal in 1927, United Art- who served in her

ists had a release out in 1935 and
there was a French production in
1936. All of this suggests tlie

durabilityof the novel as a fi-im
subject and indicates there are

and the main action sequence is re-

served as a fitting climax to the

story and -the ship itself. Its

strong, dramatic entertainrnent

with a firstrate Anglo-American

i ,
Chafe-pV Boyle-s- cqKr 'l-i^nsing

1
I vl

Blood, the doctor who was forced law.
to take up the priate’s cutlass and

j

The Fred Kohlmar production is
sail the Span sh Main. Prettily

;

arti.stically dressed and photo-

a routine chiller, replete with
more or less clever gimmicks, but
mounted handsomely to take ad-

is a standout feature of the Leon-
ard Goldstein production, putting
the action and outdoor .scones

vantage of the star’s b.o. value, i .sharply onto film. The music * ’ove
Marquee lure o£ Miss Crawford's i featiris-soverarLatii ’airf.' Bro.: ' fo^fHa"warrr„'?he'iitfe role^^t ! Srftn

boxoffice opportunities stiii around jast. and a worthy boxoffice con-

fpr a remake when done as well as
this version Hero of the story is undouDteciiyuus version.

j j

by America to Britain in her darK-

est hour. The ships had all been

put back into service from the re-

tired list, to help in the perilous

battle of the Atlantic. The skiPP^-^

and crew quicldy renamed tneir

vessel "The Gift Horse’ (which is

not to be looked in the

is old, slow and woyn out, but me

men get attached to it and

their attachment through various

wartime hazards. ,

The captain (TrevoT Howard' i

a stem disciplinarian who w*

court-martialled some eight

previously after being
a' collision and is now J^^king

comeback. At first, his o/Hcers ‘

men resent him, but all rally

(Continued on page 18)

this version.
Presentation of the melodrama is

done in three principal episodes,
and there is a compromise for a
happy ending when tne picture fin-
ishes in Paris with Jean Valjean
still alive and his relentless pur-
suer, Javert, a suicide after free-
ing the man he had so long chased.
Only Michael Rennie, as Valjean,
and Robert Newton, as Javert, car-
ry through all the episodes. Break-

!

ing of the film into story parts
. . .

. „ i

helps to serve as a pace-quickener
This IS a conventionally con-

!
to what, otherwise, would have

l\7A/Y AH ^ 1 — 1^1 ^



Simmons-firanger Win Exoneration

On Tax Raps in Victory Over Hi^es
Hollywood, July 22. 4-

Howard Hughes lost cash and a

star last week in an out-«f-court

settlement of the lengthy legal ac-

tion launched by Jean Simmons to

win her complete freedom from

RKO. Settlement was signed at

6:30 a.m. to climax a ' three-ring-

circus atmosphere and was fol-

lowed by a Hughest publicity bar-

rage “interpreting” terms of the

settlement.
Initial point reported by Hughes

was that Miss Simmons would make
"Taxi” for 20th-Fox in return for

which 20th would loan Victor Ma-
ture to KKO without charge and
would, in addition, pay RKO a

cash remuneration. Actually, Miss
Simmons will not make “Taxi.”

Furthermore, 20th-Fox declared it

never had any intention of lending
Mature without charge, and the

additional remuneration mentioned
had been discussed only as an
eventuality to be determined by
any financial loss RKO might suf-

fer in halting the currently shoot-

ing “Break-Up” to permit Miss
Simmons to • start the 20th .film.

Hughes also contended that Miss
Simmons agreed to finish “Break-
Up” as the final picture under her
J. Arthur ; Rank contract, which
Hughes had purchased. Miss Shn-
mons will finish “Break-Up”

—

but she retains the right to sue
RKO for added compensation on
the film. When she started produc-

( Continued on page 20)

Adas Disposes

Of 25,009 %ares

Of UPT Common
Atlas Corp. has disposed of its

holdings of 25,000 shares of com-
mon stock interest certificates in

United Paramount Theatres, the

Investment trust outfit disclosed

this week in its regular half-year

report. In its previous report last
December, the UPT stock had a
market value of |490,625,
Also owning 25,000 shares of

Paramount Pictures common. Atlas
had its choice of dropping either
the Par or UPT shares. Alterna-
tive was having 50% of the UPT
divvies held in trust under terms
of the Par consent decree in the
Industry antitrust suit. •

Atlas in the past six months also
sold 20,000 shares of Madison
Square Garden Corp. common
stock which, at the end of last
year, was worth $160,000 on the
basis of market quotations. Invest-
ment company's portfolio now
holds the 25,000 shares of Par com-
mon, 76,500. shares of RKO Pic-
mres common, 93,050 shares of
Disney common and 750 shares of

preferred stock and 150 shares
of common of Motion Picture Capi-
tal Corp. Last named is the indie
production financing outfit headed
hy N. Peter Rathvon.

ken THOMSON IN N. Y.

TO TALK N. Y. PACT
Kenneth Thompson, exec. sec.

of the Screen Actors Guild's Hol-
lywood branch,, arrived in New
York Monday (21) and will take
part in negotiations between SAG's
eastern division and the Assn, of
^ York Film Producers.

Talks, which have been going on
lor about a month, involve inking a
new pact covering theatrical and
television films. SAG is aiming for
an agreement based on the formula
established with the Coast's Alli-
ance of Television Producers.

Pizorts k:uropft 0.0,
William Pizor, v.p. of Lippert

T/'®i‘tmtions, leaves on the S.S.
^

^.T
^ States for a tour of Europe.

lie expects to visit 14 countries
0 survey foreign production.

Small Slip

Columbus, July 22.
So much confusion surrounded

the expected test of newsreel cen-
sorship at the Little Theatre here
last Wednesday (16) night that in-
stead of an uncensored newsreel,
the house ran off Paramount's
“Detective Story” without the state
seal. Dr. Clyde Hissong, Ohio's di-

rector of censorship, and a field
inspector were in the

,

theatre at

the time, but they paid no atten-
tion to the slip.

Last minute uncertainty as to

whether the newsreel was to run
or not had the projectionist so- un-
nerved he forgot to attach the cen-
sorship leader to “Detective
Story,” although the pic had the
state okay.

Unprecedented

Rap Vs. Ohio Tax

On ‘Native Son’
Ohio's film censorship statute is

not only unconstitutional because

of the prior license requirement,

but also because it imposes a tax

on the right of publication, accord-

ing to the argument, heretofore un-
advanced in pic censorship cases,

which will be set forth by attorney

Ephraim London when he battles

the nixing^ of the film, “Native

Son,” befoT'e the state's Supreme
Court. London is the attorney

whose victory in “The Miracle”

case before the U. S. Supreme
Court set a precedent for the elim-

ination of censorship bodies,

London's contention will be that

the fee charged by the Ohio cen-

sorship division constitutes an un-

lawful tax. He is expected to tell

the court that if the fee charged
merely covered the cost of admin-

istration, it might not he consid-

ered a tax. However, he will argue

that the fee in Ohio is more 'than

twice the amount necessary to

cover the cost of administration.

Ohio charges $3 a reel for cen-

soring, the highest in the nation,

and it’s estimated that the cost to

the film Industry for submitting

films for censorship ranges, from
$250,000 to $300,000 annually.

Meanwhile, London, representing

Classic Pictures, distrib of “Native

Son,” has been joined in the case

by Ohio attorney Lyman Brown-
field, Latter as local counsel will

have the papers served on the

(Continued on page 20)

Freed to Succeed Broidy

As President of MPIC
Hollywood, July 22.

Election of Arthur Freed as v.p.

of the Motion Picture^ Industry

Council means that he will eventu-

ally become president of that

group. Steve Broidy, current vee-

pee, automatically succeeds Gun-
ther Lessing as prexy next month,

and Freed succeeds Broidy six

months later.

Official report that the Screen
Writers Guild had turned down the

proposed “Loyalty Board” automat-
ically quashed that proposition,

which , had been advocated by sev-

eral MPIC groups. MPIC also voted

to support COMPO in its campaign
to kill the 20% boxoffice tax.

Dick Powell A* Director
Hollywood, July 22.

Dick Powell will become a di-

rector through the purchase of

RKO of “Breakaway,” a story

property owned by Powell and
Olympic Productions.
Deal calls for Powell's services

as a director to be utilized within

one year. In case “Breakaway” is

not produced in that time, he will

be assigned to direct another for

RKO.

If effort and enthusiasm pay off,

the film industry's campaign to re-
peal the 20% Federal admissions
tax is a cinch to succeed. Council
of Motion Picture Organizations
officers related this week that ex-
hibs in almost every Instance have
unhesitatingly pledged, their per-
sonal services in state committee
work when asked to do so by the
New York headquarters.

In the few caseis where theatre-
men begged off, the reasons were
clearly valid, say the key COMPQ-
ites. This is in contrast to other
previous all-industry endeavors
fvhere fiimites, asked to lend a
hand, ducked out because of “pres-
sure of other business” or other
familiar excuses.
So far about 150 exhibs across'

the country have jumped aboard
the anti-tax bandwagon. This was
seen as especially impressive since
COMPO got underway with the
organizational work only this

month. Numerous others will join

the roster shortly, it's expected,
making for one of the greatest joint

undertakings in recent film indus-
*try history.

A committee is being formed in

every state across the nation, and
each will name its own chairmaa
Then begins the job of winning
lawmakers’ sympathy for total

.elimination of the Federal levy.

Meanwhile, Col. H. A. Cole, co-

chairman with Pat McGee of the

national COMPO • tax committee,
and others immediately concerned
with the tax battle want to sock
across the message that the trade
stands a strong chance of achieving

the objective if full effort toward
that end is exerted. “The facts are

qn our side,” said Cole, meaning
that any objective appraisal of the

overall tax situation will show that
I

the Federal bite on the b.o. is dis-

criminatory and over-burdensome.
One obstacle which the trade

must hurdle, say some observers,

is the line of thinking taken by
tax experts in governmental posts.

_(Conthiued on page 20)

Aim at Equalizing

Ad Rate Structure

Film industry is making slow but
.steady progress in its campaign for

the elimination of the rate differ-

ential in newspaper advertising

jjind for an improvement in edi-

torial coverage. Although theatre

pub-ad execs observe that the mil-

lenium is still far off, general feel-

ing is that publishers are becoming
aware of the inequities that exist

in the rate structure. Campaign is

being waged on an individual basis,

with exhibs attempting to make
agreements with newspapers on a

local level.

Since no clearing house exists

for the detailing of rate improve-

ments, it is difficult to note the-

exact progress the industry has

made. In addition, there is a

reluctance on the part of pub-

lishers to publicize rate cuts. Thea-
tremen do not regard the rate

slices as reductiohs, but as mak-
ing available the retail rate.

Despite the granting of the lo-

cal retail rate in 'ftiany cities, there

is a growing alarm on the general

increase in newspaper ad rates.

For example, in St. Louis the

Globe Democrat will raise its line

rate from 42c. to 46c. per line in

August while the Post Dispatch

will up its rate from 47c. to 52c.

early in September. Even with the

increase, these rates are consider-

ably less than theatres were shell-

ing out in 1950 for local newspaper
advertising in St. Loo. In Nov.,

1950, the Globe Democrat made
available to Downtown theatre the

retail rate, which meant a reduc-
tion from 62c. to 40c. Last year

it was raised to 42c. The Post Dis-

patch similarly instituted the lo-

cal rate, involving a decrease to

42c. from 66c. Last. year it was
upped to 47c.

Wrong Show
Columbus, O., July 22.

When plans to obtain a test

of Ohio film censorship went
askew at the Little Theatre
here causing withdrawal of

an announced uncensored
newsreel, at least two patrons
wqre disappointed. Apparently
they had come to watch the
arrest of L. J. Hofheimer,
owner of the theatre.

Following a disagreement
between Dr. Clyde Hissong,
director of the state's censor-
ship body, and industry reps

* on who was to receive the war-
rant charging a violation, it

was announced that the film
would not be shown. Two
members of the audience asked
for and immediately received
a refund.

Local Censors

At ‘Miracle

Despite the U. S. Supreme Court

decision against the banning of

“The Miracle,” film continues to

be harassed by local censor* in dif-

ferent areas, with the state of

Ohio and Chicago being the latest

to nix the pic on varied grounds.
Ohio Division of Film Censor-

ship has rejected “The Ways, of

Love” trilogy, which contains the
Gontraversial “The Miracle,” for

showing in the state. Dr. Clyde
Hissong, censor chief, said Mon-
day (21) that he had sent a letter-

to Joseph Burstyn, owner of the

Robert Rossellini-directed film, ex-

plaining the ban.
Hissong noted that on the basis

of a unanimous decision of the

members of the three-man advis-

ory board, arrived at independent-
ly, the film is not suitable for pub-
lic exhibition. “A Day In the
Country” and “The Miracle” were
both listed as “harmful,” but there
was no objection to “Jofroi,” the

third pic in the trilogy. The two
objectional parts of the trilogy,

Hissong said “exploit moral con-

duct, if not directly, certainly in-

directly and by inference. He also

said “The Miracle” is “based ini-

tially upon revolting incidents.”

Apparently no objection was made
to the film on sacrilegious grounds,

(Continued on page 15)

Payoff Precedent In

Bordonaros Buff Suit
Buffalo, July 22,

In an unprecedented move,
Paramount Pictures, RKO Radio
and Warner Bros. Circuit Manage-
ment have paid into the Federal
Court here the sum of $22,619.58

to prevent the accumulation of ad-

ditional interest pending appeal by
Bordonaro Bros. Theatre, of Olean,
of its recent antitrust verdict
against the distributors. The sum
represents the amount of $7,500
awarded the plaintiff by a jury
in Federal Court here, trebled and
plus interest from June 2.

Bordonaros have appealed to the
U. S. Court of Appeals at New
York on the ground that the ver-

dict is insufficient.

Akst Settlci JoUon Suit
Los Angeles, JulS^ 22.

Harry Akst, former accompanist
of A1 Jolson, Settled his $51,800
back salary claim against the
comedian's estate for $5,000. Claim
represented sums due under an al-

leged $500-a-weefc contract for
services in film, radio and stage
appearances.
Probate Judge Newman Condee

approved the settlement at the re-
quest of executors of the estate.

Toledo, July 22.

After considerable confusion in-

volving procedure, the groundwork
was set here for the film industry's
test of the right of the state of
Ohio to censor newsreels, and pos-
sibly all films, with a Toledo exhlb
set to appear in Municipal Court
on Aug. 8 for a hearing on tlie

charge of showing an uncensored
newsreel. Exhlb, Martin G. Smith,
co-owner of. Smith Sc Beldler The-
atres, was arrested last Friday
(l8) when an uncensored reel, dis-

tribbed in Toledo by 20th'iFox, was
exhibited at the Westwood The-
atre.

Attorneys for Smith asked for *
30-day continuance at the arraign-
ment in order to have time to pre-
pare briefs, but Judge Frank W.
Wiley, expressing Interest in the
case, set the hearing date at a time
when he would be up on the bench.
The jurist has already requested
and received the U.‘ S. Supreme
Court decisions on “The Miracle”
and “Pinky” cases, actions on which
the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-
ica is basing its fight to strike down
film censorship in Ohio.

Test in Ohio, originally arranged
as a “friendly” deal between the
MPAA and Dr. Clyde Hissong,
chief of the state’s film censorship
body, turned into somewhat of a
hassle on who was to be named in
the affidavit charging censorship
violation. The suit was originally
planned to be filed in Columbus
against Lea J. Hofheimer, operator
of the Little Theatre, and Warner
Bros., which was to provide an un-
censored newsreel. Manning (Tim)

pendent Theatre Owner* of Ohio,

(Continued on page 16
)‘

Title Exclusivity

Declared Iflegal

In ‘Treason Suit

New York Supreme Court Justice
Thomas L. J. Corcoran, in a de-
cision Involving the title of “High
Treason,” J. Arthur Rank pic, has
thrown doubt on the legality of
any claimed exclusive usage of a
title for a literary work. Judge
Corcoran’s ruling denied a petition
by Albert E. Kahn, author of the
political book, “High Treason; The
Plot Against the People,” fo^ a
temporary injunction restraining
distribution of the Rank film under
the “High Treason” title.

Jurist held that the title of
Kahn’s book and of the film are
not the same and their content is

entirely different. He added: “The
plaintiff's book is non-fictional, It

is in essay form and expounds the
author’s political views. It purports
-to develop his thesis that there
exists in this . country a political

plot against the people to deprive
them of their rights. The defend-
ants' moving picture, on the other
hand, is fictional. It portrays, in
dramatic form, a series of highly
imaginative occurrences in England
which would constitute high trea-

( Continued on page 16)

SDG OKAYS NEW PACT

WITH INDIE PRODUCERS
Hollywood, July 22.

New pact between the Screen
Directors Guild and the Independ-
ent Motion Picture Producers
Assn, has been okayed by- Guild
membership, prexy George Sidney
reported. Deal, retroactive to May
4, ups director’s minimum to $550
for three-and-a-half weeks work on
oaters; boss operas budgeted from
$55,000 to $100,000 call for four
weeks at $550.
Above these budgets guarantee

jumps to five-and-a-half weeks at

same minimum. Only term 4<i2ll»

for meggers permit 40 out of 52

weeks pact at $500 weekly.’
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Smash 48G, Cugat Ups ‘Face’ to 34G,

•Heart’ lie.
‘

Los Angeles, July 22. -

First-run business is upbeating

this week toward Its best overall

Sitlook in months, thanfe ^
sev-

eral standout bills, headed by tnc

socko “King Kong” $48,000 at two

locXns. Xavier Cugat stage show

at ‘the L. A. Paramount is shoving

“Stolen Face” to a solid $34,000,

or thereabouts. --

“Wild Heart” is a fancy. $11,000

at the small Four Star.

trade is not .
outstanding. \ cf

$16,000 is seen lor Sally & St.

Anne” at three sites, and a slim

$10,000 is in line for Captain

Blackjack” at four houses. Hei^ue

of "‘Tokyo Joe,” dualed with

“Knock On Any Door ^^issue, is

headed for a light $8,000 at )wo

spots. Holdovers are ^ftoning up.

Bstlniates lor Ti’Ws Week
Los Anrelea, Chinese, Rit* <FWC)

(2,097; 2,048; 1,370; 70-$1.10) —
“dally and St. Anne (Ur and

“Breakdown” (Injliel. MHd
Last week, “Ivory Hunter (XJ) and

^Lavende? HiU Mob” (U). $16,700

El Key,' Ms, Globe,

(FWC) (861; 814; J82;
1 248; 70*

$1.10)—“Captain
die), and “Love Island gndie).

Slim $10,000. Last week, El

Rev, Loyo\a, Uptj^n, Ti'® ^i^ht-

cr’^ (U) and Desert Pursuit

(Mono) (2d wk), $5300. _ „ ^
Hollywood, Wiltem,

(WB-Metropolltan) (2,756; 2,344;

2313; 70-$1.10) —
Through .College” (WB) and “Pirate

Submarine” (Lip) (Orpheum only)

(2d wk). Okay ?1?.000. L^week,
above hopes to nifty

Beverly Hillt, Downtown (.wB)

(1,612; 1,757: B0-$1.25)—‘;Sto^ of

Will Rogers’^ (WB) (2d wk). ;Okay

$18,000. Last week,, under hopes

^^Low’V^^ate, Egyptian (UATC)

(2,404; 1.538;^70-$1.10) — "‘Scara-

mouches (MG)- (3d wk). Medium
$18,000; Last week, $32,OM.
^ HilUtreet, Fantare* (RK(^ (2,-

752; 2,812; 70-$1.10)-‘‘King Kong”
(RKO) and “Leopard Man (RKO)
(reissues). Socko $48,000. Lwt
week, “Story Robin Hood (RK.O)

and “Water Birds” (RKO) (3d

wk), $15,800. /TTtMr\
Los Angeles Paramount (UPT)

(3,300; 85-$1.50) — “Stolen Face
(Lip), with Xavier Cugat on stage.

Solid $34,000. Last week, with

Hawaii (G&S). (1,106; 6E^$L10).

“Francis Goes West Point ’ (U) and
“Daltons* Women” (Lip) (L. A. Par
only), $18,000. "‘Francis” holds

second week at the Hawaii for

light $3,000.
United Artists, Hollywood. Para-

mount (UATC-F&M) (2,100; 1,430;

70-$l.10)—“Tokyo Joe” (Col) and
“Knock On Any Door” (Col) (re-

issues). Slow $8,000. Xjnst week,
“Under Paris Sky” (Indie) and
“Can’t Beat Irish” (Indie) (8 days),

46,500.
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 8a-$1.20)

—“Man White Suit” (U) (8th wk).

Steady $2,600. Last week, $2,800.

Canon (ABC) (520; $1.20) —
“Navajo” (Lip) (4th wk); Small
$1,000, Last week, $1,700.

Fovup SUr (UATC) (900; 70-$1.10)— “Wild Heart” (RKO). Fancy
$11,000, Last week, “Anybody Seen
My Gal” (U) and “No Room for

Groom” (U) (3d wk), $2,000.

Vogue (FWC) (885; 70-$l) —
“Greatest Show” (Par) (2d wk).
Good $6,000. Last week, fine $7,100
above hopes. In three drive-ins

and three conventional theatres
hefty $42,000 after great $55,200 in

first week,
Wilshlre (FWC) (2,296; (70-$1.10)

—“Story Robin Hood” (RKO) and
“Water Birds’’^ (RKO) (m.o.s.).

Medium $5,000. Last week, “Lydia
Bailey” (20th) (3d wk), $2,200.

‘College’ Big $16,500,

‘Robin’ IGG in Denver
Denver, July 22

Despite dog and horse racing
baseball and other hot-weather
competition, four films are holding
over. “Jumping Jacks’* goes into

its third week after a fair second
at the Denham. Others holding
afte^ strong first frames are
“Scaramouche” at the Broadway
“Robin Hood” at the Orpheum, and
“She’s Working Her Way Through
College” at tlie Paramount. .

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-85)—

“Ivoiy Hunter” (U) and “Just
Across ‘ the Street” (U), day-date
with Tabor, Webber. Good $7,500.
Last week, “Valley of the Eagles”
(Lip) and “Stolen Face” (Lip), good
$8 ,000 .

Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 40-
85)
—“Scaraxnouche” (M-G). Big

(Continued, on page 22)

l^Mdway Crosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $423,580

(Based on 19 theatres)

Last Year i .
$442,300

(Based on 18 theatres)

NG m, Hob;

•Kong’ Big $25,

Boston, July 22.

.

Johnnie Ray, appearing with
package, at the Met, is disappoint-

ing at the b.o. this week, in a tie-v

up with the “Captain Pirate ’ pic.

The current terrific heat spell 4s

against him, plus the fact that his

fans • are mostly drawn from- the

teen-age element.
“King Kong” at the Boston^ is

grabbing best biz at this situation

for many jtnonths and will hold.

Balance of majors are holding

over, with “Pat & Mike” okay in

second frame at State and Or-
pheum, and "‘She’s Working Way
Through College,” in second at

Parhmount and Fenway, still in

chips. “Robin Hood” in second at

Memorial is slipping.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 50-95)—!

“Sally and St. Anne” (U) (4th wk).
Just hanging on at $2,200. Last
week, $3,100.
Beacon Hill (Beacon HIU) (682;

50-90)—“Run for Your Money” (U)
and “Happiest Days of Life”( Re-
gal). Opened today (Tues.) Last
week, “Notorious Gentleman”
(SG) and "‘Green for Danger” (SG),
about $2,600.
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—

“King Kong” (RKO) and “Leopard
Man” (RKO). Best in many a
moon, $25,000. Last week, “Strange
World” (UA) and “Red Planet
Mars” (UA). satisfactory $13,500;

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)—
"‘Laughter in Paradise” (Indie),

Opened Sunday - (20). Last week,
“Encore” (Par), off to $2,600 for
fifth w^aIt
Fenway" (NET) (1,373; 40-85)—

“She’s Working Way Through Col-
lege” (WB) and “Wagons West”
(Mono) (2d wk). Not bad $3,800.
Good $5,500 for 1st week.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—

“Robin Hood” (DIsney-RKO) (2d

(Continued on page 22)

‘Paf Bfisteriw* 1«G,

‘Courier^ llG, E*rt., Or*.
Portland,* Ore.V July 22.

Town is loaded with new strong

product, transient name ,attrae-

tions, and’ extreme hot weather,

Orpheum had a formal opening

after a complete facelifting. Paf

and Mike” and “Diplomatic Cour-

ier” look best,
„ , ,

Estimates for Tliis Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 65-90)

“Pat and Mike” (M-G) and “Gloij.

AUey” (M-G), Scordiing
Last week, “The World In His

Arms” (UI) (2d wk), after world

^^iber^ ’ (Hamrick) (1,850; 65-90)

—“Carbine WiUiams” (M-G) and

“Confidence Girl” (UA) (2d wk;6

days). Crood $7,000. Last week,

(Parker) (1,500; 65-90)-

“She’s Working. Her Way Through
College” (WB) and' "‘Stolen Face

(Indie) (2d wk) .
(m.o.). Dandy

$4,400. Last week, $4,50().

Oriental (Evergreen)
^
(2,000; 6^

90)
—“Diplomatic Courier

^

(20th)

and “Valley of the Eagles” dndle),

day-date with Orpheum. Fine $3,-

600. Last week,
Beacon Street” (Col) and “Mont^a
Territory” (Col), day date with

Paramount, $3,5()0.

Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750: 6^
90)—“Diplomatic Courier’/ (2qth)

and “Valley of the Eagles” (Lip),

grand reopening aHer faceliMng
job, also at Oriental. Okay $7,4(j0.

Last week, “Lydia Bailey” (20th)

.and “Purple Heart Diary” (Col),

$6.(XW-
, .rvA

Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;

e5_90)—"Fort Osage” (Mono) and
“Here Comes The Marines” (Mono).

So-so- $6,200. Last week, “Walk
East On Beacon Street” (Col) and
“Montana Territory” (CoU, also

Oriental. $6,000.
’

United 'Ardw (Parker) <800; 65-

90)
—"Scaramouche” <M-GT (4th

wk). Holding 4it $4,300. Last week,

$4,600,

‘Lovely’ Wbam $15,000,

‘(Jar Nice 14G,X C.;

‘Jacks’ 2d(Jreat IIG
Kansas City, July 22.

Fancy money is likely in at least

two situations
,

with sock films the
reason. Midlimd is going strong
on “Lovely to Look At” and will

hold over. Paramount with “Jump-
ing Jacks” in second week Is sock;

film will hold again. “Has Anybody
Seen My Gal?” in four Fox Mid-
west first-runs it also strong. Art-
film “Latuko” holds steady at the
Kimo. Weather returned to sultry
streak for the weekend, after
plenty of rain few days previous.

Eatimaies for This Week:
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 50-75)—

“Latuko” (Indie) (3d wk). Holding
well to strong pace, $1,700, and
likely to go a fourth week. Last
week, fancy. $2,000.
Mloland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-69)—

“Lovely to Look At” (MG) and
“Four in a Jeep” (Indie). Hefty
opening and headed for fat $15,000;
will hold. Last week, “Scara-

(Continued on page 22)
-n- —

Key City Grasses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $1,958,750

(Based on 23 cities, 191 the-

atres, chiefly first runs, includ-

ing N. y.) ;

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $2,174,500

(Based on 22 cities, and 189

theatres.

)

Mpls. Rough; 'Courier Tops at 9G,

‘Francis Good 8G, TllfasL Story’ 3G
Minneapolis, July 22.

Showhouses here have been ex-
periencing mighty tough going
during recent .months, but cur-
rently the road’s even rougher, if

possible.
What with the opposition of

numerous Aquatennial summer
mardi gras attractions, including
huge free street parades, and what
with the Democratic convention
telecasts for added competition,
the entertainment emporiums can’t
get halfway to first base.
Probably realizing what they

were up against, only a few show-'
houses put their best foot forward.
The lone outstanding newcomers
are “Diplomatic Courier” and
“Francis Goes to West .Point” jand,
in the face of the aforementioned
handicaps, neither is getting any-
where near its deserved boxoffice
play. The single holdover, “Has
Anybody Seen My Gal,” is in its
second week.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-76) —

“Has Anybody Seen My Gal” (U)
(m.o.). Here after nice Radio City
first week and still doing as well as
can be expected under the circum-
stances. Okay $4,500. Last week,
“Girl in White” (M-G), satisfactory
$4,200.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 50-76)—

“Washington Story” (M-G). Light
$3,000. Last week, “Kangaroo”
(20th) (2d wk), $3,800.

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76) —
*

“Without Warning” CUA) and “One

Big Affair” (UA). Not enough
here to make a dent in public apa-
thy. Mild $3,500. Last week,
“Valley of Eagles” (Lip), $4,000.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50^76)

—

“Diplomatic Courier” (20th).
Highly praised and well-liked pic-
ture deserves better boxoffice
treatment and no doubt would get
it under more propitious circum-
stances. (jrood $9,000. Last week,
“Has Anybody Seen My Gal” (U),
$10 ,000 .

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 40-
76)—“Francis Goes to West Point”
(U). Helped by prestige first talk-
ing mule picture attained. How-
ever, divided opinions on this one,
and that, hurt. Good $8,000. Last
week, “Wild Heart” (RKO), $6,500.
RKO-PAN (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)—“Loan Shark” (Lip) and “Skip-

alolig Rosenbloom” (UA) split with
“Comanche Territory” (Col) and
“Winchester 73” (U), both reissues.
Medium $4,400. Last week, “She’s
Working Her Way Through Col-
lege” (WB) (2d wk), $5,500.

State (Par) (2,300; 50-76) —
“I Dream of Jeanie” (Rep.). Well
enough liked, but lacking in cast
names. Slim $4,000. Last week,
“Paula” (Col). $4,500.

World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.20) —
“Latuko” (Indie). Unusual picture
given good advertising campaign,
but there's a limited audience for
this sort of film fare here. Nice
$2,700. Last week, “Run for Your
Money” (U) (2d wk), $2,200,

Martin-Lewk

Wow 23G, Pitt;

(ft • $

louner
Pittsburgh, July 22.

Hottest thing in pix today Is

jBtni the team of Martih and Lewis,

Their “Jumping Jacks”'at the Stan-

ley, coming in only a couple of

months after Penn had their

“Sailor Beware,” is cleaning up
and will be the beit thing WB
deluxer has had all year. Sticks

for another week. '

Harris is picking up with “Dip-
lomatic Courier,” although not up
to expectations, while “Scara-

mouche” has something
,

left, for

its holdover at the Penn. “Francis

Goes to West Point” at the Fulton
Is not up to previous grosses for

the talking mule..

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-85)—

“Francis Goes to West Point” (U).

Bloom’s apparently off the talking
mule series. This one won’t better
$5’,000, which is the poorest any of

the Francis sagas have done around
here. Last week “Lady in Iron
Mask” (20th) barely got woeful
$3,000.

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50-85)—
“Diplomatic Courier” (20th). Some-
thing more than $8,000, if that,

was expected of Tyrone Powi^
starrer, which got away to ordi-

nary start and never really moved
into high. Last week “Outcasts of
Poker Flat” (20th) and “Cripple
Creek” (Col) not too bad at Just
under $5,000.

. Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; • 50-85)—
“Scaramouche” (M-G) (2d wk).
Holding up pretty well and should
close out near $10,000. Will likely

move to small-seat Ritz for con-
tinuation .of downtown run. Last
week "‘Scaramouche” hit just over

$16J}00.
Squirrel HlH (WB) (900; 50-85)—

“Narrow Margin” (RKO) (2d wk).
Pushing for letter than $2,500 on
the windup, with installation of a
cooling plant for nabe art house
helping some. Last week “Margin”
did over $2,500, fine for this sleep-
er. Next up is a reissue of “Hunch-
back of Notre Dame” (RKO).
SUniey (WB) (3,800: 50-B5)—

“Jumping Jacks” (Par). Martin
and Lewis hotter than the weather,
and 10 times as agreeable, doing
business the like of which WB de-
luxer hasn’t seen in a blue moon.
Heading for $23,000. Last week,
“Working Her Way Through Col-
lege” (WB) about $10,500.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-85)—

“Models, Inc.” (indie) and “Outlaw
Women” (Lipp). Good $5,000. Last
week, second of “Outcast of the
Islands” (UA), dropped to nothing
and yanked after five days to less
than $2,500.

San Francisco, July 22
The Paramount, with the Martin

A: Lewis “Jumping Jacks,” is easi J
pacing the town this week amoS
ttie newcomers, though the "Kinc

a there
with “Jacks’’ at the Golden GatP
“DiplomaUj Courier” is doing tair
at the Fox.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) 2,850: 65-95)—“lang Kong” (RKO) and “The

LeojJbrd Man” (RKO), both re-
releases.

,
Sock $29,000. Last weelr

“Robin Hood” (RKO) and “WaS
Birds'” (RKO), plus “Little Hous?
(RKO) (2d wk). fine $10,500.

Fox (FWC) (4,6h; 65-95)—“Dip.
'

lomatic Courier” (20th) and “Flesh
and Blood” (Indie), Fair $13,500.
Last Week, “Just Across Street’’
(U), plus Xavier Cugat stage show,
managed Just a fair $22,500 at
tilted prices.

Warfield (Loe'w’a) (2,656; 65-95)
—“Pat & Mike” (M-G) (2d wk).
Fair $12,000. I^ast week, husky
$22 ,

000 ,

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)—
“Jumping Jacks” (Par). Jumping
$29,01)0. Last week, “Working Way
Through College” (WB) and “Cor-
poral Dolan Goes AWOL (Rep) )2d
wOc), good $11,000.
St Francis (Par) (1,400; 65-95)—

“Paula” (Col). Quiet $10,000. Last
week, “Under Paris Sk^’ (Indie)

C2d wk), weak $8,000 for six days,
Orphenm (No. Coast) (2,448; 65*

95)—^“Brigand” (Col) and “Last
Train From Bombay” (Col). Weak
$9,000. Last week, "‘World In His
Arms” (U)' (2d wk), weak $9,500.

Uahed Artista (No. Coast) (1,207;

65-95)—“Francis Goes To West
Point” (U) (2d wk). Fair $6,500.

Last week, good $11,000.
Stagedaor (Ackerman-Rosener)

(370; 85-$!)—“Lavender HiU
Mob” (U) and “Magnet” (U) (2d

wk). Slight $2,800. Last week, $3,-

200.

Clay tRosener) (400; 65-86)—
“Kind Hear^ And Corpnets” (UA)

(3d wk), $2,700. Last week, okay

$3 odo
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)—

“Pool of London” (U) (m.o,-llth

wk). $2,200. Last week, slipped to

$2,300.

‘College’ Cum Laude
At SViG, LVaie
Louisville, July 22.

Downtown houses, with excep-
tion of the Mary Anderson, are
not making much splash’ in the
b.o. line this week. “She’s Work-
ing Her Way Through College” is

big at the WB main stem showcase.
Wicket lines were the rule over the
weekend, and final tab should be
around $9,000, plenty big. H.o, at
the State and weak product at the
Rialto and Strand don't hold much
promise of large takes this week.
Biz at the 3,500-seater Iroquoise

Amphitheatre, where “Up in Cen-
tral Park” is current, has been
good. Opening and closing nights
have been near capacity, but other
nights have been dullish. House
hasn’t had a sellout this season.

Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 54-75)—“No Room for Groom” (U) and

“Ivory Hunter” (U) (2d wk). Still

going briskly to nice $2,500. Last

(Continued on page 22)

‘Jacb’ Terrif

25G, Toronto;

‘College’ Big 15G

Toronto, July 22.

“Jumping Jacks” broke opening-

day house record of- the Imperial,

3,373-Eeater and Canada’s largest

film house, with Martin-Lewis

flicker away ahead of field.

Also sniash is Canadian preem

of “She's Working Her Way
Through College,” this spiced by

opening-day p.a. of Gene Nelson,

complete with hundreds of palpi-

tating 'teeners. With heat wave

off, • bit is on lusty^ upbeat, most

firirt-runs doing well. On healthy

holdovers, “Scaramouche’ leaw

those in second frame, plus Nar-

row Margin” and ""‘Francis Goes

to West Point” holding neatly.

Estimates for This Week

Crest, )t)owntowii, Glendale, May-

fair, Scarboro, State (Taylor) (863;

1,059; 955; 470; 698: 694; 35-60) —
“Just This Once*’ (M-G) anj

""Three Musketeers” (U). lAght

$11,900. Last aveek, “Bronco Bus;

ter” (U) and “Finders Keepers

(U), $10,000.
Efflinton (FP) (1,080; 49-80) ^

“Narrow Margin” (RKO) (2d wk).

Nice $7,000. Last 'week, $8,000.

Imperial' (FP) (3,373; 50-80) -r

“Jumping Jacks” (Par). Terrific

$25,000. Last, week, ‘Outcasts o£

Poker Flat” (20th), $8,500.

Loew's (Loew) (2,748; 50"80)

“Scaramouche” (M-G) (2d vvkj-

Holding at fine $12,500. Last

week, $15,000.
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; ^O’^O) „

“Loan- Shark” (Lip). Light $8 000.

Last week, “Leave Her to Heaven

(20th) (reissue), $7,000.

Shea’s (FP) (2,396; 40-?))

“She’s Working Her Wjy through

College’; (WBh Big !^15,000 Las

week, “Winning Team” (WB)

wk), $8,000.
,

.qfl.

Tivcli, University (FP) 'LYk”’

1,558; 40-80)—“Lady in Iron

(20th). So-so $8,000. Last \\ecK,

“If This Be Sin” (20th) and This

Above All” (20th) (reissue),

Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-80

“Francis Goes to "West Point •

at $6,500.
Last

Holding nicely
week, $9,000.
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Chicago, July 22. 4—
Democratic convention ex-

n^ripd to help or hurt business

Kh with the tense delegate fight

S the Republicans lacking at this

meethig. Loop is a mixture of go(^

Sid bad receipts, with new prod-

uct not as strong as the holdover

Sp"Howev«r, -Clash by IT.ght,”

Sed by ‘‘Diamond City/' is out

for fast biz at the Grand,

Chicago slips ba^ ^to the old

minus groove with disk jockey

show and minor names on

sta'^e and “She’s Working Her Way
Through CoUege” on the screen.

Combination is looking for mod-
erate biz. World has a strong entry

with “Young and Damned.” Koosc-

velt has “Francis at West Point”

«nd “Lady in the Iron Mask.”

Triple sex package at the XTiiited

Artists leads the second weefcers,

with “Love Moods,” “Models Inc,,”

and “Something to Livfe For” reg-

istering strong. “Wc^re Not Mar-
ried” at the Woods also looks fair-

ly good. “Lovely to- Look At” at

the State-Lake seems weak. Surf

is going strong with “Outcast of

the Islands” in fourth frame.
“Greatest Show on Earth” at the

Palace is the bright hope in 11th

week.
Estimates for This Week

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98)—
“She’s Working Her Way Through
College” (WB) with annual disk
jockey show. Lean $45,000. Last
week, “Diplomatic Courier” (20th),

with Jackie Gleason personal, $62,-

000 .

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 55-98)—
“Clash by NightiHUKO) and “Dia-
mond City” (Indie), Bright $13,500.
Last week, “Ivory Himter” (U) and
“Bronco Busters” (U) (2d wlO, *$8,-

000 .

Palace (Eitel) (2,500; 98-$1.25)—
“Greatest Show on Earth” (Par)
(11th wk). Keeping right up there
with brisk $19,000. Last week,
$20,300.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—
“Francis Goes to West Point” (U>
and “Lady in the Iron Mask” (20th).
Mule might lead to okay $12,000.
Last week, “Carson City” and
“Lion and Horse” (WB) (2d wk),
$9,000.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700;. 55-98)
—“Lovely to Look At” (M-G) (2d
wk). Ain't too lovely with $14,000.
Last week, $21,000.

Surf (H&E Balaban) (685;’ 98)—
“Outcast of Islands” (Lopeit) (4th
wk). Holding fairly tight with $4,-
000. Last week, $4,300.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55-

98)—“Something to Live For” (Par)
with “Love Moods” and “Models
Inc” (Indies (2d wk). Exploitation
IS getting the wickets hot with
nifty $15,000. Last week, $19,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)—
We’re Not Married” (20th>"(2d

„
Not doing too badly witli

$15,000. Last week, $25,000.
World (Indie) (587; 98)—“Young

and Damned” (Indie). Might get
nch $4,000 for first week. Last
week, “Darling, How Could You’
(Par) (2d wk), $1,500.

INDPLS SPOTTY BUT

‘COLLEGE’ FINE $12,000
Indianapolis, July 22.

Biz is spotty at first-run situa-
tio^ this stanza, but gives signs
°\higher grosses for better prod-

n ^.be’s Working Way Through
Lollege’ will lead town with very

at Circle. “Clash By
Night, at Indiana, is fair. “Lovelym Look At,” at Loew’s, has
Slumped after good first week.

Estimates for This Week
(Cockrill-Dolle) (2.800;

S'76)--"She’s Working Her Way
Through College” (WB). Extra

$12,000. Last week, “Wait
.-im Sun Shines Nellie” (20th) and
Outcasts of Poker Flat” (20th).
Oke $9,000.

(Cockrill-Dolle) (3,200;
'—“Clash By Night” (RKO)
Pal Tabarin” (Rep). Modest

fwD t^ast week, “Carson City”
Planet Mars” (UA).

blow $8,000.

(CockrUl-DoUe) (1,300-
i)L:76)—“The River” (UA) and
SR Heart” (Indie). Nifty
$0 000, first time here.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-76)—

Lovelj' to Look At” (M-G) (2d

afVn $5,500 in five days
aflci- big «!ia,500 opener.

(Cockrill-Dolle) (1,600; 50-

anri bf Eagles’* (Lippert)
jP^llaw Women” (Lippert).

Last week, “Half
gefd’ (RKO) and “It’s a Great
feeling'

(indie). So-so $4,500.

Estimates Are Net
FUm gross estimates as re-

ported herewith' from the vari-
ous key cities,, are net; L
without the 20% tax. Distrib-
utors share net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
come.
The pai’enthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U, S. amusement
tax.

Gleason Soars

'Glove/ 45G, Det,

'Jacks 27G
Detroit, July 22^ .

Fox and Michigan are dping good
bbs this week, with the others being

. hurt in almost direct proportion.
Jackie Gleason heading stage show
at the Fox is upping “Green Glove”
to big totaL while “Jumping Jacks”
has the Michigan jumping. “Ivory
Hunter” shapes Up slowly at the
Palms, “Place in Sun” and “Detec-
tive Story” are fair at the Madi-
son. Holdovers, “Lovely to' Look
At” at the United Artists and
“Scaramouche” at the Adams, are
off.

Estimates for This Week
• Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90-
$1.25)—“Green Glove” (UA)" plus
Jackie Gleason onstage. Great
$45,000. Last week, “Kangaroo”
(20th) and “Black Dice” (Indie)

$17,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

70-95)—^“Jumping Jacks” (Par) and
“Brigand” (Col). Jumping $27,000.
Last week, “Robin Hood” (RKO-
Disney) $16,500.
Palms (UD) (2,961; 70-95) —

“Ivory Hunter” (U) “Bronco
Buster” (U). Fair $l0,000. Last
week, “Clash by Night” (RKO) and
“Bal Tabarin” (Rep) $8,000,
Madison (UD) (1,900; 70-95) —

“Place in Sun” (Par) and “Detec-
tive Story” (Par) (re-releases). Ok
$11,000. Last week, “Love Moods”
(Indie), “Models, Inc.” (Indie) and
“Streets of Sorrow” $6,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,900; 70-

95)
—“Lovely to Look At” (M-G)

(3d wk). Down tp $7,000. Last
week, $10,600.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)

—

“Scaramouche” (M-G) (5th wk).
Slowing to $3,000. Last week,
$3,700.

‘Francis’ Hefty $10,500,

‘College’ 9G in Seattle
Seattle, July 22.

Only the two small-seaters, Blue
Mouse and Music Box, have hold-
overs. This leaves nice choice of

new pix, with the public choosey.
Palomar is set with two weeks of
stage fare.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 65-

90)_“World in His Arms” (U) CSd
wk). Good $4,000. Last week,
“Ivory Hunter” (U), very \^ak $1,-

700 on six days.

Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65-
90)—“Montana Territory” (Col)

and “Red Snow” Col). Fair $7,-
500. Last week, “Cripple Creek”
(Col) and “King of Bullwhip” (In-

die), good $7,200.

Fifth Avc. (Evergreen) (2,366;
65-90)—“Story of Robin Hood”
(RKO) and Waterbirds” (RKO).
Swell $12,000'. Last week, “Wait
Till Sun Shines” (20th) and “One
Big Affair” (UA) (2d wk), mild
$4,300.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)—“Washln^on Story” (M-G). Slow
$4,000. Last week, “Sally & Saint
Anne” (U) and “Wall of Death”
(Indie), mild $4,800.

.

Music Box ' (Hamrick) (850; 65-
90)—“River” (UA) (2d wk). Big
$9,000 after sweet $4,800 in opener.

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,282; 65-
90)—“She's Working Way Through
College” (WB). Big $9,000. Last
week, “Pat and Mike” (M-G) and
“Glory Alley” (M-G) (3d wk), good
$5,800.

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,599; 65~

90)
—"Francis Goes to West Point”

(U) and “3 For Bedroom C” (WB).
Big $10,500, Last week, “World

(Continued on page 22)
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, Kansas City, July 22,

Electric Theatre, Kansas City,
Ki^sas, first-run, filed a damage
suit In Federal Court, Kansas City,.
Mo.^ last week against the major
di^ribs. Fox Midwest Theatres and
National Theatres. The suit charges
the film companies denied the the-
atre the right to bid in the- free

!

market for first-runs and asked In-
jimcttve relief to permit their
showing.

Petition alleges the theatre’s
business has been damaged to the
extent of $l,5O0,Q00 and under the
Sherman arid Clayton acts that
would become $4,500,000.

Suit is the third large-sum dam-
age litigation involving W. D, Ful-
ton, who currently operates the
Electric. He is the plaintiff in the
now widely-known Brookside Thea-
tre case, in which he was awarded
substantial damagesr but which still

Is in the courts. Recently Fulton
filed a similar suit in behalf of i

the Avenue Theatre, first-run
which he also operates in Kansas
City, Kansas. Suit was filed in Feb-
ruary and still is pending.
The defendants named In- the

suit, besides the theatre circuits:

20th, Loew’s, Paramount, RKO,
Warners, United Artists, Columbia
and Universal.
Theatres on the Kansas side have

habitu'alty played pictures after
Missouri-side first-runs until re-

I cently. Now pictures • play there
! day-and-date, with openings on the
Missouri side, Electric is the larg-

I

est and oldest first-run on the Kan-
i

sas side, and is independently
operated.

'College Hefty In

Cleve. at SlloW,

'AtomK $11,S00

Cleveland, July 22.

Warner’s Allen is getting back
into the front firing line with
“She's Working Way Through Col-
lege,” shooting for heftiest take of
tills broiling stanza. “Atomic City”
at Hipp and second lap for State’s
“Lovely to Look At” are stacking
up nicely. “Paula,” tied with
“Brave Warrior,” is going merely
so-so for Palace, By teaming
“Fort Osage” with “Waco.” Still-

man formed good bill of oater
pullers.

Estimates for This Week
I

Allen (Warner) (3,000; 55-80)—
“She’s Working Way Through Col-
lege” (WB). Excellent $15;000.
Last week, “Wait 'Til Sun Shines,*

Nellie” (20th), down at $10,000.
Hipp (Scheftel-Burger)

. (3,700;
55-80)—“Atomic City” (UA). Oke
$11,500. Last week, “Wild Heart”
(RKO, satisfying at $13,0CK).

Ohio (Loew’s). (1,305; 55-80)—
“Without Warning” (UA) and
“Captive City” (UA)." Not bad
$7,000. Last week, “Scaramouche”
(M-G), fine $7,000 for last nine days
on fifth downtown week.

Palace (RKO) (3,300;-^ 55-80)—
“Paula” (Col), plus ‘iBrave War-
rior” (Col).' Average $8,500. Last
week, “Frankenstein” and “Dracu-
la” (reissues), disappointing $8,500.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-80)

—

“Lovely to Look At'* (M-G) (2d

(Continued on page 22)

Philadelphia, July 22.

Ten straight days of tempera-
tures in the 90s have sloughed
first-run biz, although “Jumping
Jacks” continued smash in its sec-

ond stanza at the Fox. Announce-
ment of last days drew a terrific

weekend crowd fdr “King Kong,”*

reissue at Stanley. House is hold-

ing over film until next weekend
to cash in oji another outpouring
of juves and parents.

E timates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85-$1.20)—

“Scaramouche” (M-G) (6th wk).
Okay $5,500. Last week, $6,500.

Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—“Pat
and Mike” (M-G) (4th wk), Nice
$8,000. About same last week.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—“Jump-

ing Jacks” '(Par) (2d wk). Still

town’s leader at fast $25,000. Last
week, socko $42,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

99)
—“Anybody Seen My Gal?”

(U-I). Fair $11,000. Last week,
“Half Breed” (RKO), so-so $9,500.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360: 50-99)

—

“Will Rogers” (WB). Okay $17,-

000. Last week, “Working Her

Broadway business is gaining
ground this week via strong ’assist

provided by new product. However,
wliile there’s a general improve-
ment over previous frames, the
extent of the upbeat is still short

.

of the b.o. strides taken at this
time last year.
Showcase ops have it figured

that the slackening in the town’s
touri^st trade is having the obvious
adverse effect upofr theatres. The
hj^at apparently is keeping would-
be rubbefneckers. closer to home-
base and consequently there’s an
ebbing of pedestrian traffic alpng
Broadway.
Radio-TV coverage of the Demo-

crats’ convention in Chicago, like

the GOP meet earlier this month,
is shaping as no b.o, factor at all

for most runs. Only spots to feel
any depression are the art houses.
Their revenue went off slightly

Monday (21) and yesterday.
“Carrie” is collaring choice coin

at the CapitoL The new Paramount
entry,’’* supported by a striking ad
campaign and applause by a few
reviewers, heads the crop of new
pix, copping $50,000 in its Initial

Cap stanza, plenty tall biz.

“Don’t Bother to Knock” is un-
bother^d by the crix’ knocks. Cam-
paign is accentuating the Marilyn
Monroe angles, arid it's putting the
pic across in nifty fashion at the
Globe, First week’s take of '%26r
000 is indicated, biggest In months
for the house... “Story of Will
Rogers” at the Astor is a sub-
stantiar improvement over its

predecessor, “3 for Bedroom C,”
“Rogers-” looks to reel in oke. $20,-
000 in its opening week.
Other new one* on the street is

“Paula” at the State,
^
Slow at

$l0,OO0 in the first frame.

Estimates fer This Week
A .tor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.60)

—“Story of Will Rogers” (WB) (1st

wk). Opening frame ended last

‘Robin Hood’ Lilts

Cincy Whfa Sock 16G
Cincinnati, July 22.,

Soaring majestically in the huge
Albee, “Robin Hood” is Ufting the
downtown total to another warm-
weather' whopper, “Walk East On
Beacon” is giving the Palace a re-
fresher, and “Paula” in the Grand
and “Red River” at the Lyric are
causing no complaint.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; ^ 55r75)—

.

“Robin Hood” (RKO). Eight days.
Sockeroo $16,000. Last week,
“Lovely to Look At” (M-G) (2d
wk), wham $12,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)-^

“Paula” (Col) and “Whistle at
Eaton Falls” (Col). Good $7,500.
Last week, “Mutiny” (UA) and
“Tale of Five Women” (UA), $7,-.

000 .

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 65-75)—
“Red River” (UA) and “Tulsa”
(UA). Okay $5,500. Same last week
with “She’s Working Her Way
Through College” (WB) (m.o.).

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)—
“Walk East On BesKJon” (Col). All
right $9,000. Last week, “Outcast
of Islands” (UA), $8,500.

Way Through College” (WB) (2d.

wk).. Nice $14,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 50-

99)—“Cripple Creek” (Col). Mild
$5,000. Last week, “Lady In Iron
Mask” (20th). About $6,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50-

99)—“We’re Not Married” (20th).
Not had $16,000. Last week,
“Lovely to Look At” (M-G) (4th
wk), $8,500.

Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)—
“King Kong” (RKO) and “Leopard
Man” ,(RKO) (reissue') (2d wk).
Hefty $17,500 after fine $24,000 for
opening session.

Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)

—

“Montana Territory” (Col). Dam-
aged air-conditioner and heat wave
knocking out this house; $3,500.
Last week, “Captive City” (UA),
also hurt by broken cooling system,
$4 000

Studio (Goldberg) (500; 60-99)

—

“Encore” (Par) C4th wk). Olmy
$2,500. Last week, $2,700.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 50-99)

—

“Narrow Margin” (RKO) (4th wk).
Fair $3 oon for last eight days. Last
week, $3,500.

night (Tues.) with okay $20,000. In
ahead, “3 for Bedroom C” (WB)
(3d wk), drew slim

Beekman (R&B) (550; 85-$1.50)
—This spot marking time until fall

brings better art pi*oduct Current
Is “The Franchise Affair” (Indies
on second rim. It will do fair $4,000
for week’s stay with “Edward and
Caroline” (Indie) following on
Friday (25).

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 7041.50)
—“Carrie” (Par) (1st wk). Off at
strong clip with $50,000 for initial

frame ended last night (Tues.).
Stays on, of course. In ahead, “Pat
& Mike” (M-G) (4th) drew satis-

factory $20,000 in final round.

. Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 60-$1.80t— :‘Robin Hood’* (RKO-Disney)
(4th wk). Continued .weekly ad
budget of $6,500 paying, off nicely
Fourth frame biz up to hefty $27,-
000 after $26,500 in third. Original-
ly figured for seven weeks, run
may bo extended.

Fine Art* (Davis) (468;'90-$1.801
.—“Outcast of Islands” (UA) (10th
wk). Perked up to nice $5,200 with
extra ad coin helping. Previous
week was $6,000. Holds.

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.50)—“Don’t. Bother to Knock” (20th)
(1st wk). Campaign putting this
across in nifty fashion. Looks
like $26,000 for opening Stanza end-
ing tomorrow (Thurs.), biggest in

'

months for house. Continues.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-$1.50)—“Has Anybody Seen My’ Gal?"

(U) (3d- wk). Falling to dismal
$3,700 in* this windup' week after
slim $5;500 in second round. “High
Noon” (Kramer-UA) bows tomor-
row (Thurs.).
Normapdle (Normandie Theatres)

(592; 95-$1.80) — “Encore” (Par)
(17th wk). Holding up Well at
$6,700 for 16th week ended last
night (Tues.), same as previous
frame. Holding indef.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 75-$!.4a)—
“Shadow in the Sky” (M-G) and
eight acts. SiMle week’s stand
reeling In $17,3(}0, oke for house.
“Ma & Pa Kettle” at Fair (U) plua
eight acts drew $17,200 last week.
“The Brigand” (Col) opens Friday-
(25).

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 80-$1.80)—“Working Way Through College”
(WB) with Jan Murray, Moder-
nalres. Neal Hefti orch, Raul &
Eva Reyes on stage. Second and
final round ended last night (’Tues.)

with modest $48,000 after drawing
satisfactory $60,000 in opening
week. “Jumping Jacks” (Par)
opens today.
Park Ave, (Heade) (583; 90-$1.50)—^“Island Rescue” (U) (4th wk).

Holding pace at okay $5,700 for
third week ended Sunday (20),

same as previous stanza.
Pari* (Indie) (568; $1.25-$1,80)—

^‘Ways of Love” (Burstyn) (€th wk).
Showing good staying power with
$5,600 'for fifth week ended Sunday
(20). Did ^,800 in fourth round.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-

fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)—“Where’s
Charley?” (WB) with stage show
(4th wic). Slipping tO $116,000 this
frame, moderate biz, after taking
$133,000 in third frame. Holds an-
other week- with ’Tvanhoe” to fol-
low on July 31.
Boxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$2.20) —

1

“We’re Not Married” (20th) with
Rochester, Richard Hayes, Arnold
Shoda, ice revue on stage (2nd wk).
Handsome $78,000 being nabbed
this round after socko take of $87,-
000 in opening week. Winds run
tomorrow night (Thurs.) because of
fixed bookihg sked, “Dream Boat”
(20th') bows Friday.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.25)—

"Paula” (Col) .(2nd wk). Elided
first week Monday night (21) with
slow $10,000, In ahead, “‘Washing-
ton Story” (M-G) (2nd wk). Did
sluggish $7,900.

Sutton (R Sc B) (561; 90-$1.30)—
“Man in White Suit” (U) (16th wk).
Slight slip to $8,000 for 15th week
ended Monday night (21) after $8,-
500 in 14th round. Consistently
good income indicates run .being
extended to fall.
• Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-D (453;
90-$1.50)—“White Corridors” (U)
(2nd wk). Initial week ending Mon-
day night (21) okay' at $5,000. In
ahead, “Narroir Margin” (RKO) did
$2,500 in final 11th week.

Trans-Lux 53d St. (T-L) (540; 90-

$1.50) — “High Treason” (Indie)

(10th wk). Holding nicely at $4,000
for ninth frame after raking iri

$4,400 in eighth.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 70-

$1.80) — “Walk East on Beacon”
(Col) (9th). Eighth round ended
last night (Tues.) with, satisfactory

$8,000 after $10,000 in seventh.
“Affair in Trinidad” moves in next
Wednesday (30).

131x1611’ Fair $16,000 in Philly,

Kong’m. Kogers’ OK $17,000
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Raw

Producers But Studio Plans Big

Buenos Aires, July 15. 4"-

cSueB tfS Arlenfin^ Lepcrt ill Rohic Seeking

foraed^to^^ostpone lensing produc- Co-Production Pic Deal

S .tner»nd^nta^T\pS ^ p^efT^ipeA^^Ls
on studfo leases because stock Un’t

DiSfbutTng fernt Yor^ iHn

Borne, July 15.

available. Rome for discussion on possible co-

Currently there are sorne hopes
pj^Q^j^ctions here. During Lopert’s

of obtaining raw stock shipments weeks in Europe, he’ll also

from France, if a deal comes oit
, similar setups in France

whereby French distributors de-
England, with Julien dDuvivier

liver raw stock in exchange for
gj-^ney Box, respectively.

Fn^AreenlSr
Productions ^

Investing Co.,
into Argentina.

_ of New York are teamed for the
Spanish actor Jorge Mistral, who ^j^orican half of the pictures,

arrived from Spain some weeks
Italian deal hasn’t been set, but

ago ready to start work for Argen-
there’s possibility that the Hag-

Accent on the Lam
. Paris, July 15.

Robert Lamouret, jiist back

from U. S, with hi* puppet act,

ran into Robert Lamoureux,
radio and film comedian, here.

Lamoureux expressed concern

over .the similarity of their

names and stated it might lead

to confusion. Then he asked

Lamouret if that was his real

name. Lamouret shook his

head.
Lamoureux lit up and bright-

ly asked his real name. An-

swer was: Robert Lamoureux.

halo Govt.’s 60I)G

Aid to Legh Units

By CPL. JESSE CROSS panics here not to distribute anv
(On Leave from VAmETY) product to television prior to the

Amsterdam, July 8. atrical release.

Except for the advent of tele- XV Pickups
vision, not yet a year old, shdw biz B.est received, tele shows to datp
in Holland has been maintaining a have bedn those picked ud bv th-
fairly consistent level of operation mobile unit. Sports events surh
during the past few years. As for as football, swimming and ice skat,
television, the unreserved reaction ing draw top response. The mobile
here, in all cases, is that it ‘will take unit camera has also brought a live
a tremendous increase in capital ice revue and circus to television
and a lot more time before TV audiences with good results,
can hold forth as an acceptable me- According ' to Siere V, D. Zee
dium of relaxation, and as such a AVRO’s video manager, plans are
tlireat to other entertainment out- in the making for Belgium to start
lets. Indicative of this attitude TVlng into Holland. There’s also
is the little concern, if any, being a possibility Zee noted that tele-
shown by film distribs here over vision may be picked up in Holland
the 10 months of televising that has from England and it’s hoped that
already transpired. \ this will begin with the crowning
Major problem confronting of Queen Elizabeth next June. Idea

«
, Amencan xiaix ux uic -OftrYio Tnlv TS lue xu raonuis ox tcicvioxiis iiao irom JCin^iiajaa ana it s nooed that

arrived from Spain some weete g^t, but ^ome, July 15 transpired. v this will begin with the downing
ago ready to start wo^ for ^gen

|.jjgj.g»g possibility that the Hag- Just-released figures disclose
]\i^ajor problem confronting of Queen Elizabeth next June. Idea

tina Sono giag Bros, may be the Italo co-pro- amount of financial support given
yidco, being a non-commercial en- is for coronation program to be re.

trekked home, rathw than wa t Lopert is expected back by the Italian government to local ^erprise, is the lack of adequate layed from England to France, then
time hanging waiting for Rome in a week, from Monte- theatre groups, most of which fin- Along with radio, television ,to Belgium arid from there to Hoi-
studios to solve this snarl.

catini, where he’s been vacationing. Ished in the red during the past
jg subsidized by the govern- land... However, due to differences

AvirktViov* fllm banvinff fire be- — pivht-month 1951-52 season. •Dlir*
I t-MAvif o +QV rtrt CO'f rwXTYM^A I In AYflc??nn r^+nn inAnother film hanging fire be- eight-month 1951-52 season, rnent via a tax on each set owned, in television setup in some of these

cause of raw stock dearth’ is the period, government aid to
yg^ ^jjjg ^ot been put countries it’s figured a straight re-

Hispano-Argentine eo-production pij AMPA DDIT Ty W££ir the 17 wajor into effect, but is slated to begin lay may be impossible. If so, a pos-
planned by Cinematografica Es- 1 IV/Ui *

•
,

resident and little theatre September of this year, at which sibility under consideration is the
panola and EFA Studios, featuring DAQTlf IP PiKfAIF groups, two university themres, ^j^g medium will have been in setting up of a TV camera at the
Snanlsh bullfighter Mario Cabre. in Ulv 0ilulll4ulj rinflLiIj and 150 minor outfits, totaled al- oneration for one vear. Tax will breakaff noint anfi resumini#Spanish bullfighter Mario Cabre. in VIV I#AVJ I i iii/xuaj and 150 minor outnts, totaieu ai-

Qp0j.ation for one year. Tax will breakoff point and resuming the
Spanish director Ricardo Gazeon .Paris, July 15. most $600 ,

000 . Approxiniately one-
^^g gg guilders (almost $10) per relay by picking up the shows off

and Cabre have already come here, Franco-British Television Week half of the 3,000-odd performances,
ygj^j, £gj, each set owned. At pres- a TV-* screen and- continuing it on

ready to lens the considerable foot- yesterday (14) in a tele- by the rnajor c(^pan^ms were oi
gj^^ there are an estimated 4,000 its way via a new circuit,

age, which is to have a Buenos
g^^g^ military parade down Italian TV sets in use throughout Holland, Also cite.d by Zee as an additional

Aires .background and cast. But Champs Elysees commeidorat- theatres staged 307 Italian ana rfii
j^^egt of which are located in ^bars detriment to the iuccess of televi-

the idea may have to be shelved for French Bastille Day, The week ® nilnor and other public haunts. sion is- the poor press reaction be-
the time being, u^ess some stoc^^^^ London-Paris hookups began 000 It^ian and only 5^ Lone television transmitter avail- ing given shows offered. It’s

made available by the entertain-
j^jy g ^ telecast from the performances.

able, which carries shows primarily claimed by Zee t^iat these bad no-
ment board in view of the pi^ure s

British Ambassador to England Pf
about

vvestern Holland, Is pooled by, ticei have had a negative effect on
probable and then gave a panorama of Paris $1,182,000.

all four large ,radlo-T.V outfits, cur- the buying public. In addition, fact
Opus is to be titled Mission in

top of the Eiffel Tower. The Breakdown, of the $600,000 aid
j-g^tly broadcasting^ in Holland, that TV sets sell at an average

Buenos Aires, worn a script ny hoQjmp is done by. a series, of re- shows $187,500 to major com- xhese brgs, though subsidized by price of 900 guilders (around
Spanish ^Iter Carmen Montero,

jj^yg p^j-ig to London. Dis- panics; $37,000. to minor or second-
.^j^g

wgygj.j^j^^gjjx gj.g privately $250) is also keeping available
adapted by local -authors Cesar tance,covers over 900 miles, with, ary outfits; $53,000 to the Italian operated and have* some religious product in the store windows. In-
Tiempo, Alberto Socol and Oscar

j.eiijy going to Lille and then Drama Institute for support of
political affiliation except AVRO, cldcntally, all the television sets

Magdalena. to London oyer the English Chan- Italian .repertories; $42,000 for for-
^ neutral outlet. Other three are and parts sold In Holland are made

EFA'« Plan* . nel. eign tours; $30,000 for transports- pi^o (Catholic), NCRV (Protes- by Philips, international concern,

As next chore, EFA Jias ahother Aim of the hookup was to ac- tlon expenses In 1*e form of rail VARA (Socialist). Also headquartered in Holland,

foreign currency hopeful in the quaint British video oglcrs with deductions; ,$97/^^ resident tiie-
jj^oadcasting, but on a small scale, Broadcasting operation, non-

offing, with plans to make a picture the French capital and set up a atre groups; $73,500 for summer
jppg^jy fQj. religious services,- is commercial and subsidized by the

titled ‘’This is the Tango,” featur- good working cooperation between theatre festivals, including the one -^i^q (Protestant), state by means of a one guilder

ing name tango bands like Juan the BBC and Radio Diffusion Fran- at Venice; $18,*750 for university rj.y confined to bi-weekly ' (approximately 95c) per month tax

D’Arienzo and Anibal Trollo. It's caise. British and French technl- groups; $JM,000 for drama schools, growings on Tuesday and Friday on each radio set owned, functions

believed here that the theme would clans worked together for general- another fSp.fipO to the Italian
g^gj^Ij^^g . operation on via the use of two transmitters, lo-

go over big with Southern Hemis- ly good results. Drama Insttwte, and $1,500 oach
nights runs about two-and- cated in the town of Hilversum, a

phere audiences, apart from boost- Telecasts (mostly exterior) for prizes to three top actors. Dast-
hours. Each station takes short distance from Amsterdam,

ing sales of tango, ryhthiris abroad, the week were a trip along the , a over .the television reins for one Airing time for each of the four

Argentina Sono Film is mapping Grand Boulevards, visit to an ar- Pavolova, and Alfredo dc
^ight,' thus allowing the individual major stations is limited to three-

big ballyhoo around “Naked Pas- tist’s studio- (Gromaire), looksee at Sanctis. outfits to put’On an average of two and-onc-half days per week as the

sion” (“La Pasion Desnuda”), the cave spots in St. Germain Des Besides those at Venice and Sira- shows per month. TV production, use of each of the two transmit-

which'Luis Cesar Amadori has just Pres, visit to' the Louvre, trip on cusa,. six other open-air theatre fes- facilities, for use of all the stations, ters is divided on an equal basis

about finished lenslrig* As soon as the Bateau Mouche along the tivals were. ' organized during the include a small studio in a con- between two stations. Air time

he has completed “Naked Passion,” Seine, a bit of tlie Grand Tour Dc past season, and foreign tours verted church and * recently ac- needed by the smaller Protestant

Amadori will start readying “Ame- France,^bicycle race around France, brpuglit Italian companies and rep- .quired mobile tele unit. Progran\s, station Is drawn from time allotted

ghinb,” a blopic of' the Argentine visits to various churches, telecast ertories to South America, France, offered generally consist of a play, the larger operations,

poet-statesman, for which Narciso of the Nouvelle Eve nitery show, Germany,
^
Austria, Switzerland, » musical presentation with an Radio time runs from 7 a. m.

Ibanez Menta has been cast. with the girls covered to meet Malta and Africa, orch and vocalist or a lecture with through midnite. Each station em-

Artistas Argentlnos Asociados British .standards, parade on July
.... . . - ,..un- « «««.

(AAA) is mapping a grandiose his- H, and a farewell to Paris from

torlcal production, to be shot next Notre Dame cathedral,

year, starring Fanny Navarro, who Commentary was done in both

was feature of “Deshonra” (Inter- English and French by Sylvia Pet- .. . . , , .

.Paris, July 15,

orch and vocalist or a lecture with through midnite. Each station em-

illustrated slides. Actors used are ploys its own orch, while a com-

• VI recruited from the legit ranks. No plete staff of contracted actors is

riv# M«x, City l.«9its Now theatrical plx are shown as use of pooled between all four stations.

Mexico City,- July 22. the ‘celluloid product is too costly. Most of the program staff for all

Vas feature of “Deshonra” (Inter- English and French by Sylvia Pet- Teatro del Caballito, intimate However, Multi-Film Co., Dutch stations live in Hilversum where

amerlcana), biggest grosser of this and Jacqueline Jobert, respec- legit theatre, bowed Friday (18) non-theatrical pic producing unit, transmitters and studios are local*

year. She’ll be cast as Lucia Mi- tively. Heading the reins for the with “The Idol,” satire of the Mex- provides newsreels for TV. Poly- ed. Town, which has a population

randa, wife of Sebastian de Hur- English contingent was H. Cald- lean pic industry, by Rafael Bernal, goon, only Dutch outfit producing of about 2,000 Inhabitants, is

tado, one of the first colonial set- well, with Gilles Margaritis ditto- New house makes five legit thea- newsreels for theatrical distribu- known as “Radio City.’

tiers of the 15th century and a na- ing for the French. tres currently functioning here. tion has a deal with the film com- Indicative of the type of pro-

tional heroine. As head of the : — gramming offered in Holland we

Eva Peron Film Talent Guild, T Ol A f *1 statistics compiled by AVKU
actress is assured the fattest roles. I /\ hl*Ofirl operation. According

Portena Films, which was re-
YY O rAUXUati

to K^ose Post; AVRO Producer.

sponsible for making the very un- LONDON PARIS ttUENOS AltFC station offered 1,070 hours oi iigm

successful boxing film, “A Cham- •ndlnu July IS) aveck endlna July 36) fyveek endin* June 12)
plon Is Borri’l (in which ex-boxer (Figure* indicate opening date) "Amant Far Kteee/' Caaino. „m1 *u«rt- A^lo
Luis Angel Firpo was interested),. "After My Faihien,' Amb*. (5.S). "aeau Dimanehe," Michodiere.

, ,
' and 864 hours of the spoken worfl.

I«s Tinw nlannlntf a film vordon nf "And *e t« Bed," Strand (10.17*31). "Chanteur de Mexico/' Chatelet. La* laerlmas tambien. Ateneo.
^ . catetforv takes in neWSCastingis now planning a nim version^ of Yeor Life," H^podromc (2-18). "Cemedleni oil," Comedle. "De Iteana Llcea," Argentino.
Ijast category tax s

a popular novel by Cesar Carrizo, "Call Me Madam," coWum (3-i3). "Dialogues del carmeiitei," Hebertot. «ru.Md„ Ao^vni and dramatic offermgs.
"Thp Tsm^r" (*‘F1 Doma. "Deep Hue lea," Duchess (3^). "Duchesi D'Aliuti," Michel. cuando loi Duendei, Astral.

• nn aahCaiiea ine lamer. ri!,l uoma "Olal M Murder," West. (6-19). "OallUrde Aventure," Potlnlere. "La Verbena," Avenida. 2,00,009 Set*
dor”), which has the Province of "axcitement," Cailno O-S). "Oay. rarli," Casino de Paris. "Streetcar Named Desire." Casino Included among the apprOXl-

La Rioia as background Piccadilly (6.12). "Jeiui La Callle," Antoine. ,,.7 ^ ,, 7 ^ rpcpiveis inija nioja as uacitgrouna.
"Olebe Revue," Globe (7-10). "Lyilitreta," Humour. "Florence est Fell#," Cervantes. matcly 2,000,000 raUlO receiveis

Interamericana-Mapol is starting v „ „ . . « ,
"Miguel de Melina," Comedia.

. operation in Holland is a system

work on “I’Inevitable Monsier Du- "l:lnd%n L.'ggw^VdeipW^^^^^ ''omb!*e*' cherY,'" KarZ* ‘ whereby programs_are brought into

tional heroine. As head of the
Eva Peron Film Talent Guild,
actress is assured the fattest roles.

Portena Films, which was re-

sponsible for making the very un-
successful boxing film, “A Cham-
pion Is Born” (in which ex-boxer
Luis Angel Firpo was interested),.

Is now planning a film version of

a popular novel by Cesar Carrizo,

called “The Tamer” (“El Doma-
dor”), which has the Province of

La Rioja as background.

Interamericana-Mapol is starting

work on “I’lnevitable Monsier Du-
bois,” which Raimond Horvilleur is

to produce, with Cqrt Land direct-

ing., Juan Carlos Thorry will be
starred with Malvina Pastorino.

IVES SETS RADIO. BOOK

DEALS ON AUSSIE TOUR
Melbourne, .July 15.

Burl Ives, now in Australia on a

epneert, tour, is guesting on the
Lever Bros, commercial radio
show here. He’s also closing a deal
for sale here of his transcribed
radio show, “Burl Ives Sings,” be-

fore leaving for engagements in

New Zealand, Saturday (19).

Ives is also joining with Father
Percy Jones, Australian folk song
collector, to author a music-book
of Australian folksongs to be pub-r.

lished by Southern Music Co.’s

Australian branch.
Balladeer concludes a five-

months’ tour of Great Britain,

Australia, New Zealand and Ha-
waii next month, returning to the
U. S. Aug. 20 for a concert at

Aspen, Col.

Legit Shows Abroad
LONDON

(Week ending July 19)

(Figure* Indicate opening date)
"After My Faihlen/ Amb*. (5-S).

"And *« t« •ed," Strand (10.17-31).
"let Yeur Life," H^podromc (2-18).

"Call Me Madam," Coliseum (3-13).

"Deep Hue Sea," Duchess (3-0).

"Olal M Murder," West. (6-19).

"Excitement," Casino (3-8).

"Oay Deg," Piccadilly (6-12).

"Olebe Revue," Globe (7-10)."Olebe Revue," Globe (7-10). "Lyilil
"Innocenti," Majesty’s (7-3). • "Marc*
"Little Hut," Lyric (8-23-50). "OccU|
"London Laughs," Adelphl (4-12). "Ombr
"Lev* of Colonoli," Wyn. (5-23-51). "Onclo
"Moot Callahan," Ganick (3-27).

' "farl*
"MllllenaJrei," New (6-30). "Fetiti
"Much Ade Nothing," Phoenix (1-11). "Plain
"Pari* to Piccadilly/ Pr, Wales (4-13). "Tote
"Relative Value," Savoy (11-28-31). "Vami
"Reluctant Haroas," White. (9-12-50). "VIolo
"Ranch In Rocklea," Empress (6-3). "Vrala
"Seagulls Sorrento," Apollo (6-14-50).
"South Paelflc," Drury Lane (11-1-31).
"Sweet Madness," Vaudeville (5-21).
"Under Sycamore," St. James (4-23).
"Water of Moon," Heymarket (4-19-31). "Hann
"Winter Journay," St. James’s (4-3).

"Woman of Twilight," Vic. Pal. (6-10). <'To r
"Zip Goes a Million,'' Palace (10-20-51). burih"Young Ellx.," Criterion (4-2). "Half-"Two Gentlemen," Old Vic (0-30). Kina's

PARIS
CWeck ending July 26)

"Amant Par Stage," Casino.
"beau DImanche," Michodiere.
"Chantaur do Mexico," Chatelet.
"Comedian* ols," Comedle.
"Dialogues des Carmelites," Hebertot.
"Duchos* D'Alguet," Michel.
"Oalllardo Aventure," Potlnlere.
"Oay. Pari*/" Casino de Paris.
"Jesus La Calllo," Antoine.
"LyiUtrata," Humour.
"Marcol," Bernhardt.
"Occupe-tol Minimum," Palais-Royal.
"Ombr* CNoro," Edouard.
"Onclo Vanya," Theatre de Pouche.
"Pari* Galant," Capucines.
"Potit* Fomm* Loth," Montp,-Baty.'
"PUIn Few," Empire.
"Tot* doa Autra*," Atelier.
"Vampiro," Grand Gulgnol.
"VIolottos Imporlales," Mogador.
"Vrale Fell*," Folles-Bergere.

EUENOS AIRES
(Week ending June 12)

"Ml Suegra," Apolo.
"Las lagrimes tamblen,". Ateneo.
"D* Ispane Llaga," Argentino.
"Cuande lot Duandos," AstraL
"La Verbena," Avenida.
"Streetcar Named Desire," Casino.

"Flerenc* est Foil#," Cervantes.
"Miguel d* Melina," Comedia.
"Le Lampara Incendida," Comico.

SCOTLAND
(Week ending July 26)

"Happy Marriage," King’s, Glasgow.
"Pickup Girl," Alhambra, Glasgow .

'To Dorothy A *oh," Lyceum; Edln-

MEXICO CITY
(IVeck ending July 12)

"Jan* Is Girl," Colon.
"Lite 4f Other," Ideal.
"Le TortuRo," Mollcre.
"Wet »aek*," Bolivar.
"Edward's Sons," Caracol.
"Theodora," (ihopln.

^ MADRID
(Week ending July 13)

"Devuelvem* ml senera," Albcnlx.
"Eva no sail* del Paralso," Alcazar.
"Los quatro boaos," Alvarez.
"Gran Turism," Calderon.
"Day Night Madrid," Comedia.
"Samson and Lily," Comico.
"Two Millions for Two," Fuencaral.
"Imperial VIolottos," Lope dc Vega.
"La* maltlat," Guerrero.
"This Way to Andaluxia," Price.
"Matrlmonlos on la luna," llcina.
"Plernas de seda," Zarzuela.

"Half-Past Eight," Royal, Glasgow, and
King’s, Edinburgh.
"th* Logans,'^ Metropole, Glasgow.
"Morgan Shew," Pavilion, Glasgow.

AUSTRALIA
rWeek ending June 13)

"T# Dorothy," Royal, Sydney.
"Kiwis," Empire, Sydney.
"Arms A The Man," Mercury, Sydney.
"Soagwils Over Serrente," Comedy, Mel.
"Tourist Trade," Royal, Adelaide.
"See Hew Run," MaJ., Brisbane.
"Tommy Trlnder *how," Tivoli. Mel.
"Larger Than Life," Princess. McL
"Casslno," Empire, Sydney.
"Annie Got Gun," Maj., Melb.

IREU^D
(Week ending July 19)

"brlgadoon," Opera House, Belfast.
"Folios FrancaUa," Empire, Belfast.
"My Wife's Family," Opera House, <jork.
"King Friday's Men," Abbey. Dublin.
"King's Rhapsody," Gaiety, Dublin.
"Three Sisters," Gate, Dublin.

the home via special wires. These

"v.a," El K.cionai, " wlrcs are conhected to a speaker

"Tierra del Destine," Pueblo. Germany, Belgium and ilOlianu.

"Ceio* del Airo," Empire. getup, besides being operateo
"Ladronclte," Splendid.

s,

,^,»Tvs»ndPTit on »
"jexebei/" LasaUe. SO as not to be dependent on

"Medy," Nuevo. transmitter for reception, also

"S:"nfeV.*.''.7S serves as a barometer of wha ‘h

"Caprices," Antigone," Van Riel. public is listening tO m the \vay 01

''l1* v.Vda"d*i«,Tw/''pa^"“- radio entertaiiiient. If amount of

*11!: power being used by the wire sy -

RfflTAiM tern during a certain perio
TOURING BRITAIN ^ heavier than usual, then it’s ob-

(Week ending July 19)
j programs being offered

"•lu. For Bey," Hipp, Goider’g Creep,
at that timrai?^ getting Strong lis-

"irlg.deeh," Opera House. Belfast.
' f^ershln LweVer the wire

"Carausel," PaviUdn, Bournemouth. nInV un four dif-
"c.sh Boy," Hipp., Salford. ftup is able

diffi'
"Fourpostor," King’s, Southsea. ferent stations it s sometim . «

"Cay's tho Word," New. Oxford, cult to deUrmiue exactly just ij

"Goodnight, Vlanne," Royal, Nowcastlo. shOW is getting the most atten

"Hollow," Prince of Wale*, Cardlfli. Scene

TOURING BRITAIN ^
(Week ending July 19)

being

"Brlg.deeh," Opera House. Belfast.
' IVersMu HoweVer since the wil'e

"Carousel," PaviUdn, Bournemouth. nInV un four dif-
"c.sh Boy," Hipp., Salford. ftup is able

diffi'
"Fourpostor," King’s, Southsea. ferent stations it s sometim . «

"Cay'a tho Word," New. Oxford, CUlt tO deUrmiue exactly JUSt lj

"Goodnight, Vlanne," Royal, Nowcastlo. ShOW is getting the most atten

"Hollow," Prince of Wales, Cardlfli. Seene
'^kIss Mo'I^Kato/'^'coSif Liverpoii.*^*** Pix Scene impresses as being

okay with f

f

"Morry Widow," Hipo., Coventry. ting fairly heavy play m
"My wifo's Lodger,'^ New, Northamp- Profit on pix hitting Lbis countrj^

”"Navy At loa," Palace Pier, Brighton, howevep, doesn’t
"No, Nenotto," Alhambra, Bradford. high proportions. One AdVanidB
"Oklahoma/' New, Cardiff. Mmiisrh ic that coin due Statewide
"Quadrlllo," Opera House. Manchester, though, IS that ^Oin uuc

,

"Stylish Marriago," Empire, Sunderland, companies Can be paid m «u

** Family." Opera House, Operation of pix business neie
t-h'sltcnham# j* 121

Northamp-

Okay with Statewide Pi'oduct gei

ting fairly heavy play in pollan'

Profit on pix hitting

however, doesn’t generally i

high proportions. One ^dvantag .

though, is that coin due Statei

'Worm's lyo View," Gri^nd, Lged*. (Continued* on page 1 3)
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Cued By Worry on Eady Fund Status

By HAHOLD MYEES
London, July 22.

The uncertainty prevailing over

future of the Eady Fund which, as

presently constituted, is scheduled

to expire in August, 1954, Is hkely

to lead to a go-slow in British pro-

duction by next spring, unless its

Snuance is agreed within the

next few months. Indie film-inalc-

<>rs who have succeeded in continu-

in'' in business as a result of this

boxoffice levy, can see no future in

British production without the. aid

of this government subsidy.

A number of more prominent

independent producers have warn-

ed tlve industry that they cannot

plan beyond next March, unless the

Eady scheme is extended on a

more permanent, definite- basis.

Subjects which are available for

lensing in British studios will be

put in cold storage and will remain
there until the position is less ob-

BCUrG.

This attitude of the indies fol-

lows the w'arning made earlier in

the month by Reginald P. Baker
in his presidential address at the

British Film Producers Assn, an-

nuai meeting, in which he declared

that production would wither if the

fund was not prolonged. He opined
that this would lead to a very sub-

stantial drop in British production
after next March, Which would not
be in the interesti pf the industry

as a whole.
Ending of ' the Eady levy will not

only make it mote difficult for pro-

ducers to recoup the investment in
.

|

production, . but will once again
tighten up finance

,

to tiae studios.

Banks and other investors have
been freer with, their money since
the realization .that the Eady levy
added 50% to the distributors’

gross, thus .enabling a red entry to

be converted, into . the black
column.
The possibility, remote though it

may be, that the subsidy may come
to an end in 1954, is already caus-
ing some anxiety to producers
whose current productions are.
scheduled for release in. the latter

Pfirt of next year. These films will,

of course, qualify for the Eady sub-
sidy until ,the,^ following

_
August,

but they will, not have. e3cha,usted
their hoxoffice potential and will
suffer ' a subst^tial . loss .

of addi-
tional revenue.

It’s not only tfif indie British
film-makers who will be affected,
but also the majors and the Ahier-
iqan

. companies .operating • in Brit-
ain, as the Eady Fund is distributed
among all pictures qualifying for
quota. Companies' like Metro, with,
a big production schedule ahead,
may face a substantial loss of ex-
tra revenue.

'

'
<

Withdrawal of the Eady levy
would also make Britain, a less at-
tractive location for 'Srank-spon-,
sored films, and a .numhei* pf pic-
tures which might be diverted io^
local studios could readily be'
switched to other film-making cen-
U’es in Europe,' where there would
be other advantag.es to counter the
loss of Eady revenue.

regular german tele

POSTPONED Till XMAS
_

^

. Berlin, July ISj. •

Interconnecting .facilities be-
tween cities of Hamburg and
Cologne will not be ready: in time,
so start of regular • TV program-
ming for Gerpiany ha5 been post-

. Poned. It's now scheduled for
^mas, Dr. Werher Pleister, TV
director of Northwest German
fiadio, said.

Probably due to the delay of the
official TV start, the ‘German Radio
and Television -Exhibition, sched-

^ 22, has. also been put
on until further notice. Original
Plan was to start both exhibition
and regular TV program together.

Hassal, Morgan Plays

To Preem at Edinburgh
Edinburgh, July 15.

i-athleen Nesbitt, Heather Stan-
Tony Britton 'are pacted

mr Christopher Ha.ssall's historical

u Player King,” set for
or Id preem at the International

^rama Festival here Aug. 25.
1 aul Scofield and Pamela Brown
Cad the cast of Charles Morgan's

Pla.\ “The River,” also set. for its
^orld preem at the Lyceum, Edin-

Aug. la.

Petersons Prep Vaude

Tour, BBC Radio Series
London, July 22.

Wally Peterson, who last week
quit the cast of ’‘South Pacific,” in
which he had been playing the
Professor, starts a vaude tour on
the Moss Empire Circuit next Mon-
day (28), with Southport as his
opening engagement, to be fol-
lowed by dates at Glasgow and
Birmingham. His wife, Joy Nichols,
will be the headliner in these pro-
grams, but Peterson will be doing
a solo act. .

-

Next Tuesday (29), the BBC wall
try out the first of a new radio
series featuring the Petersons un-
der the title “Mr. & Mrs. Music.”
This has been scripted by Denis
Norden and Frank Muir, and if the
initial program clicks, it will be-
come a regular feature of the BBC.
Miss Nichols is negotiating a

Palladium date for later in the
season, and is likely to be featured
latter part of August or early
September.

Boff Biz For

Lisbofl Niteries

Lisbon, July 15.

Seasonal increase in number of

provincial and foreign visitors has

meant boff biz for the half-dozen

Lisbon niteries still open. El

Principe Negro and Tagide closed

down until September and trans-
ferred their orchestras to open-air
places in beach towns. But the
Arj!;adia has a hit with Cuban song-
stress Carlisse Novo and a new line

of Spanish dancers and singers. 'At
the Cristal, the novelty of the mo-
ment is Sandra Donati, a good-
looking young Italian girl, well-

dressed and with powerful pipes.

Italian orch of Rinq Castagna,'

featuring American warbler Johnny
Miller, is at the Maxime, 'where a

strong biR is beaded by PallareS
Pillar, and a iSpanish song and
dance team. . There’s also the house
orch of Jose Mesquita, with singer
Manuel Serrano.

Restaurant of the Estoril Casino
and its niteries. Yacht Club and
Wonder Bar,, have a joint progrfim;,

the five orchestras and artists alter-

nating In the three spots from 8
p.m. to 4 aim. Various Portuguese
arts appear each night and are
frequently changed, while the for-

eign contingent is beaded by
French songstress SUzy Solidori
Mexican singer Ana Maria Gon-
zales, and Spanish orchestra of

Mario Rossi, all under a month
contract. .

,

Eduardo Magalhaes, director of
A.P.A. agency, has booked the
orchestra of George Johnson, fea-

turing Canadian songstress Charley
Gray, for three months, to^app'ear

in its sponsored 'radio shows, and
at the Palm Beach nitery in Cascais
and at tlie Casino of Espjnho. Also

,booked for the summer are Ameri-
can singer C^i;y Land; .Brazilian

comedian Broni; Spani^. singer

Vicente Lopes, tb' appear at tlie

,Nina nitery here, and Spanish song
and dance act of Nati Mistral and
Juanita Cuenca.

Mei Teatro Iris Open

After 2-Week Shutdown
Mexico City, July 22.

Teatro Iris, vaude-revue theatre,
reopened Friday (18) after a two-
week shutdown, with an extrava-
ganza, ‘-‘The Empire of Farce,” and
vaude featuring Bela Kremo, Euror
pean juggler; Dynamite Jefferson,
Negro comedienne; Molin-Rubi (2),

eccentric dancers: Andre & Del-
phine, ballroom dancers, and Brani,
Valenti 8t.JPioldi, Italian comics.
Esperanza Iris, vet comedienne

after whom house is .named, pre-
sented a comedy skit opening
night, her first stage • appearance
in years. Good biz at $L15 top.
Iris was dark for two weeks after
$11,500 flop of show that Paco
Sierra, Esperanza Iris’ husband,
impresarioed.

Carrie’ Solid $7,

Ivanhoe’ Sock $16,000 in Fourth

Ask Brit Board of Trade

To Nix Dubbed Foreign Fix
London, July 22.

Board of Trade is. being asked to

refuse the import of .Continental

pix' which are dubbed Iii .their

country of origin, and are im-
ported info Britain with English
dialog. Protest has been made by
the Assn, of Cine Technicians.

In its protest to the BOT, 'the

union points out that all conti-

nental countries have introduced
protective legislation TYhich pro-
hibits 'the import of dubbed pix.

It warns the government that un-
less similar protection is operated
here,' ACT members will refuse to

handle these films. All lab workers
are organized, in the technicians’

union and the threat would Ap-
parently imply refusal to process

1
prints.

Japan’s ^ow Biz Tax For

Year Hits ?97,500,000;

Films’ Share Biggest
Tokyo, July 15.

Japanese film fans kicked in the
largest^ portion qf the 35,000,000,-
000 yen ($9.7,500,000) entertain-
ment and. amusement tax collected
by the government during the
1951 half of the '51-’52 fiscal year.
Taxes on admissions to amuse-

ment places, including .167,870,000
tickets to iriotion pictiire houses,
amounted, to 20,000,(KK) ,000 yen
( $55,000,000 ) 1 Since , tbesA tax
rates run from 40% .to 100%, a
local finance committee survey dug
out its abacus and calculated that
the' Japanese spent more than 100,-

000,000,000 yen ($277,000,000) in

search of pleasure, proiwrtionately
as much ‘ of their earnings as
Americans , and JBritishers spend on
the same thin^. "

;

In addition to the millions of
pasteboards sold at film houses,
turnstiles clicked astronomically at

other amusement centers: bicycle
races, 6,780,000; boxSe races^ 3,-

780,000; dancq .halls, 2,790,000;
amusement parks, 3,070,0()0; mah-
jong parlors 2,120,000. Admission
tax to these entertainments is tops,

100%. Figures for pinball punch-
ers, ' latest Nipponese craze, are
difficult to obtain, buit It’s said
that there is one pin-ball machine
for every 90 Japanese.
Remainder of 35,0OOA)0O,000 yen

tax take Came frohi the country’s

100,000 eating and "drinking estab-
lishments, which include ‘25',000

restaurants, 33,000 inns, ’ 5,000
cafes, 20,000 tea rooms, 2,000 'bars
and some 15,000 miscellaneous
drinking stands and the like.

VALLI, C0TTEN TO TEAM

AGAIN IN ITALO FILM
Rome,. July 15,

Italian star Alida VallThas been
signed to play the leading femme
role in a pic for Lux Films' and
Film Costellazione. Producers are
also inking contract with Joseph
Gotten for the film, which will be
made in Paris in. September.

Pic, entitled, “Angeli. de Mar-
ciapiede” (“Sidewalk Angels”), will
also have Erich Von Stroheim in a
lead role.

Strong U. S. Flavor To

North of England Stage

;
Manchester, Eng., July 15.

There’s a strong U. S.' flavor

about stage shows here this week.

Alfred' Luat and Lynn Fontanne

opened tonight (15) at' the Opera
House in the world preem of Noel
Coward’s comedy, “Quadrille,”

with the author present. Piece is

set in England and France of

1873, with decor by Cecil Beaton.

Laurel & Hardy are topping
vaude at the Palace Theatre. Stan
Laurel has a strong local interest,

having been born at nearby Ulver-
ston, Lancashire, .and still retains

his British nationality. At the Hip-
podrome, Jane Morgan is making
her British debut in variety,

American invasion is being com-
pleted Thursday night (17) when
Danny Kaye entertains at the

Winter Gardens Eihpress Ball-

room in Blackpool, seaside ..resort

for this area. Jack Benny has
trained north tb play a week’s
vaude in Glasgow.

Irish Show Biz Hypoed

By U, S. Fleet Unit Visits

'Dublin, July 22.

Visits of U, S. fleet units to Irish

ports have hypoed entertainment,
biz aboye the midsummer norm,
despite shortage of coin among
English tourists who eome here
from rationed Britain to enjoy un-
rationed steaks.

Battle-cruiser U.S.S. Macon, with
cruiser Des Moines and' attendant
destroyers, were in Bangor Bay
recently. During week’s stay local

terperies reported'record biz. Air-
craft carrier U.S.S. Saipan with
destroyer flotilla has just conclud-
ed a Dublin visit. Here again terp-
ery biz was upped, but legit houses,
particularly the Abbye, garnered
coin from culture-cowsCious crew-
men, Bistros, whose receipts have
so far been down this season, fol-

lowing tax Increases, also found
the goodwiU visits paying off.

Other Foreign Hcwi
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Paris, July '22.
.

Greater part of Paris legit

houses, except those With some ap^
peal for the tourist, usually shutter
from late July to September^
Twenty-seven theatres • hare al-

ready closed down, among them
being the Athenee, Charles- De-
Rochefort, Daunbu, Fontaine, Gra-r

mont, Gymnase, La. Bruyere, Made-
leine, Mathurlns, Noctambules,
Monceau, Oeuvre, Studio De
Champs-Elysees, Verlaine. St.

Georges, Varietes, Vleux-Colom-
biei',. Gaite-Lyrique, Bouffes-Pari-
siens and the Europeen.

Closing soon is. the Ambassa-
deurs, to open in. September' with
a new Henri Bernstein play. The
Atelier will close .its hit

Ayme, play, “The Head of Others,"
and reopen in SeptepibeV with the
;same 4)Iay and east. Comedie-Wag-
ram will close this jno.Uth until
Aug. 20, when it reopens with .the

same occupant, the long-run “.The
Gift of Ardele.” The Edouard'-VH
will reopen Sept. 25 wlfK its same;
moneymaker, “Dear $hadow,'’„,;the
Jacques Deval comqdy; hit. No.u-
veautes comes back Aug. 23 witli

the Andre Roussin.hit, with Gahy
Morlay, “"When the Child Ap-
pears.’ Renaissance will reopen
Sept. 25 with a revival of Mollere’s
“The Doctor In Spite of Himself,”
with Jany Holt and Robert Mu-
zeau.

Others reopening in September
with same plays as July, are the
Comedie Des Champs Elysees/wlth
the Jean Anouilh play, “The 'Waltz
of The Toreadors;” Michodiere,
with the Jean-Pierre Aumpnt play,
“A lovely Sunday,” sfarrihg -Fran
cois Perier and Marie 'Daems; the
Potiniere, with "‘The Congress of
Clermont Ferrand;” and the The-
atre Des Champs Elys.ees, 'Which
will house the Martfuis De Cuevas
Ballet.

Four theatres will /be open for
the summer --- the Grand Guignol,
with its short plays of terror and
mayhem; Theatre De

. La Porte
Martin, with a repertoire group
under Jean Herve presenting Ra-
cine and Moliere; Hebertot, with
the successful.Bernanps play, "‘The
Diologs of Carmelites;*.’ and -the
Theatre Michael, with the comedy
of the professor who found a m'er-
maid, “The Seaweed Duchess,”
with Gaby Sylvia as the mermaid.

Vadis British ^Vacation’
London, July 22.

“Quo Vadis,” which has been
running for mohe tha'fi six months
at the Ritz, is being rested until
end of September. It was pulled
from the pro'gram last Sunday* (20

»

and was replaced by “Ivanhoe,”
which has just completed five
weeks at the adjacent Empire.

Metro-Brltlsh spectacle .-vkill eon-

j

tinue until Sept. -29, Wlien “Quo
Vadis” will returfi for an indefi-

Inite run.

London, July 15.

Break in the weather at the
weekend gave first-run theatres a
much-needed boxoffice boost, al-

though sevei'al newcomers made
disappointing starts. Most impoi^
tant grosser of the last stanza was
M-G’s “Ivanhoe,” which reached
almost $16,000 In its fourth Empire
week, while at the adjacent but
much smaller Ritz, their “Quo
Vadis” clicked to a resounding
$4,600 in its 24th round.

Among the new West End En-
tries, Paramount set the pace with
a solid $7,800 for the opening week
of “Carrie” at the Carlton, but two
British offerings made a dismal be-
ginning. “Castle in the Air” fell

below $900 in its first three days al
the Plaza, while “Something Money
Can’t Buy” di,d around $2,500 in

four days at tlie Odeon, Marbl«
Arch.

Estimates for Last Week
Carlton (Par) (1128; 70-$2.15)—

“Carrie” '^Par) (1st wk). Opened to
mixed criticlal appraisal and fin-

ished this round with steady $7,800.
Stays on.

Empire (M-G) (3099; 55-$1.70)—
•Tvahhoe” (5th wk). Finished
fourth frame with resounding
$16,000, and did a very good $7,800
in Its fifth weekend. Completes this

round 'and is followed by “Gift.
Horse” (B-L) (17).

Caumont (CHA) (1500; 50-$1.70)—“Dntamed Frontier” ((^FDJ (2<l

wk). Netted steady $2,500 for sec-
ond weekend after moderate $4,200
openiijg Week. Completes cuiTent
staiaza, to be followed by “You’re
Only Young Twlee” (ABFD) (17).

Letdegter ‘Siguare T|ieatx*e (CMA)
(1753; 50-41.70)r-“3earlet Angel”
(GFD) (3fa wk). (Srossed sli^tly
over $2,000 third weekend after
modest $3,000 in second round.
“Penny princess” (GFD) in on 17th.

iLondon Pavilion (UA) (1217; 50-
$1.70)-^“Thief of Di^mascjis” (Col)
(1st wk), \Openedl to" average biz,
with' ardund $3,'500 first week.
Stays 'k second round, .with “Oul-
caiit" (Ool) beginning ,Friday (18).

Qdeon\ Lelo^ter Square (CMA)
(2200; 6OT$1.70)-r7-"The Importance,
of Being' Eailiest’* ((]rFD) (3d wk).

‘

Holding firmly with more than
$3,OOQ for third weekend. “We’re
Not Married” (20th) in on 17lh.

'

• Pdebn, MarbW Arch (CMA) (2200,

60^1.70) — “Something Money
Can’t Buy” (GFD) (1st wk). Prov-
ing only a mild attraction with
'around $2,500 in fli'st four days.

ContifiVes.

Plaza ’

(Par) (19Q2; 70-$1.70)—
“Castle in. the Air” (AB-Pathe) (1st

wk), Critics un'animously knocked
this; very poor first weekend take
of around $900-for three days. Fin- .

Ishes the week,, to be followed by
)‘Xhe Bound Ba;:rier” (B-L) (18).

Rita (M-G) (432;;‘90-$2.15)—“Quo
Vadis’^ (M-G-M) (24th wk). Con-
tinues as a solid grosser with ex-
cellent • $4,600 this frame. Stays
indef.

-Warner (WB) (1735; 50-$1.70)—
“1*11 See You itl My Dreams” (WB)
(2d wk). Steady $4,100 in second
weekend (three days) after average
$8,000 for firet week. “Where's
Charley?” set as next attraction.

PISCATOR SETS TOLSTOY

‘WAR & PEACE’ IN PARIS
Paris, July 15.

Erwin Piscator,
,
pre-Hitler Ger-

man legit director, has arranged a

deal with Jean Vllar, directw of

the . government-angeled Theatre
National POpulaire, to stage a
dramatization of Tolstoy’s novel,

“War and Peace,” here early in '53.

Piscator has been operating in

Hamburg for the past year, after

returning from N. Y. Recently Pis-

cator staged a new play by Aus-
trian playwright Fritz Hochwalder,
“Virginia,” in Hamburg. Hochwal-
der’s “On Earth as it Is in Heaven”
is a click at the Athenee here.

Adaptation of “War and Peace”
made by Piscator and German
novelist Alfred Neumann was pre-

.sented on minor scale at Piscator’a

New School in N. Y. Vilar-Piscator

production will call for a big cast

and production. Vilar and Gerard
Philippe, legit-pic favorite, will

star.



Only 20th Century-Fox delivers “THE GENUINE ARTICLE!
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ubject to the jurisdiction of the

federlandse Bioscopebond, associ-

ation of all Nethtriand lUmltes,

Membership in this or« consists

primarily of more’ than 400 exhibs

and about 35 distribs* which gives

•the former group somewhat of an

upper hand. Ilowever, In an ejffort

to give the distribs a more equal

balance, two seats of the nine-man
Managing Board of the association

have been allotted to the distribu

tors. Another four are occupied

by 4)he exhibitors and remaining
one Is held by a prexy.

Each of the major U. S. film

companies distributes on the aver-

age of 30 films yearly in Holland,

which are shown during the 40
weeks of playing time allocated to

American output. This 40 weeks is

the. maximum time given to the
screening of Stateside product with
the remaining 12 weeks set aside

for the showing of other imported
pix. Holland, without a theatrical

film-producing company of its own,
imports, it’s understood, about 500
pictures yearly from all shores.

Keason advanced for lack of native
film production is belief that aver-

age gross taken in by pic, playing
the approximately 400 houses in

this country, could never make up
for the cost of a celluloid presen-
tation.

Pix showtLin this country are
usually subject to final censorship,

that of the Government and that

ot the Catholic Church. Top Amer-
ican product shown here recently
has been “Streetcar Named Desire”
and “Koom For One More."
“American In Paris” did good biz,

but a riish of Holl3rwood musicals
has cut into the b.o. take of that
type film. However, Doris Day
rates as a number one draw. Ger*^
man films are grabbing payee's, due
largely to the fact that the language
is understood by a sizable propor-
tion of Hollanders^ English, for
that matter, is also widely under-
stood, especially in the big cities,

iis it’s believed to be among the
compulsory subjects taught in

Schopl.

There are a few art houses scat-

tered throughout.the larger cities,

in Amsterdam a novel setup is the
Kriterion Theatre, operated by
Piet Meerburg and Paul Kyzer.
House, except for managers and
chief projectionist, employs only
Students studying at the two uni-
versities in this city. Flickery was
bpened a number of years ago so
^is to afford students a means of

employment to help finance their
Way through school. In addition
to the arteries there’s also a Film
^ague in Amsterdam which shows
pix on the order of New York City’s

Modern Museum.’
'

Of the more* than 30 theatjfes-^n

Amsterdam, About IQ- are first-run;

houses. Almost half , of the. total

number of theatres in this city

show American product With Eng-
lish dialog and Dutch titles. The
Tuschinsld, a 1,450-seater, is rated
as city’s classiest house, with the
1,600-seat City Theatre running a
close second. City also has a news-
reel hose, the Cineac. *

American Tunes in id Place

Music-wise, Holland leans
strongly toward American tunes,
though Dutch pop rhythm rate the
top-selling notch, according to. disk
Jockey Pete’JFelleman, Jr. Broad-
casting over VaBA, Felleman is cur-
rently country’s only record spin-
ner whose show is patterned along
American lines. Felleman, who’s
been spinning disks for the past
five years places the Brill Building
output in tfie second best selling
spot, closely heeling the ace posi-

tion attained by the native pops.

Top selling American recording
artists in this country are Doris
Day and Guy Mitchell. Frankie
Laine soared to a high level with
his etching of “Jezebel,” while
trick disks in' the Patti Page,
Johnnie Ray and Les Paul and
Mary Ford groove also draw an
influx of buyers. Hillbilly sheet
music is used to some extent,
Fellemah noted, by novelty-type
acts. Latin-American music still

has a large following, but has been
on the wane sin’ce 1950. Hawaiian
hulas rate some popularity. In the
progressive vein Stan Keaton disks
go over big with the “cool” set,

while Sidney Bechtet's waxings rate*

as top sellers in the jazz market. -

Price on 10-inch standard platters
runs 4.30 Guilders (over $1). Dong
playing disks are still comparative-
ly new and costly. A Decca 10-
inch LP sells for 15 Guilders (al-

most $4). Mercury’s “Jazz At The
Philharmonic,” it’s bnderstood, is
priced at 23 Guilders (about $6).
Phonographs, for attachment to
radio speakers and running at
three speeds, .cost approximately
125 Guilders (about $37). How-
ever records are only available at
standard and LP speeds, with
Capitol and Columbia slicings • not
included in the latter category.

A - healthy proportion of' the
Stateside disks sold here are re-
leased with English lyrics. How-
ever, more popular numbers usual-
ly get a Dutch translation. A no-
ticeable list of tunes put out by
American indie companies are re-
leased here under the French label,
Blue Star. Disks hitting the 1,000 .|

sales mark are considered good
sellers, while everything over
15,000 is rated as socl^
Band business in Holland is some-

what similar to the States, A mini-
mum of spots capable of supporting
a big band make anything over a sbe-
man combo a poor investment.
Only possible way for a large mu-
sical group to thrive is via a radio
contract. Disks put out by Ralph
Flanagan, Ray Anthony and other
American dan€fe crews don’t have
too large a following, due largely,

Felleman feels, to the lack of
proper huckstering on the part of

the diskeries.

Cabarets

Of 'tHe bands currently playing
in Holland a good number'are con-
fined to cabaret dates where a sex-
tet is sufficient to answer the terp
demands of the customers. In Am-
sterdam there are a number of
these cabarets which are excludefil
from the night club label due- tO
their early, 1 a.m., closing hour.
Foremost among these Spots are
the Extase and Hollywood, both
of which tee off operations at 3

p.m. In addition to a dance orch,

shows usually consisting of three
acts, singer, dancer and comic, are
generally offered at these sit-

uations.

Except for three or four loca-

tions, Amsterdam pulls- in its side-

walks at 1 a.m. The few places per-
mitted to operate past the 1 a.m.
deadline rate the nltery tag. These
clubs, which include the Feniina
(44 Club) and the Casino, usually

open at 10 p.m., anfi shutter at 4
a.m. There are some other , early
morning operations but these fall

into the category of private clubs.

Town is loaded with bars, a few
featuring live musicians while most
rely on coin machines for their

tunes. For the Bohemian element
locally there’s De Kreinj, while La
Cupola serves as a hangout for the
intellectual set. City also sports a

Cotton Club and Quarti^r Latin.

Latter advertises an international

program..
Legit Setup

Legit setup here, except for two
companies, Is subridized ' by the
government and in some cases by
the municipality. There are four
companies currently being sup-
ported by the taxpayers. Amster-
dam has one group, while Rotter-
dam and The Hague each have one.

The fourth is solely a touring' unit.

All companies, though, take to the
road at various Intervals. UsUal
procedure is for each company tp

split- up its personnel so as to play
two* different dates simultaneously,
However, the same- show isn’t

necessarily performed at the dif-

ferent theatres being, played.

Actors needed for the various
companies are' contracted for a

year and thus are guaranteed a

pay check despite the possible

presentation of a turkey.

Approximately 12 plays are of-

fered during the year by each com-
pany. Recent American works
produced here included “The Moon
Is Blue,” “Death of a Salesman”
and “Streetcar Named Desjre.”

Practically all of Tennessee Wil-
liams’ under 8 kings have been pre-

sented here except “The Rose
Tatoo.” Musicals, other than
operas, aren’t done in Holland due
to excessive coin needed anfi, in

the opinion of one Amsterdam
legit critic, the lack ‘of artists cap-
able of performing in that vein.

Plays most done here, it’s under-
stood^ are of American and French
origin.

Theatre tab usually runs from
4.50 to 1.50 Guilders (about $1.25
to 35c). Seating capacity at most
houses ranges from 80,0 to 7

900'

seats. During year’s emf)lpyment
performers, incidentally, are given
the opportunity to appear in a
variety of roles.

Cooler fhan Popcorn
Lofidon, July 22.

British exhibs, who for a long
time have been envious of the pop-
corn revenue earned by their
American counterparts, have re-
cently been making ai big pitch to
boost icecream sales in theatres.
Among the majors as well as in-
dies this Is becoming a valuable
sideline, and during the lean sum-
mer season icecream sales havo
occasionally brought in more than
net h,o. receipts.
The inroads on icecream sales

made by exhibs are now causing
concern among the National Union
of Small Shopkeepers, who are ac-
cusing local theatre operators of
artificially induced sales by turn-
ing up the heat and overlooking
cooling fans. In its official organ,
the Shopkeepers’ Union claims that
huge' profits* are being made in
cinema icecream sales.

Are.PixB.0.0ff

Buenos Aires, July li5.
-

Local film industry’s determina-
tion to grab off the best of tfie sea-
son’s playing time means that this
week no less than eight out of 2.6

first-run centrally located thcatretJ
in Buenos Aires are featuring Ar-
gentine- productions. “La Bestia
Debe Morir” (“The Beast Must
Die”) (Argentina Sono Film)' has
held for seven weeks at the Mofiu-
mental, and “Deshonra” (“Dis-
honour”) (Interamerlcana) held for
six weoks at the Gran Rex. Two
other Alms, “Como Yo No Hay
Dos” (“No Other Like Me”) (Inter-

americaua) and “La Parda Flora”
(“Dusky Flora”) (Libertador) were
released this week. The latter teed
off day-and-date at the Normandie,-
Premier and Roca, an unusual ar-

rangement for a local production.
Comparison between film grosses

this time last year and those of the
past few weeks shows that film
business Is also affected by the
financial depression which has hit

this country since last summer’s
drought accentuated effects of the
government’s economic policies.

Even though admission scales were
hiked late in May, grosses arq
lower than they were, which means
that the number of spectators has
dropped. Last year’s top grosses
were $184,690 for a 12-week hold-
over of “Red Shoes,” $151,000 for

a like period of “Los Isleros” (San
Miguel) and $125,690 for 17 weeks
of “Domanl e Troppo Tardi” (Ital-

sud). No comparable figure has
been recorded this year. “Cinder-

ella” (RKO), with 22 weeks at the

Radar, grossed $102,695, and the

locally-made ‘Deshonra” (Inter-

amerreana) is reputed to have
grossed. $60,720. “Joan of Arc”
(RKO) has probably beaten the

“Deshonra” figure, with around
$64,790 for the same number of

weeks.
It’s true that July last year,

Argentina was still without any film

material less than three years old,

and distributors were down to re-

viving oldies, .some of which
grossed better than they had years

before. This year there is plenty

of Hollywood material, but the pix

released to date don’t seem to

carry the same punch as before.

VJoan of Arc” and “Cyrano de Ber-

gerac” are among the first really

important releases, and there are

many more bestsellers like “All

About Eve,” “Adam’s Rib” and
“Father’s Little Dividend” which
are awaiting playing time, and

should be sock boxoffice.

13 Coimtries in Czech Pk Fete;

20As 7wi>|iipata’ Lone U. S. Entry

SiMw Bh Carries On tl

ABFD to Distrib Pix

Of Children’s Film Fdn.
London, July 15.

Pictures made by the Children’s

Film Foundation, the ceJMpany

which is financed out of Eady fund
revenue, are to be released

through Associated British Film
Distributors. This is revealed in

the first annual report of the

Foundation. To insure widest pos-

sible showing, the Foundation is

asldng the CEA to waive the nor-

mal exhibitor bars, and the prod-

uct to be made available to all

theatres, whether indie or circuit

controlled.
First two features have been

completed but release is being de-

layed until the fall. From then
on, it is hoped to maintain a regu-
lar release every two or three
months. Taste for juve programs

lis analyzed in the report.

•^Dublin’s week-old newspaper and
printing : strike deprived ’Irish

allow biz of ballyhoo outlet, but biz

continues at a good level, ^

Irbib ran off a brochure,
“For Yoni', Entertainment,’^ sched-
uling aitracri^a at all its city and
nabe houses, ^through 'One of the

few hoh^trilring PriuteifS. All print-

ers bandling posters, however,
were ahuttered. Film dlstrib’s post-

ers were in considerablcT demand,
but local offices here only carry

small stocks, since normal demand
Is low. .

If ^iiice ‘continues into next
month, theatres ‘which normally ar-

range advance booking, will be in

difficulties, as* their- stoclj^ of tick-

ets only run' to early days of Au-
gust. One show likely to .be hit this'

way is Variety Tent 41*s splurge
for Opening of Par’s “The. Greatest
Show bn Earth.”

"
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Quoia befanHef^ iiue

For ParlianieQt (Bui;

BrA-Kaa Target
London; July.22.

Hassle between a group of oppo-
sition MPs and Board of Trade
president over refusal of the gov-

'ernment to prosecute the Empire,
Leicester Square (M-G’s main
first-run theatre) for quota default,

will be continued in a full-dress

debate -in the Jlouse of Commons
Thursday idght (24). Debate, will

take place on the- motion for-ad-
journment, arid will not begin untH
the normal day’s busiiiess is con-
cluded some time after 10 p.m.

Main opposition spokesman will

be Stephen Swingler and Woodro-^v
Wyatt, both of whom have been
pressing for strong govermnent ac-

tion 'against quota
.
defaulters dur-

ing past months. It was as a result

of what they regarded as unsatis-

factory replies received to their

last questions some three weeks
agojithat the/ are staging this full-

dress debate,
Peter Thpmeycrpft, Board of

Trade prexy, has throughout the
Parliamentary . quizzing® stood
loyal to decisions of the
Council, and has so far inUihate'd

that he has accepted all their main
recommendations. Rumpus- in re-

gard to the Empire resulted largely

from the fact that Sam Eckmaij,
Jr., MG chief in this country,’ was
also a member of the Film Council
which recommended that the Em-
pire shouldn't be prosecuted for its

failure to attain the quota..

It’s expected that the Commons
debate will deal with quota de-

faults on a broad front and will not
concentrate Solely on, the Empire
case. There will, be particular criti-

cism levelled agaiii’st other mentf
bers of the Films Council who are

associated with .defaulting the-

atres.

Prague, July 22.
" Thirteen countries are partici-

pating in Czechoslovakia’s Seventh
International Film Festival which
got underway at Karlcfvy Vary
(Carlsbad) July 12 and is sched-

uled to wind up Aug. 3. Of the 13

nations, eight are non-Communlst.
Festival is operated under the

slogan, “For Peace, For a New
Man, For a Better Mankind.” But
in contrast to this theme is a full-

length North Korean documentary
titled “Bacteriological Barbarians.”

U. S. has a4one entry, that of
20th-Fox’s “Viva Zapata!” Britain
is represefited by “Where No Vul-
tures Ply” (GFD), while France
submitted three pix. They’re “Au-
berge Rouge/ “Monsieur Fabre”
and “La Nult Est Mon Royaume,”
Italy contribbed “Achtung, Ban-
ditr^ and “Roma, 11 Ore.”

• Iron Curtain entries include
three Soviet features, six full-

length documentaries and three
documentaries and three cartoons;
three--features and two documen-
taries from China, two Hungarian
features and a documentary, one
North Korean feature plus two
documentaries, and three features
from East Germany.

East German trio of pipe, Inci-

dentally, are rated by observers as
“typical anti-American” stories.

“Das Verurieilte Dorf” (“The Con-
demned Village”) spins a tale of a
German "Village doomed to destruc-
tion) to make room for an Ameri-
can air base, and the steadfast re-
sistance of villagers to the pro-
ject,

“Pi?auenschicksale” (“Women’s
Lives”) is a color film comparing
the position of -femmes in western
and eastern Germany. Third pic-
ture, “Schatten Uber Den Inseln”
“(Shadows Over the Isles”) is a
protest against the Danish govern-
ment for allegedly preventing a
doctor froni fighting a dangerous
epidemic.

Festival committee, ‘fn comment-
ing upon the absence of a Vene-
zuelan entry, charged that “the
film artists of Venezuela Were pre-
vented from • entering their contri-
butions to this year’s festival by
action of the Venezuelan govern-
ment,”

1ST HALF YEAR IN JAPAN
’ Tokyo, July 15.

During, the first half of 1952, a
total of 258 films were released
In. Jap;in^ of which 112 were for-
eign, 146 Japanese.
American-made totaled 93, with

Metro leading with 13.

Of the Japanese films, 128 were
new, and 22 were produced by
indies,..such as Takarazuka, Shinei
and Sogei, showing a marked
advance among independent pro
ducers.

ATKIN;CASS0N TEAM TO

STAGE AHSSIE TAOFIC
Sydney, July 15, -

Charles Atkin, general stage
manager for N. Y.’s “South Pacif-J

ic,” planes in here early August to

direct a production of “South
Pacific” in -^association with J. C,

Williamson producer John Casson.
“S.P.” is skedded to preem at

His Majesty’s, Melbourne, Sept 13,

under tbe Williamson banner. -

Cast leads, include Leonard
Stone, David Welsh, Richard Col-
lette, Mary La Roche and Virginia-

Paris. .

-

Angio-^Ainalg., Nassour
Beal for Six Pictures

London, July 22.

A deal for six co-production films

between Anigld-Amalgamated Film
Djstributoifs and William Nassour;
Pictures is to tee off with the lefis-

ing of “Street of Shadows,” star-

ring Cesar Romero and Kay Ken-
dall.

Films will be made at Merton
Park Studios, with whom Anglo-
Amalgamated concluded a deal

I earlier in the year.

Schreiber Lining Up Next

20th Film in England
London, July 15.

Lew Schreiber, exec assistant to
Darryl Z^nuck at 20th-Fox, prior
to returning to the U. S. This
week set production of the com-
pany’s next British feature. It

will be filmed partly on location
in ' the Mediterranean and com-
pleted in a local studio. It will be
the.^rst British film to be made by
the company since it completed
“House on the Square,” starring
Tyrone Power and Ann Blyth, last

year.

Production, titled “Single
Handed,” will probable begin lens-
ing in September. Michael Rennie
and Jeffrey Hunter are mentioned
foh the leads. No director has yet
been inked.

,
- It’s considered unlikely that this

production will mark the reopen-
ing of Denham Studios, which
have been used by 20th-Fox for pre-

vious British productions. Studios
are expected to remain dark.

i

. 'TALES’ TOPS EIRE '51 PIX
Dublin, July 15.

Irish Film Society popularity poll

on films shown in Ireland last year
found “Tales of Hoffmann” at top

of the list.

“A Place In the Sun,” “American
in Paris,” “Lavender Hill Mob,”
“Man in the White Suit” and reis-

sue of Chaplin’s “City Lights”

i filled the other five places.



BECAUSE: BECAUSE:
For the 4th year in a row M-G-M wins the

Laurel Award of Exhibitor Magazine, voted

"The Company that gives you the fairest

treatment.”

BECAUSE

:

In 92 Theatre-Trade-Shows-with-audiences,

"IVANHOE” is rated by exhibitors as the

greatest box-office property of our time,

exceeding even "Quo Vadis.”

BECAUSE:

Again in June’s Box Office Champs of M. P.

Herald and in Variety’s box-office survey’

(reprinted in Time Magazine) M-G-M leads,

with two winners, "PAT AND MIKE” and

"SKIRTS AHOY!”

BECAUSE:
"LOVELY TO LOOK AT,” the spectacular

Technicolor hit, maintains M-G-Musical,

leadership at the box-office,^ a happy enter-

tainment for summertime crowds.

"THE MERRY WIDOW” has been rated

at Trade Shows as the new M-G-Musical

delight, launching the Fall Season of Techni-

color singing successes including "BECAUSE
YOU’RE MINE,” "EVERYTHING I HAVE
IS YOURS” and "MILLION DOLLAR
MERMAID.” ’

BECAUSE:
The exhibitors ofthe nation who voteM-G-M
"Fairest Company” with "Bek Product” are

saying:

MAKE MINE METRO!
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quired to meet SEC regiilaticrriisrjdia Balaban has no intention of selling.

Opinion Is that as ,
this fapt be^ines self-evident with passage of time,

renewed confidence in thtj stokik.wlll start pushing it up again. Jn
addition, Par execs expect a'lift from a deriionstration. now being shaped
of the company's 50%-owned liaurence Chromatic Tube. It can receive
video in either color or black-and-white and can go into manufacture
at once because it requires little in the way of strategic materials.

Par toppers likewise expect a boo^ when the test run of their Tele-
meter, a pay-as-you-see TV device in which the company also has a
half-interest, begins in Palm Springs

.
about next March. In addition,

on the basis of product, an excellent second-half of the year is being
anticipated, with an accompanying strengthening of the stock, unless
general market^ conditions flop.

......

Complaints by exhibs in the Los Angeles territory that they were
forced to "pig-ln-a-poke” bidding wer® partially • refuted by George
Smith, western sales chief for Paramount. Theatre operators declared
they were asked to bid on films not yet tradeshown or reviewed in the
trade press. They cited Columbia’s “The Happy Time” and Para-
mount’s “Son of Paleface” as examples. Sniith explained that he ran
into a print shortage on “Paleface” but finally managed to get one and
sent out notice of a special showing seven days ahead of the bidding
deadline. Only two exhibs showed up for the screening. With Bob
Hope, Jane Russell, Roy Rogers and Trigger in the cast, Paramount
had no trouble getting bids.

Roxy, N. Y., which is in a sort of limbo resulting frqjoii delays In
20th-Fox’s scheduled June 28 divorcement, was offered' « chance at
Paramount’s “Son of Paleface,” but nixed the bait. House, when it

passes from 20th ownership to that of the new, independent National
Theatres setup, will undoubtedly getjnto a bidding situation -for prod-
uct, but is avoiding it as long as possible. It’s continuing to play 20th
fare exclusively pending divorcement, which may take another three
months because of, tax-technicalities. ‘

^

Had the Roxy reached for -^‘Paleface,” it may have gotten into compe-
tition for the pic with -the Paramount, which now looks like it will get it.

.

•
'

New reference work on Italian films is a publication released this
week by Italian Films Export (IFE). Published in English by Unitalia,
Rome, “Italian Cinema, The Post War Years,” is a comprehensive cov-
erage of the Italian film. It contains an analysis of the economic foun-
dation of tlie industry, an evaluation of the comic film, the historic
film, the musical and documentary. Two articles discuss co-production
while screenwriter Cesare Zavattini has authored the preface. Pub-
lication is being distributed by IFE to editors, exhibitors, distributors,
etc.

Despite the needle administered to the industry by The New Yorker
in the recent series by Lillian Ross, some flaCks feel that the mag’s
attitude on pix, as evidenced by its reviews, has mellowed somewhat.
Critic John McCarten, they say, has been indicating a kindlier attitude
lately. They date the change as following the recent death of editor
Harold Ross.^ Ross was an outspoken hater of films.
McCarten is said to be showing a tendency to like more pix than

formerly and to be less snide and bitter about those he doesn’t like.

Universal-International is using eight contestants in the recent “Miss
Universe” beauty pageant to beautify two pictures. In “Mississippi
Gambler” seven of them will make their screen bow. They are: Jackie
Loughery (Miss United States), Judy Hatula (Miss Michigan), Carolyn
Carlew (Miss Missouri), Valorie Jaclcson (Miss Montana), Ruth Mamp-
-ton (Miss New Jersey), Renate Hoy (Miss Germany) and Jeri Miller
(Miss Welcome to Long Beach). Making her debut in “Desert Legion”
Is Elsa Edsman, who took second place in the contest as “Miss Hawaii,”

Edmund Grainger’s “Blackbeard the Pirate” is due for a lot of free
plugging through the signing of Chester Hayes as one of the big, bad
buccaneers. Haj'^es, who has a voluble role in the picture, is a wrestler,
widely known on TV for his gab as well as his grappling. He will be
heralded in wrestling arenas and on television as one of Blackboard’s
pirates.

Award by the Lithographers National Assn, for the best display
material manufactured in the past year has gone to Metro for the job
done with “Quo Vadis.” “Certificate of Merit” was presented last week
to Si Seadler. M-G’s ad chief.

Censors Hit 'Miracle’ Again
Continued from pAse 7

Inside Stutf-Pictures

While Paramount will pretty definitely ask for a tender of its stock

for retirement if the price drops to $20 or close, Par execs are of the
opinion that it won’t decline to that point. Belief is that the sharp
pressure the shares have been feeling lately have largely resulted from
false interpretation of prexy. Barney Balaban’s action in registering

some 38,000 shares he ovms with the Securities & Exchange Commis-
sion. This has been taken to;mean he planned tq unload them.
Actually, according tb Pay. ‘to]^]bers, it was only a technicality

Tarleton Fast

wiiich point has already been over-
ruled by the Supreme Court.

In Chicago, although Police
Commissioner Timothy O’Connor
said that the banning of “The Mir-
acle” was not due to its “sacrelig-
lous” aspects, action is being taken
to upset the ruling of the local
police censor board made last
week.

Police topper said the ruling was
made under section of city code
that bans any film that “portrays
depravity

. . . or lack.of virtue of a
class of citizens of any race, color,
creed, or religion and exposes them
to contempt, derision and oWoquy.”
Chicago censors voting for the

ban were Mrs. Jeanette Van Volk-
enburgh, J. F. O'Halloran, Mrs.
Beatrice McGill and Mrs. Edith
Joyce. The lone dissent was made
by William A. Foust. Appointment
to the board is political.
American Civil Liberties "Union

Lm representative Ed Myerding
said that immediate steps would be
taken to bring the ban to court
action. Joseph Burstyn, distributor
ot the picture in the U. S., has been
advised of the decision of the po-

t^^ttsor board, and it is likely
tbat he will take the same meas-

.tts he did in New York and
vv ashinglon, which brought remov-
* film’s ban.

1 olice here have frankly admit-

ted that Catholic action groups
have asked them to “outlaw” pic-

tures and only recently prohibited
showing of a sex-education pic

which formerly had a permit and
W'hich had been playing in the
county previously. Officials said

that Catholic college - and high-
school students had requested the
film not be shown.

Board has had an abnormally
high rate of rejection of pictures,

especially of foreign origin, nota-
bly Mexican. In most cases there’s
no excuse given.

Lippert’s Dallas Branch
Bought By Beiersdorf

Dallas, July 22.

Robert L. Lippert’s Dallas
branch, the first outlet to be un-
loaded in the producer-distributor-
exhibitor's plan to sell his 26 ex-

changes, has been purchased by
Herman Beiersdorf. His takeover
includes the Lippert Pictures fran-

chise for the Texas territory. J^ip-

pert had operated his own exchange
here since 1949 while Beiersdorf
acted as midwest district manager.

Lippert's local branch, under the
franchise held by the Herman
Beiersdorf Distributing Co., will

continue to operate with the same
salesmen, bookers and office force.

Continued from page ? j.. '
.
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theatre, Charles Schlaifer, former
20th Century-Fox ad chief, spoke
on mental health. Bublishpi: Ben-
nett Cerf headed literati contin-
gent, which included poet Louis
Untermeyer and novelists 'Budd
Schulberg and Charles Jackson.
Horace Sutton, Saturday Review
travel editor, and this byllner, as
travel ed of Esquire,, filled-in au-
dience on world-wide travel pic-
ture.

Current problems in education
were discussed by Dr, Abram L.
Sachar, president of Brandeis UnjL-
versity; Dartmouth professors Wing
Tsit Chan and Chauncey Allen, Dr,
Dudley

,
Weinberg and Dr. Leon

Kronish. Most serious part of pro-
gram was illustrated talk on Hiro-
shim’a by Dartmouth 'physicist
Frank H. Connell.

Cultural, Pitch

Arthur Heintzelman, Boston
Museum Curator of Prints, brought
with him the museum’s Toulouse-
Lautret collection; A. Hyatt Mayor,
of the Metropolitan Museum of
.Art, put on display a collection of
Currier & Ives etchings, and Wil-
liam Gropper spoke for the As-
sociated American Artists. The
Art Students Leagife also -dis-

played a collection of oil paintings
of Dmitri Mitropoulis, and the N. Y.
Philharmonic during the festival.

Musical highlights of the pro-
gram were piano recitals of Adi
Bernard and abbreviated versions
of ‘Rlgoletto” and

'

'“Porgy and
Bess,” sung by members of the
N. Y. City Opei'a-. Co., conducted
by Lee Shaynen and featuring
Lawrence Winters, baritone; Jan
Rubes, bass;' Camilla Williams,
soprano; Eleanor Knapp, mezzo-
soprano, and Adelaide Bishop,
soprano. Dance recitals were
given by Marta Becket and Dean
Crane of the Ballet Arts of New
york. The Mark String Quartet
played throughout the festival.

Americana note was added by mu-
sical program performed on decks
of a miniature Mississippi river-

boat, the Dixie Belle, tied up at

Tarleton pier.

Yankee Players, local stock com-
pany, did “Blithe Spuit” and “Ac-
cent on Youth.”

New Hampshire Senator Charles
W. Tobey wound up festival with
survey of contemporary political

scene.

Festival was inaugurated three
years ago by Walter Jacobs, front-

man of the Jacobs family who own
the resort, against the advice of

hotel men who said summer vaca-
tionists wanted only to get away
from things, never would stand for

having their brains agitated in the

July sunshine.

Jacobs thought differently, bas-

ing his opinion on the Tarleton’s

success over several seasons with
its Rocking Chair Forums, at which
Dartmouth College professors

spoke to the hotel guests about
whatever was on their minds.

Proof that Jacobs was right came
in festival’s steady buildup during

past three years and’ fact that

guests want reservations when
festival is on. Jacobs, meanwhile,

has emphasized entertainment as-

pect by billboarding festival in

ads in amusement sections of

metropolitan papers and is now
considering a festival reprise later

this season. ->

And Yankee neighbors of the

Tarleton, listening to all the yakery

which follows festival lectures,

hitch up their convertibles and

drive away reflecting on the old

days, when all you needed to run

a New England summer resort was

a lake, a chef, a rhumba band and

a social director.

Aldrich As Chairman

Of ‘Italian Films Week’
Winthrop Aldrich, president of

the Chase National Bank, N. Y.,

has accepted the honorary chair-

manship of the sponsoring commit-
tee of “Salute to Italian Films

Week.” '

“Films Week” is being organized

by a number of cultural, educa-

tional and social leaders in the

U. S. as a “tribute to postwar
Italian pictures.”

New Gcn’l Service Delay
Los Angeles, July 22.

Referee in Bankruptcy Benno M.
Brink has granted another exten-

sion of -time in the settlement of

the financial affairs of Gener^al

Service Studios, this time at^ the

request of the Bank of America.

1$

Some.' top eii'buit execs ’are ndw

3,581 Mordfref^lred
Reti^' by 'Columbia

Pursuing ifie .policy 'of re^ucing^
ahd iimp.ll^?ihi: its capUalii^atlop,

Columbia Pictures l),as^ tetired' att

additidhal 3,581 shares of its $4.25
cumulative preferred stock.

This reduces to 2,369 the number
of sMi'Cs of that issue now held by
Col:

Payoff by ZOlh-Fox
Conditions of the ^7,500,000 loan

agreement entered by. 20th-Fox
and a quintet of banks appear
easily within reach and will have
no bearing on the film outfit’s

dividend payoff to stockholders on
the basis of the present financial

setup.
^

.

Under the deal, 20th agrees to

keep its current assets in excess
of current liabilities by $25,000,000.
As concerning the ratio, the cur-
rent assets must measure 250% of

the liabilities.

jpihping the blame.for receht down-
fwcAt finaiiees th^ distribs.

Charge is that the film", companies
‘iice* guilty Of 'having helil baejp tot)

product irt. the second calendar

'

quarter.. afid In the early part .of

duly. .•

Leonard Goldenson, United Par-
amount Theatres prexy, summed it

up this way: “Due to seasonal fac-

tors the second quarter reflects the
usual downturn in our business.
This year, however* the decline was
more pronounced than in previous
years since the quality of film re-

leased ^n May and June of this

year was poor compared to the
product at the same time last year,”

As for July, exhibs are burned
over the distribs' hesitancy on re-^?

leasing important pix in competi-
tion with radio-TV coverage of the
Republican National convention in

Chicago. As it turned out, the po-
litico conclave proved no b.o. detri-

ment at all.

Theatremen in high places point
up. the b.o behavior during the
first half of this month as particu-
larly significant. Grosses, it was
said, in many cases were about
even -with last year’s revenue. How-
ever, R marked Improvement would
have been experienced if the cali-

bre of this year’s releases matched
the output of last year, the circuit
men added.

Asked Emer^rcncy Meetlnsr

Last annual report issued by
20th, covering 1951, showed total

current assets of $83,145,301
against liabilities of $17,099,180,
representing a difference of $66,-

046,121. Figures apply to film
operations, as apart from domestic
theatres which now are being
divorced. The ratio of assets over
liabilities was close to 500%.
Film corporation disclosed that

$7,000,000 of the total borrowed
will be used to pay off in full, notes
issued under a credit agreement
which dates back to 1947. Balance
of $500,000 will be added to the

working capital.

Deal was set with the five -partic-

ipating banks in these amounts:
Chase National, $2,400,000; Bankers
Trust, $2,100,000; Bank of America
National Trust and Saving Assn.,

$1,200,000; Manufacturers Trust,

$1,200,000, and Chemical Bank &
Trust, $600,000.

Notes issued by 20th for the new
capital bear interest at 314% and
the principal amount is to be paid
off in installments up to June 30,

1957.

Schary Stresses
- Continued from page 3 .

.." t--

“sad-eyed predictions.” In the last

three years there have ben more
$5,000,000 grossing pictures than
in the first 45 years of picture pro-
duction.

Television’s inroads are exag-
gerated because “nobody’s going
to keep looking at TV all the time
any more than- they are going to

stay in motion picture theatres all

the time,” the producer stated.

Asked about the Lillian Ross-
New Yorker ser.ies which took a

swipe at Hollywood and Metro,
Schary told that' Miss Ross prom-
ised it would be an “upbeat” story,

claiming she said the magazine was
losing readers because of the typi-

cal New Yorker style of its other
stuff. “But I was fooled 100%,”
Schary said. “I was naive, gullible.

I was a dope.” He charged the ar-

ticles contained misquotations, in-

verted quotations, inventions, and
added that a lot of people wrote to

the studio asking where they could
see “Red Badge of Courage.” The
articles were a case history of the
making of “Badge.”
In a question and answer period,

Schary also said that' “experts tell

me Phonevision can’t succeed now,
and it will be a long time before
the bugs can be worked out. . . .

Foreign business is very good, re-

turns are up.”
Asked about how studio can pick

proper story subjects so long in

advance of actual release of films,

he replied: “I’ve got a confession
for you. You don’t' anticipate; you
guess. You have to try to deter-
mine when the public’s interest in

one cycle is waning, and what the
next cycle will be. If you guess
right you keep your job. If you
don’t—they bring in Zanuck.”

Walter Reade, Jr., head of the
Theatre Owners of America exhib-
dlstrib relations committee, and
Wilbur Snaper, president of Allied
States, recently asked A. W.
Schwalberg, Paramount’s top sales
exec and chairman of the national
distributors committee, to call an
“emergency” meeting of his group
onent product.* The two theatre
org officials, both of whoip operate
circuits, complained that only two
important pix were on the July re-
lease skeds, whereas a flock of big
films were listed for August.

Schwalberg’s reply was that each
sales chief would have to be ap-
proached individually, that no ac-
tion could be taken by the distribs
on a joint basis. It’s understood
thaf Reade thereupon pressed for
the product “relief” via a direct
call upon Schwallberg but no
changes m Pat’s teleaslng ,Sked
were made.

The general decline in theatre
biz was seen reflected in UPT’s
earnings for the second quarter, as
estimatedt^by Goldenson in a letter
to stockholders this week. The
consolidated net slipped to $1,-
459.000 for the 1952 period, in-
cluding $921,000 in capital gains.
This compared with consolidated
profit of $1,983,000, including
$854,000 in cap gains, for the sec-
on quarter of 1951.

Earnings for the first six months
of 1952 amounted to $3,508,000,
including ’$1,165,000 in cap gains,
$1.11 per common share. First
half of 1951 brought a consolidated
net of $4,594,000, including $1,-
186.000 in cap gains, equivalent to
$1.49 per share of common stock.

Ky, Exhibs Fete Crowe
Upon Taking Judgeship

Louisville, July 22.

Kentucky Assn, of Theatre Own-
ers on Thursday (24) is tossing a
testimonial and birthday dinner to
the organization’s retiring prexy,
Guthrie F. Crowe, who’s been
named U. S, District Judge for the
Panama Canal Zone. Event will be
held at the Stagg Distillery Club-
house, Frankfort.
Crowe became KATO head fol-

lowing his discharge from the
Navy in November, 1945. His suc-
cessor is Ralph E, McClanahan, an
exhibitor from Irvine, Ky. Recently
elected KATO directors arc Ned
Greene, Leon Pickle, C. R, Buechel,
W. D. Aspley, J. Van Snook, Gene
Lutes, L. O. Davis, W. T. Cain, Jr.,

Mrs. O. J. Minnix, Harold Sliter

and E. L. Ornsteiif. Holdover di-

rectors are Jack Keller, W. E.

Horsefield, D. Irving Long, C. K.
Arnold, Tom Hill, McClanahan;
Joe Isaac, Dick Martin, Charles R.
Mitchell, Andy Anderson and Fred
J. Dolle.

Aside from McClanahan, other
new officers include E. L. Ornstein
and Gene Lutes, veepees; J. E.

Isaac, board chairman, while Cliff

Buechel and Nell Borden continue
as treasurer and secretary-ass’t

treasurer, respectively.*
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Telefilm Network
Contluned froM page 1

By Canada Exhih
While film theatres have no

equal as disseminators of mass ehr

tertainment at a reasonable price,

they will be in a better position to

face competition and the future If

a number of adjustments are made,
according to N. A. Taylor, prez and
managing director of Twinex Cen-
tury Theatres Corp, Ltd., which
operates over 70 houses in Ontario^

In New York last week on a brief

business junket, Taylor outlined a

four-point program which, he said,

should keep the wickets humming
in months to come. Firstly, he said,

a more consistent flow of beUer
pictures f?;om producers is required

and at the same time exhibitors

must roll up their sleeves to pro.-

mote their film fare with the pub-

lic.

Other points include correction

of overseating and a need for a

revolutionary, new industry im-

provement such as third-dimension

filnls. “There hasn't been anything

really new in the business,’' Taylor
observed, “since introduction of

sound some 25 years ago, with the
possible exception of a greater use
of color pictures.”

As far as “better pictures” are

concerned, Taylor declared, “I

don’t say that there haven’t been
some good ones in the past but
these .must be delivered more
often. The exhibitor, too, is at

fault for he’s grown complacent
due to lush business in the postwar
years when customers used to

break down the doors.

“Now with television on the hori-

zon, stockcar racing, night baseball
and lacrosse leagues- already offer

Ing competition 'to the boxoffice

the Ontario exhibitor will merely
have to work that much harder.
Drive-ins are another problem, for

they definitely compete with' con-

ventional theatres,”
Although the Canadian govern

ment hasn’t launched its own tele

vision stations yet, Taylor em-
phasized that the effects of video
on the b.o. have been evident in

areas that can pick up stations in

Detroit or Buffalo. “While TV is a

very strong, competitive factor,

he said, “I don’t consider TV as

the death-knell for j^he industry.”
Taylor also indicatfed that per-

haps Ontario theatremen won’t
have too much to fear from video
in light of a $15 annual licensing

fee which the government report-
edly plans to levy upon set-owners
Even though stations will be oper-

ating in Toronto and Montreal next
year, he's Inclined to think that the
average man—^whose yearly enter-

tainment budget runs not much
over $50—will exercise caution in-

sofar as buying a set is concerned.
Touching upon the “lost- audi*-

ence,” Taylor revealed that about
40 of the company’s theatres would
use “Curtain at 8:30” this fall,

compared to 30 last season. De-
vised by his wife, Yvonne, “Cur-
tain” is a technique in which a

theatre screens an art-type picture

or some other quality film at a

reserved-seat performance in a dig-

nified atmosphere.
» .1 41

RKO’s 150 Skidoo
RKO' homeoffice in New York

has a new formula determining
when employees may be released
from their chores on unusually hot
days.
The RKO-ites are permitted to

leave at 4 o’clock in the afternoon
if the mercury reading and ^per-

centage of humidity total 150.

Louis Lazar Group Buys
Schine Theatre Affiliate

Buffalo, July 22.

Darnell Theatres,
^
Ihc., *a Schine

Tlieatres aifiliate operating 19 the- take whatever they are fed by the

atres in New York, Ohio, Ken- nets.

tucky, Virginia and Maryland frorn o’Neil, prez of General Tire &
headquarters in Buffalo, was sold ^u^jber who Is currently on the
this week to- a group headed by coast, reportedly had the celluloid

Louis Lazar, formerly, v.p, of Para- network idea in mind when he
mount Theatres Jn charge of in- acquired WOR from the Macy’s
ternatiqnal , operations » of Para- Bamberger Interests several
mpunt ‘tbealrcs in Paris. months . a^o, ..iQuestioned at that
. The company will be renamed ag to whether he was plan-
Lazar Th^atresrrlnc., and will con- to start another video net-

tinue its headquarters here with he said that he was not
Lazar at its head. Elmer F. Lux, planning one “in the classical

ormer v.p, and general manager
.^tyle.” He reportedly believes that

of 'Darnell, Will continue in that
tfie fact that vi^films, eliminatetl*. _ ... «

Amusement Stock Quotations
For the Week Ending Tuesday (22)

price was not dis-

Toledo Hearing
* t '

^

; Contbtued from paze 7 ;

costly networking facilities charges

Is another factor in favor of his

idea, under which “everybody
Wins.” Sponsors pay less for their

TV advertising and the stations

get a chapce.to earn more money.

Far-Flung Affiliations

"With the number of ties O’Neil

made arrangements with Hlasong,

who. with Loel tanlh, fiel4 Inspec- U
for of the censorship division, were S. ad^ition^ to \he Yankee- webWednesday

^^yjj^C-TY, Boston) and WOR-TV,'
no; nignL

. . he also recently acquired the Don
Both -Avere in, the theatre, but system on the Coast. Fact that

when the time came for the news-, ^qr is one of the major share-
reel, Wile walked out on the stage holders in the mutual web, more-

N, X. Stock .Exchange
ABC
CBS, “A”

position.

Purchase
closed.

Dficca

Eastman Kodak
Loew’s—
Paramount. . .

.

Philco
RCA
RKO Pictures.

RKO Theatres

Republic
Rep., pfd..

• « • • •

Univ.

N. Y. Curb Exchange

Weekly Weekly Weekly TuesL Net.
Vol, in High Low Close Change
100s for week

. 67 10V& 9% 10 •— Ib
.. 28 35^ 34 34 — %
.. H 347/8 34 34
, , • u. im •11%- 11% ~ %

85 m 8% 8%
154 443/4 44% 44% — %

'*
173 123/i. 12% 12% — %
130 22V4, 21% 22% — %
84 32% 32 32% — Vi

** 391 27% 265/8 26% - %
' 201 4% 4 4 — %

*
* 58 * -33/6 3% 3%
* 25, 37/8 33/4 3.% — %
•• 6' 97/8* 93/4 m + Vb
•• 85 15% 15 15. ~ %
•• 83 14% 1334 14
• • 45 13% 12V4. 127/8 — %
.. J.7 64 63 64 +2
... 57 12% 12% 12% — Vs

... 22 78% 763/4 775% + Vs

. .. 68 157/8 15 15% — V4.

. . 11 3% 3 3

.. 16 22 21% 21% — ^8

and announced . there would be no
showing, because Hissong and
James S. Abrose, Cincinnati branch
manager for Warners, could not

agre& on who was to "be named in

the Warrant. Hissong insisted that

Abrose be named as .defendant,

and the latter wanted the corpora-

over, forms the basis of a close

alliance with WGN and WGN-TV,
(Chicago Tribune stations, which
also own a large share of Mutual.
O’Neil has also been closely allied

with George B. Storer’s Fort In-

dustry stations.

Over-the-Gounter Securities Bid Ask
Cinecolor
Chesapeake Industries (Pathe) 33/4 4V4
U. A. 'J^hejitres 5^
Walt Disney ...... i'i 7^ 8 V

^.(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.) '

.

— Va.—

Coih’i Films $42,000,000 Kz
Continued from page S

tion named, ,As a result, there was
no violation In Columbus and war- «.iu

n/\t Lo cwnm niif shows, but the cmphasis will

flvainqt the other theatres in (3hio Commercial Outfits, majority of films, but these will be the type of

which that nieht were also' show- production of’, a number of which headq.uarter in the east, shows that can be turned out at a

in^ uncensored reels because no half-hour vidpix packages, with the maintain that although Hollywood popular price. He coimpares these

representative of the board saw expectation that most of the film- is far ahead ..in
.
making program- to the type of • radio shows that

the non-annroved footatre until
farmed out to indie ming-type films, it lacks the know- emanated from New. York when

Tamh showed un in Toledo Thurs- Producers on the Coast. Under the jiow and training, to produce the the big airers moved to the Coast,i^amo snowea up in loieoo inurs
ijigoj,pgj.ation papers filed in Wil- highly-technical commercial, in- The east, he opines, iVill become
mington, Theodore C. Streibert is dustrial and educational pik. These more and more important as vid-

day (17) night.

In the squabble over the Issu-

ance of the warrant, Hissong de- ^ i t.

dared that the censor body does
not propose "to be dictated to by value,

any film distributor or film com-
pany on enforcement of the cen-
sorship law or any other activities

of the division of film censorship.”
Cleveland Showing

The Lower Mall, Cleveland,
showed uncensored newsreels from
Universal starting last Wednesday
(16) night, and the Park, Cincin

prexy of GTS. Outfit has 400,000*1 pix, they point, out, require writers 1 film programming center because
With a penchant for research, of the presence of varied types of

knowledge in dealing with accounts., actors and writers in the eastern
'and ad agencies, apd experts who zone.
fully understand the inner work- “The film business as we’ve
ings of industrial and commercial ^^own it in the past will be sur-
corporations. passed,” Lowendahl says, “but it

Hollywood’s invasion of .their do- will require new concepts in

main, planned or otherwise, ap- adapting to the new medium.”
parently has led to the movement

Bevhills Exhib
Continued from page 5

among eastern- producers for the

I Sin Conspiracy
Continued from page 3 ;

Government action against the

of the New York reviews, and busi-
ness elsewhere. It balked when the
fi.lm was screened for the thea- construction of a super vidfilm

nati, dFd likewise with film from execs. The theatre, a Beverly and commercial film center in the
Metro, Showing of a seal-less Hills art house, has a large film New Yofk area, preferably in Maji*^

Paramount reel at; the Palace, cijlony clientele. hattan.* Toppers- of the eastern
Youngstown, was postponed. . Earlier, Hecht, ired by the thea- companies have- been holding "k

Agreement on serving a warrant tre’s refusal to show the film, series.of'Confabs with city officials, film industry,
on the film company or the film- blasted Hollywood for “trying very and progress to date has been de-

jjj addition to the de^nand from
ery’s rep still has not been decid- hard” to keep the indie picture scribed as "beyond the talking stage, Armed Forces, thciotoe-less ac-
ed. 20th-Fox, dlstrib’ of the reels

,
out of theatres. Hecht was Inter- Interest in

,
maintaining commer- counts hotels, drive-i^, coin-op-

shown at the Westwood, Toledo, viewed by telephone from New cial and a good part of vidpix pro- crated’ machines hospitals, ships,
hasn’t yet been served with any York by Larry Finley for the lat- duction in the east has also been trains and nlanes th^j complaint

j
program. Interview expressed, by. TV networks, ad g^id “there fs a large demand for

At the Westwood, the newsreel was pegged on the pending lltiga- agencies, transportation companies, igm feature films by tlie telecast
was headed with the bold caption, tion over the cancelled booking. costume outfits and eastern craft jng industry for purposes of TV
‘Uncensored Newsreel,” and was - -.^Film, which has been attacked groups. programs, since the lafige majority
followed by a trailer explaining lampooning Hollywood, got top Even if Hollywood takes over of telecasting stations it), this coun-
Smith s viewpoint, that “We be- hotices and attracted big business the major portion of the vidfilm try are equipped with- apparatus

Supreme Court of W N. Y., Hecht contended, and the programming production, eastern for the telecasting of 16m films and
motion pictures are efforts to bar it here are “omi- producers feel there will be plenty not of 35m films.”

entitled to the free press and free pous.” of business to satisfy all concerned. " The conspiracy, the ' complaint
speech guarantees Of the Constitu- “’^hen- you’re; . trying to serve They are looking forward to the dedar-qs; “has'' consisted of a con-
tion. The trailer also explained the public,” he declared, “you day when 85% or more of tele tinuing concert of action among
why the newsreel was being shown write about the funniest things you programming will be on film. With the defendants . . . pursuant to
deliberately without the Ohio cen- know, and almost the funniest approximately 400 hours of time to which defendants refuse to license
so?;shlp seal. - Hiing I've ever found in my wan- fill, they feel that there will be the exhibition of 16m feature films
The film then showed scenes of derings is Hollywood. Much fun- about $2,000,000,000 worth of film in any place or manner that would

the recent Republican convention, nier than political conventions or biz around, regarded as more than compete with the exhibition of 35m
a new Navy dirigible, slum clear-

|
religious revivals,

ance in Norfolk, Va.; U. S. sailors
visiting Torquay, England, and
sports shots. Several in the audi-
ence were disappointed, expecting
more sensational type scenes, ac-
cording to Lev A. Schaeffer, West

Title Exclusivity
Continued from page 7

Surprise Defender
Continued from page 5 -77:7

-

little tilt in prices when he had an
unusually big production on his

screen that his patrons really want-
ed to see?”

Allied editors own conclusion
was that “prob^ly . . . the wisdom
of advanced prices can only be de-
termined by local conditions and
should be left entirely to the dis-

cretion of the exhibitor who knows
his own community. We hope that

the sales policies on Tvanhoe’ and
*Hans Christian Andersen’ will per-

mit this choice.”
Threat that “Ivanhoe” (Metro)

and “HCA” (Goldwyn-RKO) will

be sold on hiked-admish policy has

led to the ATOI bulletin’s com-
ments.

enough to spread between the films.”

major filmeries and the commer- Among other things the com
cial outfits. Latter do not regard plaint charges that the defendants

themselves as Johnnies-come-late- entered into agreements limiting

ly, pointing out that some of the locations and time periods,

eastern outfits have a history of conditions under which 16m films

wood manager. He Said a woman, son in that country in the technical
after seeing the film once and part legal sense.”
of a second time, asked when the That part of the decision which
theatre was going to show “that was seen as especially significant
film.” Informed the uncensored concerned the validity of using
film then was on the screen, she identical titles. Corcoran observed
exclaimed, “Is THAT what they are that “even if the title of the plain-
raising all the hullabaloo about!” tiff’s book were ‘High Treason,’
Lamb showed up in Toledo un- which it is not, he would have great

heralded. After watching the news- difficulty in showing any exclusive
reel and the main fature, he went right to the use of those two
to the lobby of the Westwood and words.”
discussed with Smith the legal ac- It was also noted in the opinion
tion to follow. Upon Smith’s ar- that “High Treason” has been used
rest, he was released on his own as the title of five films, one play
recognizance. A search warrant and at least five books in recent
was issued and the uncensored film years. The word “treason” has
was surrendered to police by the been used alone as the title of six
Westwood manager. films, and has been used with other
Smith and 20th-Fox plan to plead words as the title of 30 other films,

innocent to the charge, on grounds short stories or books, it was
Ohio’s censorship law in unconsti- pointed out.
tutional. If found guilty, exhib Named in the complaint along
and distrib could be fined $500 for with Rank were Pacemaker Pic-
each time the uncensored reel is tures, the production unit, and

35 years of uninterrupted success
ful* operation. Not only are the
eastern outfits in the forefront of
commercial pix operation, but
there are such important midwest
outfits as Jam Handy of Detroit
and Wilding of Chicago. Top east
ern firms include Audio, Transfilm,
Caravel, Pathescope, William Gans,

may be exhibited. Other restric-

tions listed in the complaint in-

clude the refusal to license the

televising of 16m pix, imposing
arbitraty and excessive clearances

between the first release of a fea-

ture in 35m and its exhibition on
16m.”
The alleged conspiracy, the corn-

shown. Ohio censors have never
banned a newsreel since the law
was enacted in 1913, and have cut
only one in recent years, a shot of

a girl in a brief bathing suit on the
French Riviera.

Arthur Mayer-Edward Kingsley,
‘Inc., the pic’s U. S. distributors.

They were represented in the case

by Louis Nizer and Seymour
Shainswit of the firm of Phillips,

Nizer, Benjamin & Krim.

Leslie Roush, Willard, Affiliated, Pl^mt says, has the effect of sup-

Seaboard, Robert Lawrence and pressing^ the telecasting or tne
— • -

^ One of the “An'er feature films” to U. S. tele-

vision audience, restraining com-
petition in interstaite distribution

and exhibition of feature product,

foreclosing from significant parts

of the U. S. market actual and po-

tential exhibitors of 16m films, and
denying opportunity to people in

theatre-less towns from seeing

other than “outmoded” feature

films.

It is also charged that the de-

fendsgits “have maintained an in-

tricate system to police and en-

Marion Parsonnet.
leading Coast commercial outfits is

the Roland Reed Company, now
also big in telepix.

‘Golden Era

According to Walter Lowendahl,
exec v.p. of Transfilm and pro
ducer of. the film version of “The
Medium,” the making of pix is en-
tering a new “golden era.” As
Lowendahl sees it, the bulk of com
mercial production will remain in
the east, with the New York area
studios also turning out most • of force, and with the assistance of

the TV spots and commercials, the TOA have policed and en-

Hollywood, he believes, will be the forced the licensing restriction!

center of the big programming imposing upon exhibitors of

films, employing top names and feature films, and have blacklisted,

writers. There will be, he feels, an and boycotted exhibitors who dis-

1 increase in Casteiha programming regard such restrictions.”
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rocking the

ticket machines!

Mr. Showman,
Mr. Film. Buyer,

Mr. Booker,

give it plenty

of time-

give it -time

treatment!

It’s doing

‘Moonlight Bay’

business

everywhere!
0/t^-

filNGEI CROWLEY- NORMAN BARIOLD-THE BLACKBORN TWINS- FflETMllNE • wTlTirM lACOBS- BRUCE HUMBERSIONE

Directed by

Mu$lc»l Numbers St»ged *nd Directed by LeRoy Prim » MujicaI Direction Rey Heindorl
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Despite recurrent t^ljc of Inroads

of tele on newsreels, news outfits

';have been putting up a strong bid

for survival and results so f^ have

been extremely encouraging. Latest

company' planning' a newsreel drive

Is tTniversal. Irying
,
Sochin, re-

cently-named shorts subjects and

newsreel topper, feels that there's

still plenty of biz to be had, and
that exhibs have again realized the
importance of news subjects on
their programs.

Bearing out Sochin’s contention
are returns garnered 'by Pararno^nt
News and Warner-Pathe'in recent
sales pitches. Both Par and 'War-

ner picked up between 1,500 to

1,800 new accounts each. Further
indication of the reel outfit’s desire

to fight video competition Is their

frequent experimentation with dif-

ferent programming, seeking sub-

jects that tele neglects and pre-,

senting the news in a more com-
prehensive manner. Reels are

seen getting, an added Uft 'when
they are presented,In color, a .move
that appears not tpo distant. . War-
ner has already indicated that; it

will release its newsreels- in, the fu-*

ture in its own-developed Wamer-
tolor, perhaps launching the tinted

reels with its filming of the Coro-
nation of England’s Queen miza-
beth.

U’s Sochin discounted talks of a
possible merger of several- news
Dutfits, feeling that current com-
petition is good for ail concerned.
He believes that a theatregoer,

jhould have the opportunity to see.

sews reports of more than one
company. Exec thinks It’s- a good
dea for an ’exhib to book the reels

)f two companies for presentation

)n alternate programs.

ANDERSEN’ MAY MaVE

INTO BROADWAY ASTOR
Samuel Groldwyn’s “Hans Chrls-

ian Andersen” may go into the

\stor, N. Y.,- for Christmasj.*- Pic

las been seen by Russell Down-
ng, managing director of the Mu-
lic Hall, and Is also a possibility

lor the giant showcase. How^yef,

rade reports are that sifice the

ouse has been dependent .on Metro

roduct most of the year, Downing
;eels some obligation to give M-G
he highly - valuable Christmasr
slaying time.

f , Astor, owned by the City Invest-

f
ng Co., has Warner Bros.* “Lady
)f Fatima” booked to follow the
current “Will Rogers,” also WB.
It has nothing beyond that, de-
spite its preferential deal vdth Cp-

‘ iUmbia. There's nothing definite

^Enough yet on the Col refease slate

.hat’s suitable, With the aresult that
' )perator Maurice Maurer is casting
ibout for product and has been
n telephonic confabs with Gold-
vyn on “HCA”.
Top Col output is being slotted

nto CFs sister house to the Astor,
he Victoria. Col preferential deal
ilso applies there. Following the
listrib's current “Walk East on
Beacon,” which winds up a 10-week
jtand next week, “Affair in Trini-
iad” (Rita Hayworth) comes in
rnd then Stanley Kramer’s “Four-
Poster.”

“Lady of Fatima” will preem
lay-and-date at the Astor and Cl’s
{inaller long-run house around the
mrner from it, the Bijou. Plan,
iepending on how strong biz

proves. Is to limit the Astor run
when the b.o. starts to falter and
Continue indiPif at the Bijou.

Exhibition •
• polic:^ on “Hans

Christian Anderser^” .won’t be de-
cermined until the print arrives in

N'ew York about October, James
A.. Mulvey, prez of.Sam^uel Gold-
wyn Porductions, sai4 Monday (21)'.

Mulvey explained that there would"
oe several test engagements before
it was decldedi^whether ther’d be a
pre-release, roadshow® or other
special policy.

. ^

Goldwyn topper, accompanied b;^

lales chief Alfred W. Crown, re-
‘:urned over the weekend froiA the
Coast, where they attended a sneak
'3f the pic and discussed plans with
Groldwyn. Also in the huddles
were Ned E. Depinet, RKO proxy,
md Robert Mochrie, sales chief.

iChey returned to New York yestej>
l;lay (Tues.). ‘

,

l&M RADIO

HYPOES ST. L. BIZ

St. Louis,^July 22,

Fanchon & Marco here has in-

augurated a radio 'quizzer tieup

with station '^WJC which has re-

sulted in a b.o. hypo and has made

natives morC film-conscious. While

attendance at its three- deluxers,-

Fox and JMissouri in midtown and

Ambassador iii -the downtown sec-

tor, is not compulsory to cop cuffo

ducats and cash prizes ranging

from ^5 to a jackpot of $500,'

execs of F&M have noted an in-

crease in biz at the three houses

since the tieup began.

The format of the gimmick Is

for Carl McIntyre, -a local radio

gabber using the tag of “Fanchon

& Marco’s Movie Reporter,” pick-

ing seven names, at random, from

the Phonebook and calling them to

answer the question, “What pic-

tures are being shown”—at one of

the three houses. A time limit of

jo seconds is allowed for the reply

and a correct answer cops $25 In

cash, an incorrect one receiving

two cuffo ducats to any of the

houses. ,

If the first question is answered

correctly a $500 cash award is

offered for a more difficult ques-

tion, This prize has yet to he

copped. McIntyre’s daily 'seven

calls are woven into the four disk

jock programs over KWK.

Mich. Allied Asks U. S.
^

Act on Resorts’ Free Fix
Detroit, July 22.

Allied Theatres of Michigan has

protested to the Federal District

Attorney in Grand Rapids and has

asked the U. S. Senate Small Busi-

ness Committee to -investigate the

practice of many resort operators

in the Grand Rapids area of show-

ing free 16m films supposedly dis-

tributed for educational use.

The free pix, Allied charges, are

shown by the resort owners in

competition with legitimate the-

atres, The i6m reels are screened

in conjunction with paid-for-adver-

tising cards on the screen from lo-

cal merchants, and in many, in-

stances an additional collection of

a voluntary nature is solicited.

5 at Work for M-G
Hollywood, July 22.

Start of “A Steak for Connie”
makes a total of five pictures going

into action at Metro during July.

Others are “Sombrero,” “My Moth-
er and Mr. McChesney/’ “The Girl

Who Had Everythbg’^ and “JTeo-

pardy,”
Van Johnson and Janet' L^lgh

costar in “Steak,” with Stephen
Ames producing and Ed#ard Buz-
zell directing.

Lehman, CeUer Aid

Sought in Plea Ys.

20^ Admish Taxes
Inclusion in the Democratic

Party’s platform of. a measure
looking to wipe out the 20%
Federal admissions tax on theatres

has been urged of New York’s Sen,

Herbert H, Lehman and Congress-

man Emanuel CeUer. The two law-

makers are members of the Perns
platform committee.

Recohunendation was made by
Harry Brandt, N. Y, circuit op and
president of the Independent Thea-

tre Owners Assn. In a telegram

to Lehman and CeUer, he asked

for a “plank in the party platform

which WiU call for a review of the

excise tax structure with a view

to the complete elimination of ex-

cise taxes in industries which are

threatened with disastrous conse-

quences because of their exist-

ence.”
Brandt argued that the excises

are discriminatory and in many
cases “act as a subsidy to Govern-
ment at a time when the affected

industries are fighting for sxur-

vival,” He added that the Govern-
ment Could actuaUy increase

revenue via repeal of the excises,

for this would bolster the indus-

tries involved and mean higher

wages for more persons, -conse-

quently increasing corporate and
personal Income tax money.

Continued from past 4

have been added, including bo-

nuses for production and for dis-

tribution of British product in the

American market. ;

As a result of these additional

devices; the amount of iced ster-

ling has become almost negligable,

and it's computed that in the cur-

rent yea.t Hollywood will withdraw
between $25,000,000 and $26,000,-

000 .

With familiar British .reticence

the Board of Trade and Treasury
have given no clue of their inten-
tions. Only official warning was
that given by the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, early in the year,

when he announced that the gov-
ernment would exercise its option
and demand a revision of the two-
yCar Anglo-U. S. pact on the ex-
piration of the first year.
But the industry as a whole Is

alive to the seriousness of the situ-

ation. Exhibitors, producers and
distributors will use all their in-
fluence to prevent any restriction
in imports, emphasizing the neces-
sity of Hollywood product to keep
theatres open and earn the Eady
money which is providing an in-
valuable subsidy for British film-
makers.

Opposition to this viewpoint will
be confined to those few unions
who are constituted in the Film
Industry Employees Council. For
months past they have been Agi-

tating for anti-Hollywood restric-
tions and are now' prepping the
final details of the campaign,
which they hope to submit to the
Chancellor of the Exchequer next
month. A sub-committee of the
unions concerned Is meeting in
London tomorrow (Wed,). to draft
their memorandum to the Chan-
cellor.

Films Steamroll
Continued from pji«e 7

These specialists it’s said, favor

taxing an industry such as films be*

cause it is a “non-essential serv-

ice.” This simply means the pub-
lic is not forced to pay the tax,

since there’s no comjpulsion or

necessity to attend theatres.

Mpis. Tax Spearheads
Minneapolis, July 221

LeRoy J. Miller, Universal

branch manager, named local zone
finance- committee chairman in the

COMPO campaign to rub out the

Federal 20% amusement tax, has
appointed Harry B. French, Minne-
sota Amus. Co. president; Bennie
Berger, North Central Allied head;
Eddie Ruben and Ted- Mann
chairmen.
Tbe amount to be raised tlmough

contributions .of exhibitors in the
Minneapolis film zone is' $7,170.

‘NaliYe Sm’
Continued 'from pare 7

state’s Department of Education,
parent body of the censorship divi-

si^. London will argue the case
before the court when it comes up
in September.
Film was banned on the ground

that it “is not of a moral, educa-
tional or amusing and harmless
character.” Censor board further
stated that it was harmful because
it “contributes to racial mlsundei>
standing, presenting situations un-
desirable to the mutual interests

of both races; against public Inter-

est in Undermining confidence that
justice 'can be carried out; presents
racial friction at a time when all

groups should be united against
evei^hing that is subversive.”

Film, English-language picture
made in Argentina with author,
Richard Wright, in the leading
role, has played New York situa-

tions after reCfciVing the state’s

seal *of approval.

Simmons-Granger
Continued from p«fe Y

Jvles Stein
Continued from pace S

vaude-^will come irto being,
Stein adds.
Maybe they will be' telecast into

theatres, but a new plus value for
the picture houses is inevitable.
Stein thinks that certain fringe the-
atres must dose, •' and that with
more discriminating film clienteles,

the grosses for top pictures will be
greater than ever. • He notes: “Hdw-
evdl^, I must Say that film produc-
tion can’t improve much more; it’s

pretty darn good now.”,.
The drive^ns are that “new

form” of entertainment that Stein
envisions, but he admit/n “it is lim-

ited because -it’s seasonal.” ,

Doris (Mrs.) Stein is shuttling
bdtAveen London and Paris, and
both are going to Salzburg and
thence Cap d’Antibes for the month
of August. She has

.
been helping

David Stein decorate the new MCA
offices in Paris, situated in a pri
vate house near the Etoile. Latter
Stein, head of MCA in France* is

I.C.'s brother.

tion, under protest, she notified

RKO that if she won the court bat-

tle, her fee for the picture would
be $250,000 and would hold RKO
responsible to the tune of $1,000,*-

000 if the film interfered, with her

plans to make “Young Bess’? at

Metro.
The Deadline

Hughes’ dramatic statement that

Miss Simmons and her actor hus-,

band Stewart Granger' signed the.

settlement agreement one minute
•before an ultimatum deadline

—

and after a night of vainly seek-

ing modifications—does not square

with the court record. Hughes epn-

tended that he had set a 9:30 dead-

line for signing and was en route

to court to testify when notified

that the Grangers had signed at

9:29 ajn.

However,' plaintiffs’ attorney
Martin Gang -announced in. court

that the papers had been signed at

6:30 'a.m,~and the statement was
not disputed by defense counsel

W. ,1. Gilbert, Jr. .The ..transcript

shoWs the following .colloquy:

The Court: “Did you get these
motion, picture people up at 6:30.

this morning to sign, those papers?”
Gilbert; don’t thjnk they got

to bed.”

Gang: “Some of them didn’t get

to bed. I was not one of those.”

Hughes also stated that 'he had
suggested the so-cAlled “negotiable

contract” under which Mi4s Sim-
mons will make three, pictures in

the year beginning Feb. 1, 1.953,.

under RKO auspices for $200,000
for the year. These pictures, how-
ever, eannot be made by RKO but
will be made - by any major or
selected independent , named by
the studio. '

•

Hughes suggested the compro-
mise after Miss* Simmons .had
flatly declared she would sign no
settlement* which Involved further
pictures for her at RKO.

No Tax Chitelini;

In addition' ti) winning' the ^con-

tract victory,.. Miss Simmons and
Granger won a complete exonera-
tion from Federal Judge Emest A.
Tolin of courtroom allegations that

they had attempted tax-finagling in

beginning contract negotiations
with Hughes last year. The defense
charged that manipulati<|n of- pay-*

ment clauses to permit the Gran-
gers to take advantage of the capi-

tal gains tax by padding the price
of a house and book-they were sell-

ing, and correspondingly reducing
tlie amount of Miss Simmons’
actual sala^, pul the plaintiffs in

the position of coming into court
with “unclean hands.”

In' a final statement. Judge Tolin
declared that it Was “unfortunate
that fraud "haar^heen brought Into

the case by suggestion because it

hasn’t been brought into it by the
evidence.”

,The court said it had “wondered”
at the reason for the open, comi;
allegation of “unclean hands” since
similar claims had been made in
pre-trial memoranda and the open-
ing statement “did not add any-
thing except verbiage.”

“It has been hinted at when the
court had occasion to rule on a
motion to limit the scope of the
depositions,”, the j u d g* e com-
mented. “I knew it before ever
coming out to try the case , . ,

there people have been jn a some-
what publicized case, subjected to
an assertion that RKO arid Mr.
Hughes were going to prove that
they were guilty of frapdiilent inr
tention and of overt acts looking
toward fraud to an extent.that a
District Court of the U. S. could
not grant them relief,

“I have been sitting here now,
and, as I say, it was 30 days yes-
terday since this case started,
waiting for some evidence of that.
1 cannot say that the evidence
bears out to any degree at all

even a suggestion of fraudulent
intent or of unclean hands on the
part of these plaintiffs,

“There just is riot any evidence
of unclean hands or of * any at-
tempt to evade any tax.,As I say,
there isn’t a suggestion in .the evi
dehce. There is a suggestion of it

.in the comments and in the argu-
ments. There was an .objective .of
proving it — but that has fallen
short. • •

'Never "Wipe Out the Harm . . .*

“You never completely wipe out
the harm that is done people by
statements of that kind; although,
on the other hand, the Importance
of the slur is sometimes over-em

i

phasized too. People go -about

thinking *wm, this has been said
about me and it is not true.’ They
are made sensitive by it and it

weighs on them more than it does
with the short-memoried public;
but nonetheless it is an unfortu-
nate thing.’?

Trie court cpminontcd that it had,,

had no “real confidence” in the
possibility of a settlement and con-
sequently had researchecl tax law
to determine what wa? applicable
to the ea.Se. Thj nridlngs, the
judge said, convinced him that
there was nothing .wFon^ with the
basic transaction in which Granger
sought to sell the house and the
book in a “package deal” for his

wife’s services,

“He bought the house- before he
realized the' burden that a large
house of that kind can be in

Southern California, and he got
more money Invested in it

than, he wanted to have invested in

a housed He Wanted a different
type of establishment. He wanted
to sell it. It was a drug on the
market.

“RKO wanted to employ his
wife. 'What would be more natural
to an astute man' with managerial
talents. Which I think equril those
of Mr. Allenberg (Bert Allenbe'rg,

William Morris Agency Veepee), in

so far as they were demonstrated
in this case.

“Certainly, were T ah actor I

would just as soon be represented
by Mr. Granger as by the Morris
Agency. He did a very„gpod job.”

Discussing 'the . difference be-
tween tax evasion and tax avoid-
ance, the .court' commented that a
package deal” of this kind might
be wrong if, badly Inflated values
were placed on the properties to

be sold. However, he added, “there
isn’t any evidence or suggestion
that the Grangers felt; their house
to be worth less than they were
asking for it. In faOt, there is a lot-

of evidence that it was worth sub-
stantially -wdiat they were asking
in this contract,
“There isn’t any evidence that

the story was worth less. But sup-
pose it were. If it were worth le.'s,

before you could call their trans-
action one in which they would be
selling the services of Jean Sim-
mons and calling it the' price of the
house, you would have to have an
intent that they do that.”
Under the terms of the settle-

ment, Hughes pays all court costs
and Gang’s attorney fees of $35-,-

000. Court costs include filing fees
and the 'charge for the daily tran-
script, which- hit a total of 1,961
pages. Transcript alone cost an
estimated $3,000;

In winding up the courtroom
battle, the judge echoed the senti-
ments of the handful of spectators
and newsmen, commenting “It has
been an interesting case in its

broad aspects. At times it has be-
come frightfully dull.”

Exhibs-IATSE
ContliiucA from vase 3

jobs are in "jeopardy In conse-
quence of nosediving grosses, Don-
nelly says:

Among the proposals to be con-
sidered are .a drive to get the fami-
lies of all AFL imions to attend a
film at least once a

.
week and to

get morfir actively into the fight for
repeal of the Federal 20% amuse-
ment admission tax,

Eric Johnston, head of the Mo-
tion Picture Assn* pf Awierica, will

be present during the convention,
which promises to be one of the
largest in point of attendance
ever held here. Donnelly predicts

there’ll be 5,000 convention dele-
gates and guests on hand. .

Approximately $20,000. will be
spent by the local, committee on
arrangements. . The International
itself ^11 dish out around $250,000.
for auditorium- space, banquets,
hotel rooms, mileage and . other
delegate expenses, according to

Donnelly. There'll be elaborate en-
tertainment.
The organization's board of di-

rectors will gather here a week
ahead of the convention.

tt Yiiars later

Hollywood, July 22, ^
Mickey Rooney, Ray McDonald

and Richard Quine, who teamed
in Metro’s “Babes on Broadway”
11 years ago, worked together

again in Columbia’s “All Ashore,’

just completed.
Rooney starred, McDonald was

featured and Quine directed.
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that’s already frozen in France

and they feel it imperative to get I

more than 90 licenses.

'Ko Subsidy^ Stand

James A. Mulvey, prez of Saip,-

uel Goldwyn Productions and

chairman of SIMPP’s eastern dis-

tribution committee, fouiid com-

Dlete support among his members
for a ‘’no subsidy" stand. It is

understood SIMPP would rather

accept the 90-pic celling than go

for the subsidy principle. Society

objected to it in Italy and feels

that any further acceptance would

just lead to similar demands by
other countries.

Mulvey feels that further nego-

tiations are imperative. Neither he

nor Alfred Wv Crown, Goldwyn
sales chief, who repped SIMPP at

earlier sessions in Paris, will go
there, however.

Meantime, MPAA speeded up by
two days the departure for Paris

of Ted Smith, former aide to John
G. McCarthy, director of the inter-

national division of the association.

Smith has beep named the organi-

zation’s Paris rep and planes out

for the post today (Wed-). ‘Already

on the scene are Fayette W. All-

port, London rep, and Eugene Van
Dee, Rome rep, who also sat in on
the original negotiations.

Actual negotiations will be in the
hands of the U. S. State Dept.,

though it took a slap from the

French with the issuance of the

decree over the weekend. Ambas-
sador James Dimn had requested
the French only last Thursday (17)

to postpone further talks for a

month. They told him' they would
consider it; and he reported his

opinion, which was transmitted by
State Dept, to the MPAA, that he
had won his point.

Two days later, without any no-
tice whatsoever, the decree was
Issued. It. obviously was in prep-
aration ^at the very time that Dunn
was huddling with the French
Foreign Office, since it was signed
by three ministers and by Premier
Pinay.

Dunn was seeking the delay as
a result of the stalemate resulting
from two previous series of con-
fabs with the French. These were
handled by the State Dept, with
industry . reps sitting in as advisers.
The subsidy plan and a cut to 90
imports annually were, suggested
at that time, while the Yanks were
plugging for free importation and
free remittances.

The new decree slices to 138 pix
the 186 permitted from the entire
world in previous years. There is

no countr,y-by-country breakdown,
but MPAA reps were told orally
that 90 permits would be allowed
the U. S. Its previous quota was
121 . .

Remittances Unmentioned
There is likewise no mention of

remittances, but word given out
by the French is that American
distribs would be permitted to
withdraw $1,200*000 annually at
the official exchange rate (350
francs to the dollar) and the rest at
the capital rate (now about 372
to the dollar). Yanks have been get-
ting about $4,500,000 out each year
at the official rate, although every-
thing has been blocked since last
November.

The. French have Informed

MPAA reps that no further import
permits will be issued until the
Americans have signed a contract
based on the decree. That is one
of the reasons why MPAA mem- 1 tributors

TV As Ad Medium

Urged on Exliibs By

New England Assn.

Of ‘loyalty Bd.’ Plan
Hollywood, July 22,

Revival of the Motion Picture

Industry Council '**lo5^1ty board"

proposal, recently defeated by a

dis-
Screen Writers Guild,

Ind^ is being attempted by Ronald Rea-

Boston, July 22.

Greater use of television as

an advertising medium
urged upon producers and dis-

this week by
ber companies are willing to con- pendent Exhibitors, Inc., a New gan, president of the Screen Actors
sidev the subsidy. England theatremen’s group affili- Guild and one of the plan’s origl-

Thei;e are now enough unre- nators. He said the writers turned
leased U. S. pix in France to hold [etin^^he ^orSniz^Slon states- ‘‘We because of misun-
the distribs until late fall. It is can Aever quite figure oVwhy the derstanding and confusion, plus a

imperative, however, that they get producers don’t get to the public
of opposition from the little

new ones in so that they can start through their TV sets and show hrothei-s,

dubbing. They need the new pix, them trailers of the current movie “The proposed committee,’/ he
m addition, because pix dubbed in hits at a time before they become

a lost audience.

With rare exceptions," the bul-
letin continues, ‘‘such as RKO’s
with ‘Alice’ and ‘King Kong’ (both

! I I
which"w^uid h.™
ing house, permitting the freelan-

Fnmce are also used in Belgium,
Switzerland and French-speaking
Canada.

added, ‘‘would not have been a
loyalty board. I would be opposed
to any loyalty board. I am against f
any private citizens acting as a
court of judgment., This was not
the purpose of the committee.

The State Dept, is expected to
put up a mighty holier at the
treatment by the French, but ac- interests are doing nothing to
tually It can t take ^pre than public ‘hep’ as to what’s
remonstrative steps ur^il the in- going on in the theatres. The time
tern^ional session in October on gg^. g^j, audience is before clear Mv urincinal concernthe General Agreement on Tariffs showtime and TV is the best avail- ^
and Trade. France and the U S ^

i’ i
is for those risking unjust dis-

are both +bic
accomplish this, crimination because of unfair ac-

but for reasons unknown \ve, as an
industry, are passing it up. Frank-
ly, we don’t understand. We’re
sending a copy of this to our pro
ducer-distributor associates and
we will let you know what comes

—

are both signatories and this
country can make legal objection.
Distribs can’t wait that long, how-
ever.

There was brief talk in film cir-
cles Monday of embargoing fur-
ther imports to France and hold-

1
if arid *when."

ing up release of pix already there.
Thinking was that this would make
French exhibs scream and bring Spingold's Coa$f Talk*
pressure on the government. How- Nate Spingold. Columbia veepee,

cer unjustly accused of being sub-
versive to make his position per-

cusations.’

M-G Fiscal Switch
Continued from pas:e 5

in principle, just as SIMPP is.

Whether MPAA could make a deal
without either State or SIMPP is

open to question. That leaves the
situation far from resolution.
Repping the State Dept, in fur-

ther talks with the French will be
Gerald Mayer, of the Embassy

Souvaine-Levin
Continued from page 4 i

table based on only 15% from the

foreign market,

, i^acc MXJiiKvrjku. On the second front the Loew s

New York for the Coast last adjustment in writeoffs showed the
since Yanks aont want to take

i ^ i i i. i

chances with devaluation or other
^

^ r
playoff of pix moving at close to

action against the $5,000,000 or so Exec, who is overall chief of same rate in the early weeks

stte De/ft , h • ,
“g/wm coSe“ subseniuent-

Cohn and other studio execs on up- ly going slower. Consequently, the

coming product. total cost of each film Is now being
written off on the basis of 44.1%
at the end of 12 ^yeeks instead of

44.8% as formerly, 67.7% at 24
weeks instead of 70.7%, 77,5% at

36 weeks instead of 85.1%, 87.7%
at 52 weeks instead of 95% and

Tteff"VnrrLab^uissC who "han- will probably be offered eacirnim 100% at 78 weeks, the same as

died the earlier negotiations, is before the non-theatrical shows are formerly.

ill. Mayer who attended the pre- attempted.
.

Changes were effectuated on
vious sessions, is former topper of However, even where there is a March 13, 1952, Moskowitz said,

the MPAA’s international division theatre, Souvaine feels that one or He added that if the amortization
two performances sponsored in table had continued unchanged,
their own auditoriums by church the corporation’s profit for its re-

or civic groups might be valuable ^ent 40-week fiscal period, which
prior fo a run in the theatre. It amounted to $4,478,133, wpuld'
would be in the nature of a pre- fiave been $117,082 less,

view or a big-city charity preem ^

and get word-of-mouth around

50c a year for four years or $6 that could help the exhib.

down and 25c a year for four years. In addition to this aspect of "the

The coin for financing this pur- Thomas will supervise regular

chase reportedly will come from J
three sources. Chemical Bank<& uct for theatres. Souvaine expects

Trust Co., N. Y., and Mellon Bank, to have 15 or 20 pix next season,

in Pittsburgh, would put up $7,500,- alniost all of them in English.

000. DuMont and Chesler’s asso- Some are

ciates would each pqt up an addi- been shot irt English in other coun-

and Continental rep of MPAA.

Ghesler’s Group
M Continued from pae:e 1

UpUMm
For 40 Weeks

Loew’s overall expenses in-

creased by $4,355,000 in the 40
weeks ended last June 5, an ad-
vei^se uptrend which clearly cued
tlie corporation’s current economy
drive. Despite an improvement in

gross income and tax benefits from
prior years, the net earnings for
the period were off due to the
higher cost of operations.

Total revenue for the 40-week
period reached $135,646,000 and
costs amounted to $125,630,000. In
the corresponding period of 1951,
the gross income was - listed at
$132,883,000 and costs at $121,-
275,000.
Loew's net profit for the new

period was $4,478,133, equal to,87c
per common share, it was reported
at the weekend by Charles C. Mos-
kowitz, v.p. and treasurer. This
compares with a net of $5,567,619,
or $1.08 per common share,, in the
corresponding 1951 period.

Earnings for the 12 weeks ended
last June 6 were $740,817, or 14c
per share, compared with $1,341,-

754, or 26c per share, for the 12
weeks ended June 7, 1951, Mos-
kowitz reported.

Kon-Tiki Md[«e Co.
Formation of Kon-Tikl Enter-

prises, Inc., by Sol Lesser produc-
tions, Rand-McNally Publishing Co.
and Thor Heyerdahl, producer of
tt- film, "Kon-Tiki," is disclosed
with opening of headquarters in
Chicago.
New outfit was set up to mer-

chandise articles bearing a "Kon-
Tiki" motif, such as table lamps,
bookends, clocks, etc.

AMG Exits MPIC
Hollywood, July 22.

Another member group ’ankled
the Motion Picture Industry Coun-
cil—this time the Artists Manage-
ment Guild—because of a hassle
over assessments and policies.

Action followed that of the
Screen Directors Guild a few
months ago.

She^ Luxlovely

New York Theatres
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tional $2,500,000. That makes $12,-

500,000 available. If the $6 cash
payoff plan is used, the $500,000
cash remaining will be held for
working capital by the
group.

Banking Setup

tries and a few will have been
dubbed.

. _
Souvaine, who set up his film

_ outfit a couple years ago, is a

Chesler 1
TV and radio package producer.

Thomas has been in distribution

since 1913. He was one of the or-

Howard Hughes, controlling ganizers eff Monogram and

stockholder in RKO, is reportedly was presidei^ and general sales

personally guaranteeing $7,000,000
of the Chemical loan. A side facet

of the deal is understood to be an
arrangement by Mellon Bank to

take Bankers Trust, N. Y., com

manager of PRC Picures. He re-

signed in 1947 and became prexy

of Equity Pictures.

Levin until last year was exec

V. p. of Confidential Reports, Inc.,

pletely out of the RKO picture, which he helped found in 1945. It|

Mellon and Bankers are partners was a co-op set up by the major
now in a loan to RKO totalling distribs for theatre checking. He’s

more than $7,000,000, and Bankers also a vet distrib.

is understood willing to get out.

Chesler is understood to have
spent considerable time recently

at the Mellon Bank in Pittsburgh

with Noah Dietrich, Hughes’ prin

cipal lieutenant, and Tom Slack,

RKO Indie Deals
Continued from page S

Hughes’ lawyer. The Canadisln was Revolutionary War hero. The
reported in New York yesterday other four productions Will be an-

(Tues.) working out final details, nounced later.

Move would still further Deal is also In the works for

strengthen Hughes’ hold on RKO. RKO to acquire for release “Face

He now owns about 1,000,000 of the to Face," two-part film produced

3,900,000 shares outstanding. By
reducing the outstanding shares by
2,000,000, which will be presented

to RKO by Chesler for the nega-

tives, Hughes will hold about 52%
of the company.

The reduction in shares will also

greatly enhance the book value of

the stock, which also makes the

deal highly attractive to the RKO
topper. Book value, as of last Dec.

31, was $9.10. By^ cutting the

number of outstanding shares in

half, book value Is automatically

doubled. Since the value of the

negatives is carried on the books

at the nominal figure of $1, selling

off this asset does not depreciate

the book value.

Also involved in the negotia-

tions, it is understood, is Harry
Gold, former sales chief for

Hughes’ indie product.

by Huntington Hartford. Film con-

!

sists of adaptations of two short

stories, "The Secret Sharer," by
Joseph Ck)nrad, and “The Bride

Comes to Yellow Sky," by Stephen
Crane. James Mason stars in the

former ahd Robert Preston has the

lead in the latter.

On RKO's future reissue slate

are "Annie Oakley," starring Bar-|

bara - Stanwyck, and "Allegheny
Uprising," starring John Wayne,
Another package consists of "Look

|

Who’s Laughing” and "Too Many
Girls," both starring Lucille Ball.

Latter includes Miss Ball’s vis-a-

vis, Desi Amaz. Dual bills are set

for re-release during August and
September. Company is also weigh-

ing a package consisting of "Top

Hat," Ginger Rogers-Fred Astaire

starrer, and "Suspicion," starring

Cary Grant.

co-starring in "THE STORY OF WILL ROGERS"
A WARNER BROS. PRODUCTION

COLOR BV
TCCKNICOLPK NOW SHOWING LOCALLY
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NEW YORK
Warner Bros, district managers to

their respective territories over the
weekend following a two-day sales

confab at the homeoffice. Session,

presided over by Ben Kalmenson,'
oistribiition v.p., wound up Friday
(18). Plans for pix to be released

from now through the first of the
year were discussed at the palaver.

ST. LOUIS
Tom Bloomer, prez of MPTOA of

Eastern Missouri and Southern
Illinois, set Sept. 29-30 as date for
annual meeting to be held here.

. A pass good for 30 days . was
awarded to every person in Dexter,
Mo., who was born on July 7, 1907
as part of the 45th anni celebration'

of the lighting of the Weeks Thea-
tre. town’s first film house.

Mrs. Edith Major lighted her
* new drive-in hear Paris, Mo., and
A, Schwartz plans an eaifiy lighting

of new ozoner near Sullivan, Mo.
• Ansell Bros., reopened their Em-
press,- St. Louis, for pictures until

legit .season starts In Sept.

Midwest Theatres, Boston, Mass.,

relighted its Overland, St. Louis
(llounty. ,

Recent shutterings in St. Louis
area include.the Uptoym, owned by
A. L. Matreci: the 'tJapitol, a St.

Louis Amus. Co., unit., the Down-
ing owned by J. B, and Earl Ruth,
Downing, Mo.; the Ricky, Mattoon,
III. owned by the Mullanev Bros.,

and the Sharob, Bunker Hill, 111,,

owned by Tom Baker.
Turner-Farrar Assn., owner and

operators of theatres in southern
Illinois applied to FCC for a tele-

vision station in Harrisburg, 111,

PITTSBURGH
fcharles D o r t i c, Columbia.’s

branch manager in Albany for sev-

eral years, returned to Pittsburgh
as company’s salesihan in the West
Virginia territory. Transfer was at

his own request. Dortic, who • for-

merly- worked here for WB, UA
and U, replaces Jack Jackter, who
joins sales staff of the Washing-
ton, D. C., exchange.
Wayne MePeak resigned as man-

ager of the Manos Theatre in Tar-
entum.

Bernadine Loper resigned her
post at the Columbia exchange,,
and a new employee there is Vir-
ginia Bayles, who w'as on th6 local
20th-Fox staff some time ago.

Percentage suits filed by RKO,
20th-Fox, Par and Loew’s against
the Ligonier, Pa., theatre settled
out of court by. defendants James
A. Alexas, Alex Alexas and J. E,
Williams. They ho longer h.ave the
house. It’s being operated under
lease by Clyde S. Waugmaman.
Jim Vazzana resigned his sales

berth at the ‘Monogram exchange.
Regis Bums named supervising

manager of the three Blatt Bros,
drive-ins in the Erie district,
the Sky-Way, Lawrence Park and
the Star. Until his. shift, Burns di-
rected publicity and advertising
for the Blatt circuit from its head-
quarters in Pittsburgh.

CHICAGO ;

managed, held sales' fheeting of
' Kansas City, St. Louis. Omaha and
Des Moines staffers under his jur-

isdiction.

Art Anderson, promoted from
Warner midwest to prairie district

manager, moving to Chicago where
he’ll make his headquarters.
Gene Sichelman, Columbia home-

office play representative, a visitor.

Republic lining up saturation
bookings for “Women of Wilder-
ness,” formerly titled “Minnesota,”
which has its world premiere in

Duluth and here July 23 and 24. .

LeRoy J. Miller, Universal branch,
manegar, named distributor-chair-

man for the COMPO sponsored
“The Real Miss America” short.

• J. I

LOS ANGELES
M. & A. Alexander Productions

bought distribution rights to “Alas-
ka Patrol,” an Edward L. Alperson
picture formerly released through
Film Classics.
George A. Hickey, Metro’s west-

ern sales manager, conducting
meetings with branch managers in

Salk Lake City and San Francisco
to discuss .fall release lineup.

Gilbert Souto resigned as for-
eign publicity director for 'Walt
Disney Productions and left for
Rio de Janeiro, his native city, to
become ad-pub director for the
Brazilian branch of United Artists.

Sid Pink, sales manager for Arch
Oboler Productions, closed a deal
with Britlsh-Lion for United King-
dom distribution Of “The Twonkey”
and “The Day After Tomorrow."

BALTIMORE
Loew’s Parkway, deluxe nabe

here, sold to Morris A. Mechanic,
who operates the' downtown New
and the nearby Centre. Mechanic
will shutter the house which at
one time was one of the top profit
makers in town. Plans for an office
building Or supermarket to replace,,
are being mulled.

Elimination of the Parkway, now-
leaved Loew’s with only the deluxe
Century operating here, where it

previously operated along with the
Parkway, the Stanley, turned back
to Warner Bros., and the Valencia,
atop the Century, darkened some
months ago. Chain maintained a
district office here which was sub-,
sequently switched to Washington.’
It also employed a city mahager
and publicity director iii addition
to individual house managers.

DENVER
Warren Butler resigned as man-

ager of the Paramount, and went
to Salida, Colo., as city manager,
for Atlas Theatres.
Helen Stone, 20th-Pox secretary,

on. film row many year.s, quits to
enter other business.

E. J. Touey, 60, long-time theatre
man, died after ' long illness at his
Grant, Neb. home.
Don Lappin, who recently re-

signed as Broadway manager, now
managing the Ritz.
Tom • Bailey • adds franchise of

Mutual Productions to his Lippert
Pictures agency.

Harry Brown returns as manager
of the Oriental when it reopens
July 29 with “Son of Paleface.”
LaiTy Stein will do press.

Charles Walters elected to Varie-
ty Club board, replacing Leo Mil-
ler, resigned.

Capitol, Morrison, III., sold to
LeRoy B. McMahon, who also op-
erates the Gran, Granville, 111.

RKO, Columbia, and 20th all
filed denials to the $24,000,OOfr Ess-
aness suit. this week. •

RKO Theatres moving its mid-
west headquarters from Chicago to
Cincinnati. Jerome Schimbach,
present division manager, switches
to new center, but Frank Smith, la-
bor relations contact, remains in

- Chicago. BKO new has only one
theatre here, the Grand.

Metropolis Corp., group of bond-
holders in the Oriental Theatre
Bldg., appealing to Illinois Su-
preme Court for an accounting of
the Double B Co., last operators of
the house before' it shuttered June
4. Indie reopens July 29 under
Walca Corp. management.

MINNEAPOLIS
Federal amusement admissions

tax collections for June, mainly
from film theat#es, were $508,000,
<!ompared to $599,000 for the same
1951 month, .reflecting declining
hoxoffice trend.

M,E.E., comprising leading Twin
Cities conventional theatre owners,
inaugurating “buck night” at one
of their five Minneapolis-St. Paul
area ozoners, the Starlite, with a
carload admitted for the single $1
admission.
M. A, Levy, 20th-Fox district

REGINA, SASK.
Joe deVries, Winnipeg, new

manager of Roxy and Princess the-
atres at Melville, Sask., owned by
Jack Zaitzow. Succeeds Joe Har-
ris who moved to Winnipeg.

Administrator of the theatres
branch of the provincial labor de-
partment for the p^t* year, R. E.
Tiffin, Regina, resigned to enter
private business at Indian Head,
Sask,

DALLAS
Sunset Theatre, Houston, leased

by Carlton Paulson, Helen Buck-
ner, Charles Maisel, Jimmy Jeter,
Clinton Howard and Carrol Gra-
ham and reopens later this month
as Academy Theatre. Group will
show only Oscar winning films
opening with “The Song of Berna-
dette.” Jeter will manage house.
Harry Gould, 67, retired as man-

ager of Palace Theatre, Fort
Worth. In show business for 50
years, he managed the Palace the
past 26 years.
Beulah Green named assistant

manager of State Theatre, San
Antonio. Her old post as cashier
of the Aztec will be taken by Bar-
bara Moorehead.
Bob Vaught purchased the Rio

Theatre at Dayton from J. G. Long
Theatre Circuit with headquarters
at Bay City. Vaught operates the-
atres at Cross Plains and Baird,
Tex.
Joe Brown, city manager in Tex-

as City, for the Long Theatre Cir-
cuit, named prez of Rotary Club
there at its annual election last
week.

I Holdovers Sustain Omaha,
‘Courier’ Eyes Good 9 14G

I

Omaha, July 22.

Business evidently okay from the
holdovers. “Lovely to Look At’

went ’into its third week at the

Omaha. • Of the new pictures,

“Diplomatic Courier” at the Or-

pheum.with “Fort Defiance” had a

good opening,
“Skirts Ahoy” went into the

State last Tuesday (22) following

two weeks of “Carbine Williams”
and “When in Rome.” “Walk East

on Beacon” and “Brave Warrior”
at the Brandeis not veiy im-,

pressive.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)—

“Walk East on Beacon” (Col) and
“Brave Warrior” (Col). Not so hot
$6,000. Last week, “Rancho'Notorl-
ous” (RKO) and “Tembo” (RKO),
liglit $5,000,
Orpheimi (Tristates) (3,000; 16-70)—“Diplomatic Courier” (20th) and

“Fort Defiance” (UA). Opened
Friday and, may get $9,5(X). Last
week, “Scaramouche” (M-G) and
“Here Come the Marines” (Mono),
above. first estimate with $10,500.
. Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 36-7()L—“Lovely to Look At” (M-G), (3d

wk). Still doing nicely at $7i500.
Last week, very good $9,000,

State (Goldberg) C865; 25-76)-r
“Carbine Williams” (M-G) and
“When In Rome” (2d wk). Okay at

$5,000. Last week, $6,500. -

DENVER
(Continued from page 8). .

$14,000 and holding. Last week,,
“Pat and Mike” (M-G) (4th wk).
Fair $6,000. ..

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 40-85)—“Jumping Jacks” (Par). (2d wk).
Fair $9,500 but holds. Last week,
big $16,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 40-85)

—

“Lydia Bailey” (20th) and “Return
of Frank' James” (20th), day-date*
with Esquire.' Fair $13,000.' Last
v^^eek, “'Winning Team” (WB) and
“Outlaw Women” (Lip), good
$16,000.
-Esquire (FOx) (742; 40-85) —

“Lydia Bailey” (20th) and “Return
of Frank James” (20th) as Denver.
Fair $2,500. Last week, “Winning
Team*’ (WB) and “Outlaw Women”
(Lip), good .-$3,000.

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 40-85).

—

“Robin Hood” (RKO). Fine $16,-
000 and holds. Last week, “Skirts
Ahoy” (M-G) and “Breakdown”
(Indie) (2d wk). Fair $10,000.
Paramount (Wolfberg). (2,200; 40-

85)—“She’s Working -Her Way
Through College” (WB). Big $16,-
500 and holds. Last week^, “Cripple
Creek” (CqD and “Red » Snow”'
((j'oD. fine $14,000.
Tabor ' (Fox) (1,967; 40-85)—

'•“Ivory Hunter” (U) and “Just
Across the Street” (U). as Aladdin,
Webber. Good $8,(^. Last week,
“Valley of the Eagles” (Lip) and
“Stolen Face” (Lip), good $7,500?

'

Vogue .(Pike) (600; 60-85)—‘-‘Ad-

'

venturess’J (Indie). Poor $1,500.
Last week, “Emperor’s Nightin-
gale” (Indie), dull $1,600.
Webber (Fox) (750; 40-85) —

“Ivory Hunter” (U) and “Just
Acro:s the Street” (U), as Aladdin,
Tabor. -Good $3,750. Last week,
“Valley of the Eagles” (Lip) and
“Stolen Face” (Lip), good $4,000.

K^SAS CITY
(Continued from page 8)

mouche” (M-G) (2d wk), g(
$8,500.

* ®

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-57
“California Conquest” (Col) a
“Cripple Creek” (Col). Fair
$6,00.0. Last week, “Walk East
Beacon” (Col) and “Brave W
rior” (Col), same
^^Paramount (Tri-States) (1,9
5()-69)—“Jumping Jacks” (Par) i

wk). Holds to great $11,000, a
will hold again. Last week, sc
$18,000, best money here in ma
weeks.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, G

nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100, 2,0
700, 1,217; 50-75)—“Has Anybc
Seen My Gal?” (U) at all fc
houses, with “Wagons We
(Mono) added at Tower a
Granada. Topping average
$14,000. Last week, “Ivory Huntc
(U) and “Valley of Eagles” (L
pert), so-so $11,000.
Vogue (Golden) (500- 50-85

“Odette” (Indie). Mild $14
Last week. “Wooden Horse” (

die), satisfactory $1,500,

SEATTLE
(Continued ti'om o:ige 9)

id His Arms” (U) (2d wk), oke
$ . ,400.

Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 50-$l)
—“East on Beacon St.” (Col) plus
Yvette Dare and hurley stage show.
Great $12,000 on eight days. Last
week (45-70) “6 Convicts” (Col)
and “Half Breed” (RKO) (2d runs),
slow six days, $2,600.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;

65-90) — “Diplomatic C o u r i e r”
(20th) and “Maytime in Mayfair”
(Indie). Good S8.000. I.ast week,
“Wagons V/e.Sw” i’'.Iono) a-id

‘

’eud-
In’ Fools” (Mono), slow $4,600.

* r 4 ./
h. I * V

'WeJ«ig|ia«y, July 2.3.

BOSTON
(Continued from page 8)

wk). Dipped to about $14,000 fol-

lowing neat $23,500 for first.

Metrojmlitan (NET) (4,367; 85-

$1.25)
—

“Captfiin Pirate” (Col),

Johnnie Ray and others onstage.
Opened fair Fri. (18); figures at

disappointing $40,000. .Last week,
“Wait Till Sun Shines, Nellie”
(20th) and “Navajo” (Lip). Sluggish
$11,500 for eight days.'
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)—

“Pat & Mike” (MG) and “Montana
Territory". (Col) .(2d wk). Off to
about $10,000 following oke $15,500
for 'first.

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)—“Working Way Through College”
(WB) and “Wagons West” (Mono)
(2d wk). Oke $9,500 after $13,500
last.’

State (Loew) (3,500; ^ 40-85)—
“Pat & Mike” (M-G) and “Montana
Terrltbry” (Col) (2d wk. Near
$6,000 ‘after nice $10,800 in first.

StlooOkar.WllG,

‘Courier’ Fast $17,500
St. Louis, July 22.

Hot interest via TV in' Demo-
cratic national convention is cutr
ting into grosses at mainstemmer?
ufter fine biz was racked up over
the. weekend. “She’s Working Her
Way Through College” is off to a
nice start as is “Francis Goes to

West Point”
Estimates for This Week..

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-
75)—“Anybody 'Seen My Gal” (U>
and “Red Ball Express” (U). Good
$11,000. T^ast week, “San Fran-
cisco Story” (WB) ' and “Valley of
the Eagles” (Lip), nice $9,500.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)—“Fran-

ces Goes .to West Point” (U) and
“Ivory Himter” (U). ..Opened to-
day (Tues.). Last week, “Diplo-
matic Courier” (2Qth) and “Lady
in Iron Mask” (20th), swell $17,500.
Loew’s (Loew) (3JL72; 50-75)—

"‘Pat and Mike” (M-G) (2d wk).
Neat $12,500 following solid $18,-
000 for first stanza.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)—

“She’s Working Her 'Way Through
College” (WB) and “Pace That
Thrills”

.
(RKO). Good $14,000.

Last week, . “Just Across tlie

Street” (U) (2d wk), trim $12,500.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;

75-90)—“My Son John” (Par). Okay
$4,000. .Last week, . “Lavender Hill
Mob” (U) (2d wk), $3,500.
“Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;

75-90)—“My Son John” (Par).-

Modest $4,500. Last week, “Mart
in White” (U) (5th wk), fair $3,000,

LOUISVILLE
(Continued from page 8)

week, s'ami^ bill managed sturdy
$3,500.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;

54-75)—“She’s 'Working Her Way
Through College” (WB). Pacing
the town, and looks to return big
1,500, plenty good.^ considering

current hot spell. * Last week,
“Winning Team” (WB) (2d wk),
neat $5,500.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
54-75) — “Diplomatic Courier”
(20th) and “Corporal Dolan Goes
AWOL” (Rep). Indicated $8,000,
light. Last week, “Clash By
Night” (RKO), okay $9,500.

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 54-75)—
‘Lovely To Look At” (M-G) (2d
wk). Well-liked film, but wicket
response on h.o. week is sluggish.
Mild $8,000. Same pic chalked up
nice $10,000 on opening stanza.
Strand (PA) (1,200;' 54-75)—

‘Tembo” (Indie) and “Narrow Mar-
gin” (RKO). Modest summer fare,
likely fair $3,000 in sight. Last
week, “Valley of Eagles” (Lip) and
‘Loan Shark” (Lip), okay $3,500.

. CLEVELAND
(Continued from page 9)

wk). Smart $11,000 on h.o., fol-
lowing $16,000 for last bout.

Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-80)—“Fort Osage” (Mono) and “Waco”
(Mono). Lively $7,000. Last week,
“Anything Can Happen” (Par) and
“Aaron Slick” (Par), poor $.4,000.
Tower (Scheftel-Burger) (500; 55-

80)—“Wild Heart” (RKO) (m.o.).
Well liked at $2,500. Last week,
“Konga, Wild Stallion” (Col) and
“Yank in Indo-Chma”( Col) (reis-.

sues), okay $2,400.
Lower Mall (Community) (585; 55-

80)—“Diamond City” and “Fighting
Rats of Tobruk” (Indie). Hiked by
controversial Tincensored newsreel,
shown on bill to test legality of
Ohio’s film censorship laws, but
sighting mild S2,500. Last week, i

“Geisha Girl” (Indie) (2d v.'k) and
‘"’’’"'mer Storm” (reissue), fair
$2,400.

WASH.UGS.BimifAUr

1«, 'COORH- ISG
Wasliington, July 09

With a few exceptions
on Uie main st^m is oniy^fl
middling as programs change Lmsock to B0..S0 product. The brfflspots are “Walk East on
and “Diplomatic Courie?.*'

Estimates for This Week
Capitol iLoew’s) (3,434- ss.oin

“Lady in Iron Mask” (20th) niiu
yaude. Fair $15,000. Last J
‘Pat apd Mike" (M-G) 12“* andvaude, sock $21,000.

Dniiont (Lopert) (372; 50-'85)_
“Under Paris Sky” (indie) niir
$4,000. Last week, “Never Take

satisfactory $3,000.
^ '

Keith’s (RKO) a,939- 50-fl'i)

Hood" (RKO-Disneyf*.i3
good $13,000 after fat

$15,000 in second lap.

Metropolitan (Warner) (I20n-
Rio GraS

(Par),
^
So-so $4,500. Last week

Atomic City” (Par), okay $5,100.
’

Palace (Loe\v’s) (2,370; 50-60)-^
Diplomatic Courier” (20th). Go-mg strong at $18,000 and probably
holds. . Lasit week, “Kangaroo”
(20th), fair $10,000.

®

Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 50-$l)—‘ Marking Kind” (Col) (7th and
last wk). Nice $4,000 after $3,500
in prevldus week.

50-80)-
Cahfornia Conquest” (Col). Aver-

age $10,000. Last week. "Working
Way Through College” (WB), al-
most tops with $13,500-

Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 60-$l)—
“Walk East on Beacon” (Col).
Smash $14,000. Last week, “En-
core” (Par) (9th w'k). Okay finish
at $4,000.

Ontairio (K-B)' (1,424; 44-74)—
“Lydia. Bailey” (20th) (3d wk).
Ohay $6,000 after better than ex-
pected $8,100 in previous week.

‘Courier’ Healthy 12G,

‘Kong’ 18G in Prov.

Providence, July 22.

Opening to terrific biz, “King
Kong” is leading ' RKO Albee to

bigger gross than most first-runs.

Strand with -“Jumiping Jacks” and
Majestic with “Diplomatic Courier"
are- very steady. Loew’s holding
over with “Pat and Mike.”

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)-'

“King Kong.” . Terrifically big

opening day. Gross may be kept
down because it’s the small fry

which is filling the house, but man-
agement 'is still claiming a cloud-

busting $18,000. Last week “Wild
Heart” (RKO) and “Narrow Mar-
gin” (RKO), nice $7,800.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
Diplomatic Courier” (20th) and
3 for Bedroom C” (WB). Healthy

$12,000. Last week, “She’s Work-
ing Way Through College” (WB)
and “House of 1,000 Women”
(20th), nice $8,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—

"Pat and Mike" (M-G) and “Holi-

day for* Sinners” (M-G) (2d wk).

Fairish $6,500. Last week, took in

steady $11,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2.200; 44-65)—“Jumping Jacks” (Par) opened

Monday (21). Last week, “Califor-

nia Conquest” (Col) and “Red

Snow” (Col), fair $5,500.

‘Married’ Perky $8,000,

‘Kong^ Fat 8G in Bulf

Buffalo, July 22.

“We're Not Married,” and “King

Kong” are best of the new cntrie.s.

Martin & Lewis’ “Jumping. Jacks,

in second week at the Paramount,

is holding firm after a smash

initialer.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,000; 40-70)--

‘Diplomatic Courier” (20lh) and

'You Cap’t Beat the Irish” 'Lip'-

Slim $10,000. Last week. “Knveiy

to Look At” (M-G) (2d wk), $6.o00.

Paramount (Par) (3,000; 46-70'

“Jumping Jacks” (Par) and ‘ fon

Osage” (Mono) (2d wk). TnJ
$12,000 after smash $22,000 la.‘'i

week
Center (Par) (2.100; ‘lO-'O’ ^

“We’re Not Married” (20thi. Pt’i.ky

$8,000. Last week, “The Winning

Team” (WB) (2d wk), $5,000. ^

Lafayette (Basil) (3.000. 40- /O -;;

“Paula” (Col) and “Re^'

(Col). Fair $7,500. La.st

“Sally and Saint Anne (U^ ^
“Pirate Submarine’ /Col). $6‘.5 •

Century (20th Cent.) (3.000. 10

70)-^“King Kong” (^^C) an

“The Leopard Man”
issues). Good $8,000. Last *

“Lady in Iron Mask (20th > an
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UA’s Average Billings
Continued from pagre J

That would ho $105,000 on a $350,-

000 week. Cost of the domestic

operation, including homeoffice,

exchanges and other expenses is

around $00,000 a week. That

would give the company a profit

every week.

In addition, tlae foreign depart-

ment has been put on a substan-

tial black-ink basis since Arnold

Picker was named its chief last

fall. It has taken him most of^that

time to reorganize and solve many
problems, but momentum was fi-

nally achieved in May and a rea-

sonably good income is expected to<

show up on the 6nd-of-the-year

tally.

Revolving Fund Eaten Up

Company's current problem is

that it has pretty well chewed up

the $2,000,000 revolving fund set

up when the Krlm group took

over by Walter E. Heller & Co„
Chicago financial outfit, for back-

ing indie pix.. Money is virtually

all committed now and the fund

must await return from Heller-fi-

nanced pix before further loans in

any substantial number can be

made.

Krim and his associate, Robert

S. Benjamin, were in Chicago re-

portedly to huddle with Heller on
this subject last week. Since thcj

Heller coin is being used only as

first-money—a relatively safe po-

sition—and payoff looks certain on
virtually all the pix he has fi-

nanced, Krim and , Benjamin are
understood talking with him on the
possibility of extending the size of

the revolving fund.

Availability of the Heller money
to UA has ’given the distrib the
possibility of appreciably strength-
ening its income. In the case of

most pix for which UA has ' ob-
tained angeling from Heller for

the producer, UA has taken a piece
of the pic. Since its piece is based
on producers' profits, ’it doesn't
mean much in many caSes. Never-
theless, it gives the company) a po-
tential that can be realized but of

eventual TV and other residual
rights, and after UA has enough
of such stakes they could mean a
substantiail income each year. It

has always been agreed previously
that no company can live satis-

factorily on distribution fees alone.

Heaviest Income
Heaviest part of UA's income

this year has come from “African
Queen,” Sam SpiegeWohn Huston
film which has proved tremen-
dously successful. It alone, will bring
the company about $1,000,000 in
distribution fees. The high point
in UA billings, well over $400,000
weekly, was achieved when
“Queen” was at Its peak.

An even bigger third quarter
than the first or second stanza is

expected by UA toppers. For the
first time since they’ve taken over,
they’ll have more than one “big”
picture—^that’s any film that prom-
ises mor^han $1,000,000 domestic
in UA pdRance—in release during
a single quarter.

The “big” pix will be Stanley
Kramer’s “High Noon" and David
Rose’s “Island of Desire,” both
about to be released. In addition,
they’ll overlap “Queen,” which has
been in distribution less than six
months and is still bringing in
considerable coin.

The UA execs see in “Noon”
and “Desire” a challenge. Last
year, trade opinion was that the
company by its prolonged period
of sparse and poor product had
lost its capacity tc bring in sub-
stantial grosses. When that was
belied

. by the returns on
“Queen,” the word was that UA
could do it by concentrating every-
thing on one pic at a time. Now
the company hopes to show pro-
ducers that it can take multiple
films simultaneously and get good
grosses on them.

Healthy, Liquid Position

Substantial level of profit at
which UA has operated this year
has been stashed away by Krim
and Benjamin to give the company
a healthy, liquid cash position.
Thus, when Pathe in a suit versus
L'A a couple weeks ago attached
two New York bank accounts
totalling $600,000, not one of the
company’s checks bounced. There
vas still plenty of cash in other
accounts to cover them. It is

understood that the distrib has
j^ore than $1,000,000 in cash on
hand at the moment, although
some of this is in a special fund
hemg built up to guarantee the
‘leller loans. Money belonging to

producers and not yet paid them
is held in an entirely segregated
account.

’

Despite the considerable im
provement In UA’s affairs since
Krim and associates took over in
March, 1951, they are far from
complacent about the future. Thev
feel that there are still plenty o^
hurdles.

One problem is to assure itseli
a continued supply of product.
More generally, UA faces the same
hazards as the entire industry in
a decline of grosses due to TV and
other causes. It feels it has a ce^
tain advantage in this respect
however, in that it has no financial
investment in pix or no other ma-
jor assets, such as a studio, that
might turn into a liability via the
heavy overhead changes it imposes.

UA’s TV distribution department
figures in its thinking of the fu-
ture, but there are no immediate
plans to enhance it. It’s now break-
ing even, artd the company exec.*?

hope to maintain it on that level
or a little better untU they’ve
licked the problem of financing
their theatrical product.

They figure that to make an
important moneymaker of the
telepix division, they'll have to
finance packages. Making a series
of 26 or 39 of such films at $25,-
000 each ties up tremendous
amounts of coin—beyond what the
market is now able to return. UA
feels that it is not in position yet
to gamble on residuals that might
take years to realize and against
which reserves must be set up
that mar the company’s fianancial
picture..

‘Greatest Show' Smash

'$33,300 in Coast Ozoners
Los Angeles, July 22.

Growing importance of the

drive-in theatre in the film indus-

try was demonstrated by the first

week’s boxoffice returns on “The
Greatest Show On Earth” in six

theatres in this territory. Three
ozoners, with only one show an
evening, raked in a total of $33,300
for the week, while the three con-
ventional houses drew $21,900, in-

cluding evening and matinee
shows.
Breakdown on the ozoners dis-

closes that the Century collected
$12,000, the El Monte $10,800 and
the Olympic $10,500. Details of
the hard-tops are; California, $8,-

600; Vogue, $7,100, and Roxy, $6,-

200. Combined capacity of the
drive-ins is 2,200 cars or 4,950 per-
sons. Conventional houses total

2,885 seats.

20th Execs Condemn
Unfair* Comrhie Raps

Hollywood, July 22.

Unfair charges of Communism
leveled at the motion picture in-

dustry were condemned by 20th-
Fox executives at the annual meet-
ing of the studio's American Legion
Post. Declaring the Commy situa-

tion in Hollywood is 1,000% im-
,proved today as compared with
1945, Fred S. Meyer, studio direc-

tor of industrial relations, said: “If

outsiders are permitted to continue
to level blank charges of ‘Commu-
nism in Hollywood' without a voice
being raised as to the actuaj facts,

a great injustice will be done to a

great industry that has done and is

doing so much for so many.”
Fred L, Metzler, studio treasurer,

pointed out that 26,000 film em-
ployees contributed $1,200,000 to

national and local charities last

year, and added: “Our production
workers are family men making
their contribution to the future of

the country. Two-thirds of them
own their own homes, 79% are

married and 50% have children.”

Mass.' New Wage Scales

Boston, July 22.

The Masspichusetts Wage Board
has issued the following- minimum
wage orders applicable to pic thea-

tre employees effective Aug. 18.

Hourly rate for ticket-sellers,

formerly identified as cashiers un-
der the clerical order, has been
upped from 65c to 70c along with
doormen. Ushers are to receive

62V^c, while candy salesgirls are

classified as experienced or inex-

perienced, the former pegged at

67l2C with tyros 60c,

Sept 15 New Deadline

For Rackmil Replies

To Stockhol^r Suit
Sept. 15 has been set as the new

deadline for answers to be made
by Milton Rackmil, Universal-
Decca president, and officers and
directors of U in the action brought
by U stockholder Florence Long.
The date for answering Miss Long’s
complaint has been postponed sev-
eral times.

Miss Long contends that the
stock transactions by which Decca
obtained control of U had the ef-
fect of enriching the defendants at
the expense of the film company.
She demands an Injunction and an
accounting.

Drive-Ins
'g Continued from page 3 :

the drive-ins to take early runs that
don’t materially help their busi-
ness, but can seriously hurt com-
peting four-wall houses.”

Moral Suasion

Regardless of their own prefer-
ences, the distrlbs can do no more
than use moral suasion in holding
back runs. It’s like trying to hold
back the sun, however, since the
drive-in ops have every legal right
on their side. If they want tb com-
pete with standard theatres for
product, the law requires that dis-

tribs give them an equal chance.
Actually, the ozone men claim

that earlier runs do give them
more biz. They say they’ve done
well with the late availabilities,

but when they see housep in other
parts of the country doing even
better with diminished, clearances,
they want to get into the act.

While grosses can be pushed up
in some cases with better runs,
that doesn’t necessarily mean an
Improvement in net. The earlier
the run, the higher the film rental.

Instead of cheap, flat rentals on
which many outdoor ops were mak-
ing a handsome buck, they’re pay-
ing percentages for early runs, and
it is not always profitable.

The 3,300 or so drive-ins in the
U.S. are figured to be giving dis-

tribs almost 20% of all film rent-
als. Number of ozoners has con-
tinued to increase" despite Federal
building restrictipnlf and those that

I

are no longer going great biz are
paradoxically that it is a result of
their own success. It has develop-
ed such competition in some areas,
such as Denver and Charlotte, that
there are hardly enough cars to go
around.

Reade Ozoners Use

Circus Acts To Up B.O.

Drive-in theatres of the Walter

Reade circuit are again stimulating

business through use of circus-type

acts during intermissions as well

as for afternoon teaser shows.
Chain, which has five ozoners in

New Jersey and one in New York,
booked such turns to advantage last

year. The repeat was decided up-
on in light of favorable audience
reaction in 1951.

Four different acts have been
inked to date. They include Pen-
ney Millette, a sway-pole artist;

The Stardusters, another sway-pole
turn; The Great Wilno, billed as

“the human cannonball,” and Will

Hills’ Circus. Latter comprises an
elephant, a pony and a dog.

Occasionally, free teaser shows
are given in play areas during the

afternoon. For example, at Reade’s
Eatontown, N. J., Drive-In last

week Miss Millette climbed a 125*

foot pole before a group of mostly

moppets. She waved to the kids

and urged them to come back at

night.

Flatbush Theatre, B’klyn,

Conveiiing: to Stores
Plans have been set in motion

for converting the Flatbush Thea-
tre, Brooklyn, formely a link in the
“Subway Circuit,” into stores and
offices. House has been sold by
William Brandt to Samuel and
Morton Smith, real estate operators
and builders.

House has been owned and oper-

ated for many years by the Brandts,
but the site of building became too

valuable for a theatre property and
has long been sought as site for a

business development. It is assessed

at $235,000.
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Industry’s Promotional Ad Campap

Develop Press Setups

For Variety Clubs
Las Vegas, July 22.

Chief Barker Ben Goffsteln and
crew of Variety Club Tent .No. -39
named Eugene Murphy of Wilbur
Clark’s Desert Inn as press rep to
assist the local tent in securing
local andi national publicity for Va-
riety Clubs International,
Under direction of International

Press Guy Jack Chisholm of Asso-
ciated Screen News, Ltd., Toronto,
a new pub relations program is

being organized. Each tent will
have a press rep who’ll collaborate
with information media in his own
community.

Action was decided upon at the
Variety Clubs’ annual convention
held here last May in order to ac-
quaint the public with humanita-
rian work being done by members
of the amusenient industry. About
$3,000,009 annually is spent by the
organization in ' helping handi-
capped and underprivileged Chil-

dren throughout the world.

Deca aVeryGoing

Co, Fdfflites Find
Decca Records has been paying

dividends to stockholders regular*

ly since 1937, ' blit in varying
amounts, the platter outfit has in

formed the Securities Sc Exchange
Commission. Also, earnings hit a
peak of $1,984,000 in 1946 and are
currently running at a suljstantial*

ly lower level.

Interest in Decca has become
widespread within the fitm Indus*

try as a result of its acquisition

of control of Universal. Milton
Rackmil, Decca’s $85,000-per-year

prez, last week was
,
elected to the

additional post of U prexy.
Report to the SEC showed

Decca’s ups and downs for the

past 10-year period, and in each
year operations were In the black.

Here’s the boxscore;
Gross Net Profit

1942 ....$10,135,000 $ 806,142
1943 .... 11,351,000 1,036,000

1944 .... 13,561,000 1;000,000

1945 .... 16,836,000 839,692

1946 .... 31,052,000 1,984,000

1947 .... 32,978,000 1,662,000

1948 .... 24,449,000 885,791
1949 .... 22,550,000 907,000
1950 21,786,000 1,004,000

1951 .... 19,767,000 703,670
During the first four months of

1952 net earnings amounted to

$219,425 on gross revenues of $7,-

663,000.
Divvy record was given by Decca

as follows: 1947, $1; 1948, C2V6c;

1949, 50c; 1950, 60c; 1951, 70c:

1952 (six months through June
30), 35c.

Own My#tcry
Universal’s homeoffice had a

crime story last week that wasn’t
on reels. Publicity chief Phil

Gerard's wallet was lifted from the
pocket of his- coat, hanging in his

office closet, by a character rep-
resenting himself as a telephone
repairman.

Thief selected payday for the ef-

fort, but Gerard has his wad in his

trousers pocket and the stolen wal-

let contained nothing but non-
negotiable paper.

3 Rank Reps
, „ ,

Continued from pare 5 v--,~ -I

claiming a monopolistic mutiplicity

of interests because he is one of

the owners and an exec of United
Artists. Benjamin has denied the
allegation Of cross or collusive in-

terests and has maintained that he
will not resign on that account.

Aside from utilizing Benjamin’s
experience, it is understood that

Rackmil has no desire to make any
radical personnel or operational
changes in U. Exec setup through-
out the organization will remain as

is, at least until Rackmil gets more
thoroughly grounded in the work-
ings of the company and the film

industry in general.
U-Decca prexy is planning to go

to the Coast early next month for
further huddles on production and
tlie studio situation.

First three series of ads In what
was originally to bave been an
industry-wide promotional cam-
paign have virtually passed unno-
ticed In the trade, Designed initial-

ly as a followup to the nationwide
“Movietime, USA" ad campaign of
last fall, current series is being
done by individual companies and
tied in to direct plug copy for «
specific film.

Institutional motif in all three
series of ads in the current cam-
paign has been a more-or-less
subtle reminder that the theatre
screen can offer greater scope and"
entertainment than TV. Rival me-
dium has not been mentioned lu
any of the copy, however.

Most recent Institutional plugs
appeared last week in Paramount’s
pre-opening campaign for “Carrie”
at the Capitol, N, Y., and will b«
followed in other cities. Par is ex-
pending approximately $20,000 for
extra space to carry the industry-
promotional lines.

Previous pix tied up' with the
current campaign

.
were Universal’s

“‘Sally and St. Anne” and 20th-
Fox’s “Wait Till the Sun Shines,
Nellie.” Other companies are com-
mitted to follow suit when they
have pix on which they desire to
spend extra coin and which they
feel worthy of inclusion in the
campaign.

Par’s copy read: “Only pn the
motion picture screen could drama
of such scope, such intensity, such
artistry, be portrayed as in Wil-
liam Wyler’s long-awaited produc-
tion of ‘Carrie* , . the first In a
new season series of Important at-
tractions.”

Universal’s., copy w'as headed:
“Look at these happy faces,” under
W'hich w'as a drawing of smiling
patrons in a theatre. It plugged
further that enjoyment was greater
by seeing entertainment in a group
and went on, “Nowhere, but no-
w*here, is heartwarming laughter
so richly enjoyed as at the mo-
vies.”

The 20th-Fox copy likewise
pitched that a theatre is the place
to enjoy a film. Some of the ads
are being placed in pressbpoks by
the three companies, so that in
addition to the copy they place
themselves, exhibs will have
further opportunity to cooperate.
Campaign was originally plotted

to be spearheaded by the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations,
as was last fall’s. At that time,
nine companies were represented
In one full page ad that was used
simultaneously throughout the
country.

.
•

Some pub-ad managers balked
at going into an ,ad with other
companies, and there

.
Were other

disagreements as to the * timing
and percentage of institutional
copy in Individual ads that were
to be used as . an alternative? As
a result, every company hag .been
left pretty much to do what it

chooses, with only very general-
ized direction of the whole cam-
paign by Charles Simonelli, of U,
who is chairman of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America's pub*ad
committee.

More Drive-Ins Gel

Checked By Willmark
Reports that Willmark Service

System is checking more drive-ins

this year than ever before were
confirmed this week by a Willmark
official and one of the major dis-

tributors the agency represents. Al-
though reluctant to discuss the
situation, the Willmark exec cau-
tiously admitted that his men have
been active in the field.

Paramount sales chief Alfred W.
Schwalberg agreed that the reports
were correct .but failed to see any-
thing “unusual” about the stepup
in checking. “There are more
drive-lhs this year,” he pointed out,

“and it’s a matter of simple mathe-
matics that more of them will be
checked.”
Another distributor spokesman

emphasized that since drive-ins

have a growing market potential,

it’s only natural that the ozoners
be checked from a business stand-
point. Representatives for his com-
pany, he - added, have clocked the
number of cars entering ozoners,
made notes of where they came
from, how many people in each
vehicle, whether kids outnumbered
adults and gleaned a variety of

.other data.
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TELEPIX REVIEWS *

CHEVRON THEATRE
(Portfolio 12) *

With Steve Brodic, Robert Hvtton,

others
distributor: MCA Etd.

Brodu<!er: Revue Productions

director: Richard Irvinr

Writer: Fenton W. Earnshaw
30 Mins.i Fri. 9 p.m.
CHEVRON STATIONS
KTLA, Hollywood

(BBD&O)

“Portfolio 12” is just another spy

story which fails to generate any

particular interest despite its ob-

vious attempt to capitalize on top-

icality of current international

strife between the east and west.

Perhaps its greatest weakness is

American intelligence agents trail-

ing a Soviet spy with “those pa^

pers,” inasmuch as both agents

display everything but intelligence,

and finally wind up with the secret

documents and solution to the en-

tire mystery only because someone
comes to them and tells them in

terms a child could understand

just who did whati and what the

score is,

Steve Brodie and Robert Hutton

are the agents who first flub up
when tjiey have the papers witliin

their reach, but never dream of

looking into the lining of the port-

folio, as ev e r

y

well-instructed

agent would. Then they go to the

mayor of a little West German bo^
der town and ask his help to catch

the Red spy enroute to East Ger-

many. Fat little feUow assures

them he’ll help them, and they go

to bed happily. However, maid
working for the mayor disturbs

their sleep to tell them the mayor
actually is concealing the Russian

spy; he was a Nazi collaborator,

and now is playing footsie with

the Reds, and she hates him like

mad. because her father, a' good
anti-Hitler German, was betrayed

by the mayor. Anyway, with this

barrowing news the junior G-men
race to apprehend- the mayor, who
has no trouble at all turning the

tables on the Intelligence, and is

about to knock them off, when the

girl enters again, and kills the

mayor, saving the Americans.

All this is followed by a strictly

hokum chase to the border, where
the agent nails the. Russian spy
on the East-West border, takes

those papers, and then for some
odd reason the Red spy is killed

by the Red border patrolman. Sup-
posedly it's because he failed on
his mission, but how a simple pa-
trolman would know all about that

Is never explained.

Brodie and Hutton are never
convincing as the ' agents, nor is

Hanne Axmann as the girl, or
Stephen Rekassy as the mayor.
Fenton W. Barnshaw’s script is one
containing stock roles, and none of

it is particularly believable. Rich-
ard Irving’s direction is only fair,

oh the credit side, Ellsworth Fred-
ericks’ lensing was good. Baku.

THE UNEXPECTED
(Lifeline)
With Robert Paige, Lurene Tuttle,

others
Producer-distributor: ‘Ziv TV
Director: George M. Cahan
Writers: Jerry Lawrence, Robert

£. Lee
30 Mins.; Fri. 8:30 p.m.
ACME BEER
KECA,TV, Hollywood

Using an old gimmick, that of
the con man who is outsmarted by
his sucker who turns out to be
another con, “Lifeline” threads its

way through a half-hour of fair
entertainment. Characterizations by
scripters Jerry Lawrence and
Robert E. Lee are all pat, and
there’s rarely any doubt as to the
final outcome.

Robert Paige is the con man
who teams with a crystal ball
gazer to lasso the suckers, split-

ting the take. The suckers arc al-

ways women, school teachers, too,
and’' they’re- always told they’ll
meet a dark, handsome young man.
Tall, too. There’S a real original
line! So of course Paige just hap-
pens to meet the femmes after
they’vfr had their frustrated lives
built up, and he takes them
through a gigolo routine. Then one
of his teachers tells him about her
roommate, dying from an incura-
ble disease, gives him a real sob
story. And so the con man goes

softy, and when he meets up with
the disease victim, he spends all he
has and caja boiTOW, to show her a

real fine time before her drys
come to an. end. Payoff is the suck-
ers are actually taking the con

man, as at end the three teachers

involved chortle gleefully, and one
says “next year it’s my turn to be
one with an incurable disease.’

This sort of thing has been done
many timtls before,

Paige conforms with the role,

and turns in a ^bod performance,
as doesXurene Tuttle as the “sick”

teacher. George M, Cahan’s direc-

tion is about as routine as the
script by Lawrence & Lee, Baku.

THE PROFESSIONAL TOUCH
With Virginia Grey, Carlcton G.
Young, Janies Parnell, others

Producer-distributor: Ziv 'TV
Director: Paul Landres
Writer*: Robert £. Lee, Jerry
Lawrence

30 Min*.; Fri., 8:30 p.m.
ACME BEER
KECA-TV, Hollywood
“The Professional Touch” lacks'!

just that, and as a result comes off

as an ill-conceived, badly-written,
badly-apted telepic, no credit to
writers Jerry Lawrence and Robert
E. Lee, who also serve as produc-
tion consultants on “The Unex-
pected” series, of which this is an
entry.

Story of medicos who work on
mental patients never has any

sense of realism, and emerges a

poor man’s “Snake Pit,” with at

least one' of the allegedly serious

situations provoking laughter, it’s

so sloppily done. That’s when the

doctor who has killed a nut be-

cause he’s jealous the screwball is

going to win his g.f, goes to court.

He suddenly breaks and confesses

in one of the most hammy, ama-
teurish pieces of .theatricalism ever

seen outside a midget theatre.

Scripters Lawrence & Lee must be
blamed for writing in such, a piece

of complete implausibility, a scene
lacking 'in conviction because the

doctor has been built up. all along
as a very smooth character and for

him to break when and as he does
is completely out of characteriza-

tion, even though the scripters seek
to, explain it with a followup that

the medico has gone off his

rocker.

Tenuous tliread of a yam re-

volves about jealuusy of the doc-
tor of his medico g.f.’s attentions

toward her patient. When the doc
gets his chance hj5 poisons the nut,
who has escaped,' but he’s trapped
in a way which surprises no one.
This “Unexpected” . has about ks
much suspense as the G.O>P, con-
vention after the first ballot.

Virj:inia Grey somehow manage*
to retain conviction de^ite the
script, but Carleton G.' - Young is

stereotyped, and has the additional
handicap of incredible lines. Di-
rector Paul I^dres did not give

any guidance, but apparently was
content to play along with a script

full of holes, at no time seeking .to

restrain thesps. Baku.
•

SUNKIST PREMIERE PLAY-
HOUSE
(Tiger Bait) ,

With Bill Bishop, Lisa Howard,
Whitfield Connor, P. Peter
Scott, William Boyelt, Frank
Scannell

Producer-distributor: Screen Tcle-
videb

Director: Leigh Jason
Writer: Sheldon Leonard
30 Mins.; Fri., 9:30 p.m.
SUNKIST
KTLA^ Hollywood
A taut 'teleplay, skilfully staged

ahd well acted, this latest entry in

the Sunklst series is one of the

better Sfi-minute vidfxlms turned

out bn the Coast. Swiftly, moving
piece sustains interest throughout

the crisp tale of the beautiful

young medical assistant whose life

is menaced by an unjenowh as-

sailant.

Sheldon Leonard has fashioned

an effective thriller in the tale of a

refugee girl who suddenly be-
comes the .target for mysterious,
deadly attacks. Tension mounts
steadily as she realizes the iden-
tity of the would-be killer, a flee-'

ing German war criminal with

whom she had refused to work in
Austria.

Leigh' Jason has directed with
a shrewd hand, getting the most
out of the script’s potential for ex-
citement. Good performances by
Lisa Howard as the girl, Bill Bis-
hbp as her medico boy friend, p.
Peter Scott as the killer and Whit-
field Connor as a romantically in-
clined cop, whose few appearances
lighten the tension, all contribute
heavily to the telefilm’s high stand-
ing. Lensing by Stu Thompson is
crisp and careful. Kap.

TV Films In Production
st§ of. Friday, July 18

ARROW PRODUCTIONS
KTTV Studio*. Hollywood

''KAMAR OP THI dUNOLr^ 36
hour adventure telcplx t;crle«

resume in August. Producera: Harry S.
Rothschild. Leon Fromke*.
Film Producen Rudolph Flothow
Director: WaUy Fox

Produtcr; Roland Reed
..JDlroctalr:- Howard BratWrton

I iTYi n eeaoain'' •eriea of half
ihootT

BREAKSTON-STAHL PRODS.
General Servlco Studios: Hollywood
"SAFARI RILL" serlea of 36 half hour

telcplx to besin shooting August 1. Loca*
tion shots to bo JUmed In British Bast
Africa.
Martha Hyer heads ca'st, parts to ftU.
Producer-director: Breakston-Stahl

,

Associate producer: Irene Breakston
Technical executive: John R. Carter

FLYING A PRODUCTIONS
6930 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood littlr muboir

"AHNII OARLiV" new aeries of 93 comedy telenS now ihootbis
half-hour vfdeoaters now in praparation. Charles Fsrr^ ami dale Storm head cast
Gail Davis, Billy Gray'head cast. Parts to PhmjT

^ ^ *

*^Se«ond series of 53 half-hour Gen* 'Kfe?'
Autry Western telopix shooting. Gen*
Autry, Pat Buttranv set leads.
"RANbK RIDiR" shooting second se-

ries of 52 half-hoUr Videoters. Jack Ma-
honey, Dick Jones head cast.

REVUE PRODUCTIONS
Xagle Uon Studios: Hollywood

Half-hour series of adult drama teld-
Producer: J^uis Gny j now shooting for Revue Prods.
DlrectorB. Wallace 'Fox* Gto* Archalnbaud jpj^oducajri Aavua Productlona
New series of halfrhour western dramas Directors* Richard .Irvins. Norman Lloyd

entitled "DfATH VALLI-Y DAY*" now
Jitenara Jrvmg, jxorman uoya.

New York
CBS-TV signed r contract with

Deluxe Labs, N. Y., for the process-

ing of a minimum of 100,000,000

feet of film, believed to be the

largest pact ever signed by a TV
network with a film processing lab

. . . Mildred Dentbr, of the pro-

duction-staff of Demby, Broun &
Co., flew to Europe for a com-
bined vacation and onceover of

European fiJm production facilities

Atlas Television releasing a

new musical film library, which
spotlights past and present name
stars doing.ithe bits which made
them famous, Talent roster in-
cludes the Rite BroR., Milton Berle,
Bob Hoper- Willie Howard, Danny
Kaye, Buster Keaton, 'etc., plus
Bing Croeby, Joan Davis, Shirley
Tempke and others . . . Korman
Plncus, c<Hproducer with his
brother, Irving, left for the Coast
to line up plan* for producing a
series of vidplr iii HoUy^vood . . ,

Mauriee Tombragel pacted by Wil-
liam F. Broidy' Production* to

script a hew vidplx series, “The
Trail Blater*,”. starring Alan Hale,
Jr. , . , Frank Lepere, manager of

NBC-TV’a film and kinescope de-
partment, to the Coast for a week’s
huddles with film execs.

SALES ond DISTRIBUTION
TELEVISION FILMS

11% Fee Chorg*

Contact

McCONKKY ARTISTS
7*01 Hollywood Rlvd. Hollywood 31

a effices plus South Amsrico

WILLIAM F. BROIDY PRODS.
SunMt Studios, Hollywood

"WILD BILL HICKOK" series of half
hour western adventure series now in
prepsratlon to resume shooting. mid-Au-
gust. Guy Madison, Andy Devine set
leads.
"*TARDU*T" gertes featuring JimUiy

Starr now being-prepped for fall.

"CA9R HISTORY" featuring Rfegis Too-
mey. Sara Hayden, and "TRAIL RLAX-
IRS" with Alan Hale, Jr., as set lead,
also in preparation for fall shooting.
Executive j^oducer: William F. Broidy.
Producer: Wesley Barry
Associate^producers: Bob Bailey, Hugh
Ring

Director: Frank McDonald

JACK CHERTOK PRODS.
General Service Studlds.- Hollywood
"LONR RANORR" half hour seHes of 53

vidcoaters now shooting. John Hart. Jay
Sllverheels set leads.
Producer; 7ack Chertok
Associate Producer: Harry Poppe.

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
RKO-Pathe. Culver City

Shooting "RIBOUND" scries of hall
hour adult dramas sponsored by Packard
Motor. Car Corp,
Executive producer: Basil Grlllo
Producer: Bernard Girard
Director; B. Girard
Half-hour series of comedy-drama for

"A CHAIR ON THR BOULEVARD."
Producer: John Nasht

Half hour series of adult drama films
for "CROWN THEATRE" shooting.
Producers; Richard Dorso, Bernard Girard.
"THOSE WERE THE DAYS" haH-hour

telepix series now shooting.
Producers: Bernard Girard, Richard Dorso
"CORNY JOHNSON" series of half-hour

comedy pix now shooting.
Producer-director: Bernard Glrard-Rich-

ard Dorso.

shooting.
Producer: DUrrell McGoWan
Dnrcctor: Stuart McGowan

W. R. FRANK PRODS.

HAL ROACH PRODUCTIONS
Hal 'Roach Studios: Culver City

"AMO* 'N^ ANDY^ serids of character
comedy telcplx now shooting. Sponsored

General Service Studios: Hollywood hy Blati Beer for CBS-TV.
Group of 4 30-minute "MEDAL OS Mw*.fencer WllUsms, Alvin

Childress, Ernestine Wade. Johnny Lee,
Horace Stewart,

Supcrrlaors: Freeman Gosden. Charles
Correll, Sidney Van Keuren

Director: Charles Barton
Production executive: James Fonda
Assistant director: Emmett Emerson

Group of 4 30-mlnute '^Ml
HONOR" telepix liow shooting:
Producers: W. R. Frank, William Dean
Director; Reginald LeBorg
Production Manager: Bart Carre

GROSS-KRASNE, INC.
General Service Studios: Hollywood
Resume shooting "BIO TOWN" series

of 36 half hour telepix July 38 sponsored
by Lever Brothers. Patrick MeVey and
Jane Nigh set leads

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS
Goldwyn Studio, Hollywood

ROY ROOiRt now shooting 15 eater
Producers: Jack J. Gross and Philip N. telepix. Vidplx are half-hour each. Roy

- Rogers, Dale Evans topline. PatKrasne
Director: £. A. DUpont. in support. General western parts to fil

Sponsored by General Food* for NBC-TV.
Producer: Roy Rogers
Associate producer; Jack Lacey

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.
600 Taft Bldg., Hollywood

Art Linkletter starring in a series of J^lrector; Bob Walker
104 15-mlnute vldptx UUed "LlNKLITTER
AND THE KIDF,^'
Producer-director: Maxwell Shane
Associate producer: Irvin Atkhu

SCREEN GEMS
1303 N. Gower. Hollywood

"IN THIS CRISIS" half-hour drama
shooting for DuPont's "CAVALCADE OF
AMERICA" series.
Producer-director: Jules Bricken

INTERSTATE TELEVISION
Monogram Studios: Hollywood

EthOl Barrymore stars In "ETHEL 'BAR- Assistant director: Eddie Seata
RYMORE TELEVISION THEATRE." Next
four in preparation.
Producer; Lee- Savin
Directors: Lewis Allan, WIU Jason

SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS.
Eagle Lion Studios, Hollywood

Series of half-hour dramas resume in
August:,
Producers: GU Ralston, Jaques Braunsteln

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City

"RACKET IQUAD" series resume
shooting in Sept, half hour telepix series.
Producer; Hal Roach, Jr.i Carroll Case
Director: Jim Tinllng

DESILU PRODUCTIONS
General Service SUidlos, Hollywood

"I LOVE LUCY" half hoUr comedy se-
ries sponsored by Philip Morris shooting
for fall season.
Cast: Lucille Ball, Dcsi Arnaz, William
Frawley, Vivian Vance.

Producer; Jess Oppenheimer
Director; William Asher
Writers: Jess Oppenheimer, Madelyn
Pugh, Bob Carroll, Jr.
"OUR MISS BROOKS" hnif-hour com-

edy drama series now shooting for CBS-
TV. General Foods sponsor.
Cast: Eve Ai’den, Gale Gordon, Jane Mor-

gan, Dick Grenna, Gloria McMillan, Bob
Rockwell, Virginia Gordon.

Producer; Larry Berns
Director; Al Lewis
Assistant director: Jim Paisley
Writers: Al Lewis, Joe Quillan

JAN -PRODUCTIONS, INC.
General Service Studios: Hollywood

"IT'S THE BICKERSONS" series of half
hour comedy telepix now shooting. Liw
Parker and Virginia Grey set leads.
Producer: Jack Denove
Production supervlson C. M. Florence
Director-writer; Phil Rapp

EDWARD LEWIS PRODS.
Motion Picture Center, Hollywood

Series of 13 half-hour telepix featuring
Irene Dunne as femcee now shooting
Producer: Edward Lewis
Production manager: William Stevens

THE McCADDEN CORP.
General Service Studios; Hollywood
"THE BURN* AND ALLEN SHOW"

now shooting series of half hour comedy
telepix. The Carnation Co. sponsor.
Cast: George Burns and Grade Allen,
Fred Clark, Bea Benadarct, Harry Von
ZeU,

Producer* Ralph Levy
Director: Ralph Levy
Writers: Paul Henning, Sid Dorfman, Har- Producer-director: Adrian Weiss

vey Helm, William Burns

UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC.
Universal International Studios.

Hollywood
"THi FIOHTIND MAN," series of 13

half-hour telepix, will begin shooting July
21. Michael Thomas, Cliff Clark set leads.
Director; George Blair

ADRIAN WEISS PRODS.
655 N, Fairfax: Hollywood
(Shooting-, at KTTV Studios)

Next series of 13 "CRAIQ-KENNEDY—
CRlMINOLOOIgT" half hour adventure
telepix now being prepared for Septem-
ber start.

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.
£:y(le Lion Studios: Hollywood

"FlREflDE THEATRE" series of half
hour adult dramas now shooting.

FRANK FERRIN PRODUCTIONS
6528 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
CnsHng: Virginia Maziuca

"SMILIN' ED'S GANG" series now shoot-
ing. Ed McConnell, Nino Marcel head cast.
Producei^director: Frank Ferrln '

Associate producer: Ralph Ferrln
Assistant director: Don Olsen

FILMCR^T PRODS.
6451 Melrose, Hollywood

GROUCHO MARX starred In 39 half-hour
audience participation film productions, to
be made once a week for NBC. DeSoto-
Plymouth sponsoring.
Producer: John Guedcl
Film producer: I, Llndcnbaum

Directors: Bob Dwan, Bcrnie Smith

MARCH OF TIME
369 Lexington Avo., N. Y.

"AMERICAN WIT AND HUMOR" se „ ^ .
-

Ties of 36 half-hour pix. Thomas Mitchell, Producer-director: Frank Wisbar
narrator,jidth cast Including Gene Lock- Associate producer: Sidney Smith
hart, Jeffrey Lynn, Arnold Moss, Ann
Burr and Olive Deerlng.
Producer: Marion Parsonnet
Dii'cctor: Fred Stephani,

WIZARD TELEPICTURES CO.
Lafehmont Studios: Hollywood

"DREAM IT UF" series of 15-mlnute
comedy telepix begin shooting August 15.

Ith FranklinPATHESCOPE PRODUCTIONS
500 Fifth Ave., New York City , ^

Now shooting "THE HUNTER," series eupport. ^ ^ ^ ^
of 13 half-hour telepix, sponsored by Producer; B. L. Petroff
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. through Associate produwr: Bert Douglas
William Esty. Barry Nelson heads cast. Director; B. L. Petroff
Producer: Ed Montagne
Production Supervisors: Walter Raft,
Robert Drucker

Director: Oscar Rudolph.

Chick Chandler starred wi _

Pangborn, Gus Schilling. Benny Baker in

Production manager: H. A. Hlrshfleld

ZIV TV

ROLAND REED PRODS.
Hal Roach Studios- Culver City

Now shooting "TROUBLE WITH .

FATHER" series of 3<hmlnute situation Directors: Eddie Davis, Sobey Martin,
comedies. Geo, Cahan.

5255 Clinton St., Hollywood
Two in "UNEXPECTED'^ scrie* of

half-hour telepix shoot in July. Seven
"CISCO KID" half-hour telcplx scheduled
for July shooting.

Hollywood
Bing Crosby Enterprises finished

editing And gcoring- “The Magic
Story,’’ pilot telepic of the^ Hank
McCune show . . . Alt KJellin and
KBiin Nordgren star in Revue
Productions* “Mightier Than the

Sword,” at 'Eagle jLion studios . . .

Gordon Clark at Ziv Productions
for rolei^ in two “Cisco Kid” tele-

pix . . , Arthur Lovejoy and John
Frank landed roles in “It’s the

Bicketsons” telepix shooting at

General Service studios . . . Aram
Katcher cast as heavy in Dan
Duryea starrer, “Affairs of China
Smith,” being produced by Edward
Lewis Productions . . . Anna Mc-
Crae set for role In “Death Valley

Days,” being shot by Flying A . . ,

Earl Lee set for'role in “Our Miss

Brooks” telepic shooting Gen-
eral Ser^ce studios ... .

5*^^“
Hire got away from- TreasUry Dept,

for use of tax fraud files for up-

coming telepix package, “Crack-

down” . . . Arthur Fellows has left

on junket for Normandie Produc

tions, he and camera crew to swinj

through midwest shooting series o

50-min. shows tagged,
‘

Theatre, U. S. A.” . . . Screen Tele-

video bought three ori^nal tele-

plays prepping for series, ‘Your

Jeweler's Showcase,” for Hamilton

Watch and International Silver,

yarns purchased being “Sunday at

Four,” by Robert Patterson, Fur-

lough,” by Milton Laaarus, and

“Field of Honor,” Donald Barr . , .

Edmund Gwenn inked by Screen

Gems to star in “Snow Image,

Nathaniel Hawthorne classic be-

ing scripted by Edward Hope for

“Ford Theatre” telepix series.

Columbia vidpix subsid is now
shooting “Cavalcade of Amenca
telepic, “In This Crisis,” with Tom
Tully, Richard Gaines,
John Hoyt, Ann Doran, Russell

Simpson, Harry Harvey, with Jules

Bricken as producer, ami Koberf

Stevenson director . . .*Bpb Wilson

narrator 'for TV Spots
for Helms Bread . . . Frank Wisbar

Productions this week guns if

more “Fireside Theatre” felepix at

Eagle Lion studios for Procter &

^^illiam Kozlcnko has resigned

as story head of National

tory Theatre, Hollywood vidpik

outfit, to leave himself free to dick-

er with a Coast TV film group as a

writer and director.

Kozlenko is adapting for TV the

short play* of French authors Jean

GLradoux, .Hcnrf Duvemois ana

Jean Anihoulh, whose publication

and video rights he recently se-

cured.
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NON-NAMES
limE PEOPLE
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Major television networks, cur-

rently 'seeking ways to iet afr time

for their new program ideas in the

face of ncar-SRO schedules, may
turn to film syndication as an an-

swer to their problems.

CBS-TV, for example, Is cutting

kinescope auditions on .four new
package ideas and the web fears

that, if the new shows prove suc-

cessful, it may not be able to find

a time slot for them attractive

enough to satisfy interested spon-

sors. As a result, web program
execs this week said they may put

the shows on film and syndicate

them on a local spot pr regional

basis around, the country.

Such a move, of course, would be
based on the. lucrative potentiali-

ties the networks now envision in

film syndication. Both NBC and
CBS are jumping into the national

spot film business more add. more
heavily, either with packages which
they own outright or. as dist^lb

agents for the product of indie

producers. As a result, putting

naore house package ideas on film

would not only give the webs a

chanci at some added revenue but
could also provide them, an oppor-

tunity to lake advantage of new
show ideas, which might not have
a chance of airing on a live .basis

when the networks are completely
sold out.

On the list of new CBS shows is

"It’s a Wonderful Day,” half-hour

audience participationer packaged
by indie producer Walt Framer,
which was auditioned via the kine
route last Saturday night (19).

The preceding night, CBS audi-

tioned a new Red Buttons revue,

also designed as a half-hour series.

Next Wednesday (2.3), the web will

lens a kine on a projected- new
romantic melodrama, titled "Inter-

national Airport.” Initlaler co-stars

Ella Raines and Paul Langton.
In addition, the web sometime

In August will audition a new
comedy-mystery series co-starring

Bertha Belmore and Arnold Stang
and, titled "The Bigger They
Come.” While It’s believed that
neither the Framer package nor
Buttons ' show would lend them-
selves to film, the other two pack-
ages both fit directly into the
groove of film syndication pro-
grams.

Reiner Exec Status

With PSI Vidpix
Manny 'Reiner is resigning as

sales manager of the Louis G.

Cowan radio-TV .package outfit at

the end of this week to join PSI-
TV, producers, and distributors of
television film programming, as
Veepee in charge of sales.

Reiner appointment is cued to
PSFs expansion. pr9gram with re-
cent openii^ of its 'West* Coast of-
fice. Reine.r will appoint a divi-
sional manager in Chicago and
name reps in key video markets.

PSI, of which Paul White is
prexy, is the TV film adjunct of
Prockter Productions and is cur-
rently represented with "J^chlitz
Playhouse of Stars,” "China
S^jiith,” with Dan Duryea, current-
ly in production; "Foodini the
Great” puppet show, and the
"Richard Arlen Sports Show” syn-
dicated series.

Prior to joining Cowan, Reiner
was with Warners, Metro and
David O. Selznick as general man-
ager In Latin America and
Australasia. —

Autry’s 123 Telepix

,
Hollywood, July 22.

Flying A Productions, owned by
t^ene Autry, has a record nui^ber
of 123 telepix canned following
Windup of the first four in its new
Range Rider” series.
Company has 62 Autry starrers

in the cans, with four more be-
ginnirig this week; has 56 "Riders”
and finished first of projected 52
in “Annie Oakley” series.

OFFICIAL SHOOTING

SARATOGA VIDPIX
Schenectary, July 21.

George R. Nelson,. Inc., has set
for Fitzgerald Bros. Brewing Co.,
of Troy, a 15-minute weeknight and
a 30-minute Saturday evening
filmed telecast program of races at
the Saratoga track, beglnniug
Aug. 4. Official Films, which,
from four towers, shoots films of
each race—to aid the judge—will
be operating at the Spa .for the first

time this season.
The company will also take, for

the sponsor, a regular newsreel
type of picture from the grand-
stand roof, recording Official an-
nouncer Fred Caposella’s voice on
film at the same time. Developed
and printed on the spot, the clips

‘will be rushed from Saratoga to

Schenectady.

Crosby-CBS Deal

Excludes United’s
. . ..

• • i

Deal set last week for the CBS'-

TV Film Sales department to take

over representation of »all Bing

Crosby Enterprises product - not

previously committed to a syndi-

cation outfit has been in the works

for some time, as part of CBS' ba-

sic contract with Crosby, As a re-

sult, the new arrangement does

not alter the status of United TV
Programs, indie syndication firm,

which will continue to handle dis-

tribution on the three Crosby pack-
ages it has held uhtil now.
Under Crosby’s arrangement

with UTP, the latter firm repped
BCE on syndication sales, while
Charles B. Brown, Crosby’s sales

veepee, handled national and net-

work deals, under the new setup.

Brown will be wox'king in close al-

liance with the CBS-TV Film Sales
department, but he and the CBS
group will henceforth handle both
network and syndication sales on
th^ new product.
Among the packages now under

production by Crosby are "Crown
Theatre,” "Hank McCune Show,”
"Chair on the Boulevard” and
"Counter Point.” UTP continues to

handle "Royal Playhouse,” (origi-

nally produced by BCE for Proc-
ter & Gamble's "Fireside Thea-
tre”), "The Chimps” and spot
sales on "Rebound.” Packard now
bankrolls the latter series in a

number, of markets, with UTP rep-
ping Crosby in all other markets.
General Artists Corp., meanwhile,
will continue to rep BCE on the
new series based on the works
of Louis Bromfield.

Bring in ‘Kerry Drake’

Vidpic Pilot for 25G
First of a series of vidpix based

on the syndicated comic strip,

"Kerry Drake,” has been completed
by Hafner-Halperhi Productions.
Filmed on the Coast at the Hal
Roach Studios, half-hour pilot film

w'as brought in at a cost of $25,000.
It stars Sterling Hayden with
Marjorie Reynolds, Arline Judge
and Frankie Harrow

Stanley Halperin, in charge of
sales and distribution, is currently
in New York to line up a national
sponsorship deal. Special screen-
ings of the film w'ill be held in New
York, Chicago and Los Angeles for
sponsors, ad agencies, and televi-

sion stations.

Les Hafner is producing the
series, with Jack Reynolds direct-
ing. Initial screenplay was written
by Chris Reynes and Jackson
Gillis.

Hollywood, July 22.

Increased activity in vidpix pro-

duction in Hollywood has been a

godsend, a goldmine in the tele

sky, for the actors, with the ma-
jority of coin going to the so-called

“little people,” the thesps who toil

for the minimum of $70 daily or

for $100 or $200 a day in leads

and second leads. Moola doesn’t
begin to touch that being paid in
the motion picture studios, but the
spread of work involved is far
greater. The majority of the top
telepix producers here agree each
employs from 300 to 500 . actors
during an average six-months pe-
riod, and predicts that figui'e in-

evitably will grow as time goes on.
As a, result, there has been a

good deal of work for the so-called
"non-name,” while names on the
whole are still out of* the telepix
picture, only a few having crossed
the fence, since the coin isn't there
for a big name. Of course there’s
always the exception to the rule,

where the producer 4inxious to
land a toy) showcase name, will

cut the player in with a fancy
slice of residual plus a big salary,

but most producers are Incoming
leery of these deals, figuring they
will never get off the hook if they
cut the pic up into too many slices.

Typical deal wherein a top name
draws residual plus is that of
Irene Dunne,. who intros and fem-
cees Schlitz’ "Playhouse of Stars”
for Edward Lewis Productions. For
about two-and-a-half or three min-
utes of work on each of 26 tele-

pix, Miss Dunne is reported to be
nabbing about $84,000 plus ‘ resi-

duals, a hefty figure Indeed, but
this deal is the type on which
producers are beginning to chill,

allowing as to what’s the point" of
their doing all the work if the star

gets all the lucre.

Hedy’s 50% of Residual
Hedy Lamarr, who has been

inked for a teleplk series, is re-
ported to be down for about 50%
of the residual, and Ethel Barry-
more is. understood to be in the
same residual neighhoi’hood for
her Work on Interstate Television’s
"Ethel Barrymore Theatre of the
Air.” There are other thesps draw-
ing residuals, although not in the
amount allotted Barrymore or La-
marr, but on the whole the vidpix
producers have become far more
cautious about doling out residuals.
One<^i of the principal reasons,
which cannot be divorced from the
overall picture, is the demand for
residuals being voiced by various
talent guilds, and already obtained
by the Screen Actors (?uild.

Most name actors, particularly
those under contract to the majors,
have no particular desire to enter
vidpix at this point because they
don’t feel there’s enough in it for

them, and they’d prefer to wait
until the situation is more stable,

and 'more stations are up. As
Tyrone Power, who has chilled

video offers, said this week, "it’s

too much work for too little

money.”
But the general overall result

has been a prosperous period for
most actors. A general pattern is

being evolved beginning with the
extra, who draws $55 a day; mini-
mum, with $70 a day. and second
leads, drawing from $100 to $150.

with leads nabbing from $200 to

$1,000, with very few getting the
latter figure.

Some of the top coin being
banded out is for toplinefs in

series.. While leads will be down
for a figure of, say, about $500
for each telepic, some roll along
at the rate of three a week, so

that the star winds up with a

weekly paycheck of $1,500, a figure

he normally couldn't draw in pix.

Few Over $500

Few players draw over $50Q for

a telepic, and the select few in-

clude Jane Wyatt, Joan Leslie and
Sheldon Leonard. Salary coin isn’t

static, of course, since it varies,

depending on each company, or

the need a producer has for a cer-

‘ (Continued on page 38)

ABC-TV FILM EDITORS

IN CHI VOTE lATSE
Chicago, July 22.

Inter-union jx)ckeying set off by
the drive for a one-card repre-
sefitation by the National Assn, of
Broadcast Engineers and Tech-
nicians continues at NBC and ABC
here. Latest skirmish involving the
TV film editors at Chi ABC ended
last week with the motlott picture
lab technicians local of the Inter-
national Alliance of Theatrical and
Stage Employees winning over
NABET.
The four ABC .film editors voted

unanimously for the lATSEJ local

at an election conducted by the
National Labor Relations Board.

Gordon’s Shift

Accents'Trend
Indicating the difficulties con-

fronting the N. Y. City government
in its campaign to keep a major
share of television film production

in the east, Herbert Gordon, Ziv

production veepee, this week
moved his headquarters from
N. Y. to the Coast. With six vid-

film packages now in production
or distribution, Ziv is one of the
top outfits in the business and
Gordon’s move to the Coast may
set a pattern for other major vid-
pix units.

Gordon will continue to super-
vise production on both Ziv’s TV
and radio packages. 'Thus, working
out of Hollywood, he’ll be on hand
for direct supervision of the new
Tyrone Power-starred radio pack-
age, "Freedom, U, S. A.,” and also
plans .launching a new blg-budg-

;

eted TV film series, details of
which are to be set soon. He said
Ziv’s production schedule and
budget for the coming . year will
double that of last year. Company
plans to ink other top Hollywood
stars for both radio and TV and
is now huddling with name writers
and buying new properties.

Ziv revealed, incidentally, that
orders for "Freedom” began to roll
in even before the company sales-
men had started to make their calls
on stations andclients. As a result,
Ziv has upped the budget on the
package 25%, or up to $15,0(>0 per
stanza, making it one of the cost-
liest half-hour dramatic series in
the works by either a network or
Indie producer foj^ the upcoming
season. By comparison, the Bing
Crosby show this fall, being spon-
sored on CBS Radio by General
Electric, will carry a $16,000 nut.

In addition to the new TV show
in the works, one of Gordon’s
earliest jobs on the Coast will be
the preparation .of a big-budgeted
Christmas show, which will be
ready for stations in advance of
the holiday season under Ziv’s
World Transcriptions banner.

TY POWER MIGHT GO

YIDPIX~IN 2 YEARS
Hollywood, July 22.

Tyrone Power isn’t interested in
telepox—not for at least two yeaijs.

The star, now working in “Missis-
sippi Gambler” for UI, says he has
nixed offers from teleoix companies
and networks, that his one-a-year
pic deal with 20th-Pox bans vidpix
(but not live), but that he wouldn’t
take any offers anyway.

This isn’t the right time for a
star to get into teleipx, opines
Power, adding. "It’s lots of work
for less money.” He indicated in
two years, perhaps, depending on
changed conditions and the number
of stations then in operation, he
might take a different attitude.

NBC video execs and Fred Allen

have been huddling with N. Y, fire

department officials during the

past week in an effort to modify
existing muhicipal regulations for-

bidding TV cameras from shooting

films in studios and theatres.

Unless NBC can persuade the

fire department to ease its law, the

web may hit a snag on its plans to
give .the new Allen TV film series,
"Two for the Money,” a New York
origination. (Pilot film was shot on
the Coast recently while Allen was
making a pic for 20th-Fox.) The-
atre origination is necessary for
the series since, like- tlie Groucho
Marx show, it will be shot before
a live audience.

Joining with NBC in the cam-
paign are the Goodman-Todman
outfit, which packages the -show,
and Lennen 8c Mitchell, agency for
Old Gold, which is sponsoring the
Allen program both on radio and
television.

Outcome of the current hassle
with the fire department will have
a vital bearing on. New York’s fu-
ture splicro of Impoi'.tance in. vid-
pix In view of ,the trend toward
filming situation comedies and
other type programming befoi*e

studio audiences.

Europe Heatres’

Paris, July 22.

Opening up a new market for
television films, Sheldon Reynolds,
producer - director - writer of the
"Foreigi^ Intrigue” series, has set

a deal f^ last season’s TV product
to be distributed theatrically In
Europe. Three of the half-hour
vidpix are to be grouped into a sin-

gle feature, for each showing, with
plans to dub them into French and
German for those countries and to
use sub-t.ltles for the Scandinavian
theatres.

Similar theatrical distribution of
vidpix has been broached - from
time to time in the U.,S., but ho
producer has been been able to

bring off the idea successfully.
Some of the top Indie producers,
such as Walter Wanger, had at-

tempted to lens a film for theatri-
cal release first which could sub-
sequently be broken down., for TV
screening, but-later gave up the
idea on the theory that' require-
ments of the two media are too
disparate.
Reynolds’ ’"Intrigue” series have

already played some Scandinavian
theatres, with reports that they
were received well by audiences.
Producer is now in Paris setting up
his second production unit fpr the
1952-’53 season.

Len LeYinson Exits AM-TY

To Resume Pic Scripting
After writing "Eloise Salutes

the Stars” for the past 20 months.
Leonard L. Levinson has resigned
from the Lester Lewis packaf^e to
return to Hollywood, where he will
start a film studio writihlg chore on
Aug. 1. President Of the dormant
Impossible Pictures, Inc., , will
motor west with wife and daughter
Linda, stopping in Memphis for
conferences with David Flexer,
Tennessee theatre owner and other
partner in the film company, re-
garding resumption of production
activities early next year.

Prior to leaving N. Y., Levinson
worked with Marion Parsonnet on
"The Doctor” series and wrote au-
dition scripts for "Visit,” the Par*
sonnet-Henry Morgenthau III TV-
film show starring Arlene Francis
and a new live TV program, "The
Spook 8c I,” starring Roland
Young, based on an idea by Joe
Armel Cross and packaged by Mar-
tin Goodman. He also completed
two article assignments for The
American Weekly and a “Top Guy”
script for ABC radio.
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‘‘Stop the Music," the "grand—

. diiddy" of giveaway shows, fades

off the radio airlanes on Aug. 10,

When Old Gold relinquishes spon-

‘sorship of its 15-minute segment of

the Sunday night hour show on

ABC. Except for sale of some
spots, OG alone among bankroUers

had remained faithful to the vet of

the giveaway shows, with the past

year witnessing a declining client

interest.

Oddly enough, the radio version

of "Stop the Music" outlived its TV
counterpart, which faded off the

ABC video lanes a few months back

after a three-year TV whirl. In

that instance, too. Old Gold, its

predominate sponsor, lost Interest

and settled for a less pretentious

substitute vehicle.

With the demise of "Music," the

curtain comes down on an era in

radio. The program’s premiere in

tlie Sunday night 8 to 9 slot back
in May, 1948, witnessed the be-

ginning of an almost revolutionary

turnabout in audience taste. At
that time Fred Allen and Edgar
Bergen, as the competing back-to-

back attractions on NBC, were rid-

ing wide and handsome on the

Hooper rating charts. But within

a year both were forced to give

way to the upsurge in giveaway
interest, both comedy shows being
axed by their sponsor^ Standard
Brands, as the "Stop the Music"
competition became too rough.

Subsequently the other networks
pitched in with their own elaborate

variations on a giveaw^ay theme,
but "Stop the Music" outlived prac-

tically all of them.

Gen. Tife, Mennen

Fore-Aft Grid Deal
With NBC-TV confidently ex-

pecting to have a sponsor or spon-

P

sors wrapped up within the next

week or so for its college football

schedule this fall, the web this

week pacted with the Mennen
shaving products outfit for a quar-
ter-hour post-game sports stanza,

and also optioned General Tire &
Rubber for the 15 minutes preced-
ing each game. Tire outfit had
that spot last year and so has first

refusal rights this season.
Mennen is expected to use its

quarter-hour for a rundown on all

football scores across the country,
since under NBC's contract with
the National Collegiate Athletic
Assn., viewers in each city individ-
ually will be able; to witness only
a single game each week, even
though the web may be handling
several other games regionally.
Commentator who will handle the
Mennen show hasn’t yet been se-
lected.

Web has virtually completed
working out its schedule with col-
leges which will participate in the
lineup, and NBC spokesmen de-
clared this week that tlie total
package price to a sponsor will
come in at considerably less than
the $3,000,000-13,500,000 figure
originally estimated. As a result,
while NBC is not bypassing the
possibility of selling the schedule
to several participating bankroll-
ers, there remains the chance that
one single sponsor may be found to
foot the bill.

Ventnor City Fathers

In Move to Eliminate

Rooftop Aerial Eyesore
Atlantic City, July 22.

A forest of television aerials
which dot roof tops in suburban
Ventnor may disappear as its rul-
ing body plans to adopt legislation
which will eliminate the eyesores.

0 The city would give the South
Jersey Television Cable Co. a fran-:

chise to install television transmis-
sion lines along and over

.
the

streets to servo residents with tele-

vision . reception. The company
would erect a large receiving sta-

tion in the outskirts and feed the
television broadcasts over the wire.
The city would derive a 2Co in-

come on the company’s gross local

installation and service charges,
but a minimum of $1,000 per an-
num revenue is guaranteed by the
ordinance.

Part Buys Part of CHUM
Toronto, July 22.

Jack Part, who was in radio for

18 yeai's before cleaning up on
the new chlorophyll products in

Canada for the past two years, has
bought the 39% interest in CHUM,
Toronto,’ held by E. A. Byworth,
station’s original stockholder. Price
was $100,000.

In the bad graces of the musi-
cians’ union, CHUM only operates
from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. but Part,

figuring on the advent of television

in Toronto via the Canadian Broad-
casting Corp. in August, believes

his chlorophyll customers will be
listening to radio irt the daytime
and TV at night, hence his CHUM
buy.

NLRPattemFor

Bargaining Unit,

Performers Only
National Labor Relations Board,

in four separate decisions handed
down last we^ek, set forth definite-

ly for the first time what it con-
siders to be the proper unit in ra-

dio-television unions for bargain-
ing purposes. In all four cases,

the Board ruled generally that only
performers are to be included in

the bargaining unit and not other
staff members' of a station or net-
work programming department.

Several stations had previously
demanded that ; the appropriate
unit comprise all program staffers.

NLRB decided, however, that a
unit should Include only persons
who appear before the micro-
phones either frequently or even
infrequently which, in effect, means
performers only. Board also' ruled
that even though . a sponsor or
agency produces a shoW’ and thus
Is nominally the employer, the sta-
tion still must handle its own bar-
gaining since, the performers work
on the station’s air time. •

Lamb Files for WTEL
Massillon; O., July 22.

Edward Lamb of Toledo, lawyer-
publisher who operates WICU at
Erie, Pa., knd WTVN in Colum-
bus, as well as radio stations and
the Erie Dispatch, has filed for
a television channel to be operated
here on UHP. It would be called
WTEL, cost about $258,000, ac-
cording to the Midwest TV Co. ap-
plication.

Minneapolis, July 22.

Such exploitation stunts to plug
the NBC-TV news show, "Today,"
as having television station staff

members "walk around town
dressed in suitable costumes like

military uniform^ of different coun-
tries and convict garbs and with
signs on their, backs advertising
the program^,’.’ have gotten a rise

out of a^les promotion managet
Joe Cook of KSTP-TV, NBC’s Twin
Cities affiliate, which carries the
.show.

After receiving a 30-page manual
from Norman H. Padcr, NBC press
department exploitation manager,
containing tlie stunts which Cook
regards as "goofy” and of a type
long since "even discarded by the
movies," he waxed sarcastic in a
letter to Pader.
Accompanying the manual sent

to all NBC stations and affiliates,

Pader, apparently taking an ex-
ploitation leaf from films, explains
"this is your first exploitation man-
ual" which "contains numerous
suggestions for putting ‘Today’ in
the limelight in your city." The
hope is expressed that at least sev-
eral will be used.

Scoffing at the "suggestions,"
Cook In a spoofing and ironical
mood pretended to have carried

I them out and detailed in his letter

CFfieM May Co# Up

Perry Como Radio Coin

, For Two-Way Songfest
Chesterfield, which dropped CBS

Radio’s Bing Crofeby show after

last season in a mass, reshuffling of

its radio-TV sponsorship activities,

may be back on the same network
in the fall with a new half-hour

evening shpw starring Perry Como.
Ciggie firm, through Cunningham
& Walsh, is talking with the CBS
sales and programming execs this

week and is expected to arrive at

a decision soon.

It’s anticipated that the Como
deal, if it goes through, will repre-

sent a much smaller talent and pro-

duction outlay for Chesterfield than

did the. Crosby show. Latter pro-

gram carried a $25,000 budget last

season, which has been trimmed
to $16,000 this year for its new
bankroller, General Electric, Ches-

terfield, of course, had first refusal

on Crosby again this season and
the fact that it turned down the

show, even with the lower budget,

indicates that it’s unwilling to lay

out so muoh coin for radio at this

time.
Como currently does three quar-

ter-hour shows per week for Ches-
terfield on CBS-TV, airing Mon-
days, Wednesdays and Fridays,

Since it’s unlikely that the ciggie

firm would want to have two Como
shows on the same evening, it's

expected that the new radio show
would go either on Tuesdays or

Thursdays.

WCBS Nam<» Hartman

Asst. Program Manager
Ernest Hairtman has been named

assistant progi'am manager of

WCBS, key outlet of the CBS
Radio web in N. Y. Hartman takes

over his new job Aug, 4 and his

first assignment will be as super-
visor of the new Bob Haymes
show, which moves into the 8:}5

to 9 a.m. slot Monday through Sat-

urday, starting Aug. 11.

Hartman was formerly a produc-
tion exec at WNBC, flagship station

of NBC’s radio net in N. Y. Prior

to that, he was production manager
at WNEW, N. Y. radio indie, where
he supervised the Haymes show

Logging the Loggers
Seattle, July 22.

Fourteen Western Washington
radio stations, plus two in Oregon,
are providing lumber companies
and Washington State Forester Ber-
nard Orell with a unique and vital

service in notifying loggers on
shutdovyn times occasioned by dry-
ness and resultant danger of fire.

Loggers and their employes keep"
tuned to these stations at given
periods morning and evening to

find out whether or not shut downs
can he" expected for the periods
immediately following the broad-
casts.

to Pader the "results." Wrote
Cook:

"Well, sir, Mr. Pader, we have
just finished with your NBC Ex-
ploitation Manual and tried some
of the stunts recommended for the
exploitation of ‘Today.’ As a mat-
ter of fact, Mr. Pader. as you sug-
gested, we put ‘at least several' of
these exploitation slants to use,
and I must say that solid publicity
did result.

"We dressed three of our news-
room fellows as Arabs and sent
them downtown to Seventh and
Nicollet In Minneapolis, carrying
signs on their back which read
‘News of the Near East and the
Worldl See NBC’s TV Wonder
Show Today.* Things went real
well until they passed Isaac Co-
hen’s Snappy Haberdashery for
for Discriminating Men. KSTP is

now being picketed by the I.B.E.W,
and the- ‘On to Israel Society of
Lower Washington Avenue’ (Skid
Row).
‘He’s Now in the Country Farm*
"To focus attention on the fact

that ‘Today’ broadcasts weather
news, we had another man walking
around in the busy St. Paul down-
town district carrying a large um-
brella above his head, as per your
sugge.stion. You went on to say

(Continued on p:"ge 39)

Mpis.' Joe Cook Refuses to Make Like

'4 Hawaiians,’ Chides Today Manual

WedneiHTiiY, July 2S, 1952

While both ekecs of the Badio Wrl£ej;s Guild and thie networks
declined comment, it's believed that the Democratic National Com-
mittee and various factions within the Demo party persuaded the
nets to come to terms with the striking Guild prior to the kickoff
of the Dem convention in Chicago Monday (21).

Labor delegates control an estimated 200 Democratic votes.
Guild had threatened to picket both the International Amphi-
theatre at Chi and the Conrad Hiltoh Hotel,* and it was taken for
granted that none of the labor . delegates would cross the picket
lines. Since it’s presumed that most of these delegates would
have voted for Averell Harriman, Sen. Estes Kefauver and Vice
President Alben W. Barkley, their backers feared that, without
the labor vote, the nomination would have gone to Sen. Richard
Russell or Sen. Robert S. Kerr.

RWG s Precedent-Setting Victory

As ABC, NBC CBS Agree to Terms

WHAS Marks 30th Anni
Louisville, July 22.

WHAS, Courier - Journal and
Louisville Times, celebrated it’s

30th birthday Friday (18), and the
vet airer didn’t make much fuss

about the event. Station,* one of

the first in the country to air regu-
lar programs, went on the air at

7:30 p.m., July 18, 1922. Credo
Harris was manager, and J. Emmet
Graft, engineer. Harris, long
since retired, is credited with
numerous "firsts" in the broadcast-
ingi field. Graft Is still a member
of the WHAS technical staff. Sta-
tion has been a CBS affiliate fpr
20 years.
Victor Sholis, industry leader, is

in charge of the present WHAS and
WHAS-TV, and Instead of’ three
eemployes with which the station
started, he has upwards Of 200 mak-
ing up his program, technical and
offices staff.

RWGlquak^B

Agent 'Monopoly’

Faces D. C. Probe
Hollywood, July 22.

Radio Writers Guild, which is in
process of polling members here
and in N. Y. regarding scribblers’
relations with agentA, is contem-.
plating taking beef alleging unfair
practices on the part of agents to
the State Labor Commissioner, or
may ask the Dept, of Justice Anti-
Trust division to investigate ques-
tion of alleged monopoly in field of
talent agencies.

RWG’s anger is at the part
agents have in AM and TV pack-
aging, and questionnaire being sent
members delves into pertinent as-
pects of this point.

A RWG spokesman said feeling
in the guild is that in many in-
stances where agents are packaging
they are either acting as employers
also, or repping the employers, to
the detriment of talent involved.
Beef \vith State Labor Commission,
in particular, he said, would be
based on the charge the agent is

no longer just giving service, but
is also acting as or for employer.
RWG spokesman said an attempt

•to clarify relationship with agents
was made through negotiation with
Artists Management Guild last
year, but talks Were suspended.
Since that time, he said, RWG has
sought several times to renew the
negotiations but has been unable
to get AMG Into such conversa-
tions.

Questions being asked RWG
members query writers "were you
ever a salaried writer on one of
5’our agent’s packages?’’; "were
you ever asked to pay commissions
on your writing contributions to
your agent’s packages?"; "have you
ever been pressured' to become an
agency client as the means of sell-
ing material?,’’ and others along
same lines.

There are approximately 1,000
members being sent the question-
naire, of .which about 450 are mem-
bers of the L. A. branch.

Br«stoff's Dftt. Fost

Detroit, July 22.
Phil Brestoff, musical director of

WXYZ-TV and WXYZ-AM. has
been appointed to succeed Jack
McCarthy, who has resigned, as
WXYZ-AM studio manager.

Brestoff will continue as musi-
cal director.

‘

Longest labor strike in broadcast
annals was settled Monday (21)
with the final Inking by ABC of a
new contract with the Radio
Writers Guild, after CBS and NBC
had come to terms with the Guild
over the weekend. New pact gives
the Guild All the salary increases
demanded, plus several other bene-
fits which are believed precedent-
setting among entertainment un-
ions.

These include a'maternity clause,
under which a girl must be re-
employed by a network following
her leave to have a baby, plus an
enforced arbitration provision for
any "discharge for cause.” Thus, if

an employer fires a writer for al-

leged drunkenness on the job and
the employee disputes the claim,
the case automatically goes to an
arbitration - board for settlement.
In addition, the new contract for
the first time establishes commer-
cial fees for newswriters and a
provision that- any radio or tele-
vision,material created by'continu-
ity .writers on their own time be-
longs to them.

$15 Pay Hike

Under terms of the pact, the
writers get a $15 pay hike retro-
active to last Oct. 1, which ups the
minimum pay for a senior writer
to $145 weekly. Pact also calls for
another $5 increase next Oct. 1,

which is to run for the duration of
the contract, .or until Sept. 30, 1953.
Same dollar increase applies to lo-

cal and promotion writers, as well
as to overscale writers. In per-
centage terms, the retrpacUve pay
hike Is 11H%, with another 3V2%
boost starting next X)ct. 1, which
applies to all categories, including
editors in newsrooms.

Scale was. set up for the first

time for the payment of commer-
cial fees in newsrooms on network
news shows, something which the
nets had disputed on the theory
that, if the writers obtained com-
mercial fees, thty would also have
to' start paying sound men commer-
cial fees. In addition! the R'WG
pact established a commercial writ-

ing differential, covering all news-
men with 52 weeks of cumulative
sponsored newswriting experience,
during which at least half of the
output was on sponsored news pro-

grams.
Under terms of - the new pact,

(Continued on page 39)

WDTVUhiniatuin

To Pitt Breweries
Pittsburgh, July 22.

Local brewery Big Three, Du-
quesne, Fort Pitt and Pittsburgh,
struck for more than three months
now by a workers’ walkout, have
been notified by WDTV that they
have only until Sept. 1 .to pick up
their regular

,

teevee slots in this

single-channel market. Station has
been holding their times for them
ever since strike began in mid-
April but will sell choice periods
elsewhere unless breweries have
some definite word for them in

next five weeks.
In many'casesj beer people con-

tinued their TV programs for a

short time after strike began, figur-

ing walkout would be of brief

duration, but that didn’t last long
when the thing stretched out. Man-
agement of WOTV told breweries
not to worry, that when plants

opened up again, their old niches

would be waiting fdr them, but

now with strike going into its

fourth month, Channel 3 has -de-

cided to put a limit on the grace

period.
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SLASH
Colgate has just completed some surveys which, in effect, prac-

tically throw th'e NBC-sponsored Hofstra Study on summertime
TV viewing ottt the window. ^

The Hofstra Study, fortified with facts and figures, maintained
that summer TV viewing was on the ascendancy and that clients

desiring a per-dollar point payoff couldn’t go wrong in latching on
for the summer ride. The Colgate/ analysis, however, taking cog-
nizance of the’ recent nosedive in all TV ratings, contends that the
Hofstra study doesn’t meim a thing; that television is at the mercy
of the elert^nts—if it rains the ratings go up, if it’s hot and muggy,
the best Video ihow on the market won’t get a rating.

Colgate took a rating a couple weeks back on a night when it

rained in 10 key markets. Ratings shot up seven points for the

10-market average. Last weekend, when it was hot and humid
cross-country and only rained in Kansas City, Colgate found most
of the shows died from lack of audience. In K.C. the ratings shot

up.
On the other hand, the Colgate study revealed that, rain or

shine, radio ratings are continuing an upward trend, supporting
the now-accepted AM argument that, thanks to auto radios and
heach portables, summertime listening ?an’t hiiss, indoors or out-

doors.

NBC TV Thinb One of the

Daytime Answers, 'But Who’s Got lOG?’

NBC-TV is, currently hi the pro-

4

cess of hluepripihig one of its

major daytime vldep activities—ai
full hour roufid-robin, of 15-minute
back-to-bi^jclc strips, carrying the
overall title pf “Hometown, USA,’’
As an

,

indication of just how
ambitious tfie project shapes, up,

It will cost an approximate ..$70,000

simply to underwrite a kuie audi-

tion of the four-ply attraction. As
yol the coin has not been forthcom-
ing, with the hfetwork brass pitch-

ing hard to • prospective clients to
pick up the costly audition tab.

“Hometown” is designed as four
quarter-hour Monday-thru-Friday
shows which would emanate from
four adjacent studios (each with
their own permahe’nt sets) at NBC’s
Brooklyn studio's. They vilould have
a basic, common theme, with all

four daily installments related,
with interchange of characters, sit-

uations, etc.' Ted' Mills, NBC pro-
ducer, has- been put in charge of
the overall project, and NBC staff-

ers are cun'ently at Work designing
the sets.

“Hometown” is being geared for
morning programming,- somewhere
between 10 and 12 (noon).
For some time now NBC-TV has

been on the - daytime' programming
spot, with 'affiliates presslhg the
web to “do something and do some-
thing quick” about vesting the 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. ' strips ' with some
qualitative programming as greater
sponsor lure. Network execs feel
that -“Hometown” will provide one
of the major answers.

ABC Loses Lone

Sat. Nile TV Client
."

1 t

ABC-TV took it on the chin from
another bankroller this .week with
the decision of Nash-Kelvinator to

check off the Saturday night “TV
Teen Club” at the end of the cur-

rent cycle. -.-“Club” -iaf the only
sponsored program ABC has on
Saturday nights.

Originated by Paul Whiteman
via WFIL-TV, ABC’s key Philly
outlet, “Club” has been on the air
for several years. It has not been
decided whether' ABC wdll retain-
h on a sustaining basis or fill the
iinie with film programming.

KELLOGG PUTS SRO

ON TV ‘HOUSE PARTY’
CBS-TV posted the SBO sign

this week on. its upcoming day-
*‘^ouse Party” show, starring

Art Linkletter, when Kellogg's
pact ed to take the only^ two quar-
lei'-hour segments still open. Deal
"as set through the Leo Burnett
agency for the show, which goes
? half-hour cross-thc-board start-
tog the first week in September.

.

Other bankrollers previously
signing for various segments of
the show include Pillsbury. Lever
"I'os. and Green Giant Peas.

Ward Quaal to Crosley

As Martin Successor
Cincinnati, July 22.'

Ward L. Quaal, formerly direc-

tor of the Clear Channel ' Broad-
casting System, has resigned that
post to join 'Crosley Broadcasting
Corp. as assistant general- manager.
He succeeds Dwight Martin, who
recently resigned from Crosley to

join General Teleradio in an exec
capacity

Quaal, who takes over his new
job Aug. 25, will work with the en-
tire Crosley setup, including WLW,
Cincy,. and WINS, N.Y.; WLW-T,
Cincy, WLW-D, Dayton, and WLW-
C, Columbus, the outfit’s three vi-

deo stations, and the FM and short-
wave outlets. .

No TV Blackout

Ned Irish Insists

Minneapolis, July 22.

Setting to rest rumors that TV
fight fans have seen tJieir last big
fight on their home sets,. Ned Irish,

Madison Square
,
Garden executive

director, said here that important
bouts still will be on the air for
home viewers again next winter.
“We have no plans to shut tliem

off or to go strictly theatre tele-

vision,” declared Irish, who is here
for the National Basketball asso-

ciation meeting. “True, some fights

will be .
withheld, from TV com-

pletely . because certain fight man-
agers like Jack Hurley refuse, to
agi‘ee to any plan.”

Irish said that th» Garden hasn’t
closed its deals

.
for next winter

yet ^because “everything .is' being

(Continued on page 39)

WCRS-TV’S 72-SPOT

DISCOUNT PLAN SALE
Underscoring again the lucrative

business- being done by the net-

work flagship stations, WCBS-TV,
key outlet of the CBS video web
in N. Y., this week wrapped up
two more bankrollers for its 12-

spots-per week discount plan,

bringing the total to six. That
makes a total of 72 spots per week
.falling into the plan’s discount
structure.
New bankrolleirs, who get a 45%

discount for having contracted for

12 or more daytime spots weekly
on the station, include Lever Bros.,

which signed on for 10 weeks start-

ing Aug. 11, and Hudson Pulp &
Paper, which inked a 52-week deal

starting Aug. 4. Sponsors which
previously signed for the pIAn
were Rival Dog Food, Loew’s The-
atres, Best Foods and Maxwell

I House Coffee.

wm OF CBS
With a unique byplay from the

competing NBC network to back
them up, the CBS affiliates rate

committee and CBS brass are ex-

pected to conclude huddles today

(W-ed.) on that web’s new rate

formula. Deal, scheduled for an-

nouncement at the close of the

meet, calls for a cut of 25% In
nightime rates and a hike of 20%
in the daytime card.
NBC’s part in the negotiations

came about in an Indirect manner,
but revolved around the promise
of Frank White, now veepee and
general manager of the NBC radio
and TV nets but formerly a CBS
top executive, that NBC would
stabilize its rates on the same for-

mula, if the CBS affiliates could
gain approval of the plan from the
CBS brass. New rate formula is, in

effect, a- compromise. Affiliates had
demanded that CBS rescind the
10% cut instituted a year ago and
up daytime rates at least 20%.
Under tbe,v plan. evolved, however,
the stations will 40se very little.

.Settlement of . the dispute was
virtually reached in a two.-day ses-

sion .among the affiliates and CBS
execs at the network’s N. Y. home->
office last Thursday (17) and Fri-

day. Web and committee agreed
to study .the deal over the weekend
and be set to wire all affiliates and
advertisers tonight (Wed.). Deal
had been at the bi-eaking point
several times during the huddles
and it was White, through a curi-

ous set of circumstances, who saved
the day.
Throughout the negotiations,

CBS officials had argued that even
though the net and stations agreed
to “turn their backs on the facts

of-life,”; whiob: prexy Frank S.tan-

ton had presented to the 200 af-

filiates at their Initial meeting at

the Hotel Ambassador, N. Y., three
weeks ago, CBS would still be
forced to cut its rates drastically

when NBC moved in tliat direction.

CBS committee, however, claimed
to have an understanding from the
NBC affiliates group that they
would continue their adamant
stand against any rate cut, adopted
at the NBC- convention last year at

Boca Raton, Fla.

When Stanton cohtinued to drive

for a rate adjustment and' the com-
mittee continued to reject his pro-

posals, he adjourned the meeting
Friday morning. During the noon
recess the committee sent one of

Its members to attempt to see NBC
prez- Joseph Hi, McConnell to g^t

the NBC attitude on the situation.

But, because of White’s previous
association with CBS as a top exec
(he was also prexy„ of* Columbia
•Records) and his new topside berth

at NBC, the delegate called on him
instead. White informed him that

NBC planned the 25% cut in night-

time rates and a 20% boost day-

time and promised, in effect, that

if the affiliates could get Stanton
to agree to such a plan, NBC would
-stabilize on the same basis. -

Following this huddle with
White, the committee urged Stan-

ton to reconvene the sessions Fri-

day afternoon and consider the
new proposal. Committee - backed
the plan because it would cost the

affiliates little coin but instead

would put the burden on the ad-

vertiser in CBS’, sold-out daytime
schedule. Network finally agreed
but asked for -time to work out

mechanical details of the arrange-
ment. That’s the reason final an-

nouncement of the formula is not
due until today.

Balance Sheet Shows Hedthy Status

Liebman Back in N. Y.,

Sets European Acts
Max Liebman, producer-^lirector

of NBC-TV’s “Your Show of
Shows,” planed back to New York
from London on Monday (21) after
six weeks in Europe. Accompanied
by his wife, Liebman visited Spain,
Germany, Austria, France and Eng-
land, scojuting a number of spe-
cialty acts which he Will introduce
this season on “Shows.”
While in Europe Liebman also

looked at films for possible use bn
TV in America, as part of his own
independent Max Liebmaii Enter-
prises. Any deals on these * pix
would be independent of any Con-
tracts Liebman has with NBC. He
leaves for Hollywood next week to
discuss with 20th-Fox .a film deal
cooking for Sid Caesar and Imp-
gene Coca, stars of “Shows,” which
would be done on the Coast next
summer.

NBC Nay Strip

Miner of Major

Worthington L. (Tony) Miner,
whom NBC-TV lured over from
CBS last spring at a reported week-
ly salary of $2,000, may be squeezed
out of a Class A evening time pe-
riod* this fall. NBC has set a dead-
line on how . long it is willing to
hold the Wednesday night 8 to 9
slot open for a- projected Minei:-

produced dramatic series. If the
show is not sold within the next
several weeks, the Web plans to

slot two half-hour programs into

the period, which it. is confident .it

can sell.

Miner is currently represented
on NBC with his “Curtain Call”
serie.s, a half-hour dramatic .show
aired Friday nights at 8 under
RCA Victor sponsorship, RCA is

already committed to bankroll a
Dennis Day show this fall, mean-
ing that Miner will be vacated
from that period. If his Wednesday
night plans also do not jell spon-
sorwise, NBC, with no other avail-

able Class A time, may be forced
to put Miner in on ’ Sunday aftOf-'

noons.
Web already has its two balf-

hPur shows selected for Wednesday
night, but isn’t springing their

identitfy at this time. One of

them is said to be a show now aired
on a competing network and on
which the sponsor wants

.
to move

to NBC. The other is .an outside-
produced package.

Washington, July 22.
NBC’s strong financial position

was shown in its recent applica-
tion filed with the FCC to sell its

Denver owned-and-operated AM
station, KOA, to Metropolitan Tele-
vision Co. for $2,260,000. Tlie net-
work’s balance sheet, as of May
31, 1952, shows total assets of $45,-

603,000, Including current assets
of over $25,000,000 and cash on
hand of nearly $5,000,000.
The web also revealed it had

approximately $2,400,000 invested
In government securities and had
notes and accounts receivable
totaling $15,591,(X>0. Assets also
included $2,433,000 for prepaid In-

surance, taxes, rents, etc.

The network’s plant and equip-
ment, which includes its o and o
AM, FM and. TV stations, as well
as studios, are listed at approxi-
mately $20,400,000.
As against its current assets, the

web’s- balance sheet shows current
liabilities of $18,463,000. Of this
amount, accounts' payable repre-
sent $9,904,000 and accrued Fed"-
era! taxes the ' remainder. •

. Capital stock ' is • represented at
$6,500,000. and earned surplus at
.$19,851,000.

The network recorded the KOA
property on Its books at ,$225,000.
Original cost of, the stajtion (AM
and FM) wa? listed as $4l2,QCK)i{’

KOA’s net’ sales lasj|( year were
listed at $1,112,000 as against $983,-
000 in 1^50. Earnings In. 1951 (be-
fore Federal income taxes) : were
given as $239,000 compared with
$232,000 in the previous year.

Bob Hope's Stock
Bob Hope, largest stockholder In

Metropolitan, Is listed as 56%
owner of Hope EnterprlseSj sole
owner of Hope, Records, Inc., and
president of

* Hope Productions,

.

Inc., which has a 50% interest in
..Metropolitan.

Hope is also Ustefi as an oil op-
erator, in association, with Bing
Crosby, W. A. .Moncrief and C. E,
Hyde in drilliiig operations.
The comic’s' assets (together

with his wife’s) as of May 2p,
1952, ate listed at $3;769,000. Of
this amount, $2,000,000 is invested

(Continued on page 39)

Reynolds Tries

Indians’ 3"Y$ar Pact
Cleveland, July 22.

Standard Brewing Co., WERE,
and the Cleveland Indians have

signed for another three years of

broadcast rights of all ball club

games.
Standard began broadcast of the

games back in 1947, and it is ex-

pected that Jack Graney and Jim-

my Dudley will continue to do the

mike work.

JESSE JONES IN BID

FOR UHF CHANNEL
Houston, July 22.

KTRH, owned and operated by
the Jesse H. Jones interests are the

fifth applicant here for the VHF
Channel No. 13. Jt was understood
that there will be possibly , two
other groups 'Who will also enter
their bids for the same facilities.

' '

Applicants on file for Channel 13

include the Shamrock Broadcasting
Co., Houston Area ‘Televirion Co.;

W. W. Lechner of Dallas, and the
South Texas Television Co.

This is the only commercial chan-

nel available here.

WDGY File, for TV
Minneapolis, July 22.

Radio station WDGY here has
filed an application with the FCC
for a television station here. Re-
quest is for UHF channel 9.

At present the Twin Cities have
but two TV stations, K6TP and
WTCN, but applications for;, ^our
more, in addition to WDGY’s, are
pending with the FCC.

Erom all indigrftions Reynoldii

Metals will make another big pro-

gramming splash on NBC this fall,

despite the fact that' all of the
company’s AM-TV ventures on' the
web came acropper last season.
Reynolds took the count on all

counts the past season, including
“Th’e Big Show” (radio), “Qpera-
tion' Tandem” radio) aiid the Wed-
nesday night Kate Smith show
(TV).
The 'aluminum outfit has. bought
F/bber McGee and Molly,” for

radio next season, with “F & M”
returning to -their longtime Tues-
day night spot, where they were
sponsored last season by Pet Milk.
Previously Reynolds had pacted for
the new Eddie Mayehoff TV show,
v.'hich goes into the Sunday 7:30

p.m. (after Red Skelton), period.

BERT PARKS INTO TV

‘DOUBLE OR NOTHING’
Bert Parks has' signed a contract

for his takeover of the emcee role

on the three-times-a-week da34ime
“Double or Nothing” TV show on
^S,x sponsored by Campbell
Boup.s. He • replaces Walter
O’Keefe, who is prepping a new
TV daytimer. Parks moves into

the show in October.
Parks also held down a daytime

spot on CBS-TV last sea.son, when
General Foods sponsored his own
show.
jParks deal was' set by Ward

I
Wneelock, agency on the Campbell

‘account.
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Halpin^s DuMont Post
Daniel D. Halpln has been

named general sales manager for

the receiver division of Alien B,

-DuMont Labs. He succeeds Walter

Washington, July 22.

The FCC,.is likely to act this

week on the petition- of ABC and
United Paramount Theatres to drop
the merger hearings and issue a

quick decision on the case. It’s

possible, however,, that the agency's

ruling will be deferred until next
week to give time for writing of

dis-sentlng opinions. Comr. Robert
Jones, who played a leading role

in bringing about the Paramount
inquiry, is expected to write a

strong dissent to calling off the

hearings which are now suspended
pending action on the petition.

Agency is free to act on the peti-

tion, now that aU briefs in the case

have been filed. Last reply to the

petition was filed Friday (18) by
the Commission’s Broadcast Bu-
reau, through attorneys Frederick
Ford and Max Paglin, Other parties

to the proceeding, it was learned,

will not avail themselves of the
opportunity to reply to the opposi-

tion brief of Ford and Paglin. -

A possibility that the Corainis-

gion may grant immediate approval
of the mei’ger, rather than wait 20
days for the parties to file pro-

posed findings as requested in the
ABC-UPT petition, was indicated
in the Ford-Paglin opposition. The
attorneys suggested that if the
Commission is "determined” that

anti-trust violations have no bear-

ing on qualifications of broadcast
applicants it, "might well consider
whether it can review all the ap-

plications (involved in the hear-
ings) except those pertaining to

the transfer of Du Mont and dis-

pose of them administratively
rather than to require that findings
of fact be submitted by the par-

ties.”

Claim An^-Trust Danirers

In their opposition brief, Paglin
and Ford made a strong appeal to

the Commission to continue the
Par anti-trust hearings under Ex-
aminer Leo Resnick through their

final conclusion.' ABC’s need of

capital to compete in the TV net-

work field, they contended, cannot
outweigh the "vital monopoly con-
siderations” involved in the mer-
ger. The anti-trust Issues, which
ABC, UPT and Paramount want
eliminated, they asserted, are. the
heart of the preceedings.
ABC, UPT and Paramount Pic-

tures, they asserted, "apparently
overlook the fact that probably
the single most important factor
to be considered, if a realistic ap-
praisal of the consequencies of the
merger is to be made, is the anti-

trust history and the actual experi-
ence of Paramount in the past. The
practices which may be expected
to develop as the result of the
theatre-radio combination such as

(Continued on page 37)

San Antonio’s 200% Hike

In Tele Set Sales Laid

To Politics, Thru-Cable
San Antonio, July 22.

Local TV dealers have an-

nounced that the Republican con-

‘OPERATION SUNBDRSI’

A CINCY COIN CLICK
.'Cincinnati, July 22,

WLW-Television’s summer, audi-

ence and sales promotion, "Opera-
tion Sunburst,” is credited with
102 new accounts and 116 sales by
John T. Murphy, vice president.

National advertisers include B. F.

Goodrich, Old Dutch Beer, B.C.

Remedy Co., Sinclair Oil, Blue
Crown Spark Plugs and Sal Fayne.

At the same time Norman Cash,

general sales manager of Crosley’s

AM outlet, WLW,- reported new
billings for national spot sales to-

taling in excess of $300,000 for

July, August and September. The
sales, he said, were made between
June 25 and July 7 by Cfosley of-

fices here and in New York and
Chicago, and excluded network
accounts.

Groucho Leads

WeakAH Ratings
In what is probably a new rating

low for the top network radio
shows, the -Groucho Mara program
via NBC leads the latest Nielsen re-

port (for the week*mf June 8-14)

with a mark of 7.6. Even with the
inroads of television, the top-rated
shows earlier, in the season were
scoring 15s and 16s. Bob Hope
show, in eighth position for the
week, dipped to a 5.3.

Following are the Nielsen top 10:

Groucho Marx (NBC) 7.6

Broadway’s My Beat (CBS) 7.2

Romance (CBS ) 6.7

Fibber & Molly (NBC) ... .6.6

Dr. Christian (ABC) 6.2
Big Story (NBC) 6.0

Walk a Mile (CBS) 5.9

Bob Hope (NBC) 5.3

The Lineup (NBC).? 5.3
‘

Gr^at Gildersleeve (NBC). 5.3

McCann-Erickson Cleve.

Staffers Given Promotion
Cleveland, July 22.

Robert W. Dailey, radio-televi-

sion director of McCann-Erickson,
Inc., has been named a vice presi-
dent and placed in charge of the
Cleveland office.

With Dailey’s promotion, the
agency announced Thomas H. Bat-
man, creative director, and Myron
C, McDonald, account executive
also have been named veepees.

1
Albert W. Sommer, v.p. and gen-

eral manager, Is being transferred
to Chicago, He had been in charge
’of the Cleveland office since 1948.

Dailey had been director of news
for NBC in Cleveland before, mov-
ing to McCann eight years ago.

In announcing the shift, Som-
mers said McCann’s Cleveland
business has tripled in the last

1 nine years.

vention increased the sale of TV
sets in -this area as much as 200%.
Jun\p was attributed to relaxation

of down payment restrictions and
initiation of live network, plus tjie^

national political fever.

A similar jump was noticed in
this period when dealers pur-
chased $10,000 wortfi of TV equip-
ment from wholesale houses where-
as none was purchased for the two
weeks prior to the convention.

Local dealers expect a much
milder run on TV sets with the
start of the Democratic convention.

Reynolds Metals Pacts

CBS Harness Racing
Reynolds Metals has pacted with

CBS Radio to sponsor six quarter-
hour pickups of harness racing
events from various tracks across
the country during August and
September. Deal was set by the
web with the Buchanan agency and
the Grand Circuit Racing Assn.

Series tees off Aug. 6 with the
Hnmbletonian, from Goshen, N. Y.,
with the radio coverage slated
from 5:15 to 5:30 p.m. Other races
are expected to be aired Thurs-
days from 6:15 to 6:30.

WHBS’s BasebaU SRO
Kansas City, July 22.

Radio Night for the Kansas City
Blues of the American A^sn. was
a virtual sellout with 17,100 per-
sons on hand last Friday night (18).

Event is an annual promotion
which salutes Laray Ray, WHB
sportscaster and his sponsor,
Muehlebach Brewing Co., which
has underwritten broadcasts of the
games here this season;
Near-record attendance was the

result of intensive promotion by
WHB, the club officials and others,
and far overshadows last year’s
11,700. Games, contests and prizes
were atractions along with the
ball game.

Pittsburgh — Phil Zinkand has
resigned from the WWSW an-
nouncing staff to go with a West
Coast . radio station . . . New produ-
cer of "Music Time,” three after-
noons weekly on WJAS sponsored
by Army, Is Sergeant Albert B.
Metz, a local boy who graduated
from Allegheny H-S All Halla-
man, just out of Duquesne U, is
filling in as an announcer at KQV
during the vacation season. While
jin college, he was program dl-

campus FM station,

Stickle, who resigned recently to

join Hoffman TV on the Coast as

sales cliiefr-

Halpln was formerly manager of

TV receiver sales for RGA Victor

and is a past prez of the American
TV Society.

Mpis. Aquatennial Hit

By Demo Blockbuster

On Radio^-TV Coverage
Minneapolis, July 19.

There’s plenty of grief currently

for the Minneapolis Aquatennial,

local 13-year old annual sumpier

mardi gras, because its dates, July

18-27, conflict with those of the

Democratic National Convention

which, .of course, is drawing no

little newspaper and other atten-

tion away from it.

Also, the Aquatennial Is getting

less television and radio coverage

thaii otherwise or usual for .the

reason that the stations here can’t

very well slight the present Chi-

cago shindig by giving it a smaller

amoupt of time than that devoted

to the Republican donnybrook,
even though they might like to do
so, which is questionable.

When they belatedly learned
their summer festival would be
concurrent with the political con-

vention, the directors wanted to

change dates. Previous commit-
ments, however, made that imprac-
tical, and they had to go ahead
and buck the tough opposition.

Over the 13 years, the Aquaten-
nial has found its parades to be
the most popular and profitable

fe-rture and currently is again fea-

turing two of them with costly and
elaborate floats

.
provided by local

and outside business concerns.
There are a daytime affair and
an evening illuminated pageant, as

usual, with a $1.80 reserved seats

scale for those who wish to watch
them from the city’s 15,000-seat
stadium.

Other events on tap for the
thousands of transients attracted
here by the festival and homefolks
include the "Aqua Follies,” locally

produced stage-water show, run-
ning from July 16 through the 27th
and scaled at $3.50 top; radio sta-

tion WCCO’s show in the 10,000-

seat Municipal Auditorium, head-
lined by Edgar Bergen and scaled
at $6 top, but which also goes
out over the air; a "Queen of the
Lakes” coronation and ball In the
Auditorium, likewise with a $6 top
scale, and an “Aqua Star Night”
having a $1.80 top.

All radio and TV stations are
giving the Aquatennial the usual
amount of gratuitous ether pub-
licity and, in spite of the Demo-
cratic convention, they aren’t ne-
glecting it. As hitherto, radio sta-

tion WCCO (CBS) and WTCN-TV
have been dishing out the most
coverage. In addition to the afore-
mentioned Auditorium radio show
which it has been staging the past
five years, WCCO covered the day-
time parade with a float by float,

etc., ether wave description. This
parade, which took place last Sat-
urday, before the big Chicago do-
ings’ start, also was televised for
a third successive year by WTCN.
Most of KSTP’s coverage consisted
of newsreel pickups for its TV.

Crosley’s Merchandising

Deal With Drug Chain
Cincinnati, July 22.

Moving the "chain lightning”
operation into the realm of drug-
store products, Crosley Broadcast-
ing’s WLW and WLW-T has
signed a year-long merchandising
deal with the Gallaher Drug chain.
Under the deal, 34 drug stores will
plug products advertised on the
two stations via counter and win-
dow displays, while Gallaher’s will
use a series of spots on WLW and
WLW-T to advertise its own mer-
chandise, as well as national
brands.

Gallaher’s pact follows closely
one set by Crosley with Albers
Super Markets, under which the
Crosley -stations receive "shopper
stopper” displays weekly In each
of the chain's 65 stores and the
chain uses a series of daily spots to
plug its products.

NELSON, KAMERER TO

NBCS HYPOED SPORTS
In a major expansion of its

sports department, NBC j^esterday

(Tues.) named Lindsay Nelson as

assistant sports director under Tom
Gallery, and David N. Kamerer as

coordinator for its National Col-

legiate Athletic Ass’n TV football

coverage. New appointments are
designed to up the sports phase of

the network to an equal status with
the news and special events de-

partment.
Nelson was formerly football di-

rector of the Liberty Broadcasting
System. Kamerer was director of

sports program development for

McCann-Erickson. .... ,

Oeve.WTAM Nabs

" Browns Pro Grid
t

Cleveland, July 22.

Augmenting
.
its, new policy of

"community station,” WTAM has

signed to broadcast the entire 16-

game schedule of the Cleveland

Browns professional football
games.

The announcement, made by
Hamilton Shea, NBC general man-
ager here, marked the first timie in

20 years that WTAM returned to a
play-by-play account of a profes-
sional athletic team, and it marked
the first time in two years that

WERE’s monoply had been broken
in the broadcasting of football,

baseball and hockey. WERE had
the Browns broadcast for the past
two years.

The football games will be spon-
sored by Brewing Corp-. of Amer-
ica, makers of Carling's ale and
beer, and will be carried by WTAM
over a four-state network of radio
stations in Ohio, Pennsylvania,
West Virginia and Kentucky. As
yet, no announcement has been
made as to who will broadcast the
games. Bob Neal, who did the
mike work for the Browns in the
past, has been ruled out since he
does the baseball broadcasts for
Pfeiffer Beer.

Along with the football games,
WTAM announced Paul Brown,
coach and general manager of the
Browns, will appear in a weekly
15-minutes sports program on 6:30
p.m. Thursday evenings, and he
will appear, too, on a Tuesday eve-
ning sport show featuring mem-
bers of the Browns’ team.
Agency is Lang-Fisher and

Stashower.

Yale Divinity SchooTs

TV Religiose Training
New Haven, July 22.

Yale Divinity School, which has
pioneered in religious communica-
tions training for several years,
will offer an experimental course in
religious television next fall for
the^ first time. New course was de-
scribed as a natural extension of
the school’s religious radio cur-
riculum, which has been given for
six years.

Proposed course will be con-
ducted in cooperation with WNHC-
TV here according to the Rev
Liston Pope, dean of the school.
It will be supervised by the Rev.
Everett C. Parker, lecturer in re-
ligious radio and television. David
Harris, W N H C-T V production
chief, will assist the Rev. Parker.
Course will be composed of lec-

tures and seminar discussions, as
well as actual laboratory-type work
in WNHC-TV. Students will take
no part in regular programs em-
anating from the station, Rev.
Parker said, but will do practice
work in the studios. ^

Its debut with a half-hour
I

to be presented each Frida'
on KEYL. Titled the "San i
Story” show will feature
Known musical talent in t
and give interesting point

1 n chamber officia
1 Smith IS producer.

Denver, July 22
On Monday (21) Denver became

the first teleblind city to get its
television following the lorn?
freeze when KFEL-TV claimed the
honor of being the first station to
go on the air in the U. S. after
the long thaw. KFEL-TV went on
the '.aii* officially with the opening
of the Democratic convention us-
ing coverage of NBC;- becoming
'their temporary affiliate- here. The
station • will use NBC shows 'all
week. . Starting at the end of the
convention KFEL-TV will orig-
inate dramatic and other shows in
their* Denver studios, now ready
for operation. KFEL AM and FM
is a Mutual affiliate.

KFEL-TV received its tempo-
rary * operating permit-Friday, and
for Saturday and Sunday went on
an experimental basis. The present
broadcasts are being sent from a
temporary transmitter on Lookout
Mountain, where most of the Den-
ver stations vfiil build. Such a move
will simplify -greatly the installa-
tion of antennas in homes.
KVOD, which has. been given

channel 9 without opposition, will
ask the FCC for a temporary per-
mit, such as was given KFEL.
KVOD officials said they would be*
on the air within two weeks after
it is given, and they will broadcast
from a temporary transmitter
alongside KFEL-TV. Both trans-
mitters will be improved rapidly,
and both should be In maximum
operation by January, 1953.
Empire Coil, given channel 26

(UHF) without opposition, have
not indicated how soon they ex-

(Continued on page 37)

Young Tokyo’s TV Has

Tailor-Mbide Talent-

Nip Wrestlers, Natcb
Chicago, July 22.

Like it was during television’s
infancy in this country, wrestling
likely will be the strongest pro-
gramming fare in Japan during the
first stages of that nation’s just-
sprouting TV Industry. That’s the
prediction of Tokuji Hayakawa,
leading Japanese set manufacturer
now enroute back to his homeland
after negotiating a patent licensing
pact with RCA.
. Industrialist sees Jap video fol-
lowing the American pattern with
the first seven and 12 inch sets
being used in bars and other pub-
lic places with sports, particularly
wrestling, being the most popular
shows. Although there are only
some 200 sets in use now during
this experimental stage, Hayaka.\va
hopes that his firm and the other
tyim set producers who have also
tied up with RCA will be able to

turn out 100,000 sets for the pub
and high income market within the
next year or two,
Hayakawa’s plant will soon be

tooled up to turn out 600 sets a
month but eventually will be
equipped to produce nearly that
many units daily, once the market
expands. The sets, which feature
the U. S. 525-line tube, will cost
about $450 American but the price,

once any degree of mass produc-
tion is attained, should drop to

$300.
Hayakawa, prez of the Handi-

capped Employment Assn, of Ja-
pan, stopjied off in Chicago in

search of equipment that can be
used by dii^bled war vets in his

Osaka plant.

Shnrick Upped in CBS

TV Sales Department
Edward P. Shurick, fonnerly an

account exec with the CBS-TV
sales department, has been named
to the newly-created post of man-
ager of sales development, in which
he reports directly to sales veepee
Fred M. Thrower. In his new job,

Shurick also takes over as head
of TV research, succeeding Lorin
P. Myers, who has resigned to join

the Free Sc Peters station rep out-

fit as manager of TV sales promo-
tion.

As sales development chief,

Shurick will place greatest empha-
sis on bringing in new advertisers

for TV, something on which

Thrower has placed great stress

since he joined CBS video. Shu-

rick is also to aid the web sales

staffers in wrapping up renewals

and in selling new business.
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"YOU WILL BE ON TELEVISION! Televislo^wffi be^TOtctois

That’S the way the Democratic National Committee has laid it
.on the line in print to its convention delegates and alternates
urging them te be in their seats so as to create a good' impression
for the millions watching video screens around the country. -

The printed memorandum, which has been sent to the delegates
and alternate*, alik> appears on a full page of the big, slick paper
.Official convention program. It says further:

“140,000,000 eyes will watch our convention; 70,000,000 people
will watch ns nominate the next President and Vice President of
the United States.

“Eight’ television cameras will be covering every Inch of Con-
vention Hall, inside and outside. They can cover every person in
the hall. They’ll pick up everything of Interest and everything
out of the Ordinary.
“Even if- you’re in a crowd, the eye of Television can project a

closeup picture of YOU to those 7P,000,000 people watching. You
probably won’t even know the camera is on YOU!
“Empty seats will give a very bad impression. Television starts

covering. Convention Hall 30 minutes before each session. BE ON
TIME for each session.” ,

Denw Convention’s Global Impact,

With Worid-Wide Radio Coverage
. Chicago, July 22.

The radio stations of almost the
entire world have been getting and
servicing their listeners with sub-
stantial coverage of the two big
American political .conventions.

In addition, such special services

as the State Department’s “Voice
of America,” have also been feed-
ing convention news to the world,
with special attention to the Iron
Curtain nations.
“Voice” has been working the

-conventions in Chicago with a staff

» of 17 under the direction of Hank
Miller. -

They have been putting out the
live BJngllsh language commentariH
of Raymond Gram Swing to many^
nations where listeners might un-
derstand English. In addition, com-
plete coverage is being wired to

the New York headquarters of

“Voice.” Material is cut to size and
then translated to tiife 46 languages
in which the State Department
broadcasts are given to the world’s
air waves.
One special gimmick has been

bringing to Chicago two or three
foreign language commentators for

“Voice” to do special spots from
here. The service is taking the
audio from the TV net coverage,
making a' number of interviews and
also doing special chores suggested
from time to time by the New York
headquarters.

CBC-BBC in Tic-Iii

Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
and BBC have been operating to-

gether in Chicago. CBC is covering
for both Canada’s French and Eng-
lish speaking populations. Under
the direction of Norman De Poe,
the Canadian web gets one French
coast-to-coast commentary and re-

(Continued on page 36)

CBS Radio 'Digest’

Capra Formula
Chicago, July 22.

CBS Radio, striving for imagina-
tive programming in connection
with the Democratic Convention,
has introduced a stunt bearing
similarity to the old-line Frank
Capra flickers. Film oldsters re-

member the Capra trick of taking
a young and typical lawmaker, a la

“Mr. Smith Goes to Washington,”
“Mr. Deeds Goes to Town,” “Meet
John Doe," etc., and demonstrating
the swirl in and around him of na-
tional and state-level politics, clean
and corrupt.

The CBS “Convention Digest”
operation, supervised by Wells
Church, director of News Events,
settled on a similar plot line this
week, with accompanying kudos in
and around Chicago and from top-
level CBS execs.

“Digest” aproached the Kansas
State Chairman and asked him to
select the “most typical” of his
delegation, an uncommitted, fam-
ily-man delegate. Kansas was

(Continued on page 36)

WOV's 20% Hike for ’52

W’OV, the New. York bilingual
indie, has set its sights on a 20%
billings hike for 1952, with a prac-
tically SRO status prevailing for
the first six months of the year.
This would give the Italian-Ameri-
can language station its biggest
gross to date.

Italian sponsor billings repre-
sent about 70% of the station’s biz.

It’s “No Truce’ In

WBKB-CBS Snag

On Politico Cutins
Chicago, July 22.

A week of conferences between
CBS-TV and WBKB, the web’s
Chi affiliate, failed to produce a
truce on the inter-mural bickering
over the way the indie is handling
the web’s convention feed. Unable
to work out a straight “pay as you
go” deal with CBS for the Westing-
house-backed coverage of this
week’s Democratic convention,
WBKB is cutting away from the
network telecasts at its own dis-
cretion to insert local biz.

It was the indie’s attempt to
squeeze in as much hometown rev-
enue as possible during the 65-
hour CBS Republican show, with
the resultant embarrassment to
the web toppers in town viewing
the telecast on WBKB’s Channel
4, that set off the “there’ll be some
changes” huddles during the be-
tween-convention interval.

John Mitchell, WBKB general
manager, agreed to axe the local
blurbs if CBS would guarantee the

(Continued on page 36)

NBC Plans 1st Traveling

Remote Pickup of Demo

Winner’s Acceptance Trip
Chicago, July 22.

Millions of television viewers
across the country may get a
chance for the first time to watch
the Democratic Presidential nom-
inee on the complete route from
his hotel to Convention Hall, as

he rides through the streets of

Chi to make his acceptance
speech. Stunt could be accomp-
lished through use of NBC-TV’s
new superpowered mobile unit,

which for the first time makes
possible a traveling remote pickup.
TV web's news and special

events chief Bill McAndrew has
sent a map for the proposed route
of the nominee’s motorciide to Ken
Fry, the Ddrnos’ radio-TV chief.

Stunt would probably mean less

(Continued on page 37)
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By HERMAN LOWE
Chicago, July 22.

TV slogan for this Democratic
Convention seems to be, “damn the
expense and full coverage ahead.”
The expense continues stagger-

ing and may get worse. Networks
have been bleeding dollars through
every pore during these conven-
tions. They were nicked a little

deeper when the Demmies decided
to start night sessions at 8 p.m.,
instead of 8:30. This meant addi-
tional preemptions and loss of
profitable revenue-producing pro-
grams during that choice half-
hour.

Because of the unusually ^arge
number of candidates, webs are
worried about a possible deadlock
which could send the nominating
hassle- into extra days, for extra
preemptions and extra red ink.

Nevertheless the orders from the
brass section in New York con-
tinues—^provide full saturation
coverage, no matter what the nick.

Video industry is rolling, mak-
ing an unprecedentedly deep iip-

presslon on the American public
and on the political scene. The
industry toppers mean to sit pat
and play their cards to the hilt.

The story is being told via the
addience—or lack thereof—attend-
ing the convejition sessions. •

It was told on thab last evening
of the Republican Convention
when, with Gen. Dwight D. Eisen-
hower—^the presidential nominee

—

scheduled to speak, they couldn't
even get the delegates to the con-
vention hall to fill their seats nor
enough ticket-holding guests out to

make the galleries look reasonably
full Tor the nominee and the TV
cameras.

Gotta Dress the House
The reason was—the delegates

and guests were in their hotel
rooms watching the proceedings
on video.

That was the evening Convention
Chairman Joe Martin paid TV the
ultimate tribute when he ordered
the guards to open the doors of the
International Amphitheatre and
“let the people in.”

He couldn’t think of any other
way to dress the bouse for the mil-
lions who’d be watching over tele-

vision.

Democrats have picked up the

TV ProvidK Tlnit Booldag’ For

1 like KITE’
San Antonio, July 22.

Every Yellow Cab in the city
carried a “I LIKE KITE” poster
the morning, after Gen. Dwight D,
Elsenhower was nominated at the
Republic Convention. Most motor-
ists and pedestrians got a “double
take” at first glance, due to tho
similarity of the copy with the
General’s campaign clogan.
KITE'S news-department had al-

ready polled the public opinion
less than one hour after General
Ike’s nomination, and found that
most San Antonians thought that
he would be elected in November,

TV Makeup Men

Unsung Heroes Of

ChisConventions
* ^ »

Among the unsung heroes of

this year’s conventions must be
numbered the 'makeup men for the
three video webs. Alternately ha-
rassed by eager politicos who beat
a well worn path to their studios to
make certaih they put their best
faces forward on TV, and the re-
luctant oones who resisted the im-
provements of art on nature, the
makeup men were perhaps the
busiest behind-the-scenes workers
of the Chicago story.

Things are different than In
1948. Four years ago, experts were
imported^from Hollywood to glam-
orize the political actors, yet some
of tlie results were on the bizarre
side.

This time, the results have been
a decided improvement. Majority
of the speakers facing the conven-
tion ' video cameras have been
touched up by experts with a lot

more practical experience with the
peculiarities of TV. And, as in
other cases, those who havp re-
sisted the makeup have shown on
the receiver screens with deep
shadows and what appeared to he
three-day beards.
Most speakers have learned to

tr-—— -r — take their makeup seriously- in

headache of a partially-filled audi- both the Republican and Demo-
(Continued on page 36) (Continued on page 36)

Chicago, July 22.

Network brass well represented
here, though far from en masse,
and in slightly smaller ratio than
at GOP powwow . . . NBC biggie

Niles Trammell, on hand to watch
the Republicans slug it out, is

sitting this one out in Florida . . .

NBC prexy Joseph McConnell back
on the scene, and v. p. 'W'illiam

Brooks stayed on between conven-
tions to guard web’s public rela-

tions interests . . . CBS boss Frank
Stanton did a repeat of his GOP
first day look-see, while Jack Van
Volkenburg and Adrian Murphy,
web’s TV and radio proxies, both
here . . . Earl Gammons, CBS veep
from Washington, is again on hand
to make friends and influence
people until the final gavel , . .

ABC topper Robert Kintner again
came early and plans to 'stay late

. . . Mutual’s executive v. p. Wil-
liam Fineshriber, Jr,, another con-
vention repeater . . . Armed Forces
Radio Service has passed the word
that it is taking material for its

overseas distribution from all the
nets on an equal basis ^ . . CBS
prexy Frank Stanton has some sort
of record as this year’s number one
armchair conventioneer, with two
radio and two. TV receivers in
home and office, plus remote con-
trol for operation, for around-the-
clock looking and listening

Mutual newscaster Everett
.
Hollis,

who was dragged 30 feet along the
convention floor while covering the
GOP doings with his walkie talkie,

now has Eugene Philips, WGN-
Miitual staffer, who has a way with
the local gendarmerie, as body-
guard . , . ABC has developed a
rotating system, working its stable
of- 40 commentators, in a series of
three platoons, in order to give
everyone a crack at the bigtime
. . . Show biz, this week, is con-
centrated in the Harriman camp,
with playwright Sam Spewak in
early to give his all for the New
Yorker, and Robert Sherwood due
at mid-week to beat the Harriman
drums . . . Tallulah Bankhead, an-
other -Harriman 'supporter, doing
her rooting via long distance tele-
phone . . . Ethel Merman here to
watch ' from the sidelines, and at-
torney Bartley Crum taking time
out from the domestic problems of
Rita Hayworth to work on the
political ones of candidate Sen.
Richard Russell . . . Sen. Edwin
Johnson “^(D. Col.) chairman of
Senate Interstate Commerce Com-
mittee, very much on the scene as
manager for the Russell campaign
. . . FCC Commissioner Frieda
Hennock, actress-turned-Treasurer
of tl|e U. S. Georgia Neese Clark,
Mrs. Perle “Call Me, Madam”
Mesta and 'Mrs. FDR air attending
in the. flesh) .as. well as bn ,card-

^ ' (Continued on.page 36)

Chicago,' July 22.
Never before have so many

watched so many supposedly com-
peting politician* wrangle so peace- ‘

ably as they did last weekend dur-
ing the Democrats’ pre-convention’
“crumpled shirtcollar derby” con-
ducted on television.
From NBC-TV’s “We the Peo-

ple” Friday night (18) to ABC-TV’s
“Politics on Trial” last night (Mon.)
the live current headliners^n the
Demo’s presidential nominee hill
racked up a* a unit a total of four
hours of TV airtime. The bicycling*
politicians making up the video

’

“package” Included Senators Rus-
sell,. Kerr ahd Kefauver; Vice
President Alben Barkley, and W.
Avei^ell Harriman.

Besides the aforementioned
video shows, the “have delegates
and will travel” hopefuls appeared
on Edward R. Murrow’s Sunday
CBS-TV convention roundup;
“Meet the Press” and “American
Forum of the Air” same day on
NBC-TV. Also on Sunday, WBKB,
the CBS tele affiliate here, pulled
something of a scoop on the net-
work with its own “Convention
Cioseups” which corraled all the
candidates except Russell with an
hour show that ended just 30 min-
utes before Murrow’s program. All
the candidates except Kefauver got
back to their Conrad Hilton head-
quarters for the CBS pickup, thu*
avoiding another hassle between
the network and its Chi outlet*
Mutual, incidentally, taped the
WBKB show for later airing.

Surprisingly, the unit bookings
of the five Dem frontx’unners on.
the six shows—something unique
Jn the history of U. S. politics-^
failed to produce the sparks the
q.Aa. programs generally do with
their rcFfular formats. The platitu-.
dinous replies from the polls with
their “We’re all in the same cluh”^'
routines had almost a rehearsed
ring by the time the troupe was
disbanded last night for the busi-‘
ness at hand out at the -Interna-'
tional Amphitheatre.

Illinois’ Gov. Adlai 'Stevenson,
the convention’s big question mark

(Continued on page 39)
<1

Dems Jump Gun
i

On Video Tune
Democratic National Committee/

jumped the guii on Its Republican'
Party opposition this week by be-

ing the first to sign for network
television time In the period be-

tween the conventions and the
Presidential election in November.
Demos signed for the Tuesday
night at 10:30 period on CBS-TV,
which has been programmed on a
local basis this summer.
With both NBC and .CBS nearly

sold out for the fall season, the
Demos reportedly were anxious to
buy time fast, so as to get the
choice periods. Simmons Mattress,
for example, takes over that Tues-
day night period In September on
an alternate week basis,'SO that the
Demos could buy it for a span of
only five weeks. Even though the
election comes off Nov. 4, prior to
the time when a number of shows
are slated to return after their hia-
tus, the webs nonetheless have
done well commercially this sum-
mer so that available time even
now is. at a premium.
Demo business was placed

through the Joseph Katz agency.
GOP, whose radio-TV business has
been handled until now by Young
& Rubicam, is expected to spread
its billings out among several agen-
cies, including Y&R.

(

Mutual Ups Marts
Carroll H. Marts, Mutual’s mid-

west division sales chief, has been;
upped to the post of manager of

midwest operations,
Virgil Reiter, Mutual account ex-

lec for the midwest, was named to

succeed Marts in the division sales

chief’s job.
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WOH-TV has taken a tremendous
stride forward both for Itself and

^ Tithe rest of the ihdustr^. with the

Inception of the first Jive all-night

M video show last Saturday night (19).

'As was tp be expected on the prepm

S
hd with such $, flexible ,

format^
he opener had its quota of mls-

<“
I
cues, camera fluffs, etc., • all of

/ i which should be ironed out with-
' i'out too much difficulty. More' im-

•jKjrtant, though, is that if • the

; show paya off (and WDTV, Pltts-
‘

r burgh, has been operating in the

black with an alj-hight film show
. .for several months), other stations

‘ around the country can. be 0»-

' pected to adopt the format.
It was evident from the preem

'that emcee Fred Robbins and the
production crew had only a vague

• notion of exactly where they were
! going. Program ran the- gamut
rfrom guest interviews through
! audience participation contests via

telephone to the. screening of

I Snader' Telescriptions, the three-

! minute 'musical shorts used by
.

1
other TV outlets for vid.eo disk

.

!
jockey programs. Some of the

** show came off well, but there were
.

^ also long pauses when nothing of
"

' interest was * transpiring -'on the

i
' screen. Very fact that WOR-TV is

I first to .open up in N. Y. with an
' ‘

I all-night affair, however, should

,
I insure it whatever viewers stay up
1 after midnight.

I
Robbins, who's been a radio dee-

jay, made for an affable arid in-

telligent emcee. He was naturally
' subject to the hectic aspects of
' the preem but handled his numer-
ous guests smoothly and managed
to keep the show perking through

i most of the night. Walter 'T.

1 Shirley, N. Y. commerce commis-
:
sioner, led off the guest parade
with an explanation of what thfe

‘ city is doing to keep TV centered
• in N. Y„ and he was followed by a

long string of show biz personali-

ties. Robbins made a big thing of
‘

I
playing up to Morgan, the beagle
hound owned by Mr. and Mrs.
Dick Gordon (Kyle MacDonnell),
which was okay for the preem but
can become too cute If he does it

nightly.
Show biz guests naturally

plugged their latest films, record-

^ ings, etc., which was a good way
to whet the public appetite. After
talking up a new disk, though, it

might be a good thing for Robbins
to play the record, so that viewers
could hear for themselves what all

Tn the fuss is about. Program resem-
^ bled a telethon somewhat because
' of the many guests participating
: but, unlike the charity-pitched

: .! shows,
,
the guests were not per-

,
mitted bn this one to do more than
talk.

r Show emanates from WOR's TV
Centre, with Robbins working

|; against’ an attractive setting of the
‘ Manhattan skyline after dark. On

, j
the initiffler, he had difficulty with

I the mike pickups as he walked from
.1 one part of the room to another.
.1 switchers were apparently dozing
.; on the job, since the show started

;
off with a Telescriptlon cued in by

>
;

mistake over the opening credits

j
and there were also several stage-
waits as Robbins 'annouftced a film

. and then had to sit by until it

came on the screen. ., These; are
things Which can be corrected with
no trouble.
Show is being sold on a partici-

I

pating basis, with Val Worth, a
mail order house, the only one in

! so far. Outfit has bought two spots
weekly. Stal,

STOEY: FO|t AMEEICAMS
With Outtferoit Andrews, Gen#
•

producer; Mobert HcrridrA
PlrMtor; .Frattk Hatnii
30 Mliu., Sun., 3:30 vi.ni.

troto York
WCBS-TV, CBS' New York flag-

ship, takes a slice of Americana

each, week and works it into a half-

hour stanza „that blends educa-

tional as' well as entertainment

values. It’s an unpretentious ef-

fort which could pick up plenty

of young viewers' V if it eased up

on its pedagogic manner. As it

stands, now “Story for Americans”

is a visual history lesson which'll

have trouble attracting youngsters

who’ve got that “no school 'til Sep-
tember” attitude..

It’s a simply styled series. using
a storyteller • (Cameron Andrews)
Ms the peg for the Americana lec-

ture. The storyteller .
relates his

assorted tales to a wide-fcyed
younghter (Gene Lee) in a casual,

off-handed manner that demands
attention. His spiel is interrupted
occasionally with an intersperSion
of film clips to point up the yam.
It’s an okay format hut it keeps
the show in low .gear throughout
tha 30 minutes,
On show caught Sunday (20)

program was devoted to the fron-
tiersman .in 'Ohio Rivei; Valley
Basin and the Importance of . the
Mississippi Rivdr to their livelihood.

Andrews began session reading
portions of Mark Twain’^s auto-
biography and continued with a
narration

.
of how the Ohio River

people lived. Film clips which
showed them building their» flat-'

boats arid cruising dowfi the Mis-
sissippi to New Orleans to sell

4;heir produce were introduced to-

ward the end of the session and
lent an eye-appealing -note to the
narratijon.

*

Andrews handled, his long as-
signment in'* commendable $tyle'

while Lee had nothing more to do
than look attentive. The technical
work was uniformly good. Series
is aired regularly-, at 3 p.m. but a
special Demo-cratic convention
pickup last Sunday caused the
half-hour pushback, Gros.

ALL AKOimH tHF TOWN
WlOi Mike ana Buff (Cobb) Wal-

lace, oihciri '
Froauc«r-airectnr:'Eai Ihtxay
30 Mina.; Tbnrs., 9 P*m.
Suatalulng
CBS-TV, mm N, Y, ' •

Mike and Buff (Cobb) Wallace,
hUsband-and-wife team' whose “All
Around the' Town” show has done
yeoman duty ior CBS-TV in filling

program voids, returned for an-
other short run Thursday night
(17) to. take ‘over Jthe period which
Lucky -Strike gets this fall. Show,
originating- from backstage at the
4!6th Street Thnatre, N. Y., where
“Guys and' DolJs” is now click-

ing past
;
its .'?t)0th performance,,

was one of the best they’ve done
and made for .a highly pleasurable
half-hour.’s viewing.
Format of the show usually has,

the. team describing points ofT in-
terest around * N. . Y. via remote
pickups. This time, while scenes
of the. backstage of a Jegit house
during an actual performance
were interesting, it was the stress
put on Interviewing the “Guys”
cast which paid off. All the prin-
cipals with the exception of Vivian
Blaine appeared on camera, and
Wallace apd his ' wife also had
short . spiels with co-producer
Frnest 'Martin and his stage mana-
ger. Emcees displayed socko in-

terviewing techniques combined
with pleasant personalities, which
helped project both them and their
guests for top impact.
Most 'of the interviewing was

done in a rooni underneath the
stage, with the cameras picking up
a poker game participated in dur-
ing their offstage leisure by some
of the cast and writer Abe Bur-
rows. Leads Robert Alda, Isabel
Bigley and Sam Levene also faced
the lenses underneath the stage,
while Wallace climbed to the thea-
tre marquee for a short talk with
Pat Rooney, revolving around the
vet performer’s reminiscences of
46th -Street while the cameras
iro’ved up and down the block. If

nothing else, the interview tech-
nique gave a seldom-seen glimpse
into the backstage life of a major
Broadway hit
No shots of the actual on-stage

performance were furnished, pre-
sumably because of Equity rulings
prohibiting it. Stal.

Tele FoUow-Up Comment
|

I

I-

I

PAINEVILLE TROTTING RACES
.With Tom Manning, Chuck Bang,

Jay Scott
Producer: George Cyr
30 Mins.; Mon. & Wed., 10:30 p.m,
PILSENER BREWING CO.
WNBK, Cleveland

(Stem & Warren)
The colorful trotting races 'al-

ways lend towards television ap-
peal. .Given proper description,
good camera work and satisfactory
color Jbackgrdund, the stanza can
make for top' evening appeal. In
the lialf-hour, twice-a-week pickup
WNBK scores With a healthy gen-
eral overtone' of quality viewing.
Tom Manning, whose background
in sports is as extensive as the field
itself, does the emcee pitch, inter-
views guests, and provides the col-

or background. Chuck Bang han-
dles the race^ itself while Jay Scott
is track man.'The three voices com-
plement,.each other for smooth list-

ening: Manning the on-the-minute
voice to tie it all together; Bang
for crisp race description; Scott
for the story around the race.
Camera-work keeps the viewing

on top the event although absence
of a zo'omar is felt On long shots.
Commercials are easy to take.

Mark.

Walter O’Keefe on Ins bow on
the “All Star Summer Revue” in-
dicates that he can do an affable
job o'n stanza, O’Keefe is an old
hand at this emcee business. He’s
had considerable experience as
money dispenser on “Double or
Nothing’’ and prior to that he had
a long string of radio credit#.
O’Keefe works smoothly and

creates an easy and unhurried air.

This typ.e affability was epitomized
in a “Still Alarm” type sketch in
which the dialog was virtually
monosyllabic. It wasn’t too funny,
but it was pleasant enough to keep
the viewers interested.

O’Keefe was aided by a string
of good performers with Buster
Keaton doing some excellent pan-
tomime as a billposter. Under
Keaton’s modus operand!, the dea'd-
pan becomes a truly artistic form
of expression.
Rose Marie, the former moppet

star, got over nicely with one of
her vaude and cafe staples, “Butch-
er Boy,” which gave her sufficient
chance to show her comedy sldll.
Jimmy Dodd, accompanying him-

self on the guitar, is a' personable
hillbilly and registered strongly.
Hoctor & Byrd dressed up ihe
proceedings with well routined
dancing. jose.

Ed Sullivan's “Toast of the
Town” on CBS-TV Sunday (20) of-
fered an jkverage 60-minute diver-
tissement in which the' highspots
overshadowed the lulls. Overall
production was slick and emcee
Sullivan knit the acts together in
his usual manner.

Big winners this stanza were
Metropolitan Opera star Rise
Stevens and yoefcstar Jack Carter.
Miss Stevens got the show off to
a clicko start with a stirring rendi-
tion of an aria from “Carmen,”
Her rendition packed plenty of
zest and s.a. adding up to exciting
listening and viewing. Staging
and camerawork here were out of
the top drawer. Miss Stevens was
brought back for an encore in mid-
show and she scored again with a
romantic rendition of “One Night
of Love.”

Carter, who replaced the vaca-
tioning Phil Silvers in “Top
Banana” Monday (21), again dem-
onstrated his sock patter tech-
nique. He’s a hardworking come-
dian and although his turn ran a
bit too long, there was no let-up
and each bit was driven home for
top Impact. Material, for the most
part, was bright and breezy and
the rundown of his recent Euro-

pean jaunt was a surefire laugh-
getter.
Sonny Howard ciame across okay

in his vocal miming stint. In his
brief act. Howard • managed to
squeeze in carbons of Frankie
Lalne, Louis Armstrong, Billy
Daniels, Mario Lanza, Ink Spots,
Johnnie Ray, and Jan Peerce. All
the impressions were accurate
and pleasing with only Ray,
Peerce and the Ink Spots getting
the. acid touch.

Will Rogers, Jr., did little but
talk about his father and offer
some samplings of his rope spin-
ning ability. This segment slowed
up the show and Sullivan didn‘’t

help any when he read a letter the
elder Rogers had sent him in 1932.
Sullivan also overworked the plug-
ging On the WB pic, “The Story
of Will Rogers.”
Ben. Hogan offered some golf-

ing instruction in the windup spot
but it’s interest was limited to link
fans only. He got some yocks with
an impression of Bob Hope at the
first tee but this, too, had limited
appeal.
Lincoln - Mercury commercials

were handled with class and imagi-
nation. Gros.

“Meet the Press,” the Martha
Rountree-Lawrene'e Spivak produc-
tion bankrolled by Revere Brass via
NBC-TV, bulged into a full hour
Sunday , night (20) -to provide view-
er more time to size up five can-
didates for the Democratic presi-
dential nomination. Each was al-
lotted 10 minutes to express views
and answer questions of the four-
man press panel.

Session proved well worth the
voting public’s time, for the per-
sonalities, temperaments and politi-
cal views of the quintet were nicely
ma^ified under the camera’s
probing lens. Veepee Alben Bark-
ley impressed as a

.
vigorous old

gentleman whose quick reactions
and friendly manner beliod his 74
years.

Sen. Richard B. Russell of
Georgia appeared a bit stuffy
although he was forthright and
direct in replying to press ques-
tions. Asked by Spivak on how he
felt about FEPC, he said he was
opposed>to “the jail sentence provi-
sion—-for it would impinge upon
the liberties of others.” He also
admitted favoring revision of the
Taft-Hartley Act.

In contrast to Sen. Estes Kefau-
ver’s air of assurance on the famed
Kefauver TV Investigation hear-

( Continued on page 39)

ST, FALL OFBN
WIili WaUy .Mimai

SveudieB
FrodtteeisdireelBr; JR^ireir .Gardner
dS Miiii4 Sun. (IS), s
SCHMIDT BREWING CO,
WTCN, Mlimeai»dU»'^

During the St. Paul. '^’Open,'^ an
annual Twin Cities event and al-
ways one of the year’s most Im-
portant golf tournaments, enlist-

ing the nation’s best players’ par-
ticipation and distributing 115,000
ini cash prizes, WTCN-TV served
up a total of six houi's of play
spread over the last two days in
15-minute or longer packages.* In
so doing, it must have won many
friends among golf enthusiasts, jof
whom thei'c., are a legion ber^'
abouts, because Interest in the
tournament, fanned by heavy hews-
paper coverage, ran high: It alSd
undoubtedly did a lot of good for
the show’s sponsor, .a .St. Paul
brewery, which ran ,jltf plenty of
commercials.

The tournament’s last Ifi min-
utes, on the air S.unday, revealed
some topdrawer camerawork and
narration, the latter by Wally
Mundt, a leading Twin Cities gpfi
pro, and George Svendsen, one of
WTCN’s ace sportscasters. While
the eventual winner,' Dr, ‘ Cary
Middlecoff, who started the last

day three strokes in front of the
field, had the victory cinched when
WTCN . went on the air . for th^
finishing stage, thus faking otf'

some of the concluding telecast's
cream, there were still second and
third places at stake. And with
such sterling . golfers as Sapimy
Sneed and Henry Ransom' fight-
ing to determine who would cop
the runrierup place and land'
$1,800 instead of $1,400, and their
contest not to be decided until
the final hole and with $400 hang-
ing on a single put, suspense
wasn’t lacking for the 10,186 fans,
in attendance and the many thou-
sands watching on TV.
Mundt and Svendsen’s descrip-

tions and explanations of the play
and shots left nothing to be de-
sired. Camera closeups of some
excellent putting and of players
and spectators particularly stood
out. Analyzing “what might hap-
pen,” the narrators whipped up ad-
ditional excitement.

The fact that the winner, Dr.
Middlecoff, a dentist whose vic-
tory earned him $2,400, was play-
ing the. course for the first time
and finished five strokes in front-j

of the field, shooting a record-ty-
ing 266 for the 72-hole route, made
for greater word-of-mouth^ Rees.

RACEWAY HOUR
With Jerry Coyle, Howard de

Freitas, Roy Shudt, Others
60 Mins.; Thurs., 8.30 p.m.
SARATOGA VICHY
WRGB, Schenectady

Leisurely paced Saratoga Race-
way origination probably holds
strong appeal for lovers of the trot-
ting sport, but less pull for the
average scanner. Rough produc-
tion, faulty timing and uneven cam-
era work hobbled the smooth flow
of the hour viewed, although it be-
gan moving surer in the second
half. The almost complete de-
pendence placed on track person-
nel—conceding they are experts

—

might come under the head of
questionable policy and showman-
ship.

Jerry Coyle, WRGB staffer, who
possibly was essaying unannounced
pinch hitting, had little to say un-
til the final 15 minutes. Howard -de
Freitas, Raceway publicity director,
did virtually all the commentary
and recapping, plus an interview
with an area stable owner-doctor
and wife. De Freitas likewise
chatted—most of the,.time off cam-
eras—with Bowman Brown, editor
of The Harness Horse, before the
feature $10,000 Arden Trot, won by
the crack Del Pronto. Roy Shudt,
who calls the races on . the public
address system, doubled as inter-
viewer of the winner’s owner and
latter’s wife. Shudt, handled a
multiplicity of assignments, had
started another exchange, inter-
rupted by a studio return for a
commercial . It was resumed later
by de Freitas.

Videocast did achieve the un-
usual in covering four races, two
of them features. To • make this
possible, WRGB slightly spilled
over into the following network
show. Camera shots,. of horses rac-
ing and scorihg, were clearer than
some noted last year, but the idea
of continuing them during warm-
ups, while an Interviewee spoke

—

unseen—appeared odd. Greater
alertness and imagination eould be
expected,

. Jaco.

City—Bu>ddy Black,KCKN disk jockey and m.c., is on
leave of absence to take over the
Bill Gordon show at WHK, Cleve-
land, while Gordon vacations this
week (21-28). Black was in Cleve-
land a few weeks ago working the
show, and current deal is a follow-
up.
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LITTLE LEAGUE'BRgEllALL
22ft Einiie; JSiitatoii
FixHucer; CMc
Dlne«t«r: HkE ']4eMM4ijiE
$9 Mlag.; W«<1> 7 BU.
SWIFT A CO.
WGN-TV,
(Needham, Loutw ic Brcrhy, J. w,

Thompson)
Sportscaster Jack Brickhouse and

the ^GNrTV camera orew« have
beeiv preppihg fojp thl$ sand lot
baseball assignment by "covering
the antics of. Chi’s major league
diamond i^tries for going onto
four years. The indie had added to
its sports lineup which‘- includes
the. exclusive telecasts of the Cubs
and

: White .Sox, this Wednesday
night

,

pickup • of Little League
games,, featuring players 12 years
of age and younger. .

:

And it makes for a fine- video
sports feature, (;iontest between
the. midget teams unfurled on the
pree‘m.'(16) Jfiad all the factors for
a good show. There were chuckles
and even a touch of drama as the
pint-sized baseball hopefuls went
about' their chores with a aeridus-
ness that might have put the 'major
leaguer guests ih the stands to
shame. - Besides, it was a well*
played by Windy. City ba'se-^
ball . standards,'

Brickhouse, doing the play-by-
play, and Ernie Simon, along for
the

‘

color gab and the post-game
Interyiews -with the Idds, make a
topgrade team for a task like this.
Wisely, neither .played the. moppet
game just fo'c the laughs arid
stressed the benefits the juves de-
rive from the organized activity.

Lensing was done by two cam-
eras, which, though cutting down
on the overall flexibility, was gen-
erally up to the station’s high re-
mote standards.

*

Swift’s plugs were given a’ good.
Intimate live sell by Brickhouse
between innings. Dave.

JIMMY WAKELY SHOW
With Joan Lorry, Don Weston, Noel

Boggs, others
Director: Bob Quinlan
30 Mins.; Tues. 8:3(1 p.m.
COLEMAN HEATING
KNXT, Hollywood

^
Jimmy 'Wakely is back on televi-

Sion with a half-hour western vari=
ety format, and it develops as a
pleasing, unpretentious summer
offering grooved for the western-
music minded.
The cowboy crooner, a graduate

pf Monogram via Capitol Records,
pleases with his personable man-
ner and pleasant delivery, but he’s
slickest dishing out the tunes, is
particularly good on “Slippin*
Around,” which he disclicked with
Margaret Whiting for Capitol to a
bonanza of 1,800,000 platters sold.
Ken Murray as guest gave a

terrific hypo to the opener, with
a brisk, fresh monolog, then gifted
Wakely with Cap’# gold record for
“Slippin’.”
Some fair support Is provided

by femme thrush Joan Lorry, steel
guitarist Noel Boggs and the back-
stoppers. Show lacks production,
only number with any being the
finale, in which Wakely, Miss Lor-
ry and Don Weston joined to sock
over “Tumblin’ Tumbleweed.”

Direction by Don Quinlan is
fair. Pitches by Gary Goodwin on
behalf of Colemari’s heating equip-
ment are overlong and tiresome,

DakU.

ARE YOU POSITIVE?
With Frank Conniff, Jimmy Can-

non, Frank Frisch, Lefty Gomez
Producers: Lester Le'wis, A1 Law-

rence
Director: Warren Jacober
30 Mins., Sun.; 6 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC-TV, from N. Y,
During this summer period,

panel shows have become more
frequent than any other type pro-
gram. Virtually every network
has a prize assortment, a few good
enough to rate continuation Into
the fall, most of them likely to
be dropped when the tele season
becomes more competitive.
“Are You Positive?” has a thin

base. Idea is to have a panel of
sport experts guess the identity of
a personality from a negative or a
baby picture flashed on a screen.
Home viewer is informed. Those
sending in a napie are given $3
and if the panel doesn’t guess it,

sender is also given a book.
N. Y. Journal American’s Frank

Conniff emces the show. Jimmy
Cannon, of the N, Y. Post, and
ex-majorleaguers Frank Frisch
and Lefty Gomez comprise the ex-
perts. Format gives the panelists
some opportunity for expression
and Cannon makes a good Impact
on the homeviewers. On show
caught, he seemed to do morjt of

the mental work as well as majority
of the ad lib lines. '

^

Canniff is a replacement V?
Bill Stern, who started with
shindig. Stem is set to return ts

soon as he recovers from an ail-

ment. Jose.
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Qiit ' the ^Qurir^nt «xpcutive realignment at NBC, which’ how
findsc)Ch^l.«S jt. PPhay no longer functioning as an executive vee-

pee vice-opresident. in charge of. all owned-and-operated
station activities, diajK emerged a setup which, if anything, has. cre-

ated \:es(?«tt:>greater confusion within the prganization in resolving

the status^ of th’e odco -echelon. >

NBC- now has five (count ’em) veeliees operating iri the o^u
divislon^three on an 'overall’ administrative level and two bn a
local.>st»tion;.basis, • The former iiiclude Denny, James Id- Gaines,
who gtili carries the 'title. of vice-president in charge of owned-and-
operirtfed stations; and Veepee* Carleton D, Smith, who was moved
over fi^orn station relations into the o&o operation when Harry
Bannister joined the organization.

The o&o yeepees on a local level include Ted Cott, in charge of

WNBO-WNfiT in New York, and Harry Kopf, boss man of the
Chie^i[o pyeratiou.

.
,

1 Big Talent Union By 2-1 Vote
Formation of the **'one ’big talent

union” moved a step nearer adop-

tion this week with the approVal

by the, American Federation of Ha-

dio Artists’, national board of the

merger blueprint Set up by a com-
bined group of professors from
Cornell and UCLA. AFRA board,

polled by. mail, votedU 34-17, or 2-1,

in favor of the plan.

Next step is for the blueprint

to receive approval of the other
four eastern talent branches of the

Actors and Artistes -of America,
including American Guild of

Variety Artists, American Guild of

Musical Artists, Actors Equity and
Television Authority. Once that

is accomplished, each of the mem-
ber guilds must then, poll its entire

membership via a national referen-

dum before final approval of the
plan can be obtained.

Blueprint calls for five- branches
to elect delegates to a convention,
in proportion to the membership
in good standing.- Convention
would would then draft' the con-

stitution of the One Big Union.
Move would require the full back-
ing, however, of all five branches.
If one of them backs out, it’s ex-

pected that AFRA and TVA would
go it alone via a two-way merger,
a move which the memberships of

those two previously endorsed un-
animously.

Bridgeport Stations

Involved in Rhubarb

Over Golf Tourney
Bridgeport, July 22.

WNAB won a major victory last

week when it broadcast the 16th
annual Shore Line Open golf tour-
nament exclusively from the Mill
River Country ' Club under the
sponsorship of the F. and M. Schae-
fer Brewing Co.

The tournament, .biggest one-day
event of its kind in New England,
attracted such nationally known
golfers as Julius Boros, national
open champ; Jimmy' Demarest, Vic
Ghezzi, A1 Brosch, Claude Harmon
and Tommy Armour.
WICC, Bridgeport’s biggest ex-

haler, had attempted to broadcast
the tournaihent on an exclusive
basis and did get the exclusive nod
from the Mill River radio commit-
tee, but WNAB wound up doing the
show through the efforts of Jack
Fleischer, sports columnist for The
Bridgeport Herald, who had been
airing the tourney for the last four
years 6ver WICC.
WICC tried to freeze ’ out

Fleischer and have its own sports-
caster do the show, but all efforts

were stymied.

Fleischer informed the radio
committee that he was definitely
going to do four broadcasts of
scores and interviews and that he
V’ould set up his booth just outside
the golf course if WNAB was being
barred" from putting a direct wire
to the -scofers’ tent.
WICC publicized in "Bridgeport

dailies the day of the tournament
that it was doing a series of broad-
casts direct from the club when the
tourney started, but only WNAB
"as on hand, and the Mill River
committee permitted Fleischer to
do all his shows, from the scorers’
tent.

WGN-TV’s Dance Remote
Chicago, July 22.

WGN-TV has scheduled Chi-
cago’s first remote pickups of a
dance band with a new weekly
series starting Aug. 13, in the
9-9:30 p.m. time slot. It’s expected
that WGN-TV will feed tjie pro-
gram to the DuMont network.
Shows will originate from the
Melody Mill Ballroom. Jimmy
Palmer’s band kicks off the series,

and will be followed by Jan Gar-
ber, Ralph Marterie, Billy May and
Jimmy Dorsey.
Deal was set by Russell Q.

Facchine of General Artists Corp.

GE Mulls Return

To Grid Roundup
Insistence by General Electric’s

appliance division that it be the

sole bankroller on CBS Radio’s
Bing Crosby show this fall may
pave the way for the GE parent
company to return as bankroller of
the web’s Saturday afternoon
“Football Roundup” this season.

CBS is currently - pitching the
three-hour Saturday package to

GE and several other sponsors, but
is prepared to air the show on a

sustaining basis if no bankroller
is tied down by the time the foot-

ball season starts.

GE has sponsored the show for
the last two seasons. When it look-
ed as though the company would
pick up the tab for Crosby this

year, however, CBS started to

scout around for other bankrollers
for its football package. Fact that

the appliance division will now be
the-only GE department represent-
ed on Crosby, however, presum-
ably. means that the parent com-
pany’s budget is still available for

the roundup.
Under the roundup plan, CBS

sports counselor Red Barber and
his staff cover five or six games
directly each Saturday, with Bar-
ber cutting to various sportscast-

ers around the country from time
to time during the show. In addi-
tion, he keeps a running score go-
ing on practically every game via

direct phone connections with
other CBS staffers or stringers.-

HENNOCK TO COAST

ON EDUCATIONAL TV
Hollywood, July 22.

Reportedly “perturbed” at lack
of interest evidenced in..L.A. for

educational channel allotted to the
city, FCC commissioner Frieda
Hennock is coming here the end
of July to confab with reps of edu-
cational institutions and public
agencies on pooling of their re-

sources to begin work on such a

channel.
Lewis Arnold Pike, AM arid TV

co-ordinator for the California

Teachers Assn., Southern -Section,

just back from Washington where
he conferred with the commis-
sioner, report.s she is anxious to

see progress in this area on an
educational channel.

By GEORGE ROSEN
Anxieties and tensions contihue

to mount at NBC, in
,

the wake of
last week’s executive reshuffle and
the certainty that a complete
streamlining process is on tap for
the imminent future. Just as a com-
plete radio-TV integration was
achieved on a top level basis ex-
tending from the

'

“Pat” Weaver-
Frank

,
White high command

through the programming-sales-
production facets of the operation,
it’s knowfi that a similar integra-
tion will affect the lower echelon
as well, with new duties and as-
signments scheduled for announce-
ment within the next couple of
weeks.

Virtually resigned to the fact
that another and more drastic ra-
dio rate cut is pending, NBC prexy
Joseph H. McConnell is determined
to set the web’s economic house
in order. There will be some per-
sonnel Jopoffs as the integration of
radio and television becomes more
pronounced, particularly in areas
where duplication of functions ex-
ist, but just how drastic they’ll

be is still to be resolved.

About 18 months ago McConnell
was forced to effect a $1,000,000
budgetary cutback in radio, and
although in the process some heads
rolled, the network wound up last

year on a financially sound’ basis.

A similar trimming appears in the
cards for the immediate future.

Last week’s succession of moves
toward , coordination of the radio
and TV networks "was the most
drastic yet, virtually clinching the
newly-promulgated “one big net-
work” idea which stands in sharp
contrast to the rival CBS’ “two-
separate-networks” operational pat-
tern.

NBC’s Three Groups
NBC now breaks down into three

principal groups: (1) The combined
radio-TV networks, under the
Weaver-rWhite command; (2) the
owned-and-operated station setup,
now topped by Charles R. Denny,
whose role as executive vice-presi-

dent has been invalidated; .and (3)

the staff officers, headed by Joseph
Heffernan, which includes the le-

gal, financial and personnel facets

of the operation. No changes have
been effected in this division, at

least thus far.

In the No. 1 area, John K. Her-
bert, former veepee in charge of

radio network sales, becomes
veepee and director of "TV network
sales, reporting to Herbert.

Charles C. Barry, veepee in

charge of radio network programs,
has been appointed v.p. in charge
of radio-TV programs.
Fred W. 'Wile, Jr., veepee in

charge of television network pro-

duction, takes over both radio and

(Continued on page 39)

Red[’»,Treai3
CBS-TV used another ver-

sion of its new electronic mat-
ting amjjlifier with socko suc-

cess during the final General
Electric commercial on “Infor-

mation Please” S.unday night

(20). Red Barber, who handles
the GE plugs on the -show, was
made to appear as though he
were actually standing inside

a giant-sized .refrigerator, and;,

floated from one shelf to an-’

other as he explained the box’s

various points.

Device was worked oiit by
the CBS special effects depart-

ment, utilizing basically a su-

per-imposition process. It had
previously been used on GE’s
Fred "Waring show during the
regular season. -As a gag fin-

ish, Barber- “walked” inside

the refrigerator with the com-
ment that, “if anybody is still

wondering whether thaWittle
light really- goes out when you
close the doQl% I can assure

you that it does.”

Flanagan Raps

AM Yardsticks

Chicago^ July 22.

Tom Flanagan, managing direc-

tor of the National Assn, of Radio

and TV Station Representatives in

town to beat the drum for spot

radio last week, took the various

audience rating services to task for

failing to measure the complete

AM audience. He suggested that

to get the full AM audience pic-

ture, Nielsen and Hooper ratings

should be multiplied by two. «

Flanagan charged that no pres-

ent nosecounting outfit, including

Pulse and the recently launched

Nielsen Coverage Service, really

yardsticks out-of-homb listening.

Rep spokesman argued that re-

searchers have only scratched the
surface in measuring the amount
of dialing to the 23,250,0(10 “Car

radio and that the listening in bar-

bershops and other biz places has
never been evaluated.

The increase in multiple set own-
ership, resulting from the industry
push on portable and clock radios,

poses another problem for the sur-

veyors, Flanagan pointed out. For
example, how is the surreptitious

listening of jnopp^ts and teenagers
to be measured, he asked.

-4^ Further difficulties confrontini
TV networks in trying to placate
two sponsors who alternate on the

same Show have been giving CBS-.
TV some programming headaches
during the last two weeks. Show
in question is Bums ^ Allen, which
is slated to be bankrolled on a
sklp-a-week basis starting this fall

by Carnation Milk and Goodrich.
Each sponsor wanted a different
time period and after several
weeks of hassles, CBS finally

brought them to terms Monday
(21).

As finally settled, the shovj' stays
in its present Thursday night at 8

slot, where it has been bankrolled
on an alternate week basis by Car-
nation. Goodrich moves into the
show starting Oct. 9, at which time
it will go weekly, with the two
sponsors then rotating eadi week.

Hassle started when Carnation
deiriarided that thb show stay in its

present time slot.

Goodrich, however, which bank-
rolls “Celebrity Time” Sunday
nights at 10 on CBS, wanted
to have the show move In there in

the fall, when “Celebrity” is axed.
Under the new setup, CBS must
now fill the Sunday night period.

Among the compromises w'hich
CBS reportedly trie'd to work out
in an effort to please both spon-
sors was a drastic reshuffling of its

Sunday night lineup, which would
have found B&A taking over, the 8
to 8:30 slot. Ed Sullivan’s “Toast
of the Town,” now in at 8 to 9, -

would have been moved back a

half-hour. Bristol-Myers (now
bankrolling “Break the Bank” but
-shopping for a new show) would
have remained at 9:30, with Gen-
eral Electric and its Fred Waring
show moving up from 9 o’clock to

10. Web could not get all the
sponsors involved, however, to go
for the.moves.

Carnation reportedly was averse
to the Sunday night at 10 period on
the assumption that the slot is too
late t(^ 'achieve maximum audience
ratings. Goodrich, for its part, re-

portedly didn’t relish the idea of
going in 'Thursdays at 8, where the
show would be bucking NBC-TV’s
Groiicho Marx program. And
nelther-sponsor was willing to move
into the Tuesday 8 to 9 lineup, one
of the few other slots which CBS
still has available, through a dis- '

inclination to compete with NBC'»
Milton Berle show.

Cleve. Breaks Ice on Out-of-Town

TV Baseball Piebps in WPIX Deal
N. Y. Yankees, through the com-

bined efforts of the N. Y. Daily

News and WXEL, Cleveland indie

video outlet, last week inaugu-

rated what may be the answer to

televising bi'gleague baspball games

next season, via WIPX feeding the

five Yankee - Cleveland Indian

games played in N. Y. to WXEL for

simultaneous airing in the Cleve-

land area. Feed was made possible

through a new technical device

created by WPIX engineers, which
freezes the action on originating

cameras to permit a cut-in of local

commercials in the out-of-town

ErcR.

Number of baseball biggies," in-

cluding Commissioner Ford Frick,

have already gone on record as

favoring some system whereby only

out-of-town games will be tele-

vised. Idea is based on their be-

lief that telecasts of the home
I
games, which is now being done,

does hurt the in-person gate. As
a result, they hope to work out
some schedule where fans in one
city can see the gmes played by
their local team only When it’s on
the road, so long as those pickup
do not interiere with the at-home
schedule of another "team in the
same city.

Dual pickup of the Yankee-In-
dian five-game series to both WPIX
and WERE, Cleveland indie radio
sent the first time that games of
out-of-town teams were fed back
to the home fans on a regular basis.

(WXEL previously carried the "In-

dians’ opening day game with the
Chicago Wlilte Sox, .from Chi.)

(WXEL previously cafried the In-
dians’ opening day game with the
Chicago White Sox, from Chi.)
WXEL plans to pick up eight more
games played by the Indians later
this season with both the Yanks
and the Boston Red Sox, and will
feed theYankee-Indian g«me.s from

(Continued on page 37)

WLIB’s Sellout

Of Block Programming

Aimed at Negro Market
Underscoring how radio pro-

gramming slanted to a particular
segment of a metropolitan audi-
ence can pay off, WLIB, N.Y. indie,

now has the largest Negro audi-
ence in the metropolitan N.Y. area
dally fi’om 7 a.m, to noon, accord-
ing to a special Pulse survey taken
for the station. In addition, that

morning block is now 94% sold out,

according to general manager
Harry Novik.

WLIB now broadcasts 57 hours
of Negro programming weekly,
with the various shows putting the
emphasis on Negro name person-
alities who have developed into

radio .personalities via their WLIB
airings. Talent lineup ranges fi'om
Walter White, exec secretary for
the National Assn, for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People, to

Joe Bostic, sports editor of the Am-
sterdam News.
WEFC, new Miami radio indie,

meanwhile revealed this week that
it is switching to a policy of all-

Negro programming. Until now,
the Florida outlet has done general
programming but^the success of il.s

three-hour afternoon disk jockey
show, “Ebony Express,” led to the
decision to shift to Negro program-
ming exclusively. As a result, the

station is adding. Negro talent to iti

staff and building a number of new
shows slanted primarily for the

85,000 Negro listeners in the great-

,er Miami area.
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YES, BENNY
IS THE NO, I

"Mack B«rtny (who under prietsure; modestly admits he is

“America"i; greatest comedian) introduces enough humor to justify

the assertion. Other comedians mqy have broader methods,

but in dry wit, in telling meditative silences, in impromptu gag-

ging, and in timing, there are few to equal this bland artist . . .

Benny"s triumph is brilliantly shared by Dennis Day . . . and

there is a deliciously funny finale to an act which is certainly one

of the best ever brought to the Palladium."
—^A. E. Wilson

Star

"Mack Benny's American brand of humor continues to be as
polished as aq ice rink, as arid as the Sahara^ aisd as leisurely

as a slow boat to.China, I am now, and always, eontont to spend
an hour with Mr. Benny himself, while he muses and meanders
in mock-Olympian detachment and disdain. For that sentiment*

debunking speech of thanks alone—I would listen to him patiently

on the boat to China and back again."
HoroW Conway
Evening Standard

JACK BENNY
^ THE MARVEL

"His wit ... is little short of genius. Singer Dennis Day made
a real hit; Benny's finale was an inspiration."

—P, L Mannock
Daily Herald

'

JACK'S MY BOY!

"Mack Benny enters with a beoutiful air of languid disdain;

he doesn't s^m to care if we like him or not. And, of course,

=we love him." —^Sunday Mirror

. . scored his familiar success at the Palladium last night."

—Telegraph and Morning Post

BENNY HAS
THEM ROARING

"Jack Benny is an artist and the Palladium audience roared

its approval last night."
—^Evening News

"Jack Benny is the least aggressive of the American comics,

he doesn't rush at his audience: he sidles up to them. He doesn't

woo them: he tolerates them, just as he tolerates with faint dis-

gust the other happenings on the stage. He doesn't fire gags:

he soliloquises.

"I thank Mr. Benny for being refreshingly different and con-

sistently funny. I thank him also for his debunking all those

other performers who have embarrossed us with mawkish senti-

ments at the end of their acts."
—--Sunday Express

"Jack Benny returned amid a roar of applause to the London

Palladium « . . ond soon had the audience rocking."
—News of the World

JACK BENNY FUNNIER
THAN EVER BEFORE

"Jack Benny is a virtuoso of comedy. With genius (or witch-

craft) he makes his entire body of onlookers laugh at him with

a flick of his muscle controlled face.

"Every sentence, even of two or three words, is funny when
Benny says it. His 'mean' man is an International character; but

this art of verbal and facial timing is of only one man in the

world—Jack Benny.

"We have been asked if he is as funny this time, his third visit

to the Palladium. Customers, he's funnier! Like wine, he gets

better with age (58) .

.

. he's a delight in everything he does."

—Show Business

"Jack Benny brought down the house o <» • one of the greatest

of real clowns."
—Show World

"Jack Benny was bigger, better and brighter than ever; he

once again proved himself one of the world's greatest come-

dians. By a lift of the eyebrow or a scornful tilt of the nose,

he gets the audience limp with laughter. High spot of his act

Was Dennis Day, and he certainly got a wonderful welcome.

"What an act! What a comic!"
—Milton Deane

Hollywood Reporter

JACK BENNY BOFFEROO
ON PALLADIUM OPENING

"Jack Benny scored an outstanding hit with a laughter-packed

routine. Dennis Day collared a big share of applause."
—Doily Variety

"He displayed

ing brilliantly of

once more that unique talent for doing noth

which he is the supreme master."
, ,

_-News-Chronicle
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^'When the tiine com# for liim

>
go, you felt you liodl lost a

fiend. Per Mr; Benny's ort as a

^median is the art that conceafs

Mirror

. , . AND BENNY STILL ^

SPELLS SUCCESS
''He still has the personality

hidi has kept him for years

mericd's No. 1 broadcasting

jmedian."
—The Daily Graphic

"Jack Benny, supported by the

i

rile voice of Dennis Day and a
perb trio of singing sisters, is ir-

(istible.

"His timing is impeccable, his

[irowaway £jags a joy to the ear.

h. Benny is a great comedian."
—Dick Richards

Sunday Pictorial

MASTER OF LAUGHS
"In the art of saying much in

ittie, compressing amusement and
loicol repungance in one sad
lath of a smile and giving a joke
lot extra droll bite, he stands tri-

mphantly alone."
—Cecil Wilson

Daily Mail

"There is a runibr about to the
effect that Jack Benny, who has
returned to the Palladium for

.

three ‘WMks, is a great clown.
This is d dreadful slur on his repu-^

tation; so let us dispose of it at
once.

"Mr. Benny is not a clown at
all; he is a straight man or stooge,
and possibly the subtlest in the
history of comedy.

"To relish him as I do may easily

be an eccentric-taste: he is techni-*

cally a buffer-state, a rarity In this

country, whose comedians are
generally aggressors.

'IBut no oiw with an eye for the
Craft of comedy should miss the
chance of studying the ease and
timing of his minutely rehearsed
ad-libs."

—Kenneth Tynan
Evening Standard

WHAT AN END
TO A GREAT ACT

"With majestic calm, a glassy,

disinterested eye. Jack Benny
strolls on to the^stage like a pained
manderin who has nobler things

to do—if only he could think of

them ... he is a great clown • • «

it is a devastating finale." >

—^John Barber

Daily Expresj

JACK BENNY AND
I

DENNIS TRIUMPH

I

"On his third visit to the London Polladium, Jack Benny once
fiain proves that he is the world's moster of suave comedy. It

( not too much to soy that his. act on this trip js The best of the
neo he has done here, ond no small port of this success must
« credited to singer-stooge, Dennis Day,
Aided ond abetted not only by Dennis, but by a brilliant

of girl vocalists who stooge for him admirably in a hilarious

Muence. Jack Benny is greater than ever, and his finale is one
ihe cleverest gimmicks the variety stage has seen for a long,

^ time.

^'Magnificent, Mr, Benny!" —^New Musical Express

I

"Mr. Jack Benny is one of those extraordinory clever comedians

• « . Mr.' Benny's Of^peal is a challenge offered by a wit to the

intelligent appreciation of the audience; even its nonsense is

rational."
..-Times

"For the third time in four years, Jc^k Benny is a sniash at

the Palladium . . • Dennis Day proves a nifty comedian in his own
right as well as a first class vocalist."

'—^Variefy

London—They (Jack Benny and Noel Coward) are two of
® ihrewdest and expert performers in the history of show busi-
'*5/ and they possess a gift for showmanship that is not miles

from genius.
It Would be the height of the unnecessary to tell American

^hat Jack Benny does in his act. It is the reaction of the

srt'j
fo him that is important, and it can be re-

On briefly. They loved him ... It is the keen admiration
’ ^^joyment experienced by knowing people who appreciate
'^tisterly performer. They loved Dennis Day, too."

—Richard Waifs, Jr.

New York Post

BENNY, BEHER
THAN EVER

"Jack Benny is one of the most accomplished clowns Palladium
audiences have had. And on this, his third visit since the war,
he was better than ever. For his entire 6Q-minute act he seemed
to do nothing, but with infinite charm. That urbane smile; that

flat, fin-like hand; the Jazy drawling voice; those languorous
gestures—they all add up to one word, technique. And what a
joy to wotch.

"For encore Benny kidded the usual firstnight Palladium speech
with a brilliant skit on his own thoughts . . . this was a gimmick
with genius."

—Leigh Yance*
Billboard
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AQUATENNrAl. SALXJTE
With Edr^ir Berjrejti, Cedric Adams,
Bob DeHaven; jftfarion Marlowe,
Frank .vParker, JTulhis LaBosa,
Polly Barren, Frank Mantzke’s
Choralaires (4i5), Schiek's Cafe
Singrers (6), Aqua 'Sinfinr Coin
testants (4), WCCO oifch (24)

Producers-directbrs: Bob Suttoin^
Bob McKinsey, Ed. ^Viehman

Writer; Viehman
, 120 Mins.; Sat. (19), 8 p.m.
PARTICIPATING
WCCO, Minneapolis

This fifth annual WCCO Aqua
tennial show, like its predecessors

a plug for the local summer mardi
gras, a goodwill and business
gainer for the station and an ap-
petizing entertainment dish, was
phiyed before a live audience of
10,000 in the municipal Auditorium
at $6 top and broadcast in its en-
tirety. Thp same as thn others, it

reflected much’ credit on the CBS
station’s staffers, Again the latter
came through with a melange of
music and fun which registered
well over the air and must have
more than satisfied the paying
guests, j.udging by the applause
that percolated to set listeners.

The usual WCCO proficiency in
evidence for these affairs resulted
in smart and effective routining.
Durmg the two hours running time
the proceedings never dragged.
Swiftly paced, flrstrate entertain-
ment, always in evidence, added to
the station’s prestige,.

Edgar Bergen,, with his Charlie
McCarthy, Mortimer Snerd, Effle
Clinker and a new family member,
Peter Torkelson, in tow, followed
well in the footsteps of previous
WCCO Aquatennial show headlin-
ers J3ob Hope, Arthur Godfrey,
Eddie Cantor and Dennis Morgan,
dishing out his usual good measure
of mirth. Warbling qf th6 fU’st or-
der was bn tap from a trio of God-
frey show vocalist regulars, Miss
Marlowe and the Messrs. Parker
and LaRosa, as well as from Polly
Bergen, the’ splepdld Choralaires
(a topdrawer local 'group of 45
young men and women chirpers
just back after competing in the
Wales international music contest),
Schick’s Cafe excellent musical
comedy sextet and four Aquaten-
nial singing contest finalists. Num-
bers included boff arrangements of
“Lisn.” “Wonderful,” “Kiss of
Fire." “Take Me in Your Arms,”
“Body and Soul,’’ “Be Anything,’’
“Tenderly." “Begin the Beguin”
and “Brigadoon" selections.

Two of WCCO’s own ace per-
sonalities, Cedric Adams, the No.
1 man of radio here, and Bob De-
Haven. emerged with flying colors
in their emcee roles, as was to be
expected.

Performers were off and on and
In and out. taking turns and scat-
tering their contributions through
the entire show. There was con-
siderable amusing persiflage ban-
tered among Adams. DeHaven.
Bergen and some of the others to
spice the performance, ’f’he emcees
also Interviewed the various person-
alities briefly to bring out inter-
esting facts about them. While
much of Bergen’s material had a
familiar ring and he even revived
his hospital bit, the ventriloouist
unfai ingly rang the lau.ghter bell.

they soloed or dueted,
Mi.ss Marlowe, Parker and LaRosa
clicked 100‘?r.

Each of the four 30-minute seg-
ments had a separate soonsor.
Commercials were sufficiently
brief and imobsU'U.sive. Rees.

M-f » » f » » M »

ACROSS THE BLUE PACIFIC
Transcribed by Pacific Fleet,
U. S. Navy at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii
Sustalninjf
KIKI, Honolulu

Navy—and therefore taxpayers

—

is >'csponsible for this series, pro-
duced at Pearl Harbor.

It’s a partial takeoff on perennial
“Hawaii Calls,’’ which has Visitors
Bureau hacking and originates at
Matson’s Moana Hotel for Mutual
airing.

’

But. more accurately, “Across
the Blue Pacific” is a not-bad show
created to (1) boost Navy, and (2)
pre.suniably convince would-be re-
cruits and their families that Navy
life in Hawaii isn’t a fate worse
than death.. It succeeds, in varying
proportions, on both counts.

Hawaiian music, a few phrases
spoken in Hawaiian, and a- short
narrative drama of Navy derring-
do adds up to a series that listens
easy in its 15-minute format.

Series features Royal Hawaiian
Serenaders, courtesy Musicians As-
sociation of Honolulu, AFM affi-

liate.

Lt. Rex Wills and John Mason,
yeoman, both ex-Hula Staffers, an-
nounce series, which originally
was produced for now-folded Lib-
erty Broadcasting System.

It’s understood Navy is now try-
ing to line up other Mainland out-
lets for the transcriptions. Hono-
lulu’s KIKI goes along for the free
ride, Chris/ :

f 4 »
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-Dorothy & Dick frankly treated
with that devastating Fred Allen
Ginger Rogers satire-on the Mr. &
Mrs. radio breakfast teams in

“We’re Not Married,” currently at

the Roxy, N. Y. The Kollmars
pointed up that the lampoon prob-
ably meant them the most because
-of the sundry bits of trademarked
business that distinguishes their

regular stiiit. Miss Kilgallen and
her husband, Richard Kollipar,
looked' askance chiefly at the ^inac-

curacy of, a basic fact-^that they,

the:Fit2igeralds and Tex & Jinx, all

do their stuff from their homes,
and repeatedly so mention it, un
less there 'are .exceptions when
some ’special shows are taped or
picked up from a remote. ‘ They
thought that The' Hartmans’ • satire

in “Tickets Please,” a 1950 Broad-
way legit revue, was more authen-
tic, and they stated they liked the
Paul Douglas and Eve Arden se-
quence the best in this Nunnally
Johnson (20th) film. They, also

thjDught that a yesteryear Fred Al-
ien radio satire (done with Tal-
lulah Bankhead) was likewise a
more hilarious, albeit captious
lampoon of the Mr. & Mrs. a.m.
stints. Iq the film, Allen and Miss
Rogers are shown acrimoniously
rising in the grim gray dawn to
motor down to the radio studio, in-

stead of originating from their
homes as most Mr. & Mrs. radio
teams do. Dorothy Sz Dick show is

aired on WOR, N. Y. Abel

An unusual, happy arrangement
brought back two-thirds of the
original Broadway cast, plus a legit

replacement in the third role, for
Sunday’s (20) radio version of
John van Druten’s “Voice of the
Turtle” on NBC’s “Best Plays.”
Two originals were Audrey Christie
and Elliott Nugent, with Martha
Scott, who inherited the Margaret
Sullavan role subsequently on
Broadway, as third member of the
triangle. The expert trio of far-
ceurs brought a good deal of
strength and skill to the breezy,
condensed version of the van Drix-
ten' comedy, so that even after so
many hearings or viewings of the
work, this presentation had sock
appeal.

If “Voice” is now a little glib
and thin in spots, the smooth, ex-
pert performances of the cast car-
ried it off successfully. Miss
Christie’s spirit, exuberance and
bite; Miss Scott’s soft appeal, and
Nugent’s rugged warmth of char-
acter dovetailed perfectly. Miss
Audrey’s phone call to her lieu-
tenant-commartder was as hilarious
as ever, and the neat verbal fenc-
ing between the various cast-mem-
bers a constant delight. John
Chapman, the N. Y. Daily News
drama critic, acting as host and
narrator, tied up the bridges and
ends neatly, proving a colloquial,
pleasant and salty emcee„ The hour
was good fun all around. Bron.

WORDS IN THE NIGHT
With David Ross, Sally Swectland,
Tony Mottola

15 Mins.; Fri., 10:15 p.ra.
Sustalninif
NBC, from N. Y.
David Ross, vet announcer who

has become synonomous with
poetry recitations on the airlanes
during the past decade or so, is
back at the same stand on this ne.w
NBC series. It’s an unusually good
show for the genre, Ross dishing
up the lambic pentameters with
smooth expertness against a fine
atmospheric background supplied
by that standout guitarist-, Tony
Mottola, and an equally impressive
vocalist, Sally Sweetland.

Ross’ repertory is tastefully
chosen with a smattering of de-
scriptive, philosophical and inspira-
tional poetical selections. On last
week’s stanza (18), he read H. D.’s
Sheltered Garden;” a paean toNew England by John Holmes,
some Irish verses and a pra.ver by
St. Francis of Assisi. Miss Sweet-
land also contributed an excellent
rendition of “Sweet Molly Ma-
lone." Herm.

, Eureka! FMer ifl Black
Washingtpn, July 22.

One of first FM-only outlets to
get in black, Washin^on’s co-op
station, WCFM, yesterday (Mon.)
reported Wiat it has been operating
at a profit for the last four months.
During the March-April-May quar-
ter, said Leon Loeb, manager, the
operation netted over $1.0p0.

Losses were stopped by drastic
cuts in staff, general expenditures,
and elimination of manager’s
salary under an arrangement by
which Loeb, who took over in
March, continues his activities at
Sound Studios, Inc., of which he
is owner. In addition. Sound Stu-
dio.s contributes services of a spe-
cial events director for WCFM.

A LIFE IN YOUR HANDS
With Carlton Harry Elder?,
Mariwne Bertrand, Jack Lester,
Charles Flynn, Helen Behmiller,
Alma Platts, Don Gallagher

Producer: Jack Simpson
Director; .John Keown
Writer; Doug Johnson
30 Mins.j'Thurs., 7 p,m. (CDT)
Sustaining
NBC, from Chicago
Revived by NBC for the third

season as a hiatus potboiler, this

whodunit is running along the

groove worn thin by a host of pre-
decessors of the same genre.

The edition heard (17) revealed
the latest series to be of the same
stripe as that which has been UoU-.

ing off the AM assembly line for
the past decade or so. The cast,

with Carlton Kadell in the lead
role, is professionally competent.
The script is as tight and as be-
lievable as the rigid standards of

the formula permit. 'Pacini?: is,

smooth, with .effectiye use of music
and sounds. Ih short,- it’s the sort

of thing network radio turns out
effortlessly. And the sort of thing
that’s put those indihS: disk jockeys
where they are today.
“A Life in Your Hands” does

have one mark of
;
indivi.dualit:^.

That’s the “it could happen" to
you” angle with the testimony of
innocent bystanders playing a key
part in unraveling the Case. This
time it was the contributions of
two prying old maid$ . who fur-
nished legal eagle Jonathan Kegg
(patly played by Kadell) with the
solution to the murder ofthe bully-
ing contractor. ' Dave. ,•

FORE AND AFT
With Pete French, Paul Clark, Ed

Mills, Hoby Wolf, Richard OberUn
Producer: Dorcas Ruthenburg
Writers: Richard Van Duync, Dor-

cas Ruthenburg
JOMins.; Fri., (18), 7:30 p.ra.
Sustaining
WHAS, Louisville
Taking note of WHAS’ SOth

birthday, station production staff
came up with a fantastic idea, all
done in a tongue-in-cheek manner,
depicting the highlights of history
which occurred before the birth
of radio. Point of the show was to
remedy that omission, and it canie
off In a very entertaining fashion.
Pete French aire'd directly from
Mt. Ararat, with plenty of animal
noises, and a q. and a. sesh with
skipper Noah, which was produc-
tive of some titters.

Next episode was laid in Alexan-
dria, Egypt, in the year 350 B. C
This was a sharply humorous se-
quence, pointed up by background
music of “Alexander’s Ragtime
Band.” Ed Mills followed with in-
erviews with witnesses of Humpty
Dumpty’s fall. Here, again, judi-
ciously selected sound effects help-
ing much in making the scenes
sound authentic.
Next sequence switched to the

year 1859, when Dan. Emmet was
in his heyday as a minstrel fave,
andh the popular tune of the day
was “Dixie.” Various prominent
events in history were inserted,
ala present day newscasting, and
these sequences led into a news-
cast projected into the future,
July 18, 1982. Dick Oberlin
voiced the news report by stating
that a new phase 'of peace was
launched as -104 countries, led by
the United States, Russia, China
and England, signed the articles
of a new world at peace.

Barry Bingham, prez of the
newspapers, radio and TV station,
closed the show with a few well
placed remarks anent responsi-
bility to the listeners, and promised
to continue the excellent service
and entertainment into the future.

Excellent -scripting job was
turned in by Dorcas Ruthenburg
and Richard Van Duyne, with Jim
Walton getting the show on and
off the air in a bright, breezy style.

Weid.

STAN AND JIM SHOW”
60 Mins.; Sat., 9;30 p.m.
Sustaining
KIKI, Honolulu

Patter of the two gabster jocks
emerges as one of Honolulu’s
soundest productions. It’s especi-
ally effective In view of fact that
several of city’s stations aren’t de-
voting too much emphasis to pro-
duction values.
Jim French and Stan Andersoh

kid nicely with some rehearsed sit-
uation comedy and ad libbing, with
result- that city’s sophisticates are
discovering their refreshing opus.

Lads, however, have aroused few
sponsor nibbles to date, a facet that
they shouldn’t joke about as much
as they do. Fact is. even if Satur-
day night is Saturday night, they
could do a job for the right sponsor
or sponsors.
Both have pleasing personalities

and cheir enthusiastic clowning is
winning friends for the non-web
station.

It adds up to the kind of “dif-
ferent” show that Honolulu and
other cities this size could stand
more of.

From the Prodneiion Centres
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IN NEW YORK CITY . . ,

George Wallach back at WNBC as production manager after seven

weeks on the Coast, where he served as assistant to producer Arch
Obdler on the Matter’s* new three-dimensional film, .“B-wana Devil"

Chock Full O’ Nuts, counter service restaurants, pacted for a new
weekly quarter-hour show on WNBC starring vocalist Jean Martin.

Contract, starting .July 27, was.^set through, the Emil Mogul agency.

.

Jean HewhbH resumes live ’broadcasting of ‘‘Dr. Christian” show
via CBS today (Wed.) from Hollywood, following a six-week trip to

Europe Etf Kobak back from a vacation at Orchard Beach, Conn.

, . . ^Pequot Mills will bankroll WMGM’s “Paul Stone Show" twice a
week' starting .today^i (Wed.) . . .-RadiorTV’ aetor Arnold Moss, having
completed bis .

stint us ''Chief heavy in Columbia’s “Dance of Seven
Veils,” back to N'.Y. prior to flying to the Tanglewood festival as soloist
with the Boston Symphony orch in the American premier of “La Dance
Des Morts” Rupert, Lucas, former director of TV program sales for
ABC, joined the Barry-Enright package firm as a general exec..
Mutual net •carrying' the Soap Box Derby from .Akron Aug. 10 and tlie

Los Angeles Raras-College AlLStars football game from Chicago Aug.
15 . , ,

:

Harris, publicity chief for ^. Gv -.Nielsen, flies to Europe*
Friday (2‘5) for a three-week vacation. . .-.Keene Cr.ockett, on leave
frpm ABC as a sound man, conducting his own disk jockey show over
ZBM, Bermuda. V. .Maurice Mitchell profiled in latest issue of Deltan
official publication of Phi Sigma Delta fraternity.

’

National Assn, pf Educational Broadcasters planning a series of 13

taped shoe’s based on the principles of Thomas Jefferson and titled

“The Jefferson Heritage,” which are to be aired by the NAEB tape
network, as.weB.as Voice of America and numerous foreign networks
.... Joe '-Weeks, former CBS Radio staff. aMouncer, joined the news
department of WIBG, Mutual’s 'Indianapolis affiliate, this week
Sportscaster Bed Barber vacationed from covering Brooklyn Dodgers
last week 'to Test -at Martha’s Vineyard. .. .WINS general manager
Harry Folia donated the station’s revenue, about $400, from coverage
of the Yankee-Dodger gameYor the Mayor’s Sandlot Fund to the fund
....Harry NoYik> WLIB g.m., in Helsinki this Week taping interviews

with Negro members of the Americ^m Olympics squad. . Interviews are

to be air-expressed back to the U. S, for playback next week. Novik
will stay in Europe for a three-'Week vacation.

IN HOLLYWOOD . . .

Art Linkletter cut short his Hawaiian vacation and flew back to the

mainland for min6r‘'surgery but backed' off when sawbones told him it

might hurt. Link’s biz partner, John Guedel, lugged his golf clubs all

the way to Bermuda but not one stick came out of the bag. Rained

the whole time he was there .... Hal Rorkc, late headman in Chicago

for Thompson radio and TV, luxuriating in his beloved Hollywood hills

and weighing -offers of employment, which he is not rushing into ....

Ed Cashman taking a month’s respite, foot-loose, cone-happy and belt-

ing the ponies at Hollywood Park NBC’s' Joe McConnell will linger

here only briefly enrdute-to the trout streams of Oregon. . . .Joe Thomp-
'

son, who gave up the direction of Dave Garroway’s “Today” to return

to Ca^., now addmg and hbetting Glenhall Taylor and Chet Brouwer at

the Ayer operation. .. .Procter & Gamble’s BUI Craiy in town— It

can now be told that the Coke-Crosby deal was deep-freezed because
someone didn’t examine Edgar Bergen’s contract close enough. The
time was his until July 1 and not Coke’s as supposed. Hudnut liked

Sunday night well enough to strike a fast deal. . . .Phil Harris will have
his old writers back next fall, the same Dick Chevillat and Ray Singer,

whom he credited with considerable of his success. They had been let

gd by the bandleader-comic but retrievec( when NB<b agreed to share

the tab with him at the same coin, said to be $1,500 a week for each

....Nat Wolff, hardy and rugged, takes a dip in Lake Tahoe every

ayem, temperatures notwithstanding Tqm Frandsen quit as sales

chief of KMPC to join the Irwin agency. No successor, with Robert
Reynolds, station manager, doubling up. .. .Tidewater Associated Oil

again takes up the tab on the Coast Conference football games on NBC.

IN SAN FRANCISCO • . .

A hay baler karumphed }nto a power pole in .a Marin cow pasture

(17) and knocked KCBS transmitter off the air for an hour and five

minutes. . . .Next .morning, a bulldozer near Stockton cut “A” and “B”

transcontinental carrier cables, disrupting radio broadcast lines and

AP wirephoto network 'service for two hours. . . .George Thomas Fol-

ster, NBC correspondent, made it from Japan to San Francisco in a S9-

.

foot ketch, sailing 5,000 miles in 47 days, hine hours. He had crew of

five .... KCBS won Ad Bureau award fpr “exceptional merit in general

newspaper advertising”; Regal Beer copped top honors for radio spots;.

Golden States Dairies won nod for TV commercials. .. .Walt Conway
shifted from KVSM to KYA sales. . , .Dave Dorris 'replaced Art Primm
on KYA announcing staff. Primm moved to KRON-TV .... Longhorn
Joe celebrated 10 years of KROWing. .. .Sheldon F. Sackett, owner of

KROW, to Chicago as a Kefauyer alternate.^ 1 .Phil Berle in and up to

Hoberg’s Resort for a rest ; . .

,

Hal Book, Hollywood p.a., paused here

enroute to a Honolulu holiday .... Walter Hale gave the opening of

Bimbo’s 365 Dolphina Room a KYA airing. . , .San Mateo Junior College

won c-p.-fot educational FM radio station.

IN CHICAGO . . .

C. W. (Dee) Doeblcr has been shifted by CBS from the KMOX, St.

Louis, promotion manager berth, to the same slot at WBBM, replacing

Dave Kimble who leaves Friday (25) to join BAB as ad-sales chief.

Jack Curry moves from the No. 2 promotion spot here to take over the

St. Loo post WIND sportscaster Bert Wilson 'back iit the mike foi*

the Ctib games after a week’s layoff ordered b:^ his* doc,. Bud Campbell

pinchhitted . . , . Stu Watson has .resigned as assistant ad manager of

Standard Oil of Indian^ to become jid rfianager for Johnson Wax in

Racine, Wis.. . . .Stuart Sicbert, former head of Chi J. Walter Thorny
son public relations department, and William Hutton, ex-chief of the

British Information Service here, have joined "forces with Kcniictli

Bochnert in a new publicity and advertising consulting firm..--

Russell Jolly resigns the Chi NRC staff Aug. 1 to become production

director at KUSO, the U. of South Dakota station at Vermillion. .
•

Herbert Guenln, ex-RCA assistant ad manager, added to Ruthrauil «
Ryan’s stable of account execs. .. .Fran Irvin appearing this w'eek on

ABC’s “Breakfast Club” as the final guest vocalist in the prograip^

hunt for a permanent chirp to replace Patsy Lee who has departed lor

matrimony George Weiss, ex-trade mag midwest manager, added
the O. L. Taylor station rep outfit. .. .Johnny and Billie Sloan, late

hubby-frau team added to the eatery remote lineup, airing a

show on WAAF from the Morris restaurant. Central Auto baiikio

Edward Evans, recently a Ted Bates account -exec, joined tl'/*

panding A. C. Nielsen executive roster. , . .Tom Moore, emcee ol ^

tual’s “Ladies’ Fair,” week-ended in Manhattan.
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ON RADIO—“Your Hit Parade”. . . starring

Guy Lombardo and lii« Royal Canadians
Back on the air Friday, August 29.
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ON TV- “Your Hit Parade”. starring

Eileen Wilson, Snooky. Lnnson, Dorothy
Collins and Raymond Scott. Back on the
air Saturday, August 30.
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See your Lucky Strike Hit Parade Summer TV replacement

“ASSIGNMENT: MAN HUNT”
Saturdays at 10:30 P.M,, NBC Television Network

(N. Y. lime)
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Chicigo, July 22.

Tor the Arst time in history, a complete film record o£ both political

conventions may become part of this country’s official.archives. Library

Of congress has sounded out NBC on possibility of pjrt>curlng a print of

Its
’ kinescope for each of the powwows. There’s little doubt that,

despite the staggering cost of duplicating about 140 hours of TV time,

the network will respond nobly.

Each of the three webs, incidentally, has kincscoped complete TV
coverage of the GOP convention, and is repeating procedure for cur-

rent one.

Bill Henry, NBC commentator,, apparently has the fatherly touch.

A 12-year-old TV viewer singled out Bill for Dutch Unde role, and

wrote him a fan letter with a dollar enclosed for souvenirs apd'b.uttons

of the political. confabs^
^

Comtnentator responded by roiinding up a collection of buttons and

sending them, with the dollar, to his juve admirer.

Convention gimmick of Frank Zuzulo, Mutual p.a., is striking pay

dirt. In an effort to sell thc^ web and its newsmen via a public service

country with an I

offer of a cuffo byline column by Mutual commentatort. ‘FoT^rrtf'GoP-'

gabfest, there were 160 takers. Number has been upped to 183 for

current Demmy fracas, with Frank Singeiser teeing off series past Sat-

urday do.). Others lined up for week -are Les Hlgby, Bill Cunning-

ham, Bill' Hillman, Cecil Brown, and Cedric Foster, With a two-conven-

tion wrapUp for a finale. Each column, of course, carries the Mutual

tag line.

Two major studios cashed in on the publicity and name value of the

Democratic convention via previews for visiting brass and press. War-

ners precmed “The Will Hogers Story” at the mammoth Chicago Civic

Opera House Sunday night, with Gov, Adlai Stevenson and Illinois

National Committeeman Jake Garvby tossed In as ad^ed attractions:

Paramount unveiled its “Son of Paleface” after the convention ses-

sion Monday night, with Bob Hope hosting, Hope tossed a post-screen-

ing party for newsmen.

ABC staffers, huddled on the- floor of their Conrad Hilton press room
to cover a pre-convention interview, show with Vice President Barkley,

suddenly realized an outsider was crowding into the doorway to. get a

look-see at the video screen. A rush of amenities followed when
ABC’ers realized interloper was pretty Nancy Kefauver, who had
dropped by the nearest TV receiver to get a glimpse at the competition.

One of the most promising personalities emerging from TV coverage

of conventions is Washington news correspondent Esther Van Wag-
goner Tufty, who made -her’ video debut during th« GOP meet as an
NBC staffer. . Blonde, braided Mrs. Tufty brought a steady stream of

celebs to the NBC cameras in her initial stint, and is coming up with
some bell ringing ideas during this one. Among latter Is a press

conference in reverse, with political celeb quizzing newsmen, parade of

governors every ayem, and a wrapup of aspirants to the First Lady title.

The Tufty click may -foreshadow a permanent role on the video scene.

New gadgets: the NBC new balloting machine, devised by National
Cash Register, to register cumulative totals during voting to screen
. . , .ABC comes up with a “fourth dimension” TV unit, a version of the
“wedge wiper” comer superimpositions debulted by CBS during GOP
meet. ABC device, which was not used opening session, promises viewer
three closeups simultaneously, with a single commentary synchronized
to carry interpretation. New unit includes' three specially modified
picture tubes arranged in triangle form, connected to special circuits
and synchronizing generators.

- - *

Most frustrated gal at both conventions has been Shirley Levine* of
the CBS-T,V Public Affairs Department. She’s the kid who has been on
camera beside Walter Cronkite all through both sessions. She as-
sembles his notes, handles walkie-talkie remote cues for him, and moni-
tors the convention coverage for the harassed Cronkite. Millions all

over America have been watching her but her dad, an automobile
dealer named Sam, is watching the Convention in Saratoga,, the family
home, and Saratoga ds serviced only by WRGB, from Schenectady—an
NBC outlet. So her dad can't see her on camera at all, and has been
quietly going crazy.

Profitable TV Audience
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cbosen beeatise of its central loca-

tion, on a pational basis. Delegate
selected was Gene Brown, of Cof-

feyvlUe, in that state. Gitlin and
aide Dave Moore picked Brown up
with tape equipment as he pulled

“Digest” crew, plus tape, fol-

lowed Brown’s every movement.
CBS caught him in Kansas caucus

at the Palmer House that after-

noon, Brown emerged muttering

into the CBS mike: “This thing

cost me a $100 in contribution, and

I didn’t even get a glass of water,”

“Digest” then’ recorded, for net-

work playback later on, his con-

versation with a Conrad Hilton,

waiter at the
.
Ice Show there.

Waiter tried to con him ‘into going

all out toy Adlai Stevenson. Later

Lon^netwark.iCoX.t4Red con^e^
between its John Doc delegate and
cabdriver, wKo urged him: “Get
your vote up for Russell* and -you

can ride this trip for freel”

Later, Brown - was. recorded in

network conversation with Sen,

Kerr, who told him: “When Greek
meets Greek, they open a restau-

rant. And when Oklahoma meets
Kansas they form a coalition,”

“Digest” followed Brownthrough
a ’phone conversation with GoV.
Murray of Oklahoma and through
pressuring by other delegates. Also
taped his by-plmy with ex-Gov.
Woodring 5f Kansas, ex-Secretary

of War under FDR, who told him:
“Take it easy, son. I’ve been
around a long time., and I know
about these things. Don’t fret, take

it easy and- don’t commit yourself

•too early,”

The Gitlin “Digest”* crew will

tape Brown’s movements through
Friday, catching him in other

caucuses, on the floor, in all off-

beat situations. Brown will be
taped, in fact, right until the split

second he boards his train back to

Coffeevillc.

ly hidden in the shadow cast by
television in the 1952 conventions
—but jiot In the book of Perle
MesU, U, S. iMilnister to Luxem-
bourg, an inspiration for the play,
“Call Me Madam.”

It was Mrs, Mesta who reminded
the Democratic convention today
(Tuesday) 'that newsreels are car-
rying the convention picture stores
to the rest of the world. In the
course of a speech on women in

“When newsreels of this conven-
tion are shown all over the world
I think one of the facts that will

impress njiany of the audiences
most deeply is the numbers of
women present.

TV Makonp fen

WBKB-GBS
Continued from page 29

regular 30% of rate card payment
for the entire Demo convention
rather than the 15-hour payment
that prevailed during the GOP tele-

cast.^ The web nixed the idea so
the Windy City station is running
a package of 50 one-minute spots
sold to Nelson Bros., a series of

spots for the Elgin Appliance Co.
and as many regular statio;i break
accounts as can be wedged in dur-
ing the convention telethon.

WBKJB Is making its own sta-

tion breaks, on the CBS feed and
is reserving the right to cut away
from the network at its own de-
cision when the show lags. Mitchell
did make one concession to CBS.
He’s

„
eliminated the Electrolux

I*
vacuum cleaner pitches during the
Westinghouse show which plug its

own appliances.
A final WBKB tally shows that

it lost $15,000 in washed out reg-
ular biz and additional expenses
during the GOP production.

Bents’ Global Spread
Continued from page 29
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port and two in English. Other fea-
tures include Interviews and com-
mentary featuring correspondents
for Canadian newepapers, early
evening and other material sent to
Canada for origination there.
Some highlight features of the

conventions—such as General Mac-
Arthur’s keynote speech at the Re-
publican Convention — have gone
into Canada on feeds from NBC,
with which CBC has a tieup.

In order for Canadians to broad-
cast live from this country, special
permission was required and ob-
tained from the FCC.
T3Tpical of most convention cov-

erage jDy the foreign radio stations,
however, has been that offered by
the French here. French press,
which feeds both newspapers and
radio stations, has been doing thej
conventions with a staff of eight.
Staff writes news stories which are
wired out internationally to France
and to other parts of the world.
This news is read over stations and
networks in France and other parts
of West Europe, the Far East,
Africa, South America, French
Canada, etc. Pierre Crenesse, of
the French . Broadcasting System,

;

has been A conspicuous corre-

1

spondent. !

Newsreels may have been slight-

;

Continued from putc t9

cra|;ic conventions. Perhaps the

most fussy of all was Wisconsin’s

Sen. Joseph McCarthy. McCarthy
not“6fily ’:subfflltte^d "art -of

NBC’s Syd Simmons, before his^

platform .stint at the G.O.P** ses-

sion; he actually added suggestions..

For- instance, he urged ithat his

nose be improved and the heavy
lines on his face be blotted out.

Presidential aspirant Estes Ke-
fauver arrived at ABC’s studio with
his face - bleeding from k razor,

blade cut, and with the 'assurance

to make-up expert Jack Dumont
that he “never appears oh TV with-

out make up.” The Vice President,

an old hand before the video cam-
eras, quipped, as Dumont was ap-
plying the greasepaint.' “What -are

you going to do? Make a prima
donna out of nde?” • -

On the distaff side, the make up
boys report smooth sailing. -The

lady politicos take their 'make upf
oh or off the screen, as a matter of

course. Democratic National Com-
mittee vice chairman India Ed-
wards even brought her own make
up kit along, just in case.

CBS’ Mbrt * Lewis', perhaps,]
copped the make up plum of the

season when he spruced up Speak-
er Sam Rayburn for his convention
chairman chores, with particular

attention to the dij'nified Texan’s
bald pate. Rayburn,, it seemed, had
learned his lesson well In the net's

School for Candidates and had
agreed in advance that something
should be done about the glare of

the kleigs on his shiny dome.
But, with it all, most frequent

request made to at least one of the
make up men was not for powder or

eye shadow, but for aspirin!

Chi Chatter
Continued Irojn. paje 29

board in a special exhibit of Dem-
mie greats, distaff version,
Hans V. Kaltenbomi^ NBC’s 7^

year-old youngster, prt^pped for his
Demmy convention chores by danc--
ing at the Pump Room until wee
hours Sunday night.., .Hope Rid-
ings Miller, staffer for Martha
Rountree and Lawrence Spivak,
advised Mrs. Dorothy Vfedenburg,
eye filling young secretary of Na-
tional Demmy committee, on make-
up and dress for her cofivention
speaking chore. . .Milton Burgh,
NBC news director in charge of
convention coverage, • added ..six

more legmen, armed with walkie-
talkies, to cover numerous off-floor
caucuses of current po'wwow. - .

NBC commentator Ben Grauer,
stalled by traffic in an 11th hcKir
rush to make “Dateline Chicago”
deadline at International Amphi-
theatre, applied makeup In cab
and went on as scheduled. . .Hazel
Markel, MBS femme commentator,
getting expert advice from hus-
band Dan Markel, an International
New Service vet.

Intermountain’s Biz
Salt Lake City, July 22.

Los Afigeles Soslp Cd. and J. A.
Folger Coffee Co. hsve rc.nowed
for the fifth straight year with
Intermountain Network .to 'tarry
Frank Hemingway’s news thrice
daily cross the board.
Three new stations have been

added to bring the regional’s total
to *45. New additions, atfe': KCRT,
Trinidad, Colo,, KELK, Elko, -Nev.,
and KNEB, Septts Bluff, Neb.

“

DESIRABLE
OFFICE SPACE

W«st 51 *r St., Radio City, H. Y.

972 Sqaaro Foot. Roasonahlo*

Immofilato QccMRflncy

Call EL 5-9252

Boms Bleed TV
Cfotttiftued from page 29 ^

torium where the RepublicanT
off. Opening sessions on uLwere far less filled

- than TrRepublican convention TioV
for press and public were Smore plentiful but there we^many takers. The folks wern
Ihg in their homes and hotelsChicago, Watching on television

threatens to keep up 1

this all week.

TV, cause ‘of it all, continues
deliver saturation coverase 1

with a minimum of embarra
]^_ent for the political parties
was ^noticeable on opening A
Monday, that the video cama
chastely kept their searching Iaway from the galleries. Ti
didn’t want to show the world hmany seats were .empty.

They are already wondering
.these parts whether

. 1956 irii

not see an entirely new form
tb. replace the crowded conv
tibns which have been tradltio
for 'generations: This is the imp
the -TV mcguls are making w
theh* up-tq-the-hilt coverage.

By and ‘ large the cover:
formula at this Democratic C
vention remains exactly as it \

Jor the Republicans. Changes a

iipprovements are generally min
Biggest one, of course, is the n
camera .-station, set on a platfoi

above the convention floor, whi

allows head-on pictures of I

speakers and proceedings.

Networks are delivering a lil

less gab by their staffs, and N
has -its newsreel camera cr

.combing the town for exclus
pic stories to cut in during

I

long, dull stretches which deve!

in any convention.

Frank Btanton, CBS preside
did dome up with one smart si

gestion,- urging elimination oft
red light which showed which

!

camera was actually producing t

picture going out to the pool.

During the Republican conve

tion, galleries, delegates and aJti

nates discovered what the red llg

meant. Lens mUggers played to tl

camera, with considerable arti

ciality resulting.

Since the Democrats can’t fi

the red light, they, don’t km

which is the right camera and

don’t ham up the show.

Like a Politician’s Promise

Television folks have been m*

unhappy by the failure of the Dei

ocratic managers to deliver allU

things they promised. For instaia

the Demmys said their speaki

would make shorter, punch!

speeches, streamlined for the bti

fit of the television audiences i

the TV time schedules.

But the promise has been emp

Demmy gabbers have been just

verbose and hollow sounding

their Republican opposite numbe

So far, television hasn’t been al

to curb the freedom of polith

hot air.

Corol Rtcording Artist

DIRECTION: MCA

Now »l*rrlng on NDC'*

ALL STAR REVUE

SalurdRy's 1-9 P-m* EDST

Mat.: William Morris Agency
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CONTEST FOR DX/S

lone uhf channel
Washington, July 22.

The contest for Washington’s one

commercial UHF channel allocated

under the new TV assignment table

gives promise of becoming a hot

flirht as more and more applicants

inter the race. Already, three

radio stations have put in their ap-

plications and otlicrs are planning.

to come in.
, ,

The scramble for channel' 20 in-

dicates that the problem of con-

verting all or a large part of the

existing 380,000 VHF sets in the

capital's metropolitan area to re-

ceive UHF programs holds no

fear for TV applicants.

Newest applicant ' for the UHF
channel is station WWDC, which is

making its bid on service to the

Montgomery - Prince Georges
County area of Maryland, which In-

^ciudcs . sliY.cu: .Spring,...no>y..lhe..seci

ond largest city in Maryland.

Clove. Breaks lea
^ .jr. Continued front pnf« 31 •• "

Cleveland back to N. Y. for airing

via WPIX.
Complete cost of the local spon-

sor for the out-of-town games is

reportedly about |2,200, which in-

cludes station time, line charges

and pickup fees. Sponsor in

Cleveland is Pfeiffer Brewing,
while in N. Y. the Yankee games
are bankrolled by Chesterfield,

For last week's five-game schedule,

Bob Neal, sportsmaster fer WXEL
and WERE, Cleveland indie radio
outlet, sat in. the WPIX box at

Yankee stadium, feeding a separate
commentary to Cleveland from that
done by Mel Allen and his crew
for WPIX. Each time a Chester-
field commercial was aired on the
N. Y. end, the cameras were
“frozen” on the field while WXEL
cut in its Pfeiffer’s plug from
Cleveland for the local Cleveland
fiU(li6nc6«

WPIX is keeping details of its

new technique under wraps, N. Y.
viewers, however, will get a chance
to see it in action during the
Yankee-Indian games from Cleve-
land this week.

ABG-UPT
Continued from pate it r.

—

the merger would provide, and the

possible consequencies in terms of

public policy, should not he con-

sidered merely in the abstract.

“Whatever the ultimate decision

may be, the actual theatre oper-

ating experience and- policies re-

flected in the record, involving a

number of the, important officials

of the' proposed ABC-UPT setup,

should be fully taken into account.

And the argument of ABC with

re;i|pect to ,its need for prompt
financial succor, cannot - outweigh

the vital public considerations in-
dicated . . . nor can It warrant a
complete reversal of basic Com-
mission policy with respect to eval-
uation of the qualifications of
.,Cbroadca5t)...Iicensftcs ..The.

petition should be denied.”
UPT’s contention that it has

never violated the anti-trust laws
since Its creation about two years
ago was declared “meaningless” by
Commission counsel Ford and Pag-
lin, who have presented the case
for the agency at the Par hearings.
Pointing out that UPT prexy Leon-
ard Goldenson was in charge of
the theatre department for' Para-
mount at the time of its anti-trust

violations, the brief asserted that
“the consent decree of 1949 cannot
Insulate _UPT from its past.”

Ford and Paglin’s brief further
declares that Paramount Pictures
and its successor companies have
been Involved in over 531 anti-

trust suits, some of which have
been the subject of testimony at

the hearings. ‘By attempting to

.eliminate the issues under which
this evidence was presented, brief

asserts, ABC and UPT are using
“an unprecedented procedural de-

vice to effectively ' eliminate that

evidence no matter what its pur-

port may be,”

Akron—FCC has approved the
purchase of 50% of WCUE, Akron,
by the Herberich, Hall, Harter Co.
The $30,000 transaction involved
sale of stock by George K. Stroupe,
who has joined the Factory Tool &
Supply Co.

Ir. & Mrs. North’ Has

Mystery of Its Own
The scramble for acquisition of

Denver’s KFEl-tV Bows
Continued frotat i^Ke 28

the TV version of “Mr. .and Mrs.

North” Is ^tUl on, with Colgate,

sponsors of the forthcoming video

series, still shopping around for a

favorable nighttime segment. As
yet none has appealed to the client.

As of last week.it ; appeared n

tossup between CBS and ABC.
with NBC unable. to deliver a suit-

able time period* Radio version,
also sponsored- by Colgate, is on
CBS*

NBC Mobile
Continued from pase 29

in-person witnesses for the parade,

since the streets would necessarily

have to be partially cleared* By
the same ’tolcen,’ howeverr ir'would

'

mean that millions of 'TV setown-

ers could watch the event. Prior
to the unveiling of the unit, for
example, when the Republicans
nominated Dwight D. Eisenhower,
the webs picked up Ike on camera
as he left his hotel but then lost

sight of him Completely for a half-

hour as he made his way to Con-
vention Hall.

Unit comprises a remote pickup
truck with two cameras mounted
on top. Engineer also sits on top
the truck to maneuver a special
horn antenna. Web has set up four
receiving antennas at various
points around- Chh so that all the
engineer must do is point his trans-
mitting equipment to ’ whichever
receiver offers the best line-of-

sight pickup. NBC wants to do
the event on an exclusive basis,

so will not make it available to

the TV pool.

Paul S. Dixon's Post

Salt Lake City, July 22.

Paul S. Dixon has been named
national sales manager for KSL
Radio, local CBS outlet, it was an-
nounced last week by C. Richard
Evans, v.p. and g.m. of Radio Serv-
ice Corp. of Utah, owners of KSL
and KSL-TV.
Dixon replaces Frank McLatchy.

pect to be on the air, or whether

they will apply for a temporary

permit,

Hope’s Bid In

The other two channels will see

bitter fights for the right. Asking

for channel 4 are KMYR Broad-

casting Co., now operating KMYR,
and Metropolitan Television, or-

ganized recently by Bob Hope to

buy KOA firom NBC, which deal is

now being scrutinized by FCC for

approval or denial. It is expected

the recipient of this channel will
j

finally be picked as the NBC out-

let in Denver, although there is

nothing official on this.

Asking for channel 7 are Alad-
-din-Radin -and • Television (KLZ),
and Denver Television Co.» the

latter recently organized. The fight

on this is expected to be especially

hard itought, with competing the-

atre men being interested in both
companies. Not too long ago KLZ
was sold to Aladdin, with two of

the. partners being Frank H. Rick-
etson, Jr., president of Fox Inter-

mountain Theatres, and Harry
Huffman, retired district ^ man-
ager for the same * company.

Organizers of Denver Television
include Harris and John Wolfberg,
father and son, who entered the
Denver theatre business when they
leased the Broadway from under
Fox Intermountain in 1945. Pic-
ture deals the Wolfbergs were un-
able to make for the Broadway
were the basis for an anti-trust

suit against Loews, 20th-Fox and
RKO, the Wolfbergs winning $300,-
000 out of $3,000,000 asked. Offi-

cials of Fox Intermountain testi-

fied in the suit* Then this spring
the Wolfbergs took over the Para-
mount, which had been operated
by Fox Intermountain for about 15
years.

,None of those applying for TV
‘channels excepting one, expects
to make a profit the first year. The
optimist is Empire Coil, which
says that a profit of about $50,000
is expected. They probably base
their figure on the balance state-

ments of WXEL-TV, Cleveland,

operated by them. The estimated

first-year qperation costs at $400,-

000 against a revenue of $450,000.

They place construction costs at

$346,000.

Expect Losses

Aladdin, owner of KLZ, says

their first-year operating cost will

be about $700,000, with a con-
struction figure of $440,095, but
places no estimate on earnings or
loss.

Denver Television, which is ask-
ing for channel 7 against Aladdin,
says they will spend $600,000 in

flrst-3-ear operation, with an esti-

mated revenue of $500,000, and a

construction estimate of $545,422.

KFEL-TV. given channel 2,

looks for a $20,000 loss against a
one-year operiting cost of $520,-

000. ConstrucOTn Ts^^Umrne^*’aV*
$364,500.

Colorado Television (KVOD),
granted channel 9, places construc-
tion at $394,011, operation at $444,-

632, and revenue at $400,000.

KMYR Broadcasting Co., oppos-
ing Metropplltan for channel 4,

says it expects a loss of $118,000
on an operating cost of $526,000
and with a construction layout of

$440,963. This is the only station
that would not build on Lookout
Mountain, but would build on
Ruby Hill, at the edge of Denver,

Metropolitan estimates they
would lose $50,000 against an op-
erating cost of $525,000, with a
construction cost of $521,028.
Manufacturers are going all out

in an effort to get television sets
Into Denver i in an effort to get
their share of the estimated im-
mediate demand for 90,000 sets,

and a two-year demand oi. 150,000.
Sets are coming into Denver in
shipments of 1,000 each, some of
them being flown in.

Schenectady— WSNY, indepen-
dent 250-watter, celebrated its lOtli
anniversary Tuesday (15), with a
series of special program salutes
from WGY and' WRGB, and lauda-
tion from the Schenectady city
council Chamber of Commerce and
other organizations.

DOROTHY KILGALLEN and DICK KOLLMAR
WHAT'S MY LINE?" ^'BREAKFAST WITH DOROTHY AND DICK" <<GUESS WHAT?"
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Producers Contribute

To Recurring
TV film producer)? and others

looking for definitive answers to

the multiple vjdpix problems con-
tribute an addenda to the search-

ing analysis of the industry’s vid-

pic facets highlighted in last week’s

Seventh Annual Review and Pre-

view issue of Variety.

By HERBERT SCHEFTEL
(Telen^ws Productions)

“Recent surveys Indicate that

television news programs are in-

creasing in numbers and in popu-
larity. The news of the world’s ac-

tivities offers more dramatic punch
than any feature film. -This in-

Jj-ejcent. the news makes it

one of th^TOOSt favored commodi-
ties in TV programming. It is not
inconceivable that TV news may
eventually develop into an “every-

hour-on-the-hour” proposition, as

it is in radio.

“However, the growth of . news
programming means additional

problems for TV newsreel pro-

ducers; problems which are. enor-

mous but not unsolvable.

“The immediacy of telecasting

poses a problem of itself. Every
day’s news program must include

the veiy latest news from all over

the world. News fpotage of the

day’s happenings must flow in a

constant stream to .the production
plants of the’ news-reel producers
and thence to the TV stations.

“Tli^is constant flow of news foot-

age, moreover, must occur at top

speed. Competition among news-
reel services is just as keen as It

is among newspapers; ' get your
news, to the public first, or else

you’re, ‘beat.’

“To attain speed and constant

flow, then, newsreel producers must
maintain huge staffs of camera
correspondents throughout the
world, huge forces of editors,

dhters, writers, production men,
traffic men—and the expensive
mechanical facilities and plants
with and in which they work.
All are involved in maintain-
ing the flow of newsieel and in

reducing the time gap between
news' event and its telecasting.

2 4-Hour-A-Day Schedule

“And the entire operation must
be on a 24-hour-a-day, around the
calendar schedule E.xpenslve? Very,
very mucli so.

“Another prime problem is that
of quality. All news is ‘rush;’ but
filmed news must also be good for
telecasting; The story content must
be the best — this means experi-
enced news cameramen and edi-
tors. The accompanying scripts
must be accurate and interesting

—

this means Imaginative and meti-
culous news writers. The film Itself

must be as close to perfection (in

terms of creative presentation and
of sound-and-picture clarity) as

sharp-eyed, constantly-examining
production men can make it.

“These are but a few of the con-

stantly recurring problems with

which newsreel producers are

faced. Happily, the producers have
beaten or are in the process of

beating every one of them. But it

is a costly, long-term battle with

the present returns not in propor-

tion to the expense and effort ex-

tended. TV stations are receiving

upwards of 15-minutes of newsreel
footage five days a week, which
they use anywhere from two to

five times a day in various news
programs. The average rate to all

TV stations is presently a verj*^

nominal $300 per week. At this

price, "in ' the "face' 'of today’s pro-

duction costs and in comparison to

other kinds of programming — on
film or otherwise — newsreel foot-

age is a steal!’’

By ALBERT D. HECHT
(Bill Sturm Studios)

“There has been a lot of talk

hbout New York vs. Hollywood as

a production center for TV com-
mercial (advertising) films. As one
who has been handling this type of

film since December, 1945, I can-

not understand any debate. There
is no. question that New York is

and should remain tlie production

center for filmed commercials. We
have everything— plus.

“There are completely equipped
studios for live . action, stop mo-
tion, and animation. Perhaps there

is a potential shortage of live ac-

tion studio space when it becomes
necessary to photograph large ex-

travaganzas. But let us not forget

that television commercials are

99% intimate- and demonstrative

shots—very rarely more than close-

ups or, at the very bert, medium
closeups.

“As for art work and animation,
we exceed the requirements for

any present or expected needs. We
in New York can deliver. as fine an
animated film, if not better than
Hollywood. Of course, we respect
Disney and the like (the ‘like’ here
being M(^M and Warner .Bros, car-

toon divisions)! But theirs’ Is not
a monopoly. Remember, a' good
portion of theatrical animation is

done in New York. If there is any
tendency toward monopoly in the
field. New- York certainly ' has the
edge. Our artists have, in addition
to the theatricar abilities, the basic
know-how of commercial adver-
tising.

“As for the plus factors, let us
first consider our creative ability.

Hollywood and New York might
very well vie with each other for
‘dramatic’ creativeness; but when
it comes to commercial creative-
ness, let us not even doubt New
York’s monopolistic position. Tele-
vision is a new medium, but the

film commercial still comes under
the classification of advertising.

“Since our clients’ 'representa-

tives are situated in the metropoli-

tan area, the advantages of work-

ing with New York producers are

tremendous. An agency cannot just

send a film or television man to

open up a branch in Hollywood and
assume that they are servicing

their client to the best of their

ability. We deal with more than

just the film or television depart-

ment in an agency. There are ac-

count representatives and the

clients themselves who do con-

tinuous checking while their films

are in production. This is all part

of the plus service^at we only in

New York can

“Basic labor rates in both cities

are about the same and we in New
York City have learned to ap-

proach overhead realistically* All

our films (and remember, we do a

lot of other kinds of films beside

television commercials) cari*y as

little ‘water’ as possible. Let me
just repeat a recent headline:

*MGM Cuts Nuf 50% for All Over
$1,000 Per.’

’’

Your Top TV
Sales opporfunity

Wilmingfon, Del
'' ’ho market whicn hOb high^.s’

’'COaT' f (aiTiii, I-' fh" cou'^^rv

prese^'ea cy

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
Lc'' Ancn It S ScKl f > Cl II C ' c o Ch. cciqo

By FRED NILES
(Kling- Studios)

“The two most .difficult prob-

lems facing the television film

producer are the problem, qf time
and the problem ' of cost. ' As to

time, the average television buyer,

be he an agency man representing
client or the client direct, does not
want television films until after he
has surveyed' the ‘ television spot
market and, in many cases, bought
time. Then, because he was able
to buy som.e tiin'e starting in a

couple of weeks, he wants his film

made in just a few days.

“The result is that the film pro-

ducer’ is thrown into the job, in

many cases, of devising the spot,

building the sets, hiring the talent

and all the myriad of details neces-
sary for the commercial, within a
matter of hours. Once the com-
mercial is shot and rushed through
because of the time -limit,- the
client invariably can’t understand
the time necessary to process ’film,

develop it, make optical effects, cut
and edit it and deliver prints; Many
hours of pvertinie by everyone fre-

quently have to be put in to make
the air date.

“This *

is particularly • difficult

when the film producer is faced
with the problem of having to stay
within a very slim budget. For
years in industrial film business,
the “rule of thumb’’ as to costs was
between $1,000 and $1,500 per min-
ute—this for a 30 or 40 minute pic-
ture, many time with 10 or 15 min-
utes of the picture all handled in
one area or location—and still in-
dustrial .film producers did not be-
come v^ealthy at their business. In
television, all the effects of a 15-

minute picture frequently are con-
dc^nsed into a one-minute tele-
vision commercial with a host of
scenes and sets demanded for the
minute production, and the pro-
ducer limited in the funds avail-
able to do the job.

“The result is that the lot of the
television film producer is not a
particularly profitable one, and
there are few film studios in the
country who can truthfully say
.that television spot production has
been a profitable operation for
them. Then too, most of the ad-
vertising agencies used to buying
artwork and photography, are ac-
customed to a super-type of serv-
ice, and the changes along the line
m'e taken for »Tranted as part of the
job. They fail many times to re-
alize that changes in motion pic-
tures after they have been shot or
cut and edited are extremely costly
and difficult. All of these factors
affect the ingenuity and quality of
the television film commercial cur-
rently being seen on television.’’

Cleveland—WEWS is promoting
a “two-TV-set-in-every-home” to
spur more programming and pre-
clude possible family disputes as
to what show will be seen . . .

Duddy Black, vacationing KCKN
disker, will pinch hit for Bill Gor-
don, ’WHK vacationing disker . , .

WHK’s flack, Lou Oswald, vacation-
ing in Bermuda . . . Keith Baldwin
leaves his sales managership at
WERE to become assistant to the
president at WAKE

Television Chatter

New York
Durward Kirby and Billy Gilbert

filling in for Garry Moore while
the latter vacations from his CBS-
TV afternoon strip . . . NBC-TV
production veepee Frcdric TV. Wile,;

Jr., married Bee Canterbury last

week . . . Marguerite Piaziza, so-

prano on “Show of Shows,’’ return-
ing from Europe this week and will

solo at the final Lewisohn Stadium,
concert prior to returning to the
NBC-TV show. Her husband and
business manager, J. Graves Mc-
Donald, accompanied her to Europe
. . . Natalie Priest, TV-radio ac-

tress, returning to N. Y. after com-
pleting a role in “Liliom” at the
Brattle strawhatter, Cambridge,
Mass.
Westinghouse reduced prices on

14 of its new receiver models, with
tb.e.-pr.ie^.wUs ranging fram-'^SO-tO’

$50 . . . WOR-TV’s “Broadway TV
Theatre’’ holding over “For Love
or Money’’ a second week because
Brooklyn Dodger night games car-

ried by the station force the show
off all but two nights this week.

Hollywood
Frank DeVol’s KTTV show Is

first casualty here on the steel

strike as Gledhill Dodge-Plymouth
cancelled its sponsorship of hour-
long show as result of inability to

get cars due to the steel tieup.

DeVol stay on as a sustainer . * .

Mai Klein named night progi'am
operations manager of .KLAC-TY>
replacing Charles Bnlotti, Jr.^

who ankled for KTTV, and MatUe
Tippit takes over' Klein's vacated
spot as film prograiiimirig director
. . . Maier Brewing joins’ Chester-
field in sharing tab On telecasts of

L. A. Angels and Hollywood Stars
games on KHJ-TV, companies pay-
ing $6,400 weekly* for -participation

. . . KNBH telecasting' 15th annual
L. A. Soap Box Derby July 26 . *

“Campus Farmers’’ returns . to

KECA-TV following seven-week
hiatus of the public service pro-
gi'am . * . Gcor^re Burke has been
named as manager of KNBH film
operations, replacing Robert Gug-
gemheim . , , “Bamboozle,” juve
show produced, written and em-
ceed by Wally Sherwin, began on
KTTV . . . Tito Guiaar, Jean Bar-
tel, Babe Allan and’ Barry Ashton
and the Gallion Bros: are in new
variety shew ' teeing off' on- KTTV
July 29.

San Francisco
Hal Burdick, local creator of the

“Night Editor” radio series, signed,
with Weintraub Agency, New York;
for a “Night Editor” teevee- se-

ries, Ward Byron producing...
Philippe Dc Lacy in to film three
“Without Fear” TV . shows}, based
on San Quentin, the . blood bank
and civil defense . . . Rusty. DTaper
N’Yorkward to guest on Ed' SulB-,
van and Patti Page shows. . .Equ^"
ization Board Chairman George
Reilly to jest on “Toast of the
Town,” Aug. l()...Bob Miggins,
ex-MCA agent, joined KPIX sales
...Jane Burns dropped from
KPIX promotion staff • . • Golden
Gate Theatre plugged“Klng Kbng’^
revival with $5,00() TV campaign,
heaviest local movie investment, in
the eyeful medium. . .Wesley I.

Dumm, KPIX co-owner, joined Or-
egon group filing for Portland TV
outlet . . . Hoffman TV picked up
check for “San Francisco.At Night,”'
starring Lee Giroux. ' Show ' oh
KPIX features live pickups from
hotel, nite spots, beginning' (18)
with Hawaiian Club,

Chicago.
Burr Tiiistrom, -masterminder

of NBC-TV's “Kukla, Fran -and
Ollie,” summering at Nantucket
again this year . . . Ernie Simon,
new WGN-TV pactee, doing the
color and post-game interviews
with Jack Brickhouse on station’s
teeveeing of the Little League
baseball games Wednesday nights
. . . Ivan Hill’s Personality Fea-
tures putting finishing touches to
a new moppet show to^ debut next

month on WBKB with Frazier
Thomas emceeing , . . Perrv
(Skee) Wolff now a CBS-TV pro-
ducer in New York spent the in-
terval between the -two conventions
renewing Chi acquaintances
Don Moier has drawn the director-
ial assignment on NBC-TV’s “Su-
per Ghost” quiz game which boivs
from here Sunday (27)
WNBQ’s- femme ' gabber Dorsey
Connors and weatherman Clint
Youlc vacationing this week. U S
weather bureau forecasters Lvu
Means and Charles Johnson are
filling in for Youle . . . Arthur
Peterson -written out of “Hawkinc
Falls,” NBC-TV serial, to join
cast of “Come Back, Little Sheba ”

at the Peninsula ^Playhouse at
Fish Creek, Wis Bob Banner
ex-Chi NBC tele director now
handling the Fred Warlnir show

Northwestern summer radio-TV in-
stitute last week

‘No Names’
ContUmed from pase 25

tain player in a script. So the

player, figure vacillates in all

classes.

Ziv TV usually guarantees leads
in its telepix $500 for a three-dav
picture. Minimums paid leads vary
from around .$100 upwards, entire-
ly contingent on each producer’s
budget or production problems.
Another factor involved is dif-

ferent stress of the producer, with
some shying away from anyone
resembling a name in order to
get talent • at the lowest possible
cost, while* o' hers are willing to
pay better coin to giVe their prod-
uct a more attractive appearance.

Eve Miller has drawn $500 for
a telepic'; Marshall Thompson,.
$450, and Jim Davis, $400. This
kind of sugar is higher than that
received by the bit player oi* “mid-
dle-bit,” but the latter are assured
of more continuity of work; there’s
a greater demand for their serv-:

ices. Paradoxically, the extra, who
(h’aws the lowest, figure, has not
found telepix any particular wind-
iall, inasniUch as most vidpix pro-

ducers shy away froip use of any
great nunxber of extras for fear it

will hypo production costs without
necessarily adding anything to the
.telepic. Consequently the average
telepix has only about three ex-

tras, -so that this class of thesp
finds rather lean pickings in the

telefilm field.

. While the entire pattern now
evolving is of necessity in a transi-

tory stage and could conceivably
change, most of .those in. the tele-

pix field feel that Screen Actors
-Guild members. are going ,to pros-

per more/ than ever in the long
run as a result of teevee, but that

the prosperity will be of an even
quality, with more and more mem-
bers of SAG benefitting. rather

than a comparatively few top

names drawing the top bracket

coin.

REHEARSAL HALL
8,000 Sq. Ft. Heart of B’way used
by the Phllco Playhouse for the
past three years, 'now available

* “J* .£ IQ A.M.
to 5 P.M. Call

Jwdson 2-l?3l7 ket. Ip A,M. H 4 P.M.

Avallabl* for*

TV
Dlmtor-proiiucer with metian plcturt an4
Ihiatr* taptrltnet. Capahts »( creatlnf and
aramntiiJni ««mmtrclal$. EMtullvt anii pr#.
mttianal akllity. B*x V-72(S2, T«|evlil*n.

Variety, 13-i W. 46tli St.. New York 3«

r/?/

cK
t>Irmction: tJAC ^ " *

FrodifCTt} Agencies:

Avallflbl* S'oo'n

WRITER -EDITOR
TV FILMS '

fix s4*n on-'oVfr 100 stations, I®'***!

on CiS-TY, WJZ-TV. previously: »

years In edwcational/ documentary,

business films.

, loK Y-7747, Variety

154 W. 4*1* 5f., .New Yo/k 3*

HARPO MARX
NBQ^-TV

RCA-VICTOR
Mgt.; ftUMMO MARX
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Tele Followup Comment
C«iitliixx«4 from page 3*

ings, his appearance upon this

occasion was somewhat of a let-

down to viewers. Possibly his pre-

convention campaigning may have

Sed him, but it was plainly evident

that the ‘'rackets buster' didn t have

h s best TV foot forward.

h s spectacles, he asserted: We
have furnished vigorous leader-

Siio and will run on the record

S the Democratic administration.”

Sen Robert S, Kerr, Oklahoma’s

favorite son, made a good video

showing in parrying verbal thrusts

with the press panel. However, he

seemed to lack a “down-to-earth’

Quality and his general demeanor

was that of a politician attempting

to disguise his true character. To
rhicago Sun-Times man Tom Rey-

nolds’ question: “What is your

appeal to the voter?” he failed to

give a direct answer -and moved
into a different topic.

*
‘"Aiyere'H >' Harr4man, who reports

have it is the “fair-haired boy of

the White House,” was embaras-
fiingly colorless. Whether he, too,

was suffering from pre-convention

campaign fatigue could not be de-

termined. But his general air was
unimpressive as were his state-

ments such as the following bro-
mide: “If you do what’s right it’s

good politics.”

Miss Rountree wa's her usual self

as moderator. Aside from Spivak
and Reynolds, press guests also

included Frank . McNaughton of
Time mag and Richard Wijson of
the Cowles publications. Their
questions were practical, to the
point and helped disclose the stand
of the individual candidates with
a minimum of palaver.
Prior to the program kickoff, the

cameras supplied a family touch
with closeups of the wives of the

. respective candidates. To the spon-
sor’s credit the* plugs were in-
frequent. But midway in the
stanaa after a lengthy puff for
“dent-resistant” Revere mixing
bowls, NBC shoved in two chain-
break spot announcements. That
was overdoing it. Gilb.

Goodyear Television Playhouse,
in a “best of the year” reprise,
came up with a mildly interesting
courtroom drama Sunday (20) in
“The Trial of. Steven Kent.”
Adapted by Nelson Olmsted from
an original by Josephine Bentham,
the yam was woven around a jury
foreman who .nursed a grudge
against an accused murderer.
Rather than spin the tabs - in a

conventional approach, the script
resorted to numerous flashbacks’
This technique Is an effective one
when used with discretion, but it
was . overdone in this instance.
Result was an uneven, continuity
that proved disturbing.
Cast did fairly • well under the

circumstances. Gordon Mills, as
the man on trial, impressed with
ms forthright manner. Harry
Townes was amply sinister as the
foreman who muffed his chance
to send the accused to the chair by

For Salo
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admitting his prejudice to fellow
jurors.
Frank Albertson was good as the

prosecutor despite a few bobbles
while Paul Langton competently
portrayed . the defense counsel.
Frances Waller was believable as
“the other woman.” Olmsted’ adap-
tation built an element of sus-
pense in its opening phases, but
the average viewer no doubt
gained an early impression that
the biased foreman would be un-
able to swing the jury for a guilty
verdict despite momentary success.

Gilb.

NBC ‘Whal Next?’
Continued from page 31

TV production, with all radio-TV
technical services and Program
Services Department under his su-

pervision. Herbert, Barry and Wile
will report to White, the v.p., and !

general manager of the radio-TV
'

networks.

Of significance in the new oper-
ational pattern is the divorcing of
the press dept, from the public re-
lations setup, with v.p. Syd Eiges
now reporting to White, instead of
public relations veepee William H.
Brooks, and giving the radio-TV
press dept, a greater sense of au-
tortom5^

Benefiting in the administrative
reshuffle is Ruddlck C. Lawrence,
manager of the TV Sales Depart-
ment, who moves Into the newly-
created post of director of Promo-
tion, Planning and Development;
and Charles J. Crcsswell, who be-
comes controller for the radio-TV
networks.

^Vith Denny moving into the
o&o area, he also takes public re-
lations (Brooks) and staff engineer-
ing activities (O. B. Hanson) under
his wing. As top boss in the o&o
setup, reporting to Denny, will be
James Gaines, who also carries the
title of vice-president In charge, of

'

o&o stations.

Madden, who was veepee in

charge of TV sales and operations,
carries the new title of vice presi-

dent and assistant to the president.
Madden tossed a farewell ebek-

tailery Monday (21) for the NBC-
TV sales group which he has su-
pervised in his job as sales and
operations veepee, including staf-

fers in production, operations
sales, research, etc. Because of his
long experience in supervising all

such phases of the NBC operation,
it’s expected- that, in his new post
as exec assistant to McConnell, the
NBC prez will rely on him heavily
to lift some of the burden from
his own shoulders.

It'* ,
known that some drastic

changes are slated for the radio-TV
news divisions, with Frank McCall,
now iii TV, tapped for the AM job.

agreed to four weeks after the first

10 years.

Other Rights

Clause reserving' for continuity
writers all right? to their own work
done on their own time Is believed
to be the first incorporated' in any
contract with entertainment writ-
ing guilds. Pact provides that the
writer can sell such material under
the minimum basic freelance agree-
ment to his employer but that he
cannot sell it to any other network
so long as he remains in the employ
of the original net.

Guild and three networks broke
off negotiations July 1. They finally

went back into huddles July 15,
and worked past midnight through
last Thursday (17). Guild then
took what was represented as the
nets’ final offer to a membership
meeting Friday afternoon (18) but
the offer was nixed. Then, a further
offer via telephone from the nets
solved the dilemma. Through a
misunderstanding, ABC held out,
but it came to terms .with-- the
Guild,- accepting the same provisos,
by 4 p.m. Monday (21).

‘Unit Booking’ .

Continued from pare Zi sssi

and the man Murrow, Larry Spi-
vak, Ted Granik, et al., were most
anxious to book for their respec-
tive shows stood pat with his “re-

luctant dragon” role and turned
down all TV bids.

. The eagerness of the’ Democratic
aspirants to showcase their wares
on the video forums was in sharp
contrast with their GOP counter-
parts—Sen. Robert Taft and Gen.
Dwight Eisenhower—^who, despite
numerous Invites Were unable to

make a joint TV appearance until

after the big show was over. Hosts
of the various panels figure it’s

either “feast or famine,” \ylth

either too many or too few top
names available, depending upon
the circumstances of the particular
convention maneuvering.

No TV Blackout
Continued from pace 27

held up until we know what our

talent costs will be.” He pointed

out that the Garden has two man-
agers’ guilds to deal with and
doesn’t know what their demands
will be.

“We can’t deal with the TV peo-
ple and the advertisers until we
reach an agreement with the fight

managers,” Irish: explained. “But
our plans right now call for im-
portant indoor fights to be tele-
vised over the networks again.”
Regarding the manner in which

the public eventually will be
brought in to pay for TV fights
on their home sets, Irish stated
it’s his personal belief that the tel-

meter device, rather than the tele-
phone tieup, will be the answer.

“With the telemeter device, the
setowner will deposit the quarter
or 60c piece and the- picture will
be unscrambled for him,’? said
Irish. “The objection to the phone
plan, in which you’d have the tele-

phone company unscramble the
picture and be charged for it, is

that the public woiuld get: its bill

at the end of the month. The size

of the bill through accumulation
might scare many people into not
using the device again.
“Pay as you go is the most work-

able plan, I think. The telemeter
device also overcomes the problem
of everyone callhig the telephone
company at once and the probable
overtaxing of wire facilities.

Mpb' Joe Cook
Continued from t»a|re Zt

that if the sun was shining when
we staged this stunt, so much the

better, for it would attract much
more attention. We hope to have

our man off the County Farm by

Labor Day,

“The telephone call stunt was

pretty good up until the third call.

Frankly, Mr. Pader, the Twin
Cities is just not a ‘show town,’ and
we are forced to agree with Mr.
Hooper that only 4.8% of those
who own television sets are* look-

ing at ‘Today.’ For same reason
unbeknown to us the other 95.2%
of the people we called at 7 a. in.

seemed quite Impatient.

“At least one drug store in the
Twin Cities area is following
through on your soda shop and
restaurant tieup. We approached
'Mr. Allen Berschied of the Ber-
schied Drug Store and asked him
for an out-of-the-ordlnary concoc-
tion to be labeled ‘Today.’ Ber-
schied’s Special consists of one
scoop tuttifrutti in a pool of frozen
custard, decorated with Mara-
schino cherries, chopped pistachios,

roasted almonds and garnished
with an old truss. We borrowed
verbatim a piece of your copy from
page five and have all of Her-
schied’s soda jerkettes wearing a'

little badge—‘Pick-Me-Up for To-
dtay.’

“We have an announcer on our
staff who resembles Garroway (see

attached photo) who we had walk-
ing around to^vn at certain times.

As yet no one has come up to him
and said, 'You are telling Minne-
apolis about the wonderful NBC
show Today, starring Dave Garro-
way»’ Mostly they just say ‘Hi,

Charlie.* This Charlie Is pretty
popular around town', especially on
the University campus.

Rise and Shine

“Re ‘Early Risers’ publicity story:

We have mem'oed our entire staff

to the effect that those’ w'ho upoii

coming home of an evening run
mto someone who is on the job at

5 a. m. report such nonsense to our
executive vice-president who ' will

use both our radio and ,television

facilities to publicize such a person.

This also goes for any ‘television

store manager who wants to open
up his premises before the decent’

hour of 9 a. m.

“Your suggestion on.page 12 was
followed, and here we had .surpris-

ing results. We had ballots made
up containing the names , of people
in the news whose pictures had

heen seen on ‘Today,’ The station

staff ch-culated them around town,
asking people on the streets te

mark those names they felt sun
were most important in terms oi

‘Today’s* news. Results of this bal*

loting did provide grist for oui

local news shows and newspapers
Incidentally, who is Flemer Bleam*
ish?

“The airline terminal stunt would
have worked except that the
weather has. been so humid in the
Twin Cities lately. As a matter of

fact, a KSTP pigeon stopped flap-

ping his vdngs, lost altitude and
drowned before he hit the ground,
Weather conditions have not helped
this stunt at all, and when so.me-

joker from our competltor;"WT(i;N-»
TV, came along and put that slo-

gan on top of the TV set . . . well!

‘For eternal rest, fly Northwest.’

“Seriously, all of your exploita-

tion Ideas have merit, and we -at

KSTP think that NBC’s Exploita-
tion dbi^ision will fill a real need,”

Cook avers he wouldn’t have
believed such “suggestions” possi-

ble unless he actually had seen
them in print in the manual.

NBC’s Assets
Continued from pA*c 27

in oil leases, $612,GOO- in securities,

$659,000 in Govemment bonds, and
$500,000 is in cash.

Hope’s income is listed as “in
excess of $100,000” per year.

In a recital of Hope’s public
service record, the application de-

scribes his activities as so exten-
sive that “they cannot be fully de-

tailed in one exhibit*’ Brief mefl-
tion ‘is made of his “second 10
years” of entertaining troopsf

throughout the world, of. over 360
appearances in’ various war thea-
tres, and before philanthropic oi>

ganizations.

. .Application reveals that Hope
turned over entire proceeds of

$166,000 from his book; “I Never
Left Home,".to the National War
Fund,

St. Louis—Execs of KMOX, St.

Louis CBS outlet, have arranged a
scries of gabbing ' engagements
through the St. Louis area to em-
phasize .the' importance .of radio
and its direct relationship to com-
munity life; 'Mark Russell, pro-
gram • directori teed off series by
addressing the Klwanis Club , of St.

Louis at downtown hotel last week.

RWG’s Victory
Continued from pace 2C

continuity witers are to receive

as commercial fees 60% of the

freelance minimum basic agree-

ment of Nov. 16, 1951, which is

retroactive to that date, A differ-

ential of 10% was also established

in newsrooms for hours worked
from 12 midnight to 7 a.m. For
the first time, writers are hence-

forth also to get three weeks’ paid

vacation after the first year. Scrip-

ters at ABC and CBS get four

weeks after the first five years,

[while NBC, because it operates

under an overall RCA policy, has

'Te/cv/s/o/r showmanship

is no longtr confined to ac-

tors,

Abel,
—^Variety, July 16.

Praise for the great coverage and Tele-

vision Zoomar shots of the Republic<jn and

Democratic National Conventions should

go to the following network engineers and

their helpers.

TELEVISION ZOOMAR SALUTES
CBS*

R. G, Thompson
O. J« Sather

A. E« Merciea

Robert WiUon

NBC^s

F. A. Wankel
Alfred Jackson

Max Jacobsen

AEC^s

Ed Horstman
F. A. Timberlake

William Trevarthen

Television Zoomar always aives the top

performance for large or smaTf studio pro-

^ duction. Same lens for baseball, football,

horse races, etc*

Used by all important. television, stations

from Buenos Aires, Argentrnai to CBC,
Montreal, Conada, and from New. York to

San Francisco.

JACK PEQLER

TELEVISION ZOOMAR CORPORATION
500 Fifth Aveewe Reem 2223

New York 34, N. Y*
-
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
*u.

By JVHKE GKOSS

Foiw Attui ‘'Should I"-"There's
Only Tonight" (Decca), “Should I"

is a standout slice that should give

the. Four Aces a'soUd berth on the
hit lists. Tune, a Nacio Herb
Bro^VJl-Arthur Freed collaboration,

was given a recent revival spurt in

the Metro musical, “Singin* In The
Bain,” but this zestful rendition is

the clincher that’ll move It back
Into the top. brackets. The Aces
give it the kind of big and speedy
rendition that’s going 6ver In the
wax market. Bottom deck offers

another top example of th^,Aces*
technique.

Billy May Orch: "Love Is Just
Around the Corher"-‘‘Gin and
Tonic" (Capitol). More of Billy
May’s danceable orch styling is

showcased in this coupling of the
oldie, "Love Is Just Around The
Comer" and a sprightly new in-

strumental, "Gin and Tonic.”
Former is givep a lilting, unpre-
tentious rendition, that should
make it a jukebox fave. :Jni'Ulie

Smith does an excellent job on the
vocal. Flip follows a gay, melodic
line that's sparked by Smith’s top-
flight sax licks. It rates spins.
Ames Bros.: "String Along"-

"Absence Makes, the Heart Grow
Fonder" (Coral). "String Along" is

a bouncy country-styled item with
a mid-hit potehtial. It’s 'got' a cat*
chy beat and a cute lyric, a blend-
ing that'll get it repeat spins. Ames
Bros, capture the combelt quality I

with a spirited workover. "Fonder”
I

is a dull ballad which even the
Ames boys can’t bring to life. Bay
Bloch supplies a flrstrate backing.
Sandy Solo: "I’m Through With

Love”-"La Bosita" (Abbey), Sjrndy
Solo, who’s making his shellac bow
via this indie label pressing, im-
presses as a potent entry in the
male vocalists disk sweeps. Solo
eschews the big-voiced echo-cham-
ber techniques which have been
dominating current wax output for
a straight, easygoing styling. It’s

the technique of the old school but
it’s due for a rebirth and with a
proper push from the platter spin-
ning fraternity, this may be the
disk to spearhead the revival. Solo
belts out "Love" In a warm, ro-
mantic mood that doesn’t forsake
melody for pyrotechnics. Solo gets
the same effective results on "La
Bosita." It’s a tossup as to which
side’ll break through.

Guy Lombardo Orch: "Wish You
Were Here”-"Honky Tonk Sweet-
heart" (Decca). Title song of the
new Broadway legituner, "Wish
You Were Here,” is given top
treatment by Guy I,ombardo and
his crew. Tune is a standout ballad
entry that’s been getting strong
diskery coverage and the Lom-
bardp entty will help push it into

the top bracket. Kenny Martin
helps with his lyric handling. Side
should go well with the jukes.

"Honky Tonk Sweetheart" has a

nice lilt and an average lyric mak-
(Continued on page 45)

W$ With Largest Radio Audience
The top 30 aongt of week (more in ca*c of ties), hosed on

copyrighted Audience Coverage Index k Audience Trend Index.

.Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director, A^phabeticaUv listed.

Survey l^Teck of July 11-17

Am I In Love—t"Son of Paleface" Famous
Anytime’. ! Hill & B
Auf Wledersehn Sweetheart Hill & B
Blue Tango Mills
Delicado Remick
For tho Very First Time Berlin
Forgive Me Advanced
From Time You Say Goodbye Pickwick
Here Comes That Mood Life
Here In My Heart Mellin
How Close Life
If Someone Had Told Me Witmark
Im Confessin’ Bourne
I’m Yours Algonquin
Just For You Burvan
Kiss (if Fire Duchess
Lover Famous •

Luna Rossa BVC
Maybe • Robbins
Padam Padam Leeds
So Madly In Love Shapiro-B
Somewhere Along Way United
South Peer
Sweetest Words I Know Life
There’s Doubt In My Mind Broadcast
To Be Loved By You Remick
Walkin’ My Baby Back Home DeSylva-B-H
Watermelon Weather Morris
Wish You Were Here—*"Wish You Were Here” Chappell
Zing a Little Zong—t"Just For You" Burvan

Second Group
A Girl A Fella and A Beach Umbrella Valando
A Guy Is a Guy - Ludlow
Be Anything (But Be Mine) ' Shapiro-B
Botch-A-Me Cromwell
Busybody

; Alamo
Easy Street Johnstone-M
High Noon Feist
In Good Old Summer Time Marks
Just a Little Lovin' Hill & R
Mask Is Off Miller
Once In a While ..Miller
Poinciana Marks
Rosanne ABC
Rutza Rutza ....... Sheldon
Sleepy Little Cowboy Beacon
Smoke Rings Am Academy
Strange Sensation Santly-J
Vanessa Morris
West Of the Mountains Goday
Where Did the Night Go Chappell
You’ll Never Walk Alone Williamson

Scoreboard

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from StalUticai Reportg of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

for

WEEK ENDING JULY 19 ===«=====^^

NOTEi The current comparative sales, strenoth of the. Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is

arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu-
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with VAtum. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de.
veloped from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines),
and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last

week. week. ARTIST AND LABEL TUNE

ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Columbia)

xrr’o /I Y xrxTXT rr j v Auf WiedersehuVERA LYNN (London)
_. Sweetheart

PERCY FAITBf (Columbia) . . Delicado

AL MARTINO (BBS) Here in My Heart

JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia) ' WalkingMy Baby Home

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
; Were Here

PERRY COMO-EDDIE FISHER (Victor) Maybe
GEORGIA GIHBS (Mercury) Kiss of Fire

TONY MARTIN (Victor) . . Kiss of Fire

•LEROY ANDERSON (Decca) Blue Tango

TUNES

TUNE PUBLISHER

AUF WDEDERSEHN SWEETHEART : . . .

:

Hill-R

KISS OF FIRE ; . . .Duchess

HALF AS MUCH Acuff-R

HERE IN .MY .TTE ART Mellin

WALKIN* MY BABY BACK HOME DeSylva-B-H

DELICADO Remick

PM YOURS -....Algonquin

BLUE TANGO Mills

BOTCH-A-ME Hollis

MAYBE Robbins

ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Columbia)

POSITIONS
This Last
week. week.

1 ' 1

10 10

p^iEff 10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines
1. HALF AS MUCH (6) (Acuff-R) Rosemary Clooney .

.

. .Columbia •

^ * (Vera Lynn London '

>.- 2. AUF WIEDERSEHN (5) (Hill-R) -{Eddie Howard Mercury -

I Guy Lombardo Decca
^

:: 3. HERE IN MY HEART (9) (Mellin) ..
{ Martino BBS

;

; [Tony Bennett Columbia .

'• 4. WALKIN MY BABY BACK HOME (9) (DeSylva-B-BD Johnnie Ray ..Columbia
^

.. 5. BOTCH-A-ME (3 )(Hollis) Rosemary Clooney ....Columbia -

6. KISS OF FIRE (12) (Duchess) Martin "

;; I
G. Gibbs Mercury I

;;
7, DELICADO (8) (Witmark\ J

Columbia

:: Kenton Capitol .

.. 8. LOVER (5) (Famous) Peggy Lee-G. Jenkins ....Decca
;

9. MAYBE (4) (Robbins) )
P- Como^E. Fisher Victor

;“
\ Ink Spots ' Decca ,

y 10. I'M YOURS (11) (Algonquin) } Don Cornell Coral
;

( Eddie Fisher : Victor .

Secuad Croup

Top 10 Songs On TV
Bigger the Figure Dartmouth
Gonna Get Along Without You Now Kellem
I Hear the Bluebells Ring Leeds
I'm Yours Algonquin
In the Good Old Summer Time Marks
Lovely To Look At .Harms
Trover Famous
Somewhere Along the Way United
Walkin’ My Baby Back Home DeSylva-B-H
Would You Robbins

FIVE TOP STANDARDS
Dearie Laurel
On a Sunday By the Sea Morris
On the Sunny Side Of the Street Shaniro-B

E^e^ty Baby. Remick

t Filmusical. * Legit musical.

^ BLUE TANGO (18) (Mills)

; HIGH NOON (Feist)

t TILL THE END OF THE WORLD (Southern)
' TVHISTLE MY I,OVE (Disney)

;
,

^
ILL WALK ALONE (10) (Mayfair)

^
VANESSA (Morris) ;

4- WALKIN’ TO MISSOURI (Hawthorne)
i SUGARBUSH (Schirmcr)

^

^
ROCK OF GIBRALTAR (Montclare) .....

+ ANYTIME (14) (Hill-R)
! . ! .

!

t NIGHT AND DAY (Harms)
• • ^ !

+ IF YOU WOULD ONLY BE MINE (Wakcly) . .

]

f BIRDS AND BEES (Duchess)
I WHEEL OF FORTUNE (17) (Laurel)

1 A GUY IS A GUY (9) (Ludlow)

in parentheses indicate number oj weeks .song

. Leroy Anderson Decca

i'Hugo Winterhalter Victor

Frankie Laine Columbia

Bing Crosby-G. Martin Decca

Beaver Valley Sweethearts Vic.

(
Don Cornell Coral

{ Richard Hayes Mercury

\ Patti Andrews Decca

Hugo Winterhalter . . • •
Victor

Sammy Kaye Columbia

Frankie Laine-D. Day .Columbia

‘Frankie Laine Columbia

Eddie Fisher Victor

Grady Martin Decca

Jimmy Wakely Capitol

Three Suns Victor

Kay Starr • • >
Capi'oi

Doris Day Columbia

ha.'t been in the Top 101

1



DiskeriesM to New Tair Trade’

Ad to Cement Price Structure

m vs. mm Only 1 Dissent to ASCAP Writer

Payoff Plan as Opposition Blows Up
The finswer to whether the major4

companies want to reestablish a

firm price structure in the disk in-

dustry is expected to be forthcom-

ing in the next couple of months

as a result of new Federal “fair

trading” legislation. Law, which

went into effect last week, permits

manufacturers to fix list prices for

licensed retailers and prevents by-,

passing of the price agreements by

transshipping of merchandise froni

one state to another.

Previous attempts of major disk

companies to halt the discount

practice among retailers have been

stymied by the courts. In New
York it was ruled that the “fair

trade” Feld-Crawford act could‘not

be invoked due to legal techni-

calities. « , ,

More importantly, the Federal

law may now make it possible to

halt the operation of cut-rate mail

order houses who operate across

state boundaries. These operations

have mushroomed in the last cou-

ple of years and efforts to wipe

them out have failed due to con-

flicting laws in various states.

Although the disk Industry,

through the Becord Industry Assn,

of America, supported the Federal
“fair trade” Jaw, retailers are

watching to see whether any im-

mediate move will he made against

the discounters. A widespread be-

lief among neighborhood retailers,

who want to establish a firm list

price, Is that some discount stores,

such as Sam Goody’s, have grown
so powerful that the majors are

afraid to stop them.
It’s believed that the longstand-

ing price war in the disk retail

field ha* resulted in the turnover
of more merchandise than the disk-

ers could have sold with firm list

rices. The whole retail picture,

owever, has been steadily deteri-

orating under the impact of the

discount war. Several large price-

cutters have taken over the major
share of the business,^ with nabe
retailers being forced into a tight

corner since they can barely meet
overhead expenses if they attempt
to sell at competitive prices.

Victor Will Push Toscy’s

lOOG Beethoven 9A Set

Via ’Underseiruig’ Bally

When RCA Victor market* Ar-

turo Toscanini’s double LP (box

set) recording Beethoven’s Ninth

Symphony, it will merchandise it

by underselling, quoting the maes-

tro’s exact phrase, “This time I am
almost satisfied,” This time refers

to his fifth try at disking a Tosca-
nini interpretation of the sym-
phony. Four previous attempts were
scrapped, despite the $20,000 re-

cording date cost each time. In
actuality, the fifth time out*spells
a $100,000 artistic production in-

vestment in a symphonic recording,
easily an alltime world’s high for
Virtuosity exactitude.

CJeorge Marek, a.&r. chiefain, is

giving the Toscy platters the full

treatment, including a special
Louis Untermeyer English version
of the Fri^rich Schiller poem,
‘Ode to Joy," which is embodied
in the Beethoven symph. There
v-’ill be an unique series of candid
camera shots of the maestro in
action. The symph, in actuality,
I'uns three sides of the four-sided
12-inch LP platters, and the last
Side is devoted to Toscanini’s ver-
sion of Beethoven’s First Sym-
phony.

Marek’s campaign to merchan-
dise the Bed Seal platters (now on
LP) is to do the best classics the
best way possible, rather than cut
new repertory or dig up some of
ihe oldies which have been forgot-
ten and, invariably-, -are deservedly
forgotten. Even the greats can’t

1
be great; nobody bats

LOOOfe. Marek likens it to Shake-
spear’s “Pericles,” which is almost

performed, whereas “Ham-
et or “Macbeth” remain perenial-
ly popular.

' Edict a Puizler
Disk company execs are still

puzzled by the meaning of
James C. Petrillo’s latest ban
on foreign recordings. They
are awaiting clarification from
their lawyers on whether the

‘

ukase covers all foreign etch-
ings or whether it applies only -

to foreign-made disks on which
some U. S. musicians are fea-
tured.

Involved in these answers is

the whole future of XJ. S. com-
pany tieups with foreign la-

bels, such as RCA Victor with
His Master’s Voice in Britain
and Columbia Records with
the Phillips Co. of HoUand.

WoodyHennan

Fonns Own Label

For Band Disks
Orch leader Woody Herman en-

tered the recording biz last week
with the formation of a new indie

label. Mars Records. Herman,
whose pact with M-G-M Records
expired last month, turned down
bids from several major diskeries

to form his own company. At pres-

ent Mars will Issue nothing but
Herman orch waxings.
Herman’s decision to organize

the Mars label stems from the re-

sentment among some name lead-

ers of the treatment they’ve been
getting from the majors. The orch
leaders say they have been treated

like step-children in the diskery

stable and generally have to put

their own coin behind the promo-
tion of a disk. Herman figured

that he could get more action on
his etchings if they were ^released
by his own firm.

Herman's already cut eight sides

and he’* planning to release one
disk a month. The preem platter,

“Jump In The Line” backed by
“Stompin’ At The Savoy,” was re-

leased late last week and has

ifatked up 11*000' sales in four days

on the' market. Key distributors

around the country have been lined

up to peddle the Mars platters.

Herman has also tied up with

pubbery, topper Howie Richmond,
to handle the promotion and ex-

ploitation of the releases. Richmond
will also be repped on the disks as

a publisher since he has lined up
one of his tunes for each of the

four skedded Mars platters.

LOir LEVY’S 2-WEEK

SHUTDOWN POLICY
Initiating a new summer opera-

tion policy, Lou Levy has closed

down his music publishing offices

for two weeks for vacations for his

complete staff. Move is patterned

afjter the practice of some major
diskeries which shutter their plants

for several weeks during the sum-
mer period.

Levy’s move affects his Leeds,

Duchess and Pickwick firms.

Alpert-Cleary-Siegfler

Tune Disked by Decca
Fifteen years ago Mickey Alpert,

Mike Cleary and Maurice Siegler

wrote a song called “Deep in the

Blue,” which Keit-Engel published.

It just got its first recording, by

Decca, with Tommy Dorsey’s orch.

Dorsey heard it recently and picked

it up for republishing by the Dor-

sey Bros. Music Co., and Decca

brought out the tune during the

past weelc

Angel Fonfrias, manager of

Peer International’s Puerto Rican
office, in New York last week to

huddle with firm’s brass. He
planed back over the weekend.

James C. Petrillo, American Fed-

erations of Musicians prexy, issued

a sweeping ban against the use of:

foreign musicians by U. S. diskersi

in a communique mailed to all

companies and bookers over lastj

weekend. Petrillo’s move is an ex-

tension of his ban on AFM musi-j
clans, particularly conductors,
working abroad and is expected to

result in a showdown fight between
the union* and ' the wax works.

Petrillo 's letter said: “It has
been called to our attention that

several signatory companies are
employing the services of musi-
cians who do not belong to the
AFM in recording activities which
take place abroad. In some instan-

ces, members of the AFM are used
in conjunction with these non-
members to make the recordings

referred to. This letter is sent to

you to call youi^ attention to the
stipulation In our agreement that

under the circumstances outlined

above, you are to record only mem-
bers of 'the AKM.”

Petrillo said that his move aimed
only at “stopping the cut-rate prac-

tices of recording companies and
recording Instnimentalists who go
outside the U. S. to enjoy cheaper
costs and higher profits and then

fiood the American market with a

product that competes unfairly

(Continued on page 47)

NAMM Convention

To Spark Selling
I

Drive by Diskeries

The National Assn, of Music
Merchants 51st annual convention,

opening in New York Monday (28)

at the Hotel ‘New Yorker, will be
the focal iwint for an intensive

selling drive by all the major disk

companies and some standard pub-

lishers. Some 1,500 music retail-

ers are expected to attend the con-

clave.

Although the pi^mo and other

musical instrument dealers domi-

nate the formal sessions of the

NAMM conventions, the disk com-
panies will be prominently repre-

sented in the exhibit displays at

the hotel. A big push will be made
on the three-speed phonograph
machines now being dis^buted by

such major companies as RCA ‘Vic-

tor, Columbia and Decca.

Keynote of the conclave is ex-

pected to be better merchandising

on all levels of the music indus-

try which has been slipping for the

past couple of years. Convention

speakers are expected to stress

new ways of bringing customers

into the stores, training of per-

sonnel and inventory management
as part of an overall merchandis-

ing approach.

Despite the fact that the last

couple of NAMM conventions were
not productive of any sizable or-

ders, the diskers are hoping to use

the conclave as a springboard out

of the summer slump. Most of the

major companies have come up
with special deals and these will

be ballyhooed among the NAMT^l
retailers.

Old Vic Players Etch

‘Macbeth’ for RCA Victor

The Old Vic Players, of London,
have recorded “Macbeth” on disk

for RCA Victor, with Alec Guin-
ness and Pamela Brown in the lead

roles. It is for 1953 release.

Victor has been ultra careful in

casting its dramatic selections and
thus was able to pull a winner
with the Laurence Oliviers (Vivien

Leight), in their version of “Hamlet”
which has sold 30,000 sets at ^4.85

I to date*

Berlin OK’$ 5G Nick
Irving Berlin, who has been

getting about $18,000 quarter-
ly from ASCAP for the past

year as a unique cleffer with
600,000 performances annual-
ly, is expected to drop around
$5,000 annually under opera-
tion of the new 30-30-20-20

distribution system. Reduction
will be caused by the fall in
value of the individual per-
formance point created by the
acceleration in the promotion
rate of all ASCAP writers.

The plan, however, was out-
lined to Berlin several weeks
ago and he okayed it as “a con-
tribution to the general wel-
fare of ASCAP.’;

_

RCA Inks Lanza

To No-Guarantee

5-Year Contract
Hollywood, July 22.

Mario Lanza will stay in the RCA
Victor talent stable under a new
no-guarantce pact negotiated In

Hollywood today (Tues.) by RCA
veep Manie Sack* and Music Corp.

of America vlcc-prexy Lew Wasser-

man. Turning down Lanza’s origi-

nal demands for a hugifc gulirantce,

RCA will continue the tenor’s 10%
royalties on uncopyrighted tunes
and 6% royalties on copyrighted
song*.

Pact will run' for five years and
guarantees Lanza a minimum of 16
sides per. year. All disks ^vlll be
issued on Victor's $1.25 Red Seal
label. Lanza, Incidentally, ac-
counted for- 26% of Victor’s Red
Seal sales in 1951 with such hits

as “Be My Love” and “Loveliest
Night Of The Year," plus Mg
album sales on “The Great Caruso.”

Sacks, meantime. Is due to arrive
back in New York either Friday
(25) or Monday (28).

KASSNER ABROAD TO

PUSH ‘BLONDES’ SCORE
I

Ed Kassner, partner with Jack
Robbins in J, J. Robbins & Sons,
has left for London to set up a
European drive on the score of
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.” The
legit musical, whose score is pub-
lished by the Robbins-Kassner
firm, will open in London Sept. 15.

Robbins will go to London for the
preem.

Kassner is lining up four British

subsids to work on the show score
and* will visit Germany, Sweden,
Italy and France on a six-week
Continental junket.

R & H, Menotti Nights To
Wind Stadium Season

Final stanza of the Lewisohn
Stadium (Concerts in N.Y. next
week (28-2), will feature the first

Gian-Carlo Menotti Night, Thurs-
day (31), with the fifth annual
Rodgers-Hammerstein Night wind*
ing the season Saturday (2),

Marguerite Piazza, Claramae
Turner, Robert Weede and Thomas
Hayward will be soloists for the
R&H night, with' Salvatore Dell'Is-

ola conducting. Eileen Farrell,

Wesley Dalton and Rosemary Kuhl-
mann will be soloists for the Me-
notti evening, with Thomas Schip-
pers batoning.

Santly to Simon Music
Harry Santly took over the post

of general professional manager at

George Simon Music last week.
Santly, who had been a contact-

man with Simon several years ago,

was recently on the plugging staff

of Bourne Music.

The threatened bitter-en4 fight

against the new writer distribution

plan of the American Society of

Composers, Authors & Publishers

dissolved at the New York mem-
bership meeting last week when
payoff system was placed on the
agenda for discussion. At' the
windup of the meeting, the opjpo'si-

tion group dwindled down to one
dissenting vote although about a
half-dozen other writers previously
voiced some objections. One factor
in the weak showing of. the opposi-
tion group was the absence of their
ablest spokesman. Redd Evans, who
left for Europe a few days before
the conclave on a long-scheduled
trip.

The bulk of the rank-and-file,
however, indicated full support to
the new system which has been
devised to prevent any dra'Stlc in-
come drops from year to year via
the incorporation of an availability
factor in the distribution’ machin-
ery. It is estimated that well over
50% * of all A3CAP writers will
stand to gain from the new plan
with those in the lower classifica-

tions getting the best break.
Both Stanley Adams and Mack

David, chief authors of the 30-30-
20-20 plan, were accoladed by the
ASCAP ranks for coming up with
an equitable and workable system
which goes into: effbet in October.
It was pointed out that the bene-
fits would be spread, among the
ranks from the expanding revenue
of ASCAP.
Both a J. Lengsfelder and Pinky

Herman, who had been fightings
against the ASCAP cUaalfication*
committee headed by Adams, for
the past two years’, strongly favor-
ed the new plan. I^me recommen-
dations by Lengsfelder and Her-
man were embodied in the new
system which represented a ci*oss-

section of ASCAP thinking on the
payoff problem.
Some of ' the doubting writers,

who were holding out for a 100%
performance basis, were sold on
the new plan after it Wa» explained
that the promotion rate under the
30-30-20-20 system would be vir-
tually as fast. The small differen-
tial in acceleration between the old
and new plans was tagged as “an
insurance premium” against any
drastic fall* in income.
A proposal, sponsored by Pinky

Herman, to count seniority year*
from the year a writer entered
ASCAP is expected to be Incorpo-
rated Into the plan. Under the old
system, the non-participating mem-
bership period, sometimes running
to three or four years, was not
counted In the seniority rating.

A meeting for Coast ASCAP
cleffers will be held in Hollywood
July 30. Adams, David L. Wolfe
and other ASCAP execs will be on
hand to explain thq new distribu-
tion system.

Capitol’s ‘Open House’

Fete On lOth Anni to Be

Held In Scranton Plant
As part of its 10th JUini cele-

bration this month, Capitol Rec-
ords is prepping a fete in Scran-
ton, Pa., home of its pressing plant,
Aug. 1. Diskery will hold “open
house” at the plant with a special
ceremony for its 106 10-year em-
ployes there. Cap brass will be
repped by Glenn Wallichs, prez;
Bill Fowler, v.p. in charge of sales;

Alan Livingston, artists and rep-
ertoire chief; Lloyd Dunn, veepee
in charge of merchandising; Hal
Cook, v.p. in charge of eastern
promotion, and Forges Sandor,
head of the international depart-
ment.
Promotion campaign for the

Scranton shindig will include full

page ads in the Scranton dailies,

Times and Tribune, and a cuffo

platter to visitors at the plant of

the company’s first hit in 1942,

Ella Mae Morse’s “Cow Cow
Boogie,” backed by its 1952 best

seller, Kay Starr’s “Wheel of For-

tune.” Several of Cap’s name
artist* will entertain at the plant.
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Erases S^Yr. Showtnne OUivioii

For the first time In three yeArs,^--

ji tune from a Broadway legit mu-

sical is stepping out as a potent

pop entry. Although the title song

from the legituner, “Wish You
Were Here/' has been on the mar- )

ket less than a month, it's already (

showing signs of reversing the ^

showtune anathema that's been ,

plaguing the market. The clicko .

Indications of “Here" is giving .

tradesters an optimistic outlook
for the flock of musical show *

scores that are headed for Broad-. I

way In the upcoming season.
.

Tune, which was penned by
Harold Rome, Is racking up

® strong sales in both the record and
sheet market. Waxings already on
release are Eddie Fisher, RCA Vic-
tor; Fran Warren, M-G-M; Jane

j
Froman, Capitol; and Guy Lorn- \

bardo, Decca. Chappell is publish- y

ing the score. f

Other tune from the same show,
•'Where Did The Night Go." also is

showing up as a click potential.

Tune's been cut by Tony Martin
for Victor and the new Toni Arden-
Jan Arden team for Columbia. The
Victor . original cast album was re-

leased early this week and will

be oushed by an NBC' plugging
drive. Victor has a $20,000 in-

vestment in the show.

HANDY SUES CARNIVAL

IN LICENSING ACTION
Albany,. July 22.

W. C. Handy and the New World
Music Corp. filed a suit in Utica
Federal Court Friday (18) against
the James E. Strates Show, Inc.,

and for an Injunction and mini-
mum damages of $250 for alleged
unauthorized use of “The St. Louis
Blues" in carnival performances
June 4 outside Albany and July
14-19 in Watertown.
The action is based on the con-

tention that the Strates Shows
used the song for profit and with-
out authorization.

Olman's Coast 0.0.
Hollywood, July 23.

Abe Olman has arrived for a
periodic huddle with Metro and
20th-Fox studio music execs in-

connection with their forthcoming
film scores.

General manager of the “Big 3"

(Robbins-Feist-Miller) has publish-
ing exclusivity on these studios’
filmusicals.

Hit By Exodus, Kaye

Will Reorganize Band

For Fall 1-Niter tour
Sammy Kaye, who lost the major

portion of his orch a, couple of

weeks ago when 10 sidemen
walked out- to form their, own out-

fit, will organize a new band with-
in the next month. Music Corp. of
America, Kaye’s agency, is current-
ly lining up a two-month one-nitei*

tour for the band. -The trek is ex-

pected to teeoff in October.
Kaye will build the new crew

around the four sidemen who
didn’t go along in the. mass exodus.
They are Lloyd Strang, trombone;
Bob Bonsang, trumpet; Bob Kasba,
piano, and Ernie Ardie, guitar.

George Winslow remains as ar-

ranger. Warbler Barbara Benson
will be replaced for the fall tour
since she’s leaving the band next
month ..to be married.
The two-month trek will be

followed by a New York hotel date
which has not yet been set. Hotel
Astor wanted Kaye to come in as
a replacemen for the “Grand Ole
Opry” last month but Kaye turned
the date down. Spot booked Car-
men Cavallaro but is still In-

terested in getting Kaye for late
fall.

Rise Stevens, Met Opera mezzo-,
soprano, will be guest star of the
23rd annual Chicagoland Music
Festival, at Soldiers’ Field, Chi.,
Aug. 23.

BETAE DISK BEST SELLQIS

National

Rating

This Last
wk. wk.

—ys^iefr~
SuTvcy of reidil disk best

sellers, based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing com-

parative sales rating for this

and last week.

Week Ending

July 19

Artist, Label, Title

.a 6
a P

n

S IS
s;: S

S .3S 'S
2 I
S .3

^ I I
1 ! i

^ A,O

8 ^

9
CO I to

B

4. 5

6 . 8

9A 9

9B 10

10 11

12 13

14 15

15 17

19 16

VEKA LYNN (London)
“Auf Wlcdersehit"—1227 2

PERCY FAITH (Columbia)
. “Dellcado”—39708 7 ..

ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Col.)

“Half Am Much"—39710 1 3

ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Col.)
'

-“Botch-A-Me"—39767 5 1

AL MARTINO (BBS)
“Here In My Heart"—101 8 .

.

JOHNNY RAY (Columbia)
“Walkin’ My Baby Home"—39750. 4

COMO-FISHER (Victor)
^

“Maybe"—20-4744 9 4

LEROY ANDERSON (Decca)

“Bine Tango"—40220 10 .

.

TONY MARTIN (Victor)

“Kis» of Fire"—20-4671

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“I'm Yours"—^20-4680

GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury)
“Kiss of Fire"-5823 ...

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“Wish You Were Here”—20-4830. .. 7
« —

PEGGY LEE. (Decca)
"Lover"-28215 . . . . ./T •. 5

NAT COLE (Capitol)
“Walkin’ Baby Back Home"-2130 , . .

.

FRANKIE LAINE -(Columbia)
“High Noon”—39770 ^ .

NAT COLE (Capitol)
“Somewhere Along Way”—2069 .... 6

HUGO WINTERHALTER (Victor)

Vanessa—20-4691 .

.

TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
Here In My Heart—39745 .

.

BEN LIGHT (Capitol)
•^Perfldia”-2023

JOHNNY RAY (Columbia)
“All of Me"-39788 3 ..

12 2 3 4 4.. 3 3 1

9 1 g 3 5 3 5 1 3 65

8 3 . . 1 8 2 8 2 .,

7 3 4 , . 7 . . ^ . .

.

4 .. 42.. 12
9 2 52

.10 46

5 1^1

3 7 9

6 10

5 83

5 . . 6 . . 6 4

2 .. 1 .. .. 6

9 .. 3 5 4 5

4 1

9 4 20

7 8

5 . . 7 .

.

7 9

5 . . . . 10 . 10 . . 10

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

1 2

BIG BAND BASH WITH A SONG IN

Billy May MY HEART

Capitol

KCF-329 •

oo. BDN-309
DCN-329 KDF-309
Lr329 . L-309

SINOIN' IN THE
RAIN '•

Hallywood Cast

M-G-M .

M-G-M-113
K-113
E-113

aMericI^n in
PARIS

Hollywood Cast

M-G-M
E-93.
K-93
M-93

JOHNNIE RAY

ALBUM

Columbia

CO-6199
* C2-88

B-2-88

5.5 Pci. Less Spent
- --- Continued from pare 2 "

,

industry last year was estimated at

$882,000,000, an increase of $30,-
000,000 over previous year and ap-
proximately same as 1949. Wages
and salaries paid by the industry
totaled $668,000,000, a slight in-
crease over 1950.

(National income is defined in
survey as “aggregate earnings of
labor and property which arise
from curr<fnt production of goods
and services." It includes compen-
sation of employees and profits of
enterprises.)

National income of radio and TV
broadcasting industry in 1951 was
estimated at $377,000,000. This
was an increase of $78,000,000 over
1950, which in turn was $37,000,000
greater than 1949. Growth of TV
was also reflected in payroll of the
broadcasting industry, which to-
taled $295,000,000 last year, com-
pared with $249,000,000 in 1950
and $219,000,000 in 1949.

Earnings (before taxes) of cor-
porations in the picture industry
were estimated at $131,000,000, a
gain of $6,000,000 over 1950, bu?

Pic Diwicg Off
Washington, July 22.

Dividends paid out in June
by film Industry corporations
dropped by approximately one-
fifth from the same month of
last year, according to the De-
partment of Commerce. Re-
porting companies paid out
$3,755,000 compared to $4,671.-
000 a year ago.

For the first half of 1952,
dividends totaled $13,656,000-
as against $15,063,000 In the
same period of 1951,

$14,000,000 under 1949. Earnings
of unincorporated (sole proprie-
torships, partnerships) motion pic-
ture enterprises totaled $43,000,-
000, a slight decline from 1950, and
$1,500,000 under 1949.

Corporate income after taxes of
motion picture industry totaled
$54,000,000 last year, a loss of
$11,000,000 from 1950 and a de-
cline of" $25,000,000 from 1949.
Corporate income of radio and TV
broadcasting industry last year was
$25,000,000, which was $7,000,000
greater than 1950 and $8,000,000
higher than 1949.

Corporate dividend payments by
motion picture industry totaled
$53,000,000 as compared with
$56,000,000 in 1950 and $60,000,000.
Dividends paid out by broadcasting
corporations totaled $9,000,000,
same as 1950, and $1,000,000 great-
er than 1949. Undistributed income
of motion picture corporations to-
taled $1,000,000 last year as coni-
pared to $9,000,000 in 1950 and

$19,000,000 in 1949. Undistributed
income of broadcasting corpora-

tions totaled $16,000,000 last' year

as compared to $9,000,000 in 1950

and 1949.

Picture industry had 219,000

fulltime employees last year, 5,000

less than in 1950. Average annual

earnings, however, were greater

last year—$3,050 as against .$2,911

in 1950.

Employment in broadcasting in-

creased from 49,000 fulltime work-

ers in 1949 to 63,000 in 1950 to

57,000 last year. Average annual

earnings likewise increased from

$4,469 to $4,698 to $5,175.

ARRANGING
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Jocks/ Jukes ami Disks
€otttittiu<d fr*iii ]iM|« 4i

Msy listening. JCtnnr

aer
contributes the vocal. IV&

iuke fare.

1 rrfisby - Andrew* Sisters:

% q?ya In Bahia’V^the Live

SSe»' (Decca). Bing Crosby-

•ews Sisters tandem produces

.psults on a pair of tunes from
/"tbcomlng paramount, pic,

Xr You
” “BahlaV is a slick

in flavored novelty' to ’which

fy and the Andrew femmes
"enough sparkle to keep it

nv with the jocks and- jukes.
"

voice blending on; the re-'

. Is more outstanding than the-

rial, John Scott Trott<?r l?acks

fully.

MacKenzic: “Adios"-

lln’ You Can’t' Love Two”
itol)

Miss MacKenzie has one

r best disks in some time in

ioupllng of a fave Latino num-
•‘Adios,” and a jaunty novelty

"You Can’t Love Two.” Her
warbling style brings a rich

tasteful quality to the former
while her bouncy piping on
alter gives it the zest it needs
epeat spins and displays Miss

tenzie’s versatile piping tech-

i; to advantage. Buddy Cole's

provides a strong assist.

llY Eckstine: “Strange Sensa-
. "Have a Good Time”
LM). “Sensation,” a tango
loed number, gets a* firstrale

ing via Billy Eckstine's class

oning. Since the tango beat
iirrently a hot market Item,

tine should be able to cash in

ils slice. He projects the kind
imantic mood here that goes

big, especially with the^

les. Bottom deck is an aver-
lallad that doesn’t go far. Nel-
llddle’s orch backs up in suit-

style.

inny Holiday: “I’ll Fdrget
-"The Greatest Sinner of
i All” (Capitol), Capitol’s

; entry into ’ the male disk
etitlon, Johnny Holiday, has
kay potential for future im-

1

but it's doubtful if these sides
nakfc much noise in the mar-
Holiday’s got a pleasing voice
i topped by excellent phras-
)ut he tends to become a bit
mannered as he gets into a
making the end result seem
ted and strained. The stand-
"I’ll Forget You,” is an okay

IVRY ARTIST

I

ith his Orchestra

Jfrently on tour

the midwest-

eaking all

piece of material for his styling
but he dissipates impact by trying
to hard on enunciation and- emo-
tion. He shows up in the same
manner on the reverse, a fan ballad
entiy,

Lily -Ann Carol: “It’s Been So
Long”-“I Don't Know Any Better”
(Victor). Lily Ann Carol raises
her platter stock with this rendi-
tion of the standard, “It’s Been So
Long.” She attacks the number
with a vigorous but capitivating
styling. Blending of brassy voice
and exciting orch backing' is pegged
for current, market and could take
off. Better” is a .slower paced
number in which the blues mood
is projected solidly by her hard
hitting pipes.

New Band Review
' Sauter-Flncgan Orch: “Doodle-
town. Fifers”-“Azure-Te”; “Rain”-
“Stop! Sit Down! Relax! Think!”
(Victor). The (Ed) Sauter-(Bill)

Finegan orch gets off to an aus-
picious^ start with Its first four
sides. Orch brings a new and
imaginative sound to wax that’s
suj:e to cause- plenty of talk in the
trade and bolster the public’s in-
terest in band etchings. Sauter,
who arranged for old Benny Good-
man outfit, and- Finegan, who held
the arranging post with the late
Glenn Miller’s crew, have pro-
duced, on these representative
slices, a definite identifying mark
that’ll keep the band high on the
best selFer lists as well as spark
top interest when it hits the road
in the late fail. The arrangements
are inventive and ear-arresting
with the orch working the melo-
dies over for listening as well as
terping values. “Fifei;s,” which
should nab the biggest commer-
cial returns, is an interpretive
martial air. “Azure-Te,” a stand-
out number in itself, shows off the
band in a moody, melodic mood.
On ”Rain,” the colorful arrange-
m€fnt attracts attention and on
“Stop! Sit Down! Relax! Think!”
it’s the driving orch work and the
spirited choral workover that
makes it a sock jock and juke bet.

Platter Pointers
Ralph Flanatran has a colorful

side in “Espanhiirlem” (Victor)

. . , Camaraia’s conception of

“MandaUno - Mandalino” on the

Decca label is sock juke fare . . .

Lawrence Welk orch registers well
on “Padarn4*adam” (Coral) . . .

Ralph MaHierle'* workover of the
oidie, “Peanut Vendor,” for Mer-
cury should keep the number mov-
ing in the coinboxes for some time
to come . . . Coleman Hawkins has
an okay slice in “Spellbound”
(DeccaV’. . .Mills Bros, could score
with theiC rendition of “Blue and
Sentimental” on the same label
. . . Jimmy Palmer orch hits pleas-
antly with “Wait 'Til the Sun
Shines Nellie” (Mercury) . . . Sy
Ollver'a “Slick Chick” packs plenty
of drive on Decca . . . Joan Shaw
.moans out a fair blues side in
“Troubles” (Coral) . . . Boh An-
thony’s rendition of “Should You
Forsake Me” could be another.win-
ner for the indlq Derby label . . .

Arthur Fiedleif and the Boston
Pops orch have a good commercial
side in “Wing Ding” (Victor).

Standout folk, western, religious,

blues, rhythm, etc.: Hank Williams,
“Jambalaya”

,
(M-^G-M) . , .

'

. Lc
FeVJrc Trio, “When I’ve Gone the
Last Mile of the Way” (Bibletone)
. . . Ernest Tuhb, ‘‘So Many Times”
(Decca) . . . Dude Martin, “I’d

Love a Home” (Mercury) , . . Viti

Bruce, “I Trusted You” (Columbia)
. . , Georgle’s Tavern. Band,( “One
Dollar-Polka” (Decca) . . .Johnny
Hicks, “My Next- Gal,” (Columbia)
Evangelistic Trio, “Boi^nd for the
Kingdom” (Bibletone) . . .Johnny
Otis, “Baby Baby Blues” (Mercury)
. . . Spedy West-Jimmy Bryant,
“Midnight Ramble” (Capitol).

AustrAlia’s Top Disks
Sydney, July 16,

Wheel of Fortune, Kay Starr

(Capitol).-

Perfidia, Ben Light (Capitol).

Tell Me Why, Eddie Fisher

(HMV).
Broken Hearted, Johnnie

Ray (Cdl.) ^ «

Bermuda, Bell Sisters (HMV).

Cry, Johnnie Ray (CoL)

- Any Time, Fisher (HMV).
- Tulips Sc Heather, Perry'
Como (HMV).

Turn Back Hands of Time,
•Fisher (HMV).

^ ,

' '
‘ Please,' Mr.* Sim,.' j'chfthifi''

- ‘-Rajr teoi.).
- • ‘ ^

- ' ‘ ~ * ‘

Rome’s songs have more dimen-^
sion and vitality than any show
score he has done, even topping
“Call Me Mister” in this regard.
Among the impressive lineup, the
standard pops are likely to be
“Goodbye Love,” “Shopping.
Around,” “Could Be,” “Where Did
the Night Go?,” “They Won’t
Know Me,” “Summer Afternoon,”
“Don Jose” (from Far Rockaway)
and the title tune, and there • are
apt show numbers in .“Camp Kare-
free,” “Social Director^’’ .“Mix ahd
Mingle,” “Certain Individuals,”
“Relax” and “Flattery..”

' .S' rt, {

.JT- ue?.. iitii . -iottt® At”
G»-’ -mioW

BROOKLYN EAGLE
f- I

Harold Rome, working at the
top of his form as both tune-mas-
ter and lyricist, has written a su-
perior score in various moods.

iy LOUIS SHIAUFU

Walter Winchell
Free Ice Cold Lemonade: Any-

body thrushing “Wish You Were
Here’» from the new sl^ow by that
name • • »

WISH YOU WERE HERE
EDDIE FISHER
RCA Victor (2<MS30)

GUY LOMRARDO
Decca (28-30t)

FRAN WARREN
MGM (11270-B)

\

JANE FROMAN
^pif.1 (21S4)

\ • •
.11,

WHERE THE NIGHT GO
TONI and^ JAN
Columbia (39-766)

TONY MARTIN
RCA Victor (20.47SS)

WISH YOU WERE HERE
feAturiiig the

ORIGINAL CAST
RCA Victor

CHAPPELL & Co. Inc.
RKO BuildiniEf Rockefeller Center, New York 20, New York
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Qn the Upbeat

New York '
|

Sandy Solo,>bbey Hecords vo-

calist, pacted by General Artists

Corp. . Lester Yonnr orch into

Birdland, N. Y., tomorrow (Thurs.)

. . . Yranklin Pulaski, TV-fllm

thesp, will be the “voice" on ^e
new monthly issue of Columbia
Masterwork Preview Records . . .

Teddy Charles Trio currently at

the Wigwam Lounge, N. Y. . . .

Sarah Vauifhan begins an engage-
ment at the Hawthorno Casino,

Gloucester, Mass,, July 28 . . 1

Gene Ammons orch opens at the
421 Club, Philly, July 28 . . .

Article on Johnnie Ray, penned by
Robert Sylvester, of the N. Y,

Daily News drama desk, in July

26th issue of the Saturday Evening
Post . . , Jimmy Forrest orch into

the Ebony Club, Cleveland, July 28

. . . Sol Yaged heads up a jazz sex-

tet for a concert date at Birdland,

N. Y., July 28 . . . Singer Donald
Richards set for a repeat guest
shot on DuMonPs "Cavalcade of

Stars" Friday (25) . . . Danny Sut-

ton, Federal Records vocalist,

opened a one-week’s engagement
at the Copacabana, Pittsburgh,
Monday (21) . . . Pete Kameron,
Folkways Music topper and man-
ager of the Weavers, back from a
five-week European trek yesterday
(Tues.).

Chicago
Bert Weiner joined the Music

Corp. of America booking staff . .

.

Jan Garber has a week at Iri-

quois Gardens, Louisville, Aug. 18
. . . Woody Hennan does two

weeks at Lakeside, Denver, Aug. 7

. . . Stan Kenton'a repeat at Blue

Note starts Aug. 29 for two frames
Hal McIntyre inked for

month’s stay at the Roosevelt,

New Orleans, beginning Aug. 21

. . , Michigan State Fair Aug. 29

through Sept. 1 has booked Lea
Paul 3t Mary Ford and A1 Martino

for musical headliners . , . Ralph
Marterle follows Woody Herman
into Lakeside Aug. 26,

Freddie Willlamaott set some
more dates for Muggsy Spanler,

Circle Boys, Tiny Hill and
Danny O'Neil on World Trariscni^

tions i . . Connie Boowell set for

the Flamingo, Las Vegas, Aug. 21

... Richard Hayes date at Moe s

Main Street, Cleveland, changed
to Aug. 11 with Billy Shepard com-
ing in Aug. 4 . . . Sportsmen Quar-

tet invades midwest with a string

of bookings, the Illinois State Fair
Aug. 16 and 17 starting off the

dates. They play Skyway Club,
Cleevland, Aug. 18-23 and then do
the Indiana State Fair Aug. 28-31.

Group then does two weeks at the
Jung Hotel, New Orleans, Sept. 3.

Pittthurgh

Dodo Mawmaroso has left Whitey
Scharbo’s band at the Famous Door
and Dave Carey is replacing him
on piano ... Elmer Mranca joined
trombone section of Tommy Carlyn,

now at Oh Henry Ballroom in

Chi. . .Vaughn Monroe plays Lions
Clubs’ charity show at Forbes Field
tomorrow and . Friday (24-25) . ,

,

Herman Middleman has replaced
Johnny Marino as maestro of orch
that plays Jackie Holler’s weekly

Decca Ups Paul CjJen Jranen Piili
Rudisill) orch, made up of 10 of Under Decca’s new artists and t 1 CUll/U i ill]
Sammy Kaye’s old sidemen, opened ygpeytoire setup, 'Paul Cohen has ’ ^
Monday^21Kf.Don McGovern on been upped to assistant to new a&r I||

A*.,
organ now doubling between 212 chief Jimmy Hilliard, but Will also Jja slJlUvvlC vVI
Oliver and Oliver Building Res- continue to handle folk and west-

bTnd“Td assignment, with C .

ilfXr Cohen left
'

for Nashville ‘last
ROyalty

timas off from his real estate-insur- week to supervise sessions . with

ance business to play first violin Rex Allen, Decca oatune vocalist

in Civic Light Opera Association’s ^ho planed in from the Coast,
orch, conducted by Karl Krit*, for

CAN. LABE TO RELEASE

umr on U'om ms reai eSLatC-UlSUl.- WCCJl. LU aupCiViOC ocpoaviap
. e n

ance business to play first violin Rex Allen, Decca oatune vocalist 'T: J
P^exups of foreign

\i

in Civic Light Opera Association’s ^ho planed in from the Coast. by u.S. firms becoming increai

, •
.... CAN.UBa,TOItaEASE

KanMS City . „„™,, n'tun nicvc in addition to

Kalph Mirterle orch played their LEN SMITH BAND DISKS French puSherf
first date In this area at the Pla- recently

n

Mor Ballroom July 19 to a turn- * Detroit,^July 22. that orily earnings xin sheet n
out which topped expectations for Gordon V. Thompson,. Ltd,, of couw oe applied against the

a new band. Marterie crew fol- Toronto, has signed a contract with nances,

lowed up with one-nlghters in Iowa 3 j Detroit, to press Squawfa from U.S. pubUi
and midwest, has a week coming , a. i.

— resulted in the French nuKii.
up at Peony Park, Omaha, work- y through their collection la
ing to a fall opening on the Coast the Leonard_Smlth

the Bureau Internatlonaiai*?!

fortnight at CUrldge, Memphis, out Canada. . (BMb ,,

and then comes to Terrace Grill Under the direction of Smith, a Publisher

of Hotel Muehlebach for three cornctlst, the band now is engaged platter on which

weeks opening Aug. 20 ..Tommy in summer concerns at Detroit s could be deducted!

Cuni^ngham set by McConkey Belle Isle Park with Sunday pro-. .r’®' Pubs, howe

agency for Muehlebach for three grams picked up by WXYZ-TV, ?re still insisting that all ret

weeks opening July 30, following mechanicals be considi

Sherman Hayes now current in „„ „ same footing as sheet

the spot ... Charlie Parker crew at WAjlr NplB Qf|l| sic royalties.

Tootie’s Mayfair out east in Jack- publishers oolnt
I w M ^ mv* « m I A1 1 _ « a» i'WlAlt

weeks opening July 30, following ^

Sherman Hayes now current in „„ „
the spot. . .Charlie Parker crew at WplL; NplB Q(M|
Tootie’s Mayfair out east in Jack- ^ f JVV
son County. I*. C IKh s I) Olt^Nicrllll^r set a tremen

u. JJ. out. of a French tune

EARTHSHAKINO NEWS

THIS IS WHAT REAUY ROCKED

LOS AHGELES

RAY
ANTHONY

aitflf His Orch*sfra

The Nninber One Orchestra in the Land

Currently

HOLLYWOOD PALLADIUM
r

ESTABUSHED 2 POSTWAR

AnEHDAHCE RECORDS
%

HERE ARE THE FACTS
1st Sot.

Nit*

1st Week
AtteadoNce

rlisiifanflili IncKhila money. Foreign
i

vllallldllf|llfl lllollllllc Postwar record for- a one-night u^^chanicals ti

Opens Major Sked Of ‘j** **** Engu/TyricR
/ J Beach Ballroom here by the Law- u.S. publisher thereby gets j

rAlirFftfi PlBV^ rence Welk orch which pulled a one-third of what he would eaiLUUtCIU, FIdJfS total of 5,635 paying customers at an American tune.
Buffalo, July 22. $1.75 apiece. ’

.) American and French pubU
With widespread public attention Welk exited with $5,900 on a have been holding informal

focused on the myriad of straw- $1,500 guarantee against a 60% recently with the aim of cle;

hats and summer symphony dells deal. up .the 'royalty setup as It al

as well as on the numerous con- —^ advances.
cert and other musical projects i g-v • i

such as Berkshire, Interlaken and Vic McAlpUl to OpCHlte

rr th1'g3: Richmond’s Alfalfa Firm Monroc’s 1-Nilers

pappy of all of this type of enter- Howie Richmond, who recently Vaughn Monroe’s orch will s

tainment, seems to have been formed a new subsid. Melody through eight eastern and
largely overlooked. The Chautau- Trails, to publish country songs western states on its August S(

qua Institute, located oil the shores exclusively, will headquarter the ule- of one-nlghters, winding i

of Lake Chautauqua, 70 miles south firm in Nashville, Tenn. Tunesmith Asbury Park, N. J., Aug. 30-3

of here, in Inaugurating its 79th Vic McAlpin will head the Nash- Monroe i will follow immedi
annual season recently, is offering ville operation. -with a one-month stand at the

one* of the heaviest schedules in Firm will cover the Atlanta-Dal- light Roof of the Waldorf-Asi
its history for its current session las-Nashville axis. N. Y.
ending August 24.

Besides scores of educational, so-
cial, religious, lectures and other
general cultural activities, Chau-
tauqua will present eight wefeks of
symphonic and other musical
events and operatic and dramatic
productions. The musical programs
include weekly pops as well as full

scale symphonic concerts by the
Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra
under the direction of Franco Au--
tori and with Mischa Mischakoff
as concert master, together with
concerts by the Student Sjonphony
Orchestra, and vocal and instru-
mental musical offerings by guest
stars including Sydney Foster,
Patricia Bybell, Calvin Harris,
Rose Bampton, Marjorie Gordon,
Nino Luciano, Eugene List, Car-
roll Glenn, Jean Geis, Frederick
Wilkins, Richard Nass, Dimitri Mi-
tropoulos, Ruben Varga, Heidi
Krall, Laszlo Vargo, Ruth Freeman,
Marjorie Prescott, Jane Davis,
Frances Lehnert, Hugh Thompson,
Leonard Shure, Barbara Steinbach,
Arno Mariotti, Margarita Zam-
brana, Leon Rudin and Nathan
Gordon.

Operas include “The Gondo-
liers,” “La Traviata," “Martha,"
“Lucia di Lammermoor,” “Jumping
Frog of Calaveras County,"
“Amahl and the Night Visitors,”
and “Carmen."
Dramatic productions, which are

under the aegis of the Cleveland.
Playhouse group are “Winslow
Boy," “Curious Savage," “Yes
M’Lord," “Dream Girl," “Second
Threshold’ and “Velvet Glove."

RAY ANTHONY . . .7,007 -18,703

BAND NO. 2 .... . 6,283-.17,564

BAND NO. 3 6,088-17,378

a Q a

BAND NO. 3 M 89 0 GS

Oirstcflon

J^TMPnal Mmupgpmppf PtiP NN90H

B’nai B’ritli Lodge Sets

8th Gershwin Memorial
Victory Lodge of B’nai B’rith has

.

opened its eighth annual George
Gershwin Memorial Contest, which
offers A first prize of $1^000 for the
best composition. Contest Is open
to all composers under 30, with
compositions limited to those 15
minutes or shorter.

Dimitri Mitropoulos, N. Y. Phil-
harmonic Symphony conductor,
will again serve as honorary chair-
man of the judges’ committee,
while Dr. Carleton Sprague Smith,
of the N. Y. Public Library, will
again be chairman., Chappell Music
will place the Winning entry in lU
rental library and the N: Y. Phil-
harmonic will perform the pltco.

ROBERT Q. LEWI
with

ROBERT'S pUTIES
ORCHESTRA CondwctMl by L»ROY HOLMES

1UN-A
ON A SUNDAY RY THE SEA

,,

(From the Musical frodoertea ^’Hlgh lotto* $«»»»

112B0-I

ZINO A LITTLE ION®
(Ytmi th. Wtai "J.,, for Y*. )

M G M RECORD
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ll£TAa SHEET BEST SELLEBS

Survey of retail sheet mvMc
sales, based on reports obtained

from leading' stores in 12 cities

'and showing comparative -sales
'

rating for thU and last week.

National

Ratlnf

Week Ending
July 19
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1 2 ^*Auf Wiedersehn*^ (HilLR) 1 i i 1 1

1 “Kiss of Fire’* (Duchess) , 3 3

4 “Blue Tanj;o’^ (Mills) v 4 4 5
"6 “Walkiit* My Baby Home” (D.B.H.) 5 8 TT

1 10
9

1’ 4 5’ 2

2
"6

6

9

8

5 ' 3 “I’m Yours” (Algonquin) -8

0.
• 8

* “Half- As Much” (Acuff-R.).’v.

5 10 4.5
2 10 .

6 6 6 8

8

5 .
“Here lit. My Heart” (Mellin) 9 5 9

'T “DelieadP” (Remick) .... T . T! ^*7 T

10

1

90
“78

“78

"64

"57

'55

6 6 8 6
8 9

.9 10

10 9

“ril Walk Alone” (Mayfair). .....

“Be Anything” (Shapiro-B) .......

9 10 10 1^6
10 9 8

11 12 “Somewhere .^loni: Way” (United) 7
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Petrillo-s 'No Foreign’ Ukase
Continued from page 41

with the American musician. Their
concern is not foi^ musical artistry,

but fdr added pr'oftt.”- Petrillq said

that “the public is being fed an
Increasing budget of synthetic

music by important segments -of

the entertainment industry .which
care not of music and musicians
go the way of the American In-

dian.”

Petrillo also notified AFM mem-
bers that they could no longer
record with non-members working
for companies which have no pacts
with AFM. This formal notification

to AFM members was background-
ed by several recent instanb^S in
which the AFM refused to permit
lu.ch conductors as, Artur Rodzin-
iki, Andre Kostelanetz, Artie Shaw
and others from Working abroad
with non-AFM members.
ffitrillo also indicated that he

&
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.Would review the situation in tele-

vision • which he claimed
,
has

adopted the “practice of supplant-
ing ' live musicians with canned
music.” .Petrillo said he could mot
“stand- idly.,- i>y. and see 'the. new
television industry, go the way of
radio.”

[Major company execs are study-
ing the new Petrillo ultimatum to
determine its impact on their op-
erations. Although the major labels

dp most of their recordings , in the
U! S., a portion of their catalog Is

also etched abroad.
The minor companies, whose rep-

ertoire is almost exclusively etched
in Europe, will risk losing their

AFM licenses. That would mean
onl^^ifthat they could no longer
record with U. S. musicians but
could still Import European-made
misters.

Stan Freeman Funds
School Scholarship

Pianist Stan Freeman has set up
a' schojarship fund at his alma
'mater^ .the Julius Hartt School of

Music, Hartford. School will
.

re-

ceive $1,000 plus 10% of Free-
man’s recording royalties annually.

Fund will be.known as the Free-

man Scholarship.

Basil Batlibone to be speaker for
third in the . series- of summer
lectures sponsored by the Ameri-
can Shakespeare Festival Theatre
& Academy, at Westport (Conn.)
.(Country Playhouse Friday after-

noon (25).

Best British Sheet Sellers

(Week ending July 12)

.

Auf Wibders^h-’n. . -Maurice

Kiss of Fire . ..... .Duchess

Never FJD.AcH.
Blue Tango Mills

Blacksmith Blues. . . .Chappell

Homing Waltz Heine

•There's Pawnshop . . Cinephonic

Ay-round The Corner Dash
Tell Me Why Morris

•Be Anything Cinephonic

•Won’t Live in Castle . ConnpUy
I’m Yours Mellin

,

S€cond 12
Wheel of Fortune . . . Victoria

Time Say Goodbye. .Pickwick

Cry .... .. r-ij,. • • ‘ • .FJlj^cH.

High Nooir. .. .Xphipins

Gandy Daiice]^ Bali,,^ .pijsney

At Ltast . i Iv . .PickiiYlcV .

Anytime .Victoria •

Unforgettable. Bourne

Be Life’s Companion. .Morris

^

-'Star' orH6'p<f?V.\' V-:A«CTberg“

Ohio’s $500 Prize For
Sesquicentenuial Work

, ,
Toledo', July 22.

Prize of, $500, -is being offered by
the Wbnien’s

,
Auxiliary of the

Toledo Orchestra .-Assn, for- a five

to lO-mlnUte composition for stan-

dard symphony orchestra, in ob-
servance of j the 150th i(nni of

.Ohio’s entrance into, .the Union.
The winning, composition will be
performed by the Toledo Orch-
estra, with "Wolfgang Stresemann
conductor, on its Junior Concert of
March 1, 1953, the state’s obser-
vance day of the Sesquicentennial.

Competition is open to natives
and bona fide .residents, of Ohio,
with .Dec,. 15^ .i^s closing date for
entries. . .

RALPH MARTERIE ORCH (16)
With Kitty Karr
Pla-Mor BaHreem, Kans*4s City

One-nighter here last Saturday
(19) of the Ralph Marterie orch was
a major event- in pop music circles,

the first date in this area for this

newest of the top bands. Some
speculation was .attached to the
Marterie appearance "on the score
of boxoffice magnetism, but that
was settled with one of the best
turnouts in . several weeks and a
gate well over a strong guarantee.

Marterie has made his bid in a
comparatively ‘ short time, outfit
being out intensively only a little

over sbtf months and together as a
unit .going on two years. Behind
these public engagements is a gen-
erous catalog of top instrumental
releases on the Mercury label,
most of them standards and show
songs, but a few of them pops
which have made the hit parade
list. Latest release is “Peanut Ven-
dor” backed by “Dark Eyes” and
already getting a play in this ter-
ritory.

Musical style which has taken
Marterie to the top is on the sweet
and melodious pattern, highlighted
by his own ace trumpet work.
Premise- that good music attractive-
ly styled will draw dancers and
record, buyers alike, evidently is

sound, as the combo is holding the
Marterie rep high.

It's a big band, heavy on the
brass with an 8-man' section even-
ly divided between trumpets, in-
cluding the Marterie horn, and
trombones, 'five reeds, string bass,
drums,), piano. Arranging is done
by Matt Alagna, pianist, ahd shows
excellent blendifig of the three sec-
tions with trumpet especially out-
standing fiut with plenty of assists
from the other two principal sec-
tions. Power, while here .aplenty,
Is generally by-passed for* the
more tuneful blending and full-
ness.

Marterie carries a crew of spe-
cialists, some of them being Char-
ley Spero on baritone*. Corny
Panico on trumpet, and Henry
Riggs on drums along with Alagiia,
Recently singer Kitty Karr joined
the crew and shows keen possibili-
ties. She’s young and a looker
and has vocal ability that should
make her a valued part of the crew.
"With a few more tricks of the
trade and bandstand savvy,- she
should develop into a top-flight
songstress. » <^uin.

LARRY GREEN TRIO
Park Sheraton Hotel, N. Y.
Maestro Larry Green, who was

fronting ‘his own big orch up un-
til a' few month." ago, debuted this
newly formed combo . here last
week (14). Green recruited two of
his orch’s sidemen, Bob Varney,
drums, and Jimmy Athens,^ bass, to
back his keyboarding and they
work together with ap easygoing
rapport that’s excellently .pegged
to cocktailei-y tastes.

Trio follows usual style of
cocktail room units in its book and
arrangements but by eschewing in-
tricate musical patterns, in favor
of a melodic line concentration it

becomes a standout attraction for
a small room setup. All of its
renditions are smooth and easy on
the ear and the combo’s evident
relaxation and enjoyment in its

work projects to the fablers.
Trio gives out with standard

musical fare. Pops, standards and a
plentiful helping of showtunes
round out its book.. Green sparks
the easy mood with its deft work
on the ivories. Both Varney and
Athens assist capably with their
topflight rhythm backing. Maestro’s
genial personality and all-around
clean cut appearance of the combo
arc important assets. - Gros,

SAUTER-FINEGAN BAND

TO TOUR IN LATE FALL
Although the newly foimied Ed

Sauter-Bill Finegan orch debuted
on wax this week via a pair of RCA
Victor platters, orch will not hit
the road until late fall. Outfit
plans to get a few more recording
sessions under its hdt before set-
ting out on a one-niter trek.
Meantime, Victor is getting be-

hind the initial issues with a big
promotional campaign.', Diskery,
which, sparked interest in the Ralph
Flanagan and Buddy Morrow orchs
several season ago via* the wax
buildup, is propping a similar driva
on the Sauter-Finegan outfit;

The crew of 19 sidemen will
tfavel under the Sauter-Finegan
orch tag with a front man yet to
be designated. Sauter and Fine-
gan are currently readying tha
orch’s book and arrangements.
Sauter was formerly arranger for
the old Benny Goodman band And
Finegan arranged for the late Glenn
Millet’s orch. 'Willard Alexander
Is Bohking the dates.

This announcement is not an offer to sell nor a solicitation of an offer to buy any of these securities.

The offering is made only by the Prospectus,
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Record company musical direc-
tors and house orchs are again
breaking into the hit lists with^
their own etchings. Current vogue
for instrumental platters is consid-
ered main factor in sparking the
renewed prominence of the dlskery
maestros in the wax market. In
the past couple of months such mu-
sical directors as Columbia’s Rercy
Faith, Decca’s Gordon Jenkins and
RCA Victor’s Hugo Winterhalter
have broken through with dis-

clicks.

Faith is currently topping the in-

strumental disk market with his
workover of “Dclicado” and Win-
terhalter is coming up strong with
his etching of “Vanessa,” The
teamup of Jenkins with Peggy Lee
on “Lover” has been Decca’s sock
summer entry. Other labels are al-

so getting a big play on their house
orch releases as examples by the
clicko sales being racked up by
Capitol’s Les Baxter on “Blue Tan-
go” and M-G-M’s LeRoy Holmes
on “In A Persian Market.”
For the most part these musical

directors are performing herculean
chores for the diskeries. Besides
cutting their pwn .etchings, they
back the company’s name vocalists,

arrange the sessions and, in some
instances pen new tunes. The
maestro’s company, of course, gets
first crack at the new material.
Paul Weston, for example, who
backs Jo Staiford’s dates for Co-
lumbia, penned “Shrimp Boats,”
Miss Stafford’s big entry early this
year.

Such other diskery maestros as
Sy Oliver and Tutti Camarata on
the Decca label, Henri Rene on
Victor and Frank De Vol on Capi-
tol, have stepped out as potent wax
nanies. Billy May, who last year
headed a house crew for Cap back-
ing' name vocalists and conducting
the company’s kldisk sessions, de-
veloped to such an extent that he’s
now touring with his own crew and
has become one of Cap’s important
orch properties. Sonny Burke,
Decca’s Coast artists and repertory
chief, also has broken out with his
own orch platters.

Anthony’s Palladium Boff
Hollywood, July 22.

A postwar non-holiday week rec-
ord at Palladium was set by the
Ray Anthony orch in the first of a
four-week stand.

Initial frame’s admissions hit

18,750. Saturday night (19) hit
7,000.

Wilson’s ‘Sing Again’
Following up its click publica-

tion of Harry Wilson’s “Sing

Along” song folio, J. J. Robbins &
Sons is packaging, another Wilson

collection under' the title of '“Sing

Again.” The initial folio has sold

over 100,000 copies. ‘

Wilson is professor of music at

Teachers College of Columbia Uni-

versity,' N. Y.

HUB COPS SUSECT

. RAY-TEAR GAS STUNT
Boston, July 22.

Suspected by local gendarmes
as a press agent's stunt, a teargas

bomb was set off during Johnnie
Ray’s vocalizing of “Little White
Cloud” ax tlie early /evening per-

formance at the Met off opening
day (Fri.), which resulted in sev-

eral women patrons being hospi-
talized briefly and forcing nearly.

2,000 fans to evacuate the theatre.

A wholesale panic was undoubt-
edly averted by singer, who an-
nounced from stage that air condi-
tioning plant had gone haywire
and there was no need to be alarm-
ed, and the instantaneous mar-
shalling of theatre’s^ personnel by
manager Max Nayor, Who aided
the .milling crowd to escape the
fumes. Exodus was completed in
less than 10 minutes, but traffic

outside* was stalled for some time

Jjy hordes of curiosity seekers
and evacuated patrons.

Coast AFM Wants Live

footers on BCE Vidpix
Hollywood, July 22.

American Federation of Musi-
cians Local 47 veepee Phil Fischer
suggested to James C. Petrillo that
the AFM should urge CBS-TV to
make the Bing Crosby Enterprises,
in which it bought interest, use
live Instead canned music in BCE
teleplx. Outfit has been using for-
eign tracks and bridges, a practice
condemned by AFM.

Fischer feels that since CBS- has
inked an AFM pact, it should honor
contract by using musicians in
BCE product.

Dick Todd to Decca
Dick Todd, who clicked on Rain-

bow Records’ last year with “Dad't

dy’s Little . Girl> •’ has moved over
to Decca Records under a terrn

pact.
Todd will cut his initial sides for

Decca with Grady Martin’s Slew-

Foot Five, V a folk-styled instru-

mental combo.

Hollywood! July 22.

Evelyn Knight faces an Ameri-
can Guild of Variety Artists' trial

board tomorrow" (Wed.) in the first

crackdown for alleged violations of
ban against appearing on deejay
programs originating in niteries

and cafes. Champ Butler is slated,

to appear later.'

Both are charged with gratis ap-
pearances on Don Otis’ KMPC
airer from King’s cafe. Deejays
are protesting . the recently im-
posed ban, claiming it’s injurious
.to artists who are deprived of free
plugs.

More Dependents Added

To 5006 ‘Cause’ Suit

Dinah ^hore,- Edith Piaf, M-G-M
Records and a French publisher,
Paul Benscher Societe, have been
added to Columbia, RCA Victor
and HolUs Music as defendants in

a $500,000 suit brought by Mrs.
Frances Lamper in Brooklyn Fed-
eral Court. Mrs. Lamport claims
the defendants infringe on her
tune, “Annabella,” by releasing the
song,

“ ’Cause I Love You.”
A recent motion by the plaintiff’s'

attorney, Otto Friedman, to ap-
point a receiver to take charge of
sales of records and sheet music
on “

’Cause,” was denied. Plain-
tiff contends that “Annabella,” an
unpublished song, • was originally
shown to bandleader Ted Straeter
along with other songs. It's alleged
that Straeter turned ovCr the songs
to the record companies without
returning them to Mrs, Lampert.
Straeter is also being sued by Mrs.
Lampert.

Harw James orch has been
booked for a two-night appearance
at the Club Sevenoaks, San An-
tonio, Aug. 14-15.

Vednegdiiiy,, Jaly 23. 1953

Spinit. by Martin Block, Vfmw', N.Y.. disk’ jockey, o£ a cn,mi. ,

unlabeled test pressings last week cued Coral Records to nick
sides for regular commercial release. Jimmy Blaine and Buddv
cut the demonstration- platters on an indie basis. One of
“Political Pete,” ffas a topical peg in view of the Presidential eleoJiU®®’
Other tune is titled “Swimmin’.” Milt Gabler, Coral’s artisfQ
repertory chief, made the deal with Blaine’s manager, Peter Dean

^Disk Companies' Best Sellers
t CAPITOL
t 1. KAY’S LAMENT . .

.

FOOL, FOOL, FOOL

artist
Kay Starr

I 2. IN. THE .GOOD OLD.SUMMER TUWE'. .Les Paul-Marv FoH^ .SMOKE RINGS °

i 3. WALKIN’ MY BABY BA.CK ' HOME Nat (King) Cole I
' FUNNY ' ’

:: 4. TAKE MY HEART ' V.. Al Martino
'

I NEVER CARED ..

5. SOMEWHERE ALONG THE WAY. . . .

:

Nat (Kine) CnU
f WHAT DOES IT TAI^E

s oie
|

COLUMBIA
I 1. BOTCH-A-ME k .x .. .Rosemary Cloonev^ ON THE FIRS’T WARM DAY . •

^

2.

HALF AS MUCH . .Rosemary Cloonev f
FOOR WHIP POORWILL ^ ^

1 ALL OF ME ' Johnnie Ray t
^ 4 SINNER AM I

. , ,

^

4. WALKIN’ MY BABY BACK HOME .Johnnie Rav f
OIVE ME TIME t

5. HIGH NOON : Frankie Laine
ROCK OF GIBRALTAR

CORAL
1.. I’M YOURS Don Cornell {MY MOTHER’S PEARLS
2. WHO DRANK MY BEER?^ Chuck Murphy I

OCEANA ROLL
3. AUF WIEDERSEHN SWEETHEART. Ames Bros, t

BREAK THE BANDS THAT BIND ME
4. STRING ALONG ....• r. Ames Bros. I

ABSENCE MAKES THE HEART GROW FONDER
5. ’THIS IS THE BEGINNING OF THE END Don Cornell f
,

I CAN’T CRY ANYMORE

DECCA

'

1. BLUE TANGO Leroy Anderson
-f

BELLE OF THE BALL
2. LOVER Peggy Lee-G. Jenkins

YOU GO TO MY HEAD
3. AUF WIEDERSEHN SWEETHEART Guy Lombardo

HALF AS MUCH
4. KISSES ON PAPER Red Foley t

ARE YOU TRYING TO TELL ME GOODBYE
«. HONKY TONK ANGELS •. Kitty Wells ^

I DON’T WANT YOUR MONEY
•

* • .
, i

MERCURY
-I. AUF WIEDERSEHN SWEETHEART' Eddy Howard J

I DON’T WANT TO TAKE A CHANCE
’

2. ONCE IN A WHILE Patti Page

I'M GLAD YOU’RE HAPPY WITH SOMEONE ELSE

3.

SO MADLY IN LOVE Georgia Gibbs

MAKE ME LOVEWU
.4- TAKE MY HEART ; Vic Damone

ROSANNE^
,

5. I WOULD RA'iSaOER LOOK AT YOU . . . Gloria Hart |
NICKELS, QUARTERS AND DIMES

• • V • .V . « ,

• ’ t

M-G-M . •• i';'

1, LUNA ROSSA Alan Dean t

I’LL FORGET YOU
2; HOLD ME CLOSE TO YOU Billy Eckstine |
• IF THEY ASK ME.;'?'. -

3. WHAT IS this THING called LOVE Fran Warren J
' Wish YOU WERE HERE

^
4. high NOON Bill Hayes ^

RADAMTPAHAM .

•

5*- VANESSA David Rose f
ALL THE TJHINGS YOU ARE

:: RCAYICTOI<
1. WISH YOU WERE HERE Eddie Fisher 1

^ THE HAND OF FATE ^

^ 2. I’M YOURS ; Eddie Fisher
J

JUST A LITTLE LOVIN’

f 3. SOMEDAY.' * . . .Tony Martin 1

:: LUNA ROSSA -

t 4. A FULL TIME JOB Eddie Arnold
J

SHEPHERD OF MY HEART

f 5. VANESSA • •; Hugo Winterhalter I

:: SOMEWHERE ALONG THE WAY _ 7

Americo's vFosWst

^Selling^Retords!
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SEEN FOR ICE
AGVA, Agents Org Draw Battle Lines

This Week On Franchise Situation

Battle lines Between the Amer-

ican Guild of Variety Artists and

Artists Representatives Assn, will

be drawn tightly this week. Issues

around which the vaude perform-

ers union and the agency organi-

zation will tight the battle of fran-

chises will be made known after

tomorrow (Thurs.), when ARAwHl
hold a confab of its Board of Gov-
ernors in the afternoon and a

membership meeting at the Hotel
Astor, N. y., in the evening.

Controversy stems from the reso-

lution passed at the recent AGVA
convention calling for issuance of

free franchises to qualified agents
directly through the union at no
cost. Under the present setup,

AGVA franchises cost non-associa-

tion meniher $50. If obtained
through ARA or a similar agency
group, union licenses are issued

at’ no cost. Theory behind that

move is that the organization will

save the union the costs of policing

(Continued on page 52(T

Lawrence Rodeo Fails

To Play Date in Ohio
New Philadelphia, O., July 22.

• Firemen were hot here last Wed-
nesday (16), but not because of a
fire.

The firefighters were sponsoring
the Lawrence Rodeo at Dover
Fairgrounds, they thought. They
had $1,200 from an advance sale
of tickets, minus 35% that had
been turned over to advance
agents for the show. But the rodeo
failed to arrive. A check revealed
that the same troupe failed to ap-
pear as scheduled at Athens, O.,
and Parkersburg, W.- Va., on the
previous Sunday and Saturday.

Strange Bedfellows
Fort Wayne, July 22.

The Ringling Bros.-Bamum .

& Bailey Circus will appear In
Fort Wayne Aug. 12.

It will appear xuider. spon-
sorship of the Fort "SVayn*
Philharmonic Society,

Hilton’s Grosrenoir

(London) Dicker And

Other European Hostels
Hilton Hotels may take over

managenient of the Grosvenor
House, London. Under a deal now
being proposed, Charles Clore, of

Princess Investments, Ltd.^ would
take over 'the common stock’ of the
hotel valued at 500,000 pounds at
six shillings per share. Current
market value of the stock is now
three shillings and three pence.

If this proposal is accepted by
the Grosvenor House, Clore would
turn the inn over to the Hilton
Hotels International, a wholly
owned Hilton Hotel Corp. subsidi-
ary, for management.

Hilton International will also
manage the Castellana Hilton,
Madrid, which will be opened late

this year, and the Istanbul Hilton,
Turkey, on which building con-
tracts are still to be given.

Clore also heads a syndicate
which is arranging for. financing
of a new 650-room inn to be built

on Portman Square, London,
which, upon completion, will also

1
be managed by Hilton. .

Current season is expected to be
a critical year for ice shows. The
stiff competition from five concerns
having seven leers Is likely to
cause a battle of survival among
the various outfits.

The Sonja Henie show is an
added factor that will upset pre-
vious understa](|dings as to the di-

vision of territory,

As it now stands, the competing
forces will be the “Hollywood Ice
Revue," produced by Arthur M.
Wirtz; Arena Managers Assn.,
which produces “Ice Capades" and
“Ice Cycles"; George Tyson, with
“Holiday on Ice" and “Ice
Vogues"; the Shipstads & Johnson
“Ice Follies," and the Henie display.

Miss Henie is startlng the season
Sept. 11 in Chicago, ahead of
Wirtz, and will wind up in New
York at the armory at 61st & Co-
lumbus Ave., two days before the
Wirtz outfit is slated to go into

(Continued on page 52)

57iG Talent Deal By

MCA For CaL State Fair
Sacramento, July 22.

Music Corp. xof America closed
a deal with the State of California
to provide entertainmfent at the
State Fair for $57,500. Tony Martin
will be top act for the first half

of the 10-day fair, which opens
Aug. 28. Xavier Cugat's band will

play the last five days, along with
a variety show.
MCA will pay for the two shows

while California will dig up $12,-

500 for stagehands, $6,800 for ad-

ditional musicians and $11,000 for
costumes, lighting and scenery.

Cuba, Too, Now Gets Taste of Those
p

Dog>Day Yank Pesos; Niteries Boom

Gloria Jean Booked '

For Versailles, N. Y.
Gloria Jean, former child screen

star, will play her first nitery date
at the Versailles, N. Y., starting
Aug. 13.

Miss Jean last played New York
at the Capitol Theatre some years
ago.

Kitty Kallen Pays OH

Steel Pier on Date To

Tour With Martin-Lewis
Singer Kitty Kallen last week

got out of an Aug. 24 date at the
Steel Pier, Atlantic City, when she
paid the Pier $560 which operator
George^ A. Hamid stated Was the
cost of advertising her*. She was in

at $1,000 for five days.

Miss Kallen asked to be let out
of the stand after contract had
been signed because of a chance
to tour with the Dean Martin &
Jerry Lewis show. Latter will play
several weeks of theatres, the Chefc

Paree, Chicago, and possibly 10
one-night concert stands.

MAcL Set Troupe
Dallas, July 22,

Martin & Lewis, heading a va-
riety show in State Fair Auditori-
um during the State Fair of Texas,
Oct. 4-19, have set twO of the
seven supporting acts—^Kitty Kal-
len, vocalist, and the Step Bros.,

dancers. Comic team will bring in

Dick Stabile, their old standby, to
front a 24-piece pit band for 24
performances in 16 days.

By JAY MALLIN

Havana, July 15.

"With hundreds of Americans
pouring into Cuba weekly by plane
and boat, the island is in the midst
of a new development in recent
years: a summer tourist season.
Last year niteries were caught
short by the unexpected influx of
touHsts durihg what had previous-
ly been a “dead" season. This year
a colorful carpet of entertainment
has been unrolled.

The Casino Nacional is closed,
but the Big 3 nightclubs appear
sufficient to take care of the
Yanks. Undoubtedly the best show
in town is Sans Souci’s Afro-Cuban
number, “Sun Sun Babae," Cap-
turing the color, weirdness and
sensuousness of voodoo ritual, it

has emotional impact far greater
than that usually created by a
nightclub number, unfortunately
for business, the show's blood-
curdling screams and frenzied
writhings do not encourage drink-
ing.

Los Xey (5) star at Tropicana,
playing an’d singing catchy Span-
ish tunes. Ana Gloria & Rolando
put on one of the best mambo
acts to be seen here. One of the
main attractions at Tropicana is

the fact that its tables are within
a glass-enclosed arch which 1» air-

conditioned, a pleasant arrange-
ment during hot summer nights.

Montmartre
Montmartre, the only one of the

Big 3 conveniently located within
the main area of the city, has Ern-
esto Bonino and Tina de Mola
(both Italian) starring. Their
duets combine humor and good

(Continued on page 52)
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ALL-TIME SMASH)"—Jo*

America ’a

Premiere

Comedienne

MISS

HOLLYWOOD HFOUTBR:
“Irenjt Ryan was nothing less than
socko. Her act would make a
terrific- hit In any of the top
niteries In the country.”

LOS AHGBLBS TIMBS:
“Irene Ryan proved herself a

juvenile Sophie Tucker at her
Biltmore Bowl opening. Five cur-

tain calls dispelled any doubt as

to the audience’s acceptance of

her."

YABIBTY:
“Miss Ryan Is a competent comedi-
enne and a forthright mimic, whose
simulated -sadness Is her sock-in-

trade.”

LOS AHGBLBS MfftROU:
“Miss Ryan is a seasoned performer and
opening night pewholders rewarded her efforts

with heavy palm-pounding."

LOS AHGBLBS HBRALb & BXPRBSS:
“Irene; has a flock of good material, but she
really socks the audience with her oldtime
sohgs.”

IRENE
Now at the BILTMORE BOWL, Los Angeles

Perionaf Management:

HAROLD E KNOX
1 50 So, KoMifor Avo.

W, Los An^olts 4?, Calif,

Motion Picturesi

SID GOLD
Pnblic Relations:

HENRY ARNSTEN Mud fo you. Bud Overbeck^many thanks!
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A^eement on U. S. Cafe Performers
London, July 22.

After behind - the - scenes cam-

paign which has been goiiig on for

more that), two. years, the Jntroduc-

tion of a^quota for British cabaret

artists ih London niteries is now

though to be in sight/ ' An agree-

ment is expected to be. Concluded

within the next month or two.

The Variety Artists Federation,

which has been leading the agita-

tion, has met with .constant opposi-

tion from' nitery and cafe operators

through their trade organisation,

the Hotel and Restaurant Assn.

When negotiations were deadlocked
last year, the union appealed to,

the Ministry of Labor to use its

conciliation machinery to keep the

talks going, and representatives of

the Ministry have taken part in

some of the subsequent discussions.

Although, it’s known that the

VAF was seeking a quota of be-

tween 40% and 50% for British

performers, it’s considered likely

that they will agree to a compro-
mise settlement, in view of the
claim by nitery managements that
the employment of British musi-
cians should be regarded as party
of the live entertainment offered
and should' count against a direct

quota.

Main resistance to establishment
of a quota has been the contention
that there are not sufficient name
cabaret attractions to sustain a

fixed high percentage. This claim
has been actively challenged by
the union, which recently inserted

a full-page advertisement in its of-

ficial orgai:]^, The Performer, apply-

.
ing for details of available cabaret
talent,'. It .has; as result, compiled
a, list' whl0h .il claims is sufficiently

strong to support its case. It’s un-
derstood; that details of around 200
dets; werb received in. response to

the appeal.

Imposition- of a quota wouldtft
necessarily require governmental
approval if agreement was reached
between all parties. Minister of
Labor would only intervene If the
talks broke down and the govern-
ment wanted to take independent
action.

Wrestling Rassles Heat
As Mpls. B. 0. Outstander

Minneapolis, July 22.

While pix, baseball, fights and
other entertainment regularly on
tap almost literally continue to

starve here, once-a-week wrestling
shows in the municipal Auditorium,
the only amusement to prosper lo-

cally over the past two years and
still attracting record-breaking pat-

ronage, is running through the
summer for the first time in its

10-year history.

Crowds have been holding up at

the fall-winter rate ctf 0,000 to ’OjSOO

a show.

SKATING

ARNOLD SHODA
CURRENTLY ROXY NEVK YORK

THEATRE

Return Enyag^m^nf—3rd Season

Variety, July 2nd

"Shod* gives A suptriaHve demonstraHon of Ice sfepplHf »« « bolero i

number. It'* m dromotlc Item.’* Herni,
!

Variety, July l&th

"Arnold Shod« contlnMes to bit excellent mlttlng* with hi* Intricate

end grocefnl tkotliig ballet." Jose,

Thank* to

SAM RAUCH
and the Rexy Theatre Mgt.

fersonal Mgt.

AN&IE ROND
4hl Aeduben Ave.

New Yerk City WA. 1-1242

Starring in Frank Sennes’.
' “Mardi Gras.Ki Rio”
Opening July 29th. Desert Inn.

Las Vegas
W'biclvell says' “Tops”-
Personal Management
JACK BERTEt-L

4 West 58th Street, N, Y.
PL 9-5260

Darcel-Colonna-Louis

Atomic Show’ Atomized

In Canton-VFW Blowup
Ganton, O., July 22.

The ‘‘Atomic Fair’’ combination

,of Denise Darcel, Jerry Colonna,

Danny Daniels, Joe Louis, the ex-

heavy champ,. ' and Cetlin-Wilson

shows was atomized here last week.

Sponsored by VFW Post 693, the

bill was scheduled for six days at

Stark County fairgrounds, at a gate

of 75c for adults, 35c for young-

ster. It lasted two days. And on
Thursday (17), Mayor Carl Wise
revoked the permit of the Cetlin-

Wilson shows, sole remainder of

the original triple-feature event.

After slim crowds Monday and
Tuesday, the vets group was unable

to meet thfe $1500 daily-at-noon

payroll for the boxer and hadn’t

enough in anticipation to take care

of the $7,500 package of Darcel-

Colonna, et al, booked in by MCA.
Although Louis waived $500 to

MCA on the second day. to help
pay the entertainers, the steel
strike plus an anticipated walkout
at Timken Roller Bearing, the
city’s largest employer—and a cen-
sorship slapdown on the midway by
city safety director Stanley Cmich—were too much for the boxbffice.
A light rain, excessively hot weath-
er for this area and inadequate pre-
liminary promotion didn't help
either.

Originally the to-do included an
atomic exhibit to be presented by
industrial companies and Govern-
ment agencies. Thus the name,
"Atomic Fair’’ — but the exhibit
never appeared.

The carnival was toned down
after the mayor and Cmich visited

,

the midway opening night, found
gambling and girl shows they
thought were not in step with their
"cleanup” policy inaugurated when
the present Republican administra-
tion took office Jan. 1.

Both patter and clothing of the
girlie attractions were censored

—

although during the winter, the
city’s only burlesk house, the State,
plays strippers sans anything.

ROGER
CARNE

N»y«tty V«ntriU«(uist

Currenl/y

THEATRE RaVAL
Dublin, tr«lc«nc(

OIrtetion
WM. MORRIS ACEHCY

IN THf HEART OF CHICAGO'S LOO
n«ar tht Clilcas^i, Harrij, Stiwyn an
Erlangar Thaaira*/ and adlactnf to a
tolavlilon stations It's tha

RANGROFT HOTEL
I? W. Mndofpti St. franklin !X-A7^

Sffclal Rata* for^Shaw Folk
Nawly Dacoratad' Naw Manasamtt

WedagMay, Jmly 23. 1952

For Gennan Snarls
With the cast of

‘

"Skating 'Vani-

ties” safely hoihj from Germany,
and the show's equipment loaded

for trip to the U. S., suit has

been., stained- in FranJefurJ^ a;gainst

Schenker & 'Go., German. tr.uckerS,

to deterjnine the liability for the
difficulties which beset the com-
pany In the Russian Zone of Ber-

: .
• -..

.

<‘Vanities^^, . was- fined'- abdut
$21,000' by the Russian auth’prities

for alCcged $niugglin]g of ^souvenirs
by various members, of the cqpi-
pany. .Russians released the show’s
equipment, but held two. trucks
Owned by Schenker .& Go., for
Security.

^
^Vanities” attorney Sam

Shayon posted a $25,000 bond with
a New "York bank, and winner of

the suit will get the coin. Coin
was transferred to ' iVankfurt.
Bond covers, the fine and. extra
storage and handlin|r-. charges.

The equipment was being held
by Schenker until the- fine was
paid. However, upon Shayon’s
threat of suit, firm released the
equipment Troupe planed for the
U. S. Friday but was forced down
in the Azores and arrived- in the
U. S. Sunday. Harold Steinman,
show’s^ producer, remained with
the equipment in order to super-
vise its loading. He arrived in the
U. S. yesterday (TuesJ, He re-
ported that some items were miss-
ing.

The cast went on' to Asbury
Park to start rehearsals for the
new edition of the show, which
opens Aug. 1 at Convention Hall
there.

Thedong-runnfng heat wav^ h
melted New York® cate

*

considerably and has slowed tS
tourist flow. Town had a heavv
spurt witli the-Elks’ convention lastweek, but most of this has dis\n
peared, with the present hightemperatures.

The Latin Quarter has been hitbut not to as great an extent
some of -the other spots Thf
Blvieri;. Pt. , Lee, N. aUoslowed down as have the Con^
cabana, Hayana-Madrid and otS
‘ The' recently, opened French
Casino had some difficultv shortly
after Us opening July 4. but busi-
ness has hit a stride of 50^r tn
60% of capacity. With that figure
its not making any profit, but it’s
considered a fairly healthy sien
in view of the heat and the genera
state of business.

GUY MITCHELL, ROBBINS

CLICK IN'LONDON VAUDE
London, July 22.

U. S. singer Guy Mitchell, mak-
ing his Palladium bow yesterday
(Mon.) preemed to a top reception,
building all the' way. He had to
beg off. Columbia disker was
smartly routined and his songs
were enhanced by excellent back-
grounding from the George
Mitchell singers.

Comedian Archie Robbins scored
a clicko with a polished cotnedy
routine which got a spontaneous
reaction.

Others on this two-week bill in-
clude' comic George Martin, Paul-
ine Grant ballet, adagio dancers'
Eva & Nick, Olga Varona, trapeze
act, and Medlock & Marlow, who
show masks of various personali-
ties.

Pitt Cafe Mgr. Beaten,
Robbed of $1,300 Receipts

Pittsburgh, July 22.

Melvin Ackerman, manager of^
Lenny Litman’s Copa, was badly
beaten up and hospitalized last'
Wednesday morning (16) by two
thugs who grabbed the previous
night’s receipts of around $1,300
from him and then escaped.

He was attacked on his way to the
bank to make a deposit and slug-
ging he got from the pair neces-
sitated 52 stitches in his head and
several others around the face.

’

THE GUARDSMEN
Op«Bmg Latin Quarter
Naw York Aug. 29th

I OUT NOW! "BEST
BITS.'

COMEDY *

A Book
I

I of Comody for TV, Vodvil and Night
Club Ent«rtain4 r> Containing Mono-

|
I loguoB, Skotches/ and Pantomlmlcry.
Pric* Ply* Dollars.

I

* A. GUY YISK WRITING ENTERPRISES

I 12 Libarty Str**t Troy, N. Y, *

I
(T/>* MirthplacK of Show Bii) |

Thank You, and God Bless You

JIMMY
DURANTE

For 5 Wonderful and

Prosperous Weeks
AR.

Th# BusboySy Waiters,

Captains, Headwaiters,

Chefs, Kitchen Help,

Butchers, Bartenders,

The Girls in the Office,

The Press Department,
and'^-^The iossen

tHEZ PAREE
' ICHICAGO)
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Elba's Tmirist Influx
CAUUnUCd Irorn 4>

singing. Hks icifn'batlc Atomics are

also on the bill.

The lesser night spots seeking

tourist trade offer dark rooms
^'atmosphere"), mediocre local

talent (over^age thrushes and styl-

ired rhum^ dancers), and high
prices for- watered liquor (the

Colonial charges $1.50 for the first

drink—no matter what it is). Not
necessarily catering to tourists,

but providing genuine "atmos-

phere/' are the string of nlteries

near the beach in Marianao. Penn-
sylvania, Panchin and others rare-

ly provide^ any kind of show, but
small bands provide unadulterated
rhumbas and mambos, and the

poorer class of people who go
there put on spectacled of unadul-
terated daiicing. The liquor, un-
fortunately, is adulterated.

For 25c the tourist can also see
uninhibited rhupibaing at the
Academia, a dance emporium on
Galiano St. Fpt dimes he. can try

dancing with one of the "host-

esses." The only drawback to the

Academia is the iact that, since

hundreds are crowded together in

l*ATKICI JAN

HELENE ud HOWARD
Cwrrtuffy

LAST HONTin HOTIL
Lm Nev.

Pir.: M.c.A.
Per. Mft. TOM'SHIILS

JACK DENTON
WORLD'S ORIATIST COMEDIAN

(Exetpi iii' Aiiai Africa, Australia,

Europa and th* Amaricai)

old, barn-like rooms, there, is a

bit of a smell and quite a bit of

heat.
. , ,

.The legitimate theatre is virtual-

ly ' non-existent, although the old

Marti Theatre and the new Blan-

quita occasionally put on legit

shows. Usually, however, these two

,have fairly good vaudeville or bur-

lesque.
The Shanghai Theatre' has a

nightly three-hour Show which is

almost, entirely burlesque in its

nakedest form. Vaudeville and
mass strip acts alternate with

scenes from risque plays only

slightly more clothed than the out-

and-out strips. In the latter the

girls take everything off except a

transparent G-strlng, in deference

to the law.

Scattered Bars

Scattered throughout. Havana
are old famous and infamous bars,

and a whole crop of. new -ones,

all of which provide music via

jukeboxes. These bars vary from
the smoke-filled, not-so-elean ones

downtown (Dirty Dick's, Johnny’s)

to the more genteel ones uptown
(Mocambo, Tally-Ho, Turf Club).

Prices are low.:

None of the Havana hotels has

a cabaret, jilthough almost, all have

bars. The Hotel Varadero-Intcma-
cional in the nCarby resort town
of Varadero had its own cabaret.

Only the Hotel Presidente in Hav-

ana provides a small orchestra to

help ease drinks down, but there

is no dancing. Liquor prices at

the hotels are in direct ratio to

the cost of rooms. (NotwUhstand-.

ing the summer tourist season, ho*

tel rates are much lower in sum-
mer than in winter. A room at the

Hotel Nacional drops from around
$15 dally to about $7.50.)

Havana film theatres show Hol-

lywood films almost entirely, with

a sprinkling of European, Mexican
and Argentine flickers. The two
top theatres, American ahd Radio-

centre, usually also have excellent

shows. San Souci's "Sun Sun
Babae” is currently playing at the

American simultaneously. Radio-

centro iias a, corps of ballet which
amusingly parodies various facets

of life' In Cuba. Havanans to-hcll-

wlth “ passengers « and - pedestrians

bus systems were recently cutting-

ly caricatured. *

Music-lovers can attend an oc-

casional free band concert given

by the Havana Municipal !l^nd,

directed by Gonzalo Roig, Heavier
fare is provided by the Pro-Arte
Musical Society, sponsors of con-

certs by the Hayana Philharmonic
Orchestra, which has no regular
director. The Society brings from
the U. S. guest conductors and
performei's. Tickets are difficult to

obtain, since members of
;
the so-

ciety usually get them allV

Alicia Alonso, Cuba's top baller-

ina, puts on ittfrequeht perform-
ances with her troupe.

' Ranging from ballet to burlesque,
Havana is prepared to- put on any
kind of show * Yankee away from
home might desire—and. a' few he
might never have heard about.

LOLO AND LITA
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AeVA AgMis
Coatinued from p&s* 49

agents ahd the group would mainr
tain discipline in its own ranks.

"

With issuance of free franchises,

ARA wiU. have to assess member-
ship due to its agent-members.
$50 franchise cost is the member-
ship fee in the organization,

ARA members feel that the
union is seekiltg to d^troy their

organization so that AGVA can imr
pose its dictates directly upon each
agent. Without an organization,

they believe, individual percenters
will be helpless against any union
onslaught.

ARA^s Aid to AGVA
ARA was instrumental in helping

AGVA achieve its present strength.
Agents say that in AGVA's forma-
tive days, ARA members forced
performers into the union ranks
by telling the 'acts that they
couldn’t be' booked unless they
were paid-up members in the
union. Thus, recalcitrants were
forced into line.

On the other hand, AGVA
spokesmen declare that the origi-
nal purposes of the Rule A, origi-
nal agreement between AGVA and
ARA, was to police agents, elimi-
nate unethical practices within the
trade and to provide a code of fair
practice, heart of which was ar-

.
bitration between both organiza-
tions. Same purpose was strength-
ened with Rule B, which succeeded
Rule A. "

However, It's pointed out that
under present practices, the origi-
nal purposes of the present fran-
chise system and agency agree-
ments has been nullified. Instead of
ARA'policing its members, the or-
ganization has become an instru-
ment of protecting its members
when 'violating franchise agree-
ments. iL’s charged, has no
setup to police its members, except
in N. Y. Memberships in other
cities flout AGVA regulations, and
ARA does nothing to police them,
it’s contended.

Union cited the case of a Florida
agent, against whom the union has

;
been trying to get an arbitration
for more than a year. It’s been
unsuccessful and, -meantime, agent
has been charged with three more
violations. Because of the fact that
the AGVA-ARA procedures force
arbitrations on a national level,
local AGVA reps can do nothing'
but sit by, helpless, and watch
agents pile up violations, it's

stated. In another case, AGVA
said it was trying to get an ar-
bitration on a San Francisco viola-
tion for more than a year.

, Union believes that it will do a
better job of policing on its own
without violating rights of indi-
vidual agents.

Ice Shows
m -i-tf CoutittWiJ from pal* 41

Madisoir Square Gatflen, Jan, 2d.

However, Mis* Henie will be pre-

ceded in New Yoilc by "Ice. Ce-
pades/’ which opens at the Gard/^n
Sept. 9.

Entry of..^Mi*af Henie into the
icer sweep^takea may wipe put any
prior understanding' a^mong the ice

impresarios. Node of the agrees
ments was in writing, but there
had been an understanding on di-

vision of teiritory .and dates which
ma^e it possible for all

,
sRowa to

jprosper.
,

A factor that n>akes 'the present
situation all

.
the more- precarious

lies in the fact that all the shows
have’ favorite dates. In jv'hlch it’s

virtually guaranteed a heavy profit.

Thus a show which does well in

Boston in November .will play
Providence, New Haven, Spring-
Aeld,. etc,, even at a-vloss just so
that it can hit 'Bic^tonvat the right
time. However, if it has to share
money in the Hub because of in-

vasion, of an icer previous to the
Stand which was formerly exclu-
sive, an entire series of playdates
in Ne>y England becomes unprofit-
able.

Every show is now faced with a
situation of that kind, and it’s seen
that the ellminatloh of a few fa-

vored dates may turn the forth-
coming season into a fin^cial fail-

ure for some shows. All this to-

gether with comparatively bad
business conditions around the
country is giving ice show opera-
tors, a severe case pf jitters.

s»TO saof
TO 16C; OVERBEMI
JVanlc Sennes’ "Pecn

OM on Its proem. '’St n'minus Alan Carney and Vin,
lin is slated to leave tonight

overhead with t

aiJ.
will replacet

originally wassigned to start showlnn! a w
at $18,000, nut has been lei
to some extent by a new deil
house-owner Israel Zatldn, »
calls tor t share in the tt„ifrom the first dollar. Senne"
Is lowered considerably win,
move. ^

Holiday is slated to get « i,

version of "Follow the Girls
A^nie Shore In the top It
mid-August. If present
doesn't last long, it’s expected tlmn abbreviated version of
and Garter” will go in. oth
show slated for this spot ii u

Diosa Costello unit, which is c
rently playing the Cal-Neva Lod
Lake Tahoe, Nev,

ISennes was originally slated
display "Peep Show” in a tent I

Wildwood, N, J., but move
nixed by city officials there.

j^STED AaENCV, L0ND(
Rr»S«Ntl

Saranac Lake
By HAPPY BENWAY

.Saranac, N. Y., July 22. .

' All night spots are going full
blast in this ^cinity, town being
overcrowded with vacationists.
Among .-the niteries getting top
play are Durgan's, Schroeter’s,
Swiss Chalet, Fitzgeralds’ and The
Birches. Only Durgan’s, Swiss
Chalet and The Birches use live
music, the balance use canned'
stuff.

Stanley Nelson, radio and TV
actor, beat his observation i;>eriod.

Ditto Joe (UA) Phillips, Who has
seen too much of the bed routine.
Robert Lewis Dutton, manager

of Sunset Theatre, Southern Pines,
N. C., bedsided by hiS frau, who
planed in for a weekend chat and
look see. She found him gaining.
Edwin Rowland, former Broad-

way* production manager^ left with
an all-clear. He beat .the rap in 18
months.
Ray (Loew's) McCarthy ended

his six months of strict observation
by being skedded for surgery. Boy
has staged an ace comeback, ..

‘

(Write to tkose who are ill).

cn

Now ApiHorlsf

CASINO TRAYEMUNDI
Oqrmony

Amtrlcin WM. MORRII A«
TAVIL-MAROUANI AOINCY. r

"A BRIAT SINGINB ACT

CARLTON and KMMI
H*ldl Ov«r—Now in 4ih Wook

DUNES CLUl
VlrqlRlo, loocii, Vo.

Mf(. AL 6AOSSMAN, R.K.O. BN«„ N. Y.

Continental Variety Favorites

Just Completed

4 Weeks ALPINE VILLACE, Cleveland

3 Weeks LOOKOUT HOUSE, Covington

2 Weeks CAL-NEVA LODGE, Lake Tahoe

July 29 -4 Weeks DESERT INN, Us Vegas

Aug 28"2 Weeks NAPES HOTEL, Rend

Thanks to FRANK SENNES
ManQgenfnt IBOH NEWMAN, 48 W. 48th 5t., Nrw York

HAROLD BARNES
“FROM BOOGIE TO BALLET ON WIRE”

Another Return Engagement

ROXY
NEW YORK

DInctlon: SAM RAUCH. N»w York

“...JOHNNY AND JUNE BELMONT... SET A TORRID pace..

Good looking with bunchts of ptrsonollty * , . loft first nighfers hollering

mor# , , Taylor, The Herelfl*

"Extromtly good danctrs . . . routines are cd

timed and well executed . H. W., The Gaxt

"Young artists . . . dance with freshness and enirancr

menf . , , Graceful and finished, well
‘

Original * . Jacques Trapanier, La Pa

"Receive lively applause . . * Original dances • • * ^

pretaflon of the square dance is outstanding • • •

much originality." R*

Just Concludod Return Engagement

“CHEZ PXREE, Montreal”
OIr.s LARRY GENGd FRANK SENNESAS^
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Miami Hotels’ Summer Biz Dips

’s High
Miami Beach, July 22.

Despite heavy influx of tourists

In this area in recent weeJcsr-ac"

rording to airlines and railroads—

Miami and Miami Beach hotels are

Se 15 to ^!5% oif from last year’s

record summer season, with a

cood many hotels and cafes affect-

ed Answer lies in fact that heavy

uosurge of motels along the high-

Jvays leading into the twin-resort

cities is drawing off the percent-

»ge figured, via lower rates and

jiew buildings-swimming pools and

beaches. With it most of the tour-

ists are heavily conscious of dol-

lar values.

Added factor leading to loss of

trade was tendency of many Beach
hoteliers to limit, the lower-priced

rooms, thanks- to last year's record

take and over-confidence that

“they’ll come back again.”

Along cafe row, only the several

oceanfront hotels featuring name
acts are doing healthy biz. Other
spots are off.

The leaders are going all out In

bidding for the tj^e of acts they

are booking now. Jackie Miles, nor-

mally a winter season powerhouse,

COMEDY MATERIAL
f*T All Mrahthmi mf Thmofrfcofm

FUN-MASTER
m ORIGINAL SHOW BIZ GAG Nit

(Th* Imrvlem mf th« •art)
IftUIS IM

Flrit 13 Filet «7.M. All 35 Imum ISI.M
linfliy: $1.05 Itch IN SVQUiNCI Only.
(a««innlna with Hf. iklFFing)

• 3 Ski. FARODIIS Mr .bttk 913 •
• MINITREL SUDOKT 935 •
• 4 SLACKOUT SKS., ta. bk. 915 b
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

(raliiua), 93.90

•IANT CLASSIFIED INCYCLOFEDIA
OF EADS, 9390.-W«rth avar a thavaand

NO C.O.D/S
ilLLY ALASON

100 W. 14 St.. N«w Y«rk 1 f Dtpl. V
CIrcIa 7-1139

HARBERS
NOW

9th t»tue0t ingagmmtnl

WASHINOTON. D. C.

and dale
Grant's Riviera

RESTAURANT AND BAR

1 51 W. 44 St„ New York LU 2-4481

WHERE SHOWBUSINSSS MEETS

*TALENTCONTEST*
MONDAY NIGHTS
frizt: Freftaiiena/ tngagamtnt

Oupllcat* rrU« AwvM In .th* Ca** at TI«i

WHEN IN BOSTON
It’s the

HOTEL AVERY
I

Avar/ i, Washingfen Sta.

How pf Sfiow Fofk

is being brought in by Jack Gold-
man for his Clover Club on Aug.
6. The hotel run is bidding against
each other for the type acts in the
middle-price brackets. And for
the rest, there's a scramble with
musical novelties, strippers and
new faces on chance that one will
click and bring them in. Repre-
sentative of this group is the Rock-
ing Lounge, in mid-Beach, which
features two colored jarz outfits,
with a let-your-hair-down, come-
as-you-are-dressed policy that has
taken the spot from the red into
the biggest profitmaker, compara-
tively in the area.

Chicago Slips To

One Top Nitery
Chicago, July 22.

With the dropping of the enter-

tainment policy at the Blackhawk
bistro, which has had music and
floor shows since 1920, the Windy
City, once the No. 2 amusement
center in America,' second only to

New York, has dropped to one top

fulltime
.
nightclub in town. With

the axing of “Six on a Honey-
moon,” tab revue there since April

1, cafe switches food program
only Aug. 1.

Loop spot, cradle of many fa-

mous bands, changed to revues in

April, 1950. Don Roth, owner, how-
ever, said that present union de-
mands, backed by amusement tax-

es and other costs, made it im-
practical to continue with shows.

City now has only one major
showcase, the Chez Paree, where
Joe E. Lewis is currently, and Mar-
tin and Lewis are set to follow in

two weeks. There are three hotels
using acts: one, the Conrad Hilton,

using ice skating talent exclusive-

ly; the Palmer House, which uses
names for nine months, and then

a revue of its own for three or
four months; and the Edgewater
Beach, which switched to top-
drawer fare last fall and intermit-
tently did well with such people as
Hildegarde, Carl Brisson and
Xavier Cugat, who played the spot
five times within a year.

Rest of the inns use just small

society-type bands. There are one
or two clubs with a top entertain-

ment budget pf possibly $750, but
the rest of the spots are either
jazz or strip joints. Within the last

year the Vine Gardens dropped
headline acts for an inexpensive
revue, and the Balinese Room of

the Blackstone also gave the ax to

talent.

While the “girlie” spots are

somewhat under wraps due to the

political conventions, the same lo-

cations continue to stay in business
for years.-

Despite the mouthings that Chi-

cago has become a weekend town,
and television has doomed night-

club business, the jazz spots have
continued in fine fettle. Blue Note
in the Loop has been doing very
strong business with such ^attrac-

tions as Louis Armstrong, Stan
Kenton, Muggsy Spanier and the

like. There are at least 12 joints

around town that have dixieland

combinations, which seem to have
gained a tremendous foothold

again here.

Vogue Room Sets Mitzi
Cleveland, July 22.

Mltzl Green is set to start Hol-
lenden Vogue Room’s fall season
Sept. 5, for two weeks.
Room is staying open through

dog days, with Wally Griffin as
current show topped, followed by
Blackburn Twins and Pam Cavan,
Aug. 7; Carl Ravazza, Aug. 21; Car-
roll & Gormon, Aug. 20.

AGVA Bd to Meet

On Insurance Plan
The American Guild of Variety

Artists will hold a special executive
board meeting next Monday (28)

to discuss the union’s accident In-
surance problem. Expected to come
up will be consideration of new
insurance plans and dropping of
the Matthew M. Adler Agency as
the sole broker for the union.

It's believed by the union that
although it passed a resolution last
January giving Adler the right to
represent it on its insurance for
the next threp years, fact that the
plan brought in by Adler will be
cancelled in November gives the
union the right to assign a new
broker.
There are several new plans

under consideration. One of them
calls for increased benefits for the
members and others call for a
similar plan, but with a cheaper
premium.
The Adler agency is expected to

dispute the contention that its ex-
clusive is cancelled when the cur-
rent insurance plan becomes in-
operative.

en

To Successful Season for Turf
Saratoga Springs, July 22,

With gambling off the Saratoga

roster for another summer, tills

resort town is optimistic, never-

theless, of prospects for a big sea-

son. Reports on attendance at

other tracks, and indications of

top horses running at the meet,

ai'e a prelude to what is expected

to be a heavy Influx of visitors for
the racing season starting Aug. 4.

Continuation of a special grand
jury investigation, at the direction
of Gov. Thomas E. Dewey, into
gambling and corruption in Sara-
toga County, indicates that the lid

will continue. Court of Appeals
last week unanimously upheld the
legality of the jury’s selection. The
top niterles are not expected to be
opeiTi for the second consecutive
^’’ear.

Last season’s successful meeting
confounded many who believed the
gambling probe, the darkened
nightclubs and other factors would
adversely affect crowds and wager-
ing. The 1951 season, as a matter
of fact, ran well ahead of 1950,

even with a ratlier slow final week,
due partly to bad weather.

Observers believe that 1962 may
duplicate it. The no-off-track-gam-
bllng ban helped rather than hurt
the Saratoga racing. Saratogians,
Capital District residents and visi-*

tors had no other place to bet ex-
cept at the flat track and tlie Sar-
atoga Raceway (night harness rac-
ing).

Some of the traditional color
disappeared, and the hotels suf-
fered, but the Union Aye. course
did well. The same picture is apt
to be developed this year, although
no one can be sure until the season
opens.

A -

143G CHI TAX KAF
Chicago, July 22.

Federal government last week
filed tax liens totaling $143,264
against the Villa Venice nightclub
in nearby Northbrook. Liens cov-
ered 1946-50 period.

Jackie Green shifted fxx>m Mer-
cury Artists to the Willard Alex-
ander Agency,

Plaza S4iU Kay Thompson
Kay Thompson and the Williams

Bros. (4) have been signed for the
seasonal opening of the Persian
Room, Plaza Hotel, N. Y., Sept. 18.
Team Is in for four weeks.

THE DAY DREAMERS
Currently

PALACE, New York
Thanqugg, OAN FRIiNDLY and JOt LOMBARDI hr Another

Knjoyabim and Succgssful Mngagamant

HARMY LAWRINCI, 1480 Ir9«4w9y, New Yarfc

YVONNE MORAY
OPENING JULY 25th

RKO PALACE
NEW YORK

Sth KETUKN EN&AGEMBNT

many thanks to dam friendly

Fti-tonal Maiimtri FHIL OFFIH, 4* W. 4iMi St., N. Y.

MEMO: TO COLLECTOR OF INTERNAL REVENUE

Dear Sirs

Recently we have played engagements
at the

CIVIC LIGHT OPERA Pittsburgh, Penn,

GREEN MANSIONS THEATRE, . .Warrensburg, N. Y,.

MT. WASHINGTON HOTEL, , .Bretton Woods, N. H.

ARCADY COUNTRY CLUB ...Hbgue, N. Y,

MAPLEWOOD HOTEL Maplewood, N. H,

MAYFLOWER HOTEL. Plymouth, Mass,

LAKE TARLETON CLUB Pike, N. H,

and soon must head cross country to

HAL BRAUDIS* THUNDERBIRD HOTEL in

Las Vegas, Nevada,

We would like to know this-4—may
we list the PULLMAN COMPANY as a de-
pendent?

Hopefully

A/elle

ana

Ptrstmel Management;
JACK VAU&HAN A PEGGIE GATES
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VARIETY BILLS
WKKK OF JXJLY

Numerals In eonnacHen with bills b«tow Intfleaf* apanlni day of show
. wh*th*r full. <$t, split wMtk

Latter In ^parenthesM tndlcataa circuit. (PM) Fanehan Maree; (I) indaMndentj
(L' Loewr (M) Moss; (P) /arambont; (K) RKO; (S) Itoiir <T) Tlvollr <W3 warnar;

(WR) visitor Raada

Mew York City
Music Hall (1) 24

4 Step Bros
Tom & Jerry
Corps de Ballel;
Bockettes
Sym Ore
^Robert Shackletou
Choral Ensemble

Palace (R) 21
Will Mahoney
L A; T Leung
Norman Brooks
Parks
Madge & Karr
Honey Girls
Yvonne Moray
Chester Dolphin
Paramount CP) 23

Elliot Lawrence Ore
Don Cornell
Mickey Deeihs
4 Evans
Trudy Richards

Roxy (I) 25
Tony Bennett
Phil Foster

Roxyettes
Spltalny Singers
Arnold Shoda
Manuel Del Tord
Ann Nichols
Gerry Mahoney
Blades & Belles

ATLANTA
Fox (P) 2t (2)

Johnnie Ray
4 Lads
Garry Morton
B Ac C Robinson
Wells & 4 Fays

CHICAGO
Chicbue (P) 25.

Tu-Tones
Bobby Wayn*
Errol Garner 3
Toni Arden
WASHINGTON
Capitol (L)' 24

Billy Jean Lambert
Gloria Jean
Jackie Kannon
Martin Bros

AtrSTKALlA
MELROURNI
Tivoli (T) 21

Tommy Trlnder
4 Botonds
Halama Sc Konarsld
Prof Oigo
Carl Ames
Royston MacGregor
Harry Morfeny
Tonyv Lainond
P^ter
4 Singing Girls
3 Show Girls
4 Dancing Boyr
la; Adorables

ADELAIDR .

Royal m il

Jimmy Hanley

Babs Macklnnon
Rosemary Miller
June Lansell
Valerie Keast
Robert Levis

SYDNEY
Tivoli (T) 21

Mara & Maurice
3 Daresco
Lowe & Ladd
Guy Nelson
Renita Kramer
Bouna
Overbury & S’uzettb
Sonya Corbeirti •

12 Show Girls
JO Nudes
ff Boy

. Dancers *
Singers
BaBet.

REITAIN
.BLACKPOOL

Opara House (I) 2t
Lester Ferguson
T^rry-Thoipaa
Sempriui.
Dandy Bros
Hjrry Bailey
Pamela Kay
Corps de Ballet
Regency 0
Albert Marland
Mhg.Var Dancers
20. Tiller . Girl*
Rbb£ Top Lovelies' '

. PaUco (I) 21
Lee Lawrence
Joyce Gouldlng
Joe Church
2 Virginians
Swan tc Leigh
Irving Kaye
Estrella Sis
2 Pirates
Reggie RcdclIfCeRAM Lamar
Tower Circus (!)• 21
C Calroil & Paul
Knic's lilons &

Tigers
Rose Gold 3
Cherzl Bros
Knlo'.s Horses Ac

Zebras
Rcgge Sis
To.sca de Lao
Knie’s Lippizanas
Jackie Lupescu
Oliveras
Knie’s Animal

Carousel
Duncan^s Collies
Crocker’s Bears
Khlo’s Baby Ele-

phants
LllUe Jimmy
Jimmy Scott
Annette's Clrcusette

Tower Roof
Cardens (I) 31

Stanley 'Watson
Jose Del Rio

Winter G*rden3
(I) 21

Frasers Harmonica
Co

Freddie Sales
Sallci Puppets
Faye & Tamara
Billy McCormack
Kathleen Gray
Doreen Hinton
12 Beau Belles
Ronnie Konalde

BOSCOMBE
Hippodrome (I) 31
WhPfaker &. Law

BRADFORD
Alhambra (M> 31H & A Ross

Gwen Llddle
2 Hamiltons
Kitty Bluett
Les Dounos
G Doonan & Co
Will Carr Sc Co
Billy Thorburn
Claude Chandler

BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) 31
Gypsy Rose Lee
Adelaide Hall
Dick Calkin
Scolt Sanders
3 Alireros
Charlie Clapham
Hal Mack Co
Reg Russell Co

BRISTOL
Empire (I) 31

A'lyce Dey
Jackie Todd
JJaynes & Garde nor
Meltones
E Si B.Ad^unv
Aidlrey Mann
pave Starr‘S
Voc«laii*es
Funfair Adorahic.s
Hippodrome (SI 31

/
Ralph Reader
jEred Stone
Cmlord Henry
Rex Jameson
Denis Bros
Kirby & Hayes
Richard Gilbert
Bryan Bradley
Roger Avon
Anthony Gill
Pavld Main

BRIXTON
Empress (I) 31

Kitty Masters
Chuck O’Neil
Jimm’'- Robbins
9 Imps
Roy JcJTries
Billy Nelson

CHELSEA
Palace (I) 21

Terry O'Neil

Dixie Rose
Luzlta .&;.Lerakow
Darbau & Wendy
Cooper Twins
Musical Pardoes-
Dolore ’Whiteman
Tele-BcUes

CHISWICK
Empire <S) 21

Sam Costa -

Robert Moreton
Marie Bryant
Niboyco Brojt
Joan Alexis

'

St .Denis Bros Sc B
Grimaldis
De Vere Girls
Geo’*ge Elrick

EAST HAM
Metropolitan (I) 21
Sam llern
Peggie Leslie
De Yong & Delysia
Vipcenfr GayglU
Terry Moore.
Dunn Sc Grant
Gayo Sc Van
Jennie Sandler

Palace (I) 21
David St Lee
Leslie Adams
Street Singers
De Lelo .Bullet
Leroys
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 21

Arthur Lan^
John Mann
Deryck Barnes
Doris Yoricc

GLASGOW
Empire (M) 21

Tony Walsh
Pat Kirkwood
iris Sadler
RoUy Rolls
Jackie-
Michael Bentine
Rex Sc Bcs.sie
Morri.s St Cowley
Wilson
Keppel Si Betty

GRANADA
EAST HAM (I) 21

Original Pelm*
nine Twins
Wonder Wheelers
Ankers & Kay
I’Jll.v Matchett
Babu' Rao

Tootina (I) 21
V oUalres

' Sen.‘;atlonal Kovaes
Marlin Cro.sbie
Kagoldlc Bros
Smart St Coucifiey
Cawalani's Dogs

‘

GRIMSBY
Palace (I) H

Djnny O’Dea
4 Maxellos
Storr Bros
Conrad Vince
Con Stuart
Gladys Young
Bert Childs
London 3
Tres Chick I.ovelies

HACKNEY
Empire (S) 21

Rhod^ Sc Lane
Gay Euridge
Marche Sc Braun
Caroline & Richards
Denys Ilackctt
Los Riimbaleros
Sharron Sis

LEEDS
Empire (M) 31

Reg. Varney
Peter Dulay
El Granada.s & P
Agnetle & Silvio
Earl Sc Oscar
Ballet Montmartre

LEICESTER
Palace (S) 31

Harry Rowson
Ian ll.vnes
Joan Price
Betty Broughton
Johnnie Critchley
Les Zentays
Jimmy Kidd & J
Malvern Models
Royalty Girls
Larry W'ilson
Peter Littlcivood

LINCOLN
Royal (I) 31

Dennis Lawes
Tony Vahghan Sc P
Billy O’Sullivan
Sheila Daley
George E«co

LONDON
Palladium (M)

Gu.v Mitchell
Billy Cotton Ore
Archie Robbins
George Martin

Grant Ballet
Eva Sc Nick
Olga Varona.
Palladium Girls
Skyrocket* Qrc
MANCHESTER

Mlppedremir (S) 31
Max Wall
Hutch
JUl MannersAAV Farrell
Doreen & Victor
CawalinI's Dogs
Jean Paul

Palae* (M) 21
Sophie Tucker
Walthon Sc

Dorralne
Fred Lovelle
Ganjou Bros Sc J
B & M Harrison
Forsythe Sc Scamon
Eddie Gordon & N

NEWCASTLE
Empire (M) 21

sugar Chile
Bobinson

B & J Clyde
Morecambe & Wise
Angelo*
Lon Young
3 Saytons
A J Powers
Paula Coutts
Condons
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 21

Bartlett Sc Ross
Kenne Lucas
Jones Sc Foss
Les Symetricals
Llazeecl Avabs
Les Morg^
B’ari^ O'Brien
PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) 21

Mitchell Glee Club
Jimmy Glltheror
Karina
Arthur White
Vadio Sc Hertz
Sonny Burke
Rexanos
Joyce Dancers

fCUNTHORPE
Sav«y (1) 21

Tom Moss
Shenton Harris
AL Shaw
Betty Slade
De Vere Lovelies
4 Water Goons
2 Aqua Maids
SHEPHERDS BUSH

Empire (S) 2T
Carroll Levis A Co
Marla PerlUi
Vogclbeln’s Bears
Bert; Brooks
LaWntan A Joy
AitU a Irene
SOUTHAMPTON
Grand (I) 2i

Neal A Newton
4 Musical Dereks
Ford A Belmare
Winters. A Fielding
Joe Harley
Phil Lester
Frederick Owen
De Vere Girls
SUNDERLAND
Empire (M) 21

. Davy ICaye
Hazel Wilson
Ken DorvUles
Baldwin A Castle
Beg . Darnley
Caruna A Dodo
Noreeh Barker
Kaye Lovelies

RWAKSEA
iMlpIre (M> 11

Arthur Lucan
5 Mamey Bros
4 De Lisles
Macey A Mayne
Stuart A Gray
Whiteley Girls

YORK
Empire (I) 21

Joe Black
.'Miriam • PearseMAS Davies
NcvRle Williams
Embassy Lovelies
Dorotlxy Brandon
Eddie Hart
Bebe Norma

mSW ZEAIAND
CHRISTCHURCH '

Royal (T) 21
Armand Pm-rea
3 Fayes
Pat Gregory
Gerd' BJornstad
Chrlbi
M^'rilw Saary

PhlUlp Tappln
Wim De Jong

I'
Jacques Cartaux
Jiiiun.v Elder-
Joe Whitehousa
Ci*s2' Trenholm
I’erry. Scanlon
•Bicx A Myra*

Cabaret Bills

HEW roEK CITT
Blrdland

Count Basie Ore
Blue Angel

Eartha Kltl
Josh White
Portia - Nelson
Orson Bean

Bon Solr
Mae- Barnes
Hamlsh Menzeis
limmy Daniels
3 Flames
Noreno Tate
Garland Wilson

Copajcabane
Joel Gray
Nancy Donovan
Gain Galli
Clark Bros
Peter Hanley
Betty Johnson
M Durso tire
P Marti Ore

El Chico
Roslta Rios
Ruth Vera
Ramonita y Leon
Los Xey -

Enrique Vizcano O
Eduardo Roy

Embers
Erroll Garner

French Casino
Ginette Wander
Harry Scgucla

...

Jane Laste
Laura Tunis!
Dominique
Dassie Bros
Buddy Clayton
Gordon Hamilton
Vincent Travers

Havana-Madrid
Rene Toiizet
Luplno .A Urblno.
Jose Qurbelo Ore
Hotel Amtjassador
Jules Lande Ore

Hotel Astor
Carmen Cavallaro

Hotel Blltmbre
Michael Kent Ore

Hotel Edison-
Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel New Yorker
Bernie Cummins O
Roymayne A Brent
Elimar
Jack Raffloer
Joan Walden
Adrian Kollmi I'rlo

Hotel Roosevelt
Lenny Herman Ore

Hotel St Regis
Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Dia? Oro

Village Barn
Peggy Norman
Teddi King
Bourbon A Baine

Zeb, Carver Oro
Pete Kubind
Village Vanguard

Robert Clary
Sylvia Syms
Harry Belafont*
Clarence Wiliiame

Waldorf-Astotla
ChavaUs. d« Espaua
’Trlnl Reyex
Emil Coleman Ore
Mlscha Borr Ore

Hotel Statler
ElUott Lawrence O

- ^ .
Hotel Taft

Vincent Lopez Ore
Latin Quarter

Darvas ‘.A .JuUa-
Royal Ashtons
Danielle Liamar
Steeplechase
Willie Shore
Marilyn Ross
Collette Fleuriot
Marilyn Hightower
Andre PhUJppo
Art Waiter Ore

Mel Torme
Joyce Bryant
|»Van Smith Trio-

Riviere
Zero- Mostcl
Georgia Gibbs
Will Mastin 3
Amin BrosW Nyie Ore
Campo Ore

''

Leon A Eddie's
Eddie Davis
Sherry Britton
Elaine Sutherland
Rena Foley
Bobby Byron
Oliver Ders
No. 1 Fifth Ave
Bob Downey
Harold Fonville
Hazel Webster
^ Old Roumanian
Sadie Banlu
Jackie Phillips
Lan-y Marvin
[Joe LaPorte Oro
D’Aqulla Ore

Park Sheraton
Irving Fields

Two Cutters
Arena Rane
Elena A Anatole -

Ell Splvak
Mlscha U.sdanoff
Michel Mlchon
Kostya Poliansky

Versailles
Bernice Parks
Emile Petti Oro
Panchlto Ore

Wivel
.Sal Noble
Bob Lee

miammiiami beach

21

Bar of Musle
Bill Jordan
David Elliott
Lee Sherwin
A1 Robiivson A Ike
Van Kirk

Beachcomber
liCcuona Boys
Steve G» Vs
Los Romanos
.Alvarde
Kamova
Norma Parker
Selma Marlovc Line
Prank Stanley Ore
Milt Fields Ore
Gilbert A Kac.y
Casublanca Hotel

Gracic Barrio
Jimmy Burns
Mill Roberts Ore

Clover Club

Nov-ElUes (3)
Ed May
Carlyle Havana Rev
Joey Adams
A1 Kelly
Tony Lopez Ore

Delmonico
Jack Almeda
Crayton . A Lopez
Carlos A Ivlellsa Ore

El Mamba
George Mann
Latin-American Rev
Lao A Minerva

Five O'clock
Harry Richman
Martha Raye
Kirby Stone Quintet
Ben Yo.sl 5
Len Dawson Ore

Frolic Club
Senorlta llerraro

KathU IfeCiy
Don Charle* Ot«

Lembard'/
Don Baker Ore
Henry Tbylor
JuUo- A Mad
Marflnlqu* Hdtdt

Mauolo A Ethel
Danny Yate.s Or*
Rose A Raixl
Vincent*

Meitf*. CsrlA
Day A Alva
Ame- iMumett 3

Mother Kellv'B
Joe DJ Lalla
Terry Swope
Doles Dickens
The Whispers .

Nautilus Ketft
Helen. Forrest
Tlio Brady* (2)

Freddy Calo Ore
Paddock Club

Iris Adrian
Flash Lan«r
Roxanne
Connie Del Monfa
Ernie Bell Ore
San Marine Hotel
Mac Pepper
The Jester*

Galetv Club
Len E. Rossf
Olga Barrett
Lori Iri*
Georgia Feecb
Che-Che-
Lynn Clayton
Gaiety Girls
Green Hair Girl'
Bob Morri* Ore

Johnina Hofei
Del Casino
Yvoime DeLane

Tony Matas
Bandnm

Le«n A Iddle'*
Bbbc Baker Revue.
MB^ay Swaaiaon '

Eddie Guertln
Jacldd Gordon
Jabki* King'
Chuckle Fonfalue
Larry Seldin Ders
Sana SoucI Hetet

|, Lenny Kent
Chris Colurabo
Eddie Snyder
Saeaxa* Ore
-Ann Herman. Dcr*

Saxony Hooter
Jeff Davis-
Russel A Joy
Val Olmun Ora
Tano; A Dee
Jules DeSalvo Oro
The Saxonette*.

Shore Club
Rosalia A Carlas
Michael Sclker Ora

• SheremedA
Preaqher RoUo B-

TiHiy Faxfor't
Jackie SmaU
ChlrChl Laverne
Kitty 0‘Kelly
Jamie Lynn
Pat Fascall
Kenny Lynn
Vagabond* Club

Vagabonds (4)

Maria Neglia
Chandra Kaly
Dancer*

Gep HortOU'
Frank Lin^e Oro
Bobb.v True
Dauglas Duke Trio

I%lit Club Renews.

OHICAGa
Blackhawk

Kay Coulter
Kenny Bower*
Grant Eastham
Par- Carroll
Dave LeGrant
da''bara Cook
Marlann D’Or
Carl Sand* Ore

Chex Paree
Chez Paret

.

Joe E, Lewis
with Austin- Mack

Joan Bqrto.n
Consolo A Melba
Johnny Martin
Chez Adorable* (ff).

B Farnon ore <8)

Conrad HUfon Hoi'l
Adele Jhge
Eric Waite
Diana Grafton

Charles Sc Lucille
Cavanaugh

Dennis: A Darlene^
Marie McGIenaghan
Yvonne Broder
Philip- Fraeet
Terry Taylor
Donald Tobin:
George -Zak
Boulevar-dear* 16)
FYarikle Masterg 0
Edgevsefer Beach
Tommy Dorsey Ore
With Francis Irwin

Charice Shavers
Beachcombers (3)'

Lewis and Van
Palmer Heuse

Felix Knight
Mata A Hari .

KUdy Cardenas
Hel«ai Wood
Eddie O’Neal Ore

lOS: AKGEtES
Ambaiseder Hofei
Freddy Martin Ore
Stuart Wade
Murray Arhold
The Martin Men
Rita 'A Alhn Fakrell

Bar ef Music
Doodle* A Spider
Beverly Laine
Felix Decola
Bonna RUblnyi
Eddie Bradford Ore
B Gray's Bandbox

Billy Gray
Patti Moor*
Ben Less.y
Pepper Si* (3)
Bob Durwood I

Bill Howe
:

BiRmora Hefei
Irene Ryan
Tippy A Cobin*
Lo* Gato* (3)

Hal Derwln Ore
.Cafe Gal*

AniL Anderson
Jimmie Ame*
Vivian. Lloyd,
Don Sheffey

ClrQ's
Jimmy Wakely
Pelro Bros
Dick, Stabile Oro
Bobby Ramo.n Oro

Mocambe
Billy Daniels
Benny Payne
£ddl.a Oliver

XAS TEG-tS, HEY-UIA
Desert Inti

Frank Sinatra
Paul GUbert .,

Sinclair A Alda
Bill Johnson
Arden-Fletcher
Danger*

Carlton Hayes Ore
El Cortex

Mae Williams
,.

Joaquin Garay
Alice HaR Quartet
Instrumentalists .

Flamingo
Andrews Sisters .

Ike Carpenter Ort
Stewart Rose'
Flamingo Starlets

Last F'rontler
Margaret Whiting
Wiero Bros
Mildred Seymour
Buddy Bryan
Devlyn Girl Revue
Bobby Ramos Ore
El Rancho Vega*

Betty A.Jane Kean

Mary Kaye Trio
S'zony’s

-

'

Bill Skipper
El Rancho Girls
Ted Flo -Rlto Ore

’

Silver Slipper
Woo Woo Stevens
Kalanta'n
Hank .Henry
Roberto
Isabelle 'DaWn
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Dolly Lee Line
Georj^ Redman
Pud Brown
DIxielanders

Thunderbird
Doretta Morrow
Jay Marshall
Trinl A Manolo
Johnny O’Brien
Christina- Carson
K Duffy Dansations
Jack Hay.es
A1 Jahns Ore

De-Iced Jap Coin
Continued from page 3

and some harsh words before the
sack of coin was split among them).
Actual amount released to the

American companies, the Finance
Ministry announced, was. $2,465,-
941 in dollars, plus £1,175,082 in
sterling. The MPAA was permitted
to reconvert the sterling into dol-
lars through a Tokyo bank at $2.30
to the pound (official rate is $2.80)
This gave the Americans an addi-

Honoi <!9 700 fioo .lollars. making
a total of $5,168,629.
Amount that had piled up until

the end of March aggregated ap-
nroximately $12,000,000 (4,300,000,-
000 yen). As the' Tesult of a long
series of negotiations .by Col. Rich-
ard T. McDonnell,' representing
the MPAA here,- the Japs agreed
that approximately $8,520,000 (2,-

967,760,000 yen) of that sum should
be made available for Conversion.
Remainder was claimed as taxes or
was put to other uses.
Of the 4,300,000,000 yen, the

Japanese agz’eed, the Finance Min-
istry said, to allow 30^0 to be con-
verted to dollars at the, offiejial 'rate
and 40% to be converted into
stefling (with the proviso that the
sterling could be reconverted into;
dollars unofficially). Tlie remain-
ing 30% will stay in the icebox
according to the Japs, -althou.gh
McDonnell Is known to be making
efforts to get heat under it.

Hollywood, July 18,

Jinmy ’Wakely, vnth .Noel,Botfgs

8c Billy Wright, Peiro Bros, (2),

Dick Sfabile’s- Orch (S)’; Tom/
Martinez Rhumband (5); cover

$2.

Offbeat booking of an oatune
star, into this swank Sunset Strip

probably won’t produce any -great

financial return, but It should
prove a fine- -showcasing for Jimmy
Wakely in terras of class niteries

He agreed ta jump in with, lit-

eratty^ only a few hours notice

when Sy Melano Was forced to- how
out of his bigtime debut because
of laryngitis.

Meagre financial outlook stems
only from the fact that the town’s
sophisticates won’t give themselves
a chance to discover what Wakely
has to offer—which happens to be
a good show, A poised and person-
able performer,, Wakely pounds
over a jfine 20rminute • stint. He’s

I

^ow-wise enough to stay away

I

from the strictly cactus chanting
and inclusion of i^uch itema aif; tlie

cun’ently pop "Anytime”. give|5 the
turn a broader appeal. .Wakely
backs, his fine crooning with self-

accomp bn the guitar and gets- ap
occasional assist on the steel gUitaf
from .Noel Boggs and on fiddle
from Billy Wri^it, both of .whom
he brojught in with him,. Combo
rates constant attention.

Peiro Bros., who. came in -with

Melano, provide* fast opener With
knockabout juggling, .

. using hats,
sticks*, block* and cluba to jnain.-

tain ccinstant attention. Some com-
edy patter and mock vocalizing,add
variety to -the turner

Dick Stabile’s crew* does, a fine
job of show-backing, meshing neat-
ly- with Wakely.’s. assistants to get
the proper frame for his vocaliz*
ing. On terp stuff, Stabile; now is
alternating' with Tony -Martinez.

' Kap.

Colony 4k Amtar^ Coitdoir
London; Jiily 16.

Hermione' Baddeley,' « Fct-iit J^ing
Orch, Don ' Carlos Samba Band,
Wallace Rockett Orch; $5.50 mini-
mum.-

For many years a star in intimate
revue, on films,, radio, and TV,
Hermione Baddeley plays rare
cabaret engagemejits. It fs

.
prob-

ably her Infrequent appearances pn
the cafe floor that have resulted in
the inadequacy of her materfa][‘ and
act, though she’s undoubtedly got
the talent.

This' shortage of suitable cafe
material, which has so- frequently
restricted the success of Britisli
artists, is undoubtedly due to the
limited bookings a local artist can
get in the West. End. Outside this-
square mile there is ho nitery
trade in the country. This, more
than anything else, may explain
why so many Americans come to
Britain and collar the best dates as
well as the rave notices.

For this two-week engagement,
doubling at these two Berkeley
Square spots, . Miss Baddeley. has
prepped some original material
and blended it not too successfully
with old numbers. The basic weak-
ness of the act . it that it lacks
punch and cannot be sustained for
more than a modest 20 minutes.
‘ Act is handsomely backed by the
Felix King combo. Myra.

500 Clnli, A. C.
Atlantic (iJity, July 16.

Myron Cohen, Tony Bari, ' The
HaydenS:, Lee Bauderson Dancers
(5), Pete Miller, Joe fVasetto;’ $3.
minimum.. ’

LaUu N. v
OPOtLOWUP) *•

Willie Shore, with hie
of the spot formerly occuoifT?')?^
Jaclde iCannou at the
ter, makes liis first N Y
appearance in three years
IS a pleasant performer who knZlhis way with verbiage and 600 6̂?cellently In the terp deoartSo^r
IBs dancing remains
of his act. He has the skill
ballet dancer and, withal, includes

‘

enougli zany bits of business tolmhim over on the comedv
around 25 minutes and^geu a re"warding mitt He has reltyled hi^
stuff to advantage. ins

Bi^iness continues excellently at"this Lou Walters spot, and for goodreason, too. There’s enough colorand spectacle to make this a topbuy for both tourists and native?
alike. Fact that the pace can becontinued despite the temporary
absence of the flashy Darvas &JuUa, is sufficient testimonial totlm amount of- entertainment in
this layout,.
The Mme.. Kamarova production

holds up well and provides not
**l.^^PP^‘opriate casing for the

stands well- on its own as
entertainment. The undersea ballet
as well as the otherj-line contribu-*
tions, keep up the interest.

Ashtons, six males
for Some

breathtaking, risley work. They dosome , amazing tricks,' including amale .understander who makes foot-
t^foot ^tches and also works
piree performers.on his feet simul-
taneqtisly. .’

The singing acts include Marilyn
Rossr, who does well as the sole
America songstress in this talent
collection. Other singers are Dan-Mle Lamim,^ who does a variation
Of the .strlpteuse’ theme whilekn^tog off Gallic chansons, and
CORette Fleuriot- and Andre Plii-
hppe, -who dna couple-of brief turns
effectively. Production dancing is
by Marilyn Hightower, who shows
considerable ajccOmplishment in
the ballet field.

- Gautier’s Steepleohase provides'
an added lift toward the end of the
show with: thfs pleasing animal act.
The popiesi are ^specially shod with
leather platforms so that the floor
i^tt't marred by the horseshoes.
They get off to good palmings.M Waner neatly does the show-
backing, and the

. major - part of
dance music„ while Buddy Harlowt •

doe*, the - relief
, music, Jose.

Lm N'Oiivcil'e'-.Eve, Paris ••

’ ' Paris, July 14.
.Rene Bardy, ' presentation of

Jean- Marsac production of ‘‘His*
toires D*Bve,** with ' Jerni Villers,'
Josette Deity, Ami Aaroe, Mayfair
Lovelies (20),"Bobby Brandt, Eve
Girls Danielle Darmance, '-

Trm- Gipsys (3), Tosca De Lac,
Tom 8c Rene Amo, Jean Laporte
Orch (12); cover, 1,200 francs
($8.50). '

:
-

Myron Cohen is the- headliner in’
the 500 Club and has that intimacy
that’s a must .for' working this 'SOO-
seater. Dialect stories go. over well
with payees, many of them being
punched across with that

'
gesture

which sometimes does more to reg-
ister the stoi-y than the spoken
word. •

,

Cohen has' all kinds of yams,
most of them^ told in Yiddish dia-
lect and all well received. And all
clean.

Tony Bari, in second spot, is a
romantic ' tenor whose • specialty -is
Neapolitan numbers. Barr- has »'
fine, clear voice, and his numbers
are well received.
The Haydens, girl and boy dance

nicely.. Climax act
With Charleston in,costume of the
20s. ...
Lee Henderson dancers (5) com-

plete bill with two numbers, first
a boogie-woogie bit and then a
numbei' done to "Broadway
.Rliythm, with Anita Carter doing
the vocal. Girls have class and
pleased those out front.
Joe Frasetto does a nice job as

he emcees and with Pete Miller
batons- music for performers.

Walk.

Rene Bardy runs La Nouvelle
Eve and the original sister counter-
part, the Eve, farther down the
street- on Place Pigalle. Nouvelle
Eve is a lush boite with a $3.50
cover and champagne starting at

4,000 francs ($10). Full of splasli,

nudity, color and what the tourist

fexpects -in the Way of a Pigalle

nitery, this gets SRO play here,

mostly with"tourists possessing the

green anti some carriage-trade

French- set. Show runs continuous-
ly from 10:30 to 4 a.m., which

breaks for . daqcing to the agree-

able music of the Jean Laporle

orch.

This is a-' fast-paced show ex-

quisitely dressed, an. eyefiller rath-

er than an outstanding entertain-'

ment spot. Show starts with a-

black and' white number with well

proportioned gals dancing or pos-

ing in revealing costumery in the

background. Small revolving flo()r

is well litilized and filled, and

there is a fine changeover between

numbers, with .one blending into

another after well-composed finale

tableaus.

In between the ' unenciing pi'o*

duetioii numbers are variety acts.

Bobby Brandt’ 'dbes a tap dance

fingering five- lovebirds and

them walk over- him and follow

him for good effect, but number is

too repetitious and could be cot

for better appeal. The Trio

are a fine acro-dance act j

a slight blond is tossed an

twisted into knots by J
Timing and whirling are fine. Torn

and Rehe Arno d-o their standa

comic violin takeoff replete vi

ni’ixing up violins and
dancing while playing a wa^
They finish with a zany akcoii

on two birds In love tnat

yock-getter. .

,

Jehn Tillers and, JoscUe

adequately intro each ^olo
her with a ditty. Amon„

j
Ang

dancers, standouts are D 'I

(Continued on page
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Chicago, July 22,

Toiii Ard^n, JSrron^Clamef Trie,

« hh!, Wavne, Tu-Tones, Fred

n^!!«nlds Jiw> Loumtbury, Jack

eS, Howard -Miller, Irw HapUn
rS ''She's Werkmff.Her Wap
through College" (20th).

In for two weeks, this disk

^ockey show might bridge the gap

Keen the star attractions which

thrtheatre usually lines up for

sSmmer fare. There's no top-name

Sp here, and the record names

^not in the eurrent -'Top 10”

listings. However, thought of see-

ing the disk jockeys in person

might pull sorfie curios in, and be-S there is all the free air time

fir plugs and the tie-in with the

platter firms.

Individually, all the acts are not

bad but the interjections of non-

tflle’nt gabbers and the lack of an

excellent emcee to tie things to-

gether makes each act not only

start from scratch, but also over-

come the handicap of the jock who
just laughed himself to death on

his own (?) material.

Toni Arden draws closing honors

here with petite miss. using the

big-voice style of the male singers

now, impressing mostly with her

“I’m Yours,” which has some sexy

overtones; “Lover,” which. she does

straight first and then bops up, and

then “Take My Heart.” She really

whips up things with her “Kiss of

Fire” for good finale.

Erroll Garner and his trio are

a relaxing 10 or 12 minutes in this,

hodge-podge, with the' 88er playing

•lots of piano. There. are no frills

or gab with this artist, and per-

haps it's a small .error, but an-

nouncing the numbers might help

instead of going -into each tune
without a speech break. Most of

his stuff is in the “Laura, “Pent-
house Serenade” Idiom, which is

bit too soft for this vast house, but

he overcomes this with some digit-

ing on “Honeysuckle Rose.”

Bobby Wayne packages a brace
of pop tunes, with the youngster
impressing not only in the “big
boom” songs but also in the simple
ballad, “Auf Wiedersehn” which is

an' excellent change of pace. His
“Wheel of Fortune,” which is his

big record seller, is a natural ahd
firm clincher.

Lee Monti’s Tu-Tones is an ac-

cordion duo with a great deal of

hoke comedy which goes over well.

It’s not the stjueeze-boxlng that
gets the applause, but the scat
singing of “Chinatown,” the Bon-
nie Baker baby voice of “Oh! John-
ny;’’ and takeoffs on Three Suns
and Harmonicats that get them
off well. As to the so-called plat-

ter-turners, American Guild of
"Variety Artists should be glad when
they return to their American Fed-
eration of Radio Artists duties next
week,

Irv Kaplan continues to do a
good job batoning the house or-
chestra. Zabe,

Eiuiiire, Glasgow
Glasgow, July 16.

Jack Benny, with Teddy John-
son k Co,; McAndrews k Mills,
Reggie Redcliffe, Clifford Guest,
Krista k Kristel, Chris Charlton,
The Harvards; Bill Matthew Orch.

Jack Benny, who makes so much
play of. “The meanest man on
earth” tag, has a natural audience
in Scots, famed •'through false
legend for their own alleged mean-
ness. Comedian is a solid click
here, impressing strongly in 55
minutes of witty one-man talk.

His surprised look of hurt, the
hig glassy eyes that search out for
sympathy, his topical barbs and
wacks (like the one he uses about
Hanny Kaye) are all used to top
eirect. Benny is a quiet comedian
hslng none of the aggressive vital-
ity Msociated with other Arherican

reason his
visit here is a welcome contrast,
resides, he shows a good know-
mdge of the Scottish layout in
?®h8rnphy and local conditions,
bringing local names into his act
J.nd even gagging about the Scot-

comedian, Tommy Morgan,
pi’^^^.htly playing at the rival
•t^avihon Theatre across the street,

.place of Dennis Day (off on
^^0 Eire), Benny uses the

English singer and former
msk jockey, Teddy Johnson. Latter

iiiff
Pbi^sonable with a disarm-
and he proves a sound

Benny’s fooling, adding
numbers himself for good

measure. Their byplay over Ben-
1
,.%®,, ®sire to bring oh his violin

In <5?i«
laughs, tWs culminating

an impersonation of
singing “Cry” and the
down on his knees,

back, determined to make
fiddling.

bv
® neatly rounded off

Phone a gramo-
mnef .f®cord revealing his inner-

dOG«? -
.oughts, the While Benny

this K on' his violin. Prior to
• • be introduces three gals from

Hollywood in a takeoff, the "Lan-
drews Sisters” act bringing solid
mltting from stubholders. Gals are
a ludicrous trio, with the turn hav-
ing been tested recently on a
Benny TV show in America,
Benny’s artistry and showman-

ship are strong talking points
among vaude goers and T-viewers
here. His superb timing and clown-
ing merit top praise on his first-
ever visit to Glasgow, and there’s
no doubt it won’t be his last.

Support bill on this occasion is
fairly strong, with neat dancing
from McAndrews & Mills, mystifi-
ing magic by Chris Charlton (as-
sisted by a femme, Betty), and
easy-on-the-eye grace plus skill on
the trapeze from two twin-style-
garbed femmes, Krista & Kristel.
Bill Matthew handles the baton
competently and aids Benny in
some initial repartee. Gord.

Metropolitan^ Boston
Boston, July 18,

Johnnie Ray, Gary Morton, Bud
k 'Cece Robinson, 4 Lads, Wells &
4 Fays, Joe Reisman Met Orch
(17); "Captain Pirate” (Col).

In an attempt to cash in on the
current popularity of Johnnie Ray,
the spacious Met has relit its stage
for the second time in four months,
and while opening show was dis-
appointing boxofficewise, less than
half capacity at 4,367 seater, the
bobbysoxers made up in .vocifer-
ousness what they lacked in num-
bers. However, Martin & Lewis
during their stint here last j^Iarch
failed to pack ’em in opening day
but built to wind with a boff gross,
and Ray may do likewise.

Ray had the kids screaming from
his walkon, throughout his sobbing
renditions of “Walking Baby
Home,” “Little White Cloud,” “All
of Me,” “Broken Hearted” and the
cause of his rapid ascendancy,
“Cry.” Sometimes accompanying
himself at the 88, Ray also wand-
ers around the stage clawing the
air and giving out with emotional
sjpasm that leave the audience and
himself limp.

The balance of the layout is fast
and scores neatly. Emceed by Gary
Morton, whose flippancies keep the
audience in gay mood, bill gets off
the^ floor with tumbling • and aero
antics of Wells and the Four Fays.
Reaping almost as much screaming
as the headliner, the Four Lads, a
vocal group Identified with Ray’s
platters, hit the applause jackpot
with harmonizing of> “Shine,”
“Mocking Bird” and' “Wabash Can-
nonball.”

Bud &: Gece Robinson, slick terp
duo, are especially solid cavorting
through softshoe. Charleston and
tap

,

routines, enhanced by their
attractiveness. Elie,

Steel Pier, A. C.
Atlantic City, July 17.

Dagniar, Alan Carney, Annell k
Brask, Buster Shaver k Olive, 4
Evan^ House Orch (10); "Rodeo”
(Mono).

Dagmar is the best draw George
Hamid has had in his Steel Pier
vaudeville so far this year, filling

almost to capacity (5,200 seats)
the Music Hall both evening shows
and. drawing well in the earlier
stanzas.
She gives the payees a full hfilf

hour of laughs. Most of her stuff
is written so that it intentionally
focuses on her ample figure, her
biggest attraction as far as those
out front are concerned anyway.
Her material is wobked into skits

with her husband, Danny Dayton;
Alan Carney, who emcees, plus
other members of the company.

She" bounces on, after flowery
intro from Carney, attired in tight-

ly fitting giblden sequin evening
gown.' Goes tlirough a bit whereby
she is welcomed by a “Chamber
of Commerce” representative
(Dayton) with vTong words and
wrong meaning keeping

,
them

guffawing. • Sings two numbers,
“Them There. Eyes” and “Em-
braceable Y'ou.”

Dayton, Carney and Dagmar pull

one of the payees onto the stage

as a part of the skit, “Dagmar for

President.” Each reads lines from
a typewritten sheet, the lines all

pointed at Dagmar’s physical at-

tractions, and .the business that

arises' brifigs tne major laughs.

Buster Shaver k Olive, the midg-
et, go through their neat standard
song and dance bit. Annell
Brask, English couple, score with
cycle act. Work with unicycles and
two-wheelers, going through neat

routine. Climax finds girl on high

revolving apparatus supported by

boy riding bicycle. Girl does spins

as boy rides in circle.

Four Evans appear in next danc-

ing bit, first the brother and sister

.team, then mother and father. No
strangers here, they go off to nice

hand.
Carnev emcees capably and

socks over. Hi.s impression.*; call

Jfor repeated bows. Walk.

Fi|IiiC0, K. Y*
I

Lott k Joe Anders, Johnny
Barnes, Pauline Thom k Escorts
(2), Day Dreamers (4), Koy Ben-
son, Mine. Claude ValoH, Ben
Wrigley (3), Nio-Naitto, "Shadow
in the Sky” (M-G), reviewed in
Variety Dec. 19, ’51.

With most of the acts on the cur-
rent Palace bill knowing this house
through, previous visits here, the
layout has a great measure of
smoothness and good playing val-
ues. Program has a booking con-
flict at the open and close, with
juggling an integral part of both
acts, but the turns are sufficiently
separated so that the effects are
minimized.
At the curtain, Lott & Joe An-

ders work a pair of unlcycles, with
male doing manipulations of hoops,
clubs and balls while riding the
wheel. They work rapidly and get
a good warmup for the house.
Closing turn is Nio Naitto, Ori-
ental wire-walker, who similarly
spends some time juggling. Her
work, however, comprises mainly
aero maneuvers on the strand, and
she holds the crowd neatly.

In the deuce, Johnny Barnes pro-
vides some okay taps. He goes in
heavily for rubber-legged antics,
which aren’t as smooth as they
should be, but his picturesque rou-
tines plus an essentially fast tap
and good rhythmic designs help to
a good exit.

In the comedy department, Ben
Wrigley, the British import, who’s
assisted by a man and woman, hits
the jackpot with his limber-limbed
comedy. He does comedy contor-
tions excellently, has some zany
dance steps and a well-built rou-
tine. that adds up to top applause.
Roy Benson's magic and a good

line of chatter similarly keep the
audience interested. His tricks are
standard, but he (distinguishes him-
self with his b^iiter.
Under New Acts are Mine.

Claude Valois, Day Dreameri (3)
and Paule Thom & Escorts <2). Jo
Lombardi does his usually good
job at the baton. Jose.

ParaMiaiuit, A*
Los Angeles, July 18.

Xavier Cugat Orch (20) with
Abbe Lane, Los Barrancot, Eddy
Garson with Chico Chico, Jose
Wong. Carmencita,

.
El Chdngo,

Diabhto, Ki Ki; "Stolen Face”
(Lip).

First the big stage shows
planned by the recently refurb-
ished downtown Paramount shapes
up as a profit-maker, although not
as strong as anticipated. 'Layout
itself, however, is a hefty 50 min-
utes of entertainment cued to the
Latin mood and slickly sold by
Xavier Cugat.
Maestro- himself does compara-

tively little in the layout. He In-
dulges in a little humor regard-
ing his recent marital publicity
and languorously fiddles “Estrel-
lita” as his spotlight offering.

In addition to the Cugat orch,
which could do more Instnimentat
stuff, show boasts some fine south-
of-the-border talent in Los Bar-
rancos, an excellent dance team
that pounds over everything from
mambo to jitterbug; El Gringo,
who scores heavily with a tam-
bourine specialty;

^

Eddy Garson,
whose slick ventriloquism is

matched by some good comedy ma-
terial, and Jose Wong, who has
dropped his “Irish Eyes Are Smil-
ing” gimmick in favor of Latune
vocal surprises.

Top-billed In support is Abbe
Lane (Mrs. Cugat), a sultry sing-

er, whose closing spot encompasses
a medley of tunes popularized by
Cugat. Gal is a looker and handles
herself well. Kap.

Caslno«, Toronto
Toronto, July 18.

Billy Williams Quartet, Will
Jordan, Mage k Karr, Roby k
Dells, Nivellis, Jimmie Cameron,
Archie Stone House Orch; "Belle

of Old Mexico” (Rep).

Here is neatly diversified stand-
ard routining but heat wave is

hurting any marquee draw, this

headed by Billy Williams’ quartet,

’which has its own enthusiastic

following here, judging frotgi stage
stint when caught.
With bin fast and bright, Jim-

mie Cameron, as singing m.c., gets

proceedings swiftly underway, with
Mage k Karr immediately warm-
ing up the customers with taps

and oldtime challenges; Roby k
Dells in magic work, complete
with clever palming and that

lighted-cigaret ,bit; Will Jordan
with his adroit imitations of cur-

rent pop singers and screen stars;

The Nivellis for their dramatic
adagio acrobatics.

The Williams foursome whams
instantly with their bouncy open-
ing of “After You’re Gone,” a

terrific harmony version of “Jeal-

ous.” and their trademarked "Kiss

j

of Fire” as first set: then back for

i
anoli^"’' vocal packa^'c.

‘ MeStay.

55

DORETTA MORROW
Songs
22 Mins.,
Thunderbird, Las Vega#

Nitery debut of Doretta Morrow,
before release of her co-starring
stint with Mario Lanza in Metro’s
“Because Y'ou’re Mine,” is not too
advantageous for the thrush
looker in this spot. She will have
to depend pretty much upon word-
of-mouth enthusiasm to bring in
crowds. Her year’s performance
in "The King and I” would be an
okay lure in New York, but in
Vegas, most hin-:seekers are
tempted by standard saloon acts,

screen names, platter faves and
the like, instead of musicomedy
nomenclature.

Miss Morrow Is a looker with
frame to match. Her soprano goes
over a wide repertoire of songs.
Venturing into '“King and I” num-'
bers immediately, Miss Morrow
makes a good impression with
“Getting to Know You,” “Whistle
a Happy Tune” and “I Have
Dreamed.” Reaches into standard
catalog for “You’re a Sweetheart”
and ‘They Can’t Take That Away
From Me,” before giving full

voice to “Because You're Mine.”
Latter, by Nicholas Brodsky, is

from score of her recently com-
pleted pic and wins high favor.
Gallic coupling of “Give ’Em the
Oo-La-La,’^ and “La Seine” is neat
contrast, with transition into
“Hello, Young Lovers” a honey.
“Cumbanchero”. Is employed as a

quickie encore following salvos for
“Lovers.”
Miss Morrow shows warmth and

keeps chatter to minimum. Her
fine arr^ingements are . by Jack
Hayes, who accomps at the Stein-
way onstage. Promise is shown
for class spots. IVill.

DINO VALE
Song#
12 Mins,
Casino, Toronto

Following preliminary nite club
work, this marks first’ stage ap-
pearance of a young man who al-

ternately blonds a wnisperlng style

^yith robust baritone letouts. His
opening “Walking My Baby Back
Home” is a pleasantry done by
other youngsters, ditto his dra-
matic “I Hear a Rhapsody,” but
he then hits the audience with his

mimicry of the finger-snapping
Billy Daniels in “Black Magic,” a
trick falsetto in the Ink Spots “If
I Didn’t Care” and a wham satire
on Johnnie Ray’s “Cry.” However,
youngster’s act is based on the' at-
tempted mimicry of established
headliner songsters* styles and It's

just another imitation medley that
IS never as good as the originals'
material he is lifting. Vale’s own
voice is pleasant to listen to and
he should develop his own style
instead of imitatigns that are not
up tp the excellence of the origi-
nals MeStay,

DAY DREAMERS (4)
Songs
11 Mins.
Palace, N. Y,

'

The Day Dreamers, comprising
three boy? and a girl, are built
along the standard of most mixed
quanets. This team has been
around for some time on radio and
tele, but haven’t been previously
documented in Variety’s New
Acts files. .

Quartet has smoothly tailored
arrangements, ^hey knock out
novelty, • rhythm and ballads, to
provide variety. Numbers include
“Big AVide Wonderful AVorid,”
wind up with **01d Man River'*
given a big treatment. It net*? them
an excellent mlttlhg. Jose.

MME. CLAUDE VALOIS
Equestrienne
S Mins.
Palace, N, V.
Mme. Claude Valois, who has

been with the Rlngling Bros, and
Barnum & Bailey Circus for sev-
eral seasons, displays a skilled

highsebool horse turn. Mme.
Valois is strikingly gowned a la

matador, and makes an impressive
appearance.

The beast knocks off some
tricky steps. Madame paces him
through broken l*hythms, tango
step.s and a rapidly-paced; waltz
which gives her good exit mitting.®
The turn is well routined With a
minimum of wasted motion. Jose^

PAULINE THORN Sc ESCORTS
(2 )

,

•

Comedy, dance
9 Mins.
Palace, N. Y. .

Pauline Thom A Escorts are a
cavrj'over from the act of Tyler,
Thorn A Roberts,, vaude staple for
yenr.s. An addition plus some
overhauling of the basic routine#
has strengthened this turn, and
they're okay for the vaude and
cafe circuits.

Act combine# comedy and terps.
Boys, dressed in tails, simulate
drunks from which evolve some
funny bits of business and a slow-
motion sketch which makes for a
laugh session. Jose.

TV No Threat To Dutch Fix
.'i—- Continued from pate 1

props, has been substantially
streamlined. .

There are fewer seats, and these
are’ concentrated in one section of
the stand. Technicians for radio,'
TV and telephone wires have been
moved further to sides, again ton-
ing down distractions. Thanks to a
heavy wire mesh fence surround-
ing speaker's stand— not evident
on screen — nuisance of platform
crashing muggers seems well
eliminated.

Yesterday's (Mon.) video audi-
ences could easily spot VIP’s, like
Senate Secretary Leslie Bifflc, sit-

ting on stand, without previous
confusion.

There arc still impromptu shots,
such as the one of Illinois Gov-
ernor Adlai Stevenson taking a
last-minute look at his notes and
giving his tie a^inal. twist before
going to the speaker’s stand. But
without these, show would lack
spontaneity.
Readjustment of the Telepromp-

ter is, if anything, a disappoint-
ment to John Q., who got a kick of
behind-scenes peep into the way.s
of politicos during the GOP meet.
Device has been lowered out of
range of cameras, so that effect of
tho.se who use it is exactly the same
as that of reading from! notes,
with occasional lowering of the
head to get the next thought. Only
visual aid in opening speeches was
a map to illustrate areas of Far
East discussed by Sen, Douglas.
Cameras are definitely more

selective in pickups from the
floor, making for greater interest.
Indications are that there will
again be complete coverage; hence
dull moments are inevitable. But
floor shots, especially closeups,
show increasing showmanship -and
know-how. On opening day these
were confined to shots of pretty
delegates, closeups of attentive
;'aces, and a human interest shot
of a delegate munching sandwich
during Ills speech. This is con-
vention flavor; the viewer gets an
on 1 he scene feeling from such

' camera eavesdropping.

Greatest asset to current cover-
age is, undoubtedly, advantage of
personalities better known to the
public than Republicans. Dem-
ises, with their 20-year tenure,
have become household familiars,
and are exploiting this to the hilt.
Opening daj*’? speakers were, too,
far better on the oratorical side
than Republicans mustered. Ste-
venson, current man of the hour,
for example, carried more jjeneral
interest, than anyone the GOP's
could muster on their first day.
All this made for better program-
ming and a faster moving show.

Party leaders may well be thank-
ful to TV for not once training
cameras on the half empty gal-
leries at the opening gavel.
AVhether or not this was deliberate,
it was certainly a break for the
Demmie.s.

Running story on the first day
was largely a pool job. ABC was
the gabbiest of the nets, with three
studio interviews Interrupting
story in .first two hours. Actually,
this type of interruption adds
color and interest when the going
gets dull.

AVith the convention .still young,
and viewers still fresh, however,
tills seemed to be too much of a
good thing!

Generally, commentators are
taking criticism to heart, and
there's far less gabbiness and in-
terpretation of a running story.
This is all to the good, giving
viewer a chance to see for him-
self. All three nets are making
greater use of identifying super-
impositions, and commercials are
tighter. Average was three within
first 90 minutes of coverage, with
almost 45. minute? uninterrupted
by plug's, except for 10 second
superimposed commercials.

Final score will not be in until

last vote has been counted and
last delegate returned home. But
the initial efforts are proml.sing
and there's little doubt th.^t this

convention’s floor story will be
told with more coherence and less

confu.sion than its predcces.sor.
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l^oreign Ratio in New Metop Pact

American Guild of Musical Art-'f'

lats won some important concessions

from the Metropolitan Opera Assn.,

but only after a stiff fight, in Its

new two-yefir pact for ’52-'53 and

*53-’54, signed last week. Main

problems Involved pay increases

and ratio of foreign talent. Met

management cited deficits as rea-

son for not wanting to raise swales,

while Met general manager Kudolf

Bing wanted the present foreign

ratio thrown out. AGMA held its

ground on both sides and won out.

Principal singers hired on a per-

formance basis had minimum sal-

ary raised from $100 to $150. Sing-

ers hired on weekly basis were
upped from $150» to $175. Mini-

mums for stage directors and
choreographers - were raised frorp

$150 to $200 ;
for assistant stage

directors, $150 instead of $130.

Solo dancers on weekly basis will

get $125 minimum Instead of $100.

Apprentice singers
,
on weekly

salary will now start at $135, get

$150 the second year, and $175 the

third, instead of the $120-135-150

scale of before.

AGMA also won a couple other

concessions involving salaries. Tal-

ent getting less than $2^0 a week
or per performance will'no longer

have to furnish their own costumes
and wigs. Met will furnish these

to them, as well as to any sec-

ondary role singerg. -Guild believes

this will save singers a lot of

money.

Tour Concessions

AGMA also won two new tour

concessions. If the Met exercises

Sn artist’s option for the annual

spring tours, artist must be guar-

anteed at least three weeks of con-

secutive employment. Guild had
neither a tour guarantee, nor the

continuous engagement angle, be-

fore.

As to ratio of American to for-

eign artists, present quota of ap-

proximately three Americans to

one alien will be retained. Bing,

who agreed to this ratio when he
came in two years ago (it had been
in operation some some years pre-

vious), had felt that the Met should

no longer be bound by it. But
AGMA insisted.

It bad made a temporary con-

cession in the ’51-’52 season, when
Bing hired 16 new singers for 16

he let out. (In his first season’s

tenure, Bing had hired only eight

new ones. Largest number added
any season by his predecessor, Ed-
ward Johnson, had been 13.) Of
the 16 let out, 10 had been Ameri-
can, six foreign. But of the, 16
hired, only six were American and
10 foreign. AGMA let this arrange-
ment ride, because the Met gave
employment to extra American
guild members that season when
it put out a special touring com-
pany of “Fledermaus.”

‘

AGMA defines an American art-

ist as not necessarily one with TJ.S.

citizenship, but one whose resi-

dence in America and reasonable
number of appearances here suit

the designation.

Bali Dance Group Set

For N.Y. Run at Fulton
Ben Boyar will be company man-

ager and Isadora Bennett press-

agent for the N, Y. run of Dancers
of Bali, which Columbia Artists

Mgt. will present at the Fulton for

fohr weeks, starting Tuesday, Sept.

16. Production is being staged by
a Britisher, John Coast.

Group of 45 will include a
g:amelin orchestra of 23. Columbia
prez F. C. Schang flew to Bali

personally this spring to set up the

first U. S. visit of the dance group;
which is coming here under spon-

sorship of the cultural department
of the Indonesian government.
Troupe will tour major U. S. cities

'for 12 weeks following the N. Y.

run.

lADAM’ HOT $53,500

IN FOURTH L. A. WEEK
I,<os Angeles, July 22.

*^Call Me Madam,” town’s sole
legit offering last week and this,

looks to wind its five-week stand at
the 2,67()-seat Philharmonic Aud
with a virtual capacity average for
the run. Tally last week was
$53,500, and a similar gross ' the
current frame is virtually assured
on basis of the advance.

It will be followed next Monday
(28) by “South Pacific,” third offer-
ing on the Civic Light Opera Assn,
season. Also due in next Monday
Is “Fourposter,” which rekindles
tht 1,636-seat Blltmore.

^Laugh’ in Coast Bow
Hollywood, July 22

“The Laugh Maker,” new roman-
tic comedy by Jerry Lawrence and

Bard Fest Mufled

At Stratford (Ont)
I

Toronto, July 22.

On decision of a group of local

businessmen, with municipal finan-
cial backing, to make Stratfopd,

Ont., the scene of an annual Shake-
spearian Festival, Tyrone Guthrie,
manager of the Old Vic and Sad-
ler’s Wells, flew from London to

Toronto last week at group’s re-

quest to huddle on project. (Guth-
rie was also producer of Benjamin
Britten’s “Peter Grimes” at Covent
Garden.)

Plan is to stage large-scale out-
door Shakespearian productions,
with International guest-stars, in

Stratford’s midtown park, with its

Shakespearian gardens along the
Avon River, and immediately com-
mence construction of an Eliza-

bethan-style theatre with audience
sitting around three sides of the
stage in Shakespearean tradition.

Financing gpoup . also envisages
building of hotels and motels to
accommodate tourist traffic ex-
pected, and hopes to make Strat-
ford, Ont., a mecca similar to the
annual Malvern Festival at Strat-

ford, England.

Guthrie, however, who has been
invited to take' over the production
duties, insists he is not interested
in the civic promotion angle, but is

interested in the artistic proposal
of large-scale Shakespearian pro-
ductions in the Canadiah sister-

city.
‘ As the house-guest of Mavor

Moore, television head of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Guthrie last week spent some time
examining the operations of Melo-
dy Fair, successful l,640-5eater
theatre-in-the-round tent setup in

Toronto.

‘RED MILL’ OKAY $17,400

IN TORONTO TENT SETUP
Toronto, July 22.

“Red Mill’* saw the first slump m
this season’s operation of Melody
Fair, 1,640-seat tent setup in mid-
town Dufferin Park, although it
drew an over-the-nut, profitable
$17,400 at a $3.40 top. Hot weath-
er spell 'also dented. Buster West
and Pat Rooney, Jr., starred.
Advance sale on “Carousel,”

with Dorothy MacNeil and . Jack
Kilty, is over $15,000, Bettina Ros-
ay is ballerina and choreographer.

Tinian’ Okay $28,000 In

Louisville A1 Fresco
Louisville, July 22 .

“Finian’s Rainbow” closed a big
week Sunday (20) at Iroquois Am-
phitheatre, and wound up with a
net of around $28,000. Sjcond
show of the current six-week sea-
son of al fresco musicals, it didn’t
quite come up to first week’s
“Where’s Charley?”, which tabbed
a sock $32,000, to get the season
off on the right foot. “Finian”
featured P. J. Kelly, Sandra Deel
and Harry Stockwell, with Mitchell

Bam Ensiiitts Mixed;

Hob Start

BerksMre Loft-Perks

.
Boston,. July 22.

Local strawhat season is getting

off to a 'sluggish start with figures

running far behind last seasons.

“Nina,” the Edward Everett Hor-

ton vehicle, pulled just over $6,800

at. the Boston Summer Theatre,

Falk Be Capp 917-seat intown

strawhatter, wnile the duo’s sub-

urban house, the County Play-

house, with “Kiss Me, Kate,”

nabbed nearly $11,000. The musical

it currently in for a week at the

Boston Summer Theatre, with Mae
West’s “Come 'Up, Ring Twice” at

Framingham'.

“Goodbye Again,” starring Vin-

cent Price, wound Up a week at

John Hancock Hall with a sluggish

$7,000. “Angel in Paris,” starring

Ilona Massey, is current.
>* /

<Show-Off’ $5,100, Stockbridge

Stockbridge, Mass., July 22.

After a slow opening night,

George Kelly’s “The Show-Off
built to a $5,100 gross at the Berk-

shire Playhouse here last week.

Margaret Hamilton and Thomas
CJoley were featured as Mother
Fisher and Aubrey Piper, with tlie

resident company in support.

Director William Miles has

picked English novelist-playwright

Charles Morgan’s “The Flashing

Stream” for this- week's bill. Fea-

tured are former Playhouse players

Eleanor Wilson, William Roerick,

Howard Whitfield and Gage Clark.

‘ Tone $0,100, Matunuck
Matunuck, R. I., July 22.

Franchot Tone, starring in “The
Second Man,” with Irene Manning,
Walter. Brooke and Betsy Von
Furstenberg, hit a comfortable
$6,100 at Theatre - By - The - Sea,

Matunuck, last week.
Dorothy Gish in “The Man,” with

Oliver Thorndike, Is current. Man-
agement has added ai> extra Sun-
day night performance Aug. 3 for

the Mae West show, “Come Up,
Ring Twice/’ booked for that .week.

‘Charley’ $16,500, Chevy Chase

Wheeling. 111., July 22.

Return engagement of Robert
Q. Lewis in “Charley’s Aunt” at

the Chevy Chase Summer Theatre
here' last week brought in a fine

gross of over $16,500.
Lewis, and .“Charley” moved to

Somerset (Mass.) Summer Theatre
for this. week.

’Man’ $6,200, Olney

Olney, Md,, July 22.

Dorothy Gish, appearing at the
Olney Theatre last week in “The
Man,” garnered a respectable

$6,200 on the week, Tuesday
through Friday (20).

“I Found April,” new play by
George Batson, with Constance
Bennett, is current.

Southbury Bi* Okay
Southbury, Conn., July 22.

Biz at the Southbury^ Playhouse,
operated by Jack Quinn, has been
slow in getting started, but despite
this fact, spot has not had an actu-
al loser in its four-week sked to

date. On the light side were the
season’s opener, “Here Today,”
and the followup stand of “Lo and
Behold.” Gross took a spurt for
“Happy Time,” then hit season's
peak last week (15-20) with “Suds
In Your Eyes,” which brought last

year’s fave, Edna Preston, back to

the troupe for balance of the sea-
son.
Bam, with 358 seats, has a

unique construction in that on ca-

pacity nights, rear wall can be
opened in such a way as to allow
some 60-70 extra seats to be placed
outdoors witliln sight lines.

Robert E. Lee, who penned “Look ' Agruss as the leprechaun.
Ma, I’m Daincing.” will be preemed

j “VP 1^ Central Park” is current
by the Players Ring Theatre here \

week's biH, with Earl Wrightson
Aug. 20. Kathleen Freeman will

and Joan Roberts starred. In sup-

direct. Brown, Walter
T,. >/r 11 Al n -nrn-i- r

Burkc, Mclton Moore, Dorothy
Joe ^^lli Alan De Witt, Jean

i Keller, Edmund Dorsey and Wil-
Burkhardt, George Keyraas and liam H. Taft. Denis Du-For is in
Prudence Calvin bead the cast.

\
charge of production.

Something of t stir was causeff last week by word of a protest fii

with Robert L. Joseph^ producer of the forthcoming “My Dartin’ AidS
musical, based on* the Verdi opera, by the Coordinating Council ^
Negi'o Performers. Protest is built around Joseph’s reputed aim t

cast a white singer “in makeup” for tlie role of Aida, as is usualiv
done in the operatic version, although Alda, like her father Amonasm
are Ethiopians in both the opera aud tlie new musical. Three Neem
sopranos, Muriel Rahn, Camilla Williams and Margaret Tynes (latw
two from N. Y. City Opera Co., and first-named from the original Broad
way “Carmen Jones”), are known to have been auditioned for the Aida
role by Joseph. It’s claim *of the CCNP, however, that the producer
has failed to give the same concession to Negroes as to whites in cast-
ing for the show. For instance, it maintain^ that a concession has been
made in signing Dorothy Samoff, a soprano, for the Amneris role
usually taken by a mezzo or contralto. CCNP also feels management
is creating the impression it can’t find a qualified Negro for the lead
role.

The CCNP was formed six months ago to aid Negro talent to find
employment, in pix'ind elsewhere as well as legit It feels, for instance
that Hollywood could have cast a Hilda Simms for “Pinky,” instead of
a white girl (Jeanne (IJrain). Group that conferred with Joseph re-
cently on the protest consisted of Fred O’Neal, an Equity veepee; Lester
Walton, former ambassador to Liberia; J. Rosamond Johnson, and Dick
Campbell, concert manager and former head of USO-Camp Shows’
Negro department.

Producer Joseph snapped, back at the Council over the weekend
calling their efforts “a. grossly unjustified manifestation of racism in
reverse.” He added that “if their point.of view -were accepted, a non-
Negro couldn’t play OthcHo, a gentile couldn’t appear as Shylock, a
non-Japanese as Butterfly, and so on. . . - It’s regretful that this racial
issue should be -injected into this • kind of project. It’s totally un-
American and without justification.”

Irving Barnes, Pittsburgh radio and TV baritone, who has a small
part in “Porgy and Bess” and understudies William Warfield, will sing
the leading role in the George Gershwin musical for one performance
in' his hame town. That’ll he thC' extra matinee Friday (25) at the
Nixon 'Theatre, where the third afternoon show was added because the
opening was delayed until last night (Tues.). Barnes was featured on
the Duquesne “Show Time”series over WD^V in Pittsburgh when he
auditioned for and landed in “Porgy and Bess.” Decision to let the
home folks hear him sing Porgy was made last week by the producei's
and Gabe Rubin, operator of the Nixon. For that one performance, the
top will be dropped to $2 ($2 .6(1 including taxes).

Awards Committee of the National Labor Council of the National
Conference of Christians & Jews last week nominated Actors Equity
to receive a National Brotherhood Award for its leadership in the
recent victory against segregation at the National Theatre In Washing-
ton*. . Accolade is scheduled to be presented at a dinner at the Waldorf-
Astoria, N. Y., Sept. 14, on eve of the American Federation of Labor
convention.

''

Legit Bits

’Kate’ $8,100, Saratoga

Saratoga, N. Y., July 22.
“Kiss Me, Kate” grossed $8,100,

sweetest July gross in the six years
of John Huntington’s operation at
the 578-seat Spa Summer Theatre,
on a $3, top last week.
The Milton Lyon production of

the Broadway musical drew ca-
pacity evening audiences from
Tuesday on. Ruth Webb and
Dennis Harrison played leads.

’Roberta* in Fort Wayne
Fort Wayne Light Opera Festi-

val will offer “Robert” in the News-
Sentinel Outdoor Theatre in

'

Franke Park, Aug. 1-3. First of-
’

I

fering, “The Desert Song,” which
1
played to 6,117 persons, including

' .standees In three performances
July 11-13, was a success. It
starred Paul Gilbert and Emalyn
Remmel.

!

Albert K. Germanson, of Colum-
I

bus, O.. is producer and director
for the offerings. “The Great
Waltz” will be given Aug. 22-24. 1

Neva Patterson goes to the Coast
July 31 to play femme lead op-^

posite Vincent Price in the LA'
Jolla (Cal.) Playhouse production
of “Lady’s Not For Burning,”
which opens Aug. 12 . . . Although
Irving Jacobs no longer has option
on Lee Marlon’s romantic’ comedy,
“Sweet Fire,” Which gets its preem
next week (28) at Barter Theatre,
Abingdon, Va., he’s still strongly
interested in the production, con-
tributing several casting and stag-
ing ideas for the Barter bow. Mar-
garet Perry is staging.

Gilbert W. Gabriel, prez of N .Y.

Drama Critics Circle, up at his
Brewster, N. Y., summer home,
working on a play . . . Dorothy
Blackburn replaced Ruth McDevitt
as the dean's wife in “The Male
Animal” (Music Box, N. Y.), with
Miss McDevitt leaving to play in

“Jezebel’s Husband,” new Robert
Nathan play . . . Richard Watts, Jr.,

back last Wednesday (16) from a
six-week trip to London and Paris,
although he’ll do a few more for-
eign-dateline pieces for the N, Y.
Post . . . Meyer Davis "flew to his
Sorrenta, Me., home last Wednes-
day (16) for the summer, though
he’ll plane dowp to Newport week-
ends for summer band dates.
Evan Thomas, legit-pix actor last

seen on 'Broadway in “Much Ado
About Nothing,” spending the sum-
mer in charge of dramatics at
Camp Kiwago, Cfentral Valley,
K. Y. . . . Taggart Casey'subbed for
Allan Jones in the touring “Guys
And Dolls,” during latter’s sojourn
on the Coast.

“Garmon Jones” summer pro-
duction, headed by soprano Muriel
Rahn, which played two weeks at
Boston Summer Theatre and was
booked for two more at the Maple-
wood (N. J.) Playhouse when the
latter suddenly folded, has been
penciled in for week of -Aug. 25 at
Binghamton, N. Y. . . . Ernest S.
Heller, prez 'of Costume Jewelry
Trade Assn, e ected to Board ov
N. Y. City Center.

Judith Fincman, who made her
debut at the Spa Summer Theatre,
Saratoga, N. Y., in “The Man,” is
niece of choreographer Agnes Dc
Millc and grandniece of Cecil B.
Dc Millc.

O, O. Bottorff, prez of National
Concert & Artists Corp,, and the
Julian Olncys, concert-legit man-
agers of Westchester, N. Y., are
houseguesting with legit producer
Paul Gregory in California. Mrs,
Olney, who is national director of
the National Assn, of Concert
Managers, and her husband are as-
sociates of Gregory in all his book-
ing enterpris'^s between Chicago
and New York,
Invin Corey, last seen in “Mrs.

McThing,” who recently returned

from a London Palladium date,

huddling ' with producer Milton
Bender on taking over one of the

comedy leads in Bender’s forth-

coming musical, “Saddle & Go,”
which will be broken in in Chey-
enne, this October, at the Lincoln
Theatre.
Kendall Clark on trip to Mexico

. . . Howard Whitfield, stage man-
ager of the vacationing “I Am a

Camerd,” appearing this week in

“The Flashing Stream” at Berk-

shire Playhouse, Stockbridge, Mass.

Gene Raymond has signed for

the foreign minister role in “Call

Me Madam” at State Fair Musicals,

Dallas, Aug. 18-31. Raymond re-

places Melvyn Douglas, wh'o asked

out of his contract due to exhaus-

tion . . , Tenor Wesley Dalton, just

out of the 'lead role in “Student

Prince” at State Fair Musicals,

Dallas, has been signed for a win-

ter concert by the Dallas Women s

Club.
Scott McKay, recently on Broad-

way in the “First Lady” revival,

is rehearsing in London currently

in the new Dodie Smith play^

“Letter from Paris,” which H. M.

Tennent is to produce. Show is to

open in Brighton Aug. 3, with IVest

End preem first week in Septem-

ber. . . . Aiinc Woll sailing Friday

(25) for a two-three week vaca-

tion in Colombia and Venezuela.

. William Brandt sold the FH-
bush, Brooldyn, assessed at $2o5,-

000 , to a real estate group tor

conversion into offices and stores.

. . . Jim MlUer flew to Frisco to be

company manager for “Song or

Norway,” now playing in

and due next in Seattle. Hell a-i-o

he company manager for Ctmntiy

Girl” next month on the Coasu

. . . James Hughes, legit pressagenU

quit his job as special

for Columbia Pictures on the Coas

to take a trip to Europe. Leaves

with Vife from N. Y. Aug. 1, to

gone about three months.
Dolores Gray is sailing Fj'idaj

Europe for an engagement at
...

London Palladium Aug. 4 .
Shei

follow this with virits to the^”
tinent, in Monte Carlo,

^
and Switzerland, before returning

to the U. S. She’s accompanied^
her rhother and manager, Bar

^vfvian Blaine Aew in yesterday

(Tues.) from a week s
.ije

Paris to resume her role in I

N. Y. “Guys and Dolls.

Lawrence substituted during

absence.
. „ 17 "

Sidney Paul, last in Stalag

to play lead in. “Stray Seed.^^n^^

play by Milton J. Kramer.

week of Aug. 6 at Great *

(N. Y.) Summer T^^^atie^

plans reop?ning week belor

a musical revival.



Barns Seen "Sla|r-Ha|ipy Anomaly Of
4

Highsrade Product on Subsidy Level

By NBD JUtMSTRONG
Santa Fe, N. M.* July 22.

Having been embroiled i^cently

in the fahrenheit proceedings of

two summer stock operations, and

having better ibari nodding
.
ac-

quaintance with half a dozen

others, one notes conditions sharp-

ly changed in the medium.
The portrait of youngsters at

play on stages during -the summer
months, the ifreat star making a

personal' “'appearance out of sheer

love of drama, the eager beginners

painting scenery and tacking post-

ers around town, are a completely

bygone concept.
^

Summer stock as practised m
many stands today is an earnest,

even grim, ^ffair^ Trading on the

cowbarn tradition, and enjoylnfe

piany of the liberal benefits of

trade-union indulgence, summer
stock is heavily boxolficc conscious

and has precious little amateur

standing left. '

^

Not only do acme stars receive

handsome pay, and generous living

expense allowances, but they fre-

quently get a percentage Of the

ip-oss. Many summer stock ‘ ven-

tures now turn a good profit on the

season.
Actually, in many summer thea-

tres. around the. country, summer
stock has become -an extension o|f'

the . road, nr, rather, a supplement.

The frantic bidding by cowbarn
exploiters to obtain the earliest

rights to reproduce current and
recent Broadway comedy successes

is a fair indication of the true func-

tional role of the rural stage. These
vernal theatres and their managers
are now well aware that their a.udi-

(Contlnued on page 58)

^Flametliit,’ Conedy-Melo

Of U. S. Air Force in Korea,

Sock u Boiling Base Bow
'Washington, July 22,

“Flame-Out,” a comedy-drama
written and directed by Alan Mow-
bray, had its preern here Sunday
night (20) before military brass at
Bolling Air Force Base Theatre
after 17 warmup performances at
various southern bases.

Performed entirely by airmen on
active duty, most of whom have
professional acting experience, play
deals with “skeletons in the Closet”
of a group of pilots as revealed
during a sweating-out of .a rainy
period In MIG Valley in Korea.
Questionable circumstances Involv-
ing shooting down of one of the
pilots, a -cancer victim, throwing
suspicion on the wing^nan assigned
to protect him, make for. a strong
ending.
Although held down by regula-

tions in ruggedness of dialog, Mow-
bray has put together ai compact,
W'ell-paced, exciting bit of theatre

. which should appe^ to civilians as
well as Air Force GI's who get a
great kick out of familiar situa-
tions portrayed. With a. less re-
stricted script which a Broadway
commercial production would al-
low, and which Mpwbgray plans the
retains commercial rights), play
offers possibilities of another “Com-
mand Decision.”

“Flame-Out” will-have a two-day
run, beginning Friday (25), at
Mtchell Air Base, Hempstead, L.I.
In charge of production is Maj.
Jack Starnes Clay, a former adagio
dancer who performed under name
of Jack Starnes. Levy.

St.L. Cominunity Group
Ousted After 23 Years

St Louis, July 22.

A long-standing hassle between
ownei-s of the Artists Guild, home
of the Community Playhouse in the
west end, and the actors group,
last week resulted in the group
being ousted from Its quarters
after 23 years of occupancy. Group
termed the eviction ‘Tiarsh” and
unwarranted,” especially after

^leir long association with the
Guild.

James W, Harmon, prez of the
Guild, said the ' move was made

board of governors decid-

fu space was needed by
Guild for its own use, and that

tne tenancy of the actors was too
expensive for the Guild. Alvin
Mendel, prez of the actor group,
said the group will continue re-
hearsal of “Light Up the Sky” in
tnembers’ homes, with the presen-
tation skedded for -September in a
location not yet selected.

47 Theatre Parties Set

So Far for 'Bernardiae’
Irving L. Jacobs’ production of

“Bemardine,” by Mary Chase, is

set for the Playhouse, N, Y., al-

though no contracts have beerl

signed yet. Comedy has skedded
the unusual amount of 47 theatre
parties thus far.

With Guthrie McClintic direct-

ing, show goes into rehearsal Aug.
25, for tryout opening at the Wil-
bur, Boston, Sept. 22. It goes next
to Washln.^n, before its N, Y.
bow. No leads set yet.

Pop-Priced Play Sked

Mapped on Coast For

FaH by Henry Dofiy
Los Angeles, July 22.

Pop-priced series of plays and
,
musicals Will be launched this fall

by Henry Duffy, vet local legit pro-

ducer, who Is returning to produc-
tion on a year-round basis.' Duffy
has taken a lO^year lease on the
Carthay Circle, long-dark 1,518-

seat film house located off WHshire
Blvd., near Beverly Hills.

House will undergo extensive al-

terations before opening. Duffy
plans to scale the Carthay Circle -at

a $2 top for straight plays and $3
for musicals.
Broadway vehicles and names

will be basis for the Duffy season,

he reported, with inital produc-
tions to be announced shortly. In

his heyday here, between 1924- and.

1942, Duffy operated three houses
locally, two in San Francisco, two
in Oakland and one in Portland,

presenting such names as Will

Rogers, Billie Burke, Jane Cowl,
Joe E. Brown, Edward Everett Hor-
ton, Charlotte Greenwood, Frank
Craven, Randolph Scott, Eve Ar-
den, Joan Fontaine and others.

COMEME FRANCAISE CO.

IN BUENOS AIRES BOW
Buenos Aires, July 15.

The Comedie Francaise Co., ^-
rived In Buenos Aires this week!
and had barely' 48 hours for final

J

rehearsals before opening Friday
(18) in Moliere’s “L.e Bourgeois
Gentllhomme” at the Odcon The-
atye.

Classic has been produced only

once before in Buenos Aires, at

the Colon Opera Theatre in 1936.

Leading parts at the Odcon will he
played by Louis Selgner and
Beatrice Bretty.

Comedie must limit its perform-
ances in Buenos Aires to six, as

most of its members are due back
in France for film or legit com-
mitments. Second production will

be “Ines de Castro,” by Henri
Montherlant, followed by “Les
Tempts Difficiles,” by Edouard
Bourdet, in which young actress

Helene Perdriere will make her
first bow to an Argentine audience.

“Le Mariage de Figaro” will be
the fourth production, and Sala-

crou’s “Les Fiances du Havre” the
only concession to modernity. Ac-
cording to time-honored custom,
closing performance will be a
poetic reading, including Alfred de
Musset’s “On ne Saurait Penser a
Tout.”

After the Comedie folds Aug. 5,

it may proceed to Santiago de
Chile for a couple of stands. It

has already visited Rio de Janeiro,

Sao Paolo and Montevideo.

Gufld Upping Buffalo

List to Six Offerings
Buffalo, July 22.

Theatre Guild-American Theatre
Society subscription series for
Buffalo will be increased from five

to six plays during the coming
season. Buffalo members will re-

ceive renewal blanks for the six

plays with reservations of previous
seat holdings held until July 21.

Series includes Katharine Cor-
nell in “The Constant Wife,” “Tree
Grows in Brooklyn,” “Jane” and
the Roland -Young production of

!

“The Country GirL” Two more
plays will be selected from “Call

Me Madam,” “I Am a Camera’!
and “Gigi,” which are announced
ias available.

Inlt Rosenberf As Lead
'

.For Yiddish ‘Uncle Sam’
^
Michael Rosenberg has been

signed for the lead role in “Uncle
Sam In Israel,” which Herman “ya-
blokoff will present Oct. 13 at the
public Theatre, N. Y. Producer is
now in Israel seeking additional
talent for the show.
“Uncle Sam In Israel,” a Yiddish

musical, has book by Benjamin
Ressler and music by Sholom Se-
cunda.

Torgy’ European

Tow Dates Set
Kansas City, July 22.

“Porgy and Bess.” with its all-

Negro cast. Is set to tour Europe
this fall, opening Sept. 1 for two
weeks at the Vienna Opera House.
The 65-member company then

goes to the Titania Palace Theatre,
Berlin, Sept. 15, in connection with
the Berlin Fine Arts Festival, and
follows with date at the Stoll The-
atre, London, Oct, 6.

Plans for the tour were revealed
last week here hy Blevins Davis,
show’s producer and angeL Whole
Idea of the tour, jDavis said, is to
counter Communist propaganda
that American Negroes receive no
recognition in the arts. Last year
he sent the Howard U. Players, a
Negro group, to the Ibsen Festival
in Norway.

After tlie London date, the
Gershwin opera has bids to apx>ear
at European festival centers in
Milan, Zurich, Brussels, The-Hague
and Paris before returning to
Broadway. The company opened in
Dallas last month, and just con-
cluded a three-week Chicago stand.

Davis is guaranteeing the tour
to extent of $200,090. Undertaking
is. ort a non-profit basis; however,
and is under auspices of the State
Dept. This is much the same ar-
rangement under which Davis sent
Ballet Theatre over for a tour of 23
European cities two years ago.

Following its- Chicago closing,
“Porgy” is scheduled for two
weeks in Pittsburgh and four
weeks in Washington. Principals
are William Warfield, Leontine
Price and Cab Calloway, with Alex-
ander Smallens conducting.
Davis currently is spending some

time here at his Glendale Farms
home, east of the town.

MVkee Road Hyix^ Meet

Starts; St Paul to Follow
Milwaukee, July 22.

The 1952-53 campaign to im-»

prove theatregoing conditions on
the road was launched yesterday
(Mon.) In Milwaukee. Subscription
audience of 6,000 is being sought
for the six-play subscription series
sponsored here by the Theatre
Guild-American Theatre Society,
under auspices of the Council of
the Living Theatre. Sam McDow-
ell is in Milwaukee to direct the
campaign.
Tomorrow (Wed.), reps of the

Council and Theatre Society will
meet with civic leaders in St. Paul,
with view to a similar campaign
there for a five-play program. The
Minneapolis campaign will begin
next Monday (28). Goal there is

also 6,000 enrollees for a seven-
play subscription series.

1st Pitt. Barn Casualty,

But Owner to Carry On
Pittsburgh, July 22.

First strawhat casualty here-

about, w'as Francis Mayvillels

Wagon Wheel Playhouse at The
Pines, highway dine - and - dance

place on Route 19. Mayville, who
started the under-the-tent opera-

tion late last summer, tried it with

an Equity company this time and
gave up the ghost after just two
weeks. Foldo took place suddenly,
24 hours before “A Streetcar
Named Desire” was to have opened.

After a four-night shutdown,
however, Philip Reicher, operator
of The Pines, took over the prop-
erty, rechristened it the Pines Play-
house and announced he would go
through the remainder of the
Wagon Wheel’s schedule, although
with a non-Equity cast made up of
some of Mayvllle’s lesser players
and several new ones recruited
from Carnegie Tech and the Pitts-

burgh Playhouse. Reicher hired
Harvey Jurlik, of Tech, to direct

Tor him.
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Agents Burn at bwyers Muscimg

Into FkM; Bireaten Reprisals

Woolley Sets Final Hans

For Fall Reading Tour
Monty Woolley is in N. Y. this

week from his Saratoga home to
discuss final details with National
Concert & Artists Corp. for his fall

concert-reading tour. Tour, which
was booked last spring by Selma
Warlick, head of NCAC's lecture
department, will run for six weeks,
opening in October, with Wooley
giving performances four nights a
week, traveling as far as Kansas.
Wooley will give readings and

do excerpts from plays, including
“The Man Who Came to Dinner.”
Although actor has done J;hese
readings informally in Saratoga
this will be his first tour, and his

first tleup with NCAC.

Miami Musicals Plan

Balked By Tooter Local

Call for More Players
Miami Beach, July 22.

American Federation of Musi-
cians localed here cut off any plans
for continuance of legit musicals
at the Cameo Playhouse, when pro-

ducers Sandy Scott aiid Nick
Condos, who had planned to bring
in “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”
and “Kiss Me Kate,” after cUck of
Martha Raye in “Annie Get Your
Gun,” nixed Ibcal’s decision to in-

crease number of orchestral mem-
bers -to be used.

Decision by the producers may
mean shuttering of the only pro-
fessional summer - project in the
area. For VAunIc” they had been
okayed for use of a minimum of six

musicians. To this number they
added five men, to insure good
background of the Irving Berlin
score. When the company shifted
Sunday (20) to Dade County Audi-
torium, in the heart of Miami, for
one performance, they were told

20 men would be required. Offer
of 15 to be utilized wa* nixed, Avlth

decision not to nm any more musi-
cal plays resulting on part of the
producers.

Incident recalls last year when
Carol ^ Bruce came in -with “Pal
Joey” at the Roosevelt, Miami
Beach, and was told that she would
have to use six men in addition to

the two pianists -who had been
playing the accompaniment in sum-
mer stock elsewhere. This resulted
In lobby concerts by the added
local music makers, there being no
score arrangements for them to
play.

Kelly, Young Sd for Tour

In ’Country GirT on Coast
La JoUa, Cal., July. 22.

“Season in the Sun,” fourth of-

fering ithis season,, opens tonight
(22) at La Jolla Playhouse, with
Nancy Kelly, of the Broadway cast,

and Howard Duff starring, and
staging and lighting by James Neil-

son. Coast premiere of “Affairs of

State” is set for next Tuesday (29),

with Marsha Hunt and Tom Pow-
ers starred.
Deal is reportedly ‘set for Miss

Kelly and Robert Young to star 'in

the Paula Stone production of
“Country Girl,” oj^ning Aug. 22
in the Russ Auditorium, San Diego,
before going on the road.

Frear Park Bows
Troy, N. Y., July 22.

Frank Myers -will open his sec-
ond season at the Frear Park
Summer Theatre with “Harvey”
tomorrow (Wed.), presenting it for
eight performances in two weeks.
Myers, who has appeared at the
Spa Summer Th’eatre in Saratoga,
will hold all shows for a fortnight
this year.
Other pieces tentatively sched-

uled are “The Man Who Came
To Dinner,” “Bom Yesterday,”
“Angel Street” and “An Inspector
Calls,” Betty Shannon (Mrs. My-
ers, who also has played at Sara-
toga), directed “Harvey.”
Company includes Fred Downey,

holdover from last year; Pat Keas-
by, Carl Sarine, Alex Glass, Jane
Gabriel, Charles Foelix and C^erald
Perschetz. Don Birkmayer is

house manager. Myers holds a
lease on the theatre, located on a
knoll in municipal park, overlook-
ling the Hudson -River.

Prominent play and literary
agents in N. Y. are beefing about
a condition that has cropped up
in the last 10 years and has be-
come most acute the past year

—

invasion of their field and preroga-
tives by lawyers.

It’s claimed that certain lawyers
are not content merely to handle
legal matters for their talent cli-

ents, but are als6 performing du-
ties of agents, and even poisoning
the mind of talent against thei?
agents.

It’s known that a few top agents,
plenty burned over the situation,
have been discussing it informally
and mulling such action as taking
their beefs to (a) the N. Y. License
Commissioner and (b) the Bar
Assn. There’s been talk of formal
meets to be held on the matter in
early fall, with threats of boycott
against certain lawyers, economic
pressure, etc.

Claiming that certain lawyers are
taking business away from them,
agents cite these grievances:

1, An agent, unlike a lawyer, re-
quires a license from, and is super-
vised by, the License Commis-
sioner.

2. An agent, unlike a lawyer,
pays an annual franchise fee to
Actors Equity Assn.

SI An agent, unlike a lawyer, has
the background, knowhow and low-
down on scripts, producers, direc-
tors and authors.

4. An agent, unlike a lawyer,
doesn’t represent conflicting inter-
ests, while there are lawyers who.
In the same production, represent
the producer, author, director,
actors and/or the investors — in

(Continued on page 59)

De Mille, Dollar, Caton

Preems Set for Fall By

Ballet Theatre in N. Y.
New woi-ks by Agnes de Mille,

William Dollar and Edward Caton
will be presented by Ballet Thea-
tre during its three-week stay at
the Met Opera House, N. Y>, start-
ing Sept. 25. The De Mille work,
tentatively titled “Civil War Suite,’*
has sets and costumes by Lemuel
Ayres, and music hy Virgil Thom-
son arranged by Jerome Mofoss.
This isn’t a new score originally
written for this ballet, but music
by Thomson which hasn’t been
published, and which Moross Is ,

specially arranging for the suite.
"Work is in three scenes, and will
be Ballet Theatre’s most important
new offering. Miss De Mille’s “Tal-
ly-Ho” may also be revived.
Troupe will also present a new

production of “Graduation Ball,”
wliich is being built on the Coast,
and will be rehearsed there by its

original choreographer, David Lich-
ine, when Ballet Theatre plays the
Hollywood Bowl Aug, 7-9 and 14-

16, Other summer date of the
troupe is at Red Rocks, Col., July
25-26, under auspices of the Den-
ver Symphony Society,

After its N. Y. date, which ends
Oct, 12, Ballet Theatre will start

a tour Oct. 14 in White Plains,
N. Y., that will take it to 93 U. .S.

and Canadian cities, winding in
Providence, R. I., April 18.

HARRin ‘SONATA’ SET

FOR WHITE BARN BOW
“The Dogface Sonata,” new play

by Richard Harrity, concerning
Panama and the waiting war, will

be tried out Saturday and Sunday
nights (26-27) by Lucille Lortel at
her White Bam Theatre, Westport,
Conn. Robert Lannlng will stage.

Harrity, at present an indie TV
producer, had his short play. “Hope
Is A Thing With Feathers,” done
on Broadway in 1948.

Texas Stale Fair Pacts

Terrell to Stage ‘Boat’

Dallas, ''July 22.

State Fair of Texas has signed
St. John Terrell, Lambertville,
N. J., musleals-in-the-round Im-
presario, to produce a one-hour
tent showing of Jerome Kern’s
“Show Boat” on the midway
through the fair’s run, Oct. 4-19.

Terrell will import his cast, and
stage three dally shows, with added
shows on weekends.
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Ogunquit, Me<, July 17*

John Ijuie ^r<i*entaflon ot
s

production pi comc^ ia

scenes^ ^»y SVauk Gibrfelson. St^s Pe«^
Wood. IKrected by JUlpb
jOan d« CooTsey. At GIe.> Play

lioQso* ?tily It. *52; 53 top.
Rosemary Elce

Sagnar ••*•;*•;•/;... .pjcV: Van Patten
» Judson *

i?P* Pe«5ty Wo^Wama -
^uth. Gates

Aunt Jenny ^rl Frank
Gunnerson • • Smith
TeJepbone^lesman.....

.* Francis Compton
blr. OTpara. •••'** ' Parker
Sarahanne Jackson

*
*

I 'Jackson Young
^otisA * •**

pjj^i Dozols
ChauCeiu -

ir^nnv TDelmar
Spacer CuMen

\\\\\\\j)33sy Atherton^ Maria' .'.‘.V.V Ella Treble

Petei* Fr#»l
Spring Lalcc, N. J*. July 22.

Kea JohnvPower* presentation of toeo-

fcdy in three acts by Nicholas CosMtlno.
Directed by Cosenl^o. At It-t

Playhouse. Spnng Lake, N. J.. JtW 21^.^;
Bertha uerc

Acnes Fontayne

Peter Frost Farl Da'wson
Jemufer Ledbetter ....... -Mmt
Horace Granville Kea Joto Powers
Ronnie Jlaxahall ......
Fedrico Benvenuto ....Charles Massinger

Lefit Folkiiiiiifi Plays.Oiit

* k

J”^y 23,

Xiiiie for Wxmh^ih pick up the thirds and resume*
. ^ , V 1 on lus teamwork methods

La Jolla, Cal., July 20. Oenerally interesting the
a T-t Jolla Playhouse production of com* — «.

*

a edy in three acts OBLve scenes) by Groucho
" Marx and Norman Krasna. Stars Groucho
Marx. Directed and lighted by J*®***

Neilson. At La Jolla Plaj’house. July 15,

*52* g-L20 top.
Mr! Robinson D^rton lAmi^

This is a slick t^sfeml of^
already kudos-loaded TV stnp

from an electronic to a ^recl-im-

pact medium. It was good before.

Sd can’t help but be better now—
in -warmth, color and sans plu^5

for coffee. Whether it could

considered a realistic possibility

for N- Y. would be based on

whether enough customers would

nay to sit in on the humorous ana

lovable anUcs of characters who
were concurrently on
It’s better this way, but is It that

much better?

Kathryn Forbes' novel. “Mama's

Bank Account," has been p^layed

into plenty of coin via Jolm Y:m

Bniten's legit production, l re-

member Mama,” which v.as subse-

quentiy filmed, and then the

CBS-TV series, “Mama,' which is

the direct progenitor of this* per-

mutation. The la\v of diminishmg

returns is hound to begin operating

at some point, and this might be

where.
- Frank Gabrielson, who has au-

“Mama” epi-thored most of the
^ ^ ^

godes for CBS, is still 'wnting

episodes here, which in subsequent

very kindly notice.s are sure to be

termed “vignettes.” An attempt is

made in.the second (and firial) act

to tie it aU up in a semblance of

unity, but the effort isn t wholc-

heartecL A serial uxiter always

leaves sometliing for neict time, e\ en

though with the latest episode the

show is going off the air apparently

forever. Here there’s a senseless

cliffhanger. too, with a kid in-

troduced in the last few mmutes
of action who is about to go

schizoid as result of the ueglect

of an opera-singer parent, wttn

the only resolution of the (hs-

turbing situation the onlooking

family's heightened regaM for

their own more-considci’ate

“Mama.”
,

The episodes, for all practical

purposes, may be counted by the

number of scenes, of which there

are 16. “Mama” is presented with
> M • * V . . - . A. _ 1? 1 ^ a

«

Nicholas Cosentino’s move from
Mulberry St., N. Y.. where he

settled in September, 1935, WTth

“Moon Over Mulberrj’. Street,

into the world of women's ihaga-

zines and classical music in his

new comedy, "Peter Fro^,
not been made with comfortable

ease.

CosenUno seems awed by his new
surroundings, in which the w'omen

are aU beautiful and glamorous,

work hard, and live dangerously,

and in w*hich they want their af-

fairs of the heart to be “gay and

free and with no obligations.” He
becomes so impressed with them,

that they never develop into living

people, but behave like the play-

wright thought those, who were
discovering the word “sophistica-

tion” in the 1920s, must have

acted.

As seen in its "prior to Broad-

way” presentation at the Ivy

Tower Playhouse, “Peter Frost”

starts out with an original idea in

having the lady editor of "Women
of. Today magazine visit in the

home of the son of her deceased

rival, the former editor and pub-

lisher of Lady Fair. Their rivalry

dates back to the days of their

student days in Rome and they

were busy “living in sin” with the

same man.
She brings along her daughter

and is out to get rid of Lady Fair

at all costs, even if she has to buy
it. Peter Frost, the title^character,

is more interested in composing
music than in publishing and edit-

ing his inheritance, but be won't

give up the magazine,
Peter thinks he wants to marry

the lady editor until he learns

about 22-year-old girls over a

bottle of scotch with the daughter.

Mother’s old lover is floivn in

from Rome, now a productive

parent of 14 children, for the sur-

prise finish. It is so much of a

surprise that it loses its cffective-

ness.
, ^

The playwright has failed to

create inherently humorous scenes

in which the characters can
genuinely witty or amusing. 13^
dialog has too many jokes, which
seem funny to Cosentino, but, do
not stem from, the sltuationfs. They
become the playwright’s private

jokes about his dharacters.

Yielding the direction to the au-

M D*vi*TT
.

'. ! ! !!!....!.. .Croacho Marx
Harriaott Ogletliorpe
lily Schaeffer

McPherson

Anne Da'ris
Richard Cohttm

Georice Zwimng
Vivian Morjjan
Amy Blake

WimU YmM Were Here
OMPERIAL, N. Y.)

Musical version of Arthur

Koberis CatskHl camp
“Having "Wonderful Time, which

nrpcmed at the Imperial June 25,

ih^ excited atoost f much trade

and outside comment since jls how 1

as before its premiere.

Before, it was such problems as

{
the 20-foot long. $28,^
Inool which prevent^ out-of-town

‘tryouts and made paid previews

to heterogenous audiences neces~

sary. Now it is such matters ^
the unusual methods employed bj

management to get attention, ^
welL as the show changes, m ef-

fort to offset original notices.

' Heavy radio and TV spot cam-

tpaign is plugging “"Wish” in un-

j
expected places. Life magazine

hast weekend, in a two-page pi^

ture-text “prescription for ^ mi-

ing show,” referred to the ‘ major

job of play doctoring” and cited

changes made since the praera, so

that “the patient has a brighter

chance of survivaL”

Return visit to the musical con-

firms this. There is a change in

tone of the show. It's more senti-

mental and romantic. The love

story is more simple and idyllic,

rather than complex, to be now a

sweet love story of kids at camp.

The love story has l^n changed
completely around. Biggest riia^e
now has the young waiter (Cmck»
offering the girl (Teddy) marriage,

instead of an affair arrangement.
Teddy, who’d been on the make
before, looking for a guy, is now
only running away from an un-

happy alliance - to - be. JHer
^
ill-

matdhed fiance now bravely gives

heb up. Book has a different end-
ing and more force.

The pool, though used briefly,

has sock impact to audiences
who are apparently completelj*^ sur-

prised and excited by it. Where
it stood empty part time previ-

ously, it’s now us^ constantly dur-

ing the scene, for maximum effect.

A third change finds some of Fay’s
malapropisms taken ouL
Poignancy of working girls sav-

ing up all year for the two-week
camp splurge to find mates or at

least winter “contacts'* or dates,

and then being disappointed —
which poignancy critics seemed to
find lacking—is more pointed up
now.

Edith Bell,' with the daughter
role, doesn’t .have much more to

do than look desirable; Grace
Powers, as the lady editor, puts

fire into an anger scene, and Mary
Graham has the one well-written

part in the whole comedy, that

of Peter's frustrated and museum-

are lb. -.Mama is preseuic^
, ' f„,. Vot-i Tw Tower’s

a telephone, with plentj- of Pl^v
j

toL ^
around this gadget, only here the

j

re^»d^nt tractor plays^the title

dialect is Noiwczian. A superan-

1

givmg ,x*cter jnore

nuated grocer of 35 pleads for the I
humor and syoipathy than

hand in marriage o£ the 1912 teen- S
Cosentmo. Dawson ftlls m toe

stcr daughter. Papa loses his job.
!

faps and ''«™r 'i“es Peter beWme
Papa finds a Job. miraculously by

|

toe silly ass that he could h

means of the telephone of a
ii

episodes back. Nels is discovering
*

the world of women, and after the
nightly flashing of Ms father’s

watch fails to hold the interest of \
particular gal, he goes out and get^
himself tattooed. Papa’s old flame
from the old country sweeps into

town as the prima donna of a . . - r j
touring opera company, with a lot

5

8omg girl friend.

of comfortably humorous business i

Co^ntino, in hw sta^o. n^E-

stemming from this. dies

The cast, with but a few minor
\

spect. He pl^ s it straight, thereb

exceptions, is the CBS-TV troupe.
\

making the high-comedy

and if the playing is flawless |

seem as pseudo as the> actuall.

throughout, it’s perhaps no ^ _
der, considering the time they've

\

^eter Frost comes off
^

been at it. Peggj- Wood and Jud- 8ood try for

son Laire are so near-perfect in S
^

the main roles that one can’t j^^ever venture out of the rural

' imagine other actors ever having
|

essayed the parts, or ever daring
to try them in the future. Rose-
mary Rice, Robin Morgan, and ,

Dick "Van Patten were certainly )

the three most agreeable young-

1

sters ever to be assembled in Bennett, Zachaiy

Altogether, “Wish” is a very*
pleasant show, timeful, funny and
smooth-running, with no dull or
dead spots. Such tunes as “Could
Be,” “Where Did the Night Go”
and the title song are stand-
out; vocal arrangements are unu-
sual, and the cast young, peppy,
talented and hard-working. It's a
good show without arty preten-
sions. The f7.20 tab may be too
high; a $6 or even $4.80 top would
appeal more to conventioneers,

^ 1 a.t .e

Groucho Marx’ return to the

stage after 22 years is a signific^t,

curious theatre event. Shedding
his Marxian trappings, Groucho
plays an essentially straight role m
“Time for Elizabeth,” season's third

offering at La Jolla Playhouse.

A pleasant if imcven comedy,
“Time for Elizabeth" is the

Groucho-Nonnan Krasna collabo-

ration which ran a week on Broad-
way, with Otto Bjruger starring, in

Septembef, 1948. Since revised

extensively, the play remains a

flimsy souffle with too many laugh-

less lines to be a first-rate comedy
and insufficient penetration for a

study in irony. Nonetheless, it has
moments of sharp wit in which
truths are well stated and the per-

verseness of human desire is effec-

tively put into focus.

Portraying a businessman with
full inventory of troubles, Groiicho

proves a good actor while project-

ing the warmth of a great humorist.
Occasionally be yields to terupta-

tion—and audience hopes—^with a
Marxian leer, uplifted eyebrow and
stooped walk. It’s to Groucho's
credit that he uses his famed man-
nerisms SO sparingljL The play
would disappear, going from un-
pretentious comedy to farce. Gone,
too,* would be >Groucho's charac-
terization.
By no means is Groucho's shed-

ding of Grouchoisms
^
the play's

""major value, for then it would be
only a negative curiosity piece.

Not only does Groucho play a dif-

ferent role, he plays it welL Guided
by James Neilsou's skillful, un-
derstanding direction, Groucho
sustains character and is truly
funny without props. IGroucho
consented to a La Jolla appeai^ce
only on condition that Neilson,
Playhouse resident director on
leave from Golumbia Pictures,
handle staging.)
Of necessi^, Groucho's inter-

pretation disappoints many in the
sellout audience. ParticiiUarly at
the start, laughter is hesitant in
anticipation of familiar Groucho
gestures that never materialize.
Faced with an unreasonable handi-
cap, Groucho's performance is all

the more remarJmble for its dogged
devotion to his acting intent

cuijently is suffmng from sloSJand veirbosity. What it needs
is a faster first act and at iSt“maction scene added;
DemIte toe drawbacks. Mordecal

Gorelik has nnmaged to suariJ
With some tension, and fine
formances help the script over
rough spots. Best arc Jeff Torev
(Jeff Corey) as the troubleshootfi
and Nelson Welch as his adveiW
with competent support from
Harry Cooper as an Irish character
"Watson Downs as a foreman and
John Alderson as a worker.

Single office set by Joseph Gant-man helps set the rough and readv
mood. Knp.

‘

‘Slap'Hapiiy’
Contimied from paje 57

tourists, buyers and the family! As the wife, -Mary Philips is

trade this show is meant for and |
superb. Expressing genuine devo-

\ should be aimed at. Bron.
|
tion and imsaccharine niceness,
she seems a firm anchor for any
dramatic uncertainties that may
have distressed Groucho. Young

I
romance is provided ably by

Jo Hurt, last on Broadway in Peggie Castle and Johnny Sands,
-arin ** wxy>xxr<fiv I such charactcr pros as Russell

mr? ^TN

Barn Notes

! “Cradle Will Rock,” more recently
sin^ng on TV and in niteries, will

play Annie in “Annie. Get Your
Gun” at‘ Finger Lakes Lyrics Cir-
cus, Skaneateles, N. Y., July 29-

Aug. 2 . . . Barry aiartin, Dorothy
Rice and James Holland to do
leads in

“Anna Lucasta” at Old-
town 'Theatre, Smithtown Branch,
L. I., week of Aug. 4 . . . John For-

Vern.

Current Road Shows
(July 2l-.4ug. 2>

Bell, Book and Caudle” ^Joan
...w. — -...^nnett, Zachary' Scott‘—^Harris,

front of an iconoscope, and here Chi. i21-2>.

their attractiveness* is enhanced by
|

“Call Me Madam”—^Philharmon-
addition of color and a few dimen-.ic Aud., L.A, (21-26'; War Memo-
sions. Lilia Skala is believable as a Irial Aud.. S.F. 128-2).

Norse soprano, and Rutb Gates s “Fourposter” (Jessica Tandy,
does her usual nice stint as .4unt*Hume Cronyn)—Civic Aud,. Pasa-
Jenny. Kenny Delmar planed inidena, '25-26); Biltmore, L..\. (28-

from the Coast to project a com- ;2»,

edy .sailorman for 10 minutes. i “Good Night Ladies”—National,
The staging is adequate, with the Wash. '21-2*.

present longish waits between epi-
» “Guys and Dolls”—Shubert. Chi-

sodes sure to be cut down as time jeago ' 21-2 ).

goes on. The principal set. a cut* “Moon is Blue” (David Niven,
away of the family's living room

j

Diana Lynn'—Alcazar. Frisco ‘ 21 *

and kitchen, is straight from TV. 26); United Nations. S.F. ‘28-2».

and extremely effective. A scrim ; “Porgy and Bess’—^Nixon. Pitts-

of the front of the house is lowered
;
burgh « 21 -2 ».

frequently for good results, and is i “Song of Norway”—Aud., Port*
used at the beginning along with 'land. Ore. »22-23); Mayfair. Port-

a tape of the TV intro theme, with - land. )24-29); Met. Seattle '30-2*.

each main character being biMUtht “South Pacific” iJanet Blair
into focus with baby spots. .At this; Webb Tilton'—Opera Hou.se- S.F
historic moment. TV technique be* ^

'21-26“ Philharmonic Aud.. L..A

gan its invasion of the theatre. h28-2*.
Don, I “Stalag 17”*--Gear5-. S.F. (21-2)

Hicks, Dick Elliott, Leonard Mudie
and WiU Wright are convincing.
Sig Human and Madge Blake are
effective as the stolid, hopelessly
square couple, while both Marie
Limd and Claire Carleton turn in
capable jobs.

,
,

Two sets, the office of a high-
For-

I
powered business executive and the

v sythe and John Dali to have leads
f
living room of a Florida apartment,

’ in “The Hasty Heart” at Westport I are excellent Ariel BallLf creations.

^
(Ckinn.) Country Playhouse next Don. .

V week. (28), with Mary Fickett, !

: daughter of Homer, Fickett, direc- ) Dan|(er, Working
5

“Theatre Guild on the Air”
|

HoUyivood. Julv 18
> in the sole xemme role. George Bort>S productloa of (Lmna in

Rnflt ATannlnK lAtrit.TV ai'frAcc - scene*) by John D. Stew-KUin Alannmg, leglt-l V actress, art. Directed by Mordecai Gorelik. Setting
to appear next week in Affairs of j by Joseph Gantman. At Circle Theatre
State” at Lakes Region Plavhouse. i

Workshop. Hollywood. July 17. 1S52; $2.40

j Gilford-Laconia. N.H.
‘ ‘

I •

I
Desmond Doherty Watson Downs

Jeroam Staff, of the William ^flck Hoy ..Harry Cooper
.Morris agency’s tele sector, has

| '/.V/.VrV.Vj^Sf
^
optioned Masquerade, a play

j
John Peoples Robert Arnold

he wTote last season in conjunc- ? Qmnn Donald Bison
' tion with Lawrence Hazard, to ^ R^iu5f‘^f.V.V.V.V.’,‘^’™^Car<S^I^
(Cooperman A: Watkins, for planned ; Sam Toler .'.V.*. .V.V.’.V.V.V.Tom Batten
production in the fall.

j

Jlajor Trumbell jeff Torey
Frank McMuXlan, associate pro* «

ccr»r nf TiT*iv to'ro/liiAHi-kn

ences will be composed largely of
winter city-dwellers who probably
didn’t get a chance to see the hit
on Broadway or on tour.

More and more. In recent years,
the role of the summer theatre hit
become that of giving a bargain-
counter view of at least one celeb*

rity in something resembling a pro*
fessional production of a recent
Broadway hit.

Since there are hundreds of
these june-bug theatres around the
country, since many of them play

to 3,090 or 4,000 persons a week
for eight and ten weeks, and gross

as high as $150,000 in one season,

and yet, while doing all this, enjoy
important professional exemptions,
the logical query is: how commer*
rial can an amateur get?
This question has obviously been

bothering Actors Equity in recent

years, and perhajis the time has

come when other facets of the pro*

fessional stage should be con*

cerned.
Setipi Supervision

Why isn’t the Dramatists Guild

interested in the way in which an

authoris script is handled in stun*

mer stock? Because of the multiple

productions, royalties from stock

rights have become handsome, but

little supervision is maintained

over casting, script revisions or

physical production. How’ever, the

possibility is enormous that in one

summer as many theatregoers may

see a recent comedy success in 100

summer stock productions as saw

the original on Broadway during

a 12-month run. And at least, a

dozen different version.^ of the play

would be presented.
Constant employment of profes*

sipnal actors and high-grade cod^

mercial literary products on a semi-

pro or outright amateur level is a

curious phenomenon of summer

stock, and possibly the clue to the

mystery of what summer stock is

becomming.
Time to Grow Up

There is no longer any pretense

of workshop, training school, or ex-

perimental theatre about the ma-

jority of the pasture palaces.

beach Bamums are in show* busi-

ness for the buck as much as any*

one, and they are exploiting some

of the best theatrical propertie^

a curiously impractical way. The

moment the indelicate issue 0

finances is raised in connecuon

with summer stock, a hue and cry

instantly arises from the cowb^
impresarios who scream that tw

limited operation, small ll'fstres

and high costs make a

professional operation inipossi

for them, .,_v
It's time now for summer atoc^

which has been adolescent lor^

years, to become adult

a responsible position in the t

tre world. .h.j

There seems little Question th

summer stock, still functioning

the creaky frame of amateur s

ing, needs a whole new ejaluaho

as a permanent feature of what u

left of the legitimate theatre.

As long as summer
tinues to demand paupen^ng exiTranJc McMulian. associate pro-

« . #5nitA« tn demand paupenzms •"*

fessor of play production at Y'ale, " ™any British imports, and urivileges. this phaK

is guest mrector for Ohio State fobn D. St^/art s study of conflict-
theatre w ill remain a

U.’s Stadium Theatre production s^ial ideas needs considerable star dusted ad*

‘ of “Charley's Aunt,” in arena I
rewriting before it can achieve any S able to gro'^

style, which opened a five-night \
commercial success in the U. S. descent and ne\er ne a

run last night (Tues. 1 at Columbus. might more aptly up.
ra^ fifiort ‘•ri'-vncTAY* o

Mary Jlorris' Return
Arden, Del., July 22.

be titled “Danger, Men Talking.”
Basically, Stewart’s script is a

plea for adoption of “humanity” in
dealings with people. His conflict

Certainly, by this time.

summer theatre of

admit that the br
the operation is „ora

_ t-i I.. TV.A nnveUv nas

010^)

Oeddes as June. job. drives the crew with no re-
"‘

1,
1 :- no longer suppu^^;

She’s also scheduled to play the gard for their safetv or morale. stock compao*';

part of Fabie in next week’s pro- : His tactics lead to a fatal accident ‘ the local out w
duction of “The Road to Rome”/ and he departs, with the more 5

with very few- e-\c
^

here. | humane engineer beginning to community mduioeu'-
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JOtevite '

London, July 15,

Tennent Frt>aati!«ur ptejNsatat^n of

.,, u« in tw« acU iM -wife Dora
Hoal, DUtoa Docto, Graham

^i-nTJeremy Hawh. G«^rt*^n*»n, Dua

raiSdchael, Myltr Frof, Mla^ Alan.

S^r^^Mont, Irlia Halt Tiafcftthy S^ia-

g?r H^r Blair. D^*4 T.y Wil^
^ppclL Music, Wdiaid ]K3W«. Noel

Cott^. BichJuni Addinsdl. CKuodw 3^^,
TVanald Swann, Jean Solar, KouaM Caj^
Kav Thorapsonj. lyricir, Kiyne, Coward,
^hur Macrae, Jean Solar, Peter 3iCy^
Alec Grabame, Gerard JBryant- Sketches,

Paul Dehn». Macrae. Globe, London,

July 10, '32: li35 -£op.

mt B^iuiiiijtic: wtll
}
agents in the ileld. admits tiet

London, July 17. i
have been fmmblingw and

Loado* iheatre Gnad presentation of » that various membeics Lave been

Encouraged by the success of

last season’s production of the

’’Lyric Revue/* Tcnment has kept

the same team to jEashion a new
show which retains the essential

qualities of slick sophistication,

good humor, charm and originality.

The sequel may not reach the peak
of its predecessor but is a safe

boxoffice bet and assured of a
profitable run.

Here is intimate revue in the

best British tradition. Most of

the sketches are either topical or
satirical; the lyrics are in good
original vein, and ^ the bomi^ct
cast does sterling"work with bright
material. Production keeps a fast

pace and- the laughs flow at a con-
tinuous rate^

It s the gals in the show who’get
the best breaks, with Dora -Bryan
grabbing top position and best re-

action, to be followed, closely by
Joan Heal. These two between
them have the plum sketches and
song number^ and di^lay their

versatility with a range of con-
trasting matcrUL. Other femme
roles are expertly filled by Diane
Decker, Hilafy Allene, Pam Mai;-
mont and Irlin Hall, the first-

named scoring heavily with her
solo number. “The Jewel Soi^’*

Male cast members aren't so gen-
erously served by the wiiters, but
George Benson shines in ^me
comedy pieces and Graham Payn
has some pleasing vocal spots.

Jeremy Hawk,- Myles Eason, Ian
Carmichael and Timothy Spencer
round off the cast '

.

Best individual number by far
is Noel Coward’s "Bad Times Are
Just Around the. Comer,” which
the writer recently introduced in
a West End cabaret. Paul Dehn
again displays a nice, light touch

in Ms sketches, and Arthur
Macrae nas not only ^^Titten some SJftoy*! Court aiicAtre Club. L<»xd^ July in thp fnTT
of the best sketch items but lias U®' , i „ ,
contributed a substantial share of '

Rumsey is a Httle guarded in
the music and lyrics. Myro. Ig^SST. that lawyers^ are taking

*
i

Buskia Andrew osbora
|
awaj’ agents’ prerogatives, .but ad-

TIi« Wav 1© Him recent yeax's "lawyers
* ^

; John MiHjtis Clement McCaiiin ^ have added on a great deal of
London, July 10.

[sur. sparrow Moray Watson extra Work that’s e.xpensive. We
I^ndon Arts Theatre Committee pres-

| now have extra law work, as Well
Arth«?"aS5.S“'m«Sea*’b, increased operating costs, and
Murray. At Arts Theatre Club, London, f

almost 20 jears, the Rojal
j
Can t give quick service anymore.

Lovemore Derek Birch f
Gourt has reopened as London’s

| And can’t increase our 10^ fee
Sir Brilliant Fashion Ernest Clark Smartest theatre club. As itS first 5

Sir Bashful Constant ... .Lanrence Hardy
; r-hncpn i nlav hv iwni '

:::::::DoVottjri^^lAmerickn ^ters, LawTence\W-i' iaw-conscioiw these
Widow Beiimour Avice Landone ij liams and ^Tell O’Day dealin*' with S

Law'yers are encroaching on

^Snet^^^V:.^^^V.V.^']fery^^]kiSS^^ segment of John Ruskin’s fife, * fur busing, without being able
Sideboard Timothy Briesson 1 ^ud which, although it has a his- i:

what we do—sell plays or
William Tony Britton " torical background. *'is fundamen- ! sn-Ucies.”

; tJdly Unsatisfactory theatre. It mav One theatrical attornej', Ira Blue,

The Arts Theatre Club has al-L"}°^®Jo West End, but its of the firm of Arent, Friedberg,
,, j . .... chances arc speculative. feRich & Blue, strangely enough isexTOlled m presentation of

, Authors have concentrated on « sympathetic with the agents and
lith and 18th century comedies, f Ruskm’s courtship with Effie Gray I claims they have quite a case.
In style, manner and voice the art- 1 unhappy years that }• ‘This condition,” he said, "has
ists recapture the glamor and arti- -+°" ^ brought to my attention by
ficiahty of the period. In this in-

1

* ^entM agents in the past and
stance, both cast and director ex- su/.ceeds^ hnt^A ^ know it’s a burning issue with
tract every ounce from a slender

j Siief and ^ Some lawyers, possessing
plot which has ngt been revived in

;

London for 100 jears.
I played in a heavy and rather som- havmg established con-

As was the custom for play- ^ bre key.
|

tacts, seem to be forsaking the
Wrights of this early era. the

1
Staging, casting, and direction “ of advocate for greener fields,

edy moralizes a w^aming to too are above-average for theatre club I
They find it more lucrative to fill

complacent wives that to sit back
! productions. Decor is bold and at-

and be decorative is not enough to I tractive and the players have kept
keep a husband, once he has been . faithfully to the period atmosphere,
snared. One knight is so ashamed Barbara Muriray gives a tender
to acknowledge his devotion to his moving performance as the frus-
wLfe that he nearly loses her by trated bride whose life is subor-
assuming an indifferent, domineer- dinated to the wishes of her bus-
ing manner. Another husband woosj band’s parents: Andrew Osbom
an attractive widow' by posing as

| plays Ruskin without much spar-
a bachelor and a peer. With the

j

kle, but Dorothy Green does a
obliging connivance of this woman, standout job- as his over-possessive
both wives are restored to connu- mother. Ellen Pollock and Clement
hial bliss, and the husbands are * formanccs. Myro.
convinced that however unfashiott- 1

*

FRANCIIOT BARN TOPS

NIAGARA FALLS SILOS
Buffalo, July 22.

Silaude Pranchot’s Niagara Falls

Plaj’crs strawhat continues to be
the top silo operation in this area.

Housed in the swajik Niagara Falls
«Ontario) Junior High School air-

conditioned theatre auditorium,
customer comfort is at a maxi-
mum, with st^c lighting and
equipment lending capabilities for
production up to ncarb:y profes-
sional standards. Scale is topped
at $2.50.

"Rose Tattoo,” headed by Slildu-

treen Stapleton and Eli Wallach,
f
proved a sock draw here a \reek

» ago. Blanche Yurka in *T Remem-
! ber Mama," last week, did okay,
i Current is Helmut Dantine in

j
"Happy Time,” with Lanny Ross in

? “Tree Grows in Brookljm” to fol-
!: low.

(

I

f-

able it maj- in their circle, it is ho “

disgrace to admit being in love j-

with their wives.
‘

Derek Birch and Laurence Hardy
|

handle the errant husband roles
‘

with contrasting polished and boor-

AgMts Birn
Coitti>iv«4 from S7

up a stable of stars and be their
agents, instead of sticking to legal
practice, Thb lavtyer, being human,
has sometimes succumbed to the
glamor of show people.

"There’s no. prohibition against
a lawyer, as a matter of law, from
acting as agent, as long as he does
not represent incompatible and in-
consistent interests, especially’ in
the same production. But the artist
in show business should have an
agent. The latter knows the market

[place and how' to market 'wares.

I
New York is full of highly com-

I petent agents and there’s no reason
5 for » la'wyer to cut in on them.”

•
contrasting poiisn^ ana Door-

1
-^irjijch event, one or more parties !

Alice Ghosticy of “New Faces of
ish characten^tjons. ’Hiem mates)

^ ^ detrim^t of h^52” (Rojale, N. Y.) to double into

Diplomatic VIP Trek Set
For Edinburgh Fest Bow

I

London, July 15.

\ The Duke of Edinburgh and at

\ least 50 ambassadors, ministers
and high commissioners i^dll attend
opening of the Edinburgh Festival

I
next montl^ and will fly from Lon-
jdon in specially chartered planes.
Ambassadors and ministers from
America, Korea, Israel and Yugo-
Jslavia have already accepted invi-

ctations, and it’s expected that the
'Soviet and Brarilian ambassadors
I;
will also attend.

a

The royal aind diplomatic party
wall attend the Festival's opening
concert by Sir Thomas Beechara
and the Royal Philharmonic

I

Orchestra at Usben Hall Aug. 17,

I
and next morning will see a color
film of the city at Monseigueur
Cinema. That evening theyTl be
present at the openipg perform-
ance of the Hamburg State Opera’s
production of “Fidelio” at Kings
Theatre.

are delight^y pla^d by Jeani q/ -{the Bon Soir, Greenwich Village
Harvey and Dorothy Primrose, and * i _ —
Avice Landone makes an alluring
figure of the wordly-wise "widow.
Ernest Clark is a hearty, over-em-
ijihatic man-about-town, and Tim-
othy Bateson and -Tony Britton are
credible representatives from be-
low stairs. Clem.

Agents* beef is that the situation !

^^innirtg Aug. 5 . . . Hfram
is unfairly competitive as well as
iinAthif-al ^ Company, which will star

Bette Davis. Jerome Robbms to do
J , „ ^ They ^11 Plays? I choreography . . . Harald Brom-
John R^^y, head of the So-

? icy bought the Jane Hinton melo-
ciety of Authors Representatives, drama, ‘The Fourth Degree.” for
comprising top play and literary I fall production.

Yetta Zwerling Set

Yetta Zwerling, Yiddish stage
comedienne, is set for one of the
leads in "My Lucky Day," Yiddish-
American musical comedy to co-
star Edmund Zayenda, Irving Ja-
cobson and Selma Kaye at the
Second Ave. Theatre, N. Y-, this
season.

u
There's No Business Like'SOCK' Business

MARTHA RATE
* t \

'ANN/E get your GUN"
MIAMI
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in "ANNiB GET YOUR GUN"
GEORGE IOURKE--44Kiint HerMt
“Mere dmpik thorn tthoi M«rM's . . . Reye’t I* . • •

kott y«t . , . ff vmity end d«pHi wbick . . I*, tb««tric«Uy better
• . . •he«y< sbe (MIm Kaye) i« yreett « « « meet beertwenwlef, selidfy
eetTtelefcif. time weHcel omr tewa be« ever bed

HERR RAU—Miqmi Daily News:
"ft I* «aid tbet Inrle^ Berim wrete tbe werds end made fer *Ai*eie

Qot Yeer Gee* witb Etbel Mennee la mind ... we deebt tbet Mjm
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•ed JHenc . . . the preaeatetioH ... is like ee ether , '. , yee've ever
sees . , .

yoe‘11 probebly never see onetfcer ene like It
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hw many thousands

who came to see her

for two record-

breaking weeks
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“Wish’ Over $26,700, ‘Joey 35G,

‘Pacific’ $33,600, ‘Banana’ 18G

Broadway legit continued to slide

last week, the terrific heat wave
adding further pressure to the

usual mid-July boxoifice doldrums.

Grosses, In many instances, slipped

several thousand dollars below the

previous week’s marks. Friday <we-

ming (18) was a particularly bad
night in many situations, while

Saturday matinee had varying re-

sults, some good, some bad. Sev-

eral managements reported strong

biz at tkoth Wednesday and Sat-

urday matinees, with price the

factor. Patronage seemed all out

of town; there was little N.Y. trade.

Prospects for the current week
don't look much better, between
the continuing abnormally high

temperatures and the Democratic
convention.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama) , R (Revue),

MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Musi-

cal Drama), O (Operetta)

.

Other parenthetic designations

refer, respectively, to top prices;

number of seats, capacity gross and

stars. Pi^c includes 20% amuse-

ment tax, but grosses are net: i.e.,

exclusive of tax.

“Fourposter,” Barrymore (39th

wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $24,996) (Betty

Field, Burgess Meredith). Down to

$8,5001previous week, nearly $10,-

600).
*‘Guys and Dolls,” 46th St.' (87th

wk) (MC-$6.60;. 1,319;. $43,904).

Reached $40,900 (previous stanza,

$42,600).
“King and I,” St. James (69th

wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,371; $51,717)

(Celeste Holm). Just under capa-

city with $51,450 (previous frame.

$61,700,).

‘‘Male Animal,” Music Box (12th

wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $25,903) (Elliott

Nugent, Martha- Scott, Robert Pres-

ton). Grossed $10,320 (previous

week, nearly $11,50()). «
“Moon is Blue,” Miller (72d wk)

(C-$4.80; 920; $21,586) (Donald
Cook, Barry Nelson, Maggie McNa-
mara). Around $6,000 (previous

frame, $5,900).
“Mrs. IWcThing,” Morosco (22d

wk) (CD-$4.80; 9X2; $26,800) (Helen
Hayes). Ended run (temporarily)

with $13,600 take (previous stanza,

nearly $13,100). Will reopen Sept. 8.

“New Faces,” Royalc (10th w’k)

(R-$6; 1,035; $30,600). Around $22,-

000 (previous week, almost $23,400).

“Paint Your Wagon,” Shubert
(36th wk) (MC-$6; 1,361; $41,700)
Eddie Dowling). Ended run after

289 performances Saturday night
(19) with estimated gross around
$10,000 (previous week, about $12,-

500).

“Pal Joey,” Broadhurst (29th wk)
(MC-$6.60: 1.160; $39,602) (Vivi-

enne Segal, Harold Lang'. Good
$35,000 (previous stanza, about
$38,000).
“South Pacific,” Majestic (170th

wk) (MC46; 1,659; $50,186) (Mar-
tha Wright, George .Britton).

Grossed $33,500 (previous frame,
nearly $37,3()0).

'

“Top Banana,” Winter Garden
(38th wk) (CD-$6.60-$7.20; 1,519;

$51,881) (Phil Silvers). Down to

$18,000 (previous week, over $22.-

200). Phil Silvers took four-week
vacation, starting Monday night

(21), Jack Carter stepping in as

suh. ^ .. ,
“Wish You Were Here,” Impe-

rial (4th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,400; $51,-

847). Over $26,700 (previous stan-

za, almost $29,700),

Torgy’ $61,5(10,

‘Dolls’ $34,650, Chi

Chicago, July 22,

Chicago is trying to ride out
effect of complicating factors on
the boxoflfice. If it isn't the politi-

cal conventions, it’s the heat or
strikes. Managements are hoping
that Aug. 1 will find the usual up-
swing in progress. “Porgy and
Bess,” however, wound up a four-
week stay with a great last week.
“Guys and Dolls” is advertising

in dailies in surrounding areas and
is getting some response. “Bell,

Rook and Candle” is trying for
break-even grosses till the dol-

drums are over. Comedy leaves
for Minneapolis and western tour
Aug. 16,

Estimates for Last Week
“Bell, Book and Candle,” Harris

(21st wk) ($4.50; 1,000). Just puff-

ing along with sparse $10,400.
“Guys and Dolls,” Shubert (21st

wk) ($6; 2,100). Not too much here,
either with $34,650.

“Porffy and Bess,” Opera House
(4th wk) ($5; 3,600). Lush ending
with $61,500 for final week, before
closing Saturday (19).

Virginia Vincent

DONALPSON AWARDS
"Bast Debut rerUrmaHoc-Aotreas"

Ut—Aulirey Hettburn
2nil—Gustl Huber
3rd~Janloe ralia
4th—VtBQINlA VINCENT

rUMK 7-1145

SIniert having prablams, desiring to extend

range, ileveloji volume, bring out pure tone

and plt'^h may. he asiured that this It pes-

slble with the oorreot breath control. Loam
about the anatomical balance and be amazed

hew much better you can ting. Write for ap-

pointment, giving lull eoK-deicrlption. Box

V-0976, Variety, 154 West 4Sth St., N. Y. 3G.

RAYE-‘ANHIE’ $17,500

IN NINE MIAMI SHOWS
' Miami Beach, July 22.

Production of “Annie’ Get Your
Gun," starring Martha Raye, at the
Cameo Playhouse, ended the wOek
with an estimated gross of $13,500,
plus additional $4,000 at Dade
County Auditorium for one per-
formance Sunday (20) at the 2,500-
seater in the heart of Miami.
Musical has been held over for

an additional week, with the Au-
ditorium again skedded for a Sun-
day-nighter. Featured with Miss
Raye are Earl Couvert, Harry Bel-
laver, Sammy Walsh, Lea jpenman,
Denny Desmond and Sandra Sands,,
Cameo presents six nightly and
two matinee, performances.

Trince’ $34,000, Dallas;

$66,600 for Fortnight
Dallas, July 22.

“Student Prince,” third indoor
staging of the '52 State Fair Musi-
cals season, closed Sunday (20)
after tallying a $66,600 gross from
41,200 payees for 14 performances.
Stars were June Roselle and
Wesley Dalton, supported by
George Irving, Billy House, Betty-
Ann Busch, Jordan Bentley and
ballerina Anna Cheselka. Big sec-
ond week grossed $34,000.

“Carousel” opened last night
(Mon.) for two weeks. Revival stars
Iva Withers, Brenda Lewis and
Stephen Douglass. In featured roles
are Jet MacDonald, Eric Mattson,
George Irving, Annabelle Lyon and
Kazimir Kokic.

‘Ladies’ Good $15,800

For 2d Detroit Week
Detroit, July 22.

Second week of “Good Night
Ladies” grossed a good $15,800 at
the Cass, with evening perform-
ances sold out. First week gross
was $14,000.

Theatre is air-conditioned, but
unless suitable summer fare can
be obtained, theatre will go dark
until the regular season.

'Bride’ $40,000, St. Loo
St. Louis. July 22,

*‘The Bartered Bride” wound up
its third one-week frame since 1939

Sunday . (20) in the Municipal
Theatre Assn’s A1 Fresco Play-

house ip Forest Park with an esti-

mated gross of $40,000. tomlla
Novotna, William Hess and Ralph
Herbert took lead toles with Mary
Ellen Moylan .and Pittman Corry
as featured dancers.
“Countess Maritza” is being re-

vived for a one-week frame this

stanza. «

Tacific,’ $66,

‘Norway’ 39G, S.F.

San Francisco, July 22.

Legit continues to boom here,

with three jshows doing good biz

last week. Strong plays are due
to follow the incumbents, with
“Fourposter,” starring the Hume
Cronyns, due Aug, 11 at the Geary,

and “Jollyanna,” with Bobby Clark
and Mltzi Gaynor/ opening oppo-
site at the Curran.
“Country Girl,” starring Nancy

Kelly and; Robert Young, is also

due here in about five weeks.
Estimates for Thl* Week

“Song of Norway,” Curran (4th

week) U,771). Sock $39,000 On
fourth and final stauiza.

“South Paclfie/' Opera House
(3d week) (3,252). Smash $66,950,

with current (fourth) week likely

to hit over $70^000.
“Stalag 17,” Geary (1st week)

(1,551). Okay $18,000. Three more
weeks to go.

RECORD ADVANCE CUES

‘McTHING’ COL. SELLOUT
Denven, July 22.

“Mrs. McThlng” has broken the
all-time house record advance sale

for its Central City, Col., engage-
ment beginning Aug. 2. As of yes-

terday (Mon.), after one week of

public sales, total was $40,837,

thus out-selling for a similar period

the 12 legitimate productiofas ap-

pearing at Central City since 1932.

Central City Opera House Assn,

officials expect, by present indica-

tions, that the Helen Hayes atarrer

will be sold out before opening
night for the entire 33 perform-
ances, which will have four mati-

nees and four evening perform-
ances per week.

Utah Opera-Legit Fest

Breaks Even With 50G
. 'Salt Lake City, July 22.

U. of Utah Summer Festival

missed going into black ink this

year when the Republican conven-
tion kept an estimated $10,000 to

$15,000 away from the boxoffice.

Advance sale for the two produc-
tions, “Kiss Me, Kate” and “Sam-
son & Delilah,” made it look like

a 60G to 65G gross.

Sale of tix for “Kate” dropped
off when the conveMion TV got

hot, and with cloudy skies scaring
some away from the al fresco musi-
cal, final gross came to about
$50,000, an even break.
“Kate,” starring Patricia Mori-

son, ran July 7-12, and “Samson,”
with Clara Mae Turner, Lloyd
Leech and Jon Geyans, ran July
17-19. University stadium was
priced at a top of $3, with special
discounts for combination tix.

Maurice Abravanel conducted the
orch and C. Lowell Lees directed.

Night Club Reviews
Continued from pagt M

S/BYL BOWAN
CAPE COD MUSIC CIRCUS

Hyciiiis, Mass.

t,m Noiivelle Kve'y jParlti

Darmance, for her fine acro-hallet

work, and. Ami Aaroe, a solid look-

ing Swedish dancer, who puts fire

into her interpretation of a gal
in the throes of temptation;
The handpicked taxi girls dance

with stag clients for 200 fraincs

(60c) I dance. They can he .had
as companions for the evening,
with the tab mounting on drinks

and dances up to 4,000 for the
evening. There are also two taxi

hoys for unescorted femmes, but
the gal does not have to pay for

their services.
Room is well decorated and lit,

and fine vantage points for the
show are in any. part of the house.
The bar has a 650-franc ($1.80)

cover, with drinks starting at 700
franc* ($2). Show has a big pro-
duction nut and needs its SR(j to

make coin. Show changes eyery
year in November, and heavily
populated cast and richness of cos-

tumes take the most of the jack.
Mosk,

T]iiuftderlilr«t9 1ji» VegaM
Las Vegas, July 17.

Doretta Morrow, Jay Marshall,
Trini It Manolo, Johnny O^Brien,
Christina Carson, Kathryn Duffy
JDansations (7), Jack Hayes, Al
Jahns Orch (11); no coper or mini-
mum.

‘Rio’ $25,000 fol- Six In

Pitt Stadium Repeat
Pittsburgh, July 22.

Summer opera here came a crop-
per at the midway mark, with “Rio
Rita,” fifth show of the series of
nine, doing the worst business of
the year so far at Pitt Stadium.
Musical was a repeat, having been
first done here outdoors in 1947,
but it came nowhere near the origi-
nal figures, doing barely $25,000 on
six performances. There were no
rain-outs, but threatening weather
several nights held down the
crowds, and sweltering heat other
evenings hurt some, too.
Current Stadium attraction is

“One Touch of Venus,” which has
the most expensive cast of the sea-
son, headed by Russell Nype, Kyle
MacDonnell, Dick Smart and the
dance team of Fisher & Ross. Re-
maining .attractions are “Annie Get
Your Gun,” another repeat, “The
Student Prince.” first time, and
“Babes in Toyland,’ 'a repeat, too.

Leverett Wright, eastern sales
manager for Columbia Artists
Mgt., leaving Aug. 5 for Denmark
to finalize details of U. S. tour of
Danish National Orchestra this
fall.

Adding still another first to his

mounting collection at this nitery,

producer Hal Braudis headlines
thrush Doretta Morrow (New
Acts). Supported by droll Jay
Marshall* and th« fiery flamenco
duo of Trini Ac Manolo, Miss Mor-
row contributes to an above-aver-
age chapter. Playing against some
pretty stiff competition, however,
biz is likely to dip midweeks.
Jay Marshall's turn hasn't

changed since his last go-round
here at another spot. Still brings
up chuckles with his self-defama-
tion of character and kidding of
his magico. Flowers from his
sleeve, ring tricks, trick handker-
chief are presented in his offhand
way, holding interest. Dialog is

clever.

'Not too many table^sitters in this

gambling resort, it is presumed,
will know the authenticity of Trini
Ac Manolo’s flamenco and Iberian
terpings.. Jt is to the duo’s credit
that they Sell their almost concert^
hall setup. Opener has plenty of
sparkle, with clicking footwork and
castenets. Trini- explains sequel, a
Gypsy legend .called “Eternal
Promise,” then returns after

Manolo has sketched her likeness
on canvas with quick brush
strokes—all the while narrating
the legend.. Trini’s solo here Is

outstanding. Pair then give plenty
of fire to “Granada” as Johnny
O’Brien backgrounds with his

warbling,
Kathryn Duffy Dansations prime

Trini Ac Manolo’s entrance' by some
flashing Spanish rounds, featuring
Christina Carson. Ballerina again
becomes center of attention in
finale while flirting on toes to
“Serenade” from “Student Prince.”
Ensemble forms graceful pattern-
ing, and costume adornment is

especially In keeping with ‘theme.
O’Brien sings in this, adding to
sock effect.

Al Jahns has some trouble in
matching his ori^ tempi with those
of Trini Ac Manolo. Scores are
tough, with plenty of changes. J.ack
Hayes moves" in during Miss Mor-
row’s inning to keyboard accomps
at the Steinway onstage. Will.

lliiJiY Foo^s, Montreal
Montreal, July 17.

Seers Ac Hayrrfer, Len Berger,
Joska de Barbary, Fred Toldy; no
cover or minimum.

Bl Hancho, Las Veg*,

BeatHce Kay wUh^Sylvm^c^ew
Joey Bishop, Szonys (2) pS'i

ST'*

AnnuAl hegira of Beatrice
and accomper-spouse Sylvan Green

by ropes-up
Addition of comic Joey Bishop andthe highly effective terping sSn^s for an exceptional although
extra-long show.

From “Mention My Name in i nc
Vegas” to "Mention My Name mSheboygan,” la Kay fills the In.

associ.
ated with her name over the year<!
Inserts of the hoydenlsh coinedv
the sly winLs, extra mugging, ani
badinage with Green are all ac«
cepted with high glee by table-slt.
ters.

Bishop Is forced to cut much of
his material because of overall run-
ning time, but he manages to ex-
cite plenty yocks. Sober mien is

advanced as his stock-in-trade
^^th explanation that material Is

“sincere, if not funny” putting
viewers into receptive mood for
just about everything he has to
offer. Vignettes of Ted Lewis,
Bette DrvIs and Laughton nonsense
clinch for solid exit.

The incredibly smooth terping
of Francois and Giselle Szony has
entire house glued with rapt in-

terest. Brother-sister team prac-’
tically broke in their act In Vegai
three years ago at another spa.

Difference between that tyro pe-
riod and present exhibitions is

qiilte marked, although they were
excellent even then.

Classic feeling is always pres-
ent as Giselle does her arabesques
and controlled body movements,
with Francois the perfect pai*tnc‘r

in all exhibitions. Francois at the

keyboard sets mood of “All thi

Things You Are” for Giselle’s solo,

then joins her for completion or

the rounds. “Tea For Two” Is In

direct contrast, giving off a lighter

attitude, but so adeptly worked out

that show Is stopped cold by waves
of applause.

Bill Skipper looks like a natural

for muslcomedy with his all-around

talent ior terps and w'arbllng.

Three-way contemporary dance de-

signs? are echoed by Skipper with

Joy Walker and Drusilla Davis,

fronting line of femmes who do.

little but look sexy. Both routines

are' on. the bright side, . allowing

some frantic leaps and patterns by

the trio,

Ted Fio Rito.is back at the 88,

churning out his arpeggios while

signaling cues to the orch in all

but the Beatrice Kay closing spot

when Green usurps the podium.
Will.

Paul Seers & Johnny Haymer
are currently making their third
appearance at Ruby Foo’s Star-
light Room and improve on each
showing.
With Seers at the piano and

doing most of the straight vocal
sides, Haymer offers a nice change
of pace with his comedies. Besides
reprising several faves that are in
variably requested, the boys come
up with a few new items to solid-

ify their appeal.
Of the list offered, their parody

on Gilbert & Sullivan sounds
sharpest and a catchy ditty titled
“Horrible Time” draws yocks.
Their, overall timing is better than
last viewing although there seems
to be a tendency for team to rush
things a bit too much, throw away
a line and even trim down a show
if they think attention isn’t 100%.

Betwdfen the cheerful antics of
Seers & Haymer, Len Berger and
Joska de Barbary give out with a
few violin and piano interpreta-
tions and Fred Toldy alternates
with his quiet pianoisms for
plaudits. Newt,

Muyfalr-Sug'ar Hill
Boston, July 18.

Paul White, Vemita, Kit Kats

(2), Janice Mickens, ‘'Rubber-

neck” Holmes, Sabby Lewis Qrch

(6); no cover, no minimum.

Continuing its policy of

top sepia entertainers, the May-

fair-sugar Hill is currently show-

casing Paul White, ex-Ted Lewis

stooge now on his own, in fuuniwi

stint to hit this spot in some time.

Guy, possessor of a laconic sense

of humor with facial expressions

to match, clowns his way througii

vocalizing of “Walking My Baby

Home,” “Old Man River, W
Gal’s Gone” and “Swing Low.

Sweet Cadillac,” all interspersed

with zany chatter. ,

Highlight is his yockful carhoa

of Johnnie Ray with a tearfw

“Cry,” winding up with .switch

Ted' Lewis trademark, Is

body Crying?” Most were,_butW
laughter. Also essays a bit of a

terping while vocalizing
y

YoS’re Smiling,” w th app ause

•meter hitting top cycles at begon.

Also included is the curvaceouJ

Vernita, who grabs two sp(^ts w

sexy terping, the first as a cl ain

^

slave, following with a fir®

the scantily clad _8al

though and around fif^i^ „ Both

.

ing from a bowl on
bits gave her plenty of oppo

•for bumps. The Kit KatV^
terp duo, register

janic«

and rumba steps,
ygcaliZ'

Mickens songstress, is o]^aY ^
0

.'

ing -;i Only Have Ey«
'Be Anything" and That 1

“Rubber-neck •

^l^LerfluoUJ

with a minimum of P
j^j^oH'

spieling and in own sP^
.Jg and

strates, via eccentric

gyrations, the tees oi

name. Sabby
hit of musi;

with brief and excitmg ij

S oS'dinC.,?'
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pxA Other Anth^Utl^
5 of may be .

t^rie« p£

nio^lcs, Spice o£

^ » fs due M* a«UT Pdt
November, reprismK M-

,

»“u^edTr’'om"’««ioS?

^-.74,"'^Sp
cSefly from, the n^me hy-

themselves who Contribute

15
humorous, satiriwl, no^

and kindred special stories

year to the special annual

nr The wealth of material

S;' desire to achieve proper

iai "balance” will nece^i-

Utaln other choice stories

Into future anthologies. The

ies will be apportioned,

y among the byUnerS.

>vepost, Collier's, - Reader's

and kindred national' ihags

iicX reprint their ITiests”

tual anthologies. They arc be-

ined by Coronet' niag which
ied in with Doubleday for

Bedside Coronet,” anthology

'lude stories by Dale ,Car-
' Alfred Hitchcock, Harpp.
Eddie Rickenbacker, Rranlc

et aL Another Doubled^y
[ogy Is the “Clamour Maga-
'&r Five’ Cookbook” by
ly Pepper, and still ano-iber

e “The Catholic .Digest

T,” which will include
; by Fulton Oursler,

Jreene, Thomas MArton* Ful-
heen, Clare Booth Luce and
;ln Reynolds. Dickson Hart-
md Andrew A. Hoonfcy have
[ "Off the Record,” anthology
e members of the Overseas
Club (Bob Considine did thfe

reprising inside stuff Stories
ar ebrrespondents such as
rd Tregaskis, John Daly, Ed
)w, Bob Trout; H. "V; Kalten-
and Lowell Thpmas.

Lalt-Mortimer Adunahi
k Lait and Lee Mortimer, au-
of “U.S.A. Cohfidehtlal,”

refused to join with’ Orowh
shers and the American Book-
;ord Press, which' is con-
d by Sydney Satenstein, their
me literary agent, in the
•age newspaper ads of apol-
0 Neiman-Marcus, Dallas de-
tent store. Mortimer stated
ay (21) that he and Lait
1 defend the libel suit and
sr would permit Crown to
ly portions of the tome. “The
shers can’t cut without our
tssion,” he said, ^and we
giye it to them,”

J
the publishers’ agreement

blish the ad, Neiman-Marcus
ted its $7,400,000 suit against
n and American Book. Suit
st Lait and Mortimer, how-
remains before the Federal
Ad, which broke in the

Tfmes Monday, will also ap-

m 'in Dallas, Houston,
worth and San Antonio, Tex.,
JU as Los Angeles and Chi-

^^^itlon to the Neiman-Mar-
ult, Lait and Mortimer will

suits brought by Dave
Seattle labor union leader;
e Blaine. Tuls'a, Okla.,

^ TT
Margaret Chase

A t
* Senator from Maine,

Antoine Gazda, Providence,
businessman. j •

5® .9
^ Confidential”

d the 200,000 mark.

Companion Switch
editor of

ns Home Companion, will
^dded duties of pub-

as of 1.
.^nt^hony, heretofore

Companion and
restrict his publish-

ntles to the latter.

Monopoly
^^d Union News

week of an
of

w District Court

con«!^ff* charged
monopolize na-
of magazines

(Ion
readers of freedom of

erica n
material.'

IS a distribution

<:tlYe m-n ,P^ion and that
fen force Union

to all pubUca-

Cd hv A®""
kerica,.r >P^erican.

\
having

% iSf^^competitOw and

^ Is safrt .
newsstands.

'*ie5 at
dominate pubUca-

'‘d BUbvvaJ^^r^® railroad,

^ulldiS^s^ etc^®’
chains.

hy the D. of J. is.
n t get OH' Union news-'

stands unless- they are either dis-
tributed by Amencan or American
gives its consent It thus causes
publishers to sign with American.
Eestilt, the complaint states, is that
the distrib does half the dollar

:volume of all mags sold at whole-
sale in the U. S,, except for those
whose publisher have their own
distributing companies, such as
Curtis Publishing.

'Complaint was drawn for the D.
of • J. by Malcolm A. .Hoffmann,
.special assistant to the Attomey-
Creneral, under the. general super-
yislon of C; Worth Rowley, acting
chief of the anti-trust division in
New York.

•
' ‘ChatterlyV Jap Retrial

” Retrial of the translator and
publisher of D. H. Lawrence’s
“Lady Chatterly's Lover” has
opened in Tokyo’s Higher Court.
In 'Jahuary’s District Court deci-
.’sion, publisher Ryujiro Koyama
was ’fined Y250,0(K) ($694), while
:;translator ’ Sei Ito was acquitted.
Both prosecution and defense had
appealed against the January ver-
dict, the former claiming the low-
er court’s decision was “unreason-
able/’, the latter criticizing presen-
;tation of evidence against pub-
•lished Koyama. ^

Decision is expected in October.

FS&Y Gets Colette
Colette, French novelist, will

•henceforth • be published exclu-
vSlvely in the U. S. by Farrar,
Straus A Young. .First of the Col*
ette- series, which will use / new
translations, will hit the stalls in
October.

Initial volume will Include
“Gigi,” translated by Roger Sen-
house; ‘‘Chance Acquaintances”
add 1*^Julie De CarneUhan,” both
translated by Patrick Leigh Fer-
-mor. Other of Colette’s novels
vzMch are skedded for forthcoming
FSAY volumes are “Cheri,” “The
I/ast of Cheri,” “Sido,” “La Malson
de Claudine,” “Le Kepi” and
“BeUe Vista.”

82,000,000 Vets, FamUies
LL Col. Frank Mallen, USMC,

editor of the old City News in
N. Y.' and publisher of a chain of
six papers in Westchester County
between wars, has just come out
with . his first book. It’s ' called
“You’ve Got It Coming To You,”
(McKay, N.Y., $3). Itfs the 'only
book which tells a vet his rights,
privileges and benefits.

Mallen, who enlisted as a pri-
vate in the Marines In the First
World War and has been in and out
of the corps so often he’s lost
co.unt, figures that by 1955 vetipr-

ans and their families* wiU nin to
62,000,000, two-fifths of the popu-
lation. His is a compact handbook
and seemingly covers every angle
of jpost>^ombat protection.
Good thing for show biz vets to

browse through during layoffs.
Might find they’ve got more com-
ing to them than they realized.

Scul.

Boubleday’s Rpligiosos
April Oursler Armstrong, daugh-

ter of the late Fulton Oursler, is

putting finishing touches on ‘The
Greatest Faith Ever, Known,” tome
her father was working on at time
of his death. Ddubleday will pub-
lish.

Firm will also publish a junior
version of the Bible to be based on
Oursler’s “The Greatest Story Ever
Told,” called “The Greatest’ Book
Ever Written.” .Mrs. Armstrong
and Oursler had been collabing on
this project.^ Mrs. Armstrong is

.also readying a book on lives of
the „saints,

Zfffren In Bogota
Lester Ziffren, former Holly-

wood writer and UP correspondent
in South America and Europe, is

now Public Affairs Officer and
First Secretary of the American
Embassy in Bogota, Colombia.
Ziffren, onetime Variety Madrid
mugg, is in charge of press, radio,
film (16m) and cultural activities

of the Embassy for Colombia.
. .His wife is the former Edyihe
•Wurtzel, daughter of. the late Har-
ry Wurtzel, one - of Hollywood's
pioneer agents, and niece of Sol M.
Wurtzel, former 20th-Fox exec
producer.

Showmen Backing Book
Marie Killilea’s book, “Karen.”

the story of her cerebral palsy-af-

flicted daughter, now 10, bids to

become a big fund-raiser for the
United Cerebral Palsy Assn, of

which she is a' founder and vice-

president. Showman Leonard
Goldenson, whose child, too, has
been a victim of the ailment, is

president of UCPA. He is also

president of United Paramount
Theatres which will account for

special trailers and other mer-
chandising tieups for the Pf’eh-

tice-Hall book to be published in
September. A segment of the
profits, because of Goldenson’s ef-
forts, will go to further the cere-
bral palsy work.

'

Earl J. Hudson, Michigan thea-
tre operator, is making a special
trailer on behalf . of the Variety
Club of Detroit whose pet charitj'
is cerebral palsy. Ladies Home
Journal for August is running an
excerpt from the book under the
title of “She Lived a Miracle, ’ and
it was from this tract that the book
idea developed,

Bretz-StasHefrs 2d Book

.

Rudy Bretz and Edward Stasheff,
who authored “The Television
Program: Its Writing, Direction
and Production;” for Wyn last
year, have turned

.
out another,

“Television Scripts for Staging and
Study,” which the' same publisher
will publish next January.- New
book Includes eight royalty-free
scripts. Previous volume has been
adopted as a standard text in near-
ly 40 leading universities and col-
leges.

Stasheff is associate prof of
speech at the Univ. of. Michigan
where he teaches radio and TV be-
sides officiating as a freelance TV
writer-director (“I Cover 'limes
Square, ABC-TV, apd moderator
of “It’s Worth Knowing, NBC-TV).
Bretz started as a 'WPDC (N. Y.)
television cameraman and ad-
vanced to production manager. He
is a TV consultant and teaches at
the School of Radio^ Technique.

Jes’ Call Bim Mark Twain Laurie
Joe Laurie, Jr! has a 25-year-old

literati confession. Fof yea)rs the
pint-sized author^omedian, in the
heyday of vaudeville, would alibi
his bad spelling by giving top bill-
ing, on his personal letterhead, to
the phrase, “I don’t' give. a durn
for a man that can Spell a word
only one way.”' He ascribed it to
Mark Twain. It endowed him
with, a slightly literary aura among
the bookers and agents on the
booking floors of the various vaude
circuits.

It got so that columnists would
quote “Mark Twain,” using' the
Laurie alibi for his own notorious
bad spelling, and finally the in-

evitable happened. The author-
comedian got tired of Samuel
piemens getting the stand-in bill-

ing and decided to drop it, figur-
ing it would then rest for the pure
Laurieism that it was. But the
fates—plus a longtime letterhead
billing campaign—ordained other-
wise: it's stiU ascribed to Mark,
Twain, and so for the first time,
in order to claim his own dubious
brainchild, Laurie is making this

confession.

i

Clemens, Marquand, Douglas

Dixon Weeter, editor of' the
Mark Twain estate, has completed
the first definitive biography of

“Sam Clemens of Hannibal,” which
Houston Mifflin wiU publish.
Philip (New Yorker) Hamburger
has profiled a more contemporane-
ous literary figure, which he calls

“J. P. Marquand, Esquire”—calling
it “a portrait in the form of ^ a
novel”—which HM also 'will pub-
lish this fall. Still another biog,

“The Shape of Sunday,” by Betty
Douglas Wilson and Virginia
Douglas Dawson, treats with their

late novelist-father, Lloyd C.

Douglas, who died on Feb. 13, 1951.

In the fall of that year the first

volume of his .autobiography,
“Time to Remember,” was pub-
lished postumously and became a
bestseller. His daughters give an-
other

.
perspective on their male

parent in the book slated for
Houghton Mifflin publication- late

this year. Same pub is also bring-
ing out an illustrated edition of
Douglas’ “The Big Fisherman,”
done by Dean Cornwell, who also

did the paintings for the illustrated

edition of. “The Robe.” “Fisher-
man” was Douglas’ last novel,

CHATTER
Jane Morris’ novel, “Julie,” will

be published in August by Mc-
Graw-Hill.

Leo Mishkin in Hollywood for

two weeks of studio interviews for

the N.. Y. Morning Telegraph.

Boyden Sparkes is in Honolulu
for six weeks, to prepare book on
Hawaii's late Gov. Wallace R.
Farrington.

Male fashion ' expert (This

Week, Collier’s, etc.) has authored
“Bert Bacharach’s Book for Men”
for A. S. Bames publication in

November.
Robert G. Bames returning as

plant manager at Country Life
Press, Garden City, L. I., Aug. 1,

after being on active duty with the
U. S. Navy.

Cleveland Amory’s “The Last
Resorts,” in the August Holiday,
dealing with resort spots of a by-
gone day, will be part of a book
which E^rperis will publish.

Brooks Atkinson has done the
foreword to Marie Seton’S book,

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
By Frink Seully

I

(In line with the annual custom, while Frank Scully is on his vacash
these columns are being/ guested! Jby Frank Ed.)

"
, Hollywood,

About the best and worst whic'h can he said of Lillian Ross’s, case-
history of Metro’s production of “The Red Badge of Courage” is that^
at its best, it is a faithful-transcription of how dull picture-making can
be and, at its worst, it’s a lousy trick to play on ..press agents who had
built up Hollywood as royalty’s ‘20th cen^iry summer replacemerit.
As for. Miss Ross, though hers was a case-history of a boxofflce flop,

it could hardly haye been a bigger hit as a byproduct if the picture
itself had been a hit. Everybody has either read the InstaUmehts in .

The New Yorker or is planning to read them. 'Libraries report long
waiting lists. The clinical report will no. doubt go into more perma-
nent binding, and when it does may very well become a non-fiction
best seller.

From her Boswellian journal it appears Miss Ros$ began her. study
as a press acquaintance of John Huston in New York, was Invited
him to see how a picture was made in Hollywood, and once on the
labyrinthine conveyQr-b.elt moved into Gottfried Reinhardt’s office suite
in the Thalberg building, Louis B. Mayer’s creamery (he seems to have
had a passion for cream-colored decors), Arthur Freed’s tune-shop,
Dore Schary^s inner sanctum, Dave Chasen’s, private dining-room, Nick
Schenck’s modest fortress at 1540.- Broadway, the '.offices of Howard
Dietz and Si Seadler m the same building/ as well as the closely-
guarded counting-machines of Charlie Moskowitz, Judge Leake and J.

Robert Rubin. She sat in on the most intimate conferences with aU
the ease of a wired housefly. All the principals must have thought
her quite harmless. She turned but instead to.he a well-informed tsetsi
fly.

She Told AU
Except for telling at what' times tl»e various characters went to th«

bathroom, she told all. Theii* lapses into blasphemy, however, are, 11

anything, underplayed. Even femme stars swear more than Miss Rost
credits vlcepresidents, directors, producers and songwriters with
doing. /

' ' '

About 30 years ago I heard a Hollywood technician ring about 900
changes on one four-letter word. He used it as a noun, a^ectlve, Verb,

'

adverb—everything. In fact, but a preposition.' At that point he. ipadf
It a proposition. In fact, in technical matters he was most articulate. *

But in language he was strictly a one-note wonder boy. He taught m«
to watch my oWn tongue, lesi^ reduce the language of Shakespeare
on aR levels to those of the Bard’s IbwflU characters.

.

Now, this was long before college boys began listening to tryck
drivers and faithfully recording the language they used when trying to
get mired vehicles out of the mud.' I had been much in the company
of construction crews, muleskftmers, and drivers of Watson dumpers
before ! was in my teens and much of their language limitations had*
rubbed off on me. My gang at college will remember that long before
any of them had got snagged into the army they had heard top-sargo
talk from none other than their old Scullywag. .... *

But in my middle years I worked hard at 'cleaning up my dialok. H
seemed silly to me to talk one language and have to write just the
opposite. Cleaning up direct quotes becomes the job of all newspaper*
men, and if you can’t use exactly what you or others say, why bother ta
say it^in the first place? That was my philosophy.

I didn’t hear again the language of my childhood association with
construction crews until I began going around picture studios. In all

countries if was the same. It then made me wonder how out of such
vulgarly expressed directions and commands could come such clean,
wholesome and lofty screen dialog. Then I remembered. It w^s the
newspaper business all over again.

The Starlet Swearit

I recall one top director who became conscious of how much sweaiv
ing was going on around him and how much he was contributing to
it. He had a new starlet starting the next day. $he was 17, just out of
a convent school, blonde,, blue-eyed, babyishly beautiful. He needed
what innocence she had to bring out contrast in his picturesHe ex-
plained to the crpw that he didn’t want her ears fouled up by tin
general tone of conversation tb»t pormally went on around the stage.
“The first guy who swears tomorrow gets fired,” he .warned.
The next morning everybody tiptoed around the set. They didn’t get

much work done, but it was clean.

Affer knocking off for lunch the director and the cameraman were
discussing how to speed things up from then till emitting time, when
the loudest, foulest swearing any had evefr heard"^ thundered all-over
the stage. It came from the direction of the stage door. The director
hurried over to the trouble spot.

There stood his convent-bred ingenue, sucking 'her finger and sput-
'

tering still. “This parrot, the so-and-so,” shd eiplaiped. “I tried to
pet him and he bit me.” . i

Miss Ross's cast of characters talks almost as. cleanly as the morning
class of that director’s. It di»sp’t appear that/ftny of the peoplp In .the
cast were ever on guard or that they admonished her that what they

'

were saying -about themselves about each other was off the reCj^s?Ot -

That any of them would, have ‘imagined he wiis sitting 'for- the sort 'fl|

'

hard-boiled profile The New Yorker dropped 'long 'ago, I doubt. Still, •

if they had read and remembered her savage piece on Hemingway, ^

they might have kept their guards up. .

Surprise Ending
Hollywood has been built with high walls aud poHcemen at the >

gates to prevent just such sort of exposes. 'Rr,css credentials ^are
granted and withdrawn much as passport)?, ' depending oh how ^useful

*

the press contact may be thought to be and how burtful it maypyofy^'
to print. 0 “

Miss Ross’s case-history revealed some
.
tbiiiches of’ irdhy^

. ,

Jonathan Swift would have relished. John HuStbP;%ud sandwiched
turk between “The Asphalt Jungle” and ‘T'he ;Ai^eah '^ueen/'.-i®^^
hits, left his friend Reinhardt to chew the driest piece, of siiiiajhl ever

,

displayed in Metro’s commissary. She quotes the producer at length
on this.

And for all that may be said against him, Louis B. Mayer (“He’s a
dangerous man. If you’re his enemy, he destroys you. If you’re his
friend he eats you”) was right about “The Red Badge of Courage.”
It had no story and wouldn’t make a boxofficc picture. He ddubted if

it would emerge as a prestige picture either. Dore^Schary fought to
make it both. In this he failed.

“Sergei M. Eisenstein,” treating
with the Russian film director’s
life and work. "Wyn publishing In
September.

Bert Bloch's first novel, “Mrs.
Hulett,” will be published by
Doubleday, while “The Soimding
Brass,” another first novel by his
wife, Edythe Latham, will be issued
by Little, Browi}.

Now that Arnold Gingrich is

back as editor-in-chief -of all Es-
quire-Coronet mags, publisher Da-
vid A. Smart plans "taking a perma-
nent N. y. apartment once again,!
because of his frequent Chi.-N.Y.'
commutings.

Dr. Norman Ytocent Pealc'

authored “The Rower of Positive
Thinking” which Prentice-Hall has
tabbed for fall publication. Dr.
Peale reportedly has one of the
largest followings of any writer in
and out of the religious field.

William C. Lengel, editor-in-

chief, has appototed Harold Can-'

tor to the editorial staff of Gold
Medal Books as Assistant Editor.
For the last year Cantor reported
for the Tex Sc Jinx “New York
Closeup” column in the N. Y.
Herald Tribune and, prior to that,
taught creative writing at Long
Island University. During the war’
he was with Counter-Intelligence.



CHATTEK

Broidwiiy
J'utie AUy«^n back to the Coast

ifter Ji thtee-week vacation on
liOng Island.
The Ben (Bernice) Krasnes'

4anghter, Sandra^ to be manned
111 the early fall.

M. A. $chleslnger (South Afri-

can theatre tycoon) out of the

hospital but 15 pounds lighter.

Robert Pirosh, Metro writer-di-

rectorf here for research on his

new pic, “Valley of the Kings.

Joop Geesink, Dutch producer of

S
uppet films, in from Holland Sat-

rday (19) on the Nieuw Amster-

Murray Gruhns (“Four Poster -

*‘Shrike” angel) making annual
pilgrimage to the Jimmy Stroocks
at Fire Island.

Scripter Leonard L. Levlnson’.s

19-year-old daughter, Hobin, on a
year's sabbatical from Barnard,
working' at Life. \

Edward K. Sammis flew to Lon-
don yesterday (Tues.) to attend
preem of his play, “Albert," due
at the Saville July 31.
Film and literati flack Evelyn

Oerstein giving two classes on
“History of Motion Pictures" at

Hunter College this summer.-
Writer-producer-director Ches-

ter Erskine, back from a Euro-
pean jaunt, will remain in Gotham
for a week before returning to the
Coast.

Will Yolen, formerly a publicist

with Warners and Laurel Films,
joined flack firm of Opinion
Builders, Inc., as head of its news
bureau.

Nick (Lorang), longtime head-
Waiter at the Hotel- Astor’s Hunt-
ing Boom, until his retirement,
died in Binghamton, N. Y. Details

in Obits.
Harry *G. Ballance, southern di-

vision manager for 20th Century-
Fox, and Mrs. Ball^ce vacationing
in South America) They will Hsit
Perih Chile, Argentine, Uruguay
and Brazil.

Pat Duggan, Paramount pro-
ducer, and his wife are in Gotham
for a week. Film-maker will par-
ticipate in advance promotion for
hii latest, “Just for You," Bing
Crosby starrer.
Hot Air Club will hold Its 53d

annual clambake in New Jersey
at Loui’s Cocktail Lounge, Route
35, near Keansburg, Sunday after-

noon (27). Group will leave by
boat from the Battery at 10 a.m.

Anticipating a, Stevenson draft
in Chicago this week, Universal’s
Morris Alin, who writes lyrics

under the Tin Pan Alley monicker
Morrie Allen, has authored a
campaign song titled ‘‘Stevenson
Is the One,”
Herbert J. Yates, Republic Pic-

tures prexy, and Loew's Theatres
cocktail-partying director, John
Ford at the Essek House next
Tuesday (29). Ford’s Republic re-
lease, “The Quiet Man," opens, at
Loew’s Capitol in August. ‘

Electing to play more GI dates
rather than pro dates on the Rivi-
era, Hildegarde and her personal
rep. Anna Sosenko, are extending
their Austro-German stay to be
followed by a vacation In Salzburg
and Venice,- and boating home Aug.
14 on the SS U. S.

"

Referlhg to Capt.
. Harry Man-

ning of the record-breaking SS
U. S., the Meyer Davis orch’s theme
song was “I’m Just Wild About
Harry," to which passenger Milton
Berle added, when they broke the
homecoming record as well, “And
Harry’s Wild About Knots."
Leopold Friedman, Loew’s veep

and general counsel, flying to Lon-
don today (Wed.) on a quickie on
company business. He only re-
cently returned from a European

'

holiday but this trip embraces con-
ti’act problems with the British
Metro studios and 'other matters.

Arthur Fatt, head of the Grey
ad agency, relinquishing his - last
year’s penthouse, a small trap on
6th Ave. with only |35,000 worth
of special built-in shrubbery, for
a larger rooftop matise on Park
and 81st. Esquire-Coronet pub-
lisher David A. Smart may fake
over the old place.
MCA veep -Charlie Miller’s

daughter, Patricia Jane, marries
Howard Matthew Stein, Jullliard
School of Music grad, in the fall.
Bride-to-be’s mother, Adelaide, is
the sister of MCA founder and
board chairman Jules C. Stein.
Howard Stein is not related.

Clereland
By Glenn C. FuUen

'

Daffy's Stardust Club resumed
floor shows with Willie Fisher's
Logjammers.
Muggsy Spanier with singing

foster-son, Buddy Charles, playing
fecond date at Moe’s Main Street

• Van Sleet-Marlin stock players
Offering “Goodbye • Again" . this
week at Chagrin Falls strawhatttr.

Disbanding his Cavaliers Trio,
fultarigt Jlomeo Fasclona teamed
^ .wlth,Fr*ddr Helkel. violinist,

m Jittve Dnubmer’a clnb.
itfve KffUef, lon»«r stock-

I broker here, gave, up job to join

brother, John Kcfnley, in organiz-

ing new strawhat company at

York Pa. /

Jackie Jocko in town to plug his

new Mercury recording of “You
Can’t Get Too Far With a Broken
Heart," co'composed by Carl
Lampl, localite.

Lindsay Sapphire line of dancers
moved into Sky-Way Lounge, after

two weeks at Alpine Village. Jerri

Sothern and Ish Kabibble topping
new Sky-Way bill.

Sid Freidman, talent agent,

launched at Garden Theatre series

of Tuesday “showcased audition”

shows featuring new acts wanting
I I display wares for bookers, thea-

tre and cafe owners.
Milton Harris, publiclty-ad direc-

tor for Loew’a local house a dozen

!

years ago, back as manager of

Warners’ Vogue Theatre, nabe.

Comes from Buffalo's Cinema
.Theatre, which he managed a year.

Bob Peck, Cleveland arranger

who once worked for Glenn Mil-

ler, Paul Whiteman and Bob
Crosby, came put of retirement to

1 arrange . music library for Jimmy
Mitchell’s new orchestra playing

this territory.

London

Paris

Lansing Bailey • setting up pro-

duction facilities for a TV series,

“Spotlight," here.

JuUen Duvivier set Dany Rohm
as star of him, “Henriette’s Ball,'

to start beginning of August,
Michael Auclair having to bow

out of role in Geza von Cziffra

film, “The Danube Waltz," for mill-

Top b.o. still going to Femandel
starrer, “The Little World of Don
Camlllo," now in its sixth week
here at three big houses.
“Face To The Wind," moppet pic,

finally
'
getting the okay here for

children . under 18 after having
been banned to them for the last

two years.
Jean Boyer and Jean Vital, of

Radio Diffusion Francaise, setting

up a new film producing outfit,

sfmoja. First film will be “100

Francs a Second,” based on a radio

show, and to be directed by Boyer.

Felix Oudart, who Was suing
Marcel Pagnol for 920,000 francs

($2,700) for being removed from a
part in the Tatter’s play after re-

hearsal had started, lost his ease.

This harks back to 1946, when Pag-
nol was casting “Cesar," Oudart
had the role but was replaced by
Henri Vilbert when Pagnol felt

former lacked the proper Mar-
seilles accent.

Mote Rotman, foreign manager
for Edward Small, in hospital- for
major operation.
Hymaii Zahl, director of Fosters

agency, to New York Friday (25)

on his regular talent looipsee. .

Bol Lesser returned to New York
yesterday (Tues.) after a prolonged
stay in London and on the Conti-

nent,
Donald Peers returned from

Korea with Joyce Neale and Don-
ald Phillips after a tour of British

camps.
. ,

A. Davison Dunton, chairman of

the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,

sailed for New York on the Maure-
tania last Wednesday. ^
Walt Disney did . a personal in

last week’s “Current Release” TV
program, fortnightly feature de-

voted to general releases.

Sam Eckmaq, Jr., hosting re-

ception '' tomorrow (Thurs.) to

Charles Goldsmith, who’s been ap-
pointed MGM’s assistant managing
director.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., recording

narrations for reissue of his fath-

er’s silent film, “The Iron Mask,"
which was written by Richard
Llewellyn.
Show biz contingent currently in

London includes Arthur Lubin,
Danny Grayson, Ira Stewart, Dr.
Herbert Kalmus, Sam Marx and
John Perona.
Max Thorpe, Columbia topper,

tossed reception ' for Stanley
Kramer, and guests included
Joseph A. McConville, who returns

j

to the U. S. this week, ,
i

Jeremy Spensei*, currently star*
ring in “The Innocents," will be
first guest artist in a new BBC ra-
dio feature which will sfpotllglhLt the
work of professional performers
under 21.

I
Rita" it Pitt Btadium 4espit4
cracked kneecap suffered at dress
rehearsal.

Singer Sylvia Karlton, Harl Kal-
mensons’ dotter and niece of. Ben
Kalmenson, WB sales chief, mar-

ising Navy Lieutenant Phllln Mosr
cbwitz In New York Aug. 24. •

'

Portland Ore.
By Ray Feves

Allan Wieder, RKO field man,
in town for * few days.

Jat Herod’s Manhattan Cocktail
Revue held, for a third week at
Amato’s Supper Club,
Guy Chemey, Loretta Miller

and- Sheppard Bros, held for a sec-

ond stanza at the Clover Club.
Bev Kelley, advance man for

“Call Me Madam," here to work
out details with promoter William
Duggan.
“Naughty Marietta" opened a

two-week run at the outdoor Hol-
laday Bowl. Ditto “Anything
Goes" at^ the Civic Theatre.
“Song of Norway" opened legit

season at the Auditorium. Musical
inked fbr week with opener last

night (22), Big sked of musicals
and plays set for Auditorium and
Mayfair Theatre.

|

Don Simmons circus revue, with
Hoosier Hotshots, Saturns, Howard
Hardin, Duanes, El Cota, Kings,
Chico 'Dell, Patsy Jean, and
Lamarettes, played two mats and
two eves at the Armory here last

week.

Berlin

Havana

Mianii Beach
By Lary Solloway

Joe Mooney held over at Harbor
Lounge.
Del Casino into Dream Bar in

Johnina Hotel.
Newest entry In local TV films

hereabouts is World Wide Films.
Harry Rlchnlan costarring with

Martha Rave at Five O’clock -Club.

Joey Adams into Clover Club,
with Jackie Miles to follow around
Aug. 6,

Bobby Lucas set for. mid-beach
all-nitery, Shooky’s Rendezvous,
beginning July 30.

Chris Columbo added to Sans
Soucl Blue Sails Room Show,
which features Lfenhy Kent.

GraOie Barrie replaced Monica
Boyar at Casablanca’s Club Moroc-
co when latter had to leave for
other engagements.'

Nautilus Hotel set Buddy Lester
and Carol Bruce in line with one-
name-weekly policy adopted sever-
al weeks ago. Helen Fprrest cur-
rent.

Bogota, Colombia
Royal Dumbar circus opened

four-week stay.
Carmenclta Pernett, warbler, off

to Puerto Rico and Miami.

.

; Government issued decree au-
thorizing construction of casino at
Cartagena, tourist port.
American film distrlbs lunch-

eoned Maurice M. . Bernbaum of
Dept. . of State at Temel’s.

Cine Club, private subscription
group, ran “La Bonde" pic. Cen-
sors banned public exhibition. '

James Alberse, of TimeTLife
promotion department, in on o.o.
for forthcoming Spanish edition of
Life.
Pedro Lopez Lagar and stock

company closed dull three-week
stand at San Jorge and headed for
the provinces before taking off for
Venezuela.
Alvaro Monroy Guzman new art-

istic director of . Radio Nuevo
Mundo. Teresa ,Gutierrez, top
femme announcer, now NM’* pro-
gram chief.

Juan Penaloza, director of Tea-
tro Colon, off to Spain and Italy
m nefotiatf ifor • a director for
Colon's Khool of dramAtie art and
aiK^tr dlreetor for jiti symphony
orehostriu

By Jay Mallln
Roclo Sc Antonio doing Spanish

dances at Tropicana.
Brenda, dancer, has top billing

in the vaude show at the Marti
Theatre.

Blanqulta Amaro, dancer, star-

ring in the show at the Campoamor
Theatre.

^

Mexican tenor Pedro Vargas
signed for TV shows on Cuban
channels.
Ben Marden, who recently pur-

chased Radio Cadena Azul, now
plans to install TV.

Composer-pianist Ernesto Le-
cuona stars on a weekly TV show
over Union Radio Television.
Rene Riera Llanuza leaving for

the States to represent Cadena
Oriental de Radio in New York.

Songstress Kay BroxVn vacation-
ing in Havana. Also . (at nearby
Varadero) is Frederick Loewe.
Cadena Roja radio station, ac-

quired by new owners, has a new
name, Radio Reporter. News pro-
grams are to dominate the sched-
ule.

Composer - conductor Agustin
Lara and his 17-plece orchestra
playing in shows at Montmarte
Cabaret, Radiocenter Theatre and
CMQ-TV.

By Hans Hoehn
Stravinsky’s “The Bake’s Pro-

gress,” presented by the Hamburg
State Opera, will be a highlight of

the Berlin Cultural Festival.

Berolina started shooting Lehar’s

“Land of Smile," with Jan Kiepura
and Martha Eggerth as stars. Ex-
teriors wiU be shot in Siam. •

“Un Grand Patron," French piej-

“Kon-Tiki” (RKO) and “Monsieur
Verdoux" (UA) were the best pix

of June as chosen , by 'Berlin crlx.

Ernst Neubach,- wellknown song-
writer, author ‘and director, re-

turned to Berlin after an absence
of 16 years, is making a comedy,
“You Only Live Onte," for CCC.

Latest U. S. pix preemed at first-

run houses include “Adam’s Rib,"

“Calamity Jane . and . Sam BaSs,"

“Beyond the Blue Horison," “The*

Exile" and “Cyrano de Bergerac.”

Ireland

Chicago
Ralph Bell, actor, in to see wife,

Pert Kfelton, ill at Columbus Hos-
pital;

George Wilmot appointed ihan-
ager of the Erlanger, taking over
from the late Fred Crow.
Shep Traube in to arrange for

route of "Bell, Book and Candle"
when it leaves. Chicago Aug, 16.
Danny Newman flew to South

America for the rest of summer
to be with his wife, Dina Halpem,
who is starring in Kiddish legit
there.
Franchot Tone and Betsy Von

Furstenberg at Chevy Chase this
week in “Second Man" and Carol
Bruce in “One Touch of Venus"
at Salt Creek.

By Maxwell Sweeney i

Thesper Barry Keegan to Lon-
don. *

Brendan Smith Productions
strawhatting at Bray, County Wick=

!

low.
Maurice O’Brien joins Longford

Productions for role in , “The
School for Wives." .

Maurice Ellimsn, former vice-
prexy Odeon (Ireland), Ltd,, who'
died earlier this year, left $210,000.,
Brid Lynch pacted for Pegeeii

Mike role in coming Abbey revival
of J. M. Synge’s “Playboy of the
Western World.”
Thesper Noel Purcell planed

back from Granada, Spain, after
feature role in Mike Frankovich-
Joe Auerbach pje, “Decameron

i

Nights.”
Tom Arnold currently presenting

two shows in Dublin, “King’s Rhap-
sody" at the Gaiety>and “Ice Show
of 1952" at National Stadium. Both
clicking.

j

Republic’s John Wayne-Maureen
O’Hara starrer, “The Quiet Man,"
now in s^xth week at the Adelpni,
Dublin, nas broken all house rec-
ords for length of run.

Minneapolis

Pittsburgb
By Hal Cohen

Nello Sestini, Buddy Lee’s trom-
bone player, and Marie Puglisi got
married recently.'
Kay Lyder back, again at Moun-

tain Playhouse in Jennerstown,
Pa., for femme leads.
Bernard Buchheit, Manos circuit

exec, in Westmoreland Hospital
with heart attack.
With his own Carousel closed,

Jackie Heller goes into the Twin
Coaches this weekend.
Summer students at Carnegie

Tech Drama School did Joshua
Logan’s “The Wisteria Trees."
Johnny Harriar handed “Ice Ca-

pades" advertising account for lo-
cAl engagement to Dubin-Feldman
agency.

r. V. (Dinty) Moore, WB dis-
trict sales manager, convalescini
at Lake ChauUuqua after stomach
operation.
Jsek Good* went on in

By Les Rees
University of Minnesota . Theatre

offering “The Circle."
“Guest in the House” on deck

for Old Log strawhatter.
Ramon Noval- orch continuing at

Hotel Radisson Flame Room.
Dorothy Lewis ice show in its

eighth week at Hotel Nicollet
Minnesota Terrace and still draw-
ing big.

St. Paul Heinie’s holding over
magician Carazin in floorshow that
also includes dancer Lois Coidiss
songstress Lynn Kelly.
Metropolitan Opera soprano Mai;y

Henderson guest artist at Univer-
sity of Minnesota summer session
orchestra’s second concert.
Roy King and his “Koml-Kings,”

apparently Magic Bar fixtures, back
on job after fortnight vacation.

going into tWrd year.
• Variety club annual
golf tournament postponed from
Aug. 8 to 29 .because' better facili-
ties -will be available at course on
later date.

Charlie Fox, burlesque impre-
sario, in from Milwaukee to set
9P*wing of hU local hurley season
at AlvUi Aug. . 25. It wUl be the

thAt he hM. eperated
the house.

.

wtiditeeday, July 1953^

Hollywood

John

Su«n BaU to Dallas to open

Paul Weston hospltaUzed wistomach trouble.

throat infection.
^

Clare Booth Luce leased a hou
in Beverly Hills.
'David Wayne touring the nort

west on vacation.
Dan O’Herlihy planed to Mexli

City for a picture.

returned 'from a toi
of the Belgian Congo.

°

Walter Annenberg in from t]

east for a short visit.

Earle C. Anthony hospitalhi
with virus infection.

Virginia Mayo in the hosipt
with sinus infection.
Frankie Laine and Carl Flshi

plane in from Honolulu.
Bill Thomas returned to woi

after a three-week vacation.
Howard Freeman in town follov

ing fold of “Off Thee I Sing."
Wendell Corey to San Diego I

plug the Community Chest,
Joseph Sistrom leaving for Lot

don on Paramount business.
Bullets 'Durgom, the agent, bac

in town after six weeks In the easi

Ruth Hussey to Minneapolis
I

plug“Woman in the Wilderness.
Steven Garay gets his fliu

American citizenship papers tW
week.

Qlenri Ford and Eleanor Powd
to Mammoth Lakes for 10 days J

fishing.
.Jack Mahoney booked for tb

Pittsburgh police Circus late tli

month.
Vincent Fennelly returned to hi

Monogram desk after three weei

ifi N. Y.
Pep Lee elected Commander i

Paramount Post No. 557, Ameii

can Legion.
j

Virginia Huston and Manus Pm
Clinton, II, announced their ei

gagement.
.
Jimmy Stewart will offlcljl

again at the annual Soapbox Deri

in Akrori, O.
.
Tex -Ritter and his horse boob

for six weeks at the Harringi

Arena) London.
Randolph Scott won the annw

Columbia golf tournament with

low gross of 69.

Judy Caiiova ordered by h
medico to take it easy for the r<i

of the summer,
Hume Cronyn and Jessica Tana

in from Bermuda to start a to|

of “The Fourposter."
Cornel Wilde booked for a serf

of lectures to drama students

:

nine universities.
•Hatfy M. Warner gifted Ww

land IliHs with a new Ameridi

Legion Town Hall.
Mary Sinclair suspended

Paramount' for going to Eur<(

without permission.
Ted Richmond making a tral

for the Savings Bond drive w

Jimmy Durante starred. .

'

Edward Clark celebrated

60th year in show business on t

“I Love Melvin" set at Metro.
,

Eve Arden awarded a P
plaque by the Alumni Assn.

Teachers College in Connecncu

Joan Rice in from England

'

•her way to the Fiji Islands to Jo

.Burt Lancaster in “His Majes

O’Keefe ”

Tony. Curtis and George I

guests of honor at the annual co

vention of the Pacific Coast MjI

cians’ Assn. , , ,

Charles P. Skouras named m
man • of the L. A, Commun

(2!best’s publicity committee for l

fourth' time.
,

Columnist Louella Parsons is

'Cedars of Lebanon Hospital

rest and will probably be then

few^ more days. She was ora

to hosp. by- Dr. Myron
who Said she is suffering Iron'

haustion.

Atlantic Cilf

By Joe W. Walker

“Seventh Heaven"
Ada Fenno and Gianni P

Quarterdeck Theatre (21^-
Uptown Globe burlesque

“Peaches" and Harry j

with two shows
I

Les Paul and ]\gry Joro

Steel Pier Music Hah (^^^ 3,

Ralph Flanagan into Marine

^"^‘!£senic and Old
J

Bonnie Smith ftid Aphr

pas, featured Oajeway

Playhouse in Suburban

Point (23-27). , Tudy

Yxry Best comk, and

joined “Borscht-Capades c

MlUlon Dollar Pier

Show grossing
. Jackie Leonard heacunj

show at *

Jaye Brof., Lee



OBltUAR

P

fn'a ttotloiisness ^inna ShobWsm .which

t3o4ri K,? ,?.®f
Is » (jiecetsary) part of most other

?hlfdren affairs; ' tt >as a sHccess.
Tlje lack of prizes he|ps tlie re-|

T?»TTr<rf laxed atmosphere^ prevent ma-^i Cotttinucd from 't

Homi;* .r. CtrilSflN; Imore in Times Square, long before . «. former ' circus tSir’etc'^”Socarno“®a«Wrbe ^orits,listeners in the.Wted King-

Homer IT, Curran, veteran into Hollywood and July 18' ip- -El Paso. He a major fete hut serves its funo* OTOseaSs

,

lotfif nroducer and theatre pwner^ Ha^o .City circles, was as much a traveled with many circuses, tion • also as meetinif nlace for
* Kaye’s presence heire atid the re-S Beverly Ss e^xhlb^dis?ri^^^^^^ ceptJn h? haM^d'hVeX

'a long illness, .;Curr«^f whb had
^InschenheS who built thf of .this year’s resilts, next Polled all fear among ;the Danes

been credited with stimuM hosteS amT^for m^^
•

' year wiU' see increased partlcipa- th^^t. Kayp would jparicatUre Ander-
Coast’s legit vitalityrope)^^^^^

third-of-a-cSito preSded at^his
FRED O’DONOVAN tion there.

'

'

. Sentithp^naUonarherO'. Xateyes-
atres in Angeles ^d San^Fr^

top spot as greeter and Stre <?!
..Bred O’Donovan, 63, Irish actor-r Screenings' were held nightly in

Kay^ visited the

thSBL^?o Thfa^ Services tomorrow (TbS at <3irector, died Jury 21 in London, an over^ Q%-seat Parliament anti presented
also co-managed the Bei^

Funeral '-Home, 55 Main Broadway m ^ theVrand ' Premier Erlksen the .script of
h®’ St., Binghamton, N, y. a son and iH .9 J. M. Synge’s “The Play-" the Two o1_* 1 the American film. Today .he will
upiasco and, after the latter’s A ?on and

deam tooro^r the operation hlrp- « ^^“ghter survive. hoy

1944, In collaboration with ^ . GEOltGE* ERAHAM
T’dwin Lester, Curran helped write Braham, 87,. retired orch y.

and co-p?oduccd “Song of Nor- S'",,??! Ausi
wav.’’ a musical hiog of Edvard New York, (jmd

1909 in J. M. Synge’s “The Play- .hrtown’s two oinpm.r A ^he American film. Today he will
buy of the Western World.” n^ "driuxe showSe orTmnallv^

'^^^^^ birthplace of Ander-

. scheduled to openlo^ thftesV^ s®®. whore the house in .which the

VALENTINE MORGAN val, was not completed in .time. A “uthor was born is preserved as

Edwin Lester, Currim neipea write
romnn?A^ Valentine - Morgan, 76, veteran- congress for discussion of eJuca-

and co-produced ^Song Ot No^
heart attack ^pw vj^rv

Australian film advertising man, Ifonal films and one cn' films for
v;ay.’’ a musical ofJGdvard died in Melbourne, July .12 fol- children, both * with screenings,
Grieg. The show was launched

late David Rp7n<;po at flip
lowing a- heart attack. Wife, two were also .h^d during* the local

$?a'y":rere“hh?dLMrrS^^ B^scl ¥lfea?rTV'’Wa\s? sons and daughter survive. Fete. aOd attended bf delegaSs
fLilPfi idffi n?AdncPr.^ penned songs for several Broad- irpm several countries.

author - was born is preserved as
a museum,

Kaye's Ho p 'Invasion*

Newcastle,' Eng., July 15,.

Who let Danny Kaye watch a
serious operation at the Royal Vic-

Cirieg. luc
late David Belasco at the

a nearc auacK. wiie, two v/ere also .held during* the local Newcastle, Eng,, July 15,.

^u-htrP^it^h^ a successful run Belasco Theatre, N. Y. He ^
also

®ons and daughter survive, fete, ahd attended bV delegates Who let Danny Kaye watch a

rnrran^ teamed ^th producers P^-B^ned songs for several Broad- I'rpni several countries. serious operation at the Royal Vic-

Sssril Lewis and Howard Ybung S'*?
musicomedies. The son of BEATRICE H. HAYWARD ' Italy and the U.S. presented the Infirmary here?

three years later iri the production Beatrice Herford Hayward, 84, hulk of feature production, ^ol- Question is to be raised at next

of "Lady Windermere's Fan,’f star- former actress and monologist, lowed by France and Great Britain, meeting of the regional hospital

ring Cornelia OtiS^ Skhmer; In tSSi, t nil®? * 18 . in Seaconnet Point, Top critical favor went to France's board, following cbmplaihts by

Italy and the U.S. presented the Infirmary here?

ring Cornelia OtiS-- Skbm In
t 18 in Seaconnet Point, Top critical favor went to France

1948 Curran arid Lesteri produced Harrieau
«<?tor William R. i. “Casque D’Or,’* directed by senior surgeons ovv'jr the. come-

the lavish musical,' '“Mag^Jena.-” -a sister af^o' «:iirvfvpV
• JacqueS Becker, while the puDlIe Plan’s visit to the infirm'ary last

It opened at the Ziegfeld. Tlieatre;.. ^ f so. survives.. JULIUS MAY voiced its approval of “Don Thursday (10).

ALFRED SEDGWICK Julius MaJ^ 44, stage manager a Franco-Italian co-pro- It wasn’t until Kaye had- left' the
***^ _ i « —1. w *« 'I. A ITFPn S.Art Ir wt rk«*

field with the purchase
Cort Theatre, San Fran
subsequently disposed -

* « . • . AAA t *^.1. ± Lew Hippe 72 physical ihstruc-
welLrecelved, “5 Fingers" ances. at the City Hall. >

Theatre, still one of Frisco;* nwj or wheTh^Tomp/Tbp^'^f^ff”^^ tor and masseur at Warners for the Regulations' regarding ‘J atten-

legit houses. He also acquired an
Tivoli Theatre %ornnt^^ in ^ former Mack dance .at hospital , operations in

Interest in the Geaiy Theatre there 1945' he Joined Sennett actor, died in Hollywood ?0th
.
^d . Diplomatic Courier" Britain are of the; sfctest, only

some years ago. In 1927 he j:oin6d j^d had managed the Palace ^op 19 following an operation for ^^Oth). Last-named brought some doctors, ipedical students and

'

the newly formed producing team ine raiace since
^ aUj^ent. - critical comment, about the pres- nurses being permitted.' '

of Fred Butler and Edward Belas- surviving are’ .wife enn nn/^ Bis wife and* son, Warner Bros, entation at an international festival
" •

:rtA "Tiotrirl "RaI Al* nPllA'lT* jt i_ j
* ^AA.Vf 5>UI1 ctliU wi^vi T TJ e4««v* . I r\-P * ' W'M.avs a Www 4^4.1 ^ I

CO* David. Belasco's.DXtJther. Their dauffMcr
initial production -s^as “The Devil's

® ^ *

Plum Tree,’’ with John Colton and
Ruth Chatterton. They also staged Daniel

DANIEL E, McMahon

makeup man Louis H. Hippe, sur- of “openly ' propagandistic ma-
terial',’* hut a real .controversy was
stirred rip by “African Queen"'

Olive Hoyt, wife of Gerald M. (Horizon), presented here as a Britt-
XT....— • j Jf . i •

Ruth Chatterton. iney a^o siagea Daniel E. McMahon, 82, who Olive Hoyt, wife of Gerald M. (Horizon),
the first American profwsiraal turned to promoting toxing Hoyt, New Brunswick (Canada) dis- Ish entry,
production of . Noel Coward s The matches as' manager o( the- old trict. manager for .Monogram andA _ UA't^IrkX iinhVi .

' i

^

^ ^ ,va\* vn _ -
. -i . x ^

or TV?
€OhtJ[nU«d pA'gO’

luatu-ucai xuanager or tne- Old '-aavv. .ii*pu«isci wi .ivioiiosiam aiiu German Beef . i. . i-' ^ a. ti.

Queen Was In The,P^lor." with a&iety Theatre, Albany, and who Eagle Lion, and owner of Commu- ^Tip
Pauline Frederick During, the brought to that house iuch pugl- .

nity Theatre, Kothesay-Qiiispam- V^otest was didn’t materialke. .• • -

early 1930s the sjmdicate produced lists as John X; Sullivan and "Jack ®^®» N. B.,- died, after a heart at- 6f;the difficulties faced by
such shows in L.A. and ^risco as Johnson, died at • his home in AI- ^ck July 12.

- man Assn. qf Film*Journalists pres- the instilutlbn on de'tefmiriiing the
"Camille,” with Jane. Cowl: Re- bany.July 15.' McMahon also sue- Locarno voice their regret most nrofitabie riknhsiil iriothn/l in
bound,” with Ina Clrire; “Cyrano cessfully promnted bouts in vari- Mrs Cornelia Wfleht Harner 79

British picture ‘African the U .S is the fact that 'the 13

nttt®”Tlfe vineFi Tr’^ ” wffh®BU: « »®®®®®t®d ®t ‘h®

lie Burke and “Toniaht Or Never " WidoSffS^ harmonic Orchestra and John The film . dpe$ not. attempt an ob- ticular b.o. strength,. That’s how
with Helen GahaSn

' aurvlve. PhlllJ) Sousi’S band, died July 21 «ct«e portrayal; on the thdy got in {rouble, in .the flrat

When the trio ^disbanded in the . PATRICK F. BXRNE
N. J.

tendenc?es^*%he*German 'lou^al'
*’*®®*' ®®“®®®’ ®®<J why the bank

mid-’30s, Curran continued as an Patrick F.. Byrne. 45^ salesman aJif
Indie producer. In 1939 he estab- for the St. Louis RKO-Radio ex- James M. Fort, 60, background p German ^olontal

original release,

lished the Ci^ Light Opera Assn, change, was killed, his wife, three projectionist at 20th-Fox .Studios L? withourex?etition xt That means that 'they have little
m Frisco. Aiver. the ‘Magdalena children and father-in-law injured since 1929, died July

.
19 at hi? value for reissue. On the other

production, in .’48> Curran .became July 14 when the automobile .he home. Widow, daughter, brother Sf hand, if 'tW’re ihanded pver to
hiactive as a- pro^Iucer. However was driving skidded on the wet and ristef survive.'

‘ ^ ^ tele it .niust be TecoSized ^
he contmued in his post, as prez of pavement

,
.and turned over near

'' ?- contradiction both with the Ofb
their tissue valuedwin he totallv

the Curran Theatre Corp. and his Eiegler, 111. Harry G. Taylor, '81, specialist voiced appeal for the motion pic-
operation of Curran Productions, Byrne'never regained conscious-’ Ih the building of miniature film lure as, a means of international * P^^anentiy caijqeuea out.

theatrical property- coflcem in Lt.A, ness.- None of
.
the others was seri- sets, died July 16 at his home in friendship and- with efforts for'

a

„
Eriwprlse product includes such

, ously Injured. . . Burbank. united -European partnership.” biggijfcs‘,^U! ';Arch 'of Triuhlbh” and
WILLIAM S. (DQC) -WADDELL — •-

The varied Italian selection In "Body arid Soul ”,
'

'Sirtiflhriy tied

William S. (Doc) Waddell, 89> re- „
-J®

BLAIR Mother,. 66-^ of Bill Polk mid- elided three films WMdh Se td get'
Universal suit.ar^ Walter

tired circus pressagent and ad- Harry J. Blair. 63, veteran music west manager of WillaVd Alexan-
distribution* Wanger's ‘^Secret Beyorid the

vance man, died July 15 in Colum- died July 20 in New York, der Agency, died in Chicago, July Rome”' (rS)^ “Three Door” and “Lost Momehf" and
bus, 0. He also was a.circus min- years he had been ^2.

Stories” (Warner) and^'A ritv Cn Nunnally Johnson’s “Mr. Reabody’s
Ister with many of the big shows ^ distributor of profeswonal music • — co

'

• Tr^l” -CnnS Mermaid” and “Senator Was In-
and was known- in the trade as copy for organists. ,At one time .

Edwin Crane, 63, projec-
» u

® ^ discreet ”

"Bishop of the Big Ton'" He had he was associated with Broadway tionist with . Columbia Pictures for Morning, Elephant .(Dear Film), *
, . „ ,

worked for Barnum & Bailey Ha- Music .and Shapiro-Bernsteln; pub-’ years,, died JUly 13 at his home starring Vittorio DeSica; “Anna” available' fpr sale

genbeck-Wallace ' Ringling Bros lishlng firms, .

m San Gabriel.
, ^

(Lux), with Silvana Mangano; and cuce the Bank determines On poli-

and the Sells-Floto circuses.
‘ Surviving • are his wife . and' a “Filumena Marturano.” ' Showing cy are tHre6 from Eagle Liqh. They

Waddell, ne William Shackle- daughter. Mrs. Florence Finley Roden, of “It Happened in Rome” was al- “Ruthless/’ “Northwest Stam-
ford Andres, began- his circus ca- ^ ’^He of Henry W Rodert, screen* mosfcalled off because of a con- pede” and “Let’s Livp a Lit.tle.”

as a candy butcher with the WALDEMAR H. ROSE writer, died July 16 in Santa Mon-
' troversy- between Swiss and Paris. B. of A. last week; .moved Its

0 d John Robinson circus when he ?: ^ offices of RKO, and a copy finally New York offices j^m United Art-

hmred tV®u" S.“with“ tt/Vst EecordSg Ta^khTliu^de/lnl M»j. C Cpurt Treat*. 63. author ‘

BSSef'Vasme ttLfiSoS

mg -the following year he toured of the Frank L. Capps Co., makers Andre ^^.Uide and Table Aux Dtdt'IjIC
with the Jim Corhett-Bob Fitzsim- of recording needles, at the time of Lillian Bowles, 69, former 5^.®'^^* ' Germany was repped by X51K 1 llD _

mons fight pix. He also flacked for his death. singer and vocal coach, Eric ^mmer s production, “Naghts Mr, apd Mrs. Macdonald Carey,

M S. Bostock. (“the animal Surviving are his wife, singer died- July 16 in Los Angeles. Auf Den Strassen,” Sweden by daughter Hollywood. July 12.

(?
I

.lie Burke, and *‘Tonight Or Never/'
^ Wld.ow anS son survive,

with Helen Gahagari. .

When the trio disbanded in the , PATRICK F. BYRNE
mid-’30s, Curran continued as an Patrick F.. Byrne, 45, salesman
Indie producer. In 1939 he estab- for the St. Louis RKO-Radio ex-
lished the Ci^ Light Opera Assn, change, was killed, his wife, three
in Frisco. After the “Magdalena" children and father-in-law initireri

and the Sells-Floto circuses. Survivi
Waddell, ne William Shackle- daughter,

ford Andres, began his circus ca- •

.
as a candy butcher with the ,

old John Robinson circus when he Walden

IHp.S ) .at the Pan-American Exhi- Annette Hanshaw; a brother and
oition in Buffalo. He .subsequently two sisters^

,

Fred Cummins and his

fl;.*^u?®"2ress, which played the HAROLD GROPPER
yxr

World’s Faur. Harold (Hal) Cropper, 32, staff
Waddell managed' and directed announcer for -WSYR and WSYR-

BIRTHS -

Mr, and Mrs. IVIacdonald Carey,

daughter, Hollywood, July 12.
“Fransklld.” Israel by “Klala irfiim Vptnr
T cht-ortTio »> A.tof,.!-. Father is film actor.James Y. Glisson, 91, former Lebracha,” Austria by “Hoellisehe

light opera tenor, died'“July 19 in Llebe,” while Great Britain round-
Philadelphia. ' ed out its entry with “The Card."

Father, 79, of Albert DezeC in-

Llebe,” while Great Britain round- ^*’®‘ Lesser, son,

ed out its entry with “The Card,” Hollywood, July 12. -Father is a

starring Alec Guinness, and television writer.
“Hunted,” directed by Charles Mr. and Mrs, Tom King; son, in

SyracuVe, died of leukemia dependent film distributor, died m crighton bSrwell receivedX pm "
tsnow until his retirement. July 3 in Syracuse. Gropper had Chicago July 15.

receivea Dy Chicago, July, 14. Father. is pub-
been a staff announcer for WRUN,.

n/r *. o • j* ^ -u j i.--..
llcity director for Chicago Stadium

CHARLES WARBURTON Utica, before joining the Syracuse Father of BTert McKay, of Para- Most Swiss distribs and exhibs ^nd Arthur Wirtz Enterorises
Warburton, 64, legit and station in March, 1950. He also mount’s casting department, died dropped- into Locarno for a look at Mr anH Mr<j TinHF.rt «««

atfi died of a heart worked at radio stations in Den- July 15 in Hollywood. future product. Among celebs „ „
^

V,
July 19 In New York. War- ver, Jamestown, N. Y., and Great ' r»T'ocoTi+ /ini-irief ir.ac.fi.rr.i Hollywood. Jul.v 12. Father I*

had been director of ABC’s Falls, Mont.
soaper, “My True Wife survives.

S’ 1944. He had pre-
jyoysly been an actor-director for LESTER D. WATSON

' Lester D. Watson, 49, who con-

Locarno Pix Post
‘

’ vesier waison, ^y, who con-

,
began his acting structed • and installed equipment

Continued from paj^e Z.

future product. Among celebs
Mr. an(I Mrs. BadeA Powell, son,

present during the Festival were H(3llywood, July 12. Father Is

French director Jaques Becker and producer,

stars Anne Vernon, Arletty and Mr. and Mrs,,Hal Kanner, daugh-
Claude Dauphin; Italians Giuseppe Mother is

DeSantis Carla Dpi Prtppin Joanne Wheatley, soloist with the

Bo/of&ha>?Mpantat anSi ®

niariftnn. •
'^* nerc per-

thfshi^^’ 1920. He was preS of

• *
• .

•

l^ick /T
-

.

=

knifew JiiB Bur-
terAyp. headwaiter at the

son, 'pittsbilfgh, July 5. Father’s
a Pitt Playhouse actor.

Mr. and Mi's. Lou Crosby, daugh-

aj^ghter survive, peral
.MARRIAGES * Mrl'andS.tou Cr"' b d a h-

o^Ir' *d'
!>fficl4?®n En?Sa.’^®Mlx.? JiSe Pa^JL^do C^!C%a4ng”

broadest.: over KW,.. C)ilc?go.
. f®

^ and; ‘-Mts/ Irvin*: Paley,

ttKa PJblSNIEK
. . .

MeriipUs.' FJ-fler la’ anlgShf afllfcA.
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RISING STARS!

"NOOHAN AND MARSHALL HIT

OF POLIti SHOWI"'
Angeles Herald & Express

’^Headlining ore Noonan and Marshall whose local

following will be enhanced by this stint , . . act zips
•o • • «

along i # «r Pete MarshdlJ|*s singing aad straighting

provide Hie foil for Tom Noonan’s Impersonations and

humor * * *, punched over with savvy and a sense of
\

timing that clicks strongly* Boys earn a begoff to pro-

vide a rousing finale for theehoWv”

-—Variety

Kap

Bcidys K. C
“Tommy Noonan and Pete Marshall

are new to Kansas City, Their lovely

comedy pattern is well suited to this

room. It’s a good session that dem-
onstrates ^elr versatility , « , ‘Chef

Alberni’ a sock ,closer.:

r^Variefy

* Quin

r

'IT ' s ^

1 TT*

Kjfpenma

PALMER HOUSE
Chicago
July 31

L-'

ir^

Exclusive Managementi

MILTON DEUTSCH AOENCY

tre,'

m

Many thanks fa these wonderful

people who have made 1 952 a

great year.

MURIEL ABBOn
DON AMECHE

LEO COHEN

ROY COOPER

GEORGE EDDY

ALICE FABER

JOE FABER

CUFTON FADIMAN

JOHN GRANDE

DAVID HIGH

GEORGE S. KAUFMAN

JACOB KOSLOFF

FRANCES LANGFORD

SAM LEVINSON

LOS ANGELES

POLICE DEPT.

GARRY MOORE
SAMMY RAUSCH

IRWIN SCHUMAN

ED SULLIVAN

LOU WAITERS

BEN WEINBERG

noonan

anJ

9157 Sunset Blvd.

WarsUi
Hellyweed, Calif.
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NEW ‘KING’ OF TIN PAN ALLEY

From All But 20 or 30 H woodites

By HERMAN A, LOWE
Chicago, July 29.

There’s a revolution coming in

the format of th« American politi-

cal convention, in the opinion of

Borne very astute political people

—

and you can traced to television.

By the time the curtain dc-

ic^ded on the Democratic conven-
tion last Saturday, experts 'of both:

major parties were agreed on these

things:

TV Is here to stay as probably
the greatest single medium in car-

rying the convention story to the
American people, and should en-
courage more voting In the Presi-

dential elections.

The traditional pattern of the
convention, as seen over video, of-

ten limps and drags, has lots of

unnecessary hot air, and frequently
comes out just pure “ham.”

It will be necessary to tighten up
convention procedures and prob-
ably even to revamp and stream-
line the whole jerry-built structure
Vjhose clumsy 19th century formula
is sadly out of date.
Television may eventually cause

the ultimate .revolution of r.eplac-
ing the present form of convention
with the nationwide presidential
primary.
’ This is the way some of the best
political observers feel, although
most of them do not wish to be

(Continued on .page 30)

Fred Allen Suffers

Attack; Old Gold May

Cancel His TV Show
Fred Allen suffered an attack

two ’, weeks ago while vacationing
at Cape Cod, Mass., and has been
ordered by his medicos not to
work until at least the first of next
year. As a result, Old Gold may
cancel his “Two for the Money”
show, which he was scheduled to
Preem on NBC-TY early in the
fall, replacing it with another
pckage until Allen is well enough
to resume work.
Comedian was stricken while on

tne beach and it was originally
believed that he had suffered a

sunstroke. Further diagno-
se, however, revealed that the
attack was due to his chronic high
mood pressure and a virus infec-
tion. He’s reported to be still seri-
ousiy lU and under constant carem his doctors.
Execs of the Lennen 8c Mitchell

which handles the Old
^old account on the show, stated

week that they hope to retain
Money" if they cum find an em-
e capable of subbing’- for Allen,
ut said it would be a tough job.

re now scouting the field and
fo arrive at a decision this

ni,L
* is to be a vidfilm

quiver similar to Groucho Marx's
Life.” With the

‘^oodson-BiU Todman pack-

ciii
producing, Allen had

ago°*"
show some

Adlai’s Station Stock
Washington, July 29.

,/
,
The Democratic nominee for

president, Adlai Stevenson,
and the man who will probably
'suceed him as governor of

Illinois, Edward J. Barrett,

each have minority interests

in competing applications for

a television station In Spring-
field, 111.

Stevenson holds about 2%
of the stock of Sangramon
Valley TV Corp. in Springfield

which is applying for channel
2. Barrett is a 10% owner of

WMAY-TV which is bidding
for the same channel. Gov.
Stevenson has a substantial in-

terest in radio station WJBC
in Bloomington, 111,, via his

25% ownership of the Bloom-
ington Daily Pantograph,
which holds 90% of WJBC.

RCA and Col

Mull New IF

43 RPM Disks
Both RCA Victor and Columbia

Records are reportedly ready with
a new form of long-playing 45 rpm
disk. This differs from the trade-
accepted LP, which is the ’33 rpm
that Columbia pioneered and which
has. now been widely accepted by
all companies for albums and long-

hair music.
Victor has had an LP 45 idea in

mind for some time, and has per-

fected the large-spindled 7-lnch

disk to the extent of getting, the
grooves closer together so that

more music than the average 3

mins, “popular” disking could be
accommodated. RCA reportedly

(Continued on page 79)

Jack Benny’s Primer

For Humor; Feels Radio.

Comedy Is Here to Stay

By BERT BRILLER
Radio comedy will continue to.

move millions of people to laugh-

ter because it contains the same
basic elements of humor as tele-

vision or vaudeville, Jack Benny
said yesterday (Tues.) on landing

from Paris after sock engagements

In London, Cilasgow and- Manches-

ter.

Benny, who is upping his video

appearances from six last year to

nine (or one a month) in the 1952-

53 season, said that what gets a

giggle in (Glasgow will also go over

in Grassy Gplch, Okla. The rea-

son, he stresses, is that true humor
arises out of characterizatmn, and

(Continued on page 79)

By ABEL GREEN
. The new “king” of Tin Pan Alley
—the phonograph record — has
completed its revolutionization of

the music business.
The pyramiding manner in

which almost the entire music biz

keys its very existence to “that rec-

ord” is recharting the entire cotfrse

of a business which, traditionally,

has been sparked by the “profes-

sional” man. His contact with vo-

cal and instrumental talent was the
pipeline from the creator to the
public.

Today, the No. 1 contact is the
a.&r. man; two, the disk jockey;

and three, the drive for the live

talent, such as it is, on radio and
TV, in niteries and vaudfilmers.

The a.&r. (for artists & reper-
toire) execs at the sundry diskeries

rate the No. 1 consideration. They
must be hurdled in order to get a

recording. The deejays are ro-

manced for the plugs, and then

—

and only then—as the tune mani-
fests public appeal by “coming up
on the chart” are the live vocal-

ists, -bands and kindred artists

wooed for plugs. They, too, are

caught in this neW cycle and gear

their programing to popular, taste

as evidenced on the platters. The
ad agencies and kindred program
builders fall in line automatically.

To the long-established music
publishers this is frustrating albeit

(Continued on page 52)

Radio Not LiaUe

For Ad Lib Libel

Chicago, July 29.

In a precedent - setting deci-

sion, Federal Judge William J.

Campbell ruled here yesterday

(M6n.) that a radio station or net-

work cannot be held responsible

for libelous or slanderous remarks?

made on an ad lib show unless

the plaintiff can prove that the sta-

tion or web was negligent.

Suit involved a statement al-

legedly made by fan-dancer Sally

Rand on the Mike Wallace-Buff

Cobb “Chez Show” some 20 months
ago when .the husbahd-and-wife

team aired a nightly interview

program from the Chez Paree nit-

ery here via WMAQ, NBC outlet

in Chicago. Miss Rand was charged
with having declared that A1 Wag-
ner, operator of the Cavalcade of

Amusements carnival, owed her

$23,000 for past employment.
"Wagner subsequently sued both

the fan-dancer and NBC for

$1,000,000 each on a charge of libel

an Hat*

In his decision. Judge Campbell
noted that Wallace had told Miss

Rand on the show that “we can’t

go along with you on that” and
had reminded her that libel laws

existed. As a result, the judge

‘^aid, no negligence was shown by

NBC.

BBC Head Can’t See TV
London, July 29.

The new chairman of the Board
of Governors of the British Broad-
casting Corp. ii ' 67-yeat-old, ex-

diplomat Sir Alexander Cadogan.'
At a press conference after his ap-
pointment was announced by Win-
ston Churcblll, he admitted he had
never seen r TV program and was
not a keen radio listener.

Of TV, he said he was waiting
for technical improvements and for
the programs to get better before
buying a set.

UoydV Insurance

GivesKTU Profit

On Chi Conclave
Hollywood, July 29.

Although the networks ran in

the red in carrying the convention

coverage, KTLA, the only indie

telestation on the Coast to handle

the Chi politicos, wl?ids up with a

profit as a result of a hunch played

by manager Klaus Landsberg. He
took out a policy with Lloyd’s of

London, indemnifying the station

against loss in the event the con-

ventions each dragged beyond 6;30

p.m. Friday, their respective weeks.
Republicans finaled on time, but

the Democrats dragged on Satur-

day afternoon, and the Insurance

payoff, undisclosed, represents a

profit on the entire operation.

Premium was “about 5% of our

normal income for period insured.”

It‘s understodd the nets heard of

Landsherg's scheme, applied for

policy after conventions started,

but Lloyd’s nixed it as too late.

Air but 20 or 30 of the more
than .200 Hollywoodltes listed by
the American Legion as of dubious
loyalty will be cleared before th*
Legion’s annual convention opens
in New York Aug. 24, it is under*
stood._ The organization’s officials^

'working with columnist George
Sokolsky in the east and actot

Ward Bond in Hollywood, report-
edly have been culling painstak-
ingly ’^.through letters of explana-

j

tion which those named on the
original Legion list were asked by
their studios to submit

It’a iinderstood that a new list

will bic issued at the time of the
convention containing the names of
those players, writers, directors or
producers who refused to submit
the explanatory letters or whose
explanations have not satisfied the
.Legion and its aides in this project

No. mention will be made of the
others, who by this process can be
assumed to have been “cleared”

—

although the Legion shies at the
use of that word. One of those
prominently involved in the proj-

eCtE but who refused to permit use
of his name at this time, said that

(Continued on page 79)

Finns Think U.S. Radio

Slipped ’Em a Mickey

9n Meagre Olympicasts
Helsinki, July 29.

Finnish radio officialdom is livid

and vivid at the brushoff they claim

to have > received at hands of

American networks, both from
time 'on D. S. air allotted and per-

sonnel «ent here to cover Olympic
games.
Finns claim that when arrange-

ments were made for technlcaPfa-

cilities they were assured that

games would get ample air cover-

age by top sportscasters like Bill

Stern, Red Barber, Ted Husing,

Harry Wismer, et al.

Covering for NBC ar^ Jesse

(Continued on page 32)

SURF CLFB
VIRGINIA REACH

Presents

T0F HOUR OF CHARM
AH Girl Orchestra and Choir

with ^

EVEEYN andHER MAGIC VIOEIN
Under the Direction of

PHIE SPITAENY



With no further cuts in produc-”
tion costs seen -possible otherwise,

emphasis by the major studios now
is going to be on getting more out-

put per year from creative talent.

That’s behind Metro prexy ISficho-

las M. Schenck's plea to studio em-
ployees recently for "'a diy’s work
'for a day’s pay" and is the line that

other lots plan to follow.

Exec pay cuts Imposed by Metro
this month are said by top-echelon

insiders to mean very little, per se,

in moneysaving to the company.
Their purpose, reportedly, is large-

ly psychological, with the . focus

trained on producers, directors,

writers and other creative people

on the lot.

As Company toppers figure it,

there are two ways of saving money
as far as the personnel that turns

out the pictures is concerned. One
is by cutting salaries. That hurts

morale and in turn hurts produc-

tion, so the saving is not quite so

great as it superficially appears.

The other method of saving is

by getting more pix out of the

workers. If a producer making
$100,000 a- year turns out one film

during that period, he, costs the

studio $2,000 a week. But if under

a speedup he makes two films In

the same time, his salary ratio has

been reduced to $1,000 a week.
That also means, of course, that

a studio can do with half as many
producers. It is along that line

that Metro hones to make real subr

stantial savings. The exec paycuts

were only a method of shbwing that

the boys in the front offices are in

the battle, too, and are in effect

leading the way.
Other economies have brought

production costs down by 15% to

20% in the past three years, but

the bottom has been pretty well

reached. The "stretcher-out" is

the only method said to be readily

available to attempt still further'^

savings.

Bergman-Rossellini S«t

To Continne Italo Prod.
Rome, July 29.

Ingrid Bergman-Roberto Rossel-

lini production combo will continue
to turn out pictures in Italy< it was
disclosed this week by the Ponti-

De Laurentiis Sludios here.

Couple’s most recent film, "Europe
’51,” is scheduled for release in the

U. S. late this year.
After a sumrner vacation at the

resort tow,n of Santa Marinella
north of Rome, the Rossellinis
are slated to return to the capital

this fall to put their next picture
/before the cameras. Though cur-
rently in the writing stages, the
subject is unknown.

Pre-Coronation Vidpix

Slated for InPl Screens
London, July 22.

A series of four programs to

boost Britain at time of next year’s
coronation are to be produced by
the BBC-TV film unit, for presen-
tation throughout the world. Pic-
tures will be directed by Philip
Dorte and will be shown in the
weeks immediately preceding the
ceremony.

Although made primarily for
British screens, the BBC hopes
they will be shown in all countries
with a TV network. They will be
made available to U. S. stations
on a reciprocity basis.

Precedental, Nev, Saloon

bate for BaUct Theatre
For the first time in nitery and

ballet history, a ^ full-sized major
ballet troupe will terp in a night

club. ’ The Ballet Theatre bai been

set by the William Morris agency

for the l4ast Froritier, Las Vegas,

Aug. 22-Sept 2. Troupe will do

two shows nightly at 9 and 12, pre-

senting two of its hit ballets,

"Fancy Free" and "Rodeo." Both
are modern works based on Ameri-
can themes, with former cho-

reographed by Jerome Robbins
and fatter by Agnes DeMille.

"Fancy Free” is a tale of three

sailors on leave in N. Y., and
"Rodeo" is a southwestern saddle

saga.

Ballet Theatre is now in Holly-

wood, for appearances at the Bowl
Aug. 8-8 and 14-16. Troupe ap-

peared on Broadway at the Warner
Theatre In April, setting k prece-

dent for a major terp troupe as

stage bill with . a * film feature.

Producer Lucia Chase at first

turned down the Las Vegas bid,

but changed mind after the troupe

asked for the extra
^

chance to

dance. Troupe is due back in N. Y.
to open a

.
fall season at the Met

Opera House Sept. 15.

‘Not Much Need for An

Actor in Films; Director

Counts Most’—Heston
Hollywood, July 29. .

"There’s not much - need for an

actor in films," Charlton Heston

told ABC commentator Bill Tusher

Sunday (27) In an adlib interview.

Heston opined that pix "are not

really an acting medium. There

are possibly a dozen films a year in

the whole Industry .where you

really have to be an actor. In other

pix, a good director can do almost

all the work for you. You cannot

have a good film without good di-

rector. "I don’t mean that there

aren’t good actors in films,” the
TV-film thesp added. "I think ac-

tors can do good work in films, but
there’s not much need for an aetor

in films. The actor Is unimportant.
Emphasis has been on the physical
exterior of the performer, and if

that’s the thing you’re looking for

primarily, obviously everything
else is secondary.”

Hesion Scouting For Flay
Charlton Heston returned to

New York over the weekend after

starring in two films on the Coast,

revealing he was looking for a play
in which he and his wife, actress
Lydia Clark, could appear together
on Broadway this season. Music
Corp. of America, which represents
him, has been scouring the town
for the right property, Heston said.

The couple will appear together
next week in a strawhat revival of
Herman Wouk’s "The Traitor" at
the McCarter Theatre, Princeton,
N. J. Heston stated that under
his contract with Wallls-Hazen
Productions he can take a year off
from pix for a Broadway show.

While on the Coast the former
TV actor appeared in “Pony Ex-
press", for Paramount and "Ruby
Gentry” for 20th-Fox.
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Ben Harden Buys

Cuban Network;

Expanding for TV
Ben Marden, an American show-

man for more than three^ decades,

has expanded his activities on an

international scale with his pur-

chase of an 11-station radio-TV
network in Cuba. Marden has

taken over the Cadena Azu (Blu':

Network) from Amado Trinidad,

who founded it a dozen years ago
and had operated it ever since.

The purchase price is believed to

be in excess of $1,000,000.

Han Arnstein, the taxicab tycoon,

is involved financially with Har-
den, but is taking no active interest

in the operation.

Marden, who during the ’20s and
’30s was a key figure on the show
biz scene with his operation of such
New York niteries as the Cotton
Club in Harlem, the Silver Slipper,

Palais* Royal and the Riviera, has
in more recent years been involved
in financing of Broadway legit

shows and operation of theatres.

He currently owns the Playhouse,
N. Y, legit theatre, in addition to

many realty parcels in Manhattan.

Harden is taking an active part

in the operation of the radio-video

chain, whose headfqu^ers is

CMCY, Havana. He has shifted

his home to Havana,, at least until

he has completed a reorganization

of the network, and has begun a

$250,0<)0 refurbishing job of the
Havana headquarters. His main
interest will be in developing the
chain for television, HeHts import-
ing personnel from Mexico, Spain
and the U. S., including talent and
technicians. *

The chain, which will continue
as an exclusively Spanish-speaking
medium, had been a losing propo-
sition for some time prior to Mar-
den’s take over.

DANNY KAYE EXPLAINS

DANISH ‘INCIDENT’
Back from a triumphant visit to

Denmark, marred only by a visit

to the home of Hans Christian An-
dersen at Odense, Danny Kaye ex-

plained the incident which oc-

curred at Danish national hero’s

shrine. He said he meant no dis-

fespejjt when he sat on Andersen’s
bed and performed some antics for
the photographers.

After Kaye left Denmark, there
were some protests from Hans
Christian Andersen organizations,
but the press did not blame Kaye
as much as It did his advisors, ac-
cording to one report from Den-
mark. Kaye arrived in New York
from Copenhagen via London on
Monday (28) and left yesterday
(Tues.) for Hollywood). Following
a month’s vacation, he’s set for a
two-week vaude engagement in
San Francisco.

All in all, Kaye scored so sen-
sationally that he’s been invited
back next year for a vaude engage-
ment at the 4,0CK)-seat K. B. Hallen
Theatre in Copenhagen.

Hersholt Again Heads Fund
Hollywood, July 29.

For the 16t)i consecutive year
Jean Hersholt has been elected
president of the Motion Picture Re-
lief Fund.

^*^***^**y^ My 30,
» — -.-.-I.---..-. T-Vt-I-

-In

Sciilly

The other night I caught four old goofs discussing world^affai
in the light of the refurbished party platforms. They were loaded witJ
more degrees than a thermometer assembly plant. One pundit wha
looked like a reconditioned Nazi,,had an accent you couldn’t cut
a cleaver. If they knew any of the answers they never made even
iilear I through all their academic triple-talk. But they had a sponsor^
So somebody must have talked in a straight line before this quartet nf
dried-out candied yams got set up before the TV cameras.

‘

They carried on the discussion presumably in the,library of the mod
erator. But I’ve heard more liyely sounds from Grant’s Tomb. l never
saw a home library so badly abused.

The next day I found myself in a round-table discussion. It was about
the sanctity of the home and how it has all but disappeared from the
American scene. Norman Taurog, who Is pretty round himself was
parked on one sector of the perimeter. . I was on another. Art Wilde
publicist on Taurog’s latest pic, wag sitting in as moderator. Two
Smith College sophs, S. Frances Scully and Marianna Moran, formed
our beautiful audience.
The roundtable discussion took place in a darkened alcove of the

Paramount stfidio eatery reserved for top execs, producers, directors
and stars-^the sort of place where guys who can afford to have leather
patches sewn on their Harris tweed jackets are allowed to eat. The
luncheon consisted of cold consomme, corned beef and cabbage and
iefed coffee. ‘ Nothing subversive, as you can plainly see.

If was the day after director Taurog had finished shooting “The
Stars Are Singing," the first starring role for.Anna Maria Alberghellf
the teen-age Italian coloratura who had already distinguished herself

in Menotti’s "The Medium” and Par’s "Here Comes The Groom.”
Taurog, blooming with well-tanned health for all his 40 years la

show biz, was back in his happiest grove: kids. Taurog has directed

so many that you’d think he'd be getting pretty tired of such a routine.

But that’s just the point. Developing young talent is so unpredictable
that it can never become a routine.

Taurdg’s Inter-Faith Family

Aside from training kids to become great actors, Taurog raises them
at home as welL He is the most catholic-minded man I have met in

years. He himself is a Jew, his wife is a Methodist, one daughter is

a Catholic, one a Jewess and I forgot what he said the other child was.

But they all operate under the old sampler of* "God Bless Our Hohie.”

It was regarding this vital matter of home life and how people treat

It that the roundtable discussion began. It used to be that the humblest
home was a man’s castle. What went on there; what was said, enjoyed
a totally different range of liberty than what went on and what was
said elsewhere. At home you could say the most ridiculous things one
night and . completely . reverse your field the next without being held

accountable to any outside agency on either couiit. But today that

isn’t wholly true on any level. Informers have become the new patriots.

People will even call you at home on the phone, which itself is a
mechanized invasion of privacy, and at the end of the conversation have
been known to say, "Do you mind that I recorded our conversation?

Of course, if you do I’ll destroy it.” Now,- I'm the worst extrovert I've

ever met, but even I resent this sort of thing. >

Fund-raising parties have also bqcome bigtime in modem homes.

People .who won’t invite -you to their homes for luncheon, dinner or

even a spot of tea will often leap with delight at the idea of throwing

open their homes for some charitable or political pitch.

Indeed this has become such a common practice that oldtimers who
have been schooled in the belief that the greatest honor you can bestow

on another is to invite him to your home for a meal and a session of

thinking out loud have practically disappeared from modern homes.

Taurog pointed out a most beautiful example of this. It was befor*

he had directed “Boys Town/’ He had come to know Father Flanagan

until their relationship was practically father and son. He invited the

founder of Boys Town to dinner at his home, and about 70 Hollywood

celebs. He knew they would be honored to meet this as yet uncanon-

ized saint of our time. Every one responded beautifully. No one had

a previous engagement, an early studio date or had to go out of town.

Each of them on being introduced to- Father Flanagan handed him

a substantial check.
"I knew he was desperately in need of money," explained Norman

Taurog, "and I was touched that 'others should know this, too. He
never thought anything of money, as you too well know. He went

ahead with building programs that would have staggered even bureau-

crats raised on deficit-spending. He simply knew that God would

provide.

HoW To Repay Hospitality

"The next day he came to the studio and asked if he might borrow

my secretary. He wanted to write to all those good people. Naturally

I thought he wanted to write bread-and-butter letters. But when I saw

him enclosing checks in the letters I became suspicious. I asked him

how come?
"He explained it very simply. ’Norman,' he said, T had a wonder-

ful time meeting all those good people at your house last night. But

I simply couldn’t profane the sanctity of your home that way.’ I pleaded

with him. I told him these people did this of their own beautiful free

will. There was no pitching or prodding from me. Somebody might

have said, ‘Let’s surprise him,’ and they went ahead from there, but I

hadn’t needled them into anything of the sort. .

"But in his quiet, willful way he went on dictating the letters and

returning the checks. Of course, you know what happened. 'To a man

and woman, they tore up the checks, wrote out new ones for increased

amounts and mailed them to the treasurer of Boys Tovm."
. .

.

From there we began confessing experiences we had enjoyed in ms

hallowed company. He thought so much of home, any home, that n*

once told me that a boy with his family, no matter how poor, had ad-

vantages over the best that Boys Town could give him. .

One time Alice and I were riding with him to a Boys Town-Loyoi

football game. We were discussing a full-page review of “Going my

Way," written by a Father Hugo for The Catholic Worker. He na

panned the picture from beginning to end, said he hadn’t seen

picture and, God willing, never would. We thought this

higher criticism to ridiculous altitudes. Father Flanagan turned

and said, "Don’t you say anything about Father Hugo. He is a sa

He Flayed The Retreat Straight

We learned later that Father Flanagan had attended a

by the young Father Hugo and had returned to Boys Town so

spired by "Give it all away and follow Me” that he began
his own meagre wardrobe. Indeed, his ovra bishop had to can

in and restrain his zeal. ^ ^
Nevertheless, he managed to play Santa Claus till the day n •

He learned that the mother of the Scully Circus and our
from heaven were going to Norway to see how their

fought
fared under Nazi occupation. Nearly 80 at the time, she na

them in her own valiant way. He wrote Alice urging her by ai

to go and enclosed $100 to buy her mother things which ner

surely must need. Svli
Years ago the Circus stopped overnight at Boys Town,

the current Smith College soph, picked up a walke^l
sisted on keeping it for the rest of the journey. "St. Edward xvai^

on it," was her simple explanation.
, Taurog-

, "That kid khew what' she was talking about," agreed Norm
"In our family we will always revere his memory.’



i

Chris J. Witting, djj^ector

general manager of DuMont

Television Network, said yesterday

(Tuls) that he had, talked with

Si Chesler, Tom Slack ^ni “a

half dozen other people, on ac-

SUion of the KRQ film labrary

hut still has never had assurances

that the 800 or so pix are for sale.

‘‘Obviously, DuMont would like to

have them,'' he added.
^

DuMont has been tied in with

the RKO backlog sale in Wall St.

and trade reports. Chesler, Mont-

real financier, and a group of Ca-

nadian associates have been, trying

to put a deal together by which

they’d take over the pix and hand
them to . DuMont for distribution

on a guarantee basis.

Chesler has been in huddles for

several months with Slack, attor-

ney for Howard
,
Hughes, control-

ling stockholder in RKO, and Noah
Dietrich, Hughes’ principal lieu-

tenant. They have been east a
number of times and Chesler has
spent most of his time in recent
months in New York. ^

Chesler reportedly has a plan^by
which he’d- acquire 2,000,000 RKO
shares from public holders and
trade these to RKO. for the pic
library. Some of. the financing re-

g
ortedly would come from Du-
[ont for the shares acquired by

public .
tender.

Wij^ting said, thatt all types of
deals had been discussed and ‘Du-
Mont would be interested in ad-

(Continued on page 79)

Yank Distribs Ponder

Fate in Argentina With

Death of Eva Peron
Major company foreign depart-

ment execs were pondering this
week whether the death of Eva
Peron, wife of the Argentine dic-
tator, would be good or bad for
Yank film distribs. Evita, as she
was knovm, was a former pic ac-
tress, and thus took an active inter-
est in the affairs of the Argentine
industry.

She provided a ready ear for na-
tive producers, who were largely
responsible by their pressures for
the recently-lifted 2V^-year em-
bargo on all Hollywood product.
Some of the foreign department
execs feel that without the pipe-
line to the government via Evita^
the embargo would never have
been Imposed and the varied
stumbling blocks to lifting it
wouldn’t have been invented. \

There is also a thought that
without Mme. Peron in the back-

her husband may eventu-
give up his dictatorship. That

would be helpful to.-tbe American
(Continued on page 22)

mag’swide publicity

fails to HYPO 'BADGE’
Despite the renewed interest

created in the film by Lillian Ross’
recent series in the New Yorker,

Badge of Courage”

K
^ to measure up to the

ooxoffice standards in Gotham,
entire production of “Badge” was
^aced by Miss Ross in five sepa-

PJ^ces which also focused on
^ mp-echelon studio and home-

off/ce operations.

. played three art spots
month following pub-

u*?*'
oF the New Yorker series

<19
dull, bringing less than

J-AOOO to the Trans^Lux 72nd St.

rm/ run. Film, which
opened at the Trans-Lux 60th St.

N. Y., last year, was budg-

PT1/1
£^.,?l»b00,000. It’s near the

general release with a

siphf
^ negative cost in

Tvrie. .

distribution income.
articles spot-

dupH
^ the pact that erstwhile pro-

duction chief Louis B. Mayer had
lensing of

the time the idea

Goldwyns Going to Italy

Samuel Goldwyn, now in New
York from the Coast, and his wife,
Frances, sail for Genoa around-
Aug. 9 en route to Austria, where
they plan a month’s vacation.

Technicolor print of the pro-
ducer’s newest, “Hans Christian
Andersen,” will be ready in Sep-
tember.

Roach Wants Stars

In 40-Week Combo

Pix, Telepix Deal
Signing of stars on a 40-week

continuous basis, * during which
their services would be required
for both vidpix and theatrical
films, is being planned by Hal
Roach on his return to theatrical
film-making, from which he has
been absent since 1944. To launch
his comeback in conventional fea-

ture films, Roach has set an am-
bitious program of six films for his
first year of operation, with shoot-
ing on the first of the sextet ex-
pected to get underway before the
end of this year.
Under Roach’s plan stars con-

tracted for 40 weeks would work
in two theatrical pix during that
period and as many vidpix. as
Roach deems feasible. As Roach
explains it, it would be similar to
a player being under contract to a
major studio, with the actor draw-
ing a weekly salary and providing
his services as required. Roach
believes the idea would be ad-
vantageous to him as a producer
as well aS' to the actor. He points
out that it will save him consider-
able coin on talent costs while at

the same time providing the actor
with employment over a long, con-
tinuous period,

Roach, currently In New York,
is conferring with distribs on a re-

lease deal for the contemplated pix
and is also talking with agencies
and sponsors for the sale of two
vidpix series. Veteran producer,
miffed at high percentage rates
asked by the filmerles for distribu-
tion, said he was weighing a return
to the First- National system of re-

(Continubd on page 17)

Gael Sullivan Back To

TOA After Kefauver Job
Gael Sullivan, who had been on

leave from his TJieatre Owners of

America exec director’s post to

direct the campaign for Sen. Estes
Kefauver In the Democratic presi-

dential nominee race, returns to

his job at TOA next Monday (4).

Dick Pitts,- TOA’s public relations

chief, has been handling the exec
directors’s duties in Sullivan’s

absence.
Sullivan returned to New York

over the past weekend from Chi-

cago. He’ll spend the balance of

this week vacationing in Narragan-
sett, R. I.

Hollywood, long noted for the
fortunes risked on a figurative roll
of the dice, is rapidly becoming
even more of a gamble production-
wise. And, as the industry is now
shaping up, this paradoxically
doesn’t apply so much to the Indies,
traditional craps-shooters, as it

does to the major lots.

Top studios have been finding
in the past few years that, except
for occasional flukes, the only even
near-reliable road to substantial
profits lies in big, expensive pix.
Thus, while their market is reced-
ing, they are- being forced into
heavier production risks.

Medium-cost pix have, proved
most consistenfsources of loss and
so are being eliminated as far as
possible from production programs
evolved in recent studio huddles
at 20th-Fox, Metro and Paramount.
At the same time, there is also
greater emphasis on making low-
budgeters.

In the light of present conditions
and outlook, these little pix would
be a nice, economical retreat for
the, studios if there were any money
in them. But there’s not. They may
provide some income, of course,
and they keep a studio busy,

(Continued on page 77)

Talk Exclusive

By Theatre TV On

Walcott-Marciano
Theatres equipped for large-

screen tele will, probably have a
chance at an exclusive on the Joe
.Walcott-Rocky Marciano fight in
September, following their missout—^which proved fortunate—on the
Marciano-Harry Matthews tilt in
New York Monday (28) night. Mar-
ciano kayoed Matthews in the sec-
ond round.
Theatre Network Television

failed to get Monday’s battle,
though it was not seen on home TV
either, because of what was felt
to be excessive financial demands
by Jack Hurley, Matthews’ man-

(Continued on page 17)

Rackmil Draws '29 Radio-Disk

Analogy to Stress '52 Pix Optimism

Strickling Back to Coast
Howard Strickling, Metro’s studio

publicity chief, who’s been east the
past couple of weeks, returns to

the Coast Sunday (3).

He hopped into NeW' York last

Monday after a 10-day vacation in

Canada, and goes to Boston today
with Dan S. T^reU, M-G exploita-
tion chief, for two days on promo-
tional preliminaries for “Plymouth
Adventure.” Pic, a Dore Schary
production, will be preemed .in the
Boston area Thanksgiving' week

Mayer Planes

East to View

Cinerama
Louis B. Mayer made a flying

trip east over the weekend to see
a demonstration of Cinerama, the
wide-screen, three - dimensional
type of production that will go op
view at the Broadway, N. Y., in
September. Financier Dudley
Roberts, Jr., who holds a large
stake in Cinerama, accompanied
Mayer to the outfit’s headquarters
in Oyster Bay, L. I., Sunday (27),

for the demonstration.

The former Metro prpduction
chief’s Interest in the new system
was enlisted by Merian C. Cooper,
Hollywood producer, who has
supervised the editing and prep-
aration of the film for the Broad-
way date. Cooper communicated
his own enthusiasm for Cinerama
to Mayer, who decided to have a
looksee for himself.

Exactly what part he may play
—If any—^in the future of the sys-
tem is indefinite. He had a num-
ber of suggestions to make regard-
ing the demonstration pix he saw
and it is presumed there is some
possibility he’ll get into either the
production or exhibition end of
Cinerama, or both. There's noth-
ing at all definite as yet, however.

Roberts is president of Thomas-
Todd Productions (Lowell Thomas
and Mike Todd), which has pro-

(Continued on page 17)

for the pic originally was pro-

SH/Zhn HusToT directed tto

Mth Aui'
^eii^hardt production,'vith Audie Murphy stjured.

COMPO Leaders to Gab
On Coast, Set ‘Movietime’
Limited number of Council of

Motion Picture Organizations lead-

ers have tentative plans for a con-

clave on the Coast in about two
weeks for a discussion of industry

matters centering on Hollywood
and to map plans for the next
“Movietime U.S.A.” tours.

COMPO’s exec hoard, compris-
ing Trueman. Rembusch, A1 Licht-

fnan and Sam Pinanski, and Rob-
ert J. O'Donnell, head of the
“Movietime” campaign, will partici-

pate in the huddles, under pres-

ent arrangement. COMPO is now
lining up several groups of screen
personalities to take to the road
with the “Movietime” banner
shortly.

National Boxoffice Survey
Break in Heat Wave Ups Biz; ‘Jacks^ Still No. 1,

*Noon^ Sock 2d, ‘Lovely’ 3d, Francis’ 4th

Break In the prolonged heat
wave and some fresh, strong prod-
uct are giving first-runs in major
key cities covered by Variety this

week a hefty boost. Strong show-
ings are being made despite the
opposition of the Democratic na-

tional convention in Chi part of the
week, especially in keys with TV.
“Jumping Jacks” (Par) is the

boxoffice champ for second week
in a row, forging way ahead of

nearest opposition this stanza. Pic,

starring Martin & Lewis, is run-
ning ahead of their “That’s My
Boy” (Par) in numerous locations

of 16 key cities covered by Variety.
“High Noon” (UA), although out

for first time this session, is a

strong second, being a b.o. giant
in Pittsburgh, great in Boston,
smash in Toronto, lofty 'in Philly

and terrific in N. Y. “Lovely To
Look At” (M-G), up with to^
bracket pix for several weeks, is

capturing third position.

“Francis Goes To West Point”
(U) is finishing fourth, showing in

some seven snots. “Working Her
Way Through College” (WB), high
on list for

.
some time, is taking

fifth money while “We’re Not Mar-
ried” (20th), Just getting, under
way, is sixth.

“King Kong” (RKO) • (reissue)

still is good enough to land seventh
spot. “Diplomatic Courier” (20th),

a bit- uneven, is placing eighth.

“Robin Hood” (RKO-Disney),
strong for many weeks, will be
ninth.

Explaining the optimism on the
future of the film industry that
caused Decca Records to buy con-
trolling interest in Universal, Mil-
ton R. Rackmil tjils week drew an
analogy with thd disk biz vis-a-vis
radio in 1929. ‘ He pointed out that
110,000,000 platters were sold that
year—when radio was about to en-
ter the period of its greatest popu-
larity—and that almost 400,000,000
records were sold in

.
1946.

Rackmil, now prexy of both Uni-
versal and Decca, was with Bruns-
wick in *29. “The heads of our com-
pany and of other record com-
panies,” he said, “were ready to
throw up their hands. They
thought their business had reached
its peak and was on its way out
with the development of radio.

“ ‘Why should anyone buy rec-
ords’, they asked, ‘when by flicking
a switch people could get all the
music they wanted for free?’ Yet
in 194(5, our top year, close to 400,-
000,000 records were sold.”

Rackmil made the point that
radio had actually, promoted the
sale of disks by building new stars,
familiarizing millions of people
with music and offering a ready
means of plugging new tunes. He
sees video similarly offering the

(Continued on page 20)

Hypoed Fan Mag Sales

Reflect Public’s Interest

In Pix, New Film Faces
Hollywood, July 29.

Public interest in films as re-

flected in newsstand sales of fan
magazines has increased rather
than, declined in comparison with
previous periods, Irving Manheim-
er, board chairman of Macfadden
Publications asserted before his
return to New York last week.
Manheimer, who is also head of
one of the largest mag distribut-
ing companies in America, stated
that he will be back in Hollywood
at frequent intervals to maintain a
close liaison with studio chiefs on

(Continued on page 15)

“Scaramouche” (M-G), “Will

Rogers” (WB) and “Pat and Mike”
(M-G) round out the top 12.

“Dreamboat” (20th), with a big

preem session at N. Y. Roxy,
promises to be a strong newcomer.
“Woman of North Country” (Rep)
is standout on Initial week in Min-
neapolis. “Don’t Bother To Knock”
(20tli), also new, shapes up fine
in Frisco and is nice on second
N. Y. week.

“Greatest Show on Earth” (Par)
continues solid on its Chi long-run.
Although originally planned to
finish there in August, it now looks
as if the pic may run past Labor
Day; it’s now in Its 12th week.
“Show,” which was sock on initial
key-city dates, has proved greater
in smaller cities, beating “Samson
& Delilah” (Par) hiz by a big mar-
gin.

“The Fighter” (UA) looks fine in
Denver while “Skirts Ahoy” (M-G)
shapes up strong in Omaha. “Wild
Heart” (RKO), mild in L.A. and
Detroit, is rated nice in Cincy,

“Scarlet Angel” (U), okay in In-
dianapolis, looms trim in Montreal.
“Girl in White” (M-G) 'also shapes
up fine in latter city.

“Island of Desire” (UA) looks
good in Buffalo. “Walk East oh
Beacon” (Col) is solid in Washing-
ton and good in Louisville.

(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
, .P.aflfef.BrQ).

.
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Stal^ Rdea$e

Unable to get re<
3
Luircd tax as- -

surances froni the Government,
20th-Fox has abandoned its^ orig-

inal technique for accompU*hln|(

divorcement and has been forced

into a much more costly :^nd time-

consuming method. Company orig-

inally planned to have separated

theatres jfrom production-clistribu-.

tion June 28, but now won’t be

ready until about Sept. 30.

2j0th had hoped to take advan-

tage of the ’‘spin-off” provision of

recent tax law. That means that

it would not have had to set up
both a new production-distribution

company and a new theatre com-
pany—just one or the other—and
thus could have saved time and
expense. Its now had to. abandon
attempts to take advantage of the

**spin-off’* clause.

Plan was to maintain the pres-

ent 20th-Fox parent company,
which would have taken over the

production-distribution end of the

business, and set up a new com-
pany to assume the theatre assets.

Stockholders in the parent com-
pany would retain their present

stock and be given an equal num-
ber of shares in the new theatre

company.

Under the “spin-off” clause,

20th execs felt their stockholders

had the right to receive the shares

Sraair* BOOG from TV
- Indicative of income poten-

tial of feature plx on TV are

results achieved by Edward
Small since he set up Peer-

lesJi Television last November
to market 2ft of hi? oldies.*

Contracts to date on the group
total $800,000 or about $30,-

000 a. film.

They have been sold in only

26 markets to date, partly be-

cause of comparatively stiff

. prices being asked by George
Shupert, former Paramount
tele sales chief, who has hea'd-

ed Peerless from the start..

Outfit Is currently on the prowl

for addition^d product.

HblljrWood*- July 29,

: Faramounl haa m many Alan
Xadd starreirif in its- that

“Shane,” in which he coAtars with

Jean Arthur and Van Heflin, will

.not be released until December,

1953, although it was completed

last October*

Jobon’i 4 Hillioa

• Difficulty in, obtaining piavimt
time in the hundreds of U. S. thea-

1953 It was compi««a : jwwuu •

T .3a »irtiir*s await- ^ WtM estate Valued, at p*B,pt*«.the TJ. a.dlstrib et the“Two other ]Udd pictures await
044.147. according to an ac- fljnis to go to the Dept, of Justice

the East” counting filed in N. Y. Surrogate s for bid.
.
Antonio Mendez, U. S ren^ +tL Court last week. Between Jolson s of Ctfe^, Madrid production anS

and ft “The Ijon death on Octv 23, 1950^ and April world-wkle^ film distrib outfit con-

wSief^ aJd is now the executor’s report dis- tends that he has' in N.T a vauh
*for U-I closed that the-estate had a cap!- full of filma made in Spain whirh

of $164,318. In accordance with the hold Azteca and ClaSa Mohme. dis-
performer’s will, Protestant, Gatho- trlba. of Mexican films, have on thn
lie and Jewish charities share in. Spanish-speaking market,
the estate.

r i
Mendez visited the Justice Dent

- - w At the time of his de^, Jolson. offlees in Waj^in^on last Decern-*

i\C in UJIciilkt presented his case to the
Ut UlyinpiCS IH nCiSUUU issues appraised at $2,774^70.7, He authoritieK^ The antitrust division

By BAKNBir OBDFIELD f “'if^
TToUiyiVi JTiilv 29*

valued at escaie
,4ez, has been makiift inquiries, but

It’s the first time around for the worth ^$150,500 and be hasn’t heard as yet what action,

poStntsof iJl rangingfrom mffrLS* ReeSds
^ Sp«ii^Iangu»ge product. Their

5ie 125 who cram, the new* ^w from Pecca Records.
__

of the U.S. agencies and British

TV Mfrs. Snub

Trade Show At

" «HS.rS?S Ka-i” “irsr TOAsSeotMeet
«TS. ISfuT T?easu',?^Pcpt' weSI: 2o“‘^rlxy Spyros*lkouras episode in the history of the games 1 V/V » UCpi. lUttI

S ttTwo^l^b? s^ The^didS-i
the'seU^^m^b^ riS a^rnow^eStow." Manufacturers of theatre tde-

want to take a chance on their 5** P.SS* aS of the vision e<inipm.tat are .snubbing the

Reuters, to Capt. Kim Hwa Jip,

who represents the Republic of

Korea’s Army news-sheet in Pusan.

The four news agencies file an

'average of 150,000 words each day,

of which 70,000 are description

Deal between 20th-Fox and Gen- alone.
*

eral Electric Co., covering, produc- Film aspects of the Olympiad

ing- to Mendez, Is that exhibs prefer
III 'jkMt (J I the Mexican to the Spanish-made

Y IllirS* uIHlU in Spanish-language films

is a big bix in the U. S., with such
11 I A| A m large Spanish-population areas as

liraiul \llAW AI New York, Chicago, California,

Jl 1 CIIIU k/llv If Xml New Mexico, Colorado and Texas
the principal buyers. Both distribs

4 ) r( 1 ml of the Mexican films maintain of-

I IIA C NAHi MAAt fi<^s in these areas to service their

I VXl aUvIlU Ifll^l accounts there.

Not only can’t the Spanish-made
Manufacturers of theatre tele- films find a market in the Spanish-

waif«^ i-vf « V*.*....,'.- — --— fth/viif eo*: noft inc nrice three years ahead of the vision equipmeht are snubbing, the language theatres, but they are also

stocfliolders several years from about $25.00^ m^pnec. tmee y«Ts anean ^ ^ conjunc- nbeed by U. S. art house ops, Men-
now being clipped for tax on the SkourM said^ ho^d ttat the

J another things like tion with the Theatre Owners of d«- claims^ No attempt has been
itf first eouinment will be ready for une way or anomer, tumija !«

theatre
first equipment will be ready for One way or

S™''saId‘Trhad n'ot promulgated time for GE to tool up &r 5VVh\rt^ie“n“ b™a"sTacc'to:ix- 5urndow;;:he“»i5 Is'nSt b'ased o^
rules yet under the “spin-off” and

for in the U S there was a $250 - bibit equipment, and strong indi- monopolistic reasons, but on politi-

wouldn’t give assurances until it that he hoped 30 or 40 a week
?nitM tav nS cation is that none will. - cal grVunds, with exhibs fearful of

had done so. ,
would rol from the pmduction 000 nitml ^g put on that

displaying pix made in Franco

sewup

English-language ti-

because no U. S.

buy them, anyway.

wouldn’t give assurances until it ^uac ne nopea or a wee^ ^ .**v.*.
_

had done so. would rol from the production •>««
Im, ae iSemational Flock of outfits in the field of dijpia;

Faced with that situation, the line once i^as under way. Out oi this, ae^temahoM
j ^j^eo took prominent Spain,

enmoanv reverted to the well- The $25,000 price for the 20lh- Newsreel Pool was born, and to Us s
!cnapfb of recent national ses- 1company reverted to the well- The $25.(^., price for the 20 h- S

precedented tax-free method used controlled Swiss system
otuSde thL Iron C^ato sions staged by both TOA and Al-

by RKO and Paramount to their compares with $15 000 for RCAs
torSLd^^Mt Ued States Assn. These Included

divorcements. This entails ter- and about $20,000 for ParamounPs ® Paramount, Trad Television Corp.,
minating the life of the parent large-screen equipment In Mack- rte^^nics a “worW Radio Corp. of America and Gen-
company and setting up two sepa- and-white. Hdophor uses CBS’s

t th^^^^ «*> Precision Equipment. Par,
rate receiving corporations for the -sequential color wheel sys.tem. news event. It also meant tnat no

photographic sys-
split-up assets. Demonstration recently of the newsreeT would bid for the exclu-

occupied th“ eVvalent
There’s no difference except tinted Eidophor, incidentaUy, has sivjb, ana none aia.

booths at last year’s TOA
technically and in the work in- Just about completely crimped Crew here Is a seven-man affair,

convention in New York,
volved. 20th now is in the process sales of other systems which are, beaded oy JacK .Le viei^ vi^rner*

entry in the theatre tele
of getting out new stock certifi- still commercially available only in Pathe news ed of wew zorK, wno

20th-Fox’s Swiss Eidophor
cates, transferring the copyrights b&w. Obviously, no exhib wants ^P^^^beaded the fight, and six cam- apparatus, similarly is re-

(Continued on page 70) to mSke the investment In a large- (Jean Ma^y, ^^atoe,
j^^ining aloof from the TOA get-

screen setup that may soon he out- Paris; Sven Wilq^um, Fox-Movle-

IT 11 /II ir*
moded. To that degree, any in- tonews, ^ew York; Jean

addition to picking up the

floSft Tift crease in the number of theatres check for the booth space, cost ofunusually tlO C currently having- blg-screen equip- transporting the heavy equipment

Rftlwftftn Prnil
about so of them—is sty- ?^bl Wyand, Brit^h Movietonews,

instalUng it in D. C.’s Shore-
DftlWcftn rr0U.j l/lbirm mled for a year. " London, and Hen^ Hawkins, Brit-

Hotel, scene of the conven-

Am ^CiiJlflAn demonstrated its ^sh P^am^ount, "Pb^on). It labs would run into a sizable

.
Un mUQQ6I1 rear system in color, but has not been (Continued on page 20) chunk of coin. That’s said to be

*T 11 /II w. moaea. xo mac aegree, any in- In addition to picking up the

IlnU^Uiallv flftSft Tift crease in the number of theatres *Jobmal, Pans, Francois
for the booth space, cost ofunusually tlO C currently having- blg-screen equip- transporting the heavy equipment

RftlWftftll Prnil
bient—about 80 of them—is sty- ?^bl Wyand, Brit^h Movietonews,

instalUng it in D. C.’s Shore-
DeiWeen rrou.^ l/lbirm mled for a year. " London, and Hen^ Hawkins, Brit-

Hotel, scene of the conven-

Am ^CiiJlflAn rA<k«>’ demonstrated its ^sh P^am^ount, "Pb^on). It labs would run into a sizable

.
Un MUdUftn rear system in color, but has not been (Continued on page 20) chunk of coin. That’s said to be

Making of “Suddep Fear.” the
^ble to turn it out for theatre sale . - one reason why the TOA meeting

Joseph Kaufman Me production
ff. Goldwyn CoUnSCl To wiU be inarked by the absence of

which RKO is releasing was recently by the National Pro- . J any theatre TV. Another is that

marked by unusually close coor- Authority. ‘ It Is expected
GcmianV tO Probe the exMbs to attend for the most

dination between the production ^ pitching for sales, UWlliailj iw iivui; same- ones who
force and the distribution com- Eidophor-GE Naw Tav PrnlilAinc

sat in on the convention last year,

pany, Kaufman revealed in New s.®ts hit the market. a wUlV AAa X 1 WtfMJHIw and who saw the displays at that

York this week. SeUing and ex- George Slaff, studio counsel for ^ +$, +
ploitation plans were mapped at Samuel Goldwyn Productions, who Furthermore, many theatremen

the inception of the production.' has been in New York the past are seen, as being in a state of un-

with the sales approach being ar- matlc Tube, which wiU provide Q^g^th, has gone to Germany to
certainty about the shape of things

rived at the time of the writing of theatre investigate problems confronting
the original screenplay, Kaufman equipment. When this is ready, Qoldwyn and RKO stemming from ^his is said to be particularly so

said. Employing this method en- to make a play application of that country’s 4% gbj:e the introduction recently of

abled his company to introduce val- big-screen color biz. turnover tax on all business trans- Efiicphor, which offers tinted

ues which could be used for defin- ^ i it/r
^ actions.

images. Consequence is that the

ite exploitation tieups. Kaufman 2d MOHO-ABPC PlC Leo Horster, Goldwyn’s German showmen are npt in a buying mood
explained. This, he pointed out, is ‘P/kllo* T a4-a TT'oII rep, Returned to his Frankfurt present,

in direct contrast to the method of Hi LtUie r ali headquarters last week after a
’

trying to arrange tieups following Second picture under the Mono- q-uick N.Y. visit in connection with U-I'f 1 1 Tinters
i_xi /* _xt mi TT* i* A + _ j_ _ . ^

said. Employing this method en- f to maKe
abled his company to introduce val- blg-screen color biz.

ues which could be used for defin- ^ i n/r
^ —

ite exploitation tieups. Kaufman 2d MoHO-ABPC PlC
explained. This, he pointed out, is ‘P/vlIoi i-n T a4-
in direct contrast to the method of ^OUS IH L<ai'

trying to arrange tieups following Second picture under tht

completion of the pic. Thusly, Kauf- gram-Associated British ' Pictures
[
the tax .difficulties.

U-I'f n Tinters

Hollywood, July 29.

Completion of “Mississippi Gam-man noted, he feels that the pro- Corp. joint production program Meanwhile, tax burdens on all Completion of “Mississippi Gam-
ductlon team has contributed great- inay roH late this fall according to American film Operations in nu- hier” makes a total of 11 Techni-
ly toward the selling of “Fear.” Mono executive producer Walter merous foreign countries are be- color nrod-nction*? awaftinff reT<»a«:e
Kaufman revealed that TV would MWsch, who returned to New York coming of tacreasing concern, on the Universal-Internattonal lot

be used extensively to sell “Fear,” Monday (28) after five weeks of Newest measure feared Is the im- in addition the studio has a
Since the entire production was story huddles with ABPC officials, position of a new ad valorem duty backloc of ninp hlack-nnd-whitP
made with freelancers, he ex- “We know what we want to make,” by the German government on all pix.
plained that there would be no he said, “and it’s now a question of film prints. If this goes through, "

.

difficulty in the use of film clips clearing story rights.” it .will mean an added tax of 6% N V f P. a.
on video. Consequently, RKO has Sole film to be completed under on each new American pic to en- I • CH CgUTOpe
made up a series of 12 special TV the company’s film-making deal is ter the coimtry. That percentage Henry Bumstead
trailers wMah wyi.be used to plug the Merle Oberon-Richard Todd will be taken from the estimated Valentina Cortese
the pic* They consist of eight one- starrer, “24 Hours In the Life of a earnings of the pix. Germany is ;

Dolores Gray
minute spots and four 20-second Woman.” Lensed in Technicolor, yielding at present. at the rate of Joe Haimer
ones. portions of the film were turned $6,000,000 annually to the U. S. Leland Hayward

N. Y. ta Europe
Henry Bumstead
Valentina Cortese
Dolores Gray
Joe Haimer

ones. purtions oi xne iiim were turnea :tio,uuu,uuu annually to the U. S. Leland Hayward
With some of the principals— out on the French Riviera. Dis- Companies, a figure which would Arthur B. Lipkin

Joan Crawford and director David tribution date for the U. S. has not be much higher if it .were not for Raymond Massey
Miller—working on a participation been set yet. the various and hefty' tax bites. Maureen McManus
basis, Kaufman said he is receiv- Mlrisch trains to the Coast either Particularly vexing to U. S. dis- William Mull
jpg all-out cooperation on personal today (Wed.) or tomorrow (Thurs.). tribs is the tax situation in France. ' William Primrose
appearance exploitation. Both Miss An admissions levy of 50% plus I. H. Prinzmetal
(ilrawford and Miller will hit the Sth Straight U 'Ifintcr dubbing charges and other levies Ginger Bogers
road on extensive tours as will Hollywood, July 29. have cut earnings in France, David Rose
Gloria Grahame and Jack Palance, Black-and-white filming is prac- which has a population of 70,000,- Wally Ross
featured players in the film. Kauf- tically forgotten at Universal-Inter- 0(X), to about $5,500,000 yearly. William Slstrom
man arid Don Prince, RKO’s east- national, where the eigth consecu- This is in contrast to England, with Joseph Sistrom
ern publicity topper, -leave next tlvo Technicolor feature, “Lone a population of 50,000,000, which ^ Jimmy Van Heusen
we.ek for Cleveland for the pic’s Hand,” went into production last gives the American companies Raoul Walsh
opening there. week. j total earnings of about $40,000,000.) Chic Young

L. A, to Y*
Jules Alberti
Ed Barison
Lydia Glarke
Jeff Donnell
John Ford
Helen Ferguson
Myron Fox
Lud Gluskin
France* Goldwyn
Samuel Goldwyn
Irvin R. Gwirtz
Charlton Heston
Johnny Johnston
Elia Kazan
Ken Langley
Jesse L. Lasky
Marks Levine
Frank Liberman
Ted Loeff
Eugene Loring
Louis B. Mayer
Michael O’Shea
Robert Parrish
Barbara Payton
Leonard Picker
A1 Rackin
Hal Roach
Spyxos Skouras
Mike Sloane
Nate Spingold .

Ruth Wtoick
Sanf WeUer
Jack Wrather

N. Y. to L. A.
Milton Bender
Humphrey Bogart
Pat Duggan
Eddie Dukoff
Irene Dunne
Jame* A* Fitzpatrick

A1 Goldin,'
-Danny Kaye
Sol Lesser
Walter Mlrisch
George Raft
Herb Steinberg
Howard Strickling

. Joe Thompson

Europe to N. Y.
Siren Adjemova
Lorenzo Alvary
Jack, Benny
Gertude Berg
Valerie Cardew
Maurice Evan*
Patric Knowles
Joseph McConviUe
J. (graves. McDonald
Marguerite Piazza
George Raft
Jo Hanson
Helen. Seamon
Joan Shephard
Marie Stroud
Jack Warner
L. Arnold Weissberger
Julie Wilson-
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Feverish condeiimation by cxhib leaders of the Dept, of Justice

last week for filing th« ,16m antitrust suit in Los Angeles brought

sardonic smile* to the faces of major company counsels. Weary
from 14 hard ye^if* of battling D. of J. actions spurred by exhibs,

the distribution exec* thought it paradoxical now to find leaders

of theatre organisations lined up behind them in calling the De-
partment names. A* a matter of fact. Theatre Owners of America

is named a co-conspirator In the suit, although not a defendant. '

In somewhat bitter reaction to this unusual sight, one company
lawyer declared .that if the majors lose this antitrust suit—^with

the resultant harm that will inevitably befair theatres—it will be

the fault of exhibs. Attorney declared that the suit could be lost

for only one reason; the “antitrust atmosphere” In which it will

undoubtedly be tried. This “atmosphere,” created by the long
antitrust history of the pic industry, has resulted, the lawyer

charged, from the nudging-of the D. of J. by exhibs in the past

and the maiy^antitrust suits brought by theatremen’ themselves.

Many of the woes that theatres are now faced with, the company
counsel declared, have been brought on by the original industry

antitrust action (U.S. vs. Paramount, et al) into which self-serving

exhib leaders pushed' the D. of J. These woes include the end of

block-booking, changes in clearances, start of competitive bidding

and many other trade practices which exhibs now regret and which
are viewed as generally having wreaked far more harm than the

good they accomplished.
Exhib answer to these charges obviously is that' it wasn’t they

who did the harm, but the major companies themselves by the
harsh practices in which' they indulged, resulting in the courts
sustaining exhib charges of illegality.

See Pix Being Sold to TV Long Before

lonopoly Snarl Goes Through Court
While as indignant as the rest--

of the industry at the antitrust

suit filed by the Government in

Los Angeles last week, some com-
pany execs take the realistic atti-

tude that the whole case probably
will be thrashed out before the

U. S. Supreme Court has the last

word on it. They see themselves
selling their product to TV within,

the three years that attorneys
figure would be the shortest pos-

sible time for trial and appeals
that will undoubtedly take the case
to the highest tribunal no matter
which side wins the early rounds.

Depti of Justice action is based
on a charge that the major dis-

tribs have conspired to keep their
16m prints from schools, churches.
Army camps, etc.—and, incidental-
ly, from TV. Most fllmites figure
the “incidentally” to be the major
reason the suit was brought, that
it is pressure to force sale of pix
to tele.’

Insiders’ opinion is that the D.
of J. had no evidence to support
a charge of conspiracy regarding
refusal to sell to TV, but that
there is probably plenty of indica-
tion of at least “parallel action”
by the companies on 16m distribu-
tion. Department, it is figured,
thus based the suit on the IGm
angle to force the industry’s hand
on tele.

While fighting any antitrust suit
is so costly and troublesome, no

(Continued on page 70)

H’wood Filmusicals Eye

More Serious Stories

For Lift—Pat Duggan
.

Hollywood is trending toward
more substantial abd serious story
material, plus stronger character
development, in its production of
film musicals. Paramount producer
Pat Duggan declared in New York
yesterday (Tues.).

States Duggan: “The bodyle.ss
musical of 10 and 15 years ago
is on the way out. Big, successful
producers, whether in films, stage

dr© thinking in terms
Allegro,’ ‘Oklahoma’ and ‘King

and I.’ The boy-meets-girl toutine
is finished.”

Duggan, former v.p. and story
editor for Samuel Goldwyn. Pro-
ductions, recently completed the
nrst pic on which he has pro-
ducer’s credit. It’s “Just for You,”
uig Crosby-Jane Wyman co-
larrer which Par will release
mrtly. He has been in N. Y. the

past lew days to discuss a film
n his future sked with writer

..Wylie. This will be an
fr.^P^ation of “Turmoil,” Lester

coii f- novel which Wylie is
scripting.

As inevitable, Duggan has his
(Continued on page 22)

SDG Nominates 4 Pix For
Annual Megging Award

Hollywood, July 29.

Four pictures, released in the
L. A. district between April 1 and
June 30, were picked to compete
for the Screen Directors Guild’s
annual award, to be presented
early next year.

Competitors are: Metro’s “Sing-
in’ in the Rain,” directed by Gene
Kelly and Stanley Donen; 20th-

Fox’s “Five Fingers,” by Joseph L
Mankiewicz; Metro’s “Pat find

Mike,” by George Cukor, and Col-
umbia’s “My Six Convicts,” by
Edward Dmytryk.

America Scene Of

Prelim Talks On

Anglo-U.S. Pact
It now appears definite that

preliminary talks on renewal of

the Anglo-U. S. film agreement
will be held in America. Sir Frank
Lee, permanent undersecretary of

the British Board of Trade, is due
in New York early in September
on matters that will include talks

with industry reps on the pact
that will succeed the present one
expiring Sept. 30.

Final discussions are expected
to be held in London, as have all

previous negotiations on Anglo-
U. S. film agreements. An Ameri-
can team consi^lng of Eric John-
ston, prexy of the Motion Picture
Assn, of America; John G. McCar-
thy, director of the MPAA’s inter-

national division, and a rep of the
Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers (possibly Gold-
wyn prexy James A. Mulvey), will

(Continued on page 20)

Prep Senate Hearings

On Exhib Complaints

Los Angeles, July 29.

After spending two weeks in this

territory listening to complaints by
exhibitors, William D. Amis, spe-

cial investigator, left for Washing-
ton to report his findings to Sena-

tor John Sparkman (D., Ala.) of

the Senate Select Committee On
Small Business.

Understood Amis will recom-

mend public hearings to air both

sides of the hassle between the

theatreowners and the film com-
panies.

-f"

B1 b McGranery Wflling ‘To Talk It Over

AID IN li II On GovL 16in Suit Vs. Pic Cos.

Many of the nation’s most in-

fluential theatreowners appear em-
barking on the biggest political
squeeze-play in the records of ex-
hibition. It's shaping up as a
major effort to gang up on the De-
partment of Justice because the
latter, via its recently filed anti-
trust suit against most film com-
panies, looks to force the sale of
pix to telecasters.

_

Exhibs in many areas aim to en-
list the support of lawmakers in
both houses of Congress in com-
batting the Government action,
which came as a complete surprise
and served to rock the film trade
with possibilities of its ultimate
results.

Civil suit, which was filed July
22 in Los Angeles, Federal Court,
charges the film companies with
participating in a conspiracy to
limit the use of 16m film to the
Armed ^Forces, private clubs,
schools, churches and USO cen-
tres. 'That the action was specifi-
cally designed to open the way for
the licensing of all film to tele-
casters was seen In a statement is-

sued by Attorney General James
P. McGranery. He said that the
Department’s move was part of a
continuing program “to prevent
businessmen and others from com-
bining to place restrictions upon
what members of the general pub-

(Contlnued on page 17)

DeMiDe, Freeman

In Pad Huddles
Confabs have been held between

Cecil B. DeMille and Paramount
studio chief Y. Frank Freeman on
a new deal for the producer. It is

understood it will be a one-pic con-
tract covering “The 10 Command-
ments,” which he'll remake as his
next production.

The single-film deal in in line
with DeMille’s wish that he not be
under pressure to make pix. His
contracts in the past have gener-
ally been for two films. The latest

wound up with his delivery of
“Greatest Show On Earth.”

Results of the talks on a new
pact have not yet been presented
by Freeman to the Par board for
ratification. That’s expected with-
in a few weeks, however, following
return of prexy Barney Balaban
from Europe Monday (28).

It is understood that the deal
will be similar to those DeMille
has had In the past. Par will fi-

nance the production and split

profits with the producer.

20th’s Sales Switches

To Avoid Conflicts

Switch in 20th-Fox’s exec sales

personnel, as announced by dis-

tribution director Al Lichtman,
was seen as a move to avoid con-

flicts in the duties of Arthur Sil-

verstone and Edwin W, Aaron.
The two execs some time ago

were named assistant general sales

managers, which led to an over-

lapping of their respective re-

sponsibilities. Aaron, under the

new setup, is specifically assigned

as sales head of the western half

of the country and Silverstone is

his counterpart in the east. In the

split of the entire domestic mar-
ket, the six Canadian offices In

Calgary, Montreal, St. John,

Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver
will be supervised by Silverstone,

giving him a total of 18 branches

in all. In turn, the Chicago ex-

change, which had been part of

the eastern territory, has been
transferred to the west, giving

Aaron 20 offices. Move gives

Aaron and Silverstone closer

supervision over their respective

areas.
.

There will be no change in the

status of William C. Gehring. He
retains the title and duties of exec

, assistant general sales manager.

Neb. Theatre Asks 750G
From 9 Major Firms

Omaha, July 29.

Nine major distributors have
been sued for $750,000 triple dam-
ages by Clarence D. Frazier, doing
business as the Joyo Theater,
Havelock, Neb., a suburb of Lin-
coln. The complainant filed in Fed-
eral Court, naming as defendants,
Loew’s Inc,, 20th-Fox, Warner
Bros., Columbia Pictures, Univer-
sal Fim Exchanges, United Artists,

Paramount Film Distributing
Corp., Paramount Pictures and
RKO Pictures.
The petition alleged violation of

the Sherman anti-trust act.

Drastic Economy

Unlikely for Par,
«

Balaban Reveals
Paramount’s long-standi'ng policy

of careful operation makes the
possibility of any drastic retrench-
ment in the future unlikely, prexy
Barney Balaban declared upon his

arrival in New York Monday (28)

on the Liberte after a one-month
European trip. “But,” he added,
“these are times that call for

efficiency and productivity. W4ien-
ever we find an uneconomic situa-

tion, we try to eliminate it.”

Expressing satisfaction with the

conlbai^y’s product, Balaban point-

ed out that budgets have been in-

creased substantially, with the ac-

cent upon quality. Asked if quan-

tity would be stepped up in the

coming "year, he stated that the

balance of production would fall

within the ability of the adver-

tising, publicity and sales forces

to market it properly.

As to the outlook in general,

Balaban observed that “each com-
pany will prosper according to the

number of b.o. hits it can pro-

duce.” Turning to conditions in

the foreign market, he disclosed

that business Is good overseas but

emphasized actual returns are

small due to the devaluation of

the pound in sterling areas.

In regard to possible Paramount
production abroad, Balaban

(Continued on page 70)

TOA May Move to Be

Defendant in IBm Suit

Theatre Owners of America may
move to be named a defendant in

the Government’s suit charging the

film companies with conspiracy to

deny the licensing of 16m film to

telecasters. Theatre outfit was
named a co-conspirator in. the ac-

tion.

Herman Levy, TOA’s counsel,

revealed yesterday (Tues.) he will

place the matter before the board
of directors at a meeting in Sep-
tember. Attorney stated that TOA,
by being a defendant, could “bet-

ter and to the fullest possible ex-

tent combat this unjustifiable and
unwarranted attempt on the part

of the Federal Government to in-

vade the motion picture industry.”

Indications are that other thea-

tre organizations may seek to in-

tervene in the action.

Stewart Inks 2-Pic

U-I Participation Deal
Hollywood, July 29.

James Stewart signed a two-pic-

ture participating deal with Uni-
versal-International, similar to the
agreement under which he made
“Bend of the River” and “Win-
chester 73.”

First under the new pact will be
an oil-drilling yarn, “ThuUder
Bay,” with Aaron Rosenberg as

producer and Anthony Mann as

director.

Attorney General James P.
McGranery declared this week he’s
willing to talk things over with
industryltes who have been bitter-
ly. denouncing the Department of
Justice’s antitrust action looking
to force the licensing of 16m pix
to TV. “If there’s some area for
negotiation we (the Justice De-
partment) certainly will be glad to
listen,” said the A-G.
Reached by telephone at his

Washington office, McGranery
said, however, that this is not to
suggest a quick settlement with
the film company defendants via
entry of a consent dect'ee. He told
Variety that the Department’s
case is ready and early litigation
will be pressed for.

Asked why the complaint was
filed in’ Los Angeles, instead of
New York where the defendants’
headquarters are located and
where policy is determined, the
D. of J. boss said L.A. was chosen
because he figured it would suit
the convenience of the film outfits.

While the complaint attacked
the unavailability of 16m prints
for telecasters, film tradesters im-
mediately had it doped out that
the Justice Department’s ultimate
aim is to compel the licensing of
35m prints as well to tlie TV-ers.
For this reason exhibs across tlie

country, fearful that the new me-
dium, equipped with standard
Hollywood product, would put
them out of business, joined In a
chorus of protests.

Named as defendants are all

(Continued on page 17)

Toledo Blade Backs

Industry Campaign

Vs. Ohio Censorslup
Support of the industry’s cam-

paign to strike down the Ohio
censorship of newsreels, and po.s-

sibly all film censorship, came' this

week from the Toledo Blade, lead-

ing paper in the. city in which the
film biz has inaugurated a test

case. First hearing on the case
takes place Aug. 8, when Martin
G. Smith, operator of the West-
wood Theatre, appears in Munici-
pal Court on charges of showing
an uncensored reel.

“The theatres have the strongest
possible case against the Ohio cen-
sorship of newsreels,” the Blade
declared editorially. “Newsreel
censorship is not only clearly un-
warranted but is unnecessary and
constitutes nothing more than a
bureaucratic chore. The fact that
producers are required to pay a
‘service’ charge is adding insult to

injury. . . . The most objectionable
thing about movies exhibited in

Ohio is the censor’s seal which
precedes them. It says in effect

that the people of this state are
among a minority of Americans
who are judged incapable of de-
ciding for themselves what is best
for them to see on the screen.”
The newspaper’s blast at the

state’s censor.ship body had some-
what of an ironic twist, since Dr.
Clyde Hlssong, chief of the censor
body, had bypassed Cleveland in

favor of Toledo, fearing that the
censor board would receive a bad
press in the former city. Only
place where Hissong and his staff

(Continued on page 15)

STEEL STRIKE NIPS NPA

UFT OF THEATRE CURBS
Washington, July 29.

National Production Authority
officials see little prospect of lift-

ing the ban on theatre construction

this year.
Restrictions were due to be re-

moved July 1 but were continued

because of steel strike. However,
agency promised to review situa-

tion upon settlement of strike.

Serious shortage of steel because

of length of work stoppage and
time required to make up loss in

production, officials said, prevents

dropping restrictions on theatre

construction, at least until Jan. 1.
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The durable heroics of “What
Price Glory” imdergo a comedic
treatment in Technicolor for this

fresh version of the Maxwell An-
derson-Laurence Stallings stage

drama. It measures up as gener-

ally- entertaining for the regular

nm of filmgoers and should find a

ready acceptance among them, al-

though there's nothing distinguish-^

ed enough about the presentation

to rate it a class audience.

John Ford’s rugged direction de-

tails a number of war action se-

quences, some good and some un-

believable, and handles the com-
edy with a masculine broadness,

dealing with the old war drama’s

s.a, in the same fashion. Results

are of the pulp-fiction, potboiler

school but arc salable for the gen-

eral market,

James Cagney, a corpulent Cao-
tain Flagg who looks like he’ll bust

out of his britches any minute, and
Dan Dailey, the braggard Sergeant
Ouirt, enact the top male roles as

rivals for gals and glory with amus-
ing emphasis on frenetics. Both
are Inclined to mumble or shout
their dialog, but the physical busi-

ness that goes with the lines makes
them understandable. Corinne
Calvet’s charms are freely disp’ay-

ed as the ever-loving Charmaine,
ready and willing to give any mas-
culine ally of France aid and com-
fort Neither the script nor di-

rection permits the featured play-

ers to stand still long enough to

take solid form, but despite this

handicap, William Demarest, Rob-
ert Wagner, Marisa Pavan, James
Gleason, Wally Vernon and Henri
Letondal get in their licks towards
the entertainment. Wagner and
Miss Pavan, particularly, score as

young lovers.

Story, as scripted by Phoebe and
Henry Ephron, scatters it.solf

among episodes dealing with the

marines in World War I and the
professional and amatory rivalry
of Cagney and Dailey. The cap-
tain is waiting for a top sergeant
to train his raw recruits before
going into battle' and, meantime,
Is making time with Charmaine,
daughter of innkeeper Letondal.
The sergeant shows on the scene
and proves to be the unwelcome
Quirt. He takes over with Char-
maine when Flagg goes on leave to

Paris.
Upon the latter’s return, he find's

Letondal insisting that Quirt marry
Charmaine but war intervenes, the
marines move into action, the ser-
geant is slightly wounded and tries
to take up with Charmaine again,
only to have Flagg get back in’o
the picture. 'Just as the latter is

ready to make Charmaine an hon-
est woman, war again intervenes
and the professional fighting men
march off to another battle. As plot
unfolds, chuckles come frequently,
action Spasmodically and over the
entire Sol C. Siegel, production is

a feeling that iit any second the
picture will break Into a musical
production number. This doesn't
happen, but it still serves as a .sub-

conscious distraction.

The Technicolor lensing by Joe
MacDonald is beautifully done, r '-

suiting in scenes that appear al-

most like old master paintings.

Score draws on the war tunes of

the era such as “Madamoiselle
From • Armentieres,” “Madelon,”
“Oui, Oui, Marie,” etc., to fix the

period. Thei'e is a new Jay Living-

«ton-Ray Evans tune, “My Love, My

Rita Hayworth'j perjoual .Ke.

will have to hyiMn her first pic

in |«Har yean.
^

Columbia roloaii* at Badtwbrth (VJit-

cent Sherman) production. Stars Kit*
Hayworth, Glenn Ford; feature* Alex-
ander Sooarby, Valorl* Bettis, Toriu
Thatcher/ Directed by Sherman. Screen-
play, Oscar Saul> James Gunn, from story
by Virslnia Van Upp, Berne Gller; cam-
era, Joseph Walker; editor, Viola Law-
rence; Sony*, Lester Lee, Bob Russell;
musical directors, Morris StolofC, Gcorjfe
Dunlny. Tradeshown N. Y., July 25, 52.

Kunniny tlm*» H MIM^
Chris Emery .‘7.. Rita Hayworth
Stev* Emery Glenn Ford
Max Fabian Alexander Scourby
Veronica Valerie Bettis

Inspector Smythe Torln Thatcher
Anderson Howard Wendell
Walters Karel Stepanek
Dr. Franz Huebliny Georye -Voskovee
AVlttol ; Steven Geray
Peter Bronec ..Walter Kohler
Dominique Juanita Moore
Olaf Grcyg Martell
Martin . Mort MiU*
Pilot Robert Boon
Coroner * . Ralph Moody

“Affair In Trinidad,” Rita Hay-
worth’s first picture in four years,

will have to depend upon the draw-
ing power of the star herself to

lure the customers.
Picture’s best scenes, from both

a selling and entertainment angle,

are sequences where the actress
sings and dances the film’s two
songs. Miss Hayworth is east as
in entertainer in a Trinidad dive,

which affords a promising start,

but after permitting the star to sex-
ily purvey “Trinidad Lady,' a
samba-type number, the story me-
anders into a cliche yarn about
•a piurder and a spy ring.

Victim of the killing is Miss
Hayworth’s husband, with whom
she has not been too happy. As
the police inspector, Torin
Thatcher is inclined to dismiss the
case as suicide, hut investigation
’eads him to believe that an inter- i

national thief (Alexander Scourby)
is involved. Scourby, incidentally,

has been one of the singer-dancer’s
more attentive fans.

Scenting something more sinister

than murder, Thatcher arranges for
Miss Hayworth to act as an “un-
dercover” operative to get the
goods on Scourby and his accom-
plices. Thus sworn to secrecy, she
can’t warn Glenn Ford, who’s ama-
teurishly poking into the c5s« to

avenge his brother’s death. How-
ever, before things become any
more involved, the police move in

to smash the ring. At the same
time Miss Hayworth and' Ford
clinch in a fi,nale closeup.

In addition to scoring in war-
bling and hoofing “Trinidad Lady,”
the star alsD chirps “I’ve Been
Kissed Before,” the film’s other
tune, to advantage. Both are aver-
age songs, but she sells them well.

Insofar as her thesping is con-
cerned, the star is handicapped by
a trite plot.

Ford gives his role the old col-
lege try, but succeeds mainly in
effecting a belligerent air. Scourby
is a stock menace. Thatcher con-
vinces as the inspector. Chore-
ographer Valerie Bettis, who cre-
ated the dances for Miss Hayworth,
is cast as a tipsy conspirator and
does a good job of it in contrast to
the routine characterizations of the
other supporting players.

Vincent Sherman, who pro-
duced for Beckwprth Corp. (her
own indie unit for Col) appears to
have been hampered by budgetary
restraint from injecting any lavish
physical effects. His direction, too,
is unable to insert much move-
ment or credibility. Editing of Vi-
ola Lawrence could have been
tighter. Joseph Walker, per usual,
supplied good camerawork, while
musical direction of Morris Stoloff
and George Duning is adequate.

Gilb.

Flwood Uljhnaii And am indiffertht

icripting i9b by Martin A.
way ^nd.X^Aonara Storn. X^lng ii

weak and wnly a few situttUmi Ate

able to get laitthl, mostly becai^
of the baeic wyalcal ootnedy in-

volved. TIpon on .
the material i*

fact that, the beat laugh Gorne*

from such an old device as having
a whale steak spout back at Cos-
tello. Jean Yarbrough’s direction

did what it could to control the

situation Isut helped little.

Two '.comics ' save Tom. Ewell*

Alaskan prospector, from c<anmlt-

ting suicide over unrequited love
for Mitzi Green, and then flee to

the frozen north to avoid a charge
of murdering the man. Up in the
i^loo country, the pair and Ewell
dodge the bullets of the latter’s

friends, to whom he has willed his

$2,()00,OOD fortune in gold, and the
plot of Bruce Cabot, sgloon-owner,
to steal the bullion, A dogsled
chase and the loss of the gold in

an ice crackup bring the abortive
comedy to a conclusion.
Abbott & Costello manage only

a couple of giggles with the ma-
teriaL Ewell provides some as-

sistance, Miss Green, in her role
of dancehall singer, chirps two un-
credited special-material ditties to

go with plot situations, hut doesn’t
show to any particular advantage.
Cabot and the others fill in loosely.
Production values have a pe-

nurious look, although extra gloss-
ing would not help put this one
over. Technical assists are stock.

Brog.

Lost; In Alaska

Slipshod Abbott & Costello;
one of their poorer efforts for
Universal.

Hollywood, July 25.
Universal release of Hov^rard Christie

production. Stars Bud Abbott. Lou Cos-
tello, Mltzi Green, Tom Ewell: features
Bruce Cabot. Directed by Jean Yar-
brough, Screenplay. Martin A. Ragaway,
Leonard Stern; story, Elwood lUlman;
camera, George Robinson: editor, Leon
rrd Weiner. Previewed July 22. '52. Run
nlng time, 74 MINS.
Tom Watson Bud Abbott
George Bell Lou Costello
Rosette Mltzi Green
Nugget Joe McDermott Tom Ewell
.b-ke Stillman Bruce Cabot
'Gherman Emory Parnell
licnohman Jo>'eph Kirk
Old Timer Rex Lease
Mrs. McGillicuddy Minerva Urecal

Abbott & Costello fail to do
right by their fans in “Lost in
Alaska.’^ Film is a slipshod 76
minutes of footage marked by
more tedious stretches than
humor.
Film starts with a poor story by

BewnrCf, My ILovely

Drab melodrama of a day of
terror in a woman’s life; some
name importance but spotty
prospects.

Hollywood, July 29.
RKO release of Collier Young (Fllmak-

ers) production. Stars Ida Luplno, Rob-
ert Ryan; feature* Taylor Holmes, Bar-
bara Whiting, James Wlllmas, O. Z.
Whitehead, Dee Pollack. Directed by
Harry Horner. Screenplay, Mel Dlnelli,
from hi* story and play, “The Man”;
camera, George E, DIskant; editor, Paul
Weatherwax; music, Leith Steven*. Pre-
viewed July 24, '52. -Running time, 77
MINS.
Mrs. Gordon Ida Luplno
Howard Robert Ryan
Mr. Armstrong Taylor Holmes
Ruth Williams B^rb^ra Whiting
Mr. Stevens James Williams
Mr. Franks O. Z. Whitehead
Grocery Boy Dee Pollack

Filmakers, Independent produc-
tion unit, has come up with a drab
suspense melodrama based on “The
iMan,” the Mel Dinelli story and
play. Some name importance is lent
the picture by the presence of Ida
Lupino and Robert Ryan as costars,
and the RKO release assures a
goodly number of bookings, but
the hoxoffice prospects are spotty.
Program playdates are indicated.
A fairly tight screenplay by

Dinelli, who also served as asso-
ciate producer to Collier Young,
unfolds the inconclusive story in
workmanlike manner. 'The Hariy
Horner direction manages consid-
erable emphasis on suspense and
the trouping of the two stars is

excellent, but it still doesn’t add
up to readily acceptaTile film en-
tertainment. For one thing, the
downbeat yarn comes to a stop,
rather than a conclusion, after 77
minutes of teasing an audience
with hints of violence that never
materialize.
Ryan is mentally unstable, itin-

erant handyman who makes a pre-
carious living by door-to-door jobs
Story gets underway with his flee-

ing a town from what looks like
a murder and next finds him hired
by Miss Lupino, a war widow, to
aid with a housecleaning job. As
the day develops, indications o'
Ryan’s instability come out, and
gradually Miss Lupino becomes
alarmed. Before she is able to
take action, however, Ryan locks
the doors and makes her his prLs-
oner. Incident after incident lead-
ing to violence, and then drawing
back from it, occupy the footage
as the seemingly never-ending*
day stretches out. Finale has Ryan,
not remembering what has 'trans-
pired. walking out as night comes
and Miss Lupino greatly relieved
that it is all over.
Only a shiall cast was needed

for the story. Taylor Holmes is

good as the hoarder whose de-
parture leaves Miss Lunino alone
with Ryan. Barbara Whiting walks
through a couple of scenes, and
Dee Pollack, a grocery boy, Is ac-
ceptable. George E. Diskant’s
nhotogranhy is imaginative, and
the Leith Stevens music score
good in backing suspense aims.

Prog.

^euetAlIy iuiliiifaetoiry ttutdaor

A4!tiAH>4r»itiA: with Akay pay-
off

Hollywood, July 24.
Republic relexs* ^^Joinepli .Kin* prc-.

ductfon. Sti^r* Ruth Huiwey, Rod Cam-
eron, John Aaar, Gal* Storjic fe*ture# J.

Carrol Naiik, Jlni D*vl*, J«y C. FliiMKn*
Taylor Hold***, Jiterry Kelleyji Gtaiiiit WltJb-
er*. Direct** by Ipiue. lScr*enal*y, Nor-
man Reilly 'Mldn«^ itory, Chirle* Marqui*
W*rren, Preacott Chaplin; camera (Tru-
cMoOj Jack Maria,; edifor, Richard L. Van

.

Enfer; mtidc, R. Dal* Butt*. Previewed
JMjy 33, '53. Munninic tlm*, 4* MIMt. >

Chrlatine PoweU. Ruth Huaaey
Kyi* Ramlo J Rod Cameron
David PoweU. , John A*ar'
Cathy Kordluhd. .Gale^ StM'm;
Mtdholland. J. Carrol Naiah
Stev* Powell Jim D*vi*
Axel Nordlund>..,..,,....Jay C, Flippen

g
aw*on Taylqr Holmes
'Har* Barry KeU«y

Chapman.. Grant Wither*
Andre Duclos Stephen Bekaaiy
Rick • Barton Howard Petri*
Tom Gordon...... Hank Worden
Mrs. Dawson Virginia Brl*»ac

Mex Film Version of 'Crusoe'

Mexico City, July 22.

Film version of “Robinson
Crusoe” is being produced here in

English and Snani.sh at the Tepeyac
•sfi’dios bv Bunel.

Stars Dan 0’F«alv. Felipe de
Alba and Jaime Fernandez.

This Is a generally satisfactory
outdoor action-drama that should
get an okay payoff in the Republic
market. The Trucolor cloaking
adds some sight values to the
standard lineup of action ingredi-

ents, and the familiar names should
help its booking chances in the
general situations.

It's a tried-and-tru« plot fur-

nished by the story written by
Charles Marquis WarTen and Pre-
scott Chaplin. Story line 'almost
constantly reminds of many previ-

ous large-scale- outdoor features
but the regular run of audiences
will find it acceptable. The Norman
Reilly Raine screenplay is put
together to provide producer-di-
rector Joseph Kane vdth enough
brawling male action to keep the
pace moving, and there arc some
good battle-of-the-sexes touches to
catch the attention.
Trouping is entirely competent,,

if not
.

out of the ordinary, as the
film goes about its

,
business ' of

telling how Rod Cameron, new-
comer to the Minnesota iron-ore
mining section, successfully battles
a long-entrenched family which
heretofore has had a strong grip on
such activities. With the aid of
his friends. Gale Storm and her
father, Jay C. Flippen, Cameron
gets his operations rolling. In the
physical clashes with male oppo-
nents, he’s more than a match for
trouble, but when Ruth Hussey,
strong-willed, scheming sister who
heads the opposition, turns loose
her femme charms and wiles on
him, he falls easily, forsakes Miss
Storm and marries Miss Hussey.
It’s a- sort of “Bright Leaf” scheme
Miss Hussey has in mind, and she
sets up her husband slickly to
deprive him of his wealth and take
over herself. Before her scheme
can be completed, though, she tips
her hand and Cameron is able to
save his new empire. Miss Hussey
is shot down by J. Carrol Naish, a
banker she has been using, and
Cameron ends in a clinch wi^ Miss
Storm.
Kane’s action sequences are

well-handled to fiit market demands
for this type feature. A number of
scraps between Cameron and the
henchmen of Jim Davis, wild
member of the long-entpenched
family, come off neatly. For good
measure there’s the dynamiting of
a mining camp -and a railroad,
mountain trail ambushes and fisti-

cuffs.

Cameron makes a good hero. The
Misses Hussey and Storm add
charm to the footage. John Agar
gets short shrift in the story foot-
age as the weakling in the family.
Flippen, Davis and Barry Kelley,
revenge-seeking drunk, and Naish
are satisfactory.
The Trucolor hues used to dress

the feature give a colorful look to
the costumes and outdoor settings
as lensed by Jack Marta. However,
quality of the color Is not always
consistent. The Dale Butts music
score fits story needs, and there are
two traditional tunes, “Blue-Tail
Fly” and “Erie Canal,” spotted for
campfire sings. Brog.

Urge jtortipn nf tlie picture’s
leased nea?

of the
Atory. Tnkea from Ewing Scott**
“Shadow of mt .UurtAin.” the R?h*
ert Hill-George Bricker’scrSnpl^
takes fuU Advantage of the^ex-
tenofs, but at same time never sub-
prdiiutea to any great extent the
actual itory-line«

.

Wa>me Mort*i«, an Alaskan bush
pilot, draws as a passenger wealthy
Alan Hale, Jr., biz man from the
States who’s in Alaska on a vaca-
tion and tmt to get a polar bear It
turns out later that he’s actually a
Communist spy who is using Morris
and his plane in order to take pie-
ties of the area for the Russians.
Morris .subsequently learns of
Hale’s Identity, but has little luck
in convincing the. few others in the
area of latter’s im-American activi-
ties. Eventually, however, others
realize Morris Is right and all work
to prevent Hale's trek from Little
Diomede, to the two-and-one-half-
miles-dlstant Big Diomede, in
Rusria. ' Hale escapes in a fight
with Morris, but loses hifc pictures
and .papers in the) scuffle and is
soon shot when he nears the Rus-
sian territory sans identification.
Morris effectively enact«? the lead

role, while Hale is good as the
Communist agent. Lola Albright,
as Morris’ first passenger, a school-
teacher assigned to Little Diomede,
is tops in a somewhat difficult part,
that of a cool, self-possessed femme
who only at end of the pic warms
up via a romantic interest in
Morris. Remainder of castees,
especially Qarol Thurston as the
Alaskan femme in love in vain with
Morris, are all good.
Film was directed by Ewing

Scott, who also wrote the story,
and Lew Landers, although latter
now draws solo

,
credit and Scott

is credited as associate producer.
Flareup of an old leg injury near
windup of the Alaskan footage
forced Scott to relinquish direc-
torial reins to Landers, who then
took over for the remaining in-

teriors. Both did extremely com-
mendable work. Photography of
Jack Russell is good, as are the
other technical credits. Neal.

l.i«re of the Wilderuost
(COLOR)

Areiie Flight

Wayne Morris toplining top-
notch supporter.

’ Hollywood, July 28.
Monogram release of Llndsley Parsons

production. Stars Wayne Morris; fea-
tures Lola Albright, Alan Hale, Jr., Carol
Thurston. Directed by Lew Lander*;
screenplay, Robert Hill and George
Brlcker; based on story,' "Shadow of the
Curtain," by Ewing Scott; camera. Jack
Russell: editor, Leonard Herman. Pre-
viewed July 24, '52. Running time, 71
MINS.
Mike Wayne Morrl
Martha Lola Albright
Wetherby Alan Hale, Jr.
Saranna Carol Thurston
Squid Phil Tead
Karluck Tom Richards
Mlksook Anthony Garson
Father Francois Kenneth McDonald
Hogan Paul Bryar
Dorgan Dale Van Sickle

“Arctic Fljght,” presenting
Wayne Morris vs. Communism,
emerges a generally interesting
and actionful bit of pic fare.
Enhanced by neat production

Remake ef “Swamp Water”
in Teohnicelor; fair marquee
value* and medium boxoffice.

Hollywood, July 24.

20th-Fox release -tSf Robert L. Jacks pro-

duction. Star* J«an Peters. Jeffrey Hun-
ter, Constance Smith; features Walter
Brennan, Tom Tully, Harry Shannon, Will

Wright, Jack E3am. Harry Carter. Di-

rected by Jean Negulesco. Screenplay,
Louis Lantz; based oh story by Vereen
BeU; camera (Technicolor), Edward Cron-

jager; editor, Barbara McLean: murfc,

Franz Waxman. Previewed July 32, 52.

Running time. 90' MINS.
Laurie Harper .lean Peters

Ben TVler Jeffrey Hunter
Noreen Constance Smith

.Tim Harper Walter Brennan
Zack Tyler Tom Tully

Pat McGowan Harrv .Shannon
Sheriff Brink Will Wright

Dave Longden Jack Elam
Ned Tyler., Harry Carter

Harry Longden Pat Hogan
Shep Rigby A1 Thompson
WIU Stone Robert Adler

Square Danco Caller. . .Sherman Sanders

Jack Doran,..' Robert Karnes

Sloan Georee Spaulding

Sheriff Jepson W^ter Taylor

Young Man Ted Jordan

This is a remake of “Swamp
Water,” first released by 20th-Fox

in 1941. The. new version of

Vereen Bell’s dank melodrama of

the vast Okefenokee Swamp in

southeast Georgia has a simpler,

straight-lipe -story treatment, a

slightly different emphasis on

main characters, a Technicolor

dress and, overall, medium box-

office prospects, although some

sectional playdates will he excel-

lent. Marquee values are only

fair.

The swamp is less a menace in

the Louis Lantz screenplay than it

was in the original version, al-

though still used to- create stock

thrill scenes connected with mak-

ing alligators, slithering .reptiles

and deadly mud sinks, which help

carry the story and provide Jean

Negulescp’s direction with a

chance at some suspense se-

quences.

While plot is still basically con-

cerned with a man wanted tor

murder who hides out in the un"

charted regions of the swamp, tms

version takes his daughter into tne

wilderness with him for a sort oi

jungle-girl treatment that adds

values. The hunted role is a re-

peat for Walter Brennan^anf per-

formance-wise. he’s the films be.t

asset. Jean Peters is okay a.s tl e

sulky jungle girl and
the swamp-type costumes the roie

calls for. Jeffrey Hunter
antly projects the role of t*

young Georgian who aids Brennan

get justice after havine
tered father and daughter wm
hunting his lost dog in the

Constance Smith, a country rra.-

roads type of flirt, looks

(Continued on page 18)
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While chances for setting up an industry-wide arbitration sys-

tem have brightened a little in the past week as a result of a

oninromise move by major company toppers, enthusiasm by dis-

for arbitration appears to have perceptibly waned. Three

SImths ago before the headaches of actually getting the workings

fa system on paper, there was great spirit in favor of a voluntary

pthod of settling problems out of court. Distrib execs saw in it

fjpmendous possibilities for eliminating some of the dozens of

onHtrust suits brnught by exhibs, which are threatening to cripple

. fhe majors financially.

With the passing of time having given distribution execs and
‘ attorneys more opportunity for closeup study of the potentials of

orhitration as applied to trade practices, the edge of their en-

thusiasm has been dulled. • They are all still sincerely in favor of

arbitration on the theory that it will be worthwhile if it prevents

only a relatively few lawsuits. But no great optimism persists that

it will keep many exhibs but of the courts. They say that Abram

F Myers, couhsel and board chairman of Allied States Assn, of

eichibl has publicly admitted as much.

As lawyers for some of the companies now have it figured, ex-

hibs will go to arbitration if they don’t think they have much of a

case But if they feel they’ve got a good suit, thesy’ll take it to a

judge just as quickly as .they’re doing now.

f"

COMPO Fate Hinges on Success

Of Its Drive Vs.M Admish Tax

BINGO REPRISE
\ I »

Exhibs Drop Demand for Presence

US fi.O. HlfPIl
Arbitration Meets

Fate of the Council of Motion -f

Picture Organizations as a going

concern is seen largely hinging on

the measure of success achieved

in the current campaign to kill the

Federal 20% admissions tax.‘ In-

dustry toppers said this week
they’re convinced that accomplish-

ment of the tax-repeal objective

will do more in the way of assur-

ing a strong future for the all-

trade outfit than any other possi-

ble contribution to the generdl

welfare of the business.

It’s pointed out that thousands
of theatres across the country are

not affiliated with any trade group
at the present. Many of these ex-

hibs, it’s said, more than likely

would be willing to share in fu-

ture joint-industry projects, via
active COMPO memberships, if

they’re convinced a job can be
done on the vital tax situation.
This doubtless would bolster
COMPO to its strongest position
since coming into being, from
standpoint of membership roster
and treasury funds.

Cynical View
However, while a successful tax

fight could serve to lure exhibs
who heretofore have not . joined

For Expenses, Etc,

Here’s a list, of the more
important expense items which
must be met by the Council
of Motion Picture Organiza-
tions in the campaign to re-

peal the Federal 20% admis-
sions tax:

Administration of campaign
in New York COMPO office,

production of needed mate-
rials, research, mallfng and
oth|er communications, meet-
ings, travel by Industryites in

thei anti-tax fight and publicity.

Drive among a group of small, iJi 1.1 f a
unaffiliated exhibs in New York Double Double-Features
City to revive bingo, screeno, bank Tokyo, July 22.

night and other giveaways, to serve Double features, only te-

as a b.o. stimulant, is gaining mo- cently arrived in Japanese film

mentum. About 40 theatreowners, houses, have fast been super-
majority of whom operate one or seded by triple features, and,

two nabe houses, will meet in according to one Nip news-
about a fortnight to set in motion naner. will soon be made obso-

plans for bringing back the coin
lures which attracted patrons to
film houses during the depression
area. Because of the still-doubt-

ful legality of the scheipe, leaders
of the movement wish to remain
anonymous.
Support for the drive came from

the Independent Motion Picture
Machine Operators, an unaffiliated

labor outfit which supplies projec-
tionists for many of the theatres
interested in the project. Union
will join the exhibs in the initial

conclave at which the. revival pro-
cedure will .he outlined.
Approach, as explained by one of

the leaders of the movement, will

see the appointment of a commit-
tee of three or four exhibs, plus a

union rep to draw up a legal peti-

tion directed to Mayor Impelli-

teri. Purpose of the appeal is to

assure the exhibs that they will not
be harrassed by the N, Y. City

(Continued on page 20)

Tokyo, July 22,
Double features, only re-

cently arrived in Japanese film
houses, have fast been super-
seded by triple features, and,
according to one Nip news-
paper, will soon be made obso-
lete by ‘'quadruple headers.”

Two-for-one fad, which be-
gan in Nagoya, Central Hon-
shu, with pairing of “Valen-
tino” and “A Song Is Born,”
has been stepped up by rival

exhibs, who now tax marquee ,

with ads for a bill of fare con-
taining two U. S. pix and one,

or even two, locally produced
films,

D. J. Greene Buys

More RKO Stock

In Power Rivalry
Wall Streeter David J. Greene

^ Exhibition’s reps in the negoti-?
‘ ating of an Industry arbitration sys-
tem have Withdrawn their demahd
that film company presidents sit in
on continuing huddles on the sub-
ject. Exhibs instead have agreed
to a new round of confabs with
sales managers and company law-
yers beginning next Monday (4) in

New York.
Despite this reversed stand, the

probability is that the chief execs
will get together with the exhibs
at a meeting this fall.

Officials of Theatre Owners of
America and Allied States Assn,
called a halt on arbitration discus-
sions several weeks ago when dif-

ferences on competitive bidding
with the distrib negotiators
reached an Impasse. Exhibs con-
tended at that time that the only
chance for arbitration would be for
the proxies to take over and pos-
sibly give more ground than that
offered by the distrib committee.

In the Interim, however, sales

managers and attorneys among
themselves agreed to new “clari-

fications” of their stand on the
various facets of bidding as arbi-
trable subjects. This was con-
veyed to the exhibs and the latter
okayed next Monday’s sessions,

'

It was also pointed out by the

Par Preps 25 In
June oumcu.

I n ni The SEC reports were said this
,,

Ham which now has been tenta-

I ftn(r>^K3l1CrP rlan week by a spokesman for the lively drawn, is to have the presi-

LlUllg IVdllgC 1 Idll broker and investment counselor
to be only a partial indication of

Paramount has 25 features al- the increasing hold he has been exhib-distrib negotiating teams

ready in preparation for produc- gaining on the theatre chain. He agreement on the broad

T i 1 ri 1 IT 1.
controls a large number of shares of an overall plan for arb^^

I ftfal K AnA!ir NaI* assign- held by his clients, who have also

I Uldl IVvlIvdli 1vUl ments, many of the scripts are been building up their holdings on ® October.
r ^

• completed and much of the cast- his counsel.
'This neyv’ round of events crys-

n . I /lAlJinA’ ing has been done. Greene is a director of RKO
I lit Ic I flH/li II C said the lineup was set* far Theatres” and thus, under SEC lure. Wh le enthusiasm for arbitra-

vUl^ Iv vVrllll v 0 in advance as the result of much rules, must report his purchases. (Continued on page 15>

long-range planning. Polishing off His clients, of course, are not re-

ix • ¥r OA/T/ scripts far ahead of lensing sched- quired to do so, and so there is no

I A VC /ll/ provides the opportunity to full indication of the scale on

I/lIYC 1 O* u\j /Q line up stars and marquee com.*, which Greene’s power in the chain
• ^ binations unavailable at short no- has been hypoed.

Campaign plans by the Council tice. The June purchases, according
Of the total, 16 wUl be m Tech- to the SEC, give the financier a

cynical view of Motion P^c^ e g nicolor, and other tinters may be total of 42,250 shares. He holds
persi^s among some . obseiwers against the 20% admissions tax ^^ded if Techni facilities are avail- 16,450 directly and 25,800 in a ^

‘ July 29,

«!H 1 i

exhib associations being circulated among exhibs able. trust fund established in 1935 for ® Zero,
st.U wm retrain from entenng the benefit of his wife Dorothy.

g‘”feen deelared
stressed, Is for total repeal of the rnillUDTA EVPANIlilNr trustee

’
’ ’’ ' Department of the Army,

levy, not a partial reduction. UULUlflDlil fiAr Greene in a nroxv fiffht in opno- were sent out to' all Army
Main points covered are these: PADririJ DIY HICTDID «?ition to the circuit's manaj^ement Public Relations offices through-

campaign will be carried on with F0RE1GN-P1A- DISTRIB S‘rfaU, amassed eno?|h snpT^^
Congressmen and Senator^ nrt

Columbia Pictures is expanding to jvin two places on the six-man
nicterc

" ^ .

men aSd by the welfarf of Official diction says the film

uiill h/asfced to cooner- foinpany foreign chief Jo- "has a sequence which has been

continues to strengthen his posi- P«s‘-

tion in KKO Theatres by further trwellng corn-

purchases of the circuit's stock,
inltments and such, could not con-

reports to the Securities Sc Ex- vene before Sept 1. Consequently

change Commission indicate. He that much more time wouW be lost

acquired 7,000 additional shares in
before negotiations could be re-

June.
sumed.

'T'lho T'o ixmrsa caiH fhic Plau, which HOW has bcfen tenta-

Total Repeal Not

Cut, Is COMPO s

Drive Vs. 20^

This neyv round of events crys-
.-lized one aspect of the full pic-
ture: While enthusiasm for arbitra-

(Continued on page 15>

Army Nixes Cooperation

For RKO’s ‘Zero’ Over

‘Objectionable Scene’
* Hollywood, July 29,

RKO’s “One Minute to Zero,”

(Continued on page 15)

Shain, Richey, Short

Mulled to Head Push

stressed, is for total repeal of the

levy, not a partial reduction.

Main points covered are these:

campaign will be carried on with

Congressmen and Senator;^ not

with general public; local business-

men affected by the welfare of

theatres will be asked to cooper-

COLUMBIA EXPANDING

AUIIUU lU IlCdU I U511 ,T,rn, ^./Ommoia Pictures is expanumg tu .win i,wu wn - nicture

n m ™
® wei?,re its policy of handling foreign-made board. His continued buying oh- %

By COMPO V? 209^ TaiC ^^ionner^ flip's- company foreign chief Jo- viously is with the aim of eventu-
-has* a sequence

J V IS* u\)/q IttA theatres will be asked
.cetjh A. McConville disclosed in ally gaining control of the direc- rtViT frt Kiy^

^
7J1 7n seph A. Mcuonville aisciosea in any gaiiiiug cuiuiui ux uip nhiAotpH fo hv th^ Armv Anfl

eaStin” in
'

state“’rSher tto exchangl NewYork Monday (28) when he re- torate and thus of the company’s d^artments and which the

nH,
» scoutmg the field for

will be on focal turned on the Queen Mary after a management. studio has declined to correct."
+r> yr.nmrtA Moi’e I While he controls the second I +i,«.industryite to head its anti-tax ar«as; o®,

six-week trip to Europe,
on a fnntimA (state) level, distinguished from

-d i, c’r.onnii onr

studio has declined to correct.”
Understood thq offending se-K 1

fulltime salaried ^ British, Italian, French and Span- largest block of the circuit s stock, gye^ce shows Robert Mitchum, as

niipf executive one Washington lubby^ policy a
pictures, he said, will (Continued on page 17) ^ colonel, ordering U.S. artillei-y

operating under the COMPO na-
Hnes’^ are to be be distributed by the firm in vari- ^ fire on South Korean refugees on

which is namnai^n^will be coordin- ous world markets. KlIHr RrOS
^

^RilUF^ Sftt the theory that North Korean cne-

p ^®^® and nroere‘?s While declining to name specific
^*^8 DlUo. Alllg wCl lurking among them.

^
Meal's °ca?rtteT‘ f / wfllbe ‘recorLd by COMPO in fi'lms, McConville® revealed that he Fof Distfib bv UApuied as candidates so far for i.. a number of deals * 1/lollIU Uj UA tends, was- not in the original

are Henderson M. Richey, Deal has been set for United Ufpi then titled '^he Kmfean
+11 .X triTncr Storv.”' wfacn it was Submitted forexhib reiaH.r; urged to form sub-committees in with continental producers. Co- Deal has been set for United script,^ men uuea

^
^01

Sarn^sS^ Congressional district; lumbia is already participating with Artists to distribute the King Story, ^ when it was submitted

Fox nro.x ^ COMPO office will develop all in- French producer-director Leonide Bros.’ “The Ring,” a boxing drama, approval.

King^ Bros.’ ‘Ring’ Set

For Distrib by UA

Jox prer Spyrorp.TkouTas^rnd
ilow ODerat.lntf nTi Frio rtTirrt •!« TN’it'K-

1

f01 iTintioriftl iufttorifll*

French producer-director Leonide Bros/ *The Ring,” a Doxing drama.

Moguy in a film-making program, Pic will go into release in about anow operating bic formational material, Moguy m a nim-maitiiig piu^iaiu, win ko m
, IM 1 •l f O

fs®d!^ca”orran'd‘h th^ett^ S^ddlfot^res W^Sthl?S JoC MoskoWltZ S ScC
_

Dallas. 'Thire are the three to
"Ls''“^’ BroccMlfirBrST® way ^commfts* tte NaHlcd Eastem LiaiSOH

names most freauentlv mpnHonPd pressed exhibs out of business. Bioccolll in Britain. King in no way com^^
ager In Dallas. Those are the three to squeeze thousands of m
names most frequently mentioned pressed exhibs out of business,

exec conversations
^nent the post

Sliain’s forriier 20th duties in- Par Strips Jane RuSSell
1 xi

^-*‘**-* UUblCS ili- *

telation?ter°?h»^flv Action
became iramedlatdy°‘’3ualffi?d O"® of the less frequently used when ‘"he left for Europe last Maurice King of the brother come New York Uaison with the

"•'th exhib organLatlonal’?Xitv approaches in measuring audience month. Kosiner returned last production firm, leaves for Europe studio. She had gone to tee Coast

this work and consemientlv reaction is planned for Jane Bus- week, while Kramer is due back Saturday (2) to case location sites with Mqskowitz when he trans-

'nsidered in som. « sell on the beach of Atlantic City Aug. 18 after a two-month vaca- for a trio of productions the ^g ferred his headquarters there re-

McConville, who attended Co- brother outfit to further arrange- Kay Sullivan, secretary for

lumbia conventions in London and ments with UA. He said that indie many years to Joseph Moskowitz

Rome was accompanied by foreign company would work out future when he was 20th-Fox’s eastern

^ ... X A ri I department exec Harry Kosiner release deals on a picture-to-pic- studio rep, returned to New York
rOr Action at A.L/. producer Stanley Kramer turu arrangement. frohi the Coast this week to be-

considered in some circles as sell on the beach of Atlantic City Aug. 18 after a two-month vaca-

pnw“n“'® 'fl'sly candidates for the 9,1®? “““•
^OMPo post. T Miss Russell will tread .he sands
Richey, of course has been ac- unescorted and without benefit of

yve in industry organizational work hoopla. Idea calls for a photo Cartoonists OK Pact
lor years, and Shorf- hpc hpen syndicate rep near the scene to Hollywood, July 29. x«x «aaj w*..*^*.

prominent in COMPO affairs ?nd lens the expected double takes. Membership of Screen Cartoon- is expected to get under way m Coast. Miss Sullivan will be m
joint pxhiK A«+-xx£rc fn annpar ists Local 839, lATSE, voted ap- 60 days, he reported. Meanwhile, charge of the headquarters he con-

Tfv projects m Texas. Actress was skedded to appear i5>t:> ^ +« trvo?n+fiin in tmpw Yoric.

company contemplates making cently to become top aide to pro-

abroad. Properties set for filming duction chief Darryl F. Zanuck.

abroad are all outdoor action-type Moskowitz technically still re-

drama and can easily be adapted tains the duties of eastern studio

for any foreign locale. Production rep, which he is handling from the
J. _ J J. J C.iTlionn virill Kn ITI

non-M-p • T at.v,7, lacf nirfl-if <;hp Produ-ccrs Assn. me nexc two monms. nx are Duuivaii went i-w ^wv.

had organized Moskowitz’s office
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CAgmtf, C««iiuie Clil*-

Hau Dailey In tinted^

^ fi«i#ndle vnmake ef drama^
. yeneratty enlerialnlnf.

Hollywood, July 28.

a<M;h>F«x r«U«a«. ^ fal C. Si«£«l pro>

<lucUon. SUr« Jameii Ctaney* Gprlnne
Calv<t^ Dan D«l^; WUUaw
Xtemaraat, Ci^ Mi. Bobart Waanet, Ma-.

rlsa Para«> Caaar Adaiaa/' Jainaa Gleasipni

Wally VantdM. HeiM^l L*t4>n4al. Wrected
by Jobn Ford. Screenplay, Phoebe and
Henry Kphrom; baaed on. play by Max-
•well

,
Andaraeeb! and JLaurance $UlJIn«s;

cuheira, UfacDoBdld; editor, l>orpthy

Spenocrl aona, "My y.ove> LUe.'^by
JTay Xilvinaraten and Ray ,I5v^s. Pr^
viewed July as, *92. Running time, 110

MINS.
Captalh FlaSJf .

.Cn«n«y
Charmalne ..Corhwie ^yet
^rseant Quirt Dailey
Corporal Klper,,..,.;,William Xwmarest
Lt. Aldrich. Craig Hill

Lewisohn Robert Wagnef
Nicole., Marisa Pavan
Lt. Moore Adams
General Cokely sL'i*’!?*

Gleason
Llplnaky
Cognac Pete., ,...H<i\rl Letondal
Lt. Schmidt Fred Libby
Mulcahy Ray
Gowdy Paul
Young Soldier James LUburn
Moran .Henry Morrran
Gilbert Bprzage
Holsen ... I. . Bill

Company Cook. Kulky
Ferguson .. Jock Pennick
Lt. Cunningham ......... Stanley Johnson
Nujti Ann Codec
Captain Davis Tom Tyler
Sister ClothUde Olga Andre
Priest Barry Norton
Grand Uncle Luis Albernl
Major Torben
German Colonel Alfred Zelsler

German Lieutenant ..George Bruggeman
Lt. Bennett Scott Forbes
Lt. Aufitln Sean McCiory
Capt. Wickham Charles Fltznl.mons

Father Bouchard Louis Mercler
M.P Mickey Slmp.son

Lifd,” that iUurt* .|xc*Uent)y in a
lovd Mt^nt ibdtwedii Mi«i Pavaa aad
Wa«n«r. Filmed pr«gdtit TUMint
time tlO jniiiute« ii way over*

loiiB. ^
Br0ii,

Allair %m Trintdlttdl
(SOKOS)

Biia Haywartti’j pdcsoual Iml
will have ti» hyp« her first pic

Ih jfeiir years.
^

Columbia release of Reckworth {Vin-
cent Shex*man) production. Star* Rita
Hayworth, Glenn Ford; feature* Alex-
ander Seourby, Valerie Bettis, Torin
Thatcher/ Directed by Sherman. Screen-
play, Oecar SaitL James Gunn, from story
by Virginia Vak Upp, Berne Gller; cam-
era, Joseph Walker; editor, Viola Law-
rence; songs, Lester Lee, Bob EusseU;
musical directors, Morris Stoloff, George
Dunlng. Tradeshown N. Y., July 25, 52,

Jiunnlnk tlmci W MINS.
Chris Emery .'T.. Rita Hayworth
Steve Emery Glenn Iford

Max Fabian ....Alexander Scourby
V.eronlcji. Valeric Bettis

Inspector Smythe Torin Thatcher
Anderson Howard Wendell
Walters l^rel Stepanek
Ur, Franz Huebllng George • Voskovee
Wlttol : Steven Geray
Peter Bronec.. ........ ....Walter Kohler
Dominique Juanita Moore
Olaf Gregg Martell
ACa rtin Afort lUlU*
Pilot Robert Boon
Coroner Ralph Moody

The durable heroics of "What
Price Glory" undergo a comedic
treatment in Technicolor for this

fresh version of the Maxwell An-
derson-Laurence Stallings stage

drama. It measures up as gener-
ally- entertaining for the regular

run of fllmgoers and should find a

ready acceptance among them, al-

though there’s nothing distinguish-^

ed enough about the presentation

to rate it a class audience.

John Ford’s rugged direction de-

tails a number of war action se-

quences, some good and some un-

believable, and handles the com-
edy with a masculine broadness,

dealing with the old war drama’s

s.a. in the same fashion. Results

are of the pulp-fiction, potboiler

school but are salable for the gen-
eral market.

James Cagney, a corpulent Cap-
tain Flagg who looks like he’ll bust

out of his britches any minute, and
Dan Dailey, the braggard Sergeant
Quirt, enact the top male roles as

rivals for gals and glory with amus-
ing emphasis on frenetics. Both
are Inclined to mumble or shout
their dialog, but the physical busi-

ness that goes with the lines makes
them understandable. Corinne
Calvet’s charms are freely display-

ed as the ever-loving Charmaine,
ready and willing to give any mas-
culine ally of France aid and com-
fort. Neither the script nor di-

rection permits the featured play-
ers to stand still long enough to

take solid form, but despite this

handicap, William Demarest, Rob-
ert Wagner, Mju*isa Pavan, James
Gleason, Wally Vernon and Henri
Letondal get in their licks towards
the entertainment. Wagner and
Miss Pavan, particularly, score as

young lovers.
'

Story, as scripted by Phoebe and
Henry Ephron, scatters itself

among episodes dealing with ihc
marines in World War I and the
professional and amatory rivalry
of Cagney and Dailey. The cap-
tain is waiting for a top sergeant
to train his raw recruits before
going into battle* and, meantime,
is making time with Charmaine,
daughter of innkeeper Letondal.
The sergeant shows on the scene
and proves to be the unwelcome
Quirt. He takes over wdth Char-
maine when Flagg goes on leave to
Paris.
Upon the latter’s return, ha finds

Letondal insisting that Quirt marry
Charmaine but war intervenes, the
marines move into action, the ser-
geant is slightly wounded and tries
to take up with Charmaine again,
only to have Flagg get back in‘o
the picture. 'Just as the latter is

ready to make
. Charmaine an hon-

est woman, war again intervenes
and the professional fighting men
march off to another battle. As p’ot
unfolds, chuckles come frequently,
action spasmodically and over the
entire Sol C. Siegel, production is

a feeling that at any second the
picture will break into a musical
production number. This doesn’t
happen, but it still serves as a .sub-

conscious distraction.

The Technicolor lensing by Joe
MacDonald is beautifully done, r '-

suiting in scenes that appear al-

most like old master paintings.

Score draws on the war tunes of

the era such as "Madamoiselle
From • Armentleres," "Madelon,"
"Oui, Oui, Marie," etc., to fix the
period. There is a new Jay Living-

«ton-Ray Evans tune, "My Love, My

"Affair in Trinidad," Rita Hay-
worth’s first picture in four years,

will have to depend upon the draw-
ing power of the star herself to

lure the customers-
picture’s best scenes, from both

a selling and entertainment angle,
are sequences where the actress
sings and dances the film’s two
songs. Miss Hayworth is -cast as
rn entertainer in a Trinidad dive,

! which affords a promising start,

but after permitting the star to sex-
ily purvey "Trinidad Lady,’ a
samba-type number, the story me-
anders into a cliche yarn about
a paurder and a spy ring.

Victim of the killiug Is Miss
Hayworth’s husband, with whom
she has not been too happy. As
tJie police inspector, Torin
Thatcher is Inclined to dismiss the
case as suicide, but iAvestigation
'eads him to believe that an inter-

national thief (Alexander Scourby)
is involved. Scourby, incidentally,

has been one of the singer-dancer’s
more attentive fans.

Scenting something more sinister

than murder, Thatcher arranges for
Miss Hayworth to act as an "un-
dercover" operative to get the
goods on Scourby and his accom-
plices. Thus sworn to secrecy, she
can’t warn Glenn Ford, who’s ama-
teurishly poking into the c’Sse to

avenge his brother’s death. How-
ever, before things become any
more involved, the police move in

to smash the ring. At the same
time Miss Hayworth and' Ford
clinch in a finale closeup.

In addition to scoring in war-
bling and hoofing "Trinidad Lady,"
the star alsb chirps "I’ve Been
Kissed Before," the film’s other
tune, to advantage. Both are aver-
age songs, but she sells them well.

Insofar as her thesping is con-
cerned, the star Is handicapped by
a trite plot.

Ford gives his role the old col-
lege try, but succeeds mainly in
effecting a belligerent air. Scourby
is a stock menace. Thatcher con-
vinces as the inspector. Chore-
ographer Valerie Bettis, who cre-
ated the dances for Miss Hayworth,
is cast as a tipsy conspirator and
does a good job of it in contrast to
the routine characterizations of the
other supporting players.
Vincent Sherman, who pro-

duced for Beckworth Corp. (her
own indie unit for Col) appears to
have been hampered by budgetary
restraint from injecting any lavish
physical effects. His direction, too,
is unable to Insert much move-
ment or credibility. Editing of Vi-
ola Lawrence could have been
tighter. Joseph Walker, per usual,
supplied good camerawork, while
musical direction of Morris Stoloff
and George Dunlng is adequate.

Glib.

JElwood UllmaiL jmd an indiffereiit

acriptibg Job W Mkrtin A, lUCRt*

way and.X«*oti^ Stern. Dfialog i«

weak and nnly a few situa;tUMii ark

able to get laughi, mostly becatiie

of the basic nnytical comedy
volved. Tipoff on. the material Ja

fact that, the best laugh come*
from such an old device as having
a whale steak spout back at Cos-
tello. Jean Yarbrough’s direction

did what it cpiifd to, control the

situation taut helped little.

Two comics ' save Tom. EwcU,
Alaskan prospector, from csommit-

ting suicide over unrequited love

for Mitzi Green; and . then flee to

the frozen north to avoid a charge
of murdering the man. Up in the

igloo coimtry, the paif* and Ewell
dodge the bullets of the latter’s

friends, to whom he has willed his

$2,000,000 fortune in gold, and the
plot of Bruce Cabot, ssiloon-ownh*’,

to steal the bullion- A dogsled
chase and the loSS of the gold, in

an icc ’crackup bring the anortive
comedy to a conclusion.
Abbott & Costello manage only

a cduple of giggles with the ma-
teriaL Ewell provides some as-

sistance. Miss Green, in her role
of dancehall singer, chirps two un-
credited special-material ditties to
go with plot situations, but doesn’t
show to any particular advantage.
Cabot and the others fill in loosely.
Production values have a pe-

nurious look, although extra gloss-
ing would not help put this one
over. Technical assists are stock.

Brog.

Bewitre, My I-ovely

Drab melodrama of a day of
terror in a woman’s life; some
name importance but spoity
prospects.

Hollywood, July 29.
RKO release of Collier Young (Fllmak-

ers) production. Stars Id* Lupino, Rob*
ert Ryan; feature* Taylor Holme*. Bar-
bara Whiting, James WUlmms, 0. Z.
Whitehead, Dee Pollack. Directed by
Harry Horner, Screenplay. Mel Dlnelli,
from hi* story and play, "The Man";
camera, George E, DIskant; editor, Paul
Weatherwax; music, Leith Steven*. Pre-
viewed July 24, '52. Ruhnius time, 77
MINS.
Mr*. Gordon Ida Lupino
Howard Robert Ryan
Mr. Armstrong • Taylor Holmes
Ruth Williams ....... B.^rbi^ra Whiting
Mr. Stevens Jame* Williams
Mr. Franks O. Z. Whitehead
Grocery Boy Dee Pojlack

(COLOR)

(tacueiralljr utliifRcioify outdudr
netlon-dnuni; with kkay pay^
«ff pMsibilitleiL

Hollywood, July 24.
Republio release .u\Jo*epli Kane pro-,

ductfon. Stars Ruth Hussey, Rod Cam-
eron, John Agar. Gale Storpa; feature* J..,

Carrol Nalah, JfM Davis, Jay C. WlpiKn,
Taylor Holme*. Rarry Kettey, Granit wiU»-
er*. Directed hy Kene. Screenplay, Nor-'
man RelUy Ralne;> story, Charle* Marquis
Warren, Prescott Chaplin; camera (Tru-
cnlor). Jack MorU; editor, Richard L. Van
Enger; music, R. Dale Butts. Previewed
July 33, '91. Running time, M RUNS. >

Christine Powell ..Ruth Hussey
Kyle Ramlo Rod Cameron
David Powell. . ...I.'......,.., .John Agar*
Cathy Nordhind., Gale Storm.
Mv^ollond J. Carrol Naish
Steve Powell Jim Davl*
Axel Niordlund, Jay C, Flippen

g
awson. ..Taylcr Holme*
'Hara Barry Kelley

Chapman Grant Wither*
Andre Duclps Stephen Beka«sy
Rick Barton Howard Petrie
Tom Gordon... Hank Worden
Mrs. Dawson Virginia Brlaaac

Lost In Alaska

Slipshod Abbott & Costello;
one of their j^rer efforts for
Universal.

Hollywood, July 25.
• Universal release of Howard Christie
production. Stars Bud Abbott, Lou Cos-
Icllo, Mltzl Green, Tom Ewell: features
Bruce Cabot. Directed by Jean Yar-
brough. Screenplay. Martin A. Ragaway,
Leonard Stern; story, Elwood I 'liman;
camera. George Robinson; editor, Leon-
rrd Weiner. Previewed July 22, '52. Run-
ning time, 74 MINS.
Ton; Watson Bud Abbott
George Bell Lou Costello
Rosette Mltzl Green
Nugget Joe McDermott Tom Ewell
Jake Stillman Bruce Cabot
‘Gherman Emory Parnell
Henchman Joseph Klrl:
Old Timer Rex Lease
Mrs. McGIllicuddy Minerva Urccnl

Abbott & Costello fail to do
right by their fans in "Lost in
Alaska.’^ Film is a slipshod 76
minutes of footage marked by
more tedious stretches than
humor.
Film starts with a poor story by

Filmakers, independent produc-
tion unit, has come up with a drab
suspense melodrama based on “The
;Man,’’ the Mel Dinelli story and
play. Some name Importance is lent
the picture by the presence of Ida
Lupino and Robert Ryan as costars,
and the RKO release assures a
goodly number of bookings, but
the boxoffice prospects are spotty.
Program playdates are indicated.
A fairly tight screenplay by

Dinelli, who also setwed as asso-
ciate producer to Collier Young,
unfolds the Inconclusive story in
workmanlike manner. The Harry
Horner direction manages consid-
erable emphasis on suspense and
the trouping of the two stars is

excellent, but it still doesn’t add
up to readily acceptable film en-
tertainment. For one thing, the
downbeat yarn comes to a stop,
rather than a conclusion, after 77
minutes of teasing an audience
with hints of violence that never
materialize.
Ryan is mentally unstable, itin-

erant handyman who makes a pre-
carious living by door-to-door jabs.
Story gets underway with his flee-

ing a town from what looks like
a murder and next finds him hired
by Miss Lupino, a war widow, to
aid with a housecleaning job. As
the day develops, Indications o^
Ryan’s instability come out, and
gradually Miss Lupino becomes
alarmed. Before she is able to
take action, however, Ryan locks
the doors and makes her his pris-
oner. Incident after incident lead-
ing to violence, and then drawing
back from it, occupy the footage
as the seemingly never-ending*
day stretches out. Finale has Ryan,
not remembering what has 'trans-
pired. walking out as night comes
and Miss Lupino greatly relieved
that It is all over.
Only a small cast was needed

for the story. Taylor Holmes Is

good as the boarder whose de-
parture leaves Miss Luuino alone
with Ryan. Barbara Whiting walks
through a couple of scenes, and
Dee Pollack, a grocery boy, is ac-
ceptable. George E. Diskant’s
photography is imaginative, and
the Leith Stevens music score
good in backing suspense aims.

Brog,

This is a generally satisfactory
outdoor action-drama that should
get an okay payoff in the Republic
market. The Trucolor cloaking
adds some sight values to the
standard lineup of action ingredi-
ents, and the familiar names should
help its booking chances in the
general situations.

It’s a tried-and-tru« plot fur-
nished by the story written by
Charles Marquis Warren and Pre-
scott CJhaplin. Story line 'almost
constantly reminds of many previ-
ous large-scale; outdoor features
but the regular run of audiences
will find it acceptable. The Norman
Reilly Raine screenplay Is put
together to provide producer-di-
rector Joseph Kane with enough
brawling male action to keep the
pace moving, and there are some
good battle-of-thersexes touches to
catch the attention.
Trouping is entirely competent^

if not out of the ordinary, as the
film goes about its

.
business of

telling how Rod Cameron, new-
comer to the Minnesota iron-ore
mining section, successfully battles
a long-entrenched family whiefi
heretofore has had -a .strong grip on
such activities. With the aid of
his friends. Gale Storm and her
father, Jay C. Flippen, Cameron
gets his operations rolling. In the
physical clashes with male oppo-
nents, he’s more than a match for
trouble, but when Ruth Hussey,
strong-willed, scheming sister who
heads the opposition, turns loose
her femme charms and wiles on
him, he falls easily, forsakes Miss
Storm and marries Miss Hussey.
It’s a- sort of “Bright Leaf" scheme
Miss Hussey has in mind, and she
sets up heT husband slickly to
deprive him of his wealth and take
over herself. Before her scheme
can be completed, though, she tips
her hand and Cameron is able to
save his new empire. Miss Hussey
is shot down by J. Carrol Naish, a
banker she has been using, and
Cameron ends in a clinch with Miss
Storm.
Kane’s action sequences are

well-handled to fit market demands
for this type feature. A number of
scraps between Cameroh and the
henchmen of Jim Davis, wild
member of the long-entrenched
family, come off neatly. For good
measure there’s the dynamiting of
a mining camp -and a railroad,
mountain trail ambushes and fisti-

cuffs.

Cameron makes a good hero. The
Misses Hussey and Storm add
charm to the footage. John Agar
gets short shrift in the story foot-
age as the weakling in the family,
Flippen, Davis and Barry Kelley,
revenge-seeking drunk, and Naish
are satisfactory.
The Trucolor hues used to dress*"-

the feature give a colorful look to
the costumes and outdoor settings
as lensed by Jack Marta. However,
quality of the color is not always
consistent. The Dale Butts, music
score fits story needs, and there are
two traditional tunes, "Blue-Tail
Fly" and "Erie Canal," spotted for
campfire sings. Brop.

Jidy SO,

fup^otier.
portioD Df the picture’*f^^ WBi^RCtuRUy lensed neaJ

the Arctic Circle.— locale of th»»
atory. Takee from Ewing Scott’5
"Shadow of the .Ciirtiin," the Roli
ert Hill-^orge Bricker'sereLp?^
takes full advantage of the ex^
tetiofs, but at same time never suh-
,ordinates to any great extent ffe
actual etory-lin^
Wawie Motrie, an Alaskan bush

pilot, draws as a passenger wealthy
Alan Hale, Jr., biz man from the
States who a In Alaska on a. vaca-
tion and out to get a polar bear It
turns ..out later that he’s actually a
Communist spy who is using Mori'i«j
and his plane in order to take pic-
tures of the area for the Russians
Morris .subsequently learns of
Hale’s identity, but has little luck
in convincing ^e.few others in the
area of latter’s un-American activi-
ties. Eventually,' however, others
realize Morris Is right and all work
to prevent Hale’s trek from Little
Diomede, to the two-and-one-half-
miles-distant Big Diomede, in
Russia. - Hale escapes in a fight
with Morris, but loses hife pictures
and .papers in fhei scuffle and is
soon shot when he nears the Rus-
sian territory sans identification.
Morris effectively .enacts the lead

role, while Hale is good as the
Communist agent. Lola Albright,
as Morris’ first passenger, a school-
teacher assigned to Little Diomede,
is tops in a somewhat difficult part,
that of a cool, self-possessed femme
who only at end of the pic warms
up via a romantic interest in
Morris. Remainder of castees,
especially Qarol Thurston as the
Alaskan femme in love in vain with
Morris, are. all good.
Film was directed by Ewing

Scott, who also wrote tlie story,
and Lew Landers, although latter
now draws solo

. credit and Scott
is credited as associate producer.
Flareup of an old leg injury near
windup of the Alaskan footage
forced Scott to relinquish direc-
torial reins to Landers, who then
took over for the remaining in-

teriors. Both -did extremely com-
mendable work. Photography of
Jack Russell is good, as are the
other technical credits. Neal.

Arctic Flight

Wayne Morris toplining top-
notch supporter.

Mex Film Version of ’Crusoe'

Mexico City, July 22.

Film version of “Robinson
Crusoe" is being produced here in

English and Snanish at the Tepeync
rti’dios bv l.u’«5 Bunel.

Stars Dan 0 ’F''j>1v, Felipe de
Alba and Jaime Fernandez.

* Hollywood, July 28.
Monoarara release of Lindslcy Parsons

production. Star* Wayne Morrl.'s; fea-
tures Lola Albright, Alan Hale, Jr., Carol
Thurston. Directed by Lew Landers;
screenplay, Robert Hill and George
Brlcker; based on story," "Shadow of the
Curtain," by Ewing Scott; camera. Jack
Russell; editor, Leonard Herman. Pre-
viewed July 24. '52. Running time, 7*
MINS.
Mike Wayno Morrl'-
Martha Lola Albright
Wetherby Alan Hale. Jr.
Saranna Carol Thurston
Squid Phil Tead
Karluck Tom Richards
Mlksook Anthony Garson
Father Francois Kenneth McDonald
Hogan Paul Bryar
Dorgan Dale Van Sickle

"Arctic Fljght,” presenting
Wayne Morris vs. Communism,
emerges a generally interesting
and actionful bit of pic fare.
Enhanced by neat production

Lure of fhe Wilderues§
(COLOR)

Remake ef "Swamp Water"
in Teehiticolor; fair marquee
value* and medium boxoffice.

Hollywood, July 24.
20th-Fox release tJf Robert L. Jacks pro-

duction. Stars Jean Peters, Jeffrey Hun-
ter, Constance Smith: features Walter
Brennan. Tom Tully, Harry Shannon, Will

Wright. Jack Kam. Harry Carter. Di-

rected by Jean Negulcsco. Screenplay,
Louis Lantz; baaed on story by Vereen
BeU; camera (Technicolor), Edward Cron-
jager; editor, Barbara McLean: music,
Franz Waxman. Previewed July 32. '52.

Running time, 90' MINS.
Laurie Harper Jean Peters

Ben Tyier Jeffrey Hunter
Noreen Constance Smith
.Tim Harper Walter Brennan
Zack Tyler Tom Tully

Pat McGowan Harrv Shannon
.Sheriff Brink Will Wnght
Dave Longden Jack Elam
Ned Tyler Harry Carter

Harry Longden Pat Hogan
Shep Rigby.., A1 Thompson
Will Stone Robert Adler

Square Dance Caller . . . Sherman Sanders
Jack Doran * Robert Karnes
Sloan Georac Spaulding

Sheriff Jepson Walter Taylor

Young Man Ted Jordan

This is a remake of "Swamp
Water," first released by 20th-Fox

in 1941. The new version of

Vereen Bell’s dank melodrama of

the vast Okefenokee Swamp m
southeast Georgia has a simpler,

straight-line -story treatment, a

slightly different emphasis on

main characters, a- Technicolor

dress and, overall, medium box-

office prospects, although some

sectional playdates will be excel-

lent. Marquee values are only

fair.

The swamp is less a menace in

the Louis Lantz screenplay than it

was in the original version, al-

though still used to- create stock

thrill scenes connected with lurK-

ing alligators, slithering .reptiles

and deadly mud sinks, which help

carry the story and provide Jean

Negulescp’s direction with a

chance at some suspense se-

quences.

.
While plot is still basically con-

cerned with a man wanted for

murder who hides out in the un-

charted regions of the swamp, iiiis

version takes his daughter into tne

wilderness with him for a s()rt oi

jungle-girl treatment that add.«? .‘? a.

values. The hunted role is a re-

peat for Walter Brennan anf per-

formance-wise. he’s the film s be.st

asseL Jean Peters is okay
sulky jungle girl and looks goo(i in

the swamp-type costumes the roie

calls for, Jeffrey Hunter
antly projects the role of tne

young Georgian who aids Brennan

get justice after havine ®ocoun-

tered father and daughter wli-i

hunting his lost dog in the

Contance Smith, a country rro. -

roads type of flirt, looks p’'ett>

'f /''/knfiTinpirl An 02176 18)



Exhibs Drop Demand for Presence
While chances for setting up an industry-wide arbitration sys-

+ m have brightened a little in the past week as a result of a

nmorornise move by major company toppers, enthusiasm by dis-

Ss for arbitration appears to have perceptibly waned. Three

months ago before the headaches of actually getting the workings

of a system’ on paper, there was great spirit in favor of a voluntary

method of settling problems out of court. Distrib execs saw in it

tremendous possibilities for eliminating some of the dozens of

»nHtrust suits brought by exhibs, which are threatening to cripple

fhrmajors financially.
, ...

With the passing of time having given distribution execs and

attorneys more opportunity for closeup study of the potentials of

arbitration as applied to trade practices, the edge of their en-

thusiasm has been dulled. • They are all still sincerely in favor of

arbitration on the theory that it will be worthwhile if it prevents

only a relatively few lawsuits. But no great tmtimism persists that

it will keep many exhibs out of the courts. They say that Abram

F Myers, couhsel and board chairman of Allied States Assn.^ of

exhibs, has publicly admitted as much.

As lawyers for some of the companies now have it figured, ex-

hibs will go to arbitration if they don’t think they have much of a

case. But if they feel they've got a good suit, they'll take it to a

judge just as quickly as .they’re doing now. r

COMPO Fate Hinges on Success

Of Its Drive Vs. 20% Admish Tax
Fate of the Council of Motion'

Picture Organizations as a going 1

concern is seen largely hinging on

the measure of success achieved

in the current campaign to kill the

Federal 20% admissions tax.’ In-

dustry toppers said this week
they’re convinced that accomplish-

ment of the tax-repeal objective

will do more in the way of assur-

ing a strong future for the all-

trade outfit than any other possi-

ble contribution to the generdl
welfare of the business.

It’s pointed out that thousands
of theatres across the country are

not affiliated with any trade group
at the present. Many of these ex-
hibs, it’s said, more than likely

would be willing to share in fu-

ture joint-industry projects, via
active COMPO memberships, if

they’re conrinced a job can be
done on the vital tax situation.
This doubtless would bolster
COMPO to its strongest position
since coming into being, from
standpoint of membership roster
and treasury funds.

Cynical View
However, while a successful tax

fight could serve to lure exhibs
who heretofore have not . joined
any trade org, the cynical view
persists among some

. observers
that many local exhib associations
still will refrain from entering the

(Continued on page 15)

Shain, Richey, Short

Mulled to Head Push

By COMPO Ys. 20% 1
Council of Motion Picture

ganization is scouting the firid
an industryite to head its anti-
campaign on a fulltime sala]
basis. Post is an executive
PPerating under the COMPO
tional tax committee, which
headed by H. A. Cole of Dallas
Bat McGee of Denver.
.. as candidates so far
the spot are Henderson M. Kiel
cxhib relations chief for Me
Jam Shain, former aide to 2'

prez Spyros P. Skouras
now operating on his own in j
S/elations, and Paul' Short,
tional Screen Service division n
gci in Dallas. Those are the tl
mes most frequently inentio

Bha exec conversat;
anent the post.

former 20th duties
director of ti

bep-^m company.
,^.'™«tediately acquaii

organizational acti
work and conseque:

onp some circles

COMPo' post'^^
candidates for

course, has been
for H

^^^ostry organizational v

Promino^''!’
Short has t

COMPO affairs

It’s
exhib projects in Te

Who whether Ric:

olhor for sev

or trade jobs in i

leave
.^otild take tempo:^tave to helm the tax battle.

For Expense^) Etc.

Here’s a list, of the more
important expense items which
must be met by the Council
of Motion Picture Organiza-
tions in the campaign to re-

peal the Federal 20% admis-
sions tax;

Administration of campaign
in New York COMPO office,

production of needed mate-
rials, research, mailing and
other communications, meet-
ings, travel by industryites in

the anti-tax fight and publicity,

t

Total Repeal Not

Cut Is COMPO’s

Drive Vs. 20%
Campaign plans by the Council

of Motion Picture Organizations

against the 20% admissions tax

are being circulated among exhibs

in the field. The objective, it’s

stressed, is for total repeal of the

levy, not a partial reduction.

Main points covered are these;

campaign will be carried on with

Congressmen and Senator^ not

with general public; local business-

men affected by the welfare of

theatres will be asked to cooper-

ate; tax committees will be set up
in states rather than exchi^nge

areas; campaign will be on local

(state) level, distinguished from
Washington lobbying; policy and
publicity committee will deter-

mine what “copy lines’’ are to be
used; campaign will be coordin-

ated nationally and all progress

will be recorded by cpMPO in

N.y.; each state committee will be
ui'ged to form sub-committees in

each Congressional district;
COMPO office will develop all in-

formational material.

Basic argument is that the tax

is discriminatory and it threatens

to squeeze thousands of hard-

pressed exhibs out of business.

Par Strips Jane Russell

For Action at A.C.
One of the less frequently used

approaches in measuring audience
reaction is planned for Jane Rus-

st-ll on the beach of Atlantic City

today (Wed.). Clad in a swimsuit.

Miss Russell will tread :he sands

unescorted and without benefit of

any hoopla. Idea calls for a photo
syndicate rep near the scene to

lens the expected double takes.

Actress was skedded to appear

at the preem of Paramount’s “Son
of Paleface’’ at the resort town’s

New Shore Theatre la.st night. She
costars with Bob Hope and Roy

1 Rogers.

US B.O. HYPO
Drive among a group of small,

unaffiliated exhibs In New York
City to revive bingo, screeno, bank
night and other giveaways, to serve
as a b.o. stimulant, is gaining mo-
mentum. About 40 theatreowners,
majority of whom operate one or
two nabe houses, will meet in
about a fortnight to set in motion
plans for bringing back the coin
lures which attracted patrons to
film houses during the depression
area. Because of the still-doubt-

ful legality of the scheme, loaders
of the movement wish to remain
anonymous.
Support for the drive came from

the Independent Motion Pictui*e

Machine Operators, an unaffiliated
labor outfit which supplies projec-
tionists for many of the theatres
interested in the project. Union
will join the exhibs in the initial

conclave at which the revival pro-
cedure will he outlined.
Approach, as explained by one of

the leaders of the movement, will

see the appointment of a commit-
tee of three or four exhibs, plus a
union rep to draw up a legal peti-

tion directed to Mayor Impelli-
teri. Purpose of the appeal is to

assure the exhibs that they will not
be harrassed by the N. Y. City

(Continued on page 20)

Par Preps 25 In

Loi^-Range Plan
Paramount has 25 features al-

ready in preparation for produc-
tion in 1953. Producers and direc-

tors have been given their assign-

ments, many of the scripts are
completed and much of the cast-

ing has been done.
'

Par said the lineup was set- far
in advance as the result of much
long-range planning. Polishing off

scripts far ahead of lensing sched-
ule provides the opportunity to
line up stars and marquee com^
binations unavailable at short no-
tice.

Of the total, 16 will be in Tech-
nicolor, and other tinters may be
added if Techni facilities are avail-

able.

COLUMBIA EXPANDING

FOREIGN-PIX DiSTRlB
Columbia Pictures is expanding

its policy of handling foreign-made
films, company foreigil chief Jo-

seph A. McConville disclosed in

New'York Monday (28) when he re-

turned on the Queen Mary after a

six-week trip to Europe. More
British, Italian, French and Span-
ish-language pictures, he said, will

be distributed by the firm in Vfiri-

ous world markets.

While declining to name specific

films, McConville revealed that he
had discussed a number of deals

with continental producers. (Co-

lumbia is already participating with

French producer-director Leonide
Moguy in a film-making program,
and will also distribute two Alan
Ladd pictures to be made by War-
wick Pictures (Irving Alien-Cubby
Broccoli) in Britain.

McConville, who attended Co-

lumbia conventions in London and
Rome, was accompanied by foreign

department exec Harry Kosiner

and producer Stanley Kramer
when he left for Europe last

month. Kosiner returned last

week, while Kramer is due hack
Aug. 18 after a two-month vaca-

tion.

Cartoonists OK Pact
Hollywood, July 29,

Membership of Screen Cartoon-

ists Local 839, lATSE, voted ap-

proval of the new contract nego-

tiated with the Animated Film
Producers Assn.

Contract is retroactive to March
15 and runs two years.

Of Co. Prexies.at Arbitration Meets

Double Double-Features
Tokyo, July 22.

Double features, only re-
cently arrived in Japanese film
houses, have fast been super-
seded by triple features, and,
according to one Nip news-
paper, will soon be made obso-
lete by “quadruple headers.”

Two-for-one fad, which be-
gan in Nagoya, Central Hon-
shu, with pairing of “Valen-
tino” and “A Song Is Born,”
has been stepped up by rival

exhibs, who now tax marquee
with ads for a bill of fare con-
taining two U. S. plx and one,

or even two, locally produced
films.

‘4- Exhibition's reps in the negotl*?
ating of an industry arbitration sys-
tem have withdrawn their demand
that film company presidents sit in
on continuing huddles on the sub-
ject. Exliibs instead have agreed
to a new round of confabs with
sales managers and company law-
yers beginning next Monday (4) In
New York.

Despite this reversed stand, the
probability is that the chief execs
will get together with the exhibs
at a meeting this fail.

Officials of Theatre Owners of
America and Allied States Assn,
called a halt on arbitration discus-
sions several weeks ago when dif-

ferences on competitive bidding
with the distrib negotiators
reached an impasse. Exhibs con-
tended at that time that the only
chance for arbitration would be for
the proxies to take over and pos-
sibly give more ground than that
offered by the distrib committee.

In the interim, however, sales
managers and attorneys among
themselves agreed to new “clari-
fications” of their stand on the
various facets of bidding as arbi-
trable subjects. This was con-

l.veyed to the exhibs and the latter
okayed next Monday’s sessions.

It was also pointed out by the
distribs that the company presi-
dents, because of traveling com-
mitments and such, could not con-
vene before Sept. 1. Consequently,
that much more time would be lost
before negotiations could be re-
sumed.

Plan, which now has been tenta-
tively drawn, is to have the presi-
dents participate In a huddle with
the theatremen when (and if) the
exhib-distrib negotiating teams
come to agreement on the broad
terms of an overall plan for arbi-
tration. This, it’s figured, cobid
be around October.

This neyv round of events crys-
.«lized one aspect of the full pic-
ture; While enthusiasm for arbitra-

(Continued on page 15)

D. J. Greene Buys

More RKO Stock

In Power Rivalry
Wall Streeter David J. Greene

continues to strengthen his posi-

tion in RKO Theatres by further
purchases of the circuit’s stock,

reports to the Securities & Ex-
change Commission indicate,. He
acquired 7,000 additional shares in

June.
The SEC reports were said this

week by a spokesman for the
broker and investment counselor
to be only a partial indication of

the increasing hold he has been
gaining on the theatre chain. He
controls a large number of shares
held by his clients, who have also

been building up their holdings on
his counsel.

Greene is a director of RKO
Theatres” and thus, under SEC
rules, must report his purchases.

His clients, of course, are not re-

quired to do so, and so there is no
full indication of the scale on
which Greene’s power in the chain

has been hypoed.
The June purchases, according

to the SEC, give the financier a

total of 42,250 shares. He holds
16,450 directly and 25,800 in a
trust fund established in 1935 for

the benefit of his wife, Dorothy.
Chemical Bank & Trust, N, Y., is ^ x, *

trustee.
Department of the Army.

Greene, in a proxy fight in oppo- were^sejff out^to" all^Army

sition to the circuit's management

Army Nixes Cooperation

For RKO’s ‘Zero’ Oyer

‘Objectionable Scene’
Hollywood, July 29.

RKO’s “One Minute to Zero,’'
filmed with military cooperation,
has been declared objectionable by

last fall, amassed enough • support
to win two places on the six-man
board. His continued buying ob-
viously is with the aim of eventu-
ally gaining control of the direc-

torate and thus of the company's
management.

While he controls the second
largest block of the circuit’s stock,

(Continued on page 17)

King Bros.’ ‘Ring’ Set

For Distrib by UA
Deal has been set for United

Artists to distribute the King
Bros.’ “The Ring,” a boxing drama.
Pic will go into release in about a
’month, according to Franklin King,
who was in New York this week
to close the deal. Pact on “The
Ring” in no way commits the
brother outfit to further arrange-
ments with UA. He said that indie
company would work out future

release deals on- a
ture arrangement.

Maurice King, of the brother
production firm, leaves for Europe
Saturday (2) to case location sites

for a trio of productions the King
company contemplates making
abroad. Properties set for filming

abroad are all outdoor action-type
drama and can easily be adapted
for any foreign locale. Production
is expected to get under way in

60 days, he reported

Public Relations offices through-
out the world to refuse to cooper-
ate in any way with .showings of
the picture.

Official diction says the film
“has a sequence which has been
objected to by the Army and De-
fense departments and which the
studio has declined to correct.”
Understood the offending se-

quence shows Robert Mitchum, as
a colonel, ordering U. S. artillery

fire on South Korean refugees on
the theory that North Korean ene-
mies may be lurking among them.
This sequence, the Pentagon con--
tends, was not in the original

script, then titled “The Korean
Story,”' when it was submitted for
approval.

the Kings will place into produc-
tion in Hollywood two films within
the next two months. Pix are
“Indian Fighter” and “Robinson
Crusoe.”

Joe Moskowilz’s Sec

Named Eastern Liaison

Kay Sullivan, secretary for

many years to Joseph Moskowitz
when he was 20th-Fox’s eastern

picture-to-pic-
]
studio rep, returned to New York
from the Coast this week to be-

come New York liaison with the

studio. She had gone to the Coast
with Moskowitz when he trans-

ferred his headquarters there re-

cently to become top aide to pro-

duction chief Darryl F. Zanuck.
Moskowitz technically still re-

tains the duties of eastern studio

rep, which he Is handling from the

Coast. Miss Sullivan will be in

Meanwhile, I charge of the headquarters he con-

tinues to maintain in New York.

It had been uncertain when Miss

Sullivan went to the studio

whether she’d remain after she

had organized Moskowitz’s office
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Los Angeles, July 29.

“Jumping Jacks'’ is the big box-

office noise here this week, shapr

ing to get smash $42,000 in three

regular first^run houses and a
boffb $81,000 combined with three

drive-ins and four conventionals.

“Lovely To Look At’’ loobos good
$27,000 in jtwo theatres.

A fair $21,000 is seen for “Not
Married’’ in three spots. Only a

thin $10,000 is expected for

“Strange World,” playing four lo-

cations. “Diplomatic Courier”, is

rated just fair with $19,000 in two
sites while “Untamed Trontier,”

also, in two houses, looks light

$13,000. “Actors and Sin” shapes
good $5,000 at the Canon.
Top holdover is “King Kong”

with fat $18,000 in five days of.

second week in two spots.

Estimatei for This Week
I>©s AJlreles^ Chinese, RUe

(EWO (2,09.7; 2,048; 1,370; 70-

$1.10) — “We’re Not Mamed’
(20th and “Sea Tiger” (Mono).

Fair $21,000. Last week, “Sally

and St. Anne” (U) and >“Break-

down” (Indie), $15,000.

El Key, Arts, Globe, Uptown
(FWC) (861; 814; 782; 1,71^ 70-

$1.10)—“Strange World” (Indie)

and “Bom to Saddle” (Indie). Thin
$10,000. Last week,- with Loyola
Instead of Uptown, “Captain
Blackjack” (Indie) and “Liove Is-

land” (Indie), $10,000.
IIoll;^ood, Wiltem (WB) (2,756;

2,344; 70-$1.10)—“Working Way
Through College” (WB) (3d wk).

Slow $6,500 in 5 days. Last week,
with five days at Orpheum, $17,500.

Beverly Hills, Downtown (WB)
((1,612; 1,757; 80-$l.25)—“Story
Will Rogers” (WB) (3d wk). Light
$11,000. Last week, $16,800.

Egyptian, Orpheum (UATC-Met-
ropolitan) (1,538; 2,213; 70-$1.10)—“Lovely Look At” (M-G) and
“Target” (RKO) (Orpheum only).

Fast $27,000. Last week, Loew’s
State and Egyptian, “Scaramouche’*
(M-G) (3d wk). $17,500.

Hillstreet, Pantagcs (RKO)
(2,752; 2,812; 70-$1.10)—“King
Kong” (RKO) and “Leopard Man”
(RKO) (reissues) (2d wk). Fat
$18,000 in 5 days. Last week,
mighty $46,200.

Rialto, Hollywood Paramount,
Loyola (MetropolItan-F&M-FWC)
(840; 1,430; 1,248; 70^$1.10)—
“Jumping Jacks” (Par). Smash
$42,000 here; also insubUrban four-
wall, three drlve-lns for overall
total of terrific $81,000. Last week,
Hollywood Paramount,' United
Artists, “Tokyo Joe” (Col) and
“Knock Any Door” (Col) (reissues)

(6 days), $6,700.
Los Angeles Paramount, Wilshire

(UPT-IP’WC) (3,300; 2,296; 70-$1.10)—“Diplomatic Courier” (20th) and
“Blackmailed” (Indie) (L. A. Par
only). Fair $19,000. Last week, L.
A. Par, “Stolen Face” (lip) with
Xavier Cugat heading stage bill,

fine $34,000; Wilshire, ‘.‘Robin

Hood” (RKO) and “Water Birds”
(RKO) (m.o.), $3,700:

Hawaii, Loew’s State (G&S-
UATC) (1,106; 2,404; 70-$1.10)—
“Untamed Frontier” (U). Light
$13,000. Last week, Hawaii, Fran-
cis Goes West Point” (U) (2d wk-
5 days), $3,000.
Vogue (FWC) (885; 70-$!)-

“Greatest Show” (Par) (3d wk).
Off to $3,700. Last week, nice
$5,800.

Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 80-$1.20)

—“Man White Suit” (U) (9th wk).
Down to $1,600. Last week, big
$2,600.
Canon (ABC) (520; $1)—“Actors

j(nd Sin” (UA). Good $5,000. Last
week, “Navajo” (Lip) (4th wk)
$1 ,200 .

Four Star (UATC) (900; 85-$1.20)
—“Wild Heart” (RKO) (2d wk)
Mild $5,500. Last week, $11,200.

United Attift# (UATC) (2,100
70-$1.10)—^“Kisenga” (Indie) and
“Massacre Hill” (Indie). Just a
fill-in here, getting slim $5,000.

9. C. Good Despite Denis’

Conclaye; ‘Kong’ Bangup

14G, ‘Outcast’ Boffo 8G
Washington, July 29.

Considering high interest o

local gentry in Democratic party

£
roceedings, first-run biz is shap-
ig good. Several houses reported

strong openings for new pix, and
that the return of oppressive heat

is helping attendance. “King Kong”
looks like one of best newcomers
at Keith’s. Art houses have been
doing especially well, with “Walk
East on Beacon” at Trans-Lux
holding solid after record opening

(Continued on page 20)

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross •

8his Week $521,308

{Based in 18 theatres)

Last.Fear $529,OOt

(Biflfscd on 18 theatres)

‘Jacks’ Immense

$17m Seattle

Seattle, July 29.

Big news here this .session is the
colossal -takings being garnered by
“Jumping Jacks” at the Coliseum.
It is far ahead of anything else in

city, with most other spots lagging.

However, “Francis Goes To West
Point” is holding well in second
frame at Orpheum. Palomar, with
“Blondle and Dagwood” unit on-
stage and “When In Rome,” shapes
trim. "World in Arms” still is

good in fourth round at Blue
Mouse.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 65-

90)_“World in Arms” (U) (4th wk).
Good $3,000. Last week, big $3,800.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65-

90)— “Jumping Jacks” (Par) and
“Montana Incident” (Mono). Colos-
sal $17,500. Last week, ‘“Montana
Territory” (CoD and “Red Snow”
(Col), $7,700.

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,366;
65-90)—“Robin Hood” (RKO) (2d
wk), Oke $7,000. Last week, solid

$11,700.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)

—•“Duel at Silver Creek” (U) and
“Pirate Submarine” (Lip), Good
$7,500. Last week, “Washington
Story” (M-G), $4,300.
Music Box.(Hamrick) (850-65-90)

River” (UA) (3d wk) Holding at

$3^000 after excellent $3,900 second
stanza.

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,282; 65-

90) — “Working Way Through
College” (WB) (2d wk). Fair $5,000
after $8,800 last week.
Orpheum (Hamrick) . (2,599; 65-

90)—“Francis to West Point” (WB)
(2d wk). Good $6,500 after big $10,-
200 last week.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 50-$l)

—“When in Rome” (M-G). (2d run),
plus stage show, “Blondle and
Dagwood” unit.' Trim $10,000. Last
week, “Walk East on Beacon’* (Col)
plus Yvette Dare on stage, okay
$8,000.

Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
65-90) — “Diplomatic Courier”
(20th) and “MayUme in Mayfair”
(Indie) (2d wk). Way off to dim
$4,500. Last week, $8,600.

‘Nooa’ High $13,000 Tops

Pit^ ‘Robin’ Smash 1^,

‘LoVely’ OK With 13|G
Pittsburgh, July 29.

General improvement in biz
very noticeable in last fe\w weeks,
is continuing and the outlook here
seems to he much more optimistic
than it has been in some time
“High Noon” is shooting the- Har-
ris back into the tall brackets with
terrific session likely. “Robin
Hood’* at Warner and “Lovely to
Look At” at Penn are also riding
out a wave of pleasant prosperity.
Fulton is dragging with “We’re
Not Married.” “Jumping Jacks” is

plenty strong on Stanley holdover.
Estimates for This Week

Fulton rShea) (1,700; 50-85)—
“We’re Not Married” (20th). a dis
appointment at ordinary $4,500.
Last week, “Francis To West
Point” (U), $4.200-.

.

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50-85)-
“Hlgh Noon” (UA). Crix went
overboard- for the Gai*y Cooper
starrer. Smash $13,000 or near
heftiest take of year at this house.
Will hold. Last week, “Diplomatic
Courier” (20th), $7,000.
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 50-85)

—

—“Lovely Look At” (M-G). Big
musical is keeping healthy sum-
mer biz here intact. Okay $13,500
looms. May hold. Last week,
“Scaramou.'he” (M-G) (2d wk). off

to $9,500, Rne.
Squirrel Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)—

“Narrow Margin” (RKO) (3d wk).
Sleeper’s been a pleasant surprise
here. Trim $1,500, on top of last

Monti Mti'kB Time But
*Ani^eF Sturdy $10,000

Montreal, July 29.

*‘Soaramouch#” going into sec-

ond session: lx still leading field

at Loew’s with good total. “Girl in

White,’*' doing nicely at Palace, is

top newcomer.
Eatimites for This Week

Palaee- {G.T-) (2,626; 34-60) —
“Girl in White” (M-G). Fine $13,-

000. Last week, “Anything Can
Happen” (Park $10,000.

Capitol (C.T.) (2,412: 34-60) --

“Deadline U. S. A.” (20th) (2d wk).

So-so $10,000, following hefty first

at $16,000.
Princess' (C.T.): (2,131; 34-00) —

“Scarlet Angel” (U). Trim $y),-

000. Last week, “Red Ball Ex-
press” (U), $11,000.

•

Loew’a (C.T.) (2.855; 40-65) —
,
“Scaramouche” (M-G) (2d wk).

iGood $16,000. after smash $25,000
opener.

Imperial (GT.) (1,839; . 34^60) —
“Denver Rla Grande” (Par) and
“Corporal Dolan AWOL” (Mono).
Dull $6,000. Last week, “Montana
Territory” (Col) and “Forbidden
Land” (Col)', $7^000.
Orphepm (C.T.) (1,048; 34-60)—

“New Mexico” (UA) and “Taming
of Dorothy” (UA). Average $7,000.

Last week, “3 For Bedroom C”
(WB) and “King Bullwhip” (WB),
$5,000.

18(1, ‘Francis’
's.

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $2486,1•«

(Based on 23’ cities^ 197 the»

atres^ chiefly runs,, include

insr N, Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $2,45«,0W

(Based in 25 cities, and 208

theatres.)

‘Noon’ (keat 24G

b mad PUDy

‘Jacks’ Pacii^

L’viBe, Hot 21G
Louisville, July 20.

Maftin-Lewis combo in “Jump-
ing Jacks” is setting town on fire

this week, Rialto having lines from
opening day^ This, big house will

turn in one of the greatest grosses

of year, with smash $21,000 likely.

Weather continues torrid but biz at

downtown houses is brisk. “Walk
East on Beacon” at the State shapes
okay. Strand, with “Lady In Iron
Mask,” likewise is noting an up-
turn at the wicket, as Is the Ken-
tucky, where “Has Anybody. Seen
My Gal” is Uvely. “Working Way
Through College” at Mary Ander-
son is doing all right on holdover. >

Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (i,0()0; 54-

Detroit, July 29
Biz is slowing up from last

week’s good pae* with *“Jumpinff
Jacks’Vbt tl^ feichigan leadhTg hfP4^ in iiecond round. “Lure of
Wilderness” is not alluring to theFox patrons.. “Wild Heart” looks
like a weaMc at the Palms. “Fmn!
CIS Goea to West Point” looms
okay, at the United Artists. “Cali-
fornia Conquest” is slow at the
Adams.

Estfuikates for This Week
Fok (Fox^-Detroit) (5,000; 70-95)—

‘Lure- of Wilderness” (20th) and
“Red Snow” (Col). Unalluring $18-
ioOO. Last Wfeek, “Green Glove”
(UA) plug Jackie Qleason onstage
$45,000.

<^^ted Detroit) (4,000;70-95)—“Jumping Jacks” (Par) and
“Brigand” (Col) (2d wk). Fine $25

-

000. Last week;. $30,000.
Palms (UD) (2,961; 70-95)--“Wild

Heart” (RKO) and “Dark Man” (Ii2
jRe). Slow $10,000. Last week,
“Ivory Hunter” (U) and “Bronco
Buster” (U), $8,500.

Madisott (UD) CX,900; 70-95)—
“Francis To West Point” (U) and
“Jet - Job" Mono). Okay $11,000.
Last week,. “Lovely Look At”
(M-G) (3d wk), $6,000.
Adam. (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)—

“Califoml* Conquest” (Col) and
“Glory Trail” (M-G). Slow $7,500.
Last week, “Scaramouche” (M-G)

I
(6th wk)v $3,000.

after last week’s

Philadelphia, July 29.

Personals by Grace Kelly and
Katy Jurado gave “High Noon” a

fast start at Boyd’s over the week- ^
end, overflow helping nearby /tW
Warner houses.- It is great o.n first

‘

week. “Diplomatic Courier” with Solid $4,00(). Last week. No Boom
upped scale of 85c-$1.20, proved a For Groom” (U) and “Ivory Hunt-
surprise Trans-Lux entry, first er (U) (2d wk), $^500. •

week being sock. “Francis Goes To ^
West Point” was yanked after one
fairly good week at the Goldman. College” (WB) (Zd wkl. Holding
“Jumping Jacks”" still is nice in
third week

,
at the Fox. “Will

Rogers” is slow In initial holdover
round at the Mastbaum.

Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85-$1.20) —

“Scaramouche” (M-G) (7th wk),
steady $5,000. Last week, $5,500.
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—“High

Noon” (UA). Lofty $24,000. Last
week, “Pat and Mike”
wk), nice $8,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99) —

“Jumping Jacks” (Par) (3d wk).
Nice $17,000. Last week, big

$20 ,000 .

Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-
99)—“Francis To West Point” (U).

at nice $6,500
studry $8,500.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (1,000;
54-75)— “Jumping Jacks” (Par).
Smash $2F,000 or close. Last week,
Diplomatic Courier” (20th) and
Corporal Dolan Goes AWOL”

(Rep), $8,000.
State (Loew’s) (3,000; 54-75)—
Walk East On Beacon” (Col) and

(M-G) (4th i
“Sniper” (Col). Getting potent
competish from Lewis-Martin across
street, but still good at $8,500. Last
week, “Lovely To Look At” (M-G)
/2d wk), $8,000.

Strand (FA) (1,200; 54-75)—“Lady
In Iron Mask” (20th) and “Fabu-
lous Senorita” (Rep). Okay $4,000.

Trim $10,000. Last week, “Any- 1 Last week, “Tembo” (Indie) and
body Seen My Gal” (U), $11,000
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—

“Will Rogers” (WB) (2d wk). Slow
$11,000. Last week, $1,7,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 50-

99)
—“Storm Over Tibet” (Col) and

“Red Snow” (Col). Drab $5,000.
Last week, “Cripple Creek” (Col),
same.
Randolph (Croldman) (2,500; 50-

99)— “We’re Not Married” (20th)
(2d wk). Oke $13,000. Last week,
$16,000.

Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)
King piong” and “Leojpard Man”

$7,000. Last week, “Montana Ter-
ritory”' (Col), hurt by broken ,x:ool-
ing system,,$3,500,

Studio ((ooldberg) (500; 50-99)
“Encore” (Par) (5th wk). Nice
$2,500. Last week, about same.
Trana-Lux (T-L) (500; 85-$1.20)— “Diplomatic Courier” (20th).

Sock $4,000. Last week, “Narrow
Margin” (RKO) (4th wk>, $3,000 in
last 8 days.

Narrow Margin” (RKO), $3,000.

Prov. Big Despite Heal;

‘Jacks’ Jumpiiig $15,000,

‘Rogers’ lOG, ‘Sniper’ ^
Providence, July 29.*

Despite hot humid weather and
TV convention here, local stands
report biz as encouragingly strong.
Topping the list is the Majestic’s

(RKO) ’(reissues) (3d wk). Held at
$15,000. Last w4ek, hefty $17,000,

Stantun (WB) (1,473; W-99) —
VaUey of Eagles” (Lip). So-so Sffh
7.000. Last week. “Montana T^r. With The Girl In White” looms

mild.
Estimates for This Week

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)

—

‘ The Sniper” (Col) and “Dark
Command” (Rep). Fairly steady

week, “King Kong”
(RKO) (reissue), solid $13,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—

.

Story of Will Rogers” (20th) and
(^P>- Fine

$10,000. Last week, “Diplomatic
Courier” (20th) and “3 for Bed-
room C” (WB), $11,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
^
Girl In White” (M-G) and “Wash-

ington Story” (M-G). Mild $9,000.
Last ^ek, “Pat and Mike” (M-G)

Sinners” (M-G)
(2d wk), $6,500.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65.)— Jumping Jacks’’ (Par). Second

week opened Monday (28). First
week was terrific $15,000.

‘ROBIN’ RICH $11,000,

BUFF; ‘DESIRE’ WHO
round, with three new entries
shaping up favorably, and hold-

continuing stoutly. “Island
of Desire looms good at the Buf-
^lo while Francis Goes To Wes
Point is likewise doing’ well aw
the Lafayette. “Robin Hood” also
looks sturdy at the Century.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loews) (3,000; 4Q-7Q> —
Island of Desire’* (UA)^ Good

1 (Continued on page 20)

‘LOVEY’ LOUD $10,000,

PORT.; ‘MARRIED’ SAME
Portland, Ore., July 29.

Biz Is still perking at all first-

nms here this week. All but one
have new entries. “Pat and Mike”
still looks fast for second week at
Broadway. “Lovely to Look At”
shapes lusty while “We're Not
Married” is just okay in two spots.
Cooler weather is helping boxof-
fice take.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 65-90)

—“Pat and Mike” (M-G) and
“Glory Alley” (M-G) (2d wk). Fast
$9,000. Last week, $16,000.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,850; 65-90)
—“Red River” (UA) and “Tulsa”
(UA) (reissues). Fine $7,000. Last
week, “Carbine Williams” (M-G)
and “Confidence Girl” (UA) (6

days) (2d wk), $7,000.
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 65-90)—

“The Fighter” (UA) and “Red
Planet Mars” (UA). Good $4,600.
Last week, “Working Way Through

(Continued on page 20)

‘Jack'Wow 12G

Omaha, July 29.

“Jumping Jacks” at the Or-
pheum is way out in the lead for

torrid session here despite hot
weather. “Skirts Ahoy” looks nifty

at the small State. The Brandeis
with “Story of RobiA Hood,”
shapes fine. The Omaha’s "San
Francisco Story” and “Three for

Bedroom C'* looms nice. Drive-ins

arc all doing well because of heat.

Estimates For This' Week
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-

70)
—“Jumping Jacks” (Par). Socko

$12,000 or better. Last week, "Dip-

omatic Courier” (20tji) and "Fort

Defiance” (UA), $8,500.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-70)—‘"San !l^dncisco Story’* (WB) and

“3 for Bedroom C” (WB). Fine

$8,000. Last week, “Lovely Look
At” (M-G) (3d wk), $7,000.

State (Goldberg) (865; 25-76)—

“Skirts Ahoy” (M-G). Strong

$7,000. Last "week, “Carbine Wil-

liams” (M-G) and “Wlien in Rome”
(M-G) (2d wk), $5,000.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)—

“Story of Robin Hood” (RKO-Dis-
ney). Nice $8,500. ,

Holds. Last

week, “Walk East on Beacon” (Col)

and “Brave Warrior^’- (Col), $5,500.

‘Jacks’ TaH $32,000 In

Hid>; ‘Noon’ Great 17G,

‘Gorier’ Nice at 18G
Boston, July 29.

Despite midsummer heat, down-
town majtor spots are doing okay

this stanza 'with “Jumping Jacks

at Met shaping as leader. "Lovely

to Look At” at Orpheum and State

opened up nicely while "Diplo-

matfe Courier”' at Memorial, looks

solid. “High Noon” at Astor also

is smash, soaring way over ad-

vance hopes.
> Estimates jTor Tki» Week

Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 50-95)—

“High Noon” CUA). Nifty reaction

to this one, wow $i7,000 shaping.

Last week, “Sally and St. Anne
(U) (4th wk), $2,300. “Noon
landed biggest Sunday since

“Pinky” (20th). -
. ,

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (682:

50-90)—“Run for Money” (U) anci

"Happiest Days of Life” (Regal)

(2d wk). Good $3,800 following nice

$4,500 for fii^.
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—

“King -Kong” (RKO) and “Leopard

Man” (RKO> (reissues) (2d wk).

Second week of 9 days i^ill wind

up big $14,000 or over. First was

sock $24,000. ...

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 6^80)—
“Laughter in Paradise” dndie) '20

wk). Holding at near $3,200. Last

week, oke $4,000.
Fenway (NETJ (1.373; 40-85)—

“Lady in Iron Mask” (20th) ^nd

“Dolan Goes AWOL” (Mono). Mild

$3,500. Last week, “Working Way
Through College” ( W B > a

“Wagons West” (Mono), (2d wk),

good $4,500. or,
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 4(^-85)—

(Continued on page 20)



1g«lne»JnTt J<dy PICTVBIS CROSSES

H.0& Dem Convention Fail to Hurt

Chi, ‘Girntory’

14Gin2(l
Chicsgft.' 'Jwly "

While there is only

try in the Loop this week, tile WW-
OTers show up

i

Good weather and. seenain^ lade,

S interference Iroro.the Demoj'

SaUc conyenlion (some say It

Sped) are pushing grosses,to some

nf best figures in months. “Francis

Goes to west Point." hacked by

^Lady in Iron M^sk/’ at the Roose-

velt is leading the second weekers

with sock exploitation tied with the

Dolitical confab to get solid $16,000.

The Grand also has an energetic

second frame
Ind “Yank in 'IndO-Ch na’J at per^
S14 000. Lone new bill is Girl m
White” and “Washington Story’’ at

United Artists with passable $13,-

^^Palace is doing fine with “Great-

est Show on Earth” headed fer,

bright $18,000 in 12th fetanza. We’re

Not Married” at the Woods, winds

uD three-week stand at nice $12,-

000. Second stint of “She’s Work-
ing Way Through College' and
vaude at Chicago is down to okay

total.

Estimates tox Tnii* Week
Chicago (B&K) (8,900; 98)—

“Working Way Through College”

(WB) with vaude show (2d wk).

Off to $30,000. Last week, great

$47,000.^

Graa^ (RKO) (1,500; 55-98)—
“Clash By Night” (RKO) and “Yank
In Indo-China” (RKO) (2d wk). Ex-
cellent $14,000. Last week, $18,000.

Palace (Eitel) (2,50O: 98-$1.25)—
“Greatest Show” (Par) (12th wk).
Still as staunch as ever with $18,-

000, Last week, $19,000L

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—
“Francis To West Point” (U) and
“Lady in Iron Mask” (20th) ’(2d

wk). Booming $16,000. Last week,
giant $23,000.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-98)
—“Lovely Look At” (M-G) (3d wk).
Just poking along at $13,000. Last
week, $16,000,

Surf (H&E Balaban) (587; 98)—
“Outcast of Islands”. (Lop) (5th
wk). Neat $3,000, Last week, $3,-
800.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55-
98)—“Girl in White” and “Wash-
ington Story” (M-G). Qkay $13,000.
Last week, “Something to Live
For” (Par) plus “Love Moods” (In-
die) and “Models, Inc.” (Indie) (2d
wk), $14,000.

Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)

—

“We’re Not Married” (20th) (3d
wk). Perky $13,000. Last week,
$16,000.

World (Indie) (587; 98)-^“young
and Damned” (Indie) (2d wk). Fin-
est biz in six months, lusty $6,000
Last week, $7,000.

Eftimmtei Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key eities, are net; 1 a

without the 20% tax. Distrib-
utors share on net take, when
playing, percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net In-
come.

,

The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as Indicated,
include the -U. S. amusement
.tax.

'

‘Francis Smart

‘Knock’ Robust $14,000,

Frisco; ‘Married’ Okay:

$18,000, ‘Jacks’ 15G, 2d
San Francisco, July 29.

Considering the Chi convention
competition,

.
biz is generally good

nere this session. Top newcomer is
Bother to, Knock,” sturdy

at St. Francis. “We’re Not Married”
eight days * at the

rox. Elsewhere it is largely hold-.
„®®st of these are “Jumping

at Paramount and “King
Kong at Golden Gate, both hold-mg remarkably well. “Pat and
Mike looms good in abbreviated
holdover of third week at Warfield.

Estimates for This Wefek
Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65-

-T II
* <RKO) and

?y
Man” (RKC)) (reissues)

lineup- ^13,000. Last week,
sensational .‘529,000.

®S-95)—“We’re
(20th) and “Tough

davQ $18,000 in 8

rnnru “Diplomatic

SooH-Pt "Flesh and
wf^^Jndie), $13,500. .

Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95)

Good (3d.wk).

n2°000.^’°°®
in 5 days. Last week,

^Far) (2,646; 65-95)—
^Far) (2d wk).

$29,000
week, smash

^Far) (1.400; 65-95)—

tCol), :qo ooo.
yrpheum (No

Denver, July 29.
“Francis Goes to West Point” is

standout this session with big tak-
ings for two houses, as biz gener-
ally is shaping good among first-
runs here. “The Fighter” looks
fine jfti two houses while “Working
Way Through College” continues
big in second week at the Para-
mount. “Scaramouche” looks nice
in second round at the Broadway,
and stays a third.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) <1,400; 40-85) —

“River” (UA) and “Song in My
Heart” (20th). Fine $8,000. Last
week, “Ivory Hunter” (U) and “Just
Across Street” (U)^ good $7,500.

Broadway tWolfBerg) (1,200; 40-
85) — “Scaramouche” (M-G) (2d
wk). Nice $10,000. Last week,
big $14,000. -

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 40-85)—“Jumping Jacks” (Par) (3d wk).
Held at $8,000. Last week, oke
$9,500.

Denver <Fox) (2,525; 40-85) —
“Francis To West Point” (U) and
“One Big Affair” (U), day-date
with Esquire. Big $19,000. Last
week, “Lydia Bailey” (20th) and
“Return Frank James” (20th), fair

$13,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 40-85) —

“Francis To West Point” (U) and
“One Big Affair” (U). Tall $4,000.
Last week, “Lydia Bailey” (20th)
and “Return Frank James” (20th),

$2,500.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,200; 40-85)

—

“Robin Hood” (RKO) (2d wk).
Down sharply to $8,000 or less.

Last week, fine $16,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 40-85)

—

“Working Way Through College”
(WB) (2d wk). Big $11,500. Last
week, big $16,500.
Tabor. IFcx) (1,967; 40-85)—

“Fighter” (UA) and “Red Planet
Mars” (UA), day-date with Webber.
Fine $9,000. Last week, “Ivory
Hunter” (U) and “Just Across
Sti^et” '(U), good $8,000.
Vogue (Pike) (600; 60-85) —

“Pennywhistle Blues” (Indie). Fair
J$2,000, Last week, “Adventuress”
(Indie), $1,500.
Webber (Fox) (750; 40-85)—

“Fighter” (UA) and “Red Planet
Mars” (UA), also Tabor. Nice $4,-

500. Last week, “Ivory Hunter”
(U) and “Just Across Street” (U),

good $7,500.

week, “Paula”

Coast) (2,448 ;
65-

Mild Sto' nm®? <U)-

Last Train Bomljay”(O IiColi. S9 000.

Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
^ Continued on page 20)

‘Robin Hood’ Socko IIG,

K.C.; ‘Sally’ Oke $13,000,

‘Loyely’ Fair 8G in 2d
.
Kansas City, July 29.

Picture grosses are on the
brighter side here this round with
“Robin Hood” leading at the Mis-
souri in a sock week, first at the
house in a long time. Four Fox
Midwest houses with “Sally and
Saint Anne” shapes okay. Hold
over of “Lovely To Look At” at

Midland and “Jumping Jacks at

Paramount are turning in fine biz.

Summer’s heat peak ' of 103
reached on Friday; hence, the heat
has not hurt.

Estimates For This Week
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 50-75)

—

“Latuko” (Indie) (4th wk). Holding
well at $1,500; may go a fifth week
Last week, pleasant $1,700.

Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-69)—“Lovely To Look At” (M-G) and
“Four in Jeep”' (Indie) (2d wk).

Fair $8,000. Last week, $15,000.

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)—
“Robin Hood” (RKO). Rousing
$11,000. Likely to hold. Last week,

(Continued on page 20)

‘North Country’ Proem

Fme $8,000 in Mpis.
Minneapolis, July 29.

With the tough Aquatennial festi-
val competition and Dem national
convention out of the way, the box-
office here is starting to look up.
It’s showing some improvement,
but far from great this session.
New entries of particular attention
are “Lovely to Look At” and
“Encore” but doing best* is “Woman
of the North Country” at the State,
helped by world preem bally.

Estates for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; . 50-76) —

“Diplomatic Courier” •(20tb) (m.o.).
Okay $4,000. Last week, “Anybody
Seen My Gal” (U) (2d wk), $4,500.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 50-76)-i-

“Cairo Road” (Indie). Slow..$3,500.
Last week, “Wjishington Story”
(M-G), $3,200.

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76)—“Red
^ver” (UA) and “Tulsa” (UA) (re-
issues). Okay $4,500. Last week,
'*Without'Warnmg” (UA) and "One
Big Affair” (UA), $4,000.

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)—
“Lovely Look At’’ (M-G), JFairly
good $11,000. Last week, “Diplo.-
matic Courier” .(20th), $9,000.

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 40-
76)— “Captain Pirate” (Col) and
“Montana Territory” (Col). Slow
$6,000. Last week, “Francis To
West Point” (U), $7,500.

State (Par) (2,300;. 50-76) —
“Woman of North Country” (Rep).
Given boff world preem campaign.
Big opening night festivities and
Aquatennial tiein along with pres-
ence of Rex Allen, Rod Cameron,
Ruth Hussey, J. Carrol Naish for
•blowofT all helped. Nice $8,000 or
near. Dream of Jeanie” (Rep),
$4,¥oO. •

World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.20) —
“Encore” (Par). Healthy $4,000.
Last week, “Latuko” (Indie),. $3,000.

Trancis’ Fat MG,

St L; lovely 20G
St. Louis, July 29.

With temperature soaring above
100 degrees over the past weekend,
biz perked up here as natives
sought

,
relief from the heat.

“Lovely to Look At” is rated socko
at Loew’s while “Francis Goes to
West Point” wound up a fancy
week at the Fox last Monday (28).

“Diplomatic Courier” looms neat
at the Ambassador. “Working Way
Through College” still is fine in
second week at the Missouri.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-

75)_»Diplomatic Courier” (20tb)
and “Scarlet Angel” (U). Neat
$11,000. Last week, “Anybody
Seen My Gal”.(U) and “Red Ball
Express” (U), $10,000.

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60^75) —
“Story of Will Rogers” (WB) and
“Half Breed” ..(RKO). Opened to-

day (Tues.). Last week, “Francis
To West Point” (U) and “Ivory
Hunter” (U), fancy $14,000.

lioew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75) —
“Lovely Look At” (M-G). Sock
$20,000. . Last week, “Pat and
Mike” (M-G) (2d wk), $12,500.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)—
Working Way Through College”
(WB) and “Pace That Thrills”

(RKO) (2d wk). Fine $11,000 fol-

lowing big $14,000 initial session.

Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;

75-90}—“My Son John” (Par) (2d

wk). Held at $3,000, following

big $4,000 opening stanza.

Shady Oak (St. L. Amuse.) (800;

75-90)—‘‘My Son John” (Par) (2d

wk). Stm big at after $4,500.

|B way Up; ‘Jacks 'Vaude Terrif 117G,

Ureamboaf-Bennett-Foster Big 105G,

‘Noon Sock 44G, ‘Carrie’ 3flG in 2d
Break in the 18-day record heat

wave last Thursday 124) and some
new, strong product are boosting
Broadway first-run. business this
session. Cooler weather brought
a sharp jump in trade, possibly
more out-of-town visitors contrib-
uting to this. Saturday was un-
usu^ly strong, and some rain Sun-
day slowed a return to torrid con-,

ditions. Additional rain late Mon-
day (28) night also kept the mer-
cury Within reason.
Many theatre managers rated

the prolonged hot weather more
of a .bugaboo than the Democratic
convention in Chicago although
balloting on actual nominees Fri-
day night hurt some theatres badly
as prospective patrons ^ stayed
home to wa.tch it on TV.
Three new bills all are smas^.

The Martin & Lewis * starrer,
“Jumping Jacks,” with Don Cor-
nell and Elliot Lawrence band
heading the stageshow, soared to

a terrific $117,000 at the Para-
mount to pace the street in its first

week. Although launched on the
final day of the long heat wave,
the Martin-Lewis comedy got off

strongly and picked up mopientum
thereafter.
Also smash is “Dreamboat,” with

Tony Bennett and Phil Foster
topping the stage . bill plus ice-
show at the Roxy. It is heading
for a great $105,000 after racking
up the be.st non-holiday weekend
in about a year at thist' house.
Backed; by a .smart, extensive

advance campaign, “High Noon” is

the third big newcomer.* It looks
to bring a socko $44,000 or close
to the Mayfair. Excellent reviews
also helped.

“Carrie” continued great ^at the
Capitol with $30,000 for the second
week. “Don’t Bother To Knock”
also held well at $15,000 in second
round at the Globe. Initial hold-
over stanza for “Story of Will
Rogers” also, was respectable at

$14,000 at the Astor.
“Where’s Charley?”, with stage-

show,' is winding up its fifth-final

week at the Music Halt with $108,
000, being supplanted by “Ivan-
hoe” and new stageshow lotnor-
row (Thurs.).

“Affair in Trinidad” opens today
at the Victoria after nine very— •

-i

‘Noon’ Huge $17,000 In

Toronto; ‘Jacks’ 15G, 2d
Toronto, July 29,

“High Noon” Is pacing the town
for the newcomers with smash
total at the Odeon flagship. “Jump-

j

ing Jacks” is close behind in second
stanza with big returns at the Im-
perial. “Scaramouche” and ^‘She’s

Working Her Way Through. Col-

lege” are also healthy holdovers,
with film biz generally good this

week.
Estimate# for TW$ Wc^

.

Crest, Downtown, Glendale, Mby-
fair, Scarboro, State (Taylor) (863;

1,059; 955; 470; 698; 694; 35-60)—,
“Lion and Horse” (WB) and “One
Big Affair” (UA). Light $10,000.
“Just This Once” (M-G) and
“Three Musketeers” (U), same.
Eglinton <FP) (1,080; 40-80)—

“Narrow Margin” (RKO) (3d wk).
Fair $5,500. Last week, $6,500,
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 50-80)—

“Jumping Jacks” (Par) (2d wk).
Big $15,000, Last week, $23,500.

‘

Loew’s (Loew) (2,748; 50-80)

—

(Continued on - page 20)

Gleason-TV Unit Boost ‘Sinners’ To

Terrif $22,OW). Cincy; ‘Heart’ IIG
Cincinnati, July 29.

Major houses are ignoring the

dog days here currently. Three-

day addition of Jackie Gleason and
his video supporters at the flag-

ship Albee plus “Holiday Sinners”

supplied lots of steam for this ses-

sion. It was followed by fast start

of “Story of Will Rogers” for

week’s run there. “Wild Heart”

looks like an ahove-par entry for

the Palace. Grand also is heading

for solid returns with “Washington
Story” while the Lyric has a win-

ning moveover in “Robin Hood.”

Estimates for This Week

Albee (RKO) (3,100; 85-$l)—
“Holiday Sinners” (M-G) plus

Jackie Gleison and his TV troupe

on stage, Friday through Sunday
(27). Terrific $22,000. Mighty ad-

vance campaign, with generous lift

from dailies, helped override sum-
mer doldrums. “Will Rogers”
opened Monday (28). Last week,
“Robin Hood” (RKO), eight days,

big $17,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—

“Washington Story” (M-G) and
(M-G). Solid $8,000,
“Paula” (Col) and
Eaton Falls" (Col),

“Breakdown”
Last week,
“Whistle at

$7,500.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—

“Across Wide Missouri” (M-G) and
“Ambush” (M-G),. two days, and
“Robin Hood” (RKO) (m.o.). Pleas-
ing $6,500. Last week, “Red River”
(UA) and “Tulsa” (UA), $5,500.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)—

“Wild Heart” (RKO). Swell
$11,000. Last week, “Walk East on
Beacon” (Col), $12,000.

profitable weeks of “Walk East on
Beacon” at this house. “Glory
Alley” teed off yesterday (Tues.)
at the State while “Strange Ones”
went into the Paris on Monday
(28). ..

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-1.50)

—“Story of Will Rogers” (WB)
(3d wk). Initial ^holdover round
ended last night (Tues.) dipped to
okay $14,000. First round was
$19,000.

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.50)
—“Carrie” (Pari 3d wk). First
holdover stanza ended last night
(Tues.) held to big $30,000 or near.
Initial week was smash $42,000,
but not as great as originally an-
ticipated. Great campaign aided in
getting smash 'opening for pic. .

Criterion' (Moss) (1,700;. 50-
$1.80)—“Robin Hood” (**KO-Dis-
ney) (5th wk). Current franie
ending with $21,000; highly' satis-

factory in view of length of run.
Fourth week was $27,000. Stays
on.

Fine Arts (Davis) ^ (568; 90--

1.80)
—

“Outcast of Islands” (UA)
(11th wk). Held with $4,800 af-

ter $5,200 for 10th stanza.

Globe ’ (Brandt) (1,500; 50-
$1.50)—“Dont Bother To Knock”
(20th) (2d wk). Holding in fine
fashion with $15,000 after sock
$26,000 opening week.

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-
$1.50)—“High Noon” (UA). Ini-
tial round ending today (Wed.) is

soaring to terrific $44,000 or near,
best here in months. Holding. In
ahead,' “Anybody Seen My Gal”
(U) (3d wk), $8,000.

Normandie (Normandie Thea-
tres).. (592; 95-$1.80-)—“Encore”
(Par) (18th wk). The 17th ses-
sion ended last night (Tues.) con-
tinued in great style at $6,200 af-

ter $6,700 for 16th week.
Palace (RKO) <1,700; 75-$1.40)

—“Brigand” (Col) and 8 acts of
vaude. Heading for $17,000 or
close. Last week, “Shadow In
Slty” (M-G) with vaude, $16,000.
Both weeks represent no profit for
house.

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 80-
$1.80)

—“Jumping Jacks” (Par)
with Don Cornell, Elliot Law-
rence orch heading stageshow (2d
wk). Initial

.

stanza ended last

night (Tues.) landed sockeroo
$117,000. Last week, “Working
Way Through. College” (WB),
with Jan Murray, Modernaires,
Neal Heftt orch (2d wk), $48,000.

Park Avc. (Reade) (583; 90-
$1.50)

—“Island Rescue” (U)
(5th wk). Still good' at $5,100
in fourth frame- ended Sunday
(27) after $5,700 for third.

Paris (Indie) (568; $1.25-$1.80)—^“Strange Ones” (Mayer) Opened
Monday (28). Last week, “Ways of

Love” (Burstyn) (6th wk), dipped
to $4,000 after okay $5,500 for fifth

week.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-

fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)—“Where’s
Charley?” (WB) with stageshow
<5th-final wk). Off to $108,000 after
okay $116,000 for fourth frame.
Winds"up highly profitable run
today (Wed.). “Ivanhoe” (M-G)
opens tomorrow (Thurs.) with new
stageshow.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$2.20) —

“Dreamboat” (20th) with Tony
Bennett, Phil Foster heading stage-

show plus iceshow. Initial week
ending tomorrow (Thurs.) likely

wm bit terrific $105,000. Holds,
with house set to retain bill for

third week although originally
booked only for two weeks. Last
week, “We’re Not Married” (20th)

plus Rochester, Richard Hayes, ice-

show (2d wk), $78,000.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.25)—

“Gloj-y Alley” (M-G). Opened
yesterday (Tues.). In ahead,
“Paula” (Col) (2d wk) held at

$8,000 vrith boost from preview of

“Alley.” First week was slow
$10,000.

Sutton (R & B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
“Man in White Suit” (U) (17th wk).
Holding at $7,600 in 16th session

ended Monday (28)* after $8,500 for

15th round.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;

90-$1.50)
—“White Corridors” (U)

(3d wk). Second stanza ended Mon-
day (28) night was $3,200 after

okay $5,000 in first week.
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540;

90-$1.50)—“High Treason” (Indie)

(11th wk). Still in money with $3,-

400 for 10th round after $4,000 for

ninth week.
Victoria ^City Inv.) (1,060; 70-

$1.80)
—

“Affair in Trinidad” (Col).

Opens today (Wed,). In ahead,

“Walk East dn Beacon” (Col) , (9th

wk), was $6,500 after okay $8,000

for 8th round.
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Nationwide Praise Begins

Reaching Cpuntless Millions!

-M-G-M has a real hit in Ivanhoe’.
99

HBDDA HOPPER^s nationally syndicated column

/

A great picture/^—ioueiia parsons' nationally syndicated column

Tops 'Quo Vadis\ Greatest spectacle in a decade
”

—LOUIS SOBOUs nationally syndicated column

Ou.t“*C^^UO \^3;ClisCS C^UO \^^clis « ^EARL WILSON^s nationally syndicated column

'Better than 'Quo Vadis^"" Nationally distributed N. Y, SUNDAY MIRROR

Terrific for Robert Taylor/' “^SHEILA GRAHAM^s nationally syndicated column

Ticture of the Month/^—CHRISTIAN HERALD

Picture of the Month.”-PARENTS’ MAGAZINE

Thrilled yours truly. frank FARRELL’s Scnpps-Howard column in N. Y, World-Telegrant and Sun

'Clashing tournament scenes are pulse-pounding and the storming of the

castle is as rousing a battle as has been filmed in recent years.”

—LOOK MAGAZINE
Best Drania of the hdonth. ' LOUELLA parsons in cosmopolitan Magazine

WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION'Handsome, exciting Technicolor Movie.”-

'A Movie of the Month. Robert Taylor fights, rides and
loves his way to glory.”-AMER/cAN magazine

'Picture of the Month.”—redboox magazine
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EVERY DAY IT GROWS
BIGGER AND BIGGER!
"Sock 4th Week !

” SAYS VARIETY

!

After breaking a 23 -year record in its London

World Premiere opening, its business continues

socko in 5th big week
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THE HONORS BEGIN!
(Left) Christian Herald Award

(Above) Parents' Magazine Medal

PUBLICITY PENETRATION TOPS!

Film Research Surveys, Inc. reports remarkable
«

"Want-to-see” total in public poll in Cleveland,

typical of eagerly waiting audiences in first five

pre-release engagements;
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GIANT N. Y. CAMPAIGN

LAUNCHES “IVANHOE"
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NEVER A SHOW
LIKE "IVANHOE'I
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Mexico City, jTuly 29. f
Although the strike against the'

film studios here, set for July. 24,

was moved back a week, optimism
has not returned to the trade. Fed^
eral bpard of conciliation and arbi*

tration induced postponement of

the tieup until July 31. This would
allow ^confabs that may peacefully
settle '"the squabble, the demand of

the technical and manual workers
locals of the Picture Production
Union (STPC) for a 75% pay hike,

10 more days paid annual vacations
for help with more than 16 ycjars’

service and more free medical
service and medicines.
The studios reiterated to the

board that they canT meet these

terms. These may be good times
for the Mexican film biac, but they
are far from bonanza "days, the stu-

dios claim.

STPC members, including* pic

players, insist fhey Will strike in

sympathy if the tech and manual
help walks out.

Producers have the added head-
ache of a threat to strike by some
1,500 extras coincident with the

studio worker walkout.- They want
their dally pay minimum hiked to

$5.78. It is now $2.31. Extras
also demand more pay for wearing
formal outfits for pix.

*Wind’ Set for Japanese

Release After Dispute;

Reader Other Big UJS. Pix
Tokyo, July 22,

Metro’s Japan representative,

Eddie O'Connor, has mediated the

bitter battle between the Toho and
Shochiku circuits for the roadshow
rights to “Gone With the Wind,”
by authorizing distribution in Tok-
yo to the former and allocating the

Kansai area (Osaka-Kobe-Nagoya)
to Shochiku. Tokyo will sec the

film for 10 weeks beginning Aug.

29; Kansai gets it for 13 weeks,,

beginning Sept. 4. Other U. S. dis-

tributors have set releases for the

no.vt few months.
Metro’s schedule of releases for

this year includes “Ivanhoe,”
“Scaramouche,” “Billy the Kid,”
“Fiesta, “Forsythe Woman,”
“Across Wide Missouri,” “Devil’s
Doorway,” “Singing’ in Rain” "and

“Carbine Williams.”
Paramount releases cover “Place

In Sun,” “For Whom Bell Tolls,”

and "My Favorite Spy.”
RKO has set “The Outlaw” and

“Tarzan’s Magic Mountain” for re-

lease in October. This will be first

opportunity for TJ. S. forces to see
“Outlaw” In Japan because Army
Motion Picture Service has never
released the film in Army theatres
here. In January, RKO will re-

lease “Ft. Apache,” “Cloak and
Dagger” and “Macao.” XJA’s “High
Noon” and “He Ran All Way” will

be first-run released.
20th-Fox September release

schedule includes “Kiss of Death,”
“Five Fingers,” “Sentimental Jour-
ney” and “David and Bathsheba.”
Columbia will release “Texas” late

this month. Warner’s “Inspector
General” comes in mid-September.”
“African Queen” (UA) is set for
roadshow starting Aug. 15.

Zarah Leader B^ckJn

Favor Again in Sweden
Stockholm, July 22.

After incurring public disfavor

for her frequent appearances in

Nazi-made films during the past
war, Zarah Leandeji' (known as

“Die Zarah”) apparently again is

welcome with Swedish theatre-

goers. She recently opened, in a
show with Karl Gerhard at the
Circus Hall and .registered solidly.

Miss Leander’s years ijti Nazi pic-

tures are finally forgotten, the.crix
wrote the next' day Ih appraising
the Circus Hall production, .More-
over, the actress will sodn start

new film to be
.
made Jn South

America and Africa, according to

her manager, Hkrry Heidemaann.

Italo Pix Biz

To Resist TV
Rome, July 22.

Television is starting out slowly
in Italy, and the problem is how
it will be develop^ and who will

be in authority. The Ministry of
Telecommunications announced
here this week that TV exists now
only In the region of Milan and
Turin but soon will spread to all

provinces of the Country, The co-
axial cable will rim down the' boot
of Italy* from the northern cities.

For the,^time being, the national
radio setup, RAI (Radio Audition
Italian) will head the administra-
tion; technically and artistically,

of TV. .
,

Film circles, which are studying
the new medium, expect a bitter

fight in the near future or as soon
as Italian tele is fully established.

Signs of this attitude of the* local
pix biz was revealed when several
American film buyers arrived here
to purchase local product for dis-

tribution in America. They were
told by the owners of the Italo

product that only film rights are
for sale.

Asked why the pictures .could
not be bought outright, including
TV rights, the Italians ex-

plained they had some plans of
their own. Other local film leaders
are under the impression that
American television is . so wealthy
that TV distribs can afford to pay
fabulous prices for their pictures
regardless of actual worth.
One Italian company, financed

by the owner of a large coffee bar,
made two pilot pictures for Ameri-
can TV. Producer, director and
crew as well as some of the ac-
tors speak no English. It was
dubbed in later at recording stu-
dios.

CoUo Do 2 Alan Ladd

Productions in Britain

,
I^ndon, July 29.

Columbia is the latest major
Hollywood outfit to launch blg-

scale British production, teeing off

with two Alan Ladd stamrs. which
will he made under the hanner of

Warwick Pictures, new organiza-

tion headed
,

by Jrving Allen and
Cubby Broccoli.
Ladd is due here next month,

and starts work on the first, “The
Red Beret,” on Sept. 1, Terence
Young will direct from a screen-

play by Frank Nugent. VBeretf’

will he followed by “The White.
South,” based on Hammond Innes*

novel about the whaling industry.

Both will be in .Technicolor.

Default Rated Pro-British American

U. S. Ki Sig BKkiii,

Handicaps in B. Aires;

Kk Ar(. Film Grosses
Buenos Aires, July 22.

It’s now become an accepted fact

here that American distributors

will only wrest exhibition licenses

from the Entertainment Board at

a snail’s pace, and there's a cer-

tain amount of resignation on the
subject.

Local producers are given every
opportunity of grabbing the best

playing time, so .that releases of I

pictures like “Ali .About Eve” or
“Adam’s Rib” have to be post-

poned time and again.

The Terbis Co. announced it has
10 German pictures ready for re-

lease, and it’s certain that better
playingt time will be available for

them than for films from Anglo-
Saxon countries.

Some of the local productions
are hitting the boxoffice jackpot,

possibly because they deal with
morbid themes. One of these is

“Deshonra” (“Dishonour”) (Inter-

americana ) which has grossed
$105,075 in four out of seven weeks
at the Gran Rex. Pic has an un-
usually frank treatment of the

perversion angle in a woman’s
prison.

Another local production with
an unusually long run is “La Bestia

debe Morir” (“The Beast Must
Die”) (Argentina Sono Film),
adapted from an Anthony Blake
mystery story. Picture has run
seven weeks at the Monumental
Theatre and had grossed $56,050
up to the end of the fifth week.
Hollywood films of “A” rating

available at present are “Joan of

Arc” (RKO) and “Cyrano de
Bergerac” (UA), hut they’re being
exhibited day-and-date at small the-

atres without the deluxe facilities'

of houses assigned local product.

In Rosario, capital city of Santa
Fe, despite the economic depres-
sion, “Joan of Arc” made a record
gross of $14,033 in the first two
weeks.

Sbrp Upbeat; 3 in Prod.
Warsaw, July 22'.

^

Three pictures, are - b«fore tho
cameras in the studios of Film
Folskl her^. Trio Inmudes “Soldier

of Victory,” “A Day in Warsaw”
and a musical tentatively titled,

“Mariensitadt Accident.” Latter is

said to
,
be Poland’s first feature-

length film in color.

'

Directed by Wanda Jakubowska,
“Victory” is described as a two-
part biography of Gen. Karol
Walter-Swierczewski, covering his

participation in the Spanish Civil

W'ar and the period up to March
28, 1947 when he was* assassinated.

“A Day in Warsaw” is based upon
performances given at two of the
Polish capital’s theatresk the Satir-

ical and Sirena, The three pix now
rolling represents a sharp tipbeat
In production.

Iwo Jima: Socko
}

In 13 Nip Houses
Tokyo, July 22.

“Sands of Iwo Jima,” 20th-Fox
thriller of -the last war, ended a 12-

day first-run date here with a
smash $51,430, playing at eight
theatres. Over 314,00<) pepj^Ie here
saw the watered-down version of
the pic originally released several
years ago,

“Desert Fox” X20th) in the first

three days grossed $33',683 in
eight houses, “Winchester ’75”

(U) did $2,683 playing in

house.

SCOniSH PIX SET FOR

EDINBURGH FESTIVAL
Edinburgh, July 22," -

New Technicolor pic about Edin-
burgh, describing pageantry of the

Scot capital and made by London
Film Productions, will preem at

the International Film Festival

here Aug. 18, with the Duke of

Edinburgh, consort of Britain’s

Queen Elizabeth, in the gala audi-

ence. Ambassadors, ministers and
high commissioners from many
dft’erent countries will also attend

the first screening.
Walter Elliott, leading Scot mem-

ber of Parliament, has written the

commentary. Pic shows the flood-

lit Edinburgh Castle, march past

of troops and pipers, and excerpts

from the military events held here

at Festival time each fall.

Two other Scot pix set for

screening at the Festival here are

“The Heart is Highland’ and
“Highland Laddie.” Former was
produced for the British Transport
Gommission., The latter, scripted

by Roberi Kemp, has been filmed

by Campbell Harper Productions
of Edinburgh.

LUBIN WOED FILM

JACOBS' YARN IN BRIT.
London, July 29.

Bernard Lubin, in London on
the last lap of a European vaca-
tion, is talking a deal with major
British producers for the filming
of a story based on W. W. Jacobs’
“The Interruption.” The Universal-
International director owns the
property personally and would re-
tain the western hemisphere
rights. If the deal matures, Lubin
would direct and bring over a
femme star from Hollywood.

In view of the large number of
exteriors required for the film,
lensing would not start before next
spring. Lubin Intends, as far as
possible, to shoot most of the in-
teriors in homes rather than use
studio sets.

Lions’ Conclave Lifts

Mex. Tourist Spending
Mexico City, July 22.

Lions’ world conclave here
boosted coin spending in June.

I

Local banking circles Scay June
tourists, featuring the Lions’ meet-
ing, spent $50,000,000, a new high.
Monthly tourist spending ranges
between from $20,000,000 to $30.-
000

,000 ,

Month of June was the biggest
tourist spending one this year.
Trippers’s coin ca)nsiderably re-
lieved pre-presidential elections
biz slump.

2D UNIT AT WORK ON

‘HOLIDAY’ IN ROME
Rome, July 22.

Paramount, which has “Roman
Holiday,” the 'Gregory Peck-
Audrey Hepburn starrer, now in

production here, is placing a sec-
ond unit into activity for the next
few weeks. Second one, which
will lens location shots in and
around Rome, is headed by Italian
director Luciano Emmer. Emmer
has directed “One Sunday in Au-
gust” and ‘Girls of Piazza di
Spagna.” *

“Holiday” director, William Wy-
ler, has been working outside,
mostly on night sjiots, for three
weeks, and went to the Cine-Citta
studios last week for the first in-
teriors.

j

Pfe Nakamura in Tokyo
For Nipponese Pic Stint

Tokyo, July 22.
Nisei actor Henry Nakamura

undersized soldier with the over
sized pants in M-G’s “Go For
Broke” and immigrant teamster in
“Westward the Women,” is In
Tokyo on 60 days temporary duty
from his Korea assignment as Pfc.
with the 521st Military Intelligence
Service platoon. He’s here to play
a part in the Daiei film, “Forever
My Love,” being megged by vet
Hollywood director Paul Sloan.

Film, dealing with escapades of
two servicemen on 'duty in the Far
East Command, stars Mltsuko
Kimura, cover girl for Life maga-
zine’s recent Asia edition, Also
appearing in the picture are
Metro’s Chris Drake, of “Battle-
ground,”

one

Hwo’ Tops in Osaka
Osaka, July 22.

“Iwo Jima” led in hoxoffice re-

turns in the Osaka-Kobe-Kyoto area
early this month, doing $12,447 at
five theatres. At the bottom of the
list of seven foreign films shown
during the week was “Valentino”
(Col) with a weak $1,053 at one
theatre. “Tea For Two” (WB) hit

$5,533 playing five housed Other
films released were from' Italy,

France and Britain.

MEX ULM SEniNG 8.0.

MARK; 58G IN 2 WEEKS
. Mexico City, July 22.

Top hoxoffice champ is the Mexi-
can pic, ‘*E1 Derecho de Nacer”
(“The Right to be Born”). It

grossed $57,953 in two weeks at
the Cine Orfeon, local first-run
house. That’s tops for any pic in
that time at one stand in Mexico.

Pic, produced by Producciones
Galindo Hnos. and distributed by
Filmadora Chapultepec, stars Jorge
Mistral, Spanish juve actor, Gloria
Marin, Martha Roth, and Jose
Baviera, and is directed by Zaca-
rias Gomez Urqulza. Pic is based
on the novel by Felix B. Caignet,
Cuban author.

London Film Notes
London, July 22.

Raymond Stross making his
first picture for United Artists’ re-
lease titled, “A Rough Shoot,”
based on Geoffrey Houshold’s
book of’ same name. Pic, which
is being scripted by Eric Ambler,
will star Joel MoCrea, with shoot-
ing to start Sept. 15 at Nettlefold
Film studios . . . George Broom’s
next picture for J. Arthur Rank’s
GFD release is Martha Albrand’s
“Desperate Moment,” which is be-
ing scripted by Pat Kirwan and
Brown. Story deals with postwar
Germany, with 80% of the filnv to
be made in Germany . . .Sydney
Box’s next picture is a story oii
police women, and will be a femme
counterpart of Michael Balcon’s
‘J^Blue Lamp,” made by Ealing
Studios two years ago. Film will
be directed by Muriel Box, his
sister, and star Peggy Cummins,
Margaret Johnston, Rosamund
John, Anne Crawford and Sheila
Sim, with shooting to start Sept. 8.

Boulting Bros, first picture for
Metro, “Crest of the Wave,” which
was due to go into production in
the middle of August, has been
postponed until next spring. Un-
derstood the delay is due to dif-
ficulties encountered Avith the Ad-
miralty, its cooperation being es-
sential in the making of the film

‘t < •
. London, July 29

4 'The House Commons has now
presumably h4ard the last of the
quota default by the Empire Thea-
tre, Leicester ^qu^; the principal
Metro showcase here. And it took
ah adjourhment debate, which be-
gan at 1 a.hi. Friday morning (25)
to do It. The outcome Was a com-
plete vindication of Sam Eckman
Jr., Metro chief in Britain, who
was

,

described as a pro-British
American-.

The attack was spearheaded by
Stephen Swingier who, with his
Labor colleague Woodrow Wj^att,
has pursued the quota dpfaulters
relentlessly during the last few
months. It was during a recent in-
terrogation of the Board of Trade
prexy that he expressed dissatisfac-
tion with government policy, and
gave notice to renew his protest
on the adjournment.

. ,
Swingleris attack covered three

aspects of the quota default situa-
tion. Firstly, he complained at the
delay in exam^ation of defaults,
and contended that at the present
rate of progress it would take up
to six years to analyze all the 771
first-feature defaulters in the 1950-

51 quota year,, There were also
upward of 4,000 defaults on the
second feature

. quota in the same
period, Secondly, he criticized the
practice of trade members of the
Films’ Council ritting In judgment
on their own defaults.

Finally, he pinpointed the case
of the Empire, which had shown
only one British film during the
year; and protested that Eckman
had been present at the Films
Council meetings when the case
was considered.

TChe defense was led *by Tom
O’Brien who accused Swingier of
promoting a Communist attack on,

the U. S., and hinted that the refer-

ence to the Films Council sug-
gested" that it might be a body of

conspirators. O’Brien outlined
Eckraan'ji service to the British.

Then he explained that during the
period of that default, the Empire
was giving employment to more
than • lOQ arfistsr, musicians and
stagehands with its vaude shows at

a cost of nearly $20,000 weekly.

The vlewjpoint of the defense
was categorically endorsed by the

Board of Trade prez, Peter Thor-
neycroft, asserted it was a

mistake to assume that if a cinema
failed in its quota, those respon-
sible Were somehow criminals. In

a retort to the Swingier gibe com-
plaining of the inadequacy of prose-

cutions, he reminded the House
that the previous Labor administra-
tioh had only taken action against

39 of the 2,000 odd defaulters in

the first year of the quota.

Percentage of French

Pk Released in ’51-’52

Up to Recent Season
Paris, July 22.

Statistics released by the Center
National of Cinema here show that

the percentage of French films re-

leased here during the 1951-52 sea-

son are up to previous ones in

number. With the recent decree

by the Ministry of Commerce cut-

ting the import of foreign pix from

186 to 138
.

per year this might

create longer day-date playdates

and a more selective film market.

The 1945-46 season had oniy 134

films of which 29 were American.

76 French films and 58 dubbed
films of which 29 years American.

Th following season saw a big

jump to 255 pix, of which 85 were

French and 170 dubbed foreign

pix, IS’B being American. In 1947-

48, it was hiked still higher to 326

films, 91 French and 235 dubbed

foreigners, with 156 U. S. pix

among them. This was the peak

year, and it has gone down since

with the' renovation of the Blum-

Byrnes agreement and more stable

bookings.
In the' 1948-49 season there were

326 films, of which 149 were from

America. In 1960-51, of the 301

films out, 117 were French and

American. This season, from June

of 1951 to June this year, there

were 100 French films out and li*

dubbed Aunerican films. This shov

»

the percentage as higher on Frencn

films despite the recent crisis ana

the Franco-American deadlocks on

the new film accords.
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Ban on Yande Strippers

London, July 29.

Divid K. Hose returned from
Ametioa yesterday (Mon.) 'where
he hiK been llninfij up the cast for
hi* next British Technicolor pro-
duction, “Toilers of the Sea,’ whicli
RKO will distribute throughout the
world,

Raoul Walsh, who is to direct

f w 1 ' /t .* the film, travelled 'to London with

Boioro .London Council script h*s been written by
V J Y ,

Borden Chase.
London, July 29.

At its meeting, .tonight
. (Tues.)i v-*

. ta n t
the London t>«nty Council, on » flufttest Ballct ScaSOU iu
pommittee recommendation, is to '

awv t vy • • i

S^^pe?l^n* va^uTthVtL* Years Winds Up in Zurich

council Is the- licensing authority
fpir ..variety theatres, • whereas > the
Lord Chamberlain is in control of
legit houses.

With Cnevas Troupe Bow
Zurich, July "22.

, . , , „ , , ,
With first Swiss appearance of

Strip-tease^ norrnaily barred Uhe Marquis de Cuevas Ballet, atAnnul ^ •r^ ^ JS • ^ tt *»• i
uilv XTXcat. M vaata wvawvena

Government to .pat the 3^dy Fund mdegit and the couned is,suggest-; the Corso 'Theatre, Zurich, July

on a permanent and statutory basis, ing the new ban to make variety 14.15 the hottest Zurich ballet

season in -years has ended. In

seven,^ months, three major ballet

companies . have played here, the
New York Ciiy Ballet and Marquis
de Cuevas' Ballet for the first time

and the- Ballets^Jooss after a hiatus

of’ many years.''

.,Furthermore, German vet dancer
H.arald Kruetzberg gave a solo re-

cital at the Schauspielhaus; Ro-
sario' & Antonio appeared for the

first time in
^
this...country at the

Corso Theatre to sock returns; the

Ballet Jahine Charrat,. Paris, gave

rlaiming it- was oh'c of the three theatres conform to the Lord
Drops of the -industry, and Chamberlain's policy,

that production Wbuld ' collapse

without its' ‘Iperpetuatiun. The

jnaih government
Selkirk, while rejecting Ardhi.bald s

plea, declawd the -gmpeinment s

gnpport of its continuance but in-

sisted it was ultimately a matter

•for the industry to decide, .and

could not be resolved -by legisla-

tion.

Tri'Dimensional Films

Slugs Film Biz

'oi the. four .main Industry asso-
.

Sidney, Ju^- 22.

ciations who aaminister. the fund, Introduction of increased

the two directly poncew^ with
1

Madrid, July 29.

Six months after they were first

announced, the new rules about
subsidies to the Spanish picture
indust^ and inqiortation of for-

eign pix were published here July
Paris, July 22, 19 for immediate application. De-

The Broadway, first-run house spite being signed by the Ministers

on the Champs-Elysees, has booked of Information, of Tourism and
the four three-dimensional films Commerce, these rules don’t coh-

which were a feature of the 1951 stitute any law. However, for

Great Britain Festival. Placing in practical purposes, they are the

this theatre which usually features law for the. film biz.

offbeat and art. films may prove; ’pfi© first ruTie says that JSpanish
okay. Polaroid, glasses have tp be’ Independent producers and firms
used.

, I ,
that produce in Spanish studios

« These pix use polarized light to may ask for a subsidy. Also that

give body to the flat imagery. The the .Spanish
.
producers or firms

film is shot with two lenses that may invest capital in co-pi»oduct;lon

give an overlapping image on the ventures or foreigners and Span-
film. When projected, the Polaroid iards may invest capital in the
glasses give the illusion of depth, production of pix in Spain. How-

eyeri special permits must be ob-
tained.

The second rule establishes five

-categories of films which m^y ap-
‘•ply for a subsidy. The ?ixth cate-
gory covers pending deals here.
The producers will receive subsi-
dies from 50% to 25%. of the fore-
seen cost of the pic. The Direc-
torate far the . Cinema will judge
to which category a projected pic

Mex. Film Frod.
. ...

Sags, 6.0. Soars
Mexico City, July 22.

Film production this year shapes belongs.

..nroduction,. the British Film Pro- alltime record of about $25 for ^^hlikon; and the Stadttheatre up at a new low ebb, buFneW peaks '

establishes how
-•ducers Assn, and the AJsn^ of Spe- mal^. and . over for females, staged three ballets with its own in boxoffice returns loom. Trade

subsidies will be given in im-
cialized FUm Producers, have for i* as a terrific slug at the Topping them' all, financially estimates are that this year s jjortation and dubbing permits for

some month*, been campaigning p^otion picture industry here by ^g .^ell as artistically, was un- of pix scarcely reach 10(), as against
foreign, films. The value of such

for an extension of the Eady top film execs. An immediate up- doubtedly the N. Y. City Ballet, 108 in 1951. Estimate is based on permits will be establishod by the
scheme beyond 'its present, dead- .beat in. overhead, out of all pro- ivhich made two appearances at the announcement by Hector Directorate, for the Ginema, This

line of August. 1.954. The remain-, Portion to the prcsbnt intake for the Stadttheatre during the Zurich Fernandez, manager of the Mexican ^uje should help to put some or-

ing two, representing exhibitors e^ibitlon and distribution is pre- June Festival, to SRO biz.
.
Motion Picture Producers Assn. der into the dealings in permits,

and distributors, have, still to de-, dieted, with small Chance for re- New interest of the Swiss pub- Only 49 films were produced dur- but It’s doubtful if It . will take

fine their policy but are indicating .

couping.
'

, , , .
towards the ballet equally be- ing the first half of 1952, Threat- them entirely out of the black

their readiness to dlscuM an in-
' Current figuring is that cinema came evident in the outstanding ened strike late this month against market,

definite prolongation. operators, both major and minor, success of Metro^s “An American the studios by technical and' man-

cin nnn noo Yield
^o^ced to seek higher in Paris.” Whereas, in general, ual workers locals is holding off

> Ait admissions in the period ahead in musical pix never boasted any sen- new productions.
The standpoint of produemg in- order to keep pace with opera- sational b.o. returns here, “Ameri- Fernandez revealed a substan-

terests is based on the elem^tary, tional upbeat, with distributors can in Paris” had a record-break- tial increase in pic-makitig costs,
assumption that, wwhout-a steady n^gQ Compelled to ask for Increased ing eight-week run at the 'Scala, Average cost per pic now is $^9,-
flow of Eady com, Brimh produc- rentals throughout the Aussie ter- with big word-of-mouth and rave 300. That is some $11,500 more
tion will fade away.

^ ^ ritory. reviews, chiefly in regard to the than the price in 1951. Producers
the current year -wmeh ends ne^ Every commercial organization climaxing ballet sequence. are stressing quality more than Mav Brine- in Additional 'Pilnn*
month (Aug. 4), will yield close to operating here has been granted The Marquis de Cuevas Ballet ever, the association chief said. The fourth rule savs that In case

Im'T BriH.h bI*
the governmental Okay to Increase ptaj^d to good results, though not This spells better boxomce returns, the yearly Spanlsh^productlon Is

• among British p« will «aa almost prices. Assumption currently is SRO, m- view of the fact that per-
50% to the distriW gross. Without fbat both the exhibs and distribs formances took place In the hot-
that subsidy, the bulk- ox native ^^,111 delay in seeking additional weather period, and prices at the
product would operate in the red, price boosts ways. to offset the new 1,100-seat Corso ranged to $4 top
and most Independent companies salary tilt. Both branches frankly (which is even higher than regu-
would be forced out of business. admit that this additional basic lar prices at the .Stadttheatre and
The importance of "the levy has wage increase . will make current Schauspielhaus). Had it been London, July 29,

been underscored by the warning operational methods uneconomical, skedded for the winter season, it Although four major theatre
given to the BFPA by some of the that both sides will have to would certainly have played to ca- groups have agreed to raise ad-
leading Indies, have^ threat- place all their cards on the table pacity. But even so, b.o. returns missfon prices starting next month, I importation and dubbing permits

4 MAJOR BRIT. CHAINS

UP ADMISSION PRICES

When a producer has his finan-
cial plan approved and the im-
portation or dubbing permits, he
can import directly the pic or films

he wants or sell such -permits to
importers of foreign films. Then
he can use the money for the ac-
tual making of his production.

not sufficient to fill the necessary
quota of Spanish pix to be ex-
hibited, some special permissions
for entry of foreign films can be
given. Part of the foreign capital
at the disposition of Spanish stu-
dios must be used for modernizing
•their plants.

The fifth rule establishes that

ened to stop production by next to back each other for a fair and were satisfactory and reviews ex- there is no certainty that a major- must always be tied up with the
March. Attention to this aspect of just readjustment of prices on celleut. « ity of independents will follow production of pix in Spanish stu-
the situation was focussed by. Lord admissions and rentals.

. ...
Archibald during the Lords’ debate. Australia’s pic industry is also

Leading exhibitors realize the concerned presently with the
strategic value of continued co- marked increase in unemployment
operation, particularly in regard to following overseas’ credit restric-
Treasury negotiations for admis- tions, curbage of dollars, cuts in
sion

^

tax relief, but moderate governmental revenue and marled
, from

All-Yank Prod. Setup

For TY Short in Italy

number of indies are irrevocably slump on the Aussie StocksEx-
opposed and would like to keep change. Unemployment upbeat,

Rome, July 22.

Capri,” first in a

suit. Indeed, some provincial ex- dios. The sixth one says that all

hibs are seriously contemplating negotiations and contracts which
a reduction in scale. have been pending (not definitely
The four circuits who are to approved by the Cinema Directo-

boost their admissions are associ- rate) will be considered in the next
ated British, Odeon, Gaumont and three months and that the new

series of T'V shorts, has been com-

Granada. Charges are to be made
in two popular categories, affecting

* * ^ ..
I
vilJiaiAIJC.

j
- enrfc'M will ttn +n 29C ^ncl 36C SC&tSt Wlllch tO

the Eady money to widen theirnar- grexfest since the end of the last ^
•

soon win go .10 1 -rAcrktt/vHvaiv
I _ I ® I AJ A/ •T’ rY A AQ I

rules will apply to them.
No Conflict With New U.S. Pact
The Director General for .Cine-

ist raised by 2c and Ic respectively, mas and Theatres, Joaquin Ar-
row margin between profit and loss. I ^ar. It’s feared, we will see a There are no statistics available gamasilla, who will have to super-
‘ "

5ie Agent, stars Signe Hasso. It con-

will accrue to these groups, liut It rej^lations on permits and sub-
has been calculated that if the sidies, declared the new x^gula-
entire exhibiting Industry came tions are flexible enough to be
into line, revenue would be in- compatible with the recent Span-
creased by approximately $6,500,- ish-U. S. agreement on importa-
000. The British treasury would tion of American pix. He foresaw

the new setup resulting in a larger

film boxoffice from now on.

A small number, Indeed, have done marked falling off at the Aussie
just that. They have defaulted on
their payments to the pool, and as
there Is no statutory obligation on
them to pay up, the industry can
do no more than exert pressure.
Diplomatically, support for the

Eady Fund also has been a potent
weapon in the hands of distribs.
They used it to good advantage in
last year’s negotiations for a re-
newal of the Anglo-American pact
and will

PACKAGE THEATRE IN

PARIS ^ET FOR FALL

cerns an actress, who works as a

foreign agent, 'with each episode

in a different locale of Europe.

Producers are Jeff Jones and Bob
Edwards.

star, 'supporting actress, producer,

director and cutter, were brought

from the U. S.

Sandre Pallavicini of INCC)M,
Italian newsreel setup, is looking

» Paris, July 22.

Brpno Cdquatrix will start a

package theatre using top film

names at the small 600-seat qomc-

again when the talks reonen in the
die-Caumartin Theatre. Project

j^^a-juian newsreei seiup, is iuu^iub

near future Snerkan ^diSrlbs
October, presenting a forward to the day when his news-

who make a sac^i of ?evmue to »“<* documentaries can fit

their suppoA Set som^ eompen^ into ItaUan TV production,

satlon hv^hAintf Ann. scntatlons at the house and 30 on

vertlbility from sterling to dollars;
rta^rwhVdon^t^wfslTto ‘LlOn^S Comer’ Folds

t^und^s "“uVvTh Tongthert" In London After 1 Day
productions. British distributing London, July 29
interests naturally support the un-^

theatre, and also “Lion’s Corner,” a new comedy
compromising stand of the pro-

jacked Walker, which opened at

ducers. ' up to a $5 top. cj. Martin’s last Wednesday

Man” i§ not the first tele film

ever to be made in
also net an extra $2 ,100,000 by way

is the first one where an American
increased admission tax.

Loewenthal Fonns Own

Geraiaa Film Outfit!^®”®

number of Yank pix being import-
ed, with less bureaucracy and in
quicker time. This, of course, is

exactly what all reps of U, S. dis-
tribs here have been seeking for a

Berlin, July 22.

A new German film-making com-

pany.^has been formed by Rodolfo

Loewenthal, Mexican Berlin-born

film producer, and Wenzel Lue-

decke, head' of the. Berlin Synch-

ron Gesellschaft ( dubbing com

London Shakespeare

,
Troupe to Tour Aussie

London, July 22 .

Drop of 7% in the gross receipts
at the Shakespeare Memorial Thea-

pany). New ' company is Inter- ^f-Stratford on Avon,^
be

itoa:t.otop. the St. Martin’s last Wednesday weekly decline in revenue of ap-
F^st star to play the thertre wll

(23 ), has earned the questionable West-Film and is registered in p^oximately $850. Average takings

M T- 1 «-. •
' Tu n, ^ n distinction of being the first play Berlin. Loewenthal planned the during the current seasori have

New Tokyo Film Offices ^^sen’s “Doll’s House.” She has j^ore than a decade to fold

m , Y 1 also been slated t" ^

The TnWvn sion of “Doll’s H,

‘series o/eight bna“n?prScts ^e'ar^s^^^oLrt \am”Sre^'“ raToSc tn“egu”fi'(S a?tor“

ture will hou*?#- will follow Delorme with a version

Dution facilities of the seven ma- “
*

jor U. S. companies.

‘tivctkn “tef 5- T; Groanar. Fada as Mex. TV Faves

• P ^P® '''dh Czech-American archi- Mexico City, July 22.
tect Antonin Raymond and five Wrestling looks to be on its way
Japanese contractors. Second 'build- out as top sports on TV here.

2 * a six-story structure now un." "Video .fans have switched to oox*
oerway in downtown' Tokyo, will be ing.
completed in December. This will Stations are stressing fisticuffs so

general officers for 20th-Fox, much more that it may end tele
iolio and WB. rassling.

Hallowed Pix
Beith, Scotland, July 22.

For the first time since this

town’s only cinema burned

down over a year ago, the in-

habitants are able to go to the

pictures without a bus journey

of some miles.

A new cinema has been

opened in a converted hall in

a gravej'ard.

establishment of the new film pro-

ducing outfit last year while he

was in Berlin- for the first Inter-

national Film Festival.

Program of the new company
comprises three pix. First is At-

amounted "To $11,110 as against

$11,950 during last year’s Festival
season. The cycle of historical

plays which were featured at Strat-
ford last year attracted audiences
of over 325,000 and resulted in a

surplus of over $6,000 which has

tention! Danger of Life,” a Berlin been added to the reserve fund of

story based on the^radio play by $400,000.

Oscar Wutig. Sho&^.ig will begin At* the end of the current season,

early in September. The second the company, with its director, An-

pic, “Domino,” will have an inter- thony Quayle, leaves on a year’s

national bacliround and be musi- tour of Australia and New Zealand

cally based on the same-titled with productions of “Othello,” “As

French song. You Like It” and “Plenry VI (Part

Steve Sekely has arrived from D*" In Quayle's absence, the 1953

Hollywood to- take over directing plays will be .directed by Glen

job of the first pic. i

»Byam Shaw.
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Inside Stitf-^khires

Amnzinif growth in i years, of the b.o, pull of De^u Martin and

Torrv Lewis is socn in the fact that 'their latest release, “Jumping
is likely to give Paramount its biggest grosser since Cecil B*

rS-me’s “Samson & DelilaV" and “Greatest Show On Earth,” both

riftduced at many times the cost of Wallis-Hazen’s indie-made “Jacks.”

the basis of engagements to date,' the new M&L-starrer can't fail

do better than $5,000,Q00 domestic. Their previous release, “Sailor

Slxvare” wlB’ hit $4,5QO,000, and ©Very date played so far by “Jacks”

L«! reached 100% to 100% of the “Sailor” gross. “Greatest Show,"

Incidentally, now looks- likely to score close to $8,000,000 domestic.

Tf did -^4 OOO.WHJ on ita pte^release engagements and Is now doing

hiz in regular runs that aecms likely to reach $4,000,000.

New York liewspajper reviews of “Jacks/* by the, way, will un-

doubtedly give MApL ammunition to continue the battle with Wallis-

Hazen that almost resxilted in rupturing their contract recently. Their

squawk then was that stories ’'JV-H were providing were just strings

of gags and did' not give them opportunity for proper development

Most of the N^ew York reviewers made this very criticism of *‘Jacks.”

w-H of course,:, haye the logical answer that no mattei!’ what M&Ii
themselves oJr ’the critics would' like, grosses indicate that audiences

are pleased With the scripts being provided.

August issue of Park East magazine highlights, a story on Joseph

Burstyn, foreign film distrib who won the precedent-setting victory

in the U. S. Suprepie Court with his film “The Miracle.” Burstyn yarn,

by Herbert- Mitgang, prveys Burstyn’s . cbreer and hip views on the

foreign film njarkCl.

In commenting oh ’ the- high tribunal's “Miracle” decision, Burstyn

told Mitgang: “Why did I fight,^'The ;Miracle’ case? It surely wasn’t

just for the.principlei -I wouldn’t say that, Maybe it was just self-pro-

tection, for- myself as. a ’small business man, and for the country I
came to and adopted. The small man needs freedom more than the

big one. Maybe it was because X have a feeling of frustration over not

doing more creative woirk, and this was a form of expression that would
leave an original and. permanent mark for the arts. I’m not sure, I do;

know that, if V I hadn*t' tkkcn up the fight X. would now be a completely*

defeated p«-son.”
r f

—

Almost all the New York reviews of “High -Noon”, last week con-

tained Interlinear expressions of regret at the breakup of the team of

Stanley Kramer and Carl Foreman. -Kramer and Foreman wer$;^

partners in the Kramer productions until Foreman made an enforced’

exit last year. Foreman screenplayed most of the pix on which the

Kramer outfit's reputation was built, with “High Noon” . the last to

bear his handmark.
None of the critics openly mentioned the split, but the implications

were fairly clear to insiders ip, .a number .of the reviews. The pic, as

a matter of fact, probably profited some by the critics’, feelings in the
matter, since the reviewers appeared to be leaning over backward in

their laudatory com'ments in deference to Foreman.

Paul IviacNamara, chief flack for Telemeter, Paramount’s pay-as-
’

you-go TV systenj, jumped .on the poor returns recently from the Bob
Hope-Bing Crosby telethon to send out a promotion |)iece pointing up
that “entertainment can only be sold on a ca.sh basis,” The 14Vi-hour
Hope-Crosby show received pledges of more than $1,000,000 to send
the American Olympic team abroad! but only about $300,000 of that’
amount has been remitted.

“Results were no surprise to people in the. entertainment business .'

.

.

it is well knovvn fact that entertainment can be sold only on a cash
basis,” MacNamara pointed, out. He also made note of the 'fact that'

had Telemeter been in operation, contributions could have been made
once, while audience enthusiasm was hot.

As part of its campaign for equality, in newspaper ad rates, the
Motion Picture Assn, of America is distributing to advertising man-
agers, publishers and key exhibs throughout the country prexy Eric
Johnston’s talk on “Why Premium Ad Rates?” Speech was delivered
at a press-film symposium sponsored by the Hartford Times in June.
Johnston’s talk points out that the industry is “not asking for lower

prices that are charged other local firms doing business in a competi-
tive atmosphere. We ask only equality in the matter of cost. A fair
shake."

Ohio Censorship
-

I

Continued frv.m.p^ge y ;

-

struck was in Toledo although un-
censor^ed reels were exhibited in
Cleveland and Cinxjinnati also.

Reps of the Motion P.ieture Assn,
of America, which is spearheading'
the end-censorship drive, are ex-
pected to bi on hand for the Smith
hearing. Observers wHl be Sidney
-Schreiber, MPAA chief counsel,
and Tim Claggett, New York press

Case is being handled for the
MPAA by the law firm of Paxton
« Seasongood .while Marshall,
Melhorn. Block &; Belt is repre-
senting Smith.

Majors Get Going-Over
Most of the majors 'Came in for

® going-over from the Independent
iheati e Ow'ners of Ohio in nespect
to tiieir attitude on the censorship
test in Ohio last week. The ITOO
secretary Robert A. Wile in the
organization’s current bulletin ob-
served that the “much heralded
test is now underway as the result
ot our past president, Martin G.
^niilh, in Toledo,

.

We should be condltic
this son of thing,” Wile
but the distributors’

^bine last-minute
:

^uto.the machine!
11 be interested to know

11

9°tnpsbies, Warner Bros

thoiiffK^^M
horro]

bp tts mei
foi^tunately, U:

clean hands and :

was

^tlbutcd it.

like ah distributors

ever^v^i° wrong, side.

P w Smith in Toled

in Pinr.-
'^tir vicepri

office advice
0. took the bull by the

and ran the reel anyway—giving
the censor board the opportunity
to

^

pick its own spot. Lee Hof-
heimer (operator of the Little The-
atre) in Columbus would have run
the reel also if Warners had de-

livered^ the print.

“The Motion Picture Assn, .of

America then properly took ad-
vantage of the Toledo arrest and
will follow it through as originall;?

planned. Eric Johnston’s office has^
nqW grabbed the bull and with our
cooperation will follow through.
Prom here on, the matter will

drag through tlie courts. But in

the meantime, censorship -will go
on until a final determination.”

Utest Film Catalog
Washington, July 29.

A list pf 1(200 theatrical and
non-theatrical motion pictures and
film strips copyright during the

second half of 1951 is contained in

the latest semi-annual issue of the
Motion Pictures and Filmstrips
section of the “Catalog of Copy-
right

.
Entries,” just published by

the Library of Congress.
The motion picture section in-

cludes a listing of films usable for

television, indexes designed to as-

sist film buyers or persons plan-

ning film programs, and a list of

copyright claimants, . producing
companies, sponsors, and authors
represented.
The semi-annual catalogs are

available from the Register of

Copyriglits, Library of Congress,
Washington 25, D.C., for $1 a year.

These catalogs supplement the 1,-

250-page cumulative catalog, en-
titled “Motion Pictures, 1912-39,”

which was published last year.

Nov. Global Preem

For ‘Kilimanjaro’

Revealed by Einfeld
'‘Snows of Kilimanjaro” will

have' a worldwide day-and-date

p.reem early in November, 20th-Fox
td-pub veepee S. Charles Einfeld

revealed Monday (28) upon arriv-

ing in New York on the Ltberte

after a four-^week European junket,

in event French andt Italian dub-
bing of the film is not ready in
time for the unveiling, he said that
the English version may be
screened at the Paris and Rome
openings. -

In the course of the trip, Einfeld :

met with, 20th-Fox reps in ]Rome,
I

Paris, Munich, Genoa, Naples and I

Lisbon to map sales and exploita-
tion plans for the studio’s upcom-
ing product. Exec described at-

tendance at continental film thea-
tres as excellent. He largely at-

tributed this- to the fact that, the
public looks upon attending a pic-

ture as an “important event” inasr
much as most houses rriaintain a
reserved-seat policy and an air of

glamour similar to that of a Broad-
way show.

WB Dae to Reopen

Its Theatre on B’way
Reopening of the Warner The-

atre* on Broadway, Warner Bros.*

New. York flagship, is expected to

take place ' shortly. Since house
shuttered in early June, company
has been attempting to peddle the

long-term Jease. It has held talks

with seveoral of the tele networks,
fcut failed to negotiate a deal. Pres-
ent plans are for WB to opex’ate

the house for straight pix.

Whether theatre will open with
a Warner pic is still a matter of

conjecture. Outfit has been ex-
tremely active recently in peddling
its product to other Main Stem
houses. “Where’s Charley?”’ is

currently at the Music Hall while
“The Story of Will Rogers” is at

the Astor. “Our Lady of Fatima”
follows “Rogers” at the Astor and
will also be seen at the Bijou in a

day-and-date booking. “Big Jim
McClain,” John Wayne s^arrer, is

slated for the Paramount, to follow
the current Martin & Lewis top-
liner, “Jumping Jacks.I’

Warner. Theatre reportedly put
in a bid for Paramount’s “Son of

Paleface,” Bob Hope-Jane Russell-

Rpy Rogers starrer, but was turned
down when it failed to offer Par
what latter considered a big
enough guarantee.
Warner sales chief Ben Kalmen-

son has been conferring with other
Stem operators on deals for up-
coming films. Slated for Broad-
way debut for September are “Man
Behind the Gun” and “The Crim-
son Pirate.” Following in Oct. and
Nov. are “Springfield Rifle,” “Top
Secret” and “The Iron Mistress.”

Fan Mag Sales
Continued from page 3

' r
'

the relation of films and fan mags
to the public.

During his short stay here Man-
heimer visited with heads of all

major studios and reported to

them that what the film-going pub-
lic wants most, as reflected in their

letters and In the policy of the

fan mags, is new faces on the

screen.
‘“Fan magazines only have the

space to print an infinitesimal

amount of the letters which they

receive * from readers requesting

more information, more layouts,

more galleries of the new up-and-

coming stars in their screen fare,”

Manheimer * stated. “Our editors

have trouble getting njore studios

'to submft cover and art layouts

on newcomers because they want
to push the old established stars

instead.

“The fan mags are closer to the

public than the studios, it would
seem. Look through the film pub-

lications on the newsstand and no-

tice how much space is devoted

to the new and younger players.

Fan mags have no ‘captive audi-

ence'—they have to sell in a fierce-

ly competitive field and it has been
proven that the way to excel is to

put more stress on new faces.

“Magazine publishers have ah
immediate and accurate index to

the public’s interest in this re-

spect because they can see the

newsstand sales .
fluctuate from

month to month in accordance with

the emphasis on new players.”

IS

COMPO Dues Cdlection

Diffe» in E#ch Area
While the general plan is to

have exhibs. write out a check for
their COMPO dues and hand it

ov^r. to fllm company salesmen
forYorwarding to the industry org’s

headquarters, the procedure may
work differently in some areas.

Salesmen will make the rounds of

theatremen to pick up the CQMPO
coin during the week of Aug, 11.

New York’s Metropolitan Mo-
tion Picture Theatres Assn, has
decided to cOllept the COMPO
money from its members instead
of having th.e drummers soliciting

them. Independent Theatre Owners
Assn., also N. Y., and a few exhib
associations in the field may do
the same.

'Bargain Rates’ a Key

In Arbitration Setup
Still definitely In as part of the

projected Industry arbitration sys-

tem is organized conciliation ma-
chinery with which theatremen,
who are in economic distress, will

be given the opportuhity of obtain-

ing v relaxed terms pn' rentals.

They’re referred to as “bargain
rates” in some quarters.

All fllm companies who'll be
party to the arbitration setup have
agreed to the ebneiliation idea*.

Under the plan, theatremen who
can prove they’re undergoing eco-

nomic hardship will first seek out

eased terms from the local branch
manager. If the exhiU? are not

satisfied with the deals offered

they can take their beefs to con-

ciliation panels to be set up in each
exchange area.

. Actually, the idea of such spe-

cial consideration has been placed

into effect by some companies al-

ready, but on an individual and
.informal basis. If success is met
in drafting an arbitration program,

the conciliation system, lt_[s be-:

lieved, would be adopted in uni-

form and formal manner.

Arbitralion

! — Continued from page 7

tion may be ebbing In some quar-

ters, no one is giving up in the

pursuit of an agreeable method of

settling intra-trade squabbles. This

was seen in the exhibs’ willingness

to reconvene with the non-presi-

dential distrib reps,- plus the ap-

parently relaxed attitude of the

distrib negotiators on the matter

of bidding.

With the new series of meetings
approaching, it's privately agreed
on both sides that whatever plan

is developed by the two negotiating

committees must be accepted in its

entirety by the entire industry. It’s

pointed out that the viirious items

in the field of trade practices more
or less overlap. Consequently, If,

say, a paragraph on bidding in the

arbitration plan is to be revised, all

previous ground covered must be
reconsidered in the light of the

bidding revision.

Core of the one troublesome part

of bidding is that the arbitration-

system aimed for must be a volun-

tary one. Concerning this, it’s

said, large theatres could be the

“villains.” If smaller houses in an
area have a grievance and the

larger spots are'a party to the com-
plaint, the latter must be agree-

able to arbitration, If they refusq
to arbitrate, the lesser situations

simply cannot force *an arbitratioii

proceeding.

'Another factor, jay some ob-
servers, is that the exhib reps in

the huddles are being particularly

careful about any language In the
arbitration plan which would re-

flect or even suggest their endorse-
ment of bidding. For this reason,

it’s said, much time was lost in the
past over phraseology in drafting

the arbiter plan.

Important point stressed by both
sides is that the system which
eventually is adopted will be an
experimental one. It will be sub-
ject to re-inspection by the two
sides after a given period, of per-

haps two years, and must, be
okayed anew before it’j made per-

1
manent.

Indianapolis, July. 29.

Active support of . local mer-
chants to help hypo theii' own biz

as well as
^
theatre b.o: Is being

sought by Indlioia exWbs, 'who
poinf out strongly that poox' film
business affects the economy of

surrounding stores,

“A coxnmunlty without an up-to-
date movie theatre ik a dead one
from 'a'’ business standpoint,” the
bulletin of the Allied Theatre Own-
ers of Indiana declares. Unfortu-
nately, the hulletin, says, there are
some communities where 'the busi-
nessmen take the theatre for
granted, and **it takes a dark thea-
tre to prove the point to thexn,”
The ATOI cites the case Of a

theatre closing in a small town
near Indianapolis. It reports the
reopening of the house by the mex'-

chants on a ^cooperative ari'auge-

ment, with people of the area get-
ting their tickets from the busi-
nessmen free, with no strings at-

tached. .Fifty business firms, en-
compassing almost every sort of
oneration, supported the nroject,
the exhib bulletin notes,** “It*s too
bad,” it says, “that merchants in

some towns can’t give thla*sort of
cooperation to the theatre before
it has to close because of lack of
support,”
The Indiana exhlh org also notes

that many other businesses are
suffering “by people .staying at
home to watch T'V.” These view-
ers, it is stressed, do not visit res-
taurants as often, do not attend the
beauty shops as frequently, buy
less gasoline, and reouire dry clean-
ing sexwice less often. “If you
think about it,” the exhib outfit

tells its members, “vou can expand
this list almost endlessly.”

Theatre-owners group suggests
that Its members join with, local

merchants to sponsor a theatre-
restaurant night, plugging the
event with the slogan !‘Take Her
Out at Least One Night a Week,”
theme of a campaign currently be-
ing used in Detroit..

New British Film Prod. Aid
London, July 22.

A new ‘ technical aid to produc-
tion, designed to facilitate filming

of musical numbers and big crowd
scenes, is to be put into operation
.at Associated British- Elstree stu-

dios. after three years research
work by sound technicians headed
by Harold King, the company’s
recording director.

Known as the “silent playback,”
the device consists of a tiny port-

able amplifier and a miniature
earphone, the same size and shape
as a normal deaf aid.

COMPO Fate

, _

- —
r

Continued from page 7

COMPO fold. Leaders of these

regional units, because of person-

ality conflicts or the traditional

Wariness of distrib sbeuanigans,
more or less can be regarded as

permanently out of COMPO de-

spite its achievements, lt*s be-

lieved.'

Meanwhile, non-members as well

as members will be asked to chip

'in to build COMPO’s general fund,
which will be tapped to finance the

tax program. This means that vir-

tually every theatre in the coun-
try will be asked to participate

when the drive to collect COMPO
dues takes place during the week
of Aug. 11. •

During that seven-day span film

company salesmen from all ex-

change centres will call on the-

atremen in their respective areas.

I^blbs will be asked to sign pledge
cards and signature checks in

amounts to cover their COMPO
dues for the period of one year.

Distribs will^-match the collections

dollar fox’ dollar.

Remarkable strides have been
taken in organizational work pre-

liminary to the revenue roundup
and the direct efforts to eliminate

ihe Feds’ levy.. Some exhibs in

every state in the union have
agreed to serve on local commit-
tee.s to handle the tax endeavor,

and the first meetings of COMPO
groups in all exchange cities took

place late last week. Second round
of such sessions took place Mon-
day (28) and the third is slated for

next Monday. All details of the

solicitation of the COMPO dues
will have been worked out te’ the

end of that third set of meetings,

it's figured.
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Paramountm ep

TAKES HER PLACE

IN THE SUN AS THE BIG-MONEY

LOVE STORY OF 1952...

,i.lMIRIAM HOPKINS
EDDIE ALBERT

Produced «nd Directed Ly WILLIAM WYLER
ly RUTH ^nd AUGUSTUS GOET^

from tL* AmerlcAu CUii«ic, SISTER CARRIH
h THEQPQRB DREISER

“Carrie” shapes up magnificen^y
I

in her first dates! Paramount selected them

carefully to prove her magnetic appeal to

mass midsummer audiences who everywhere

are flocking to see her “seething,
4

4

passionate love stor)f'^ (n.y. Mirror)

And “Carrie” has those heautiful

boxoffice legs for long m$-third big week

starts today at Hew York Capitol.

At the Capitol last summer, “A Place

In The Sun” began its climb to the top of

1951's grossers. Today in all her dates.

“Carrie”, is being compared favorably

with that great money-hit by both the press
\

and the public.

No wonder “Carrie” is the exhibitor’s

favorKe gal to date today!
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For the Week Endini: Tuesday (29)

Weekly Weekly Weekly Tucs, Net.
Vol.itt High Low Close Change
100s for week

N y. stock Exchange
. . 30 101/4 9% 10% + %

CBS. '“A” • v ^ 13 34% 33% * 34% + %
CBS, “B” 4 • • 11 34^4 333/i 34% -}- %

» . 52 131/4 11% 13% +1%
, 113 8% 8% 8% — %

•Eastman Kofiak l’?8 44% 44% 4434 • 4* %
.. 221 12"% 12% .'123^ + a

PaYamount.;. , . .
. . . 84 .223^ 22% 223/4 + %

Phllco ..t 107 33% 32% • 32% + %
RCA . . 294 . 27% 26% 263/4

RKO Pictures ... 128 41/8 3% 4

BKO Theatres , • . j.15 * 3% 3% 3% 1

18 4 33/4 3% + %
Rep., pfd. t »>»»•••»»• • * . . . 4 9% 9% 9%
jZOth-Fox: , * ... 91 15V4 15 15% + %
Un. Par. Th , . . 9,6 14% 13% 14

... 12 12% 12 12% — %
XJniv. pfd. ... 2 65 65 65 {1
Warner Bros 1 . . . 61 12% 12% 12% — %
Yenith .... 24 79% 77 77 — %
N, Y. Curb Exchange •

Du Mont ... 84 15% 15% 15% 4" %
"Monogram. - . • . 33 3%. •2%. .3 ,

Technicolor. . . . . ... . .

.

... 12 2h’% 21% 21% 4- %
'Over-the-Cowter' Securities Bid Ask
Ciuecolor ... . 1% 1%
iChesapeafce Industries (Rathe) . .

.

. 3% 4%
U. A Theatres ../.r.. . 4% 5%
Walt Disney ^

.

. 7% 8

(Qttbtatiohs furnished by Dreyfus.

&

Co.)

V»

Exhibs’ Squeeze Play
Continued from page 5

He may ' see on their television

TV Behind Suit?

Theatremen believe the suit

steiTuped from much D. C, political

maneuvering and the real culprits

behind it were television interests.

As a result, the theatre ops are
resorting to ’ i>olitical counter-
attack, hopeful of bringing enough
pressure on the D. of J. from Con-
gress to discourage any active pur-
suit of the complaint.

There were many tipoifs on the
course which the battle will tajke.

Typically, Trueman Rembusch,
former president of AJlied States
Asijn. and now prexy of Allied
Theatre Owners of Indiana, re-
vealed that several members of the
unit’s board of directors want a
complaint lodged with the House
Small Business Committee, asking
the House group to intercede lia

exhibition’s behalf.

Rembusch also disclosed that at-
tempts will be made to line up
Senators Capehart and Jenner of
Indiana plus all the states’ House
reps in the exhibs’ camp, Rem-
busch added: ‘Tt is the private
feeling of exhibition in this tra->
ditionally Republican state that
the Justice Department's action
smacks of politics between tele-
vision and the present Democratic
administration.” • ^
Abram F. Myers, Allied’s board

chairman, reminded that in several
Instances in the past he has
warned of the “insidious efforts

television interests
through political channels to gain
access to the choicest films. Those
warnings apparently were ignored

companies; at least no
enort was made to oppose the ac-
tivities in Washington of the tele-
vision lawyer-poUticians. There-
fore the good faith of some (film)
company executives, as well as the
In theatres, is involvedm this proceeding.”
Myers promised that Allied —

wnose membership comprises thou-

1
?^ small, indie theatremen

throughout the nation — is going
n the warpath and “will exhaust

Jinn
available; including

to committees -of Con-

A
exhib leader further
“18,000 theatres are

destroyed at the
bureaucrat acting at

trv
of the television indus-

try, however useful the latter may
^i^^tain politicians.”
Exhibs Side With Distribs

1 -
'^J^rious aspect of the situation

hAvor?'+ 1
.^® theatremen — who

^ named defendants in

th! K suit—are carrying
distributors, who

leacf complaint, at

th(»v
^istrib reps state

thp^
oood plenty of time ’to study

^apped^
strategy can be

factor drawing more
of

interest is the extent

hih. ^VP^®®sure which the ex-

behaif^^^
bring to bear in their

Yorir^'k
,?°oie observers in New

coiilfi „ showmen
d exert great power, actually

TOP EXHIBS PROTEST

SUIT TO TRUMAN
Dallas, July 29.

Threatened use of tTie nation’s
pix house screens was Included in
messages to President Truman and
Gov. Adlal E. ^Stevenson, Demo-
cratic nominee for President, over
the weekend by six local theatre
chain exeqs. Protesting last week’s
Government suit filed in L. A.,
which would, in effect, force film

studios to make their pix available

to TV, local exhib group branded
the suit “political.’.

Wires were signed by R. J.

O’Connell, v.p.-general manager of

Interstate Theatres, Inc.; Ed Row-
ley, prexy of Rowley United Thea-
tres; piaude Ezell, head of Claude
Ezell & Associates; Phil Isley, of

Phil Isley Theatres, Inc.; H. J. Grif-

fith, of H. J. Griffith Theatres, and
Col. H. A. Cole, head of Texas
Allied Theatres.
Top exhibs here, at a protest

meeting, chose Rowley to head a

committee for group action in

Texas. Accepting the post, Rowley
stated Texas exhibs will not stand

by and see “this great injustice de-

prive us of ourviivelihood, If. nec-

essary, we phin to use all the tal-

ents and resources at our command
to combat this unfair action

brought against us by the Justice

Dept.”

more than they’re aware of them-
selves, if they choose to do so. It’s

felt that the exhibs should em
counter little difficulty in lining
up the support of lawmakers via
•personal contacts and the telegram
approach, particularly in an elec-
tion year when the legislators
themselves, in turn, are looking
for support.
Named in the action as de-

fendants are all film companies
except Paramount and Metro.
There was no evidence that Par
and M-G engaged in any con-
spiracy, said the D. of J. Theatre
OwneVs of America was named a
co-conspirator but not a defendant.

Listing of TOA in the complaint
also had political implications, say
some in the film trade. ‘ This out-
fit's membership roster includes
the important, well-heeled circuit
operators, and the D. of J. prefers
the psychological and public sup-
port-winning 4dea of fighting
“wealthy” interests, it's charged.

Mayer-Ginerama
Continued from page 3

duced the pix for a Broadway run
at a cost of about $750,000. ' T-T
holds exclusive world rights to the
Cinerama system for five years,
but the company must make two
films a year during that period to
fulfill terms of the deal.

Todd, who* was originally to be
the producer of the films for T-T,
is now said to be working only on
the promotion and advertising of

the product, with no voice in man-
agement or financing -of the com-
pany. T-T, which will shortly
change its name to Cinerama Pro-
ductions, Inc., has options to buy
a total of about 1,000,000 shares
of Cinerama, Inc., stock. That
would give it working control of

the system.

Right to Buy 500,000

It has the right to buy 500,000
shares of the 999,999 held by
Reeves Soundcraft Corp. (headed
by Hazard Reeves, who played a

part in the development, along
with Inventor Fred Waller) and
500,000 shares held by Cinerama,
Inc. T-T is entitled to buy the
first 200,000 shares of common at

60c upon presentation of its first

film prior to ah Oct, 31, 1952, dead-

line. Options are good until 1954,

when with completion of the third

pic T-T can buy 50,000 shares at

$6 .

Roberts said this week that a per-

centage arrangement with a guar-

antee had been made with the

Shuberts for the Broadway. Plans
have been drawn for conversion of

the 1,900-seat legiter for the three

sets of projectors and the theatre-

wide screen required for Cinerama.
Pix, a series of shorts designed

to show Cinerama off to best ad-

vantage, will be exhibited 16 times

weekly, with each show having two
intermissions, according to Rob-
erts. He said he thought the ad-

mission tap might be around
$2.40.

ITO’s Wile Protests

Govt.’s 16m Suit
Columbus, July 29.

A strongly-written letter of pro-
test to the Government’s antitrust

suit against distributors refusing to

sell 16m film to televisioh ' was
fired off to the U. S. Department
of Justice last week by Robert A.

Wile, executive secretary of the In-

dependent Theatre Owners of Ohio.

The letter said:

“The officers of this organiza-

tion, which represents several hun-
dred theatres in Ohio, with Ah in-

vestment of many millions , of dol-

lars, instruct me to convey to you
their shock and amazement- at the

antitrust suit filed against the mar
jor distributors for refusing to sell

their 16m films to television.
^

“In view of the economic state

of the theatres at the present

time, we are at a loss to under-

stand how you can feel that com
petition can be fostered or the. an-

titrust law be served by building

a new' industry which* would de

prive all of these theatres of their

income. We earnestly hope that

you will reconsider this act when
you realize that the investments

of several hundred theatre own-

ers and the livelihood of several

thousand of their.employees would

be jeopardized if your prosecution

were successful.”

'The letter was addressed to Atty.

Gen. James McGranery. Copies

were distributed to members of

the ITO.

Roach Deals
Continued from page 3

McGranery
sr Continued from page 5

companies except Paramount and
Metro. There was no evidence of
a conspiracy Involving Par and
M-G said the D. of J, Listed as
an alleged co-conspirator but not
a defendant is the Theatre Owners
of America.
Film business generally is not

taking the case on its face valuo.

Mlhneapolis, July '29,

Meeting- in; executive session

‘Ws week Prior to the 41st
miefc hidden in the surprise Gov- . , -

ernment action, Thos^ on the top ^i®unial convention, Aug. 4-8, of-

level state that the making of nar- fleers comprising the executive
row-gauge available to schools, board of the International Alliance
churches, etc., is of minor consid- Theatrical Stage Employees and

stature which justify any large- Operators are con-

scale suit as’ the one filed. sidering way§ and means to organ-
That leaves only the conclusion ize TV union’s and to increase em-

that television interests are put-
ting on a squeeze, hunting a back-
door method to force the release
of features to TV. Whether the
features are on 16m or 35m is in-
significant, it’s said, since the ques-
tion involved is the negative rights
In the pix.

Film company homeoffice. execS"|

ployment in television for their
present members in order to off-
set job losses caused by’ theatre
closings.

In planning convention details
and preparing final reports for the
convention, the board .also was de-
bating measures th’at could be
taken to help stimulate film at-

and attornays were espaelally, riled tendance and aid In bringing about
^er the fact that no effort by the repeal of the Federal 209b amuse*
D. of J. was made to consult with
them prior to Institution Of the ac-
tion. Also causing suspicion among
the New Yorkers was the D. of J.

selection of the L. A. .F e d e r a 1

Court. Although the suit was filed
on Tuesday (22); it was not] until

ment admission tax besides 'other-
wise taking action tliat would as-
sist in keeping exhibitor “In
business.”

Among those here for the pre-
liminary meetings are Interna-

'

lak Thursday Aat Ses 6f the
President Richard P. Walsh,

last inursuay mat copies oi me necicfnnf t csgao
complaint reached Gotham.
On this count,, film company

reps believe there should be little

difficulty in switching the case to

N.Y. if it reaches the litigation

stage. Companies will" press this
on the grounds that the Industry’s
principal business activities are
conducted in N.Y. and a trial 3,000
miles away would result in incon-

his assistant, Thomas Jl, $hea, and
general secretoiy-treasurer Wil-
liam P. Raoul and their staffs.

Waleott-Marciano
Continued from page 3

ager. Gate proved somewhat disap-

venience and many hampering de- pointing, and Marciano and the In-

lays. ternational Boxing Club, the pro-
Suit Unites Pixites moters, felt badly about losing the

In addition to coming as a big tA^^^^res might

shock, the Government attack had muttering

the immediate effect of uniting

producers, distribs and exhibs in
the same camp. Republic prez
Herbert J. Yates said he failed to
understand how Rep could con-
ceivably be one of the targets. He
pointed out that Rep has been
licensing films to TV for the past
12 months and commented that no
D. .of J. rep “had made any effoti

to learn the true facts from us in
this matter.”

Exhib toppers across the coun-
try were aghast over the suit and
hastened to tell McGranery so.

Wilbur Snaper, president -of Al-
lied States Assn., penned a quick
letter to the Attorney General
protesting the action. Trueman
Rembusch, head of Indiana Allied,

at the stadium that Hurley had
“outsmarted” himself.

Result is that IBC, Marciano and
undoubtedly Walcott will be in a
favorable mood to dicker for the
September fray. However, it Is

understood that by no means out of
the picture is the possibility of
home tele showing the fights with
the local territory blacked out.

Brief duration of the Marclano-
Matthews setto would have posed
a problem for the theatres that
they haven’t run into before in
their telecasts. Other fights have
gone the full route or most of it.

Customers ift theatres who got
only five minutes of fisticuffs for
$2.40 or $3.60 would have no more
room to squawk, of course, than

fo
much more to get

correction of the undei’handed and
misleading attempt of the^ .tele-

vision monopoly through the U. S.

Department of Justice, to, force
motion picture producers to make

into the stadium, ' Nevertheless,
theatremen are fearful that such
an event would cause undue grous-
ing.

Joe Roberts, who produces spe-

lease, whereby he would make di-

rect deals with regional exhibs

Latter wou^d guarantee the cost of

the film on a territorial basis and

would handle the distribution

themselves on a states-rights pro-

cedure.
Roach has brought to New York

pilot films of two one-hour shows,

both broken up into quarter-hour

segments. Each quarter-hour unit

is a complete story in itself, al-

lowing for multiple sponsorship of

the hour-long shows. Vidpix are

known as “Children’s Hour” and

“Actors' Hour.” If his new ar-

rangement goes through. Roach

expects to use his “staff” players

in these films. It is the producer’s

contention, that players should

only be used in short sequences on

TV, enough to arouse interest in

viewers to want to see the stars in

theatres.

“A name player,” he says, “can't

sustain a half-hour television show
for 39' weeks without losing the

interest of the audience.” He be-

lieves that tele can be a valuable

adjunct to theatrical pix and de-

cried the ostrich-like attitude of

the major filmeries. “The future

of the business is great,” he main-

tains,^ “but the N large companies
cannot continue to exist without

other sources of income.”
Roach said that he had discussed

his combined vidpix- theatrical

films scheme with Leonard Gold-

stein, Leo McCarey and George
Stevens, and that all three had ex-

pressed interest. He noted, how-
ever, that there were no talks on
specific deals.

available their film at a pittance cial pix Of IBC fights for theatres

to free TV.” .
not equipped with tele, had cam-

Officers of Independent Theatre erameh on the scene Monday night.

Owners of Ohio, Columbus, con- He decided, however, not to at-

veyed their “shock and amaze- tempt to make or sell a film on
ment” anent the suit in a lett.er the round-and-a-half. It was felt

to McGranery. “Tfie investments that not enough coin would be had
of several hundred theatre owners from it to make it profitable.

'

and the livelihood of several thou-
sands of their employees would be
jeopardized if your prosecution

were successful,” Robert A. Wile,

ITOO’s exec secretary, said ia the'

letter.

Ha^;^ Brandt, N. Y. circxdt Op

Even had the glove-slinging gone
the full distance, Robert wasn't
committed on making a pic, and he
had made no attempt to sell it in

advance. He has come to the con-
clusion that only fights filled*with
sufficient thrills to make them in-^d head of 'Independe^ Theatre

1 worthwhile for the
Owners Assn., in another letter to

McCJranery, branded the suit as
“ill-advised ,and contrary to the

American principle of free enter-

prise because the showing of a

theatrical feature film on tele-

vision destroys its commercial
value for theatrical exhibition

—

the normal market for which the
film was^ originally produced."

Brandt added: “This suit fur-

nished tangible evideuce of the
misleading attitude that has been
so ingeniously generated in im-
portant Government circles and in

the public mind.” Brandt further
complained that “self-seeking

forces”

20rminute pix he's been distribut-

ing, since the film can't ever be
better than the fight itself. There-
fore, Roberts had his cameramen
shooting on the gamble that if the
battle proved exceptionally inter-

esting, he’d rush a film out the fol-

lowing day.

D. J. Greene
Continueil from page 7

he’ll still undoubtedly require

plenty of support from indie share-
constantly are striving to holders at the next annual meeting,

dupe the public into believing that Howard Hughes is the largest

everything' capable of being tele- stockholder with 929,000 of the
vised should fall within the public close to 4,000,000 shares outstand-
domain without regard to property ^ig.
rights.

NEW TEL-AYiV CINEMA
Tel-Avlv, July 22.

The Armon-David, 600-seat cin-

ema, was opened recently in Tel- --

Aviv. Cinema w«is under construe- publicly, at least—been hving nar-

tion for over three years. moniously with prexy Sol Schwartz

Opening picture, French produc- and the other three opposition dl-

tion of. “La Eonde,” is doing well, rectors.

Hughes* shares are In trustee-

ship with Irving Trust, N. Y.

Greene has been attempting to

wrest control by exceeding the

Hughes vote, but since becoming

a member of the board has

—
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Film Renews
CiMLtliiued from paf« t

comparatively short footage as the
other ..girl,

.

The Technicolor cameras wield-

ed by Edward Crdwiager make
much of the story’is natural swamp
locale, adding interest to the melo-
dramatics as the plot unfolds. It

finds Hunter searching the swamp
for his dog eight years after Bren-
nan and Miss Peters have taken
refuge in its dank depths. They
capture him, but later guide him
out when he promises to see that

Brennan, gets a fair trial ori

charges of murder. ' Inevitably, it

comes out that Brennan is inno-
cent, as he claims, and when the
real killers se^ to pr^event Bren-
nan from making his charges in
court, one goes to his death in a

mud sink while the other is saved
to clear the .‘falsely accused. Dur-
ing the course of events, Hunter,
betrothed to Miss. Smith, falls in

love with Miss Peters to give the
melodramatics a happy ending.

The basic passions with which
the novel was concerned do not
run as rampant in this version as
they did in the earlier screen
treatment. Hunter has his romance
moments with 'both the Misses
smith and ‘Peters. Principals have
competent Support from Tom
Tully, Harry Shannon, Will
Wright, Jack Elaift, Harry Carter
and ' Pat Hogan, in getting this
initial Robert L. Jacks production
on film. Ticture is well-framed
with outdoor values and rates a
good music score from Pranz Wax-
man. Brog.

Affairs of m Model
(SWEDll^H)

Union Film Distributor* releoso of
Swedish Films production. Stars Al£ KeJI-
Ijn, MaJ'Brltt Nilsson, Directed by Gustaf
Molander. Screenplay, Ilune Llndstrom;
camera, Ake Dahlqvist; music. E, -EcUertr
Lundin. Tradeshown In N. Y.. July 23,
*S2. Running time, SI MINS.
Erik Lunde Alf Kiellln
Dora Svensspn... MaJ-Qrltt Nilsson-
Vera . . Marianne Lofgren
The Count Olof Wlnnerstrand
Consul-^leneral. Stlg Jarrel
Gregerson ...Oscar Wlnge
Byluhd .Carl-Gunnar Wingard
Rune .Georg Funkquist
Fru Ohlsson Anna^lsa Baude
The General Sven Bergvall

around, as various others, try to

gain possession of secret treasures
hidden aboard the ship before it

At the fade-outj a crooked in-

surance investigator has been
killed while trying to make off

with the gems he’s located, and
several others Have either been
rounded up or killed while at-

tempting to. make off with the
fabulous gold treasure aboard.
Archer, who’s now proven himself
.. good citizen, has also proven
to be romantically acceptable to

Miss Chapman.
Archer turns in a forceful per-

formance to meet the demands of

the script while Miss Chapman has
little to> do as femme Interest.

Among those impressing in • the
supporting lineup are Harry Lau-
ter, Marvin Press and Ralph San-
ford.

William F, Broidy and Wesley
E. Barry, as exec "jproducer and
producer, respectively,, have re-
alized full minor-budget potentiali-

ties from the script, which also

drawy good direction from Frank
McDonald.

'
‘ Neal.

SeuU Ah Monde
(Alone In The World)

(FRENCH)
Paris, July 22.

Diceina production* and rclcave. Star*
Rene Lefevre,. Madelelite Robinaon; fpa-
tui‘ex Raymond Cerdy, Lbul* Seigner,
JeMn Ozchne. Rapheal Fatournl. Directed
by Rene' ’ Ghana*; ' acrcenplay; R*h« Le-
fevre; camera, Nicola* Toporkoff; editor,
J^cque* Poltrenaud. ’

, At Paramount,
PArl*. Running time, H MINI.
Francoi* . . . ; -.Rene I,e£evr«
Genevieve Madeleine Robinton
Jule* .'.Raymond Cordy
Campbell .Jean .Ozenne
Director .Loul* Seigner
Lawyer -..Raphael Patouml

more impressive are the Rccom-'
panying sound, effects. The shrill

whistle-like noise, Of the- jet at full

speed represents a triumph for the
recording "crew.

The visionary in the filip is su-

perbly played by Ralph Richard-
son. His ambition to make the first

faster-than-soURd plane has brought
him nothing but grief and disas-

ter. He sees his only son killed on
his first solo try; he accepts the es-

trangement * of his daughter when
his ‘son-in-law crashes while mak-
ing the first attempt to crash the
barrier. But he; capnot stop risking
lives to make progress, and the
final triumph is accompanied by a

tender reunion with 'his daughter
and her newborn son.j

Other roles are sincerely etched
by a polished team of British art-

ists. Ann Todd's portrayal of the
daughter correctly yields the emo-
tional ' angle. She' points up the
woman's point of view, selfish but
sincere, with a delicate simplicity.

In contrast, Nigel Patrick plays her
husband in a superficially light-

hearted fashion, almost betraying
his own emotions on the eve of his

fatal crash.
^
John Justin, as the

pilot who penetrates the sound
barrier, Dinah Sheridan, as his

wife, and Joseph Tomelty, as the
aircraft designer, contribute ex->

presslve pertormancts.
David 'Lean- s dirCetton is bold

aiid imaginative while Jack HUd-
yard. has done a first-class- job of
lensing. Milyro.

(In Swedish; English Titles)
Aside from a couple of disrobing

scenes and two love sequences,
Affairs of a Model” has little to

offer the American market. This
Swedish import has too many pro-
duction flaws, is overacted and has
a silly story. Also,. it has no names
that, mean anything on U.S. mar-
quees.

Tale of a Jobless artist's model
who falls In love with a rising
young sculptor, (be sees her only
as a perfect model), is told at a
pedestrian pace. Both model and
artist center their efforts on sell-
ing Parliament on the idea of a
national monument, but much ex-
traneous matter is tossed in with
excessive verbiage.

Maj.-Britt Nilsson, as the model,
indicates some thespian potentiah*
ties as well as. suitable chassis for
the role. Alf Kjellin suffices as
the young sculptor. Stlg Jarrel and
Olof Wlnnerstrand top an ade-
quate supporting cast. Wear.

This film deals simply with the
problems of orphaned children and
their adaption to . life. Obvious
story line and lack- of penetrating
characterizations rob this of the
depth and feeling it needs. Moppet
work is a bit stilted. Film has little
chance abroad; except In lowercase
situations.

Story concerns a social worker
whose offended humanity has him
making off with a bunch of moppets
to make a life for themselves out-
side state Institutions. He gets a
house donated by a sympathetic
philanthropist and builds his own
humane orphanage, where he icels
pangs at adaption of his' wards.
Into this comes a simple, kindly
woman who takes the Mr. Chips
and kids in hand for an eventual
happy end.

Direction is slow and wandering,
but manages to make a few poign-
ant points in Its theme of^childish
innocence and adult' ihdiiference.
Rene Lefevre Is touching as the
idealistic social worker, and Mad-
eleine Robinson is appealing as the
woman, though her character is
left murky. Lensing has a tendency
to flatness, and editing, doesn’t take
off wordiness of the story. Moppbts
are a bit self-consCious and not too
well handled. Mask.

SoMHil Barricir
(BRITISH)

Le Burnet; Best
FrandeHrii

(The Smuggler's Ball)
(FRANCO-BELGIAN) .

Paris, July 22.
AGDC relesM of Tcvefilm .production.

Directed by Henri Storck; screenplay,
CMarle*- Spattk} camera, Eugene Shuftan.
Feature* J; P, Kerlen, Francois* Rosay,
Paul Frahkeur, . Christian Leni'er, Daniel
Ivernel, Andre '•Valmy, Raymond Pelle-
srin, Yves DenlaUd. At Balzac, Paris,
Running time, IM. MINS.-
Mnie. , Deme.use Francolse Rosay
Pierre J, P. Kerlen
Achllle- Yve* Denlaud
Slskn Christian Lenier
Auguste Paul FrankeUr

Sea 'Figer

Good action melodrama for
supporting market.

Hollywood, July 24.
Monog^m release of William F. Rroldy

(Wesley E. Barry) production. Stars John
Archer., and Margxierite Chapman; fea-
tores Harry Lauter. Ralph Sanford. Mar-ym Press. John. Mylong. Directed by^ank McDonald^ •creenplay, Sam Roeca;
story. "Island Freighter,'^ by Charles Yer-
Row; camera, John Martin: editor, Aco
Herman. Previewed . July '52. Run-
ning time, n Mi NS.
Ben McGrun John Archer
Jenu^ Marguerite Chapman
Jon Edmun Harry Lauter

Harry Ralph Sanford
Quick Boy Marvin Press
Hennlck John Mylong
sh)la Mary Cordoy
B«ndy Paul McGuire
Williams Lyle 'nibot
Klavler Sam Flint
Ist Seaman Chad Mallory
3nd Seaman John Reese

M!onogram's "Sea Tiger” fills

the bRl for the-exhibitor in search
of a melodramatic supporter. Au-
diences desiring a dish of actionful
mystery will find this to their lik-

ing.
Actually, there’s enough skull-

duggery within the Sam Roeca
script for two pix. Taken from a
Charles Yerkow original tagged
"Island Freighter,”' tale details ef-

forts of sea captain John Archer
to disprove the erroneous impres-
sion that he was a Jap agent dur-
ing the war. He gets command of
*n old freighter, almost a derelict,

In New Cruinea waters, but“ shortly
thereafter it* part-owner is mur-
dered and sole ownership falls to

Marguerite Chapman. Thereafter,

pair prove the only law-abiders

Ralph Richardlmii, Ann Todd
in strong British -meller; fine
U.S. entry.

U u, u r .

Dondon, July 22,
M release' ef. Lohdeil -Film*

RflPh Richardson, AnnTodd, Nigel Patrick, John Ju»Un. D£-
lected by David Lean. Screenplay. Ter-

R«ttigan; camera. Jack HUdyard;
Malcolm

Arnold. At Carlton, London,.. Jnly 22, '52.
Running time. Ill MIN*. •

• Richardson
-Ann Todd

Garthwalte Nigel Patrick
- John Juatin

wn? Dinah Sheridan
®P*rk»... Joaeph Tomelty

Christopher Ridgefield. ..Denholm ElliottWindy Williams .lack AUen
Jlctcher. Ralph Michael
A.l .A. OKicer

,Don^d Harron

Technically, artistically and emo-
tionally, this is a topflight British
offering. Although not a prestige
picture in the conventional sense
of the word, it should gq_ a long
vyay in raising the sagging banner
for British films. It is not only a
fine piece of entertainment, but
also a timely tribute to the vision
of British scientists -who have de-
signed aircraft that can fly faster
than sound. Cast nafnes spell nice
U.S. boxoffice.
The story, of course, has been

fictionalized, but the entire theme
has a factual background which re-
moves it from the realm of phan-
tasy. The screenplay by Terence
Rattigan emerges as a stirring and
moving drama; the characters are
.thoughtfully drawn; and the tensed-
up atmosphere is achieved without
-re.sort to false thrills.

Dwarfing the individual perform-
ers. good though they are, are the

,

magnificent air "sequences, with
impressive and almost breathtak-,
ing dives by the jet as it attempts
to crash the sound barrier. Even

This deals with the fatuity of
borders in using the recent Benelux
frontier agreements as a spring-
board- Serio-comic- asipects and a
profusion, of border shifting plus
a'hackcd-tlp story line make this

an uneven pic, and not one to

appeal to the art house or sure-
seater audiences.

Story has the Belgian, Dutch and
German' frontier before and after

the Benelux formation that cut out
custom* regulations. A cynic, be-
loved by the daughter of the head
Belgian customs man, is calmly
plying hi* smuggling trade betwixt
the countries. There is a love feud
When a young customs man comes
oh the scene and tries to make
love to the girl. There is also the
story of the shoe manufacturer
who goes bankrupt when his coun-
try Is flooded by cheaper Dutch
shoes after the lowering of customs
barriers. The smugglers save the
day by hauling the shoes to Ger-
many for sale and then have a big
party to fete th* continuance of
borders which 'gives them a living.

Film is as complicated as the
problems and has a tendency to

-WRuder. Direction is honest hut
does not sock home the drama or
clarify the .character and border
conflicts.

'Yves Deniaud gives one of his
familiar laconic takeoffs on a kind-
ly customs' man. J. P! 'Kerien is

properly phlegmatic as the smug-
gling king, and Christian Lenier
does well with the difficult role of
a simple country lass who is not
above loosing the dogs on a rival
in love. Lesser roles are good,
Lensing is fine and editing keeps
coherence in the rapidly-changing
border locales. Mask.

entation, and direction Is handled
with dexterity,

i
ejFpecially iii se-

quences oj^ the hetoine'R escape
from prisott through the city^s un-
derground sewers.

Casting ox actors like Francisco
de Paula, Guillermo Battaglia and
others in tiny 'bit parts seems a

wasteful move,' unless, as often
happens here, their help was en-

listed on a cuffo basis for "pa-
triotic” or "political" reasons.

Political propaganda is one ob-
jective of the prewuction, although
without any overt mention; the un-
derlying theme .is that '.justice and
decent treatment have improved
since the. present regime, whereas
in point of fact conditions in the
women's jails ape just as bad as

thjey always were.
Some unpleasant aspects of per-

version are treated quite openly.
Which makes it all the more sur-
prising that the Censorship Board
should have Nqualified, the picture
without restriction for all age
groups.
Camera work and montage are

outstanding, footage in a wealthy
mansion is particul^ly sumptu-
ous, while the musical background
is also carefully suited to the dra-

matic requirements.
Drama depicts; the tribulations

of trained nurse Fanny Navarro,
who is unjustly sentencedi to
term of five-year imprisonment for
the accidental fall down a lift-shaft

of Tita Merello, a wealthy
.
cripple

married to villainous Georges' Ri-
gaud: Xatter , has ,

seduced the
nurse and lets her stand accused
of the crime he himself committed,
using her as unwitting 'topi.

Initially, jail conditions are ,ap^s

palling, until with the new re-
gime .a human directress is ap-
pointed, Who

:
transfers the heroine

to the infirmary.’. Work there al-

lows her to conceal her advanced
pregnancy, until with the help of
other Inmates she escapes through
the city sewers, her only thouj^t
being to coerce the villain inttr

freeing her so that their child may
be born outside jail. He shoots her
and she survives only long enough
to have the child', know her in-
nocence is proved and leave the
child to the prison directress’ care.

> Practically all the footage i* al-
lotted to Fanny Navarro, who ac-
quits herself well, although out-
classed by Tita Merello and vet-
eran ‘Pepita Munoz, Golde Flami
keys her performance with ability
as the jail pervert. George Rigaud
portrays the heel with a villainous
enough evil suavity.

Jail scenes are punctuated With
some humorous relief, but in gen-
eral are exaggeratedly sinister.
Local distaff audiences enjoy this

type of fare, but it’s definitely not
for male audiences. Film, which is
to be taken to the U. S. for trade-
showing by exhibitors Clemente
and Jose Lococo tMs month, has
only so-so prospects for foreign au-
diences. Nid.

. t>^ B««lr et Ft^Aiitour
(Ij#ve ud HeeUre)

(FRBNCH]r
.
.

Paris, July 22
Ma:£c«au of SGDC production

{Star* Carol, Autonio Vllar; fea-
Aii^rt Prejean.

Ved«tt«*. Pari*. Rumilut' time, MIN^
Martin* ,....Martlne Carol
Antonio Antonio Vllar
Mllova Carmen Sevilla
T^rzan .Ger^d Landry
Script GIfI • • •« e-B jpAncois^ Arnoul
Titi o a « <* *^t * * * •

This is attempt at a looltsee into
the making of a pic, uklng the film-
within-a-film fbictniHR.. 'Mixture of
lightness and heavier loye and de-
sire avertohes ddhT .jelt, and pic
emerges' as sloty-MOViug and con-
ventional ‘in unldldhmeht. Pic was
shot in Spain ' usingV Gallic and
Spanish stars' -with an leye bn both
market*; hut for lh.e States it does
not have much to 'pRer . either in
treatment, thesping df marquee ap-
peal.' Might do as dual fodder
with sexy ' Martine . Carol for ex-
ploitation halt. . , . , .

Story has a French film group
going to Spain, to shoot exteriors.
Once down there, they find that
the leading man ^can’t swim and
a double has to be found for him.
A handsome fisherman is pressed
into service and he falls for the
predatory leading lady, though en-
gaged to a lovely peasant gal. Usual
complications arise, with the fish-

erman finally being won back by
love and country ties and quench-
ing his des^ for the star.

Pic ha* 'some Tike bits of local
color that help take off the edge
of contrivance and artificiality. Re-
ligious pageant*, fishing scenes
and Spanim dances give it some
good dress- appeal. Direction of
Henri Decoin is Tight but never
gets around to any emphasis, and
slimness of story lets him down.
Miss Carol is decorative, but not
up to par in the thesp department.
Carmen SevRla IS a fine looker,
and her songs ..and flamenco are
Standout' Antonfo ‘Vilar .can't do
much as the desire-Smitten. fisher-
man. Rest of the cast is adequate.
Lensing is fine. Editing slows the
pic, which needed pointing up in

movement and pacing. Mosk.
'^1 *

Viteanxe Col Oanggfer
(Yacaiion With a Gangster)

(ITALIAN)
Genoa, July 15,

Lux Film T*le»i»* o? « Mambrettl pro-
ducUoM. .SUx* Mare La-wr^nce. Lamberto
Massforatif, Glovauna. Fala. Directed by
Dino Rtsi. ScrecinplBy, RIsx aiid Ennlo
Condni frbkn story by Blsl; camera^
Fiero Portalubi: jwt*. Flavlo Mogherinli
music, Mario KaBclmb«xl*. At Universale,
Genoa. Running ilmo. fP MIN*.
Tbo gangster .Marc La'wrenc*
The prisoner ......Lamberto Maggloranl
Th* gangster’s friend .... Glovanna Pale
Gianni -..Mario Glrottl
Ugo Antonio Macchl
Nino Alfredo Baldlsri
Andrea Gaetano Pesslna
Mario Luciano Caruso

Beoux Verlios
'(The Two Truths)
(FRANCO-ITALIAN)

Paris, July 15.
..
UFF release of .Jacques Boris produc-

tion. Stars Michel Auclair, Michel Simon,
Ann-Marie Ferrero. Written and directed
by ]^onvloIa; camera, E. Serafin; editor,
R. Benedettl. At Normandie. Paris. R\in-
nlng time, MlNS.
Doui* ... Michel Auclair
Marlfc-Loulse Ann-Marie Ferrero

Michel Simon
Muk 4. "Valentine Tessler
Prosecutor Ruggero Rugglerl

BeshonrH
(Dishonour)

(ARGENTINE)

Sombre yarn of life in Argen-
tine "woman’* prison. U.S. ap-
peal spotty.

Buenof Aires, July 10.
Interamerlcana release of Interamerl-

cana-Mapol production. Star* Fanny
Navarro. Tita Merello. Mecha Ortiz and
J^rge Rigaud; feature* Franeixeo

^

^Ula, Guillermo Battaglia, Golde Flami,
Wana de Cordoba. Aida Luz. Antonia
Herrer^ Pepita Munoz. Rosa Rosen. Her-
minla Franco. Hector Mendez. Directed

.P*^**'^ Tlnayre. Story by Alejandro
VerbisKy, Emilio ViRalba Welsh and:
Tlnayre; cajmera. Alberto Etchebehere;
editor, Nicolas Proserpio; music, JuHxn
Bautista. At Gran Rex 'rhcalre. Buenos
Aires. Running time, 1*1 MIN*.

This is big-budgetcr Svith an
expensive name cast, designed as
an all-out entry to win foreign mar-
kets. It seems "v^asteful to -have
pbured so • much coin, effort and
talent into a weak over-melodra-
matic story,- where all Is played
for tear-jerking effect in the best
soap-opera tradition, though with
plenty of suspense in the latter
sequences. Nevertheless," these arc
all factors which promise good box-
office prospects in the home mar-
ket. There is careful overall pres-

An attempt to give a two-sided
view at court justice does not come
off ii^this plodding film. Lacklus-
tre direction, skimpy scripting and
belabored use of coincidence and
irony don’t give this much chance
for the U. S. Erotic aspects of pic
and downbeat theme might give
this a cbance for hypoing in spe-
cial situations. But general atmos-'
phere and story give this little-
chance.

This gives the two sides of a
murder during a courtroom scene
with the familiar ensuing flash-
backs. The prosecutor sounds off
first in his direct accusation of the
accused youth of having Ted m
girl astray, used her as bait to get
a job and then finally kiilling her
in anger when she walks out on
him, A tramp ex-lawyer, who has
gi'yen up the bar to ease his con-
science in. some way he takes
oyer the case and * present* the
ouier side of the case', showing the
girl as loose, immoral and the boy
was the coraupted one.
Michel Simon, as the tramp Jaw

yer, is anotlier colorful character
that seems to be seeded into co-
productions for name value rather
than story need. He overacts but
creates an interesting figure. Michel
Auclair and Ann-Marie Ferrero as
the two-faced lovers lack thp moti-
vation and direction necessary.
Miss Ferrero, a "winsome lass, is
not up to plasTng the callous ghT
character. Michel Auclair man-
ages to give a delineation in the
two characters. Leon Viola in both
scripting ahd direction has a tend-
ency to be static. Lensing is con-
trasty and editing adcquatc4> i

Mask. '

1

Lack of tighter- script Rnd an
uneven structure will keep this in

the modest bracket* despite some
good moments. Easy to take pic

involves some youngsters who
carry the bulk of acting chores.

Story tell* of attempts by a gang
.of boy* to liberate an innocent
prisoner (Lamberto Maggiorani)
from -an old castle. Prisoner's far

from innocent cell-mate (Marc
La'wrence) intercepts their mes-
sage and when he finds a secret

tunnel, escapes in his stead. Kids
at first worship their new found
"hero,” but soon wise up to his

true character and help hand him
over to police. Also involved is a

gangsters girl, who worms her
way into gang's escape plans. Film
is best when spotlighting the boys
in their setting up of escape, and
in the scene When they first real-

ize their hero i* actually a baddie.

Marc Lawrence, here in his

initial Italian .role, Is fine as th*
gangster; Glovanna Pala, a former
"Mis* Italy,” a looker is his girl;

Lamberto Maggiorani is wasted in

a bit part... The boys are uniform-
ly 'Competent, Piero Portalupi’s

camera work is good. Hawk.

. Im lAHim
(Mag Woman)

(MEXICAN-SONGS)
, , Mexico Cjity, July 15.

Producclon^a Zacarlaa 'pircKtuction and
release; Stars lipertSd X^marqu^e; fea-

tures Rulien Rojo. Alma Delia Fuentes*
Linare* Rivas. -Alejandro - Chantii^erotti.

Fanny ^Sqhlllrr. ‘ DIroeted by Miguel
Zacarias. Screenplay by Zacarlas and
Edmui^o Re.*s;i oemera. AJex PbilllP*.

music, Manuel Esperoii. At Cine Alame-
da, Mexico City. jKunnln* time 105 MIN*.

Libertad Lamarque, Argentin-

ian tango singer, top show biz name
in Mexico, has ,a fine interpreta-

tion here of an exacting role-^a

philanthropic madwoman. Her in-

terpretation of a rich autumnal

Mexico City socialite who loses her

reason Is so deftly done that hor-

ror of the tragedy of insanity i*

mitigated—even the terrible scene

of a • public menial hospital crew

wresting a mother from her daugn-

ter. Miss Lamarque has a fine sense

(Continued on page 22)



JOSEPH KAUFMAM prttenti

JO!Ui
Crau^rd
Sudden

Th« shock <

of truth . .

»

Tho droad

of murder . . *

The hope
of revenge . .

.

HEARTBREAK
poised on a
trigger of terror!

Fearf
with

JACKPAIANCE

GLORIA GRAHAME
BRUCE BENNETT
VIRGINIA HUSTON

TOUCH CONNORS
Produced by Directed by /

JOSEPH KAUFMAN DAVID MILLER

Screenplay by

LENORE coffee add ROBERT SMITH
Based on Edna Sharry'i Story, ^'Sudden Fear’* ^

shrilling new high in suspense MELODRAMA!

r

IMINIBr
WMONOr
mNr=
**
*Sudden Fear* is; a memorable suspense drama certaiti to

register high on the list of RKO money films this year*

Independently made by Joseph Kaufman and taken by
RKO for distribution, the picture scores notably. Kauf*;

man*s realization of his production responsibilities b
socko . »

»
Quality castings with Joan Crawford*s name a|

the big marquee lure ^ . A physicaF polish that b just

tight for the story, and many show values that can be
exploited, acclaim the picture for large cash returns. For
Miss Crawford the picture is a triumph as a performance^

and as a vehicle unmatched since her 'Mildred Pierce*

of seven years ago. A beautiful job of acting in a role

that should appeal to every woman.**
^ Daily Varhly

"A taut chiller ... A gripping story of terror and suspense

• , . A genuine shocker which serves as a tour de force for

Joan Crawford, whose truly brilliant .performance will

make a conversation piece for a long time to come. The
Joseph Kaufman picture is a smartly produced, superbly

directed film that maintains an unrelenting tension from
beginning to end. For David Miller, 'Sudden Fear* stands

as a directorial triumph.**

*^Hollyivood Reporter

**A powerful story with many high-tension dramatic high*

lights . . . With Joan Crawford turning in a deeply moving
and exciting performance, the film has every indication

of becoming a top grosser of the year.**

Daily

"A high-powered melodrama of love and e\il design . , *

It beats upon the emotions relentlessly. Showmen can be
sure it*s the type of melodrama that will bring to the

theatre those patrons who go only when the product

is strongs*

Motion Picture Dally

"Excellent fare for any theatre and will get word-of<*

mouth to pack *em in. Exhibitors should play it, exploit

it, and add considerably to their bank account/'

-- Shotvmen*$ Trade Review

"A well-made, suspense-filled entry . . .continues to build

in intensity until a climactic ending. Interest well-main-

tained throughout. Crawford is very good... Direction

and production in the better class . . . Could go far box-

ofiice-wise."

^The Exhibitor

•'Audiences that like their drama and melodrama on the

taut side—with suspense and sound effects built up to the

tolerable limit—will be well satisfied with this film . .

»

Reviewer*s rating—very good.**

THIS IS NEWSPAPER AD 307
Motion Picture Herald



so ncvcfitiEs
VtOawJby. hUy Mi mS

Without -committing the Ameri^
can industiy in any way, reps <it

the Motion Picture Assn, of Ameri-
ca have been' sounding out French
pic toppers during the past week
on what they have in mind regard-

ing subsidies" (that would give the

Yanks additional licenses for send-
ing films into IFrance.

New decree cutting American
Imports from 121 to 90 annually
has been extremely disfcurhmg tp

the U. S. distribs.. However, it con-
tains a clause indicating that addi-

tional permits will be granted if

the Yanke provide subsidies to help
French producers.

Fayette W. AHport«nd Gene Van
Dee, who werejoined in Paris this

week by Ted Smith, newly-8PP.oiut-

ed Continents rep.-of ttiwi/MPAA,
have instructiofts to find oUt what
the French are thinking of In terms
of subsidies. It has b^en made
clear, however, that this indicates

In no way American acceptance ot

the decree or of the. subsidy plan,

Allhort, MPAASs tjondon man-
ager, AndWiui Dee, Home .rep, have
been meeting with French induStiy

execs a*ather than government offi-

cials,•although any pact would he
hetw^n 4he TC S, .and French gov-

ernments. However, since the

French' government and industry

are working together, tind

It was undoubtedly .pressure from
the industry that brought on the

subsiftir clause In the decree, lit is

felt that present preliminaries are

better taken Up with film officials.

American -producers are split bn
the subsidy Idea. The independ-

ents and some of the majors, as well

as the State Dept., are firmly

against ^reading largesse. Other
majors, however, are understood

ready to listen to reason if it wil

enable them to up substantially

the number of pjx they send in and
coin fliey are able to thaw..

ilhigAimted Bodk
Itdo Pic Scene, 1945^1
Continuing hid by tiie Italian

flint industry fotf worldwide atten-

tion wns further indicated during

ihe nnst week hy iisnanc* ^ ™

;

U. a lavishly illustrated 100--

page book reviewing the Italian

if from 1^45 through

Distribution was financed hy
Italian Filins Export, the promo;

tlon agency subsidised by Amei>
can fihn-mAers in return for lib-

eral treatment by the Home gov-

ernment on getting their frozen

coin out of the country.

Book contains ' articles from

various oo-untries telling of tlie re-

actions to Italian pix. It’s all in

English, In addition, there arc

articles on various asj^cts of the

Industry, such as co-production

with foreign' producers, the Italo-

American agreements, erttiem

studies of comic, musical histori-

cal and documentary films, eco-

nomic developBQiertt and other sub*

jects.

An Arlwr 11^ Iftie

fii Hew Iteu. Tax Phi
Ann Arbor, Mich., July 29,

Circuit Court has ruled that

Ann Arbor voters may cast their

ballots at the Aug. 5 primary on

a proposed city amusement tax.

'Court rejected plea of Butterfield'

Theatres, -Ipc., that the proposal,

could not legally go on the ballot;

since the vob^ at am April elec-

tion voted against a proposed mu-
flirtpal excise tax program.

Butterfield contended that state’,

jaw provides that « tax proposal

,

when beaten, cannot he presented

-

to the voters again for two. years. J

The ju^e ruled, however, that

.

the amusement tax Is a new pro-

posal and not a part of the oldi

one, ^
- _ I

Under the suggested tax, a 10%,
amusement levy would be charged-

on all admiMlons nf more than

26c.

United Arttots this week opened

its own otflee hi Algiers as di^

trlbutloii head^uiiteics for the;

North African territory. Sub-

branches also' have been estab-

lished in Tunis and Casablanca,

according to Arnold M. Picker, for-

eign department v.p.

..Maurice Aubier heads the new
exchange, which will function as

part of UA's Frendl organization

under the overall direction of

Georges Houvicr,
Under the new regime at UA,

the outfit has Ibeen on the 3srowl

for its own outiets throughqut the

world. -
.

•

Terry M. Lindner, Columbia Pic-

tures manager in New Zealand, has

resigned to join United Artists as

its special representative in India.

He succeeds the late John llawlor

who died last month.
Lindner, who will act as home-

office liaison with Wertem India

'Theatres, Ltd., .UA^I^trtb in the

territory,, assumes his new post

after 11, years with Columbia’s
foreign organization. Accompanied
by Keith Goldsmith, UA Faar Ei^
supervisor, Lindner arrived, ha

Bombay last week.

Bingo Ro|irise

Cotttinued' Irom ^aee 7

I

Olfmpies fool
Continued from page 4

its daily output with Suomi-Pilmi

Oy, turns out three fine -grams, and

airships one each to Paris, London

and New York for the further dis-

;

tributidn necessary, About 2,000

feet hits tlie mailbag each day.

TV held out as a matter lof prin-;

oiple, and only -BBC-TV came in-

on a money iwosis, reportedly ati

about $1,500. The International

Newsreel Pool membership also

License Department, They point

out the games are not illegal, per
Be, since there is no law "which pro-

hibits the running of the games
provided the state law pertaining

to lotteries is upheld. Various city x^cwsicci .......

administrations, starting with the refused to sell to U.S. TV, which
LaGuardia regime, have frowned left the latter standing pat for the
on the practice and have used the first time on a big show without
city’s, licensing power to prevent coverage. -It is un odd -quirk, In
their operation, exhibs contend. that the U.S, Olympic team was

If a direct appeal to the city gov- largely bankrolled *for the jaunt by
ernment faii^, the theatre owners tV hoopla fund-raising,
are contemplating setting up a test: Olympia-Filmi Oy, a special,
case, -riiey are considering estab-

eorporation -set up by Histo Orko
hshment of a fund to fight m court

5; Suomi-FilmlOy, and Tolve
any attempt to prevent the rivival g 3.^ boss of Suomen-FilmiteoUi
of the giveaways. One exhib. who

guns, will assemble the XV Olym-
operates a nabe house In Brooklyn,

piad into a 9,000-foot feature for
has expressed a wUlingness to

^.p^jd circulation. Project will lay
serve as the guineo pig in the ex- ^ 100,000-foot negative before

. .,,, editing, and is budgeted for* 60,000,-
Money giveaways. eXhibs say, qoq fii^marks. Orko and Sarkka

small theatres throu^
^ 200 on this job, 42

the depression years, often boost-. •cameramen drawn from

I?® France, Germany, Swq^n, Nor-
the light of the precarious position Denmark, Great BJitain and
some of these exhibs now find - - ’

themselves in, they believe time . . ,.,.,1.4.
Is now ripe for a re-establishment .

far signatures for distribut-

of the coin come-ons. rights are on the line for Ger-

Exhibs, in their petition to the ma?y
“f,

Sca^inavia, with Japan

mayor, will cite the number of ^ offmg. Orko says the Wes^
theatres going out of biz and .the cen H^isphere is still in the hag-

decline in employment among -pro- Suug stage.

jectlonists. Indies contemplating In all this photo welter, Russia

move say they are currently oper- ^ent in six reelers, to which the

IriOM ,V4Mr« ^

opportunity to exploit pix «nd
build stars.

Problem of the pic industry, the

,

U-Decca pcez . de^ared, in Jiow to

;

“cut the pattern to the. cloth.”
|

Theatre iprosaet, he pointed out,

still total ^l,25d,000ifi00 a year and
“when you handle that much
motley, -aome of it has to xtidc to

||

your fingers.'”

Other companies, he added, are
now doing rwhat U did jseven ^ars
ago—^trimming costs to the new
natitem of the 'industry.

Radcmil it bijrti on telefilm .pro-

duction, He »ees .an Inevitable

marriage nf Vidpix pnd, theatrical

film production at the major
studios. U** “subsid, United “Wortld

Filins, .is now ptepping three
seriles of telepix and has "four;

finished in the iiiitial round.
Company called a short hiatus

after this first quartet to inspect

and mull the product and has just

started up ag^n on the next four.

When these have been Coinpletedf

there will.be a further halt, and]
then another five in tjie first

sebies of 13 will be made., Backmil
said.
Each of the pix costs about.

$20,000, he explained, which means
^hat a series of 26 ties up better

than $250,000. Nevertheless, the
U topper declared, there Will be no-
effort made to sell them untfl the]
series is completed. He said that

U was In the fortunate position of
having cash on hand to do this

rather than having to use the less,

profitable and less successful

method of making pilots.

“There’ll he no profits this year

or mext in making TV films,'” ^ck-
mil declared in answer to a query.

“'Hhe profits lie in the residual

rights, . They may not be realized

for three years or five years, but
they’ll be ^ere eventually as long

as you have your product nn film.”

There,, are no changes in the

offing in either policy or personnel

WASHINGTON

.

(Continued from, page 8)

week, and “Outcast of Islands” In

smash first stanza at Playhouse.

Estimates for This Week
Capitel fLoew’s) <3,434;

”,TiIl' Sun Shines Nellie” '(2()th)

,

plus vaude. 'Fair $18,060. Tjast,

week, ”Lady in Iron Mask” (20th)

and vaude, $1LOOO,

,

Dupont (Lopert)' (35/2; 5^85)-“
“Under Pari* Sky” (Indie) (2d wk).

Nice $4,000. Hold^. Uast week,

(SKO) (LB3g; 30-85)—
“King Kong*" (RKO) and “Leopard
Man” (RiW) (reissues). Pine $14,

000, and hold*. Last week, “Rohm
Hood” (EKOUisney) $13,000.
palace (Loew’s) (2,370;

^‘Diplomatic Uourier” (20th) (2d

wk). Okay $13,000 after strong

$19,000 opener.
• PlayiMKMe .'(Lopert) 50-$l)—
'“Outcast of .XslafiidW” (UA). Sock
$8,000, and bolds, Last ^‘Mar-

j^ng Kiiid’' (Cot) (7tb Wfcl, $4,200.

'^TranaLms (T-L) (854; .

“Walk Eixt on Beacon** (Cbl) (2a
(I

wk). solid $10,000. after record
$13,D0O‘ first round Hold* again.

.OutartU' (K^) '(1,424; 44-74)—
Something live Por^' (Par). Okay
$8,200, despite bad two days during
conventioil Stays on. Last week,

,

“Lydia Bailey” (20th7 (3d wk),

$7;000.
Waiwer (WB) (2,174; 50-80)—

'‘WillBogers” (WB). Good $15;0(».

Last W¥tek, “Caiifomia Conquest”
(Col), $0,700. .

MetiwpeHtam (WB) (1,200; 50-80)

“Models, Inc.” (Indte). Average
|4,t>00. Last week, “Denver Hio
Grande” (Par), same.

KANSAS CITY
(Continued from page S)

’“California Conquest” (Col) and
"'Cripple Creek) (Uol), $6,000.
Paraaaimt - (Tri-States) (14)00;

’5CM69)—'“Jumping Jacks” (Par) (3d

wk). Holds four days, and hitting

nifty $5;OOG, "'Greatest Show on
Earth” (Par) qpens at regular

prices nmtt Lart week, Martin and
Lewis comedy wais ;great $ll;l>00.

Tower, Ui^ewii, Palrway, Gran-
ada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043,

700; 1,217; 50-75)—“Sally and St,

Anne” (U) and “Rose of Cimarron”
(20th). Okay $13,0©0. Last week,

“Anyl^y Sewi My Gal” (U) plus

“Wagons West” (Mono) added at

’Tower '"and Granada, $14,000..

'Vogue (Golden) (SCK); 50-85)—
“Last -Holiday” (Indie). Neat
$1^800. Last week, “Odette” (In-

die), $1300.

(Continued from page 8)

ating at a 40% deficit.

^cntin'ueg from page.*

Finns gave an okay on two and
sent the other four packing. Much
to everyone’s surprise, the four
thus denied very quietly packed
and left the Russ cinema coverage
in the hands of two, one of them
a woman. No protests, no squawks
and no threat to withdraw 'their

Olympic team, .ask for four new
|o to England toward the end of

Am»£Ss have been pointing to ®n the Baltic, or any-

have the talks in New York or thing like that.

Washington, first as a matter of Hollywood has no names attend

convenience and second because ing the games, but is given a slight

they feel the atmosphere is more slap on the wrist for non-coopera-

favorable. Lee Is coming to the tion. It was expected that the gal

U. S. anyway and it is understood Finland sent to the “Miss Universe”

that the British government has contest in Long Beach, Cal., would
agreed nnw that he can open up be back in time to be used to pic-

the discussions. torial advantage during the games,
TaJk*^ are expected to be long but film contract waving around

and tough, with the British reput- Hollywood is credited hy the Finns
edly * considertng extending their with being too strong a deterrent

quotas and taking other steps to for her job here handing out bou-

hold 'down on Yank earnings and quets to medal winners to over-

remit'table*. come.

at U, the new prez declared. “You
don*r tamper with a winning
“team,” he remarked.
He said that studio exec Leo

Spitz was seriously ill and that his

future with the company hinged
entirely on his health. Production
topper William Goetz will stay with

U, he asserted.
Goldstein Won’t Return

Queried regarding reports that

producer Leonard Goldstein, who
recently left the lot, might return,

Rackmil said it was not so. Era-

pliasizing the teamwork at U, he
stated: “No one man is responsihle
for successful productions, and no
one man does all the selling. It’s

the team ’^hat. counts.”
Rackmil said hed make his head-

quarters in New York, going to the
Coast as frequently as necessary

—

“it’s only nine hours jRway.” For-
mer prexy Nate J. Blumberg, now

' chairman of the board, will spend
; most of his time at the studio,

Rackmil stated, “and will be used
wherever his vast experience
proves valuable.”
The plan -of merging U and Dec-

ca is off, Rackmil ^id, but the two
companies 'will work together in
instances where tiiey complement
each other. He admitted that there
has been thought of using Decca’s
distribution organization to handle
sales of telepix, but said that It

would take time to make definite

decisions.

$11,000 or near. Last week, “Dip-
lomatic Courier” (20th) and '“•You 1

Can’t Beat the Irish” (Lipj, $10,000.

Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)

—

“Jumping Jacks” (Par) and “Fort

,

Osage” (Mono) (3d wk). Trim
$8,00d in 5 days. Last week, great

$14,000.
Center (Par) (2400;- 40-70) —

“We’re Not Married” (20th) (2d

wk). Held at $7400. Last week,
fast $9,500.

Ls^ayrtte (Basil) (3,000: 40-70)—
“Francis To West Point” (U) and
“Spider and Fly” (Indie). Good
$9,000 or close. Last week, “Paula”
(Col) and “Red Snow” (Col>, $8,000.

V Century (20th Cent) (3,000; 40-

!

70)—“Robin Hood” (RKO)> Sturdy
$11,000 or near. Last week, “King

,

Kong” (RKO) and “Leopard Man”.
(RKO) (reissues^ fancy $12,000.

BOSTON
(Continued from page 8)

“Diplomatic Courier” (20th) and
“Breakdown” (Indie). Nice $18,000.
Last weel^ “Robin Hood” (RKO-
Disney) (2d'wk), $14,000.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40-
85)
—‘Jumping Jacks” (Par) and*

“"Without Warning” (UA). Opened
very hig, with giant $32,000 pacing
citiy. Last week, ‘‘Captain Pirate”
(Col) with Johnnie Ray, others, oju-

•stiige, disappointing $35,000.
.tOrpbeum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)

—

“Lovely Look At” (M-G) and “Con-
fidence Girl” (UA). Opened nicely

Saturday (26), Last week, “Pat!
and Mike” ’(M-G) and “Montana
Territory” ’(CJoI) (2d wk), $10,000.
.Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)—^“Lady in Iron Mask” (20.th) and

“Corp. Dolan Goes AWOL” (Mono).
Fairish $9,500. Last week, “Work-
ing Way Through College” (WB)
and “Wagons West” (Mono) (2d
wk), good $11,000.

iState (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)—
“Lovely to Look At” (M-G) and
^‘Confidence Girl” (UA). Opened
Sattirday (26) in oke fashion. Last
week, “Pat and Mike” (M-G) and
'Montana Territory” (Col) (2d wk),

i^2,000,

liidpls; ’‘Beacon’ OK 9G
Indianapolis, July 29.

“Jumping. Jacks’^ o.tened bigger
than ‘^Sailor Beware” at Indiana
and lead* tonm with prospects of
yearix btgtfHt 'grijw 4«K.plte''heat
and Dem eonventioto^on TV. In
fact, 4sxhibltor*. here figure politi-

cal confab* bolned them except
during key nwon*. “Diplomatic
Courieri’ .at Ctede nnd '”Walk ^last

on Beacon” at Loew’* are splitting
cloak-and-damr trpde even,* with
mild reault* iteT eai^

> ..Eatimateir for tiite -Week

Uirdle XCo^ll-DORel (2,800; ‘50-

7d)—“Diplohi*^ tSbulfi'er” (20th)’

and -^^To Shoi^ Ihiimll’’ (20th).

Fair $8,300. Last Week, “Working
Way Through College” (WB) and
“Big Night” '(Indie), 4an<(y $11,000.

Indiana (C-D) (3,!^; 50-76)—
“Jumping Jacks’* (Par). Terrific

$22;000, and second week is sure.

Last week, '“Clash by Night”
(KKOl and ^Hal Tabarin” (Rep);

$9j)oa,

Laew*a (Loew’*I (2,427; 50-76)

—

“Walk East on Boaoon” (Col) and
“Brigand” (ColL Okay $9,000 or
near. Last week, “Lovely Look At”
(M-G) (2d wk), tepid $5,500 in 3
day*. — '

'

Lyric (C-D) <1,860; 50-76)^“Scar-
let Angel” (U) and “Border Saddle-
mate*” (BepL'", Oke $5,500. Last
week, “Valley of Eagles” (Lip) and
“Outlaw 'Women” (Lipl, ^,800.

PITTSBURGH
(Contihited from page 8)

I

week!* nearly $2i5Q>b; Which was

I
almost a* jgood a* opening session.

“stanleT' Pim <3,860; 50-85)—
^Jumping Jacks” (Par) (2d wk).

The Martin and Lewis boom shows
• no adgns of subsiding aiid ought
to get at least $11^000 or near on
holdover. Last we*lc, big $20,000.

Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-85)—

“Robin Hood” (RKO). Looks like

socko $16,000,, and holds another

stanza. Last week, ‘‘Models, Inc.”

(Indiel and “Outlaw Women”

i

(Lip), $3,006.

PORTLAND, ORE.
‘(Continued from page- 8)

College” ((WB) and “Stolen Face’*

(Indie) . C2d wk) (mo.), $4,400.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65-

PO)—^“We’re Not Idarried” (20th)

and “Rodeo” (Mono), day-date with

Paramount. Oke $3,000. Last

week, “Diplomatic Courier” (20th)

and “Valley of Eagles” (Lip),

$3,600.

Orpheiutt (Evergreeh) (1,750; 65-

90)
—“Cripple Creek” (Col) and

“Captain Pirate” (Col). So-so $6,-

OOO. Last week, “Diplomatic Cour-

ier” (26th) and “Valley of Eagles

(Lip), $7,400.

Paramoimt (Evergreen) < 3.400
j

85-90) — “We’re Not Mamed
(20th) and '“Rodeo” (Mono). Oke
$7400. Last week, “Fort Osage^

(Mono) ‘ and “Here Come Marines

(Mono), $6,200.

‘United Artists (Parker) (890; 65-

00)—“Lovely to Look At” (M-G),

Tall $11)B60. Last week," * Scara-

mouche” (M-G) (4th wk), $4,300.

oke •SS.'ISOO.

TORONTO
(Continiied from page '9)

“Scaramoudbie” (M-G) (3d wk^.

Holding at go0d,$9,50p. Last week,

$11,500.

DdeoM (Rank) t2,39(); 50-90)—

“High Noon” (UA), SmaSi $17.00().

Last week, '“Loan Shark” (Lip),

$7,000.

Shea’s (FP) ' (2,396; 40480)-;;

“Working Way Through College

(WB) (2d wk). Nice $10,000. Last

weel^ $13,500,

Tivoti, ^University "(FP) (1,436;

1,5^; ‘40-80)—‘Tlains Came’ (re-

issue) (20tii) -and “Assassin for

I

Hire” (20th). Fair Last

week, ‘Lady in Iron Mask ^(20th(,

^U^wn (Loew) ‘(2J43; 40-80)—

“Girl in White” Weak $6,-

000. Last week, ‘Txancls to West

Point” (U), same.

'

^
•

‘ SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued 'from page 9)

65-95)—^“Tales of Hoffmann” (UA).

Fair $5,500. Last week, Ftencis to

West Point” (U) (2d wk), $^^00.

.
Stagedimr (A-R) (^^O; 85-$l)--

“Laura” (20thl and “This

All” (20th) (reissues). Husky $4000;

Last week, ‘'Uavendar HillJVteb

(U) and “The Magnet (U) (2d wk;,

$2,BOO. /tnn OK.
Clay (Rosener) (400;

,

®5-®5)

“Kind Hearts, Coronets (UA) I4th

.tv. nno. l..ast week, 5^.



COOPER IIONE OF THE BEST WESTERNS EVER MADE!
—^Tiine Magazin6

HIGH
STANLEY KRAMER PRODUCTIONS presents GARY COOPER m "HIGH NOON”
with THOMAS MITCHELL - LLOYD BRIDGES • KATY JURADO • GRACE KELLY • OTTO KRUGER
Lon ChaneV* Henry Morgan -DIRECTED BY FRED ZINNEMANN- Screen Play by Carl Foreman -Music Composed

and Directed by Dimitri Tiomkin • Director of Photography Floyd Crosby, A S C. • RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

FLASH! OPENING WEEKEND INDICATES SMASH

TO RECORD MAKING BUSINESS IN NEW YORK, PHILLY,

BOSTON, PITTSBURGH, NEW ORLEANS, CLEVELAND.

Another 616 ONE^.Mfor those King»Size ^^AFRICAN QUEEN grosses ««« thru UA
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Qj]^ From Fihn Row

NEW YORK
Herb Steinberg, Paramount’s

eastern publicity chief, accom-
panies Jane Russell from New York
to Chicago today' (Wed.), then
•continues to the Coast for huddles
with Teet Carle, studio publicity

head, on upcoming campaigns. Miss
Russell personals the Oriental, Chi,

in connection with opening.of Par’s

•'Son of Paleface,” in which she is

costarrod with Bob Hope and Roy
Rogers.

CHICAGO
Bell and Howell showed a 24%

sales gain for the first half of 1952
as again.st the same half-, last year,

but profits.were smaller."

Roxy, West Chicago. 111., sold by
the Vallos Circuit to the American
Legion.

Cozy and Lyrio of South Bend,
Ind., shuttered, but the Times in

same city has reopened.
Roxy, formerly the Peck. in’.Peca-

tonica. 111., bought by Hans M.
Balle,* after remodeling will relight

Sept. 6.

Balaban & Katz southside houses
reverted to 74c prices after a stab

at slightly higher admission scale,

for several weeks.
,Azteca Films set up a branch

here with Harry Stern as manager.
Federal anti-trust suit against

the Alliance Circuit postponed' in

*rerre Haute, Ind., until Aug. 30.

Phyllis i)ezel, wife of Independ-
ent distributor Albert Dezel, con-
valescing from virus pneumonia.

MINNEAPOLIS
Joe Wolf Went to San Antonio,

Texas, to improve his drive-tn the-

atre there by installing twin
screens and a new refreshment
stand.

W.’ R.. Frank, circuit owner and
Hollywood film producer, one of

three judges who chose winner of

•*Queen of Lakes” crown for local

Aquatennial.
Reflecting general conditions

which affect the boxofficc, building
activity for the upper midwest area
was slightly over 1% less for the
first six months than for the cor-
responding period in 1951. How-
ever, the Minneapolis drop was
23%.
Ted Mann’s 400-seater World

here landed two Paramount re-

leases, “Carrie” and “Encore,” on
competitive bids -against four
United Paramount Theatres, Loop
firstrun houses.

Frank Eisenberg back to United
Artists sales staff after long sep-

aration, succeeding Don Miller, re-

signed.

At convention here, house man-
agers of Eddie Ruben’s Welworth
circuit made plans for a 10-week
showmanship drive to celebrate

20th anni of chain’s founding by
Ruben.
Minnesota smalltown theatres

cleaning up with advanced admis-
sion showings of “Quo Vadis” and
“Greatest Show on Earth.” Former
ran four days to capacity business
in little Wheaton and latter broke
reaords in tiny Worthington.

DALLAS
Joe Duley named manager nf the

Circle Drivcrln at Waco, succeeds
Bobbie Chambers, transferred to

the Belknap ozoner at Fort Worth.
Chambers replaces Fred McHenry,
who resigned.

Elbert Smith is new owner of

the Gay Theatre at Kountze; he
purchased* house from Tom Easley.

. E. H. Rowley was reelected head
of Rowley United Theatres at a

meeting of stockholders and di-

rectors here. Other officers re-

elected Included John H. Rowley,
executive veepce and secretary,
and C. V. Jones, general manager.
Nelida Darven joined Danne

Deane orch currepUy at Cipango
Club, as vocalist. . .JPhJl Cat® new
drummer for Bill ‘ McCune orCh,
now playing St. Anthony Hotel in

San Antonio ... Chuck Cabot band
currently booked into the Balinese
in Galveston.

town, dark since Feb. 21, last

week. -

Fred Durbin shuttered his Perry

in Perry, 111., for the summer.

The Pike, 300-s,eater, Griggs-

ville, Mo., closed for an Indefinite

period by Richard Wade.

Tag for the new theatre in St.

Ann’s Village, St.

ST. LOUIS
Harold Larkin and Claud Davis,

owner of Strand, Ellington, Mo.,
lighted new SOO-car ozoner near
there.
Adolph F. Meier, owner of the

Cuba In Cuba, Mo., will construct
a new ozoner near that town.

. Clifford H. Hough, Lebanon, 111.,

sold hi* Lyric in Newburg, Mo., to
Mr. and Mrs' Joseph Eagleworth.

Fanchon tc Marco relighted its

St. Louis, a 4 ,()00-S€ater in mid-

She^ Unc lovely

Hliii Reviews
Continue# Iroiit jm##

of -comedy and her*. singing is t

Louis county tasteful relief.
,

owned by St. Louis Amus. Co., is .Story in hard-hitting, but avoid*

the Lacosa. House is being readied propaganda. Miguel Zaegrias dl-

for fall opening. rects sharply but considerately. De-
Fanchon & Marco-St. Louis pression and 'shock are lessened

Amus. Co., took over booking and even in glimpses of the lpc#l mcn-
buying chores for the Crest, Affton, hospital and its' procedures.

Camera work Is excellent. Alma
DehU Jfnentet! fine a* the har-

assed daughter, Alejandro Chan-
guerotti, newcomer to Mexican pix,

is'iirstrate in' traglt^onicdy relief

Mo.
A. L. Matreci, owner of the Up-

ton, will relight the house in Sep-

tember.

Jack Kane, St. Louis salesman
for Lippert Pictures, resigned to gg Mis* Fuente^' dipsomanic cous-
become Indlana-Tennessee-Ken-
tucky and Arkansas rep for Mack
Enterprises, Centralla, 111.

PITTSBURGH
Bud Hahn, who recently resigned

Harris Amus. Co. office jmst, is

In. Pic is big box office here.
GraTu

€«Mt# MauMMie
(100 Little Mother*)

(ITALIAN)
Gecnoa, July 1.

Columbia' ot an Film
back in fold again as a relief man- production. Stara 'WilUam rulli^a, Aman-

ager. for circuit

now bemg handled by William SCTooiipiay, i.«onid« Mocuy, from atory

Zeilor, who runs the downtown J. by Jean Cultton; camera, Gioraio Oralnl;

P. Sarris theatre. K&t Hoel quit iT!!*' Ji,.
..wmium Tubba

SMN-loHtc Acnotf
in Lu)C cafe makes -

my $kh vN<c)nderfiilly

smoofhef! ^ys

a Star
See Jafie ]^rnan u

co-starring in

I:

ew w^eks ago a* ad pub director
] JJ*!
An.,

paiiy nearly 25 year*. I
n»otBar Lin Amanda

jp- wr-' f ^
.| A a 9 ® 04 am oa^a.**** aaaay^jiaa «*

or Harris after being with com- Aujruata .....jumaaif

Rbyllis Petroff repla^d Jean remake of a prewar French
Marclni as secretary in TO pub- p^oducaon called. “Le . Mioche,

'

licity department. Latter’*, jom'
ing her soldier-husband at Fort
Leonard Wood, Mo., until he ships
overseas.

Norhert Stern, real estate in-

vestor who heads the Associated

also made by Leohide Moguy,- this

is a rough hut generally pleasant
item. Spotty returns are indicated
both locally' and in the' U. S. Co-
lumbia is distributing, Though lo-

caled in a girls school, as was

Cordoba, ipecently Oscared as ton
Mexican dramatic actor; Rosita
^Intana, a sightly blonde, and
cMtterawork; by, Alex Phillips, a
champ lenser last year, for its
draw. Story ja more than a little
reminiscent of "‘Rebecca,” a smash
in Mexico moro than a decade ago
Film ii a current boxofflce chamn*
being on longrun at the Cine
Metropolitan.

Top role* admirably fit De Cor-
doba and Miss Quintana. Marv
Douglass portrays ... an intruding
sistet-in4aw with rapier sharn-
ness. Character of the child is
well done by Angelica Hartman.

Direction could be better which
s surprising because it is handled
by one of Mexico’s tap directors
Julio Bracho. Direction is sc
jerky* one wonders if censors or-
dered many cuts. Doug.

Oitv<^r^ Cmtre X
(ThO'-Caaie Against X)

(FRENCH)
Paris, July 1.

Gaum«ttt -plMM of Gaumont Cine.
phonic production. Features Elina
Labourdetto. Yyo* DtnUud. Yves ViJ^
cont, Jean J>«bttc«wet, Marie Dea. Directed
by m^mrd Pettier; acreenplay. Marc^Gil-
bert Sauyaiou; camera. Pierre Levent
At :^luc> Part*. Ruunln* time, Tflo MINsi
Katberlne Elina Labourdette^e. VUar ....Marie Dea

Yves Deniaud
V-Yves Vincent

Maitrc . ..«••• *4 .Jean Debucourt
Jacquelinb Myriam Bru

Drive-In Theatres circuit, Is secre- Moguy’s “Tomorrow Is Too Late,”
tary-treasurer of Norjay, Inc., com- it lacks the same apj^al and lat-

pany which plans to construct a tcr’s important exploitation pegs,
big new suburban shopping center This is a light treatment of the im-
opposite the old Allegheny GJounty wed mother problem.
airport entrance in West Mifflin
borough.

Anton Theatre in Monongahela,
recently acquired by William Gray,
who al^ owns the Bentley there,
is being completely renovated and
an entire new floor will be added.

Story concerns illegit child left
in a hotel room by a desperate
mother abandoned by her lover.
Found by a lonely teacher (Wil-
liam Tubbs), it i» secretly taken by
him to hi* new^job in a girls’ resi
dence school, where femme stu-
dents. eventually discover his
secret and help him take care of

COLUMBUS . {“"f
Discove^. by heatois*

tres* leads to expulsion and trou-
After seven months of house- ble, all cancelled by happy end

hunting Robert A. Wile, exec sec- which reunites babe with mother,
retary of Independent 'Theatre now sorry she abandoned him.
Owners of Ohio, finally found one William Tubbs abLy sketches the
and moyed his family here from adoptive father-whool-teachcr. Lia
California in July. Amanda shows promise in her

Thjt ITO, which has labored sev- important role as -the mother;
eral years to get Paramount to con- while in a remarkably long baby
form with the practices of other Augusto ingratiatingly walks
companies add serve Columbus out *w*y with the picture despite its

of Cincinnati rather than Clcve- backdrop of pretty girls,

land, has finally won out, with llifc notably weak as is

distributor making the desired cutting job. Music backgrounds
switch. arc okay as is camera work.

Hawk.

LOS ANGELES
Paramount appointed James]

Ricketts temporary branch man-

1

ager in Denver to succeed Clar-
ence Olson, resigned.

Harold Wirthwein, Monograin’S'
estem sales manager, announced
e resignation of Jack Frost as

manager of the Kansas City ex-
change, effective Aug. 15,

RKO will release “Under .the
Red Sea,” prepared for the screen
by Sol Lesser from adventure films
by Dr. Hans Haas, with narration
by Elliot Paul.

S.'

CINCINNATI

THE STORY OF WILL ROGERS”
COLOn DY

A WARNER BROS. PRODUCTION technicolor NOW SHOWING LOCALLY

Reitdexveias a Grenasl^
(FRENCH)

Paris, July 15.
Siriuf relcaac of SFDC-Sirlu* produc-

tion. Stars Luis Mariano; features Jean
T^sier, Marthe Mercadier, Nicole Maurey,
Olivier Huseenet. directed Iby Bichard
Pettier; acreenplay, Andre .Taheti camera.
Gerard CarUer; editor, Andre Germain.
At Le Francals, Paris. Runnlnc time.
*• MIHS,

Luis Mariano
Maxima Jean Tissier
Nina Nicole Maurey
Alette ;Marthe Mercadier
Chauffeur ..Olivier Huasenot

This is B showcase job for the
popular tenor warbler here, Luis
Marlimb. Flimsy plotting, wooden
thesping and lack of any eye-catch-
ing production numbers make this

Razing of Orptyeum theatre, built of little appeal for ^stateside cir-m 1900 for Wilham Morris vaude- cults
ip opposition to downtown Plot has hobbysox idol Mariano

Keith interests house, announced meeting his ladv love everv Werl
»^n"‘Lr TushTiUrS;K

pS it
the Paris hurly-burly. Into this set-

Jerome Shinbach, R'KO Theatres bumS^fo^tw fetter
division manager, set up^headquar-
ters here Monday (28) in adding
Ohio to territory he supervises out

the trouble. She sees Mariano
of Chicago. Joe Alexander, in cobbed by chicks . and runs off

charge of Cincy and Dayton (O.) broken-hearted, but is caught up
operation, continues as city mana- time for the finaL clinch,
ger. Direction is plodding. Pic gives

evidence of a low budget. Mariano
thesps in a listless manner and the
babe in the woods fares little bet-
ter. The few yocks are garnered by
Jean Tissier in his attempl; at in
jecting something into the pic as

one man’s opinion anent television tb.® girl-happy ex-catny man who
which, in effect, boils down to the bangles and straightens out the

Duggan
Continued from page 5

observation that T'V can’t compete
with the magic of the big screen.
The film-maker said he caught the
recent televising of the politico
conclaves in Chicago. His conclu-
sion: “'When the camera focused
on the more than 2,000 persons in
the arena, the 21-inch screen re-
duced them all to pinheads. In
contrast, the re.gular theatre screen
depicts big, exciting events in
larger-than-life size. There’s no
connection between the two.”

Duggan is In Gotham with his
wife, short story writer and nov-
elist Libby Block. They return to
the Coast at the weekend.

lives around him. Mosh,

Film is « whodunit without any
action, suspense or deft character-
ization to lift it out of the ordinary.
It does not have the stature or
appeal for U. S. markets. Story
concerns a girl accused of mur-
dering a heel who was trying to
blackmail her with her past to
ruin her new love.

Direction of Richard Pettier
can’t do much fo dispel the
wordy script which bogs down any
action. Obvious plotting and oi^
dinary thesping don’t help much.
Elina Labourdette is wooden as
the unjustly accused and Marie
Dea adds a spark of vehemence as
the- 'frustrated, jealous rival. Yves
Vincent Is properly dashing as the
ambiitious detective with Yves.
Deniaud giving hi* standard per-
formance as a garrulous inspector.

Mosk.

En Paron
CokUbh*# from page 3

distribs, among others, if it re-

sulted in restoring the country to

its former strong financial position.

As things stand now, the em-

bargo has been lifted and import

permits are being granted in suf-

ficient number to allow companies

to send a stream of new pix into

release. But U. S. firms are getting

no coin out, despite an agreement
entered into with the government
two years ago.

Prospects appear nil at the mo-
ment of unfreezing earnings be-

cause of the severe lack of foreign

exchange. Country, which was one

of the great grain exporters of the

world, has been forced even to im-

port wheat. Result of the whole

economic mess is to make it tough

on Yank film men, as well as other

Importers.

New York Theatres

(r~iiiii tiTT lusie nu'
g«ckcf<dl«r Center

"IVANHOE”
• FONTAINSTATWt • TATiOll

c<4«f l»y TSCHHWOtOa • Ar M-G-M rwvf*

SPBTAMUMI ITAH IHISOTATION

La AiKSCMite
(The Absentee)
(MEXICAN)

^ Mexico City, July 1.
Colurahia Pictures release by Interna-

clonal Clncmatografica production. Stars
Arturo de Cordoba, Hosita Quintana. Fea-
tures itory Douglas, Andrea Palma,
Ramon Gay, Angelica Hartman. Directed
by JuUp Bracho. Script, Ncftall Beltran;
adaptation, Julio Bracho:- camera, Alex
Phillips; music, Raul Lavista. At Cine
Metropolitan, Mexico City. Running time,
1)0 MIHS.

Nffhllf

This heavy, conventional drama
pf a rich man brooding in the be-

I

lief that he has killed his wife
must depend largely on Arturo
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Here's ci tale

with a mighty

happy

beginning I

has the same boxoffice stamina

as its predecessors and is even
%

topping them in many situations

• • • for instance

:

Paramount Theatre, Amarillo, Texas, 11% bigger than

FRANCIS GOESTO THE RACES, 35% bigger than FRANCISj

Chief Theatre, Pocatella, Idaho, 13% bigger than

RACES, 3% bigger than FRANCIS;

Lucas Theatre, Savannah, Georgia, 25% bigger than

RACES, 44% bigger than FRANCIS;

Majestic Theatre, San Antonio, Texas, 2% bigger than

RACES, 5% bigger than FRANCIS;

Jefferson Theatre, Huntington, Indiana, 20% bigger than

RACES, 23% bigger than FRANCIS.

Starring

DONALD 'CONNOR I- LORI NELSON-JiLICEKELLEy- PALMER LEE

REYNOLDS

Ditectcil % ARIHIIR lUBIN • Stoij and Screenplay ly OSCAR BRODNEY * PiwliKerl liy LEONARD GOIDSIEIN

Bused w thi cliaracler “FRANCIS" created by David Stern • A UNIYERSAUNTERNATIOHAL PICTURE



The phrase, “residual rights,”4^

which some agencies and clients'

look on as the answer to all their

vidfilm budgetary problems, actu-

ally may not be the proflt-taklng

panacea that it looks on first glance.

That's the opinion of Colgate pro-

duction manager Les Harris, who
believes that -ft might be more ad-

vantageous for a sponsor to have
a show produced for him at a lower
cost in the beginning, rather than
insisting on retaining a share of

the residuals and so paying- a high-
er initial cost.

“Webster defines ‘residual* as
that which remains after aiiy proc-
ess of subtracting,’* Harris said,

“and that is hitting pretty close to

the mark. A lot of subtraction is

likely to take place before any ad-
vertiser gets to share in the loot.

There have been several instances
since the device was introduced,
where a share of the residuals
earned a tidy profit, but as a stand-
ard attraction for the future, any
profits for the client from residuals
would appear negligible.*'

Actually, according tp Harris, the
cost of a package where the client
demands a share of the residuals is

(Continued on page 54)

SAG Members UrH
To OHay New Pact

With Yidpic Prods
Hollywood, July 39.

Additional details of pact recent-

ly agreed to by Screen Actors

Guild and various leading telepix

companies have been announced
by SAG, which sent copies of pacts
and ballots to membership along
with recommendation of board of

directors that new deal be okayed.
Pact is effective as of last July 21,

subject to Wage Stabilization

Board’s okay.
Contract calls for guarantee of

13 episodes on series, at minimum
of $125 per episode; minimum of

$250 per episode for first six epi-

sodes and $200 per episode for
each one over six where' guarantee
is for less than 13 episodes; players
get minimum of $160 a week on
term pacts guaranteeing work 20
out of 26 weeks; $225 per week
minimums where pact guarantees
10 out of 13 weeks work.

If producer sells film, SAG is

protected with clause in pact. Ex-
clusivity provides thesp will not
appear in TV blurbs' or films which
would be in competition with spon-
sor.

‘BLINKEYT $3,200 TAB

AS 15-MlN. TELEFILM
Offered as further proof by east^

ern film producers of how much
less expensive is vidfilm produc-
tion in N. Y., producer Murray
King is currently turning out a
new quarter-hour moppet show at

$3,200 per stanza. Show is titled

“Adventures of Blinkey'* and the
low budget is made possible, ac-
cording to King, by a new process
for combining live action with
marionettes.

Show, dealing with the experi-
ences of an average child in a
world of adventures, is strlpted by
Dr. Lucille Emerick, author and
child psychologist, who has al-

ready created 117 stanzas. King,
who is handling his own distribu-
tion, is pitching the show to local
and regional sponsors, rather than
network bankrollers.

FATHER KNOWS BEST

SET AS VIDPIX SERIES
Latest established radio proper-

ty to hit the vidfilm route will be

“Father Knows Best,” the half-hour

situation comedy starring Robert

Young. Actor, who owns the pack-

age, has set a deal with Ted Robin-

son to produce .the telepix series

on the Coast in which Young will

also star. Consolidated TV Sales,

which will distribute. Is seeking a

network sponsor.
Radio version goes again on NBC

this fall under General Foods’ spon-

sorship, TV version will be budg-
eted at about $20,000 per stanza,

which the producers claim is about
one-third less than other top-name
situation comedy vidfilm shows.
Consolidated Is attempting to sell

the series without benefit of a pilot

film and claims to have arous#4
sponsor interest on the basis of an
announcement of plans alone.

Consolidated, incidentally, will

also syndicate a new vidfilm west-

ern shdw, titled, “Steve Donovan,
Texas Ranger” and being produced
by Jack Chertok, producer of the
“Lone Ranger” telepix show. Title

role is played by Douglas Kennedy.
Show is designed for either na-

tional or spot sponsorship,

Mfrs. Pick Up Tab For

Ed & Pegecn's Vidpk

Series for Dept. Stores

New series of Mr. and Mrs. vid-

film shows starring Ed and Pegeen

Fitzgerald, which are currently un-

der production at the Seaboard

Studios, N. Y., will be sponsored

by top department stores in the

various TV markets at no cost to

the stores. Under a deal worked

out by George Kamen, packager

of the series, and Seaboard prez

Sanford Johnson, the manufactur-

ers whose products will be plugged

in each film will pay not only for

the film itself but also for air time

in each market.

Deal calls for four plugs to be
carried in each quarter-hour

stanza. In return for the manu-
facturers paying for production
co,sts and air time, the stores In

I
Jurn will give the products plugged
extra display space on their coun-

ters and will also take^daily news-
paper ads, tying in the pix with
their stores. Idea, of course, is a

co-op venture to help both the

stores and manufacturers sell

more goods inside the stores.

Format of the show wlR have
the Fihcgeralds offering household
hints to the wife and husband in

viewing households. Pilot film,

completed some nine months ago,

was titled “Something New,” but
it’s not yet certain whether that

title will stick. Series is slated to

tee off in some 20 markets outside
N. Y. .during September.

,Wd(ii^«yy Jmly 80, 1952^
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about Which ihe action revolved
was phony. .

Ex-film star Charles Farrell, who
plays the A^ddowed, romantic fatherm the series, has not yet reran
tured the thespiug abiUty whfchmade him a name 15 or 20 veari
ago. Gale Storm, in the title role
fared * slightly better but hadhtmuch of a chance with her linesand situations. Hillary Brooke aJ
FarreU’s vis-a-vls, and Don Hayden
as Miss Storm’s boyfriend, are still
the best in the cast. StaL

SPORTS PARADE
Distributor: United Artists TV
15 Mins.; Thurs,, 11 *p.m.
BRISTOL-MYERS
KTLA, Hollywood
Grooved at the sports fans, this

segment appears on KTLA late

Thursday nights, appropriately
spotted to follow the channel’s

wrestling matches. A sports news-
reel covering highlights of the pre-

vious week in sports, it’s a natural

for this partiQUlar segment.
On the 15-minute spot caught

were shots of the Olympic acqua
ftoals; All-Stai* baseball game;
stock car championship race, and
the Brooklyn handicap. Best lens-
ing was of the Langhome race,
with some excellent shots of the
cars zooming around the dirt
course.

Bristol-Myers sponsors this late-

evening program, plugging Vitalis
and Bufferin, Blurbs are rather
mechanical, without any semblance
of originality. . Baku.

my LITTLE MARGIE
With Charles Farrell, Gale Storm,

Hillary Brooke, Don Hayden,
Clarence Kolb, others

Producer: Hal Roach, Jr, •*

Director: Hal Yates
Writera: Frank Fox, George Car-

leton Brown
30 Mins.; Mon,, 9 p.m.
PHDLIP MORRIS
CBS-TV, from N, Y.

(Blow)

“My Little Mangle,” new vidhlm

series which is in as summer re-

placement on CBS-TV for “I Love

Lucy,” hasn’t improved since its

preem June 18. Latest stanza,

aired Monday night (28), suffered
from the same weak scripting and
ludicrous slapstick as the origi-

naler. For the benefit of both
Philip Morris, the sponsor, and
CBS, it’s probably a good thing
that “Lucy” comes hack Iqjto the
time slot soon.
Monday night’s edition played

almost like the old Leon Errol or
Edgar Kennedy two-k*eel theatrical
comedies for RKO and paradox-
ically, while such shenanigans were
acceptable in theatres, they won’t
find a place on TV. Reason is

presumably that the RKO comedies
were meant only to play In support
of feature pix, while on TV they
have no such A-budgeted feature
to support them. This week’s
“Margie” was complete with actors
rushing about In a darkened room,
slugging each other by mistake,
etc. Show moved fast but it wasn't
funny, ‘ since the basic story line

TV Films in Production
as of Friday, July 25

ARROW PRODUCTIONS
.KTTV Studloti, Hollywood

"SAMAR OS THR JUHCLI" balf-
hour junsle adventure telepix series
resume In Au^st. Producerfl: Harry S.

Rothschild, Leon Fromkes.
Film Producer: Rudolph Flothow
Director: Wally Fox >

,
BREAKSTON-STAHL PRODS.
General Service Studios; Hollywood

"SAFARI RILL" seriex of 26 half hour
telepix to begin shooting August L Loca-
tion shots' to be aimed ih British Fast
Africa.
Martha Hyer heads cast, parts to fill.

Producer-dlrector: Breakston-Stahl
Associate producer: Irene Breakstoil
Technical executive: John R. Carter

be made once a -week for NBC. DeSoto*
Plymouth sponsoring.
Producer: John Guedel
Film produeer: I. Lindenbaum
Directors: Bob Dwan. Bemle Smith

WILLIAM F. BROIDY PRODS.
Sunset Studios. Hollywood

"WIUP BILL HIC'KOK" series of half
hour western adventure series now in
preparation to resume shooting mid-Au-
gust. Guy Madison, Andy Devine set
leads.

^

"STARDUST" series featuring Jimmy
Siarr now being prepped for falL
"CASK HISTORY" featuring Regis Too.

mey, Sara Hayden, and "TRAIL BLAZ-
ERS" with Alan Hale, Jr., as set lead,
also in preparation for fall shooting^
Executive producer: William F. Broidy,
Producer: Wesley Barry
Director: Frank McDonald

FLYING A PRODUCTIONS
6d20 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

"ANNIR OAKLEY" new series of 63
half.hoUr videoaters now in praparation.
Gail Davis. BUly Gray head cast. Parts to
fiU.
Second series of. 53 half-hour Gene

Autry Western telepix shooting. . Gene
Autry, Pat Buttram set leads. .

"RANGE RIDER" shooting second se-
ries of 62 half-hour vldeoters. Jack Ma-
honey, Dick Jones head cast.
ProducM: Louis Gray
Directofs; Wallace Fox, Geo. Archainbaud
New series of half-hour western dramas

entitled "DEATH VALLEY DAYS" now
shooting.
Producer: Daircll McGowan
Durector: Stuart McGowan

Producer: Roland Reed
Director; Howard Bretherton
"MY LITTLE MARGIE" series of half

hour comedy telepix now shooting.
Charles Farrell and Gale Storm head cast.
Philip Morris sponsors.
Producer: Hal Roach
Director: Hal Yates

MCA-TV Taking Outside

Vidpix for Distribution
Hollywood, July 29.

Distribution end of MCA-TV
Ltd. has expanded its activities and
for the first time the MCA agency’s
video arm is handling product
other than that filmed by its own
TV subsidiary, Revue Productions.
New product is being distributed
on a regional and local basis, not
national.

Acquired by MCA-TV Ltd. for
distribution are the Abbott and
Costello vidpix series made some
tinie ago at the Hal Roach lot,
and angeled by A&C; the George
Raft series. “I Am the Law,” also
bankrolled by A&C, and the Wer-
ner Janssen “streamlined” music
classics;

JACK CHERTOK PRODS.
General Service Studios. Hollywood
"LONE RANGEN" half hour aeries of 52

videoaters now shooting. John Hart, Jay
Sllverheels set leads.-
Producer: Jack Chertok
Associate Producer: I^torry Poppe.

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
RKO.Pathe. Culver City

Shooting "REBOUND" series of half
hour adult dramas sponsored by Packard
Motor Car Corp.
Executive producer: Basil Grille
Producer: Bernard Girard
Director: B. Girard
Half-hour series of comedy-drama for

"A qHAIR ON THE BOULEVARD."
Producer- John Nasht
• Half hour series of adult drama films,
for "CROWN THEATRE" in preparation.
Producers; Richard Dorso. Beniard Girard.
"THOSE WERE THE DAYS" half-hour,

telepix series now in preparation.

W. R. FRANK PRODS.
General Service Studios: Hollywood
Group of 4- 30-minute "MEDAL OB

HONOR" telepix now shooting.
Producers: W. R. Frank, William Dean
Director;, Reginald LeBorg
Productlou Manager: Bart Carre

GROSS-KRASNE, INC.
General Service Studios: Hollywood
Resume shooting "BIG TOWN" scries

of 26 half hour, telepix July 28 sponsored
by Lever Brothers.

.
Patrick MeVey and

Jane Nigh set leads.
Producers: Jack J. Gross and Philip N.
Krasne

Director: E. A. Dupont.

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.
600 Taft Bldg.. Hollywood

Art Linkletter staging In a series of

REVUE PRODUCTIONS
Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood

Half-hour series of adult drama tele-
pix now shooting for Revue Prods.
Producer: Revue Productionx
Directors; Richard Irving, Norman Lloyd.

HAL ROACH PRODUCTIONS
Hal Roach Studios: Culver City

* AMOS 'N' ANDY" series of character
comedy telepix now shooting. Sponsored
by Blatx Beer for CBS-TV.
Cast; Tim Moore, Spencer Williams, Alvin

Childress, Ernestine Wade, Johnny Lee,
Horace Stewart.

Supervisors; ' Freeman Gosden, Carles
CorreU, Sidney Van Keuren ,

Director: Charles Barton
Production executive: James Fonda
Assistant director: Emmett Emerson

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS
Goldwyn Studio, Hollywood

ROY ROGERS now shooting 15 oater
telepix. Vidpix are half-hour each. Roy
Rogers, Dale Evans topline. Pat Brady
in support. General western parts to fill.
Sponsored by General Foods for NBC-TV.
Producer: Roy Rogers
Associate producer: Jack Lacey
Director: Bob Walker

104 15-mInute vidpix titled "LINKLETTER
AND THE KIDS.^'
Producer-director: Maxwell Shane
Associate producer; Irvin Atkins

FEDERAL TV CORPORATION
Goldwyn Studios, Hollywood

"MR. AND MR*. NORTH" series of half
hour situation comedies now shooting
first 39, Barbara Britton, Richard Den-
ning, Francis de Sales head cast.
Producer: Federal TV Corporation.
Director: Ralph Murphy.

DESILU PRODUCTIONS
General Service Studios, Hollywood

"I LOVE LUCY" half hour comedy se-
ries sponsored by Philip Morris shooting
for fall season.
Cast: Lucille Ball, DesI Arnaz, William
Frawley, Vivian Vance.

Producer: Jess Oppenhelmer
Director: William Asher
Writers: Jess Opp<mheimer, Madelyn
Pugh, Bob Carroll, Jr.
"OUR MISS BROOKS" half-hour com-

edy drama series now shooting for CBS-
TV, General Foods sponsor.
Cast: Eve Arden, Gale Gordon, Jane Mor-

gan, Dick Crenna, Gloria McMillan, Bob
Rockwell, Virginia Gordon.

Producer: Larry Berns
Director: A1 Lewis
Assistant director: Jim Paisley
Writers: A1 Lewis, Joe Quillan

FRANK FERRIN PRODUCTIONS
6528 Sxmsct Blvd., Hollywood
Casting; Virginia Mnzzuca

"SMILIN' ED'S GANG" series now slloot-
Ing. Ed McConnell, Nino Marcel head cast.
Producer-director: Frank Ferrln
Associate producer: Ralph Ferrln
Assistant director: Don Olsen

FILMCRAFT PRODS.
8451 Melrose. Hollywood

GROUCHO MARX starred in 39 half-hour
audience participation film productions, to

JAN PRODUCTIONS, INC.
General Service Studios: Hollywood
"IT'S THE BICKERSONS" series of half

hour comedy telepix now shooting. Lew
Parker and, Virginia Grey set leads.
Producer: Jack Denove
Production supervisor: C. M. Florence

. Dlrector-writcri Phil RapiEl

EDWARD LEWIS PRCDS.
Motion Picture Center. Hollywood

Series of 13 half-hour telepix featuring
Irene Donne as femcce now shooting
Producer; Edward Lewis
Production manager: William Stevens

THE McCADDEN CORP.
General Service Studios: Hollywood
"THE BURNS AND ALLEN SHOW"

now shooting series of half hour comedy
telepix. The Carnation Co. sponsor.
Cast; George Burns and Gi'acle Allen,
Fred Clark, Bea Bcnadaret, Harry Von
Zell,

Producer* Ralph Levy
Director: Ralph Levy
Writers: Paul Henning, Sid Dorfman, Har*
vey Helm, William Burns

MARCH OF TIME
369 Lexington Ave., N. Y.

"AMERICAN WIT AND HUMOR" se-
ries of 26 half-hour pix. Thomas Mitchell,
narrator, with cast Including Geno Lock-
hart, Jeffrey Lynn, Arnold Moss, Ann
Burr and Olive Deering.
Producer: Marlon Parsonuet
Director: Fred Stephani.

PATHESCOPE PRODUCTIONS
500 Fifth Ave.. New York City

Now shooting "THE HUNTER," series
of 13 half-hour telepix, sponsored by
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co, through
WUliam Esty. Barry Nelson heads cast.
Producer: Ed Montagne
Production Supervisors; Walter Raft,
Robert Drucker

Director; Oscar Rudolph.

ROLAND REED PRODS.
Hal Roach Studios? Culver City

Now shooting "TROUBLE WITH
FATHER" series of 30-mInuto situatlos
comedies.

SCREEN GEMS
1302 N. Gower, Hollywood

Now preparing the FORD THEATRE
series of 39 half-hour telepix to begin
shooting August 8.
Producer-director; Jules Brlcken
Assistant 'director; Eddie Seata

SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS.
Eagle Lion Studios, Hollywood

Series of half-hour dramas resume in
August.
Producers: Gil Ralston, Jaques Braunsteln

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
,

Studios, Culver City
RACKET SQUAD" series resume

footing July 30 half hour telepix series.
Producer: J^l Roach, Jr.» CarroU Case
Director; Jim Tlnllnjj

UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC.
Universal International Studios,

Hollywood

u fighting MAN," series’ of 13
h^alf-hour telepix, now shooting, Michael
Thomas. Cliff Clark set leads.
Director: George Blair

ADRIAN WEISS PRODS.
655 N. Fairfax; Hollywood
(Shooting at KTTV Studios)

13 "CRAIG-KENNEDY—
CRIMINOLOGIST" half hour adventure
telepix now being prepared for Septem-
ber start. *

Producer-director: Adrian Weis*

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.
Eagle. Hon Studios: Hollywood

"FIRMIDE THEATRE" eerie* of half^ur adult dramas now shooting,
^oducer-dlrector; Frank Wisbar
Associate producer: Sidney Sml^

WIZARD TELEPICTURES CO.
Larehmont Studios: Hollywood

DREAM ,.IT UP" series of 13-minuto
comedy telepix begin shooting Au^st 15.
Chick Chandler starred with Franklin
Pangborn, Gus Schilling, Benny Baker in
aupport.
Producer: B. L. -Petroff
Associate producer: Bert Dougla*
Director: B. L. Petroff
Production manager: H. A. Hlrshfleld

ZIV TV
5253 Clinton St., Hollywood

Two in "UNEXPECTED'^ serie* of
half-hour telepix shoot in July. Seven
' CISCO KID" half-hour telepix scheduled
for July shooting.
Directors; Eddie Davlit, Sobey Martin,
Geo. M. Cahan,

Hollywood
Barney Gerard has submitted a

video series, “The Beloved Judge,”

to a TV production company as a
projected deal on which he would
act as producer . . . Bing Crosby

Enterprises sold 13 “Royal Play-

house” vidpix to Radio Audizioni

Italia . Gloria and Lyle Talbot

set for roles in Flying A vidpix

series. Director George Archain-

baud takes cast and crew of Gene
Autry oaters to Lone Pine for lo-

cation shooting . . . Fllmcraft Pro-

ductions began enlarging .and
renovating its Melrose Avenue
studios due to expanded opera-
tions*in fall . . . Irving and Norman
Piiieus here from Gotham on vid-

pix product^n junket . . . Shoot-
ing resumecT at Hal Roach studios
on “My Little Margie,” starring

Gale Storm and Charles Farrell,

with Hal Yates directing for Ro-
land Reed Productions . . . Flying
A bought “Johnny Jackeroo,” by
Robert Schaefer and Erie Free-
wald, and “Carnival Comes West,”
by Buckjey Angel, for Gene Autry
oaters . . . TV- sales exec Stu Rey-
nolds addresses Society of Motion
Picture Comptrollers at its meet-
ing Aug. 13 , , . Prexy Hal Roach
of the Hal Roach studios off to

N. Y. on biz . . . Marilyn Nash stars

opposite Dan Duryea in "Port of

Thieves,” episode of the “Affairs

of China Smith” series shooting at

Motion Picture Center studios,

Edward Lewis producing . . . Mary
McCall Jr. signed by Screen Gems
to script “Life, Liberty and Orlin

Dooley,” for the “Ford Theatre”
series, from original by William
Fuller. SG switched tags on three

of its “Cavalcade of America”
telepix for DuPont; “Nathaniel
Hawthorne” became “Romance to

Remember,” “Thomas Jefferson’|

now “Experiment at Monticello.’

and “Samuel Morse” revised to

“What Hath God Wrought?” . -

SG also bought “Edge of the Law.”
by Richard Deming, for “Ford The-
atre” . . . Dominic Dclgarde, A1

Schoenberg and Jan Arvan set for

roles in United World’s "The
Fighting Man,” at UI . . . William
E. Green and Jack Daly cast in

"The -Mick,” “Fireside Theatre”
telepic rolling at Eagle-Lion stu-

(Uos . . . William Broidy Produc-
tions activated commercial depart-

ment to handle teleblurb produc-

tion and rental of studio facilities,

with Edward Kay in charge of vid-

film spots . . . Broidy due back

from N. Y. this week following

business trek to Gotham and Chi-

cago . , . Barbara Britton and

Richard Denning inked along witn

Francis de Sales to topline fii'st 39

in *iMr. and Mrs. North” .senes for

Federal TV, headed by Harry Joe

Brown and Buster Collier,

Murphy will direct, and J()hn w.

Loveton is producer of senes be-

ing shot at Goldwyn studios for

Colgate.
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CLIENTS SWITCH TO SPOT VIDPIX
-4 4

Scorecard of Webs Yidpix Shows
Following IS the lineup of major net\v6rk shows which will

be on film this yeai*, as compared to those aired via film during

the 1951-*52 season. Tor the upcoming year, CBS will have 12

and NBC will have 13 film shows, while ABC will have two.

DuMont airs a number of vidfilm packages but these are spon-
sored locally or regionally and not on a full network basis.

Racket Squad (CBS)
Fred Allen Show- (NBC)
Amos 'nVAndy (CBS)

Ask Me Another. (NBC)
Gene Autry (CBS)

Biff Baker, XJ.S.A, (CBS)

Big Town (CBS)
Bums & Allen (CBS)
Cavalcada* of America (NBC)
The Doctor (NBC)
Dragnet (NBC)
Fireside Theatre (NBC)
Ford Theatre (NBC)
Four-Star Theatre (CBS)
Gangbusters (NBC)
Greatest Fights (NBC)
Groucho Marx (NBC)
I Love Lucy (CIBS)

Lone Ranger (ABC)
Ozzie & Harriet (ABC)
Man Against Crime (CBS)
Our Miss Brooks (CBS)

Schlitz Playhouse (CBS)
Short Story Theatre (NBC)
Red Skelton (NBC)

. Sky King (NBC)
Smilin’ Ed McConnell (CBS)

1951-52
Amos *n’ Andy (CBS)
Gene Autry (CBS)
Big Town (CBS)-
Dragnet (NBC)
Fireside Theatre (NBC)
Gangbusters (NBC)
Greatest Fights (NBC)
Groucho Marx (NBC)
I Love Lucy (CBS)
Lone Ranger (ABC)
Racket Squad (CBS)
Schlitz Playhouse (CBS)
Sky King (NBC)-
Smilin’ Ed McConnell (CBS)

H’wood Alarmed as Yidpix Producers

More hto Lush Foreign Markets
Hollywood, July 29.

Networks, syndicates and indie

packagers, on the lookout for ad-

ditional revenue to get off the vid-

pic hook, are eyeing Hollywood's

lush foreign market. In past weeks,

many packagers have ,been over-

turned for pooling their product

to be sold in world -markets.

It’s no secret that NBC, and

CBS, in organizing syndicates, had
foreign sales in mind,- and Holly-

wood studio heads are alarmed at

the growing movement to invade

their pix stronghold.

Desilu, for example, is making
a feature length film out of several

“I Love Lucy” episodes and is eye-
ing the foreign market for sales.

Similarly, Jack Webb's ^‘Dragnet”
is being sought for overseas. Plan
of one operating syndicate is to
pool 1,000 pix to be "dumped” in
foreign markets for whatever
they’ll bring. Due to the cost fac-
tor, films would be subtitled
rather than dubbed but could
serve as a good second feature,
particularly since many boast
names usually available only in
top product.

One concept is to Splice three
episodes from as many different
series, and present them a la
Maugham’s "Trio” asL a feature.
Foreign project would open up

new vistas to vidpic producers and
put them in better trading position
for private financing, and bank
loans. Additionally they’re eyeing
vidpic sales to theatres in towns
where there’s no television.

There’s already talk of theatres
to show only selected half-hour,
15-minute shorts originally made
exclusively for television. Due to
low costs, these houses could op-
erate cheaply. Jt’s figured pro-
gram of dramatic, comedy features
plus panel or quiz show and news-
reel could be sold for package for
less than $100.

Guinness’ Topper

Yidpix Deal on Tap
Bernard L. Schubert, the rac

TV packager, is currently in E
land, with negotiations reporte

progress which may find A
Guinness doing a TV film se)
Dased on the "Topper” charact
zatlon. If deal jells, series wo
De made abroad.

Guinness* cuir
poxoffice appeal in this coun

CBS-TV 3

in j expressed intei
"...^'^'^prwriting the cost of

sivify
exchange for an ex<

Arnold, Gwenn Signed
Ralph Cohn, head of Screen

Gems, Columbia’s vidpix sub-
sidiary, returned to New York
Monday (28) following a two-week
stay on the Coast setting up pro-
duction on the 39 telepix for Ford.
Nine yarns have been selected

and writers have been assigned to
the properties. Among "names”
signed to appear are Edward Ar-
nold and Edmund Gwenn.

Music Pubs Eyeing

Telefilms as New

Sunrceior Plugs
Music publishers and song-

pluggers, who have seen, their

major plugging media shift grad-
ually from sheet music- to name
bands to radio disk jockey shows,
are now eyeing with considerable
optimism the various musical film

libraries being turned out by indie
vidfilm producers and designed for

TV deejay shows. With rniore than
17,000,000 TV sets now in circula-

tion and with more and more sta-

tions programming the musical
briefies all through the day and
night, pubs and pluggers envision
the. .pix as one of the best means
of plugging they’ve yet had.

Illustrative of the format of such
films is the series turned out by
Seaboard Studios, N. Y., and being
distributed by United Artists-TV.

Seaboard has produced 101 of them
to date and is now working on a

lO-per-moTtith schedule. Unlike the
Snader Telescriptions and others
which have sound-on-film. Sea-

board is shooting its series in a

silent version,' for "synchronization

either with one particular disk or

with several top-selling records.

Films have the tunes acted out

in pantomime or interpreted by
dancers, and one of them is an
animated cartoon.

Majority of the record com-
panies and music pubs are coop-
erating closely with Seabord^ by
turning over pre-release pressings

on their disks so that the studio

can time its productions for when
the record is getting the biggest

play. Under the distrib deal set

up by UA-TV, stations subscribing

to the service can have unlimited
use of the films for one year on
a library basis. Unlike other stu-

dios and distributors, however,
Seaboard i-etains actual ownership
of the films.

Seaboard, as with other vidfilm

producers making such pix, has no
special arrangement with the

(Continued on page 30)

27 TY Network Shows Going Pix

Route in Fall; Doubles Last Season

A sizable swing qjf advertisers
from network video stanzas to film,
series placed on a national spot -ba-
sis is shaping up for the ’52-’53

season. Already four spenders have
set their spot vidpix deals and at

least five others are considering
similar from-web-to-spot switches.

In some of the latter cases, time
has already been bought on a
chain, but spot placements will be
used to ‘ supplement the stations
lined up by the nets. In effect, the
bankrollers are letting the webs
sweat to clear whatever outlets they
can; then the agencies will go out
on their own to place their tele-

film programs on stations of their
own choice in markets the skein is

unable to clear.

The new business going the spot-
vidpix route this fall includes: Pa-
cific Coast Borax, which will back
a celluloid version’ of its oldtime
radio stanza, "Death Valley Days,”
in all 63 markets, via McCann-
Erickson agency; Miller Hi-Life
beer, which will sponsor "The
March of Time,” a half-hour week-,
ly stanza in 45 markets for 39
weeks, via the Mathisson agency;
and the Hamilton Watch-Interna-
tional Silver "Jewel Theatre”
which will go into about 20 mar-
kets, handled by Young & Rubi-
cam and BBD&O for their respec-
tive clients.

It’s- emphasized that these stan-

zas are in addition to canned series

already maldng the national spot
rounds, such as the Electric Com-
panies’ "Electric Theatre,” General
Baking’s "H o p a 1 o n g Cassidy,”

"Gruen Theatre,” and others. Some
of the backers mulling a move to

spot have been network spenders
and a few are new to the medium.

Siphoning Off Web Coin

If the trend continues, as it gives

evidence of doing, not only may it

take income away from the webs
but It can make their clearance
problems more difficult. Sponsors
placing their shows on a station-by-

station basis picked up some cream
availabilities as long ago as May
for network clearance. This situa-

tion, further complicating the clear-

( Continued on page 34)

Fromkess 240G

Jungle Telefilms

Leon Fromkess, prexy of Arrow
Productions, Coast vidpix outfit, is

currently in New York to confer
with agencies on a national spon-

sorship deal for "Ramar of the'

Jungle,” starring Jon Hall. From-
kess, formerly a v.p. of Samuel
Goldwn Productions, has brought
with him the first 13 pix of the
jungle adventure series.

^

Entire
series of 13 was brought in at a

cost of $240,000, according to

Fromkess.
Filming on the half-hour telepix

will resume in September, with
another group of 13 set for produc-
tion. Storiea are currently being
prepared and a unit is shooting
backgrounds in the Belgian Congo
and South Africa.

In addition to "Ramar,” From-
kess revealed that Arrow is set

to begin work on two new series

in the fall. Slated to* roll in' Oc-
tober is the first of 26 half-hour

films dealing with “King Arthur
and the Knights of the Round
Table.” In December, outfit will

begin work on an unrelated dra-

matic series employing some »f

the top names in Hollywood.
Fromkess, a veepee at Goldwyn

for seven years said that the new
vidpix industry is beginning to at-

tract the top theatrical producers
"although there is no money in

it yet.” Banks, he revealed, are

still reluctant to finance telepix

since they’re still unaware of the

potential of the market. Entrance
of experienced film-makers, ac-

cording to Fromkess, is beginning

to weed out the fly-by-nighters^ who
attempted to cash in on a single

pilot pic.

Like Em on Pix
Partial answer to audience

acceptance of vidfilm shows as

compared to live programs is

offered by "Big Town,” Lever-
sponsored show which
switched from live to film in

April. Ratings show a steady
rise for the program, Indicat-

ing that most viewers find it

' even better on film. Thus,
even though the film budget
is higher than was the live

budget, Lever is reportedly
well-satisfied with the switch,

particularly in view of the fact

that it retains subsequent^run
rights.

According to national Amer-
ican Research Bureau, ratings,

the show, aired Thursday
nights via CBS-TV, climbed
from a 31.1 in April to 36.7

in May, then dipped to 36.0

in June, when the hot weather
occasioned a dip in all rat-

ings. Record is even better for

the local N. Y. market. Ac-
cording to Videodex reports,

"Big Town” jumped in N. Y.

from a 21.4 in March to a 22.2

in April, then climbed to 26.8

in May when it went film and
to 28.6 in June. ;

Lever Considers

VidSIm Re-Runs

Good Economics
V

Despite mounting pessimism on

how valuable re-runs to vidfilm

packages will actually be, a num-
ber of sponsors are going in for

second-runs on vidfilm shows as an

inexpensive way to grab, off a

quality program which might snare

almost as high ratings the second

time around as the first. Case in

point is "Big Town,” the Lever
Bros, package on which United TV
programs, which is handling non-
Lever syndication, has already
lined up second-run sponsors in a

number of markets;
Under terms of UTPs deal with

Lever and the Ruthrauff & Ryan
agency, Lever retains a six-month
clearance between the first and
second runs. ' Since "Big Town”
switched from live to film in April,

stations getting it second-run can
tee off the first week in October.
With Lever bankrolling on some
20 CBS-TV markets, other stipu-
lations are that the second-run he
on a non-CBS putlqjt,

,
be bank-

rolled by a non-competing sponsor
and aired on a night other than
Thursday, when the show is aired
on the CBS net.

That means that different stanzas
of the same vidfilm show may be
playing on two different stations
in the same market during .the
same week. Thus, the re-run rights
are drawing considerable agency-
client interest for the N. Y. area.
As soon as UTP wraps up a deal
for N. Y., Lever will be bankroll-
ing "Big Town” fir.st-run on
Thursday nights, via WCBS-TV,
while a local sponsor wdll be bank-

( Continued on page 30)

Bestfoods Buys WNBT

Late Nite Hhn Theatre
Importance of late-night film

stanzas on tele stations is under-

lined by the fact that Best Foods,

via Benton ^ Bowles agency, has

bought the "11th Hour Theatre”
beamed op WNBT, N. Y,, Saturday
nights at 11:20 p.m.
A live emcee will be used to cue

the film and integrate the com-
mercials. BF "takes over the show,
which currently has participating
sponsors, early in September.

Any doubts still remaining about
television’s steady swing to film

programming are being rapidly dis-

pelled by the influx of major net-

work shows which will be on film

during the upcoming fall season.

Latest live show scheduled to make
the switch to film this fall is CBS-
TV’s "Man Against Crime,” which
raises the total of network shows
on film to at least 27, or double
the 14 which rode the network
last year.

This figure includes only those
programs sponsored on a nation-
wide basis by major advertisers,
and does not include the many vid-
film packages bankrolled on a local
or regional setup by other spon-
sors. While the total of network
film shows represents but a frac-
tion of live programs, the switch
to filfn has been so insistent that
some top industry execs are now
predicting that all shows, except
for the comedy and variety types,
will ultimately be on film.

Despite the fact that some trade
observers' are beginning to doubt
that ..the value of residual rights
to vidpix will be as great as
originally anticipated, that’s still

the primary reason for the shift
from live to film. Lever Bros., for
example, switched Its "Big Town”
to film mainly for that reason and
Camel cigarets is following the
same line of reasoning on "Man.”
But the audience acceptance of
network film shows is also a major
factor.

Camel used a film series, "The
Hunter,” as summer replacement
for “Man” this year and found
it so successful that it decided to
go film with “Man” al;5.o. As a re-
sult, star Ralph Bellamy is cut-
ting short his vacation In Europe
to return to N. Y. to start lensing
the show next month. Esty agency,
which owns the show and thus will

control the residual rights, has
turned over production to Pathe-
scope, which also lensed the "Hun-
ter” series, "Man” returns to Its

CBS-TV slot Oct. 8 and Esty hope?
to have at least six stanzas in the
can by then.

Pointing up the trend to film,

"Man” is the third show aired live

last year which will switch to film

in the fall. Other two are CBS-
TV’s Burns A Allen and NBC-TV’s
Red Skelton show. Two other live

shows shifted to film near the end
of last season, including "Schlitz

Playhouse of Stars” and "Big
T( vn.” On an individual network
basis, NBC will have 13 and CBS
will have 12 shows on film, while
ABC has the other two, "Lone
Ranger,” and the upcoming "Ozzle
& Harriet.”

WJZ-lTs 35 Pix

Features Per Week
WJZ-TV, New York key of ABC-,

TV, launches a five4iour-long

weekly session of old pix on Sat-

urday afternoon (2). Program diet

on WJZ-TV is now so heavy with
celluloid that the station is screen-
ing 35 film features this week.
New series is "Saturday Play-

house,” spotting three antique fea-

tures on each edition, using a vari-

ety of product, in the l-to-6 p.m.
span. In addition, program director
Hal Hough has added a weekly
Boris Karloff film in the 7-8 p.m.
period. At 8:30 p.m. on Saturdays
the station shows the same feature
twice until 12:30 a.m. That makes
a total of 10 hours of film fare on
Saturdays alone.
"Saturday Playhouse” was added,

according to WJZ-TV general
manager Trevor Adams, because
of the success of “Sunday Play-
house,” which leads the rating field

locally in the 1-4:30 p.m. segment
and is sold out commercially.
This week on WJZ-TV there ar#

31 hour-long film shows, plus
I others where the pix are edited

1
shorter stanzas.
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Okay to Take Shows Off Shelf

The package-happy gentry in-f*

television are bracing at the bit,

waiting for the word from Wash-
ington that will restore the ABC
network to good competitive graces

and, through the sanction of a

merger, permit United Paramo'unt
Theatres to pour some $30,000,000

into the . depleted network treas-

ury.
William Morris, Music Corp. of

America and all the other talent

package houses with a stake in TV
are standing by, waiting for the

FCC signal which will permit them
to resurrect some hundred val-

uable properties which have been
accumulating dust .because there’s

no place to spot them,
A lot of these properties were

already showcased on ABC—^such

as the Playwrights Co.-inspired

"Celanese Theatre,” the “Pulitzer

Playhouse” .series' and flocks of

other shows ip dramatic, comedy
and vaudeo veins, that were
yanked primarily because ABC,
lacking funds to expand, was un-
able to satisfy the clients clearance-

wise. In addition . to these, there

are shelves upon shelves of newly-
auditioned properties that have no
place to go bocause NBC and CBS
television are practically

.
sold out

with little or no cream time avail-

abilities. : •!
;

-

The clients are / around. Many
have expressed interest in picking

^ up the tab on dormant shows

—

when and if facilities open up.

It’s recognized, that’ once, ABC
gets the U.C. greenlight to merge
interests \yith UPT (and all indica-

tiong now point to' a Labor Day
finalization and erasure of

^

all

merger bottlenecks), the millions

of dollars poured into ABC coffers

-for programming will invite more
and more station affiliations into

the fold. And with new ‘'post-

freeze outlets ^on the hprizon, it’s

conceded that, with fresh man-
power, coin and qualitative pro-

gramming, ABC will have but one
direction in which to move—and
that’s upward.

Coke Mulls Kosty

Coca-Cola may be back on CBS
Hadio this fall with a new half-

hour show spotlighting Andre
Kostelanetz and his orch, one of

the net attractions in Coke pro-
grammings While Coke’s interest

so far has been mainly in the show
and not so much in which network
would get its business, the fact that
it was on CBS last season with
Edgar Bergen and was close to

pacting for Bing Crosby this sea-
son indicates that the Kostelanetz
show will wind up on CBS.

Soft-drink firm had been talking
last season about bankrolling a

Kostelanetz show on NBC-TV, but
after an expensive kinescope audi-
tion was lensed, the deal fell

through. As for Crosby, Coke had
placed an order with CBS for his
show several weeks ago hut backed
out when Crosby decided to go into
the ice-cream manufacturing busi-
ness on the side, for fear that its

product might be competitive with
ice-cream.

IBS SPORTS BONANZA;

GOLF, GRID CLIENTS
August is proving a sports bon-

anza for Mutual. Harry Wisner,
now a general executive in Tom
O’Neil’s AM-TV empire, will cover
two golf tourneys which the web
is beaming on a co-op basis while
Chevrolet and Admiral are picking
up the tabs for other events.
Wismer will cover the All-Amer-

ica Golf Tournament at Tam-O’-
Shanter on Sunday (3) at 7:30-
8 p.m. and will do the World’s
Championship of Golf on Aug. 10
in two segments.

Chicago will also be the scene
of the All-Star Football Game
which MBS will beam on Aug. 15
from 0:15 p.m. to conclusion, with
A1 llclfcr and Jack Drees spiclin"
and Admiral bankrolling. Skein
will al.so have the Soap Box Derby
for Chevrolet

I

Drive-In's AM Wedding
Houston, July 29.

KTHT will start soon all night

operations. Outlet announces that

the Stuart DHve-In, owned and op-

erated by R. E. Stuart, will be

the origination point of an all-

night broadcast each night.
'

Jameson Brfnkmeyer will be fea-

tured in a $5,000 glass studio built

atop the drIve-in.

Ozzie & Harriet s

$3,000,000 Brace

Of ABC Sponsors
Lambert Pharmacal (Listerine)

has bought the open alternate

week sponsorship of “Adventures
of Ozzie and Harriet” on ABC radio
and television, to start this -fall.

Hotpoint previously had picked up'

the sAM-TV package on a skip-a-

week basis, contingent on ABC’s
lining up a second backer. It’s a

$3,000,000 deal, with each sponsor
putting up $1,500,000.

Setup on “Ozzie and Harriet” is

similar to the format evolved by
ABC for getting sponsors in a two-
medium spread. It’s figured that
the advertiser gets advantage! by
having the same stanza in both AM
and TV, in view of- the merchan-
dising-promotion potentials and
also a two-medium ride assures full

national covera.ge. At the same
time, due to the relatively high
cost - of

,
vid'eo, the alternate week

backing makes it economical for
the spender who wants to stay in

both fields.

Same pattern is being ^followed
on Walter Winchell’s upcoming
gabfasts, for which Gruen is al-

ready set and another alternating
sponsor is being sought.

“O&H,” which has been the top-
rated radio stanza on Friday
nights, will remain in the ABC
sked in its 9 p.m. slot. Video spot
had not yet been firmed up. Max-
on, agency for Hotpolnt,” and Lam-
bert & Feasley, agency for Lister-
ine, are getting together this week
to decide also on the details of
which weeks they will take. Series
will be in vidpic form, produced by
Ozzie Nelson in conjunction with
the network.

Lambert’s inking of “O&H” fol-
lows cancellation of “Sammy Kaye
Show” on CBS-TV. Program went
off after last Saturday’s (19) broad-
cast. It had been in the 7-7:30
p.m. slot.

CavaUo’sJfTPost
Chicago, J\|ly 29.

Peter H. Cavallo, Jr., has been

named'radlo-teevee director of Hie

local J. "Walter Thompson ad

agency here, succeeding Hal Rorke,

who recently resigned to move to

the coast. Cavallo joined the

agency in 1945,

Robert M. Gilbert has been

upped to assistant radib-TV direc-

tor, and C. Ross Littig was ap-

pointed administrative assistant of

the radio department.

RCA’s Net Shaved
t

As Expenses Rise

Camden, July 29.

Despite record volume during

first half of year, increased op-

1

crating expenseS^ at Radio Corp. of

America shaved net to 70 'cents a

share on common stock from $1.02

in 1951.

Radio Corp. earned $11,299,930

on (peak volume of $305t837,825 in

the first Six months of this year,

compared with $15,703,361 realized

on $302,332,933 a year ago. Cost

of operations increased to $282,-

500,895 from $270,021,572, while

Federal taxes amounted to $12,037,-

000 compared with $16,608,000.

For the second quarter, products

and services sold totaled $141,966,-

494, compared with $116,742,178

net profit increased to $4,223,410

or 25 cents a share on common
from $3,801,819, or 22 cents a share

a year ago. Operating expenses in-

creased to $133,471,084 in the sec-

ond quarter from $112,174,359.

WCBS-TY Vctacular’

Flaunted Opposite Rival

Radio City, N. Y., Hqs.

WCBS-TV, N. Y., is flaunting its

promotion right in front of the

headquarters of the rival NBC and

ABC executive offices at Radio

City, taking over a spectacular at

50th St. and Sixth Ave. directly

opposite the RCA Building. It’s ex-

pected to be functioning by Fri-

day (1).

Large sign, formerly plugging
Gruen watches, gives the time in

neon numerals and will also flash

running program notes and an-

nouncements. Contract was set by
Bob Patt, WCBS-TV promotion di-

rector, with Douglas Leigh and also

includes four-sheet posters which
the Leigh organization has on Rail-

way Express trucks in suburban
New York.
Deal is a time-for-space swap,

with Leigh’s subsidiary. Flamingo
frozen foods, getting time on the
outlet in •return for the spectaculars
and poster displays.

CBS, on the Coast, did a similar
bally directly opposite NBC h.q.,

on Sunset & Vine at the time of
CBS “Jack Benny raid.”

DURWARD KIRBY
HAHllY MOORE SHOW—CRS-TV

ROOD V EAR TELEVISION PLAYHOUSF.—NBO-TV
I ‘.OR AND RAV SVJOW—NBC-TV
lilLLXOl*.

^
HOUSE—CBS -JLDVUIO

s

«
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Ed BJurrett, the former editor of Newsweek who resigned to
become .assistant Secretary of State In charge of “Voice of Ameri-
ca,” has negotiated a deal whereby he’ll join NBC, He’s scheduled
to move into the network’s AM-TV news operation Aug. 1 on a
freelance “project basis” to work on “super secret” assignment

Pacting of Barrett is cued, to the programming concepts pro-
jected by Sylvester L. (Pat> Weaver, NBC’s radio-TV head. Primar-
ily Barrett will function in an area designed to vest news presenta-
tions with a greater scope and effectiveness.

It’s long been Weaver’s contention that the real interpretive news
job is yet to be done, notably in video, giving it a depth and dimen-
sion which will illustrate how news events influence the course
of history. Exact nature of the project is being- kept under wraps.

DuMont Web’s Further Separation

From bb; Full Autonomy Due Soon

Dodge’:s Agency Shift

Bruce Dodge is leaving the

Kenyon & Echhardt radio and tele-

vision department in a couple of

weeks to join Weiss & Gelier as

AM-TV head. ^

He’ll operate out of the Gotham
office of the Chicago agency.

Jessel Set For

NBC-TV ‘AO Star’:

Also Berle, Harris
Hollywood, July 29.

George Jessel makes his vide-

but next September heading his

own show on NBC-TV’s “All Star
Review.” Joe Bigelow, the series’

exec producer, has set a solo shot-

for Jessel witft an option for more,
which may make Jessel a regular
with the other rotating Saturday
night comics.

If Jessel returns from Europe in

time, he’ll open the show’s season
on Sept. 6. Otherwise, he takes
the following Saturday. Others
set so far are'* Jimmy Durante,
Martha Ray and Milton Berle.
Tallulah Bankhead is still a strong
possibility,^ as is Phil Harris.
Durante is. booked for the third

outing, . Sept. 20. Berle, in addi-
tion to his own Texaco telecasts,
is committed for two shows in the
first IT weeks. Martha Raye, one
of last season’s regulars-,, will be
back in the rotation from New-
York.

WDTV’s ‘Happy’s Party’

Gets 4-Station Spread

By Florida Citrus Assn.
First television network show to

originate from DuMont’s WDTV,
Pittsburgh, has been bought by
the Florida Citrus Assn, for a four-
station spread. Show is “Happy’s
Party,” which played in Pitt as a
one-hour production but will be
trimmed to a half-hour for the
spot booking setup. Agency is J.

Walter Thompson.
Show is to be aired Saturday

mornings on WDTV, DuMont’s
WABD, N. Y.; WNBW, the NBC
o&o outlet In Washington, and the
ABC-owned WXYZ-TV, Detroit.
Program, which was originally de-
signed in cooperation with the
Pitt school system, deals with ju-
venile dental hygiene as explained
by Happy, a puppet. i

COLEMAN, WAHICK
TO DO CLEVE. BROWNS

Cleveland, July 29.

Appointment of Ken Coleman
and Don Wattrick to be the televi-
sion and radio voices respectively
for the Cleveland Browns’ football
games was announced this week.

Coleman, a sports announcer at
WNEB, will do the radio broad-
casts for WTAM and a five-state
network with 19 outlets in Ohio,
Pennsylvania, New York, Kentucky
and West Virginia. WTAM takes
over the radio broadcasts this year
from WERE where they had been
handled by Bob Neal, now the
sports voice, for TV baseball tele-
casts. Neal also did the television
show.

Wattrick is from Detroit and will

I

do the television broadcasts over
I
WXEL. He did the Detroit Lions’

•
1 games last year.

DuMont network, may be com-
pletely divorced from the DuMont
Lab’s plant at Passaic, N. J., in the
near future, thereby following the
lead of the RCA-NBC setup, CBS-
TV and CBS-Columbia, etc. Web
execs revealed this week that they
have been granted more and more
autonomy In recent months and
that the network is now working
pretty much on its own.

Actually, it was pointed out,
there would be no particular ad-
vantage in separating completely,
the two branches of the DuMont
corporatioi^ at this time. When,
however, the network achieves a
'sufficient volume of business to
warrant a 'Completely autonomous
setup, the uecessary steps vdll be
taken to effect , the -move. Right
now, Chris, J. ': Witting, -as director
and general manager of the net,
operates . the network \vith only a
distant supervisory

|
touch from

Passaic, but the web and factory
still work under the same acocunt-
ing system, the network paychecks
are forwarded from the plant, etc.

New accounting system is being
completed at this time to give the
network its own setup, and when
that is completed, the net will be
almost totally divorced operation-
wise from the parent company.

‘Lu^’ to Preem

CBS Tele City

. Hollywood, July 29.

“Life With Luigi,” to be spon-
sored by General Foods, through
Benton & Bowles, has been given
Sept. 22 as starting dale as the

first network show out of CBS
Television City. It airs live at

6:30 (9:30 N. Y. time) after “I

Love Lucy” on Monday night.

Net’s new $25,000,000 plant had
been slated for early October
opening but one of four main stu-

dios will be made available for

“Luigi” only., TV cast replacement
will be Sig Rumann for Hans
Conreid, with J. Carrol Naish,

Alan Reed, Mary Shipp and Jody
Gilbert doubling over from the

AM version.
Norman Tokar flew in from

N. Y. to discuss the • directorial

assignment with Harry Ackerman,
Cy Howard and Mac Benoff.

THORNDIKE, JENSEN

ON ‘OMNIBUS’ SERIES
Joseph J. Thorndike, Jr., former

Life managing editor, and Oliver

Jensen, once a member of the

mag’s board of editors, have been

appointed editorial executives for

“OninibuS)” the Ford Foundation’s

upcoming tele series.

Bob Saudek, director of the

foundation’s TV-Radio Workshop,
said that Thorndike and Jensen

will be responsible for planning

and editorial content of the 90-

minute series which will start over

CBS-TV on Nov. 9 at 4:30-6 p.m.

In 1950 the pair founded Picture

Press, outfit which turned out pic-

ture tomes.

Potter Seeks 4 TYers
Dallas. July 29.

Tom Potter, local oil man, has

applied to the FCO for four TV
outlets in the South and Southwest.

Potter previously owned and op-

erated KBTV which is now WFAA-
TV, which he sold to the Dallas

plications are for outlets at

' Rouge, La., UHF Channel^

eaumont, UHF Channel 31,

T imi? r.hannel. 24: Cliai-
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% Rate Slash Major Stpie?
, Chicago, July 29.

Scene -of activity in the prolonged CBS-affiliate “rate reapprais-

ing” hassle shifted to Chicago today (Tues.) when- the full com-

mittee sat down again with Columbia prexy Frank Stanton and

his key radio network associates in another bid to arrive at a

satisfactory solution. By. late afternoon there were indications

that an ai!^^0^ent might be reached before, adjournment. Yhis,

in turn, .go before the full affiliate family, possibly next

week, at a still-to-be-decided meeting ground.

Chief ;$tymie !t)|ms far in failure to come to terms on a rate struc-

ture has hetin; tJw reported insistence of the CBS high command
that the affiliates agree to a 50% slash in the nighttime rate struc-

ture as against a repotted 20% hike in the daytime rate. On the

other hand, the affiliates are said to be willing to settle for a 25%
nighttime ‘rate cut.

Best guess in some industry quarters is that the solution will

lie in establishing one basic rate for day and night.

WNBFs Experimental Assembly Line
i

Productioii; l-Studio, 1-Crew Formula
WNBT, Gotham key of NBC-TV,‘

Is undertaking a one-month test of

“assembly line production” of its

tele stanzas, starting Aug, 4 . Idea

is to originate all WNBT’s live lo-

cal strip shows, from 9 a.m. to

11:20 p.m.„ from .one large studio

which will be operated On a “tur-

ret” basis, the,..cameras moving
from one section of the studio to

the next.

While this type of operation has

been used in the hinterlands and
to some extent by other New York;

outlets, it’s the first time it has

been applied on such a large scale

by a metropolitan channel. The ob-

ject is to come up with a more ef-

ficient method of producing local

shows and reducing production fa-

cilities charges for local airers.

Under the new plan, each strip

show will be done every day by
the same crew, with standing sfets

and from the same base of opera-
tions. At present the local Wl^T
shows come from a variety of NBC-
TV studios and are done by crews
not .exclusively assigned to the
Gotham operation. The new setup
is expected to result in a more ef-

ficient operation with ,
benefits

passed on to bankToIlers. It fits in
with the station’s concept that live

programming is essehtisi to a local
stations and its advertisers, and
now the technical and production
facilities will also be- keyed, to the
local advertisers’ needs..
Assembly line will be sqt up In

Studio 3 at the WOR TT Square
which NBC-TV hiid perviously sub-
let from WOR, N. T. If the trial
is successful, the system will

,
be

made permanent, although not
necessarily continuing in the WOR
studios. NBC facilities at, 106th
St or in Brooklyn may be used.

No More Friday

Godfrey Shows
Arthur Godfrey wdll drop Friday

from his broadcasting schedule
over CBS when he returns from
vacation extending through August.

Star did final Friday program
last week (25). Godfrey explained
that for 19 years he had miked six
hays a w^eek, and then eliminated
Satui-day, Godfrey told his listen-
ers that as an “old foof,” he
uiougm four days would hereafter
e sufiicjgjjj. Godfrey, has been

doing the Friday show from his
jann m Virginia, while the rest of
l ie cast performed in a New York
studio.

CBS-TV Prqis Three
Hollywood^ July 29.

series are being
died at CBS for piloting. Frank

staff writer-producer, has
^10jn the works and Cy Howard

casting
Stevens,” to star

. Grahame in a comedy-drama
opera genre. It will be

killed next month.
P^hPhrties under Galen’s su

Fair”^ “Vanity and Mrs
Bai'/.. ,

produced by Danny
rarim’

* televersion of the
comedy, “Meet Millie.”

Hugh Terry Upped
D>nver, July 29.

Hugh Terry has been upped
from veepee to prexy and general
manager of Aladdin Radio & Tele-
vision, Inc., operators of KLZ here.

Terry,' w^ho’H lead KLZ's fight

for a tele channel in Denver, has
been a director of the National
Assn, of Radio & TV Broadcasters
for the past eight years, a rep at

the UNESCO radio conference in

Paris and is on the radio advisory
committee for the Voice of

America.

AKE FALLINC ON f Agencies Jockey formM
SEVERAL ElEGS

Billings; ^ciskm in Few Days

While’s “Who, Mer

Denial that he played any part in

suggesting an agreement On a rate

structure affecting CBS and its af-

l.filiated stations was voiced last

week by Frank White, veepee and
general manager, of the NBC radio

and television networks.

“What actually happened was
this,” White told Variety:
“On Friday of last week George

Storer, owner of several stations,

one of which is affiliated with NBC,
called at my office. I made no
statement to him as to the inten-

tions of NBC with respect to rates

and there was no suggestion of an
agreement or understanding be-

tween us as to changes in the rate

structure of any network.
“NBC's network rates are cur-

rently under study and have been
for some time. We have reached

no conclusion as to what we may
ultimately suggest to our affiliated

stations and any future revision

which we make will be on the basis

of full and free discussion with

them and will depend on their and
our belief as to what is appropriate.

“We have no agreement or un-

derstanding with anyone in the

industry and our future action will

be dictated . by our own conclu-

sions as to what revision may be
necessary and not by action that

others may take.”

PICCADILLY CiG COIN

FOR MAGGI McNELLIS
When Maggi McNeRis preems

her new stanza for WJZ-TV, N. Y.,

tomorrow (Thurs.) at 9:30-10 p.m.,

she’ll be in the same sponsorship

family as she was on “Leave It To
the Girls.”

“Girls” was bankrolled by Re-

gent cigarets, of which Frank
Rlggio is prexy. The new McNellis

show is backed by Piccadilly cigs,

of which Louis Riggio, brother of

Frank, is topper. Agency is Hilton

and (Lou) Riggio. Incidentally, ini-

tial edition of the “video maga-
zine” airer will include film clips

of Miss McNellis and hubby Clyde

1

Newhouse at the opening of the

IGlen Cove, L. I., strawhatter.

.By GEORGE ROSEN
With the political conventions

out of the way and- NBC prexy
Joseph H. McConnell back at home
base, the network’s “total integra-
tion” steamroller takes on full
speed ahead this week, with the
web’s new veepee and general
manager, Frank White, entrusted
with the task of putting NBC’s ad-
ministrative house in order.

In the wake of the streamlining
there will he some major casualties

as well as those in a lower level,

designed to effect wholesale econo-
mies and unify the web’s personnel
structure. Scheduled for payroll

lopoff on the “early agenda” are,

among others, Gen. Lyman Mun-
son, who was brought in originally

at top coin to oversee the network’s
stake, in film, but eventually
wound up with the title of director

of operations reporting to veepee
Edward A. Madden.

Also.' slated for axing, it’s re-

ported, is Fred Shawn, who has
been -director of AM station rela-

tions., Under the new integrated

station relations setup spearheaded
by veepee Harry Bannister, Shel-

don Hickox, Jr„ now director of;

TV station relations, takes over as

director of both facets as No. 2

man. Tom Knode moves up into

he newly-created post of manager
as No. 3 man.

Along with station relations, two
other NBC divisions get immediate
attention. These are programming
and advertising-promotions. Charles

H. (Bud) Barry, newly-named
head of programming for both AM
and TV, will name Tom McAvity
as No, 2 man of the integrated di-

vision, Jack Cleary, eastern pro-

gram manager, will take over

managerial reins in AM under

McAvity, with Carl Stanton manag-
ing the TV department. Mitchell

Benson will head up talent develop-

ment for both radio and television.

Rudd Lawrence Upped
New boss man in promotion-ad-

vertising under the integrated pat-

tern is Rudd Lawrence, With both

Jim Nelson, in TV promotion, and

Jake Evans,- of AM promotion,

both falling into the unification

formula, still to be resolved is

theif future status.

Davidson Taylor, Jr., becomes

overall head of news-special events-

public affairs, with Bill McAndrew
taking over the news and special

events phases for both AM and TV
and Ed Stanley the integrated pub-

lic affairs programming. Tom Gal-

lery heads up both AM-TV sports.

On a lower level, the news depart-

nients are slated for a going-over.

Major confusion prevails within

(Continued on page 31)

Aiigfel in the Winds
Chicago, July 29.

Bob Hope turned up as a

surprise last-minute guest on
NBC-TV’s “Ask Me Another”
last Thursday night (24).

Former Baseball Commis-
sioner A. B. (Happy) Chand-
ler was slated to appear on
the panel but “hadh’t shown up
10 minutes bedfore airtime,

Hope, who did a comedy com-
mentary for NBC during the
political conventions, was
standing in the wings at the
Studebaker Theatre, where
“Ask Me” originates, waiting
to go on with his own show.
He quickly consented -to sub
for Chandler.
Show is packaged 8y Louis

G. Cowan. Cowan donated $1,-

QOO to the Olympic fund, with
the comic bypassing a guest
fee. “Ask Me” has a sports
format and Hope, as a part-

owner of the Cleveland In-

dians, held his own in the
questioning.

‘Web’ Resolved;

‘Amateur Hour’ To

CBS (BothAM-TV)

Mpls. Beefs on 'Today'

Blackout Makes Hubbard

Skeptical on 'Ratings’

Minneapolis, July 29.

. Stanley. Hubbard, KSTP-TV and

radio station president and general

manager, says his faith in televi-

sion and radio shows ratings has

been shaken as a result of what

happened when KSTP-TV had to

go off the air during the “Today”

show last Wednesday morning (17).

“Our rating of 'Today’ hasn’t

been very high, but when it went

off after hardly getting started the

calls of protesting and inquiring

TV set owners paralyzed our studio

switchboard for hours,” explains

Hubbard. “There were many more
telephone calls than the rating

would shoiV, and surely every set-

owner .watching and lilting the

show didn’t bother to telephone us.

“It makes me wonder how much
value the various ratings of TV and
radio shows have.”

The KSTP-TV equipment break-

down, keeping the station off the

air nearly two and a half hours was
caused by dust, resulting from “ex-

cessive maintenance,” that broke

down the insulator and crystal os-

culator/’ according to Hubbard.

CBS-TV and the P. Lorillard Co.
came to terms this week in their

argument over where “The Web”
is to be slotted this fall, thereby
resolving the triple cigaret pro-
gramming switch into which CBS
had entered with Lorillard, Amer-
ican Tobacco and R. J. Reynolds.
Under the deal as finally worked
out, “Web” goes into the choice
Sunday night at 10 slot, with CRS-
TV also inheriting “Original Amaf*
teur Hour.”

Radio version of “Amateur
Hour,” which Lorillard recently
axed off the ABC net; switches over
to CBS Radio for a Thursday night
spotlighting in the fall but sans the
Lorillard bankrolling. Understood

new AM client is on tap. TV
version, which had occupied the
Tuesday night 10. to 10:45 period
on NBC, goes off to make way for
the upcoming Fred Allen vidfilm
quiz, “Two for the Money.” Video
“Amateur” is now to be aired on
CBS Saturday nights from 6!30 to

7:30 starting Sept. 28, with Loril-

lard (Old Gold) bankrolling the
second half-hour. CRS must still

find a sponsor for the first half of

the show.

CBS-TV ’s triple ciggie switch,
wh^ch blew up considerable smoke,
started originally when American
Tobacco optioned the Thursday
night at 9 period for its new “Biff

Baker, USA” series. “Man Against
Crime,” sponsored by Reynolds’
Camel cigarets, had been in the

(Continued on page 31)

4- Question as to which agency or

agencies grabs off the lucrativ*

Republican Party billings in th«
all-media campaign to elect GOP
standar4 bearer Dwight D, Eisen-
hower as the next President, will
be resolved in the next few days.
About $3,000,000 (all of it to he
spent within an approximate 60-
day period) is Involved.

Four agencies are reported in
the running. These are Young &
Rubicam, BBD&O, Kudner agency
and McCamj-Erickson.- That Y Re R
should wind up with a major slic*
of the biz wouldn’t come as a par-
ticular surprise to tlie trade In
view of the pre-convention role
played by Y & R prexy Sigurd
Larmon and his key aides at the
agency in promoting the Eisen-
hower presidential aspirations.

On the other hand, BBD&iO
(which. had the GOP billings dur-
ing the general elections four
years ago) figures prominently in
the picture because of prexy Ben
Duffy’s close association with Gov.
Thomas E. Dewey. The BBD&O
chances have become even more
strengthened since the Chi con-
vention in view of the Eisenhower
appointments of top Dewey aides
to his up-front campaign entourage.

'Vyhile in some quarters it’s re-
ported that Y & R and McCann-
Erick'son will share the GOR hiz,

it’s
,

reported elsewhere that
BB&O stands a good chance of
grabbing it all. Still others say
that Kudner agency’s closeness to
General Motors (wealthy auto mer-
chant Arthur Summerfield, chair-
man of Republican National Com-
mittee is the link here), projects it

prominently in the foreground.
Time is of the essence in view of
the difficulty of grabbing choice
TV time on such short notice. Also,
it’s recognized that the account in-

vites a multiplicity of agency head-
aches, entailing considerable trav-'

elling expenses, staff additions, etc.

Democratic biz is being handled
by the Joseph Katz agency in B’d-

timore. GOP billings are esti-

mated at approximately $2,500,000.

TVJARATHONS PAY

OFF DOWN TEXAS WAY
San Antonio, July 29.

It seems that local TV vicwets
keep their promises much better
than those in California, or New
York. Marathon TV programs in

those two states brought big
pledges to chanty but when it

came to collecting the cash, pro
gram sponsors were sorely disap-

pointed. New . York collections

totaled about one-third the amount
pledged, California’s about one
fourth. ....

At an all night Telethon here on
WOAI-TV last month for ’'Cere*

bal Palsy, pledges plus collections

at the telecast were announced as

$70,000. Final collections now re-

veal a total of $76,000 which indi-

cates that local viewers who
pledged actually paid the amoun
given on the telecast.

TV ‘Cavabde’

Set By DuPont
NBC-TV, after trying all summer

to sell a full-hour Tony Miner-pro-
duced dramatic series for its Wed-
nesday night at 8 spot, has fihaily'

tossed in the towel on that project
and is turning the time over, to
otlier bankrollers. First to sign on
is duPont, which pacted for the
8 to 8:30 period alternate Wednes-
day nights only for the TV version
of its .“Cavalcade of America.”
Agency is BBD&O.
Video “Cavalcade” will be on

film, with 13 of the half-hour pro-
ductions having already been com-
pleted by several Indie producers
on the Coast. Screen Gems, Co-
lumbia Pictures’ wholly-owned TV
subsid, for example, has lensed six

of the vidpix. In moving into the
Wednesday night period, the du-
Pont show will he bucking CBS-
TV’s high-rated “(Godfrey Sc

Friends.’ Therc’js already consid-
erable trade speculation over not
only how well the show will do
against Godfrey but whether its

potentialities are strong enough to

lure other bankrollers in to round
out the hour.

As for Miner, it now appears def-

inite that NBCJ will be forced to

give him a Sunday afternoon time,

despite the fact that his $2,000 per

week salary should apparently rate

him a Class A period. While NBC
still has several alternate-week

sponsor spots to fill, these are for

limes in which shows are already

Committed. As a result, the only

time remaining for Miner is on

Sundays. He’s currently producing

“Curtain Call” for RCA Victor

this summer, but RCA will bring

the Dennis Day sho . back Into that

Friday night period in the fall.
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Into Black Ink on First UHF Day
By JACK XiBVY '

Washington, July 20.

When the FCG issues a permit;

for channel 6 to WHUM in Read-

ing,, Pa., probably in a few weeks,

it will pave the way for construc-

tion of one of the most remarkable

television station operations in

the world, For when WHUM-TV
takes to the air this fall (it is

shooting for Oct, 15), it will be the

first commercial UHF station to

get into operation., the most "pow-

erful TV station ever built, and,

although it is starting in a city,

without loMl TV stations, it will

be in the black the very day it

begins broadcasting.

How such a phenomenon can
happen with a UHF operation is a

story which has its origin in the
faith and foresight of Humboldt J.

Greig, owner of WHUM, and the
technical know-how ' of General
Electric engineers. The WHUM-
TV operation, which will be tlie

G-E "showcase of the ultra highs,”
will have the "first Klystron high-
power amplifier to be used com-
mercially. Made for (3-E by the
Varion brothers who developed it.

at Stanford University, WHUM’s
Klystron caiTies 14 kw power.
Employing,an Helica antenna (giv-

ing 25 to one gain), the WHUM-TV
signal will have an. effective radi-

ated power (ERP) of 261 kw. This
is greater power than all the New
York and Philadelphia TV stations
combined.

Greig purchased the Klystron in
1951 when it was the fashion to

apeak of UHF as "another FM.”
It was said that UHF was limited!
in . coverage, that there would be
no transmitter tubes of sufficient

(Continued on page 36)

DuMont to Preem

New Studio Plant
DuMont, most sorely pressed

among the major networks for stu-

dio space, will he able to start

breathing easiei* by Aug. 15, when
the first studio of its new uptown
Manhattan plant is scheduled to
launch operations. Studio is the
smallest of five in the building,
which will he opened officially on
schedule by mid-October,

Studios are being constructed
originally with live programming
in mind, but web execs noted this

week that, if and when the new
trend to film programming re-

quires an overall shift to film pro-
duction, the new studios can be
converted with little extra trouble
or expense.

„
Both NBC-TV and

CBS-TV, incidentally, are operat-
ing under that same procedure in
their new TV cities now under
construction on the Coast.

CBS, for example, is concentrat-
ing all its construction presently
on a live programming setup, des-
pite the fact that it will have more
film shows on the air this fall than
ever before. Web is currently
farming out production on its own
film packages, such as Amos ‘n'

Andy and Burns & Allen /to indie
producers on the Coast, but is pre-
pared to convert its TV City to
film production whenever the
necessity is felt.

Charlotte TV Bid

Greensboro, N. C., July 29,

A new firm, the Piedmont Elec-

tronics and Fixture Cqrp;, has ap-

plied '‘to the FCC 'for n permit to

construct a .3i6,0()0-watt television

station at Charlotte.

H, H. Everett, president of the

firm, sj»id plans were to spend
about .1:700,000 on the project if a

permit is granted. Recent FCC de:

cisions allocated two additional

commercial television channels to

Charlotte. F o u r • applications al-

ready have been filed for the avail-

able channels.

WCBSSeriesFor

Emily Kimbrough
In another major programming

switch for WCBS, key outlet of the

CBS Radio web in N. Y., a new
show starring Emily Kimbrough
moves into the 4:15 to 4:30 p.m.

cross-the-board slot starting Aug.
18. Show, which will be open for

participating sponsorship, replaces

the Tommy Riggs program, which
has long been one of WCBS’ after-

noon mainstays. Miss Kimbrough
co-aUthored "Our Hearts Were
Young and Gay" with Cornelia
Otis Skinner.
Deal for Miss Kimbrough, who

is handled by indie packager Les-
ter Lewis, was set as the result of

her success • as sub for Margaret
Arlen when the latter vacationed
in Europe earlier this summer. If

the new show proves successful,

WCBS plans also to expand it into
the 4 to 4:15 strip, replacing the
"Johnson Family" program. Harry.
Marble, who was Miss Arlen’s vis-

a-vis, will take over the same job
with Miss Kimbrough.
Move is the latest in a series of

programming revamps instituted
by WCBS general manager Carl
Ward. He had previously dropped
both Miss Arlen’s show and the
Phil Cook program.

EDDY ARNOLD
On CBS-TV for Chesterfield

,

Cigarettes
Monday, Wednesday and Friday

7:45 P.M. BDST.
Now In 9th year on Radio Coast to

The EDDY ARNOLD SHOW iov

Purina Mills

RCA Victor Recording Artist

Exclusive Management
THOMAS A. PARKER
Box 417, Madison, Tenn.

I

McLendon, Noe’s 40G

For IBS Properties
Dallas, July 29.

The physical properties of the
Liberty Broadcasting System was
purchased by a former part-owner
of the web and a onetime Gover-
nor of Louisiana.

William J. Rochell ,Tr., trustee
in bankruptcy, said that B. R.
McLendon and James Noe made
the high bid of $40,000 for the
property. Noe is the father-in-law
of Gordon McLendon, former prez
of the former 400-station network.
B. R. McLendon is his father.

Tlie auction of the radio proper-
ties was held in the LBS offices. It
was held on order of D. M. Old-ham, federal referee in bankruptcy,
'vho declared the network bank-
rupt and $1,400,880 is debt last

Pader in Defense Vs.

Joe Cook on Exploitation

Manual for TV 'Today’
New York.

Editor, Variety:
Your story in last week’s issue

about Joe Cook of Minneapolis and
the "Today" Exploitation Manual
made an amusing yarn. Joe writes
a good script. As it happens, many
ideas In the manual were put . to
successful use in Philadelphia be-
fore being passed to the field. The
"Arab" stunt, for example, pos-
sessed sufficient news value to gar-
ner extensive comment in the
Philadelphia press as well as pic-
ture placement. Exploitation and
its audience-building values are
relatively unfamiliar in many quar-
ters, so perhaps. Joe can be paf-
doned for passing up the showman-
ship slants provided without put-
ting them to the test.

I’m glad you s,aw fit to devote
substantial space to the piece, be-
cause indirectly it highlighted a
rather important question: How do
you go about focusing as much at-
tention as possible on network
pdio and TV shows in an era of
increasingly fierce competition?
Wh.at do you do to help your ad-
vertisers get the utmost in audi-
ence turnout?

Personally, I see a role of in-
creasing importance for exploita-
tion in city-by-city saturation cam-
paigns designed to arouse maxi-
mum interest for network shows.
Exploitation permits pin-pointing
of effort. It is readily adaptable to

I

the advertiser’s marketing situa-

[

tion. It welds visual and other ap-
peals together for solid cumulative

I

impact.

I

We are determined here that no

j

approach shall be spared which can
possibly be of benefit to our spon-

j

sors. Our criterion is and must be

j

results, rather than opinions based
I

on past experience. For the broad-
j

casting picture is constantly chang-
ing, and we must change right
along with it to keep in step with
all the new developments, which
are bound to occur.

ivorui Pader.
NBC Exploitation Manager.

Webs’ Dismantling

0( Chi Equipent

A Herculean Job
Chicago, July 29.

When the Democrats finally ran

down the curtain on their mara-

thon national convention, work

started immediately on the Her-

culean job—the packing up of the

$4,000,000 worth of radio and tele-

vision equipment used by the vari-

ous networks and indies on the

politico’s big show.

Thd engineers hardly had time
to catch their breaths after the

finale before orders came down tp
start striking the gear. Reason for

the haste—particularly in the case

of television—is the fact that ‘all

three networks—^NBC, ABC and
CBS—^had virtually stripped their

New York and Chi studios to shoot
the two conventions here. So to

get back on the normal program
schedule, the cameras, control

units, etc., have to he put back Into

regular service as quickly as pos-
sible.

The web engineers figure they
brought -out enough gear to equip
five tele stations — except, of
course, for transmitters and an-
tennae. And they hope to bundle
up in three or four days facilities

that took over four months to or-
ganize and install at the Interna-
tional Amphitheatre and the Con-
rad Hilton Hotel.

R. G. (Tommy) Thompson, CBS-
TV director of technical operations
who headed up the planning and
installation of the pool setup, is

staying over this week to supervise
the dismantling operation.

Even ‘Audition’ Audience

Can Win Prizes Now

Via ‘Sing the Words’
Audience participants in a pre-

view performance of a new show
will be able to compete for actual

cash pTizes for the first time to-

morrow night (Thurs.), when NBC
cuts an audition disk of a new half-
hour show, "Sing the Words."
Packaged by Jay Herbert, the show
will have Morey Amsterdam as
emcee and most of the cast from
his WNBT, N. Y., morning video
show, including vocalist Francey
Lane and Milt deLugg and his
orch.

Program will have a musiquiz
format, in which Miss Lane wiff
sing only the verse of a tune, from

;

which participants must guess the

j

title for the $500 jackpot. Each
i time a contestant misses, she’ll give
‘out with another line. Johnny
! Stearns will produce, with Stearns
,
and Willie Stein scripting. Three
advertisers are reportedly interest-
ed in the package, which is sched-
uled to preem the last Wednesday
night in August

July I952

By FAKKELL DAVISSON
Chicago, July 29.

"These are the picture? you’ll see in tomorrow’s newspapers," were
the words OBS-TV reporter BiU. Leonard used td ilescribe the video-

lensed scene- early Saturday a.m. (26) as Democratic presidential nom-
inee Adlai Stevenson -stepped out of his Astor St hideaway. The just-

nominated Illinois Governor had paused t6 let the daily photogs get
their still shots, as the^ three TV hetworks beamed the scene across

the country. In one short sentence, Leoni^rd summed up the conscious,

or at least subconscious, dilemm^ of the hundreds of newsmen and
photogs who for the past four weeks have been punching out reams
of copy and pounds of pix on a story- delivered firsthand to millions of

video viewers.
’

+ + +

Far the Wrat time, an the political teleihpn,
' TV w.*a able to really

teat ita flexibility. And tWa pleciroule WaneuverablUtyr-heretofore
teaied'io a leaaer degree on CBS’il "See It Now" and NBC'a "Today"—
la now reedgniaed aa a new fonn' of ioniinalism the aoclal Impact and
utility of which la only limited by the Imaginationa of the men who
employ it. On this first majk»r liatlonal -yeniure, there was produced
evidence aplenty to prove that the men operating this atill-young

communications medium are rapidly Catching up"with their 20th Cen-
tury gadgets.
Dramatic examples were a dime a dozen.. There was President Harry

Truman 'watching via NBC, his flight departure from Washington and
then his arrival in Chicago. There was GoV. Stevenson being lensed
by CBS as he Stepped out to greet. the crowd at Astor St. the very
moment his nomination was made unanimous. St the Amphitheatre.
There was the whole series of exclusive! scored by the ABC camera
crews who set a track record for crashing caucuses and sidebar ses-

sionii. And then there was the overall pool coverage which caught
both the meat and the spice of the floor sesoionS.

AH these things were brought off by the Split-second TV-trapping
of the boys .who sweated it out in the control room "Black Holes."

Fellows such as directors Don Hewitt (CBS), S.oniiy Diskin (ABC), C. H.
(Joe) Colledge (NBC) and Bob Doyle,-ABCs lend-leased shot-caller for

the pool feed. »!<*>}<
Network accounts' are still toting up the cost figures with the final

tab expected to hit close to the $3,000‘,000 mark, when all the regular

sponsor rebates are calculated. This figure does riot include the pre-

emption losses sustained.by the indie and network-owned stations carry-

ing the convention telecasts. The actual figure probably never will be

known but with the web bfinkroUers actually paying for only a small

proportion of the total feed carried by the affiliates, it’s estimated it

cost the indies and the o.&o’s better that $500,0()(i to carry the big show.

Thus, for the TV industry as a whole it’s by far the biggest and most

costly public service piwject in its young history. The financial arrange-

ment with the trio of bankroUers this time won’t set the pattern for

future rambling events of this nature, is the off-the-record comment of

the network braintrusts.

If there was one thing that gave rise to any friction between the nets

and their, respective convention . clients it was the moves by the af-

filiates and owned stations to salvage as much individual revenue as

possible. While turning over 10 to 16 hours a day to the web feeds,

the outlets felt justified in peddling as much station break biz as pos-

sible. The bankrollers laying it on the line for the- chain coverage
weren’t too happy about what they dubbed "hitch-hikers."
Admiral Corp., for example, registered a loud beef over the Life

Saver-Royal Typewriter chain-break blurbs which ABC sold on its

o.&o. stations; as a package. It was learned Admiral prexy Ross Sira-

gusa contacted ABC prexy Robert Kintner direct in an attempt to buy
up the spots after about the second day of hearing that "What do you
stand on, Senator" Live Saver pitch.

Westinghouse managed to control most of the local station ad inserts

on its CBS show by working out a co-op deal with its retailers and
distribs for a package buy of convention station breaks on the individ-

ual outlets in practically all markets except New York and Chicago.
Firm did have its difficulties with WBKB, the Chi CBS affiliate, which
hung onto as much of its own spot coin as could be worked in.

V v
During the tedious and time-consuming delegate polling before the

Dems finally spawned their candidate, the TV boys entertained them-
selves by promoting a George Elrath-Bctty Furness slate on the theory
the^ pair had snagged more airtime than other convention figure.

NBC's Elrath drew the rostrum mike assignment and it was his task
to adjust the height of the mikes for each speaker. His duties kept
him upfront as much as were the various chairmen.
Although working in the youngest 3how biz medium, Miss Furness

proved herself a trouper in the best traditions of the old school. Each
day of both conclaves she waited "in the CBS wings” from the open-

I

ing to the closing gavel for the cues to go into her 90-sccond spiels

for Westinghouse. Several times it was a 16-hour standby. However,
every now and then she got a chance to speak her lines. All in all,

she got "on” some 280 minutes during the two conventions. Her long-
est stage wait was Thursday night (24) during the Dem’s fight over
the seating of the Virginia delegation when she sat for three hours
before the floor wrangling lagged enough for a commercial.

>!<
>l< >|< ; .

Mutual registered solidly on the station relations front with the

facilities it made available to its affiliates who came into Chicago to

cover first hand the activities of the various state delegations. The
web set up studios at the Conrad Hilton headquarters and the Amphi-
theatre for use by the Mutual outlets who had dispatched newsmen
to the scene. The facilities, for the nominal fee of $10 per show, were
used for both live and taped interviews for hometown airing. Stations,
of course, paid their own line charges ' but found the Mutual service

a big help in covering the show ffom the local angle.
iK )|« »1«

Although there were a few beefs during the heat of the nominating
battles that AM-TV reporting favored one candidate or the other, web
officials rang down the curtain with the conviction they had provided
the citizenry with the most objective coverage of any medium. NBC
received unofficial squawks from the Taft camp during the early stages
of the GOP gabfest that it was- giving the edge to the Eisenhower
forces. During the Demo hassle ABC headquarters were hit with a few
telegrams and phone calls charging its commentators were leaning
toward Kefauver. Most of the complaints were directed at Drew Pear-
son's "Peoples Poll” on which he asked for wires telling which candi-
date should get the nod. The crime busting scnn.tor led by some 77’^^

on the columnist's ABC survey but the actual number of wires wasn’t
disclosed.

The relatively few complaints, considering the partisan angles in-

volved in a political convention, were brushed off by the network
execs who arc justly proud of their job of playing the affair doxvn the
middle. They point out radio-TV networks have sort of a "natural ob-

jectivity” as corporate entities. For example, unlikfc .
newspapers and

magazines, they take no editorial position on political issues or politi-

cal figures. Also the sponsors—Philco, Westinghouse and Admiral—
insist upon neutrality on the broadcasts bearing their labels on the

simple grounds they aj*c pushing their appliances at Democrats and
Republicans alike.

>)«>)<>!<
Although NBC’s ’’loalkie-lookie’* portable TV camera was soon with-

(Continued on page 30)



Sharp criticism o£ the itLVO<iations at the recent political con-

• ventlons and' intlmatioiu that they were aimed at the video au-

dience in a "political exploitation of religion” is contained iu the

current Christian Century, nondenominational Protestant weeklji

published in Chi.

Journalv)vr^»te: Were these petitions, (the prayers) really ad-

dressed to" Judges the heart and is not . impressed by

windy intprip^sal^' Or were.,they tailored, as i£ they were politi-
.

cal spe^e#i,',tA the television audience? The lerigth and especially
'

the su^st^UC<t*,of many of the' prayers Indicate that they were de-

signed for hu|han/npt divine, ears ”

The religious publication said that most of prayers were deliv-

ered “as thoug^h God were indeed a mythical Uncle Sam, or pos-

sibly even a mjihical Uncle »Iiepublican or Uncle Democrat,” Qod
Is not a .Bepablican or.a-Democrat and "He is not even an Ameri-

can, shocking as it may seem to say it,” the. magazine declared.

AFRA

miks
Hollywood, July 20. +*

Membership o£ Amferkan Fcdr

eration of Radio Artists In L.

bitter because Screen Actors Guild

and Screen Extras Guild used their

balance of power position within

the 4As to forestall approval of
j

the TYA-AERA -merger, .has

adopted a motion,asking the two

film guilds to support, their posi-

tion. At a 4As meeting earlier ^

this month in N. Y. the pix guilds '

participated for the first time in

months and indicated,, they wofdd
neither approve nor. disapprove

!

such a merger, until the question i

of full film jurisdiction is resolved.

Membership also voted support :

of the local exec board's position ^

against the proposed five-branch

merger, in complete opposition to

the AFRA national l>oard,, which
has voted 34 to 17 to support the

merger. AGVA arid AGMA have
also voted suppprt of the five-

brancher, but; Equity and Chorus
Equity, have not • yet voted, and
unanimous approval is- required
before the one-card union can be
achieved. ».

It was a]str strongly hinted at the
meeting that when AFRA has its

annual convention in N. Y., Aug.
21-24, it may well be that the con-
clave will be an AFTRA ' session.

Possibility that TVA" and AFRA
will proceed with its merger
despite lack of approval from the
4As was seen as a way ,out of the
intra-union hassle

.
which . has

snarled up the* two-branch merger,
supposed to have been affected last

July 1 if there was no five-branch
merger at, that time.

Claude McCue, Coast rep of
AI]|flA, reported on the status of
the pending two-branch merger.

(Continued on page 31)

4 Denver TVers

Loom This Year
Denver, July 30.

With the addition of another ap-
plication for a TV channel, it

seems likely Denver will have four
stations on the air before snow
flies, with hearings scheduled on
only two channels.

The newest applicaht, asking for
channel 20 (UHF), is the newly-
mrmed Mountain States Television
Co., organized with Irving Jacobs
as president, and With his two
brothers-in-law as pa(rtnerS. Jacobs
is owner of Mammoth Gardens,
used for roller skatliig, wrestling,
boxing, and conventions. He has
also produced plays on Broadway,
is scheduled to open Mary Chase’s
new play, “Bernadine,” on “Broad-
jyay this fall, and has options on
three other plays. A couple of
years ago he opened "Clutterbuck”

after a week’s tryout
at Elitch Gardens theatre, Denver.
There is only the one applica-

tion for channel 20.
Denver saw the Democratic con-

vention on KFELrTV, which went
on the air last week. This station
s using material from various na-
tional TV chains.

. of the channels assigned
0 Denver went with only one ap-
plicant each.

WCHfW Sale Okayed
Canton, July 29.

Sale of WCMW, Canton, to S. L.
Huffman of Canton and J. Irvin

Shultz of Detroit has been ap-

proved by the F(DC. Purchase Was
made six weeks ago from, Kenneth
Lope, an attorney, and R. W. Loi-

ehot, president of the First Nar
tional Bank, at a price of $38^794.
Huffman will continue as presi-

dent of the company, a position he
has held about three years.

WCMW and WHBC, Canton, both
have applied for television chan-
nel 29, which was allotted to Can-
ton recently.

>.
^
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Mfrs. Plan Meet

To Aid Educators
i* 1 1 *

'' Washington, July 29. .

Plans to provide industry aid to

educational television will be con-

sidered at a meeting of a special

committee of the Radio-TV Manu-
facturers Assn. Aug. 6 at RCA
offices in New York, RTMA an-

nounced here last week.
Chairman of the committee is

Benjamin Abrams, Hprexy of Emer-
son Radio & Phonograph Corp.,

who recently created a $100,000

fund to be distributed to the first

10 education TV outlets to receive

FCC permits. Emerson is also

spearheading a
,
$5,000,000 manu-

facturing industry subsidy to help

educational stations get started.

Abrams has invited heads of the

leading 15 TV manufacturers to

attend the Aug. 6 meeting. The
list includes Frank M. Folsom of

RCA, Ross Siragusa of Admiral,

Robert C. Tait of Stromberg-Carl-

son, Paul Galvin of Motorola,

Larry Hardy of Philco, Comdr.
E. F. . McDonald of Zenith, Dr.

Allen B. DuMont of DuMont Labs.,

and Dr. W. R. G. Baker of General
Electric.

Aside from its public relations

value, financial support for educa-

tional stations will almost surely

be explored as a stimulus to TV
set sales through development of

new markets in educational .» cen-

ters. .

The committee has been -re-

quested to make its recommenda-
tions to RTMA board of directors

for consideration at its Sept. 18

meeting in New York.

Zugsmith Claims Renege
Hollywood, July 29.

A1 Zugsmith, radio-TV broker

who negotiated the sale of KPHO
and KPHO-TV, Phoenix, to Mere-

dith Publishing Co., Des Moines,

authorized his attorney,
.
Jerry

Giesler, to make^ demands on the

former station owner, John Mul-

len, for Zugsmith's commission on

the $1 ,
860,000 sale.

Zugsmith^s fee was 5% on the

deal, In which he acted as repre-

sentative and consultant for Mul-

ilen. He claims he was not paid.

The three major television net-
wtfrks-r^NRC, CBS and ABC—are
off ori x new tangent.. And It^st one
that,, even if only partially imic-

ce^uHy, can throw the progjfam-
miii’g schedules of the webs for a
major loop and create economic
chaos,

The networks have embarked on
a concentrated pitch to the big

'

league spenders in TV, saying, in

effect, "give us everything you’ve
got, both radio and television, and

. we’ll make it worth your while.”

It’s probably the most extraord- ,

inary package sale kick thus far
ventureiL So far no client ' has
tumbled for it,- despite the fact that
it would permit for contiguous rate
structures (with a carryover from
radio into TV and vice versa) and
overall discounts calculated to
make X client’s 'mouth water.

The networks have made their

approaches on the following basis:

TV, costs are high. They’re des-

,tinedto grow so high that a client

can no longer afford to advertise
on all three networks.'

Only by tossing all their pro-
gramming 'eggs (both radio and
TV) into one network basket, the
webS'argue, can it become econom-

i ically feasible, through discounts
and contiguous rate structures, for

a sponsor to spread himself coast-

lo-coast.

Some attempts were made - in

years past in radio, even in the
medium's heyday, to achieve a

"one big network deal” among ma-
jor clients, but the networks never
got to first base with the proposal.
It’s recalled now, in the period
immediately following World War
II, NBC made some frantic over-

' lures to latch on to the toprated
“Lux Radio Theatre” and grab the
bulk of the Lever Bros, program-
ming'' away from CBS.' But Lever

I

—
'as with all other clients—^took

the' position that the wider it

spread itself, the better. TV cll-

• ents apparently cling to the same
> belief.

WREN (AM-TV) Shuffle

Buffalo, July 29.

Announced return qf Ralph Hub-
bell as sports director of WBEN
and "WBElf-TV climaxed a general
shift this month of Buffalo sports-

casters, HubbeH, who has been out
' of action for 16 months -due to ill-

ness, will return to duty Aug; 4.

Earlier, Bill Mazer took a' walk
from WKBW to WGR to replace

Sieg Smith, who moved in turn to

nearby CHML in Hamilton, Ont.

’Mazer is considered tops here-

’abouts in baseball and basketball

play-by-play. Roger Gustafson
jumped-up to take Mazer’s post at

WKBW.

Van Yolkenburi; ^es

Public, Not Legislation,

Dictating TV Taste

St. Louis, July 29.

In an address to 200 members of

the St. Louis Ad Club last week,
J. L. Van Volkenburg, prez of

CBS television division, asserted

that an "alert and articulate pub-
lic” and not legislation is the best

control of taste and programming
on TV. Van Volkenburg expressed
the hope that the Congressional
committee now delving into the in-

dustry would realize that “legisla-

tion cannot outlaw poor taste and
improper programming.”

He also said the TV networks’

sense of responsibility to the pub-
lic, with the sets’ switches in

reach, can assure good taste and
programs and that legislation

would hamper the medium’s poten-

tial cultural contribution. Van
Volkenburg also stated that the

industry in general is doing a fine

job In providing good programs
but there is room for improvement
and always will be room for addi-

tional improvement.

"In four years the number of TV
sets has soared to approximately

17,500,000 and TV's growth has

been swifter 'than any other mass
communications medium in this

country,” Van Volkenburg assert-

ed. He also pointed out that time

costs have increased eight times

since 1949, but in that period "cir-

culation” has increased 18 times.

Last year, he said, $484,000,000

In advertising expenditure weut
into TV and this was about l¥i%
of the total spent on advertising.

Van Volkenburg also estimatec'

the expenditure may run to abou’

.$850,000,000 or 10% of the na-

tion’s "advertising dollars” bul

that’s not. as some critics have

said, the "lion’s share” of adver

tising.

Sat. Spots Open

!

With the P. Lorillard-sponsored ^

“Web”: moving mto- the Sunday 1

night at 10 period on CBS-TV in s

the* fall, the network is. now \

five nights out of the week. CBS
^

still has Tuesday and Saturday 1

night spots to fill and net execs are J

concentrating all their efftwrts on I

those currently, stalling several *

other projects, such as opening up
in the early-morning hours oppo- 1

site NBC-TV’s "Today” show. 1

Open time Tuesday is the 8 to
^

9 slot, which brings it opposite the

Milton Berle show on NBC and
|

Bishop Fulton J. Sheen on Du-
Mont. • Web, which is filling the

^

hour with -feature films this sum-
|

mer, is keeping mum on the type .

of shows it is pitching to potential
j

clients for the fall, hut,, to date,
j

none of them has apparently ,

aroused any sponsor interest.
, j

On Saturday nighty GbS has

started the push by lining up two
,

of three participating hankrollers

for Jackie Gleason,, which is slated

to go. 8 to. 9, but the time from »
'

to 10:30 "is still wide open. Web
is reportedly juggling several pr£> '

gram combinations for these peri-

ods,-with the Ken Murray and Cass

Daley shows, plus a new situation

comedy series, among those which
may get the nod to buck the Max
Liebman-Sid Caesar-Imogene Coca
display on NBC. Final determina-
tion of the shows, however, will

again depend oii sponsor interest

18.000 Petition for Kirly

TV Show from Coast
Pittsburgh, July 29.

Petition signed by more than

10.000 Pittsburghers, from Mayor
David Lawrence on down, will soon

be forwarded to A1 Jarvis in Holly-

wood requesting him 'to put for-

ward an effort to get all or part

of his three-hour afternoon teevee

show piped into Pittsburgh. That’s

because Johnny Kirby, longtime

radio and TV fave here who r^
cently was signed by Jarvis as his

featured vocalist on the program,
has so many friends and fans here.

' They’re responsible for the docu-
r ment which Jarvis should be get-

]

! ting in a couple of weeks. Peti-

5 tion started out as a nice gesture
- on the part of a few of Kirby’s ad-

^ mirers but has since become al-

> most a civic project.

Kirby had been on KDKA here
for years and more recently was
starred on a couple of the Du-
quesne Beer "Sho-wtime” rotating

programs right before getting the

West Coast offer from Jarvis. He
' left here more than three months
f ^go. Petition, addressed to Jarvis,

_ ‘eads: "We, the undersigned of

Vestem Pennsylvania, are some of

he fans of Johnny Kirby, and are

nost graceful and appreciative for

I (Continued pn page .31)
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" Washington, Jul;j^ 29.>

The FCC will meet again tomor-
row (Wed.) to decide whether ’to

approve the ABC-UPT merger or
contifiue the Par anti-trust hear-
ings under examiner Leo ResnIck
until all evidence has been taken.
If the latter course is decided, it’s

doubtful that a final declsioft’ on
the question can be reached this
year.

I It’s understood the agency is dis-

posed to grant the petitions of
ABC-UPT and Paramount Pictures
to eliminate anti-trust issues from
proceedings in order to provide a
basis for quickly approving the

i merger. Tliis was indicated- when
hearings Were suspended thfee
weeks ago

'
pending action on the

petitions.

How to write a decision grant-
ing petitions- without completely
foregoing its established -policy of
considering anti-trust violations in

determining qualifications of sta-

tion. applicants and licensees, it’s

believed, has the agency in a quan-
dary. The problem is how to get
off the hook on a .Frankenstein
monster created when the Par hear-
ings were ordered without setting

£ a precedent which ties the agency’s
i : Ir '.nds on the ‘ anti-trust question.

Commission action in inviting

I ABC-UPT and Par
.

petitions, via

r Instructions given Its general coun-

I sel, Benedict Cottone, 'Was taken
\ with only four members present,

;
excluding Comr. Robert Jones, who

^ has fought, vigorously for hearings.
- Jones is now on the scene, Comr.

[
George Sterling is on vacation,

1 and two other members, Edward
3t
Webster and Frieda Hennock, may

, participate in the decision on the
petition.

This change in composition of

^
membership could result .In. x split

? decision and such an eventuality,
^ it’s learned, is by no means remote.

It’s alsu a possibility that dellb-
® orations may result in rehashing
" the agency’s overall anti-monopoly
® policy, with emphasis on network
^ regulations. There’s some senti-

’ ment, it’s learned, for turning over
^ policing' of network-affiliate prac-

tices to the Department of Justice.

Freelance Talent

Ruling Under Fire
I

Recent National Labor Relations

Board decision on freelance talent

may soon be under fire from the

American Assn, of Advertising
Agencies as well -as the American
Federation of Radio Artists.

In the WEWS (Cleveland) case,

NLRB ruled, 3-2, that freelance TV
'

talent employed by advertising

agencies may not be Included in a
collective bargaining unit with
other staffers of the Scripps-How-
ard station. Under this ruling, the

ad agencies are employers of

broadcast talent, although the ad-

men’s position has always been
that the broadcasters and not the

agencies are the employers. The
agency organization may thus join

AFRA in its demand for a rehear-

ing on the case.

Cleveland AFRA’s Beef
Cleveland, July 29.

Ted Smoot, executive secretary

for both AFRA and TVA here, de-

clared NLRB ruling against the

imion in the WEWS decision, will

be fought "whether by appeal, by

direct action or withholding talent

from the station.”

New Honolulu TV Bid

» Honolulu, July 29.

Sixth application has been filed

I for Honolulu television station.

' KCMB is first to apply for Channel
J 9. Station, controlled by Consoli-

5 dated Amusement Co., is CBS af-

filiato.

City has been assigned Channels

2, 4, 9, 11 and 13 for commercial

’ purposes. Radio Honolulu, Ltd.,

r new combine, has made the only

application for Channel 11.



to TUJBVlSIOBr MEVIfiWS

Indie TV film producers, nowf*

that NBC-TV has wrapped up

tights to live coverage of. college

football games this fall, are swing-

ing into pre-production plans for

'^dfilm highlights of the top gam^^s

eaOh week, standout grid events, of

past years, etc. There are expected

to be five or six packages around

this season, with sales staffers of

the various syndication outfits in-

volved already out pitching them
to stations and potential local

bantacollers.’

Sportsvision, Inc., for example,

will again produce a half-hour

series titled *'AH American Game
of the Week,” which is to be nar-

rated by either Jack Drees or Tom
Harmon. Consolidated TV Sales is

distributing and each stanza of the
13-week series is to be available

the Monday foUowirig each Satur-

day’s game. Spot, prices on the
package range from a low of $146

f^’ the smallest market up to $2,-

000 for N. y.
United World Films has a series

titled “Football Extras,” compris-

ing 10 five-and-a-half or six-and-a-

half minute filmed highlights of

top games from .
previous years.

UWF is attempting to sell the

ieries ''for use bet^^een halves of

a game, or preceding or following

a game. Price per market ranges
from $70 to $500, with the buyer
entitled to an unlimited number
of runs from September to January
2, 1953,

Another package' is “Football

This Week,” produced by Norman
Sper and syndicated by Station

Distributors. Format has Sper
each week predicting the winners
of 12 top games, utilizing action

footage of teams involved com-
bined with slow motion film. Pres-

tone has optioned the package for

24 markets and prices in other
markets range from $78 to $800.

Besides these packages. United,

TV Programs will also have a vid-

film football package and it’s ex-

pected that International News
Service, -United Artists-TV and
other dlstribs will also have pack-
ages to sell.

St Paul Dully Sparks

Drive for Non-Com'l

U. of Minn. TV Stations

Minneapolis, July 29.

The St. Paul Pioneer Press,

whose owners are financially inter-

ested in WTCN-TV, one of the

Twin Cities two commercial televi-

sion stations, has taken the lead in

a drive to induce the state legisla-

ture to finance the construction and
operation of a University of Minne-
sota non-commercial educational
TV station which would be a co-

operative statewide project with its

programs available for commercial
TV stations and its facilities at the
disposal of other educational insti-

tutions and farm and labor groups.
Because it fears that the ex-

pense of building and operating
the TV station would be subtracted
from a budget already curtailed by
the last state legislature, the uni-
versity has been hesitant so far in
applying to the FCC for Channel
2 which has been set aside by FCC
for a Twin Cities non-commercial
educational station, the newspaper
points out.

The estimated cost for the sta-
tion’s construction and yearly oper-
ation runs up to $500,000 each, ac-
cording to the Pioneer Press.
The Pioneer Press calls upon the

public to urge the university to
proceed with its plans for the TV
station in the expectation that the
legislature will finance it through
a supplemental appropriation di-
vorced from the university’s regu-
lar budget.

Cuba Educators Would
Use TV in Classrooms

Havana, July 22.

About 18 educators and top fig-

ures in Cuba’s growing video In-

dustry participated in a meeting
last Friday (18) seeking means of

furthering TV as a medium of edu-

cation. The confab was held at

Havana ' under the univefsity’s

sponsorship. Dr. Martha Martinez

asserted that TV can make use of

the best ttiachers and a greater

range of facilities than can be

found in most class|ooms. Dr,

Silvio Machado declared that tele

educational' programs should he
entertaining so as to make them
more popular.

Raul Gutierrez, representing ad-

vertisers, hit at the educators for

not making educational programs
more interesting. He asserted that

few schools had shown any interest

whatever in video, and most had
not made any efforts to cooperate

with broadcasters. Goar Mestre,

owner of CMQ-TV, said he. thought
that educational TV programs
should he aimed at “controlled”

audiences such as students attend-

ing classes. Mestre declared that

independent educational programs
are not self-sustaining financially

because advertisers refuse to put
much money in them.

In agreementowith this was Luis
Botifoll, representing the manage-
ment of TV-El Mundo. BotifoU
saicT advertisers would not indulge
in philanthrophy. He added that
it was up to the government to
support educational programs in

cooperation 'with educators and
stations.

Lucky Lager 20G

Rocky Mt. Deal
Salt Lake City, July 29.

Rocky Mountain Representatives

has pulled a neat plum out of the

commercial pie With the inking of
Lucky Lager Beer to a two-hotir,*

across the board disc session on
three stations. Deal was closed by
S. John Schile, RMR v.p. in charge
of sales, for stations KUTA in jSalt

Lake, KVOG in Ogden and KCSU
in Provo, and by reps of McCann-
Erickson’s San Francisco office.

Pact is solid for one year with
a tab running to $20,000 and is

fone of the best packages signed in
a long time. Session will be aired
from 10 pjn. to midnight, Monday
through Saturday.

INTER-FAITH SERIES

CDFFOED To
New series of television films of

varying lengths, produced by the

Christophers, Catholic reHgious

organization, are being made avail-

able gratis to TV stations across

the country to further the group’s

inter-faith program to awaken the

public to civic and"personal respon-

sibility. First of the vidpix preems
on NBC-TV tomorrow night

(Thurs.) under the title of “Gov-

ernment Is Your Business.”

Five of the half-hour films have

been completed, with the Christo-

phers now aiming at a pne-per-

month production schedule. Organ-

izaijori also has 17 quarter-hour in-

terview pix in the can and 65

one-minute spots, out of a proposed
36^per-year schedule. “Let George
Do It,” a half-hour Christophar

film, was aired last May on WNBT,
the NBC web’s key N.Y. outlet.

Screen Writers

On Telefilm Pact
<

' Hollywood, ‘ July 29.

The Screen "Writers -Guild is
• r

ready to IsSue a “settlement or

strike” ultimatum tomorrow (Wed.)

upon resumption of negotiations

with the Alliance of Television

Film Producers which Are now
deadlocked over residuals.

Both parties have been discuss-

ing a pact for months, but the

producers consistently refused the

SWG residual plan which is* based

on the ’principle that original pay-

ment to author is advance against

percentage or royalties.

SWG compares its proposed
system to .ASCAP’s royalty setup

with the writer getting a cut after

the producer recoups his negative

costs.

Negotiations were recently

broken off by SWG prexy Mary
McCall, Jr., because partieipants

couldn’t agree. Since then Guild
leaders have been discussing the

situation with an eye toward more
positive action. These discussions

are creating the viewpoint • that

further haggling is useless.

If the producers refuse, the ne-
gotiating committee will report to

the exec hoard which could take

a strike vote, already authorized by
the membership. Guild has already
complied with Taft-Hartley
“breathing period,” so walkout
could occur within a few days. •

Conventions Post-Mortems
Continued from page 28

Rigrod Heads VHRG
Veterans Hospital Radio Guild

has elected Carl Rigrod as prexy.
Other officers are Latham Ovens,
v.p.; Adelaide Eakens, 2d v.p.; Hal
Smith, secretary, and Fred Turner
treasurer.

’

,,yHRG services hospitals at
Kingsbridge, Castle Point, Brook-
lyn, Lyons, N. J., and Portland,
Ure., training convalescent ex-GIs
In writing, acting and recording
ineir own wired-network programs.

drawn from use on the jampacked convention floor as not yet ready
for such jostling work, the self-contained ‘^walkie-talkie** radio units

proved invaluable for on-the-floor interviews and bulletins. With most
of the delegates more than willing to open up for the network reporters
equipped with the portable transmitters, the unre services early in the

proceedings assigned legmen to birddog the radio-TV newsmen so as to

picTp up any info the politicos poured into- the tiny mikes.
Presence of the flock of mike-toting newshawks led to some confusion

among the delegates. When Sen. Paul Douglas during that chaotic ses-

sion in the wee hours of Friday morning (25). was trying to get the
attention of chairman Sam Rayburn to mobe for a recess, he grabbed
CBS reporter Ed Scott’s “walkie-talkie,** apparently thinking Rayburn
could thereby hear him. Actually, while several million CBS listeners

across the country could hear the senator*s adjournment pleas, they
were inaudible to the chairman only 15 feet away.

JH 5|C *

The networks went to great lengths to get their cameras in strategic
positions, especially to lens the dignitaries as they entered the con-
vention hall. NBC drafted one of those industrial lift-trucks to elevate
its camera above the crowds. But the topper was produced by ABC’s
Chi chief engineer Ed Horstman who came up with a 45-foot construc-
tion crane to swing the web’s camera out over the mob. The so-called
“giraffe” camera was to be used to shoot the arrival of President
Truman. The secret service men in town to prepare for the chief
executive’s convention appearance took one look at the camera and
crew dangling out at the end of the long boom and promptly ordered
the contraption removed from the President’s route.

Television was uppermost in the minds of the indie .radio brass on
hand for the nominating sessions. With the Federal Communications
Commission now handing out TV construction permits, the AM execs
kept a close watch over the news machines -in Mutual and the Clear
Channel headquarters to see if the agency had released another batch
of channels.

jh *
Chi indie WBKQ likely will get the honor of showcasing Dem-

nomince Stevenson on his first, post-eonyention TV appearance. For
the ]^st eight months, the Illinois governor has been making, monthly
rexmrts to the people vi# WBKB and .has another, regular report sched-
uled for Sunday (3). , , .
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quoted on the subject at present.

One, however, who had ho" com-
punctions pn the subject, is Sen.

Ed Johnson, of Colorado, chairman
of the poweirfnl Senate Interstate

Commerce Committee, which acts

on all legislation affecting the

broadcasting industry, Johnson
expressed the blunt opinion that

some convention speakers are non-

stop windbags and that It will be
a ^ood thing when the pressure of

TV whittles them down to size.

“I see television as a tremendous
tfiing in the future of our conven-
tions,” Johnson told VAniETY.
“Even now, a person watching a

convention, on television, knew
more about what took place than

any delegate on the fioor.

100,000,000 in ’50

“There is no doubt that tele-’

vision will improve conventions. In

the future, convention procedure
will he guided by expert advice

from the telecasters on the best

format for handling a convention.

The purpose will be to present con-

ventions in their best light to the

100,000,000 people who‘ will be
locking in on them in 1956.

“Conventions may not get

shorter, but they will he greatly im-
proved from an audience view-
point, To actually shorten the

conventions might destroy the

democratic processes so necessary
in our American, political system.

But, much of the time-wasting pro-

cedure will be eliminated and
something muck'’more entertaining

an(i educational will be substi-

tuted.

“Unless this is done, the Ameifi-

can audience will not want to

waste time watching convention
procedures—and you may be very
certain that the wise party
leaders will not tolerate this.

“Naturally the delegates, know-
ing his performance is being
watched by millions, will make bet-

ter speeches. The keynote speak-
ers will not put oh the long tirades

which made the two 1952 conven-
tions notorious. An hour and 19
minutes of yelling and screaming
is just too much for the ^!Rjnerican

appetite.

“TV and radio will make the
nationwide presidential primary
feasible. Under it, all state pri-

maries should be held" simultane-
ously. TV and radio will make it

possible for the candidates to pre-
sent their case to members of their
parties without a huge outlay of
cash. If each state should hold a
primary at a separate time, only a
vei^ wealthy candidate could par-
ticipate because the cost of 48 cam-
paigns—^without "the help of radio
and television, would run into mil-
lions.” (It is a fact that at least

one leading -candidate for the
Democratic nomination was able
to get into only a few states this

past spring, because of the lack of
funds.)

Kenneth Fry, radio-TV director
of the Democratic National Com-
mittee, believes that any change
TV brings to conventions will be
“evolutionary” rather than “revolu-
tionary.” He expects, however,
that video will force such things as
shorter speeches and the starting
of sessions at the scheduled times.
In a kudo to television, he adds;

See Record-Breaking Vote
“In a period of eight years, the

television audience grew from
12,000 to half the population of the
United States, TV is bringing to
the people a better understanding
of conventions and greater interest
in politics. More people will come
but to vote because they have been
interested in politics by television.
I tijiink this November will see a
record-breaking vote at the polls.”
One of the biggest beefs from

the great TV audience was in the
extreme dullness of the first couple
of days of the Republican and
Demmy conventions.r This was a
period of interminable

. speeches
while the conventions awaited the
reports of their credentials and
platform committees.
A prominent observer suggests

that television might bring about
the following change—^the commit-
tee would meet a full week before
the commencement of the conven-
tions and have their reports ready
for the openin| day. Then the
first couple of ''days of speeches
could he mostly dispensed with,
the

_

delegates could start im-
mediately to consider the reports.

.
Several believe that shorter and

qTJicker speeches will result from
pressure toy the people back home.

However,- there seems to be soma
doubt about this. In both conven-
tlons—espeeiaRy the Democratic-
knowledge that the TV camera*
were focussed

' upon them, mad®
windy “hams” out of lots of dele-
gates and officials. " It encouraged''
delegates to demand, an inordinate
number of state polls,

'

What’s more, in . announcing
themselves and tfieir votes, many
delegates put out commercials for
their home states,, their communi-
ties, and -their favorite candidates
This was to an extent greater than
at past conventions., Some of it
is attributed to a desire to put an
act for the folks bade- home.

Over Snader Finn
Hollywood, July 29.

,
Suit to remove Lou Snader and

his two daughters as directors of
Snader Telescriptions cued negotia-
tions Within a ‘few hours to settle
the long, standing differences be-
tween Snader' and other directors
in the vidpic firm. Talks are pro-
gressing and it’s understood that
the complaining faction has de-
cided against pressing the suit at
present -and didn’t serve Snader
with papers.

Suit was filed by Alexander Harry
Bisno ' and -‘Samuel -MarkOvitch.
They asked Superior Court to' re-

move Snader and appoint a pro-
visional ditector to' ^ break' up
threLe-to-thrOe voting deadlock
which prevented passage' of any
resolutions at the lafet meeting of

the board. .

Suit accused ’Snader of “gross
mismanagement” and . “misappro-
priation of funds” and charged
complaining directors were locked
out of offices.

Named defendants with Snader
were daughters Suzanne Reinicke
and Jayne Qorallo, latter’s hus-

band Jesse, Snader’s nephew, Rob-
ert M. Snader, plus twa John Does.

Plaintiffs claim Snader failed to

withhold employee income tax so

complainants were forced to ad-

vance partial payment of $13,000

Internal Revenue claUped was due.

K. C.’s WIBW Sponsoring

Farin Tours to Hawaii

Topeka, July 29.

WiBW is jumping into the travel

field, sponsoring a"flying agricultur-

al tour to Hawaii in the early fall.

Wes Seyler, station farm service

director, expects to take about 100

Kansas and midwest farmers on a

two-week trip- to the Islands begin-

ning Get. 25.

Tour is being, offered in ^two

groups, one to take off by air from

Kansas City Oct. 25, the other by

liner from Frisco Oct. 21. Group
will play a dual

.

role, vacationing

and studying methods, crops and

livestock there.

Music Pubs
Continued from page 25

American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers. Instead,

rights to use the tunes are cov-

ered by the blanket deal each TV
station or network, has with

ASCAP. Publishers themselves re-

tain dramatic rights to the tunes

but Seaboard has releases from

them for the dramatization pur-

poses. And, when three or four

disks are available to be synchron-

ized with the same film, the rights

clearance is covered by the “mood

music” arrangement.

Lever
-V Contlnnod from page 25

rolling it some other night on an-

other station. Lpver also retains

the right to recapture the second-

nm options within 26 weeks after

the second-run starts, so that ii»

possible that might be bankrolling

both- first and -second-run stanzas

of the series in the same market.
^

Other vidfilm shows, of course,

have had second-run showings ou

“Big Town’ will be the first one

'with a permanent cast and

which will be playing first and

sqbseque^nt-runs* simultaneously m
the same -market.
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on
Instifficiejit estpcrience on the

part of both agency and production
personn^ is prohahly the chief

cause of friction between agencies

and TV film commercial producers
That's the result of,a study of the
problem tmdertaken by the Ameri-
can TV Society as a servi<;e to the
industry. ATS survey also found
both the agencies and producers
complaining that neither gave the
other sufficient time, to, complete
the various phases of the work and
that there is an insufficient ex-
change of information between ^he
two to provide for top quality for
the filmed plugs. r

Question was researched vby a

group of ATS members culled from
both agencies and producers. Ques-
tionnaires, prepared by C. E.
Hooper, were tnailed to 237 agen-
cies and 160 producers throughout
the country. Despite each ques-
tionnaire's comprising several
mimeograjihed pages, returns were
received from one-third of those
surveyed which indicates, accord-
ing to ATS, the ‘‘seHous, wide-
spread interest” in the project. ATS
is sending brochures detailing re-
sults ;Of the survey to all members
and niany non-membefs, while, the
American Assn, of Advertising
Agencies has ordered 1,200 copies
for distribution to its members.
ATS committee undertaking the

study recommended that the agen-
aies and • producers, lin order to
eliminate friction created by inex-
perienced personnel, ”can improve
their operations by hiring the best-
experienced specialists they can'
get, and by giving these people
constant opportunity to broaden
their knowledge.” A*| for the fac-
tor of insufficient time, ATS rec-
ommended that agencies should
allow producers from three days to
a week to prepare and submit bids
and that both agencies_ and pro-
ducers should become sufficiently
familiar with film production to
know how much time is actually
required for specific jobs.
,To eliminate charges from both

sides on the insufficient informa-

tion provided, ATS prepar«fd si

standard film production specifica-

tions form, copy of which is print-

ed in the brochure. It Is bSsed on
the TV film production experience
of the committee and of thd re-
spondents to'.the questionnaire,and
lists all necessary details for a’ fill-

in in tabula^ted form.

Finns Think
;!
;

'

.

-

iV„r.;
.7r; Continued from .page 1 — '

Abramson, doubling from N. Y,

Herald-Trib assignment with Dr.

Max Goldberg, Mt. Vernon* gyne-

cologist serving as stringer. CBS
has Jim Simpson of KTOP, Wash-
ington, handling with Dave Sureck,
Radio Free Europe in Munich,
spotting. ABC has following staff

of three: Sam Chase, N. Y. trade
paper reporter; Tom Van Dycke,
Variety’s roving ,European mugg,
strictly along for the ride, and Pat
Neiberg from Radio Free Europe.
MBS Is represented by John Sho-
ler> who works regularly at WNOK,
Columbia, S. C. Of the eight only
Sholer and Simpson earn a living
as sportscasters.

Networks, on the other hand,
point out that it was most unfor-
tunate that the week of track and
field competition coincided with
the National Democratic Conven-
tion in Chicago, hence hardly any-
thing else mattered.

Dallas — Promotions of KRLD-
TV and KRLD radio, staffers have
been announced by Clyde W. Rem-
bert, prexy of the Dallas Times
Herald's radio-TV outlets. Person-
nel shifts upped Ves Box to KRLD-
TV program director, succeeding
Roy George, who resigned to enter
video production. Fritz Kuler was
named assistant TV program di-
rector and production supervisor.
Nick . Mueller will head TV film
department. New KIRLD radio pro-
gram director is. Ted Parrino.

"KSTP-TV (NBC)

was off air three hours Thursday
morning (24)- due to technical dif-

ficulties. Lightning damage to a

transmission line during a severe

thunderstorm and a "power surge

kept WTCN and WCCO (radio)

briefly silent last 'Tuesday . . .

Mary Hartline, the "Princess” m
the TV "Super Circus” -network

show, making personal appear-

ances and giving autographed pic-

tures in biggest department store s

toy shop , . . The Archer-Daniel-

Mldland Co., local manufacturers
of flaxseed products, has taken over

sponsorship of KSTP-TV’s Sunday
half-hour "R.F.D.-TV” show, di-

rected primarily to- rural viewers

. . . Approximately 400 Twin Cities

youngsters are participating in a

KSTP^Public Golf Assn, junior

golf tournament which was pro-

moted over KSTP-TV with shows
giving goH instructions to the kids

and televising the play. Event cli-

maxes July 28 and 29 and Aug. 4

with championship playoffs and
awarding of prizes by Gov. C. El-

mer Anderson of Minnesota.

Pittsburgh—Charlie Baldour and
his -wife, Betty Carr, pinchhitting

for vacationing Buzz Aston and
Bill Hinds on their morning teevoe
shew. When the Baldours go to

Hollywood for the month . of Au-
gust, Bill Brant and Mitzi Stiner

will handle the couple’s "Meet
Your Neighbor” afternoon pro-

gram . . . Pete Smith, who recent-

ly resigned as a director at WDTV,
has joined the radio-^d-TV de-
partment of the Fuller, Smith and
Ross *^igency in New York . . ., Du-
quesne Brewing Co. has dropped
its last remaining program on
Channel % "Time Out Nightly”, at

7:30, until the beer strike ends.
' ^

New Haven—^With "his Appoint-
ment as director 'of advertising and
publicity, James W. Evans has
takfen over as chief drumbeater for
WNHC-TV here.

Pittsburgh—^Lloyd G. Chapman,
Who joined the IGDKA staff in 1938
as a page -boy and guide, has re-
signed from the sales department
to become promotion manager for
the General Paper Corp. of Pitts-
burgh. He had been on the staff
steadily excqpt for a World War II

New edition of the semi-annual "Time Buyers Hegister” lists isoo
time buyers and details the 4,000 accounts which they handle^ Over ’900

ad agencies, cooperated In-^orftpiUng the. new edition, which was oub-
llshed by Executives Radio-TV Service of Larchmont, N, Y.

The Ralston Rocket, a $30,000 . model of a space ship, and Ed
Kemmer, star of "Space Patrol,” are making their first eastern ap-
pearance to aid th& March of Dimes at Rockaways Playland, N Y
The 35-foot "rocket” is actually a trailer and will also be used in vari-
ous spots around .Gotham to plug "Space Patrol,” which Ralston snon-
sors on ABC radio and iJ3C-TV.
New York's Municipal Civil Service Commission will hold an exam

for radio promotion . assistant at WNYC. on Noy. 1. post will nav
$4,205 annually.

“

Application blanks will be available ,at the CSC* from Sept. 9-24.

A series of jingles, titled "Get Out the Vote,” is being released to
subscribers by World Broadcasting System, Robert W. Friedhelm
World general manager, said that the series is designed to tie in with
the "Register and Vote” campaign of the Nation^ Assn, of Radio &
TV Broadcasters.
John F.^Patt, prexy of the Goodwill Stations and chairman of the

NARTB "Register and Vote” campai^, said that public service cam-
paigns such as World’s are to be commended. 'He^;JKaid it is *'an im-
portant tool to help the station manager encourage his audience to
vote” and that it "can be a major contribution to broadcasting’s drive
to remind the American people that their right to vote te one of their
greatest privileges.” *

. ,

World package features the Jesters vocal group! Typical lyrics are:
"If you read the papers, don't complain
When some things get your goat.
Don’t criticize the politicians,

You get out and vote!”

interlude when he went overseas
as a lieutenant and came back a
captain. Chapman’s now a major
in. the 314th Infantry, U.S.A.R.

Little Rock—Arkansas Broadcast-
ers ASsn. will hold a meeting here
Aug. 24-25, including its third
annual sales clinic. Speakers will
include Lloyd George Venard,
prexy of O. L. Taylor Co., and Rep.
Oren Harris, chairman of the Con-
gressional sub-committee investi-
gating radio and tele.

Seattle—^Hal Davis, program di-
rector at KING, indie station here,
has gone to KGAE, Salem, Ore.,
to be manager of that station. Hal
Moan has been named program di-
rector of KING.

Houston—^Ridge Radney, former
producer-director for WFAA-TV.
Dallas, has joined the staff of
KPRC-TV here as director. He was
also formerly production assistant
of KIXL, Dallas.

Paimy Thopias, Skelton,

‘Hurok’ for RCA Victor

Hollywood, July 29.

Manie Sacks,- RCA talent rela-
4, ^

tions veepee. wrapped up a deal

with DSnuy'Thomw for a Victor

album of "The Jape Singer” score

which the la^erte filming ior War-

ner Bros. Sacks -also inked Red
Skedton for a iserles of juvenile

disks for Victor, som<b of which will

b.e framed around Ms Tadio show

character, Junioi*. .

,

* The RCA exec coincidentally ob-

tained the cast album rights to the

forthcoming 20th-Fox pic, "The

Life /.of (S9I) Hurok,” which is

chiefly a collection of classical

works. Sacks; also huddled with

Eddie Cantor on .the latter’s doing
additional recordings for Victor.

IK PLUS Foil YOIR PWUM- FOR PERFOOMAIICE PLUS

IS SPECIALIZATION
Spotlight ProtYiotions offers a complete service

P
c> ^

“Prizes with national reputation to promote audience interest

||^«"Luxurious fashions coordinated for programs and TV personalities

Unlimited subsidiary rights service foV character and personalized merchandise

“ Service, Publicity and Public Relations for products and personalities

SERVICE WITH A PLUS
$25,000 worth of prizes every week on "TH^, BIG PAY-OFF"—By Spotlight

“

Publicity and Promotion for TV's Top-Rated daytime show, "STRIKE IT RICH"-By Spotlight
Subsidiary Rights for one of TV's most successful children's shows, "SUPER CIRCUS"-By Spotlight

123 West 44th Street, New York City PLaza 7-0800

SID DU BROFF
General Manager
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Yo rL r Hit Parade
to all our friends during our

8-week hiatus a special summer service 1

you

weejL

\

ON RADIO -"Your Hit Parade”. . . sta^ngj

Guy Lombardo and hi* Royal Canadians

Back on tlie air Friday, August 29

ON TY-“your Hit Parade”, . . sUrrlng

Eileen Wilson, Snooky Lanson, Dorothy

ColUn* and Raymond Scott,^ Back - on tha

air Saturday, August 30

vi.V V. •
• y .

it/. .vAVkV,*/. >.‘‘tt/tw<t>.wMi4

your Lucky Striko Hit Poiroclo Summor TV roploconiont

“ASSIGNMENT: MAN HUNT”
a

Safurdays at 10:30 P.M., NBC Television Network

f ^
^ ^ ^ H e r j-

m. Y. Time)



New Yerk
Colonial Airlines has renewed

B«b Haymes’ “Away You Go“ over

WJZ-TV. Sundays at 11:15 p.m,,

for another cycle . . . Nelson Case

was commissioned an Admiral in

the Great Navy of Nebraska; pos-

sibly because of his recent asso-.

ciation, on the Ken Murray show,

with the Anheuser-Busch schoon-

ers . . , Tomorrow (Thurs.) will be

N. Y. Herald-Tribune Fresh Air

Fond day pn WJZ and WJZ-W.
with FAF guests on all local shows

. . . Quiz features on Fred Kobbins’

WOR-TV all-night disk jockey, pro-

gram drew over 400 phone calls on

Tuesday (22) ayem, jamming the

iBwltchboard; as a result the phone
setup Is being realigned.

Chlorodent (Lever Bros.) re-

newed the twice-^weekly Fatti Fate
*;Music Hair^ show on NBC-TY, to

carry it at least until the fall sea-

son opens , . . Bert £lchwar(a> vet
ABCtTV press department staffer,

switched over to CBS-TV Press
. . . Kiohard Seff into a featured
role on CBS' “Crime Syndicated"
Tuesday night (5) ... Ed Peek,
just back from Bermuda, doing
three shows on as many networks
this week. He played the heavy
lead on DuMont's “Plainclothes-"
man" Sunday (27), does the lead
on ABC’s “Tales of Tomorrow"
Friday (1) and a- featured role on
CBS’ “Lucky Clue" Sunday (3) . . .

TV thesp Allan Frank pacted to
play an Army officer in RKO’s
“Never Wave at a Wac" as a re-
sult of his work in the original
presentation of the show on CBS'
“Schlitz Playhouse of Stars,”
which also starred Rosalind Rus-
sell . . . Producer-director Hugh
MacDermott, currently working on
NBC’s “All Star Summer Revue,"
expected to join the web's regular
staff in the fall . . . Marcella
Cisney, who subbed for director
Jack Gage on CBS’ “Egg and I"
while Gage vacationed, also di-
rected the weh’s “Lamp Unto My
Feet” Sunday (27) . . . Margaret
Arlen pitching for 6,000 bathing
suits for orphans on her WCBS-TV
daytimer, needed for the orphans’
annual outing at Long Beach, L. I.

. . . Robert Mulligan, who started
as a mailroom boy at CBS-TV,
upped to staff director status. He’s
currently working on “Suspense"
. . . Paul Tripp and his actress
wife, Ruth Enders, replacing CBS’
Mike and Buff (Cobb) Wallace dur-
ing the latters’ /Vacation in mid-
August ... Hope Miller did a re-
peat on “City Hall" (WPIX) last
night (Tues.) as a panelist, the
political show- having Adolf Berle'
as guest politico. ^She returns to
straight drama Friday night (1) as
femme lead on “Police Story"
(CBS) . . .WOR-TV’yBuster Crabbe
is trying his hand at sportscasting,
spelling Bill Stem on which cross-
board 11:10 p.m. show on WNBT
while Stem is on sick leave . . .

TV actor Allan Stevenson back to

legit for a week to do “Love From
a Stranger’* at' the Boston Summer
Theatre with Signe Hasso.

Hollywood
Gene Law of KNBH production

facilities department has been
upped to stage manager. . .ISey-

mour Klate, for three years direc-

tor of production facilities and art.

director for KTTV, joins KIECA-
TV Aug. 1 as art director, succeed-
ing Herbert 0. Phillips,

.
who exits

to head CBS’s art department in

N.Y Will Fowler joins Red
Skelton’s writing staff. . Miracle
Food Plan, with Philco Freezers,
inked 13-week pact to pick up tab
on “A1 Jarvis Movies" on KECA-
TV, five hours weekly .. .'Alan

Young has begun prepping his first

fall TV show

.

. . Jack O’Keefe in^

from Gotham to join Walter*
O’Keefe Enterprises, and will help
scribble his brother’s TV show . .

.

Ben Alexander m.c. of “Queen foi;

a Day" on KHJ-TV until Jack
Bailey recuperates from an opera-
tion. Bailey is expected back in mid-
August ... “Navy Newsreel," new
Navy show, teed off on KHJ-TV on
a weekly basis. . .Albertine James
ankled KTTV’s program depart-
ment to join KHJ-TV as secretary
to Don Lee TV program manager
Elbert Walker. . H. J. Caruso bank-
rolling semi-final wrestling bout on
KLAC-’TV Friday nights, and Bel-
vedere , Sewing Machine bought
“Film Playhouse" on channel . .

.

Motion picture producer Samuel
Fuller bought 20-sec. spots on
KNBH during Democratic national
convention, to plug “Park Row’’
during the conclave, with blurbs
featuring clips from film.

Chicago
Chicago TV Symphony, bank-

rolled by Chicago Title & Trust,
switches from WENR-TV to WGN-
TV when the series resumes Oct.
8 . . With “Mr. Wizard” kine-
scoped ahead for five weeks on
NBC-TV, host Don Herbert and
publicist frau Maraleita Dutton off
to Europe . . . Allied Auto has
brought Clete Roberts’ filmed
news roundup for nightly beam-
ing on WGN-TV . . . WBKB copped
a special citation from the Illinois
National Guard for its pub-service
efforts . . . Angel Casey and Doro-
thy and Tony Welkel filling in for
Dorsey Connors while she vaca-
tions from her twice-daily gab
show on WNBQ . . , PGA’s annual
golf clinic in connection with the
Tam O’Shanter tourney will be
staged tonight (Wed.) in WGN-
TV’s studios with Harry Creigh-
ton and Danny O’Neil hosting . . .

Sarra has canned a series of 90-
second films for the Kroehler Co.
for use on Clifton Utley’s WNBQ
news show and John McCaffrey’s
WNBT show sponsored by the fur-
niture firm . . . Beulah Zachary,
producer of “Kukla, Fran and 01-
lic" summering in North Carolina
. . . Bob Hurleigh’s afternoon news
show via WGN-TV now sponsored
by Walgreen’s . . . Vera Ward, sub-
bing for Luokey North as WBKB’s

Your Top TV
Soles opportunity

Wilmington, Del
I- market which has hiqh. s*

’come per family m th,^ country

I

Represented by

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
^ ^^ York LosAriCipIpc Q c r-Mngpip^ FrorUiSCO ChiCCiHO

50, 1552

femme spieler , . . Ditlane has or-

dered WGN-TV's Sunday night

at 10 featiufe filtii starting Aug. 10

, ^ , Carmclita Pope (Mrs.' Charles

Ballenger) buck on duty Friday (1)

as regular panel member of Du-
Mont’s “Down You Go." Layoff
was for the arrival, of a six-pound
son.

London
Film star Ann Todd plays the

lead in next Sunday’s (3) produc-
tion of “Her Royal Highness,"
which Eric Fawcett will direct.

Play, which was done on the Lon-
don stage- three years ago, will fea- -

ture Aubrey Dexter, Harry An-
drews, Sydney Tafler and Pat Nye
. . . This week’s edition of “This Is

Show Business" will mark the TV
debut of impressionists Tony Fane
& David Evans.

,
Program will in-

clude the Deep River Boys, Pamela
Brown and Noel Gay . . . New play
by Dorothy Wright'' entitled “A
Cradle of Willow” is to be telecast
next Tuesday (5). It’s been adapted'
by Eric Crozler and will be di-

rected by Alan Bromly . . “Aqua
Rendezvous" is to be transmitted
from a swimming pool at Bexley-
heath (Kent) on Aug. 9. Show is

devised and produced by Richard-
Afton . . . Two plays fi-om t^ie final
of the British Drama League’s An-
nual Festival go on the air tonight
(Wed.) , . . New series of half-hour
comedies, under 'the overall title

of “My Wife Jacqueline" and fea-
turing Joy Shelton: and Leslie
Phillips, tec off this week . . . Pat
Kirkwood fills thd “Starlight" spdt
on Aug. 7 . . . Tex Ritter set for
a personal in tire children's pro-
gram.

Colgate
Continued from page 24

almost certain to be higher than
if he had waived the rights. In

addition, he pointed out, the client

has. little assurance that the re-run
rights can be sold for a sufficient
amount of coin ta compensate him
for his extra investment. 'With so
many individuals demanding a
share of these rights, the client can
expect very little in the future.

Even the producer, Harris thinks,
would not be able to profit from
residuals for more 4;han two or
three years, and the life expectan-
cy of even the top-rated shows on
a re-run basis will be short. “More
and more open-end film programs
are appearing on the market," Har-
ris pointed out, “and it is doubtful
if major clients will want to con-
tinue to buy second-hand produc-
tions, which retain some identity
with another product.”

Prohibitive Re-Ruu Cost
Even more acute, he said, is the

actual cost of a re-run, which would
make it almost prohibitive for an
advertiser. Screen Actors Guild,
Harris noted, had^ demanded addi-
tional payment to all actors for the
third and fourth runs, which would
amount to at least 50% of the
original fee. Writers are now de-
manding their share, or a much
higher original price. And, Har-
ris said, if and when an arrange-
ment is worked out with musicians
covering film music, it is almost
certain that a demand will be made
for payments for re-runs. “A cli-
ent expecting to cut his original
cost with profits from residuals,”
Harris said, “could have his entire
cost reduction margin wiped out
completely by later demands from
others involved.”

Harris noted that some clients
have contemplated setting up their
own film-producing organizations
to film their properties, but this,
too, does not offer many prospects
for residual profits. Overhead on
maintaining a film setup can quick-
ly eat up future residuals, he said.
“Then, too," Harris declared, “the
advertiser producing his own prop-
erty^ must take into consideration
how he expects to sell future rights
and how much it is going to cost.
He also must be willing to give up
any hopes of really integrating his
sales message into the program.
If he is expecting a re-run sale,
the_ show has got to be flexible and
easily edited to accommodate an-
other advertiser," Harris added.

“With all of these variables, it
would seem wise for a client, be-
fore succumbing to the landish-
ments of a residual rights deal, to
very carefully analyze his chances
for recovering any costs from fu-
ture showings. If 'there is any
question, then it ivight be more to
his advantage to negotiate a lower
price for the show in the begin-
ning, and settle for two runs,
rather than insisting on retaining
the share of the residuals and pay-

,

ing a higher initial cost."

Harry C. RutchcK, prexy-owuqjr of KlST, Santa Barbara, report^?
that the outlet got on the air with news of last Week’s -earthquake in
California within 24 minutes after the tremors stai'ted. Although tho
station was off at the time, 5 a.m., the chief engineer and other staffers
rushed down and had the 250-watter beaming at 5;24,

^

. Butcher, ex-aide to General Eisenhower and author of “My Three
Years with Elsenhower," is visiting N. Y. this week on TV business-
he applied for Channel 3 in S. B. and was in Washington on the an-
pllcation last week. •

IDs latest- association with Ike was as reporter, covering the GOP
convention for his outlet. Method he used was to call the station
long distance and have his report taped by master control. The “beep"
signal device was deleted, he said, because it is intended to warn the
•unwary that their phone conversation is being recorded “but it isn’t
necessary whed both .parties know that they are being recorded.” Cost
of a nine-minute newscast, he said,, was only including tax.

Incidentally, because of the TV business he was unable to attend
the Democratic conclave, and KIST had George E. Allen, author of
“Presidents Who Have Known Me," covering that convention on an
exclusive basis.

Something new in the way of agency-sponsor treatment of talent oc-
curred last week when Mary Stuart, the femme lead on CBS-TV'a
“Search for Tomorrow," was hospitalized for m emergency operation
When her medicos ordered her to -take a long rest before retumini
to work, a meet was held by Roy- Winsor* Biow agency TV head-
Charles Irving, producer-director of “Search;" Bill Craig, Procter &
Gamble’s TV chief, and A1 Morrison, P&G video chief for the products
plugged on the show.

^ ®

They decided to use a' slide each .day- on the soap opera saying that
Miss Stuart Is 111 and is being: temporarily replaced, to pay her half-
salary for the four weeks she's off, arid to wclcomd her back as the
show’s, lead on Aug. 25.

Recent Colgate study showing that hot sumnrer'weather cuts sharply
into TV viewing does not refute results of the NBC-Hofstra survey
of summertime viewing, accordink to NBC-TV execs. Hofstra study
they said, was not designed to measure ratings but. rather the cumula-
tive audience over a long period during the summer, to furnish some-
thing of a “permanent rating.” Thus, NBC argues, even though Col-
gate discovered that ratings pn one show (“Big Payoff") dipped when
the weather was good, its survey does 'not conflict with the NBC-
Hofstra claim that ^ere is considerable viewing activity during the
summer and that the potential .cumulative audience may be high.
In additnon, according to the NBC execs, the most recent Trendex

report, which showed all video shows dipping to .a new low for the
year^ does not mean that TV viewing- if off as much as indicated.
Trendex report, they noted, covered the first week in July, which in-
cluded the threerday July 4th weekend. Fact that the weather was
abnormally hot during the Trendex -rating period, they said, was an-
other factor in the lowness of the ratings.

Leo Burnett ad agency, Chi, Is readying some' unusual film commer-
cials for fall use on “Who Said That?", bankrolled by Pure Oil. Un-
usual aspect is that 45 seconds of the minute will be an educational
approach on the use and care of an automobile, and only 15 seconds
will be used for the sales pitch.

segment, of . the minute will be handled by Don Herbert,
NBC-TV’s “Mn' Wizard.” using “Wizard” type demonstrations. Atlass
Film Corp. did the lensing.

DuMont network hopped on the “Operation Chain Lightning" band-
^ worked out by the web with the N. Y. State

Food Merchants Assn. Under terms of the deal. Sponsors whose prod-
ucts are plugged on Don RusseU’s “Take the Break" daytime disk
jockey strip, will spotlight the show in their • stores, through feature
displays, point-of-sale promotions, newspaper ad tie-ins, etc.

« A

Under a $10,000 grant made by the Crosley Broadcasting Corp., re-
search on the effects of television on political campaigns has been
started by Miami University, Oxford, O.

Dr. Joseph Seibert, head of the university's marketing department,
announced that a panel of citizens, unaware of their participation in
trie test, has been set up and a first sample has been made. Both TV

communities are included in the test, he said.
First report is due in January and the final one six months later.A state school, Miami’s marketing faculty has made numerous sur-

veys for industries.

Clienls Switch
11,;“.-=; Continued from pxje 25

ance problem, may result in more
bankrollers deciding to switch to
the spot concept.

Another reason for advertisers
favoring spot placement is that it is
less expensive, owning to the fact
that on most stations the spot rate
is lower than the network rate.
Thus, it has been estimated, buy-
ing one chain’s 41 basic stations in-
dividually in Class A time for 26
weeks would be 22% cheaper than
buying them on a network basis.
Over the 26-week period the adver-
tiser could save $137,000,

Reason for the differential, it’s

explained, is that station rate cards
reflect the savings effected by elim-
inating high coaxial cable costs.
Another factor is that the station
makes almost iwice as much on
spot time sales as "it does on net-
work time. This is the prime rea-
son outlets aise more willing to
clear for spot shows than for web-
originating stanzas. In fact, many
operators claim that • networks
aren’t fulfilling their true function
when they beam celluloid alrers.

Other attractions of the spot
format are the sponsor’s ability to
select specific stations and markets
and chose the particular time slots
that will give him the best ex-
posure. The advantages of spot
flexibility are being plugged heavily
by the various station reps, -many
of which are expanding their tele
setups. The Katz agency has been
particularly active and in recent
weeks has made its presentation
on spot to over 125 top
and agency men.

N«w tNrrliHl *11 NBC's
ALL STAR RRVUR

fslwrdsy's t-f p.m./' IDST

Mfll4 Wllilani Marria Asiancy

NARPO MARX
NBC-TV

. RCA-VICTOR
Mgt.t GUMMO MARX

GAL FRIDAY fQ assist script

writwr, fiction, wdwcational,

documontary* Talenfod, proly-

fic; typing; wxpwrienced. Now
York arwa. Box Y-ni7/ Va-

riety, 154 West 46th Street,

New York 36, N. Y.

RADIO^MUSIC QUat

Who does the music for

*‘DREAM HARBOR'* — Heard

Mon.t Tues., Wed., on ABC?

See Page 3badvertisers
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/JV NEW YORK CITY . . .

Bert Lebliar^ Jf.y director of WMGM and Sam Rossanf, account

exec for the indie, are in Cincy all. this week playing in the annual

Sampionships of lihe American Contract Bridge League . . . Boy.

Holmes, WINS sales manager,, off to Lawton, Okla., for his son’s

wedding Saturday (2) . . , Queens borough prez J. A. Lundy answers

letters from Queens residents over WWRL Tuesday (5) night . . .

Jane Hreyfwss, formerly assistant to Joe Maree at the William Morris

office has moved over ta*Liebling-Wood as assistant to Priscilla Mornrau

in the AM-TV department . . . Barbara Walters, daughter of Lou
(Latin Quarters) Walters 'and formerly with the Band ad agency, is

Phil Dean’s new assistant in the WNBC-WNBT flackery . . . Quaker
Oats is renewing Mutual’s' “Man on the Farm” stanza effective Aug.

23- the web is promoting “MOTF Week” Aug. 17-23 . . . Joel Herron

and the WMGM orch on vacation through Aug. 6 , . .Richard Janaver,

John Thomas and CraU McDonnell are with “Our Gal Sunday” . . .

Arline Blackburn with “Lorenzo Jones” . . . Eda Heinemait has joined

“Young Widder Brown.”
Carl Ward, WCBS-Radio general manager, in Chicago for a week’s

confabs . . Franclnc, S, Petruzzi, assistant publicity chief of WMGM,
is editor of the Barnard Alumnae Montldy, which carried off rimner-

up honors as the best aliimni mag . . . Jimmy Durante and June Haver
star on Mutual’s “Family, Theatre” stanza Aug. 6 . . , ABC’s switch-

boards consolidated under the SU-7-5000 number . . . Lester Gottlieb,

CBS Radio program v.p., off on another seven-day hiatus . . . Isabelle

Taylor checked out of the ABC flackery Friday (25) . , . Cyrus. D.

Samuelson, WOR-Mutual allocation engineer,, was admitted to the bar

in the District of Columbia and will add practice before the FCC . . .

CBS’ Eddie Gallaher' will co-chairman the National Celebrities Golf

tourney in Washington Sept. '20-21.

Maurice Mitchell, yeepee-g.m. of Associated Program Service, will be
chief speaker at the' Western Assn, of Broadcasters dinner at Jasper,

Alberta, in September .... R, David Kimble, ex-ad-sales promotion
manager of WBBM, Chi, has taken over as national promotion director

of Broadcast Advertising Bureau in Gotham. .. .Johnny Andrews, of

• ABC’s “Summer Crpise,” guests on- WOR’s “Luncheon at Sardi’s” to-

morrow (Thurs.) .... Joseph JF. Hards, v.p. of A-V Tape Libraries, is off

to Chi to attend meetings of the National Education Assn, and the

National Audio-Vision Assn, convention; he’ll talk on the A-V tape

library and mass tape’ duplication afthe confabs.

Philly Packa{er Sae$

Over WPT2 ‘Stars’ Pay
Philadelphia,* July 29.

Lewis Klein, former employe of
Donn Bennett Productions, televi-
sion' packaging firm, has filed suit
in Comrrion Pleas Court here over
royalties allegedly due him from
the' long-running telecast “Stars in
Your Eyes,” now in its second year
on WPTZ.

In his complaint Klein charges
that he holds a written agreement
with Bennett, who allegedly prom-
ised to pay him $30 a week as long
the show^ should run. Klein claims
he submitted the idea to Bennett
for a college musical variety pro-
gram first called “College Capers”
and later changed to *“CampuK
Capers.” He left Bennett’s employ
shortly after “Stars in Your Eyes”
went on the air and now works
with WFIL-TV. Program is spon-
sored by Philadelphia Assn, of Re-
tail Druggists.

Klein is the son of Alfred Klein,
counsel and investigator for the
Kefauver Crime Committee . . . His
father is not representing him,
hnwever, since the elder Klein will

appear as a witness in the suit.

San Antonio—Tim Collins has
joined the staff of KITE here as
announcer-newscaster. He replaces
Orville Richolson, known on the-

air as John Richards, who has been
named news editor for KHMO,
Hannibal, Mo. Collins was former-
ly with KABC. here,

s$

Video Grants; N.Y. State Gets Three
Washington, July 29.

Television without commercials

in four cities should goon become
a reality as a result of authoriza-

tions by PCC last week of the first

educational TV stations. Construc-

tion •permits were issued to the

Kansas State College of Agricul-
ture for a noncommercial outlet in

Manhattan, Kan., and to tlie New
York Board of Regents for stations

in Albany, Buffalo and Rochester.
The New York stations are to be
part of a projected 10-statlon state-

wide network.
**

The authorizations were granted
despite the fact that additional leg-

islative action Is required to pro-

vide the necessary fun^Js to build

the stations. However, the agency
declared, its action would in no
way change its established policy

regarding financial qualifications

of oommercial TV applicants.

Two' members of the Commis-
sion—Rosel Hyde and Robert
Jones—dissented from the majori-

ty action in issuing the authoriza-

tions, They felt that no construc-
tion permits should be issued with-

out a showing that funds are on
hand to build.

Action on an application for an

educational station in Miami, Ma.,
by the Dade County Board of Pub-
lic Instruction was delayed pend-
ing Issuance of an authorization to

TV station WTVJ in Mimi, owned
by Wometco Theatre to move It*

transmitter site. Wometco ‘ has
agreed to lease its present site to

Dade County for $1 .a year,

Comr. Hj'de, in a dissenting opin-

ion on the Kansas grant, said the

Comniission should have notified

the college of “certain basic de-
fects”, in ib application and given
it opportunity for reply.

Pointing out that the Kansas
State Board of Regents has not ap-
proved construction of the station,

though it authorized filing of the
application,. Hyde declared;

"I question whether granting ap-
plications under the conditions
presented in this case would be
consistent with the Commission’s
own responsibilities. I doubt
whether granting applications with-
out a showing of authority; with-
out a firm showing or intention to

construct within the foreseeable
future; and without at least^some
showing as to a financial plan, will

encourage actual construction.”
Comr. Jones concurred with

Hyde in his dissent.

fJV HOLLYWOOD . . .

Jim Moser closed his typewriter on “Dragnet” after three and a

half years and the, Une is forming . , . Ralph A^ustrian, who was active

in radio and TV back east for many years, joined “Chuck” Luckman’s
architectural firm . . . Frank Samuels says he will be 39 Aug. 1 and
it’s more believable "than Jack Benny’s fudge . , . It’s Bohemian Grove
time up north

, on the Russian River and among the week-enders can

be found Bill Gar^an, Walter Bunker, Bill Morrow, Edgar Bergen, and
Dick Powell . . . Bill Pennell, who used to be Walter Winchell’* an-

nouncer, folded his “Breakfast in Phoenix” the same time the Liberty

network gave up the ghost , . . KFWB deejay Bill Leyden a two-time
father . . . Bob McLaughlin, KLAC’s biscuit spinner, has an order from
the Gardner agency to tape his Club Time for national syndication,•'j

with two regional sponsors already set . . . For the 27th consecutive '

year Don Lee-KHJ will broadcast the Coast Conference football games
for Tidewater Associated Oil.

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . .

KPIX Boss Phil Lsisky gave an address on the television indust]^
to the Stanford graduate school of business seminar . . . Columbia
Records dealers bought a classical hour across the 'board on IGEAR
nightly . . . Ben Draper to Hollywood for negotiations aimed at net-

working “Science In Action,” local Award winning television show . . .

Bay Area TV- set census hit new total of 413,500 ; . ICNBC Boss Lloyd
E. Yoder presented with Citation of Distinguished Service from Amer-
ican Legion of California for station’s 14-week series, “Communism

—

A Clinical Analysis.”

IN CHICAGO ...
Sportscaster A1 Heifer and Jack Drees have been assigned mike

chores for Mutual’s airing of the annual All-Star football game from
here Aug. 15 . . . Peggy Taylor has been pacted as regular warbler' by
Don McNeill for hig ABC “Breakfast Club” . .^ Joseph Finley added
to the Nielsen exec lineup and will head up the Fricso office '.

. .

"WBBM singer George Ramsby won second place at the South Bend
sports car race last week . . Zenith E,adio directors came through
with the regular 50c quarterly dividend . . . Dejay Howard Miller hag
taken over WCFL’s four-hour Saturday night platter session . . .

Cliff Johnson .and family again airing . their WGN morning show from
their Oak Park home after beaming the program from Wisconsin’s
north woods . . . Majrty Edwards has scripted this week’s “Life in Your
Hands” yam aired on NBC . . . Motorola has upped James Herbert
from regional to national sales manager. Same firm is issuing ,a 10
for one stock warrant . . . Bob McKee has taken over WGN’s post-
midnight platter spinning duties . . . Jack Drees doing the blow-by-
blow for CBS on the Johnny Saxton-Virgil Akins fight tonight (Wed.).
. . . WBBM’s Kings Jesters, vocal group, vacationing . . . WBBM educa-
tion director Dorothy Miller working out a series of pub-service spots
with the Citizens Traffic Safety Committee. ,

ALL-STUDENT DRAMA
GETS WPIX SLOniNG

New York University’s Summer
Radio-Television Workshop, cur-

rently nearing the end of Its 17th
year will make its most preten-
tious public appearance to date
next Monday (4).

At that time over WPIX (8-8:30
P.m.) a student widtten, student-di-
rected TV drama, “Witch Hunt”
Will be aired. It’s about the Salem
"vi-itch-hunts,

NYU Workshop director is again
Robert J. Landry, rounding out his
ifith anniversai'y this summer.
Others on staff include Wallace
House, Charles Seipmann, Cledge

Charles S. Monroe, Rob-
ert Wetzel, James

.
Sirmons, Reu-

Leadbeatter, Otis Freeman.
The guest lecturers have been

geymour Siegel, WNYC; William
^uieshriber. Mutual: Waiter Craig,
Renton & Bowles; Dr. Arno Hutli,

Nations: Leon Goldstein,
WWCA; Larry Menkln, TV writer.

Bill Harrington Set

For WNEW Noon Strip

Bill Harrington, singing emcee
currently doing a cross-the-board

hour-long stanza on WJZ-TV, N. Y.,4
starts a- 55-minute noon strip for

WNEW, AM indie ‘in Gotham, on
Aug. 11. He’s expected to continue

his WJZ-TV evening show.

Slot opened on WNEW when the

station released Bob Haymes from
his two-year contract, for a cash

settlement, so he could switch to

WCBS, Columbia’s N. Y. key.

Bill Kaland, WNEW program di-

rector, is building a show for

Harrington which will utilize his

piano, accordion and cleffing work
in addition to his vocals and spiel-

ing.

Laconia, N. H.—Arthur Rothafel,

head of WLNH here, has been
elected to serve during the coming
year as a director of the Laconia

Chamber of Commerce, Rothafel

was once a Hollywood script 'vsTiter

and is a son of the late “Roxy.

'

The American farmer has always been the backbone of

V America. Throu3:h far-reaching changes in the last twelve years,

the farmer has become one of America's most important consumers as well* i

Here arc some of flic factors that have made him ' Yiur Best Customer:

xlf
^

-s'
,

1*940 income from farming was less than $11 billion; in 1951 it was $37,5 billiOA|f

' In 1950 the farmer’s purchases of consumer merchandise were 2j4 times

what they were in 1940.

In 1940 total farm assets were $54 billion. By 1951 they were $153 billion.

In this same period, mortgages, in relation to assets, were reduced 67%
In 1940 the spendable cash held by farm families was $4 billion; in 1951 it was

nearly $20 billion~$3,178 per family—many times the liquid assets

of the average city dweller.

These are just a few of the statistics that illustrate hqw important

it is to reach the rural market—your best customer. In 'WL'W-Land,

WLW radio reaches more of them more often for less-

than any other medium. Ask to see the WLW story

of “Your Best Customer”.

fIlf m Kaiioj's StaiisE

WLW
1922 • 1992
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N«w York
Colonial Airlines has renewed

Bob Haymes’ “Away You Go” over

legit for a week to -do “Love From
a Stranger” at the Boston Summer
Theatre with Si^ne Hasso.

WJZ-TV. Sundays at 11:15 p.m.,

for another cycle . . Nelson Case

was commissioned an Admiral in

the Great Navy of Nebraska; pos*

sibly because of his recent asso-.

elation, on the Ken Murray show,

with the Anheuser-Busch schoon-

ers . . . Tomorrow (Thurs,) will ba

N. y. Herald-Tribune Fresh Air

Fund day on WJZ and WJZ-TV.
with FAF guests on all local shows
. . . Quiz features on Fred Bobbins’

WOR-TV all-night disk jockey, pro-

gram drew over 400 phone calls on
Tuesday (22) ayem, jamming the

switchboard; as a result- the phone
setup is being realigned.

Chlorodent (Lever Bros.) re-

newed the twice-weekly FattI Page
“Music Hall” show on NBC-TV. to

carry it at least until the fall sea-

son opens , , . Bert ;^hwarta> vet
ABC-TV press department staffer,
switched over to CBS-TV Pi’ess

. . . Richard Beff into a featured
role on CBS’ “Grime Syndicated”
Tuesday night (5) . , . IM Peck,
just back from Bermuda, doing
three shows on as many networks
this week. He played the heavy
lead on DuMont’s "Plainclothes-
man” Sunday (27), does the lead
on ABC’s- “Tales of Tomorrow”
Friday (1) and a- featured role on
CBS’ “Lucky Clue” Sunday (3) . . .

TV thesp Allan Frank pacted to
play an Army officer in RKO’s
“Never Wave at a Wac” as a re-
sult of his work in the original
presentation of the show on CBS’
“Schlitz Playhouse of Stars,”
which also starred Rosalind Rus-
sell . . . Producer-director Hugh
MacDermott, currently working on
NBC’s “All Star Summer Revue,”
expected to join the web’s regular
staff in the fall , . . Marcella
Cisney, who subbed for director
Jack Gage on CBS’ “Egg and I”
while Gage vacationed, also di-
rected the web’s “Lamp Unto My
Feet” Sunday (27) . , , Margaret
Arlen pitching for -6,000 bathing
suits for orphans on her WCBS-TV
daytimer, needed for the orphans’
annual outing at Long Beach, L. 1.

. . . Robfirt Mulligan, who started
as a mailroom boy at CBS-TV,
upped to staff director status. He’s
currently working on “Suspense”
. . . Paul Tripp and his actress
wife, Ruth Enders, replacing CBS’
Mike and Buff (Cobb) Wallace dur-
ing the latters’ - vacation in mid-
August . . . Hope Miller did a re-
peat on “City Hall” (WPIX) last
night (Tues.) as a panelist, the
political show having Adolf Berle
as guest politico. She returns to
straight drama Friday night (1) as
femme lead on “Police Story”
(CBS) . . .WOR-TV’ff Buster Crabbe
is trying his hand at sportscasting,
spelling Bill Stem on which cross-
hoard 11:10 p.m. show on WNBT
while Stem is on sick leave . . .

TV actor Allan Stevenson back to

Hollywood
Gene Law of FlNBH production

facilities department has been
upped to stage manager. . .Sey-
mour Klate, for three years direc-

tor of production facilities and art,

director for KTTV, joins KECA-'
TV Aug. 1 as art director, succeed-
ing Herbert O. Phillips, who exits

to head CBS’s art department in

N.Y Will Fowler joins Red
Skelton’s writing staff . . Miracle
Food Plan, with Philco Freezers,
inked 13-week pact to pick up tab
on “A1 Jarvis Movies” on KECA-
TV, five hours weekly .. . Alan
Young has begun prepping his first

fall TV show... Jack 0’)Keefc in^

from Gotham to join Walter"
O’Keefe Enterprises, and will help
scribble his brother’s TV show . •

.

Ben Alexander m.c. of “Queen foi;

a Day” on KHJ-TV until Jack
Bailey recuperates from an opera-
tion. Bailey is expected back in mid-
August. . .“Navy Newsreel,” new
Navy show, teed off on KTIJ-TV on
a weekly basis ... Albertine James
ankled KTTV’s program depart-
ment to join KHJ-TV as secretary
to Don Lee TV program manager
Elbert Walker. . ,H. J. Caruso bank-
rolling semi-final wrestling bout on
KLAC-’TV Friday nights,» and Bel-
vedere , Sewing Machine bought
“Film Playhouse” on channel . .

.

Motion picture producer Samuel
Fuller bought 20-sec. spots on
KNBH during Democratic national
convention, to plug “Park Row”
during the conclave, with blurbs
featuring clips from film.

Chicago
Chicago TV Symphony, bank-

rolled by Chicago Title & Trust,
switches from WENR-TV to WGN-
TV when the series resumes Oct.
8 . . With “Mr. Wizard” kine-
scoped ahead for five weeks on
NBC-TV, host Bon Herbert and
publicist frau Maraleita Dutton off
tq Europe , . . Allied Auto has
brought Clete Roberts’ filmed
news roundup for nightly beam-
ing on WGN-TV . . . WBKB copped
a special citation from the Illinois
National Guard for its pub-service
efforts . . . Angel Casey and Doro-
thy and Tony Weltxcl filling in for
Dorsey Connori while she vaca-
tions from her twice-daily gab
show on WNBQ . . . PGA’s annual
golf clinic in connection with the
Tam O’Shanter tourney will be
staged tonight (Wed.) in WGN-
TV’s studios with Harry Creigh-
ton and Danny O’Neil hosting . . .

Sarra has canned a series of 90-
second films for the Kroehler Co.
for use on Clifton Utley’s WNBQ
news show and John McCaffrey’s
WNBT show sponsored by the fur-
niture firm . . . Beulah Zachary,
producer of “Kukla, Fran and 01-
lic” summering in North Carolina
. . . Bob Hurleigh’s afternoon news
show via WGN-TV now sponsored
by Walgreen ’s . , . Vera Ward sub-
bing for Luckey North as WBKB's

femme spieler . . . Dulane has or-

dered WGN-TV’s Sunday night

at 10 feature fllhi starting Aug. 10 ,

, . . Carmelita Pope (Mrs.’ Charles

Ballenger) back on duty Friday (1)

as regular panel member of Du-
Mont’s “Down You Go.” Layoff

was for the arrival of a six-pound
son.

London
Film star Ann Todd plays the

lead in next Sunday’s (3) produc-
tion of “Her Royal Highness,”
which Eric Fawcett will direct.

Play, which was done on the Lon-
don stage' three years ago, will fea- •

ture Aubrey Dexter, Harry An-
drews, Sydney Tafler and Pat.Nye
. . . This week’s edition of “This Is

Show Business” will mark the TV
debut of impressionists Tony Fane
& David Evans.

^
Program will in-

clude the Deep River Boys, Pamela
Brown and Noel Gay . . . l^ew play
by Dorothy Wright'^ entitled “A
Cradle of Willow” is to be telecast
next Tuesday (5), It’s been adapted'
by Erie Croader and will be di-

rected by Alan Bromly . . ; “Aqua
Rendezvous” is to be transmitted
from a swimming pool at Bexley-
heath (Kent) on Aug. fl. Show is

devised and produced by Richard
Afton . . . Two plays from ti[ie final
of the British Drama League’s An-
nual Festival go on the air tonight
(Wed.) . . .New series of half-hour
comedies, under 'the overall title

of “My Wife Jacqueline” and fea-
turing Joy Shelton and Leslie
Phillips, tec off this week . . , Pat
Kirkwood fills thd “Starlight” spot
on Aug. 7 . . . Tex Ritter set for
a personal in the children’s pro-
gram.

Colgate
~~~
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almost certain to be higher than
if he had waived the rights. In
addition, he pointed out, the client

has. little assurance that the re-run
rights can be sold for a sufficient
amount of coin tO' compensate him
for his extra investment. With so
many individuals demanding a
share of these rights, the client can
expect very little in the future.

Even the producer, Harris thinks,
would not be able to profit from
residuals for more .than two or
three years, and the life expectan-
cy of even the top-rated shows on
a re-run basis will be short. “More
and more open-end film programs
are appearing on the market,” Har-
ris pointed out, “and it is doubtful
if major clients will want to con-
tinue to buy second-hand produc-
tions, which retain some identity
with another product.”

Prohibitive Re-Run Cost
Even more acute, he said, is the

actual cost of a re-run, which would
make it almost prohibitive for an
advertiser. Screen Actors Guild,
Harris noted, had' demanded addi-
tional payment to all actors for the
third and fourth runs, which would
amount to at least 50% of the
original fee. Writers are now de-
manding their share, or a much
higher original price. And, Har-
ris said, if and when an arrange-
ment Is worked out with musicians
covering film music, it is almost
certain that a demand will be made
for payments for re-runs. “A cli-
ent expecting to cut his original
cost with profits from residuals,”
Harris said, “could have his entire
cost reduction margin wiped out
completely by later demands from
others involved.”

Harris noted that some clients
have contemplated setting up their
own film-producing organizations
to film their properties, but this,
too, does not offer many prospects

i

for residual profits. Overhead on
maintaining- a film setup can quick-
ly eat up future residuals, he said.
“Then, too,” Harris declared, “the
advertiser producing his own prop-
erty^ must take into consideration
how he expects to sell future rights
and how much it is going to cost.
He also must be willing to give up
any hopes of really Integrating his
sales message into the program.
If he is expecting a re-run sale,
the show has got to be flexible and
easily edited to accommodate an-
other advertiser,” Harris added,

“With all of these variables, it
would seem wise for a client, be-
fore succumbing to the landish-
ments of a residual rights deal, to
very carefully analyze his chances
for recovering any costs from fu-
ture showings. If there is any
question, then it aight be more to
his advantage to negotiate a lower
price for the show in the begin-
ning, and settle for two runs,
rather than insisting on retaining
the share of the residuals and pay-
ing a higher initial cost.”

Your Top TV
Sales opportunity

Wediiesilay, July 30, 1953

liiside StuK—Television
Harry C. Butcher, prexy-own^ of KIST, Santa Barbara, reports

that the outlet got on the air with news of last week’s earthquake in
California within 24 minutes after the tremors started. Although the
station was off at the time, 5 a.m., th'C chief engineer and other staffers
rushed down and had the 250-watter beaming at 5:24.

Butcher, ex-aide to General Eisenhower and author of “My Three
Years with Eisenhower,” is visiting N. Y. this week on TV business-
he applied for Channel 3 in S. B. and was in Washington on the ap-
plication last week.
His latest association with Ike was as reporter, covering the GOP

convention for his outlet. Method he used was to call the station
long distance and have his report taped by master control. The “beep”
signal device was deleted, he said, because it is Intended to warn the
unwary that their phone conversation is being recorded “but it isn’t
necessary wheil both .parties know that they are being recorded.” Cost
of a nine-minute newscast, he said, was only $6—including tax.

Incidentally, because of the TV business he was unable to attend
the Democratic conclave, and KIST had George E. Allen, author of
“Presidents Who Have Known Me,” covering that convention on an
exclusive basis.

Something new in the way of agency-sponsor treatment of talent oc-
curred last week when Mary Stuart, the femme lead pn CBS-TV’s
“Search for Tomorrow,” was hospitalized for an emergency operation
When her medicos ordered her to<tak?e a long rest before returning
to work, a meet was held by Roy. Winsor, Biow agency TV head-
Charles Irving, producer-director of “Search;” Bill Craig, Procter &
Gamble’s TV chief, and A1 Morrison, P&G video chief for the products
plugged on the show.
They decided to use a slide each .day on the soap opera saying that

Miss Stuart Is ill and Is beiniT temporarily replaced, to pay her half-
Salary for the four weeks she’s off, arid to welcome' her back as the
show's, lead on Aug. 25.

Recent Colgate study showing that hot summer weather cuts sharply
into TV viewing does not refute results of the NBC-Hofstra survey
of summertime viewing, according to NBC-TV execs. Hofstra study
they said, was not designed to measure ratings but. rather the cumula-
tive audience over a long period during the summer, to furnish some-
thing of a “permanent -rating,” Thus, NBC argues, even though Col-
gate discovered that ratings qn one show (“Big Payoff”) dipped when
the weather was good, its survey does 'not conflict with the NBC-
Hofstra claim that there is considerable ‘ viewing activity during the
summer and that the potential .cumulative audience may be high.

In additnon, according to the NBC execs, the most recent Trendex
report, which showed all video shows dipping to .a new low for the
year,, does not mean that TV viewing if off as much as indicated.
Trendex report, they noted, covered the first week in July, which in-
cluded the three-day July 4th weekend. Fact that the weather was
abnormally hot during the Trendex ^rating period, they said, was an-
other factor in the lowness of the ratings.

.
Burnett ad agency, Chi, is readying some' unusual film commer-

cials for faU use on “Who Said That?”, bankrolled by Pure Oil. Un-
usual aspect is that 45 seconds of the minute will be an educational
approach on the use and care of an automobile, and only 15 seconds
will be used for the sales pitch.

segment, of . the minute will be handled by Don Herbert,
using “Wizard” type demonstrations. Atlass

Film Corp. did the lensing.

DuMont network hopped on the “Operation Chain Lightning” band-
wagon this week via a deal worked out by the web with the N. Y. State
Food Merchants Assn. Under terms of the deal, sponsors whose prod-
ucts are plugged on Don Russell’s “Take the Break” daytime disk
jockey strip, will spotlight the show In their • stores, through feature
displays, polnt-of-sale promotions, newspaper ad tie-ins, etc.

Under a $10,000 grant made by the Crosley Broadcasting Corp,, re-
search on the effects of television on political campaigns has been
started by Miami University, Oxford, O.

Dr, Joseph Seibert, head of the university’s marketing department,
announced that a panel of citizens, unaware of their participation in
trie test, has been set up and a first sample has been made. Both TV
and non-TV communities are Included in the test, he said.

First report is due in January and the final one six months later.A state school, Miami’s marketing faculty has made numerous sur-
veys for industries.

Clients Switch
Contlnaed from pngt ZS

ance problem, may result in more
bankrollers deciding to switch to
the spot concept.

Another reason for advertisers
favoring spot placement is that it is
less expensive, owning to the fact I

that on most stations the spot rate ‘

is lower than the network rate.

;

Thus, it has been estimated, buy-
ing one chain's 41 basic stations In-
dividually in Class A time for 26
weeks would be 22% cheaper than
buying them on a network basis.
Over the 26-week period the adver-
tiser could save $137,000.

Reason for the differential, it’s

explained, is that station rate cards
reflect the^ savings effected by elim-
inating high coaxial cable costs.
Another factor is that the station
makes almost twice as much on
spot time sales as It does on net-
work time. This is the prime rea-
son outlets, ai;#} more willing to
clear for spot shows than for web-
originating stanzas. In fact, many
operators claim that networl^
aren’t fulfilling their true function
when they beam celluloid airers.

Other attractions of the spot
format are the sponsor’s ability to
select specific stations and markets
and chose the particular time slots
that will give him the best ex-
posure. The advantages of spot
flexibility are being plugged heavily
by the various station reps, -many
of which are expanding their tele
setups. The Katz agency has been
particularly active and in recent
weeks has made its presentation
on spot to over 125 top advertisers
and agency men.

GAL FRIDAY to assist script

writer, fiction, oducational;

documentary* Talented, proly-

fic; typing; experienced. New
York area. Box Y-1T17, Va-

riety, 154 West 46th Street,

New York 36, N, Y.

RADIO-MUSIC QUIZ:

Who does the music for

^*DREAM HARBOR” — Heard

Mon., Tues., Wed., on ABC?

Sec Page 3b
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Bert X^ebliarj Ji:«> director of WMGM and Sam Itossant, account

exec for the indie, are in Cincy all. this week playing in the annual
championships of the American Contract Bridge League . . . Koy.

Holmes, WINS sales manager,, off to Lawton, Okla., for his son’s

wedding Saturday (2) . . . Queens borough prez J. A. Lundy answers

letters from Queens residents over WWRL Tuesday (5) night . . .

Jane Hreyfuss, formerly assistant to Joe Maree at the Willian> Morris

office, has moved over taLiebling-Wood as assistant to Priscilla Mor^ran

in the AM-TV department . . . Barbara Walters, daughter of Lou
(Latin Quarters) Walters 'and formerly with the Rand ad agency, is

Phil Dean’s new assistant in the WNBOWNBT flackery . . . Quaker
Oats is renewing Mutual’s' “Man on the Farm” stanza effective Aug.
23- the web is promoting “MOTF Week” Aug. 17-23 . . . Joel Herron
and the 'WMGM orch on vacation through Aug. 6 . . .Richard Janaver,

John Thomas and Crai*: MoDoimell are with “Our Gal Sunday” . . .

Arline Blackburn with “Lorenzo Jones” . . . Eda Hclnemait has joined

“Young Widder Brown.”
Carl Ward, WCBS-Radio general manager, in Chicago' for a week’s,

confabs . . Franclne, S. Petruzzi, assistant publicity chief of WMGM,
is editor of the Baraard Alumnae Monthly, which carried off runner-

up honors as the best alumni mag . . . Jimmy Durante and June Haver
star on Mutual’s “Family, Theatre” stanza Aug. 6 . . . ABC’s switch-

boards consolidated under the SU-7-5000 number . . . Lester Gottlieb,

CBS Radio program v.p., off on another seven-day hiatus . . . Isabelle

Taylor checked out of the ABC flackery Friday (25) , . . Cyrus D.
Samuelson, WOR^-Mutual allocation engineer,, was admitted to the bar
in the District of Columbia and will add practice before the FCC . . .

CBS’ Eddie Gallaher' wUl co-chairman the National Celebrities Golf
tourney in Washington Sept. 20-21.

Maurice Mitchell, yeepee-g.m. of Associated Program Service, will be
chief speaker at the' Western Assn, of Broadcasters dinner at Jasper,

Alberta, in September . . . R. David Kimble, ex-ad-sales promotion,
manager of WBBM, Chi, has taken over as national promotion director

of Broadcast Advertising Bureaii in Gotham Johnny Andrews, of

•ABC’s “Summer Crpise,” guests on WOR’s “Luncheon at Sardi’s” to-

morrow (Thurs.), . . .Joseph P. Hards, v.p. of A-V Tape Libraries, is off

to Chi to attend meetings of the National Education Assn, and the
National Audio-Vision Assn, convention; heTl talk on the A-V tape
library and mass tape duplication af the confabs.

iJV HOLLYWOOD . . .

Jim Moser closed his typewriter on “Dragnet” after three and a

half years and the line is forming . . . Ralph A^usirian, who was active

in radio and TV back east for many years, joined “Chuck” Luckman’s
architectural firm . . , Frank Samuels -says he will be 39 Aug. 1 and
it’s more believable than Jack Benny’s fudge . . . It’s Bohemian Grove
time up north on the Russian River and among the week-enders can
be found Bill Garjran, Walter Bunker, Bill Morrow, Edgar Bergen, and
Dick Powell . . . Bill Pennell, who used to be Walter Winchcll’s an-
nouncer, folded his “Breakfast in Phoenix” the same time the Liberty
network gave up the ghost , . . KFWB deejay Bill Leyden a two-time
father . . . Bob McLaughlin, KLAC’s biscuit spinner, has an order from
the Gardner agency to tap-e his Club Time for national syndication,-'

with two regional sponsors already set . . . For the 27th consecutive
year Don Lee-KHJ will broadcast the Coast Conference football games
for Tidewater Associated Oil.

IJV SAN FRATSCISCO . . .

KPIX Boss Phil Lasky gave an address on the television industry
to the Stanford graduate school of business seminar . . . Columbia
Records dealers bought a classical hour across the 'board on KEAR
nightly . . . Ben Draper to Hollywood for negotiations aimed at net-
working “Science In Action,” local Award winning television show . . .

Bay Area TV set census hit new total of 413,500 . KNBC Boss Lloyd
E. Yoder presented with Citation of Distinguished Service from Anier-
Ican Legion of California for station's 14-week series, “Communism

—

A Clinical Analysis.”

IN CHICAGO . . .

Sportscaster A1 Heifer and Jack Drees have been assigned mike
chores for Mutual’s airing of the annual All-Star football game from
here Aug. 15 . . . Peggy Taylor has been pacted as regular warbler by
Don McNeill for his ABC “Breakfast Club” . Joseph Finley added
to the Nielsen exec lineup and will head up the Fricso office . . .

WBBM singer George Ramsby won second place at the South Bend
sports car race last week .

'. . Zenith Radio directors came through
with the regular 50c, quarterly dividend . . . Dejay Howard Miller has
taken over WCFL’s four-hour Saturday night platter session . . ,

Cliff Johnson and family again airing their WGN morning show from
their Oak Park home after beaming the program from Wisconsin’s
north woods . . Mayty Edwards has scripted this week’s “Life in Your
Hands” yam aired on NBC . . . Motorola has upped James Herbert
from regional to national sales manager. Same firm is issuing a 10
for one stock warrant . . . Bob McKee has taken over WGN’s post-
midnight platter spinning duties . . . Jack Drees doing the blow-by-
blow for CBS on the Johnny Saxton-Virgil Akins fight tonight (Wed.).
. . . WBBM’s Kings Jesters, vocal group, vacationing . . . WBBM educa-
tion director Dorothy Miller working out a series of pub-service spots
with the Citizens Traffic Safety Committee.

ALL-STUDENT DRAMA
GETS WPIX SLOniNG

New York University’s Summer
Radio-Television Workshop, cur-

rently nearing the end of its 17th
year will make its most preten-
tious public appearance to date
next Monday (4).
At that time over WPIX (8-8:30

P-m.) a student written, student-di-
rected TV drama, “Witch Hunt”
will be aired. It’s about the Salem
witch-hunts.
NYU Workshop director is again

1 nn
^ ^ rounding out his

th anniversary this summer.
Dihers on staff include Wallace
House, Charles Selpmann, Cledge

Charles S. Monroe, Rob-
ert Wetzel, James

.
Sirmons, Reu-

Leadbeatter, Otis Freeman.
The guest lecturers have been

jeymour Siegel, WNYC; William
ineshriber, Mutual: Walter Craig,

DCnton & Bowles; Dr. Arno Huth,
Nations: Leon Goldstein.

^MCA; Larry MenMn, TV writer.

Bill Harrington Set

For WNEW Noon Strip

Bill Harrington, singing emcee
currently doing a cross-the-board

hour-long stanza on WJZ-TV, N. Y.,

starts a 55-minute noon strip for

WNEW, AM indie in Gotham, on
Aug. 11. He’s expected to continue

his WJZ-TV evening show.
Slot opened on WNEW when the

station released Bob Haymes from
his two-year contract, for a cash

settlement, so he could switch to

WCBS, Columbia’s N. Y. key.

Bill Kaland, WNEW program di-

rector, is building a show for

Harrington which will utilize his

piano, accordion and cleffing work
in addition to his vocals and spiel-

ing.

Laconia, N. H.—^Arthur Rothafel,

head of WLNH here, has been

elected to serve during the comiiig

year as a director of the Laconia

Chamber of Commerce. Rothafel

was once a Hollywood script Wi'iter

and is a son of the late “Roxy.”

Video Grants; N.Y. State Gets Dvee

- - PSStPFf

Philly Packager Sues

Over WPTZ ‘Stars’ Pay
Philadelphia, = July 29.

Lewis Klein, former- employe of
Donn Bennett Productions, televi-
sion packaging firm, has filed suit
In Common Pleas Court here over
royalties allegedly due him from
the' long-running telecast “Stars in
Your Eyes,” now in its second year
on WPTZ.

In his complaint Klein charges
that he holds a written agreement
with Bennett, who allegedly prom-
ised to pay him $30 a week as long
the show should run. Klein claims
he submitted the idea to Bennett
for a college musical variety pro-
gram first called “College Capers”
and later changed to •“Campus
Capers.” He left Bennett’s employ
shortly after “Stars in Your Eyes”
went on the air and now works
with WFIL-TV. Program is spon-
sored by Philadelphia Assn, of Re-
tail Druggists.

.
Klein is the son of Alfred Klein,

counsel and investigator for the
Kefauver Crime Committee . His
father is not representing him,
however, since the elder Klein will
appear as a witness in the suit.

San Antonio—Tim Collins has
joined the staff of KITE here as
announcer-newscaster. He replaces
Orville Richolson, known on the
air as John Richards, who has been
named news editor for KHMO,
Hannibal, Mo. Collins was former-
ly with KABC. hero,

Washington, July 29.

Television without commercials

in four cities should soon become
a reality as a result of authoriza-

tions by PCC last week of the first

educational TV stations. Construc-

tion permits were Issued to the

Kansas State College of Agricul-
ture for a noncommercial outlet in

Manhattan, Kan., and to the New
York Board of Regents for stations

in Albany, Buffalo and Rochester.
The New York stations are to be
part of a projected 10-station state-

wide network.

The authorizations were granted
despite the fact that additionaMeg-
islative action is required to pro-

vide the necessary funds. to biiild

the stations. However, the agency
declared, its action would in no
way change its established policy

regarding financial qualifications

of oomipercial TV applicants.

Two'^ members of the Commis-
sion—Rosel Hyde and Robert
Jones—dissented from the majori-
ty action in issuing the authoriza-
tions. They felt that no construc-
tion permits should be Issued with-
out a showing that funds are on
hand to build.

Action on an application 'for an

educational station in Miami, Fla.^

by the Dade County Board of Pub-
lic Instruction was delayed pend-
ing issuance of an authorization to
TV station WTVJ in Mimi, owned
by Wometco Theatre to move it*

transmitter site. Wometco - has
agreed to lease its present site to

Dade County for $1 .a year.

Comr. Hyde, in a dissenting opin-

ion on the Kansas .grant, said the

Commission should have notified

the college of “certain basic de-
fects” Jn its application and given
it opportunity for reply.

Pointing out that the Kansas
State Board of Regents has not aj?^

proved construction of the station,

though it authorized filing of tlic

application,. Hyde declared:

’T question whether granting ap-
plications under the conditions
presented in this case would be
consistent with the Commission’s
own responsibilities. I doubt
whether granting applications with-
out a showing of authority; with-
out a firm showing or intention ‘to

construct within the foreseeable
future; and without at least-'some
showing as to a financial plan, will

encourage actual construction.”
Comr. Jones concurred with

Hyde in his dissent

if

The American farmer has always been the backbone of

America. Through far-reaching changes in the last twelve years,

the farmer has become one of America’s most important consumers as well# .

Here arc some of the factorstbat have made him ”^ur Best Customer:’* \

income from farming was less than $11 billion; in 1951 it was $37.5 bilUort^

• In 1950 the farmer's purchases of consumer merchandise were 2j4 times

- • what they w'cre in 1940.

In 1940 total farm assets were $54 billion. By 1951 they were $153 billion*

In this same period, mortgages, in relation to assets, were reduced (tV/o.,

In 1940 the spendable cash held by farm families was $4 billion; in 1951 it was

nearly $20 billion—$3,178 per family—many times the liquid assets

of the average city dweller.

These are just a few of the statistics that illustrate how important

it is to reach the rural market—your best customer. In WLW-Land,

WLW radio reaches more of them more often for less

than any other medium. Ask to sec the 'WL'W story

of ’"kbur Best Customer’'.

3.922 • 1952
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JIM iKOkAN it IVAN NI^ACN
IpKt^duccrt Mildly Nara»l«iBew
X2# Mini., Mon.-tlirn-rH., 11 pM,
Pairtlclpiiiujr

WVNJ, Newark
The disk Jociey tandems seem

to be catching on in the radio and

•.ele field, Rayburn Finch and

Bob & Ray are doing well in these

media, probably because they can

interview each dther with a greater

ease than they can anyone else who
attempts to horn in on the act.

A new pairrJim Moran and Ivan

Black, are currently duoed at the

Blue Ribbon Restaurant, N. Y., on

the stand until recently occupied

by Paul Denis. Moran & Black

seem to be a pair with a screwball

line of thought They are both

oress agents, with a long string of

•eferences and credits for various

tunts. Moran .fqr example, is best

[mown for selling an icebox to an

Iskimo, and Black has helped.
' ring some top personalities to

public attention.

They bring to this hospice a

charming sense of the ridiculous,

'hey have a good line of small-talk

I hat has an ingratiating, quality.

Tloran, for example^ is an authority

r n practical jokes, jHCe described a

tew that had a true intellectual

• uality. Black sometimes does a

.‘••raight, but frequently chimes in

vlth some amusing experiences and
observations.

On show caught (28), they

handled one interview, which soon
ecame a side issue to their own

• ab. Unfortunately, the third man
; t the mike had little to say except

^or plugging his own particular

eld. Apparently, Moran & Black
i alized that at the very outset. The
aest was- at the mike, but practi-

cally ignored.

Fortunately, this twosome can
‘••vustain long sessions of gab on
'heir own. It’s an asset that’s very
I andy in these days of the Ameri-

,

r an Guild of Variety Artists ban on 1

< heir membership appearing for
'
-ee on cafe - emanated "biscuit

I'inges. Jose,

\ND OF THE DAY
'

’ith Bill Pope
^ ^ Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 12:45 p.nti.

’ HITNEY DEPT. STORE
^ ^ABY, Albany
Modest budgeter, featuring

^ 'anscribed music by name orches-
'

’as and a quiz on bands or vocal-
• ts, marks the return of Albany
• epartment store to radio. It is
’ ^sistently advertised and strongly

•’ 'erchandised. Aside from prod-
uct and price plugs, entries must
' e delivered to the store; the' char-
ecter of some prizes is revealed
''^aly through a visit to a specific

c^epartment.

Bill Pope, originally half of a

sportscasting team on WGY and
’ater over WPTR, has become an
.'•nnouncer-disk jockey. He acquits
himself creditably on the musical
end, and authoritatively on the
commercials here, despite slight
redundancy. The amount of time
for entertainment could be in-
creased, and that for promotion,
decreased. On quarter-hour caught,
program ran overtime. Total value

prizes is stated to be more than
.‘o2()0. Jaco.

SUNDAY ttOUVENlM
Wlik Cedrid AUms, RiMoBai

fcardi, _
Froducet-<dlreetart Bob McKiitsey
Writer; Paulluc Tborien
3# Mini.; Son,, 1
NORTUEklN STATES tOWFR CO,
WCCO, Miniie«|>olll^

, ,,

One of Cedric Adams’ 25 radio

shows, "Sunday Souvenirs” pro-

vides a quietly relaxed, nostalgic

30 minutes of pleasant transcribed

ether entertainment, combining
good music and interesting gab-

bing. The local "Mr. Radio’ dis-

courses in his usual engaging fash-

ion while reviving yesteryear mem-
ories, interrupting the word sling-

ing occasionally to introduce the

past’s most popular tunes via rec-

ords or the dueting of organist

Ramona Gerhardt and pianist

Louis Peterson.
Pauline Thorsen’s well written

script gains, of course, because of

Adiftns’ effectively dramatic read-

ing. As always, the rich, soothing

voice and the flawless diction and
delivery caress the ears.

While directly slanted for elder-

ly and middle-aged listeners, the

recital of pdst events and things

which distinguished certain past

years also is calculated to hold the

attention of the younger element,

citing for the latter many impor-
tant happenings of historical or
other import about which they
might have heard, and acquainting
them, too, with the sort of musical
numbers their elders took to heart.

Selection of records seemed espe-
cially happy and the musical num-
bers unfailingly intrigued. The
Gerhardt-Peterson melodic contri-

butions also proved happy.
Show caught took listeners back

to 1927, recalling such personali-
ties as Babe Ruth, A1 Capone,
Aimee MaePherson, et al, and
such events as the Holland tube
opening, the introduction of color
printing, the talkies’ advent, etc.,

with brief attending discussions by
Adams. The recording of "You
Are Love”—“what you’d probably
have heard if you’d have tuned in

on CBS then”—still sounded good.
From 1927 Adams transplanted

his audience similarly to 1938 and
the listeners heard "everybody’s
favorites of that time,” • including
"Love Walked In” and “September
Song.”
Commercials were cleverly tied

in with the narration, and Adams,
handling them all, performed the
task so expertly that they never
seemed obtrusive. The public utili-

ty sponsor supplies the electricity
here and in other of the state's
communities. Stressed were the
facts that electricity is the public’s
"cheapest hired hand,” that 6,000
people share the company’s owner-
ship, and that it’s easy to let elec-
tricity do your hard work. Rees.

Mobile—The U. S. Junior Cham-
ber of Commerce Friday (25)
named Phil Forrest, Promotion
Manager of WABB, Mobile, as
Chairman of its Christmas Activi-
ties for 1952. The move was sig-

nificant to the entertainment field
because it was through the influ-
ence of Forrest and WABB last
.year that top artists of radio, TV,
disks and the screen became close-
ly associated With j the Jaycees in
Christmas programming. It is ex-
pected that the appointment will
mean a continuance of the success-
ful teamup begun last year.

Profitable TV Audience

exclusive with

WGALTV
LANCASTER. PENNA

Only TV station in — only TV

station seen — in this largo

rich Pennsylvania market area

3 Top HoDolili Jocks

Scrap for A.III. Aiidionce;

Trazy Fi^ead’ Leads
Honolulu,. July 29.

Three top disk jocks are battling

for Honolulu’s wak^-'em-up audi-

ences—and who ean say which has

the best formula?
Akuhead Pupule (which is Ha-

waiian for "crazy fishhead”) is Hal

Lewis, jock-musician whose reputa-

tion has been enhanced by main-

land magazine articles.

Lewis gets a generous share of

guest artists, clowns with them and
even gets them to read commer-
cials for local and national spon-

sors. - Where else but on his pro-

gram would the Andrews Sisters

show up for free to gag up com-
mercials boosting a staid soap?

.His informal kidding of sponsors

is more mature than in former
years, which is commendable, but

Lewis, no matter how versatile he
is, sometimes strays offbeat to pon-

tificate on controversial issues.

If he had field to himself, it

might be different. But he hasn’t.

Recent impartial survey raised

eyebrows when it showed Robert
(Lucky) Luck’s competitive "Wake
Up Hawaii” ahead of

.
Lewis in lis-

teners. Some of the boys aloijg;

Radio Row don’t believe it yet;

others say "we told you so.”

Luck is an affable mimic who
knows his Island dialects and
doesn’t hesitate to use them. He’s

also gained favor as an in-person

master of ceremonies. But his list

of sponsors—which is what pays

off—isn’t as impressive as Lewis’.

It may be that Luck's major
draw is among rural and non-white
listeners, while Lewis has the city

slickers.

Jimmy Walker, who recently

switched over to KGU, is a late

entry into the eye-opener array.

A former Hula restaurateur, Walk-
er has a loyal following. If any-

body can make a" dent into the

Lewis and Luck near-monopoly,
he’s the boy.
Walker wilL be a natural as a TV

emcee, which may be another rea-

son why KGU took him over. (But

so will both Lewis and Luck.)

Walker’s only weakness as a jock

may be an addictibn to too much
chatter and not enough music, but

that can be overcome.
KIKI has just added a woman

disk jockey for its early morning
shows. She’s personable Teddy
Medina, but she’s in a fast-moving

field, comrpetition-wise.

KULA tried to invade the early

morning field by doubling sport-

caster Joe Rose as a disk jock, but

it didn’t catch. Joe is back spiel-

ing sports now, which is his forte.

The competition is keen because

the morning jock-commentators

set the pace for Honolulu radio-^

and a. m. audiences are mighty
potent in this eafly-to-rise belt.

RGUNDUF TIME
With Texas Rhythm Boys
55 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Sat., 4:05 p.m.

Sustaining:
WPRT, Albany
Eddie Smith’s Texas Rhythm

Boys tie up a good grade of West-
ern and popular tunes on a new
cross - the - board program titled

"Roundup Tiirie,” A trio, they
double on instruments and vocals.

Joe Mack, possessor of a melli-

fluous, natural tenor, takes the

honors in the latter division. He
displays more than the usual
amount of sweetness and range for

a unit of this kind. The standard
“Moonlight and Roses” and a

"Gypsy” song were given particu-
larly fine treatment by Mack on
the last show heard.
The group harmony and the in-

strumental selections usually come
across in good style, although
there is some unevenness. "Twelfth
Street Rag” is bounced -with sur-
prising sureness. The medley sec-
tion is nicely handled. Weakest
part, especially on the Saturday
blocks, padded to 70 minutes, is

the chatter. Smith, emcee-an-
nouncer, has a friendly manner,
but his diction sometimes lacks
clarity.

Letters from listeners are read
and requests are filled. Trio has
played restaurant and other dates
hereabouts. ^ Jaco.

REUBEN,''REUBEN
Witlb Reuben Briilf«r4l

Director: Alan Neittutn

Producer: Art Stark

30 Mins.; Sat., 10:^0 p.w.

Sustalninr
NBC, from N. Y.

This is a corny longhair disk

jockey show featuring operatic

highlights. The operas are okay

but this stanza Is saddled with a

tedious narration by Reuben Brad-

ford, an operatic afleianado from

Texas. Bradford’s theory is thatj

opera is a parlay of the world’s

best music and worst stories and

he expands upon this idea with,

some dreary translations of the

operatic plots into modern slang.

This sort of thing was • original

about 20 years ago.'

On the preem stanza, Bradford

mas.sacred Saint-Saens’ "Samson &
Delilah.” He described Delilah as

"the pitcher for the Phillies” and
used other cliche gems in the same
genre. The disked selections from
the opera were excellent. Hervi.

BURL IVES ENTERTAINS
With Scottish Jtmior Singers, con-

ducted by Agnes Duncan
Producer: Archie P. Lee
30 Mins.
Transcription
BBC, from Glasgow

Chatty sing-song with ballad
contributions from two nations,

Scotland and the U. S. A., added
up to pleasant easy-on-the-ear ra-

dio fodder. Program was minus
an emcee, the gals (a Scot junior
outfit becoming increasingly known
in their native heath) and Burl
Ives chatting informally about
what number they’d do next. This
technique almost came off, though
considerably marred by- too many
artists talking at the same time,
result that some of the announce-
ments and song titles were not
clearly heard.

Ives had his usual warm friend-
ly mikeside manner, distinctively
singing numbers like "Big Rock
Candy Mountain,” "Billy Boy,”
The Riddle Song” and "I Gave
My Love a Cherry.” Gals were
best in the traditional Scot High-
land ballad "The Road to the
Isles” and in "Flow Gently, Sweet
Afton.” Male balladeer folded the
stanza with the farewell song "I’m
A-Gonna A-Way.”
- Artists were obviqusly given
freedom, of the microphone minus
script restrictions. Audibility would
have increased if there had been
some form > to the conversational
interpolations, with pinpointed
gals getting talkie chores instead
of most of choir in unison.

Gord.

M M t M t

Radio Followups

Georgic Price does so consist-

ently a good job in recreating the

spirit and flavor that was truly

"The Big Time” t^iat it’s a wonder
(1), why this relatively inexpensive
but highly palatable CBS radio
show isn’t sponsored, and (2),

makes one wonder anew that if all

the facets that Price reprises, from
time to time in this series, ever
held up consistently there prob-
ably would still be a big time
vaudeville with- us. ' As a young
oldster, a veteran who started al-

most in diapers with Gus Edwards,
Price (who is also the .AGVA
prexy) has the advantage of ma-
turity and an ultra-modern ap-
proach.

He has a good supporting team
in this Lester Gottlieb package,
directed by "Will Roland, produced
by Lou Melamed and scripted by
Draper Lewis. There are talented
voc^ assists by Sally ‘ Sweetland,
Dorothy Loudon and Ralph Nyland
to Ray Bloch’s excellent orchestra.
"Big Time” is a bright. Friday
night sustainer that should latch
on to a bankroller. Abel,

Grtig Sytlum
CoHtlitued frou pai:e zs

power in UHF to send out a signal
compai*able with VHF, that costs
of. operitintf UHF would be pro-
hibitive' etc. None of this talk
bothered Greig. He had remem-
bered similar skepticism about
VHF televisioil.

To appreciate the audience cov-
erage the Klystron makes possible,
it Is desirable to know a few sim-
ple facts about television engineer-
ing. 'Cne' is that doubling the
height of the antenna tower re-
I'Hluces to one-hfth the amount of
power required at the transmitter.
Thus, 200 kw at 2,000 feet gives
more coverage than 1,000 kw at
1,000- feet. And since WHUM-TV
will have a 1,036 ft. tower on a
transmitter site at an altitude of
1,650 ft., its antenna will, in effect,

have more than, twice the height
of the Empire State Building.

With such an^ operation, WHUM-
TV will be able to provide sei vice

to a radius of 62 miles, serving
750.000 families in an area of 2,-

665.000 population. And in addi-
tion, it will provide fringe service

to large area in Pennsylvania,
Delaware, New Jersey and Mary-
land.

However, despite the powerful
si^al which WHUM-TV will trans-

mit, the power cost for the station,

including cooling and lighting, will

be less than $2 an hour or approxi-
mately $200 a week. Greig figures

this will be about 2% of the sta-

tion’s business.
- lu-Black Formula

How can WHUM-TV be in the
black so soon in an area without
UHF sets?

,
Greig estimates—and

his estimates appear eonservative
—that there will be 100,000 set

owners able to tune in his station

on "UHF day.” Of these, he fig-

ures, 75,000 (or 10% of the fami-
lies in the area) will either have
UHF receivers (soon to be on the
market) Or VHF sets converted to

receive the WHUM signal. There
are already 150jt)00 families in the
area with TV sets.

Where the remaining 25,000 set

ewners originate is an interesting
development in UHF television.

There are some 40,000 set owners
within the WHUM area who are
tuned in to fringe TV stations via

community' autennas. These own-
ers pay a fixed fee per month for
closed circuit connections with
the community antennas. When
WHUM-TV goes on the air, these
antennas will convert the UHF
signal to VHF to enable their cus-

tomers to receive WHUM-TV with-
out having to alter their sets.

Greig will have something of a
monopoly on high power UHF for
a while. He has the only Klystron
built and it may be more than a

year before another is available.
Of course, WHUM-TV will have

network affiliation (CBS). But it

also has lined up plenty of local

advertisers to buy time on the sta-

tion. A far cry 'from the early days
of VHF operation, WHUM-TV will

start with a schedule of 109 hours
a week, signing on at 8’a.m. and
signing off at midnight. In addi-
tion to network shows, it will pro-
gram 30 hours a week of local live

shows and 30 hours of film.

It looks like Reading will put
UHF on the map.

Clair R. McCollough. Pre^

Represented by

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
New York Los Angeles San Francisco Chicago

Louisville—Richard P. Turpen
has been appointed account exec

I

in charge of radio-TV programs
and continuity for Boone Advertis-
ing Agency. For past two years he
has been in the WAVE-TV pro-
gram and continuity department.
... Fritzi Seeger, until recently
vp of David Allen & Associates,
Chicago, joined Mullican Agency
as production manager. She was a
nominee for the Advertising Fed-
eration of America’s Woman of the
Year award.

H. V. Kaltcnborn observed (23)
over NBC, at the end of Vice Presi-
dent Alben W. Barkley’s dramatic,
impromptu address at the National
Democratic .convention: "If he
isn’t fit to be president at 74—^my
age, since there are a few months
difference between us—then I am
not fit to be a radio commentator,
and I think I am,”
George Hicks, who was working

with Kaltenborn, replied, "We
wistfully hope we are anywhere
near as good at 74.” The sprightly,
staccato Kaltenborn seemed to de-
rive personal satisfaction from the
Veep’s oratorical performance.
Morgan Beatty, also of NBC,

callecT attention to another facet of
the speech: the fact that Barkley
did not once take time out for a
drink of water, Beatty reported
this

^
was a lesson that the Ken-

tuckian had long ago learned: "in-
terrupting an address for a drink
of water is apt to set off a chain
of circumstances.”

Eileen BARTON
Haying Summnr Stock

"REMAINS TO BE SEEN”
WESTHAMPTON, LONe ISLAND

Coral Rocordin^ Artist

DIRECTION; MCA

Answar Ton—

RADIO-MUSIC QUIZ:

MURRAY ROSS
ilir«cf« tli« music for "DREAM

HARROR" PH NIC—10:15 p.m.
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The Capitol Reeords Story
To corn a ' cliche anew, there’s always room on

top The Capitol Records’ success story attests

to that. In 10 years, a gleam and a dream have re-

sulted in Cap forging Into the Big Four field of

phonograph record producers and manufacturers.

What's more, it is staying there.

Glenn Wallichs best reprises the hopes and the

travail that went Into the founding of Capitol at a

time when another Petrillo strike almost threatened

to founder the floundering company.

Capitol’s impact on the music business is a mani-
festation of what a mature approach to young ideas

can achieve. Unorthdox in its concept, and with a
fresh and keen evaluation of new songplugging and
merchandising techniques, Capitol was the first to

latch onto the disk jockey as an important key In

all these aspects. Cap became .the deejays’ delight.

It serviced.them to the hilt, and Capitol capitalized

on the platter-chatterers’ exploitation impact like

no diskery did. It has paid off.

Capitol, however, was founded on a more solid

concept than a quick buck. As the -.pops progressed,

as the company acquired increasing capital and
surer financial stability, Wallichs &: Co. ploughed
it back and built up its children’s and longhair cata-

log as well. Cap's sales move to New York last

year was further in line with the general Hollywood
concept, such as it obtains in films, radio and TV

—

the Coast is the production line and the east is the^

sales and financial centre.

Show biz salutes Capitol's decade of achievement
with justlfiablclicclaim for a new entity whose savvy
and showmanship have placed It to the fore.

Abel.

A Packaged Show-In 21 Mins.
By VOYLE GILMORE

(Artists ti Repertoire)

The formula has always seemed simple enough. Take
a performer, add the right tune, stir gently, and you’ve

got a hit record. Know how to choose the Ingredients

that will blend and you're a ‘’good” a&r man.
With all the curdled product that’s been mixed, it's been

comforting to have a nice, clear theory^for the process.

But, unfortunately, it Isn’t quite so* simple any more. Too
much has happened that the theory doesn't explain.

Time and again the combination of star singer and
plug tune has failed to jell. Regularly an artist and/or
song not up to usual standards of excellence has come
through with a smashing disk success. What has happened
is that the era of the hit performer and the era of the
song hit have passed; now*it’s the age of the hit record.
If the old formula no longer suffices, we have to find new

method for our' madness. It’s not enough to stir the in-

gredients gently; we must use fresh skill in* our effort.

Records now have to be more actively and creatively pro-
duced. They are, in the new analysis, two-and-a-half
minute entertainment packages that require the same sort
of careful design that goes into a two-and-a-half hour
play. There must be a beginning that intrigues, develop-
ment, climax and satisfying finale.

Today, the artful rendition of a good tune suffocates
under a stack of records. The disk jockey has far more
than he can even audition, no less play on the air. The
harassed dealer can’t possibly stock all the releases that
are offered him.

It may even be true that a sixteenth of an inch makes
all the difference—those first few record grooves that
either catch an ear or condemn the balance of the disk
to oblivion. That’s where the planning begins. And if the
opening is successful in demanding attention, it must then
be built upon with show-wise construction that never lets
you go.

This kind of intensity in the making of a record has
produced some strange sounds and some wild distortions
of otherwise pleasing talent. To win notice in the crowd,
some people will do anything—and we’ve all had our
guilty moments. But now, perhaps, the law of diminish-
ing rgturns has set in. Diskeries are releasing fewer
sides and expending more pi*omotional effort on those
they issue.

Now, maybe, there won’t be so many raucous noises
coming off platter surfaces. But if—happy day—they fade
away, we should still be appreciative of the lesson they’ve
left behind. We’ve learned to reexamine our comfortable

l<^rittulae, and maybe we’ll be coming up with even
better records from now on.

Well, maybe.

One Way to Beat the Ban
Hollywood.

It was 2:30 a.m. upstairs in the Capitol executive of-
fices—in the lounge, to be precise. Lee Gillette, a pair of
drummer’s wire brushes in hand, beat rhythmically on a
large Kleenex carton and a leather seat cushion. By his

i’

“musician” hunched over a very large
uxelele, and near him someone else worked a/ tiny, clinking
foy piano. An unencumbered man did a voice imitation

bass, and up front a talented quartet known as
Pipers sang soulfuUy into a microphone."^

r acing the group over an assortment of portable elec-
ironics gear was engineer Bill Miller. The signal he care-
uip’ monitored fed downstairs to the building’s ba;^ement
and a spinning recording turntable. There the ensemble
eimrt was inscribed.

ii'credible little scene actually happened in the
—right in the middle of the strange Era of

11 ,

Ban. Its atmosphere of secrecy was care-
ui.v calculated—not to evade the American Federation of
usicians restrictions, but rather to conceal from com-

Iv-

1

^®®®rd companies some of the ingenious and entire-
. legal methods by which new fecords could be made.

,, f
surprising feature of the .session was its prod-

puhi^
platter called “My Happiness.” Rushed to the

„ ® couple of weeks, it was an Instantaneous suc-

oi’fi I

^ ® sales approached the 1,000,000 mark and the rec-
^ became No. 21 on Capitol’s all-time hit paradar.

ST

Many Music Biz Greats Started

With Capitol 10 Years Ago
By GLENN E. WALLICHS
(President, Capitol Records)

Hollywood.
I now sit fit the middle of a desk. Ten years ago I was

at one end-—-lifting—and Floyd Bittaker was at the other.We were taking second-hand office equipment into the
first quarters of Capitol Records at 1483 Vine Streets

Hollywood.
Like any enterprise, Capitol Rec-

ords began many years before found-
ing of the company. It began In the
interests, the work, the convictions of
many people. Circumstances put us
in touch with each other. Harry War-
ren was a customer of mine when I
had a small radio repair shop on
Ivar Street, Hollywood, back in 1935.
Mrs. Mercer wanted to buy Johnny
an auto radio for his birthday, so
Harry Warren sent her to my shop. In

Glenn K. walUchs t^® ^®x*^ I®w years I saw the Mercers
frequently and we became friends.

No one who tinkers with radios can resist, at one time
or another, building himself some super-type gadget. I
started to build recording equipment—home-made vari-
ety.

.
By 1937 I had refined my early efforts to the point

where I decided to open a small recording studio. I joined
forces with A1 Jarvis. He had the record shop and to-
gether we formed the Hollywood House of Music. Upstairs
I launched Glenn Wallichs’ Recordings—audition disks,
air checks ‘and personal messages, all on acetates.

Many of the greats, near-greats, and greats-to-be of the
music business headquartered in our store at El Adobe,
5205 Hollywood Blvd. possibly the first incentive to jump
into a record venture was born there. ’ People In show
business, no matter how busy they may be, conduct an
unending diagnosis of their trade. Even when the patient
is in booming health, showfolk will call symptoms and
prescriptions for “what’s wrong with show business.”
Those in music do the same. Artists, musicians, publishers
have problems of such relentless concern that it is im-
possible for anyone in the environment to keep frqm be-
coming involved. I certainly was no exception.

When I decided to exchange the five small radio and
repair shops I had established in the Los Angeles area
for the Music City location at Sunset 8i Vine I had a deep
interfest In the music busine.ss. I liked the people, the
jockeys, pluggers, artists and writers I had come to know.
Quite naturally, along with records, a disk jockey show

accompanied me to Music City. Peter Potter was the first

Music City jockey and Johnny Mercer frequenter emceed
the shows. On special occasions Mercer would bring down
friends. One of them was a pianist-leader who once
crammed his -whole band into the little studio. The lead-
er’s name was Freddie Slack.
Down Vine Street from Music City was a small cocktail

lounge, the- Radio Room, where a pleasant and eager
young pianist would spend his Intermissions playing piano
or just talking With us. On our first anniversary at Music
City he came down with the trio to entertain for the
customers. He was Nat (King) Cole.

I .
Still Othera

j

There was another musician around at the time. He
was a gaunt, intense young man by the name of Stan
Kenton. When I first met him, he was playing piano with
Vido Musso. He was a modest chap then, and he has
never changed.
Margaret Whiting also used to come into the store.

Mercer said then she had a great talent, and time proved
him to be right.

"In the period just before we formed Capitol, Mercer
and I had formulated concrete plans. We had an idea
where We wanted to go and a method outlined for at-
tempting to get there. He was working al Paramount.
During lunch pne day he mentioned -to Buddy DeSylva
that he planned to venture into the recording business.
DeSylva was interested and wanted to know if he might
join us. -All the initial cash Invested in Capitol was his.
He had. tremendous faith in the idea right from the be-
ginning. If Mercer or I seemed discouraged by the diffi-
culties and the complexities In the early days, DeSylva
always repeated, “This is going to be big, boys. This is
going to be big!” He believed it. He made a verbal deal
with us by which we would be equal partners as soon
,as he made his Investment back in any one year. We did
it soon and Johnny and I were equal partners.
A young arranger named Paul Westbn was brought to

Capitol by Mercer. Later Weston Introduced a college
friend of his about to be discharged fro^i the Navy. On
his recommendation we hired a chap named Jim Conkilng,
now president of Columbia Records.

In creative fields there always will be a coming and
going. It’s in the nature of tlie work, the nature of the
personalities.' Yet I can look back beyond a decade and
find so many who have come along this way with us.
That’s been the best of it. My closest friends continue to
be my business associates.

Albiim Catalog Is Anchor In Stormy Wax Market
By FRANCIS M. SCOTT HI
(Director of Album Repertoire)

Hollywood.
It is no secret to anyone in the entertainment field that

his investment of training, labor^ experience, and capital

is less secure than it might be in, say, some nice conserv-
ative steel company. And it is no secret to anyone in the
record business that his occupation lies in one of the most
volatile areas of the entertainment industry—one that is

sometimes referred to as being “just like shooting dice.”

Largely responsible for this extremely higli risk is the

pretested ' nature of record sales, a basic condition often

overlooked by those engaged in other media. The movie-
goer pays his moifey first, and only then may discover

that the picture is not to his liking (but he seldom storms

the boxoffice demanding a refund); the most skilled reader

can hardly do more thah skim a novel lightly before de-

ciding to rent or purchase it; the television viewer must
see at least part of a program—probably including a com-
mercial or two—before he can decide that it doesn’t suit

him; and so it is, too, with the radio listener.

The record buyer, on the other band, can be more dis-

criminating. Not dependent upon reviewers, the opinions

of friends, or how the show went last week, he knows with

certainty what he Jbuys in the form of recorded entertain-

ment. He may listen thoroughly in the record shop,

examine the cover and- the liner notes if he i^ in the .

market for an album, or even preview the product in

the indolent comfort of his home through the medium of

disk jockeys. When he paj' his money, the record buyer

takes virtually no chances.

The record company takes the chances. It is true that

it seldom suffers as a result from a shortage of creative

and administrative talent, since recording shares with the

other entertainment media an element of glamor and a

genuine incentive to creative effort. But stockholders

as a class are notably immune to the lures of glamor, and

while they may be drawn to the industry by its high profit

possibilities, they invariably feel that it should offer at

least some element of stability that recommends it over

a trip to Las Vegas.

Good Balamce Nerei^sary

It is here that a well-balanced and administered album

program performs its most important function. Featuring

a wide variety of products and continuing appeal to a

broad market, it furnishes both the diversification so

highly regarded by Investors and a more stable base of

operation for the company. The specific formulation of

such a program must be guided by the needs of the indi-

vidual company and its position in the industry; but even

the simplest classification of suitable album material re-

veals an adequate variety for almost any company in any

given situation.

Prime in conservative value is classical music. The
most durable and accurately predictable in sales behavior,

it is also the most responsive to intelligent control in

production; for quality (an element somewhat more tan-

gible than popular tastes in popular music) has greater

relative importance here than in any other class of re-

corded music.
Next in point of view of longterm value and minimum

risk is semi-classical and such other “in between” music

as operettas and outstanding motion picture scores: This

category combines a measure of classical durability and

predictability with much broader market appeal, and
serve well as a* hedge between ultra-conservatism and an
average degree of album risk.

The average degree of album risk is probably best rep-
resented by such items as dance band collections, jazz

series, so-called “listening music” albums, and simple
collections featuring a popular artist or a motion picture

tie-in. Appealing to the largest existing market for

albums, this classification should provide a heavy percent-
age of profitable but unspectacular sales, a few moder-
ately big, sellers, an occasonal hit, and a small number ’of
losers. Soundly conceived, produced, packaged, and mar-
keted, music in this category can be the backbone of an
album program.

I
Shows—and Cliilclren’s Albums

|

Broadway shows and original and unusual “idea” al-

bums are more speculative. This category is the source
of the Yuma Sumac “Xtabays,” the “South Pacific,” and
numerous others somewhat less memorable, and profit and
risk here are related more as in single records.

Finally, in a class by itself, is the children’s program.
Characterized in its successful representative items by an
unusual combination of volume sales and Gibraltar-like
stability, this field was pioneered in its present form by
Capitol. Only recently has its importance been generally-

recognized, and its desirable features prortiise a continued
growth as a factor both in the album program and in the
industry as a whole.
Though veiy general, this classification illustrates the

variety possible in an, album program and indicates those
elements which may increa,se its stability. Specific distri-

bution of the classes of products must, of course, be deter-

mined by the needs of the Individual company, and It

should be borne In mind that the program. In addition to
providing a stabilizing influence, can perform other im-
portant functions. For example, the e.stabllshment of a
recording idea and a new artist such as Miss Sumac is

given its greatest opportunity for success by dramatization
in album form; the most effective use of talent and pro-
motion, from the point of view of the artist, the record
company, and the motion picture producer, is made
through integrated album presentation, as in Jane Fro-
man’s “With a Son.; in My Heart”; and the broadening and
stabilization of a strong popular artist's acceptance is

Ideally assisted by albums such as Jo Stafford’s “American
Folk Songs.”
Broadly speaking, the album program seems destined to

become more and moredmportant in the; industry. A short
time ago an alarming decline in the demand for album
products took place, and many then wondered if this par-

ticular facet of recording would continue to be profitable.

It seems reasonable to conclude now that this was only a
temporary condition, and that the reverse will actually

hold true over the long term; The growth in our popu-
lation’s average age level should logically bring an in-

creased ability to pay the higher price of packaged prod-

ucts and a more conservative taste in music. This factor,

together with the emergence of long play as the logical

album s]^ed and the decline in importance of radio as a

purveyor of-music, seems to point to a continuing growth

of the album program within any record company hoping

to build a profitable and reasonably stable future.
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Hollywood.

The history of Capitol Eecords, which climbed into the
major. leagues shortly after its formation 10 years ago, is

We of thhse classic sagas of successful showmanship
parlayed with business savvy.

Back in 1941, songwriter Johnny Mercer felt that his

tunes, along with those of other cleffers', were riot getting

proper showcasing on disks. At the same time, Glenn
Wallichs, in his big Hollywood music store, was thinking .

about •expanding nls establishment’s small custom re-

cording service into something more substantial

The two had known each other long enough to share

their plans,: and out nf the combination came the idea

of Capitol Eecords, The ’first break came, when Mercer
went to bis good friend, the late B. G. (Buddy) DeSylva,
then executive producer at Paramount Pictures, who
showed a lively personal interest in the ambitions of the

two young entrepreneurs. After they’d discussed the

prospective diskery at length, PeSylva’s interest took the

more tangible form of a $25,000 investment.
In April, 1042, the new company was incorporated as

Liberty Records.
,
When the first board of directors meet-

ing was held, on June 4, the name was changed to Capitol;

DeSylva was designated president, Mercer, vlce-pr§sidentr

and Wallichs, secretary-treasurer.

From the start, the tyro outfit seemed to be tilting at

windmills. Tli* War Production Board announced a 70%
cut in shellac available for record manuf^acture-^which
meant none for Capitol. But a manufacturer was found
to produce a .small number of platters for the new com-
pany, and on July 1; its first side was released.

No sooner were the initial records out than the Ameri-
can Federation of Musicians announced its first ban on
recording by union members^ to begin in 30 days. During
the frantic month of July, Mercer directed a full schedule
of sessions, producing a library of masters that were to

last 15 months, the duratiop of the ban.
Fortunately, it was already clear that Capitol was on

the right artist and repertoire track. Two numbers on
the first release, “Oow Cow Boogie,” by Ella Mae Morse
and Freddie Slack, and “Strip Polka,” sung by Mercer
himself, were fast becoming the nation’s top record hits.

The big problem was meeting the demand. With the
manufacturer experiencing increasing difficulty in sup-
plying shellac, Wallichs found- the only solution— he
spearheaded an intensive drive to collect old disks which
could be salvaged to make new ones. Radio listeners pro-
vided most of the scrap; they were requested to phone in

if they had old records, and Wallichs and his sales chief,

Floyd Bittakcr, drove personally to contributors’ homes.
School dances charged scrap record admissions, jukebox
operators were hounded for old platters. Wallichs’ drive
paid off and the epmpany kept going.

Bittaker, emantime, did his best to keep dealers happy
and still distribute the new records with an^o^ye'to the
future. Capitol piofits were plowed back into carefully
established company-owned branches, and judicious allo-

cations to each built a solid sales foundation.

] The Innovations

There were 300-odd new labels around driring the time
when Capitol was getting started, and the trade probdbly
didn’t give any of them more than six months of life ex-
pectancy. Capitol emerged from the crowded field be-
cause it parlayed its product with showmanship.

, From the beginning, Capitol strayed from typical re-

cording company behavior by cooperating fully with disk
jockeys. Wallichs, Bittaker and Mercer personally deliv-

ered sample platters to the deejays, initiating a service
that has since become standard industry practice.

At the start of 1943, Capitol News made Its appearance.
The little magazine was an outgrowth of a weekly mimeo
letter to dealers, but it adopted the novel approach of giv-
ing music news without overloading thC Capitol name in its

copy. • Under Dave Dexter’s editorship, it won immediate
accceptance in the trade, with record buyers and with the
news-hungry Armed Forces. By late 1945, its circulation
reached a phenomenal 800,000.

After the war, Capitol invaded the children’s field with
fresh ideas and a clown called “Bozo,” and within a short
time a whole series of albums produced by Alan Living-
ston captured 70% of this newly stimulated children’s
business.

Special concern with scientific progress In the field led
Capitol to pioneer magnetic tape techniques. Later, in
the midst of the 1948 record ban doldrums and the de-
pressing “war of the speeds,” Capitol again took action
by becoming the first major to release disk on all three
of the disputed speeds, a step which helped considerably
in clearing the air.

i Sound Business Policy
j

Good records and smart merchandising would have
meant little without sound business policy to supply
momentum. From Capitol’s start, Glenn Wallichs en-
visioned a big company, and his decisions were made with
that end, rather than the fast buck, in view.
The first .struggles to secure manufacturing facilities,

made clear the eventual need for company-owned pressing
equipment. In March, 1944, Capitol signed a production
agreement with the Scranton Record Co., its biggest sup-
plier, which contained an option to buy the Pennsylvania
plant for $2,000,000.
The price seemed astronomical at the time but

two years Capitol had established itself as one of th
dustry’s Big Four and was capable of handling the
In March, 1946, the Scranton purchase was made
funds raised through public sale of stock.
With po.stwar production thus assured, Capitol we:

to expand its company-owned distributing branch proeven though it was hard on working capital Bv th

f Capitol offices throuithe country Since that time 18 independent repres

ifivf
added to Capitol’s sales organizatlo:

^51 the company s sales headquarters were shiftedHollywood to New York in order to be closer to theactive, record markets.
doubled in each of the company’s firs

$13-300,000. Th/numl
fn 1042 nmnv S'lr There we 17 empl

1,100 today
^ ^hem part-time) and there are more

Leading the way to success thi-oughout Capitol’s

decad# hat been its roster of performers. With relatively

‘inconspicuous beginnings^.stars such as Nat Cole, Jo Staf-

ford, Margaret Whiting, Stan Kenton, Peggy Lee, Let

Paul, Mary Ford, and Kay Starr, have buUt towering rec-

ord sales on the Capitol label. Mercer, Jim Conkling, and,

currently, Alan Livingston, created tjhe atmosphere that

new talent needs in the artists and repertoire division.

Capitol’s half-dozen best-selling disks of the decade,

show the variety and freedom of its a&r apprpach. They
are: Pee Wee Hunt’s “Twelfth Street Rag”; Peggy Lee’s

“Manana”; “ttow High the Moon,” by Les Paul & Mary
Ford; “Slipping Around,” by Margaret Whiting and Jim-

my Wakeiy; Nat Cole’s “Too Young”; and Tex ’
Williams

“Smoke, Smoke, Smoke.”
,, , , ,

In its first year and a half of operation, Capitol released

43 records; m 1951 more than 620 were issued. Besides

taking this important position in the pop singles field jmd

in developing a children’s library, Capitol has made big

strides in the building of a classical catalog. In 1948,

negotiations with TelefunkCn produced an agreement

through which CapitoNhas been releasing the best of the

famous European recordings. In addition, important Ame?^-

ican musical groups such as the Pittsburgh Symphony
have been signed. •

,

I

The Exec Setup ’

1

The real continuity of purpose in Clapitol’s 10-year his-

tory has been provided by Glenn Wallichs. Of the original

triumvirate, he alone remained active. In 1947, DeSylva
resigned because of failing health and Mercer gave up
his recording work in order to concentrate on writing for

Broadway shows and Hollywood films.

Today, Wallichs Is assisted by four vice presidents: Alan'

Livingston, a&r; Lloyd Dunn/ advertising and promotion;

William Fowler, sales; and Daniel Bonbright, finance. He
has been, through the decade, the company’s driving force

and guiding hand, coordinating the varied demands of -a

business that embraces mearly equal amounts of scientific,

artistic, and business talents.
'

One Gimmick—A Miracle-

Made Hunt’sm St Raf

Cap’s No. 1 Bestseller

_ Hollywood,

It takes expert planning to build a record company’s

success, but an occasional minor miracle helps. Though
hits may come from scheming, there have to be a few
surprise sensations. And when a surprise turns out to be
the company’s alltime top-selling disk, it qualifies as one'

of those little miracles.

In mid-1947, Capitol’s Transcription Library needed
about 50 selections by a small Dixieland combo to help

round out its catalog. Lee Gillette, in charge, didn’t have

to look any further than the Hollywood Palladium, a block

away, for a- group to do the job. It was the little Inter-

misson band -of Pee Wee Hunt, ex-Casa Loma trombonist.

Readily available. Hunt was signed to do 60 tunes In

six sessions, and. the recording proceeded in routine

fashion.* On the next to last session, with a few minutes
left after the nightly quota had been completed, Hunt
suggested trying out a number he had in mind for the

final meeting.
Hunt’s ‘final session came in the midst of the turmoil

just preceding the 1948 recording ban, and Gillette wasn’t
able to direct it. It wasn’t till a month later, in fact, that

he heard the dubs and discovered, to his annoyance, that

they included a number whose vocal was too blue for
radio. Needing a reialacement badly, and prevented by
the ban from doing anything new, he^ remembered the

tune Hunt had dashed off for him. The acetate was
leaning; ignored, against his office wall.

,

The disk had got pretty rough treat^ient till now, and
Gillette, in the heat of his little emergency, went one step
further by playing it on his office phonograph. The music
sounded all right, so he sent it on hopefully to the com-
pany technicians. They studied it, and agreed that it was,
surprisingly, acceptable as a master:

In the business routine, the incident was quickly for-

gotten. The substituted number went out unobtrusively,
to subscriber radio stations as one of 10 tunes on a 16-

inch platter. It was a little remarkable when, three
months later, a South Bend program director wrote in to

say that a Pee Wee Hunt transcription—^he named the
extra tune—was causing comment. ®

The letter was filed and forgotten till similar messages
began arriving from Boston, Richmond, Cincinnati. Gil-
lette and his fellow a&r men at Capitol received the news
wdth pleased astonishment. With the ban on, anything
showing signs of success was noteworthy. It was decided
“if only just for laughs,” according to one exec, to press
the recording for regular co'mmercial release.
But it wasn’t quite that simple. Hunt’s arrangement

ran 3:40—a minute too long. Cutting it wasn’t easy, but
there were two possibilities—an instrumental solo and a
strange-sounding honkytonk piano chorus. No one could
decide which should go, so a coin was flipped. The piano
stayed and the record was issued.
What followed was phenomenal. A couple of million

customers bought the record, “12th Street Rag” by name.
The honkytonk piano, played by Carl Fischer, started a
countiYwide vogue. Most important, “12th Street Rag”
led a hit parade (Nat Cole’s “Nature Boy,” Peggy Lee’s
“Manana” and Margaret Whiting’s “A Tree in the Meadow”
also came out that year) that produced Capitol’s biggest
annual volume of business. Capitol garnered 20% of the
nation’s record sales in 1948, ai\d firmly established itself
as one of the industry’s Big Four.

“12th Street Rag” was a little miracle, but it helped.

CapitoFs 10-Year Sales Boxscore
Single Album Gross

Year Releases Releases Sales
1942. 25 • • $ 200,000
1943.

• • 750,000
1944. 6 2,250,000
1945. 14 ’5,100,000
1946. 19 13,000,000
1947. 24 14,500,000
1948. 44 16,900,000
1949. 85 11,500,000
1950. 140 12,30g,000
1951

.

- •
** ,

93
4

, ,
/ 13,400,000

Jfiily 30, 1S>52

Ym May MsS Out On lhat Guy

‘Just- Bad Inou{h’ To Click
By )LEE GILLETTE
{Artists' & Repertoire)

* Hollywood.

The repertoire man is haunted. He may be riding the

crest of a sa*called 1,000,000 seller; he; m.ay have unearth-

ed the year’s top - vocalist; created the decade’s most un-

usual gimmick, but no matter how high on success he is,

there’s a presence loitering behind him.

^What gives the repertoire man the haunts is a two-

headed .dream, 'Version one concerns the poor starving

unknown who, after successfully attempting to break into

the repertoire man’s
.
office every day for three years,

decides to peddle his wares elsewhere, going across the

street. The anon becomes, of course, the sensation of the

century. From then on there are whispers. Waddling

away from a luncheon, the repertoire man knows that eyes

are upon his back, measuring, until he is out of hearing

distance. Then the talk begins. “Who d’ya think that

genius turned down? And he could have had him for

peanuts!”

A switch version of the nightmare concerns' the song

which the repertoire man: 1, wouldn’t listen to; 2, had

under his blotter for eight years; 3, claimed was the worst

tune ever written.

Saying “yes” to every songwriter, publisher and artist

would be living dangerously. But sajHrig “no” to anyone—
sandhogs,' girdle salesmen,' goose-noodlers • or consulting
psychologists (all of whom sing their owit songs) can also

lead to disaster. Finding a middle path between these

two extremes 4s not as simple as it might appear. A
repertoire man -is often tempted to adopt a stern attitude,

ap;pear brusque almost to the point of rudeness, but he
quickly realizes ’that all shy, bashful, and retiring-type

songpluggers suffer from such an attitude while' the more
aggressive pltiggers can beat anyone at this little game.

It is vital as it is Impossible to listen to everything.
Every time a gimmick launches a disk on the popularity
polls, a new field of experience is opened, and the reper-
toire man, by his own nature, is^compelled to hear asso-

ciated phenomena. If a Chinese dinner bell catches the
waiting ear of the public, the repertoire, man automatic-
ally finds himself auditioning trolley bells, door bells, ele-

vator chimes, bar bells and the Bell Sisters. ,

In spite of appearances the repertoire man does have
standards of measurement, and while the business is not
basically consistent,. thei’e are requirements which songs
and artists must fulfill. If the repertoire man is visiting

in Moose Jaw and his in-laws insist he catch a local tenor
at the howling alley’s late show, chances are the lad is

quaintly • horrible, and the repertoire man may, in com-
plete confidence, give a cold “noi’.

Late at night two weeks later, 2,000 miles from Moose
Jaw, the repertoire man will wake up in a cold sweat with
the terrifying' thought, “that kid may be just bad enough.”

Promoting Bi^ Black Blobs
By LLOYD W. DUNN
{V. P., Capitol Records)

Hollywood.

I’ve been an advertising man most of my business life.

And through the years one develops certain procedures

and convictions which may be applied to the promotion

of soap' flakes, screw machine products, patent medicines

and artificial eyelashes.

Then came the record business. It was “different,” they

said. I’d heard that story from practically every client

in my agency experience.

Only this time it was different. So different, in fact,

that I sometimes wonder whether the traditional promo-

tional background is a help or a hindrance. ,

Take single records, for example. Physically una|trac-

tive—a big, black blob. And they all look alike, hits and

dogs. Displaying them is likely to bring no results beyond

warpage. The potential buyer has to hear them, fre-

quently many times before the urge to buy develops.

And every week you have to start pxcmoting a brand

new bunch of products, as new records are issued. It

presents the same advertising problem as if Colgate

issued a new batch of toothpaste or cold cream every

week, to be established with buyers. It' ain’t easy.

Albums are easier. They’re packaged, for one thing,

with attractive illustrations to lend eye appeals You can

afford to advertise albums more extensively because they

have longer life and higher unit price. But^singles? You
don’t dare spend too much money on them imtil they show

promise of being a hit. And then, there’s not too much
point in it, because the record is being played frem every

housetop.

It isn’t quite aS' bad as that. There are ways to promote

records, and^sttcce6sful record companies are using them.

But these devices have little in common with traditional

advertising- techniques.

Which brings us to the point. It takes an open mind to

promote records, quite as much as it does to produce them.

Sometimes the ugliest sounds make the biggest hits . . •

and the goofiest ideas start the greatest smashes on their

way.
What does it take to make a good record promotion

man? A background of advertising is desirable, of course.

But more than that, plenty of Imagination, courage, a

sense of humor . , . and bounce.
You gotta like music, too. There’s no question that

there is more money to be made in selling wallpaper or

pickling onions . . . maybe. But the kick of that new
record when you first hear It—the taste of .success when
it begins to click—^It’s show business! • No one will ever

grow old in the recoi*d business. Because the minute you

begin to think about the hits of yesterday, your mind is,off

the hits of tomorrow.
And wlien that happens, there, won’t be any new mts
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A JJisfcer s

Is His Tape-Recorder
By KBN NELSON

{^Country and Western Repertoire)

Hollywood,

The tape recorder has made a traveling salesman out of

+hA country-western repertoire, man. Before tape the art-

,2’ came to him to record. Today he spends half of the

vA^r with brief case in hand, a damp shirt on his hack,

W some cancelled baggage checks in his pocket. Un-

Sva nil other members of the repertoire species, he does

it least 60% of his recording “in the field.” It may be

S-Oken Boy, Neb., or Nashville, Tenn.

The procedure on these 'recording dates varies. In my
own case I can never plan ahead. I never luiow. until I

cet there what facilities are available. Many times the

eauipment (microphones, speakers, channels) is ancient.

Sometimes it’s a pleasant surprise- to discover the newest

and most complete electronic facilities. Usually I use any

engineer I can find available, but sometimes it happens I

end up doing my own mixing. Since I do all of my record-

ing in local radio stations and they can’t go off the air

while I’m recor^ng, I ean’t hear too well in the control

booth. The net result is many times I never know what I’ve

got until I get back to Hollywood.

- One day in Sioux City, Iowa, I remember especially.

I walked in, looked around, and groaned. I couldn’t pos-

sibly record here. The^room was far too small to allow

for separation. The microphones were all old. All the

equipment left much to be desired. With no alternative

we dug in, recorded, returned the results to our Holly-

wood engineers, and heard them say they couldn’t have

done better in our own atiidios. It so happened the “small”

room was acoustically perfectl

These six weeks* trips I take three or four times a year

are not all business. There's a social life, too. Most of

the time I am k guest at the artist’s home, where the

country hospitality re»lly loads up the table with food

and the chairs with friends. When not expanding the

waistline, or recording, I’m traveling around with them on

personal appearances.

I’ll never forget one trip with Jimmy Heap and his band.

He was playing a dance date in Deseret, Texas. The' crowd
was in evening dress—with .jewels. It could have been
Giro’s. The next night in another town he played to

farmers and country folk. All of which backs up my
theory that country music is enjoyed by all types of

people—in Texas anyway.
Another phase of this wandering repertoire work is

keeping an eye out for new artists coming up. An example
Is Faron Young. I was riding with an artist to a record-

ing date one day when I heard a young fellow’s voice

which impressed me; however, the announcer didn’t men-
tion his name. Several weeks later I came hack through
Shreveport, La., espe(iially to find him. The manager of

the radio station told me his name. I found him and
signed him up fast. Today Young is rising as one of pur
top sellers.

1,000 Years B, C, (Before Capitol)

By AL JARVIS

Hollywood.
Golly, has it been 10 years?

So much will be written in this issue about the past 10

years, about Buddy DeSylva and Johnny Mercer, and may-
be even a couple of words .about Dan Dexter, that I’d like

to dedicate these comments to a partner of mine of 1,000

years ago, Glenn Wallichs, one of the founders of this

prominent wax works.

Actually this partnership was just one or two years

before Capitol; it only seems like 10 hjundred. Glenn was.

operating a successful appliance store In Hollywood right

next to the gas company. The more folks in Southern
California were weaned away from wood stoves, the- more
they were gassin’ it up, and, eventually, the gas company
took over Wallichs’ glen without Glenn Wallichs.

In back of Wallichs’ mind was the thought of getting

Into something a bit more creative than requesting folks

to cook on more burners. Radio appealed to him, the

mechanics of radio and its improvement especially. Glenn
tuned in his Atwater .Kent and discovered that the one
program in Southern California that could stand the most
improvement was my “Make Believe Ballroom” (on
KFWB, Monday through Saturday).

At the time, the' only people making money off radio
were canary bird imitators and Peter Potter, who used his

own dice on the Beverly Hill Billies. Everyone in radio
had a sideline which helped pay the rent. Mine wis a

with Wallichs and found out really how hard'* guy Can
work who, even when I knew him, had a goal in mind. I
don’t know what goal he has in mind for the next 10 years,
but I’ll bet you my original Wallichs recording against any
record you may have of the A1 Jarvis “Make Believe
Ballroom” orchestra conducted by Vldo Musso with Stan
Kenton at the piano, that he’ll make it. Better hope so
yourself; It’ll help us all.

Cap Sparks Biz Via Multi-Pron{cd

Disk Jockey, TV & MaJ Promotions
*

By MIKE GROSS
Capitol Records’ multi-pronged promotional setup has

been one of the company’s major assets since its founda-
tion 10 years ago. Functioning out of both the Coast head-
quarters and the New York branch, Cap’s publicity*
exploitation projects have widened the range of the whole
disk industry’s promotion activities. The diversity of its

operation has been a potent factor in building artists and
hypoing releases, and the department is steadily on the
prowl for new outlets. It has spearheaded such promo-
tional efforts as mag publication, disk jockey contacting,
TV booking and tie-ins with band agencies.

This year, Cap launched, a cooperative publicity-exploita-

tion campaign with General Artists Corp. to spark the
sales of its orch waxings. The move was part of a newly-
organized industrywide effort to make the public more
orch-conscious, but it closely followed the pattern Cap
had set up for itself since 1942, From the outset Capitol
geared Itself for a strong publicity setup, and 'it’s been
holding to that line ever since.

Just as Cap is utilizing TV today to promote its artists

and its disks, it was the first record company to realize

the plugging power of radio’s disk jockeys 10 years ago.

There were few name platter-spinners then and only a

handful of jocks around the country, but their value to

a record company as a cuffo showcase for its releases was
realized by the Cap brass, and they inaugurated the .policy

of sending out all new releases to the jockeys. Up untU
then, radio stations, for the most part, had to purchase
their own platters. The Cap disk jockey mailing list was
an innovation in record company pi'omotion technique and
all the diskerles followed along the same lines sOon after.

There are almost 2,000 deejays on Cap’s mailing list today.

Deejay Route
The deejays also have assumed a large part in the

company’s “live” promotional campaigns. Whenever pos-
sible, Cap’s publicity-promotion department sets up a dee-
jay trek for its artists, usually following on the heels of

a new release. The company fools part of the tab for the
jaunt, with the artist and the publishers of the tunes lay-

ing out the rest of the expense monies. In some instances

Cap’s artists have turned down theatre and/or nitery book-
ings so that they can complete the deejay round which the

dlskery has set up for them.
During the past two years, Cap has been spearheading

tele promotion. Its publicity department has almost taken
on the role of a talent agency, in that it’s been booking
their pactees for guest shots on the flock of vaudeo shows
around. This is usually handled in New York when the

Cap artists come in 'from the Coast for promotional duties.

The guest shots not only help the artists pay for the ex-

penses of the trip, but also helps stimulate interest in

their disks.

Recently Cap has been using TV in conjunction with its

10th anni celebration. Part of its anni fete is the award-
ing of gold platters to artists who have sold more than

1,000,000 disks, and Dick Linke, Cap’s eastern publicity

manager, has been lining up network video shows on

which the prize platter will be presented to the artist.

Another facet of Cap’s promotional setup is its publica-

tions department. Diskery allots about $500,000 einnually

for its four publications—Music News, Record News, Rec-

ord and Pickups. The mags are distributed cuffo to deal-

ers, except for Music News, on which the tab is 2c a copy,

and has been an effective instrument in hypoing ralations

between the diskery and the distributor-dealer. The Pub-
lications Division, which operates out of the Coast head-

quarters, is under the supervision of Lloyd Dunn, Cap
veepee. The mags are edited by Bud Freeman. cx-Variety

mugg.

record store named “The Stomp Shop” and I needed
someone to help pay the rent on the joint that was sup-

posed to help me pay the rent.

Wallichs had a few bucks and a firm conviction that I

should add a recording department, I sure could use the
few bucks! (Had I but known at the time that his record-
ing department would eventually be Capitol Records, I,

too, would have taken up songwriting).

So, along with Eleanor Roycroft, my partner at the time
(now owner and operator of the record department at Fife
Sc Nichols) and my self, we formed a three-way thing
called the Hollywood House of Music. It was Glenn Wal-
lichs’ sight that gave us the first disk jockey remote right
from the store, supervised by my favorite technician, Gene
Hargrove, whose favorite record—Woody Herman’s
“Woodchoppers BaU”-^wduld be played daily, just so he
could up the gain on- the bass solo.

Many collectors will say the first Wallichs recording was
one with Mercer or Paul Whiteman or one in that circa
(a word I borrowed from Bill Leyden), Actually, the first

commercial record made by Glenn Wallichs is one in my
possession, “Caterpillar Shuffle”^ with the Cats 'N Jam-
i^ers, featuring ... so help me . . . “Frankenstein” Mark,
on drums; Stew Becker, trumpet; Dale Sloan, piano; Bun-
oy Donin, bass; ToUimy Andrews, accordion; Joe Cook,
sax; Tony Schroeder, guitar; and Curtis Gates, now with
tne Sons of the Pioneers, on the vocal. It was made up

n V'® Stomp Shpp and I threatened Wallichs with playing
it. if ever Capitol’s advance releases are late in arriving.

Seriously, the story of Capitol records is the story of a
Koj who was bound to succeed in any field of endeavor.
A always fancied myself as a hard worker until I tied in

Giant Market ot Adult;

Should Be Disk Tar^t
By ALAN W. LIVINGSTON

(V.P. and A 8c R Chief)

Hollywood.
The record Industry is, I am sure, the fastest moving

and most competitive business in the world. At the be-

ginning of a week, each record company releases six to 12
new sides and simultaneously exposes them to millions of

listeners throughout the country by„
means of the disk jockey. Any one

—

or none—of these sides may be suc-
cessful. The next week/ regardless of
what has happened the week before^
each record company again releases
from six to 12 new sides. This goes
on all year long, and the pyramiding
of record artists-, new songs and new
[sounds makes demands on the pub-
lic’s ear far beyond Its capacity to

I absorb.
' As a result, the hits always seem

AUn w. Uviwrston to come from where you least ex-
pect them, and in today’s market the

obvious or unusual generally seems to have a better
chance because the obvious or unusual record is the only
one to make an impression, or even be remembered, among
the many which pour out from disk jockey shows.

This Situation within the industry is, I believe, re-

sponsible for the condition of the music marlcet today. I

don’t think people have changed nor that their basic tastes

in music have changed. They are to a large extent what
the music business and its new facilities hav^ made them.
There is no immediate solution to the problem. Competi-
tion being what it is, only what the Federal government
might call “restraint of trade” copld change the picture.

Nevertheless, this highly competitive and fast moving
situation is not as bad as many people in the music busi-

ness, particularly publishers and writers, would, have you
believe. True, it has its disadvantages. It weakens the
chances of a “good” song because presumably a “good’"

song must be widely heard before being appreciated. But
there are encouraging points, too. Today, as Stan ICenton
once pointed out, music in America is as free as the air,

and there is nearly as much of it. Radio, home phono-
graphs, television, and jukeboxes provide an unending ac-

companiment to American existence. For the most part,

a listener may choose among country, blues, pop, seml-

classical, and classical selections during any hour of the

day or night.

More Music Than Ever
I

less But Better Jazz in Wax Futuxe

With No Bopping or Super-Hip Sounds

By DAVE DEXTER, Jr.

{Artists Sc Repertoire)

'

Hollywood.

Name singers were mere “extra added” attractions on

Bob Weitman’s Paramount marquee. Dance bands were

the boxoffice lure. And during that hysterical summer
following Pearl Harbor—the summer Capitol moved in to

expand the majors to the Big Four—jazz records were be-

ing swept along in a rising market towards a volume never

before achieved by so selective a musical idiom.

James C. Petrillo’s 1942-43 ban on etching, the critical

shortage of shellac, a price rise which was inevitable-.-

even these factors failed to stem the popularity of re-

corded hot music. Jazz boomed for a time while dance

bands died at World War IPs end. But then, abruptly, hot

music turned to a “cool” sound and came the awkward,

incredible moment when jazz was suddenly a frigid prod-

uct, not only on shellac but in clubs, in theatres, wherever

it had been performed previously.

Now it’s a new decade and those of us—^Milt Gamer,

Bob Thiele, George Avakian, John Hammond included

—

who still badger our bosses to allow us to find exciting

jazz, record it, and help get it into the shops and onto

the jockeys’ turntables, are hopeful of better times. Bop

has come, gone, left only a feeble influence on a music

which has survived numerous distortions down through the

years. Barnyard tenor saxists are on the wane. So,

are vocalists of both sexes who helped sink the ship with

their exaggerated, ugly, off-the-chord “improvising 2^*
berish. With the exit of the cool, super-hip clique ( and the

resultant decline in influence of several once-influential

critics and -jocks) there’s been a gradual upbeat apparent

along the jazz front, particularly .on disk-s.

But l&ojp*pcrvcrtcd instrjuiticntsUsts, critics And

jocks weren’t alone in nearly exterminating jazz a few sea-

This abundance is bound to have effects. Twentyfive
years ago, the amount of music heard by a child was only
a fraction of what it is today. Furthermore, what music
he did hear was not the performances of the highly

.talented and select musicians who play the bulk of the
music coming out of modern recording studios, radio sba- •

tions and motion picture studios Undoubtedly many adults

to.day, who were born with fine musical talent, are com-
pletely unaware of their own basic abilities because their

talent was never developed. They have missed more satis-

fying lives, and perhaps the music world has missed some
great contributions. It certainly seems likely that today’s

increased availability and variety of good music will be a

great factor in the development of the new generation.

The greatest exposure, particularly in the record busi-

ness, is to teenagers, and there is no problem in reaching

these enthusiastic disk bu.vers. But there is. of course,

another market with completely different tastes—young
married and older people, who are Important to the selling

of albums. This group is harder to reach because the

kind of 'music which most interests it is not generally

played by the -disk jockles. and in fact has little outlet for

presentation.
One reason for the great success of albums from current

motion pictures is the simple fact that the film itself is

such a great exploitation medium. The same is true of a

New York show, explaining the tremendous difference be-

tween the sale of an album from a hit .show ai\d that of

a show which has closed in three months, even though

the latter score may be the better one.

There is nothing to prevent a record company from

producing on disks the equivalent of a '‘South Pacific”

album, musically speaking. Today, without the show and

the success it represents, or without the spending of a

prohibitive amount of money on promotlonu such an album

would be unsaleable. Bui if an exploitation medium as

powerful as the disk jockey ever comes along for this kind

of music, the industry will see a giant new market of un-

imagined proportions opening up.

I think the future development of the record business

lies not so much with the teenagers and the pop single

record buyers as in the search for new channels of ex-

posure which lead directly to the large potential audience

beyond. Undoubtedly television will eventually seiwe this

purpose, just as films and the stage do today. Whoever
first develops a new and ready exposure medium for this

Sort of musical entertainment will certainly be performing

a significant service to the record industry. He will be

responsible for a business gro\\d;h far greater than any-

thing we have yet experienced.

sons back. 'The record companies produced too many re-

leases for an admittedly limited market to digest. And
many of the older, established, non-bopping jazzmen—the

big name guys of the 1930s—simply got old. They became

lazy, bored, uninspired, and their playing showed it on

hundreds of unsalable records. Working regularly in radio,

television and motion pictures—you can include recording

studios, too—brought security and fish-tailed cads. But

hardly any decent jazz is being played these days by the

hot men over 35—Ellington, Armstrong, and possibly a

dozen others excepted.
That’s the''way it stands today, as Capitol eyes its second

decade. There will be more jazz forthcoming—but only

the best, issued less frequently—and it will be made avail-

able not only on single biscuits but In album form on

three speeds as well. Meanwhile the pops pay the frelgnt,

pay for the losses all waxworks incur in trying to appeal

to and satisfy a tiny, super-critical market that may, evc)^

tually, become the fairly lucrative market that jazz one

was 10, 15 years ago.
,

Anybody know of a young Duke, or Satcliino, vaitii g v*

cut liia first session? Capitol wants him!
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It’s quite an accomplishment to reach the age of ten, but still, you’re

too young to look to the past. In celebrating this important milestone in CapitoFi

history, we feel confident that— best is yet to come! Congratulations

and good wishes are in order . . . not to us, but ]rom us ... to the artists,

song writers, dealers, disc jockeys, operators and the members of

our organization to whose friendly efforts we owe so

much of the success we have achieved.
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Congratulations to Capitol

Thanks'for helping to makd
all this Dossible*

. /»->J ^ _v C . ^A\S*
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Gisefe MacKenzie

Tustno^ Toronto
Toronto, June 28.

Gi$ele MacKenzie, Bobby Win-
ters, Grace Sc Mickey Carroll, Joe
Laurel, Billie Sc Gene Lambert,
Jimmie Cameron, Archie Stone
House Orch; “Okinawa" (Col).

Gisele MacKenzie, femme sing-
ing star of Bob Crosby’s “Club 15”
show and the former Mario Lanza
s'=‘ries, is breaking. In a stage
routine here (New Acts) and pack-
ing in the customers for the best
business in several weeks at the
Casino. She is surrounded by a
neat stage package which, in Swift-
paced diversity, never allows a let-

down.

Personal Management

BOB SHUTTLKWOETH

CURRENTLY JUNG HOTEL, NEW ORLEANS

On the Air—^Mario Lanzd Show—NBC
Returns August 25—^'Xlub lS" 3d Season—CBS

v; :oy-' VO ^ ^

^4* t,'- vv.fK
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Current Capitol Release

“ADIOS”
AND

YOU CANY LOVE TWO'

fub/k MatJons

RED DOFF« Hollywood

CHAPPELL
SALUTES

GatpctoC

our newest releases:

CARIOCA
Les Paul
Mary Ford

WALKIN’ MY BABY BACK HOME
Nat “King” Cole

WISH YOU WERE HERE
Jane Froman

A

Jerome Kern’s ROBERTA (Album)
featuring Gordon MacRae
and Lucille Norman

CHAPPgLL & CO., INC.
RKO Building, Rockefeller Center, New York 16

, N. Y.

Ch/uto£

Congratulations, atul our sincere thanks to these great

Capitol prtists:

To-BILLY MAY
BEN LIGHT and
BOB SAVAGE for ,PERFIDIA (Peer)

To-JANE FROMAN for f CART GET OUT OF

1 THIS MOOP (Southern)

To-GISELE MACKENZIE for . . ADIOS (Peer)

To-YMA SUMAC for BABALU (Peer)

To~PETE DAILEY for SOUTH (Peer)

To-JIMMY WAKELY for..., (TILL THE EHD OF THE

1 WORLD (Southern)

f THE ALMAHAC SOHG
s

(Southern)
To-BILLY STRANGE for....

j
anU

I LOVE YOU 24 HOURS

A DAY (Peer)

To-FARON YOUNG for.. [
HAVE I WAITED TOO

ILONG (Peer)

P«tr Intftrnational CorporaFipn $outh«rn Music Publishing Co., Inc.

Charles K. Harris Music Publishing Co.. Inc. • La Sail* Publishers, Inc.

Melody Lane Publications, Inc.
Ult Broadway. New York It, N. Y. UOI North Argylo Ave., Hollywood

To-FARON YOUNG for.

Mark Schredk

Prof. Mgr.
RALPH S. PEER

President

Ben Selvin

General Mgr.
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Tex Ritter's background singing through-

out the motion picture "HIGH NOON" is

being hailed by critics everywhere as a

major contribution to the success of this

great filtn. Now he brings you the same^ ^

, X stirring rendition on Capitol Records.
' -. .T,

; p CAPITOL RECORD No. 2120 - F-212
'
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No. 2120 - F-2120
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Ciaip^tci

sii^
• LUNAROSSA(BlusbingMoon)

The Voices of Walter Schumann

• SCATTER BRiUH
Ray Anthony

• YOU’RE DRIVING ME CRAZY!
Ray Anthony

• LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME
Ella Mae Morse

• YOU’RE DRIVING ME CRAZY!
Billy May

• WINTER WONDERLAND
The Voices of Walter Schumann

• HOLIDAY FOR STRINGS
The Voices of Walter Schumann

BREGMAN, VOCCO and CONN, Inc.
NEW YORK - CHICAGO - HOLLYWOOD

We Too, Add Our Congratulations

!

NAT "King" COLE

BILLY MAY
i f

kb
''

''ir
LX ; jT

JUNE CHRISTY
* /

MEL TORME
A

Personal Management
CARLOS OASTEL
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CONGRATULATIONS

GLENN, JOHNNY, FLOYD, LEE,

BILL, LLOYD, ALAN, DAVE, DAN,
PAUL, HAL, and All the Other

CAPITOL PEOPLE

It Takes GREAT MEN to Build

A GREAT COMPANY.

You Have Made My Six Years

With Capitol a Real Pleasure,

^ r

JIMMY WAKELY
TOP SELLING CAPITOL WESTERN ARTIST

Just Completed
*

Engagement

Hollywood

Latest CAPITOL Releases

“If You Would Only Bo Mine”

“My Heart Has Room For You”

“Four-Legged Friend”

“There’s A Cloud In My

Valley Of Sunshine”

With BOB HOPE

“When I Say Goodnight”

“There’s That Same Old

Lovelight In Your Eyes

Tonight”

STARRING

on

"Colemen^s Corral"

KNXT

Hollywood

Tuesday 8:30 to 9 PDT

O/rtcfion,'^

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA
ioYtrly HillSf Calif,

Publicity:

ROBERTS-BRADBURY
$335 Yucca St.

Hollywood 28, Calif.
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It Is a Great Pleasure for Us

to Participate in

Tenth Anniversary Celebration

With Their

= 1 SUMMER HIT

IN THE
GOOD OLD
SUMMER TIME

as inimitably recorded by

LES PAUL and MARY FORD
2 12 3

CONGRATULATIONS!

EDWARD B. MARKS MUSIC CORPORATION
RCA Bldg., Radio City. N. Y.

Harry Link, General Professional Manager

MILLS MUSIC salutes CAPITOL RECORDS

Currently Riding High with

"SMOKE RINGS”
LES PAUL - MARY FORD

"BLUE TANGO”
LES BAXTER, CHORUS and ORCHESTRA

CAPITOL Artists+MILLS music=SOLID ENTERTAINMENT

NAT COLE—''Home" • KAY STARR—"Nob'ody'f Sweetheart"
• RAY ANTHONY—"Star Dust" • BILLY. MAY—"When My
Sugar Walks Down the Street" • DEAN MARTIN—VWho's
Sorry Now" • DINNING SISTERS—"A Ghost of a Chance"
• JOE "FINGERS" CARR—"When You're Smiling" * HELEN
O'CONNELL—"I'm Gettin' Sentimental Over You" • BEN
LIGHT—"Mistakes" • GORDON MAC RAE—"I Surrender

Dear" • BOB CROSBY—"Lonesome and Sorry" • WALTER
SCHUMANN—"Moonglow" • JOHNNY MERCER—"Waitin'
for the Evenin' Mail" • BUDDY COLE—"Sophisticated Lady"
• LOUIS CASTELUCCI—"Pavanne" • JAN GARBER—
"Dinah" • FREDDY SLACK—"Kitten on the Keys!.' • MICKEY
KATZ—"Bagel Call Rag" • CLYDE MC COY—"Where's My
Sweetie Hiding" • LES BAXTER—"Lest in Meditation" •

MARGARET WHITING & JIMMY WAKELY—"Maggie Blues"

• LES PAUL & MARY FORD—"Jealous"-^nd Many Others.

MILLS MUSICy INC.
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF MUSIC, INC.

BEST WISHES CAPITOL RECORDS
ON YOUR lOfh ANNIVERSARY

TEX
RITTER

! trust w**win have TO

more pleasant years to-

qethero

Current Release

"HIGH NOON"
as he sings it in the Stan-

ley Krahier p i c t u r e i

’High Noon."

Backed by

On — Oet

Now Appearh^

Harringay Arena - London, England

for six weeks
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ADIOS

AMOR

ANYTIME

Artllt

fiiseleMacKenzift

Andy Russell

Foy Willing * Helen O'Connell

titii

lAUOHIHG ON THE OUTSIDE Andy Russell

LEt'S GO TO CHURCH NEXT SUNDAY MORNING

^ Margaret Whiting » Jimmy Wakely

AUF WIEDERSEH'N, SWEETHEART Les Baxter

BABALU

BEAUTIFUL BROWN EYES

BECAUSE OF YOU

BERMUDA

BESAME MUCHO

BUCKSMjTH BLUES

BONAPARTE'S RETREAT

BOUQUET OF ROSES

BRAZIE Din

CANDY KISSES

CASTLE ROCK

’ Yma Sumac

fES Jimmy Wakely

Les Baxter

Norman Kaye

Andy Russell

Ella Mae Morse

\1
'

* " Kay Starr

Jimmy WaTtely

Dinning Sisters • Les Paul

^ Eddie Kirk

Dave Barbour

CHATTANOOGIE SHOE SHINE BOY

Skitch Henderson

.COME ON A MY HOUSE Kay Starr

COOL WATER Tex Ritter - Dinning Sisters

Nellie Lutcher

CRY The Four Knights

CRY OF THE WILD GOOSE Tennessee Ernie

DADDY June Christy - Stan Kenton

DADDY'S UTTLE BOY Jan Garber

‘ DADDY'S LITTLE GIRL Skitch Henderson

DETOUR Wesley Tuttie

EASY STREET Billy May

FOR SENTIMENTAL RWONS Nat King Cole

FROSTY THE SNOWMAN Nat King Cole

GEORGIA ON'MY MIND Jo Stafford - Paul Weston

GLOW WORM Chuy Reyes

Alvino Rey- Johnny Mercer

GOODNIGHriRENE Jo Stafford

-GREEN.EYES Ben Light • Helen O'Connell

HAMBONE Tennessee Ernie

HAVE I TOLD YOU LATELY THAT I lOYE YOU

Tex Ritter

^ HEY GOOD LOOKIN’
^ Tennessee Ernie—Helen O’Connell

HONEYMOON Kay Starr

I DON’T KNOW ENOUGH ABOUT YOU
Peggy Leer- Dave Barbour

I DREAM OF YOU Andy Russell

I GET IDEAS Peggy Lee

I GUESS I’LL GET THE PAPERS

Hal Derwin - Frank DeVol

1 HEAR A RHAPSODY Ray Anthony

I SEE A MILLION PEOPLE Peggy Lee

I WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER NOW . .

• Dinning Sisters

I’LL NEVER LOYE AGAIN Andy Russell

I'M YOURS ^ Les Baxter

IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME
'

Les Paul - Mary Ford

IT’S A BIG WIDE WONDERFUL WORLD
• Margaret Whiting - Frank DeVol

IT IS NO SECRET Joe' Allison

IT’S NO SIN The Four Knights

JAZZ ME BLUES Les Paul - Mary Ford

JEALOUS HEART Tex Ritter • Jan Garber

JUST A LITTLE LOVIN' Bob Crosby

KENTUCKY WALTZ Tennessee Ernie

KISS OF FIRE Les Baxter

LONGING FOR YOU

MAGIC, IS THE MOONLIGHT

MARIA ELENA

MEXICALI ROSE

'

MISIRLOU

M*i-s-s-i-s-s.|.p-ipr

MY ADOBE HACIENDA

MY HEART SINGS

NEGRA CONSENTIDA

Les Baxter

Andy Russell

' Andy Russell

' Ben tight

Skitch Henderson

Kay Starr

Dinning Sisters

Johnny Johnston

Andy Russell

OAKlE BOOGIE Jack Guthrie Ella Mae Morse

OLD SHEP Wesley Tuttle .

OPEN THE DOOR RICHARD The Pied Pipers

ORIGINAL DIXIELAND ONE-STEP Paul Weston

PAPER DOLL Wingy Manone

PARADE OF THE WOODEN SOLDIERS ,

Orrin Hostetter*

PERFIDIA Bob Savage

PISTOL PACKIN’ MAMA The Pied Pipers •»

PLEASE, MR. SUN Les Baxtet

POINCIANA Benny Carter

QUANTO LE GUSTA Jack Smith - Clark Sisters

RAC MOP Roy Hogsed Trio

The Starlighters* Paul Weston

ROOM FULL OF ROSES
' Paul Weston - Staflighters

SARI WALTZ Frank DeVol

SIMILAU Peggy Lee

SLIPPIN' AROUND
Margaret Whiting - Jimmy Wakely

SLOW POKE

SMOKE, SMOKE, SMOKE

SO LONG

SONG OF THE ISLANDS

SOUTH

-TAKE MY HEART

TELL ME WHY

TENNESSEE WALTZ

Helen O’Connell

Tex Williams

Les Baxter

Bob Crosby

Pete Daily

A! Martino

Norman Kaye

Les Paul - Mary Ford

THAT’S HOW MUCH I LOYE YOU Alvino Rey

THE BEST MAN Nat King Cole

THE BREEZE AND I Frank DeVol

THE PEANUT VENDOR Buddy Cole

THE ROVING KIND Les Baxter

THE WEDDING SAMBA Chuy Reyes

THERE'LL BE A HOT TIME IN THE
OLD TOWN TONIGHT Nappy LaMarre

THERE’LL BE SOME CHANGES MADE Peggy Lee

WAITIN’ FOR THE TRAIN TO COMEJN Peggy Lee

WE COULD MAKE SUCH BEAUTIFUL MUSIC
Billy Butterfield

WE’LL BE TOGETHER AGAIN

Pied Pipers- Paul Weston

WHAT A DIFFERENCE A DAY MADE Andy Russell

WHILE WE’RE YOUNG Peggy Lee

WITHOUT YOU Andy Russell

YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE Dinning Sisters

YOU ARE THE ONE ' Margaret Whiting
'

YOU BELONG TO MY HEART Bob Eberly

YOU WERE ONLY FOOLING Kay Starr

YOU’RE BREAKING MY HEART Jan Garber .

yours Andy Russell

Broadcast Music, Inc.
580 Fifth Avenur New Yorl< 36, N Y

NEW YOFK • CHICAGO • J •
: FfiNTO * VQNIBEAl

A Flack’s

By BUDDY BASCH.
(N. y. Publicist)

How come I never hear my rec-
ords on the Air? I listened toWNEW for a solid half hour and
didn’t hear one.

Why don’t I read more gags about
myself in the columns? Don’t you
know Earl Wilson?

What kind of a press agent are

you? I’ve had you six weeks and
not even a Life cover yet!

• How about some disk jockey in-

terviews? My record on the Meat-
ball label is breaking big.

Just got back from Chittlin

Switch, Alabama, where I was a

big smash. Why didn’t I see a

thing in . the papers there? (There
is. no paper there.)

Have you looked at the trade pa-

pers? My' name hasn’t been on
those charts in weeks.

What do you mean you can’t call

for me in Mt. Vernon to take me
to the Beauty Pageant in Coney
Island? What do I pay you for

anyhow? I want service.

I tell eveiyone I meet what a

great publicity man you are. That’s

money in the bank for you. (Yeah,

but send cash.)

Why don’t you invite, the top

columnist to my country home for

the weekend? They’ll all be de-

lighted to come if you say the in-

vitation is from me.

I got something on this jockey,

see, so you tell him he better start

to play my disks.

: What do those A&R men know?

I oughta pick out all the tunes

myself.

If you’re a press agent and know
everyone, how about getting me
four for the Series opener?

,Can you turn on the steam even

more this w^eek? I’m on the brink

of a big contract and the publicity

will cinch it.

Don’t you know me, kid? I may
not be able to pay you much now,

but when I hit the big-time I’ll re-

member/, you. We’ll hiake money
together.

You know what the trouble is

with your office? You’re handling

too many boy singers (or girl sing-

ers, bands, sword swallowers, etc.)

How can you concentrate on me?

Don’t tell., me you’re a press

agent. If you were any good you’d

have more clients.

Yeah, I asked you to set up some

interviews, but can’t you take it a

little easy? I gotta have some time

off.

Why should I pick up the check?

I’m a celebrity. Let the editor

pay.
Look, kid. I'm older than you

are and I’ve been in the business

longer. Let me “tell you how pub-

licity should be done. ...
This next record coming out isn t

so hot, hut maybe if you don’t tell

the jockeys they won’t knovy. Tell

’em it’s gonna be big.

The record company is really be-

hind this song. They’re going all

out to
.

make this a smash, so .you

better get with them.
. You may not get much money

(Continued on page 54)

YOGI YORGESSON
(CURRENT TOPICAL SMASH RECORD)

>

I'AA GOING TO VOTE REPUBLICAN

I'M GOING TO VOTE FOR A DEMOCRAT

CAPITOL RECORDS TACIT MUSIC CO.
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FREDDIE SLACK

CUUktHTLY

at tlia

CRESCENDO
HOLLYWOOD

Capitol Records
farsonal

JIUNI TEACHER
333 S. R«v«rty Dr.

iEVCRLY HILLS

Fr«ddU Slack pravtiiy kl) hir

Im carroHl- •N^agamMh Wirh

Slack It Ilia Maa Marta wllk

whom ha mad# tha arlqlnal

.saeka ^'Caw-Cow Roo^Ia" ditc.

GoHxyudfuatumi GdfUtpli

LIGHT
AND HIS LIGHTENING FINGERS

Best Selling Album:

"JUKE-BOX FAVORITES”

Best Selling Record:

“PERFIDIA”

NEW CAPITOL album

To Be Released Soon

DIrtction:

MCA

Now ‘Kins’
CbiiClBuad from pare 1

gratifying as in the case of Herb
Marks who observes, ‘‘We start to

work on a new tnne and then along

come Les Paul and Mary Ford with

their version of ‘In the Good Old

Summertime’ and we have an in-

voluntary and totally unexpected

hit out in left field.”

’ Kewrite t|xe Biz

From the dlskery viewpoint,

most of the a.&r. men are frank

in advocating a “rewrite of the

music business as it' used to be.’

Sayi one executive, “Let u;s face

it—the highpowered professional

man just can’t be so highpowered

in this day and age. What live

talent is there around for him to

romance? The* young kids who
hang around with the disk jockeys

do more good for current plug

songs than landing that big Crosby

or Dinah or Perry or Tony plug/’

A vet music man, Abe Olman,

g.m. of Robbins; Feist, and Miller,

agrees by pointing to the 'fact he

has a new crop of young songplyg-

gers whd are most sociable contact

men who know how to stay up late

with the late-hour deejays; know
how to talk their language and

know how to roll with the current

moods and trends in music, be it

that current yen for “high-note” or

“big voice”’ stylist, or the jive-

hound, the melodic school or. the

deejay who yens to “discover”

things.

Fact is that where the music
publishers used to make special ar-

rangements, or even pay for atmos-
pheric scenery for choice plugs in

the old vaudeville days, in the new
disk jockey days the publishers

have a corps of special-material

writers' fashioning special patter,^

intros, openings, rehearsed ad libs

and the like for the deejays.

The disk jock is “romanced” like

the acts used to be. There are

400 key plugs who, if they lay on
this or that platter, can help pro-

ject it into the public conscious-

ness. Where a professional man
used 'to romance Nora Bayes, ta-'

day he romances Joe Needle-Im-
presario.

While one school of the publish-

ing and writing fraternity scoffs,

“The trouble is that these platter-

chatterers don’t know the music
business,” the more progressive of

the veterans will concede, “Let’s

face it; with all the young singers
coming Up they naturally feel more
comfortable with our.younger staf-

fers contacting them. They ‘Mis-

ter’ me apd make me feel like an
a.k., and when I tell ’em to call me
by my first name they’re embar-
rassed. But our kids know how to
handle these kids; they know their
line of thinking in song styling;

and, above all, we may just 'as well
confess that our younger pluggers
also have- the pep and vinegar to

stay up at all hours with them
which we no longer have or should
do, if we’re to run a daytime busi-
ness also. None of us has forgot-
ten how one great music man (the

late) Lou Diamond (head of Para-
mount and Famous Music) tried
and couldn’t; at 47 his ticker got
him!”

New Plug Techniques

In effect, most of the major pub-
lishing houses have, reorganized
their songplugging techniques.
There are still quite a few of the
not-so-come-lately plugs around
fhat warrant . the full treatment

—

Bing, Jo Stafford, Como, Doris Day,
Tony Majrtitt; the Lombardos, Di-
nah Shore, Evelsnci Knight, Patti.
Page, Waughn Monroe, Margaret
Whiting, Nat Cole, Billy Eckstine,
et al.'-^and of course there are the
deejays.

"The singers or maestros start to
think that now they know more
than the a. & r, man; they decide
to pick their own songs; perlu^ps
this is where the inferior “angle”
tunes crop up and seep through;
and the a. & r. is the victim of in-
decision. He knows that if he in-
sists and, again, doesn’t score, the
artist will wall “another lemon,”
so he sits back and the dog starts
to wag the tail sometimes; i.e., the
artist is telling the production
brains (recording chief) at the
diskery what to shoot and what not
to risk.

But the vicious cycle comes back
to the fact that, more than ever,
an inanimate object — a Vinylite
platter running under three mins.,
regardless of the 33, 45 or 78 rpm
speed—is the new “king” of Tin
Pan Alley. The pop music busi-
ness seems to revolve almost en-
tirely around their revolving bis-
cuit.

oiittaijay,. July. 1952

EXCLUSIVE recorders

America'* Most ImUatecI Trumpeter

CLYDE HeCOY
and his

SUGAR BLUES orchestra

An instantaneous Hit Seller !

'

"SUGAR BLUES" ALBUM
SUGAR BLUES

BASIN STREET BLUES

BLUES IN THE NIGHT
LIMEHOUSE BLUES

THE MEMPHIS BLUES

ST. LOUIS BLUES

WABASH BLUES

FAREWELL BLUES

Curretif Releases

TEAR IT DOWN
WHERE’S MY SWEETIE HIDING? v. 213S

I LOVE TO HEAR A CHOO CHOO TRAIN
TO BE LOVED BY YOU 2045

ALWAYS LATE CWITH YOUR KISSES!
HELL’S BELLS 1985

SUGAR BLUES BOOGIE
I JUST LOVE AFFECTION 1937

/

Direction: MCA

I'M MOVING ON

MR, FLY-BY-NIGHT

I WAS JUST WALKIN' OUT THE DOOR

GOD'S LITTLE CANDLES

THE BOOM SONG

WONDERING
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FREDDIE SLACK

CUneNTLY

at tliii

CRESCENDO
HOLLYWOOD

Capitol Records
ParsoHol MaRcm«MMit
JUNi TEACHEK
333 S. •vorfy Dr.

lEVCRLY HILLS

Froddt* Slock i»rovlM« I1I9 hil

in corroHl •NyogomMil* WIrh

Slock If Illo Moo Morfo wlrh

whom ho mo4o tko orlgiool

>socko “Cow-Cow I009I0'' diic.

GoH^c^icUulatUmi GofutfUl

LIGHT
AND HIS LIGHTENING FINGERS

Best Selling Album:

“JUKE-BOX FAVORITES”

Best Selling Record:

“PERFIDIA”

NEW CAPITOL ALBUM

To Be Released Soon

Now^KIng’
Coutlttuoil from vatre 1

Dir«ctlon:

MCA

gratifying as in the case of Herh

Marks who observes, “We start to

work on a new tune and then along

come Les Paul and Mary Ford with

their Version of *In the Good Old

Summertime’ and we have an in-

voluntary and totally unexpected

hit out in left field.”^

* Kewrlte tjie Biz

From the diskery viewpoint,

most of the a.&r. men are frank

in advocating a “rewrite of the

music business as it used to he.

SayS one executive, “Let u^ face

it_the highpowered professional

man just can’t be so highpowered

in this day and age. What live

talent is there around for him to

romance? The' young kids who
hang around with the disk jockeys

do more good for current plug

songs than landing that big Crosby

or Dinah or Perry or Tony plug.’’

A vet music man, Abe Olman,

g.m. of Bobbins, Feisi and Miller,

agrees by pointing to the ’fact he

has a new crop of young songplyg-

gers who are most sociable contact

men who know how to stay up late

with the late-hour deejay^; know
how to talk their language and

know how to roll with the current

moods and trends in music, be it

that current yen for “high-note” or

“big voice”' stylist, or the jive-

hound, the melodic school or the

deejay who yens to “discover"

things.

Fact is that where the music
publishers used to make special ar-

rangements, or even pay for atmos-

pheric scenery for choice plugs in

the old vaudeville days, in the new
disk jockey days the publishers

have a corps of special-material

writers fashioning special patter,

intros, openings, rehearsed ad libs

and the like for the deejays.

The disk jock is “romanced” like

the acts used to be. There are

400 key plugs who, if they lay on
this or that platter, can help pro-

ject it into the public conscious-

ness. Where a professional man
used to romance Nora Bayes, fa-"

day he romances Joe Needle-Im-
presario.

While one school of the publish-

ing and writing fraternity scoffs,

“The trouble is that thesfc platter-

chatterers don’t know the music
business,” the more progressive of

the veterans will concede, “Let’s

face it; with all the young singers

coming Up they naturally feel more
comfortable with our .younger staf-

fers contacting them. They ‘Mis-

ter’ me apd make me feel like an
a.k., and when I tell ’em to call me
by my first pame they’re embar-
rassed. But our kids Imow how to

handle these kids; they know their
line of thinking in song styling;

and, above all, we may just 'as well
confess that our younger pluggers
also have- the pep and vinegar to

stay up at all hours with them
which we no longer have or should
do, if we’re to run a daytime busi-

ness also. None of us has forgot-
ten how one great music man (the

late) Lou Diamond (head of Para-
mount and Famous Music) tried

and couldn’t; at 47 his ticker got
him!”

New Plug Techniques

In effect, most of the major pub-
lishing houses have, reorganized
their songplugging techniques.
There arc still quite a few of the
not-so-come-lately plugs around
that warrant the full treatment

—

Bing, Ja Stafford, Como, Doris Day,
•Tony Martin; the Lombardos, Di-
nah Shore, Evelyn Knight, Patti
Page, Waughn Monroe, Margaret
Whiting, Nat Cole. Billy Eckstine,
et al.'—and of course there are the
deejays.

'•The singers or maestros start to.

think that now they know more
than the a. & r. man; they decide
to pick their own songs; perhaps
this is where the inferior “angle”
tunes crop up and seep through;
and the a. & r. is the victim of in-
decision. He knows that if he in-
sists and, again, doesn’t score, the
artist will wail “another lemon,”
so he sits back and the dog starts
to wag the tail sometimes; l.e., the
artist is telling the production
brains (recording chief) at the
diskery what to shoot and what not
to risk.

But the vicious cycle comes back
to the' fact that, more than ever,
an inanimate object — a Vinylite
platter running under three mins.,
regardless of the 33, 45 or 78 rpm
speed—is the new “king” of Tin
Pan Alley. The pop music busi-
ness seems to revolve almost en-
tirely around their revolving bis-
cuit.

EXCLUSIVE Ox/cutoi recorders

America'* Mott Imitated! Trumpeter

CLYDE HeCOY
and hit

SUGAR BLUES orchestra

An Insifmfaneous Hit Seller

^'SUGAR BLUES^^ ALBUM
SUGAR BLUES

BASIN STREET BLUES

BLUES IN THE NIGHT
LIMEHOUSE BLUES

THE MEMPHIS BLUES

ST. LOUIS BLUES

WABASH BLUES

FAREWELL BLUES

Current Releases

TEAR IT DOWN
WHERE’S MY SWEETIE HIDING? 2138

I LOVE TO HEAR A CHOO CHOO TRAIN
TO BE LOVED BY YOU .2045

ALWAYS LATE (WITH YOUR KISSES)
HELL’S BELLS im
SUGAR BLUES BOOGIE
I JUST LOVE AFFECTION 1937

/

Direction: MCA

a

I'M MOVING ON

MR. FLY-BY-NIGHT

I WAS JUST WALKIN' OUT THE DOOR

GOD'S LITTLE CANDLES

THE BOOM SONG

WONDERING (Jkrpitoi
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Congratulations

MR. and MRS. JOE "FINGERS" GARR

^Alias Margaret Whiting and Lou Busch

CAPITOL RECORDS

On Your loth Anniversary

JtMMY BRYANT
#2057 Yodeling Guitar

Bryant's Shuffle

TENNESSEE ERNIE
' V

#2170 Tennessee local

Blackberry Boogie

GENE O’QUIN

#2075 Mobilin' Baby

I'll Never Be the Same

CLIFFIE STONE
#1960 Carolina Waltz

Dead End Street

BILLY STRANGE
#21 12 I Love You 24 Hours a Day

Hill Train

SPEEDY WEST
^2160 Georgia Street Guitar

Midnight Ramble

ON HOMETOWN JAMBOREE
KXLA and KLAC-TV

Billy May Pulls 2,500

Payees in Pitt. 1-Niter

Pittsburgh, July 29.

Billy May, coming back to his

home .town again, cracked another

ballroom record here last week

when he drew more than 2,500 paid

admissions on his one-nighter at

Kennywood Park. It was the high

mark of the season so far at the

big amusement center, topping

even the Vaughn Monroe business.

Earlier in the summer, May played

.another local park, West View, and

broke all attendance figures there,

too, for the season.

First engagement May played in

Pittsburgh since leaving here and

subsequently hitting the bigtime

was in April' wi^h the Patti Page-

Frankie Laine package at The Gar-

dens.

Flack’s Lament
' Continued from page 50 ;

for handling me, but think of the
prestige.

Would you run to the hank* and
cash this check for me and bring
the money to my hotel, then, stop

at the dressmaker, pick up my
eight new gowns and then drop off

my contract at GAC? It’ll only
take you a second.

I got a lot of money behind me
and my managers are gonna push
me right to the top. You’ll see.

I’ve got so much talent. ''So, how
come I’m not working?

Know how you can, he popular?
I’ve just written this song and nat-
urally I can’t do it -myself. But
you can give it to all your other
clients and tell them to do it.

Darling, don’t tell me my latest

record isn't my greatest That de-
presses me terribly.

What have you gotten me this

year besides my birthday in Nick
Kenny twice?

Why can't you run this bet to
my bookmaker? What kind of an
office do you run?

Tell the publisher I’ve done him
a favor to record his song and he
better drop everything and get on
this. If he doesn’t. I’ll never do
another tune of his . . . you tell

him that.

Listen, you ought to be grateful
you’re handling me. When the
news gets around it will make you
a big man.

I want you to call every booker
in town and tell them to catch my
new act. Yeah, I know that’s not
a pre.ss agent’s function, hut you
can do me a little favor can’t you?
You just get me on a record

label and I’ll lake care of you.

Capitols Best Sellers of the Decade
(Flip Sides In Italics),,

, TWELFTH STREET RAG Pee Wee Hunl
Somebody Else, Not Me

MANANA
All Dressed Up With Broken Heart

.Peggy Let

SLIPPING AROUND Margaret Whiting-Jimmy Wakel\
Wedding Bells

HOW HIGH THE MOON- .Les, Paul-Mary Fort
Walking And Whistling Blues -

SMOKE THAT CIGARETTE . Tex William!
Roundup Polka . .

TOO YOUNG Nat Col<

Thafs My GdV

WHEEL OF FORTUNE Kay Star
I Wanna Lope You *

TEMPTATION .Red Ingli

Fer Seventy Mental Rjeaso'iis

MONA LISA, Nat Col(

The Greatest Inventor Of Them All

NATURE BOY Nat Col
Lost April

I YUST GO NUTS AT CHRISTMAS Yogi Yorgessoi
Yingle Bells

A TREE IN THE MEADOW .Margaret Whitinj
I’m Sorfy But I*m Glad

MOCKIN’ BIRD -HILL Les Paul-Mary Fon
Chicken Reel

GOLDEN EARRINGS .Peggy Le
nz Dance At Youir Wedding

ATCHISON, TOPEKA, & SANTA FE. .Johnny Mercer-Pied Piper
Conversion While Dancing

WORCD. IS WAITING FOR SUNRISE Les Paul-Mary For
Whispering

COW COW BOOGIE Ella Mae Morse-Freddie Slac

Here You. Are >

PERSONALITY ' Johnny Mercer-Pied Piper

Ijf I Knew Then ^

FOR SENTIMENTAL REASONS King Cole Tri

The Best Man
WHISPERING HOPE Jo Stafford-Gordon llacRa

•A Thought. In My Heart

MY HAi^PINESs' ! ; Pied Piper

Highway To Love
TAMPICO Stan Kenton-June Christ

Southern Scandal

MY DARLING, MY DARLING ,Jo Stafford-Goi-don MacRa
Girls Were Made To Take Care Of Boys

ACCENTUATE THE POSITJ^ . . . .Johnny Metcer-Pied Pipei

There*s A Fellow ,Waiting In Poughkeepsie
BLACKSMITH BLUES Ella Mae Mors

Love Me Or Leave Me
TENNESSEE .WALTZ Les Paul-Mary For

Little Rock Getaway
DOCTOR, LAWYER, INDIAN CHIEF Betty Hullo

A Square In The Social Circle .

MY SUGAR IS SO REFINED Johnny Merci

Ugly Chile

THE HOUSE OF BLUE LIGHTS . . .Ella Mae Miorse-Freddie Slac

Hey Mr. Postman
I'LL NEVER BE FREE . . . Kay Starr-Tennessec Ern

Ain't Nobody’s Business But My Oum
HE’S A REAL' GONE GUY Nellie Lutclii

Let Me Love You Tonight

SERENADE OF THE BELLS Jo Staffoi

The Gentleman Is A Dojic

THE CHRISTMAS SONG* King Cole Tr

In The Cool Of The Evening
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BREAKING
THE OPPOSITION'S HEART
IN ATLANTIC CITY BY -

ESTABUSHING
A NEW RECORD

AT THE

500 CLUB
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Sweet-
HEART of an en-
gagement at the

PARAMOUNT
NEW YORK

OPENING

IN THE

FALL
1952

K«pt th* HEART beating in

the naHon's RECORD Store*

and JUKE BOXES with

HERE IN MY

» e* . 1
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Jocks^ Jukes and Disks
.By HERM SCHOENFELDi

Guy Mitchell; “Feet Up”-“Jenny
Kissed Me" (Columbia). The Guy
Mitchell-Mltch Miller and song-

writer Bob Me^ill combo has come
up with anothS? ^ock Itepi in “Feet

Up." It's a'nother bright folk-styled

number which Mitchell rides with

an ingratiatingly open-voiced at-

tack against one of Miller^s horn
and choral backgrounds. It’s a

natural for the jukes. “Jenny
Kissed Me" is a beautifully adapt-
ed ballad, also executed finely by
Mitchell with a haunting soprano
voice in the background.

Tony Bavaar; “Blue Tango”-
“‘Possess -Me" (Victor). “Blue
Tango," which has been riding high
as an Instrumental, should get- fur-
ther impetus via this Mitchell Par-
ish lyric version. Tony Bavaar
handles if with a strong interpreta-
tion which should, get plenty of
spins. Reverse is in the big bal-
lad genre ' grpoved for Bavaar’s
well-conditioned pipes. Bavaar is

one of those singers who’s due for
a smash hit sooner or later and
either one of these sides could be
it.

Fran Wkrrcn « Woody Herman:
“Former Members of the 106th Di-
vision"-''One For the Wonder"
(M-G-M). This is an xmusual tan-
dem of voices bui lt could pay
Fran Warren and blues-voiced
Woody Herman work over “106th
Infantry,” a* boogie-styled march
tune with patter interludes, with
an infectious be?it that overcomes

the deliberately awkward lyric.

It’s a clever, firstrate side. The
ballad on the flip also gets a neat
relaxed slice, the best to date. ,

M-a r 1 e n e Bietrich - Rosemary
Clooney: “Too Old To Cut The
Mustard”'-Good For Nothin’ ” (Co-

lumbia). “Mustard,” * a. standard
hillbilly item, gets a novelty twist

with this duet by husky-voiced
German-accented Marlene Dietrich

and * Rosemary Clooney. It's a

bright side wi’.h some of Stan Free-
man's harpsichordtng to ?upply

additional kick. La Dietrich, in-

cidentally, shows a flair for this sort

of number. Reverse is another
oatune but more obviously con-
trived than “Mustard.”

Andrews Sisters: “Adios”-"Car-
men’s Boogie” (Decca). Andrews
Sisters, who have been absent from
the hit lists for some time, come
up with a contemporary-grooved
slice in “Adios." Both in the Latin
syncopation and over-wrought vo-

cal and instrumental background,
this side passes the “neW sounds"
test. It could be big. Reverse is-

an eight-to-the-bar adaptation of

the familiar “(IJannen” aria. A
good juke item.^

Woody Herman's New Thirdf
Herd: “Jump In the Line”-“Stomp-
in’ At the Savoy” (Mars). Woody
Herman bows in on his own indie
label with an infectious Calypso
vocal on “Jump In The Line” but
it’s not any number to set the mar-

, (Continued on page 62)

The top 30 tongt of toeek (move in ca»€ of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of .Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed. _ 1

Survey Week of July 18-24

A Girl A Fella A Beach, Umbrella Valando
Auf Wiedersehii Sweetheart. Hill & R
Be Anything* (BurBe Mine) .Shaplro-B
Blue Tango Mills
Delicado .Remick
Easy Street Johnstone-M
For the Very First Time Berlin
Forgive Me Advanced
Half As Much : Acuff-R
Hand of Fate General
Here Comes That. Mood Life
Here In My Heart Mellin
How Close Life
I’ll Walk Alone . . Mayfair
I’m Yours Algontjuin
In The Good Old Summer Time Marks
Just A Little Lovin’ Hill & R
Just For You Burvan
Kiss Of Fire Duchess
Luna-Rossa Bregman-V
Maybe * Robbins
Rosanne ABC*
Singin’ In The Rain —f'Singin’ Itf The Rain” Robhliis
So Madly In Love Shapiro*B
Somewhere Along Way United
Sweetest Words I Know Life
Vanessa Morris
Walkin' My Baby Back Home DeSylva-B-H
Wish You Were Here—*“Wish You Were Here”. . . .Chappell
Zing a Little Zong-rf'Just For You". Burvan

Second Group
Am I In Love—t“Son of Paleface” Famous
Anytime

: , Hill & R
Botch-A-Me Hollis
Busybody - Alamo
From Time You Say Goodbye Pickwick
Glow Worm Marks
High Noon—i“High Noon” Feist
If Someone Had Told Me Witmark
Once In a While Miller
Padam Padam Leeds
Pllnk Plank Plunk Mills
Poinciana Marks
Scatterbrain BVC
Smoke Rings .Am Academy
Some Day Famous
There’s Doubt In My Mind. . Peer
South BMI
To Be Loved By You Remick
Watermelon Weather Morris
Whistle My Love Disney
Why Did You Leave Me Roncom

Top 10 Songs On TV
Am I In Love Famous
Auf Wledersehn Sweetheart Hill & R
Forgive Me • • • • Advanced
Here In My Heart Mellin

Ardmore
Robbins

Rosanne ABC
Shapiro-B

T" V A.’
SchirmerWhat Good Is A Gal Miller

, ,

five top standards
Country Style .
For You * * * i>urK0

1 m Gonna Write Myself A Letter Peer
Sentimental Journey ivrnrri<!
There’ll Be A Hot Time In The Old Town’ ullks

t Filmusical. Legit musical.

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

for

- WEEK ENDING JULY 26 - \
St

NOTE*, The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is

arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu-

merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive

with Vakiei^, The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-

veloped from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines),
'and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last
week. week.eek. week. ARTIST AND LABEL TUNE

1 1 rosemary CLOONEY (Columbia)

o « T YrxTXT /t ' j n
Wiederseh'n

2 2 VERA LYNN (London) Sweetheart

3 3 PERCY FAPTH (Columbia) Pelicado

4 5 JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)....,. jiu
5 4 AL MARTINO (BBS) Here in My Heart
6 9 TONY MARTIN (Victor) Kiss of Fire

7 8 GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury) jMlteSove You

8 6 EDDIE FISHER (Victor) „ Were Here

9 FBANKp: LAINE-D. DAY (Columbia) Sugarbush

0 NAT (lUNG) COLE (Capitol) jSw My Baby Hme

TUNES -

POSITIONS
rhis Last
?eek. week. TUNE PUBLISHER
1 1 AUF WIEDEBSEH’N SWEETHEART Hill-R

2 3 HALF AS MUCH Acuff-R

3 2 KISS OF FIRE Duchess

4 5 WALKIN’ MY BABY BACK HOME DeSylva-B-H

5 4 HERE IN MY HEART :
Mellin

6 7 I’M YOURS Algonquin

7 6 DELICADO Remick

8 8 BLUE TANGO ' ' Mills

9 9 BOTCH-A-ME Hollis

.0 . . SOMEWHERE ALONG THE WAY United

rosemary CLOONEY (Columbia)

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

POSITIONS
This Last
week, week.

1. HALF AS MUCH (1) <Acuff-R)

2. AUF WIEDERSEHN (6) (Hill-R)

3. KISS OF FIRE
(J.3) (Duchess)

4. HERE IN MY HEART (10) (Mellin).

5. DELICADO (9) (Witmark)

6. WALKIN' MY BABY BACK HOME (10) (DcSylva-B-H)

,

7. BOTCH-A-ME (4) (Hollis)

8. I’M YOURS (12) (AlgonquhO *

9. BLUE TANGO (19) (Mills),

10. SUGARBUSH (1) (Schirmer)

Second Group
MAYBE (4) (Robbins)

HONKY TONK ANGELS (Pcer-Int’l) '

TILL THE END OF THE WORLD (Southern)........!....!!!.!.
SMOKE ^RINGS (Am Academy)
LOVTER (5) (Famous)

! !!!
WALKIN' TO MISSOURI (Hawthorne)
FOOL, FOOL, FOOL (Progrressivc)

BIRDS AND BEES (Duchess)

I’LL WALK ALONE (10) (Mayfair)

I LOVE GIRLS (Ardmore)
I MAY HATE MYSELF IN THE MORNING (Valando) !!!!!,

SOMEWHERE ALONG THE WAY (United)

MAKE ME LOVE YOU (Pickwick)

BLACKSMITH BLUES (Hill-R) !.!...
A GUY IS A GUY (9) (Ludlow) !!!!!!,

LFigures in parentheses indicate number of weeks Song

Rosemary Clooney .... Columbia

Vera Lynn London
Eddie Howard Mercury

T, Martin ." Victor

G. Gibbs Mercury
B. Eckstine MGM
Al Martino BBS
Tony Bennett ........ Columbia

P. Faith Columbia
S. Kenton ...Capitol

Johnnie Ray Columbia
Nat. (King) Cole Capitol

Rosemary Clooney .... Columbia

Don Cornell Coral

'Eddie Fisher Victor

Leroy Anderson Decca

Hugo > Winterhalter Victor

Frankie Laine-D. Day . . Columbia

P. Como-E. Fisher Victor

Kitty Wells Decca

Bing Crosby-G. Martin . . Decca

Les Paul-Mary Ford Capitol

Peggy Lee-G. Jenkins . . . • Decca

Sammy Kaye Columbia

Kay Starr Capitol

Three Suns Victor

j Don Cornell Coral

(Richard Hayes Mercury

Arthur Godfrey . . . v . .
Columbia

Betty McClaurin Derby

(Nat (King) Cole Capitol

(Tony Bennett Columbia

Georgia Gibbs Mercury

Ella Mae Morse Capitol

Doris Day Columbia

has been in the Top 101
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TV DISK JOCK COMES INTO OWN

Music Pubs Royalties Due Members
starting with Aug* 1» thc^Song-^

writers Protective Assn, is innovat-

ing a system of spot-checking of

music publishers’ books for roy-

alties due its writer-members. Step

marks the first time SPA has used

this procedure although the SPA

right to audit has been part of its

basic agreement with publishers

for many years.

SPA is planning to cover from

three to five pub firms monthly

with Ted Gurian, regular SPA au-

ditor to handle the assignment.

Pubs will be selected at random

unless there is a specific complaint

at any one publisher. The audit

will cover only current royalties by

writers.

Gurian’s audit will 'be supple-

mented by book checkup being

done by Ed Traubner and Dave

Blau. Latter are handling such

questions as royalties from lyric

book publications and foreign

earnings since 1942. Only a few
top publishers are involved in the

Traubner-Blau checkup while

Gurian ' will comb through the

books of all the publishers in the

field which have agreements with

SPA.

Publishers are not expected to

throw any blocks at the SPA audit.

In recent years, relationships be-

tween SPA and the pubs have been
amicable despite some minor dis-

agreement on interpretations of

the 1947 contract. These differ-

ences, however, were erased this

month after negotiations between
SPA and the Music Publishers
Protective Assn.

It’s known that SPA execs are
not interested in squeezing any
publisher out of business" by in-

sisting on immediate payments of
royalties due. Some pubs have
been piling up substantial debts
to writers but SPA has been co-
operative wherever pubs showed a
willingness to pay at the earliest
opportunity. SPA Is mostly con-
cerned with getting an honest
count on royalties for its writer-
members.

SPA’* 20th Anni
This summer marks the 20th

anni of the formation of the
Songwriters Protective Assn,
which has grown from 55
members to over 2,000 in the
two-decade span.

It was organized by Billy Hose,
Edgar Leslie and George Mey-
er, with the support of a dozen
top writers, as a reaction to a
Suggestion by one top publish*
er that all dividends from the
American Society, of Compos-
ers, Authors & Publishers go
to pubs who would then pay
off the writers.

Major gains for the writers
under SPA basic contracts
have involved the raising of
the writers* share from me-
chanical usages from one-third
to one-half and the 'return of

foreign rights after the first

copyright term has expired.

Music Merchants in Record Turnout;
%

Optimistic Oyer Future Business

Political Draglime
Both the Republican and

Democratic national conven-.
tions in the past few weeks
added to the headaches of the

music biz this summer. Due to

extensive coverage of the po-
litical sessions by the net-

works, most of the music
shows were olf the air and
plugging activities fell off to a
minimum.

Relationships • between air

plugs and sales were sharply
demonstrated during the con-
ventions when the turnover
of sheet music also fell" to a
new low point for the sum-
mer.

Pop Programs Run Ahead

Of Longhair at Stadium;

Kern-Hammerstem Tops
Lewisohn Stadium's 35th sea-

son, coming to a close this Satur-
day (2) in N. Y., ,has proved sev-

eral points. Pop nights in the

longhair series are drawing as

strongly as ever, are outdrawing
the star-studded vserious programs,
and have established themselves as
part of the Stadium repertory and
of N. Y.’s summer music scene.
Top night this season has been

the Kern-Hammerstein program,
with Jane Pickens, Carol Bruce,
William Warfield and David Polerl,
'Which drew a little over 16,000
payees. The Gershwin Nighft,' with
Oscar Levant as soloist, drew
^out 16,000. The Lily Pons-Andre
l^ostelanetz program, with lighter
lare predominating, drew 13,OO0,
and the Rise Stevens-Kosty night
pulled 12,500. A ballet night drew
12,000; a Vienna night 15,000,

a
this Saturday, with

f
Hodgers-Hammerstein program,

tA
to be near the record

past years’ indications,
the Kern-Haramerstein

ana Gershwin programs drew 16,-

there were only two
onghair evenings that approached

^ Beethoven program
..Menuhin as soloist

Monteux as conductor
opening night

Anderson as soloist,
shghtlv more. There were

symphonic night
Carmen* -concert-form

6,500. Program with
500^^^ as soloist drew 6,

dr?\Si programs out-
symphonic, but they’ve

with lesser soloist

Stadium^’
bigger net for the

Cd Preps,First

Band - Buflding

With Lowt; Orch
Following the pattern set by RCA

Victor and Capitol Records, Colum-

bia Records is embarking on its

first band-building project with a

new orch ifieaded by a relative un-

known, Art Lowry. Lowry, who
maestroed a rhumba band in Ha-
vana several years ago, is being
groomed by the diskery with a

heavy promotion campaign. The
band will have a commercial swing
brmat framed around Lowry at

he keyboard.

Columbia has set an early re-

lease on four sides by Lowry.
Band promotion was kicked off

when the . diskery footed all ex-

pensed for Lowry’s trip to St. Louis
and Philadelphia, where Col execs

were holding meetings with the ter-

ritorial distribs and sales person-

nel.

RCA Victor carried off the first

band promotion, with the Ralph
Flanagan . orch, following with
Buddy Morrow’s band and most re-

cently with the Sauter-Finnegan
organization. Capitol also hit with
the Ray Anthony and Billy May ag-

gregations. Columbia entered the

band sweepstakes as a result of

pressure from distribs who wanted
a similar young orch on wax under
the Col label.

Lowry, a Brooklyn-bom musi-
cian, studied with Ferde Grofe and
will handle his own arranging.

The video disk jockey is rapidly
coming into his own as a potent
force in the platter market. Al-
though not yet as numerous or in-
fluential as the deejays on the
sightless kilocycles, the TV jocks
are making their impact .felt as an
Important contributory factor in
the hit-making process.

Currently, there are seven TV
jockeys In the east who are being
romanced by the disk jockeys and
the songpluggers. Pioneer of the
group is Art Lamb who launched
his TV deejay stint on WTTC in
Washington three years ago. Since
then, he has been joined by Don
Russell and Bill SUbert on WABD,
Freddie Robbins on WOR-TV,
Paul Brenner on WATV (off for
the summer months), Ted Steele
on WPIX and Paul Dixon on
ABC-TV.
The TV jocks are important to

the diskeries because of their im-
mediate label identification. Don
Russell, for instance, shows a pic-
ture of the jrecord label before
spinning his disks on , WABD.
Artists also get a more impressive
showcasing on their guest stints

on these video shows.
The TV jocks, of course, are

faced with the problem of coming . . ^ c-a ‘a*,, a#
up with visual gimmicks to accom- .

American Society of ^
pany their platter spinning. All of
them use cuffo guest shots by the
disk vocalists while Ted Steele. on with

WPIX goes in for a technique of
licensing fes.

mouthing the vocal while the disk in,?..;
is being played. Contests with
studio participants are also em- Goddard that the vifieo

ployed occasionally. outlets have to answer a question-

Musical vidfilm briefies, such as
Snader Telescriptions and others,
are being widely used also by the

Sn) inSio?'' whfch ASCA^^ re-

SI
m no way compare to the more ^
than 3,000 deejays on the indie

aVa+.'aaa • »ri,A ««.?AA 4 aai..a datR of prOgram content in several

WPVAr program categories, an Identifica-

hf^nmhpr Hcensor whenever mu-
^ic IS played, Card rate schedules,

whprp in^tnp^n^fvp blllings Slid Other material
where inexpensive programming is which the court found was essen-

vS^P#? S!p^tfm»;p?^nf +hp acting as arbitrator in the
^ license fee dispute as provided for

Remick, Mayfair, Marks

Infringement Actions

Remick Music filed suit in N. Y.

Federal Court against Frank Cam-

perengo, operator of the Sky Top

Hotel, Roscoe, N. Y., for allegedly

using its copyrighted tune, "Sep

tember in the Rain,” without a li

cense. At the same time last week,
Mayfair Music filed an action
against Leo Fleisher, operator of a

Parksville, N. Y., hotel, for al-

legedly infringing on its *T’ll Walk
Alone” copyright without permis-

sion.

In a similar action, Edward B
Marks charged NBC and Benton &
Bowles ad agency with using its

"Sari” without consent. Marks

alleges the defendants enfringed

on the operetta’s grand rights via

its performance over the NBC
show. "The Railroad Hour.”

Mitch Miller, Columbia Records

artists and repertoire chief, re-

turned to the N.Y. homeoffice

Monday (28) after a three-week

,

visit to the Coast..

ASCAP Wins Ist

riltVs.TVhdies

On licensing Fee

radio deejay plugs.

Lanza s Illness

Stalls 1st Album

Under New Pact
~ Hollywood, July 29.

in the 1950 ASCAP antitrust de
cree.

Virtually all of the objections to

the ASCAP question by the indie

stations, who are repped by legal-

ites Stuart Sprague and former
Federal ^udge Simon H. Rifkind;

were disallowed by Judge God-
dard. Latter, however, that the
financial data supplied by the in

die outlets should be keyed so that
identification of the stations would
be kept confidential.

Dispute involves 55 TV stations,

just half of the 110 stations now
in operation, whp rejected the

+ With a record number of ex-

hibitors and visitors at the open-

ing sessions, optimism oyer future

business pos^bilities is hlghlight-

ng the convention of the National

Assn, of Music Merchants conven-

tion at the Hotel New Yorker,

N. Y., this week. Four-day con-

vention, the NAMWTs 51st*, has

drawn over 225 exhibitors with

over 5,000 music industryites,

mostly on the retail level, expected

o register.

Although the outlook is regarded
as promising, the convention was
warned by NAMM prexy Ray Er-
andsom that aggressive selling
would be necessary to overcome a
general "pocketbook strike” on the
part of consumers. Erlandson,
however, pointed out that high em-
ployment should.guarantee the ex-
stence of spending money despite
the temporary slowdown of retail

buying.

General music business for the
first half bf 1952 fell off from the
same period last year but Erland-
son stated that a *‘)bard sell” atti-

tude could drive revenues up-
wards. He said that "some aggres-
sive dealers haye pushed business
to 30% above a comparable month
in the previous year, but only be-
cause they worked like the devil

for it.”

"^Disk retailers and several indie
platter labels, which afe exhibit-

ing, were generally concerned with
the effect of the Federal "fair

trade” law. on business. Reaction
to the new law was nixed with
Several retailers expressing the
view that sales would drop off

considerably if the discounts were
elipilnated. One retailer pointed
out that the long-play platters only
achieved a mass market as a result

of the price cuts instituted by Sam
Goody, N. Y. retailer. A suggested
solution was lower disk prices with
the same 40% profit spread for
retailers.

The exhibits this year are cover-
ing a wide range of musical prod-
ucts with most of the Instrument,
radio-TV, disk and accessory mer-
chandise manufacturers represen-
ted. Only Columbia Records, of

the major disk companies, did not
have an exhibit booth.

About a half-dozen publishers of

standard and educational music
also ' were represented with one
company, Rite-Way Music Supply,
demonstrating a new sheet music
display counter suitable for disk

retail stores.

Mario Lanza failed to sh^ fem per-program licensing
his fir^ recording date l^tTh^s- unreasonably high. Under
day (24) under his new BCA Vic-

consent decree,- either party in
tor deal, hanging up a 30-man

dispute has the right to sub-
mit such a dispute to the Fedcra

an $8,000 loss to
court, ASCAP currently has

Sion was to be held at Republics
^ja^ket licensing arrangements

studios, where Victor does its big- network outlets. Any de-
cast cutting on the (^oast, but

current case will be
Lanza bowed out Lhe grounds, of

retroactive to Jan. 1, 1949.
illness, too late for Victor to c^cel ASCAP legal battery in-
the musicians under the 24-hour eluded Theodore Kiendl, of Davis,
notice regulation. Victor proceeded Wardwell, Sunderland Sc
ta cut the^ soundtracks

^

(a Metro jQendl; Ambrose Cram, assistant
filmusical. Because You re Mine

) j^dge Robert Patterson
anyway, with Plaus to dub Lanza s handling tfie case for
voice in later. If it works out, over-

until his death; and Her-
time rates to musicians will cost Finkelstein, ASCAP counsel.
Victor at least $4,000 but will cut

down, on the $8,000 loss.
• . * mm

Lanza’s illness had also delayed T^ny||I 1

soundtracking "The Student WcItIU rillU IflUYCS

Prince” on the Metro lot where a » , nni O l

45-man crew was hung up the week lUlO IVvil OpOl
before.

^
David J. Finn, RCA Victor’s ad

Lanza s new Victor deal was only
j^anager, has been moved over to

set last week. RCA s Manie Sac^ company’s custom record divi-
purposely had stayed over for the

Mine album d^e but has since manager spot. Finn will work
returned to New York. under J. P. DaVis, chief of the cus-

tom record division, according to
Paul A. Barknleier, v.p, over Vic-
tor’s disk operation.

New Chi Pubb«ry
Chicago, July 29.

A- new firm, Murray Hill Music, Custom record department ban

was formed last week by Benn dies broadcast transcriptions, sUde-

Reyes, Mike Shore and Art film disks and pressings for other

Schurgin. labels.

Auld Asks 150G For

SeUing His Platters As

SaraKYaugban Albam
Los Angeles, July 29.

Charging that platters he made
four yearA ago are now being
marketed without credit, orch
leader Georgle Auld filed a $150,-

000 damage suit in L. A. Superior
Court against Loew's, Inc., and its

subsidiary M-G-M Records. Auld
also asked a permanent injunction

halting distribution of the records.

Auld contends tfiat in 1948, un-

der^terms of a recording pact with

Musicraft, he etched 48 tunes In-

cluding "A Hundred Years from
Today” and "You’re Blase.” On
these two sides, Sarah Vaughan, at

that time a comparative unknown,
was vocalist and received a flat

$20 per side.

M-G-M Records bought out

Musicraft, Auld declared in his

suit, and included the two platters

in an album entitled "Sarah

Vaughan Sings.” However, the

suit charges, the reissue of these

platters gives sole billing to the

singer and adds merely that the

record^ is "with orchestral accom-

paniment.”

*

Dccca Records vocalist Dolores

Gray booked into the London Pal-

ladium Aug, 4.
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While disk company execs are4-

unanimously in favor Of the new
Federal “fair trade" price-fixing

law, none of the major companies

have as yet made any move to im-

pose a firm list price on the- retail

trade. It's expected that if and

when the majoris decide tp wipe

out the discount houses, it will be

done after the summer period

wheii business picks jup.

Only company thus far to use the
teeth in the new law is the indie
longhair label, Cetra-Soi*ia. Latter
label, which* pioneered full-length

operas on long-play disks, in en-
tering' Into an agreement with one
retailer irt each state to sell thmr
disks at the list price. Under the
Federal law, such an agreement
binds other retailers in ’'each' state

to the same pnce.

Execs of the major companies
are understood to be studying all

the legal and financial ramifica-

tions of the fair h’ade law before
employing it.. Several large dis-

count stores have been responsi-
ble for huge volumes of platter

sales during the past couple of
years and the majors are mulling
their chances for turning over the
same quantity of merchandise un-
der a firm list price setup,

A move against the price-cut-
ters, however, is believed to be
inevitable .sooner or later. While
not wanting to lose the mass sales

of the discount outlets, major execs
have in the past been concerned
about the deterioi'ating position of

the neighborhood retailer. Latter is

regarded as the backbone of the
Industry and if the nabe outlet is

not saved from the competition of
the price-cutters, it’s feared that

the disk business will be central-

ized in the hands of a few major
stores and mail order houses.

Georges Cates, Coral Records
musical director, back to the Coast
after huddling in N. Y. with newly-
appointed Coral artists-and-reper-
toire chief Milt Gabler.

Finburgh Exits Music

For Insurance Biz
Lee Finburgh, head of the music

publishing company . which bears

his name, is retiring from the mu-
sic biz to enter the insurance field

in Miami. Morton . Browne will

take over direction of Flnburgh’s

firm. '

Finburgh opened hia own pub-
lishing company last year after

working with Bourne Music and
previously with Bregman, Vocco &
Conn,

RODGERS TO CONDUCT

'GUADALCANAL MARCH’
Richard Rodgers will conduct a

new composition, .“Guadalcanal
March,” at the Lewisohn Stadium,
N. y., as part of the Rodgers &
Hammerstein program slated for

Saturday night (2), season closer.

Rodgers wrote the work for the

TV fflm, “Victory at Sea,”

which wi^yi chronicle the history of

naval operations during World
War, II. Henry Salmon is produc-
ing the film with release set for

this fall over the NBC-TV network
on a serialized basis.

Freed’s 'Moondog B#
Scores Another Click

Akron, July 29.

Alan Freed, WJW, Cleveland,
disk jockey, promoted another
sock “Moondog Ball” dance at the
Akron Summit Beach ballroom,
playing to. 3,000 customers at a $2
tab Friday night (25). Charles
Brown and orch were headliners
with the -Clovers combo. Police
estimated that 5,000 were turned
away,.

Freed, who has been^conducting
a one-man > drive in this territory

to revive the band business, broad-
cast his show direct from the
Summit Beach spot.

BILLY BOWEN
With Th» Butterball Four

YOU BROKE
I DIAMOND MINE

MY HEART IN MABAGASGAR
MGM 11271 7S rpm

M-G'M RECORDS
The G R E a 1 t S I N A E
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

—pmmff—
Survey oj r'etdU sheet music

sales, based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 10 cities

and showing cornparative -sales

rating for this and last week.
x]

CO 55

Katlonal

Rating

This Last

wk, wk.

Wdek Ending
July 26

R .1 ? s

S c g IU 4

Title and Publisher

‘^Auf Wiederseh'n” (Hlll-R) •.

“Walkin’ My Baby Home” (D.B.H.)..

.

“Kiss of Fire” (Duchess)

10 9

11 12

12 • •

13A 13

13B 13

14 • •

“Here In My Heart” (Mellln)

“Blue Tango” (Mills)

“Delicado” (Remick)

“Somewhere Along Way” (United)

,

“I’ll Walk Alone” (Mayfair)

“Botch-A-Me” (Hollis)

“Take My Heart” (Santly-J)

“Maybe” (Robbins)

“Sugarbush” (Schirmer) «.

“Forgive Me” (Advanced)

On the Upbeat

10 >9 ^

8 ...

p • •* * • •

. . 10 .

.

New York
Vocalist Jolmny Parker opens at

the Blue Mirror, Washington, Aug.
4, following with a stand at Ciro’s
in Philadelphia . . . Sarah Vaugluln
into Birdland, N. Y., this week.'
Spot is also featuring weekly Dixie-
land sessions Monday nights with
trombonist Tyree Glenn and clari-

netist Sol Yagcd headlining . . .

Songwriter Jule Stync awarded
Show of the Month Club’s annual
“Producer of the Year” awlard at
Grossinger’s last week for his
Broadway production of “Pal
Joey” . . . Jrving Fields trio broad-
casting over 'Mutual network three
times weekly from Gray’s Inn in
Jackson, N. H.

Pittsburgh
Baron Ellipttt band had option

picked up for another six weeks
at the Ankara . . . Jacqueline Della
Santa, Butler, Pa., singer, signed
by Fred Waring for next season
. . . Walter Gable orch into Club
30 near Chester, W. Va., for an
indefinite stay . . . organist Ernie
Neff opened Thursday (24) at Shef-
field Towers in Aliquippa . . .New
Carlton -House keeping Hugh Tully
Trio through the summer . . .

.Vaughn Monroe booked into Bill
Green’s for two nights, Aug. 4-5
. . . Brad Hunt’s band playing
nightly at Vogue Terrace but floor
shows are now being presented
only on Fridays and Saturdays . . .

Frank Pattera crew into Twin
Coaches, on Route 51 between
Pittsburgh and Uniontown . . .

Donny Conn Trio held over again
at Paul Beondy’s Blue Moon ...
Vaughn Monroe plays a ohe-
nighter at Conneaut Lake Aug. 21
. . . Howard SRoberts, former
trumpet man with Lionel Hampton
and Lucky Millindcr, playing Rob-
bins in new production of “Porgy
and Bess” at Nixon . ; , Tiny Irvin,
ex-Dizzy Gillespie vocalist, doing
a single in clubs around town.

Chicago
Bob O’Connor, after a year in

the Navy, has been put in charge
of the Chicago office of the Shaw
Agency . . . Sutherland Hotel has
put entertainment into the Orleans
Room with Leon Abbey Trio cur-
rent . . . Lenny Colyler and the
Bars of Music are a new package
and have been set for Cairo’s Fri-
day (1) . . . Gus Van has two weeks
at Eddys’, Kansas City, ' Saturday
(2) . . . Frank Hogan set Peggy Tay-
lor permanent female vocalist on
the ABC “Breakfast Club” . . .

Billy Dcvroc inked, for Frolics,
Omaha, Aug. 4 . . . Norm Dygon
has two frames at Lido, South
Bejnd, starting Monday (28) . . .

Jah Garber orch headlines at Horse
Show at the Indiana State Fair
Saturday (1) for six days. Band

then goes into Melody Mill, River-
dale, 111., Sept. 10 for three weeks.

Max Miller, and his wife have
farmed a new . diskery and have
placed Tommy “Emperor” Jones
under contract. He’s sliced four
sides. Firm has also signed Wel-
lington Blakey . , . Four Knights
have week at Rancho Don Carlos,
Winnepeg, Sept. 4 and then go
into Angelo’s, Omaha, Sept. 12 for
two stanzas, following Nellie Lutch-
er who’s there Sept. 5 for a frame

I

. . . Victor Borge booked for
Broadmoor, Colorado Springs, Aug.
27 . . . Jeri Southern does 14 days
at Commodore Hotel, Windsor,
Aug. 12 . . . Gray Gordon, personal
•manager for Les Paul and Mary
Ford, doing .midwestern contact
sweep for his clients.
Dick Gale set for the rest of

summer at Baron’s, South Haven,
Michigan, along with- Don Ric-
cardo’s orch . . . Ronnie Eastman
m for month of August at Melody
Mill, LaCrosse, Wise. . . . Revcl-
Aires into Le Coq d’Or in Toronto
today through Labor Day . . . Bob
Vincent has 12 days at the Circle,
East Dubuque, Iowa, Aug. 12 . . .

Randy Brown headlines at Lake
Club, Bpringfield, 111., one week,
opening tonight . . . Larry Thomp-
son has two weeks at Henry Grady
Hotel, Atlanta . . . Howard Miller
has a new stint at the WCFL mdkes,
Chicago, from 7 to 11 every Sat-
urday night . . . Leaner Girls open-
ed Colony Club, Ottumwa, Iowa,
for two weeks.

Kansas City
Sherman Hayes takes his crew

back to the Chi area after its

three-week date at the Hotel
Muehlebach here. There’ll also be
some one-nighters . . around Chi
and a location date at Lake Dela-
van, Wis. .... Tommy Reed orch
closes Marine Room Pleasure Pier,
Galveston, and opens Oh Henry
Ballroom, Willow Springs, 111.,

Aug. 13 . , . Dolores Hawkiiis
shifts from Eddys’ here to Lin-
coln Woods, York, Pa., for a week
opening Aug. 4, and follows with
Capitol Theatre,- Washington, and
later at Dunes Club, Virginia
Beach, Va., Aug. 21 . . , Lou Math
foursome closes a long run iPL the
Drum Room of Hotel President
and opens for four weeks at New
Avalon, Casper, Wyo., July 29 . .

Stewart Scott combo in from east
to take over in Drum Room open-
ing July 28 . . . Midland Attrac-
tions set .Hollywood Rangcrettes
for the Commercial Hotel, Elko,
Nev., beginning Aug. 29. Gals cur-
rently are at Antler’s Hotel, Colo-
rado Springs . , . Lqs Brown orch
due in for one-nighter at Pla-Mor

• Ballroom, Aug. 2 . . .Bobby Wayne
set for fortnight in Eddys’ here in
mid-August.

Art leer’s Pop Labels
.• Art Seger, head of the Top 10

low-priced 'disk company, has set

• up a now pop label, Seger Records,

which wili sell, at regular pop sin-

gle prices. Company has inked

Juanita Hall; Bernice Parks, cur-

rently at the Versailles, N. Y.; and
Bud .Brees, Philadelphia disk
jockey, as vocalists.

Company released one disk by
Miss Parks a couple of weeks ago
and another single by her this

week containing the tunes, “You
Intrigue Me” and “That’s What A
Song Can Do.”

Inside Orchestras-Music
. .1*. —. J ^

. 119 m
I* P WllO is currently separated from

Setting' billed as the lyricist of a new ballad, “To You,
With Love. Jay Chemis, director of the “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”
road company, wrote the music and Buddy Costa has cut the tune for
the indie label, Pyramid Recoi^dl.
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NEWEST RELEASES

JO STAFFORD

FRimr ROY
tFr««y Oiri)

YOU lELONO TO Ml
with F«h| WmIoii and hit

OrchMtr*

rpm 3t»n • 41 rpn 4-l»in

OUY MITCHELL

FEET Ur

(Put Him •» th* Po-P»)

JENNY KISSED Ml

with Mitch Mlilcr and hit

Orchestra and Chorus

71 rpM l»l» * rpm

COLUMBIA’S
.

THE BIGGEST
IN EUBOPE,
TOO!

Listeners of Radio Luxembourg,

in a recent poll of artists,
f

awarded first place to

Columbia’s own

JO STAFFORD

and GUY MITCHELL

in the female

and male divisions

respectively.

No matter where you are, you can't over-

^ look the international superiority of

record* bearing the name COLUMBIA.

COLUHBUeDRECORDS
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AFM Shatters Crescendo,

H’wood Spot, in Crackdown

Over HG Due Hazel Scott

Hollywood, July 29.

Sunset Strip's newest bistro, the

Crescendo, which opened last May
8 ,

folded last week following a

crackdown on operator Harry

Steinman by the American Federa-
tion of Musicians for not paying
$1,500 he owed Hazel Scott, who
played the spot about a month ago.

John te Groen, prexy of Musi-
cians ^ocal 47, said he had in-

structions from the AFM in NY to

get the coin due Miss Scott by to-

night (29), but that Steinman had
not come through. Consequently,
he ordered Buddy DeFranco and
his quartet not to play the spot,

and said Nat (King) Cole will not
open as skedded.

Spot shuttered Friday after a
series of reprieves as Steinman
sought to work out new deals to
permit him to 9ontinue operation.
Initial reprieve, 48 hours earlier,

followed easing of an AFM de-
mand for a payment of $1,5Q0 to
pay ojff Hazel Scott, who had
worked the Crescendo some weeks
earlier.

Form in which Steinman met
this demand cued a new hassle.
AFM local 47 prexy John te Groen
had demanded a certified check
for the entire amount. Instead, he
got a certified check for half with
the remaining $750 in the form
of a check which te Groen said
was ‘‘made out to the wrohg local

Meanwhile, American Guild of
Variety Artists coast chief Eddie
Bio moved in with a demand that
Steinman make good some $3,000
in checks which had bounced after
they were issued to Champ Butler,
Ella Mae Morse and Pat Morrissey.
AGVA relaxed its ultimatum after
Steinman suggested that he be al-

lowed to open a new show Thurs-
day (24) with Nat Ring Cole on
the theory that the Thursday take
would be sufficient to meet all

claims.

Cole opened as scheduled, but
the spot had other creditors
swarming around and it was closed
Friday afternoon. Steinman's con-
tinued efforts to raise the needed
coin then bore fruit and he made
his peace with the two unions by
noon Saturday.

Crescendo 'opened May 8 with
Billy Eckstine and had been op-
erating with difficulty since. Room
was the first new Sunset Strip
bistro operation in several years.

Ira Gershwin is adding new
lyrics for “It Ain’t Necessarily So,’’
tune sung by Cab Calloway in
“Porgy and Bess.’’ Bandleader has
been scoring as Sportin’ Life in the
touring revival, and part is being
built up.

TOff/WG ALL LISTS
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VERA LYNN (London)
“ilnf Wiederseh'n"—1227 • • 3 1 1 1 1 2 1 6 1 1 92

2 3

rosemary CLOONEY (Col.)

‘<Half As Much"—39710 3 5 9 3 6
^

6 6 2 1 7 2 71

3 2

PERCY FAITH (Columbia)
“Dclicado”—39708 . 9 7 2 ft ft 3 « ft 5 2 6 3 _61

4 4
ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Col.)

“Botch-A-Me”—39767 .

.

'

' 8 1 2 10 7 ft ft 1 8 ft ft 9 6 _J8

5 5

AL MARTINO (BBS)
“Here In My Heart”—101 ! .

.

• • ft • * ft ft ft ft ft 2 • ft ft ft 3 2 4 33

6 6

JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
“Walkin' My Baby Home"—39750, . .

.

6

>

* • * ft ft 4 .. 2 ft 8 ft ft ft ft 4 9

74 16
HUGO WINTERHALTER (Victor)

“Vanessa"—20-4691 5 ft ft ft ft 4 ft 4 ft ft ft ft • •

7*
__24

7B
F. LAINE-DORIS DAY (Col.)

“Sugarbush"-39693
r

• • 2 3 7 8 ft ft ft • ft ft ft • • 24

8 10

GEORGIA -GIBBS (Mercury)
“Kiss of Fire"-5823 « • ft ft ft ft ft ft 3 ft 10 ft ft 4 3 • • 23

9A 15

NAT' COLE (Capitol)

“Somewhere Along Way”—2069 . . .

,

.4 « ft 5 ft ft ft 3 10 ft ft • • 0 22

9B 9

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“I’m Yours"—20-4680 • « • ft ft 6 ft ft ft ft 6 5 5 • • 22

lOA 8

LEROY^ANDERSON. (Decca) .j

“Blue Tango"—40220 ... « » ft « ft ft $ .4 ft ft ft • • 8 6 18

lOB 9

TONY MARTIN (Victor)

“Kiss of Fire”-20-4671

.

ft ft ft ft ft 9 5 ft 4 ft • ft ft 8 18

11 11

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“Wish You Were Here"—20-4830 , . .

.

7 9 4 ft ft

/

*

7 ft ft ft •

q

• • • • 17
1

12 14
FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia). . ,

,

“High Noon”—39770 1 8

ft

ft ft ft ft 9 ft ft ft ft ft ft • « ft 15

13 13

NAT COLE (Capitol)
“Walkin’ Baby Back Home"—^2130. .

.

ft ft ft • ft ft ft 5
ft

ft 7 ft • ft ft 10

14A 7
COMO-FISHER (Victor)
“Maybe” 20-4744 10 ft 6 ft ft ft ft ft ft ft 9 10 ft ft 9

i4B 19
JOHNNIE RAY. (Columbia) ......
“All of Me”—39788 *.

.

2 ft ft ft ft ft

V • • ft ft • ft • ft ft ft ,* * ft ft 9

15A 17
TONY BENNETT (Columbia)

'

“Here In My Heart"—^745 • ft ft ft ft ft ft ft 3 ft ft ft ft ft ft 8

15B > .

DON CORNELL (Coral)
“I’ll Walk Alone"—60659 ft « ft • • 5 ft ft ft 9 ft • • ft • 8

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

a 2 S 4

BIO BAND BASH WITH A SONG IN SiNGIN' IN THE AMERICAN IN

Billy May MY HEART RAIN PARIS

Capitol Jan* Froman Hollywood Cast Hollywood Cast

KCF-329 Capitol
BDN-309

M-G-M
M-G-M-113

M-C5-M
E-93

DCN-329 KDF-309 K-113 K-93
L-329 L-309 E-113 M-93

JOHNNIE RAY

ALBUM
Columbia

CO-6199

C2-88

B-2-88

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
Continued from page 58

ket on fire.
^
Herman projects it

with a strong rhythm vocal with
the band supplying a hardhitting
instrumental background. The
swing standard on the reverse also
gets a' sharp workover in a fresh
arrangement.

Eileen Barton; “You Intrigue
Me’’-“You Like’’ (Coral). “You In-
trigue Me’’ is another adaptation'
of a standard tango along the lines
of the click “Kiss of Fire.” Eileen
Barton delivers it with color ahd
drive. Champ Butler also 'gives
this number a strong ride for Co-
lumbia. It remains to be seen
whether the tango trend has suf-
ficient vitality to lift these sides
into the hit lists. On the Coral
reverse. Miss Barton cuts up on a
cute Latin-styled novelty item
with good potential.

Buddy Costa: “To You, With
Love’’-“Fool That I Was’’ (Pyra-
mid). Buddy Costa, who stirred^me attention with his “Mask Is
Off sUce for this indie label,
comes back with two more strong
vocals. Costa has a firstrate set of
pipes tailored for the tear-voiced

Is an excellent
ballad which gets a lush slice via
Costa s vocal and the brch and

background. “Fool That IWas IS another adaptation of the

America's Fastest

- Sdling Records!

familiar aria from Leoncavallo’s
“I’Pagliacci,’’ also well-projected
by Costa’s tenor.

Alan Dale: “You’re My Destiny"
-“My ThriU’’ (Coral). “You’re
My Destiny’’ is grandiose ballad
with good chances^ Tune has''a lit-

erate lyric and a fine melodic line
and Dale belts this tune with suf-
ficient power to make a dent. Flip
is- still another adaptation of a
tango and 'will have to buok the
half-dozen other similarly-tailored
tunes now on the song market.
Frank Sinatra: “Bim-Bam Baby"

—T“Azure Te" (Columbia). Frank
Sinatra makes his strongest bid in
some time for a wax comeback
with “Bim-Bam Baby." It’s a.

rhythm novelty with one of those
nonsense lyrics^ like “Rag Mop" or
“Frim Fram Sauce," to click. Sin-
atra

. socks it across with a solid
beat. “Azure Te" is another rhythm
number with a Paris setting. Fair
potential.
Rex Allen: “Two-Faced Clock"-

“Jambalaya" (Decca). “Two-Faced
.Clock" is a backwoods entry with
some homey ideas and a simple
tune which might break into the
pop market. Rex Allen twangs it
in usual country style for good im-
pact. “Jambalaya" is another at-
tractive tune with a'bayou theme.
Moon Mullican also has a fine slice
of this tune for King.

Platter Pointers
Columbia Records has packaged

mambo tunes
^^vier Cugat At the Wal-

1
^ same label, a sam-

ple of Liberacc’s brilliant key-
board style has also been album-
^ed... Jimmy Blaine and Buddy
Weed have 'a clever satire on the
current political scene in “Polit-
ical Pete" (Coral), . .Toni Arden

Artkur Fiedler to Baton

Seattle Symph in Alaska

If $4,000 Can Be Raised
Seattle, July 29

Anchorage and Fairbanl^ ai‘
fa. wlU be getting a
longhair music early in'siSt.”*
ber when conductor^Arthurfc
ler and 60 members of the
Symphony Orchestra will fly“

!

Alaska if an underwriting funH of

|4,00p can be found in
few days.

Reports are that Fiedler oon
ductor of the Boston Pops drehes'
tra, has reserved time for the Alas"ka jaunt, and Wallace H Camn
bell, president of the Seattle Sm-phony says it would be a fine pub-Hc relations gesture from Seattife
to Alaska, but that the necessaw
$4.0()0 would have to be S
specifically for the trip- that u
could not come from the
phony sustaining fund, which Ij
not large enough to insure the

c®cson of the Symphony

THe visit of the Symphony toA-nchornge and Fairbanks is not aySO tour, but of the two concerts
to be given in each city, the first

seiwlce personnel,
for free; the second, with paid ad-
missions, for civilians.

.
Orchestra members, instruments

and music woidd be flown round
trip I>y H, $, Air Force planes. De-
tails of the proposed trip have
been worked out by symphony
business manager Ruth Allen Mc-
Creery and Lt. Gen. William E.
Kepner, commanding the Alaska
Defense Command. The only halls
of. adequate size in the Territory
for a symphony concert are at the
Anchorage and Fairbanks bases.

Wrigliteon, Long SoloisSs

For 4th New Haven Pops
New Haven, July 29.

Pops Concert Series, being al
frescoed at Yale Bowl again this
summer, Unfurls its fourth pro-
gram of the season tonight (29)
with Earl Wrightson and Carolyn
Long, plus the New Haven Sym-
phony.

First two concerts of series
drew questionable weather breaks,
which had a tendency to hold down
attendance. Obvious effect of the
elements was pointed up sharply
last week at the Sarah Vaughn
concert (22 ), when an advance sale
of 4,*500 tickets jumped to almost
12,000 stub-holders when a pleas-
ant evening jacked up the window
sale.

and Champ Butler have a good
side in “One Love Too Many" (Co-
lumbia) . . . Another rich side by the
Voices of Walter Schumann on
“Luna Rossa"* (Capitol). . .Danny
Davis impresses nicely on “Love
.Came Out Of The Night" (M-G-M)
... On the same label, David Rose
orch dishes up a flashing instru-
mental on “Vanessa". . tLouis'Jor-

okay with his vocal
of. “All of Me" (Decca)... Lionel
Hampton orch sock over “Cryin’

"

in solid style, Sonhy Parker vocal-
ling (M-G-M).

Standout folk, western, blues
rhythm, religiose, polka, etc.; Hank
Penny, “Back Up A Little Bit"
acing). . .Little Esther, “Somebody
New’ (Federal) ...Golden Gate
Quartet, “I Just Telephone Up-
stairs” (Okeh) . . . Eddie ’ Zack,
“Draggin’ The Bow" (Decca), . .Edl

“Politician's
Polka (Coriil) . . . Jon Tilman's
Trio, “Jazz Me Blues" (M-G-M) . .

.

Gene Autry, “God’s Little Candles’'
(Columbia) ... Steve Gibson,
;;Wait’’ (Victor). . .The Pinetop^rs,

Bottom Polka" (Coral) . .

.

Elton Britt, “The Robin' Gambler"
(Victor). . .Rosalie Allen, “It'd Sur-
prise You" (Victor) . . . Sonny James
Shortcut” (Capitol).

Expand Disk Catalog On

Jure-SIanted Americana
Enrichment Materials is expand-

ing its juve disk catalog with the
addition of four more platters to
be released in September. Enrich-
ment Records, based on Random
House’s historical Landmark books,
are dramatic reconstructions of
American historical events. Such
writers as Dorothy Canfield Fisher,
Quentin Reynolds and Adele
Nathan wrote the scripts.

Martha Huddleston is handling
the disk project.

EDDIE FISHER’S NEW HIT

RCA VICTOR RECORD

THE HAND
OF FATE
Words and Music

* By RAT BALLARD
0*n*ral -Music

IT'S ONLY THE BEGINNING FOR

This Is

The Beginning

Of The End

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION.

COMPLETE
RECORDING
FACILITIES
AVAILABLE

Tapn-Phe-Airshots-Domo's

Top qualhy tquIpmont-^Stoiriwoy

Grand—Alt Cooled Studio

Dijcs Cut

from

Studio Rutos

H2 a
GMS RECORDING STUDIO

•mf X
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^-H"‘Disk Compoiiies'

CAPITOL ARTIST
1 KAY’S lAMlENT Kay Starr
*• tool, FOOI., FOOL

o sOMEWinEKE AhOm THE WAY Nat (King) Cole
WHAT POES IT TAKE

O IN the good old STOMER time. .Lea Paul-Mary Ford
SMOKE RINGS

4 WALKIN' MY BABY BACK HOME., Nat (King) Cole

FUNNY^ .

‘

»; the wild side OE LIFE Hank Thompson
CRYIN' in the deep blue sea

.Rosemary Clooney f
COLUMBU .

1 BOTCH-A-ME
ON THE FIRST WARM DAY

2 HALF AS MUCH Ken Griffin

AUF WIEDERSEBN SWEETHEART

3 SUGARBUSH Frankie Lane-D. Day
HOW LOVELY COOKS THE MEAT

4 dELICADO .

.

. Percy Faith
festival

5. HIGH NOON Frankie Laine
rock OF GIBRALTAR

CORAL
1. STRING ALONG Ames Bros.

absence makes the heart GROW FONDER
2. THIS IS THE BEGINNING OF THE END Don Cornell

I CAN’T CRY ANYMORE
3. I'M YOURS 'i Don Cornell

MY MOTHER'S PEARLS
4. WHO DRANK MY BEER?. Chuck Murphy

• OCEANA ROLL
5. AUF WIEDERSEHN SWEETHEART...'^. Ames Bros.

BREAK THE BANDS THAT BIND ME

DECGA
1. KISSES ON PAPER Red Foley

ARE YOU TRYING TO TELL ME GOODBYE
2. AUF WIEDERSEHN SWEETHEART Guy Lombardo

HALF AS MUCH
3. BLUE TANGO Leroy Anderson

BELLE OF THE BALL
t 4. LOVER., Peggy Lee-Q. Jenkins

YOU GO TO MY HEAD
I 5. TILL THE END OF THE WORLD. Bing Crosby-G. Martin

JUST A LITTLE LOVIN'

t MERCURY
1. ONCE IN A WHILE Patti Page

I’M GLAD YOU'RE HAPPY WITH SOMEONE ELSE
2. AUF WIEDERSEHN SWEETHEART Eddy Howard

I DON’T WANT TO TAKE A CHANCE
3. SO MADLY IN LOVE Georgia Gibbs

MAKE ME LOVE YOU
4. I WOULD RATHER LOOK AT YOU Gloria Hart

NICKELS, QUARTERS AND DIMES
5. TAKE MY HEART Vic Damone

ROSANNB

t M-G-M
1. LUNA ROSSA Alan Dean +

I’LL FORGET YOU.
2. STRANGE SENSATION .'...Billy EcksUne 1

HAVE A GOOD TIME
3. KISS OF TIRE Billy Eckstine I

NEVER LIKE THIS
4. WHAT IS THIS THING CALLED LOVE Fran Warren

WISH YOU WERE HERE
5. HOLD ME CLOSE TO YOU Billy Eckstine -f

IF THEY ASK ME

RCA VICTOR
1. WISH YOU WERE HERE Eddie Fisher f

the hand of fate
SOMEDAY Tony Martin I
LUNA ROSSA
I’M YOURS. Eddie Fisher
JUST A LITTLE LOVIN'
A FULL TIME JOB- Eddie Arnold ^
SHEPHERD OF MY HEART
I laughed AT LOVE Sdnny Gale

-f

father time

CAPITOL’S WINDUP OF

CROSS-COUNTRY MEETS
Capitol Records top echelon

wound up its series of cross-coun-
try sales meets over last weekend
In New York with a session at the
Hotel Warwick. About 100 dlstribs
and salesmen from the eastern ter-
Htory* were given a rundown of
Cap’.^ releasing plans on albums
and singles for the fall-winter
season.

Heading the sessions were Cap
prexy Glenn E. Wallichs; Alan
Livingston, vice-prexy over artists
and repertoire; Lloyd Dunn, na-
tional ad-promotion v.p.; and Dan
Bonbright, secretary-counsel. Sim-
ilar meetings were held recently
in St. Louis and Los Angeles.

5 Twin City Jockeys

Promote Vocalist PA.’s
Minneapolis, July 29,

Five 'Twin Cities disk jockeys
have banded together to bring in
popular singers to the Prom Ball-
room for onc-nighters. On their
first venture last week with Don
Cornell, each pocketed a $250
profit, the net after all expenses
having been $1,250.

The dockies are Merle Edwards,
;'[ WMIN; Jack Thayer and Johnny
Morris, WLOL; Siv Widman,
WDGY, and Jimmy Delmont,
WTCN.

Best British Sheet Sellers

(Week ending July IS).,.

London, July 22,

Auf Wiederseh’n M?iurice

Blue Tango Mills-

Never F.D.AcH.

Kiss of Fire Duchess
Blacksmith Blues. . . .Chappell
Homing Waltz Heine
Pawnshop Corner. .Cinephonic
Be Anything.' Cinephonic
Tell Me Wby Morris
I’m Yours Meilin

Won't Live in Castle Connelly
Time Say Goodbye . . Pickwick

Second 12
Ay-round The Corner Dash
Wheel of Fortune . . . Victoria

High Noon .Robbins

Gandy Dancers Ball . . . Disney
Cry ^ F.D.&H.
At Last Pickwick

Trust in Me Wright
Unforgettable Bourne
.Anytime Victoria

Faith Hit Songs
A' Guy Is a Guy Leeds
When You’re in Love . Connelly

CaVallaro T« San Anione
San Antonio, July 29.

Carmen Cavallaro will headline
the opening bill at the reopening
of the Anacacho Room of the St
Anthony Hotel here on Aug. 12.

Steve Kisley band will play for
dancing.

CAB CALLOWAY EYES

NEW CAREER AS ACTOR
Pittsburgh, July '29.

The days of hi-de-ho may be over
for Cab Calloway,- 'he intimated
here last week. At least that was
the suggestion In Calloway’S state-'

ment that he wanted to enroll aC
the Old Vic in London for a course
in acting when,“Porgy and Be$s”
opens there in October. *

Calloway drew fine notices fi*om

local critics for his performance of
Sportin’ Life in the Blevins Davis-
Robert Breen production of the
George Gershwin musical drama
at the Nixon, and according to
Breen, who also directed, the show,
the bandleader is serious abbut be-
coming an actor.

Scklman to Paris On

Copyright Discussions
John Schulman, Songwriters Pro-

tective Assn, general counsel,
planed to the Coast this week for
the SPA

.
membership meeting to-

day (Wed.) and- will Immediately
return to N, Y. on the first leg on
a hop to Paris. Schulman is due in
Paris as U. S. rep to the copyright
discussions being held uxmer tihie

auspices of the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cul-
tural Organization.

Charles Tobias, SPA chairman,
and secretary Miriam Stern also
left for the Coast Monday (28) for
the memb^ship conclave.

3.

4.

5.

HONKY TONK SWEETHEART
Words and Music by CARMEN LOMBARDO and SONNY CLAPP

Recorded by GUY LOMBARDO and his Orchestra on Decca Records
' " '

t’i'

fURS "tliR JS9tlX

• sc -v v S;

f'

Vance Asks $4,500,000

Triple Damages in Suit

Against ASCAP, MPPA
Extending his record as the most

litigating songwriter in Tin Pan
vi,

^nbals, Missouri songwriter
Vance has 'filed another

ttitrust suit against the American

u
Composers, Authors &
the Music Publishers

their
in New York Federal

tias been Involved
similar suits in re-

that the de-

nfK
conspired together and

thrnnoK^^^ii songs from him

other^^n^^
Hp competitive means.

ing<! share of earn-
allegedly written by

to $1,500,000.

fendflnf
asked that the de-

Pe iproi
prosecuted under the

the irfiii
^^‘o^^nal code for using

ails to acquire moneys and

V

property from the public and him
self. The complaint also asks that

ASCAP be dissolved and all pub
Usher members of ASCAP be re-

strained from operating as

group.
a

F0LKWAY’S3-Y0LUME

FOLK TUNE COLLECTION
Folkways Records, a New York

indie label specializing in offbeat

international folksong material,

has compiled a major collection of

U. S. folk tunes in a new three-

volume long-play platter album
running over six 12-Jnch platters.

Set comprises 85 tunes made be-

tween 1927 and 1932 when the

economic depression halted sales

of folk music on disks.

The Folkways platters Were
made up of Sides cut by country

artists for the major companies
during th? five-year span. Folk-

ways gives full billing to the orig-

inal label and the- majors have

voiced no objections to Folkways
using of their masters.

carmen lombardo at

aM sandy clapp In nashrilla

.

dear carm and aonny-

« A svdna blirn n.en^l. a

3nst retvirned from a swin«
BeurohiS'and am& as far « rewtlon ve're

real excited ^ SVITHBAET. it'*
getting on vS talking vith all

Ihort of
**“®!;^^theT're givin* us some extra

the fellers |oTlKI--5:oiIK has it I

spins/cause th ey

which is a mighty reaixs afterall,

.mltch miller those thursday

and it’s heen comin P. also, i am cer-
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Clieas Fttree^ Chi
Ohicago, . July 21.

Joe ^..Lewiar with Austin Mack,
Polly Bergen) Consola & Melba.

Johnny Martin^ Chez Adorables
I with Werner Twins (S), Brian

Famon Orch (8); minimum, $3.50;

cover $1.

Due to prior bookings the Chez

\ Paree ' limited Joe E. Lewis’ cur-

rent engagement to two weeks. As
is, Lewis could stay indef—^he’s

that cllcko.

Whimisical buffoon is comment-
ing on the nation's political status,

he's hoping for a women in the
V/hlte House, and making sundry
remarks, about the politicians who
crowd the room during this politi-

cal cbnvention period. Of course,
the majority of his snides are about
the lack of .

his success with the
bangtails, and although he has
some new ribaldry, the seathold-
ers yell for the old standards, “The
Groom" and the somewhat newer
tune, “Biggest Pair of Parakeets.”
Even without the bluish chants the
tremendous ad libs keep the cus-
tohiers guffawing. Austin Mack
makes his usually valuable contri-
bution to. the act with his piano-
backing dfid sage advice.

Polly Bergen, a pert hjiss from
Hollywood, is a pleasant addition
to the floorshow. Redhead mixes
her tunes nicely and ranges from
the raucus “Well Go Hohky Tonk-
in’ ’’ to the simple, yet strong
“Younger Than Springtime,’’ both
of which go over well,

’

Consola & Melba run the gamut
of ballroomology, from beguines to
waltzes, with the pair getting some
fast handclaps for the big lifts.

However, it’s the strains of “I’m
Forever Blowing Bubbles,” with
the bubbles 'floating from- the ceil-

ing as the couple spin around, that
bring out the spontaneous ap-
plause. Startling effect has been
further enhanced with the femme
in fluorescent paint, which seems
to color the foamy spheres. Dance
gets a big hand.

Johnny Martin has more to do
with this' show than in previous
revues, doing a brace of tunes in
both production numbers and sing-
ing them excellently. Werner
Twins have been added to the
chorus and the pretty pair spark
the line through two fast turn's

which should appeal to the con-

vention trade. Brian Farnon, be-

sides doing the solid batoning, also

does the neat vocals for the back-

ing of Consola & Melba. Zabe.

Chcx Paree, Montreal
Montreal, July 25.

Danny Crystal, Alesi & Gelina,

Tip, Tap & Toe, Wally Aspell, Line

(7), Palm de Luca Orch (8), Peter

Barry Orch t5); minimum $2-

$2.50.

What with the new rate of ex-

change (the Canadian dollar being
at par and above the U. S. buck)
and the lack of dough-heavy tour-

ists, the Chez Paree, like most of

the other saloons around town, has
cut its show budget considerably.

However, the layout currently on
view maintains above-par value at

all times.

Headliner in present showcase
is Danny Crystal, making his

fourth appearance in Montreal and
still one of the brightest young
comics on' the circuit. He has a
smooth, ingratiating manner; his

ad libs are sharp and neatly paced
and his 35-minute stint builds
solidly.

Opening with a couple of stories

that are pointed but not too orig-

inal, Crystal boffs the house with
his musical and song sessions. A
switcheroo on the singing commer-
cials as done by Laine, Como, et

al., loses some of its impact but
guy comes back fast with his bits

on Billy Daniels, etc. Big selling
point with most of Crystal’s mate-
rial is his savvy in cutting at the
right time and never milking with
the obvious.

Tip, Tap & Toe, vet trio of hoof-
ers, have style and ability but rely
perhaps a little too much on their
challenge routines.
Alex & Gelina take over the

novelty with their acrb-music offei>

ing. Teeing off as an accordion
and guitar team, gal eventually
puts aside accordion, doffs her
skirt and duo go into their acro-
batics for okay mitting.
House sihger Wally Aspell re-

turns to the Chez, and his overall
salesmanship and baritoning do
much to boost the production num-
bers by the Boots McKenna group.
Palm de Luca batons a steady

show, and Peter Barry’s combo
cuts the dance sequences .for the
customers with authority. Newt,'

CURRENTLY ON CANADIAN CLASS A
FAIR CIRCUIT

cj.

THE CHORDS
Instrumentalists Without Instruments*’

Just Concluded

MANITOBA TRADE FAIR>-—Brandon, Manitoba
CALGARY STAMPEDE—Calgary, Alberta

EDMONTON EXHIBITION—Edmonton. Alberta
SASKATOON EXHIBITION—Saskatoon, Sask.

NOW
REGINA EXHIBITION

Regina, Saskatchewan
July 28- August 2

Thanks to ERNIE YOUNG
Direelion:

GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.
New York, Cincinnati, Chicago,

Dallas, Hollywood, London

Midwesf Club Dotes and Fairs:

HARRY GREBEN
203 N. Wabash Ave.

Chicor9o, llllnol*

• Bernice Parks with Pal Kanner
and Tony Scott and choir (4);

Emile Petti 'and Panchito orchs; $5
minimum.

The Versailles is back to solo

attractions, segueing into a name

policy again after a successful sea-

son with the tabloid Georgi j Hale-

produced floorsflow musicomedy.

Bernice Parks is concurrent, Gloria

Jean, from pictures, makes her

nitery bow next month, and Edith

Piaf returns post-Labor Day for

her sixth season.

This is a someback also for Miss

Parks who was last here two years

ago, has since been to London, and

in the vaudfilmers, but apparently

is intent on riding the cafe crest

anew, particularly coupled with

her recent platterings for the

Segar (indie) disk label.

Backed by her own mixed choir

(4), with Hal Kanner as special

conductor and Tony Scott her spe-

cial pianist. Miss Parks, carries

quitj -an entourage for a .saloon

songstress. She is patently .striv-.

ing for individualistic impact as a
song stylist, and achieves her ob-

jective In the main. Very person-

able, smartly accoutred and flash-

ing a pashy chassis, she was a

shade too eager-beaver opening
night (dinner show), but better at

the supper show, especially witn,

elimination of the somewhat'affec-

tations “Cockles and Mussels.”

Miss Parks is a modem song-

stress who must rise or fall on her
stylizing, which is

,
true of all vocal

delineators. She is moreJthan ade-

quately endowed .with the -basics-^

good form and good voice—so that

therefore it’s 'a matter of show-
manship savvy and song selectivity.

She has the first s.s. but Should
edit her repertoire, namely, the

slowerdownef that comes with the

Irish traditional. Also slow is that

“New Orleans Rising Sun,” but
with elimination of “Cockles” un-
doubtedly the sequencing • plays

better.

She 'made needless • to-do- about
her tired voice, having to cut four
sides that morning, etc.—some-
thing the customers don’t and
shouldn’t want to know about. .The

natural mental inquiry was then
why risk a premiere by such ardu-
ous pre-opening night ‘fatigue, and
the fact that Art Segar (of the
brand of the same name) had a
merchandising fever on for “You
Intrigue Me” and “That’s What a
Song Can Do‘.” This is as much of

an intra-trade secret as the fact that
her cutting of “Walking My Baby
Back Home” is some sort of a disk
bestseller on Segar’s “Top 10” edi-

tions. Miss Parks’ stress on the
disks leaves an audience void in

her failure to identify it as a
major brand. It’s the tipoff to some-
thing that might be construed as
a slight pretentiousness. If she
can’t brag it’s a big league label
like Victor, Columbia, Decca or
Capitol a judicious few lines about
certain indie labels also enjoying
bestsellers would establish that in-

timacy and inside-stuff show biz
rapport.

For the rest, the crack Emile
Petti and Panchito orchestras know
how to dish up the dansapation
to general satisfaction; they go as
much with the lease as the affable
maitre d’ Robert ahd the savvy
hosting of Nick (Prounis) and Ar-
nold (Rossfield). These veteran
bonifaces’ combined careers date
back to the pre-Prohibition era
and into the “lobster palace” days
of the now traditional Diamond
Jim Brady and Lillian Russell
days, and could probably make a
book in itself. Nick & Arnold have
witnessed the evolution of the New
York night life scene from the
Rector's and Reisenweber’s orbit
through the speakeasy and latter-
day nite club era as few modem
bistro bonifaces know it. They
reflect it in -their operation of the
Versailles, notably its cuisine,
which is not only superior nite club
fare but eclipses many an ultra
straight restaurant in its standards.

Abel.

Club Harlem, A« €«
Atlantic City, JuN 23.

Larry- Steele’s ’’Smart Affairs of
’53,” with Peg Leg Bates, The 4
Tunes, The 3 Chocolateers, Oliv-
ette Miller, The 3 Co-Ops, Margee
McGlory, The Earls (2f, Flick
Montgomery & 12 Beige Beauts,
Jimmy Tyler Orch (12); $1.85
admission weekdays, $2.50 week-
ends.

Larry Steele’s "Smart Affairs of
1953,” two hours of fast entertain-
ment repeating in Club Harlem,
resort’s top sepia spot, is drawing
'capacity , to early shows and good
business at

_

late ones. Weekends
it’s riyiervations or no dice, with

three Saturday .night show$ turn*

ing . ’em away> •

The sixth edition of Steele’s

show deserves and gets payee ffup-

port: Producer, takes. four types, of

American music—western, spirit-

uals, blues and progressive jazz—
and works them into a 'beautifully

costumed and well-timed show
which is a must with most resort

visitors.

Although Peg Leg Bates, is fea-

tured, layout is studded with acts

which win acclaim. Bates, a terrific

act himself for this sf)6t,' astounds
with his dancing on one wooden
and one good leg. Mixes stuff nice-

ly with patter for best response
and begs off easily.

^Preceding Bates, who holds final

spot, is Olivette Miller, a swing
harpist of charm and a-bility. whose’
instrumental and vocal numbers
get excellent response. Miss Miller
(daughter of Flournoy Miller of
“Shuffle Along” fame) reaches her
aud with such old faves as “Tea
for Two,” “I've Got You Under
My Skin,” “Old Black Magic,” an
improvised boogie woogie bit and
a nice number on show biz, “So
Much to Do,”

The: Four Tunes, with guitar, are
socko. Open fast with “Sheik of
Araby,” and go quickly into top
number, “Wheel of Fortune.” Sen-
timental “See You in ' My Dreams”
is .backed by orch leader Jimmy
Tyler’s sax. Conclude - -with - neat
“Because,”

The Co-Ops, a threesome which
became a twosome at show caught
due to a member’s illness, have
varied appeal in ' song’ and dance
routine. Open with “April in
Paris,” dramatically sung by girl

and ,boy beautifully costumed in

reH. Pair then go into dance which
follows the ever faster tempo of
the music and whirl off to a big
mitt

.

Margee McGlory, impressionist,
Is okay, with takeoff • on Louis
Armstrong her best number. The
Two Earls are in teeoff ‘spot, with
aero stint which has wresting-box-
ing bit as an exciting climax that’s
well received.

Steele, emceeing his new show:
throughout, works his other acts *

skillfully into production numbers.
The acts on occasion set up. these
larger parts of the show. “Caval-
cade of Jazz” featuring the orch
brings the first theme, progressive
jazz. ‘ It opens the show to get
payees in proper mppd.
“Negro Sp.iritual” features Flick

Montgomery fronting the chorus
to a number sung 'by* Steele.

“Out West” showcases the Three
Chocolateers, ‘who deal out liberal-
ly doses of western tunes in Nep:o
style. They rock crowd with antics.
Finale is fourth theme, encompass-
ing Rhapsody in Blue and “St.
Louis Blues,” backed ' by Co-Ops
on Berle TV,

Steele’s girls (12) /led by Flick
Montgomery, are tastefully cos-
tumed for every entrance. „Strob
is used with telling ‘effect through-
out, the dances staged in the pro-
duction bits. Girls - make entry
through - audience with seemingly
startling quickness they, move
from darkened house into the
lights.

Mrs. Sam Singer and Clifton
Williams, who operate Club Har-
lem, serve no food -but- depend pn
bar take to up intake. Same show
plays from late June until Labor
Day. Spot is air c’ohditidried ‘ and
seats approximately 500. There’s
little customer dancing, -with show
holding major share of attention.

Walk.
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Hollywood, July 25
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“It’n.gopd/to be back in the saloons again,” warbles Rose Mari/md proceeds to pour verveS
her songs so that the hoys in tTback room may hear. It’s her waypi saying via special material thatthe tirmg grind pf “Top Banana •'

her most recent stage project isnow behind her.
•> . 13

The “baby” of early radio is a*performer of stature comparabl/
to the comediennes of the boite
belt, and her songs, propelled with
a driving personality, get hS
across in gbod style. She varies
her special material with an oc-
casional monolog but the lines can
stand brightening. As if to prove
she hhs other talents, she takes
the finale in a hoofing sesh with
Jerry . Brandow & Steve Condos
Her mimicry is edged in humored
spoofing, the standout being her
carbon of. Jimmy Durante.

Brandow & Condos have lost
none of their edge in this room
despite the familiarity with their
routines. Their skilled footwork
and comedy’ antics set well here
and they give Rose Marie a good
run for the top billing. They’re
at the piano, behind the trumpet
and winging around the stage, but
it’s in the hoofing department that
the score- piles up.
Dick Stabile’s backstopping is

.first rate, and the Latin rhythms
of Tony Martinez agitate the foot-
loose and carefree. Helm.—

El Raucho, Las Vegas
La’s Vegas, July 23.

Betty & Jane Kean, Mary Kaye
Trio, Szonys (2), Bill Skipper, Joy
Walker, El Rancho Girls (8), Ted
Fid Rito Orch (10); no couer, ^lo

minimum.

Keynote of these next t^o
frames is action, with the Kejn
sisters’ rapid comedy pace, Mary
Kaye Trio’s ‘ dynamic vocalistics,

Szonys’ terpdry and Bill Skipper’s
snapping lead in' the line move-
ments. Biz should be plentiful.

Keans and Kaye are both top-

billed, with, the sisters taking
closing slot. Jane Kean emerges
first to intone “Wanna Say Hello,”

which signals Betty Kean’s en-

trance in coonskln cap for ringside

handshake tour. The seemingly
.(Continued .on page 66)

Chicago's
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Frakson’s U. Sv Return •

Frakson, magico who’s been
touring Europe and South America
for more than a year, returns to the
U. S. Sept. 5 .

A series of dates are being
mapped for him by Al Herman.

JACK DENTON
WORLD'S GREATEST COMEDIAN

(CompUmonlM of « Friend)

Thank you, Mr. Seymour Weijs, for hav-

ing m« back again al the Blue Room
of the Roosevelt Hotel for the past won-

derful four weeks.

JloH Jdee^

New Orleans Times-Plcayune,
June 27, 1952.

“In vivacious little Lois Lee, the Roosevelt has secured the services of o

flight entertainer whose lilting soprano voice and vibrant personality enc lante

her auditors no little. .

“Miss Lee, her abundant chestnut tresses tumbling voluptuously over he

well-rounded, decollette shoulders, displayed a voice of considerable
.

and clarity. She answerecT several encores after favoring with 'Kiss o iror

'The Donkey Serenade,' and 'Hello Young Lovers' and was still receiving vigo

DUS applause when she bowed ©ut,”
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Talent Agem^ in Drive for Hotels

To Install Shows; Top Names Ottered

Major nightclub agenclei *r«

putting on t driv# to op«n new

talent operations. They hope that

many hotels, currently w^hout

nlteries and sup^r clubs, will In-

iititute talent policies in. the fall.

The date-diggers have been ad-

vancing some of their top names in

order to achieve that end. For ex-

ample, Music Corp. of America has

been dangling Hildegarde before

the Ambassador Hotel, N. Y. The

Park Lane, also N« Y., has also

been approached to open a supper

club. Agents have also been con-

tacting major hotels in other cities,

now lyithout entertainment rooms,

in an effort to get some new spots

to open.

So far, the perqenters^ have been
meeting considerable resistance.

Major argument is the refusal to

'go into the “20% business,” re-

ferring to the Federal amusement
tax now tacked onto nltery checks.

Another point of resistance is the

high price of names end unwilling-

ness to open their led'gers for

talent going in on percentage

Marty Allen, De Wood
Team for New Act

Pittsburgh, July 29.

Marty Allen, Pittsburgh nitery

comic who riecently .dissolved his

partnership ' of several years with
Rex Dale^ who is quitting show bhc,

has teamed with another sinMr on
the Coast, Mitch DeWood, Danny
Thomas’ singing cousin.

Allen and DeWood will break in
the new act with DeWood on some
western bpoklngs.

Union Pays U. S.

For Coin Advance

To Stranded Unit
deals.

'

Argument that cafe "^operations

give the inn a healthy share of

exploitation hasn’t paid off so, far.

Many hotels* that have profitable

dining operations are unwilling to

change the format, and thoie
whose dining rooms aren’t paying
off are unwilling to go to the extra
expense of refurbishing, a room in

order to install entertainment.

Ohio Board Spot

On Cafe Penalties

Columbiis, O., July 29.
The four members of the Ohio

Liquor Board are almost all \cer-

tain that the Alpine Village of
Cleveland and the Club Casa-
blanca are guilty of permitting “in-
descent” entertainment, but when
it comes to the penalty to' be ladled
out, each board member has a dif-
ferent idea of the punishment.
Chairman Frank Ejrebs said the

guilty ruling, would be eUtered on
the minutes but that no penalties
would be applied because. ;of the
deadlock. Whether this can be in-
terpreted to the effect that no
punishment will be administered to
the two clubs, he did not say. •

This is the way the board split:
One member wanted both cases
dismissed, one wanted liquor li-

censes revoked in both-, cases and
two members wanted to suspend
the permits. '

-

. A majority of the. board, Krebs
said, felt “that such entertainment
on the permit places should not be
condoned.”
The Alpine Village was cited for

lewd entertainment for the ap-
pearance of “Minsky’s Follies,”
and for operating two fixed bars
under a permit allowing

.
only one

fixed bar. Club Casablanca ran into
trouble with the liquor depart-

for Sally Rand’s fan dance,
^hich Miss Rand vigorously but fu-
tilely defended in a hearing before
the board.

Mpls. fofes Join Drive

To Curb Drunk Driving

NT- 1-i.
Minneapolis, July 29.

JNightclubs and bars here ari
Starting a campaign, supplenientinj
mat of newspapers, to curl
«i unken driving. A committei
mpnsing members of the indu£

try has been named.
As a starter, the nlteries am

employing posters in thei
establishments and taxicabs, an-

rvo + set the messag
over to the public.

To
poster reads “Minneapoli

Safest City—^Let’

thp ^ T^tit Way.” Another o:

that
tn taxicabs ask

Cab.”

The taugled ‘ affairs of “Water
Capers’^ the Noel Sherman-pro-
duced water show which had been
touring South America, are uow
being straightened out by the
American Guild of Variety Artists.
Show was stuck In South America
and individual performers had to
appeal to the U. S. State Dept, for
return Transportation.

The Government advanced plane
fares to 10 performers after they
had signed notes to repay the ad-
vance. Union .then took $4,000
out of its welfare fund and for-
warded that money to the State
Dept., taking over the notes. How-
ever, AGVA is holding Sherman
responsible for the coin, and he’s
been put on the unfair list.

Union bad a $3,500 bond for
salaries and $1,000 for transporta-
tion, which was Inadequate In both
departments since Sherman had a
weekly payroll of more than $4,000
and transportation costs of con-
siderably more than that. Sher-
man brought down 54 performers
to Central and South America. Bad
grosses in several stands brought
a stalemate at Montevideo. Several
acts went home on their own, 10
received aid from the State Dept,
and most of the remainder went to
work for a Brazilian impresario
who gave them sufficient coin to
return home in addition to their
salary.’

The bond fiasco is likely to cause-
a more stringent attitude toward
posting salary and transportation
guarantees. •

Judy Canova Settles

With Aud on Date
Omaha, July 29.

• An old leghl difference between
Judy Canova and Ak-Sar-Ben was
finally settled by the District

Court. Judge Carroll O. Stauffer
granted the Omaha organization a

$707 judgment against the hillbilly

entertainer in what was described
as a “semi-friendly” ending to the
lawsuit.

A year ago last May, Ak-Sar-
Ben’s $1,250 breach-of-contract

suit against Miss Canova was with-

draw. from trial when attorneys
for both sides said they, had
reached an agreement whereby
Miss Canova would make a free ap-

pearance here and Ak-Sar-Ben
woqld dismiss its action.

Complete agreement was never
reached. The suit grew out of a

$1,250 down payment made to a

representative of Miss Canova to

insure her appearance here for a

show in July, 1948. The entertain-

er failed to show up, the complaint
charged. Her answer was that she

had not been informed of the date.

In 1948 she did make an appear-

ance • in the Omaha Auditorium
with a company and Ak-Sar-jBen

attached her share of the receipts,

amounting to $707. The money was
held and last week the court or-

dered it released to Ak-Sar-Ben in

satisfaction of toe judgment..

Talent agencies have now
cracked the 50% takeout limit by
acts working theatres. Name short-

age and desire for turns assured
of turning in a profit to the thea-
tre* is forcing house operators to
go over the limit which made them
equal paiMiners with top turns.

Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis are
getting 70% of the gross in their
pdates at the Mastbaum, Philadel-
phia, Aug. 18, and the Paramount,
Los Angeles, Aug. 28. Danny Kaye
Is. getting the same percentage for
the Curran Theatre, San Francisco.
In addition, a Music Corp. of Amer-
ica spokesman, booking M&L, stat->

j

ed that a 70% bid has been pref-
erred by the Paramount, N. Y., as
long as six months ago. MCA is

currently weighing offers from the
Roxy and the Par for appearances
by that duo around November.

Naturally, the act getting 70%
would pay ’for the surrounding
vaude show and possibly the pic-
ture. Just how much other ex-
penses would be home by the acts
haven’t been- revealed as yet.

Martin & Dewls’ previous stand
at the Paramount last year brought
them $50,000 guarantee plus 50% of

the gross oyer $100,000. They took
out about $72,000 on the first week.
Bob .Hope got the same terms at

the Paramount, and took out close

to $65,000. Both paid for sur-
rounding talent.

,On the other hand, Kaye, with
only his accompanist to pay at his

last trip at the Roxy, N. Y., took
out $37,000 for the first week. He
got a $25,000 guarantee plus 50%
over $110,000. .>

The 70% distribution marks' a

new trend In theatre sMarles. Even
at that figure operators feel that
they’ll be taking no chances with
such attractions.

The danger in such deals, accord-
ing to theatre operators,Jies in toe
fact that other top-rated acts feel

that they’re also worthy of similaj

deals. House owneres feel that

.they’ll have to prove their draw
before they can even be considered

for 50% of the gross, let alone

70%.

De Haven, Monroe, Hildy

Set for Springfield Cafe*
Springfield, 111., July 29.

‘

Lake Club, which had dropped
name acts for the summer, is

swinging back with the booking of

Gloria De Haven for the week of

Aug. , 9 during the Illinois . State

Fair. Film songstress will be 'fol-

lowed by one-nighter of Vaughn
Monroe Aug. 17.

While nitery is trying to fill

September dates, Hildegarde re-

turns for nine days Oct. 17.

A Plug for the Cjapl.

Wiesbaden.
Editor, Variety:
There is a Capt. W. A. Allsbrook,

in charge of entertainment in the

Wiesbaden area and possibly be-

yond that, more than casual who
rates mention. Being an ex-theatre-

man, he is a very alive showman
and through him, and his interest

and influence, pass a lot of acts

from ‘all over the world—acts who
play before toe Armed "Forces.

Many are young acts who are get-

ting their bearings before a mighty

tough audience, and they are

guided by Capt. Allsbrook, and

with the utmost of care.

I am keenly alive to toe impor-

tance of people who wield a con-

structive influence in theatre. This

man, via his military position, is

in a spot to do a lot of good and

he’s doing it with “know-how,”
heart, wisdom and experience to

back him up in everything. He
isn’t just “extra special” to stars.

He gives them all a break. We are

getting 'no special privileges and
we aren’t angling for “more work”
at these prices, so I am writing

from the heart because I believe

Capt. Allsbrook is a theatrical po-

tential some day.
Hildegarde.

Merriel Abbott Opens
New Revue Oct, 8

Chicago, July -29.

Me'rriel Abbott’s new revue,
“Hold Everything,” will ..open Oct.
8. Rod Alexander and Bambi Linn
will headline, with Alexander di-

recting the tab musical.
Revue, which will hold forth at

the Palmer House for three
months, then tours for at least an-,

other three months. At present,
Joe E. Howard, Jeff Warren, Leo
De Lyon, Tom Horgan and Patricia
Manning are pacted for^the show.

Philly AGVA’s

Plan for Sharp

Slice in dents
Philadelphia, July 29.

In a double-barFeled blast ^at

both the, booking agents in this
area and the Pennsylvania State
Labor Board, which licenses them,
Dick Jones, executive secretary of
the Philadelphia Branch of toe
American Guild of Variety Actors,
announced plans to halve the ever-
increasing number of 10%-ers. op-
erating in this area.

Coupled with the AGVA drive i

on the flesh-peddlers will be a
campaign by the union to Improve
dressingroom conditions in local
niteries and to end the almost gen-
eral practice of “mixing.” State
laws frown on “nnixing,” but en-
forcement, according to Jones, is'

virtually nil.

The AGVA plan to, decimate the
ranks of the bookers Is simple, but
eminently workable. Every agent
hiring AGVA talent will have to

appear before the union’s execu-
tive board before Sept. 15 in or-

der to qualify for a franchise, The
board will give him the franchise
free, but first the 10%-er will

have to answer a flock of questions
concerning his past treatment of
performers.

Jones said the booking agent
business has gotten completely out

!

of hand here, thanks to laxity in*

Harrisburg, the state capitalt “A
clean collar and $110 are all you
need in Pennsylvania to set as a
booking agent,” thC AGVA secre-

tary declared. “In 1946. there were
(Continued on page 68)

Leo Stein Quits Hotel

To Operate Pitfs Horizon
Pittsburgh, July 29.

One of Pittsburgh’s best-known
hotel figures, Leo J. Stein, has ,jce-‘

signed his maitre d’ post at the

Hotel Schenley after nearly 30
years to become ihanager of the
town’s newest nitery and dining
place, the Horizon Roqm at the

Greater Pittsburgh Airport.
^

This

is toe 550-seat cafe which will be
operated by Andy Chakeras, who
ran the Vogue Terrace for several

years. He has since sold toe Vogue
to John Betera.

.
In addition to the Horizon Room

itself, Stein will also be in charge

of several banquet robms at the
Airport for Chakeras. Horizon
Room opens Aug. 15 with Ted
Lewis, who brings his band and
show in for two weeks.

Dobrow Exit* WM
Harold Dobrow is exiting the

William Morris Agency’s vaude
and foreign department in New
York Friday (1).

"

He had been with the agency
more than 15 years, having started

in cafes. He switched to foreign

and later doubled in vaude.

Eric Thonen, baritone opens at

toe Soabright Yacht Club, Sea-
bright, N* J,, . Friday ai

Artists Representatives Assn., to-
gether with affiliated organizations,
have set up a united front in its

battle with the American Guild of
Variety Artists on the union’s threat
to issue franchises individually and
not through any organization. At
a meeting last week at the Hotel
Astor, N.Y., attended by most of
the N.Y. membership plus repre-
sentatives from Detroit, Pittsburgh,
Philadelphia and Chicago, ARA
voted unanamously to attempt to
“open the door for negotiaUons”
with AGVA and, failing that, will
“stand together to resist AGVA’s
attempt to kill off agency organiza-
tions,”

ARA last week passed -a resolu-
tion in which ‘the members reaf-
firmed adherence to ARA and
promised not to seek AGVA fran-
chises individually. Agents also
passed a resolution declaring that
AGVA’s attempt to deal with agents
individually would be contrary to
the best ihterests of the agency
'field. ARA also urged that a ne-
gotiation committee be appointed
to work out terms mutually bene-
ficial to both organizations. Com-
mittee would also be empowered
to draw a letter to be sent hbt bnly
to ARA members, but also to other
agency organizations and indie
^ent* advisibg them,of the resolu-
tions passed by the membership.
ARA also agreed to ads in tbeatn-
cal trade papers. Membership
agreed to back up the ARA board
of governors in any steps it deems

(Continued on page 68)

'Star' Vice feep

Sharp drop in receipts at the

Holiday Theatre, N. Y., to below
$9,000 has caused toe Sudden with-

drawal of Frank Sennes’ editipn

of “Peep Show” tonight (Wed,),

and Harold Minsky's “Star and

'

Garter” will open Friday (1). De-
cision was reached Monday night.

Minsky’s layout, playing the
Capri nitery, Atlantic Beach, L.
was rushed into the breach until
“Follow the Girls,” now in rehear-
sal,' is ready/ Latter show will

have Willie Shore playing the role
origh^ally essayed by Jackie Glea-
son in the Broadway edition.

The first week of “Peep Show’*
scored a healthy $19,000 and
following stanza $16,000. Con-
tinued heat wave was regarded as

one factor, that caused toe earlier

shuttering. “Peep Show” will be
refurbished ' by Mervyn Nelson
into a cafe, unit and will open at

toe Riverside, Reno, Aug, 21.

. 'The Holiday, following “Girls,’*

'will get the Diosa Costello uqit,

now at toe Cal-NeVa Lodge, Lake
Tahoe, Nev. There’s also some talk

that Sennes will produce a unit

headed by Sherry Britton for this

house and fdr nitery engagements.
Titles “Peep Show” and “Star

& Garter” were leased from Mike
Todd, who did toe original Broad-
way productions of both.

Alan Gale to Reopen

N.Y. Nitery on Aug. 29
Comedian Alan Gale will reopen

toe Celebrity Room, N. Y., Aug. 29,

Gale operated that spot for a time

last year and closed the room (the

former Dario’s Martinique to re-

turn to Miami Beach.
' Comic will appear at the dinner

show only. The midnight and
2 a.m. sessions will have a revue,

“Nowhere to Broadway,” which

will have Dane & Collins, Linda

Lombard, Eddie Hanley (latter

doubling out of the legit musical,

“Top Banana”), Geene Courtney,

Bobby Baxter and Joan & Ernie

Hayden. Gale will work his show
with Eddie Stewart, who has been

with him in Miami and New York,

and toe Haydens.
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Night Club Reviews
ContlMU«dl ftrOHfl paK'« H
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undisciplined antics of Betty bring

most of the pair’s yocks. * Her

brashness occasionally causes the

blue lights to flipker, but El

Rancho guests don’t seem to mind.
With Jane chirping “Hariy Plays
and Margaret Sings,” Betty knocks
Ted Flo Rito off his 8ft perch for

some slam-banging of “Missouri
Waltz/' Interim rough-house.' is

continued during Jane’s excellent
Louella Parsons lampoon,' picked
up by Betty in a mad scene from
“Streetcar. Gals toss in tlieir

two Billy Daniels Impresh and
“Souse •'American Way,” .before a
brief gem of “African Queen.”
Ndat-'touch of “Bring Back Those
Minstrel Days” has Jane’s jiiping
an*^ Betty’s terping for exit salvos.

Kaye Trio leads off with' tre-

mendous- vitality, putting tablers
in fine fettle. Unusual sounds, big
and resonant or highly rhythmic,
emerge from the trio. Mary is

pivotal figure with her amplified
guitar, flanked by her brother Nor-
man and the very funny Frank
Ross, who doubles on tubs and
squeezing an accordion. • Into “Got
You Under My Skin,’ trio slows
down for ballad “Here in My
Heart.” Their sock vocal percus-
sions afft brought in to surround
“Lonesome Road” and “Get a Kick
Out of You.’

Francois & Giselle Szony are
holdovers. The graceful and el*®-

gant manner of their dancing is
again cheered, with opening pas de
deux and a newly created “Sep-
tember Song” focal points for the
attentive audierices. Pair serve as

terrif interlude between dynamics

of Mary Kaye Trio and Betty &
Jane Ke;m.

-Bill Skipper’s darting terps' and

okay warbling set off line’s opener

with extra ' dash of peppen As a

youth from Trinidad, he comes to

Manhattan in search of dames,

finds Joy Walker and oomj^y
femmes who surround him. Bus

suitcase dance is a honey and pulls

a big hand.

Ted Fio Rito orch neatly show-

backf- Will.

Suns Sonei, JlKininl 0’cli

(BLUE SAILS BOOM) .

Miami Beach, July 28.

Lenny Kent, Chris Columho,

Ann Herman Dancers. Sacasas

Orch; minimum $2. r

Lenny Kent has become an es-

tablished attraction here.iand fast-

working comic is sock all the way

with the Texan lampooning, take-

offs on Jack Cole, Billy Daniels,

etc
(ihris Columbo is a personable

lad with a voice that should bring

him up into the male songster

class once he eliminates tendency
toward overdramatizing the heav-

ier ballads. As is, he projects a

ballad or a folk tune in fine style.

The Ann Herman dancers set a

hot rhumba-mambo pace and gar-

ner okay mitting. Sacasas’ orch is

one of the best around, both for

showbackings and the dance seg-

ments. They’ve been here for a

long time, and from the jammed
floor during the customcr-terp ses-

sions can stay forever. Lary.

BEN WRIGLEY
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ENGLAND’S ECCENTRIC COMEDY STAR
JUST CONCLUDED

LAST FRONTIER, LAS VEGA§

Opening Aug. 7 CASINO, Montreal

RECENT ENGAGEMENTS
THEATRES

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL, NEW YORK
ROXY, NEW YORK
PALACE, NEW YORK
lElEVJS/ON

JIMMY DURANTE
ED WYNN
ED SULLIVAN
JAMES MELTON

r«rioiifflI Mang^Bmcnt: HAROLD DUIROW
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

ttagittelle, L«ita»m
London, .July 22,

Jtine ic Julie, Arnold Maine,
Edmundo 'Ros k Arnold Bailey

Orchs; $5.75 minimum.

The peak summer Weeks ari&lean

days for. the nitery operators, who
frequently try to keep running costs

down by giving a break to Intle

known talent who can be boolced

at a modest figure. Currently,

with the mercury staying uncom-
fortable in tlie’ eighties,' the Bag-

Melle has given a chance to two gal

singers, who have a tojugh assign-

ment in following an experienced
artist like Julie '^llspn.

June & Julie have a simple rou-

tine of half-a-dozen numbers, main-
ly in the lighter key, which are put

across without much embellish-

ment but with a pleasing sense of

harmony. Material and style are

okay; but the duo- lack that intan-

gible quality of projecting charm
which is necessary for holding and
captivating a cafe audience.

. With this season* the Bagatelle

inaugurates a change in tradition,

giving a solo spot to Arnold Maine,
pianist in the Arnold Bailey band:
He has a nice light touch ,on the

ivories and does a good job with a

couple of George Gershwin med-
leys. It helps to bolster a light-

weight offering.

The Bailey accompaniment is

done in their usual polished style,

and the Edmundo Ros aggregation
offers its familiar standout selec-

tions of Latunes. Myro.

£ady0% K. €.
Kansas City, July 25.

Larry K. Nixon, Dolores Hawk-
ins, Tony DiPardo Orch (8); $1
cover.

‘Midsummer show at the Eddy
establishment combines comedy
and songs for a big package of en-
tertainment. The 40-minute show
introduces Dolores Hawkins, Co-
lumbia-Okeh songstress, to K. C.,

anff brings back Larry Nixon for
his third round of comedy.,. Both
are capable performers, and result
is a swiftly paced show that holds
interest tlu-oughout.
Miss Hawkins has the opening

assignment^' brought on by band-
leader Tony DiPardo and off to
cheery start with “Get Happy.” In
more dramatic vein she warbles
“I’ll Walk Alone,” switches to a
jivey “For You'-My Love,” which
draws her a hefty hand. Reverses
her field for sultry “You Made Me
Love You,” and gets back to the
livelier mood with “Ooo-wee.”
Closes With “Sing, You Sinners,”
a good workout for her deep-
throated vocalling, and registers
strongly ‘With the customers. Co-
lumbia has a comer In this blonde
gal, an accomplished pop and bal-
lad singer, and a looker as well.
Although this is his first time in

Eddys’, Nixon has
.
played other

spots here in recent years and is

beginning to have a following here.
As a chatter comic he has devel-
oped considerably, revealing a raft
of new material and giving it

polished delivery and timing.
Nixon is 9n with a parody, “01^

Pals of Mine,” and quickly gets
into^ his comedies, touching upon
subjects of wives, television and
doctors for his steady string of
laughs. Here and there comes a
risque* inference, but all neatly
done. Quin.

500 Club, A. C«
Atlantic City, July 24.

Jack E. Leonard, Beverly .Hud-
son, Jaye Bros., Spic'n Span, Lee
Henderson Girls (5), Pete Miller,
Joe Frasetto; $3.'>nmimum.

Jack E. Leonard, bulky come-
dian, who Is no stranger to resort
audiences, heads well - balanced
show at 500 club.
Comic fits well Into night spot

picture with his brand of humor,
making most of his fun from the
situation of the moment, using
band or payees in front tables as
his foils. While this backfires every
so often, Leonard in the end has
them on his side. Pipes “Some-
times I’m Happy,” and “See You
in My Dreams” for good returns.
Beverly Hudson, given second

spot on bill, gets good start with
oldie “I Got Rhythm.” Offers
‘When Your Lover Is Gone,” and

LEE MONTI'S

TU-TONES
Currmtly Apfarlag
CHICAGO THEATRE

UN FICHIR ARTISTS CORf.
i Utt Uk« St. €R 4-7353

Chifiiif*

then “Alexiinderis Rigtmie
Make! nice appearance ' and jputi

Mtngs oV^er socke with atronf pipes,

hammering last number for all it's

worth.

JAY’e Bros., clever $ong team, ire
in -third* spot with nice

'

,vocal’s.

“Hello My Baby,” “Pretty Baby”
and “When By Baby Smiles at Me,-

’

carboning Ted Lewis, are well re-
ceived. Then score with “If 1

Didn’t Care,” “Prisoner of Love”
and “Shine.” Go off to top ap-
plause.

Spic ’tt Span are in teeoff spot.

Negro 'tapsters have nice routime
and get big hand. Lee Henderson
girls (6) are eye-grabbers In tWo
routines.
Joe .Frasetto does usual nice

job emceeing.
’ '

' Walk.

Fulruiount^ Ottawa
Ottawa, July 24.

^

Kudy Docky, Boh Rollins, Chris-

Dee, Wally Wanger Gyrls (5), Jim-
my Lyteel Orch; 75c' cover.

In the close, intimate, setup of

the Fairmount Club, this okay, line-

up satisfies. Acts are no standouts
but general tone of show keeps
everybody happy, Rudy Docky tees
off. with a. dance-with-a-doll rou-
tine that’s only so-so, leading into
hat juggling and comedy fiddling
and mugging, all panto. Highlight of
act and show is Doefcy’s seven big
boxer dogs in a basketball game,
the ugly-pussed canines bouncing
balloons in a general melee that
has the table-sitters happing.

Rollins, ,who emcees, works pieces
of the audience into an act,* uses
giveaways and forms balloons into
figures, .working with an unbilled
femme aide. Acro^terjhj by muscu-
lar Chris Dee includes a well-done
bit of balancing on blocks. -

Wally Wanger Gilds (5) are on
three times, opening the show with
a can-can routine, followed by a
“Holiday For Strings” item With
Helen Gallagher featured in taps,
and closing with a

'

“flapperette”
number in’ costumes based on
styles In the ’20s, Jimmy Lyfell
orchestra plays slow and smooth
for dancing and is okay with the
show. Gorm,

Jfuily 30, X9,'>2

JairdHAMil,
'

Cmnt- Basie Orch (isi
Youm;QuinUt;Jl general ad, /Stan, $2^50 minimum. ”’*•

TWimldtowu' Broadway spot ucurrently tme of the handful 5
Jivenes q^rating on a regular allweek, basis in New York rf/!'
Although this hepcat hangout oncawas exclusive territory for ffi!
“progressive” and bebop set clSbhas recently been tacking with the
prevailing musical winds in the
dkecUott of good old-fashioned
Dixieland and swing, it hasn’t
however, given up the ghost com-
pletely, and jsuch. innovators
G«rg. ShMffn*, Dizzy Gillespie
Miles Davis -and other futuristic
exponents are still booked regu-
larly.

^

Count Basie, who fronted one of^e great ouffits during the band
biz heyday..of the 1930’s. is head-
lining ' the current Birdland pro-
gram with a crew organized last
year. It’s another solid juniD
aggregation of five reeds, seven
brass and four rhythm, including
Basie on the keyboard. Band has a
hardhitting instrumental attack
with a couple of' excellent sax
sidemen carrying most of tlie solo
assignments. Brass section blasts
with precision in colorful, contrasty
arrangements. The piano-bass-
guifar-drums setup furnishes a
rhythmic rockbed for the whole
aggregation.

Alternating With Basie’s orch on
the bandstand is Lester Young
who, incidentally, was with Basie
in his most successful days. Young
is accomped by a standout trumpet
man, Joe Newman, and a three-

(Continued on page 68)

NaiMtilusiL, Miami Beacli
(DRIFTWOOD ROOM)

Miami Beach, July 28.
Patsy Shaw, The Bradys (2),

Freddy. Calo Orch; minimum $2.

This hotels Driftwood Room has
been the surprise of the summer
season, with a steady, upsurge in
patronage for some weeks.

Currently there’s Patsy Shaw,
who has played the better spots
in this area and built a follovriUg.
Lusty singing comedienne has re-
turned with a good portion of new
material,><'plus a change in physi-
cal appearance that adds much to
the projection. New wardrobe
also adds to impression. Her de-
livery is broad when it comes ‘to
the gags and stqrles. On the spe-
cial material .side she gets them
with “Las Vegas Story,” “Come
Home, Moe Pincus,” straight
“Broadway Hall Of Fame,” a trib-
ute to femme stars of past,*back
to laugh-lined stuff via tale.. of
yoiing lass married to a tire'd mu-
sician; winds with loud lampoon
on Latin thrushes. Encores with
giggle-raising “Traveling Sales-
woman” and, for change-of-pace,
“How Deep Is the Ocean,” skill-
fully handled. Has them all the
way, building into sock bowoff.
The Bradys .hold over with their

Latin terps and gamer fair mitt-
ing. Freudie Calo orch is apt
on the showbacks, and keeps the
dance adicts happy. Lary.

COMEDY MATERIAL
Fmr AM Btwm€h0§ mf T/i*ofn*c«fs

VulfON'I FUN-MASTER
TM MIGINAl SHOW BIZ SjLG FlU

(Th« SGrvIc* Gf th* Stars)
as issuts $15

Flnt T3 Fitoc $7.M. All 35 l*tu*s $25.00
Slistlyi tl.tS lach IN SEQUENCE Only
(•flianlnG wItA Mo, 1—No Skipping)

• 3 Bks.* PARODIES (Mr book $11 •
• MINSTREL RUDCET $25 •
• 4 RLACKOUT RKS., oa. bk. $25 •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

(rGitsu*)/ $3.00
OlANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAOS, $^00. Worth ovor a thousand

NO C.O.D.'S

RILtY GLASON
200 Ww 14 St.. New York 17 Dopt.V

CIrclG 7-1130

WHEN IN BOSTON

ir$ f/it

HOTEL AVERY
Avory ft Washington Sts.

Th» Horn* of Show folk

GEORGE PRENTICE
PUT THE “PUNCH" h “PUNCH and HlUy

ft

RETURN ENGAGEMENTl

PALMER HOUSE, CHICAGO
July 3l9t Thru Sept. 3rcl

Tkflnki t« MIRRIIL AilQH
a

Dir«cHon~MARK LEDDY and Loon Newmarr



TO ALL VABIEH AGENTS AND AGENTS’ ASSOCIATIONS
Mill 1 1

- -

Do Hot Accept Any Franchises Directly From ACVA Under
Their Arbitrary Hales

>

ARA Membership—Over 500 Agents

Unanimously Voted For Unity

I

I

I
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The ARA negotiated contracts with AGVA have protected

you for over 12 years. v

Agents must refuse to be regulated without a fair negoti-

ated agreement.'
t

Agents cannot be in a position to have claims made and
processed against them without, the backing of a strong *

orgonization.

DON'T JEOPARDIZE YOUR INVESTMENT IN YOUR BUSI-
r

NES^ " '

A FREE FRANCHISE TODAY WILL BE EXPENSIVE
TOMORROW.

Full cooperation between..ARA and AGVA as existed for

over 12 years is necessary.

A Healthy relationship of agents with AGVA must be

reinstated in the interests of AGVA, its members, and

agents.

We want now to negotiate a proper contract with AGVA,
AGVA was required to negotiate since January, 1949, by

the contract between AGVA and ARA* ARA constantly re-

quested negotiation.

Healthy relationship of AGVA and its members with

agents' associations will continue to create additional em-

ployment for AGVA members at maximum compensation

and conditions to AGVA members.

AGENTS AND AGENTS' ASSOCIATIONS ARE VITAL TO

THE VARIETY FIELD.

DON'T LET YOUR BUSINESS SLIP THROUGH YOUR FING-

ERS BYACCEPTING A FRANCHISE DIRECTLY FROM AGVA.

WE INVITE ALL AGENTS' ASSOCIATIONS AND INDIVID-

UAL AGENTS TO JOIN ARA NOW.
Unitedly Yours,

*

ARTISTS' REPRESENTATIVES ASSOCIATION, INC.

1270 6th Avenue, New York City

ENTERTAINMENT MANAGERS' ASSN. OF CHICAGO, INC.

203 N. Wabash Av«nu«. Chicago, 111.

Including -CINCINNATI PALLAS EL PASO ' •

CLEVELAND DENVER DES MOINES

ENTERTAINMENT MANAGERS' ASSN. OF PITTSBURGH, INC.

754 Contury Pi«sburgh, Pa.

MICHIGAN THEATRICAL BOOKING-AGENTS ASSOCIATION
900 National Bank Bldg., Dotroit, Mich.

THEATRICAL AGENTS, INC., OF NEW ENGLAND
260 Tremont Streot. Boston, Mass.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA THEATRICAL AGENTS ASSN.
580 Washington. Stroot, San Francisco, Cal.

KANSAS CITY

ST. LOUIS
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Agents Croups Unite
CoBtiuu^A Iro^n fMiire SS

Becessary in order to preserve the

organisation.

Indications point up that there

will be a bitter struggle in the

union’s attempt to bypass agency

organizations in issuing free fran-
chises to all agents Instead of get-

ting $50 from indie agents and is-

sue free Ir'anchises to percenters
through ARA and similar organiza-
tions.

^
ARA charged members $50

annual dues, same fee as an agent
would have paid for a franchise is-

sued independently,

ARA is backed in its fight with
the union . by agency i^roups . in
Chicago, Los Angeles, New Eng-
land, Cincinnati, Cleveiantl, Miami
Beach and elsewheret

A spokesman for'AGVA declared
that a few Individual applications
have already come in. However,
ARA denied that any applications
haVe come, from 'its members. An
officer of ARA declared that acts
will stick with the agents who can
give them work. He said, -‘We rep-
resent the cream and the strength
of the agency business. Most actors
cannot afford to be without work
for any length .of time. They will

have to come to us ultimately even
though their union forbids it.” An-
other declared that although there
are about 9,000 AGVA •fcts, there

PADDY
WING

"Artistry in Ballet Taps"

OPENING JULY 2B

GLENN. CASINO ..

BUFFALO, N. Y.

follmwmd My
EARLY Bl1lD--$|»okan*, Wathi

CLOVER CLUB—Perllandr Oragon
CASTLE CLUB-Vancouv.r, W«*h.

^

SHAMROCK HOTEL-HouBton, Tbxm
ADOLPHUS RQTEL-DaHoB, T^xat

Manag'arnant:
’

HARRY W. LAURENCE
1650 Broadway Naw York 19, N. Y.

CTrcU 6-6439

are more than twice that number
of non-union performers. He stated

that percenters on the unfair list

and having no AGVA franebdse and

no agreement with the union have

about 20,000 acts to' choose from
in setting up dates.

Union maintains that it has suffi-

cient control over its members to

have them steer clear of agents on

the unfair lis^. There will be
plenty of qualified agents to get

work for them. There’s
,
the dan-

ger, it was pointed out, that agents

if put on the unfair list will lose

many acts who will have to go to

a licensed percentery for work .

Philly AGVA
Continued from page- 65

only 38 agents in Philadelphia.

Now there are 105 licensed agents

and 120 associates. All told, there
are 225 people making a comfort-
able living out of ' approximately
900 actors.

The figure of 225 bookers and
associates dates back three months,
Jones said, adding ^‘there are prob-
ably a couple dozen more now,
as the situation grows worse every
day,”

'

The union’s only hope is a get-

tough policy, the secretary assert-

ed. Between Sept.' l and 15, every
booking agent will be called in to,

answer the board’s questions,

Jones said they, had enough infor-

mation and complaints, already on
hand, concerning exorbitant com-
missions and mistreatment of acts,

to deny franchises to oVer half of

the towh’s licensed"' agents.

Enforcement of the mixing laws
in

.
Philadelphia were called “a

joke/’ and the AGVA will do its

own policing of the spots.

Curiously, the AGVA drive on
the agents is finding support in the
ranks of the bookers. Some of the
town’s older established booking
offices are wholehearted support-
ing Jones’ campaign against the
malpractitioners" and the johnny-
come-latelys.

Grosvenor House Bid
By Hilton Chain Nixed

... London, July 29.

The bid to secure control of
Grosvenor Houjse, ;Park Lane, on
behalf of Hilton Hotels, has been
rejected. Charles Taylor, M. P.,

chairman Of the company, has told
stockholders that the board is not
able to recommend acceptance of
the offer, which was made .by

Charles Clore through bis Princes
\ Investments.

. The ..hoard consider that the or-

dlngry stock, which has a par value
of 70c, is currently worth $1.70.

.The offer for a controlling block
Df stock was on the basis of 85c a
share.

SaraMC Lake
Hy HaMy Benway
^^Yaiiat,N.T.,.J.uly2«. /

Seventy-five TV specialists met
at the Will Rogers Hospital for

their fourth) session of the Saranac

Lake Tuberculosis- Symposium..
Medical director Br. George E.

Wilson hosted.
, ,

Robert J. Goldstein, theatrical

attorney and ex-Rogerite, ’49, in,

from Plainfield, N, J., for a gen-

eral checkup. He is back working
with a 100% all-clear.

Bon Wright, artist and designer

with Radio City Music Hall, who
beat the rap’, was in- for weekend
VclC&sll*

Thanks to Rube Beiiistein and
the gang at the Lambs Club for

the. playing cards shot in for the

gang here. Bitto to Jack Erazer

of the yesteryear trio,' Weber, Beck
& Frazer, and ' Joe McCarthy,
lATSE executive, for magazine and
news matter for our reading table.

Ray (lATSE) Van Buren rated

surgery ' from his. observation

period, so he’s in and out of the

general hospital. He took ihe op-

eration like an did veteran.

Ford Raymond, ex-NVA, a musi-
cian who graduated here in ’?6,

was in from Los Angeles, He tdok
a general checkup and rated the

green light.

Patients were handed • a real

treat in preview of “The Will

Rogers -Story’^ -eWB).
Bea LaFountain, frau of B.ur-

gan’s boniface, Mose LaFoufitain,

While driving home hit -and killed

a large black bear weighing ovdr

200 pounds. Front of car was de-
molished. -

Robert Nesbitt, Paramount thea-

trp manager,- left for Steubenville,

O., wliere he will continue the
cure.

' Lawrence Garber, N. Y. projec-

tionist, in from Brooklyn for a
.week’s vacash 'and general check-
up.

Write to those who arc ill.

Dick Henry, fo-Monis,

Opening Own Agency
Dick Henry, who will be leaving

the William Moms Agency nitery

dept, early in September, expects

to open his own agency. Retire-

ment agreement with the agency
had been set shortly before Henry
left for a brief vacation a couple
of weeks ago.
Henry, who's been with the Mor-

ris office for more than 20 years,

anticipates his own setup will com-
prise a vaude-cafe and outdoor
dept, which he will head. Other
percenters will handle video and
club dates.

Hub Reviews
item pay# M

man rhythm section. This music
is in the more modern groove, with
Young’s supple sax technique in

the forefront. Young is virtually a

regular at this spot, appearing

every' couple of months with
various other headliners. Berm.

£1 Cortex^ liBMi YegaB
- :Las Vogts, July 23.

Soaquin Guray, Mae. William*,
Alice Ball Quartet Joe Rotunii;
no cover, no minimum.

Latest combination in this intime
downtown Vegas nitery has .the

comedy and warbling of Joaquin
Garay and thrashing. of Mae Wil-
liams. New throfr -.show ^ a - night
policy has resolved into sound idea,

with tables filled for ea'ch layout.

Giaray is especially good in the
smaller niteries, creating a feeling
of camaraderie essential to sUch
spots'. ' Although he often trips over
the'bordOrline of indigo,' his almost
innocent manfaer of delivery, offsets
any offensive material. Tak^s off

with Mexicano linguisticii of ' “Gay
Ranchero,” switching to English.
Medley of old tunes is received
okay, but his Calypso “Senorifa
"What’s Her Name” pulls outright
mitts and yocks,.. Long Texan gab-
sesh into “Smoke, Smoke^ Smoke
That ..Cigaret” could .be cut, how-
ever.

Miss Williams . is a voluptuous
songstress with full-throated pipes.
Her rich deep tones comt out in
opener, “Kiss of Fire,” and are
lightly bandied in “Sing You Sin-
ners.” Tribute to Jan* Fromin
follows with “I’ll Walk Alone.”
Special lyrics to “No One Woman”
is lightly bounced rhythmically,
and closer, “Making Whoopee,” has
deft know-how.

Alicb Hall. Quartet sizzles the
curtain-raiser slot with “Hawaiian
Waf Chant,” featuring her skat
vocals and expert squeezeboxing,
Bassist Pua Ahnedia adds authen-
tic island verbiage to the chant.
Joe Rotundi takes over at the -88
for accofiiping, aided by drums and
bass. ‘ Will.

routine, standard
with th« pair, for a solid session

^

-Th* Nov-Elites, precedinc ai.
most steal the proceedings Vi
theh* sock insti^mentals (bass aS
cordion, guitar), special matVal
and laugh-lined vocalistics and iml
pressionsi -

Louise Brown Is a well-gowned
thrush who, on show caught, was
tangled up-with virus. Her three
specials, contain possibilities. Lot
Romeros, tee ol^ ipsitters with fla-
menco work, plus other Latinantics
that are fair. Tony Lopez orch is
tops, on .the backgroundings.

.

’ •= Lory,

Heller Hits Road
Pittsburgh, July 29.

With the Carousel, which he
owns, closed down for the summer
and the Cancellation of his quar-
ter-hour Wednesday evening TV
show .here . for Amana Home
Freezers,. Jiickie Heller’s hitting
the road - again until September
when his downtown room will re-
opem

- Last weekend Heller played the
Twin Coaches, on Route 51 be-
tween here 'and Uniontown; next
week, h« goes Into, the Club 30
near Chester, W. Va., and on Aug.
11 begin* a fortnight’s stand at
the Elmwood Inn, Windsor, Can-
ada, across from Betroit.

Yaud*e, Cafe Dales

New YoA
Jimmy Symluffton, opens at the

Congress Hotel, St. Louis, Aug. 15
to Sept. 7. Goes into the CamavaL
Room of the Sherry Netherland,
N. Y., Sept. 24. , .Julie Wilson, who
returned to the U.S. Monday (28)

after a stand at the Bagatelle, Lon-
don, is- at the Mark Hopkins Hotel,
San Francisco, Oct. 28.

THE

That

Fabulous

Foursome

“The Day Dreamers have a cata-
logue that will appeal to all tastes.
Nets them an excellent mitting.”

Jos», VARIETY

“Hottest new combo in years.”
NICK KENNY, N. Y. NMRROR

“We must vote The Day Dreamers
the best singing ensemble that we
have heard in a long lime. They
work together like a top-flight
team should work.”

CINCINNATI POST

DAY

DREAMERS
Currently GLEMN CASINO BUFFALO

Followed by

EARLY BIRD CLUB Spokane
CLOVER CLUB Portland

CASTLE CLUB. . .Vancouver, Wash,
YEAMAN'S Detroit

SHAMROCK HOTEL Houston

ADOLPHUS HOTEL Dallas

Management:

HARRY LAWRENCE
1650 B'way. Cl. 6-6439

Gaitiueitu Club, Ottawa
Ottawa, July 23.

Jerry Cooper, Johnny .Howard,
Chet Clark, June. Oliver Girls (6),
Harry Pozy Orch (8): 75c cover,
$1 Sat.

Johnny Howard comes to the
Gatineau Club with -a big, rosy rep-
utation from Montreal, where" he
gets annual top rating, but the
Gatineau crowd, though liking
him, took to him moderately when
caught. Howard is a good worker
with okay material, but he gives
the customers little that’s new in
routining, doing so-so impressions.
Chet Clark, youthful and clever

harmonica player, begged off "at
show caught with okay renditions
of some classical toughies followed
by “Basin St.” and “12th St. Rag.”

Jerry Cooper; held over to work
with the chic June Oliver girls in
production numbers, is teeing off
the show with “Lullaby of Broad-
way” number and ending with
smash “Roaring ’20s’^ business,
both routines also holdovers but
still strong enough. Cooper’s songs
and trombone-playing spark the
whole show, which manager Joe
Saxe tags the “Roaring 20s” revue,
highlighted by a sock exotic spe-
cialty with the girls. Lighting,
music arrangement and boff terps
combine with Cooper's smooth
forceful work to make this a stand-
out.

Harry Pozy orch is plenty okay
for both show and dancing, Johnny
Johnston is at the cocktail lounge
piano. Gorm.

Clover Club, Miami
Miami, July 28.

^ Joey Adams with Al Kelly, The
Nov-Elites (3), Louise Brown, Los
Romeros, Tony Lopez Orch; mini-
mum $3.50.

I. IAROM LON*
,

HARRY I. WALSH
lA4natint
Owmrs.

*»»<< < BOM

CARROLL
and

GORMAN
King Rncording Artist*

Yeaman^s Supper Club
Pttrolf

July 2i f* SepF. 7

Address:

3T3 S«y*Nfy-IighFh StretF

Miam iMch, Florida

Switch* from two production
units (“Hour of Charm” and “A
Night In Havana”) with high budg-
ets, to a straight-act presentation
sans production ideas, seems to
have clicked for Jack Goldman in
his mainland year-round spot. Hel;?
moved in Joey Adams as his top-
Imer with a supporting cast that
makes for a slow start but builds
to solid satisfaction and healthy
biz.

Adams is normally a Beach-side
fave. In this move to the Miami
sector, he’s pulling them from the
oceanfront hotels as well as build-
ing via pull of local radio fans who
heard him on recent “Rate Your
Mate” (CBS) airer. "Works in his
puckish approach rapidly via sto-
ries and gags for rapidly mounting
audience reactiom- Al- Kelly doe*

FATRICi JAN

HELENE and HOWARD
Currently

LAST FRONTIIR HOTEL
Laf V«gai, N*y.

r#r. M^f. TOM SHEILS

Grant's Riviera
RKfTAURANt AND *AA

I SI W. 44 $f., N*w York LU 2-448S

WHER® SHOWBUSmESS MEETTS

* TALENT CONTEST*
MONDAY NifiHTS

' fri**: frafaiwono/ BrtsfagtnienI

eniilUaU rrlw. Awm-M 1«



VAIJliKVlIXB

New YorJc nitcry business Is ex-

pected to upbeat in the falK List

It cafes will be expanded consid-

erably via present plan* and most

jpots are expected to fet toprated

names.

Largest reopening currently on

the calendar Is that of the former

GUded Cage as the Cafe Contin-.

ental. Concessionaire Abe Ellis,

who holds a chattel mortgage on

the spot, is currently making a deal

to get the place reopened with a

show comprising U. S. and im-.

ported acts.

Ellis has been in on most of

the operations of this club since he

obtained the mortgage on the spot

when It was the Hurricane. Since

then, it's been the Zanzibar* Van-

ity Fair, Bop City, Harem, Para-

dise and Gilded Cage.

Other openings forecast for the

Stem area include that of the

Mambo Club on the site last

known as the Sugar Hill. This

spot will most likely have -two

Latin bands and a ’Latin show. 'At

the same time, the Havana-Madrid,

may switch to a policy of Ameri-

can turns instead of continuing

with its present Latin policy.

On the eastside, the Orch Club

will be reopened as the Parisian

Frolics by Monte Gaordlner.

, j
t

.
»

El Borracho, N. Y*, Sued •

By Govt, on Overcharges
Federal Government ha* filed

suit against El' Borracho, N. Y.

cafe, for $50,020 triple- damages
for charging over-ceiling prices.

Suit filed in Federal Court charged
that the eatery effected savings on
food and drink costs which should
have been passed on to the pa-
trons.

.Original overcharges^ according
to the Government, was $16,673.
Spot is frequently by many show
people.

HARBERS
Ov*r Zr4

SHOREHAM HOTEL
WASHINCTON, D. C.

and DALE

BLACK
AMI
PAT

DUNDEE
fStetufy Mud
f/i* leoMt)

A tnw n«tc In
OiRttior Comtdy

currently

, Ben MmU*’
Town *nil Country

New Y»rk

Montgement:
Net Dunn

I6o0 Broadway
New Y«rk

FOSTER AGENCYg LONDON.

Now App««irliifi

CASINO TRAYEMUNDE
m.M ^•rmaitir
TAYRl MOimi* AOENCMAKOWaNI ACINCy, PARI*

OF CHICAGO'* LOOP

A^ncroft hotel
*t, Fr«nklln a-^474*

Nswlv^nl F»l»t
Y N*w M«hiiii«nitnt

ARENA MGRS. ASSN.

IN 3-DAY A.€. MEET
Arena Managers Assn., organiza-

tion of arena owners, will hold its
annual three-day confab at Con-
vention Hall, Atlantic City, starting
Monday (4). First two days will be
devoted to bookings of ‘Tee
Capades” and “Ice Cycles." John
Hands (Harris Amus. Co., Pittsr
burgh) will officiate at this part of
the meeting.

,

'

Walter Brown, prexy of the Bos-
ton Garden, Boston, will officiate
at the Wednesday session, which
will discus* attractidn* being of-
fered to arena operators. Vote will
be taken on which shows will tour
next season. AMA has already
agreed

.
tq another Gale Agency

package of the “Biggest Show of
1952. ,

AMA will elect officci’s at this
shindig. “Ice Capades” will fete
the AMA membership at a banquet
at Hackney's restaurant on Tues-
day.

Memorial Ai:;ena, Ft. Wayne,
Ind., has applied for membership

|

in AMA. Application will be voted
on Wednesday.

I

Organization has retained Cliff
Lewis, formerly with-MGM to be
advertising and publicity manager
for “Ice Capades."

Closeup on 'Soldiers

In Greasepaint’ As

Detailed by Ex-B’way G
Tokyo."

Editor Varikty:

Yesterday I received my copy of
Vahiett from a little lass in one
of New York’s talent agencies who
has been sending them to 'her
“friend" in brown for more than
20 months. (If in case you heed
a testimonial, six others read it

after I do.) It took me a short time
after I finished it to decide to write
to you and because I have some-
thing to say and I want to get it

out of my system.
Towards the end of 1950 I was

lifted from a soft chair and prema-
ture ulcers that I had procured at

Dahlman & Dahlmari—now a de-
funct production company—and
placed in a southern climate area.

I was given an Ml rifle, 90 pounds
of props, and two pairs of solid

steel combat boots. ’ I was going to

be a soldier, ^ou see; or at least

that’s what their original intention

was. I went through all of

the preliminaries like a miscast
soubret, completely out of charac-
ter. Fortunately, I completed the

16-week run-of-the-play, but the
plans for release from the infantry
contract had been already con-
ceived and accumulated in my
throttled brain. So I ma^le the
plunge, and after a few days of in-

terviews, lunges, retreats, en
gardes, and more lunges, I was
placed in the Soldier Show Branch
of Special Services. Anyone who
went through it in the last war will

agree that this is a veiy difficult

thing to do. It’s more or less like

trying for summer stock in the

middle of the season.
No Fishers or Damonc*

My intention in writing you,
however, is not to tell you , about
myself personally. I want to talk

about dozens of guys that I have
met and worked with since being
in the service. I want to tell you
about guys that were on Broadway
or Hollywood & Vine, or. Des
Moines, and even Nashville. May-
be they weren’t names like Damone
and. Fisher, and maybe you have
never heard of a comedian named
Don Mullin, or an actor named
Dan Leone, or a dancer named
Mickey Miller; but they're in show
biz for sure, and you’ll hear about
them in a few years. Some of

them are former assistant direc-

tors, or production assistants, or set

designers, some are aerial artists,

writers, announcers, .
young for

sure, yet their claim to life is what
we all love, the world of drama,
and music, and comedy, and all the

things that comprise \vhat we call

show business. And this they have
carried with them into the armed
services in their hearts, and in

their work. This has been trans-

planted from the commercial out-

lets into their respective assign-

ments and anny posts. From one
(Contihued on page 70)

Tarbier’ Walks, So

Coast Crescendo Folds
Hollywood, July 29.

Possibility of a reopening of the
Crescendo, Sunset strip nitery -

shuttered by the sheriff Friday

iri; of financial
difficulties, is held improbable in
the wake of new union tangle.
The American Guild of Variety

Artists had greenlighted plans for
reoiHjning after operator Harry
Steinman tendered a check signed
by k downtown businessman cover-
ing coin owed singers Ella Mae
Morse and Champ JJutler. Busi-
nessman apparently was to have
been a partner but changed his
mind over the weekend and
stopped payment on check.

»AGVA is
,
still trying to collect

$750. AFM local 47 is trying to
collect $1,000 owed Hazel Scott
and other musicians who played
there. Keceivers now control
physical property and it’s reported
Steinman is barred from premises.

COAST AGVA FORCING

PAY FOR 01 GUESTING
, Hollyv'ood, July 29.
Crackdown on^ deeJay programs

interviewing performers from res-
taurants where their programs
emanate will make deejays or eat-
eries sign a minimum basic agree-
ment and post bond to pay per-
formers a pne-night scale.

Vaude union feels gratis per-
formances are being abused. Per-
formers appearance Is serving as a
customer lure even though he may
only be interviewed and not do his
regular act.

Coast AGVA chief Eddie Rio
says, “if they want to use perform-
ers, let them act as regular em-
ployees.” Union also wants clubs
to go through various legal tech-
nicalities, including paying insur-
ance, withholding, social -security
and income tax.

For Bagek/ Offset Cast Walkout

Ticket Specs Upset
By Coronatioiti Route

London, July 22, *

Publication of tlie official Coro-

nation route has upset tlie calcula-

tions of many speculators, wbp
gambled that the royal pageant
would follow the 1937 course.
Leading ticket brokers, who were
compelled to delay allocations un-
til the route was announced, are
now beginning to sort the thou-
sands of applications that have
come from all parts of the world.
Window seats will vary from
around $25 up to a ceiling price of

$100
.

’

With nearly a year to go before
the Coronation, all the leading
London hotels have already posted
SRO notices. It would have been
a capacity week anyway because
.the ceremony clashes with Derby
Week.

Oamone Pulls 2,500

. In Vermont Benefit
* Burlington, Vt., July 29.

Vic Damone pulled 2,500 into
..Centennial Field Wediiesday (23)

for “Music Under the Stars," Bur-
lington Free Press Foundation
benefit. Singer was flown here
from San Antonio.

Crowd was one of biggest for
any outdoor music program in his-

tory of city. Seats were $1,20 and
$1.80 with children in at 60c. War-
ren S. Freeman, of Boston;, di-

rected “Music Under the Stars"
which offered three bands and
Variety entertainment for two
hours.

’ A walkout of the cast of “Bagels
and Yox," while playing last week
at the Laurels, Long Beach, L. I.,

was averted aft^r a truce between
Beckman ic Pransky and Arthur
Sommers of the Brandt Theatre
chain, on tlie one hand, and the
American Guild of Variety Artists,

on the other. Agreement is for no
payroll cut* until a new contract is

negotiated by Sept 7, when show
Is slated to open in Boston.

Cast protested to the union that
the management had asked the cast
to take a layoff at no pay. • When
the acts refused, management'then
stated that if the past insisted on
getting paid, the management
would revert to contr^icted salaries
instead of current payroll wage*,
which were higher, since manage-
ment had raised the pay without
putting the higher amount into' the
contract.

After negotiation with the union,
it was agreed that present wage*
would be continued. Cast had also •

asked for restoration of a cut that
had been instituted earlier this
year. However, that 'will he nego-
tiated when deal is being made for
the new contract.

Cagt also felt that it had' been
entitled to redress on the matter
of commissions. It felt that Beck-
man Ac Pransky, as show’s pro-
ducers, had no right to take 10%
from the acts. This Issue will be
negotiated.
Show opened this week at the

Brighton, Brooklyn.

Toledo Opener
Toledo, July 29,

!
Fall season of the Toledo Sports

Arena will get under way earlier
than usual, with “The Biggest Show
of 1953," Sept. 24.

Headliner* are Stan Kenton**
orch, Nat “King" Cole and Sarah
Vaughan.

/
AMERICA'S

FOREMOST

FLAMENCO

DANCER

TRIM
REYES

Currently of the Starlight Roof

WALDORF-ASTORIA, N.Y.
In 8th Week and Held Over Until August 30

Opening at the Palmer House, Chicago,

^ Sept. 4th

Thanks to Merriel Abboff

HY GARDNER

—

Herald Tribune
"Trini Rayes, blllad as tha (world's *rtRttst PUmlinco'
dancar) and .. . . she Is."

LEE MORTIMER

—

New York Mirror
"Trlnl Rayas, flary FUmanco dancar, knocks horsalf oul In
soma axcellanf dancas."

GENE KNIGHT—World*Telearam and Sun
"Taka a tip from ma and kaap your aye an Trlnl whan
she goes fh* Farruca."

ROSERT DANA

—

World-Telegram and Sun
"Tha patite brunatta of concert skill was dynamic last

night."

JOSE—VARIETY
"To break up Los Chavalas act tho Waldorf brought In
Trlnl Rayas, one of tha bast famtha Flamancolsts around.
She displayed pyrotechnics and natural skill of tha Iberian
tarp to hit a high applaud rating."

SYLVESTER—News
"Trlnl Rayas Is one of the ablest and prettiest Spanish
dancers produced In this country, best since Carman
Amaya."

Direction:

LARRY GENGO *

FRANK SENNES OFFICE

225 West 57th St. New York* N. Y.
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WEEK OE JTJLY SO
NumcraU In eennaeUon with tellU b«|ow indlcaf* ®|^•nInf d^y of *how

whatHor full of ti*llf wMk
LsttAf in nafonthoBOB IndIcatoB tli'tolK iFM) Fanchon Marco/ (I) Indopondont/

(L) Loaw/ ?M) Mo*t; <F) Faramount; (H) RKO; (S) Stoll/. <T) Tivoli/ <W> Warntr/
(Wlt> Woltor Road*

Alllton Hotel
Boachcombera (4)

Julio dc Ha#
ioMchcontbor

Lecuona Bpy*
StftV# GJUls
Loi. Rom'ano*
Alvard#
Bamova
Norma Parker ^

Tho Brady* Cl)

Freddy Calo Oro
roddocK Club

Irl* Adrian
Flash Ijmo
Boranho

, . . ,

Connie Del Mont#
Ernio Bell Ore
San Marino HeftI
Mao Pepper

SiMVripeUne The Jesters

Frank Stanley Ore . _

Now York City
Music Hall <l) 31

Roger King Mozlun
Moscclyn Larkin
Roger Calder
Patricia Rayney
Bob Williams
Chick Chester
WUUam- Maun
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore

Palace (R) 1

Joe Jackson. Jr
Betty Brett
Phil Lawrence A>

Mltzl
Leonardo & Anita
Ben Yost Vikings
Congaroos
Prof Backwards
Linda Sc Constant

Paramount (P)

CHICAGO Les Zentays
ChleaRo <P) 1 Royalty Girls

Les Paul * Mary LREDS
^ ^

Empire (M) 51
Sophie Tucker

Duke Art Jr Fors3d.Ue Sc S'
Gaynor * Ro^ss Clifford Gues

Sander

Lyric (P) 2 only Graham
NatHop^

** Paula Coutts

i
State tP) 5 only

Asylum of Horrors
HIBRING
(Minn) Valita & AldJ

State (P) 31 only Hercules

M & S Davies
Eddie Hart
Nelvllle Williams
Bcbe Norma
Dorothy Brandon

Milt Fields Ore
Gilbert Sc Kzcy
Casablanca Hotol

Grade Barrie,
Sammy Walsh
Milt Roberts Ore

C)ov#r Club
Nov'EIites a)

Fors^Iie & Scamon LiOVii«s

Clifford Guest SHEPHERDS BUSH

ten E. Ros*
Olga Barrett
Lori Iri*
Georgia Peech
Che-Che
Lynn Clayton
Gaiety Giifl*^,

,
Green Hair Girl

Bob Morris Ore
Johnin# Hotel

Scott Sanders
MacDonald St

Graham

LcRoys
LEICESTER

Palace ($) 51
Valita Sc Aldlno
Hercules

Ed May „

Shirley Ward

Asylum of Horrors. John Gresham
LOS ANGELES

Paramount (P) 1

Nat King Cole
Bell Sisters
Don Rice

Elliot Lawrence Ore Paul ICng
Don Cornell
AUckey Deems
4 Evans
Trudy Richards

Roxy (I) 1

Tony Bennett
Phil Foster
Roxyettes
Spitalny Singers
Arnold Shoda
Manuel Del Toro
Ann Nichols .

Gerry Mahoney
Blades St Belles

SEQUARI
(WJsc)

Palace (^) 4 only

Roboto
Idris
Reggie Dennis
Dam Bros
Rondart
Sensational Jeretz
Delly Kin

LINCOLN
Royal (I) 28

Asylum of Horrors Tom Moss
VIRGINIA

(Minn) .

state (P) 1 only

Shenton Harris
A1 Shaw
Betty Slade

Asylum of Horrors De Vere Loylles

WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 31

Mary Small
Lee Davis
Jaye Bros
Church St Hale

AQSTEAIJA
ADELAIDE LoWe St Ladd .

Royal (T) 58 Guy Nelson
Jimmy Hanley Renita Kramer
Babs Mackinnon Bouna
Rosemary MlHer' Overbury Sc

June LanseU Sonya Corbe
Valerie Keast 12 Show Gl
Robert Levis 10 Nudes

MHLEOURNf «

Tivoli (T) Jt a Billet
Tommy Trinder NEW ZEAI
4 Botonds

,
Chrlstchu

Halama Sc Konarski Tivoli (I)

Prof Olgo Armand Per:
Carl Ames . Fayes 3
Royston MacGregor pat Gregory

4 Water Goons
2 Aqua Maids

LONDON
Pelledlum (M) 38
Guy Mitchell*
Billy Cotton Band ’

Archie Rpbbins
George Martin
Grant Ballet
Eva Sc Nick
Olga Varona
Palladium Girls
Medlock Sc Marlowe

Overbury Sc Suzette Skyrockets Ore
Sonya Corbeau
12 Show Girls
10 Nudes
G Boy Dancers Sc

Singers
12 Ballet
NEW ZEALAND

Christchurch
Tivoli (I) 28

Armand Perren

MANCHESTER ^
Hippodromo (S) 28
Pat rarkwood

Stunt
Billy Russell SS

Empir# (8) 38
B Rhodes St C Lane'
Guy Euridge
Marche Se Braun
Caroline Se Richard*
Sharron Sisters
Denys Hackett
Los Rumbaleros
SOUTHAMPTON
Grand (I) 28

Frankie Howerd
Max Geldray
Marcia Owen
Gladys Morgan Co
2 Harvards
Lestei* Sharpe Se

Iris
Lee Young Se

Annette
SUNDERLAND
Empir# (M) 21

4 Graham Bros
Joan Keen
Irene Dickson
Alan Ritchie
•Carter Se Barr
Syd Jeffrey

SWANSEA
Empire (M) 28

Lesters Midget*
Festival Fountains
Revel Se Fields
Nitwits
McAndrews Se Mills
Yolandos

8W1NDOR
Empire (I) 28

Jimmy Gay
Barbara Ford

A1 KeUy
Louise Brown
Los Romeros

Tony Mata*
Rnndum

Loom A Eddl«'»

H , coMtlu.iieil frpjtu. pas# |i

end of the Ststes to the other, f albeit the accommodations aren’t
from Mannheim, Germany, • to that good, audiences are tremen-
Chorwon, Korea, the "‘entertain- dously receptive. You may possibly
ment specialists” have been doing read about them on page three
a job that is commendable* Mill*? of the newspapers, but for us
tarily speaking, they may not be they’re oh page one, in headlines’

the best soldiers in the world, but This may sound corny but a few
I assure you from my observations. Times Square buddies who arc
they are the most contumacious, with me now ask that you give
What they do to get a show oil the tl.elr “regards to Broadway.”
boards is met by one of the most David Gordon,
gratifying feelings a person can (PFC, U.S. Army).
have for members of his > profes- -

Sion. They deserve kudos, and in
|| ^

CoUazito Ore
Sonia
Larry Girard

D«Imontce
Jack Almeda
Crayton * Lopez

Eddie*^Gu«thj V Since being in the Army, I have
||

ia iw i i

traveled thousands of miles and Continued from page 5 1

ch^M^Fontaine been in a dozen camps, whether
Larry Seidirt Dct* ft was tourmg In a show or on one relishes it. Industry attorneys

iinn*y Kent temporary duty to set up a soldier are so burned at the manner in

ciiri* Coiumbo shOw section. I’ve- worked with which the D. of J, action was taken
Eddi* Snyder countless members of the biz and that a number of them are itcMng

Sm ’’Herman Dcr* I’m proud of all of them. Ferhaps to take it to. trial. They feel that

T w*^®^*'”**^^* I overemphasizing their impor- it might be a good opportunity to

Tcrry^ Lawior
’ tance,, but I have good reason to, get the Supreme Court to break

vai oiman Ore ^^ey work .tedious hours, they down once and. for all the theory

jJ!j«^)is^vo ore do things that are not usually that “parallel action” necessarily

Tie saxonette* ' asked of them; yet these men are indicates conspiracy.

Rosalia* A CaiSaE Umitless in initiative and drive. «no Conscious Conspiracy’
Michael Seiker Ore Their verve for accomplishment is __ ,, .

Fix to TV
Continued from page 5

C«lo* A Melhra ore

Ciirl* Colxmibo

SSaSc” n K.V

^ SaxoMy,H#t#l
Martha Rnye

Quintet Terry Lawlor
5 Terry Lawlor

5 Val Oiman Ore

Senorlta llerraro
Kathie- StcCby ^ (
Don Charles Orp feU

Lombardy Michael seu

Don Baker Ore * «.

Henry Taylor Preacher RoUo »
Julio A Ma# ,

Tony Pastor's

‘No Conscious Conspiracy’

In the 16m case, as well as in

Martinique Hot«l I-
Stone Revue

Harry Moreny
Tony Lamond
Peter
4 Singing Girls
2 Show Girls
4 Dancing Boys
12 Adorahlos

SYDNEY
TIvoII (T) 28

Mara A Matulce
3 Daresco

Gerd Bjornstad
Ghribl
Marlkk Saary
Phillip Tappin
Wim De Jong
Jacques Cartaijx
Jimmy Elder
Joe Whltehouse \

Cl5*y Trenholm
Ten*y Scanlon
Guus Brox A Myrna

BKITAIN
BLACKPOOL , Derek Dixon

Opera House (I) 28 Yvonne Duprez
Lester Ferguson Harry ^
Terry-Thomas COV
Sohiprlnl • HIppod
‘Dandy Bros Max Wi
Harry Bailey Dick Ja
Pamela Kay Beryl R
Corps de Ballet Hcdley
Regency 8 P A P _
Albert. Marland Llazeed Tp
Magyar Dancer* .Jean Paul,.’’
20 Tiller Girls Shcrmal
Roof Top Lovelies U

Palac# (I) 28 HIppodr
Tcssle O’Shea Johnnie
Douglas Maynard Susan £

Chris Charlton Maureei
Joe Crosbie Terry I
A A B Black Anton ]

Bentley Sisters Blakcm:
Will Carr Co A1 GiUj

Tower. Circus (I) 28 i

C Oalroli A Paul Steyano

Knic's 'Lions A EA!
Tigers Gran;

Ro*!n Gold 3 2 Alfre
Chezzl Bros A1 Sha'
ICn’c’s Horses A Hal Lci

Zebras ' V A M
Regge Sis 5 Inter:
To'-ca de Lao Siblons
Knie’s Lipplzanas M#trop<
Jackie Lupescu
Oliyeras Mchael
Kn.es Animal 3

Carousel Donna
Duncan’s Collies
Crocker's Bears Barhars
Knie’s Baby Ele-
pnants .

Lillie Jimmy ^
Jimmy Scott <1

Annette’s Oircusettc Field
Winter Gardens D Nea

(1) 28 Ingto
Frasers Harmonica Jenka .

Co 4 Musi(
Freddie Sales Phil Lt
Salici Puppets Marie
Faye A Tamara Girls
Billy McCormack ED
Kathleen Gray Em/
Doreen Hinton Arthur
12 Beau Belles John :

Ronnie Ronalde Deryck
BOSCOMBE Doris

Hippodrome (I) 28 FINSI
Billy Whittaker Em
Mlml Law Gyp.sy

BRADFORD Adclai
Alhambra (M) 28 G A ^

Laurel A Hardy Sham\
MacKenzle Reid A l.ea T

Dorothy 2 Alfi

Jimmy Elliott Alorec
Lonsdale Sisters Franc
Cingalee C

Harry Worth Em
Kenwnys Sugar
Lon'alne son

CARDIFF Len
New (S) 28 Cllffc

Carroll Levis Co Jean
^laria PerilU Allen
Vigclbelns Bears 3 Fr;
Peter Sinclair S A
Dave A Maureen Swan

Harry Mullins
COVENTRY

Hippodrome (I) 28
Max WaU
Dick James
Beryl Reid
Hedley Ward 3PAP Page *

Billy Banks
Vic Wise
Dumarte A Denzer
1.03 Richards
Slsto Co
Eric Williams
B A J Clyde

NEWCASTLE
Empire (M) 28

Josef Locke
Alan Clive
Beryl A Bobo
Rex A Bessie
Nixon it Dixon
2 Virginians
Walter Nlblo
Krista A Kristel

NORWICH
Hippodrome (I) 28

Hetty King
Turner Layton
Georgie Wood
Albert Whelan
Dick Henderson
Morle Lloyd Jr
Keefe Bros A
Annette
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 28

Geo Mitchell Choir
Jimmy Clitheroe
Karina
Arthur White.Jean Paul Arthur White

Sherman Fisher Gls Vadio >A Hertz
DERBY Sonny Burke

Hippodrome (S) 28
Johnnie Lockwpod Goyce Dar
Susan Scott SCUNTHoRI

Terry Stunt
Phyllis Fisher-
Michael Ormond
Margot Austin
Bennie Humphrey
Derek Dene
De Vere 'Midlnettes

WOLVER-
HAMPTON
Grand (I) 28

Alycfc Dey
Jackie Todd
Haynes A Gardiner
MeltonesBAB Adams
Audrey Mann
Dave Starr
Vocalalres
Funfair Adgrables
WOOD GREEN
Empire (S) -28

Georgie Williams
Bob Grey
Mavis A Robey
Sonny Day A Toni
Jacoby
Rita Kotchinsky
Barry Brian
Helen Gay
Larry Gordon Girls

YORK
•Empire (I) 28

Cecil Sheridan
Noel Talbot
Joy .Brennan
Stejijien Black
Joe O’RelUy A

Manolo A Ethel
Danny Yate.^ Ore
Rose A Paul
Vincent*
Monte Carlo

Day A Alva
Ame Barnett 3

Mother Kelly's
Joe D1 Lalla
•Rene HaU Trio
Gladys Cooper

Nautilus Hotel
Patsy Shaw

Chi-Chi Lavem#
Kitty O.’Kelly
Jamie Lynn
Pat Pascal!
Kenny Lynn
veoaboHd* Club

Vagabonds (4)

Mari* Neglla_
' Chandra Kaly

Dancers
Geo Horton
[Frank Llnale Oro
River Boat Trio

CHICAGO

•pre.?hWifo% to TV, Rtt^neys%S there
Tony Payor's ers, who prior to induction never

conscious conspiracy, but
exactly what constituted

uarallel business iudement*Chi-Chi Lavem# cApnprv rlPoiVn and build sets I
parallel ousmess juagmenis

Sa Iff' lave' Md men Zrf it'

«

v###boMd* Club Windy City,^ ^,ve. beeU .with meJl
-j-j.n-j- 'jf thpv made their oroduet

O” » tooopahip anS played .dne
to ?6m 0 1̂^

Chandra Kaly shows on the deck, one right after •wjjpfhA]* * church bazaar or a TV
o.n'Son ‘?,*,Stof^

to order to ^ "itheyTbe^p^^^^^^ SieY-
Frank Llnale Oro all the troops have a few laughs.

jelvcfs out of business by damag-
River Boat Trio gpg working the only, basic source of suffi-

as ‘.‘soldiers in greasepaint,”- but cient coin to keep them alive, the.

also as operators of service clubs, theatre.

Terry Taylor tiobhy shops,
Attorneys further point out that

GeoSe Zak i^rotlfer^^tiw^^^^hicT
Clayton and Sherman antitrust

lr“2Sffe% Xld “
"S^ciaT Servico" lor |flf,S“^\Tde TOey m'TnWn

Ifd,.w.,.r B...h Grs. In my ca«, I am booker and CSTomtny IDorscy Ore -^i? TnwnAn ovt/? tllflt til© COKipfluloS C3n lOSiCaiiy

Llltfiel’a USO un^^^
te^h'e Wm 'sltuaU^ "lertect

tral Japan areas As y^ see, we
J“

paim#r Houi# do any^ing and everything, we
j^ggpi^g themselves in business or

Mati A Hari and Put on bazaars, circuses, one, two, *

Co (4) and T;hree-act plays, re-vues, variety ’ u .Noonan A Marshall ehnw.q. mu.qfpal pompHiPS. radio While the lawyers feel they have

Chtz Par## Terry Taylor
Martin A Lewis Donald Tobin
Kitty Kallen George Zak
Maya Bros (2) Boulevar-dear* (6)

Barr and Estes
.

Frankie Masters O
Dick Sta'blle Edgewatar B#ac
Johnny Martin Tommy Dorsey O:

Chez Adorable* with Francis Irw
Brian Farnon Ore Charles Shavers
Conrad Hilton • Hot'l Beachcombers <3)

Adole Inge Lewis and Van

Dlina^cSffton • P*lm#r Hou*#

Charles A LucIU# Mati A Hari and

Lewis and Van
Palmer House

Co (4)Cavanaugh Co (4) and 1;hree-act plays, re-vues. Variety
; r wu u ,

teurLtruS" shows, musical comedies, radio While the laiwers feel they have

Yvonne^Broder* c«oree Preiitico and television shows, pageants, con- ti'® arguments to mn the case, and,

Philip Fraser Eddie O’Neal ore certs, and if you think theatre-in- f®
a matter of fact, might he able

Toq ANrt-PT'Pq the-round isn’t old ''hat for us, a t(> set some highly important pr e-

LOS ANGELiiS edents, some down-to-earth execs

Ambassador Hot*i Biitmor# Hot#» cial Service Co. nov touring Korea Jhlnk the time in fighting it wm
Freddy Martin ore disprove that Altogether, he Wasted, since it is only a ma.tter

SaV Arnold LKafo^sr* * They do shows in gullies, on hill- of time until tbe dam breaks on

^e Martin Men Hal P®rwin Ore tops, in ravines, tents, ill bunkers, selling plx.to tele.

of^Muilt^* Ann ^derson and in some cases when things RKO^s -Deal

Ddodies A Spider 2ire real comfortable, they get a They point to the disclosure last

nonnfa*'® Don SheffcT chance to use a bare stage m' an week that a deal is hot for RKO

LOS ANGELES

Ambassador Hot*t r Biitmor# Hot#l
Freddy Martin Ore Irene Ryan

AbCAaUVa »T*A»v»*vs*r
Jon Goyce Dancers jji^key Read

Stuart Wade
Murray Arnold
The Martin Men
Rita A Alan Farrell

Bar of Music
Ddodles A Spider
Beverly Lalne
Felix Decola
Benno Rublnyi

Tippy A Cobina
Los Gatds <3)

Hal Derwin Ore
Caf* Gala

Ann Anderson
Jimmie Ames
Vivian Lloyd
Don Sheffey

Giro**

Maureen Comfort
Terry Brent
Anton Petrof
Blakcman 3
A1 GlUyon

EAST HAM
Granada (I) 28

2 Alfredo*
A1 Shaw
Hal Lennon A Val
V A M Norman
5 Internationals
Siblons

SCUNTHORPE
^ Savoy (I) 28
Joe Black
Miriam Pcarse

Evelyn Henry
Moxons Shonrrocks
2 M’s
'Gass A Keegan

rlux Decofa Don Sheffey chance to use a bare stage in' an week that a deal is hot for RKO
Benno Rublnyi cire'* army-built theatre. Not only 'the to hand over its entire pre-1949

^B^^Gra^sIfJndbJx® Cond?s A Brandow audiences encircle the performers, backlog to the DuMont Television

BiUy Gray Dick Stabile Ore but more than once they are even Network. Should that occur, they

bIu^lS^^* looking from, directly above the say, it would undoubtedly be

Pepper Sis (3) Billy Daniels group. Can Broadway beat that?? followed by release of product by

BiU How« Eddfe <5f^r* ?12 ‘Production^ Budgets other majors.

Cabaret Bis

NEW TOSK CITY

BIrdtahd
M#fropollt«n (I) 28 Count Basle Ore
Wally Brennan
Mchael Corb

Blue Angtt
Earth* Kltt

3 Mihallovitch Bros Josh White
Donna Dca
Joe Avon •

Barbara Stetson
Bway Girls

Palac# (I) 28
J Winters A G

Fielding
D Neal A P New-

ington
Jenks A WilUams
4 Musical Derricks
Phil Lester
Marie De Vere

Girls
EDINBURGH
Empir# (M) 28

Arthur Lane
John Mann
Deryck Barnes
Doris Yorke
FINSBURY PARK
Empir* (M) 21

Gyp.'?y Rose Lee
Adelaide HaU
C A A Noonan
Shamvas
l-ea Trois Poiipee
2 Alfredos
Alorecanbe A Wise
Frances Duncan

GLASGOW
Empir* (M) 21

Portia Nelson
Orson Bean

Bon Soir
Mae Barnes
Ilamlsh Mcnzels
Jimmy Daniels
3 Flames
Norene Tate
Garland Wilson

Gopacaban#
A1 Bernie
Sonny Howard
Poter Hanley
Betty Johnson
M Durso (.)rc

F Marti Ore
El Chico

. Rosita Rios
Ruth Vera
Kamonita y Leon
Los Xey

Teddl King
Bourbon A ;Baln#
Zeb Carver Oro
Pete Rubino
Village Vanguard

Robert Clary
Sylvia Syms
Harry Beiafont#
Clarence Williams :*

Waldorf-Astoi la
Chavales de Espana
Trini Reyes
Emil Coleman Ore
Mischa Borr Ore

Hot*l Ta«
Vincent Lopez Ore

Latin Quartar
Darvas A Julia
Royal Asbtons '

Danielle L.amar
Steeplccliase
Willie Shore
Marilyn Ross
Collette Fleurlot '

iMarilyn Hightower
Andre Philippe

Stewart Rose
Flamingo Starlets

D*s*rt Inn
Diosa Costello
Don Reynolds
Lolo A Lita
Roberta A AUcia
Carlton Hayes Ore

El Cortez

Showtimers
Helen Boice
Alice Hall 4
Instrumentalists

Last Frontier

Margaret Whiting
Wiere Bros
Mildred Seymour
Jerry WaUace
Jimmy Sisco
Jean Devlyn Girl
Revue

Bobby Ramos Ore

Szony’s
Bill Skipper
Joy Walker
El Rancho Girls
Ted Flo Rito orch

Silver Slipper
Woo Woo Stevens
Kalahtan
Hank Henry
Roberto
Isabelle Da-wn
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Dolly Lee Line
George Redman
Pud Brown
Dixiclanders
Thunderbird

Mills Bros
Frank Payn*
Peirb Bros
Donna Phillips
Johnny O’Brien
K Duffy Dansalions
Al Jahns ore

Enrique Vizcano O A.rt Wancr Ore
Eduardo Roy

Embers
Barbara Carroll 3

French Casino
Glncttc Wander
Harry Scguela
Jane Laste
Laura TunisI
Dominique
Dassie Bros

Sugar Chile Robin- Buddy Clayton
son

Len Young
Clifford Stanton
Jean Kennedy

Gordon Hamilton
Vincent Travers

Havana-Madrid
Rene Touzet

Allen Bros A June Lupino A Urbino
3 FranksSAP Kaye
Swan A Leigh

Joe Lawman A Joy Bebe A Belle
CHELSEA

Palace (I) 21
Roy Lester
Mlaz Carnival
Midget Stars
lloss A Ramaya
Jerry Powell
Danny Williams
4 Dude Ranchers
Glamour Girls

CHISWICK
Empire (S) 28

Davy Kaye
Ha'/el Wilson
Ken Dooville.e
Baldwin A Castle
Re.g Darnlcy
Caruna A Dodo
Noi'cen Barker

GRIMSBY
Palace (I) 28

Dennis Lawes
Tony Vaughn A

Patricia
Billy O’Sullivan
Sheila Daley
George E.soo

HACKNEY
Empire (S) 28

Harry H m...:oh

Joan Price
V * . xf

„ ”>iton
Ian Hynes

’••nod
Larry Wilson
Johnnie i ruchlev

Jose Curbelo Ore
Hotel Ambassador

•Jules Lande Ore
Hotel Aster

Carmen Cavallaro
Hotel Biitmor*

Michael Kent Ore
Hotel Edison

Riviera
John Carroll
Merry Mutes
Amin BrosW Nyo Ore
Campo Ore

Leon A Eddie's
Eddie Davis
Sherry Britton
Wendy Waye
Rena Foley
Bobby Byron
Oliver Ders
No. 1 Fifth Av#

Paula Stewart
Bob Downey
Harold FonvDIo
Hazel Webster

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
.Jackie Phillip*
Larry Marvin
.Joe LaPorte Oro
D’Aqulla Ore

Park Sheraton"S Irving Freid**’"
Hotel New Yorker Two GuitarsBerme Cummins O Arena Rano* Brent Elena A Anatol#
lilt®?, ®II Spivak

» Mischa UsdanoirJoan Walden^ Michel Mlchon
Adrian Rollinl I'rlo Kostya Poliansky

T
VersaillesLenny Heman Ore Bernice Parks

Hetel 8t. Regis
Mdt Shaw Ore
Horace DUz ' Oro

Village RamJimmy Kidd A June Peggy Norman

Emile Petti Oro
Panchito Oro
„ ,

WlY#l
Sal Noble
Boh Le»

looking from. (Jlrectly above the say, it would undoubtedly be

»epper Sis (3) Billy Daniels group. Can Broadway beat that?? followed by release of product by

MU Howe””'* Eddfe <5f^r* ‘Production^ Budi:ets other majors,

ran Trnnae srpYTiTi# participated in some shows It is pointed out further that

LA.S YJiiGAb, ItAYAiJA where a budget was $12, with Republic, though it has been

Flaming# El Rancho Vega* three of that going for badly named a defendant by the ^^Uce

Andrews Sisters Betty A Jane Kean needed bulbs. This is Where “pfo- Dopt., is already, making its older

motion” comes in, and before that product available to tele. Even the

Flamingo Starlets Bill Skipper show hit the floor, you never saw D. of J., it’s figured, cant be

D#*#rt Inn many pieces of equipment and thinking in terms of forcing stu-

Ted Flo Rito o?ch costumes in your life. Whether dios to make new films availab e

uoio A ^ita ™ l/J***’*'’ they were borrowed, liRed, or out to a medium that obviously

Roberta A AUcia KSahtan® and out stolen, the men in the couldn’t afford to meet the nega-

El cortVz
section procured them. Perhaps tive costs.

Jhowtimers isSeUe Dawn this is Why We’re mostly PEG’S. In a few years, of course, with

Helen Boice Jimmy Cavanaugh But that s another story, and in many more stations on the air, the

'nsfruStofUsi. cSi,VReaman « J
would probably lose Situation-is expected to be dilter-

Last Frontier Btovfn thc One stripe that has taken me ent. Even then-lt is highly unlike-

Margaret Whiting ®fh2ndJrtird long to get. Maybe in later ly there will be any new features

Wiere Bros MiUs Bros years When I’m a civilian I’ll do on the air, but the ability of tele

)£Srwa1iac“®'^ Peiri?Bws“* « “HargTove.” Every unit in the to pay substantial sums is seen

Jimmy Sisco Donna Phillips army is a sourcc, from Signal likely making the medium a regu-

^*Revu<f^^^“ k’

D

u«y SiansaUons Corps and Quartermaster to the lar subsequent-run outlet for pix.

Bobby Ramos Ore Al Jahns ore PrOVOSt Marshal, from the unit
• supply room to the general’s

7========^======^^^’-^

I office. The show has to get on and D-ew C##a##aimv
90fll DivAFfiA

cooperati(>n is nil, then initia- al CCilllOlIlj
4UII1 UlfQl vO tive is premium.

continued from page 5 s=i
Continued from page 4 " I Calibres of the many shows

j xu <. v, mnvA wouldI’ve seen or heard about, or par- stressed that such r move vouiu

of all its properties from the par- ticipated in, are extremely high, be made only if a film’s scrip

ent company to the new producing- Smuttiness or takeoffs on religious called for foreign backgrounds or

distribution company, replacing denominations are rare, the same atmosphere. To illustrate Ins
,;

letterheads and a myriad of other for racial satires. The soldiers he noted that “Roman Holiday

troublesome and costly details, want laughs, but their taste for is now rolling in Rome and por-

The operation will take about clean humor, however broad in tions of the Bing Crosby starrei,

three months, which is the reason sense, does not limit their appre- “Little Boy Lost,” are

for the delay. ciation for material with thought lensed in Paris. Stories

Actually, refusal oif the Treas- behind it. No need to mention that pictures require Continental

ury to grant the tax-free certifica- good old American hillbilly songs cales.
. ,

tion will cost the Government will tear down any 'house, the Although Paramount has retired

money. Expense involved in set- same for a good looking blonde 830,766 shares of its common
ting up the new corporation and tapping away or warbling r ditty, stock through purchases on the

transferring all the assets is a tax- The soldier show men know this, open market since 1950, B^laban

deductible item, so it is not only and they give the troops what they non-committal whether tins

costly to the stockholders, but to want, as much as they possibly nurchasinjf policy Would be re-

the Treasury. can. sumed in the future. He noted that

Corporation Was set up in Dela- . That's about all I call write at such a decision would have o

ware May 1 by 20th to succeed the moment. made by the company boaia.

20th’s circuit-owning subsid, Na- Must fill an itinerary for USO Balaban, who said he
jg

tional Theatres Corp. New com- unit No. 1023 today, and tonight we eight days, • to business

pany is National Theatres, Inc., to are starting * new package show for abroad, visited Rome, Paris, iv

which slock of NTC will be trans- hospitals’ in the Yokohama-Tokyo catini (an Italian •

ferred the day divorcement be- .area.^We’d like to see more show Venice, among other

comes effectivR. people from the States Y'isit us* wife -accompanied' him on i

I office.

20ih Divorce
|

uye"is

Continued from pate 4
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Tonv Bennett, PWt

M ^hoda Manutl D«l i-oro

i Ann mchois, Gerry Mahoney,

?«tta£ Ol^s. SKotiW BWdc» t
Iffi/ml Ash spusf. Qrofi;

wmboot" (20tW. rmeiued tn

Variety July 2o, y-*»

The Roxy's layout is more color-

ful t^n usual. The comhluation

of Ice and stage talent provides an

Entertaining, excellently produced

oSge. There's append for the
^ qet with singer Tony Ben-SVcoiSdian PhU Wer
shSd entice a modicum of adult

trade. , , . j
Bennett, hacked by hass, drum

and piano, seems to be concentrat-

ing more on genuine singing. Cur-

rent tS indicates that he's break-

; 2 loose from the shackles of an

artificial style. As a.Tfesult, he

sounds better than during his

Christmas show at the nearby Par-

amount.

There’s more vigor, taste and a

greater feeling for music and lyrics

In his emancipated style. There's

still a heavy reliance on the disk

tunes that brought him to promi-,

nence on the Columbia label, but

the latter-day Issues, such as

“Since My Love Has Gone,” has a

fragile delicacy and charm. “Blues

in the Night” gets a good going-

over in a bluesy style, and a re-

prise of “Because of * You,” • car-

boned from his disk, shows a con-

trast between his old and new
singing patterns.

Foster’s reminiscences of. his

“youth” provide a healthy peg for

laughter. The bits that he’s been
showing on various tele and radio

stands still hold up. The addi-

tions similarly hit yockpots. He’s

on for a lengthy stand during
which he seems to be havlhg as

good a time as his audience. His
mitt is strong enough for an en-

core.

The ice section 'of the show
has some excellent production. The
Gae Foster formations provide
some fast and colorful sequences,
and the overall production under
Sammy Rauch’s supervision pro-
vides a fine setting for a good set

of skaters.

Per usual, Arnold Shoda pro-
vides the highlight of this section.
His solo has Impeccable choreog-
raphic taste plus a skillful inter-
pretation. He singles to “Malagu-
ena” in a bit which captures the
spirit of the music. In tandem
with Gerry .Mahoney, he does
“Blue Tango,” an excellently, ;Con-
ceived terp job that draws con-
siderable plaudits.
Other act during the rink dis-

play is by Manuel Del Toro & Ann
Nichols, who do a brief but effec-
tive bit in a lighter vehi. The
Skating Blades and Belles 'dress up
the production handsomely.
Other production dressings are

by the Roxyettes and the H. Leo-
pold Spitalny choir. Paul Ash with
the house orch does his usually
good showbacking. Jose.

Palladiam, London
^ London, July 22.
Guy Mitchell with Joseph Ant-

Plan ic George Mitchell Singers,
Billt/ Cotton Band, Archie Rob-
bins, Olga Varona, Medlock & Mar-
lowe, Pauline Grant Ballet with
Gillian Lynne, George Martin, Eva
^Nick, Tiller Girls (16); Woolf
Phillips* Skyrockets Orch.

71
sponsored TV. It .earns, 4 solid
mitt.

Following custom, bill opens
with the Tiller Girls doing a sim-
ple terping jroutine; they give way
to Olga Varona, aerialist whose
graceful poses are more impressive
than the stunts. Gal has style
and poise, giving glossy finish to
the act. Medlock & Marlowe con-
sistently get a good reaction for
their celebrity portrait gallery.
Masked appearances of famed
Hollywood characters are followed
by a Churchill-Attlee routine
whiclv is always surefire.
George Martin,* a local come-

dian, who has recently been al-

lotted his own TV program, makes
his Palladium bow in the casual,
effortless manner which he’s de-
veloped on the air. 'His style is

often ahead of his material, and
some of his best g;.gs have already
been exploited on video. Never-
theless, he’s one to watch.

Pauline Grant Ballet makes its

Palladium return for the first

time in almost two months, but has
been brought forward in the bill

and is no longer the final item be-
fore the Intermission, This Is an
important change and a positive
help to this accomplished troupe.
Their current ballet, “Ropdo
Capriocioso,” again features Gil-
lian Lynne, and the three move-,
ments danced against a regular
dropcloth without special decor,
are performed with grace and pre-
cision.

To close the first half, Val PaT:-

nell has booked Billy Cotton's
band, an infallible attraction at

any time of year. This is easily

the best showmanship combo in

the business, and soloists Alan
Breeze, Clem Bernard and Doreen
Stephens keep the entertainment
and the fun rolling. “I’m Going
to a Wedding,” “Shrimp Boats”
and the inevitable “Lovely Bunch
of Cocoanuts” are among the high-
spots.

'

Eva & Ni«k, Continental adagio
duo, are also Palladium newcom-
ers. They have a highly stylized

routine which is touched off when
the gal goes into the splits from
a back somersault. This is a spec-

tacular facet of an act which is

noted for its skill and originality.
Myro,

pjitaee, Y.
Mage & Karr, Norman Brooks,

Larry & Trudy Leung, 3 Parks,

Chester Dolphin, Yvonne Moray,
Will Mahoney, Honey Girls (4);

“The Brigand** (Col), reviewed in

Variety June 4, ’52*

There can be no two opinions
jpout the impact made by Guy
Mitchell on his Palladium debut.
With a reputation made solely on
the sale of his disks, he hits the top
Bracket on his first entrance here
and stays there throughout, giving
ine customers a non-stop perform-
ance and eliminating the time-
wasting speeches that too fre-
quently characterize 'the work of
hrst-timers.

It’s an act astutely designed to

? «?®*®
.

fans, but equally en-

,
for those not familiar

With his past achievements. All
hit songs are there

—

ihe Roving Kind,” “Truly, Truly
“Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-

vania
; and the George Mitchell

singers are onstage to give that
necessary backgrounding which has

disks.

ino ? ovation at the open-

ing, renowned Pal-
tradition.' His first appear-

liffhf
was greeted with eqstatic de-

thW»’. delirium remained
fan^^.^tiout his 10 numbers. The

clamoring for more
A? ^®2ged off.

P'liiEE* ,
American making his

a nnifiu"!
‘^^tiut is Archie Rdbbins,

istpi'c who also reg-

whiiE opens cautiously
way and con-

Pattpr^^rf
position, but the

Wr th?V^f gags begin to flow

And
^ couple of minutes,

talnJn® consistently raain-

from^fK
setting plenty of yocks

wUh ^i^dience. Comic closes

an ^oipression o'" how
Peratic aria might emerge on

“It’s not how old the joke is,”

says Will Mahoney. “It’s the con-

fidence you put into it.”

That just about sums up why
Mahoney has been one of the sock

variety acts for more than three

decades, why he’s once again

whamming the customers at the

Palace. Of course, this isn’t the

Palace of the good old days—but
when the kilts-attired comedian-
hoofer prances off on his exit, it

has become the old Palace all over

again. The passage of time hasn’t

dulled his. sense of comedy, his

footwork—nor a confidence in a

standard act that makes it seem
new all over again.

Mahoney is still doing the old

standbys—the costume-shearing bit

with the tall soprano, the eccentric

steps, the always-wham dance bit

on the xylo, with the tongs strapped

to his feet as he taps out the musi-
cal rhythms. There are, also, the

always-bubbling wit, the .efferves

cence that never allows audience
Interest to lag, and the ability to

spin a joke or story while, to the

more discerning eye, .he is trying

to catch a breather from his physi-

cal exertions.

Tliis is a bill whose saving grace
incidentally, is Mahoney, who in

the next-to-close gives the layout

its major novelty in an eight-act

program notable for sameness.

Mage & Karr are the openers
with their standard songs and
taps. Norman Brooks shows inex-

perience in his baritoning of stand-

ard tunes, plus the French chan
sons which he does without shad
ing or nuance. His best feature is

the Jolson carbon.

Larry & Trudy Leung, Oriental
j

comedy act, go over neatly in the

third spot, with the male coming
off especially well on his hoofery.

The three Parks, .two guys and
a gal, are effective ' with their

acros, but need some novelty stunts

to heighten interest.

Chester Dolphin, vet juggler, is

weak on the comedy talk, but he
gets some laughs and quickens in-

terest when he goes into the jug-

gling.
.

Yvonne Moray, dwarf comedi-
enne, has lots of verve and a cer-

tain winsome personality, but isn’t

strong enough to hold down a sin-

gle spot, and the Honey Girls (4)

go through some fast stunts as the

closers.
Jo Lombardi, as always, is a big

as.v'st in batoning for the ‘'how-

backing. •
' Kahn.-

.

N. .

Don Cornell, Mickey Deems,
Trudy Richards, 4 Evans, Elliot
Latvrence Orch; ^‘Jumping Jacks**
(Par), reviewed in Variety June
4, '52.

With Dean Martin and Jerry
Lewis on the screen as an insur-
ance policy at the b.o., Paramount
this stanza is obviously not wast-
ing much moola on the live attrac-
tions, The 50-minute layout is sat-
isfactory under such conditions,
Don Cornell, former band sing-

er, heads the bill, which is back-
grounded by Elliot Lawrence’s
orch.' Cornell, a romantic baritone
in the jive idiom, has quite a fol-
'owing among the juve trade, and
teen-age femmes, particularly,
were finding him plenty pleasing
at the show caught.

Pleasant-looking and retaining a
knowing naivete, Cornell bills him-
self as an Italian kid out of the
Bronx. He makes with a few gags
along that line that don’t hurt his
score at all on Broadway as he
gives an Italp twist to “Marie.”

Warbling’s not spectacular for
quality or range, but. combined
with Cornell’s rough sort of charm,
he clicks okay in this setting. Tunes
include “My Blue Heaven,” “This
Is the Beginning of the End” and
I Walk Alone.”

Another Decca chirper, as is Cor-
nell, is in .the deuce spot on the
bill. She's 'Trudy Richards, ah at-
tractive blonde. She’s, nicely cour-
turiered but displays pipes marked
more by a hoarse quality than by
tone or ear-appeal.

Understandably nervous at her
first big theatre date, she’d do bet-
ter to keep her between-numbers
chatter to an absolute minimum.
She does “I May Hare Myself In
the Morning,” “I Waited a Little
Too Long,” among others and, best
of all, “St. Louis Blues.”

Comic Mickey Deems is ip the
trey. No newcomer to the presenta-
tion houses, he is, as a matter of
fact, using familiar material. His
major item is a lament on sleepless
Sundays for fathers. It contains a
good bit of humor for those who
haven’t been treated to it previous-
ly. Otherwise, material and- pres
entation are modestly winning.

Opener, the 4 Evans, is a family
tapstering turn comprising pa, ma.
sister and brother. It’s more note-
worthy for sentimentality than* out-
standing terpology, and gets over
very satisfactorily on that basis.

The oldsters, with hair well-grayed,
show plenty of zip. They do a duo
and then roundup with the young-
sters. Kids likewise do a number
together, and then the femme, a
looker with plenty of gams, does

solo aero turn. While neither

the more adult customers; and it’s

paying off on the maturity and in-
tegrity appeal. The sipger makes
no pitch for his recordings and even
talks affectionately about* his wife,
an approach that . is traditionally
suicide when spieled at the teen-
agers.
He is relaxed and nonchalant, is

working in a take-it-or-leave-it
manner, plus patter, and is very
successful on audience response,
Opens with “Bye-bye, Blackbird,”
his “Never Let the Sun Set on a
Quarrel,” “Wonderful,” “Summer-
time” and “Are the Stars Out To-
night?” To the repeated requests
of the youngsters, he does come
across with “Laura” and “Exactly
Like You,” .but he’s complacent to-
ward the squealers. Haymes does,
however, stand up and sing, minus
the gymnastics.
Neat supporting bill has June &

Martin Barrett for neat tap work
and challenges; Raymond Chase
for concertina work, including a
terrific “Hot Canary” finish; Pryde
& Day for effortless juggling on
unicycles;- and Professor Back-
wards for his standard blackboard
work in upside-down writing of
lengthy polysyllables. All acts are
over to neat returns, with Jimmie
Cameron expertly m.c.ing^,

* MeStay.

Aqua Follteii of 105^
(WIHTH FOOL, MFLS.)

Minneapolis, July 26.
Katherine Rawls, Championship

Divers (7), Eddie Chamberlain,
Lida DaValle, Burt Hanson, Aqua
Quartet, Tom Martin, Paul Sydell,
Johnny O'Brien, Fedi-Fedi, Aqua
Dears (24), Aqua Darlings .( 24 )

,

Ben Barnett's Orch (14); producer-
director, Al Sheehan; water ballet
director, Helen Starr;

_

stage ballet
director, Dorothy Lundstrum; 14
performances, each here and in
Seattle; $3,60 top.

a
parents nor kids working sepa-^*

rately would mean much, act as it

stands adds up neatly as a bit of

a heart-warmer if not spectacular
from the terp standpoint.

Lawrence’s orch is plenty on the
brass side with seven men in that

category as against a quintet of
reeds and a trio of rhythm, but it’s

good backing for the Par show.
Maestro doubles on the piano, from
which he does some of his conduct-
ing, bouncing up for the m.c. chores,

which he handles satisfactorily.

Unit actually gets too little time
of its own to register significantly.

Herb.

S’.''EFHEN GOLMANN
Folk Soniqs
.10 Mins,
Bar Vert, Paris

Gallic folk singer has a well-'

rounded French-Engllsh reper-
toire that fills 20 minutes with
ease. Simplicity, candor and humor
make Golmann a good entry for
the intime spots. With foot atop
a chair and guitar in action, he
warbles the folk laments and
legends for pleasing results. Goi-
mann has a clear voice and good
delineation of the character of bis
songs.
He has an infectious laugh and

an offbeat accent that add to his
American folk renditions. Heard
for good results are his versions
of “Clementine,” “Molly Malone,”
“Streets of Laredo,” “Foggy Foggy
Dew” and “Blue Tail Fly.”
Golmann also gives out with

Fi’ench songs written by himself
that deal with ancient tales, the
thieves who couldn’t teiir them-
selves away from a bullfight and
the man who found a dead horse
in his bathtub. Heard to good ad-
vantage are “Actualities,” “Au
Loin Dans La Plaine” (“Far Off on
the Plains”); “Le Cheval Dans Le
Baignoire” (“The Horse in the
Bathtub”); and “Ma Guitar Et
Moi” (“My Guitar and 1”).

He opens in the U. S. In Sep"
tember "at the Blue Note, Chicago,
Correct placing and atmosphere
will be important In putting over
this fine but specialized act. Gallic
popularity in the States now should
help this. Specialized disking and
woi’d-of-mouth may build this.

Mosk.

Steel Pier, A.
Atlantic City, July 25.

Les Paul & Mary Ford, Tom
Parris Trio, Behney Girls, Herkie
Styles, House Orch; “Bal Tabarin”
(Mono).

Les Paul & Mary Ford, tops in

wax field because of their multiple

voice-guitar recordings, are being
well-received by cosmopolitan audi-

ence in Steel Pier’s Music Hall

this week. Not as effective visually

as tiieir recorded music, they nev-

ertheless put on hangup show.
“Mocking Bird Hill;” sung by

Miss Ford using dual sound, so

effective in their recording,, is

their first number. A medley of

“Josephine,”
^

“I'm Confessing,”

“How High”' and “Nola,” follows.

“Smoke Rings” and “All the World
Is Waiting for the Sunrise” send
them off to heavy hand. Paddied
back .they offer 'hillbilly number
by their bass player, Harold King,
followed by “Tiger Rag” with all

the stops out. Beg off.

Tom Parris Trio, with nice tum-
bling act, two production numbers
by the Behney girls, and bit by
fast-talking Herkie Styles, who
emcees, complete fair bill. Walk.

Casino, Toronto
Toronto, July 25.

Dick Haymes, Professor Back-

wards, Pryde & Day, Raymond
Chase, June & Martin Barrett, Jim-

mie. Cameron, Archie Stone House
Orch; "Night Train** (20th). -

thePaying little attention to

b o b b y s o X e^r s’ demand*;. k

Ha.ym:s is breaking in a new <
•

i livery .style here that is aimed at

Like the Shipstad-Johnson “Ice
Follies” and other such once-a-
year visitors here, this locally pro-
duced “Aqua Follies” has devel-
oped into an annual “must” with
the public hereabouts. And it

again delivered its pleasant pack-
age of combined water and stage
extravaganza to 14 capacity audi-
ences in the beautiful al fresco
municipal park setting, the 5,000-
seat Wirth Pool.

Minneapolis producer - director
Al Sheehan actually has done him-
self proudest in the current 13th
edition. . While built along conven-
tional aquacade lines and following
the identically established format
which has stood him in. such good
stead previously, this 1952 offering
hits a new high in ^smoothness,
production values, costuming,
lighting, routining, flash and qual-
ity of the acts.

It’s being produced solely for 14
performances here and 21 in
Seattle, where for the second suc-
cessive year is will also be pre-
sented in conjunction with a mu-
nicipal festival.

Stage and water offerings again
are interwoven. Show’s musical
arrangements are especially boff,

notably for the opener and a “La
Scala” presentation that comprise
medley of this season’s Broadway
musical show and opera favorites,
respectively Mqsic receives top-
drawer treatment from big league
voices of featured vocalists Lida
DaValle and Burt Hanson, who are
backed by a male quartet, the
chirping continuously embroider-
ing the water and stage activities.

The diving maniacs with their
yock - packed daredeviltry, paced
by Eddie Chamberlain, and several
stage acts see to it that there’s
no dearth of comedy along with
the thrills. Providing the high
diving of every Variety are champs
Hobie Billingsley, Earl Clark,
Bruce Harlan, 12-: ear-old Marion
Park, Bob Maxwell and Jim
Strong. Katherine Rawls, the
show’s star again, clicks with her
swimming exhibition. ^Contribu-
tions by the water ballet and stage
dancing girls, groups of 24 each,
punctuate the show.
Four well-conceived and neatly-

executed'production numbers reach
their climax with LaScala presen
tation that centers around a huge
water - squirting fountain,' sur-
rounded by prop swans, Others
have South Seas, musical comedy
and supper club themes.
On the stage Paul Sydell’s extraor-

dinary balancing pooches stimu-
late palms activity; comedian
Johnny O'Brien’s patter pays off

big in laughs, and his harmonica
numbers also register. The contor-
tion of Fedi-Fedi, creatjng the ef-

fect of a mixed midget dancing
couple, gets surprised astonish-
ment as well as heavy, applause,
lorn Martin is an adept emcee,

.TO ANN JORDAN TRIO
Sonxs
,10 Mins.
Yeaman’s, Detroit
Two boys and a girl mesh nicely

to give the Jo Ann Jordan Trio’s
original adaptations burlesquing
opera a sprightly, polished and
funny treatment. Their stylings of
the populap ballads are fresh and
smooth.
The three have worked together

four years, mostly in cocktail
lounges in Montreal and mldwest-
ern cities. They are well-balanced
and poised. Miss Jordan is a
bouncy blonde, petite and pretty,
with a nice figure highlighted by
the right gouii and the right body-
english. She has a large voice,
capable of projecting warmth in
the ballads. Her husband, Kenny
Armstrong, holds down the piano
and baritone spots, while Peter
Rubman. on the bass, chimes in

with a fine tenor and adept com-
edy.

Trio has plenty of material. Do
“Idle Poor,” medley of “Good Day”
and “Great Day.” Miss Jordan
solos with “Lady Is a Tramn” and
“Sorrento,” al.so .medley “I’ll Re-
member April,” “Summer Time,”
“I’ve Got My Love to Keep Me
Warm.” “June,” and “September
Song.”
Rubman solos with “Begat” and

the Largo el Factotum aria from
“Barber of Seville.” Trio does
“Quanta Lagusta” and “Gandy
Dancer’s Ball,” Closing numbers
foi both shows are well executed
takeoffs on various operas. '

'

Trio receives sock reception at
Yeaman’s and is ready for the bet-
ter niteries. Tew.

CHUCK MILLER TRIO
Snnvs, Instrumental
15 Mins.
Saddle •& Sirloin, ^orth Hollywood
Chuck Miller, longtime vocalist

with one of the relief bands from
these parts, is making his bid for
attention as the bulwark of this
now combo, which has strong pos-
sibilities, Miller’s vocal stylings,
his keyboarding, the excellent bass
work of Bob Douglas and the skin-
beatmg of Carl Smykll are assets
which can be parlayed with little

difficulty once the initial rough
spots are smoothed.

At the moment. Miller's vocaliz-
ing leans heavily toward the Cros-
by style. There’s a natural voice
.similarity, and Miller exploits ,this

with a studied copy of the Grban-
er’s relaxed style and patter. Gim-
mick is a good one to attract at-

tention and it’s supposedly done
*With the aid and comfort of Cros-
by, who “discovered” the outfit.

Device probably could* be modified
after the combo achieves some re-

known. 3

Instrumentally, grn u p has a

strong jazz foundation. Wider rep-

ertoire and special arrangements
will be needed to provide more
than passing intere.st in any stand,

but the basic talent appears to he
ill' re waltihg.

In the current shakedown stint,

combo is using some roeord pan-
lomimicry that could easily be

and Ben Barnett’s local pickup or- ! dropped. It detracts from the prin-

ehestra also merits a hand." A
i
cipal impact, which is llinl of a

brief fireworks finale winds up the vocal and instrumental ti io on Its

show with A bang. Rees. > way up.
' °
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Toronto Sdii Stockbridge Dented
Boston, July 29.

John Hancock Hall, located in

jnidtown Hub, did so-so biz for ap-

pearance of Ilona Massey in Guy
Bolton’s new play “Angel in Paris,”

with local crix handing it a unan^
mous thumbs-down. A sluggisn

$5,100 was reported. “Petrified

Forest,” co-starring Gene Haymond
and Geraldine Bi^ooks, is current.

“Kiss Me, Kate,” at Falk &
Capp's ' Boston Summer Theatre,

hypoed an otherwise mild season
with a nice $11,100, while Mae
West, appearing in “Come Up,
Ring Twice,” at duo’s suburban
spot, the County Playhouse, like-

wise racked up the best gross of

the season with a slick $12,500.

“Gramercy Ghost,” starring Ve-
ronica Lake, is current at BST,
with the musical, “On. Your Toes,”

In for a week at Framingham.
“Sleep of Prisoners” reopened

the Brattle under its new manage-
ment and reported a fairish $2,200

for first stanza of a two-week stint.

‘Carousel’ $25,0S5, Toronto
Toronto, July 29.

With standees at every perform-
ance except opening night, “Carou-
sel,” with Dorothy MacNeil and
Jack Kilty, broke the Melody Fair
house record for a smash $25,085,

this topping the previous “Great
Waltz” record by $1,100.

Saturday night (26) also set a
performance record of $3,910, with
179 standees paying $1.50- each,

and the 1,640-seater tent setup
scaled at a heavy $3.40 top with
tax.

taln-raiser, then racked up a hap-

py gross on "Happy’Time” (Mischa
Auer). Biz fell off for “Remains
To Be Seen,” dipping to the sea-

son’s only loss. Figures again hit

the profit trail last week (21-26)

with Edward Everett Horton in

“Nina.”

Eva Gabor is current with “Her
Cardboard Lover” and indications

are for an okay stanza.

‘Man* $3,600, Matunuck
Matunuck, R. I., July 29.

Heat and the Democratic con-
vention hurt the Theatre-By-The-
Sea here last week. Barn managed
to gross $3,600 with Dorothy Gish
in “The Man.” Starting very
slowly show took in mo^ of that

figure over the weekend.

Mae West is current this week
in “Come Gn Up, Ring • Twice.”
Package drew the biggest advance
sale at the theatre in its two years
under mana^gement of Donald
Wolin and Harold Schiff.

‘Waltz’ 13G, Danbury
Danbury, Conn., July 29.

Fourth week of Melody Fair,

with “The Great Waltz,*’ hit al-

most $13,000, best figure to date,

•Met soprano Lois Hunt joined the
company last week as prima donna
and focused interest in the op-
eretta.

Stand, playing Tuesday through
Sunday, with Saturday matinee,
is still light on two early-week
nights. Management is now bol-

stering these nights with theatre
parties.

‘Stream’ $4,500, Stockbridge
Stockbridge, Mass., July 29.

Demo convention, coupled with
unusual heat and humidity for the
Berkshires, dented the Berkshire
Playhouse gross last week, with
final count $4,500 for Charles Mor-
gan’s “Flashing Stream.” However,
total gross for the season thus far
is much above the same six weeks
last season, and director William
Miles has decided to extend his
current season an extra week. He
has booked Edward Everett Horton
in “Nina” for the 12th week.

Victor Wolfson’s comedy, “A
Murder in the Family,” adapted
from the French of Gilbert Sauva-
jon, preems here this week. Helen
Craig, Douglas Watson, Larry Gates
and Amy Douglas are, featured.

Ilka $6,360, Saratoga
Saratoga, N. Y,, July 29.

Ilka Chase, making her first ap-
pearance at the 578-seat Spa Sum-
mer Theatre here, drew a solid

$6,300 in “Over 21,” last week, at
a. $3 top. It was the season's high-
est figure for a non-musical pro-
duction. Business for producer
John Huntington is reported to be
35% ahead of ^ast year’s total, for
a comparable period.

“The Fig Leaf,” new comedy by
John Gerstad and Norman Brooks,
is being tried out this week, with
Ernest Truex and Sylvia Fields in
the leads.

Oeddes in Arden ‘Forest’
Arden, Del., July 29.

Barbara Bel Geddes will make
her third appearance of the sea-
son at Robin Hood Theatre here
next week (4), playing, in Robert
E. Sherwood’s “The Petrified
Forest.” ' John Drew Devereaux
and Jack Klugman will support.
Same trio will play leads for

“Born Yesterday,” week- of Aug.
25. At end of barn’s 10-week sea-
son, Miss Geddes and her husband,
Windsor Lewis, who is director of
Robin Hood Theatre, will take a
short vacation before the star’s re-
turn to “Moon Is Blue” on Broad-
way.

Parkway ‘Whistle’
Greensboro, N. C., July g9.

The Parkway Playhouse opened
its 1952 season last week with
“The Silver Whistle,” first of five
weekly productions. This is the
sixth summer session in this moun-
tain resort.

Batchelor Owen, of St. Louis,
Playhouse director, played the
leading role. Cast included Sue
Durham, ‘ Stuart Arrington and
Elvira Prondecki.

MUNSELL AT OINEY
Olney, Md., July 29.

Evelyn Frcyma.n, co-producer

with Kenneth Bangharfc uf the Ol-

ney Theatre here, will take over

the post of manager, succeeding

Warren P. Munsell, Jr., who died

yesterday (Mon.). ‘ Howard Atlee

will serve as assistant manager.

Olney will go ahead with its

plans to stage Munsell’^ new play,

“Cornin’ Thru the Rye,” on Aug.

1^prior to a Broadway opening.

.Funeral services for Munsell will

be hold in LaytonsvlHe, Md., Thurs-
day (31) at 11 a.m.

‘Cabalsata’ Set

For FaUD.S. Tour
Chicago, July 29.

Newly-formed producing firm of

Shore-Reyes will bring the Span-
ish musical extravaganza,^ “Cabal-
gata,” back to this country for a

fall tour. Revue has been playing
South and Central Amerida and
for the- past three • years has been
headquartering in Mexico. Pro-
duction was last seen when Sol
Hurok brought the company to the
United States in 1949 for a short
tour. However, accent on this

trek will be more on one-night
stands rather than lengthy theatre
engagements. American tour starts

Oct. 1.

New producers are partners in

the Mike Shore Advertising
Agency. Mike Shore has optioned
several story properties for win-
ter production and has invested in
several shows. Berin Reyes was
formeily a theatrical pressagent
and newspaperman; and was In-
strumental in booking the Vatican
Boys Choir two years ago in
M^co, along with other attrac-
tions.

Ballet Theatr(? Signs

Markova as Fall Guest
Alicia Markova Is rejoining Bal-

let Theatre for its fall engagement

at the Met Opera House, N, Y.,

Sept. 25-Oct. 12, as guest artist.

Ballerina was with the troupe from

1941 to 1946, branching out with

her own Festival BaUet in Eng-

land, co-partnered with Anthony

Tudor.
Pacting is a 10-strike for Ballet

Theatre, giving it the two fore-

most dance interpreters in Amer-
ica of the classic “Giselle” ballet.

Miss Markova will alternate in the

title role with BT’s star, Alicia

Alonso, also famed for her Giselle.

Miss Markova is skedded for a

series of guest appearances with

the Teatro Colon Ballet in Buenos
Aires next month. She may dance

with Ballet Theatre for its Chi-

cago date at Xmas time, then {re-

turn to England for guest 'dates

with Sadler’s Wells Ballet the rest

of the season.

Barn Impresario. Sticks

Miles Adds Horton Week
Stockbridge, Mass,, July 29.

"William Miles has added a week
to the regular season at the Berk-
shire Playhouse here, booking Ed-
ward Everett Horton in “Nina.”
“Macbeth,” starfing Staats Cots-

worth and Muriel Kirkland, will

be the bill for the 11th and last

week on the regular Playhouse
subscription season.

Huron Tryout
Huron, O., July 29.

Huron Playhouse, staffed by a
troupe of 23 students and six staff

members from Bowling Green
State U., will present the premiere
of a play written by Mary Fournier,
of the university, titled “Five
Ti'aveling Men,” Aug. 13-17.
Group is currently in its fourth

season, and each year presents- a
new, untried play. Dr. Elden T.
Smith has directed the summer
theatre since 1951.

LA JOLLA SETUP SWITCH

SEEN FOR NEXT SEASON
Los Angeles, July 29.

La Jolla Playhouse, after six
years’ operation, may not resume
next summer, at least not in the
present setup, according to co-pro-
ducer Mel Ferrer. Difficulty in get-
ting talent is one factor.
House was started at La Jolla in

1947 by Ferrer, Dorothy McGuire
and Gregory Peck, with a loan of
$15,000 from David O. Selznick,
since repaid. Site was chosen for
its proximity, to Holisrwood, and be-
cause Peck was born in nearby San
Diego. Theatre seats 499 persons.
New type operation is being

mulled for next season, but no de-
ails are available.

‘April’ $7,100, Olney
Olney, Md., July 29.

Despite high interest of nearby
Washington customers in the
Democratic convention in Chicago.
Olney Theatre here rang up a com-
fortable $7,100 last week for Con-
stance Bennett in “I Found April.”

. Carol Bruce is current in “One
Touch of Venus,” with advance
Hales promising a good week.
Olney is already getting enough
calls to indicate a sellout for “An
Evening With Beatrice Lillie,” due
her« Sept. 2 for a six-day run
Olney has upped the tab for this
show to a $2.40 minimum and $4.20
top.

St. Michael’s Group Scoring
Winooski Park, Vt., July 29.

First half of St. Michael’s Play-
house season is running well ahead
of a year ago, according to manager
Ed Warren.

Players, Inc., repertory company
out of Catholic U., and recently
back from a USO tour of Japan
and Korea, took over as permanent
summer session stock company last
year. Director Is Brennan Moore,
who .staged some plays last season.
He also took the part last week of
the brat in “Jenny Kissed Me.” the
role he created on Broadway.

“Blithe Spurit” opened well de-
spite the GOP convention, while
“Charley’s Aunt” did the com-
pany's best business in two years.
This week it’s “George Washington

Here,” with “Three Men on
a Horse” and “The Silver Whistle”

^ish up. Plays are given night
ly. Tuesday through Saturday.
Company isn’t alternating with

Merrimac Playhouse, as last season.

Clinton’s ,750 Average
Clinton, Conn., July 29.

Lewis Harmon’s Clinton Plav-
bouse has finished up its fourth
week with a batting average to

^ Pf .7o0. Three shows out of
quartet have come throughm the black side of the ledger.

House opened with the Milton

‘Albert R. N.’ for London
London. July 29.

After a three-week provincial
tour, “Albert R. N.,” based on an
escape from a naval POW campm Germany, opens at the Saville
Thursday (31). Play is being pre
sented jointly by Claude Langdon
impresario at the Empress Hal
arena, and Henry Hall.
.Authored by Edward Sammis

Darcel ‘Happy Time’ Bows

Barn Tour in Barnesrille
Barnesville, Pa., July 29.

Marcel Ventura package* of
The Happy Time,” starring Den-

ise Darcel, opened at the Kenley
Theatre here last night (Mon.).
Gregg Juarez plays opposite Miss
Darcel, as Desmonde, with Jules
Racine directing. Racine also acts
as advance man.

Traveling with the show are
Robert Decost (Papa), Marly
McLeod (Mama), Richard Trask
(Bibi), Patty Foster (Sally), AI
Thayler (Louis) and Burton Mai
lory (Grandpere). Resident mem-
bers Madeline Mecklen, Joe Vispi,
Leslie Cutler &nd Jim Scott fill

other roles.

Tour finishes in Bbston Sept. 14
just two days before Miss Darcel
reports to Metro for a new Esther
Williams film.

of./'Kiss Me.
I

and Guy Morgan, play has an all^ate. was a nice b.o. cur- male cast headed by Hugh Burden.
1
nually by the Prayliouse.

Wagner Inked as Regular
On Pitt Playhouse Staff

Pittsburgh, July 29.
Frank Wagner, who staged the

musical numbers and did the chore-
ography for three Playhouse mu-
sicals, “Of All Things,” “On Your
Mark” and “Wonderful Good,” wil
become a permanent member of
the community theatre staff this
coming season. Wagner will teach
stage movement at the Playhouse
school, give dancing instruction to
students on Saturday mornings and
also organize a .ballet group. In
addition, he’ll be available to work
on the tuners whfbh are done an

Cites ‘Dilettante’ Influx

Norwich, Conn.

Editor, Variety:
'

Ned Armstrong’s story on sum-
mer stock operations in last week’s

Variety did not leave much of an
impression of actual stock condi-

ions.

The idea of training youngsters

and beginners in painting scenery

is not a bygone concept. WithoutJ.

hem, sununer theatres couldn’t

exist, and in a few years, there

would be no addition to the tech-

nical ranks of crafts and unions

for television, stage and pictures,

as well as mo new development of

promising taleilt.

As to stars, they’re used in com-
petitive areas in order to be able

to pay the good salaries that are

prevalent in stock. Because of the
increased costs in- operation, the
stars are necessary for higher box-
offices. .

I agree that summer stock is a
grim affair, as practiced today.
Agents have created a stranglehold
on talent and are taking advantage
of the dilettante quality of many
summer theatre managers who are
basically actors and directors and
not managers. They have created
an artificial scarcity of names and
boosted the salaries -for these
names beyond the earning capacity
of theatres. They play one man-
ager against the other and force
them into the position of playing a
name and suffering losses. This
has now reached a point where
many summer theatres, if they re-
open next season, will reopen un
der new managements.
There are managers who have

given 15 and 20 years to summer
stock. Their efforts have raised it

to a standard that cannot even be
encompassed today by Broadway
theatres, because of cost factors.
They have stayed 15 and 20 years
in summer' theatre operation be-
cause of tenacity and love of the
atre.

It is very simple, but hardly
fair, for an individual to castigate
a phase of industry that is doing
much to keep the whole legitimate
theatre alive and create new audi
ences.
Summer theatres can only be

successful if operated by those
people who exist for these summer
theatres. It is not easy for some
one to come out of Broadway the-
atre, with its deals and compro
mises, and enter summer theatre
and make a success of it. Too
many have dropped large sums of
money and given it Up as a hope-
less cause, blaming the industry
and not looking to themselves as
Itbe reason for their failure.

Herbert Kneeter.
(Producer, Norwich Summer

Theatre )

By NED ARMSTRONG
San Diego, Cal., July 29.

Southern California is witness,
ing a situation that is famiUar inmany other sections of the couritrv
—communities in need of profe«f
sional entertainment, having
money to buy it, but with no the-
atres or plans to furnish it

There is virtBal,Iy no proiesslon-
al living, theatre as cultural outlet
in all of southern California ex-
cept, of course, the infrequent road
show, and the summer fare at in
JoUa Playhouse.

®

The whole problem appears to
be an enormous cultural lag at-
tributable to two main factors*
(1) the growth in the last 10 years
of what can be called “cottage-
cities, and (2) the general failure
of people in show business to grasp
the significance of this in relation
to pFoyiding themselves with a
new plan for servicing a new pub-
lic.

What has happened in this na-
tion in the, past 25 years is prob-
ably so novel, oivic-wise and social-
ly, that the failure up to this time
to grasp the root of the dilemma
of the decline of theatre is most
understandable. However, the
time now seems to have come when
this great overall picture of social
and economic change within the
civic core of most cities must be
studied, and studied thoroughly, if

the future' of show business on live

stages Is to be materially enhanced
by various efforts, being made in
this direction.

If, as is so. widely indicated, the
main body 'of potential theatre-
going public has moved en masse
to ranch-type and Hollywood-type
homes 25 and 30 miles from the
bid town where it works, and if the
crumbling ruins of old theatres,

and makeshift auditoriums, and ob-
solete theatres remaining no long-
er properly service a community
and its cultural needs, some great
program should evolve for pro-
gramming a remedy.
-One of the most Important as-

pects quite simply seems to be that

bf providing these communities
with an assist in meeting their

own problem.
New Suburban System

San Diego is a fair example of

what has happened to cities

throughout this nation. Not many
years ago this was a relatively small
city; good as a show town for a

one-night stand, and, on occasion,

week. It still is for the giant

Helen Howd Re$iimes
Helen Howe, solo actress, is re-

suming theatrical work, giving her
new “Characters and (Caricatures”
program at Aspen Institute, Aspen,
Col. tonight (Wed.).
During absence from the theatre

thj past several seasons, Miss
Howe has written three novels,
published by Simon & Schuster.

a
musical comedy hit or star-studded
comedy.
However, as reported in Variety

this winter, the major cities of this

nation are dividing and sub-divid-*

ing amoeba-style and the great

residential tide is moving away
from downtown to the new subur-

ban centers of living.

San Diego, the city, now em-

braces a whole system of subur-

ban Communities flung around the

western end of the county and ex-

tending down the coastline from

Dclmar to Ghula Vista, and each

suburban living center is a new
city with .populations ranging from

25,000 to 50,000. All these cities

—La Mesa; Linda Vista, Pt. Loma,
Mission Beach, Pacific Beacn, .^a

Jolla—^are connected by major

four-lane highways with staggering

stream of automobile traffic daily

and nightly.
This is the pattern of the new

American city—the old town, like

downtown San Diego, an area

dense with business establishments,

and one or two major industries.

There Is financial stability and ac-

tual wealth in the hands of several

hundred thousand home - owning

wage-earners.
• However, except for the pur-

chase of housing, food and cloth-

ing, the city of San Diego, and the

county itself (in size as big

Rhode Island) has no place

spend its money.
'Blueprint Wanted

There is a great deal of talk in

San Diego this summer about

building a new theatre. Civic an“

-cultural groups are meeting wan

reps' of city government. Some ai

for a big theatre, some for a sma •

Actually, no one here quite kno

what the community needs.

Many cities, and certainly o

Diego exemplified this, know t y

need a community theatre cap

of fulfilling numerous cultural i

quirements. They om-
and fumble the issue. These co

‘ (Continued on page < 4 ;
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London^ July 29.

A last-minute move to break the

deadlock that has arisen between

British and American Equity oyer

taterchangt of talent between the

two countriea b being made in

London thia week. Mai^e Evans

while here on a film assljinment,

Md as a U. S. Equity veepee, has

been reppln« the American union

In talks with the British organiaa-

•tion and is known to have drafted

a new formula which embraces the

principle of a reciprocal qimta,

Evans plane* ^rom here Thurs-

day (31) and ia due to report on

his confabs to Equity Council next

Tuesday (5). Curing hia. last few

days In London he has been contin-

uing his talks with local Equity

toppers, and has been exchanging

views with prominent legit man-
agements.

Although negotiations are being

conducted with utmost secreey, it’s

understood .that Evans has been

seeking establishment of a new
principle, aimed at taking away
from the two unions the power of

veto on the employment of foreign

artists. Instead of, the -customary

Equity control, it’s suggested that

the quota, if approved, should be
policed by n^anagements^ who
wo^d have to agree among them-
selves on the number of alien

artists to be permitted annually.

The British Ministry of Labor,

which has been kept informed on
progress of the talks, haa indi-

cated it wouldn’t obstruct a man-
agement-operated quota. Hitherto,

its policy has been to seek the
opinion of British Equity before
giving its seal to an application for

a work permit.
If broad agreement can be

reached between the interested

parties, it’s hoped that formal ne-
gotiations will follow, and that in

(Continued on page' 74)

SMA Kdorts tp Stiefel,

Kneeter Blakts; Mgrs.’

Inconsistencies Cited

Clinton, Conn,
Editor, Variety;
As publicity chairman of the

Stock Managers Assn., and pro-
ducer at the Clinton Playhouse, I

cannot let two items in the July 16
Variety pass without comment.
Milton Stiefel, this, spring, ex-
pressed himself against the SMA
resolution attempting to do away
with non-musical package produc-
tions for summer theatres, and, as
always, against simultaneous and
unrestricted release of plays for
stock. .

We had^ made arrangements
early last fall to present “]^ss Me,
Kate” at Clinton this- summer.
Herbert Kneeter, some 45 miles
away at Norwich, Conn.> also made
early arrangement to offer the
musical. If Stiefel" wanted to pre-
wnt the show at the same time, I
felt that he had the right (even
though he was geographically
placed between the other two thea-
tres). The play agent felt he
would ruin his -property in this
area with three companies doing
the same show simultaneously.
As soon as I heard of the turn-

down for Stiefel, I protested to the
*8ent and then phoned Stiefel to
mform him that I woul<^ join in
any fight for hi* right to do the
play whenever he wished^ A few
minu^s later I was informed that

.(Stiefel) had resigned from
wMA, making no appeal to-the or-
gamzation tO: fight this restriction.
7,®^ >1^® record* Stiefel has booked
me Mae West package, ‘‘Come On
*;{P. which includes 15 other
players.

Item nupaber two concerns
Kneeter s blast at SMA. After
gmng the anti-package resolution

hours, of speeches
gainst packages, particularly harp-
g on the high salaries. of stars,

l^eeter booked the Mae West
^^eter is quoted in

V^iETY as saying that the Im-
presarios are “kUling off their own

through lack of co-
P®rsonal avarice and

Jioid. the line against de-

f
agents.” The* same

5^^®® against
-salaries. He re-

who’s calling whom

Lewis Harmon^

‘Annie* Revival Does
Terrif Biz in Aussie

Melbourne, July 22.
“Annie Get Your Gun” revival

winds up four weeks of terriffe
boxoffice at His Majestys here for
Williamson. Again starring Evie
Hayes in her original role.
“Annie,” at current pace, could
have stayed six months to sellout,
according i:o Willlamsou officials.

Prior commitments, however,
compel Miss Hayes to bow out
after the four weeks. Understand
that she will return to Aussie early
next year to do a new musical
under the same managerial banner.

Chicago, July 29.

Resting ground for Broadway
musicals may evolve here in the
midwest, if plans of Mrs. Hope
Abelson, producer at the North
Shore Musical Theatre, jell.

Femme is basing plan on outcome
of the musical* version of “The
Drunkard,” which will be last
presentation of the tent operetta
company, Sept. 2. Old melodrama
will be played straight, with music
arranged by Leo Kopp fitting the
original ppst-Civil War period.
Mrs. Abelson feels that not

enough American composers have
a chance to get their wares heard,
except for top names. She’s will-
ing to set aside a week for a full
production of an attractive score,
with a name and professional cast
provided, and all productions and
traveling expenses paid. There’s
also chance that the non-profit or-
ganization might also back the.
selection for further commercial
presentation.

Tent musical, now in its third
stanza, is non-profit, with all ex-
cess boxoffice turned over to
charity. So far, season has been
very successful, best oT all to date.

_ ^

ANDERSON SMED FOR

‘BODY’ READING TOUR
Judith Anderson has been signed

by producer Paul Gregory to ap-
pear with Tyrone Power and Ray-
mond Massey in a reading tour of
Stephen Vincent Benet’s “John
Brown’s Body” this fall. Gregory is
producer of last season’s “Don Juan
In Hell” hit.

“Body,” verse epic of the Civil
War, has been adapted and will be
staged by Charles Laughton. It will
tour for 10 weeks, starting about
Nov. 1.

Jap Opera Co. Set for U.S.

Tour; N. Y. Group Tie Seen
Tokyo, July 22.

Twenty-five members of the
Yoshie Fujlware Opera Co. will
sail for America in August, to make
their first appearance in N. Y.
There’s talk- of group combining
for appearances with the New York
City Opera Co., according to U. S.

Embassy offidals here. First per-

formance, “Madame Butterfly,” is

set for Oct. 9,

Leading singer of role of Chq-
cho San (Butterfly), Michicko
Sunahara, is -currently appearing
in the Puccini opera In Paris, and
v/ill be unable to sing the role in

the U. S. In her place -^ill be
Harue IVIiyake. Shizuko Kawasaki
and Kazuko Matsuuchi will alter-

nate in the role of Cho-cho San’s
maid, Suzuki.

Yoshie I'ujiwara, tenor and man-
ager of the company, reports the
troupe is scheduled for perform-
ances In Chicago-,' Denver, Salt

Lake City, San Francisco, Los
Angeles and Honolulu, In addition

to the N, Y. appearance.

New Logan-Kmua Tie
Joshua Logan *has acquired Nor-

man Krasna’s new romantic com-
edy, “Kind Sir,” and plans to pro- -

duce it next spring. He’ll also di-

rect*

Logan was director and co-pro-

ducer on Krasna’s “Jolna Loves
Mary” in 1946-47.

n

Yenke’ a Hot Todi^, Bat Socko

Bb Comes from Noa-Beadhites

Schnitzer to Shepherd

U.S. Artists in Berlin
Robert C. Schnitzer, who man-

aged the production of “Pour Saints
in Three Acts” at the May Paris
Arts Festival, has been appointed
general manager for U. S. attrac-
tions at the coming Berlin Festival
of 1952, He held same spot at the
first Berlin Festival last year.

U. S. participants iii' the Septem-
ber fest include the “Porgy and
Bess” legiter; N. Y. City Ballet;
Eugene Ormandy as guest maestro
with the RIAS Symphony Orches-
tra, and Astrid Varnay and Polyna
Stoska as guest stars with the Ber-
lin Opera.

NCAC Propping 2-Week

Fall Tour of ‘Wilderness’;

Maps Further Lept Trek
Tour of a legit troupe in “Ah,

Wilderness” on the college and
club circuit, similar to the Marga-
ret Webster Shakespearean setups

of a few seasons ago, is being

readied by National Concert &
Artists Corp., which handled the

Webster tours.

The Equity Library Theatre pro-
duction of last season would be
utilized, but only as base for a
special, more elaborate setup; Pro-
duction would also have ANTA’s
support and tag, because of the
b.o. pull of a legit “name” organi-
zation as sponsor.

NCAC has wanted another legit

attraction since the Webster Bard
deal, having made two successful
tours with' the group, and having
had a full third season booked
when Miss Webster canceled the
project because of increased costs
and financing snarls. ANTA, after
several meetings, came up in Jime
with the idea of an ELT-enlarged
production of “Wilderness” for
NCAC.

This was pretty late for NCAC’s
type of bookings, but its pop at-

tractions department, headed by
Selma Warlick, is now working on
a t.wo-week tour within a 100-mile
radius of N. Y., covering smaller
communities and colleges. In Sep-
tember, when clubs and colleges
resume for the season, NCAC
hopes to extend the tour to a mdeh
longer period. 'Bureau won’t know
until then, when officials return
to their desks, about the venture.

Bureau feels there is a market
for legit troupes in off-beat spots,

away from the UBO circuit of
towns, in areas that can’t afford
regular touring shows. NCAC
would like to make these legit

tours an annual affair, sending out
two or three such units, once or
twice a year. But It wants a re-

sponsible legit organization, as

sponsor, for selUng purposes.

Loring, Levine, Walker

Pacted for ‘Biittrio Sq.’

Eugene Loring. finished his

choreographic chores on the Stan-
ley Kramer pic, “Five Thousand
Fingers of Dr. T?,” starring Mary
Healy and Peter Lind. Hayes, and
arrived in N. Y., Monday (28), to

prep work on “Buttrio Square,”
musical which Gen, Genovese and
Eddie Woods are to present, with
Billy Gilbert, Lawrence Brooks
and Susan Johnson. Dale Wasser-
man is to direct. Maurice Levine
was signed as conductor and also

to do choral arrangements. Don
Walker will do music arrange-
ments. Book and music are by
Gilbert, Arthur Jones and Fred^
Stamcr.

Rehearsals have been set for

Aug. 20, with tryout in Boston.
Call for singers was announced for

yesterday (Tues.); for dancers, end

;

of week.

‘Happy Marriage* Due
In London Next Month

Glasgow, July 22.

John Clements’ new play, “The
Happy Marriage,” here on a pre-

London tuneup, is scheduled to

open at the Duke of York’s Thea-
tre, London, Aug. 7. It is based on
Jean Bernard Luc’s French farce,

“Le Complexe de Philemon.”
Clements, English aeWr-manager,
also directs and co-stars with his

wife, Joan Hammond.
Clements, normally associated

with classical and period plays,

plans to return soon to this kind of

dramatic production. His current

comedy is playing to solid summer
biz here.

D.C. Junket for N,Y. Crix

To 0.0. ‘Porgy & Bess*
Because “Porgy and Bess*' won’t

play N. Y. and has a different cast
from its prior Broadway presenta-
tion, pressagent Bill Doll is setting
up a junket for N. Y. drama critics

to Washington for the second night
of the musical’s run there, Aug. 5.

Show, which completes a two-week
run in Pittsburgh this week, is

skedded for four wrecks in D. C.
before going overseas.

Alexander SmaUens, “Porgy”
musical director, will leave the
show a week before Its D. C. bow-
out, and fly to Europe on final mu-
sic preparations. Smallens is also
on leave of absence from the show
this week, to fill some Lewisohn
Stadium, N. Y.. concert conducting
dates.

Concert Hegina

For Carnegie HaB
Three concert performances of

Marc Blitzstein’s 1949 Broadway
musical, “Regina,” are skedded for
presentation at Carnegie Hall,
N. Y., in the coming season. Musi-
cal, based on Lillian Heilman’s
drama, “The Little Foxes,” was
presented in concert form at the
Lexington YMHA, N. Y., last

month with most of the original
Broadway cast. Favorable reaction
sparked the Carnegie Hall idea.

It’s also cued six stage perform-
ances of “Regina” that will be
done by various community thea-
tres in „the U. S. this season.
There’s also some talk of a Broad-
way or N. Y. opera house revival.

Sets and costumes from the origi-

nal are available.

Meantime, Blitzstein is in Atlan-
tic City, putting finishing touches
to his new musical, “Reuben, Reu-
ben,” which Cheryl Crawford plans
to produce this season. Blitzstein

hopes to have the work finished

by Sept. 15.

His adaptation of the Berthold
Brecht-Kurt Weill “Three-Penny
Opera,” tried out successfully in

concert form at the Brandeis Mu-
sic Festival in Massachusetts last

month, is also a prospect for this

.season. Work will be recorded this

fall.

GOLDEN SONG OLDIES AS

‘ANIMAL’ B.O. GIMMICK
John Golden dreamed up an un-

usual bit of exploitation for his

current Broadway comedy, “The
Male Animal,” at the Music Box
Theatre. Vot showman bought
a.m. spots for a fortnight over
longhair station WQXR.

Instead of straight plugs, one-
time songwriter Golden conceived
a contest involving identication of

many of his song hits. “I Can
Dance With Everybody But My
Wife,” “Just We Two,” "Poor But-
terfly” and “Goodbye Girls, I’m
Through” -were refrained. First 30
wires naming the Golden oldies
were awarded a single seat to “The
Male Animal.’ In the fortnight,
more than 1,000 wires correctly
identified the songs. Producer em-
ceed his own contest via tape-
recording.

‘Blondes’ Preps Another

Full Tour; Leads Sought
“Gentlemen. Prefer Blondes”

will go out this fall for its second
full-season tour, tentatively set to
open Sept. 15 in Montreal, Carol
Channing and Yvonne -Adair, of
the original company, aren’t avail-
able, being set for the London
production Jack Hylton is ready-
ing.

Main problem of producers Her-
man Levin and Oliver Smith is

to find stibs for Miss Channing and
Jack McCauley, Shlrl Conway,
who replaced Miss Adair last sea-

son, will go out with the troupe
again, as will Eric Brotherson.
John C. Wilson, the stager, now
in London, ia due back Fridity tl),

when auditions will start for new
leads.

Mike Todd is enjoying a pleas-
antly rude awakening with his
Jrnes Beach (N. Y.) outdoor oper*
etta, “A Night in Venice,” all be-
cause the so-called “captive audi-
ence” on which he had Counted as
a surefire boxoffice nucleus just
ain’t. The business that he is do-
ing—and it’s socko—comes not
from the Jones beachcombers, as
was expected, but is widely drawn
from New York City and the near-
by Connecticut and New Jersey
suburbs.

The bridge toll dockers at Jones
Beach attest to that by the fact
that as many as 4,000 cars have
been clocked (at 60c, which goes
to the State Park Commission)
coming over the toll bridge that
leads Into JB after 7 p.m. nightly.
Todd first noticed it at the parking
lots near the stadium, housing his
“Night In Venice”; the 3,600 to 4,-
000 cars in that area would cle.ir
out around 5-6 p.m., and only
around 70 to 100 cars remained,
which he presumed were those
who might take In his outdoor
operetta or be doing something
else.

By the same token the Marine
Circus, the afternoon show which
Mike Todd, Jr., supervises, has
been unable to buck the sun. When
the weather is good the beach Is
too tough competition, and the an-
swer Was the meagre $1,100 young
Todd did with the midaftemoon
aquacade last Saturday. When it
suddenly rains or becomes cloudy
he does better, as on one uncertain
afternoon when the mob was
chased off the beach; that week-
day aft the. gross went up to $1,-
600. That’s not enough business,
however, but because of contrac-
tual commitments, the aquacade
will be continued into August.
The idea of appending the Ma-.

rinc Circus as a supplementary
50c afterpiece was tried out by
Todd last week but he is cooling
off on that because he feels it

(Continued on page 74)

lOOG Daniel Boone Drama

Scoring in Asheville;

Rnn May Be Extended
Asheville, N. C., July 29.

“Thunderland,” frontier drama
of the life of Daniel Boone, enters
its fourth week Friday (1) In the
forest amphitheatre hewn out of
the wilderness eight miles south
of Asheville.

If officials of Sunset “ MountaiiT'"
Attractions, Inc., which is present-
hffe this drama with original music,
with profits pledged to Asheville-
Biltmore College, can extend the
contracts of the 20 principals* who
are members of Actors Equity, and
the 50 dancers and singers, the
play will run until Sept. 6. Other-
wise engagement may end Aug. 30.

“Thunderland,” written by Hu-
bert Hayes, last represented on
Broadway with “Tight Britches,”
and with music and lyrics by La-
mar Stringfield, who won a Pulitzer
Prize some years ago for his South-
land mountain music; was affected,
by three days of rain the opening
week. But since the July 4 dress
rehearsal-opening, attendance has
climbed steadily, and now the
Daniel Boone vs. Indians thriller is

playing to an average of 1,000 resi-
dents and tourists nightly.
No matinees are given, and Mon-

day night shows are eliminated in
favor of Sunday night tourist
traffic.

Unusual aspects about this Ashe-
ville operation might be of inter-

est to showmen and civic organiza-
tions in other states, where an am-
phitheatre drama would be an
added tourist attraction. In the
fii’st place, several hundred people
bought bonds without reading the
script of “Thunderland,” and a
total of $100,ODO was raised in a
few Weeks without a single audition
for show angels.

Clarence E. Morgan, former
Mayor of Asheville, is president of

Sunset Mountain Attractions. Vice-

presidents are Julian A. Woodcock,
W, Elbert Chambers, James O.
Angel and Robert F. Phillips, pres-

ident of board of trustees, Ashe-
ville-Biltmore College. Robert I.

Presley and W. Averill Harris are

the treasurers, John M. Carroll is

chairman of the promotion com-
mittee and secretary Is W. T. Duck-
worth, Jr.
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Evcnlntf Wltli Bentrice
IJIII«

KWsi4sE-s
Sr“;no’^?"wSh""Art5U?5Gj.rd^^^^

Mass,* July 21i 52,

Newport, Ogunquit, East ^mP-
ton Princeton, Olney aim

other houses wWch have

“An Evening With Beatrice Eilli

can now start dusting off tlm SRO
sign and clearing out extra comers

In^which to stack the inonev, judg-

ing by the business the interna-

tional comedienne »dld at Richard

Aldrich’s Falmouth Playhouse here

Booked here as the starting point

for her eight-week tour of straw-

hats, Falmouth went clean for the

week, turning away nearly as many
People as those able to get im

Wking extreme heat and the

Democratic convention, both mat-

inees and all evening performances

found the boxoffice cluttered with,

potential customers hoping for

turn-backs. Miss Lillie could stay

here as long as she wants.

Seeing this tendfic business,

Aldrich quickly engaged the con-

cert show for a vacant week at his

Cape "Playhouse, Dennis, Mass.,

week of Rtm. 25. and the tumawavs

at Falmouth are already buying up

the ducats.
, , ^

Aimed for the class .trade, Miss

Lillie also seems to draw- from

those who are hard to pry away

from their television sets. They

have seen her on TV. Now they

want to see her in person. They
were willing to pass up Senator

Kefauver, an old TV friend, for

“An Evening With Beatrice Lil-

lie” is an intimate variety concert

show with carriage-ttrade
^

trim-

mings. Reginald Gardiner is used

as emcee and tries to keep the au-

dience in the spirit of things while

the star is chenring costumes. The

first act is given .over to familmr

Gavdine’’ monologs, such as his

“Trains,” his pantomiming as a re-

corded trio sings “Mississippi Mud^^

and his longhaired “Conductor.

Gardiner also appears with Miss

Lillie in an old English revue

sketch by Herbert Fargeon, rnod-

eled along the lines of father tell-

ing son the facts of hfe. It s Gai

-

diner’s number, with Miss LlUie

providing the reactions.
^ Also in Act I. Miss Lil ie plays

In a sketch. “A Star’s First Night
. m m 1.1... Tn A

may not be everybodj^s cup of tea,

but he is a good foil and balance

for Miss Lillie.

There are hopes of bringing “An
Evening With Beatrice Lillie” to a

small Broadway house in the fall.

If the first act is cleaned and tight-

ened up, it should go, Vem.

The Bogluce SoDiatm
Westport, Conn., ^uly 28.

White Barn Theatre ^Foundation. Inc.

(Lucille Lortel, director), presentation o£
drama In three act* by Richard Harrity.
Staged by Robert Lanina. Settings by
Richard MerrUl, At White Barn Theatre,
Westport, July 27, '52.

Jim Brennan .Jerry Ansbachcr'
Joe Townsend. Dou* Taylor
Lloyd Wheeler Charles Aidman
Charley Komlski Arch Johnson
Danny Connelly... Ml^chael Prince
Sam Thompson Richard Merrill
Relna Jo Rabb
Vac<iuero Luis Martinez
Montuno Dana Elcar
Jonas Robert Wilkes
Slim Wmis Plnkett
Tops Paul Bowlcy
MP Le Moulton
Officer.... William Carrothers
Mechanic Douglas Bora

being tbft chatty lady visiting the

actress backstage after the per-

formance, sings her- well-known

“Wind Round Uy Heart,’ and acts

In another skit; “References, m
which she plavs an impertinent, in-

efficient maid posing as her mis-

tre'JS giviftg character referenc()s

on herself. In both sketches she is

given able support by Xenia Bapk,

who will tour with the package. In

“References,” the part of the mis-

tress will have to he cast at the

placc.s visited. At Falmouth, the

part was played by Edna Coiirt-

leich. , ,

The whole second act is given

over to Miss Lillie and her songs,

with Kenneth Walton at the piano.

This is what the audience has been
waiting for, and the star and her
fnilowing play together as a team.

Her instinctive timing stands her

in ^ood stead, and if. during a

Tiumber, she feels impelled to put

In an impromptu bit of business,

she docs so. but cuts it short, or

drags it out, depending on reac-

tion of her audience.
Mingled with such favorites as

“Rhythm” and “Marvelous Party,”
are son»»s which Miss Lillie has
sung in England, but are new here.
Included are “Not Wanted on the
Vovage,” “He Was a Gentleman.”
“Come Into the Garden, Maude”
and a zither number in which the
st.'>r sings risque lyrics with wide-
eyed innocence to make it the h’gh
point of the act. She also includes
a mediev of tunes popular during;
World War I.

The act is brought to a flash fin-

ish with “There Are Fairies in the
Bottom of Our Garden.” emnloy-
Ing the feathered fan and the long
string of pearls and all their en-
tanglements. and the natrons stay
on. yelling for more after the house
light.s are up.

Richard Harrity’s one-act play,

“Hope Is R Thing With Feathers,”
first performed on Broadway sev-

eral seasons ago, has already be-

come a standard curtain-raiser of

prevailing interest and distinction.

There has been much speculation

therefore about his first full-

length play. This is it.

Harrity wrote . “Dogface Sonata”

in the early days of World War II,

when he was attached, to the Ca-
ribbean Defense Command, sitting

out the conflict in the defense of

the Panama Canal. It is a familiar

story, the reactions of a cross-sec-

tion of American youths relegated

to defensp assignments in dreary
outposts. This time they are de-

posited in an isolated Coast Artil-

lery station on the edge of a

Panama jungle.

.You can pick ’em from left to

right, the surly, intolerant hate-

spreading one; the romantic,

caught in the spell of a native

jane; the Dick Rover, grim and
fine, but twotiraed .by his stateside

wife; the overgrown one, display-

ing his “kid's” picture at the drop

of a card; the southern boy with

the Comedy relief.

Harrity writes with warmth and
honesty, but with limited sense of

characterization. These are surface

people from a thousand mempries,

And “Dogface Sonata” certainly

gets a surface performance at

Westport. Ten days of rehearsal in

the summer is high dispensation,

but the young players this time
fail to match the privilege; Robert
Laning, the director, has given

them to ramble and mutter, and
half the .time, even in the small,

pleasant proportions of this stand,

they are incoherent.

Jo Rabb is the only lady in the

company and she has some mov-
ing moments as a Panamanian stu-

dent who is disheartened by the

world §he finds beyond her home-
land. Miss Rabb is also guilty at

times of catching incoherence
from the men in the company.

Jerry Ansbacher and Doug Tay-
lor share the best of the male roles

and give the best performances,
while the evening’s only fun and
charm comes from Richard Mer-
rill as the beguiling southern boy.

Minimum sets, also by Merrill,

are first rate. Doul.

workers are stationed at an e:ji:peri‘*

mental spot on the Island ‘of St.

Hilary in the Atlantic. Their devo-

tion to the tank and Ferrers’ iron

hand have turned their existence

into a monastic one.
During an unsuccessful experi-

ment Selby, close friend and top-

co-worker of Ferrers’ is kijled. To
replace him, his sister, Karen, also

a math whiz, is brought on to re-

place him. contrary to Ferrers' de-

sires. Then sex and love rear their

heads. Conflicts ensue, abetted by

the Admiralty’s impatience with

failures of the experiment; passes

by Lady ftelston, 'vrife of the genial

Rear Admiral in command of the

island, at Ferrers, and her antip-

athy to Karen.
After another experimental fail-

ure and Ferrers’ adamant refusal

to admit an error in his figures, the

station is to be closed. A last-min-

ute falsehood by Karen to sym-

pathetic Ldrd' of the Admiralty
Harrowby staves onff shutting down
of the station. Karen’s lie was that

she had discovered an error in Fer-

rer’s calculations. The latter ac-

cepts the subterfuge and the high

spiritual side of Morgan’s propo-

nents of singleness of mind and
spirit becomes a bit besmirched.
William Gibberson, in his first

appearance at the local playhouse,

gives a good account of himself as

Lieut. Commander Brissing, show-
ing the earthiness of the character.

Gaye Jordon is at her best as Lady
Helston, the catty, sexy wife of the

humorous Rear Admiral Helston.

The latter part is well lined by
Gage Clarke. John Austin lends
simplicity and understanding to the

part of Harrowby. William Swan
comes up with another of his fine

performances as the vacillating

Lieut. Commander Sandford. .Wil-

liam- Roerick and Eleanor Wilson
do all they can to bring to life two
mathematical geniuses in love, hut
the playwright’s pomposity is too

great' a handicap. Director William
Miles brings out all the potentiali-

ties the script contains. William
Robert’s set is his best of the sea-

son.
Opus has a six-month London run

and a year Paris tenure to its cred-

it In the liability column is an
eight-performance run in New
York back in 1939. A revival,
though the bomb destroyer theme
is most timely now, would undoubt-
edly meet with the same N.Y. ver-

dict, Russ.

The Flashing Stream
Stockbridge, Mass., July 22.

Berkshire Playhouse presentation of
drama in three acts (live scenes) by
Charles Morgan, Feature.s Eleanor Wil-
son, William Roerick, Howard Whitfield,
Gage Clarke. Staged by William Miles.
Setting by William Roberts. At Berk-
shire Playnouso, Stockbridge, July 21, *52.

Comm. Henry Carr Howard Whitfield
Coi'poral Denham Stuart Germain
Lt. Comm. Peter Brissing Wm. Gibberson
Comm. Edward Ferrers William Roerick
Lt. Comm. Sandford WiUiam Swan
Lady Helston Gayc Jordon
Admiral Sir George Helston Gage Clarke
Right. Hon. Harrowby . .John w, Austin
K.ircn Selby Eleanor Wilson
Cupt,-tm Winter E. E. Clive, Jr.

Charles Morgan, successful Brit-
ish novelist and erstwhile drama
critic of the London Times, using
his scholarly prose style, has turned
out a thin piece of playwriting that
at times lacks lucidity, and at
others is so verbose that it becomes
boring. His theme of singleness of
mind seems better suited for the

1 • * 41
'
bnnted page, where there’s betterAVeakness of the show is in the . chance to humanize the leadinc

firsl act, but Mward Duryca Dowl -

1

Droponents of his academic thStfbv- producer and director of the ; This he does not do in the olav:package, is al()ng \yith the show , Drama adds nothing unusual to the

Ke'^ilTot -- - inSSTS
GiUdinci should try out new ma- Tale reveals the "RriticVi Arimir-

int itv
^ ma- alty's experiment with aerial tor-joiitv from the new generation of pedoes to be used ii elfminntinp

X.....
^ issed him in hi.s

I oncmv homhprt: FTir. —j - x.mi in his
two Broadway appearances. His
highly personal, specialized style

enemy bombers. For the work,
Commander Edward Ferrers, a
mathematical genius, and three co-

Quota Plan
Continued from page 73

the meantime the new American
Equity ruling, with its $500 week-
ly minimum for imported artists,

will! be suspended and British
threat of reprisals nullified.

American thespers now working
in London consider the final clause
in the new American Equity rules
provides a convenient “out” in

paving the way for new negotia-
tions. This permits any of the
rules to be changed, amended or
revoked by the Council at any time
without prior notice.

Precedent - for a management-
operated quota In the theatre was
established some years ago, when
vaudeville houses came to an
agreement with the Variety Art-
ists Federation. This pact lays
down a fixed percentage for for-
eign acts, hut gives the manage-
ments a completely free hand in
choice of artists.

Two Productions Balked
Equity put a ban on employ-

ment of British actors in the U. S.

theatre unless they received more
than $500 a week, and decided that
all foreign companies must employ
60% of Americans in their casts.

Rjilings have already snarled
two productions, the importation
by the Playwrights Co. of a London
cast fqr “Trial of Mr. Pickwick,”
and the Theatre Guild’s importa-
tion of the present London pro-
duction of Shaw’s “The Million-
airess,” starring Katharine Hep-
burn.

Guild had planned to bring the
“Millionairess” troupe in for a 12-
week run in October, and now feels
stymied. The Playwrights Co. got
a sort of

,
reprieve, when Equity

relaxed its ruling to permit man-
agement to bring over the “Pick-
wick” actors, provided they ar-
rived here by Aug. 16, date the
alien regulations go into effect.

Equity maintain;; that its new
rulings were motivated by the sit-

uation now prevailing in England,
where U. S. talent has been balked
(except for a few stars) in getting
working permits. Equity move is

an attempt to get more free inter-
change, although first reaction
from abroad has been the threat
of more retaliation. Another rea-
son for Equity’s ruling, of course,

! is to help get more work for U, S.

1
actors in this country.

Legit Followup

Top
(WINTER GARDEN) *

Jack Carter, suhhink for Phil

Silers for two weeks as lead In

“Top Banana,” knocks himself out

in a hard-working Impersonation
of a know-it-all TV comedian, for

firstrate results. Himself a TV name
(the Jack Carter Show, etc.), Car-
ter puts oh a brash, heariy and
varied performance that keeps the
show spinning at a merry rate. His
routine is closely imitative of Sil-

vers, while he lacks a little of the

latter’s terrific speed and staccato,

mile-a-minute delivery.

But his enthusiasm and all-round
drive, combined with his own
comio style (such as his imitations

of Churchill, Jessel, Dr. Kronk-
hite, a trained seal, etc.), make him
an admirable substitute, and a legit

draw in his own right. A genuine-
ly funny performer, he broke up
other cast members several times
on the night show was caught.

Some other recent cast' changes
have been distinct improvements.
Danny Scholl, as romantic sing-
ing lead, is personable, and of fine

voice, and has a big edge on his
predecessor. Audrey Meadows is

also fine. Attractive, and a good
singer, she doesn’t punch as hard
as did Rose Marie, and comes off

better. Her big song, “I Fought
Every Step of the Way,” carries
more impact than before,

Jolmny Coy is an okay replace-
ment for Bob Scheerer, with as
good a style in tap dancing, and
more actual work in his presenta-
tion.

Show holds up very well after
nine months. Big moments are
still sock—the early bits about bur-
lesque and the wonderful late-eve-
ning burlesque throwback; the
singing dog bit; Sans Souci num-
ber, etc. Old reliables like Joey
Faye, Herbie Faye and Jack Al-
bertson still deliver 100%, and
Judy Linn is the same winsome
heroine. Show is laying off this
weekend (2) until Labor Day, to
dodge the heat and resultant slack
biz. Bron.

The Seven Arts Hall, Inc,, has
been chartered to conduct a pro-
ducing and theatrical business in
New York. Directors are Yoshiko
Fujii, Albert H. Socolov and at-
torney Gloria Agrin.

‘Venice’
Continued from page 73

spoils the mood of “Night In
Venice.” He utilized the Intermis-
sion as a showcase with a “sample”
of the ensuing aquacade, hut
found the extra take not worth-
while. Besides the ^mood aspects,
he has been further complicateii
by the sundry unions raising the
issue that it was a two-in-one-
show, and warranted overtime.

Fancy Grosses
Todd says he grossed $111,574

last week, exceeding the record
high for the preceding (fourth)
stanza, which clocked $103,000. He
points to the $6,100 “Venice” tix
sold at the dark Rivoli Theatre,
on Broadway, on one day, as evi-
dence that the Jones Beach pull
is strictly away from the Long Is-

land spot and has nothing to do
with a captive audience. He also
has four Skouras theatres on Long
Island selling tickets, but avers
that of the lllG take last week,
possibly only 10% came from off-

the-beach. Todd has discovered
that that clientele ^ too enervated
by the sun and constitutes what he
calls “the chopsuey trade; they eat
and hit the sack early after a long
day on the sand.”
Todd needs $35,000 to break be-

sides a large hidden nut such as
180 treasurers and $7,300 for ads.
The Rivoli h.o. on Broadway has

clocked daily sales of $4,600, $1,-

800, $2,100, $2,300 and $2,700 oh
one Monday-Friday a week ago,
which is typical of the pace. Sat-
urday and Sunday sales jit the Riv
are nil. The four Skouras thea-
tres in Queens and Long Island
which sell pasteboards for “Venice”
average $700 a day each, thcybest
one being a Queens Blvd. house
which gets nearer $900 on the day.
Both Rivoli and the Skouras the-

atres don’t charge Todd for any-
thing but the lights; besides, the
four theatres also run cuffo trail-

ers advocating “it’s good for peo-
ple to get out to the beach,” etc.

The Marine Circus is a 2:30 p.m.
affair at 50 and 60c admission and
moving it down later in the after-
noon has been of no avail; the

1 beach is still too much competi-
1 tion.

‘Colony’ SliB Thrilling

Folk Drama in 12tli Year

r. V
--““Is

Greensboro, N. C., July 29.

“The Lost Colony ” Paul Green’s
eloquent drama of Sir Walter
Raleigh’s lost colony on Roanoke
Island, is running full tilt in its

12th season, and again drawintf
enthusiastic audiences to the
waterside theatre on the Island
Sam Selden is still directing, with
Cliff Britain assisting and Will
Long as technical director. William
M. Hardy has replaced John Park-
er as general manager*

Most exciting change in the play
Is the addition of a new fight
scene between Indians and settlers,

which adds suspense and rapid
action ter the show. This year’s
acting is firstrate, wdth Lillian
Prince in her sixth successful sea-

son as the Impetuous, imperious
Queen Elizabeth; Robert Arm-
strong in his seventh year as the
stalwart John Borden; Andrew
Griffith as dashing Sir Walter
Raleigh; Barbara Edwards Griffith

as the tender but staunch Eleanor
Dare, and Ainslie Pryor as Gov-
ernor White.

Frederick Young, last season’s

emcee, this year plays Old Tom,
comic character of the show, who
develops from a drunken roisterer

in the English taverns to a re-

sourceful, dependable leader
guarding the fort on Roanoke,
Young makes ^he role one of the

highlights this year by skillfully

bringing out the transition of Old
Tom from lowbrow comedian to

pioneer hero.

Credit for the smooth, profes-

sional movement of the show from
scene to scene goes to Elmere
Oettinger, stage manager; for the

attractive costumes, to Irene Smart
Rains; for the effective lighting,

to James Byrd.

Greatest disappointment of the

show, to one who has seen it many
times in other years, is the de-

terioration of the dance sequences

from the former strength and

virility established by Foster Fitz-

Simons, to the Follies-like postur-

ing of the present choreography.

The dances are more reminiscent

of Rockettes than of Indians.

“The Lost Colony” is still a

great show; and the final burst of

song as the colonists march out

to join the Indians and to become
indeed “the lost colonists” still

gives a lift to the audience and

a thrill to any spectator who sees

the show time and time again.

Hard.

Legit Need
.Continued from page 72

munities have no means of making

a nationwide study of the problem,

and their elective or appointive

commissions for city planning know
relatively little about the kind of

theatre they should or might build,

or what the requirements are for

a successful modern theatre build-

ing.

It’s unfortunate that groups m
the east, such as Council for the

Living Theatre and American Na-

tional Theatre & Academy, aren't

In a position to wheel into San

Diego and help those people who

want a new theatre to get what

they want, and get it built the right

way.
If, as*^ is quite apparent, some

large portion of the future of the

living theatre lies in farflung com-

munity cultural programs not en-

tirely unlike that of the great pu^b-

lic library system we have ip.

country, then the sooner this is

faced and understood clearly tne

sooner a real, practical soluti()n for

the renaissance of theatre will he

evolved.
If the community of San Diego

were to build an adequate stage

plant to serve its widespread needs,

and if this property were not de-

pendent as real estate on •npkin^g

an annual profit, the whole fin^ '

cial picture of the Louring pmy

would alter overnight. The

nut would be eliminated, and

operating nut of the show reduced

to the •• point where many pia>

could tour successfully on a budg

15 to 25% lower than at present.

The -hunger for theatre exL^

The wealth and community awm*-

ness exists.
, . -

All that seems to jnissin.a i

sound j^rogram for ^ ..(ip.

can communities to .up.

quate facilities for staging t

atre of tomorrow.
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Legit Shows Abroad
LONDON

(Wc*k fcndlIl|^ Jwly w

d/riMAri Bltttf SM/ IhiCMiD <3^f

«l£xeU*w*w^^
<'Cjv D©#/' ’Pi<;<^dllly

4f.'b. iSvm/ fflok*, fM*)-
«iH Ch»ne©ry/' Art

"Lcnd«n LKUfhi/' A**J:*P“ /KirLs
/<t eve of Colowol^/^ Wyn*- (8WW*50»

"Meof Cilloho**/' Gorrlck

•

.SeHMtrof," l^ew (Mp). •

"Much Ad# Nothing*" Phoonlit. a-11).

*'5>«rl» to Plccodllly/ Pr. Wolei (4-19).

/'KStIvo V.loo," Sivoy (11.28.S1);

..MlSctont Horooi/; White. <9-12;50).

"Ranch In Roeklo*/" iCmptoa* (6-S).

"Soagull* sorronto/" Apollo (8-14.90).

"Sooth racifle," Drury ^Lane* (11-1-51).

"Step Forward/" Stroud ('J-OO).

"Swtot MadnoiS/" VaudevlUo (5-21).

"Under Syedntoro," St. Jrames (4-23).

"Water of Moot*/" Heymarket (4-19-5D.

"Winter St- Jamee’f (W).
"Woman of Twilight#" Vi^ Pal. (6-18).

"Zip Coe* a Million#" Palaco (10-20.5D.
"Yoong ill!.#" Criterion (4-2).

MEXICO CITY
(Week ending. July 12)

"Jane I* Cirl," Colorj.

"Life of Other," IdeaL
"Le Tartuffe," Mollere,
"Wet gaek*/" Bolivar.
"Edward'* Ions," CaracoL'
"Theodora," Chopin.

MADRID
(Week ending July 26)

"Honeymoon In Four#' 'Alcazar.
"Lo* quatro bo*oi/" Calderon.
"Star* Romance*/" Alvarez.
"Cuba to Spain," Carloa UI.
"Day Night Madrid," Coraedia.
"ImporlaL VIolottoa," Lope do Vega.
"Matrlmenlo* on la luna/' Aelna.
"Piernas d« soda," Zarzuela.

RAWS
(Week ending August 2)

"Amant Par Itage," Caalno.
"Beau DImancho," Mlchodiere.
"Chanteur de Mexico," Cliatelet.
"Comedians Bols," ComedlO.
"Dialogue* dec Carmelite*," Hebertot.
"Duchess D'AIgwes,'" Michel. ^

"(Jaliiardc Avenfure," Potiniere.
"Gay Paris," Casino de Paris.
"Jesus La Callle," Antoine.
"Lysistrata," Humour.
"Marcel," Bernhardt.
"Occupe-Toi Minimum," Palals-AoyaL
"Ombre Chere," Edouard.
"Oncle Vanya," Theatre do Poucho.
"Paris Calant," Capuclnes.
"Petito Femme Loth#" Montp.-Baty.
"Plein Feu," Emplro.
"Puceau," Ambigu.
"Tete de* Autre*," Atelier.
"Vampire," Grand Guignol.
"Violettas Imporiaies," Mogador.
"Vralt Fella," FoUes-Bergero.

AUSTRALIA
(Week ending July S5)

Berothy," Royel, Sydney.
;
S^nos Bergere," Tivoli, Sydney.

' Seagulls Over Serrent#," Comedy,-Mel."Tommy Trindor Show," Tlvourslel.
"Lerger Than Life," Princeai, MeL
"Cassino," Empire, Sydney.
;;Ah«Io ^et Gun," Maj., Melb.
"Sleeping ^Princes*," Royal, Adel.

irIl^d
(Week ending July 26)

House, Belfast.

/#^5y
WIfo'i Pamlly," Opera House, Cork,

i 5 Abbey, Dublin.
Gaiety, Dublin.

"Three Sister*/" Gate, Dublin.

ruenoTaires
.....

(Week ending June 10)
"MI Suegra," Apolo.
"La* lagrimas tamblen," Ateneo.
"De Kspana Llega," Argentino.
"Cuando |«* Duondos," Astral,
"La Verbana," Avenlda.
"Straetcar Named Dotire," Casino.
"Florence est Folio," Cervantes.
"M]gu#l do Molina," Comedia.
."La Lampara Cncendida," Comico.
"El Diablo on el Telefone," Corriente*.
"Lo* Chico* Creeon," Llceo.
"F.B," El Naclonal.
"Sepa Nicola," Marconi. .

"Bourgeois Centilhemme," Odeon.
"TIerra del Destine," Pueblo.
"Celos del Aire," Empire.
"LadrOncIte," Splendid.
"Jexebof," Lasalle.
"Madea," Nuevo.
"Vandaval," San Martin.
"Hombres en ml Vida," Smart.
"Caprice*," Antigone," Van RieL
"0|e» Lleno* de Amor," Vers.
"La Verdad gre* To#" Pat.

TOURING BRITAIN
(Week ending July 10)

"Blue For Boy," Hlpp, Golder's Green.
"Brigadoon/' Opera House, Belfast.
"Carousal," Pavilion, Bournemouth.
"Cosh Boy," Hlpp., Salford.
"Fourpo*t#Y," King's, Southsea.
"Gay'* tho Word," New, Oxford.
"Goodnight, Vienna," Royal, Newcastle
"Hollow," Prince of Wales, Cardiff.
"King'* Rhapsody," Empire, Sheffield.
"KU* Mo, Koto,'' Court, Liverpool.
"Ladles Night," Regent. Rotherham.
"Lilac Time," Royal, Bath.
"Merry WIdew," Hipp., Coventry.
"My Wife'* Lodger," New, Northamp.
"Navy At Sea," Palace Pier, Brighton.
"No, Nanette," Alhambra, Bradford.
"Oklahoma," New, Cardiff.
"Quadrillo," Opera House, Manchester.
"Stylish Marriage," Empire, Sunderland.
•"Whit# Sheep," Opera House, Chelt.
"Worm'* Eye View," Grand, Leeds.

-^SCOTLAND
rweek ending Aug. 2)

"Quadrille," Lyceum, Edinburgh.
"Florodora," King's, Glasgow.
"Half-Fast light," Edinburgh and Royal,

Glasgow.
"Lace on Her Fetticoat," Alhambra,

Glasgow.

Legit Bits

Jessie Royec Landis, after tw<
years in England, is due back ii

N. Y. end of August. She closec
an 11-month run in ‘'And So t(

Bed” in London Saturday -Jiigh
(26), and is doing a short tour o;

the provinces in it . . . Joanni
Albus, co-producer of the Houstoi
Playhouse, is directing “The Inno
cents,” which bows there Aug. 6

Ted Goldsmith, advance man or
‘Porgy and Bess,” i« leaving enc
of -week to rejoin “Gentlemer
Prefer Blondes.” Stan Brody wil
replace Goldsmith, picking ui
Porgy” in Washington Aug. 4
and staying with it for its four
week D. C. run, before it goes tc
Europe. Bob Ganshawwill replace
Brody in the Bill Doll office foi
the four-week hiatus.

George Bcllac's “The Trouble
inakers,” presented by the Nev
Dramatists’ Committee in N. Y
this spring, goes into rehearsal ir
London Aug. 13 under the au-
thors direction: Gene Jjyons, whe
played the lead in the off-Broad-
way showing at Palm Garden, wil
play the same role in England
Hal Cooper, Peter Glenn and Les
ne Linder are co-producers, whil(
Desmond O’Donovan is Loncior
manager. A late September Wesi
End opening is planned.

Russ Landi, cousin of the lat(

'''^Gl make his legii
debut in Gary Stevens’ first pro-

tiff

^

musical comedj
Chloro-FolUes,” whic^ he

bring to Broadway this

Roland, legit ac
France after

Pi’dmetheus in the
^®sLival product!

in
Bound.” He

Hi English, rest .of cast in G
Raymond Massey and hi

on tin ^3st Thursda
suppo!

uretania . . . Eric

drama critic for the New )

from *t‘ Shephard- in
Monday (28)

Dlavpr ^ ^dSagement as fe

Jop^
“Irving Revue

“'VInn^^T’ pressageijMoon Is Blue,” is in Asl

tionai’ weeks to

“Thim/i *^,®''^spaper publicil
outdoor

fid’s ^fi

‘
' Siegel, Me^

A from 3

havP^^^’-V* find

stage

Plav (tl'if
former’s forthc

(Mill untitled) which )

Bloomrarden will produce in the
fall . . . Elaine Malbin, Dorothy
Sarnoff and Howard Jarratt to have
lead roles in Robert L. Jos^h’s
production of Charles Friedman’s
“My Darlin’ Aida,” based on the
Verdi opera . . Theatre Guild
asked Jo*e Ferrer to stage and act
in “The Love of Four Colonels,”
planned for early next year.

Barn Notes

Dancer Lee Lindsey ,is touring
the barn circuit in “Kiss Me, Kate,”
in the Bill Calhoun role . . . Ed-
mon Ryan quit the Constance- Ben-
nett’s bam tryout, “I Found April’’

. . . Maureen Stapleton will appear
in the tryout of “Tin Wedding,” by
Hagar Wilde and Judson O’Don-
nell, at Westport (Conn.) Play-
house, Sept. 1 . . . Helen Richards,
pressagent for Danbury (Conn.)
Melody Fair the last eight weeks,
has left to return to her old duties
on the Coast as publicity gal on
Paul Gregory’s “Don Juan” pro-
duction. A1 Perlman' and Carlson
Spear are taking over press chores
at Danbury . ._ .Kayc Ballard makes
her tent debut as Annie in “Annie
Get Your Gun” at Neptune Music.
Circus, Asbury Park, N. J., week
of Aug. 5. Jordan Bentley plays
opposite . . . Eugene R. Wood, who
appeared in “Over 21” at the Spa
Summer Theatre, Saratoga Springs,
N. Y., last week, is chairman of'

the drama department at Ithaca,

N. Y., College . . . John Ma^iin is

starred in “Tobacco Road” at the
Sacandaga Park (N. Y.) Summer'
Theatre this week.

Bill Butler just finished directing
Menotti’s “Old Maid and the Thier
for a recently-formed troupe which
will tour New England' in late

summer and .fa^ll. He’s off Aug. 1

for a trip to Arizona, to scout new
territory for the touring players.

Massine Mystery Play
Perugia, Italy, July 22.

Leonide Massine, famed dancer-,

choreographer, iS .produci rTg

“Laudi Evangeli,” a mystery play

based on seven episodes in the life

of Jesus Christ, with the Teatro
Communalc of Florence, at the St.

Domenico church here in Septem-
ber. Traditional pageant will be

choreographed this year and will

last an entire evening.

Arrangements are being maije

to film the play In color and also

in black and white for television.

‘Norway’ Neat $31,500

.

In Pordand Stanza
JL VX tlAlZUo

“Song of Norway” kicked off
the 1952-53 legit season here by
racking up a neat $31,500 for five
^enings and two matinees at the
Civic Auditorium last week (22-26).
The 4,000-seat house was scaled to
$4.80.

William Duggan is presenting
four musicals at the big house this
fall, and sold all four on a season
deal, with Individual seats set-to
sell about a week before show
time.

“Call Me Madam” is due in for
a week, starting Sept. 1. “Stalag
17” is due at the Mayfair Theatre
for* a week the middle of August.

Bolls’ $2?,500,

M SG, Chi
Chicago, July 29.

Although there are only two at-
tractions here, both fared badly
bv last week, due to the Demo-
cratic convention. Oddly enough.
Loop film houses had an excellent
week. Matinees were also weak.

Nothing In sight until Sept. 2,
when “Stalag 17” opens the fall
season at the Erlanger,

Estimates for Last Week
“Bell, Book and Candle,” Harris

(22d week) ($4.50; 1,000). Demos
haven’t been kind to comedy; mild
$8 ,000 .

“Guys and Dolls,” Shubert (22d
week) ($6; 2,100). Riding out this
week with light $27,500.

‘PORGY’ FAIR $22,500,

‘VENUS’ HOT 40iG, PIH.
Pittsburgh, July 29.

Nixon reopened last week with
“Porgy and Bess” after a month’s
shutdown—first time anybody can
remember that the ho»i‘'e h*" •

shuttered in middle of summer

—

and eight performances of tiie i-w
Blevins Davis-Robert Breen pro-
duction of the George Gershwin
musical brought in Only a modest
$22,500. Too many factors were
against the attraction, principal one
probably being the unseasonal
period for regular legit, and it

never cashed in on the fine notices.
It’s been years since anything ever
gaPnered such raves. Top is $5.20
($4 plus taxes), and second and
final stanza, which is current,
doesn’t look too promising unless
revival suddenly catches fire on
strength of continued press help.
Newspapers have gone all out in an
effort to push show over the top
and this may pay off.

Plenty stiff competition for
“Porgy and Bess” was summer
opera version at Pitt Stadium of
‘‘One Touch of Venus,” starring
Russell Nype, Kyle MacDonnell
and Richard Smart. It got a wallop-
ing $40,500 to everybody’s surprise,
running only slightly behind “Ca-
rousel” and “The Desert Song,”
the two previously biggest winners.
“Venus” got best breaks possible
from the weather and while the
offering itself wasn't considered too
hot, Nype and Miss MacDpnnell, a
big teevee fave here, proved
plenty potent ' b.o. draw. In the
beginning, this was the one offer-

ing sponsors were most worried
about. Stadium now has “Annie
Get Your Gun,” with Sandra Deel
back in the title role she first did
here under the stars in 1950.

‘Central Park’ 28G for 7

In LouisYille AI Fresco
Louisville, July 29.

“Up In Central Park,” third out-
door show of the current Iroquois
Amphitheatre season, closed Sun-
day (27) after tallying a big $28,000
gross for seven performances. The
Denis Du-For production of the
Romberg piece, presented by the
Louisville Park Theatrical Assn.,
had a cast headed by Earl Wright-
son and Joan Roberts.
“Great Waltz,” current' week’s

attraction, opened Monday (28),

with Robert Shafer and Nancy
Kenyon in the leads. Genia Mell,
ballerina, is dance soloist. Produc-
tion was staged by Edward • Clark
Lllle^. “Carousel” will follow,
starting Aug. 4.

‘Tony’ Bows on Coast
Los Angeles, July 29.

“Tony Beaver,” a new light

opera with score by Josef Marais,
of the folktune team of Marais
& Miranda, will get its world pre-

miere Fri(iay (i) at Idlewild. It

will be a production of the Idle-

wild School of Music and Arts.

Book and lyrics for the ojpera were
written by Max Berton.
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‘Maritza’ 36G, St Louis
St. Louis, July 29.

Combattidg interest in the Demo-
cratic convention and sizzling tem-
perature that reached 105 Saturday
(26), “Countess Maritza”” wound
up its third single frame since 1931
in the Municipal Theatre Assn.’s
al fresco playhouse Sunday (27)
with only a fair estimated gross of
$36,000.

New, modernized version of
“Mile. Modiste” teed off a single
frame last night (Mon.). Gross was
approximately $3,500.

Tacific’ $13,165,

loon’ 21G, Frisco

San Francisco, July 29.

“South Pacific,” second in the
series of Civic Light Opera pro-
ductions, shuttered Saturday night
(26) after four sock stanzas at the
3,250-seat Opera House. Musical,
starring Janet Blair and Webb Til-

ton, hit a hefty $73,165 for its final

frame, with house scaled to $4.80.

“Call Me Madam,” with Elaine
Stritch and Kent Smith, followed
“South Pacific” into the Opera
House, preeming Monday night
(28).

“Stalag 17,” with John Ericson
and George Tobias, chalked up a
good $17,000 for its second week
at the 1,550-seat Geary with a $3.60
top.

Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
opened Monday (21) at the 1,758-

seat Curran with house scaled to
$4.80. First week of seven per-
formances showed only $4,100,
Ballet is set for two .frames.

“The Moon Is Blue,” with David
Niven, Diana Lynn and Scott
Brady, moved up to hit a husky
$21,000 for its third week at the
1,147-seat United Nations. House is

scaled to $4.20.

‘CAROUSE’ FINE 35iG

AT DALLAS STATE FAIR
Dallas, July 29.

“Carousel,” fourth bill of the
^tate Fair Musicals’ season in State
Fair Auditorium, grossed a fine

$35,500 from 24,000 payees through
Sunday (27), first week of a fort-

night’s stand. Take beat -any single
week’s b.o. of /predecessors, “Tree
Grows in Brooklyn” and “Student
Prince,’’ but didn’t challenge the
hefty $42,715 first week of “Porgy
and Bess,” season’s opener.

First Stanza’s gross is impressive,
due to bucking the Demmy con-
clave and 100-degree weather.
Local critics kudosed the staging
lavishly.

Producer Charles R. Meeker, Jr.,

managing director of State Fair
Musicals, Inc., started rehearsals
yesterday (Mon.) for “Wizard of

Oz,” season’s penultimate produc-
tion, which stars Buddy Ebsen and
Marilyn Day, supported by balle-

rina MaNa 'Tallchlef, and cornice

Erik Rhodes and Joe E. Marks.

Current Road Shows
,

{July 2S-August 2)

“Bell, Book and Candle” (Joan
Bennetty Zachary Scott)—^Harris,

Chi (28-J9).

“Call Me Madam';—Memorial
Aud., Frisco (28-2); O'pera House,
Frisco (4-9).

“Fourposter” (Jessica Tandy.
Hume Cronyn)—^Biltmore, L.A„
(28-9).

“Good Night Ladies”—National
Wash. (28-2).

“Guys and DQlls'*—Shubert, Ch.l

(28-9).

“Moon Is Blue” (David Niven,
Diana Lynn) — United Nations,
Frisco (2^2); Alcazar, Frisco (4-9).
‘
“Porgy ancl Bess”—^Nixon, Pitt,

(28-2).

“Song of Norway” — Mayfair,
Portland (28-29); Met, Seattle (30-

2 ).

“South Pacific” (Janet Blair,

Webb 'Tilton)—^Philharmonic Aud..
L.A. (28-9).

“Stalag 17”—Geary, Frisco (28-

i9).

Another general boxoffice. drop
hit Broadway !^ast week, .the mid-
season July slump slipping further
in wake of the Democratic conven-
tion and the continued heatwave.
Feeling, however, . is that Broad-
way has hit Its low point, and that
it might be on the upturn this
week. Several managements com-
plained about. the shortage of ice
to cool their theatres, and one
show, “Fourposter,” cancelled its .

Saturday matinee (26) because of
lack, of ice and inability to cool
off the house.
“Top Banana,” originally set to

continue with Jack Carter as four-
.week sub for the vacationing Phil
Silvers, reconsidered under stress
of 'the heat and sagging b.o,, and
after two Carter-starred stanzas
will lay off Saturday (2) for four
weeks, to reopen Labor Day with
Silvers back. The Winter Garden
b.o., however, will remain open.

“Point of No Return,” Paul Os-
born’s adaptation of the John P.
Marquand novel, starring Henry
Fonda, reopens Monday night (4)

at the Alvin after a five-week vaca-
tion.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Musi-
cal Drama), O (Operetta).
Other varenthetic designations

refer, respectively, to top prices;
number of seats, capacity gross and
stars. Price includes 20% amuse-
ment tax, but grosses are net: i.e.,

exclusive of tax.

“Fourposter,” Barrymore (40th
wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $24,996) (Betty
FieW, Burgess Meredith). Under
$8,000 for seven (previous week,
$8,500). Saturday matinee (26)
canceled when ice ran dut.
.“Guys and Dolls,” 46th St. (88th

wk) (MC48.60; 1,319; $43,904).
Grossed $39,500 (previous stanza,
$40,900).
“King and I,” St. James (70th

wk) ( MC-$7.20; 1,571; $51,717)
(Celeste Holm). Nearly $51,000
(previous frame, $51,450).
“Male Animal,” Music Box (13th

wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $25,903) (El-
liott Nugent, Martha Scott,
Robert Preston). Up a bit to $10,-
600 (previous week, $10,320).
“Moon Is Blue,” Miller (73d wk)

(C-$4.80; 920; $21,586) (Donald
Cook, Barry Nelson, Maggie Mc-
Namara). Around $6,000 (previous
frame, same).
“New Faces,” Royale (11th wk)

(R-$6; 1,035; $30,600). Around
$23,000 (previous stanza, around
$22,000).
“Fal Joey,” Broadhurst (30th

Wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,160; $39,602)
eVivienne Segal, Harold Lang).
Grossed $32,185 (previous week,
$35,000).
“South Pacific,” Majestic (171st

wk) (MC-$6; 1,659; $50,18.6) (Mar-
tha Wright, George Britton).
Nearly $31,000 (previous stanza,

$33,500).
“Top . Banana,” Winter Garden

(39th wk) (CD-$6.60-$7.20; 1,519;

$51,881) (Jack ^Carter). Below
$18,000 (previous week, $18,000).
Lays off Saturday (2) till Labor
Day.
“Wish You Were Here,” Im-

perial (5th wk) (MC-$7.20 1,400;

$51,847). Over $25,000 (previous
week, over $26,700).

‘MADAM’ BNE $55,200

INLOSANGEESHNALE
Los Angeles, July 29.

Town has two houses alight this

week with the.twin bows last night

(Mon.) of “Fourposter” and “feouth

Pacific.” There’s no flood of

bookings in sight, however, and

prospects for the next few months

are slim.

. “South Pacific” replaces “Call

Me Madam” on the Civic Light

Opera sked at the Philharmonic

Aud. “Madam” finaled its five-

week stand Saturday with a fine

total of $267,500. Final week’s
tally, hit a whopping $55,200, just

about every seat in. the house.

“Fourposter” rekindled the Bilt-

more, dark since the departure of

“Stalag 17" a fortnight ago.

Constance Cox's dramatization of
Gustav Flaubert’s “Madame Bov-
ary” goes into production at Rio
de Janiero in September . . . Ac-
tre.ss Elizabeth Hunt has become
an authoress, having written a
domestic comedy titled “Never Be
Surprised.”
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Plays Abroad

Tlie by M«rrl*ge
aas'gow, July 25,

John Clements (In, assoclatlpn with An-

thony Vivian) presentation p£ comedy in

three nets, stasc«<i written by Clem-

SSs. Stars aementj. Kay Hammond.
Setting by Laurence Irving. At Kings
Theatre, Glasgow. i.t-tv,.,Victor AdftinR

Helen Manscll-Smith . ... .
Hammond

Doctor Protheroe
Henry Mnnsell-Smith Jolm Clcm<wts
iiffcK Ptttteraoti .Joan HcrDcn
Audrey Foster
George Foster • t .Michael Shepley

SRO biz in the middle of peak

vacation time and heatwave proves

the success John Clements, w.k.

British actor-inanager, has on his

hands with this new modem com-

edy. It's unprecedented biz for the

season, popularly known here as

the “Glasgow Fair," when a big

exodus to coast and country leaves

city theatres with only a propor-

tion of their normal clientele to

draw on. But this comedy deserves

fully the top coin it's assembling

at the hoxoffice. It's bright, amus-
ing, brittle and sophisticated, with

some top humor situations and
clean-cut acting ‘from a good cast.

Clements has a four-part chore.

He wrote the piece, basing it free-

ly on a play, Jean Bernard Luc’s

“Le Complexe de Philemon,"
which he caught on his last trip to

Paris. He also presents the pro-

duction, directs it, and has a lead-

ing part, with his wife, Kay Ham-
mond, sharing the stellar billing.

With an undoubted success on his

hancis, he can look forward to a

lengthy run.
The plot is simple but Intriguing.

Helen Mansell-Smith has 'been

married for 11 years. Suddenly,

she begins to watch her husband's

little mannerisms and wealmesses,
anci to suspect the beginnings ,of

insanity. She consults an eminent,

pompous psychiatrist. About, the

same time, the husband notices

strange little points in his wife’s

behavior, and similarly consults

a psychiatrist. Both husband and
wife taKe the greatest pains over

each dther’s physical and mental
comfort, and the result is ah amus-
ing situation in which full tilt is

made at modern psychiatry.

Both husband and wife consider

that the other is in dire need of

“de-complexicatlng." They must
rid one anothei* of all comnlexes.

urges and “isms." The gaiety is

ad(led to by various recommended
cui’es.

• Miss Hammond admirably su.s-

tains the arduous part of the wife,

speaking her lines with remark-
able clarity, moving about stage

with extreme poise, playing the

sophisticated wife to the letter

and having the added help of gor-

geous go^vning. -Similarly, Clem-
ents. in addition to his megging
chores, is the architect husband to

solid effect.

A rather precise “ism"-spouting
medico Is well portrayed by
Charles Lloyd Pack. The best

friends are respectively character-

ized by Frances Rowe and Michael
Shepley, the latter especially pro-
viding a fine study in staccato,

monosyllabic Army slanguage. Vic-

tor Adams Is neatly cast as a young
man-servaut enjoined to spy on his

Settings are standout, particu-

larly the third-act scene from the

rooftop garden of the
.
Mansell-

Smith's London home, with the

city lit up for miles around. Lau-

rence Irving has done a swell job

here. Gord.

Corner
London, July 24.

Alexander Cumnock production of a

new comedy in three acts Ho"
by Bruce Walker. Stars Doris Hare,

Garry Marsh. Directed by Noel Howlett,

decor,, Tina Hornlman and
with. At St. Martin s Theatre, July 23,

Cpt. “Taffy” Jones Lane Moddick
•

Brlsii MflSSOH

•Sir / * Tony Hilton

Pte. Preston David Drummond
pfA Will Roy Grant

Cpl. Noakes
•Price ,

Peter Vaughan
Gcrde .

Kathleen Stuart

Sgt. “Nobby” Clark Harry Marsh
I.t, John Irwin John Forbes-Sempill
Hanq ' Franldyn Scott

yiaria Kheinhart
Henry Arnold Russell N^ier
Nellie Doris xiare

Lt, “Johnny” Johns
Russian Officer Graham Ashley

Even making allowances for the

“silly season," it is difficult to un-

derstand how this drab, mediocre

and witless concoction found its

way into the West End. It has al-

most nothing to commend it and

has no prospects of survival.

Piece is set in a British-occupied

chalet on the border* of the Russian

Zone. The vague and inconclusive

plot, with forced incident about

spies, stolen documents and cut

telephone lines, does little to re-

lieve the gloom. The characters are

drawn with an immature hand, and
almost every known cliche is

crammed into the dialog.

The director is defeated from
the outset by the script, and the

cast, headed by Garry Marsh and
Doris Hare, deserve something
better. (Folded after one perform-
ance.) Myro.

England or Hollywood, but script

would need tightening and ener-

getic rewrite. It needs' that now,

^^StoiT is a simple one. Albert

Laporte is a petty bank clerk and
has an empty private life. One
night on the street he runs into a

wounded man, obviously being

chased by police. Laporte, eager

to involve himself in anything that

will take his mind off his lonely

existence, takes the stranger home
to his apartment to hide him. Man
confesses to Laporte that he is a

murderer, having killed his wife,

•whom he believed, unfaithful.

Second act takes place in home
of Daniele, sister of the victini,

where Laporte goes to establish

an alibi for the murderer. Laporte

discovers that the wife was really

unfaithful, but when he returns to

his apartment he comforts the

murderer with a story of her in-

nocence. Murderer commits sui-

cide and Laports is alone again,

but the experience has shaken him
into a new state of mind. He wants
to lead a life of his own now.
Play has only four characters.

Francois Perier is excellent as La-

porte. Marie Daems scores as Dan-
iele, and Maurlc/3 Ronet, as

_

the

murderer, and Camille Guerini, as

the police inspector who inter-

rogates Daniele, are okay.
^
Play

has a monotonous quality' that

might be overcome in a pic version

by adding scenes of niurder and
'Chase, “Sunday” is no click in

Paris and haln't been helped by
heatwave and ' lagging summer
trade. Curt.

«lesi)is La Caille
(Jesus-thc-Quail)

Paris, July 15.
Antoine presentation of drama in two

acts (five scenes) by Frederic Dard,
based on novel by Francis Carco. Di-

rected by Pierre Valde. Music by Kosmaj
sets and costumes, G. Annenkov. Fea-
tures Helena Bossis, Philippe Lemj^e,
Jean-Jacques Delbo, Charles Moulin, LUa
Kedrova. At Antoine Theatre, Paris; $3,

Fernande Helena Bossis
The Corsican Charles Moulin
Jesus-the-Quall Philippe Lema^e
Popc-the-Cow Jean-Jacques Delbo
Cafe Proprietor Leon Larive
Bertha Lila Kedi’ova
Loupe Raymond Foumiei;
The Flea Daniel Cauchy
1st Policeman Jean Dova
2nd Policeman Pierre Valde

IJn Hoau Bimaitclic
(A Wonderful Sunday)

Paris, July 15.
Michodlere presentation of drama in

three acts (five scenes) by Jean-Pierre
Aumont, adapted from novel by Pierre
Larthomas. Directed by Helvet.
Sets by Bertin. Features Francois Perier,
CamiUe Guerini, Maurice Ronet, Marie
Daems. At Mlchodiere Theatre, Paris; $3.

Albert Laporte Francois Peri6r
Commissioner Camille Guerini
Georges Thierry Maurice Ronet
Daniele Marquand Marie Daems

“Wonderful Sunday" is third
play by legit-pic star Jean-Pierre
Aumont. First effort, “Emperor of

China," appeared in Philip Barry's
adaptation as “My Name is Aqui-
lon" in which Aumont played the
lead, on Broadway and in Paris.

Second play was ;last season’s
“Happy Island," sat!ire on Holly-
wood, in which the author and his
late wife, Maria Montez, starred in
Paris.

Noel Coward has done a transla-

tion of this one, but it’s- still un
produced in English. Aumont has
no role in “Sunday,” but might
step in and act in English if show
goes to London, which it may
There’s pic possibility for France,

This play, which ran for four
months at the Gramont Theatre
during late winter and spring, has
reopened at the Antoine in hopes
of bagging summer trade, includ-
ing foreign tourists. Big publicity

play has been made in advertising,

in which the show is billed as the
“Frenchiest play in Paris." Some
may find it too Frenchy in both its

difficult argot dialog (gutter chat-

ter of 1900-10) and its rough, bold
caricatures of pimps, prostitutes,

and stool-pigeons.
Plot has to do with the Corsican,

brutal Montmartre pimp, who is

turned in to the police by Pepe
the-Cow, a rival pimp who work^
the same district. The Corsician’s
girl, Fernande, is taken over by
Jesus-the-Quail, an. effeminate
yoqth who is often—so the accom-
panying soijg runs—mistaken for
a girl. Informer Pepe soon inter-
venes and kicks the youth out.

When the Corsican is released from
jail, he returns to to avenge him-
self and stabs Pepe to death, let-

ting his faithless girl friend, Fer-
nande, take the rap for the murder.
Production of “Jesiis” milks at-

mosphere and background (Mont-
martre, 1900, a popular parlod in

legit and pix'just now) for all they
are worth. Direction gives Apache
stujfif proper feelingj and sets and
costumes - by G. Annenkov are

swell.
.

‘
„

Helena Bossis scores as the weak-
willed prostitute, Fernande, as does
Lila Kedrova as the comic, hoarse-
voiced street-walker, Bertha. I^hil-

ippo Lemaire, young leading actor

of baany French pix, -registers in

the tough, unsympathetic role of
Jesus, and Jean-Jacqu(is Delbo and
Charles Moulin are good as the
rival, underworld roughnecks. Ac-
cordion music by Kosnia is helpful
in bringing back pre-WorW War I

Paris as (late of story Is stressed.

Play should get through the sum-
mer nicely and possibly run into
next season, though the Antoine
Theatre Is wanted for a new Mar-
cel Achard comedy in October.
French pic version seems a likely

prospect, as script offers colorfm
characters, background and period.

Curt.

^ena Preps
2d Preem With Woman’

Kochester, N. Y., July 29
Arena Theatre here, only tL

dent l^quity .year-round grouj
the area, in prepping its second
premiere next week. Aug. 5 , withJay .Looney and Irene Cowan\
“The Little Woman." First preem
was Phillip Pruneau’s “The hS
w,cen Bride,” last September.
“Woman,” story of a fading

actress attempting to quit the stage
and become just “the Httie
woman,” will he directed by
Arena's managing director, Doro-
':hy Chdmuck. Leads will be
;aken by Marian Reardon, Joseph
Ruskin, Frank Borgman, George
La Buda, Ted Jordan, Ed Ivorv
and Sarah Scott.

Mareel ^larceitti Mime
Paris, July 15.

Marcel Marceau presentation of panto-
mlmc-baUet show in two acts. Stars
Mai'ccau; features COlles Segal, Sabine
Lods. Roger Desmarc, Zanle Campan,
Sergio (^rsrein, Luis de lilina, Jean
Schmidt, Daniel Emilfork, Glbbe Grossac,
Shaike Opliir, Pierre Verry, Rcgine
Maupre, Jean Lancelot, GUle? Leger,
Jacques Fabbrl, Claude Dealeu. Nicole
Moch. Directed by Marceau. Sets and
costumes, Jacques Noel; muslo by Edgar
Bischoff and Kosma. At Sarah Bernhardt
Theatre, Paris; $3.
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^On Your Toes^

Opens at

Bucks Playhouse

ly David ApptI

"On Your Tots," tht Rodgors and
Hart musical hit among tho bast

sttn In ractnt stasont at New Hope.
Thora Is a rich store of both comtdy
and dance talent.

CALLAHAN DOES JUSTICE
stepping Into the shoes of Rolger

Is a challtnglng assignment for any
dancer but AIII Callahan, seen last In

Philadelphia In “Top Kanana,” comes
through with feet and colors flying.

He It a slick dancer, he knewi how
t« handle a line.and he can register
with a song. His “Slaughter en.lOth
Avenue" Is a gem . r .

One of the most delightful

evenings ef the current strawhat
season.

Now fldylng tk*

Summer Theatres In

Rodgers A Harts'

'ON YOUR TOES'
BILL CALLAHAN

Manaj«m*nt: STANLEY RAYIURN

Marcel Marceau company is hav-
ing a big, arty success here. Com-
pany is composed of 15 actors and
three actresses trained in panto-
mime and ballet, mixing of which
gives show a unique tone. Mar-
ceau has toured on the continent
and in Great Britain, but his tours
have been solo, without music or
assistance of others, and tended to
monotony. Offers have been made
to take him and company to U. S.
next season, but no deal has been
concluded as yet. Present engage-
ment has upped him in prestige.
Show starts with mimicking of

six-day bicycle race bjreight play-
ers. Marceau follows in solo act,
pantomiming a sculptor, skater and
subway-rider. Then comes silent
playlet, “Duel in the Dai'kness,"
based on a Japanese No play.
Next is “The Coat," dramatiza-

tion of Gogol short story of old St.
Petersburg, in which a milque-
toast office clerk saves up his hard-
earned wages to purchase a mag-
nificent fur overcoat that will ele-
vate his social position, only, to
be robbed of it when he is return
ing home from a ball. Entire com
pany is in this one and it is the
best act of the evening, though it

could stand some cutting. An-
other elaborate pantomime-drama,
“Pierrot of Montmartre," concludes
the bill.

Marceau, a Chaplinesque mime,
and his chief assistants, Gilles Se-
gal, Sabine Lods and Roger Des-
mare, together with the rest of the
company, offer a show that is dif-
ferent, . and as such alone it has
appeal. Sets and costumes by
Jacques Noel, especially the fast-
changing scenery of “Pierrot,” are
firstrate, and music by Edgar Bis-
choff for “The Coat" and by Kosma
for^ “Pierrot" lend main acts a big
assist. Curt.

Atterburys Prep Sixth
Stock Season in Albany

• Albany, July 29.
Malcolm Atterbury and wife

Ellen Hardies have tentatively set
Oct. 28 as opening date for their
sixth season of stock at the Play-
house here. Duo is planning a trip
through Connecticut and Massa-
chusetts to take a look at summer
theatres and assemble a new com-
pany.

There will be many fresh faces,
Atterbury said, and a possible
change In operating schedule.

Cherokee Indian Drama

Besting Last Year’s Draw
Greensboro, N. C., July 29.

“Unto These Hills,” authentic
ndian drama, in its third season at

Cherokee, N. C., is playing ahead
of the same period last year, with
audiences of around 2,150 a night.

Through last week, attendance had
reached approximately 36,000, and
nights of July 4-5 drew over 3,100

or each performance.

.
In one night, there were persons

from every ‘state and from three

provinces in Canada. There alst

was a man from Rangoon in the

audience. Reservations for August
have been made for two different

parties from Spain. Season will

continue through Sept. 1, with

performances every night except

Mondays.

Mpls. Legit Preps Early

Bow; St, Paul Bypassed
Minneapolis, July 29.

Local legit season gets off to

its earliest start in many years,

with “Bell, Book and Candle" set

for the Lyceum week of Aug. 18.

Again under Jimmy Nederland-

er’s management, house also has

more early booldngs than usual.

Already penciled in are .“The Four-

poster," Sept. 16, and “Call Me
Madam,” Sept. 22, each for a week.

Sandwiched in between "Bell” and

“Fourposter" will be the contro-

versial picture, “The Miracle,”

opening Aug. 25.

“Fourposter” and “Call Me
Madam” will play their Twin

Cities engagements exclusively at

the Lyceum here, passing up St.

Paul entirely, as a number of at-

tractions have done in recent

years.

London Legit Bits

London, July 22.

Michael Powell is making his

second venture into West End

legit with a new play based on

Bruce Hamilton’s novel,

“The Hanging Judge." Show, with

cast heade(i by Godfrey Tearle,

will be directed by Raymond

Massey, and opens at Manchester

Aug. 25. Will tour for five oi

six weeks, after which it comes lo

the West End . . . Abe Berman

here to negotiate for Broadway

rights of Kjeld Abell’s pl^ay from

the Danish, titled “The Lost

Melody," '

FOR SALE
75' Th#otr# - In - Th# • Round with *ide

wall# - brand n.w - $2,600.00. Very

atlractiv# — Rlu« Flam*foii - Teneo

Canvat, Inc., 37 North Second Ay.,

Mount Vernon, N. Y. MO 7-19



*nom*f lA* wHkw
Correspondenc* h»*

T,««JAd between the 'friivel Wyit-

2sTsn. »na Trf Fitrick. tdltor

SfItoUday mag. becaws* ot an al-

?Lpd slur to the lortnet vU a paid

i/ by the monthly ta the Juls^lg

Issue of The New Tforker. The

copy was constru^ by the traj^

2&S as impugning their craffe-

Jr. itself a strange viewpoint in

light of he general tonrist bix over-

tones of Holiday—^d Beaoh Con;

ler travel ed .pf the KY.. Herald

tribune and prez of the WA.^ked
Patrick whether this paid ad*by his

Lgazine “reflected the attitude of

management or some copywriter/’

Patrick replied as if answering a

flucry anent mss. (or so the' Travel

Writers Assn, membership feels)

that Holiday “has good relations

with any travel writer” and that

*'we will examine any mss. but It

must meet the standards of Holi-

day ” etc. There is talk of possible

legal action, hut it is felt that there

Is little cause in that direction and
that chiefly it's an ethical squawk,
particularly in light of Holiday

mag’s dominant tourist biz theme.

Holiday’s ad copy wanted to know
“who writes best .about travel,?”

and then the institutional ad went
on to expound that “we don’t go

for it on Holiday,” meaning the
orthodox' travel writing stuff.

Ben Hecht Autobior

First 600 pages of his autobiog-
raphy has been delivered by Ben
Hecht to Simon and Schuster. Com-
peted tome, “A Child of the Ccn-
ury,” will be about 1,000 pages
ong and Is skedded for publlca-
ion in the fall of 1953.

Considerable part of “Child of
the Century” will be Concerned
with Hecht’s reporter days in. Chi-
cago. Sections will also be devoted
to his experiences in Hollywood
and to his activities in behalf of
Israel.

Stone’s INS Tokyo Berth
Marvin Stone, International

News Service staffer in London
and at present covering the Olym-
pics in Finland, is being upped to
INS bureau chief in Tokyo. He’ll
arrive in N, Y. next week for a
short spell and then on to San
Francisco, before taking on his
new assignment.

Stone will succeed Howard Han-
dleman, dean of U. S. newsmen
in Japan, who wants to return to
the States with his family after
seven solid years in Nippon.
Handleman, AP’s Russ Brines,
(now In Washington) and UP’s
Ernest Hoberecht used to acconor
pany General MacArthur when
major events were pending, which
wbn them the solbriquet of “Mac
and his Three Apostles.” Handle-
man will be INS bureau chief in
Frisco.

Cincy Enquirer Financiut; Bid
Employes of the Cincinnati E

quirer, who recently bought t
Ul-year old daily, have appli
to the Securities & Exchange Coi
mission to Washington for perm
Sion to float a $10,000,000 secu

issue. New owners will i;

$7,600,000 of the financing p]
payment of notes issu

by the Portsmouth Steel Cor
which enabled them to buy t
paper instead of it going to t
competitive newspaper, the C;
cinnati Times-Star.

1
program call for ra

onn through some 40
shares of common sto(

by sale of 15-year sir

S? fund debentures and $2,500,0

bentures^^
10-year convertible c

Tu, Mother
Chase, touring the straw

lull
^1»” fs writing ;

^ok about, her mother, Edn;
woolman Chhse, editof-in-chief o

Incorporate a his
fashions and a condense.

In
Vogue, Miss Chase sal.

in Albany last week.
Chase has authored “Ii

S®J„We Cry/’ ‘1 Love Miss TilU

X^evyis and Bennett L
associi

editnil^
Sa^rday Review

timi ^ /^oP^’^^ourt, Brae

er?^,
Sinclair Lewis’

successes so it is fi
Smith did the editing t

holm^» Street '

lish?n« fittingly I

ish
November. I

PriTA^ to tl

S?/.or “Main Street,”
^^^orature to an u

literary clc

tawinT^’* -
* orawing on unpubb

— —
-

II
.

. .

•

respondence between the eminent
British writer and H. G. Wells, Jo-
seph Conrad, John Galsworthy,
Bernard Shaw and Somerset
Maugham. Pound has been literary
editor of the London Daily Mail
and editor of the Strand Magazine.
Hareburt, Brace also publishing.

Alien: Fuat's Book
Alien Funt (“Candid Mike” and

“Candid Camera”), radio, TV and
film exponent of the “snoop” school,
has put his findings into book
form, which he calls “Eavesdrop-
per At Large,” for Vanguard this
falL
Same publisher is bringing out
A Little ’Treasury of Main Street
USA,” selected by John M. Henry
“from the wit and wisdom of Amer-
ica’s country editors.”

Ed, Ford’* Column
Author-comedian Senator Ford,

head-man of the “Can You Top
This?” radio-TV package, doing a
humor column for thife N.Y. Mirror
titled “Notes to Notables.” It was
incepted at invitation of Charles
B. McCabe, the publisher.

Curtis i^b’s Mo. Exemption
The Missouri State Supreme

,Court has upheld a decision of Cir-
cuit Judge Sam C. Blair, Jefferson
City, that the Curtis Publishing
Co., is exempt from the Missouri
2% sales tax on magazine sales.
The Court held that the com-

pany’s operations can be consid-
ered only as interstate and that the
Missouri General Assembly in-
tended to exei^pt magazine sales
from the state tax.

1760-Pate Novel
“Sironia, Texas,” by Madison

Cooper, winner of Houghton Miff-
lin’s 1952 Literary Fellowship, will
establish' something of a U. S.
record when it is published in
October. Its' 840,000 words—2,864
mss. pages-^took 10, years writing
and will run 1,760 pages, the
“biggest novel” ^to come out of
America in more ways than one.
Businessman Cooper kept its writ-
ing a secret for the entire decade,
even from his best friends.

D, C. Gets Owen Wister’s- Paper*
Children of the late Owen Wister

have donated some 11,000 of the
author’s papers to the Library of
Congress on the occasion of the
celebration by the University of
Wyoming of 'the 50th anniversary
of the publication of Wister’s “The
Virginian.”

Among the papers Is the manu-
script of the libretto for “Villon:
A Romantic Opera in Four Acts.”
The documents also include Wis-
ter’s correspondence with Ernest
Hemingway, Rudyard Kipling,
Hamlin Garland, Henry James, S.
Weir Mitchell, Justice Oliver Wen-
dell Holmes, Theodore Roosevelt,
and his grandmother, actress
Fanny Kemble.

Lincoln Book Rights Buy
Francis Drake Ballard, former

theatrical associate of the late Win-
chell Smith, has purchased for
dramatic production all rights td-

three books on the life of Abraham
Lincoln by Irving Bacheller, pub-
lished *by Rinehart and Bobbs-Mer-
rill. The titles, covering Lincoln’s
boyhood, early manhood and pres-
idency, are “A Boy For The Ages,”
“A' Man For The Ages” and ^'Fa-

ther Abraham.”
A stage adaptation of the first

book is in preparation and a musi-
cal .version of the second book, un-
der the title “Bright Adventure,”
has been readied. Joseph Gotten
recently appeared in a radio adap-
tation of “A Man For The Ages”
and Ballard has commissioned a
TV version of the property.

David A. Bader, literary rep who
handled the transaction, will be
associated in the 1953 production
of the stage and television version
of the properties.

Ian Ballantine’* New Setup

So far Houghton Mifflin has
signed with Ian Ballantine's new
Ballantine Boolw setup for coin-

cidental publication— from the
same plates—of a 35c and 50c edi-

tion to be merchandised via news-
stands at the same time that the
$2.50 or $3 hard-cover edition is

published^ It's a new idea for a
quick saturation of both the reg-

ular bookshop outlets as well as

the reprint outlets. Usually the lat-

ter iollow in a cheaper edition but
Ballantine, who has nad a "wide ex-

perience with pop priced editions

(he was formerly head of Bantam
Books and is still the largest sin-

gle stockholder therein, but re-

cently exited that company) thinks

that an even quicker saturation*

salt can be achieved by coincl-

a«ncai puDiication of both, the 35c
and/or 50c reprints 'along with the
hi^HCOver editions.
Houghton Mifflin Is. experiment-

with Ballantine, and Farrar,
Young also may go along

with the plan whereby Ballantine
P*ys the author 2.8c. and the pub-
^5her 3.7c, or a total of roy-

on the 25c editions. The 35c
and 50c editions increase propor-
tionately in rate.
Bob de Graff, a cousin of the late

Nelson Doubleday. was the first
successful pioneer in reprints, via
Pocketbooks, a Simon & Schuster
adjunct which Marshall Field later
bought, along with S&S.
Today the New American Library

sells^ the biggest volume of these
reprints divided into the Mentor
brand (highbrow books) and Signet
(more popular reading). Pocket-
books

.
(S&S) is runner-up in vol-

ume sales and Popular Library
Wed PinM, who publishes See.
College Humor and other pulps)
rates third. Bantam BookSv which
is a combination of Curtis Publish-
ing, Grosset & Dunlap, Little-
Brown, Scribner, Harpers and ]^n-
dom House) is next followed by
Dell (George T. Delacorte), Perm-
abooks (Doubleday), Avon, Pen-
guin, etc, Fawcett’s Gold Medal
books, a 50c only publishes
originals and lot a reprint al-
though feati the same style
of s.a. cover v entation, GM also
leans to the earthier subjects in
context, sueh as Theodore Pratt’s
first bestseller, “Tormented,” which
dealt with a nymphomaniac.
Major line publishers like to

think the reprints are veering
away from the cheesecake and
deep-cleavage covers but, by and
large, the s.a. posturings sell al-
most as much as the books’ basic
contents.

Forman ‘Camera? Guide
Harrison Formap, former March

of Timer who caught the -first
-newsreels of the Nazi invasion of
Poland and photographed both
both sides of the Chinese conflict,
has come in with a most timely
trade book, called “How To Make
Money With Your Camera” (Mc-
Graw-Hill, $3,50). Primarily a
TVriter, he learned on his first trip
to Tibet that a correspondent wlio
couldn’t handle a camera was
handicapping his product as if. he
had blindfolded half his readers.

It is the most down-to-earth of
all “How To” books. At the end,
he lists 30 pages of markets for
pix, and. concludes with an index
that would have gained three rous-
ing cheers from H. L. Mencken.
‘Forman’s personal story of how he
fared around the world with note-
book and lens is excellent reading
in Itself. The 30,000,000 camera
users, amateur and pro, will cut
down waste film tremendously by
following his directives. He even
tells in detail how to shoot good
commercial stills off TV in your
own home, and where necessary in-
cludes a release form. His own pix
included in the volume are of
course magnifique. Scul,

Saga of London’s Yaude House
To be placed , top of the bill at

the London Palladium Is to receive
the Oscar 'of international vaude-
ville. Since Danny Kaye started
the fashion in 1948, there has been
a non-stop fiow across the Atlantic
of Broadway and Hollywood head-
liners* and to all, without excep-
tion, It has represented the fulfil-

ment of an ambition. But the first

Hollywood star to headline a Pal-
ladium program was 14-year old
Jackie Coogan who, in 1928, did a
double act with his father. This is

one of many hirtorical incidents
which are recalled by Ian Bevan
in “Top of the Bill” published in

London by Frederick Muller at

$2.55.
The author has clearly spent

considerable time on research to

produce an engrossing and fre-

quently' exciting account of Lon-
don’s No. 1 vaude iJjeatre, tracing
its history through turbulent
periods from the days of its “first

guv'nor” Sir Walter Gibbons,
through the George Black era
through to the present Val Parnell
dynasty. And although Bevan
keeps the spotli^^t on the Palla-
dium, the book Inevitably reflects

the progress and changes that have
taken place during the century in

British vaudeville, with the realign-

ment of forces that led to the com-
position of the existing vaude
circuits.

'

It was riot until 1933 that a
Hollywood star really hit the Pal-
ladium jackpot. That honor went
to Ramon Novarro, yet when he
retumecLtwo years later to star in

a show at His Majesty’s, the earlier

adulation was forgotten and the
production folded after eight per-

formances. The Novarro click was
followed by other Hollywood im-
portations ' (Jimmy Durante, Bebe
Daniels and Bert .Lyon, Joe E-

Brown, Gregory Ratoft, EtheV Bar-
rymore, Tom Mix, et all but with
the Crazy Gang around there was
no need for a mad scramble for big

OTBliAW '
, 7T

film name*, Tlrte Crazy Gang, of
course, have stayed on top through
the year*.

“Top of tl^e .BIll” is primarily
reading matter for the pro. It is,

as It shpuld be, entertaining read-
ing. ’ MyrOo

In re ‘Expiiugiuif a Book
Crown Publishers, which has

agreed to expunge “offending para-
graphs” in future editions of the
Jack Lait-Lee Mortimer, booki
“U. S. A. Confidential,” as part of
Its “separate peace” in the Neiman-
Marcus $7,400,000 libel action,
points out that it has full editorial
dlscreption to make deletions
despite any author’s objections.
Und^r the standard writer-pub-
lisher contract, a warranty that any
book Is “free from libel” is a con-
dition. .Thus, technically, any pub-
lisher could take a position that'
this assurance was a misrepresen-
tation. /

Deletions m “U. S. A. Confi-
dential,” however, will not take,
place for several weeks ,or months
until the present 13th and Hth
printings are exhausted. There are
currently 200,000 books in print.

Lait and Mortimer have refused
to go ' along with Crown’s settle-
ment and plan to fight the sundry
libel suits.

GHATITER
Hartzell Spence's circus yam,

“The Big Top,” ^'written with Fred
Bradna, to be published Sept. 9 by
Simon & Schuster.'
Two of Jerry Wald’s RKO pro-

ductions have been rewritten as
magazine serials. “The Lusty
Mon,” by Horace McCoy, will run
in Colliers’, and “Size 12,” by
Jerome Weidman, will appear in
Cosmopolitan.
Hilda Wright, who joined Ideal

Publishing early this "year after
editing MacFadden’s True Ro-
mances, named editor of Ideal’s
Personal Romances.

. American slang gets a new^an-
alysis in Thomas ^Pyles’ “Words
and ^Ways of American English”
whiclr Random House is publish-
ing Friday (1).

Gordon Gordon’s whodunit,
“Campaign Train,” named book-of-
the-raonth for September by the
Unicorn Book Club,
Bob Carson's history of the film

industry, “The Magic Lantern,” is

the Book-of-the-Month selection
for December.
Maureen McManus, Holt & Co.

publicist, to Europe aboard the
S.S. Saturnia for a tour of Italy,
France and England.
Andre L. Simon, president of the

Wine dc Food Society and author
of more than 40 books about food
and wine, has written “A Concise
Encylopedia of Gastronomy,” that
is if an 840-page book that Har-
court, Brace will publish in No-
vember may be called concise.
Ruth Mitchell, younger sister of

Col. (once Brig. Gen.) William
Mitchell has written his biography
which she titles “My Brother Bill”
for early '53 publication by Har-
courti Brace.

Richard L. Stokes, long in the
Washington bureau of the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch, helped George Racey

.

Jordan, now am engineering execu-
tive, write* “From Major Jordan's

Diaries” whidi BU^eourt., Brace if
bringirtg out Irt October.
Ray Brock, author of “Oil, Blood

and Sand,” currently in Turkey
and due back In October for
odd lecture* and radio-tele guest
shots.

Tlxe late Dixon Weeter’* biogx'a*-

phy of Mark Twain, ’*Sam CUmert*
of Hannibal,” will be published by
Houghton IS^flin Aug. 2g. Weeter
was editor of the Mark Twain es-
tate until his deatk iit 1950.

“The Tightrope,” novel by Stan-
ley Kauffmann, former actor and

.

stage manager, now associated with
a N.Y.

.
publishing house, will be

publislied by Simon Sc Schuster
Sept. 2.

Walter Ynnchell exclusively In-
terviewed Bayard Peakes, the
psychopath who killed a girl at
Colmnbia U. to draw atferitlon to
his thesis on physics, for a dramatic
piece in the N. Y. Mirror la!?t week.

N’wood’* gambit
i ' f r CoMtjttutd from put* 3 ^ --i

hut they can’t maintain a major
company.

That leaves nothing for the lots
to do except salt their programs
with ipore real biggies on which
both the:> risk and potential profit
is great. That’s what finds 20th,
for instance, going Into “The Robe”
and Par “The 10 Commandments.”
The big group of middle-grade

pictures was always a sort of
safety factor for the majors. That
was particularly true In pre-
divorcement days, when this type
product could be spun through af-
filiated theatres and be assured a
minimum gross, no matter what
the variations in quality.*

Not only ha* divorcement started
to take its toll, but the playoff pat-
tern has so changed that the middle
pix are the real economic weakies.
That’s partly due to the general
decline in theatre biz accounted
for by video and other competition,
but likewise may be attributed to

changes wrought in trade practices
by the anti^ust decrees.

. With exhlbs' buying each picture
singly and many of them forced
into bidding for product, the me-
dium pix which show no real b.o.

muscle just don’t get booked.
Whoreas they once were assured of
10,060 or 11,000 dates, many of
them have trouble now getting
6.000 or 7,000.

That takes out the bulwark that
supported the majors. And it has
put them in the position of tossing
big coin into the production pot
and hoping for a favorable roll.

Not only does it mean risking
money on the super-productions,
but also on a liberal number of top
“A” films that must be budgeted
at $2,000,000 or near.

With elimination of a fair num-
ber of medium pix and substitution
of more high- and, more low-
budgeters, overall annual produc-
tion expenditure* by the major
lots Is expected to run about the
same next'year as this.

SHOLOM
ALEICHEM’S

great tears-and-laughter

novel of the Yiddish theatre

in the Old Country

and the new

.V-' r‘

Aeietka’* fett fulMenftg »et*l

9m el the world’* »o**

kllOHHipt*. J««t iwblW»#d» ^
ell bpokttoree.
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JEddy (Cl\l(iult4) JDuclita to

Sun Valley. s

Valentina Cortese, film actress;

cartoonist Chic Young and nitery

thrush Denise Nicole enroute to

jEurope on the Llberte.
Thea Dispecker. chairman of the

American Committee for the Casals

Festival, returned last week from
Europe. .

Harris B. Fisher, Jr. has exited
Ruppert Brewery' (promotion) to

return to Wall St. with the G. C.

Haas Co.
, .

I. H. Brinzmetal, film industry
lawyer and financial advisor, to

Europe with his wife on a com-
bined business-vacation swing.

Selma Warlick, head of popular
attractions and lecture division of
National Concert Sc Artists Corp.,
to Mexico next Monday (4) for two

Marguerite Piazza,'TV and opera
singer, and her husband-manager,
J. Graves McDonald, due in from
Europe tomorrow (Thurs.) on the
Constitution.
Louis de Rochemont, indie film

producer, and author A. J. Cronin
enroute to Europe today (Wed.) on
the Queen Mary.
Jack Lait, editor of the N.Y.

Daily Mirror, expects to be dis-

charged this week from University
Hospital following treatment of a
blood clot in a leg. "

Marks Levine, prez of National
Concert Sc Artists Corp., back in

N.Y. from a six-week trip to the
Coast, visiting local concert man-
agers and talent en route.
Lucia Chase, cdt-director of Bal-

let Theatre, honored last week (24)

in N.Y. with annual award by
Dance Educators of America, for
her contribution’s to the dance field.

Mike Todd’s plan to host a clam-
bake beach party Friday (1) for
newspapermen, etc., at Jones
Beach called off; too few responses
because of the bad day. Todd's
“Nighf in Venice,” incidentally, is

the outdoor attraction ,at JB.
“Wild Bill” Elliott. Monogram’s

western star, rejoined his rodeo at
Mineral Wells, Tex,, this week aft^r
a short tour of New England thea-
tres in behalf of the Children’s
Cancer Fund drive.
Louis Sobol writes from Holly-

wood: “They're really beating their
breasts and crying the miseries out
here-phut the gals wear or-chids
and diamonds and the guys still hit
the $100 windows at the races.”
John Ford, director of Repub-

lic’s “The Quiet Man,” which
preems at the Capitol Theatre
Aug. 21, in from the Coast yester-
day (Tues.) to .assist in the film’s
give jobs to 1,000 theatrical folk.”
George Durst, of Jamaica, L. I.,

writes; “Why don’t theatrical lead-
ers plan some sort of. a 1953 N. Y.
Tercentenary Pageant to run all
summer at Randall’s Island; a dra-
matized historical revue that could
pre-preem promption.

Douglas Leigh who, besides his
Broadway spectaculars, is also prez
of Leigh Foods, niafketers of
canned Flamingo Products, sent
the San Antonio Zo6 director a
supply of frozen Flamingo orange
juice for^the nursing of the first
flamingo bom in captivity.
Jule Styne, producer of “Pal

Jofy. and Helen Gallagher, com-
edienne In the Broadway revival,
awarded plaques by Show-of-the-
Month Club s Sylvia Siegler over
the weekend at Gfossinger's. Cats-
kills resort, for “outstanding” the-
atrical contributions during the
past season.

ing up talent for the enlisted man’s
nitery there. - ^
French Tourist Office .figures

that 1952 is sure to break all tour-

ist records for France, Number
will probably break record of 1928

and wiU pass the 300,000 mark of

Americans abroad.
^ ,

"Million Dollar Legs^^’ (Par)

1935 comedy with W, C. Fields

and Jack Oakie being released here

at first-run Le Vendpme under tag

of “Burlesque Olympics” to cash

in on Helsinki games.

Rome
By Helen McGill Tubbs

Estelle Frank, TV writer of N.
Y., vacationing here.

William C. Tubbs planed in from
London business trip,

Italian crooner Roberta Muralo
at the (jasina delle Rose.

Actress Pamela Matthews in

Zurich for screen test by Swiss
film company,

Lilli' Palmer
.
and Rex Harrison

have taken a villa on the Italian

Riviera for* the summer.
British Pathe sent a imit to

Cortina D’Ampezzo to make a doc-
umentary on the Italian dolomites.

Arthur Davis, film distributor,

here from the U. S. and buying
Italian films for showing in Amer-
iC3
The “Roman Holiday” film unit

working after sundown here be-
cause of the intense heat in Rome
at this time of ^ear.

Ottawa
By Paul Gormlcy

Ottawa Summer Theatre doing
Noel Coward’s “Fallen Angels” in

b’ofi strawhat season.
Jerry Cooper in third holdover

at Gatineau Club, joined by- Joan
Sc Stanley Kayne and Bruce Stev-
ens.
June Oliver in from N.Y. to pro-

duce new show at Gatineau Club,
bringing with her five new girls

for line.

Bill (Wild Bill) Crone, CFRA
staffer staging weekly square dance
sessions at Lakeside Gardens with
Hayloft Hoedowners. /

' StandishaU has dropped floor
show policy temporarily, . featuring
dancing in- outdoor gardens. Norm
Richards orch on stand.
Len Hopkins orchestra staying

on at fire-ruined Jasper Parle Lodge
in Alberta, playing for dancing in
resort’s undamaged convention hall.
Cliff Tripp band continuing to re-
place Hopkins In Chateau Laur-
ier’s Canadian Grill here until end
of September.

London

Paris
Paulette Goddard off to Switzer-

land.

Ethel Smith to Monte Carlo for
two galas.

Joe Bellfort back from the south
of France after a quickie visit with
nis family.

Kramer here on way to
Israel for huddles on Edward Dmy-

film, The Juggler.”
Renee Pasteur into rehearsals of

Sacha Guitry’s revival of “Don’t
Listen, Ladies,” opening late in
August.

,
Henri Bernstein play.

“Evangeline,” for Ambassadeurs
In September, to,^have Danielle
Darrieux in lead,

Lindsay, satisfied with
Call Me Madame” in London,

mulling idea for new play when he
returns to U. S. this fall.

Miles White unable to get back
to N. Y. in time to costume Bette
Davis revue because of sudden ad-
vancing of production date.

Phil Meurice, of the Majestic in
Montreal, here to ogle talent for

interested in Tino
Boss! and Maurice Chevalier.

Anita Loos hack from Monte-
catlnl and will spend a month here
finish ng adaptation of French hit
Carling, Darling,” for John C,

Wilson.

7

John Edenfield, heading
gpecial Services at Allied Air
iJorct Base In Fontainbleau, round-

Phihdelplua
By Jerry Gaghau

Buddy Greco made tour of local
deejays to plug his new platter,
“Playing a Losing Game.”

Bill Jaffee, local pianist with
Jolly Jubilee, USO variety revue
to entertain vets In Alaska.

Joseph Levine, local conductor,
will make his Hollywood Bowl de-
but this summer with the Ballet
Theatre,
Peggy Ramsdale, “Miss ^Greater

Philadelphia of 1951,“ joined ranks
of nitery artistes as new headliner
at the Celebrity Room,
Mark Cohen will open his new

Zodiac Room at the Chateau Cril-
lon Aug, 4. Spot formerly operated
in the Warburton Hotel, sold last
June to a religious organization.

Paul Whiteman will emcee revue
at Shibe Park Aug. 16, before start
of A’s-Washington game, with
some. 5,()00 members of the White-
man “TV-Teen Club” in attend-
ance. .

St. John Terrell, impresario of
the Lambertville Music Circus
(Lamhertville, N, J.) has signed
with the Texas State Fair to pro-
duce one-hour version of “Show
Boat.”

Jimmy Campbell in St. George’s

Hospital for Internal checkup.
Julie Wilson arrived in N. Y. yes-

terday (Tues;), having sailed last

week on the maiden voyage of the

Flandre.
R. J. Minney, producer and

writer, selected as Parliamentary
Labor candidate for the Bexley
(Kent) constituency., „ .

Robert Stannage, who handled
overseas publicity for Associated

British-Pathe the last^ five years,

upped to press officer.

London Tent of the Variety

Club holding first annual dinner

at the Dorchester in October 'to

raise money for its Heart Fund.
Louise Howard inked for a four-

week cabaret date at the Bagatelle

next month. Cafe is tossing fare-

'well dinner to Sophie Tucker
Aug. 5.

Arthur Dent dickering for a

Broadway femme star to play the

lead in his film version of Jean
Cocteau’s “Intimate Relations,”

which starts rolling Oct. 1.

Virginia Somers, currently fill-

ing a short engagement at the

(jolony and Astor, being pacted fot

an extended season at the Berke-
ley beginning end of September.

Sophie Tucker, who sails for

N. Y. Aug. 7 on the Queen Mary,
returns to England in 1954 to cele-

brate her 50-year jublilee in show
biz. After her English tour, she
will repeat the celebration in

America
Val Parnell, away on vacation

in the south of France, planed in

for the opening of Guy Mitchell

at the London Palladium but Ira-

mediately flew back to continue
his holiday; will retuifn for Dolores
Gray and Deep River Boys open-
ing Aug. 4.

Phil Maurice, general manager
of Consolidated Theatres, Ltd.,

Montreal, returned to Canada after

seeing Jack Hylton’s “London
Laughs revue at the Adelphi, and
Bernard Delfont’s “Folies"* show
at the Prince of Wales theatre. He
wants both for Canada.

Westport, Conn.
By Humphrey Douleus

Maty Hunter visiting the Law-
rence Langners.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Massey

planed to London.
Marjorie Gateson visiting Mrs.

William Anthony McGuire.
Tossy Spivakovsky, violinist,

starring In Connecticut Pops Fri-
day (25).'

Faye Emerson and Skitch Hen-
derson have moved into their new
home in New Canaan.

Paul Kwartin joining Melody
Fair Co; for “Finian’s Rainbow”
the week of Aug. 4, and “Rosa-
linda” two weeks later.
Jean Dalrymple at her Bethel

farm. Her husband, newly ele-
vated Brigadier General Philip
Ginter, is now in Korea.

Christie MacDonald, William
Gaxton, Theresa Helbum, Lucille
Lortel, Mrs. William Anthony
McGuire, Armina Marshall, Leo-
pold Godowsky, Madeline Cameron
and Queenie Smith at opening of
Hasty Heart” at Country Play-

house, July 21.

Madrid
By *Geeno Garr

Filmax Distributing Agency has
made deals for the latest Athenea
Films pic, “Surcos” in Asia and
South Africa,
Another Franco-Spanish pic,
Imperial violettes,” starring Luis
Mariano and Carmen Sevilla,
starts next week.
Mexican director Emilio Fernan-

dez is under contract to Colonial
A]e Films to direct a pic to be
done here starring his wife,* Co-
lumba Dominguez,

n producing company
^.u.L.A. and Madrid Athenea
Films signed a contract for some
films to be made in Spain with
Franco-Spanish players.

..
production

at Madrid studios. The C.E.A. and
Sevilla Films has. two films each in
work, Two units using mixed Span-
ish and foreign casts are on loca-
tion.

Vienna
By EmU W. MaaSs

Buerger Theatre is prepping “To
Dorothy A Son.”
Kammersplele will preem Sid-

ney Kingsley’s “Detective Story.”
Kufstein festivals (Tyrol) in full

swing under direction of Walter
Jannsen.

Orchestra leader Karl Boehm
underwent serious eye operation in
Gr.atz state hospital.

Dr. Carl Riedel, film producer,
off to Napoli for imderwater shots
of crabs and spider life.

Producer Walter J. Keller will
reopen Raimund Operetta Theatre
with a musical comedy by K, Am-
bros and I. Neusseh ^

Josefstadt Theatre will reopen
with Philip Barry’s “Philadel-
phia Story” (German title “Die
Nacht vor der Hochzeit”).
Paramount and Warner will open

offices in Neubaugasse after regis-
tering as American Picture Export
Assn. (APEA) here.

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Sid Dicklers observed their 10th
wedding anni.

Zorita playing a return date at
Lenny Litman’s Copa.

Sportscaster Pie Traynor’s wife
off for seven-week tour of Europe.
Mother of Harold Lund, boss of

WDTV, celebrated her 80th birth
day.
Father of Bill Green, nitery

owner, underwent surgery at
Mercy Hospital.
Moniwi Boyar will play off her

postponed booking at Monte Carlo
week Of Aug. 29.

Howard Newman, summer opera

company p.a., will go out ahead of

Jose Greco this season. .

’ Kenneth Bacon, of New York
Housing Board, flew in to' -see his

Opening.
^

John.Shrager advertising agency
of New York will open a Pittsburgh
branch next month with Wally Al-

len In charge, Allen has resigned

as business manager of the Allied
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

Western Pennsylvania, a post he’s

held for more than two years, to

launch the local project for Shra-
ger.

Binuingham
By Fred Woodress

Tommy Riggs, confabbing with-

Thad Holt and C. P. Persons of
WAFM-TV.
WJLD moved its studios from

Bessemer to Homewood, Birming-
ham suburb.
Bob Dillon to take over Avon,

town’s art theatre which has been
dark for six months.
Alabama U Summer Theatre do-

ing “Ring Round the Moon”; close
with WiUiam McCleery’s “Parlor
Story,’’

Civic Ballet and Town Players
rehearsing outdoor production of
“Midsummer Night’s Dream” for
city’s park hoard. ‘

i

Atlantic City
By Joe W. Walker

Tony Martin into Steel Pier
Music Hall July 27.*

Clark Dennis, romantic tenor,
featured at Rltz Tavern.
Paddock featuring Alan Stone,

Jackie Small and Joe DeMarco.
Danny Dennis, urilcycle juggler,

went into Dude. Rancjbi, July 22.

Stan Kenton opened at Marine
Ballroom July 25, being followed
by Tony Pastor.
Gateway Musical Playhouse to

house “Best Foot Forward” at sub-
urban Somers Point Theatre start-

ing July 30.

Jackie Miles heads new bill at

Paul D’Amato’s 500 Club. Also on
bill are Jan Arden and Charlie
Carts, thie Three Buddies and Lee
Henderson girls.

Mexico City

Ricardo Montalban starring here
in the pic “The Hat.”

Rafael Mendez, trumpeter, va-
cationing here after TV dates in
U. S.
George Kelly dickering Gloria

Marin to appear in two pix for
20th-Fox in Hollywood.
Jacob Epstein, ex-Universal man-

ager here, now sales manager for
Columbia in Mexico City.
Arturo de Cordova starring on

Teatro Coca-Cola, half-hour week-
ly sponsored show on Station
XEW.

Chicago
Kirk Douglas in for world preem

of “Big Sky”, at the Woods.
Katy Jurado, film actress, here

for exploitation on “High Noon.” .

Victor Young being feted here
for his scoring of “Greatest Show”
film.

Arthur Levy left for Minneapolis
and Coast as advance man for
“JBfell, Book and Candle” which
leaves Aug. 16 after six-month stay
here.
Cy Euer and Ernie Martin came

in last night to see the “Guys and
Dolls” company manager. Emmet
Callahan, and press agent, Ger-^
trude Bromberg.

Honolulu
By Walt Christie

Hal and Sybil Bock here from
Hollywood.

Anita O’Day the draw at the
Brown Derby, downtown drinkery.
Jack Meakin and Wife, * Celeste,

here on visit before returning to
Hollywood.
Webley Edwards, producer of

“Hawaii Calls” radio show, on the
Mainland on biz in connection with
the program.

Leslie Charteris, creator of “The
Saint,” sightseeing on Kauai
Island with his wife, Audrey Long,
former Honolulan.

Portland, Ore.
By Ray Feves

Nino Milo, Francis Urban and
Don Wald at the Clover Club.
Greyhound racing going full

blast here for the next 60 days.
“Anything Goes” doing capacity

biz at the Portland Civic Theatre.
Arthur Lee Simpkins in at Ama-

to’s Supper Club for third consec-
utive season. Talbots also on bill.
William Duggan credited with

fine job of publicizing “Song of
Norway” which closed a week's
run at the Auditorium last Sunday
(26). “Stalag 17” set for the May-
fair late in August.

Ved»t«»tbiy, |aly 30,

HoUywood
Bob -Mtitohum to Idaho on a fishing vacation.
Stanley Rubin recovering from

appendectomy.
William F. Broldy returned froaeastern huddles.
Bill Williams and Barbara HalA

to Durango, Col.
Gloria Grahame filed suit to di-

vorce Nicholas Ray.
Bob Hope returned from theChicago conventions.
Doris Day will be Collier’s cover

girl for"Aug.' 9 issue.
Walter Brennan planed to Hono-

lulu for a month’s siesta.
Buddy Ebsen to Dallas for leeit

show at Communitj’' Theatre.
Joan Crawford to Cleveland to

bally her picture, “Sudden Fear”
Homer F. Curran’s will bequeath-

ed $500,000 to a nephew and a
niece.
Kirby Grant will emcee opening

of the Centennial Jubilee at Ros^
mead.
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis

vacationing on the golf Units at
Carmel.

Cecil B. DeMilles wiU celebrate
their golden wedding anniversar?
Aug. 16.
Armida in town after two months

of touring with Leo Carillo and
Duncan Renaldo,
Dick Haymes booked for a four-

week 'Concert tour of England,
starting in October.

,
Foreign Press Assn, tossed a

cocktail party for Yumeji Tsukioka,
visiting Japanese star.
Hollywood Foreign Correspond-

ents picked Republic’s “Quiet
Man” as best film - for June.
Harry Gphn denied authorizing

anyone to negotiate for the pur-
chase of his Columbia stock.

Charles Laughton, Bud Abbott
and Lou Costello appear in the
1952 Christmas Seal trailer, filmed
at Warners.
Fred Woo^ess, Birmingham

Vahiety mugg and Post-Herald
amusenrient editor, stopping at, Hol-
lywood Roosevelt this week for ar-

ticles and interviews.

India
4

Members of the Parliament have
raised question of commercializing
All-India' Radio.
•Madras Music Assn, decided to

launch campaign for populariza-
tion of western music.
Madras considering request of

film interests for reduction of tax
on posters and billboards.

Substantial scattered rains over
the south have prompted authori-
ties to lift restrictions Imposed on
use of electrical power. Theatres
now allowed to have normal num-
ber of shows.

. New foreign film house in Ma-
dras, the Odeon, opened with Rus-
sian film, “On the Circus Arena.”
Picture did about $4,000 in Its first

week, record for city outside of

“Samson and Delilah.”
Immediately after C. Rajagopala-

chari became Madras Premier, he
gave orders ending the Motion Pic-

ture Academy started last year at

the request of the previous minis-
try. With termination of the
Academy, awarding of prizes to

the best Tamil and Telugu pic-

tures also goes.

Barcelona
By Joaquina C. Vical-Gomis
The Calderon Theatre has a re-

vival of “La Blanca Doble,” with
Maruja Tomas starred.
“The Killers,” musical show, is

at the Barcelona Theatre. Rafael

Somoza and Fuensanta Lorente are

starred. •

Harlem Globe Trotters at the

Palacio del Deporte are doing

Sock biz, trade being rated tops

for any sports show this year.

Producer-director" Edgar Neville

in Malaga to make biopic of male
dancer Juan Breva. This musical

WiU present different groups of

Spanish song and dance music.

Minneapolis

, By Les Rees
Minneapolis' Civic Opera Assn,

presented double bill, "Ten Maid-

ens and No Man” and "Cavallena

Rusticana” at Lake Harriet.

Minnestota U. sale of season

football tickets 12% ahead of co^

responding period a year ago, ana

heading for new all-time record.

Dorothy Lewis Ice Show and

Ramon Noval orch continuing

Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace

and Hotel Radisson Flame Room,

'^SalS^M^owell here to manage

Council of Living Theatres cam^

paign for subscribers to Lyceum s

egit season. Campaign will con

:inue from Aug. 1 to Sept, lo*
.

Tony Stecher’s once-a - weex

wrestling show season at Aud

torium are continuing

summer for first time

2rQW.da which set new attendance

record.
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WARREN
Warren ^ theatricalS “ a heurt itUdc

T^iS la ’in Olney, Md., where he

•''i/managl^ the Olney Theatre.

SfTas stricTten shortly after a

'"iSnsell, who was son of the

fnmier general manager of the

5!Se”tre Guild had b^n ^Otoey
for several weeks. ww jPiay»

“Cornin' Through the Rye, is

scheduled to be unyeUed at the

Olney Theatre sometime i?
^ After graduating from Princeton,

Munsell turned to the theai^^as a

career. He wrote such plAy& as

“The Jolly Beggar." ;‘A House

DMded." "Angel of Merc^ and

?Rkh Man, Poor Man." During

the past Broadway season h^was
Sne?al manager of "The Grass

frarD" and "Remains to Be Seen,’

veteran of World War H.

Munsell authored , a hlstop^ of the

179th Infantry Regiment of. the

45th Division with which he served.

He also was a frequent magazine

contributor. . , > .t.

Surviving, besides his father, are

his wife, Jane; two sons and his

mother.

EDWARD ELLIS
Edward Ellis, 81, retired film and

legit actop; died in Los- Angelejs

July 26 after a three-week- illness.

In a 63-year career, he appeared
In some 18 pictures and more than
a score of plays.

Born in Coldwater, Mich., Ellis

made his stage debut at the age of

nine in "Olivia" at Hooley’s Thea-
tre, Chicago. After a numlier of

Juvenile roles, he*was cast as Simon
Legree in an 1890 road production
of "Uncle Tom’s Cabin,"
Among other plays in which Ellis

was seen were “Get-Rich-Quick
Wallingford,” "The Ouija Board,"
"Red Bat” and "The Corner Gro-
cery.” He appeared in such films

as “Winterset,” "Return of Peter
Grimm,” "Fugitive From Chain
Gang” and "A Man To Remember."
He was best known for his starring
role in “Remember," which he
made for RKO in 1939.
Surviving are two sisters. Edith

Ellis, and Mrs. Harrison Milntfs;
and a daughter, Mrs. David Thom.

BLANCHE P. STEWART
Blanche P. Stewart, 49, who was

Brenda of the radio team of Brenda
& Cobina. died in Los Angeles,
July 25, Althought hurt hy a fall
in 1942, she had been Jictive in
radio until recently.
Launching her radio career In

New York oh the Jack Benny
show, Mrs. Stewart subsequently
went to the Coast and appeared on
such programs as the Bob Hope,
Burns Sc Allen and Fred Allen
broadcasts.

_A sister and two brothers -sur-
vive.

started on the Broadway stage as
a child.

Later she appeared la a number
of pix. She retired 15 years ago but
she emerged two years ago for a
bit in Universal's "Bucaneer GirL"
A son and two daughters survive.

LORLE PALMER
Mrs. Lorle-G. Swenson, 74, re-

tired actress, died in New York,
July 21 following a long illness.
Known <4)rofessionalIy as Lorle
Palmer, she appeared with her
late husband, Alfred G.' Swenson,
in many Broadway plays. In-
cluded were "The i9th Hole,” star-
ring Frank Craven, "When Knight-
hood.Was in Flower," with Roselle
Klnott, • and "That Day on Broad-
way,”

rector of the Empire Theatre,
Liverpool, Eng. died in Liverpool
Jiily 22. He had been linked with
show biz for 35 years. He was for-
merly stage manager at the Em-
pire in Leeds, and the Hippodrome,
London.

. JOSEPH NOVAK
Joseph Novak, 72, scenic artist

with the Metropolitan Opera House
for more than 40 years, died in
Fort Lee, N. J., July 24. While
with the Met he Resigned sets for
some 52 operas.
Born in Budapest, Novak,came .to

the U. S. in 1902 and worked at
the Manhattan Opera House be-
fore going to the Met. Survived by
his wife, four daughters, four sons
and a sister.

GRACE SACHS
Grace Sachs, 63, one-time vaude

and burlesque performer, died in
New York July 26 after a two-year
illness. She started her carccpin
her 'teens and had appeared with
Fanny, Brice and Billy Watson's
Beef Trust, among other shows.

Surviving are two brothers, Mike
and Morris, as well as a niece, Mrs.
Belle Cohen. Mike Sachs is the
veteran burlesque comedian.

L. M. "MIKE" RICE
L. M. "Mike” Rice, Sr., 61, Dal-

las attorney and film industry
counsel, was injured fatally July

when his car was struck by a
height train at a suburban grade-
crossmg in Dallas, Texas. He was
?lso -active in the Variety Club

Ranch activities.

f « ® represented the Robb
iftoc ^ Theatre Circuit since
1925. In addition, he handled legal
matters for other motion picture
firms. Survived by his wife,
mother, and a son.

’

ELIAS WEINSTOCK
faias Weinstock, 63, general

hooking agent for'the Shuberts and
{5®!?^Ser of the Booth Theatre,

?d ^ heart attack July
home in Xiawrence, L.' I.

been in poor health in re-
cent years.

associated

40 T,
Shuberts for more than

__ h survived by his wife

v.i'i'!?
^^^H^bters.- Services are to

Temple Israel, Law-
V <1) at 2:30 p.m.

Sts’tSy.Vf
a,.,4^THUR E, ANDREWS^ ^ former

agenev A Rubicam
Jul? Plains, N. Y.,

in
^Her a long illness. Long

with
^ advertising field, he started

anrt ^ .Montreal department store
N, W, Ayer

had h. Y. A R. Andrews
ness^nh” agency busi-

retired
seven

.
years, having

sadTloi."®

Mrc *NCE
late

Ince, widow of the
died in Holly-

ivas Yhe former actress
professionally as Ethel 1

'^aokson and Ethel Ince. She

ETTA ADAMS'
Mrs. Etta Adams Spriggs Little,

85, former circus and vaudeville-
performer, died July 23 in Nor-
walk, CaL As Etta Adam* she was
a trouper at the age of 12. She
was the widow of Jimmy Spriggs,
Ringling Bros, clown, daughter of

George Adams, also a clown, and
granddaughter of Thomas Cooke,
owner of Cooke's Royal Circus in

England.

MILTON E. DOFFMAN
Milton Ely Hoffman, 72, film pio-

neer, died July 21 at the Motion
Picture Country House after a two-
year illness. At one time he was
executive manager at Paramount
studio and more recently an as-

sistant in RKO's location depart-
ment.

His wife, a sister and a brother
survive.

PETER MELNIKOFF
Peter Melnikoff, 52, who made

frequent appearances in the U. S-

as a concert pianist since coming
from Russia in 1934, died In New
York City, July 22. A student at

the St. Petersburg Conservatory,
he made his professional debut at

12 .

' '

A sister survive*.

FRANK FILAN
Frank Filan, 47, Associated Press

photographer and winner of a Pul-
itzer Prize for the best- news pic-

ture of 1944, died of cancer July 23
at his home In Los Angeles.

Before and after World War H,
he covered Hollywood, retiring

only a year ago because of ill-

ness.

MRS, MARY ROBERTS
Mrs. Mary ^Roberts, who ap-

peared in vaude as a member of

the Carl Roberts Trio, died recent-
ly in New York. A song and dance
comedy act, the trio appeared on
the leading circuits.

/A sister, Mrs. Hughie Fitz, v/ho

was known professionally as Mabel
Elaine, survives.

HERBERT H. MURRILL
Herbert H. Murrill, 43, director

of music for the ‘ British Broad-
casting Corp., died in London, July

25, after a long
.
illness. A com-

poser and organist, he went to the

British Broadcasting Corp. in 1936,

and v/.s^s named music director two
years ago.

Mrs. Jane MacKcnadc Rothcry,

70, one-time violinist with the

Plainfield Symphony Orchestra,

died in Westfield, N. J., July 23.

Widow of musician Claude Roth-
ery, she retired five years ago

after teaching for 40 years in the

New York City public schools.

Lorln H. Ramb«, 64, fopner
vaudeville performer, died July 25

at his home near Danville, Ind.

He toured the midwest as * tap

dancer using the name of Bud
Curtis. .

Clifford C. Clifton, 53, stage di-

J. Edward Simon, 61, Toledo, 0„
pianist, died July 24 in that city.
Before World War I he appeared
in many concerts in this area.

' Mrs, Gypsy Abbott King, 55,
wife of Henry King, producer-di-
rector, died July 23 in Hollj^ood.

Mother of Nathan Fadim, co-
owner of Fadim-Kaplan Theatres,
died in Chicago, July 23.

Lucas V. "Luke" Hill, news edi-
tor for KNUZ, Houston, died July
26 of polio in that city. s

Michael Sleffel, 45, partner In
several Chicago theatres, died July
21 in Chicago.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Fisback, son,

Hollywood, July 19. Fatlier is pro-
duction coordinator at KTLA.
Mr. and Mrs. Aldo Parisot, son,

Pittsburgh, July 6. Father just
resigned from Pitt Symphony
Orch for a concert career.
Mr. and Mrs, E. Edelstein,

daughter, Indiana, Pa., July 23.
Mother's Joan Lubin, Pittsburgh
radio and TV singer.

. Mr. and Mrs. Darrell McDougle,
son, Columbus, O.; July 19. He's
WBNS-TV film department direc-
tor.
.Mr. and Mrs. Dale Lind, daugh-

ter, Chicago, July 19. Father is a
member of the Lind Bros, vocal
trio.

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Leyden, Son,
Hollywood, July 24. Father is a
disk jockey at KFWB.

Jack Benny
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people are fundamentally the same
all over the globe.

The veteran comic underlines
the deep-rooted similarity of radio,

video and vaude funny business,

pointing out that they are all inti-

mate media. "If you can stand and
talk to people intimately," he feels,

"they’ll listen and laugh."
It. doesn’t take 18 curtains, -a

chorus line and elephants, .Benny
believes. It doesn’t take "jokes,"

the CBS comic said. "The impor-
tant thing is building up character.

In fact, it's tougher trying to write

just plain gags/’ Benny declared.

"We’ve polished our characters

and their quirks oyer the years, and
what we try to do is explore new
facets of their personalities." .

Topicality i* a vital ingredient,

Benny explainedi and the come-
dian has to keep up with the times.

"But it’s important not to abuse
the topical line. It’s the simplest

thing in the world to get a laugh

by panning Washington,” Benny
said.

*Si1ntiest Man' Genesis
The Benny caricature as the

stingiest man in the world, he
recalls, happened by accident, after

a couple of scripts featured the

penny-pinching penchants Simi-

larly, the toupee trademark was
unplanned, being carried over from
a film gimmick. The Benny-Alien
“feud” was also impromptu, devel-

oping after Fred Allen twitted Ben-
ny on his fiddling while introing a

moppet amateur on a broadcast.

About the only running gag that

Benny actually planted was last

season’s cleffing of a tongue-in-

cheek ballad, "When You Say I

Beg Your Pardon, Then I’ll Come
Back to You."
No changes are slated for his

CBS Radio airer, Benny said, ex-

cept that Bob Crosby will take over

for Phil Hari^ Because he’s so

strong an advocate of the relaxed

approach, Benny said, he doesn’t

plan "anrthing big" for video next

fall. He prefers to work with just

a few top people, and feels even if

he just "stands before the cameras

and tells some stories it can be

effective,” because in radio the

joke is always on him. ^

"Even in radio, whenever we
have two or three successive shows

with strong guests, we try to fol-

low them with something light and

easy,” Benny said.. "Good pacing

demands it. Too often, when you
try to top something, when you

reach too hard, you' conk out. May-

be not every one is tremendous,

but there are fewer turkeys and

the overall effect is a pleasant, lis-

ten.^ble show."
Benny said he found, working

the three weeks at. the Palladium,

and the week apiece in Glasgow
and Manchester "a good vacation,”

because there are no matinee or

Sunday performances, and he en-

,

joys doing two shows « night. He

'

has played London four times in

the past four years, and feels he
has a good grasp of what the .Eu-
ropean payees want. He finds them
responsive and sophisticated, and
said they "remember everything
from my radio shows, which they
heard when the program was
beamed to' the GIs in Europe.”
Comic flies to Detroit tomorrow

iThurs.) to pick up his new auto,

whjeh he'll then drive to L. A. His
wife, Mary Livingstone, remained
on the Coast.

DaM-Migbes
> I

Continued troni pare S

vancing a sui&stantial sum if it

could be assured of the pix. He
also pointed out that the company
has a large block of shares in its

treasury, ,i^some of which might be
used for acquisition of the films, if

the whole thing set up right.

Kuhn, Loeb &: Go., bankers for

DuMont, were enlisted by the web
to make a first-hand call—appar-
ently to Hughes—in an effort to

learn if the vault^lpad of pix was
actually for sale. The Wall St.

hpuse apparently got no more
definite answer than has anyone
else.

Financing

Kuhn, Loeb did not figure jn
DuMont's financing plans on the
deal except as advisers in the

status of the network’s bankers,
Witting stated.

Chemical Bank & Trust, N. Y.,

was approached on the financing
of the RKO deal some five or six

weeks ago, according to v.p. Edwin
C. Van Pelt, but nothing has been
heard on it since. Bank requested
more facts and figures before giv-

ing any kind of answer to the at-

torney who broached the deal.

Witting said that he ‘and* Chesr,
ler had become very good friends
•in the long Jiegptiations because
the Canadian was the one man
who

,
had not taken the position

that he could sell DuMont the
RKO pix. Chesler had only stated
the possibility.

As a result of the association
that grew out of their huddles,
Witting said, Chesler and DuMont
may get together on production of
special pix for video. Chesler is

interested in tele and has vast re-
sources, while DuMont has the ex-
perience in the field .and will

.shortly have new studios available
in New York with production fa-
cilities.

DuMont’s interest in obtaining
the RKO films lies in the added
strength they’d provide the net-
work. Last year it ran a poor
fourth (doing about .5% of all. TV
network biz), after NBC, CBS and
ABC. A big backlog of top fea-
ture films would give DuMont
some of the power that other webs
get with expensive live shows.

Dietrich last week denied re-
ports that Mellon Bank of Pitts-
burgh, which has done much of
Hughes’ financing,; would Supply
$7,500,000 "or .any othei; amount,’’
for the purpose of purchasing the
backlog. Dietrich also said that
he knows of no offer by the Mel-
lon Bank to take Bankers Trust,.
N. Y., out of the RKO financing
picture. It had been reported that
Mellon and Bankers, which share
a loan to RKO, had under consid-
eration a plan whereby Mellon
would take over the Bankers Trust
end.

RGA-Gol
Continued from page J

has held back on the idea because
of a desire not to further upset the
record business, as occurred three
years ago with the “battle of the
speeds."

Col’s switch may be motivated
by the fact that it has not been
able to make much progress with
its 45 rpm pops business, despite
an c;?ccellent achievement Via its

78 rpm output of pop Mts. A re-

ported Col idea is two jpops per
side—or four tunes back to back—on its own version of a long-play-
ing 45 rpm. Thus, it feels rt may
garner a larger share of that
business.
At presstime last night there

were no top executives available
for confirmation in both companies.
Department store and other top
music dealer executives, however,
haY6 been of the opinion that the
current convention In N. Y. of the
National Assn, of Music Merchants,
which ends tomorrow (Thurs.) at

the Hotel New Yorker, might have

I
hastened both companies’ plans.

II

Legion ReJ Tag
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those not on the list' will be pei'-

mitted to work in Hollywood ^with-

ou.t interference and that, in fact,
many of them already were em-
ployed.

* '

"If John Garfield were alive to-
day he’d be working," declared
this spokesman. He said that most
of the people on the original list

had satisfactory explanations of
the appearance of their names in
connection with activities of vari-
ous organizations or events held
to be subversive.

Others, he added, have had a
change of heart- and have indicated
it with sufficient sincerity to satis-
fy the Legion, Sokolsky, Bond and/
or others engaged In the loyalty
check.

Removes tlufair Onus
"Most of them,” declared the

spokesman, "are good Americans—
as good as you or I. This project
has done 'them tremendous good in
removing an unfair onus from
them. In most cases, the Commu-
nist label was unfairly att.ached tO
them.' Others were a little foolish
and none of them will .suffer the
consequences of their errors."
The anonymity-desirous snokes-

man stressed the amount of work
which he imd others concerned
with the project were putting into
a stud;^ of each situation. He re-
fused to clarify what part Lt-
t''rs ihem.selves were playing, as-
serting "the letters are unimpor-
tant.” He indicated that there was
further contact, either by mail or
phone, with those named on the
original list.

Promising to tell the whole "dra-
matic” story within a .month, the
sookesman refused to divulge any
details of the mechanics by which
the names -are being eulled. It is

understood, however, that the let-

ters requested by each studio have
been forwarded by them to James
F. (D’Neil, director of publications
for the Legion and editor of its

maeazine, which spurred the or-
ganization’s interest in Hollywood
with an article In last December’s
issue ouestioning the sincerity of
the film colony’s cleanout of Reds,

O’Neil reportedly forwards some
or all of the letters to Sokolsky,
who has been highly active over
the years in the campaign against
Communism. The Hearst column-
ist is understood .to give his opin-
ion on the worth of the explana-
tions aryd to use his resources to
check on cases where he’s uncer-
tain.

Info' Erorn Bond
Where further Hollywood on-

the-scene Info is thought necessary,
it's understood that O’Neil either
sends the letters or. at least his
.request for more dope to Bond,
Actor i.s an ejccc of the Motion
Picture Alliance, Hollywood group
that has waged a long fight on
Communists among film workers.
The Legion loyalty project grew

out of a meeting in Washington in

April with O’Neil and Donald.
"Wilson, national' commander, re-
quested by pic industry toppers. It

was attended by a number of com-
pany pretties.

Session followed the Legion

.

mag article, which resulted in
picketing and other b.o.-harmful
activities by. AL posts throughout
the country of pix with which
allegedly offensive Hcllywoodites
were associated. It was agreed at

the Washington huddle that the
Legion would provide each studio

with a list of those people on its

lot who were felt to be tainted for

one reason ot another.
Studios then invited these people

to write their .explanatory letters

and give them to a top-level exec
on each lot. Pronounced aim was
to get all the suspect workers out

of the limbo in which they were
existing and either give them a

clean bill of political health or
denhitely tag- them with the- Red
mark, which would mean their pix

were subject to picketing or other

reprisals.

MARRIAGES

.

Ann' Wal.sh to Frank LaMark,
Pittsburgh, July 15. Groom's with
Tommy Carlyn orch.

Rose Ellen Orban to John Daley,
Jr., Somerset, Pa., July 15. Bride
is sister of Frank O. Orban, Jr.,

Somerset county district • attorney
and- theatre owner,
Norma Webb to Elbert Walker,

Los Angeles, July 19. She’s a

radio publicist, he’s a TV director.

Joan Evans to Kirby Weatherly,
Beverly Hills, July 25. Bride is a

Alice Vir.ginia French to William
Primrose, .N, Y., July 15. He’s
concert viola .soloi.st.
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SIX MONTHS
# >

of Eattorn Engagomonts
o

Just Concludod

Including

Ton Soporato Dotes in

Novo Scotia

Seville Theatre, Montreal

CasinoTheatre, Toronto

Apollo Theatre, New York

Three Rivers Inn, Syracuse

Surf Club, Wildwood

f

Current Releases

SECCA

If Yog Ivor Ltornod
to Lovo Mo

Jolly Roll

Midnight Smu

•low-Top IImos

tmd ku QfuJieU^

Booked for

CONSECUTIVE

Concert and

Dance Dates

IN

CALIFORNIA

In Addition to<^
MSM

KlofRtli

Don't Hoo the
Scone Solty

Oh, Roch

Lovo Yon Like Mod

PARAMOUNT PARAMOUNT
9

THEATRE THEATRE
Son Francisco Lot Angolot

Week of Aug. 22 Week of Sept. 19

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
CHICAGO

203 No. Wabash
Central 6-9451

>OE GLASER, President

NEW YORK
745 Fifth Avenue
Plaza 9-4600

HOLLYWOOD
8619 Sunset Blvd,

Crestview 1-8131
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